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Persecutions: Map of Central Europe Showing Chief Towns Where Outbreaks Against the Jews
Occurred During the Black Death, 1348-49
235
Picart, Bernhard see Bridegroom op the Law Burial.
Polyglot Edition of the Bible, 1514, Page from the Complutensian
159
;

;

:

;

Portraits: see
Ben'Da VII), Lazarus.

Bendemann, Eduard.

Bernstkin, Aaron.
Biederman.n, Michael Lazar.
Bischitz de Heves, Johanna.
Blioch, Ivan S.
Block, Marcus Eliezer.
Blumknthal, Oskar.

'

Benedict, Sir Julius.
Benedikt, Moriz.
Benet. Moriiecai.

Benfey, Theodor.
Bexja.min

BORNE, Karl Ludwig.
Braham, John.
Brandes. Georg.
BrSal, Michel.
Breitiiaupt, John Frederick.

II., J. J.

Benjamin, Judah Philip.
Berlin, Moses.
Berliner, Abraham.

Bernays, Isaac.

Prayers, Italian-Jewish, Printed in

Hebrew

BrI'll, Ig.\az.

BrOll, Jakob.
BrCll, Nehe.miah.

Ruber, Solomg.n.
Buexo, Ephraim Hezekiah.
Buxtorf, Johannes.
Cantor, Moritz.
Carregal, Raphael Hayyim Isaac.
Cassel, David.
Chajes, Zebi Hirsch.

Characters, Bologna, 1538

Mark: see Imprint.
Procession of Bridegroom of the Law on the Eve of the Kejoicing of the Law
of Scphardic Jews Round a Coffin
Professions of Bridegroom and of Bride, About 1700

299

Printer's

Rabbinic

383
433
129

Bible see Bomberg, Daniel.
Rejoicing of the Law, Procession of Bridegroom of the Law on the Eve of the
383
Reuchliu, Johann, The Erfurt Manuscript of the Hebrew Bible with Targum, Formerly Belonging to. 181
Ring, Betrothal, Bearing Letter » for " Mazzal Tob "
128
with Box Containing Perfumes and Opening with a Key
128

Rome:

see

:

Candlestick; Catacomb; Cemetery.

Rothschild, Lady, Book-Plate of
Russia- see Berdychev; Byelostok; Caucasus; Censorship.
St.

Petersburg Codex

of the

Hebrew

Bible, with Superlincar Punctuation

314

179

LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS IN

xvi

VOLUME

III

PAGE
Sarcophagus, Fragment of
sec also

a,

from the Vigna Randanini

at

Rome, Showing Jewish Symbols

Seal of the B'nai B'ritli Order
of
Sefirot,

in

276

Jewish Chautauqua Society
Correct Order of, Anauged in a Circle
Relation to One Another

683
476

tlie

Form of a

in the

475

JMenorah

476
433

>

Sephardic Jews in Procession Round a Cofliin
Septuagint Version of Exodus xix. 14-xx. 17.
Shofar-Blowiiig: see Bknedictioxs.

From

a page of

tiie

Vatican manuscript

Shulhan 'Aruk, Titk-Pagc of Caro's, Printed at Venice, 18th of Kislew, 5325=1564
Signatures

:

614

Catacomb.

see

SimhatTorah:

187

587

Autographs.
see Re-ioicing

op the Law.

Simonson, Dr. Emil, Book-Plate of
Soncino Border from the Title-Page of
Spheres, Relation of he Cabali.stic

815
" Sefer

Yehoshua'

"

321
474

t

Symbol, The Alepli as a, of the Four Cabalistic Worlds
476
S3'ml)ols, Jewi.sh, on a Fragment of a Sarcophagus from the Vigna Randanini at Rome
614
Synagogues: see Beudychev; Berlin; Bevis Marks; Bokhara; Bombay; Bonn; Budapest; BudWEis; BvELOSTOK; Cassel Cavaillon; Charleston.
;

Tabakg-asse Synagogue

at

Tabernacles, Feast

Celebrated by Bokhara Jews

of, as

Budapest

Talmud, Page from Bomberg's Edition
Targum: seeEuFURT; Polyglot.
"Tetillot Latini "

:

of,

417
293

1526

301

Italian-Jewish Prayers Printed in

Hebrew

Characters, Bologna, 1538

Tell Arnamia, Boundary-Stone at

Temple of Solomon, Brazen Sea

299
342

of the, with

View

of Section.

Restored according to Calmet

358

Thebes; see BiacKS.
Title Pages: see jMeaii Berakot; Shulhan 'Aruk; Sonctno Border.
Titus, The Golden Candlestick on the Arch of, as It Appeared in 1710.
After Reland
532
Translations, Biblical: see Polygi,ot Septuagint; Targum.
Tribute, Camels Led to Shalmaneser as
520
Types, Jewish: see Beni-Isiiael; Bokhara; Caucasus.
Tj^pography: see Bible; Bologna; Bomberg, Daniel; Card, Joseph; Meah Berakot; Soncino
;

Border.
TJnited States: see Charleston,

Vatican

S.

C.

;

Ch.\utauqua Society; Ne\v York.

^lanuscript of the Septuagint Version of

Venice: see Bomberg, Daniel;

Exodus

xix. 14-xx. 17,

Page of

187

Shulhan 'Aruk; Soncino Border.

tlie Jewish Catacombs at
Candlestick.
Vincentius Mattellica, Holograph Approbation of,
Solomon, Printed at Venice, 1547

Venosa, Ground-Plan of

617

see also

Water-Bottles, Goatskin,

Now

in

Use

in Palestine

^lode of Filling Jars from

Writing, Cursive; see Dobsevage, A. B.

to "Sefer Sha'ar

ha-Shamaj'im

"

of Gershon ben

645
341

340
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Jewish Encyclopedia
BENCEMERO,

BEN ZAMAIRA, ABRA-

or
Mediator, in 1526, between tlie Moors and
the governor of Saffee and Azamor, employed by the
Portuguese. He lived at Azamor on the west coast
Abraham Cazan (Hazan), the most promof Africa.
inent Jew of that city, was also employed in the
same capacity.

HAM

:

Bibliography

:

Jo2o de Souso, Documcntos Arabicos para
Kay-

la Hiitoria Portugueza, pp. 159 et seq.y Lisbon, 1790;
serllng, Gesch. der Juden in Portugal, p. 161.

M. K.

G.

BENCEMERO, ISAAC

:

Relative of

Abraham

Bencemero of Azamor; the deliverer of Nuno Fernandes d'Atayde,

When

commander-in-chief of

in 1511 this latter city M'as besieged

Saflfee.

and

sur-

rounded by an army of more than 100,000 men and
Atayde was exposed to the greatest danger, Bencemero and a certain Ismael formed the bold plan of
bringing assistance to the Portuguese. At their own
expense they fitted out two vessels, manned them
with co-religionists, and sailed to Saffee. Eluding the
sentinels on watch, they entered the city in the darkness of night, and thus saved Atayde and his men.
Bibliography

Hleronymo de MendoQa, Jornada de Africa,

p. 89a, Lisbon, 1607
gal, p. 159.

;

Kayserling, Oesch. der

Juden in Portu-

M. K.

G.

tice, Bendavid in 1793 went to Vienna and lectured
on Kant's philosophical system in one of the halls of
the university.
He was, however, soon compelled
to terminate his lectures there, but continued them in
the mansion of Count Harrach, where he attracted
large and distinguished audiences.
When, in 1797,
foreign residents were forced to leave
Lectures Vienna, Bendavid returned to Berlin,
on Kant, and was for several years editor of the
"Spener'sche Zeituug," which he directed with great ability and circumspection during
the dangerous times of the French domination.
In 1806 Bendavid became the director of the Freischule (Jewish Free School), which had been founded
in 1778 by David Friedliinder and Daniel Itzig.
Bendavid brought the school to such a high stand
ard that nearly a third of its pupils were non-Jews

in 1819,

when

the attendance of Christian children

Jewish schools was prohibited by the government.
He served without compensation until' the school
was closed in 1825. His services as an expert accountant were much sought after by commercial and
financial institutions; and he was also employed in
that capacity for many years by the directors of the
Royal Fund for Widows (Konigliche Wittwenkasse).
The extreme simplicity of his mode of living brought
him the nickname of " The Modern Diogenes " while
by his thrifty habits he succeeded in
''The
being as independent in worldly afModern fairs as he strove to be in the domain
Diogenes. of philosophy. He is called by Heine
at

;

BENDAVID, LAZARUS:

German

pher and reformer; born in Berlin Oct.
died there

March

28, 1833.

philoso18, 1762;

In his younger days he
supported himself by
polishing glasses, and
in
his leisure
time
studied mathematics,
in which he attained
great proficiency. His
earliest published work
was on a geometrical
subject, "Ueber
die
Parallellinien " (Berlin,
1786),

much
david

and

attracted

attention.

Ben-

studied at the
universities of
GotLazarus Bendavid.
tingen and Halle and
became a stanch adherent of the Kantian philosophy.
After failing in his effort to enter the service of
the Prussian government in the Department of Jus-

HL—

" a sage after the pattern of antiquity."
never married.
In philosophy Bendavid remained a Kantian
throughout his life. His published lectures, such
as the " Vorlesungen liber die Kritik der Praktischen

He

Vernunft" (Vienna, 1796), "Vorlesungen iiber die
Kritik der Reinen Vernunft " {ib. 1796), and several
similar works, are simply expositions of the philos-

ophy of his great master. When new metaphysical
leaders like Fichte, Schelling, and Hegel commenced
dominate the world of German thought, Bendavid
no resistance and engaged in no polemics
like other Kantians, but withdrew from the field of
active philosophical studies and exercised his mind
on other subjects.
Bendavid's influence on the development and popularization of philosophy in his time is generally
to

offered

Bendavid
Bender
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His " Ueber den Ursprung Unserer Errecognized.
kenntnisse " (Berlin, 1802) was crowned by tbe
Academy of Berlin. This work and his other independent philosophical researches, like " Beitrage zur
Kritik des Geschinacks" (Vienna, 1797), "Vcrsucli
einer Geschmacksleluv " (Berlin, 1798), and " Versutli
einer Rechtslehre " (Berlin, 1802), which are now
almost forgotten, were of importance at the time of
The truths which they contain,
their apjiearance.
now generally accepted, had to struggle hard for
recognition in tlio.se days; and Bendavid's lucid
He
style contributed much to their popularization.
will always be remembered as one of the trio of
Jewish philosophers (the other two being Marcus
Herz and Solomon Maimon) who, as much as any
other German thinkers, helped to spread the Kantian philosophy at the end of the eighteenth century.
In the Jewish world Bendavid's influence was also
considerable, and by no means imperceptible, as is
claimed by Gratz. In his "Etwas zur Charakteristick der Juden " (Vienna-Leipsic, 1793; improved
ed., Berlin, 1813) he pleaded boldly for abolition of
ceremonial laws, and is thus among the first, if not
actually the iirst, advocate of practical religious reform in Judaism as the only means to stem the tide
of conversions to Christianity which began to rise
In this woik
in those days with startling rapidity.
(pp. 33, 34) Bendavid pays high tribute to Moses
Mendelssohn, who befriended and encouraged him
It is interesting to note that
in his early struggles.
Bendavid was summoned before Cardinal Migazzi
in Vienna to defend himself against the charge that
he traduced Christianity in that work (see Schreiber,
"Reformed Judaism," pp. 28-31, Spokane, Wash.,
1892).

Bendavid was one of the first radical Bible critics
His " Ueber die Rethe Jews of Germany.
ligion der Ebriier vor Moses" (Berlin, 1812) and the
essay " Ueber Geschriebenes und Mundliches Gesetz," which appeared in Zuuz's "Zeitschrift flu-

among

die Wissenschaft des Judenthunis," 1823, claim to
be parts of a comprehensive critical study of the

Pentateuch which was probably never

finished.

BENDEMANN, EDUARD JULIUS
FRIEDRICH:
in

binical literature to insist on the prinbrought forward by Joseph Albo, that
the belief in the coming of a Messiah is not essential
His "Zur Berechnung und Geschichte
to Judaism.
des Jlidischen Kalenders " (Berlin, 1817) was also a
radical departure from the usual treatment of the
subject by Jewish writers, and called forth a veheciple, first

ment rejoinder in the booklet, "Dabar Be'itto," by
Meir ben Moses Kornick (Breslau, 1817). The last
work published by Bendavid, which appeared in
Berlin in 1824, was a report on the condition of the
Freischule.
BiBLiO(iRAPHY Bendavid wrote an autobiographical sket/-h
which appeared in the Bildni.-<!<e Berliner Gelehrtni, Berlin.
1806.
His biography, written by Morltz Veit, appeared in the
BUiiter fUr Lit. Untcrh. for IKfi. Allgemeinc Deutsche
Bingraphie, ii. 318-320; Gratz, Gcitch. der Juden, xii. 139; Jest,
Gesch. deft Judenthunis und Seiner Sekten, iii. 318; I,.
Geiger, Ges^ch. der JUd. Gemeinde in Berlin, pp. 168ef ser/.;
Zeit. filr Gesch. der Juden in Deutschland, iv. 75-86 (his
:

letters to
8.

Bellerman).

P.

Wl.

German painter born Dec. 3, 1811,
died Dec. 27, 1889, at Dlisseldorf.
His
;

two

Schadow and

his

sons, as well

as wit)

MendeLssohn and
Werder. It was, hoA\-

Feli.K

-

ever,

the

intercourse

with

Julius

who

afterward be-

Hlibner,

came his brother-inlaw and was then a

'

pupil at the Berlin Academy, that induced Bendemann to devote himself to art. After a short course of
elementary study with W. Schadow at Beilin, Bende-

mann accompanied him to Dlisseldorf, where he became a member of that celebrated fraternity of art students afterward designated " the Dlisseldorf School."
As early as 1828 Bendemann had attracted attention
in Berlin by an excellent portrait of his grandmother,
which had been exhibited in that citv. His next
picture,

"Boaz and Ruth," liis first independent cremet with recognition, without, however,

ation, also

giving evidence of the triumphs that the painter
was soon to achieve. When, in 1830, Schadow went
to Italy, Bendemann, Karl Sohn, Th. Hildebrandt,
and Ill'ibner accompanied him, and remained there
for an entire year, devoting themselves exclusively
to the study of Raffael and Michelangelo.
Upon his return in 1831, Bendemann began the
work "Jews Mourning in the Babylonian Exile,"
now exhibited (1901) in the Stadtisches
His "Jews Museum, Cologne. This work was
considered the masterpiece of the 1833
in Baby-

lonian
Exile."

the

A

;

father was a prominent banker of BitUu and associated with the intellectual circles of the capital.
His talented son
was therefore at an
early age brought into
contact with such celebrities us Gottfried

In

same periodical also appeared his
Radical " Ueber den Glauben der Juden an einen
Klinftigen IMessiah," where he uses his
Bible
knowledge of the Talmud and rabCritic.

Berlin

Academy, and
young artist to an

exhibition of the Berlin
at once elevated the

equality with the leading painters of
The grandeur and majesty of the conthe day.
ception, the nobility and depth of the emotions
portrayed, the simple and earnest rhythm of the
composition, and the avoidance of the extremes of
characterization, all combined to make this picture
remarkable in tiie world of art, and one that was
welcomed with the most intense satisfaction.

From

1831 to 1835

of his best works.
prince of Prussia,

Bendemann produced

several

In the latter year the crown

upon the recommendation of
Schadow, renounced his intention to order a copy
of "The Mourning Jews," and commissioned Bendemann to paint a picture on the subject "Jeremiah
at the Fall of Jerusalem." (See Frontispiece. ) This
work, now (1901) in the royal palace at Hanover, was
first exhibited at the Berlin Academy of Art. where

About 1835 the
attracted the greatest attention.
married a daughter of Gottfried Schadow, and
went to live in the house of his father-in-law at BerThere he executed the famous painting, "The
lin.
Arts at the Fountain of Poetry."

it

artist

;

Bendavid
Bender
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Unsuccessful in his attempt to obtain an order for
a work of monumental proportions in Berlin, Bendemann in 1838 accepted a professorship at the Dresden Academy, and there, in the folBecomes lowing year, he was commissioned to
Professor decorate three rooms of the royal palNotwithstanding an affection of
at
ace.
Dresden, the eye, that in 1841 compelled him to
go to Italy, Bendemann, throughout a
period of sixteen years, actively prosecuted this
work, which to-day constitutes the greatest monument to his genius. Upon the resignation of Schadow in 18o9, Bendemann accepted the directorship
of the Dusseldorf Academy.
This position he retained until 1867, when an affection of the throat

compelled him
guished pupils

to resign.

Among

most

his

may be mentioned
Theodor Grosse, and Peter Janssen.

distin-

his sou Rudolf,

Bendemann was a knight of the Onlre Pour le
member or honorary member of the principal

Merite,

art academies of

the world, and the recipient of

numerous honors and decorations.
Bendemann's principal works on

Biblical subjects
already mentioned: "The Three
"
of the East on Tlieir Way to Bethlehem

are, besides those

Wise Men

At the Fall' of Jerusalem"
(1833); "Jeremiah
(original title, "The Jews Led into Captivity in

The last-mentioned work

Babylon'').

—

— perhaps

Bendemann's greatest ^was tir.st exhibited
and in 1876 was in the National Gallery
lin.

It

is

described in

the

in 1872,

at Ber-

catalogue as

official

artist's father;

Bendemann's

and

Fiirst

Anton

Hohenzollern.

v.

Oberwitz and his
wife is ranked by Pecht "among the best which has
ever been produced in this genre " and the same
portrait of General

;

critic considers that the

splendid picture of the artist's wife (first exhibited in 1847) would alone entitle
Bendemann to enduring fame. Among the most
popular illustrations by Bendemann are those to
Lessing's "Nathan der Wcise " (1875).
Julius Meyer, Allgemeincs KUnMer-LexiKohut, Bci-iUnnte J.sraditfec/ic Manner iind Fraucn,
Katalog dcr K6nigl. National GaUerie, Berlin.

Bibliography
luni

;

:

i.x. !»".i9 ;

J.

S.

So.

BENDEMANN, RUDOLF CHRISTIAN
EUGEN German painter; born at Dresden Nov.
:

died May, 1884. at Pegli, near Genoa. Italy:
educated at the Di\s.seldorf Academy under the
supervision of his father. Eduard Bendemann.
From 1877 to 1879 he lived at Munich, and later
made several visits to Egypt. The mural paintings
in the Cornelius hall of the National Gallery at
Berlin were executed by him in accordance wit It liis
father's plans, and in collaboration witli Rober and
Wilhelm Beckmaun (1876). Among his works the
following are the most noteworthy: "Frithjof imd
11.

1851

:

Ingeborg als Kinder" (1874); " Nymphe " (1877);
" Bierausschank " (1878)
"Beerdigung des Frauenlob"; "Ein Fest im 16ten Jahrhundert "; "Lauten"
schliiger " (1879) " Wirthshaussceneu in Oberbaiern
" Ausgang aus einer Moschee in Kairo "
(1880)
"Schopfbrunnen in Obcragypten."
Bendemann
;

;

;

follows:

has also achieved considerable success as a portrait-

" In the forefcround, the prophet Jeremiah is seated upon the
ruins in speechless sorrow, attended by his faithful pupil,

painter.

Baruch, who kneels beside him in prayer. The prophet is coriipelled to hear the curses of his countrymen, who, driven into
To the right is
exile, accuse hiio of conniving with the enemy.
a group of despairing women and children, from whose midst a
Babylonian warrior has just seized a boy. In
"Jeremiah the center, Nebuchadnezzar, in royal attire,
at the Fall of rides in a chariot drawn by two horses. He is
Jerusalem." accompanied by a group of jubilant women,
and is preceded by the army, heavily laden with
Following Nebuchadnezzar's chariot is King Zedekiah,
spoils.
blind, and groping bis way with a staff. The latter is accompanied by his wives, and followed by the priests bearing the Ark
of the Covenant, and by the camels and the baggage-train. In
the background, and somewhat to the left, are the smoking

ruluntc

ruins of

Yhwh's Temple."

In addition

to

paintings of

Biblical subjects,

;

herd and Shepherdess"; "Penelope" (now in the
Antwerp Academy), and " Kaiser Lothar " (Imperial
Gallery of the Romer, Frankfort-on-thc-Main). He
also drew the designs for the Cornelius Gallery in
Berlin, and these were afterward executed in encaustic by his pupils (see Rudolf Bendem.\nn).
Equally noteworthy was liis genius as a portraitpainter, as evidenced by the numerous pictures of
distinguished persons painted by him during a
period of thirty years. Among these are life-size
portraits of the following: Quandt
Asa
(1850); Droysen (1855); Karl Sohn
Portrait- (1858); L. Richter (1859); Rietschel
Painter.
Cornelius
(1865);
(1862); Joachim
(1870) Achenbach (1878) Clara Schu;

;

mann (1878) Du Bois-Reymond
(1880);

Niels

W.

Gade(1881);

:
J. Meyer,
I.'iraditisclic

Kohut,

;

Be-

Manner itnd Fraucn.
J.

s.

BENDER, ALFRED PHILIPP

So.

Rabbi at

:

Cape Town, South Africa; born at Dublin, Inland,
1863; educated by his father, Rev. Philipp Bender,
for many years rabbi of the Dublin congregation.
Bender finished his education at St. John's College,
Cambridge, Eng. and in 1891 was appointed rabbi
of the Hebrew^ congregation at Cape Town, Soutli
He is
Africa, where he continues to reside (1901).
,

professor of Hebrew at the Soutli African College,
is a member of the council of the University of

and

Bendemann produced numerous other compositions,
such as " The Tw^o Girls at the AVell " (1833) " Shep-

;

KiinsUer-Lciikon

BiBi.iOGRAPHV

(1880)

W.

v.

Langenbeck
Schadow; the
;

Good Hope.

Bender

is

connected with

many

local

philanthropic institutions besides tho.se of liis own
congregation.
He has contributed to the "Jewish
Quarterly Review " (vols, vi., vii.) a series of papers
on the burial customs of the Jews.
Bibliography: Jacobs, Jentish Year Bonk,

1899-1900.

J.

BENDER, JOHANN HEINRICH

:

German

born at Frankfort May or Sept. 29, 1797;
He studied law at Giessen,
died there Sept. 6, 1859.
In
wliere he was also lecturer from 1819 to 1823.
1831 he went to Frankfort to practise law, and five
years later he was made a member of the executive
committee of the tariff commission (ZolldirectionsHe was
rath), a position he filled until his death.
the author of "Grundriss der Deutschen Staats- und
Rechtsgeschichte." 1819; " Ueber das Miindliche
jurist;

undOeffentliche VerfalireninCriminalsachen,"182l;
"Grundsatze des Deutschen Handelsrechts, " 2 vols.,

Bendery
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Benedetti

"Der

Frilhere und Jetzige Zustand der
zu Frankfurt, Nebst Verbesserungs-Vorschlagen," 1833; and other works.

1824-29;

Israeliten

BiDLiOGRAPHY

:

Allgemciue DeuUche Biographie,

ii.

331.

E. Ms.

8.

BENDERY

District town in the goveriumnt
In 1898 it had a Jewisli population
of Bessarabia.
of 12,000 out of a total of 33,000 inliabitants. Commerce is the main occupation of the Jews tliere, onlj1,061 of them being engaged in handicrafts (397 masters, 515 journej'meu, and 149 apprentices).
Ten

culture.

Tlie

own about

si.xty-eight acres

tlie city limits, are engaged in vitimost important among the Jewi.sh

benevolent institutions are the Jewisli Hospital,
which has an annual expenditure of 6,400 rubles,
and the Talmud Torah. In special Jewish schools
religious instruction is imparted to 325 children,
while at the public schools 240 children rcrcivc sucli
instruction.
II.

S.

i{.

BENDETSOHN,

J.

MENAHEM MANUS

:

Russian pedagogue and Hebrew writer; born in
Grodno 1817; died there March 20, 1888. After a
careful Talmudic education in his native town he
was sent, while still young, to Breslau, German}-,
wliere his father-in-law, Reuben Liebling, the cantoiof the Reformed synagogue, supported him during
his studies.

yC'T

nnnx

published in 1847 ix "iDIJDn
("The Denunciator"), a Polish talc,
Tliere

lie

adapted from the German version of W. Tugendhold.
In 1853 he returned to Russia, and then
taught for more than twenty years in the government
school for Jewish cliildren at Grodno, and for a
short time in Volkovisk.

In Grodno

lie

also con-

ducted a private school for manj^ years. Among
his pupils may be mentioned the Hebrew poet Konstantin Shapiro, the
public-spirited lawyer L.

Kupernik of Kiev, and the jurist and writer D.
Slonimski of "Wilna.
Besides Hebrew, lie wrote fluently in Russian and
German, and being possessed of an exceptionally
retentive memory he Icnew b}' heart the Scriptures
and many of the writings of Scliiller and other

German classics.
As an esthetic

writer and stylist, he could not
approve of the Germanized Hebrew of the j'oung
generation, and in his preface to " Alluf Ne'urim " he
severely criticized it.
This called forth a rei)ly from
R. A. Braudesin an article entitled "Ha-Safah Bikewodah ube-'Ozmah," which appeared in "Gan Peraliim," Wilna, 1881, pp. 12 et seq.

Besides the

work

mentioned above, Bendetsohn published: "Eben
Bohan," the principal rules of Helirew grammar in
the form of questions and answers (Wilna, 1856);

Hebrew adaptation of the
"Stunden der Andacht fiir Israeliten," by Samson
Wolf Rosenfeld, rabbi of Bambert>- (vol. i., Wilna,
1856; vol.
ii.,
"Moda' ie-Yalde Israel"
1862);
"Higgayon

la-'Ittim," a

(Friend of Jewish Children), instructive tales, anecfrom the lives of noble men, partly derived from Wilhelm Oertel's " Practischer Unterricht
in der Deutschen Spraehe," Hebrew and Russian
(Warsaw, 1872); "Alluf Ne'urim," a collection of instructive tales for youth and a manual of elementary
dotes, etc.,

tlie

:

Jewish families, who
of land within

Hebrew tongue, translated from
Russian (Wilna, 1879).
As a master of classical Hebrew he ranks among
the best Neo-IIebraic writers, liis style being almost
equal to that of Mapu, who is considered the foremost classical writer of the "Maskilim."
instruction in the

Bibliography: Ha-Zefirah,
Wilna, 1881
n. n.

;

1888, Nos. 68,69;

Gan Perahim,

private sources.

A. Fl.

BENDIG, MEIR, OF ARLES (= Maestro
Bendig

d' Aries)
Talmudist at Aries, in the Provence, probably in the second half of the fifteenth
century.
He wrote the following works: (1) An
:

all tlie Biblical passages cited in the BabyTalmud, including the "minor treatises," and
the Abot de-Rabbi Nathan, with a list of the passages in which they are cited. A later copj'ist gave

index of
lonian

the

work

name

the

"Em

le-Mikra

"

(Scriptural

manuscript No. 1637, 3, of Neubauer, "Cat. Bodl. Hebr. MSS.,"and occurs also in
a Verona manuscript. (2) A collection of the hagSources).

It

is

gadic passages of the Talmud, erroneously entitled
le-Masoret " (Sources of Tradiby the copyist "
tion).
It is contained in tlie same manuscripts as
the preceding work.
In his works Bendig carried
out a plan of Isaac Nathan, author of "Mei'r Netib,"
who also lived at Aries, but before Bendig.

Em

Bibliography:

Gross, in Mnnatsschrift, 1880, p. 523; idem,
Gallia Judaica, p. 90; Neubauer, Cat. Bodl. Hebr. MSS.

p. 571.
I..

G.

I.

BENDIN. See Petrikov.
BENDIT. See Benedict.
BENDIX, FRITS EMIL

BeR.

Danish violoncellist
Copenhagen,
lie first studied with F. Ranch, and later with
Friedrich Neruda and Friedrich Griitzmacher in
Dresden. From 1866 to 1871 he lived in Germany,
where he successivelj' plaj'ed in tlie orchestras at
^leiningen and Cassel. He also appeared as a soloist and in chamber-music performances.
On his return to Denmark in 1871 he became a member of the
royal orchestra at Copenhagen, and since 1887 he
has been its leader.
Bendix lias published a book of children's songs,
of which he composed both text and music.
In
1884 a one-act comedy of his was performed at the
Royal Theater in Copenhagen. Another play, entitled "En Hustru," was published by him under
the pseudonym "Carston Hoist."

and composer; born Jan.

Bibliography:
tionsleksiko}>

;

Salmonsen,
('.

F. Bricka,

:

12, 1847, at

Store

Dansk

Ulustrerede KonversaBtografisK Lcxikon.
J.

s.

OTTO

BENDIX,

JTJLITJS

So.

EMANUEL:

Danish oboist and pianist; born July 26, 1845, at
Copenhagen; a brother of Frits Bendix. He first
devoted himself to the study of the oboe, and received instructicmon that instrument from Christian
Schliemann. He was also a pupil of Gade and Ree.
In 1868 he received an appointment as oboist in the
royal orchestra and lie remained a member of that
organization until 1880.
In the mean time he had
diligently devoted himself to the study of the piano;
and in order to perfect himself as a pianist, he took
;

"

Bendery
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a course with Theodore Kullak at Berlin and with

Weimar (1872-74).
The piano now gradually became his favorite inFor a number of years he performed at
strument.
Liszt at

concerts and taught in Copenhagen; but in 1880 he
left his native city for Boston, Mass., where he now
occupies (,1902) a distinguished position as a teacher
and virtuoso. In the latter capacity he has made
frequent tours, one of which extended as far as San
Francisco.
Salmonsen. Store Illustrerede Konversatinnsleksikon ; C. F. Bricka, Dansfc Biografisk Lexiknn;
Baker, Biographical Diet, of Musicians, New York, 1900.

Bibliography:

J.

S.

BENDIX, VICTOE, EMANUEL:
violin virtuoso,
17, 1851, at

So.

Danish

and composer; born May

pianist,

Copenhagen; brother of Frits Bendix.

He early manifested a remarkable talent
From 1867 to 1869 he was a pupil at

for music.

the newly
founded conservatory of music at Copenhagen,
where he studied the piano under August Winding
and composition under Niels W. Gade, whose favorite pupil and protege he became.
In association
with Axel Liebmann, he conducted from 1872 to
1876 the concerts of the choral society founded by
the latter.
A few years later he became instructor
of the chorus at the Royal Opera, and Gade's assistant
at the choral rehearsals of the Musical Society.
also at this time frequently appeared as soloist

He
and

chamber-music recitals, and during the season of
1893 conducted the popular concerts given at the

in

Concert Palace.
Bendix has occasionally visited Germany and other
foreign countries, and his compositions reveal the
influence of modern German romanticism.
They
are characterized by a consummate mastery of tech-

and embrace orchestral and chamber music, as
well as numerous songs and minor compositions

nic,

The following is a list of his principal works: "The Thirty-third Psalm," for orchestra
and chorus, op. 7; symphony in C, entitled "Fyaeldstigning" (German title "Zur Hohe"), published in
symphonj' in D, entitled " Sommerklange
1891
fraRuslaud"; symphony in A (1895?); "Lystspilfor the piano.

;

ouverture," op. 19; pianoforte concerto, op. 17;
pianoforte trio, op. 11; ten songs, op. 18; "Poesies
de Victor Hugo," op. 21; "Album," ten pianoforte
pieces.

Bibliography
tionsleksikon

:

;

Illustrerede KonversnLe.rikon.

Salmonsen,

Store

C. F. Bricka,

Dausk Bioumfisk

J.

8.

So.

BENE-BERAK A town assigned to Dan (Josh.
:

was situated ou the seacoast plain
southeast of Joppa, and is to be identified with
the modern Ibn Ibrak(Buhl, "Geographic," p. 190).
The Danites, however, did not continue to hold the
place, since Sennacherib (Rawlinson, "Cuneiform
Inscriptions of Western Asia," i., plate o7, col. ii.
xix.

45).

It

Banaibarka as belonging to Zidka. In
Bene-Berak became the seat of Akiba's

66) mentions
later times

Benedetti

BENEDETTI, SALVATORE DE

:
Italian
scholar; born April 18, 1818, at Novara, a town in
Piedmont died Aug. 4, 1891, at Pisa. In his time the
public schools of Italy were closed to Jews, and
;

therefore Benedetti

attended the only school of
importance in Piedmont open to Hebrews a college founded in Vercelli by a certain Foa and
intended more especially for the preparation of
rabbis.
After finishing his studies there and feeling
no inclination for the ministry, Benedetti earned a

—

by teaching, and by editorial work for
some Piedmont and Milan papers. At this time also
he translated, in abridged form, Adolph Franck's
book on the Cabala. In 1844 Benedetti was named
livelihood

superintendent of the Pie Sottoie Israel itiche at LegIn 1848 he became one of the most militant
participants of the Mazzini faction, "•^'^ took an
active part in the publication of the " Corriere Lihorn.

vornese.

When

the Austrians invaded Leghorn, Benedetti
order to return to his native province,

left the city in

Piedmont. He remained some time in Turin actively
engaged as a journalist, and when Cesare Correnti founded the " Progrcsso, " Benedetti became a

member

of the editorial staff of that paper.
After
cessation Benedetti went back to Novara, and
after having delivered public lectures on history he
founded and edited the paper "La Vedetta," wliich
its

served as intermediary between free Piedmont and
Lombardy, then still under the Austrian yoke.
In view of the changed political situation provoked by the policy of Victor Emmanuel and of his
minister Cavour, Benedetti decided thenceforward
In 1862
to devote his life to science and literature.
he became professor of Hebrew at the University of
Pisa,

and retained the position till his death. He
from time to time to local papers of

also contributed

new dwelling-place. He devoted the greater part
of his energy to scientific publications; distinguishing himself byliis exact knowledge of the bibliography of each subject be treated, by the severe method
his

of research that he applied to every topic he discussed, and, above all, by the choice language he em-

ployed.

One of the most interesting of Benedetti 's works
was his "Vita e Morte di Mose," 1879, wlierein he
gathered and translated the legends concerning the
His " Canzoniere Sacro di
great Hebrew legislator.
Giuda Levita," 1871, a translation of the poems of
Judah ha-Levi, helped largely to acquaint the Italian
public with the Hebrew poetry of the Middle Ages.
Besides the above-mentioned works Benedetti published: "II TerzoCentenario di Galileo," a historical
tale, Pisa, 1864; "Del Metodo di Galileo nella Filologia," Turin, 1864; "Delia Educazioue Rustica,"
Florence, 1865; "Elisa Finocchietti Toscanelli,"
Pisa, 1870; "I Teologi Naturali " (translated from
the Hebrew), Pisa, 1871 " La Leggenda Ebraica dei
Dieci Martiri e la Perdonanza sullo Stesso Argomento," in " Aiinuario della Society Italiaua per gli
Studj Orientale," ii. "Giuseppe Levi, "a biography
of the famous Italian poet, Florence, 1876; "Marianna Foa Uzielli," biography, Leghorn, 1880; "Dei
Presenti Studj sul Talmud e Specialmente suU'
Aggada," in "Proceedings of the Fourth Congress
of Orientalists," held in Florence, 1878, Florence,
;

;

school (Sanh. 32b).
J.

G. B. L.

ju.

BENE BERITH.
BENE J/LIKRA.

See B'nai B'rith.

See Karaites.

Benedict VIII.
Benedict,
1880;
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Moses

"L'Antico Testamento c

la

Letteratura Ita-

liana," Pisa, 1885.

Binr.iooRAPHY Alessandro d'Ancona, Salvatnre de Benedetti,
in Aiiuudrio dcW Uiiioersitd de Piaa ptr VAnno Acade:

rniciK lH()l-»2.

s.

BENEDICT

VIII.: Pope from 1012 to 1024. A
Jews took place during his
pontificate.
A terrible earthquake and hurricane
visited the city of Rome on Good Friday, 1021, and
the following da}-, in wliicii many persons perAccording to the views of that time, this
ished.
great persecution of the

visitation was considered as a punishment sent by
God; and the pope was persuaded, by one who pretended to have discovered tiic cause of the divine
anger, that the Jews had insulted the host while
the Christians were paying their adoration to the

An inquiry, conducted with all the partialwhich characterized that epoch, having demon-

cross.

ity

strated the veracity of the alleged facts, Benedict
ordered the execution of tiie guilty Jews. According to Zunz, the .selihah H"! 1J''J'1J? DN. written by

Simeon ben

Isaac, refers to this persecution.

BiBi.inr.RAPHT: Vosrelstein and Rieger, Gesrliichtc der Juden
in lioin, i. 211, 3i;i, :i'>4
Berliner, Gcxchichte der Juden in
Ri/)ii,ii. 7; Z\iaz, LUcraturiJ€sc)iiclde, p. 235.
G.
I. Br.
;

BENEDICT XII. (JACQUES DE
VELLES) A monk of the Cistercian
:

NOorder;

pope Dec. 80, 1334; died April 25, 1342.
Although he displayed the greatest zeal for the extermination of the Albigenses and other heretics, he
cherislied kindly feelings toward tlie Jews and protected them by every means in his i)ower.
When, in
elected

1338, bloody persecutions of the Jews broke out in
seveial places in Germany because they had been accused of profaning sacramental wafers, Benedict addressed to Duke Albert of Austria a letter recom-

mending him to take measures for the protection
of the Jews.
About the same time he wrote also
to the bishop of Passau, in whose diocese manj-

Jews had been slain on this accusation, directing
him to investigate scrupulously the charge, which
he, Benedict, did
v(!rely those

not believe, and to punish seinvented such false accu-

who had

sations.

Buu.iooraphy: Baronius, Annaleii FjCcleHai^tici nd Anrnim
MCAUXXXVIIL; Rvime Oricnlalc, ii. 400; Gratz, Gesch.
der Juden, '.id ed., vii. 327.
«.

I.

Pablo de Santa Maria), and Benedict's physician,
Joshua Lortjui, whose Christian name was Geronimo

They persuaded their master that they
demonstrate from the Bible and the
Talmud that the Messiah had already come in the
person of Jesus.
Benedict, who had perjured himself in order to
save his tiara, hoped to atone for his sin before
Christendom by a splendid deed, such
The
as the conversion of the Jews en masse.
Tortosa
lie therefore summoned the Jewish
Connotables to a controversy at Tortosa.
troversy. Twenty-two of the chief Aragonese
Jews answered the summons, and assembled at Tortosa Feb. 6, 1413. At first Benedict
treated them with kindness; but seeing, in the course
of the debates, that he could not hope to convert
them by persuasion, he threw off his mask and
vented his wrath on the Talmud. When all means
of converting them were exhausted without bringing about the desired results, he dismissed them in
de Santa Fe.

were able

to

anger.

The consequence of this unprecedented controwhich extended over a year and nine months
(Feb. 6, 1413, to Nov. 12, 1414), was the issuance of
versy,

an anti-Jewish bull containing eleven clauses. By
the terms of this bull the Jews were prohibited from
studying the Talmud and TalmudBull of
ical literature.
All copies of the Tal1414.
mud were confiscated. The communities were forbidden to build more
than one synagogue poorly equipped. The Jews
were not allowed to eat, bathe, or trade with Christians.
They were not to hold any public office; not
to follow any handicrafts, nor even to practise medicine.
They were compelled to wear a red or a yellow badge, and three times a j'ear, during Advent,
at Easter, and in the summer, they were to attend
Christian sermons.
Benedict, being just then deposed by the Council
of Constance, did not live to see his bull enforced,
but it bore its fruits; and the sad end of the Jews
of Spain was due to this schismatic pope and the
schismatic rabbi Burgos.
BiBLiotiRAPHV: Ihn Yergsi, ShebetYehudah, ed. VTiener, pp.
68-715; Halberstamm, in Jeschtir'nu, \i. 45 et ,segi.; Basnage,
Histoire des Ji/.i/.s, vii. eh. xx. 5; Beugnot, Les Juifs
d''Occident, p. 108
Bedarride, ie.s Juifs en Prance, en
Italie, et en Espagne, p. 276
Griitz, Gesch. der Juden, viii.
;

;

122 et seq.

G.

Br.

BENEDICT

XIII. (PEDRO DE LUNA):
Antipope; born at Aragon about 1334; elected Sept,
28, 1394; died at Peiiiscola June 1 (according to
some, Nov. 29), 1424. This "unfrocked and spurious pope," as he w^as termed by the Council of Constance which deposed him (1415), caused much suf-

6

I.

Br.

BENEDICT XIV. (PROSPERO LAMBERTINI)
at

:

Two

Bologna

hundred and fifty-fourth pope; born
1675; elected pope Aug. 17, 1740;

in

This zeal for conversion and controversy was encouraged by the baptized Jew, tli(! unfrocked rabbi

May 3, 1758. This pope, who graciously accepted a dedication from Voltaire and was full of
amenity toward all heretics, thought it his duty to
pursue by all means the conversion of the Jews. In
1747 he issued a bull regulating Jewish conversions.
According to this bull all children above seven years
of age could be baptized without the consent of
their parents.
A Christian nurse was allowed to
baptize her Jewish charge against the will of the
parents.
One of the latter could baptize the child
contrary to the wish of the other; and the grandfather could baptize his fatherless grandchild against

Salomon Levi Buf/fw

I'le ^'i'l

fering to the Jews.
Zealous for their conversion,
he shrank from no measures to bring about this result.
While he was still a cardinal he forced Shem-

Tobben Isaac Shaprut to appear at Pamplona before
an assembly of bisliops and liigh ecclesiastics in
order to debate the question of original sin and
salvation.

(<••!'

led

l>v li's

Cliri'-jti iii

nin'

died

if

it

;

i-"'t'!cr

By a decree dated Sept. 16 of the same year, Benedict forbade converted married Jews to divorce
At the retheir wives according to Jewish law.
quest of the Jewish community of Rome (presented
in Feb., 1751) to allow its members to frequent
the market and to live outside the ghetto, Benedict
renewed the severe project elaborated by the Inquisition in 1733, according to which a Jew was not
pci-mitted to pass a single night away from the
ghetto.

Benedict was far from being hostile to the Jews. On all occasions, except in
the matter of conversion, he showed sympathy with
them.
When persecutions broke out in Poland he
energetically defended the Jews and enjoined the
Polish archbishop and primate to protect them.
In Italy Benedict was especially liostileto Hebrew
books.
The censor Constanzi prepared in 1748 a
new list of forbidden books. Benedict ordered all
those enumerated therein to be seized and confiscated; and on Sept. 15, 1751, this decree was enforced.
It having been rumored that the Jews
smuggled prohibited books into the ghetto, Benedict
ordered a strict search of the houses, with the result
Later he gave
that a general confiscation ensued.
directions to Constanzi to revise the "Sefer ha-Zikkuk " (Book of E.vpurgation) and to add to it an
Index E.vpurg<it(ii'iufi, comprising a new series of
books to be forbidden.
In Holy Week of 1756 the body of a child was
found at Jampol, Poland, and a blood accusation
followed by persecutions ensued. To free them-

Notwithstanding

selves

and

this,

all otiier

cusation, the

P()li,sh

dict to procure

an

Jews from the oft-repeated acJews sent Jacob Selek to Bene-

official

exposure of the fahsehood

of the charge.
Benedict charged the counselor of
the holy office, Lorenzo Ganganelli later Pope
Clement XIV. to report on this subject; and on
March 21, 1758, the acquittal of the Jews was

—

—

Benedict, Moses

upward of forty years, as conductor and as teacher.
He contributed much to the Initial success of the
Monday Popular Concerts at St. James' Hall. He
was knighted in 1871; and, among other distinctions,
was decorated by the
emperor of Austria in
1874, and made knight

commander

of the Order of Frederick by the

king of Wiirttemberg.
He was twice married.
Among his compositions

a

are:

operetta,

one-act

"Un Anno

un Giorno," produced at the Lyceum
in 1836; "The Gypsy's
Warning," 1838; "The

ed

Bride of Venice, "1843;
"The Crusaders," 1846,

produced
Drury
at
Lane " Undine, " a cantata produced in 1860
;

Sir Julius Benedict.

ut the Norwich Festival, of which he was for many
years conductor; "The Lily of Killarney," 1862,
ids most successful opera, the libretto to which was

founded upon Boucicault's "Colleen Bawn"; an
"The Bride of Song," performed in 1864;
"Richard Canir de Lion," 1863, and an oratorio,

operetta,

"St. Cecilia," 1866,
Norwich Festival;
ella,"

music.

1882,

The

the last

two composed

Bibliography: Lit eratvrhlatt dcs Orients, 1841, p. 259; Revue Orientale, in. 1.57; Revue des Et%idesJuivcs, iii. 107, 108
Berliner, Censur vnd Cimflscatiun, p. 2.5; Vogelstein and
;

for the

"St. Peter," 1870; and "Grazibesides symphonies and pianoforte
recitatives for the Italian version of

Weber's "Oberon," which was produced at Drury
Lane in 1865, were also written by Sir Julius.
Bibliography: Dictimiarii

<>f

National Biography; (irove,
newspapers, June 6,

Dietionarii of Music, s.v.; London
1885; Uervev, Celilirated Musici(nis.

G. L.

J.

BENEDICT, MARCUS.

pronounced.

Vm.

Benedict
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See

Benet, Mor-

DECAI.

BENEDICT, MOSES: German banker and

art-

1821 he

born in 1772 at Stuttgart, Germany; died there
July 8, 1852. He was destined for the profession of
W^ith his brother Seligmann Lob he was
sculptor.
Later
sent in 1785 to the Karlsschule in Stuttgart.
on the two conducted the banking business of BenMoses showed considerable talent
edict Brothers.
for art, and as a painter of miniatures was particuHe was an intimate friend of the
larly clever.
painter Christian Gottlieb Schick, with whom he
corresponded for jears.

tion

Bibliography: Schwiihische Chronik, Nov.

Rieger, Geach. der Judcnin Rom^W. 241-247; I'opper,
Ceyisurship of Hebrew Bnohs, pp. 120, 126.
G.

BENEDICT, SIR JULIUS

I.

The

Bk.

Composer, conborn at Stuttgart
:

ductor, and teacher of music;
Nov. 27, 1804; died in London June 5, 1885. Showing considerable musical talent as a boy, he became,
at the age of fifteen, the pupil of Hummel at Weimar, and was introduced by him to Beetlioven. In

went to Dresden to study musical composiunder Weber, who treated liim like a son.
Having filled conductors' posts at Vienna from 1823
to 1825, he went with Barbaja to Italy in the latter
year, and obtained an appointment as conductor at
Naples, where lie produced two of his own operas,
"Gracinta ed Ernesto" and "I Porthocesi in Goa."
In 1835 he went from Paris to London, where he reHe was conductor at the Lysided till his death.
ceum in 1836 and at Drury Lane in 1838, where some
of his own chief works for the operatic stage were
produced. After visiting America with Jenny Lind
in 1850, he became succes-sively conductor at Her
Majesty's Theater and at Drury Lane. Sir Julius
held a prominent position in the musical world for

ist;

15. 1885.

M. K.

s.

BENEDICT, NAPHTALI,

See Benet,

Naph-

TALI.

BENEDICT OF YORK:

Leading member of
the Jewish community in York, England, at the end
Together with
of the twelfth century died in 1189.
Josce of York he attended the coronation of Richard
I., and in the riot which took place on that occasion
was forced to submit to baptism, when he took the
;

Afterward he appealed to
of "AVilliam."
king, who permitted him to return to his
religion, though this was against the canon laws.

name
the

"

:

Benedict of York
Benedictions
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His death occurred soon after this at Northampton
(Roger de Hoveden, "Chronica," ed. Stubbs, iii. 14),
where he was the owner of houses.
William of
Newbury describes Benedict's house at York as
being like unto a royal palace in size and strength
(" Historia, " ed.
lett,

name

in the service.

for each individual thanksgiving
Accordingly, the ancient Mishnah,

R. H. iv. 5, calls the service "Seder Berakot"
(Order of Benedictions). Thus eight benedictions
are mentioned in

Yoma

HowHis

312).

1.

widow and

standing

8

children

vii. 1,

which are recited by
the high priest in the
Temple service on
the Day of Atone-

were burned alive in
during the York

ment, namely: (l)on

it

the

Law,

(2)

riot of Easter, 1190.

'Abodah,

(3)

Bibliography
Jacobs,
Jews of Annrvin Emj-

thanksgiving, (4) the
forgiveness of sin, (5)
the sanctuary, (6) Israel, (7) the priestly
blessing, and (8) the

:

lana, pp.

1(M, 119.

J.

BENEDICTIONS
(Hebrew,

"

Berakol')

closing praj'ers.

Blessings, or prayers

The

of thanksgiving and
praise,

morning

recited either

33a),

instituted

every

in the

Temple was

preceded by one benediction, and followed by

They were,
sions.
according to rabbintradition

of

recitation

Siiema'

the

during divine service
or on special occa-

ical

the
the

three

benedictions,

which consisted

(Ber.

and

E.MET

WE -

of

YaZZIB,

formulated by the
founders of the synagogue, the "Anshc
Keneset ha-Gedolah "

Priestly Blessing
(closing with " Sha-

(Men

iv. 1).

of

the 'Abodah,

lom "=peace; Tamid

Great

the

and the

In the syna-

Synagogue),

"the
hundred and twenty

gogue the Sliema' is
l)receded by two

elders " at the head
of the commonwealth
in the time of Ezra
(Meg. 17a; Ycr. Ber.

benedictions, one for
the Hght of day:

"Yozcr-Or"

4d compare Yad
ha-Hazakah, Tefillah

ii.

(see

LiTuiiGY), closing
with "Blessed be He

;

who created

u-Birkat Kohanim, i.
4;Bcr. i. 5). Thanksgivings in the form

lights! "

and one

the
for

Law: Ahabah
R ABB AH, ending
with "Blessed be He
the

Yhwh

"
of "Baruk
(Blessed be the Lord)
were occasionally of-

fered in the time of
the Patriarchs,
the

who 1 o v e t h His
people Israel " and
followed by one benediction
beginning

Judges, and the

with EAfET WE-

Kings
27;

(see

E.\.

Ruth

iv.

XXV. 32;

!

Yazzib and

Gen. xxiv.
xviii.

10;

Sam.
Sam. xviii. 28;

14; I

I Kings i. 48;
v.
56; I Cliron. xvi. 36; II Chron. ii.
11, vi. 4) and by the Psalmists (Ps. xxviii. 6, xxxi.
22 [A. V. 21], and elsewhere); and in the form of

21;

viii.

II

closing
Ga'al Yisracl"
(Blessed be He wlio
hath redeemed Israel I), after which the eighteen (or
seven) benedictions follow. The Shema' in the evening is preceded by the benedictions " Ma'arib 'Arabim," concluding with "Blessed be He who bringeth
on the twilight! " and Ahabat 'Ola.m, closing with
" Blessed be He who loveth His people Israel
and followed by two benedictions, na'nely: " Ga'al
Yisrael," as in the morning, and " Hashkibenu"
("Grant us peaceful rest in the night!"), ending
with " Blessed be He who guardeth Israel " or, on
Sabbath and holy days, with "Blessed be He who
spreadeth the tabernacle of His peace over Israel "
The prayer (Shemoneh 'Esreh) in the daily ritual
of the synagogue consists of eighteen benedictions
(Ber. 28b); the corresponding festival prayer, of

Title-Page of "Jleah Berakot," Amsterdam, 1787.

15,

Yhwh " (Blessed be thou, O Lord;
Chron. xxix. 10; Ps. cxix. 12); also in the prayer
of Azariah (Song of the Three Holy Children, verse
3; Tobit iii. 11; viii. 5, 15; xi. 14).
In the time of Ezra public worship was begun
with the call, "Bareku et Adonay " (Bless ye the
Lord! Neh. ix. 5), each thanksgiving being followed by the congregational response A.men (Neh.
viii. 6) or a longer doxology, "Baruk
Amen"
(Ps. xli. 14; Ixxii. 18, 19; cvi. 48).
Thenceforth the
designation "Berakah," or benediction, became the
"Baruk Attah
I

.

.

.

with

"

!

!

!

;
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seven (Tos. R. H. iv. 11); the one on fast-da^s, of
twenty-four, six special benedictions being added
to the eighteen of the daily prayer, each being followed by the response "Amen " (.Ta'an. ii. 2-5).
A special benediction was also offered by Ezra before the reading from the Book of the Law, the assemAmen " (Neh. viii.
bly responding with " Amen
Hence it became the regular practise in both
6.)
the temple and the synagogue to recite a benediction before reading the Law, with the introductory
"Bareku " (Bless ye the Lord), and after the reading
with tlie closing formula, "Blessed be He who gave
the Law," followed by the response " Amen " (Yoma
" Masseket Soferim," xiii. 8, ed. Mliller,
vii. 1, p. 69b
The benedictions recited at the reading
p. 178).
from the Prophets, the Haftakah, one before and
three or four benedictions after the reading on Sabbath and holy days, have the same character. They
are thanksgivings for the words of comfort and of
Messianic hope offered by the prophetic writings
!

!

;

Originally these
as interpreted by the Haggadah.
also were accompanied by congregational responses
("Masseket Soferim," xiii. 9-14, ed. Miiller, pp. 181Similarly the reading of the Hallel Psalms
185).

on the

New Moon

and holy days is preceded and
followed by a benediction the latter
;

Upon

known

" Birkat ha(Benediction of the Psalm, Pes.
X. 7).
from
To the same category belong
Scripture, the bencdictifm Barck she-Amar,
which precedes, and the Yishtarbah
(Avith or without the Nisiimat), which follows, the
reading of Psalms in the early morning service; th(>
benediction in each case closing with "Blessed be
Thou, O Lord, who art extolled by praises " (Compare Ps. xxii. 4 \'S] and Ex. xv. 11.) The corresponding evening benediction "Baruk le'Olam "appears originally to have been also a benediction on
"
'Abodat Y'israel," p. 109;
the Psalms (see S. Baer,
and Kohler, " The Psalms and Their Place in the Liturgy," Graetz College Publications, 1897, i. 31.
The benedictions recited over the meals are of
very ancient origin. As early as the Book of Samuel people would not eat before the blessing had
been offered over the sacrifice (I Sam. ix. 13). Accordingly, the words in Deut. viii. 10, " When thou
hast eaten and art full, thou shalt bless the Lord thy
God for the good land which He hath given thee,"
are referred by the Rabbis to the benediction over
the meal, to both the grace before the meal and the
threefold benediction after it (Ber. 21a, 48b; Tos.
Ber. vii. 1; compare Sibyllines, iv. 25; Josephus,
"B. J." ii. 8, § 5; Letter of Aristeas, § 184; Matt.
xiv. 19, XV. 36, xxvi. 26; Acts xxvii. 35).
"Seeing
thee eat without washing the hands and without
saying the benediction, I took thee to be a heathen,"
said an innkeeper to his brother Jew (Num. R. xx.).
"Whosoever eats or drinks or enjoys some pleasure
of the senses without offering a benediction commits
a sacrilegious theft against God " (Ber. 35a, b).
Especially solemn, because accompanied with responses in accordance with the number of the participants, is the Grace at Meals, consisting of three
benedictions, later increased to four.
According to
Ber. 48b, the first "Ha-zan et ha-kol " (Blessed be
He who giveth food to all !) was instituted by

Reading-

Shir

in

Mishnaic time as

"

!

Benedict of York
Benedictions

Moses; the second, "Nodeh leka " (closing with
"Blessed be Thou for the land and for the food!"),
by Joshua, who led Israel into the land
Before
and the third, " Rahem na "(closing
and After with "Bles-sed be He who rebuildeth
Meals.
[buildeth] Jerusalem "), by King Solomon; while the fourth, " Ha-tob we-haMetib" (Blessed be He who is gooti and doeth good !)
recited as a rule whenever new wine is served to
cheer the guests is ascribed to the rabbis of Jamnia
in Bar Kokba's time.
All meals having had a distinctly social rather than a mere domestic character

—

—

in olden times, the benedictions recited at the table

were accordingly, like those in the synagogue, introduced by an exhortatory call, "Zimmun," and
accompanied by responses (Ber. vii. 1, 2; Geiger,
"Urschrift," p. 123; Kohler, I.e. pp. 34, 35).
Gladdening wine as a social element served on
such occasions gave rise to benedictions connected
with the Sabbath and the festival meals, the KidDUSH (the sanctification of the day, Mek., Yitro,
vii.; Pes. 106a) and Habdalah ("the leave-taking
from the holy day "), which formed originallj' the
conclusion of the Sabbath meal (Ber. viii. 1 Geiger,
"Zeitschr." vi. 116); the Passover Seder (Pes. x. 6);
also to a benediction now no longer in use at the newmoon meal ("Mas. Soferim," xix. 9); to the seven
benedictions recited at marriage festivities (Ket. 7b;
compare Tobit viii. 6-17), which lasted a full week
or two; the benedictions at circumcision (Siiab. 137b;
Tosef., Ber. vii. 12, 13); and the benedictions at the
mourners' meal, which were still in use in Europe in
the eleventh century (" Mas. Soferim," xix. 11, ed.
Miiller, p. 276; Ber. 46b; Semahot xii., xiv.; "Sid;

dur Rab Amram," 1. 55; Mahzor Vitry, No. 248).
Every new enjoyment offered at the festal table, such
as various kinds of fruits, or perfumes, gave rise to
another benediction (Ber. vi. viii.
Tos. Ber. vi.).
"To God belongs the earth and all its produce, according to Ps. xxiv. 1; but when consecrated by a
benediction it becomes man's pi-ivilege to enjoy it,
according to Ps. cxv. 16," says R. Levi (Ber. 36a).
Besides these three forms of benediction, a fourth,
bearing a more personal character, came into use
in ancient times a thanksgiving for the manifestation of divine goodness experienced in one's life.
The one hundred and seventh Psalm has been correctly understood by rabbinical tradition to refer to
four different kinds of thanksgiving for benefits received from God: (1) for escaping the dangers of a
journey through the desert (verses 4-9) or (2) being
rescued from prison (10-16); or (3) recovering from
a grave illness (17-22); or (4) having gone safel}'
through the perils of a sea voyage. All who have
undergone any of these experiences are bidden to
offer loud thanksgiving to the Lord in tlie midst of
worshiping assemblies. Out of this developed the
"Birkat ha-Gomel " (Blessed be the
Thanks- Lord, who bestoweth benefits upon
giving for the undeserving), the benediction re;

—

;

by men who are called up to the
first time they appear in the
synagogue after deliverance from dan-

Personal

cited

Benefits.

Law

the

ger; the congregation responding:

"May He who

hath bestowed all good upon thee, further bestow
good unto thee! Amen." As a matter of course.
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each miraculous escape or otlier joyous experience
gave rise to another benediction. In fact, many
Psalms are the outpouring of such tlianksgiving(Ps.
xxii. 26 [A. V. 25], xl. 11 [A. V. 10], ciii. 1-5).
Yet not only experiences of joy, but also severe
trials, prompted the saints to oiler thanksgiving, as
in the case of Job, " The Lord gave, and the Lord
"
hath taken away blessed be the name of the Lord
(Job i. ZX).
Every manifestation of divine protection and help
became an opportunity for the pious Israelite to
offer up thanksgiving in the usual form of a benediction; thus, after the victory over Nicanor the
people exclaimed: "Blessed be He who hath kept
A
Ilis holy place undefiled" (II Mace. xv. 34).
similar benediction is given: "Blessed be Thou, the
"
truthful Judge who disclosest the things hidden
Not only did the experience of mirac(tb. xii. 41).
ulous help from Providence give an opportunity for
thanksgiving, as when Jethro exclaimed, "Blessed
be the Lord, who hath delivered you out of the hand
of the Egyptian" (Ex. xviii. 10; Ber. 54a), but the
very season or place which recalled the wondrous
event to the memory of the people or of the individual gave rise to a benediction: "Blessed be Thou
who wroughtest a miracle unto me," or "unto our
fathers of old."
There is an instructive passage in
the Book of Enoch " Each time Enoch beheld some
of the wonders of nature, he blessed the Lord of
Glory, who had made great and glorious wonders
to show tiie greatness of His work to the angels and
the souls of men, that they might praise His work
and all His creation
and bless Him for ever."
Obviously, at the time Enoch was written, the Hasi
dim had already made it a custom to
Develop- say a benediction at the sight of every
ment of great phenomenon of nature, " 'Oseh
Benema'aseh Bereshit " (Blessed be the
dictions.
Worker of Creation) (Ber. 54a; compare Ben Sira [Ecclus.] xliii. 11, " Look
;

:

.

upon the rainbow and

.

.

praise

In the course of time

all

Him

that

made

it ").

these benedictions as-

10

response is given in tue tjoug of the Three Children
(verses 29-34, 39-67).
Out of the recitative benedictions spoken in assemblies, as seen in the prevalent
use of the plural, developed at a much later stage the
solitary prayer witlnnit the element of responses
(Ber. viii. 8), which had previously been essential.

Great importance was

laid,

however, on the exact

form of the various benedictions. Only
a recognized scholar ("Talmid hakam ") was presumed to know them to a reliable degree; whereas
those who compiled them for common use were, in
Mishnaic time, regarded with suspicion. "Those
traditional

who write down the benedictions are equal in mischief-doing to such as burn the Law " ostensibly
because they infringed the rights of those authorized
to offer the benediction (see Tosef., Ber. i. 8; Shab.
xiii. [xix.] 4
Ber. 38a, 50a; Shab. 115b).
Nevertheless it was from such wiitten collections of benedictions that compilations like those enumerated in
jSIishnah Berakot ix., Ta'anit ii., Tosef., Ber. vii.,

—

;

and elsewhere were made. At any rate, by the
second century they were already fixed as to form
and number, since R. Mei'r declares it to be the duty
of every one to say one hundred benedictions daily
(Men. 43b); and R. Yose .says: "He who alters the
form of benedictions fixed by the wise has failed to

One
Hundred
Benedictions
Daily.

fulfil his obligations" (Ber. 40b; Yer.
Ber. vi. 2, 10b).
According to Num.
R. xviii. (compare Tan., Korah, ed.

Vienna, 1853),

it

was King David who

hundred daily bcneThese hundred benedictions

instituted the one
dictions.

required daily by R. Mei'r are shown
in gate iii. ("Birkat ha-Mizwah") of
his commentary to correspond with the benedictions given in the daily prayers.
Maimonides (Yad ha-Hazakah, Berakot, i. 4) divides the benedictions into three classes: (1) for enjoyments; (2) for the privilege of the performance
of a religious duty and (3) forms of liturgical thanksgiving and praise. Abudrahim, in Ililkot Berakot,
divides them into four classes: (1) such as are comprised in the daily prayer; (2) such as precede the

by Abudrahim

;

sumed a stereotyped form; and the rule is given by
Rab that, to be regarded as a regular benediction
(Ber. 40b), every benediction must contain the name
of God, and bj^ R. Johanan that it must contain the
attribute of God's kingship.
It was always the

performance of religious duties; (3) such as are offered for enjoyments; and (4) such as are offered on
special occasions of thanksgiving and praise.

Name

in the

was interpreted

them beginning with the formula "Blessed art Thou,
O Lord, our God, King of the Universe! "
<l) Before retiring to rest at night: "... who makes the

that called forth the response, since the verse
Dcut. xxxii. 3 (Ilebr.), "When I call upon the name
of the Lord, ascribe ye greatness unto our God,"
in this sense by the Rabbis (see Sifre,
Deut. 306).
In view of this response in the synagogue, "Amen"; in the Temple, "Baruk Adonay "
(Blessed be the Lord the God of Israel from everlasting to everlasting), particular stress was always laid
upon the closing formula ("hotem berakot") (Mishnah Ber. ix. 5; Ta'anit ii. 3; Tosef., Ber. vii. 21, 22;
To.sef., Ta'anit i. 10-13); whereas full freedom as to
the form of the main benediction was granted to the
individual who offered the prayer or praise.
It has
been suggested that Psalms, such as cxxxvi., cxlvii.,
cxlviii., or other Biblical verses, originally formed
the basis of each benediction (see Isidore Loeb, " Li-

terature desPauvres," p. 158; Miiller, "MasseketSoferim," p. 228; Kohler, I.e. pp. 32-34).
specimen

A

in the

Apocryphon

to

an old benediction with choral

The following is a list of
Talmud and adopted

benedictions prescribed
each of

in the liturgy

;

fall upon mine eyes and slumbe"" upon mine eyebe Thy will, O Lord, to make me lie down in peace
and rise up again in peace. Let not my thoughts nor evU
dreams nor evil imaginations trouble me, but let my bed be
spotless before Thee, and give light again to mine eyes lest I
sleep the sleep of death" (Ps. xiii. 4 [A.V. 3]); "for it is Thou
who givest light to the apple of the eye " (Ps. x vii. 8). " Blessed
"
art Thou who givest light to the whole world with Thy glory

bands of sleep
lids.

May

it

(Ber. 60b).
(2) In the morning, before reciting

any benediction, one has
hast sanctified us by
to wash the hands"
("Netilat Yadayira," "lifting up the hands"); compare Targ.

"
who
to wash the hands and say
Thy commandments and enjoined us
:

.

.

.

to Ps. cxxxiv. 3 (Ber. 53b).

After the performance of the functions of the body:
has formed man in wisdom and created many orifices and vessels, upon the opening or closing of which life
depends." "... (who healest all flesh and) who hast made
man wondrously " (after Ps. cxxxix. 1-1).
(3)

"... who

:

;
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(4) After awakening from the nigrht's sleep (which was regarded as the returning of the soul to the hody) some rabbis

prescribe the benediction
vest the dead" (Yer. Ber.

MorningBene-

"

:

.

iv.

who

.

.

revi-

Td); but the

3,

form commonly adopted is " My Lord, the
soul which Thou hast given me is pure. Thou
hast created and formed it, and Thou didst
breathe it into me and preservest it within me and wilt one day
take it from me and restore it unto me hereafter. So long as
the soul is within me, I will give thanks unto Tbee, () Lord my
who restorGod, Sovereign of all works. Lord of all souls,
est the souls unto dead bodies."
"
who hast
(5) On hearing the cock crow, one says
given the cock intelligence to distinguish between day and
night" (Job x.x.xviii. 36). Compare " Apost. Const." viii. 34.
(6) On opening the eyes in the morning: "... who openest
:

dictions.

.

:

the eyes of the blind " (after Ps. cxlvi.

When

(7)

them

loosest

When

(8)

sitting

that are

.

.

"... who

.

8).

up and moving one's limbs
bound " (Ps. cxlvi. 7).

dressing:

.

.

clothest the

:

"

.

.

.

naked"

who
(Ps.

cxlvi. 8).

When

(9)

standing erect:

"... who

bowed down " (compare " Halakot

are

mer,

p. 77).

low "

When

sitting

up

:

"

Who

raisest up those that
(iedolot." ed. Hildesheiup those that are

liftest

Uli.).

who spreadest
stepping upon the ground " .
above the waters " (Ps. cxxxvi. ti).
"... who hast made Ann
(11) on stepping foith to walk
the steps of man " (Ps. xxxvii. 2;!).
{12) When putting on shoes: "... who hath supplied me
with every want."
"
who gird13) When girding the belt about oneself

When

(1(1)

.

:

.

forth the earth

:

.

:

(

est Israel with

might"

(Jer. xiii. 11

;

.

.

Ps. xlv. 7).

Benedictions

midst"; and closing with, "... who gavest the Law" (see
Ber. lib " Masseket Soferim," xiii. 8).
(41) The benediction "Hashkibenu" in the evening prayer
has been mentioned above this is followed on week-days by
(42) "Baruk Adonayle- '01am," Psalm verses corresponding to
the "Baruk she-Amar," which are concluded with the benediction referring to the Messianic kingdom
"... the King
who will reign forever and aye over all His creatures."
(43) Before and after the recitation of Hallel as mentioned
;

;

:

above.
(44)

" Musaf " consists of seven benedictions, with the excepNew-Year, which has three more.

tion of that of

(45) The benedictions before and after the Haftarah, mentioned above.
(46) To the same category as the preceding belong the benediction before and that after the recitation of the Megillah or
scroll of the Book of Esther on Purim (Meg. 21b).
(47) The benediction over the reading of the four scrollsCanticles, on Passover; Ruth, on Shabu'ot; Ecdesiastes, on
Sukkot; and Lamentations, on the Ninth of Ab, mentioned in
" Masseket Soferim," xiv. 3, has fallen into disuse, as has also
the benediction over the reading of the Hagiographa {ih. 4).
(48, 49) On putting on the tallit and the teflliin on the arm and
the forehead respectively (Ber. tiOb; Yer. Ber. ix. 2, 14a; Tosef.,
Ber. vii. 10; and Men. 3t5a. 42b).
(50) Benediction for the Aaronites when they offer the priestly
benediction (Sotah 39a).
(51) On kindling the lights on Sabbath and festival eve
("Yad," Shabbat, v. 1; Hagahot Maimuni referring to Yer.
Ber. ix.); see Blessing. Priestly.
(52) On kindling the Hanukkah lights, with the additional
benediction "
who hast done wonders to our fathers in
.
days of old at this season " (Shab. 23a).
.

:

.

"... who crownest
ins = "glory," name for

KiRDisH and Habdalah, q.v.
(55-(i2) On affixing a Mezizah to a doorpost: "... who
hast sanctified us by Thy commandments and enjoined us to

(The following alternative is not found in the Talmud, and is
"...
disallowed in Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah Hayyiui, xlvi.
who givest strength to the weary.")
washing the face: "... who removest sleep
(1.5) When
from mine eyes and slumber from mine eyelids."
Here follows a prayer for a day free from sin and temptation
and graced by favor of God and man, which closes thus "

Mezuzah." Similarly, on building the battlement for
the roof prescribed in Deut. xxii. 8; on the consecration of the
Hallaii, or Terumah on the 'Erub; at the performance of
tiie ritual slaughtering, and the covering of the blood, special
blessings are said, as also at the removal of the leavened bread
before Passover and the eating of the Mazzah at the counting
of the days of 'O.mer at the preparation for and first entering
into the Sukkah; on the blowing of the Shofarou New-Year's
Day at the performance of the rite of ablution of persons and
vessels (Yer. Ber. ix. 2, p. 14a; Tosef., Ber. vii. 9-10; "Yad,"
Berakot, xi.; Baer's Prayer-Book, pp. 570-571; Ber. 51a).
((j3, 64) On betrothal
and marriage, see Betrothal and

When

(U)

putting on a head-covering:

with glory"

Israel

(Isa.

Ixi.

10;

miter).
:

:

.

.

.

who bestowest loving-kindness" (late addition, "upon Thy
people Israel ").
(KJ) Every one must offer three benedictions daily, namely:
"... who hast made me an Israelite (or who hast not made
me a heathen)"; "... who hast not made me a woman";
"... who hast not made me a slave [or a boor] " (Tosef.,
Ber. vii. 18; Yer. Ber. ix. 2, p. 13b; Men. 43b; "Halakot Gedolot," p. 77. Persian and Greek parallels are given by Joel, " Blicke
in die Religionsgeschichte." i. 119: Kaufmanu, "Monatsschrift,"
pp. 14-lH). For woman the benediction is substituted: "...
who hast made me according to Thy will."
The following benediction adopted in the Prayer-Book is, according to Yer. Ber. Ix. 2, preserved in full in Yalkut. Wa'ethanan, S'M, offered by the angels at the time when the Shema' is
recited by Israel "Thou wast one ere the world was created
Thou hast been the same since the world hath been created.
Thou art the same in this world and the same in the world to
Sanctify Thy name through those that sanctify it,
1893, come.
who sanctiflest Thy name among the multitudes."
17) Before and after the reading of the Psalms in the morning service: Baruk siie-Amap, and Yishtabbah.
(18, 19) Before reading Shema' in the morning, " Yozer Or"
:

.

.

.

1

and .\HAHAii Kabbah.
After Shema', Emet we-Yazzib.
The " 'Ainidah," seven (or eighteen. Increased later
nineteen), benedictions, consisting of three principal
benedictions of praise at the beginning, three at the close, and
twelve or thirteen (on week-days on Sabbath and holy days
only one) inserted in the middle isee Shemoneh 'ESREH). In
ca.se of need one benediction, Habinenu, containing the contents of the twelve, is offered as substitute for week-days also
(20)

(21-.39)

on

to

;

(Ber. 29a).
(40)

Before the reading from the

dictions

were

Law two

in use in the third century,

different bene-

and both have been

"... who teachLaw to Thy people Israel," and ending with, "... who
commanded us to occupy ourselves with the words of the
Law " the other, "... who ha,st chosen us from all peoples
and hast given us Thy Law," and closing with, "... who
gavest the Law." After the reading "
who hast given
us the Law of truth and hast planted everlasting life in our
adopted in the Prayer-Book; one beginning,
est the

hast

:

:

.

.

.

(53, .54)

affix the

;

;

;

;

Marriage.

On circumcision, see Circumcisio.n.
On redeeming the first-born, see Pidyox ha-Ben.
(67) Over the mourners' meal (Ket. 8b), see Funeral Rites.
On
the arrival of a new season, or of any joyous event in
(68)
one's life "
who hast kept us in life and preserved us and
(65)

(66)

.

:

.

Thanksgivingr for

Enjoyments.

.

permitted us to reach this season."
"... who
(69) Blessing over the bread
hast brought forth bread from the earth"
:

(Ber. vi.

1,

3Sa, after Ps. civ. 14).

who hast created
.
(70) Over iiie wine: "
the fruit of the vine" (Ber. vi. 1).
"
who
(71) Over food other than bread prepared of flour
hast created various kinds of food " (Ber. ;jOb).
(72) On eating fruit which grows on trees: "... who hast
created the fruit of the tree " (Ber. vi. 1).
" .
who
(73) On eating fruit which grows on the groimd
hast created the fruit of the ground " (Ber. vi. 1).
.

.

:

:

.

.

.

.

.

(74) After having finished the meal, see Grace After Meal.
(75) A benediction containing in abridged form three of the
usual graces after meals, after having eaten such fruits as the
Holy Land is especially blessed with, such as grapes, dates, figs,
and pomegranates, or after having taken wine or partaken of
other food than bread.
(76) On eating food that does not grow on the ground, ordrinking water, or other liquor: "... by whose word all things
have been made to exist " (Ber. vi. 3).

"... who
(77) After part<iking of any of these, or of fruit
hast created beings and what they need. For all that Thou
hast created to sustain therewith the life of each living being,
blessed be He who livest forever" (Ber. vi. 8; Tos. iv. 16 according to R. Tarfon, before the eating, Yer. Ber. 10b). In
Yer. Ber. I.e., and Tosef. Ber. iv. 4 other benedictions over special kinds of food are given ; but these were not adopted by the
:

;

casuists.
(78)

On

smelling

:

" Blessed art Thou

who

hast created fra-

:
:

Benedictious
Benedikt

;

:
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grant woods," "fragrant spices," and "fragrant oils," "odorous plants," and "odorous fruits" (Ber. 43b).
(79) On seeing lightning, falling stars, lofty mountains, great
deserts (also the sun at the beginning of a new cycle of twentyeight years), or the sky in all its beauty
Upon Seeing: "... who hast made Creation" (Ber. ix. 2;
Natural
Tosef ., Ber. vii. 6 ; Ber. 59b).
Phenomena. (80) On hearing thunder, or witnessing an
whose might
earthquake or hurricane "
and power All the world " (Ber. ix. 2).
"
who hast made the great
(81) At the sight of the sea

"Examen voor den Nieuw aan te Nemen Moel of
Besnijder der Israel. Kinderen. Hierbij Gedeeltelijk het Mannelijk lid Ontleed, ook Leersame Beschrijving der Besnijdenis en Circum GisioTie Operatie ..
in Vragen en Antwoorden."

sea"

BENEDIKT,
Austrian jurist;
born at Dobliug, near Vienna, Oct. 6, 1851. He
studied law at the University of Vienna, and after
graduation became the publisher of the " Juristische
Blatter. "
In addition to his editorial labors he wrote
"Reform des Schadenrechts bei Ehrenbeleidigungen," 1885; "Reformation der Konkursordnung,"
1887 " Elnfluss des Schwurgerichts auf das Materielle Strafrecht," 1888; and "Bemerkungen iiber das
Urheberrecht und den Gesetzentwurf der Oesterreicliischen Regierung," 1893.

:

:

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

:

I.e.).

who
On hearing good tidings or witnessing joy "
good and dispensest good " (Ber. I.e.).
"
rainbow
the
who
rememberest
the
seeing
(87) On
covenant, art faithful to Thy covenant, and keepest Thy prom(86)

.

:

.

.

art

:

.

.

;

after Prov. xv. 25).

On

:

:

.

.

.

.

.

:

"
who hast
(91) On seeing a king or ruler of a country
Imparted of Thy glory to flesh and blood " (ih.).
(92) On seeing the myriads of Israel gathered together:
" Blessed be He who knowest the secret thoughts of all these "
:

(Ber.

.

.

.

I.e.).

After having escaped perils, see Gomel Benshen.
" Blessed be the Lord who
(94) On entering a burial-ground
hath formed you in judgment, and nourished and sustained you
In judgment, and hath brought death on you in judgment. He
knoweth the number of you in judgment and will hereafter rewho revivest the dead "
store you to life in judgment, .
.
(Ber. 58b ».
(95) On seeing a place where a miracle happened to Israel of
who hast performed miracles for our fathers at
old " .
.
this place " (Ber. ix. 1).
(96) On seeing a place from which idolatrous practises have
been removed: "... who hast removed idolatry from this
place" (ib.). On seeing a place where idolatry is practised:
"... who showest long-sufCering to those who transgress Thy
(93)

:

.

:

;

Bibliography

:

Kiirschner, Dcutscher Liter atur-Kalender,

1898, p. 75; 1901, p. 78.

E. Ms.

s.

BENEDIKT, MORITZ

:

German journalist,
Vienna "Neue Freie

publisher, and editor of the
Presse " born at Gnatschitz, Moravia, May 27, 1849.
On attaining his majority he chose journalism as a
profession, contributing with considerable success
In
to various dailies and periodicals in Germany.
1872 he joined the staff of the "Neue Freie Presse,"
becoming editor of the economic section in 1879. The
two years following he devoted to the publication
of a series of articles on economic, commercial, and
financial subjects, which articles attracted considerable attention.
In 1880 lae became chief editor.
;

"

who
seeing a friend after a year's separation
revlvest the dead" (Ber. 58b; compare Pirke R. El. xxxi.).
When restored from a dangerous sickness " . Blessed be
the Merciful who gave Thee back to us and
On Seeing not to the earth " (Ber. 54b).
Remarkable (90) On seeing a scholar or sage of distinc"... who hast imparted of Thy wisPersons.
tion
dom to flesh and blood " iib.).
(89)

EDMUND:

.

" (Tosef., Ber. vii. 5 a composite prayer, see Ber. 59b).
(88) On seeing holy places restored after long desolation
"... who reestablishest the border of the widow " (Ber. 58b,

ise

Roest, iflon n>3, p. 202, n. 2801, Amster-

dam, 1868; G. A. Kohut, in Publications of the American
Jewish HiMorical Societu, iii. 131, iv. 7.
G.
G. A. K.

.

(lb.).

(82) On seeing blossoms budding for the first time In the
spring: "... who hast made Thy world lacking in naught,
but hast produced goodly creatures and goodly tr"es wherewith
R. H. 11a).
to give delight to the children of men " (Ber. 43b
" . who
(83) On seeing beautiful persons, trees, or animals :
hast such as these in the world " (Ber. 58b ; Tosef., Ber. vli. 4).
(84) On seeing strangely formed beings such as giants and
dwarfs, or elephants and apes " . . . who varlest the forms of
Thy creatures " (Ber. Z.c: Tos. vli. 5).
(85) On seeing persons stricken with blindness, lameness, or
loathsome diseases, or holy places in a state of desolation, or on
hearing evil tidings: "... the true Judge" (Ber. ix. 3

and

.

Bibliouraphy: M.

.

will" (Ber. 57b).
(97) On the appearance of the

new moon,

see

:

znkah, Beraknt; Baer, 'Ab<jdat Yisracl- S. Singer, Dailii
Prayer-Bonk, pp. 287-292; Landshutli, Heqyon Leb; M.
I.

H. Weiss, in

K.

A.

BENEDICTUS, COENRAAD
surgeon at Suriuain,

known of

:

"Moliel"an(l

Dutch Guiana, about

BENEDIKT, MORIZ Austrian neurologist;
born at Eisenstadt, Hungary, July 6, 1835. Upon
his graduation from the University of Vienna,
where he had prepared
:

himself

his procareer under
Hyrtl, Briicke, Skoda,

for

fessional

Oppolzer,

1830.

Arlt,

Rokitansky, he
ceived,

New Moon.

Bibliography Scfer Ahudrahim; Malmonides, Yad ha-HaBloch, TnstiUitionen ihs Judenthums, 1884;
Kobak's Jcaclnn-un, 1864, ii. part 1, pp. 37-44.

Bibliography: Das Geistige Wien, p. 27; Kohut, Berllhmte
Israelitische Miinner und Frauen, xii. p. 139; Kiirschner,
Dcutscher Lit. Kalendar, p. 78.
E. Ms.
s.

1859,

degree of
medicine and surgery
and immediately enlisted in the Austrian
armjf the war then
going on with France

—

demanding

and Italy

the services of surgeon-

is

his life nor of his literary activ-

volunteers.

ity other

than the bare fact that he published at Para-

close of the

in 1830 (?) a tract describing the operation
of circumcision, together with a series of questions

and answers for use

in

the office of mohel.

The book

examining candidates
is

extremely

for

rare.

The Hebrew quotations occurring in the text are
filled in by the author in his own writing, as there
was probably no Hebrew type to be had in Paramaribo at that time.
The title of the book is

re-

the
doctor of

in

Nothing
maribo

and

Moriz Benedikt.

At the

campaign that was so disastrous to
Austria, Benedikt was appointed privat-docent at
the University of Vienna, first delivering lectures
on electrotherapeutics and later adding a course on
neuropathy.

mean

time, in 1866, Austria became inanother war, this time with Prussia and
Italy, and Benedikt again volunteered his services
to the army.
At tlie conclusion of that short but

In the

volved

in

"

:
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bloody contest which resulted in the estal)lishment
of the dual state of Austria-Hungary, Benedikt,
who took an active part in the reorganization of the
Democratic party in Cisleithania (that is, Austria as
distinct from Hungary), was, in 18G8, oifered a chair
of neurology at the University of Vienna. He has
remained in that position to the present time, serving
also as chief of one of the departments of the policlinic of the Austrian metropolis.
The greater part of Benedikt's professional work
appertains undoubtedly to the domains of neuropathy and electrotherapeutics, but while his investigations in this special field form an important addition to the progress of medicine, and would alone
entitle him to a prominent position in the medical
world, they in no way overshadow his researches in
other lines, especially his important
Pioneer psychological and anthropological
Crimstudies with regard to criminals.
Ininologist. deed, it may be said that he is one of
the pioneers of modern criminology,
which seeks to base its theoi'ies directly on anthropological and psychological data.
Among his contributions to the study and treatment of nervous diseases the following deserve first
mention: "Electrotherapie," Vienna, 1808; and
" Nervenpathologie und Electrotherapie," Leipsic,
1874-75 two treatises embodying the lectures delivered by Benedikt at the University of Vienna.
In the field of psychology, both normal and patho-

"Zur Frage des Vierwindungstypus," ib. 1880;
"Ueber Lymphorrhagie in Granulardesintegration," in " Mittheilungen des Aerztlichen Vereins,"
" Ueber Katalepsie und Mesmeris1874
mus,"iu "Wiener Klinik," 1880; "Zur Lehre von der
Localisation der Gehirnfunctionen," ib. 1883; "Die
Elektricitat in der Medicin," j6. 1884; Ueber Einige
Grundformeln des Neuropathologischen Denkens,"
ib. 1886.
A number of important papers, which
have appeared in the pages of the " Wiener Medic.
Presse," between the years 1869 and 1882, deal with
neuropathic cases observed by Benedikt, and with

Vienna,

;

electrotherapeutic
methods,
either
demonstrated or invented by him.
Among his contributions to ophthalraology and otiatrics should be mentioued:
"Studien liber Augenmus-

Ophthalmolog-y,
Otiatrics,

Physics,

A

—

two works from

his pen have met with
success; namely, "Seelenkunde des Mensclien " (also translated into Polish) and " Hyi^nological,

marked

tismus und Suggestion " (also in Italian).
Among his anthropological studies dealing for the
greater part with crauiometric and cranioscopic investigations, especially with regard to criminals,
may be mentioned "Kraniometrie und Kephalometrie " (also In French).
Another important contribution
to modern criminology
namely, his
"Anatomische Studien an Verbrechergehirnen,"
Vienna, 1876 has been translated into English imder the title "Studies on the Brains of Criminals."
Besides the above-named larger works, Benedikt
has contributed a great number of important papers on anthropology; on normal.
Wide
comparative, and pathological anatRange of omy on physiology and neurology
Conon normal, pathological, and criminal
tributions. psychology on ophthalmology and
•

—

—

;

;

;

otiatrics.

Among

these contributions,
scattered throughout various periodical publications, the following are noteworthy

"Experimentelle Studien iiber die Wirkung von
Jod, etc., auf's Nervensystem," in " Jahrbuch der
Gesellschaft der Aerzte," Vienna, 1861; "Beitrage
zur Ncuropathologischen Casuistik," in "Deutsches
Archiv fixr Klinische Medicin," ix. and xiii. "Zur
Pathologischen Anatomic der Lys.sa," in " Virchow's
Archiv," Ixiv., Ixxii. (and in the "Wiener ]\Iedic.
Presse," 1874); "Ueber die Innervation des Plex.
Choroid. Inf.," ib., lix.
"Zur Lehre der Ent;

;

Kernwucherung," in "Centralbl. fur
Medic. Wissensch. " 1874 " Zur Lehre des Raubthiertypus am Menschlichen Gehirne," ib. 1876; "Der
ziindlichen

,

;

Hinterhauptstypus

der

Saugethiere,"

ib.

1877;

Benedictions
Benedikt

kellahmungen,"
vol. X.;

"Der Daltonismus

in "Grafe's Archiv,"

bei Sehnervenatrophie,"

ib.; "Die Theorie der Neurotinotis," in "Pester
Medic. Presse," 1867; " Horner ven," in "Wiener
Medic. Presse," 1870.
Benedikt has also labored in the field of pure
physics, and among the many papers that have
appeared over his name in the " Sitzungsberichte
der Wiener K. K. Akademie der Wissenschaften
for 1857 are " Ueber die Aenderung des Magnetismus Durcli Reibungselectricitiit " and " Ueber die
AbliJingigkeit
des Electrischen
Leitungswiderstandes von der Grosse und Dauer des Stromes."
In the second of these papers the author announces,
for the first time, the fact discovered by him, that
the resistance of a conductor is affected by the cur:

rent

itself.

In the midst of his various professional duties and
extensive scientific research, Benedikt found time to
write on social and political questions of the day,

and on moral philosophy and
cles

appearing in French,

esthetics

Italian,

— his

arti-

and English, as

well as in German. At the beginning
of his professional career Benedikt
Ethics,
devoted himself to the study of modLiterature, em literature, and his first published
Politics,

work was one on dramatic art in Auswritten while he was still a medical student
at the university, entitled "Studien iiber Oesterreichische Dramatische Dichter," Vienna, 1854.
Benedikt is a champion of woman's rights, and was
the first male president of the Vereiu fiir Erweiterte Frauenbildung in Vienna.
His valuable professional services have been recognized b}' difl'erent
governments as well as by numerous scientific
bodies.
recipient of the degree of LL.D. {hotwi'is
causa) from several prominent universities, he has
also been decorated with various orders and crosses.
He is corresponding member of the academies of
medicine of Paris and of Rome, ami member of a
great many medical and scientific societies in Europe
and the United States.
tria,

A

BiBLior.RAPHY Biooraphm'hett Lexikoii der Hci'vcniragen(len Aerzte AUer Zeiien iind Volker, edited by Wernich and
Hirsch, Vienna and Leipsic, 1884-88; Ludwig Eisenberg, In
Da.s Geistige }Virn, Vienna, 18i);j; and private sources.
s.
A. S. C.
:

BENEDIKT, RUDOLPH: Austrian chemist;
born at Dobling July 12, 1852; died in Vienna Feb.
6, 1896.
He was educated at the Polytechnic (High

Benet
Benfelden
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School) of Vienna, where in 1872 he was appointed
an assistant lecturer of technical chemistry. In 187()
he was nominated to a similar post in connection
with the studies in analytical chemistry, and in 1890
was appointed full professor. His principal work
is "Die Kiinstlichen Farbstoffe," 1883.
Among his
articles in technical journals are: " Ueber Salze und
Borsaure," in " Vortrag. Gegeben in der Deutschen
Chemischen Gesellschaft," Berlin, 1874: and "Halogenderivate" in "Sitzung-Bericht der Kais. Akademie der Wissenschaften," Vienna, 1884.

BlBMOGRAPiiY:
1898,

iii.

Poggendorf,

BioQ.-Lit.

Haudwi'trtcrhuch,

lOr.

E.

s.

Ms.

BENET MORDEC AI B. ABRAHAM (MAR,

CUS BENEDICT):

Talmudist and chief rabbi
of Moravia; born in 1753 at Csurgo, a small vil
lage in the county of Stuhlweissenburg, Hungary
died at Carlsbad Aug. 12, 1829.
As Benet's parents
;

were very poor and consequently unable

to

engage

a teacher, they sent their son when only five years old
to his grandmother at Nikolsburg.
There Gabriel
Markbreiter provided for the tuition of the gifted
child for a period of si.\ years, and then sent him to
Ittingen, Alsace, the rabbi of which place was Markbreiter's brother-in-law.
The latter became Benet's
teacher, and took great delight in his
Gifted pupil's wonderful development.
At
Child.
Benet's "'bar mizwah" (religious majority) celebration his teacher showed
the guests, to their great astonishment, three of the
boy's manuscripts a commentary on the Pentateuch, a commentary on the Passover Haggadah,
and novellas on the Talmud.
From his thirteenth to his fifteenth year Benet devoted himself exclusively to the study of
the Bible, with the aid
of the Jewish commentaries and of the

A

—

Haggadah

Talnnid

in

and Midrash

;

and

his

strictly halakic studies

he completed later

in

the yeshibah of Joseph
Steinhard at Fiirth.

where

he

remained

three years.
He then
went as a "haber" to

Prague, where Meir
Karpeles started a private " klaus " for him
and though Ezekiel Landau conducted a large yeshibah in tlie same city, a number of able Talmudists
came daily to hear Benet's discourses. After staying at Prague two years he married Sarah Finkel
(died 1828), the daughter of a prominent well-to-do
citizen of Nikolsburg.
Here he settled in 1773, and
within a year was made "ab bet din " (ecclesiastie^al
assessor).
Thirteen years later he accepted the rabbinate at Lundenburg in Moravia, which he held for
six months, when he resigned to become rabbi at
Scbossberg, Hungary. His stay in his native country was short; and in 1789 he was made rabbi of
Nikolsburg and chief rabbi of Moravia. Later on
he received offers also from Presburg and Cracow,
Mordecai Benet.

;
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but yielding to the solicitations of his congregation,
he remained at Nikolsburg. Overstudy, however,
had brought on a nervous affection in his youth,
which clung to him throughout life, and was the
cause of his death, which, as stated, took place at
Carlsbad, whither he had gone for treatment. His

body was buried temporarily at Lichtenstadt, near
(Jarlsbad, but seven months later was permanently
interred at Nikolsburg in accordance with his will.
Although Benet's works are neither numerous nor
exhaustive, they are

among

the classic products of

Talmudic literature in the eighteenth century. They
are (1) "Biur Mordecai " (The Commentary of Mordecai), Vienna, 1813, a commentary on
His "Works. Mordecai b. Hillel's compendium;
(2) " Magen Abot " (Shield of the Fatiiers), Zolkiev, 1835, a treati.se on the forty-nine
acts prohibited on the Sabbath; (3) "Harha-Mor"
(Mountain of Myrrh), responsa, with allusion to the
rabbinical explanation of the name "Mordecai" by
Mara dakya " (= pure myrrh) (4) " Parashat Mordecai " (The Explanations of Mordecai), Szigeth,
1889, responsa; and (5) "Tckelet Mordecai" (Mordecai's Purple Garment), Lemberg, 1892, halakic
and haggadic discourses.
All these works clearly show Benet's keenness,
wide knowledge of rabbinical literature, and, what
is still more important, his logical and strictly scientific method.
In contrast to his friends Moses Sofer
and Akiba Eger, who were casuists, Benet avoided
•'

;

casuistry in discussing involved halakic questions;
gaining his ends by means of a purely critical explanation and a systematic arrangement of the matter.

An

excellent

example of Benet's

criticism is

his letter to the chief rabbi of Berlin, Zebi Hirsch

Levin, whom he tries to convince of the spuriousness
of the collection of responsa " Besamim Rosh. " This
collection was published by Saul Berlin, Levin's
son, as the work of Asher b. Jehiel ("Parashat Mordecai," No. 5; " Literaturblatt des Orients," v. 53,
comparison of Benet's criticism on the
55, 140).
work withZunz's remarks on it(" Ritus," pp. 226-228)
can not fail to excite admiration of Benet's method.
Benet's works differ in other respects from those
While his style is clear and
of his contemporaries.
elegant, and his language a pure HeSuperiority brew, the style of his colleagues is
of
confused and barbarous, and their lanHis Style, guage an incorrect Hebrew mixed
with the corrupt Aramaic found in
rabbinical literature.
Moreover, Benet's attitude
toward the strict orthodoxy of his friends and colleagues was exceptional, and may be attributed to
his knowledge of modern thought (compare his letter to Zebi Hirsch Levin in " Literaturblatt des Ori-

A

ents." v. 54).
These characteristics gave him an
independent position in the struggle between orthodoxy and the so-called "spirit of enlightenment."

Though Benet's course in this struggle was in accordance with his early training and station in life,
he was probably the only orthodox
Benet and rabbi who thoroughly understood the
the Reform new current of thought into which
Movement. Jews as well as non-Jews were being
enemy

drawn at that time. He knew the
that confronted him, and realized the futility
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of employing for defense the rusty weapons of the
Talmud. It is true, he avoided the name of Men-

delssohn in his approbation (dated Nov. 8, 1816) to
the new edition of the Pentateuch with Mendelssohn's translation; but the very fact that he approved a German translation of the Bible at all
shows that he ouglit not to be classed with men like
Moses Sofer. He opposed the attempted reforms of
Aaron Chorin but he did it quietly and temperately,
contenting himself with the remark that something
more than philosophical study is required to decide
;

theological questions.

Frequently Benet showed an insight lacking in
In his memorial to the government
on the education of rabbis (printed in "Toledot Mordecai," pp. S.j-ST), he remarked that if the cour.se of
his opponents.

studies which the gymnasium demanded of candidates for all other professions were required of a
rabbinical candidate, the latter would be fit for anything except the rabbinate.
Still, far
Views on from objecting to a secular education
Education, for rabbis, as he was understood to do
(see Low, "Gesammelte Schriften," ii.
190 et seq.), he favored it; but he thought that a
rabbi should first of all possess sullicient knowledge
of rabbinical matters; and he proposed that a rabbinical candidate should devote his time chiefly to
Jewi.sh subjects until his eighteenth year.
His
opinions concerning the duties of a rabbi, especially in regard to the instruction of children, show
the strong influence that modern views had upon
him.
He wrote a catechism for religious instruction
and submitted it in manuscript to the government.
To judge from tlie letter accompanying it, Benet's
views on the education of the young were sensil)le
and in accordance with the spirit of the time.
Nevertheless, Benet, conscientiously opposing the
new tendency, declared every refoim in religious
observance to be -vrong and harmful. Thus, in a
letter to the go vernn-'ut concerning the introduction
of German into divine service {ib. pji. 38-42), he
wrote in favor of the preservation of Hebrew. His
attitude is significant in view of the fact that, many
years later, Zacharias Frankel used ti)e
Opposes same arguments in the convention of
Religious rabbisat Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1845;
Reform.
and events have proved the truth of
the prophecy made by Benet, that if the
prayers are said in another language few Jews will
care to study Hebrew, and familiarity with the Hebrew Scripture will gradually cease.

Although Benet was independent in liis attitude,
his learning and high character gained for him many
faithful friends among young and old. Even the Hasidim respected him and Baer Schneiersohn, the socalled "middle rabbi," speaks highly of him in a
;

letter

now

in the pos.scssion of J. L. Sossnitz of

New

York. Compare also Weiss, "Zikronotai," pp. 77-81.
The communities of Lichtenstadt and Nikolsburg
contended for the honor of interring his mortal remains; and the dispute which later arose over the
exhumation of the body was fought with the weapons of learning, and figures in the responsa literature
of the time.

BiBLTOGRAPHY
pest,

1833;

J. A. Benet, Tolednt Mnrdecai Benet, BudaBerditschewsky, in Ha-Asif, 1887, iv. 61-6.5;
:

Benet
Benfelden

Ehrentheil, JMdische CharakterhiUler, 1867; Kaufmann,
i/ti--4.si/, V. 129 ct xcq.; Furtli, Sippurim, ii. 301-208.

m

L. G.

BENET (BENEDICT), NAPHTALI BEN
MORDECAI Author and rabbi; born at the "nd
:

of the eighteenth century; died October, 1857, at
Schafa, IMoravia, where he was rabbi.
He was the
author of the following works: (1) "Berit Melah "

(Covenant of Salt), Prague, 1816, a collection and
explanation of the precepts in regard to the laws
of salting the meat, in order to remove the blood
(Yoreh De'ah, 69-78); (2) "Mispcd Gadol " (Great
Mourning), Vienna, 18:50, a eulogy on the death
of his father, Mordecai Benet; (3) "Emunat Y'israel "
(Israel's Faith), Prague, 1832, a Jewish catechism in
Hebrew and German; (4) "Imre Shefer " (Goodly
Words, Gen. xlix. 21), Presburg, 1840, a funeral
oration on ]VIo.ses Sofer; (5) "Torat Dat Mosheh
we-Yisrael " (Doctrine of the Law of Moses and
Israel), Prague, 1826, on the principles of the Jewisii

religion.

The catechism became very popular and passed
through several editions.
Though Benet's standpoint was strictly orthodox, he did not carry his
orthodoxy to extremes, as can be seen from a correspondence with Isaac Samuel Reggio on the ques-

punishment (" Kerem Hemed," i. 9),
which he shows himself vacillating on this point.
Benet's "Torat Dat Mosheh we-Yisrael" is also
written from a moderate orthodox point of view;
but he accepted his father's view^s in opposing the
Reform movement, and assails Aaron Chorin as a
man actuated by personal motives in advocating
tion of future

in

reform.
BinLioGRAPHY: Fiirst, Bibl. Jud.
Books Brit. Mils. p. 83.

i.

103; Zedner, Cat.

BENEVENTO

:

City in southern Italy

;

Hehr.

G.

L.

capital

same name; about 32 miles
of Naples.
Benjamin of
Tudela visited it about 1165, and found there 200
Jewish families, having at their head three parnasim: Kalonymus, Zerah, and Abraham ("Mas'ot
Binyamin," ed. Asher, p. 13). This unimportant
community increased after the Spanish exile. When
King Ferdinand conquered the kingdom of Naples
(1504), he established the Inquisition at Benevento
in order to exterminate the Spanish and Portuguese
Maranos who had settled there in somewhat large
of the province of the
northeast of the city

numbers.
BiBi.iofjRAPHY: Revue Orioitale, ii. 151; Gratz, Gcsch. der
Jh(/<'h, 3d ed.,vi.23i): P.M. Lonardo, GU Ehrei a Benevento,
1899.

IX

BENFELDEN: Town

I.

Br.
from

in Alsace, 17 miles

It was here, in the ,year 1348, when
Europe was devastated by the Black Death (the
spread of which was ascribed to the Jews), that a
council was held of tlie representatives of the towns

Strasburg.

in Alsace to con,sider the

proper course to be adopted
with reference to the Jews. One of the leading
spirits in the council was Bishop Berthold of Stras-

burg, who firnd^y demanded that the Jews be entirely
destroyed.
Tlie representatives from Strasburg
maintained a gallant struggle against the superstitious bigotry that .sought some scapegoat for the
evil that had befallen the land, and against the cupidity and rapacity tiiat scented a prospect for plunder.

Benfey
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Beni-Israel

The struggle was useless, and it was decided that all
the Jews should be banished from the cities of the
upper Rhine. The results of this decision of the
Council of Benfelden constitute one of the most
tragic chapters in the gloomy history of the persecution of the Jews.
G.

BENFEY, THEODOR:

German

Sanskritist

pliilologist; born at Norton, Hanover, Jan. 28, 1809; became a convert to Christianity
His father, who had
in 1848; died June 26, 1881.
seven cliildrcn besides Theodor, was a Jewish merchant deeply versed in the Tiihnud. Theodor received his preliminary training at the gymnasium
in GOttingen, whicli he left at the age of sixteen for

and comparative

As a university
the university of the same cit}'.
student he devoted himself to classical philology.
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however, he concentrated his energy on Sanskrit and
comparative linguistics. Benfey 's teaching covered
In addition
a large range within his chosen limits.
to his regular work he lectured on
His Wide Indian antiquities, on the Avesta, and,
going farther afield, gave courses in
Range.
ethnography from the linguistic point
of view (1843), and in Bengali and Hindustani (1803It is interesting to note that, in 1843, he
64).
lectured on the affinity of the Egyptian and Semitic
groups of languages. This single series of lectures,
together with the book which was the result of the
course " Ueber das Verhaltniss der Aegyptischen
Sprache zum Semitischen Sprachstamm," 1844 is
his only important work that deals with Semitic

—

—

linguistics.

His literary activity began comparatively late.
Before 1839 he published very little. Even his doctorate dissertation, "
tion

to

obtain the

De Liguris," and his disseitamnia legendi, " Observatioues

ud Anacreontis Fragmenta Genuina, " remained unprinted.
Besides the translation of Terence in 1837,
already referred to, and a few reviews, his only
work published prior to 1836 was one written in
collaboration with Moritz A. Stern, " Ueber die
.Monatsnamen Eiuigcr Alten Volker," 1836.
The silent years before 1839 liad been a time of
preparation, but after that period his contributions to
His " Griechisches Wurlinguistics were numerous.
zellexikon," 1839-42, won the Volney
The year 1840 saw the appearSemitic
prize.
and
ance of his article on " India " in Ersch
Sanskritic andGruber"s "Encyklopadie der Wis-

Works.

senschaften luid Kiinste," and his
Semitic contribution, already noted,
was published in 1844. In 1847 he brought out the
first German edition of the Old Persian Inscriptions,
basing his work mainly on Rawlinson's results,
which had appeared the previous year. The year
1848 was the date of Benfey's edition of the Sama
Veda, with introduction, glossary', and translation.
He published in 1852 his " VoUstandige Grammatik
der Sanskritsprache," and followed this the next
year with his valuable " Chre.stomathie aus Sanskritwerken," and in 1855 with his "Kurze SanskritHis two English books the "Pracsiranunatik."
lieal Grammar of the Sanskrit Language" (1863-66),
were,
an<l the "Sanskrit-English Dictionary," 1866
as he himself recognized, less creditable to his scholarship than were his earlier works.
The results of his studiesin comparative literature

—

J/etx^^ i^^y^
and remained in Gottingen — with the

exception of
year 1827, spent at Municli until 1830. On Oct.
24, 1828, he received the degree of Ph.D., and the
year following became privat-docent. He left Gottingen in 1880 and lived in Frankfort-on-the-Main
for two years.
Here he occupied himself with a
translation of Terence, his only printed contribution
to classics; and, what was of far more importance
for his life-work, devoted himself seriously to Santlie

—

—

were summed up in his translation and conunentary
on the Panchatantra, which appeared in 1859, and is
In the preface of this work, which
still a standard.
comprises the entire first volume, he
His Last traces the development of the various

Important Indian

Works.

skrit.

In 1832 he left Fi-ankfort for Heidelberg, where
he contemplated teaching Sanskrit, but liis love for
his alma mater was too strong to permit him to become a member of the faculty of another university.
Af cordingly, in 1834, he returned to Gottingen,
where he began his teaching rather in classical than
in Oriental or comparative philology. Gradually,

tales

througli other Oriental

European collections of
beast fables and stories, partly through
literature to

the intermediation of Jewish translators (see Kalilah
wa-Dimnah). His last great work was the " Ge-

Sprachwissenschaft uud Orientalischen
Here he traces
Philologie in Deutschland," 1869.
the history of Oriental research in Germany, both in
Semitics and in Indo-Iranian, down to his own time,
with a thoroughness which makes the work still one

scliichte der

2

;

Benfey
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Beni-Israel

of value.

the Alliance Israelite Universelle and the

though he continued

consuls.

After 1869 he published no books, alto write reviews and magaAt his death he left material, which
zine articles.
he had been gathering for j'ears, for a grammar of
Vedic Sanskrit. This he liad hoped to make the
Unfortunately this
chief production of his life.
work was left in such a chaotic state that it is impossible to edit it or to know what the author's conclusions were to have been.

was by no means rapid, yet he never
even when those inferior to himself in
age or ability were promoted over him. Beginning
his work at Gottingen in 1834 as privat-docent, he
waited fourteen years before he became assistant
professor without salary, in 1848, after
Silent
which a second period of fourteen
Heroism,
years elapsed before he was appointed
Benfey 's

rise

lost patience,

and

Under

professor in 1862.

tliese

cumstances he made several

Influence.

cir-

efforts to

gain a more profitable position else-

where, but

endeavors in this direction were

all his

in vain.

As a teacher Benfey was broad, and his interests
were manifold. Few men have exercised an influence over more pupils, for he was a teacher as well
as a savant. This breadth of view explains the reason why he founded no school, and trained no pupil
who can be said to have succeeded him to carry on,
unchanged, his method and tradition. He established a periodical, "Orient und Occident," in 1862,
to defend his scientific principles, and both he and
his students contributed

to

it

numerous

articles.

Unfortunately the magazine had to be discontinued
the Jewish faith in 1848, and with his
family joined the Evangelical Church. His change
of religion was prompted solely by the social privileges that were then possessed by Christians alone.
The result of his abandonment of Judaism was not
what he had expected. It was a positive disadvantage to him, and accounts in part for his slow rise to
left

full professorship.

Bibliography

:

A

life

is Riven by his daughter Meta
Kleincre Schriften, edited by Bezzen-

of Benfey

in the edition of his

berger.

L. H. G.

s.

BENGAZI

or

BENGHAZY

:

City of Trip-

Africa, on the east coast of the Gulf of Sidra.

oli,

Little is

known

of the

first

settlement of the

Jews

came

orig-

there; according to local traditions, they
inally

In 1901 the community numbered 2,000 Jews, in a
population of 38,000. It has two synagogues
the Low Synagogue, which is said to be very old;
and the High Synagogue, of more recent date and
four Talmud Torahs, attended by 200 pupils. The
community is governed by a supreme judge (Abraham Habib in 1901), in addition to the rabbi and by
The salaries of these
three syndics ("gabbaim").
officials are paid from the meat-tax, amounting annually to 3,000 francs. There are two societies:
the Hebra Kaddishah, a burial society, and the BikkurHolim, which furnishes medicine and physicians
to the poor.
The Jews of Bengazi are prosperous. The majorOthers follow
ity trade in wool, barlej', and butter.
total

—

—

trades,

Jew,

A

as jewelers,

Hamus Romani,

tinsmiths, carpenters, etc.
is one of the higher officials of

The
the Serai), or administration of the department.
richest families are those of Tchuba, Youeli, and
Hakmon. There are very few poor. Some of the
Jews have very curious names;
"Touajir," "Bedoussa,"

e.g.,

Bibliography: Bulletiu of the Alliance
selle,

1885

;

as "Schima,"

etc.
Israt'lite

U^iiver-

private sources.

M. Fr.

D.

BENHAM, ARTHUR:

Dramatic author; born
He
1875; died at Brighton, Eng., Sept. 8, 1895.
was a playwright of considerable promise, and
was the author of two plays, "The County" and
"The Awakening" the latter produced for a short
run at the Garrick, and the former at Terry's Theawhen he was only twenty j^ears old. He died
ter
of consumption when scarcely jDast his twentieth
j-ear.
His sister was the actress Estelle Burney,
who collaborated in his plays, and was his tender

—

—

in 1866.

He

European

from

Tri])()]i.

The cliief rabbis of the community in the nineteenth century were Moses Hakmon, Isaac Boharon,
and Rahamim Farju of Tripoli; the last, installed
As rabbinical auin 1871, still holds office (1901).
thor must be mentioned Elijah Labi, a centenarian
(1783-18S3).
He wrote the " Sefer Ge'ullat Adonai "
(Book of God's Deliverance) (Leghorn, 1864), in Hebrew, and the " Orah Yesharim " (The Path of the
Upright) and "Menuhah le-Hay^^m " (Rest for the
Living) (Leghorn, 1872 and 1882), in Judieo-Arabic
i.e. in Rabbinic characters and in Arabic-Tripolitan
:

,

dialect.

As a bit of history must be mentioned the kidnaj)ing of a young Jewish girl by Arabs, in 1868, an
affair that was only adjusted by the intervention of
III.—

nurse during his long

illness.

Bibliography: Jeivish Chranide,

Sept. 13, 1895;

ThcSketch,

Sept. 18, 1895.

G. L.

J.

BENI-ISRAEL

:

Native Jews of India, dwell-

ing mainly in the presidency of Bombay and known
formerly by the name of Shanvar Telis (" Saturday
Oil-Pressers") in allusion to their chief occupation
and their Sabbath-day. The Beni-Israel avoided the
use of the name "Jew," probably in deference to the
prejudice of their IMohammedan neighbors, and preferred the name Beni-Israel in reference to the favorAcable use of the term in the Koran (sura ii. 110).
cording to their own traditions, tiiey are descended
from tile survivors of a band of Jews fleeing from
persecution who were wrecked near the Ilenery and
Kenery islands in the Indian ocean, fifteen miles
from Ciieul, formerly tlu; cliicf emporium of the

Seven men and
trade between Arabia and India.
seven women are stated to have been saved from
drowning; and from them are descended the BeniThis is said to have been from sixteen IiunIsrael.
dred to eighteen hundred years ago. Benjamin of
Ttidela appears to have heard of them in the twelfth
century, and ]\Iarco Polo in the thirteenth; but they
were first brought to the knowledge of Europeans,
simultaneously with the White and Black Jews of
Cochin on the Malabar coast, by Christian missionaries in India, like D.s. C. Buchanan and Wilson,
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Beui-Israel

On
tlie lieginniug of the niiictt'ciilli ct'iitui}'.
the adveut of the Sassoox family at Bombay, more
direct interest Avas taken in the Beui-lsrael by

tenth of Tishi-i, during which they fasted from live o'clock in
evening until tlie next evening at seven. During it they
did not stii- out-of-doors, nor touch nor s!)eak to people of other
denominations. They dressed themselves in white, and believed iliat departed souls visited their habitations on the preceding day and left tlieni on the following day, called Shila
San ("Stale holiday"), on which day they gave alms to the
pour and visiteil their friends.

at

Western Jews, and mucii

among

since been done

educational

tlie

work has

tlieni.

Beni-lsrael themselves refer to two religious
among them during their stay in India: the
placed by them about 90U years ago, due to

The

revivals
first,

Holicha San, on the thirteenth and fourteenth of .\dar;
the former kept as a fast, and the latter as a feast, on which
they sent home-made sweetmeats to one another. Tliis corresponds to runm luit the Beni-lsrael did not observe the second
day or "shushan Purim."

David Rauabi, and another, about the year 179(5,
Accordingdue to Samuel Divkkau.
to tradition. liahabi was a Cochin Jew,
Internal
wliose family had come from Egypt,
History,
and on visiting the Beni-lsrael he
found among them several customs similar to those
current among Jews, and to test them he gave their
women some lish to
cook, including some
tluit had neither tins
These
nor scales.
they separated from

;

Anasi Dakacha San

("Anas-closing lioliday "i, on tlie
fourteenth and tweiity-llrst of .Nisan. This was celebrated by
closing an earthen chatty or pot containing a sourli(iuid commonly used as sauce. This festival correspondt^d to Passover;
but. as the Hindus generally did not use any leaven with their
rice, the object of the cereraony seems to have been f<irg()tteii.

Birdiacha San
(" Ihriia-curry holiday "),

on the ninth of Ab, on
which they ate nothing
but rice with a curry of
"birda" or pulse. This

was served on

saying
the
others,
that they never ate

had
the

memory of tllede^trll<•tion
of the Temiile
liiit there
;

does not seem to have been
any conscious recognition
of that

called

festivals,

known by the
nameof "Boja" (fastchiefly

to

the

Beni-lsrael,

fai't.

The other

European Jews
been

plantain-

During the pre-

leaves.

ceding eight days no meat
was eaten. This corresponds toTish'a be-Ab, in

them.
Kahabi was
satisfied
thereupon
t h e y ^v e r e r call y
Jews, and imparled
instruction to them.
After the attention
of the
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appear to have
been of later intro-

rites

and ceremonies
of the latter were as-

ing),

similated to those of

duction, and are con-

the Sephardic Jews,

nec ted
reforms
Bahabi.

and prayer-books

in

Mahrati, their vernac-

their

diU'cred

considerably from the
rest of the Jews both

name and
The
-

the

Oorus

with tlie
ordinary religious
calendar of modern
1

(iroupof I5eni-Isniel in Ancient Costuuie.
(Kri'Ui

Navyacha San
Tisliri,

("New- Year

the

secoiid-da.v
aiiionp: tlie Heni-lsrael.
<if

Khiricha San ('Pudding

lioliday"), kept on tlie first
observance not being known

holiday"), on the evening of
This was celebrated by eating "khir," a
pudding marie of new corn ini.xe<l witli
Festivals, coconut-.itiice and sweets; a censer with burning frankincense t)eing placed near the dish.
The khir was eaten t)V the family after saying the Slienia'.
Darfalnicha San ("Closing-of-doors lioliday"), on the
the fourth of Tisliri.

sort of

,-1

]ihiit(i::r:ii.li.)

y

native names, one set of which was in .Mahrati and
the other in Hindustani.
The latter are attril)Uled
to the reforms of David Haliabi. ^lany of tlie names
in the former end in "San." meaning "holiday," and
among them are the following:
da.v

is

from

fast"),

on

liis

miirdi'r.

Elijah Hannabicha

cpiainted

o n

name

tliird

ated with

b(/fore

had

the

derived

of Tisliri, corresponding to the fa.st of
(ieilaliah, lint imt associ-

they became ac

Jews,

a fast held

Navyacha Roja

festivals of iIk^
Isi-acl,

;

(" .Xcu'-Year

in cere-

monial.

Beni

are

doubtthe
Mohammedan montii of
"
fastinir,
Rama/iaii."
Elul
less

in

David

throughout the month of

festivals

and customs

h the

These

Kamzan,

vided for them. Previously, however, to
this

i t

of

as follows:

have been pro-

ular,

^w

("The

fail-

of

Elijah the Prophet"), to
celebrate the
ascension
of Klijah on that clay at
Khandalla in the Kop.kan.
Various kinds of fruit

were plMced on plates, logethtM' with "malida" ([lieces of ricebread besmeared with sii-iip I, and a censer of biirnini;- frankincense. The fruit was eaten liy the family.

Sababi Roja, a fast on the seveiit<'enth of Tainmiiz I reniiniscence of the siege of Jerusalem, but not known as such by
the Beni-lsrael.

From

this

enumeration of the festivals

it

will ap-

pear that the Beni-lsrael retain from the earliest
times (as indicated by their ^Mahrati names ending

"San") the Xew-Year, Day of Atonement.
Puiim, Passover, Ninth of Ab, and in addition a
form of Tabernacles which has been transferred to
the Fourth of Tishri.
Later on they introduced,
doubtless under the influence of David Rahabi (as
w-ith
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shown by tlie Hindustani niiinos), the fasts of
Gedaliah, Tebet, and Tainnuiz, touothci- with the
New-Year of the trees, associated with tlie name of
is

Beni-Israel

fore the second revival under Samuel Divekar the
only other remains of Judaism current among the
Beni-Israel were the strict observance of the Sabbath,
circumcision, and the reading of the Shema', which
is the sole piece of Hebrew retained by them.
The
latter was said at ever\' meal, at wedding-festivals,
at burinl-feasts, and indeed on all sacred occasions.
The only animals considered tit for food were fowl,
sheep, and goats.
The Beni-Israel probably refrained from beef, in order not to offend their Hindu
neighbors.
It is dillicult at this time to determine; with auj^
degree of accuracy the relative age of the customs
they follow. Even before the religious revival of
1796 the Beni-Israel customarily removed the sciatic
nerve from animals used for food, and they salted
the meat in order to abstract the blood from it
otherwise they did not observe the
Customs, law of shchitah and bedikah. They
also left a morsel of bread or rice in a
Among them the
little dish after they had dined.
birth of a girl was celebrated on the si.xth night,
and that of a boy on the sixth and eighth; antl on
the latter day the rite of circumcision was performed. Girls were usually betrothed some months
before marriage; and until the wedding they wore
At the
the hair flowing from their shoulders.
betrothal ceremony the intended bride and bridegroom sat face to face and dined together, sweetened
rice being served to the as-sembly.
On the day
when the marriage ceremony Avas to take place the
bridegroom, who had been crowned with a wreath
;

Beni-Israel nf I'.oiiihay.
(Fruni WiUuii, ' Laii.ls ,.f llie Biijk-.")

tlie Propliet; wliile still later the cuslom of
fasting throughout the whole month of Elul seems
to have been borrowed from the Mohammedans.
The feasts of Pentecost and Hanukkah seem to

Elijah

have dropped out of

use.

It

would appear that

be-

of

flowers,

back

to

the

Beni-Israki. Family at Bombay.
(From

ft

phot"Krnph.)

was

led

bride's

in
procession on horsehouse, and the ceremony

"

;
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Benisch

took place under a booth. At the feast held before
the wedding took place a dish containing a piece of
leavun cake, the liver of a goat, fried eggs, and a
twig of "subja" -was placed with burning frankincense on white cloth, and after the Shema' had been
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or silver), to be given in charity.
The shaved liair
was thrown into the sea and not burned.
feast
was held in the evening, at which the mother was
informed that she was free from her vow.
Formerly the Beni-Israel wore turbans, but now
The women
they use mainly the Turkish fez.
adopt the Hindu dress, and are accustomed to wear
Most of the Beni-Israel
anklets and nose-rings.

A

names have been changed from Hebrew
forms;

Costume
and
Names.
seph

"

saji";

"Benjamin

"

into

Hindu

"Bunnajee"
"Samuel"

"Abraham" into" Abajee"
into "

into "

Kahamim

to

"Ezekiel" into "Ilas-

thus,

;

;

Samajee " " Elijah " into " Ellojee"; "Isaac" into "Essajee"; "JoEssoobjee " " Moses " into " Moosajee "
;

;

Ramajee " " David " into " Dawoodjee," and "Jacob" into "Akhoobjee." Their
surnames are mostly derived from neighboring vil"

into "

;

thus, those who' resided at Ivehim were called
Keliimker," and those who lived at Pen were named

lages
"

"

;

"Penker."

About 1795 Samuel Ezekiel Divekar, a BeniEast India Company's service,
was captured J)y Tipu Sahib. He
Later
made a vow that if he escaped lie
would build a synagogue at Bombay.
History,

Israel soldier in the

He succeeded in escaping, and built
Magen David, now called Sha'ar Ha-

the synagogue

Rahamira, at Bombay, and introduced the Sepliardic

from Cochin. The Beni-Israel shortly afterward attracted the attention of Christian mis.sionaries at Bombay, avIio about 1813 brought Michael
S.\RGON from Cochin, who, though a convert to
ritual

Keneseth Eliyahu Synagogue, Bombay.
(From

a photograph.)

Christianity,

opened schools for the Beni-Israel

in

Bombay, Rebdanda, and
repeated the dish Avas taken inside and, with the exception of five pieces of the cakes and liver, which
were set a.side for the person officiating as priest, the
food was eaten. Polygamy is allowed, and in some
cases divorce is given according to the civil law;
but the Beni-Israel did not practise "get." "yibbum," or "halizah." An adulteress and lier issue
are regarded as " Black Israel.
After burials the mourners wash both themselves
their clothes, and on the third day the house is
cleansed; the ceremony being known as "Tizova,"
or the " Third-Day Cleansing. " When a person died,
all the water was emptied from the pots in the
hou.se, and the body was buried with the head
towiU"d tlie east.
Grape-juice or milk was drunk by
tliose visiting the mourners in the evening during the
days of mourning.
It was customary for relatives
and friends to bring "meals of condolence " to the
house of mourning. On ti»e seventh day after burial
there was a mourning ceremony known as the
"Jaharutli," in which a dish, containing cakes and
pieces of liver, and a glass of li(juor, was jjluced on
n white sheet. After repeating the Shema' about a
dozen times, the contents of the glass were drunk
in honor of the dead; and after the food was eaten,
the chi(!f mourner was jiresented with a new turban
by a relative. Jaharutli wasaLso observed on the first,
si.xth, and twelfth months.
If a boy were born after
a vow made by the mother, his hair was not shaved
for six or seven years, after which period it was
completely shaved and weighed against coins (gold

Palle for over thirty years;
explaining to the children parts of the Old Testament, and rarely, if ever, speaking of Christianity
to

them.

The chief instrument
knowledge of Judaism to

in

introducing the full

the Beni-Israel

was

Shel-

and

Second Beni-Israel Synagogue. Bombay, Erected
(From

1848.

a |ihoto[fraph.)

who was wrecked near
and for twenty years acted
Owing
as religious instructor of the community.
to his influence several new synagogues were built
lomo (Solomon)

SiU'Kit.^Bi,

Bombay about

183(5,

;
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in the vicinity of Bombay, and a general interest in
Tlie
their religion -was shown by the Beni-Israel.

advent of

tiie

Sassoons at

Bombay brought

the Beni-

Israel into connection witli the real life of Israel

and the family, as well as Christian missionaries,
liberally supported religious, philanthropic, and
educational establishments for the benefit of Benispecial school for them was established
Israel.
in July, 1875, which, owing to the support given
by the Anglo-Jewish Association, was enlarged in
1881, and now accommodates about 270 children.
As their native name implies, the original BeniIsrael were mainly oilmen or oil-pressers but during
the existence of the East India Company many of
them adopted the career of soldier and obtained the

A

;

Magen David

or Sha'ar

Ha-Rahamim Synagogue, Bombay.

(From a photograph.)

highest rank, that of sirdar bahadur.
Owing to the
spread of education among them several have gone
into learned professions and become engineers, doctors,

a^d teachers.

The following

are the chief places where Beniwith the population as given by the last accessible

Israel are to be found,

Statistics.

census (1891):

Bo.MB.w Pkesidency.
Ahmadabad

Pen
Poinad

Puna

183
49
350

HalKion

191

Uevadanda

liB
233

Uolia Ashtanii

Of recent years many works

suitable for instruc-

tion

have been translated into Mahrati for the ben-

efit

of the Beni-Israel, chiefly

by the exertions of

Joseph Ezekiel, whose works cover the whole cycle
of Jewish ritual and liturg}-, besides treatises on

Beni-Israel

Benisch

"

Benjacob
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When among Christians Benisch strenuously combated the once rampant conversion idea. In 1854
he became editor of the "Jewisli Clironicle," which
resuming the editorship
His
the year of his death.
editorial influence was exerted in favor of a modHe made quite a feature of the
erate orthodoxy.
position

lie

held

again from 1875

1869,

till

till

correspondence columns of the paper. Benisch took
an active part in communal affairs, and helped
to found several learned societies, including The
Biblical Institute

The

and

its

allies,

The Syro-Egyp-

Chronological societies.
These three were afterward fused into the Society
In 1860, when the Alliof Biblical Archeology.
ance Israelite was started, Benisch's hopes and ideals
were revived, and by suggesting and aiding the
inauguration, in 1871, of the Anglo- Jewish Association, he helped toward the realization of many of
the hopes and aspirations of his youth.
Benisch wrote numerous works in the domain of
Bible studies, biography, travel, the defense of Judaism; and weekl}' articles contributed to the pages of
the "Jewish Chronicle" during a period of nearly
He left the copyright of the paper to
forty years.
the Anglo-Jewish Association, which, shortly after
His most important works were:
Ins death, sold it.
(1) "Judaism Surve3-ed, Being a Sketch of the Rise
tian

and

Biblical

and Development of Judaism from Moses to Our
Days," 1874; (2) "Why I Should Remain a Jew,"
thirty -three letters contributed to the " Jewish ChronHe also wrote:
icle," and published posthumously.
"Two Lectures on the Life and Writings of Maimon-

"A Translation of the Old Testament,
Published with the Hebrew Text," 1851; "An Essay
on Colenso's Criticism of the Pentateuch and Joshua,
Benisch also published an "Elementary He1863.
brew Grammar," in 1852; and a "Manual of Scripides," 1847;

ture History," in 1853.
Bhiliography Jew. Oiron. May. and July
Diet, of Nat. Biity.
1891 (jubilee number)
:

31, 1879; Nov.,

;

G. L.

J.

Hebrew grammar and

:

rabbinical lore.

He began

to

poems and epiHebrew which are among

write early, and comjiosed short
in

pure Biblical

the best of their kind in Neo-Hebraic literature.
For
several years he lived in Riga, where he was engaged
in business, always studying and writing in his leisure hours.
Later he became a publisher and book-

and went to Leipsic, where he published liis
work, "Miktamim wc-Sliirim " (Epigrams and
Songs), which also contains an important essay on
epigrammatic composition (Leipsic, 1842). Of the
other works which he jniblislied there, his corrected
edition of R. Bahya ibn Pakuda's "Hobot ha Lebabot," with an introduction, a short commentary,
and a biography of the author, togellier with notes
and fragments of Josei)h Kind.ii's translation by II.
Jellinek, is the most valuable (Leipsic, 1846; Konigsberg. 1859, without the introduction).
In 1S4S Benjacob returned to Wilna, and for the
next five years he and the poet Abraham Biir Leben-

seller
first
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sohn were engaged in the publication of the Bible
with a German translation (in Hebrew type) and the
new "Biurim" (Wilna, 1848-53, 17 vols.), which did
much good as a means of spreading the knowledge
of German and a proper understanding of the He-

brew text among the Jews in Russia. When this
work was done he brought out his corrected and
amended edition of Hayyim Joseph David Azulai's
"Shem ha-Gedolim "' vWilna, 1853; Vienna, 1862),
which is still the standard edition of that important
work. In 1862 Benjacob announced his intention
to begin the publication of
sical

popular editions of

Hebrew works which had become

priced.

He

clas-

rare or high-

died soon after the appearance of the

volume of Azariah dei Rossi's "Meor 'Enayim," with which he started the series (Wilna,
first

1863).

In his later years Benjacob was one of the leaders
and representatives of the Jewish conununity of
Wilna, and took an active part in all communal afIn his correspondence with Isaac B;lr Lewinfairs.
sohn, which is partly published in "Ha-Kerem"
(pp. 41-62, Warsaw, 1888), Benjacob throws much

on the condition of the community in the beginning of the second half of the nineteenth century, and especially on the lamentable condition of
the Rabbiner Schule (Rabbinical Seminary) which
the government established there and in Jitomir in
Benjacob himself was
1848, and closed in 1873.
originally destined to be one of the teachers of the
Wilna Seminary, but never filled the position and
later he became one of the severest critics of that
These letters are also interesting on acinstitution.
count of the idea they give of the perplexities of the
old Maskilim of the ^lendelssohnian school in Russia, like Benjacob, who A\ere being swept aside by
the younger generation which had the advantage of a
Russian training. He could not speak Russian, and
liglit

;

most of the representatives of the community suf
fered from the same disability, excepting a few merchants

B. JACOB Russian bibliographer, author, and publisher; born in Ramgola,
near Wilna, Jan. 10, 1801; died in Wilna July 2,
1863.
His parents moved to Wilna when he was
still a child, and there he received instruction in

BENJACOB, ISAAC

grams

;

who

cared

little

for the fate of the seminary

and the older members were at a great disadvantage
pitted against the young students, who could
gain whatever they desired from the authorities on

when

account of their correct Russian accent.
Benjacob corresponded with Jewish scholars in
Western countries, and was known during his lifetime for his great achievements as a bibliographer,
aithough his monumental woik, the "Ozar haSefarim, Thesaurus Librorum Hebra?orum tarn Impressorum (juam ]\[anuscriptorum," did not appear
till seventeen years after his death (Wilna, 1880).
It was published by his son Jacob, and contains
17,000 entries of Hebrew printed and manuscript
works, with valuable notes by ISl. Sreinschneider.
An author-index to the work together with addi
tions has been promised by Steinsclmeider (" Hebr.
It is the greatBil)l."xx. 73; "Festschrift," p. vii.).
Jewish bibliographical work in the Hebrew Ian
guage, and is still the statidard bibliography ol

est

printed books down to 1863.
Besides other minor woi'ks and articles pid)li.shed
in various Hebrew periodicals and collections, Benjacob also commenced a German-Hebrew dictionary
and a Mislmaic-Tahnudic dictionary with a German
translation, bolli of which were left untinished.

"

Ben Jacob
Benjamin
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FiiTsU Bihl. Jud. t. 103-104 (see also vol. iii..
JahrhlicJicr. v. 217 Moitatssclirift,
Kerrm Hemcd, v. «; Fuenn, Keneset
Yi)<rael, pp. 597-599; Hii-Macjijid, viJ. 234; Ha-Karmel, Hi.
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BENJAMIN. — Biblical Data

Wl.

Youngest sou
of Jacob by Kuchel, who died ou the road between
She
Beth-el aud Ephiath, while giving him birth.
named him "Beu-oui" (sou of my sorrow); but Jacob, to avert the evil omen, called him " Ben Yamiu,
son of the right hand; that is, of good luck (Gen.
:

x.xxv. 17, 18).

Benjamin stayed with his father when his brothers
went down to Egypt to buy corn during the famine,
but Joseph insisted tliat he should come down with
them on their second visit. Jacob being afraid to
let him go from his .side, as he was the onlj^ remaining son of Rachel, Judah vouched for his safety, and
finally obtained his father's permission to take him
along (Gen. xlii., xliii. 8-10). Joseph received his
younger brother with marks of special attention;
but as the time came for the brothers to return to
their fatlier with the newly bought corn, he put
them severely to test by laying a trap and bringing
the charge against Benjamin of having stolen his
diver cup, in punishment for which he wanted to
keep him as a slave. Judah, faithful to his pledge,
stepped before Joseph, begging to be taken as a
slave instead of Benjamin, wliose failure to return
would cause his father to go down in sorrow to
Sheol
whereupon Joseph, seeing that the brothers
were not so cruel toward one of Rachel's sous as
they had been to him, made himself known to them
(Gen. xliii., xlv.).
Benjamin, until that time spoken
of as "a child" (Gen. xlii. 13, xliv. 20), moved to
;

Egypt with

his father, Jacob, himself being the
father of ten sons (Gen. xlvi. 21).
The tribe of Benjamin is described in Jacob's
blessing (Gen. xlix. 27) as warlike: "Benjamin is a

wolf that raveneth in the morning he shall devour
the prey, at evening he shall divide the spoil " In
the desert, where Benjamin formed part of the camp
of the sons of Joseph, the tribe counted 35,400 warriors, and later on 45,600 men (Num.
;

The Tribe

Ish-bosheth, reigned for two years over
the other tribes, except Judah (II Sam.
ii. 8, 9).
In fact, Benjamin considered himself the
younger brother of Joseph long after David had united all other tribes with his own of Judah (II Sam.
his

son,

Benjamin and

xix. 21 [20]).
But the territory of

Benjamin was

so favorably

prominence beyond its numerBordering on Joseph's to the
north and on Judah's to the south, it touched on the
Jordan and, lying on the line leading from Jericho
to the northern hills of Jerusalem, it included such
cities as Gibeah, Gibeon, Beth -el, and,
according to rabbinical tratlition, a
The
Territory, part of the Temple di.strict (.losh.
situated as to give
ical proportions.

it

;

xviii.

§ 22; Sifre,

made

11-21; Josephus, "Ant.'" v.

Wezot ha-Berakah,

to this excellent

352).

locality in

Reference

1,

is

the blessing of

"The beloved

of the Lord shall dwell in
he covereth him all the day long,
and hedwelleth between his shoulders" (Dent, xxxiii.
At the secession of the northern tribes, Benja12).
min remained lo3'al to the hou.se of David (I Kings
xii. 21), and therefore shared the destinies of Judah
at the time of the restoration (Ezra iv. 1, x. 9).
Mordecai, the loyal Jew, was a descendant of Saul

Moses:
safety

by him

;

Benjamin (Esth. ii. 5); and Paul,
whose Hebrew name was Saul, also claimed to be a
Benjamite (Rom. xi. 1; Phil. iii. 5). On the other
hand, it is hardly admisisible that Menelaus and Lyof the tribe of

simachus should have been allowed to officiate as
high priests if they were descendants of the tribe of
Benjamin, as II Mace. iii. 4 (compare iv. 23, 29)
seems to indicate it is much more probable that the
name "Benjamin " in this place is due to a copyist's
error, and the passage should read: "Simon was of
the [priestly] tribe of 3Iiniamin," if "Bilgah " is not
Compare Suk. 56a and art.
the proper reading.
BiLGAir
also Herzfeld, " Gesch. des Volkes Jis;

;

rael," 1863,

i.

218.

K.

G.

In Rabbinical Literature: The name "Benjamin " is given vaiious meanings by the Rabbis.
According

to some, pD'J3 is equivalent to D>J3'
("son of days"), because Benjamin was born to his

p

36; ii. 22, 23; x. 22-24; xxvi. 41).
of
In I Chron. vii. 6-11, 59,434 men are
Benjamin, given. The astute and pugnacious
nature of the Benjamites is evidenced
by the fact that they were drilled as left-handed

father in his old age (Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs, Benjamin i. vlbg r/uepuv; Midrash Lekah-Tob;
and Rashi, ed. Berliner, on Gen. xxxv. 18). Other
rabbis interpret the name Benjamin as "son of the

warriors to attack the enemy unawares (Judges iii.
15-21, XX. 16; I Chron. xii. 2).
They were known
as brave and skilled archers (I Chron. viii. 40, xii.
A cruel act of inhospitality
2; II Chron. xiv. 7).
by the men of Gibeah, reminding one of tlie Sodomites, brought the whole tribe under a ban ("lierem");
and a war followed in which all the other tribes
very nearly exterminated the little tril)e; moreover,
they took an oath not to give to the Benjamites any
of their daugliters in marriage.
Only at the last
moment, when all but 600 men had been slain, a way
was found to provide the survivors with wives in
order to prevent the tribe from dying out (Judges
.\ix.-xxi.).
Still the little tribe of Benjamin was
destined to a prominent place in the history of Israel.
It gave the nation its first king, in the person of
Saul, son of Kish (I Sam. ix. 1); and when Saul died.

South," since he was the only son born to Jacob in
Palestine, the others having been born in Mesopo"Sefer liatamia, north of Palestine (Rashi ad loc.
Yashar," Wayishlah, ed. Leghorn, p. 56b). Benjamin was not granted to his parents until after Rachel
had ]) rayed and fasted for a s(>cond son a long time
(Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs, I c. Num. R.
xiv. 8), aud not until Jacob was one hundred years
"Sefer
old (Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs, ib.
compare lleilprin,
ha-Yashar," Wayishlah, ib.
"Seder ha-Dorot," i. 52, ed. War.saw).
Benjamin, Joseph's brother, took no part in the
selling of Joseph (Sifre, Deut. 352); and in order to
comfort Benjamin concerning his brother's fate, God
showed liim, while awake, .Jo.seph's form and coiuitenance (Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs, Benjamin X.; compare Tan., ed. Buber, Wayesheb, 8).

i.

;

;

;

;

Benjamin
Benjamin
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When Benjamin was

detained as

tlie

alleged thief

rifices in

of the cup, Joseph pretended tliat Benjamin had
But Benjamin
been instigated by his brothers.
swore: "As truly as my brother Joseph is separated
from me, as truly as he has been made a slave, I have
not touched the cup, and my brothers did not want
When asked for a proof that his
to make me steal."

memory was

G.

is

The Tribe

14Ga) was privileged to have the SheiciNAK dwell in his territory because
Benjamin, all the other tribes (that is, fathers of
the tribes) had taken part in the selling
For God said: "If they the Israelites
of Joseph.
build me a Temple in some other place and seek my
mercy, I can show them as little mercy as they
showed their brother Joseph." Origen ("In Genesim," xlii. 6), gives another reason, probabl}' based
on Jewish tradition (compare Esther R. on iii. 4),
viz.
Because Benjamin did not bow down before
Esau as did his brothers and his father (Gen. xxxiii.
3-7), nor before Joseph (ib. xlii. 6), his territory
was reserved for the worship of God.
The descendants of Benjamin, it is true, did not
always show themselves worthy of their ancestor,
especialh' in connection with the incident at Gibeah
(Judges xix.). In spite of their wrong-doing the
Benjamites were at first victorious (Judges xx. 212.")); but
this was due to God's anger against all
Israel because they had attacked all Benjamin on
account of the crime of an individual, and at the
same time quietly tolerated the idolatry whieli ]\Iicah
(Judges xvii.) was spreading among them (Pirke R.
At first the intention of the other
El. XXX viii.).
tribes was to efface Benjamin completely, since the
number of twelve tribes could be preserved through

of

:

;

;

;

Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs, Benjamin ii.),
Joseph makes himself known to Benjamin before
his reconciliation with the other brothers.
The
"Seferha-Yashar " (MikkezSO) narrates that Joseph
caused a kind of astrolabe to be brought, and asked
Benjamin whether he could not di.scover by means
of the instrument the whereabouts of liis lost brother.
To Joseph's astonishment Benjamin declared that
the man on the throne was his brother, and Joseph
revealed himself to Benjamin, telling him what he
meant to do with the brotlieis. His intention was
to try them and thus to learn whether tliey would
act in a brotherly manner toward Benjamin if he
were in danger of losing his liberty.
The Rabbis lay stress on the name, " beloved of the

Ephraimand Manasseh; but they remembered God's
promise to Jacob shortly before Benjamin's birth
(Gen. XXXV. II), that "a nation and a company of
nations shall be of him " and they decided that the
existence of tlie tribe of Benjamin was necessary
(Yer. Ta'anit iv. 69c; Lam. R., Introduction, 33).
The day on which tlie reconciliation took place between the tribes is said to have been the fifteenth of
;

this reason it was made a festive day
compare An, Fifteenth Day of). On another occasion, however, the Benjamites showed
themselves worthy of their pious ancestor. When,

Ab, and for

{ib.

to the altar of the

Sotah 36b).
,T.

L.

SR.

G.— K.

In Mohammedan Literature In the Koran,
Benjamin is not mentioned by name. The story of
Joseph is told in sura xii., and reference is made
:

repeatedly to a particular brother of Joseph. Tlius,
in V. 8, the other brothers say, " Verily, Joseph
and his brotlier are dearer to our father than we."
Baidawi explains that Benjamin is so specified
because he was brother to Joseph on both sides.
Again, in v. 69, " And when they entered to Joseph,
he took his brother to him." Baidawi explains this
that he made him sit at meat with him or live with
him in his dwelling. He adds, as a tradition, that
Jo.seph made his brothers sit two by two; so Benjamin remained alone and wept and said, "If my
brother Joseph had been alive he would have sat
e.f/.,

blessing to the early

Temple, wliich devoured the sac-

Sea, all the other tribes stood in despera-

Benjamin trusted in God and
leaped into the sea (Mekilta, Beshallah, Wayikra 5;

:

tiie

Red

tion only the tribe of

is

Paul).
interpretation refers

;

at the

distinguished (Dent,
xxxiii. 12; Sifre, I.e.).
He is counted among the four
men who died by the iioison of the serpent in Paradise; i.e., without sin of his own, the other three
being Amram, the father of ]\Ioses; Jesse, the father
of David; and Kileab, the son of David (Sliab. oob).
His comparison to the ravening wolf (Cant. R. to
viii. 1), "who devours his enemy" (Gen. xlix. 27) is
referred to the men of Shiloli wjio stole their wives
(Judges xxi.) or to Ehud or to Saul. By others it
is referred to Mordecai and Esther (Gen. R. xeix.
and Tan., Wayehi, 14; so also in the original text of
the Testaments of tiie Twelve Patriarchs [Benjamin
ii]
wher(.'as a Cliristian interjiolation refers it to

One

—

—

{ri2^, "capture"); the fourth, Gera (KIJ), because
he lived in a foreign pj) land; the fifth, Naaman
(pyj). on account of Joseph's graceful speech (DVU,
"grace"); the sixth, Ehi (>nX. "my only full brother"); the seventh, Rosh i^'Hn, "the older"); the
eighth, Muppim (D''SD), because Joseph taught
Benjamin the things he himself had learned from
his father (D^DIO."' double mouth ") the ninth, Huppim, " whose wedding (nsin) I have not seen " and
the tenth, Ard, because Joseph was like a rose (Til).
Benjamin's oath touched Joseph so deeply that
he could no longer pretend to be a stranger, and so
revealed himself to his brother (Tan., ed. Buber,
Wa^'iggash, 7 the meanings of the names are also
given in Sotah 86b; Gen. K. xciv. 8). According to
another Haggadah (known to so early a work as the

ripening of the fruits in the territory of Benjamin,
and tlic great fertility of the region of Jericho and
Bethel, and another refers the expression "wolf"

erection of the Temple on Benjamitic ground
explained in several ways. It is related that Benjamin (Sifre, Deut. 352, ed. Friedmann,

The

so sacred that Joseph

Lord," by whicii Benjamin

the morning and in the evening (Gen. R.

Targ. O. and Yer.).

I.e.;

must
believe this oath, Benjamin told Joseph how he had
given his ten sons (Gen. xlvi. 21) names which reThe first was called
ferred to the loss of his brother.
Belali (y^3), because Joseph had disappeared (y73,
"swallow "); the second, Becher ("ID3), because Joseph was ills mother's first-born ("11D2); the third,
Ashbel (pQK'N), because Joseph was made a captive
brother's

24

;

with me."

Then Joseph made him

sit

at his table.

Thereafter he assigned houses to his brothers,
to his own house.

by two, but took Benjamin

"Would you

he said to Benjamin,

like if I

two

And
were

your brother in the stead of the brother who is lost?"
And Benjamin replied, " Who can tind a brother like
to you? but Jacob did not beget you, nor Rachel
bear you."
G.

Critical

View

:

The

story of

D. B. M.
Benjamin in Gen-

three different sources: The Elothe storj' of Benjamin's birth (Gen.
XXXV. 16-22), makes Reuben vouch for Benjamin
(Gen. xlii. 37); whereas the Jahvist a.ssigns this act
esis is
hist,

to

Benjamin
Benjamin
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drawn from

who wrote

Judah

The

(xliii.-xliv.).

latter

makes Joseph

give vent to his brotherly feeling at the first sight
of his younger brother Benjamin, and give him
five times as many presents, without, however,
betraying himself (xliii. 30-34), and afterward, at
the recognition scene, show his affection for him
without reserve (xlv. 14); while the Elohist merely
relates at the end that Benjamin was distinguished
by receiving five times as many presents as the
The genealogical chapter which
others (xlv. 22).
represents Benjamin as the father of a large family
(In
(xlvi. 21) is of a far later date than the rest.
the older sources he appears to be a young child
The blessing of Jacob, in
[xlii. 4, 15; xliv. 20].)
which Benjamin who, after Joseph, Avas the last of
the sons is described as being warlike, as was the
tribe in the time of Deborah (Judges v. 14), yet without any allusion to Saul's kingdom, is best ascribed
to the time of the Judges (Dillman, Commentary).
The story of the war at Gibeah (Judges xix.-xxi.),
which bears evidences of very late composition and
has many legendary features, such as exaggeration
of numbers and modes of warfare, has been rather
too rashly declared to be a late invention inserted
with the intention of covering up atrocities perpetrated by the tribe of Judah under King David
against tlie kinsmen of Saul (Giidcmann. "Monatsschrift," 1869, p. 357; Geiger, "Jiid. Zeit." 1869, p.
284; Griitz, "Gesch. der Juden," 1. 351 et seq. Wellhausen, " Kf>mposition des Ilexateuchs, " p. 237;

—

—

;

Kuenen, "Ilistorisch-Kritische Untersuchung liber
dicEntstelnnig und Summlungder Biicherdes Alten
Testaments," ii. 163). Recent critics think it far
more probable that it rests on a historical fact
(Moore, Commentary on Judges, pp. 406-408; Hogg,
in Cheyne and Black, "Encyc. Bibl."; Noldeke,
quoted by the latter on p. 536, note 3). This indeed
seems to account for the sudilen change in the char-

II.

Yemini "), denoting the people living to the south
or right of the Ephraimite liighland
the story of
Benjamin's birth in Canaan being taken as reflecting
in mythical form the fact of its having branched off
from the tril)e of Joseph after the other tribes had
settled in their various territories (Judges i. 22, 28,
The house of Joseph, according to Moore, in35).
cludes Benjamin. Stade ("Gesch. des Volkes Israel,"
i. 138) thinks that the account of Benjamin was lost.
The report that the large number of 280,000 archers,
said to be the tribe of Benjamin, belonged to King
;

Asa

(II Chron. xiv. 7; compare xvii. 17) is regarded as unhistorical. Regarding the list of Benjamite towns in Josh, xviii. 21-28, belonging to the
late priestly writer (P) and the one in Neh. xi. 31-35,
which belongs to the late chronicler, see Palestine.
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BENJAMIN

II.,

Rumanian

Israel):

J.

J.

traveler;

(real

name, Joseph

born at

Foiticlieni,

3Ioldavia, in 1818; died at London May 3, 1864.
^larried young, he engaged in the lumber business,
but losing his modest fortune, he gave up commerce. Being of an adventurous disposition, he

adopted the name of Benjamin of Tudela, the famous Jewish traveler of the twelfth century, and
toward the end of 1844 set out to search for the Lost

Ten Tribes. He first
went to Vienna, and in
January, 1845, started
for Constantinople, visiting several

cities

the Mediterranean.

on

He

landed at Alexandria
June, 1847, and proceeded via Cairo to

He then

Palestine.

traveled through Syria,
Bal)ylonia, Kurdistan,

Persia, the Indies,
Kabul, and Afglianisreturning June,
tan,

Benjamin

II

lH51,toConstantino]ile,

and thence

to Vienna.

Altera short stay

in the last-

he went to Italy, embarking there for
Algeria and Morocco. On arriving in France, after
having traveled for eight years, he prepared in He-

named

city,

acter of the tribe (see Gibicaii).
In the time of David the tribe of Benjamin followed the leadership of Joseph or Ephraim, considering itself closely related to the latter, and there-

his im|u-essions of travel, and had the book
After suffering many tribtranslated into French.
ulations in obtaining subscriptions for his book, he
issued it in 1856, under the title "Cincj Annees en
Orient" (1846-51). The same work, revised and

fore jealous of Judah's rising power (II Sam. xix.
21 [20]).
The blessing of Moses (Deut. xxxiii. 12),

enlarged,
under the

which represents Benjamin as per-

Moses'
Blessing,

Judah's interests,
probably the product of the time of

fectly identified with
is

Jeroboam
pp. 387
i.
161;

ct seq.).

Stade

II.

("

(Driver.

Commentary,

Gesch. des Volkes

Israel',"

idem.
"Zeitschrift," i. 114) and Hogg
("Encyc. Bibl." s.r. "Benjamin") explain the name
"Benjamin" as a derivative of " Yemini " (compare
I

Sam.

ix. 1,

"Ish Yemini," and

I

Sam.

ix. 4,

"Erez

brew

was sub.sequently published in German
title " Aclit Jalire in Asien und Afrika"

(Hanover, 1858), with a i)reface by Kayserling. An
English version has also been published. As the
veracity of his accounts and the genuineness of
his travels were attacked by some critics, he amply
defended himself by producing letters and other
tokens proving his journey to the various Oi'ieiital
Benjamin relates only what he
countries named.
has seen and, although some of his remarks show
insutbcient scliolarsliii>and lack of scientific method.
;

"

Benjamin, R.

Senjamiu
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and simple narrative gained tlie approval of eminent scholars like Humboldt, Peter-

his truthful

mann, and Kiehter.
In 1859 Benjamin undertook auotlier journey,
Ameriea, wliere he stayed three years.
on
"
his return, under the title " Drei Jahre in Amerika
(Hanover, 18(!3). The kings of Sweden and of
Hanover now eonferred distinctions upon him. Encouraged by the sympathy of several scientists, who
drew up a plan and a series of suggestions for his
guidance, lie determined to go again to Asia and
Africa, and Avent to London in order to raise funds
ft)r this journey
a journey which was not to be
undertaken. AVorn out by fatigues and privations,
which had caused him to grow old before his time
and gave him the appearance of age, he died poor
in London; and his friends and admirers had to arrange a public subscription in order to save his wife
this time to

The

result of his observations there he published

—

and daughter from misery.
In addition to the works mentioned above, Benja-

min published "Jawan Mezula, Schilderuug des
Polnisch-Kosakischen Krieges und der Leiden der
Juden in Poland Wiihrend der Jahre 1648-53, Bericht eines Zeitgeno.ssen nacli einer

:

Jewish (^hroniclc. May

13, 1864.

E. Sd.

s.

BENJAMIN, R.: A tanna of the second century,
contemporary of R. Eleazar ben Shanmiu'a, with
whom he carried on some halakic controversy (Ket.
He is also mentioned in connection witli Sym84a).
machus (Niddah 21b); and elsewhere (Sem. ix.)he
reports a Halakah in the name of R. Akiba.
In one
lialakic controversy, the participants in which leave
no doubt as to his identity, his name appears as
"Minyamin" (Yer. Sotah i. 16c), "Polimo" (Pahfmon, Sotah 4a; Tan., Na.so, T), and " Peuimon
(Num. R. ix. 10). The last-mentioned form is also
found in Yer. Ter. iii. 42b as "Abba Penimon,"
where the context permits of the assum])tion that
it is meant for " R. Benjamin."
(For the identity
of Benjamin and ]\linyamin, .see Abb.v ]!.\u BenJ.\MIN
Peliino" and " Pi'iiimon " appear to be Ilellenizationsof " Beiij:imin.") R. lien jamin may likewise be identified with Abba Benjamin, wlio, in a
group of homilies (Ber. Cyh ei sec/.), icmarks, "Were
the iiumaii eye permitted to perceive them no human
being would be able to live because of the evil spirits
which fill the univer.se." He also teaches that no
•'

;

prayer is accejitable except that offered in the public
house of worship. This he bases on I Kings viii. 2S
" ... to hearken unto the song and unto the
prayer": where the song is heard there prayer will
be heard (compare Tos. on 'Ab. Zaiah 41), .v.'-. jv^).
J.

SK.

BENJAMIN BEN AARON:
lived toward the

S.

.M.

Hasitlic writer;

end of the eighteenth centurv.
He was a pupil of Israel Ba'al Shem-Tob, and
of Baer of >Ieseritz.
Later, in ITitO, he was a
preaelier at Zlazitz.
He was the author of the fol-
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"Ture Zahab

lowing works:

(1)

laces), jMohilev,

1816, homilies

" (Golden Neckon the Pentateuch,
Lamentations, and Esther; (2) "Ahavvat Dodim
(The Love of Friends), Lemberg, 1795, homilies on
the Song of Songs; (3) " Amtahat Binyamin " (Benjamin's Sack), 3Iiuk(nvicz, 1769, on Ecclesiastes;
(4) "Helkat Binyamin" (Benjamin's Patrimony),
Lemberg, 1793, a commentary on the Passover Haggad ot.

BinLiocJKAPiiY Oznr lin-Scfarim, pp. 18,
den, Shcin lia-GcdDliin lic-Hadash, s.v.
:

44,

193,675; Wal-

G.

I-.

I.

BENJAMIN AARON
SOLMK,

B.

Bi;\.IA.MIN iV.VUOX M.

BENJAMIN
AnAW,

B.

BliNJA.MIN

B.

BeU.

ABRAHAM.

See

AnU.\HAM.

ABRAHAM ANAV.

See

AbKAIIA.M.

BENJAMIN ALESSANDRO KOHEN
TAL.

See Vital,

VIBenjamin Alessandko Koiien.

ASHTOR

BENJAMIN

A

B. '
:
Palestinian
halakist of the third amoraic generation, contemporary of R. Hij'va b. Abba and senior to R. Hezekiah (Yer. Bik. i 64a). He is also cited as simply

Bar

'Aslitor,

without

liis

pra^nomen,

ib.

SK.

.1.

M.
("Phy-

S.

BENJAMIN

von L. Lelewel

Durchgesehenen Franzosischen Uebersetzung, Herausgegeben von J. J. Benjamin II.," Hanover, 1863,
a German edition of Rabbi Nathan Nata Hanover's
work on the insurrection of the Cossacks in the seventeenth century, with a preface by Kayserling.
Bibliography

"

(or

MINYOMI) ASYA

sician"): ABab3'lonian rabbinic scholar of the third
and fourth amoraic generations (fourth centiu-y),
contemporary of Rab Joseph and Raba, and founder
of a school named after him, Debe Miu}'omi Asya.
It is reported that the disciples of his school spoke
disrespectfully of the Rabbis, saying, "Of what benThey have never proved
efit are the rabbis to us?
to be lawful for us to eat the raven, or to be unlawful to eat the pigeon!" (meaning to say that,
in spite of their disputations and hair-splitting arguments, the Rabbis have no authority to alter or
abrogate a Biblical precept [Sanh. 99b ct seq.] ). Raba
obtained from Benjamin some medical information and when on one occasion lie publicl}^ lectured
on the subject before the peoi)le of Mahuza, Benjamin's sons or disciples, who seem to have formed a
medical gild, resented this publication of their ]irofessional secrets (Shab. 133b 'Ab. Zarah 28b).
Benjamin Asya is probably identical with Minyomi b.
Nihumi, thecontemp(M'ary of Amemarl. (Ket. 69a),
to whom Ab;iye appealed from a decision of Rab
it

;

;

Joseph (il). 8ib).
Briill identifies Benjamin Asya
with Bar Nathan A.sya, who once manifested liis
disregard for rabbinic enactments by traveling on
the second day of the Feast of Weeks from Beram
(.some read "lie Rab " = school) to Pumbedita, on
which account Ral) .Joseph excommunicated him
(Pes. 52a; see Dikduke Soferim, ad loc).
Briill discovers in this school the origin of Karaism(" Jahrb."
i.

225).
SK.
.1.

S.

BENJAMIN, SIR BENJAMIN:

M.

Mayor

of
the age of
nine he acc()mi)aiiie(l his jiarents to Victoria.
Associating himself at first with the firm of Benjamin
Co., merchants, he subse(iuently entered into part]\Iell)oiinie

;

born

at

Loiulon in 1836.

At

&

nership witii the lale Hon. Edward Cohen.
In 1870
lie was elected member of the City Council; and in
1881 became an alderman of the ward he had hitherto
represented.
Notwithstanding heavy nniiiicipal
lal)ors, Sir Benjamin always took a lively interest

;

comiuunal affairs. He identitied himself largely
with the growth of the Melbourue Hebrew Congregation and its various educational aud charitable institutions, ou the boards of which he was a most
He is a trustee of tiie Jewish Philactive worker.
anthropic Society and the Ladies' Hebrew Benevoiu

Society; a representative of the ^Melbourne
Province iu the Legislative Council aud a ju.stice
of the peace, both for Victoria and New South
Wales. He was elected mayor of ^Melbourne iu
October, 1887; aud so admirabl}' did he perform the
duties of his oflice that he was unanimously reIn May, 1889, the honor of kuighthood was
elected.
conferred ou him in recognition of his distinguished
municipal services.
Bibliography: Jcwisli Clirouivk, May 31,1889; People <>f
lent

;

the Period,

IHi't.

or

CAM-

BRIDGE: English ral)bi; disciple of Kabbi Tarn
died at the beginning of the thirteenth century.
He is mentioned in the list of medieval rabbis drawn
up by Solomon Luria(see Griltz, " Gesch. der Judeu,"
Only one halakic decision of his is known;
vi. sbij).
it forbids the purchase of milk from a Gentile unless
a Jew be present when it is drawn (Mordecai, 'Abodah Zarah, ii. 826). But a certain number of notes
by a Rabbi Benjamin on Joseph Kimhi's " Sefer
ha-Galuy " have been attributed by Matthews,
the editor of Kimhi's book, to Benjamin of Cantcr("Jewish Quarterly Review," ii. 827). Benjamin
seems to have beeu a member of the English school
of Masorites and grammarians, including Moses ben
Isaac, jVIoses ben Yom-Tob, Berechiah ha-Nakdan,
and Samuel ha-Nakdan, the last of whom he quotes.
It is possible that he came from Cambridge rather
than from Canterbury, the transliteration of the
former (K'^JIHtDp) being sufficiently near to that of
For while there is no Benjathe latter (X''"113n3p).
min mentioned as living at Canterbury in tlie twelfth
l)ury

century, there is a rather distinguished "]Magi.ster
of Cambridge mentioned in the Pipe
Berechiah
Rolls of the fifth year of John (1204).
lia-Nakdan, in his commentary on Job, refers to
"my Uncle Benjamin," who was probably the .same

Benjamin"

individual.
Buu,io(;ka1'I1Y: Jacobs, Jeim of A)iuci-iii
:iXl, ~'H:i; Eppenstein, In Mmiatsxctirift, xl.

V,ii\ih\u<}. pp. 54,
ITs, xli. 2-^2.

J.

BENJAMIN, DAVID:
iu

London

in 1815;

Conuuuiial

died there June

worker;
2"),

185)8.

In 188o he emigrated to Australia; and, while iu
Tasmania, assisted iu founding a synagogue. Soon
afterward he settled in Melbourne, joining his
brother Solomon, who is justly regarded as the
founder of tlie ^lelbourne Jewish connnuuity. The

Benjamin Bros, was among the early pioneers of the Bi'itish settlement in the colonj' of Victoria. The firm prospered greatly, buying crude gold
direct from the aborigines, and making large purcliases on wliich tlie banks were reluctant to venture.
firm of

Benjamin had

Bank

of
New Soutli AVales. He endeavored to maintain the
Jewish spirit of observance in the colony, and iH-rsonally attended tlie Jewisli sick in Melbourne. Iul854
lie retunu'd to Enirbind. wlieic he
devoted himalso a large interest in the

b.

Ihi

community, becoming connected
with the Jewish Board of Guardians, the Bayswater
Synagogue, and the Jews' Hospital and Orphan

Asylum. Benjamin was treasurer of the Bayswater
Syuagogue from 1805 to 1871, and warden from
He was a life member of the coimcil
1871 to 1875.
of the United Synagogue from its foundation, and
was one of the seven elders of the United Synagogue. He was a prominent worker on behalf of
the Jewish Board of Guardians, labored untiringly
iu its cause, and was very munificent iu his donations to charity.

BiBLioftRAPHV
30,

:

Jewish ChrovicJc and Jewish W<Yrld, June

is;«.

G. L.

J.

BENJAMIN B. DAVID CASES.
Bkn.i.vmin

BENJAMIN OF CANTERBURY

Benjainin

self entirely to the

G. L.

J.

born

Benjamin, R.
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r..

See Cases,

D.wii).

BENJAMIN

B.

ELIJAH BEER.

See Beek,

Bkx.j.v.min k. Eli.j.mi.

BENJAMIN
A

B.

GIDDEL

(or

GIDDUL),

R.:

amora of the fourth generation (fourth
century), contemporary of R. Aha III. (Yer. ]\Ia'as.
Palestiuian

Sh. V. 56b

met with

;

Yer. Yeb.

in the

i.

His name

2b).

Talmud, and then only

but rarely
Halais probable

is

iu the

It
kali (Yer. INIa'as. i. 49a; Hul. 125a).
that he was the son of Giddel b. Benjamin (Miuvomi) and theiefore of Babylonian descent.

S. M.
Ginzak =
Gazaka in ]\Iedia Atropatene) A Babylonian scholar
of the third century, contemporaiy of Mar Sam.T.

su.

BENJAMIN GINZAKAYAH

(of

:

known

of him is that death
he was on the point of deciding a ritual question in accordance with the views
Hearing of
of Rab, as opposed to those of Sanuiel.
this circumstance, Samuel thanked God, who had
prevented the promulgation of an erroneous decision; and to the prime mover thereof, his friend
Rab; he applied the Scriptural saying (Prov. xii.
21), "There shall no mischief happen to the just"
In Babli (Niddah 65a) the name
(Yer. Ber. ii. 5b).
appears as " Minyamin Sakasuaah " (of Sacassana, a
l)rovince of Armenia).
S. M.
.1.
SK.
uel.

All that

is

overtook him when

BENJAMIN, HILLEL:

Polisii

architect of

the second half of tlie eighteenth century; born at
He was the builder of the synagogue at
Ijasko.
Lutomierz, which was constructed during the reign
of the last king of Poland, Stanislaus August I. Ben-

jamin seems to have studied in German3^ He enjoyed in his fatherland a certain reputation; for in
the documents he is always called " architect." After
linishing the synagogue at Lutomierz, he was commissioned to construct one at Zloczow, which, howIn examining the roof he
ever, he did not finisli.
He is buried iu the
fell to the ground aud died.
cemeterv of Zloczow.
Bnu.ior.UAriiY: Mnttiias Borsolin, Kilka filnu\ part
Ust uitil Il'c.sf, I'.Kil, No. 4, p. ~'Sti.

ii.,

p. 21

;

S.

BENJAMIN (or MINYAMIN) B. IHI: A
Babylonian scholar of the second and third amoraic
generations (third century); brother of Abbaliu b.
Both brothers, while
ihi, the di.scijile of Samuel.
intensely exclusive and dillideut. so that they would
have no dealin>;s with Gentiles (^leg. 28a), were

Benjamin

b.
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Isaac

Benjamin, Judah

very considerate toward their servants. One of the
brothers arranged tliat they should receive one dish
from their master's table; the other would have
them partake of every disli. Legend states that the
latter brother was therefore deemed worthy of receiving visits from the ])rophct Elijah (Ket. 61a).
'

J.

BENJAMIN

SONNE

M.

S.

SK.

B.

ISAAC OF CARCAS-

This seholar is known only by his transfrom Laiiu into Hebrew, under the title of
" 'Ezer Eloah " (Divine Help), of the work of Jean
de Bonrgogne, of the province of Liege, on the corruption of the air by the plague. This work, which
contains in the appendix many empiric remedies
against divers ills, is preserved in manuscript in the
Bibliotheque Nationale of Paris (No. 1191, fol. 141b194a); only one other manuscript copy being known
to exist, and that is in the library of Baron D. de
Giinzburg. Of the original, which was perhaps
written in French, hardly any traces are left that
" On the Epidemic, in
is, of the treatise described as
Prose," No. 852 of the Library of the I^ouvre, or the
This
private librarj' of Charles V., king of France.
is undoubtedly the little book, says Leopold Delisle (MSS. de la Bibliotheque Nationale, 1891, iii.
153, note 1), of which there is a copy at the end of
MS. Frangais 12,323, under the title, "The Treatise
Which the INIastcrs of ]\Iedicine and the Astronomers of Paris Wrote of the Plague Which Physics
Calls the Epidemic, in the Year of Our Lord, N. S.
MCCC;XLVIII," or perhaps the little book written
in 1365 by Master Jean de Bourgogne, surnamed
"With the Beard," professor of medicine, and citizen
of Liege (Delisle, " Observations sur Plusieurs MSS.
:

lation

;

de

Collection Barrois," p. 55).
The date of the Hebrew work
la

fixed, at least

approximately.

may

therefore be
of
translated by

The second book

two years before?

Then this treatise was written
by Ami)lou ("Autre Fonds de la

Bibliotheque Bodleienne," No. 192^). This tallies
with the note cited by M. Delisle. Tlie doubt as to
the (late detracts in no wise from the interest of this
medical treatise, which was saved from oblivion by
the version of Benjamin of Carcassonne.
Bii![,I(>i;r.\phv: SU'inschneificr, in Z. D. M. G. xxix. 16.5;
in .V/nf/nzni, xii. 183; idem, Hehv. Uehers. p. 804
Kcririiiiix Jiiifs, xxvii., 028, 752, and xxxi. 723; Gross, Gul-

idem,
?(((

;

.Jiiildicd. p. ()I7.

M.

(;.

BENJAMIN

B.

JAPHET

A

S.

Palestinian
scholar of the third amoraie generation (third century), disciple of R. Johanan and senior to R. Zeira
:

He

(Ber. 38a, 38b; Ket. 77a).

cultivated both the

Halakah and the Haggadah in his halakic deliverances, however, he was not considered very reliable.
Thus when, on one occasion, Hiyya b. Abba and he
differed on a traditional decision by their master, R.
Zeira remarked, "What does R. Benjamin b. Japhet
amount to compared with R. Hiyya b. Abba? " (Ber.
38b; Yer. Ber. vi. 10a; Yer. Pes. ii. 29c). Nevertheless, this same R. Zei'ra had occasion to thank
Benjamin for communicating to him a Halakah in
In the Haggathe name of R. Johanan (Shab. 53a).
dah, Benjamin was a follower of R. Eleazar b. Pedat,
;

who.se expositionsand sayings he frequently reports
(Meg. 16b; Sanh. 7a; compare Ex. R. xli. Lev. R.
X.).
[Yer. Ber. iii. 6d; Yoma29a; Yer. Sanh. i. 18a;
Shebu. 18b; Hul. 52b (correctly quoted in MS. M);
Pesik. vii. 63b, viii. 68b: Pesik.'R. xvii. Midr. Teh.
xxii.
Gen. R. xliii. Tan., ed. Ruber, Lek Leka,
;

—

;

;

;

11.]

Bibliography: Frankel. Mehn,
Dorot. ed. Wilna,
Benjamin's grave
J. SH.

p. 69a; Heilprin, Seder Tm85 Luncz, Jerusalem, i. 101, in which.
said to be at Safed.

ii.

is

;

s.

BENJAMIN

B.

JEHIEL HA-LEVI

:\i.

Polish
Talmudist lived at the beginning of the seventeenth
century.
He was the author of " Gib'at Benjamin "
(Benjamin's Height), Lublin, 1617, an alphabetical
index to Jacob b. Asher's four Turim. The book is
very rare, never having been reprinted, although it
is an excellent index to the Turim.
:

;

BiBLiofiRAPHY: Azulai, Shem ha-GedoUm, ed. Wilna, ii. 23;
Michael, Or ha-Hajniim, No. 591.
L. G.

BENJAMIN BEN JOAB (called

also

De Syn-

Zunz): Payyetan; lived at
His printed
3Iontalcino in the fourteenth century.
poems are (1) A metrical introduction to the " Nishmat " for Passover. Every strophe of this poem has
ten lines of seven S3ilables.
(2) A selihah of five
strophes, with a refrain ending with the words
NJ nn"'^Vn (" Oh, give us prosperity ").

agoga, according

Jean was written in 1365, and was
Benjamin a few years later, about 1370. Now, the
author had said in the preface, as far as one can judge
from tlie Hebrew version, that already in the "year
22," when the plague broke out for the first time,
he had written a similar treatise beginning with the
words ^fjS ^^S ("My God, my God '') (Steinschneidcr,
"Hebr. Uebers." p. 804). With what does the number 22 corrcsjiond? Steinsclmeider acutely remarks
("Hebr. Uebers." I.e.): "Tlie date 22 [p'Q^J could
only mean 122 [=1362]"; but that does not tally
with the first outbreak of the Black Death, in 1348.
Doubtless a Jewish era was substituted in the transCould
lation, probably through a copyist's mistake.
Jean have meant that he wrote this book twentyin 1370, as stated

I.

28

to

:

LUeraturcjcsclx
}ia-'Aboilah, p. 17.

BiHi.ior.RAPHT: Zunz,

Ammude
]..

.

p.

365;

Landshuth,

L Bh.

G.

BENJAMIN

JUDAH LOEB COHEN.

B.
Sec Bknasch, Benjamin.

BENJAMIN, JUDAH PHILIP:

American

statesman and lawyer; born at St. Croix, West InHis parents
dies, in 1811 died in Paris, May 6, 1884.
were English, Jews who, some years before his birth,
had removed from London to St. Croix, then a
British island, in thehopeof improving their fortune
few years after his birth, his
in the New World.
family removed from St. Croix to reside in Wilmington, N. C, and young Benjamin soon afterward
;

A

Subsequently
Avas sent to school at Fayetteville.
he spent three years at Yale College. His parents
several times

changed

their

residence, until

they

New

There Benjamin
Orleans, La.
served as a notary's clerk for some time, taught
school, studied law, and on Dec. 16, 1832, was admitted to the Louisiana bar.
Louisiana had been acquired by the United States
from France but a short time previously, and its
finally settled in

language and legal system were

still

largely those

Benjamin
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The broadening influences of the
France.
necessary mastery of different systems of law and
literature left their mark upon BenjaPractises min, and can be traced in the breadth
of grasp, philosophical reasoning, and
Law
wide reading to which he subsequentin
Nor should notice be
Orleans, ly attained.
omitted of certain other formative influences, which the London "Times" (May 9, 1884)
commented upon in a sympathetically Avordcd obituary his inheritance of " Ihat elastic resistance to
•evil fortune which preserved Mr. Benjamin's ancestors through a succession of exiles and plunderings,
and reappeared in the Minister of the Confederate
cause, together with the same refined apprehension
of logical problems which informed the subtleties of
the Talmud."
Benjamin's success at the Louisiana bar was remarkabl}' rapid. At first he had found time to prepare, for liis own use, a " Digest of the Reported
Decisions of the Supreme Court of the Late Territorjof Orleans and of the Supreme Court of Louisiana,"
which was the earliest digest of Louisiana law.
Together with his friend Thomas Slidell, he edited
and prepared this for publication in 1834. Soon,
however, his law practise became more engrossing;
and, as one of the recognized leaders of the Louisiana
bar, he rapidly acquired a competence wliich enabled him to withdraw from the legal arena, purchase a sugar-plantation near New Orleans, and
devote liimself to sugar-]ilantingand scientific expositions of the best methods of extracting saccharine
matter from the cane.
Politics also actively interested Benjamin, and
from time to time he was elected to various local
Thus, he was one of the most
offices.
of

New

:

Sugaractive and
Planter and Louisiana

members

of 1844-45,

such cast his ballot for General Taylor as president
of the United States. Originally a Whig, Benjamin
became, during the change of party ties, a distinguished Democratic leader. Meanwhile, however,
the destruction of his property by inundations had
driven him back to the active practise of law, where
success once more awaited him.
That the number of Benjamin's famous legal cases
was very large is evidenced by an examination of
the law repoi-ts of the period. Particularly notable
was his conduct of the cases which grew out of the
attempt to recover insurance for a cargo of slaves
Crelost by reason of an insurrection on board the
ole," and his connection with enormously valuable
California land-title cases, in one of which his fee is
''

said to liave been §25,000, a very large

day.

preme

sum

for that

During the October

(1848) term of the SuCourt of the United States he was a<lniitted

to practise before that bod}', and soon became one
of the leaders of the federal bar. Benjamin's legal
talents wei'e so generally I'ecognized that President
Pierce tendered him the i)osition of associate justice
of th«; United States Supreme Court; but he i>referred his activitiesat the bar and in iiolitics.
Previously, when President Taylor's cabinet was Ix'ing

Isaac

formed, Benjamin's name had been under consideraIn 1852 he was elected
tion for a cabinet portfolio.
to the United States Senate from Louisiana, and was
reelected at the expiration of his term, six years later.
In 1856 Benjamin was one of a small
group of senators that succeeded in
United
securing the nomination of Buchanan
States
Senator,
for president, as against Douglas, and
he enjoyed great influence with the
Buchanan administration until immediately before
the outbreak of the Civil war.
In the Senate he was soon recognized as one of the
ablest debaters; and Charles Sumner considered him

of the

Convention

and of that of 1853. In
1849 he was a successful presidential
large for the state of Louisiana, and as

Politician,
elector at

influential

CJonstitutional

b.

Benjamin, Judah

CAj"

^'

His
the most brilliant orator in the United States.
readiness in debate was remarkable and he generally spoke on the spur of the moment without
An examination of the "Congrespreparation.
sional Globe " of the time shows that almost invari;

ably friends and foes alike were so much impressed
by his oratory as to feel obliged to pay tribute to him
on the spot. Of his farewell address, upon leaving
the Senate when his state, Louisiana, seceded from
the Union, Sir George Coinewall Lewis said to Lord
Sherbrooke: "Have you read Benjamin's speech?
It is better than our Benjamin [meaning Disraeli]
could have done."

Benjamin was frecjuciilly called upon to deliver
addresses and orations on national holidays and
other non-i)olitical occasions; and competent judges
declare that he was even hai)pi<'r at these times than
His riglit
in his political addresses and arguments.
to be regarded as one of the greatest of the world's
It was recently
orators is no longer open to dispute.
forcibly evidenced by his inclusion, with appropriate
examples of his style and comment, in the compreiiensive and judiciouslv edited series of "Tlie
World's Best Orators " (x. 97-1 10) as well as in " The
World's Best Orations " (i. 398), the former edited by
Prof. Guy Carleton Lee, and the latter by Justice
David J. Brewer. Henry L. Dawes, surely no in-

Benjamin, Judah
Benjamin, Michael
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well classed Benjamin with
Wendell Phillips, Yancey, and
Hreekinridge, as having "stirred multitudes, aroused
passions, and tired the public heart in terms not less

differcut

judge,

Sumner and

lias

Beeclier,

eloquent than the
of Patrick

Henry

loftiest
<n-

productions of Fox or

Pitt,

John Adams."

In the Senate Benjamiirs constitutional and legal
arguments ever attracted particular attention, and
made him tlic ]vinh:v jxir exa lien re in the defense of
Ho never acslavery and, later on, of secession.
tively identified Jiimsclf with Jewish communal affairs; hut his views and actions led to mucli unjus-

of American Jews generalh' with
the pro-slavery cause (see AN'rr-Sr.AVKUY ^IoveMENT IN A.MEitiCA). Tlius, ouc of liis uiost powertified idenlitication

ProSlavery
Advocate.

ful jiro-slavery outbursts provoked
Senator Wade's satirical reference in
the Senate to " Israelites with Egyp-

and even more prothe Senate and in
the Northern press generally, on the Jews as favoring
slavery, followed, when Benjamin became so prominently identitied with the cause of the Confederac\^
The late Isaac M. AVise, in his "Reminiscences,"
gives an account of an interesting discussion between
Benjamin, Daniel Webster, jNfaury the scientist, and
tian principles"

nounced attacks

;

iu

himself, relative to their religious faiths, in the course
of which Benjamin declined to permit his Jewish
religious views to be described as Unitarian, as
Webster had claimed the faiths of all f(jur were in
their essence. In l<s,")4he presented to the Senate, on
behalf of American Jewish citizens, a petition calling
for governmental action against Swiss anti-Semitic
discriminations recognized in a treaty with our government; thus acting as spokes:nan for the American
Jews.
Upon the organization of the C(mfederate government, President Jefferson Davis immediately called
Benjamin into his cabinet as attor-

JefFerson

Davis'

Right-

Hand Man.

neygeneral (Feb. 25, ISGl), to which
position was added that of acting secof

retary

Nov.

war

(Sept.

17,

1861).

On

he became secretary of
war, resigning the portfolio of the Department of Justice; and he retained this i)osition
till March 17, 18G2, when he became secretary of
state, which oftice he retained till the collapse of the
Confed(!racy in 18(55.
Throughout, Benjamin was JelTcrson Davis' most
intimate and most influential adviser, and was generally described as the "brains of the Confederacy."
James Schouler, in his "History of the United
States" (vi. S9), remarks:
21. 1801,

the outset that Toombs was the
as events developed, belonged rather to Attonie.v-tieneial Henjamin, the ablest, most
versatile, and most constant of all Davis' civil counselors, who
acted as secretary of war after Walker's retirement in September, an(i was th(!n by the followintr .March installed .secretary of
stiite, to remain premier until the bitter end, sanpruine and
serene in bearinjjr, through all mutations of fortune and misfortune."
"Contoniixiraru's

liaci

said

tirain of tlic ('otifcdcracy

;

iit

liiit

tliat title,

During much of this time, iiarticularly dining his
incumbency of the secretaryship of war, Benjamin

was extremely unpopular; but President Davis never
for a moment lost con fidi'iice in him. He resigned the
war portfolio on account of the Confederate reverses
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with the Roanoke Island campaign in
which he was commonly held in a large
degree responsible; but, in spite of censure from the
Confederate Congress, President Davis promoted
him to the secretaryship of state.
in conn(>ction

1802, for

Tliis circumstance has recently been cleared up,
through evidence that Benjamin was in no way to
blame for these mishaps, btit patriotically sacrificed
liimseir, with President Davis' kitowledge, by intentionally withholding his justification from the Congressional committee.
Disclosure of the true facts
would hav(! involved an exposure of Confederate
dearth of aiuimniition, which might, through general publication, have seriously jeopardized the
Confederate cause at the time.
Benjamin's most important labors were, however,
rendered in connection with the diplomatic activities
of the Confederacy.
Unfortunately, a thorough
study of the dii)lomacy of the Confederac}' has not
yet been published, nor any adeciuate biograiihy of
Benjamin, of which that would be the principal
chapter.
But by such a pul)lication it would be
shown how near the Confederacy came to securing
European intervention particularly through tiie
aid of Napoleon 111.
by the tempting and statesmanlike eiforts of the Confederate state department
under Benjamin's direction, and to the probable
transformation of an insurrection into a successful
revolution in conse<pieiice.
Even published data,
however, not to mention oral reminiscences, justify
the conclusion of the late I. M. Wise, who in an editorial in the "American Israelite," ]May 16, 1884, said
that "he was imdoubtedly the most distiugtiLshed
statesman of the Jewish family in this (19th) century
and country."

—

—

close of the Civil war Benjamin tied to the
Indies and then to England, losing his American property by confiscation. Here, at the age of

At the

West

fifty-five, he had to commence bread-winning anew.
Early in 1866 as a British subject he entered as a
law student at Lincoln's Iim, and iu
Beg-ins Life .lune of that year was called to the
Anew in English bar, the usual term being curEngland, tailed by reason of his ])ast eminence
and acumen, through the infiuence of
distinguished English judges. In 1868 his work on

"The Law

of Sal(> of Personal Properly" apjicared,
hail a marked success on both sides
of the Atlantic.
It has gone through edition after
edition, and may well be described as the most succe-ssfiU and classical legal text-book of the latter half

and inunediately

His success at the Engof the nineteenth century.
lish bar, after a brief interval during which lu; had
been compelled to take up editorial work on tin;
London "Daily Telegraph," was remarkable, particHis inularly in connection with colonial a])peals.
come for a number of years prior to his retirement
from the bar (December, 1882) is said to have been
upward of S2()(),0()0 per annum. In 1872 he attained
the rank of Queen's Counsel.
A farewell dinner was given in Benjamin's honor
by the bench and bar of England in the hall of the
Inner Temple, London, on June 30, 1883, under
the presidency of the attorney-general, Sir Henry
James. His standing as the unqtiestioned leader of
the Biitish bar had been generally recognized for

—
Benjamin, Judah
Benjamin, Michael
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Ho died at Paris
to his retirement.
1884, his wife and a daiigliter Ninette, wife
of Capt. Henri de Bousignac of tlie
Is Leader llTtli regiment of the Freneli line

some years prior
]May

—

6,

surviving

of British
Bar.

New

IJenjamin married in

liim.

when

Orleans, at a time

there

was no organized Jewish congregation
a Catholic lady of the name of Natalie St.

there,

Martin.

has failed to confirm the
faith on his

Investigation

rumor that he abandoned the Jewish
death-bed.

r. Tompkins, JudfOi P. Bciijoiiii)) (AlaAifsu. Bcpint. is'.wj, pp. cxx.-c.xxxvii.); J.
A. Hamilton, in Diet, of yatimial BUnjiafihti, iv. -.iZi Scott,
DistatguWied American Laicner^:, pp.i'-i-bO; The Green
Bay, i. 305, 'M'> The Laiv TiiiKs, Ixxv. 188, Ixxvii. 47 (obituary from the London Times): Fr;incis Lawiey, in Tlie Athencexim. May 13, 1888, i. i&.'i I. M. Wiso, editorial in Amerieau
Israelite, May Id, 188t idem, Ucminifteenees^VMl; Kigelow,
Fremee and the Confidentle Xarn Bullock, Secret Service
of tlie Confederaeij Baron Pollock, lie)ninii:cence^ in Fiirtnidjithi Itevictr. Ixix. :5')4; Saliin's /^ic^ionrtj-?/ o/ Boriks Jiclaiino to America, vol. ii., (it; IJancroft's Life of William
H. Seward; B. H. Wise, Life of Henrii A. Ifisc. Sincetlie
foregoing was written, J. M. Callahan's valuable study. The
Diijtomatie HiM<i)ii "/ the S(n(fliern Oiiifederacii (Balti-

Bibliography: H.

Bar

bainct State

;

;

;

:

;

;

more,

ISMil),

has been

throwing much

i)ublislied,

light

on

certain phases of Benjamin's career.

M.

A.

BENJAMIN

B.

J.

JUDAH OF ROME.

K.

literatuie he is known chiefly througli his
disputes with mauj' of his contemporaries, which
were caused by the great independcncehe very often
displayed in his decisions on legal questions, an
independence that greatly offended the rabbinical
ical

authorities.

His collection of responsa, "Benjamin Ze'eb"
(Venice, 1589), which he published partly in seifjustitication, was not at all well received by the
Italian and Polish rabbis of the time (compare Solomon b. Jehiel Luria, in "Yam Shel Shelomoh," 3b on
viii., No. 72).
The work, containing 450 responsa on the most diverse subjects, throws an interesting light on the intellectual as Avell as the
social status of the Jews of that time in European
Turkey and in Asia Minor. For instance. Benjamin's ordinance against men and women dancing
together met with great resistance, many young
people refusing to obey this puritanical precept
("Benjamin Ze^'eb," pp.'228b ci! 6y//.
It should be
noted that " Benjamin Ze'eb " is the title of tlie book,
and not the appellation of the authoi', who.se only
name was Benjamin.

B. K.

).

Bibliography: Azulai, Shcm ha-(ie<l()lim, i. ^>; Confcrte,
Kore ha-Dorot, ed. Cassel, pp. IWli, 4(la Michael, Or la;

See

Hai/ilim, No. 001

;

Briill, in his Jalirbiiclicr,

i.

89.

L.

Bo/i:(ciii.

BENJAMIN

B. LEVI, R.: A Palestinian
amoraof the fourth century (third or fourth generation),

junior contemporary of K.

(Yer.

Peah

and senior

15a),

i.

Ammi

and R. Isaac

to Aljin II. (Yer. Pes.

His name is connected
vii. 34c; Yer. Hor. i. 46a).
with several Halakot (Yer. Ter. i. 40b; Yer. Pes. ii.
28d; Yer. 'Ab. Zarah ii. 42a, wliere his patronymic
reads "Levai""), but more frequently with homiletic
remarks. On God's message by Jeremiah (.\xiii. 24),
" Can one hide himself in secret places that I shall
not see him ["er'ennu "]V " he ob.serves, "When one
sitteth in a corner and occu|)ieth himself with the
study of the Law, I show him [" ar'eunu "] to the public, or when he hides himself for sin fid purposes of
apostasy, I expose him topul)lic gaze" (Ex. R. viii.
Tan., AVa'era, 9; compare Num. H. ix. 9).
According to him, when the time for Israel 's restoration shall
come, there will be a change in the order of nature;
at present when the north wind blows no south
wind prevails, and wlien the south wind prevjiils
but when God shall restoie
there is no north wind
the exiled, He shall produce an "argestes" (see Jastrow, '"Diet." p. 115b), when both winds shall do
;

;

service, as

it is

written

(Isa. xliii.

(5),

"I will say to

the north, Give up, and to the south. Keep not back:
bring my sons from far," etc. (Esther R. to i. 8;
Cant. R.' to iv. 16; Lev. R. ix. Num. R. xiii.).—

BENJAMIN BEN MEIR

G.

Polish Tainuidist
and pieacher; lived at Brody, Galicia, in the tirst
half of the nineteenth century.
He wrote "Iinre
Binyamiu " (The Words of Benjamin), a homiletic
commentaiy upon the first three books of the Pentateuch (Tarnopol, 1814).
:

Bibliography: Beniacob, Ofar ha-Scfarim.
<M. Hehr. Books Brit. Mus. p. 86.
L. G.

p.

42; Zedner.
I.

BENJAMIN

REMBERG

B.

BkK.

MEIR HA-LEVI OF NU-

Rabbi at Salonica at the beginning of
Although German by birtii,
the sixteenth century.
being a descendant of Jacob Molin, he was greatly
esteemed by the Spanish-Portuguese Jews of Salonica, and was sent by the entire Jewish ]M»pidalion of
that city on a diplomatic mi.ssiou to Constantinople.
The contemporary responsa collections contain some
He also wiote lexical exof Benjamin's decisions.
planations on the ]Mahzor of the German rite, which
were printed in the Salonica editions of 152(j and
The last-named edition also contains some
1555-5G.
of Benjamin's elegies, among them one upon the
occasion of the great tire at Salonica in 1553.
:

Bibi.io(;rapiiy S. D. I.uxzatto, in G. I. Polak's Dutch tianslation of the Mahzor, 18."i(i, p. 4; Michael, Or lia-Haiiuim, No.
594; Steinschneider, ('(l^ Bmll. ccds. ;i7l), 791.
:

L.

G.

;

Midr. Teh. Ixxxvii. 2; Pesik.
xiii.
Lev. R.
112a, xviii. 137a; Pesik. R. xviii.
XX viii. compare Eccl. R. to i. 3.]
[Gen. R. Ixxxvii.

;

;

;

Bibliography
iii.
.T.

:

Frankel,

Meho, 09b

;

Bacher, Ag. Pal.

Amor.

601 ct seq.

SB.

BENJAMIN

S.

MATTITHIAH

M.

Author of
of responsa; tlourished in Turkey

B.

:

a large collection
in the lirst half of the .sixteenth century.
His occupation was that of a merchant (" Benjamin Ze'eb,"
p. 14b), but he also served as a member of the rabbinical college of Arta (vilayet Yanina).
In rabbin-

BENJAMIN, MICHAEL HENRY:
African

June

]"iolitician

;

boin

in

London

in

1822;

South
died

11, 1879.

Early in life Benjamin went to Caiie Colony (about
the year 1849), and for ten years resided at GraaffReinet, where he was the promoter of several useful
Thence he removed to I'ort Elizabeth,
institutions.
wjiich town he rejiresented in the Cape Legislative
Assembly from the year 1HG4; and he was al.so a jusHe worked hard to
tice of the peace for the colony.
secure the passing of the Eastern District Courts'
Bill,

and

his extensive

acquaintance with commercial

:

Senjamiu, Sloses
Benjamin b. Samuel
matters

made
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his opinions carry considerable author-

Benjamin successfully introduced
the Stamp Act into the Le^jislative Assembly, and was
ity in tiic

House.

one of the founders of the Standard Bank of British
South Africa. Returning; to England about 1869, he
actively interested himself in a

number of communal

becoming a member of the committee
of the United Synagogue, the Anglo-Jewish Association, and tlie Board of Deputies; and sitting on the
committees of various London synagogues and pubinstitutions,

lic

schools.

Biblioguaphy: Capr.
13; Aug.

Arorif!, June, 1879; Jeir.
15, 1879; Jew. World, June 13, 1879.

Chron. June

G. L.

J.

1897.

born

Beni-Israel

military

Anan himself.
As stated by Japhet ben
to his

Ali in the introduction

commentary on the minor prophets, Benjamin

wrote the following works, mostly in
Arabic: (1) a commentary on the Pentateuch, in which he frequently refers
to Oriental customs (2) a commentaiy
on Isaiah (3) a commentary on Daniel, in which the
word " yamim " (days) in the verse " Blessed is he
that waiteth, and cometh to the thousand three hundred and five and thirty days " (xii. 12) is explained
by "years," pointing thus to the year 1010 as the
epoch of the arrival of the Messiah (4) a commentary on Ecclesiastes and Song of Songs, or, as Pinsker thinks, on all the Five Rolls; (5) "Sefer Mizwot" (Book of Precepts); (6) "Sefer Dinim," or
" Mas'at Binj'amin " (Book of Laws, or Gift of Benjamin), written in Hebrew, and published at Koslov (Eupatoria) in 1834 containing civil and criminal laws according to Holy Writ.
In the last-named work Benjamin approached in
many points the Rabbinites. He adopted many
rabbinical ordinances, which, howAdopts
ever, he left to the free choice of the
Rabbinical Karaites to reject or adopt. In order
to enforce obedience to the laws, BcnOrdinances. jamin introduced a special form of interdict, dilTering but slightly from
When an
the excommunication of the Rabbinites.
accused person refused to obey the summons served
on him he was to be cursed on each of seven successive days, after which excommunication was to
The interdict consisted
be pronounced on him.
in the prohibition of intercourse with all the members of the community, who were also forbidden to
greet him, or to accejDt anything from him ("Mas'at

His
Works,
;

in 1830; died at

Bombay

in

December,

The son

of a subedar (captain), he joined the
Bomba}' Native Infantry as a private.

Twelfth
While a non-commissioned officer he was entrusted
with the responsible duty of watching over the
wives and children of European officers of the regiment left at Deesa during tlie Mutiny of 1857. He
was present at the siege and capture of Kotah, the
action of Burnass, and the battle of Meanee (1843).
Rising by dint of industry, he was gazetted as a

conunissioned officer (jemidar) in 1861. In 1865 he
was made a subedar, in which capacity he superintended the work of the regimental lines, then in
course of erection at Dharwar. In Februar}', 1878,
he was promoted subedar-major in November, 1878,
he became bahadur. He was a verj^ intelligent
As
officer, remarkably versed in military minutiaj.
a reward for his services the governor of India
appointed him sirdar-bahadur (June, 1881), and invested him with the Order of British India of the
After having served for over thirt3'-two
first class.
years, he retired on a pension, and went to Bombay;
and the Beni-Israel Old Synagogue Congregation in
that city, in appreciation of his capacities, appointed
him their chief warden and treasurer. In February,
1892, the governor of Bombay appointed him a justice of the peace.
;

Bibliography: Jewish

(Solomon ben Jeroham's commentary on Psalm Ixi.
But this assertion can not be verified. Benja1).
min's work is, for the most part, known only in
(quotations made by subsequent Karaite writers.
But his personality must have been very important,
since he was considered by all the Karaites to be
as great an authority as the founder of Karaism,

;

BENJAMIN, MOSES:
officer;
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Cln-onicle, Dec.

10, 1897.

G. L.

J.

BENJAMIN BEN MOSES:

Italian

—

—

;

—

Binyamin."

2a).

Benjamin

at times

approached the Rabbinites

in

scnolar;
lived at Rome at the beginning of the tifteenth century.
He took an active part in the administration

Biblical exegesis also, and combated Anan's interpretations.
Thus he maintained with

of the Jewish community of Rome, and was one
of the delegates to the assembly of the Italian Jewish communities held at Forli in 1426.
Benjamin is
the author of a polemical work entitled "Teshubot
ha-Nozrim Mikol ha-Mikraume-Re'iyyot ha-Da'at "
(Refutations of Christianity on Biblical and Logical
Grounds). The work is still extant in manuscript
{Neubauer, "Cat. Bodl. Hebr. MSS." No. 2,408, 3;
Codex Halberstannn, 32).
Bibliography: Neubauer, iis above; Vogelstein and Rieger,

the Rabbinites, against Anan, that the
obligation to marry the widow of a
Exegesis, childless brother extended only to the
brother of the deceased and not to liis
He adopted the Talmudical infurther relations.
terpretation of the Biblical words concerning the
Sabbath " Abide ye every man in his place " (Ex.
maintaining that the prohibition herein
xvi. 29)
expressed has reference, not to the residence, but to
a distance beyond 2,000 yards of the town (compare

Gescli. iter Judcii

i)t

limn,

i.

45-'.

G.

I.

Bu.

BENJAMIN BEN MOSES NAHAWENDI
Karaite scholar and

jjhilosoplu!!';

wend, Persia, at the end of

tlie

nourished at Nahacentury and

eiglilh

the beginning of the ninth.

According to the Karaite liistorian Solomon ben Jeroham
the contemporary of Saadia Gaon Karaism began properly with
Benjamin, who surpassed even Anan in learning

—

—

His

Biblical

—
—

Eli jail Bashyazi, " Addeiet," p. 63).

HoAvever, in spite of
binism,

many

concessions to Rab-

Benjamin adhered firmly to the principle,
expressed by Anan, of penetrating

Freedom in
Thought.

In Benjamin's opinion one ought not to tie
oneself down to the authorities, but
to follow one's own convictions: tlie son may dilYer

from the

research of the Scripture.

father, the disciple

from the master, pro-

vided they have reasons for their different views.
Inquiry is a duty, and errors occasioned by inquiry
do not constitute a sin (compare Japhet's commentary, cited in Dukes's "Beitrage," ii. 26).
Benjamin seems to have written a work in which
he expounded the philosophical ideas contained in
Judging from the quotations made by
the Bible.
later Karaite writers, such as Jacob al-Kirkisani,
Japhet ben Ali, and Hadassi, Benjamin betrayed the
influence of Philonic ideas, while he adopted the
Motazilite theories on the divine attributes, free-will,
and other questions of a like character
God,
Philosophy expounded before by Anan.
he holds, is too sublime to mingle with
of the
the material world and the idea that
Bible,
matter proceeded directly from God is
inadmissible. God created first the Glory (" Kabod"),
then the Throne (" Kisse"), and afterward an Angel.
This Angel created the world, in which he is the repGod Himself never came in
resentative of God.
contact with men, nor did He speak to Israel on
;

Mt. Sinai. The Law and the communications to the
Prophets proceeded from the Angel, to whom are
referable all the anthropological expressions concerning God found in the Bible (Hadassi, "Eshkol,"
25b). The soul forms a part of the body, and is

The Biblical references to reward and punishment can be applied only to the
body (Saadia, "Emunot we ha-De'ot," vi. 4).
therefore perishable.

This theory of an intermediary power, and the
system of allegorizing all the Biblical passages concerning God, upon which Benjamin insists again
and again in his commentaries on the Bible, were
borrowed from the writings of the sect Magaiiyah (Men of the Caves). This sect, the establishment of which, in consequence of a confusion in the
text of Shahrastani, has been wrongfully attributed
to Benjamin, is identified with the Essenes by Harkavy, who shows that they were called "The
Men of the Caves," because they lived in the desert
("Le-Korat ha-Kittpt," in the Hebrew translation
Benjamin wrote his halakic
of Gratz, iii. 497).
works in Hebrew, his commentaries probably in
Arabic.

BinLiOGRAPHY: Fiirst, Gesch. drs Karflcrthumii, 1. 71-76;
Pinsker, Likknte KadmonUit, pp. 44, 72, 199; Jost, Gesch.
(les

Benjamin, Moses
Benjamin b. Samuel
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Judentliutn's und Seiner Sekten, ii. 344; Gratz, Gesch.
v. 191-193 ; Neubauer, Aus der Petershurgcr

der Juden,

Bihltothek, pp. 6, 107 Frankl, in Ersch and Gruber's Encykl'>pdd}e,xxxn\. 14, 15; Steinschneider, Polemische mid
Apohigetischc Literatur, p. 33.5; Shahrastani, German translation, i. 2.57; Dukes and Ewald, BcitrUge, ii. 26; Munk, in
;

Jost's

Annalen,

1841, p. 76.

K.

I.

BENJAMIN NABON, JERUSALEM.

Br.
See

Nakox, Benjamin.

BENJAMIN 'OZER
mudist; died at Zolkiev

B.

MEIR

May

25,

:

Polish Tal-

1810.

He was

rabbi in Clementow, and afterward head of the
He wrote "Eben Ozer"
yeshibah at Zolkiev.
(Stone of Salvation), published by his grandson,
Aaron b. Loeb of Pintsche w (Zolkiev, 1792). It contains novellic to a large portion of the Talmud and of

Maimonides' " Yad " and Asher b.
commentary. He also wrote novellae on the
Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah Hayyim, which, under the title
of "Eben Ozer," are appended to the Amsterdam edition of the Shulhan Aruk. The later Russian
III.— 3
Alfasi, as also to

Jehiel's

'

editions (Dubnow, 1820; Wilna, 1884,
also give these novellae.

Bibliography

:

and

others)

Buber, in Ha-Eshkol, U. 178.

L. G.

BENJAMIN
jamin

B.

SAIiONICA.
Aaron Abraham.

BENJAMIN, SAMUEL

Carlist expedition against

See Solmk, Ben-

French soldier in the
Madrid in 1837; distin:

guished for bravery and remarkable devotion to
Boulan de Brie, a lieutenant in the regiment in
When De Brie w^as mortally
w^hich he served.
wounded Benjamin carried him first from the field
of battle, and afterward from the hospital where he
had been left at the mercy of the enemy after the
De Brie
Carlists' hurried departure from Huesca.
died in Benjamin's arms; and the faithful servant,
gratefully remembering the kindness with which he
had been treated by the lieutenant's wealthy mother,
was disconsolate, and exposed himself recklessly
in the most dangerous engagements, performing
remarkable acts of valor. Benjamin was a scrupulously religious Jew, and observed all the laws
of his religion as far as was possible under the
circumstances of the campaign.
Bibliography SuJamith, vol. ii.. No. 3, quoted from Col. L.'s
article in Die Elegante Welt on the Carlists' expedition
:

against Madrid in 1837.

p. Wi.

s.

BENJAMIN
TANCES

:

B.

SAMUEL OF

COU-

Talmudist and French liturgical poet

The name
of the first half of the eleventh century.
of the place of his residence, Coutances (department
of the Manche, Normandy), was formerly Coustances, in Hebrew "•JtODIp; and GrStz ("Gesch. der
Juden," 3d ed., vi. 53) incorrectly transfers this Benjamin to Constance on the Lake of Constance. The
old scholars conferred on Benjamin the honorable
for he was one of the most prolific
title " payyetan "
and most gifted of the payyetanim. In the various
;

ritual collections thirty-one of his liturgical pieces

preserved.
fact that most of his poems occur in the
French ritual, while the old German and Polish
rituals contain each but one of his poems, suflScea
Benjato show that Gratz's conjecture is wrong.
min wrote in the main for the three festivals and
New-Year's Day, and some few poems for the Day
It is doubtful whether certain litof Atonement.
urgies containing " Benjamin " in acrostic are to be
ai'e

The

him or to his younger contemporary,
Benjamin b. Zerah.
Benjamin was considered, also, a great Talmudic
authority and one of his decisions, cited by Isaac
In
ha-Levi, Rashi's teacher, is of some importance.
this he shows the connection between Midrash and

attributed to

;

piyyut, explaining that both originated in public
readings, and drawing the conclusion that the opposition to the insertion of piyyutim in the prayers is
Benjamin's preference for Akiba's
unfounded.

"Alphabet," which he uses

in his liturgical

poems,

reveals a certain inclination toward mysticism.
Bibliography: Fuenn, KenesetYisrael, p. 174; Gross, Gallia
Judaica, p. 5.53; Kohn, Mordecai h. llilleU pp. 103, 1^,
Breslau, 1878; Landshuth, 'Ammude ha^'Abndah, p. M;

Or /lo-i/aj/yim, p. 610; Eapoport, XnBikkure ha'Jffim, X. 121 ; Zunz, Literatur gesch. pp. 115-120, 340.

Michael,

L. G.

"

Benjamin the Shepherd
Benjamin Wolf
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BENJAMIN THE SHEPHERD A shepherd
:

who

lived in Babylonia at the begiuuiugof the third

century. The Talmud has transmitted the formula
of a blessing of which he was the author.
Benjamin, who possessed no knowledge of Hebrew, and
was therefore unable to recite the prescribed grace
after meals (" birkat ha-mazon "), substituted the
following brief ejaculation in Aramaic " Blessed be
the All-Merciful, the owner of this bread" (Ber.
40b).
This prayer is still taught little children who
are unable to recite the "birkat ha-mazon." Compare "Ba'er Heteb" to IShuIhan 'Aruk, Orah
Hayyim, 187, 1; Bacher, in Brody's "Zeit. fllr Hebr.
Bibl." V. 154. In Yer. Ber. vi. 10b, bottom, the same
story is related of "some Persian"; in both places
Rab is cited as approving the plain man's prayer.
J. SR.
L. G.
:

BENJAMIN, SIMEON
min, Levi)

:

(also

known

as

Benja-

English Hebrew grammarian,

who

1773 at London " Da'at Kedoshim
(Knowledge of the Holy), a short Hebrew grammar.
It deserves attention as one of the earliest works

published in

composed by an Ashkenazi

in

Biblioor.^phy: Zedner, Cataloyue,

England.
Jacobs and Wolf,

p. 87:

Bibliothcca, No. 20T8.
J.

BENJAMIN OF TIBERIAS: A

rich

Jew

who, when the emperor Heraclius in 628 went to
Jerusalem during the Persian war, was accused of
hostility toward tlie Christians.
This accusation
probably implied that he sided with the Persians.
Notwithstanding this charge, however, the emperoi"
became the guest of Benjamin, wlio provided both
for him and for his army.
Reproached by Heraclius for his hostility toward the Christians, Benja-

min frankly declared: "The Christians, also, are
enemies of my religion." When the emperor punished the Jews after his victory, he spared Benjamin
on condition that the latter would consent to baptism, and perhaps with the further understanding
that he would emigrate to Egypt.
Bibliography: Theophanes.

Chronofjraphia, ed. Bonn, i.
Gesch. dcr Israelite )i, v. 'Mo; Gratz, Ge,sc/(. der
A passage from Elia Rabba (§19) has
been reeentlv referred to our Benjamin
see Friedmann,
"Elia Riibba," p. 101, Vienna, 19U2.

.504;

Jost,

Juden, 3d

ed., v. 27.

;

G.

S.

Kr.

BENJAMIN OF TUDELA: A celebrated traveler of th(! twelfth ceiituiy.

Beyond

his journey,
In the preface to his
itinerary, entitled " Massa'ot shel Rabbi Binyamin "
(Travels of Rabbi Benjamin), the information is furnished that he came from Tudela in Navarre, and

no

facts of his life are

known.

that his father's name was Jonah.
This descriptive
work, written in an easy, fluent Hebrew, is compiled,
as the preface states, from notes made by the trav-

on the spot and brought back by him in 1173 to
The unknown author of the preface probably compiled the account for Benjamin from these
eler

Castile.

own words in the first
person, but omitting much.
Benjamin, for instance,
claims to have noted down everything that he saw
and all that he heard from the mouths of men of
established reputation in Spain.
His notes, therefore, may have contained at the same time the
names of his informants; but in the book as published only Abraham the Pious is mentioned by name
as having given information in Jerusalem.
notes, retaining the traveler's
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Benjamin, who probably traveled as a merchant,
evinced keen interest in all things, and possessed

and history of the
countries he traversed.
His journey occupied thirteen years setting out from Saragossa

a clear insight into the conditions

:

Travels

he was back again in Spain in
Occupy
1173.
He made long stays everyThirteen
where, taking plenty of time to collect
Years.
his information and to verify or disprove accounts given him. Being an
intelligent Spanish Jew, he took an appreciative interest not only in Jewish affairs in the lauds he visited,
but also in the general conditions prevailing and in
the various historical and educational facts related
to him.
His account contains numerous valuable
details of the political history and internal developin 1160,

ment of cotmtries and nations; and the history of
commerce must always count Benjamin's itinerary
as one of its earliest and most valued sources.
The
commercial importance of Barcelona and ]Montpellier, of Constantinople and Alexandria, as centers
of international trade is vividly depicted.
The situation of some cities as, for instance, Amalfi is

—

—

described in terse but graphic words. He gives a
clear picture of the peculiarities of the republics of
Genoa and Pi.sa, in which every house was a fortress.
His characterization of the Greeks is accurate: waging war by means of mercenaries, he says, they had
come to have no warlike spirit themselves and had
become women. He is struck by the significance of
tlie victorious progress in Europe of
His
the Seljuks, whom he calls Turks.
Accuracy He treats of the Assassins and Druses
and
with great shrewdness, as Avell as of
Shrewd- the Wallachians, who were invading
ness.
Greece by way of the Balkan passes.
He made the intimate acquaintance
of the most important functionaries of the Byzantine empire, and has much to say likewise about the
calif in Bagdad, whom he compares to the Christian
pope. Many more of these little details of information could be adduced to show Benjamin's acuteness of observation and critical understanding of
affairs, both Jewish and non-Jewish.
But Benjamin's chief interest undoubtedly centered in the conditions of the Jewish congregations
of the countries he visited, and about which he
has registered so many and such important and reliable accounts that his " Travels " are considered a
source of the first importance for the history of the
Jews in the twelfth century. With the sole exception of the "Sefer ha-Kabbalah," written about the
same time by Abraham ibn Daud of Toledo, there
is no Avork which compares with Benjamin's in
value.
His accounts, moreover, cover the majority
of the countries then inhabited by Jews.
In a species of panoramic view, he gives full descriptions of
the Jews living in all those lands, with accurate
data about them, their civil standing, their occupations, their schools, and their leading men.
Benjamin's route to the East took him through
Catalonia, southern France, Italy, Greece, the islands
of the Levant, Syria, Palestine, and Mesopotamia, to
Bagdad. Arrived at tliat city, which was then
again the residence of a Jewish exilarch, he gathered information concerning countries which lay

—
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still farther east and north, and concerning the large
Jewish congregations of Persia and of the countries
beyond the Oxus. His homeward journey lay
through Khuzistan, the Indian ocean, and Yemen, to
Egypt, where he stayed a long time; thence by way
Some remarkable notes are
of Sicily back to Spain.
given at the end of the book concerning the Jews of
Germany, as also those of the Slavonic lands east of
Prague. Likewise northern France, with its incomparable scholars, hospitality, and fraternal feeling,
Benjamin did not himself visit
is not forgotten.
these latter countries, and so was not personally acquainted with any of their leading men. In other
places Benjamin probably not a scholar himself,
but possessing a profound respect for scholarship
always enumerates the principal men and the heads
His book thus contains
of the Jewish communities.
the names of no less than 248 of those he knew,

—

among them many

well

known

to history.

occupations of

tlie

Jews.

saw, 1884. The work was published in Latin by
Arias Montanus (Antwerp, 1575), and by C. I'Empereur (Leyden, 1633); in German, by Mordecai
ben Moses Drucker (Amsterdam, 1691 Frankforton-the-Main, 1711, perhaps following the Latin of
L'Empereur) in French by Bergeron (" Kecueil des
Voyages," The Hague, 1735, following the translation of Arias Montanus; also Paris, 1830), and by
J. Ph. Baratier (Am.sterdam, 1734); in English in
1625 (London, from the Latin of Arias Montanu.s),
1744 (S. Harris, "Collection of Voyages," vol. i.),
1784 (ed. R. Gerrons), 1808 (Pinckerton, "General
Collection," vol. vii.); by A. Asher, London, 1840;
and in part by M. N. Adler ("Pal. Explor. Fund
Quarterly Statement," October, 1894, pp. 288 et seq.,
from a manuscript in the British Museum); and in
;

;

1666).

by Griinliut

of dyeing; that the large Jewish cougregationof Thebes, in Greece, was employed in the
manufacture of silk and purple; that there were
Jewish glass-makers in Antioch and Tyie; that in
the last-named town there were also Jewish shipowners; that among the Druses of Lebanon, Jewish
workmen were domiciled and that in Crissa, at the
foot of Parnassus, a large colony of Jewish peasants
;

existed.

Benjamin also gives valuable particulars concern-

He

tells

of the Karaites in Con-

and Damascus; of a peculiar
sect upon the island of Cyprus which fixed the beginning of the Sabbath not on Friday evening, but on
Saturday morning of the Samaritans in Caesarea, Sebaste, Ashkelon, Damascus, and espe
Jewish.
cially in Nablus (Shechem).
He calls
the Samaritans " Samaritan Jews, " and
Sects.
describes peculiarities of their worship
and language. His accounts of the Jews in Bagdad
and other cities of the East are very full; and most
stantinople, Ashkelon,

;

is his description of the grave of Ezekiel
His
the prophet, and the solemn ceremonies there.
account of the pseudo-Messiah, David Alroy, who
appeared shortly before Benjamin's journey, is the
chief source of information concerning that remarkable episode of Jewish history.

interesting

The

mentioned above will suffice to give
an idea of the rich contents of Benjamin's book of
travels, which, though perhaps not altogether free
from fiction, is preponderatingly marked by sobriety
details

and clearness of narrative and a concise
ing mere verbiage.

new
in

:

iHiaelitico, xxxvi. 56; Zunz. Gesanimelte Schriften, 1.163;
Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. No. 4570; Gratz, Gcsch. derJuden,
vi. DOte 10.

From

him it is learned, for instance, that the
Statistical Jews of Palestine and of some other
Data.
countries extensively practised the art

sects.

been prepared (1902)

Bibliography E. Carmoly and L. Lelewel, Notice Histnrique
sur Benjamin cle Tudele, Brussels, 18.52 (al.so published as
part of vol. iv. nf Lelewel's Geographic du Moycn-Age); R.
Luria, SidV Itincrario di Beniami)io da Tudcia, in VessiliD

style, avoid-

Benjamin's itinerary, published in Constantinople
in 1543, has been reprinted as follows: Ferrara, 1556:
Freiburg in Breisgau, 1583; Leyden, 1633 (with
Latin translation); Amsterdam, 1697; Altdorf, 1762;
Sulzbach, 1783; Zolkiev, 1805; Lemberg, 1859; War-

AV. B.

G.

His

ing Jewish

A

Dutch by Jan Bara (Amsterdam,
edition has

Jerusalem.

Of especial importance are his statistical data;
and it is from his accounts that the first accurate
representation of the density' of the Jewish populaHe
tion in certain districts and cities is obtained.
furnishes also important and reliable accounts of the
civil

Benjamin the Shepherd
Benjamin Wolf
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BENJAMIN, WILLIAM
"

Bainge ")

(commonly

called

English pugilist; born at Xorthleach, Gloucestershire, England, in 1826.
Benjamin's first match was with Tom Sayers, the champion of England from 1857 to 1860, for £200 a side,
the battle taking place on the Isle of Grain, in Kent,
Jan. 5, 1858.
Sayers disposed of his opponent in
three rounds.
A second match, for the same stakes,
was arranged, and took place at Ashford, April 5,
1858.
On this occasion Benjamin made a strong
defense, but was counted out in the eleventh round,
despite his protest at being forced from the ring.
This encounter somewhat retrieved Benjamin's reputation, which had been lowered b}' his poor showing in the first battle. That he ultimately became
a capable boxer is shown by the fact that on July
29, 1861, at Home Circuit, he fought Dick James of
Aberdare, against wlioui he had been matched for
Bill

£100 a

side,

:

and beat him

in

Bibi-iography: Amci-ican Jews'

two rounds.
Annual

for 5647 (1886-87),

pp. 112-113.

F.

J.

H. V.

BENJAMIN WOLF B. AARON. See Srino.
BENJAMIN, WOLF B. DANIEL Rabbi in
:

Chom.sk, government of Grodno, Russia. He published " Nahlat Binyamin " (Benjamin's Inheritance),
festival sermons and a homiletic commentary on
the Passover Haggadah (Cracow, 1642).
BiBLior.RAPHY

:

steinschneider. Cat. Bodl. p. 789;

Or ha-Hajniin}, No.
I,.

Michael,

277.

G.

BENJAMIN WOLF ELEAZAR.

I.

Ber.

See Loew,

Bkx.iamin Wolf.

BENJAMIN WOLF BEN ISAAC LEVI:
lived at Leitmeritz, Bohemia, in the midHe is the author of
dle of the seventeenth century.
a work, " Amarot Tehorot " (Pure Words), explain-

Cahalist;

ing the difficult words of the Zohar, published by his
Another work of Bensou Saul, Lublin, 1745.
jamin, entitled " Torat Mosheh " (The Teaching of

Benjamin Wolf Kapoport
Benoliel, Don Judah

THE JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA

extant in manuscript (Oxford, No.
explanations of the thirteen articles of belief according to the Midrashiin and Haggadot; theological and metaphysical articles extracted
from the works of Spanish, French, and German
scliolars, with additions of his own and historical
Moses),
1171).

is

still

It contains

;

sketches.

Bibliography: Michael, Or ha-Hayyim, No. 581;
schneider, Cat.

BodL p.

790; Fuenn,

Keneset Yisrael,

SteinP- 169.

Br.

K.

I.

BENJAMIN WOLF RAPOPORT.

See Rap-

BENJAMIN WOLF BEN ?EBI HIRSCH

:

Judoeo-German writer; lived in the eighteenth century in Germany. He was the author of "Sefer
ha-Heshek " (Book of Desire), a JudjEO-German collection of medical prescriptions (Hanau, 1726). Compare Naphtali ha-Kohen Joel Heilpuin.
;

:

Wolf, Bihl. Hebr.

iv. 797.

M. B.

L. G.

BENJAMIN YERTJSHALMI:

Exile from

Jerusalem who lived at Bordeaux said to have been
one of the authors of Wehu Rahum, recited in the
morning prayers on Mondays and Thursdays.
;

Bibliography: Zunz, Literattirgcsch.
Juilnica,

p.

17: Gross, Gallia

p. 75.

K.

I.

BENJAMIN HA-ZADDIK

Bu.

("the pious"):

A

philanthropist of the tanuaitic period. According
to a Baraita, he was manager of certain charitable
Once there appeared before him a woman
funds.
begging alms, but Benjamin protested that the treasury was exhausted. The poor, despairing woman
thereupon exclaimed, "Rabbi, if thou wilt not aid
me, a woman and her seven children will perish of
starvation!" Benjamin then undertook to support
After the lapse
the family out of his own means.
of some time Benjamin became sick unto death.
Then, legend says, the ministering angels addressed
the Lord, saying, " Master of the universe. Thou hast
said, Whosoever preserves a single being in Israel
is in Thy sight as if he had preserved the whole
world: shall Benjamin, who has preserved a mother
and her seven children, die at an early age?"
Thereupon the decree of death was annulled, and
two-and-twenty jeurs were added to Benjamin's
allotted period of life (B. B. 11a).
.1.

S

sii.

BENJAMIN ZE'EB
NER.

Sec

B.

M.

SAMUEL ROMA-

Romanek, Benjamin Ze'ebb. Samtel.

BENJAMIN ZE'EB OF SLONIM

The friend's "answer" follows with a detailed account of the relation of the Cabala to the Talmud,
and states how far the former may claim to be authoritative, even when in conflict with the Talmud,
Benjamin's next letter, a most interesting piece of
work, gives in the form of a dialogue (" wikkuah ")
between himself and a Hasid, the arguments for and
against Hasidism, showing his thorough knowledge
which distinguish the Hasidim and
Therein the opponent of Hasidism
raises nineteen objections, which his anonymous
Hasid meets, in almost ever}' case satisfactorily. His
friend Joseph of Nemerow then succeeds in convincing Benjamin completely of the truth of Hasidism.
of the principles
their opponents.

OPOHT, BeNJ.\MIX Woi.K.

BiBLiocjRAPHY
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Russian
Talmudist; lived at llie end of the eighteenth century; reputed pupil of Elijah b. Solomon of Wiliia,
and of the latter's pupil, Ilayyim b. Isaac of Volozhin. He wrote a number of letters, published under
:

the title "Mazref ha-'Abodah" (Purifier of the
Ritual; Konigsberg, 1858; Munkatseh, 1890), containing an alleged correspondence between Benjamin
and th(! friend of his youth, Joseph of Nemerow, on
the subject of Hasidism.
In the first letter Benjamin asks his friend for information concerning the
movement, his investigations not having enabled
to understand how Hasidism could presume to
change the old laws, and to conform them to the

him

rules of the Cabalists, particularly of Isaac Luria.

A

very slight examination of the letters

show

is suffi-

character and to demonstrate that they are written for the purpose of
illustrating the truths of Hasidism by an imaginary
conversion of a pupil of Elijah of Wilna; an impression that is confirmed when, although alleged
to have been written in 1787, thej' speak of Elijah
as deceased (13b, etc.), whereas he died a decade
later.
Furthermore, a work of Elijah is cited (17a)
which was not published until 1819. Whether the
name " Benjamin of Slonim" is also fictitious can not
be ascertained, nor is there any clue that might give
information concerning the author of this clever
apologetic for Hasidism.
cient to

their fictitious

Bibliography: Deinhard. Miflagot he-Yisrael,

p. 89;

Idem,

Zemir

'Ariziniy Introduction, p. 15, considers Judah Bachrach to be the author of the Mazref ha-'Abodah, but without sufllcient evidence.

L. G.

BENJAMIN ZE'EB WOLF BEN SHABBETHAI Dayyan at Pinczow in the latter half
:

of the seventeenth

and at the beginning of the eight-

eenth century. He edited the Shulhan Aruk, Hoshen
Mishpat, with notes that are a digest of the works
of the rabbinical authorities of the seventeenth century, to which he occasionally adds his own views
or those of his contemporaries.
The book was published in Berlin in 1712 under the title "Misgeret
ha-Sliulhan " - "Border of the Table " (see Ex. xxv.
25), with a preface by his son Shabbethai, who lived
in Halberstadt in the house of Judah Loeb, the sonin-law of the local rabbi, Abraham ben Judah
Berlin, a patron of rabbinical studies, who seems
to have defrayed the expenses of the printing of
Benjamin's father, Shabbethai, was a
this work.
brother of Samuel Romaner, and Benjamin was
tlierefoie a cousin of Benjamin, the rabbi of Dessau
and author of "Ir Binyamin." In an appendix to
tlie work are
printed "Tekanot ha-Borehim," the
laws on bankrupts passed by the Council of the
'

Four Lands.
HiHLiooRAPiiv

Michael,
ographical works, .N.L".
L. u.
:

Or ha-Hainj>m,

BENJAMIN BEN
in southeastern

p. 278,

and the

bibli-

D.

ZERA:^:

Europe in

Payyetan lived
the middle of the eleventh
by the later payyetanim
:

;

century.
He is called
"the Great," and also "Ba'al Sliem " (Master of the
Name), on account of the numerous names of God
and angels used by him in his piyyutim. He wrote
15 poems (" yozerot ") for the Sabbaths preceding the
feasts, and 40 seliliot, published in the ^Mahzor of
the German rite.

—
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His piyyiitim have an easy, elegant style. Paralwith Kalir are frequent. Judging from his
("I beseech thee, Lord God")
selihah, pXH n
consisting of
in which he plays on the name of God
22 letters, and his "Ofan," in which he gives the
lels

WK

names of

angels,

—

Benjamin was inclined

mys-

to

Bibliography: Zunz, Literaturgeschichte,

pp. 120,139-143;

idem, Z. G. p. 376; Landshuth, 'Ammude ha-'Abndah, p.
52 Michael, Or Iia-Hamjim, p. 278 Fuenn, Keneset Yisrael,
;

;

p. 167.

L. G.

Br.

I.

BENLOEW, LOUIS:
at Erfurt

Nov.

15,

French philologist born
1818; died at Dijon February,
;

He

studied at the universities of Berlin, Leipand Gottingen, and went to France in 1841,

1900.

where he taught modern languages at Nantes and
He became librarian at
Bourges successively.
the Sorbonne received the degree of " Docteur es
;

Lettres"in 1847; was appointed professor of ancient
literature at the University of Dijon in 1849; became dean of the faculty of that institution and
was pensioned in 1882. He was a knight of the
Legion of Honor. Besides his graduation theses on
the style of Sophocles compared with that of ^schylus and Euripides ("De Sophoclese Dictioiiis
Proprietate cum ^Eschyli Euripidisque Dicendi
Genere Comparata ") and the accentuation of the
Indo-European languages ("De 1' Accentuation des
Langues Indo-Europeennes"), Benloew was the author of the following works: " Apergu General de la
Science Comparative des Langues," 1858; "Precis
d'une Theorie des Rythmes," 1862; "Recherches
sur rOrigine des Noms de Nombres Japhetiques et
Semitiques," 1862; "Les Semites a Ilion, ou la
Verite sur la Guerre de Troie," 1863; "Essai sur
I'Esprit desLitteratures," 1870; " Un Dernier Mot
sur les Prosateiirs, " 1871; "La Gr^ce Avant les
Grecs," 1877; "Analyse de la Langue Albanaise,"
1879; "Les Lois de I'Histoire," 1881.
He also published an edition of Sophocles, and, in collaboration
with H. Weil, " Theorie Generale de I'Accentuation
;

:

Sergeant in the British

translated the

Hebrew

Enghsh

Bible into

in 1841.

Bennett was at first articled to a firm of solicitors;
but in 1882 he enlisted in the British army joining
the first battalion of the Dorsetshire regiment and
went to Egypt, where he saw active service during
the events occurring in connection with Arabi Pasha.
He assisted in drilling some of the black troops up
the country, and his knowledge of Arabic was considered by the authorities to be of great value.
He
returned with his regiment to England, and when
subsequently it was ordered to India he went out
with it. After participating in the engagements at
the front, he was killed on the retreat from Warren.
Bibliography Jewish Chronicle, Nov.
:

—

26, 1897.

G. L.

J.

BENNETT, SOLOMON:

English theologian
and engraver; laornin Russia before 1780; died after
1841.
He wrote a considerable number of works
on Biblical topics, among them "The Consistency
of Israel," 1812; "Discourses on Sacrifice," 1815;

"The Temple

of Ezekiel," 1824; "Critical

Remarks

on the Authorized Version," 1834.
Bennett began to publish a complete revised translation of the English Bible in 1841; but only two
numbers, containing Gen. i.-xli., appeared, and the
His "Temple of Ezekiel"
project was abandoned.
contains as a frontispiece a portrait of himself engraved by Bennett after an original painting by FraBennett was in Berlin 1795-99, but spent the
zer.
latter part of his life at Bristol.
Jacobs and Wolf, Bihliothcca Anglo-Judnxca,
Nos. 908, 1896, 1897, 190t;, 1914, 1923; Den Chanania. Iv. 1861,
Nagler, Kilnstler-Lexikon, s.v. Benneit, Salomo; A.
No. 1
Wolf, in Kanfmann Gedenkbuch, 1901, p. 629.

Bibliography

:

;

J.

BENOLIEL, JOSEPH:

Portuguese translator;
He wrote the small book, "Porat
lived at Lisbon.
Yosef " (Joseph's Fruitful Bough see Gen. xiix. 22),
containing Spanish translations of the sayings of
the Fathers, the Pesah-Haggadah, the Song of Solomon, the Books of Ruth and of Esther, Lamentations, and of some Haftarot (Lisbon, 1887).
;

Latine," 1885.
J.

s.

BENMOHEL, NATHAN LAZARUS:

W.
The

conforming Jew obtaining a degree in a British
university; born at Hamburg about 1800; died in
1869.
He settled in Dublin in 1829 as teacher of
first

languages; entered the university after a course of
private study in 1832; obtained his degree of B.A.
in 1836, and of M.A. in 1846.
He held the position
of deputy professor of German and French at the
Dublin University from 1839 till 1842.
Benmohel composed, but never published, the
following works: (1) " Orthographia Hebra;o-Anglicana," 1830 a new system of writing English in
Hebrew current handwriting, after the usage prevailing in Germany; (2) "An Essay in Verse, Toward a Comparison Between the History of the Children of Israel During their Journeys from Egypt to
the Promised Land, and That of the Reformation "
(3) "Primitive Ethnology, Tending to Be a Guide,
Basis, and Tribute to 'Sammlung AltdeutscherEigennamen " (incomplete). He died in Dubliu.
Bibliography: Anylo-Jewish Exhibiticm Catalogue, 1887,

—

;

'

pp. 22, 33, 62.
J.

BENNETT, HENRY

army; born in England 1863; killed inaction during
the war with the Afridis, November, 1897. He was
a grandson of Solomon Bennett, the engraver, who

—

ticism.

sic,

Benjamin "Wolf Rapoport
Don Judah

Benoliel,

G. L.

Bibliography

:

Kayserling, Bibl. E»p.-Port.-Jud., pp. 27 et

seq.

L.

G.

M. K.

BENOLIEL, DON JUDAH:

Moroccan and
Austrian consul at Gibraltar; president of the Jewish community there, and of the chamber of commerce; died in 1839. When Sardinia sent a fleet
against Morocco, Benoliel was enabled, in his consuHe
lar capacity, to settle the differences amicably.
earned special credit by his services to the Jewish
community of Tangier. On account of a quarrel
that had taken place between two Jews in a synagogue of that city, the governor, with the sultan's
consent, had all the synagogues of the city demolWhen the sultan Muley Abd al-Rtihman visished.
ited Tangier two years later, Benoliel, who was
much respected by him, declining all honors for liimself, secured permission for the reerection of the
synagogues. In memory of this noble self-denial, a
special memorial prayer is offered on every Day of

Benschen
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Benveniste

88

in the synagogues of Tangier.
Judah
Benolicl also possessed the full confidence of Cardinal Mastai-Ferretti, afterward Pope Pius IX.
When
the latter returned to Italy from Chile lie entrusted
Benoliel with large sums of money.

his connection

Bibliography: Rei)ort of the Anglo-Jewish Association,

(Hebrew, nCi>J2J2, in Catalan,
of an old, rich, and scholarly family of Narbonne, the numerous branches
of which were found all over Spain and the Pro-

Atonement

1877-78, p. 113.

with the English Zionist Federation.
organized the Maccabean Pilgrimage to Palestine, 1897.
Bentwich is an authority on copyright.

He

Bibliography

M. K.

BENSCHEN:

AJudajo-German word meaning

either to say a blessing or to bless a person.
;

;

;

;

;

—

;

or "spanking."
Biblioguapiiy: Tendlaii,

Si>richw6rler

und Redaisartrn

Dnitx(h-JuilL<<chcr Vorzcit, 1860, pp. 485, (i42, 743, 893, 1019;
(iruiit);uun, Jlidiscli-DcutttcJie Chrestoinathie, 1883, p. 355.

K.

BENSHEIM, SIMON

Meni])er of the grand(itical Obcinit (Upper House) of Baden; born at
Mannheim Oct. 14, 1823; died there Oct. 26, 1898.
E.xtremely active in congregational and philantiiropic matters, he was annually elected by unanimous vote a member of the synagogal council,
:

and

finally its president. The grand duke recognized
worth as a communal leader and as a ])ub]icspirited citizen by conferring ujion him the Zilh-

his

ringer Linven-Order of the second class. As a member of the grand ducal Oberrat he won for himself
the respect and esteem of all classes of people.
UiBLiocKAi'HV: Drr Ge.mcimUhotr,
tuim (k{< Judoithunis, 1898, No. 49.

p. 3, \n

AUgemcine

Zci-

M. Co.

>"

BENTWICH, HERBERT

English lawyer and
London 1856; educated
at University College and the University of London
(LL.B.).
One of the founders of the Hamp,stead
Synagogue, he is also one of the chief promoters of the Chovevei Zion Association in England, and assisted in affiliating it with the Zionist

communal worker; born

movement under

:

in

Dr. Herzl.
In that cai)acity lie
attended the Basel Congress of 1898, in which he
was a member of the presidential council.
Later, when the somewhat diverse aims of the
two associations became apparent, Bentwich severed

Jewish Year Book,

1901, p. 246.

:

The name

vence, as well as at various places in the Orient.
It
borne by certain families in Bulgai'ia, Servia,

It is

derived from the Latin " benedicere"
German
" benedeien "
old Spanish " beneicer " Portuguese
" benzer " Provencal " benesir, " " beneir " French
" benir." Benschen is used specifically for the saying
" Gomel Benschen " means to
of grace after a meal.
recite the benediction of thanksgiviiig aftei having
escaped a great danger either in illness or in imprisonment, or after some perilous trip by sea or
through the desert, the benediction containing the
word "ha-gomel"; "Blessed be thou, O Lord, who
bestowest (iia-gomel) mercy upon the undeserving"
(Ber. 54b).
See Benediction.
" Benschen " is used for the blessing of God
" Der
Bore [Creator] wird dich benschen." See"KawhaYashar," in Grlinbaum's " Jiidisch-Deutsche Chrestomathie," 1882, p. 355, for the blessing of the children
on Sabbath, festival days, and other solemn occasions.
Benschen is also resorted to in cases of great
sickness when there is little hope of recovery
the
rabbi or saint is then requested to offer a prayer,
often with a change of the name of the sufferer so
as to avert his apparently impending fate.
See
Na.vie, Change of; and SurEiisTiTioN.
"Benschen " is used also euphemistically for " slapping "

Harris,

BENVENISTE

Benvenist

G.

:

is still

It was also used as a prjenomen (see
Steinschneider, "Cat. Bodl." No. 7348; Loeb, in
"Rev. des Etudes Juives," xxi. 153).

and Vienna.

1. Abraham Benveniste: Statesman and chief
rabbi (or "court rabbi ") of Castile during the reign
of Juan II., 1406-54.
He was entrusted with the
public finances, and, as he himself has stated, he
controlled, in conjunction with the constable Alvaro de Luna, the entire administration of Castile.
He was rich and learned and an influential representative of the Jews at court, being called thither by
various events, of which the most important was
the following: On the occasion of a malicious charge
of ritual murder preferred against the Jews in a city
near Ecija, Abraham Benveniste, together with Joseph ha-Na.si, the chief farmer of the taxes, and Abraham ibn Shushan, re])aired to the palace in order to
expose the falsity of the accusation and to prevent
further danger to the Jew'S.
In compliance with
the desire of the Jewish scholars, and the petitions of
all the Jewish communities of Castile, the king, or,
more strictly speaking, Alvaro de Luna, appointed
Benveniste in 1432 chief judge of the Jews and
court rabbi (Rab de la Corte).
In order to consider the laws issued against the
Jews, to further the neglected study of the Talmud,
and to put a check upon the prevalent immorality and
the practise of informing. Benveniste, immediately
after his ap]iointment, called a sj^nod at Valladolid.
It was composed of rabbis, scholars, and other prominent men, and met, not as Graetz has it, in the
royal palace, l)ut in the chief synagogue, situated
in the Jews' quarter.
Under the presidency of Benveniste the synod drew up a statute called the " Tekanali," whicii was to serve asaliasis for the administration of the communities.
It dealt with the divine
service, with the glorification of the study of the
Law, with state taxation, and with the welfare
and progress of the communities. It is divided into
five sections namely (1 ) concerning the study of the
Law; (2) the choice of judges and other functionaries; (3) the practise of informing; (4) taxes and
duties; and (5) apparel.
The statute was to remain
in force ten years.
In 1869 M. Kayserliiig translated this statute into
German from a manuscript in the national library
in Paris; under the title "Das Ca.stilianische GemeindeStatut " it appeared in the "Jahrbuch fi'ir
die Gescli. der Jud. und des Judenthums," iv. 262334.
The Spanish edition liy Francisco Fernandez
;

:

y Gonsales is entitled, " Ordenamicnto Formado por
los Procuradores de las Aljainas Hebreas ... en la
A.semblea Celebrada en Valladolid en el Anc 1432,"
Madrid, 1886 (see "Revue Etudes Juives," xiii. 187
(

t scr/.).

a

Abraham

is

renowned

for

having reinstated the

study of tlie Law and for liaving, by his
kept many Jews from conversion.

liberality,

Bibliography: Shehet Yehudah, ed. Wiener, pp.
et seq.; Abrabam Zacuto, Yuhasin, ed. Filipowski,
pp. 2SS et seq.\ Gratz, Gench. dcr
141 et seq.., 417 et seq.

Kayserling,
ed., viii.

I.e.

2.5,116
p. 23ti;

Abraham Benveniste A scholar known
"Abraham Benveniste the Elder," to

2.

:

distingui.sh

him from

ish scholars

by

grandson of the same name.
He was born in 1433, in Soria, province of Caceres,
Spain, and at his circumcision Joseph Albo made a
sneecli.
Together with his elder brother Vidal, he
furthered the study of the Law and encouraged Jewhis

his support.

Bibliography: .Abraham Zacuto, Yuhasin,
ed. Cracow, p. 134a; Gratz, Ge'sch.
417 et seq.

3.
infjO;

David Benveniste

ed. Filipowski, p.

der Juden, 3d

ed.,

Rabbi of Salonica in
mentioned as a rabbinical scholar by his con:

temporaries (Conforte, "Kore ha-Dorot," p. 38a).
4. Hayyim ben Israel Benveniste: Rabbinical authority; born 1603 at Constantinople; died
Elul 17, 5433 (Sept., 1673). He was a pupil of J.
Samego, but more particularly of Joseph Trani,
who was much attached to him, and who eventually brought about liis marriage to the daughter
of a wealthy man.
Hayyim became rabbi at Con-

and later at Smyrna (1655), where he
took a prominent part in tlie Shabbethai Zebi movement. Although his attitude toward the new Messianic pretensions was at first .somewhat skeptical,
he soon became an adherent of Shabbethai Zebi
step which later he deeply regretted and sought to
efface from his memory by penance.
It is uncertain
to what extent he was concerned in the dismissal from office of his rabbinical colleague Aaion de
la Papa, and whether he hindered the reinstatement
of the latter.
On his death, the funeral sermon was
preached by Daniel Gerasi (.see his '"Odeh Adonai,"
No. 2, Venice, 1682). llis hitherto unknown cpitapli
stiuitiuople,

—

renils;

hp

w

nL"J3J3

Q'^n

-\-)'nr2

ndi^j L"n

inn ixd

Renveni.ste was a man of astonishing learning.
At the age of twenty-one he had already begun his
conuuentary to the " Seniag " (" Seferha-Mizwot") of
Moses de Coucy.
This was followed by the notable
work "Keneset ha Gedolali,"a conuuentary in eight
parts on the four codes of the Law, of which tlie
following were published during the lifetime of the
author: "Oiah Hayyim" (Leghorn, 1657) and "Sheyure " (= Addenda), ib. 1671 2d ed., Constantinople,
1729; both included in 2d ed., Leghorn, 1791-92;
;

'•Iloshen

1660; 2d ed. in two
of the work
were published. 1711, 1716, 1717, 1731, in Constantinople, where the "Dine de-Hayye " (Laws of the
Living), or commentary on the work of Moses de
parts,

addition to these there exist " Pesah Me' ubbin, " prayers and rites for the first two evenings of Passover;
an extract from the "Keneset ha-Gedolah," Venice,
1692; and " Hamra we Hayye " (Wine and Life), on
the Babylonian treatise Sanhedrin, Leghorn, 1802.

Juden, 3d

also as

viii.

Benschen
Benveniste
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'.i'Ma..

"

ib.

IVIishpat,"

1734).

Sinyiiia,

The remaining portions

Coucy, also appeared in two parts, 1742. The respon.sa of Benveniste were published at Constantinople in 1743, and another collection of them, dealing
with the "Yoreh De'ah " and the "Eben ha-'Ezer,"
appeared in four parts under the title "Ba'e Hayye "
(Necessaries of the Living) at Salonica, 1788-91.

In

Nirdamini, Berlin, 1899, pp. 4 et seq.; Gratz, Gesch. der
Juden, 3d ed., x. :.'02; Michael, Or ha-Hmiyim, No. 862.
5. Immanuel Benveniste: Noted printer and
publisher in xVmsterdam from 1640 to 1660.
He
published several rituals and larger works, among
which mayjje mentioned " 'Aruk," " Shulhan 'Aruk,"
"Sh'ne Luhot ha-Berit," and a valuable complete
and still popular edition of the Tahnud. The last
named, owing to a lack of purchasers, was offered
for sale, soon after publication, at six imperials or
less.
From his workshop issued several well-known
printers, notably tlie firm of Judah Gumpel and
Samuel Levi, as well as Uri Pho-bus Levi. In a
measure the fame of Amsterdam Hebrew printing
can be traced back to Benveniste's influence. Several wT)rks issued by him are know^n by the borders
of his title-pages forming a doorwa}', or by his device of star, lion, and castle.

Bibliography: Ersch and Gruber, Enciildoplidic. 2(i section,
xxviii. 6.'): Rcvve Etudes Jxiires, xiii. 272; Steinschneider,
Cat. Bodl. No. 7893.

6. Isaac Benveniste: Nephew of Aakon and
of PHINEH.4S IS. Joseph h.\-Lf.vi of Montpellier.
He was perhaps the author of a ritual work entitled
"Likkute ha-Dinim " (Collection of Laws), containing 118 short decisions.
It is still extant in manuscript.

BinLiOGRAPiiY
Hcbr. Mfi^. p
:

Z. G.
No. 786.

Ziinz,
LV),

p.

474;

Isaac Benveniste (Zag)

Neubauer, Cat. Bodl.

Son of Joseph,
father of Sheshet Benveniste (No. 19).
He was
phj'sician in ordinary to the king of Aragon in the
early part of the thirteenth centur}-, and lived at
7.

(11)

:

;

Barcelona; such was the esteem in which he was
held that he was distinguished by the title of " Nasi
(prince).
In 1215 he summoned a meeting of delegates from all the Jewish communities of southern
France, from Narbonne to Marseilles, to convene at
St.-Gilles.
The convention, of which the influential
Levi b. Moses of Narbonne was chairman, met for
the purpose of electing delegates to Rome in order
to frustrate the plans of Pope Innocent III., and to
hinder any measures that the Lateran Council might
devise against the Jews.
The efforts of the deputies, however, were fruitless; for the Lateran Council decided that the Jews were to wear a special
badge. It is due in large measure to the efforts of
Benveniste that the provisions of this law were not
strictly enforced in Aragon.
On the recommendation of Jaime I. and with the con!5ent of the bishops
of the land, Pope Honorius .sent a diploma to Benveniste, exempting him, in recognition of his services, his abstention from usury, and his title of
"catholicorum studiosus," from every indignity.
It was further stipulated that the Jews of Aragon
were not to be forced to wear badges.
Bibliography: Ibn Verpa, Shehet Yehudah,
p. 114; Gratz, Gesch. der Judeju'vi. 405;
Eliides Juives, xvii. 92, xxxix. 63.

ed.

vii. 21,

Wiener;

26;

Revue

Benveniste
Benveniste
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Relative
8. Israel ben Eliezer Benveniste
Hayyim (No. 4) and of Joshua ben Iskael Benveniste (No. 13); a resident of Constantinople; died
He wrote "Bet Yisrael" (House of Israel), a
1677.
collection of sermons and funeral orations, published
by his son (Constantinople, 1678; Azulai, "IShemha:

of

Gedolim,"

ii.

46).

Joseph Benveniste Son of the court rabl)i
Abraham Benveniste (No. 1); lived in Castile in 1450;
9.

:

is said to have been wealthy, philanthropic, and
a patron of Jewish science (Zacuto, "Yuhasin," p.

and

226).

10. Joseph Benveniste: Of Segovia; lived in
Smyrna toward the end of the sixteenth century;
son of Moses Benveniste, and disciple of EliasGaligo
and of Samuel Useda. Of his writings nothing remains but a fragment on the Talmudic treatise Gittin, published by his grandson Solomon Algazi in
the work entitled "Dobeb Sifte Yeshenim " (causing
the lips of those that are asleep to speak, Cant.
10).

40

Benveniste's downfall was, to some extent, due
Samuel ibn Wakar, Alfonso's physician, stood high in the royal favor.
Alfonso entrusted him with the farming of the revenues derived
from the importation of goods from the kingdom
of Granada. Benveniste, jealous of liis coreligionist's influence, offered a higher sum for the right
of farming the import taxes.
Samuel, in order to
avenge himself, privately persuaded the king to stop
the exportations by the Moors, regardless of existing treaties. This was followed by a war with the
Moors. Alfonso's treasury being exhausted, Gonzalo Martinez, who had served under Benveniste
to himself.

and had become influential through his recommendation, proposed to buy from the king ten of the principal Jews, for whom he would pay 800 lb. of silver.
The king, compelled by his need of money, consented and Martinez hastened to seize his former
benefactor and to throw him into prison, where he
;

died.

vii.

Bibliography: Ibn Verga, Shebet Yehudah, ed. Wiener,
pp. 30-33 Chronica de Alfoiisn XI. i. 83 et seq.; Lindo, His-

Smyrna, 1671.

;

Bibliography

:

Azulai,

schneider, Cat.

BmU.

Sefarim,

No.

p. 108,

Shem ha-Gedolim.
Nos. 5888, 6437

;

i.

77,

ii.

29; stein-

Benjacob, Ozar

lia-

G.

1(19.

11. Joseph ben Benveniste Grandson of Zerahiah Gerundi, and grandfather of Aaron ben Joseph
ha-Levi
lived about 1190 at Montpellier (Gross,
"Gallia Judaica," pp. 3'dOetscq.).
6.
M. K.
:

;

12. Joseph ben Ephraim ha-Levi Benveniste Castilian minister of linauce, and councilor
of Alfonso XL born at Ecija at the end of the thirteenth century died at Toledo in 1337. The Infante
Don Philip being captivated by Benveniste's great
abilities, pleasing manners, and talent for music,
recommended him to his nephew Alfonso XL The
latter, not less charmed than his uncle, appointed
Benveniste not only minister of finance {almoxarif),
but also confidential councilor (piiirido).
Benveniste's position was a very influential one.
He
rode out in a state cairiage, knights escorted him on
his journeys, and grandees dined at his table.
This
greatness could not fail to excite envy; and Benveniste had to struggle against the plots of his enemies, under whose attacks he finally fell.
As a token of his confidence, Alfonso sent him to
Valladolid to bring his sister, Dona Leonora, to
Toledo (13'28). "When the Infante was about to set
out, a mob, instigated by Benveniste's enemies, attempted to kill him and his attendants. His life
was saved by the princess. She asked the leaders
to let him accompany her to the Alcazar of tlie city,
where she promised to give him up. But, when
there, she ordered the gates to be shut and refused to
deliver him to the rioters.
Alfonso on learning what
:

;

;

had happened marched against Valladolid, besieged
burned many houses, and would have destroyed it
entirely, had not more moderate persons dissuaded
it,

him.

The

plot having failed, Benveniste's enemies had
recourse to slander.
Many complaints against his

were made to the Cortes of Valladolid
and the king, fatigued at last by these constant complaints, dismissed Benveniste from the council and

adnfiinistration

the position of almoxarif.

tory of the Jews of Sixain and Portugal, pp. 133 et
Gratz, Gesch. dcr Juden, 3d ed., vil. 366 et seq.

;

I.

seq.;

Br.

13. Joshua ben Israel Benveniste Rabbi in
Constantinople toward the end of the seventeenth
century; brotherof Hayyim Benveniste (No. 4), and,
like the latter, a disciple of Joseph Trani.
He was
a physician and rabbi at Constantinople in 1660, and
was the author of the following works: " Ozne Yehoshua' " (The Ears of Joshua), sermons for the Sabbath and special occasions (Constantinople, 1677);
"Sedeh Yehoshua'" (Field of .Joshua), a commentary on several tracts of the Talmud Yerushalmi(/6.
:

1662, 1749)

;

"

'Abodah

Tammah "

(Perfect Service),

a commentary on the 'Abodah for the Day of Atonement (^6. 1719-20); "Seder ha-Get," on the formula
for divorce, written at Brusa and published at Constantinople, 1719.
Benveniste's collection of responsa,"Sha'ar Yehoshua'" (Gate of Joshua), was
destroyed by fire but several of his responsa are
included in the collections of Moses Benveniste and
;

Joseph Trani.
Benveniste prepared (1) "Mishmeret ha-Mizwot "
(Observance of the Commandments), a metrical version of tlie Azharot, with commentary and (2) " Lebush Malkut " (Royal Garment), a hymn in the style
of Gabirol's "Royal Crown," of which medical science constitutes the foundation. Azulai claims to
have seen both of these writings in manuscript at
the house of a rabbi in Constantinople.
;

Bibliography: Conforte, Kore ha-Dornt,
lia-GiddUw,

i.

51a.; Azulai,

Shem

70.

Judah Benveniste

Son of Abraham Benand grandson of the court rabbi of
tlie same name (No. 1).
He immigrated to Salonica
with Samuel Franco and the other Spanish exiles,
and with them founded the Sephardic community in
14.

veniste (No.

:

2),

that city. He succeeded in preserving a share of his
great patrimony sufficient for the purchase of a large
collection of books.
Several experienced scribes
were always employed in copying the Mishnah, the

Talmud, and

otlier

works

at his

home, which was

the center of the scholarly Spanish exiles.
Benveniste's library was always at the disposal of
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scholars;

and many, among them Jacob ibn Habib,

made good use

of

it.

Bibliography Jacob ibn Habib. Introduction to ''En Ya''alfoh
Coronel, Quinque Decisioiies, p. vii.; Michael, Or ha-Hay:

yim. No.

;

973.

15. Judah. Benveniste: Disciple of Asher haKohen ben Ardot and contemporary of David
Conforte; lived at Salonica, where he occupied the
position of rabbi.
Conforte,

Kore ha-Dorot,

448,

p.

No.

973;

pp. 45«, 50b.

ben Samuel Benveniste Lived at
where in November, 1559, he completed
work," 'OtEmet " (The Letter of Truth), contain-

16. Meir

:

Salonica,
his

ing corrections of the text of theSifra, Sifre, Mekilta,

Midrash Kabbah, Yalkut, etc., as well as of the Sephardic prayer-book (Salonica, 1564; Prague, 1624).
In these books Benveniste modestly styles himself

b.

Hiyyah

remained a friend of free investigation, as the
lowing epigram on Meir Abulafia shows:
" You ask why lustrous he is named.
'

fol-

'

Though he the

light so cheaply rated

we

twilight name
By language-contrasts thoughts are mated."
Benveniste directed a letter to the congregation of
Lunel, in answer to the epistle of Abulafia to that
congregation, in which he freely expresses himself
upon the value of Maimonides' " Yad ha-Hazakah,"
because it enabled the laity to control the judgments
rendered by the Rabbis. He carried on a lively correspondence with Nasi Kalonyraus b. Todros and
with Levi b. Moses of Narbonne, where his brother
Joseph also resided. He lost his three sons in their
prime.
Bibliography Steinschneider, Hehr. BihL xiii. 106 et scq.;
Gratz, Gcsch.derJudau vi. 1, note 1; vii. 41 idem, Sc/icc/iet
Benveniste ilher MainnavVs Wirksamkeit, in Monat.'''

'

:

;

schrift, XXV. o09 et seq. (the letter is reprinted in Gratz,

"corrector."

Bibliography: Steinschneider, Cot. BodLNo.
BiMiotheca Friedlandiana, p. 69, No. .546.

Hehr.
6294; Wiei

ir,

Moses ben Nissim Benveniste Grandson
Abraham b. Hananiah, rabbi at Constantinople;
was living in 1671. He corresponded with his relatives, Hayyim (No. 4) and Joshua Benveniste (No.
17.

:

of

and with others of his contemporaries. He pubPene Mosheh " (Face of ]\Ioses), a tripartite
collection of responsa on the ritualistic codes (Constantinople, 1671
3d part, ib. 1719). His work
"Rab Leshonot " (Many Languages) has been lost.
Bibliography: Azulai, Shem ha-Gedolim, i. 132; Steinschnei13),

lished "

;

der, Cat. Bodl. No. 6438.

18.

SenveniBte
Benveniste

Because the dusk

Bibliography: Michael, Or ha-Hmiyim,

;

:

;

Samuel Benveniste: Dwelt

in Tarragona
and was living in 1356, contemporaneously
with Maestro Leon Medico, Maestro Mose Medico,
and Maestro Yu^ef Avendagot (the last mentioned
being identical with Joseph ha-Rofe ibn Abu-Ayyub).
Benveniste resided at the court of King Pedro
of Aragon, as physician in ordinary to Don Manuel,
the king's brother. Hottingerand Ben Jacob say that
in 1322,

he translated into Hebrew Boethius' " De Cousolatione
Philosophia?," a work nuich read by the Christian
scholars of the Middle Ages, but nothing is known
about the manuscript. He also rondeied into Hebrew from Latin the work on asthma by i\Iaimonidcs.
Bibliography: Hchr. Blhl. viii. 85, 135; ix. 91 x. 84; Steinschneider, Hchr. Uebers. pp. 466, 767 erroneously in Landiiu,
Gench.dcr JIM. Acrzte, p. 39, who follows Cannoly, 3/f'd(-

tr. v.

Appendix,

p. 11);

Revue Etudes

Juives, xxxix.

63 et seq., 217 et seq.

20. Solomon Benveniste (called the Elder)
scholar and contemporary of Meiu ben
Joseph; lived at Narbonne about the middle of the
:

A prominent

twelfth century (Zacuto, " Yuhasin," 85a).

21. Vidal Benveniste: Lived at Saragossa,
Spain, in the fifteenth century.
He was elected by
the notables of the communities of Aragon chief
speaker at the disputation of Tortosa (1414), because
of his knowledge of Latin and his reputed wisdom.
Benveniste wrote a refutation of the seeming evidences of .lesus as the Messiah, called " Kodesh haKodashim, " which is still extant in manuscript. He
is not identical with Don Ferrer of Gerona or with
Vidal b. Labi de la Caballeria, as claimed by some.
Bibliography: Ibn Verga, Shehet Yehudah,
68 et seq.; Gratz, Gesch. der Juilen, 3d ed.,

Michael,

Or ha-Hamiim, No.

ed.

Wiener, pp.

viii.

414 et seq.;

804.

22. Vidal Benveniste: Possibly a brother of
the court rabbi Abraham Benveniste (No. 1); lived
in Aragon at the beginning of the fifteenth century.
He was the author of the poem, " Melizat 'Efer weDinah,"an allegory on pleasure (published, together
with a number of Midrashim, at Constantinople,
1516, and at Rimini, 1525) composed as a diversion
for the Purim festival (Steinschneider, "Cat. Bodl."
col. 2706).

;

;

ci/i.s

Jitifs, p. 101.

19. Sheshet ben Isaac ben Joseph Benveniste: Physician and writer; lived in the latter
half of the twelfth century.
Like Isaac (Zag) Benveniste (No. 7), who is supposed to have been his
father, he was styled " Nasi " (prince).
He received
his education at Narbonne, his probable birthplace
afterward he lived at Barcelona, and later at Saragossa, in which city he died about 1209.
It is said
that he owed his high position to his knowledge of
Arabic. He practised medicine, and was the author
of a medical Avork, manuscript copies of which are
still extant at Oxford and Munich.
Such was his
reputation as a physician that patients came long
distances to consult him, and some are said to have

journeyed even from Mayence

{e.g.,

Solomon ben

Hunanel). Benveniste, whose generosity is praised
by Al-Harizi, was poetically gifted and composed
several liturgical songs.
Even in his old age he

23. Vidal Benveniste
Elder son of Joseph
Benveniste (No. 9) and grandson of the court rabbi
Abraham Benveniste (No. 1). liike the latter, Vidal
was a promoter of Jewish science (Zacuto, " Yuha:

sin," p. 226).

M. K.

G.

BENVENISTE BEN HIYYAH BEN AL-

DAYYAN

(called

Ibn al-Yasis)

also

Al-Yasis

[the Elder]

or

Physician and religious poet of
the thirteentli century.
Zunz mentions three metrical "bakkashahs" (supplications) written by him.
At Benveniste's request, Jacob ben Eleazar undertook the translation of " Kalilah we-Dimnah " from
the Arabic into Hebrew.
To the preface of this
translation Jacob prefixed a few verses laudatory of
Benveniste.
Bibliography: Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. col. 2703; Idem,
:

Hehr. Uebers. p. 879; Ziinz, Literaturge.'<ch. p. 545; Landshuth, ''Amrmide ha-^Ahodnh, p. 51; J. Derenbourg. Deux
Versions Hebraiiques

du Livie de KalUdh

et

Dimndh,

313, Paris, 1881.

G.

M. K.

p.

"

Benveniste
Bequest

b.

Jacob
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BENVENISTE BEN JACOB:

One of the offi-

Bikkur llolini of the Spanish synagogue in Venice toward the end of the seventeenth
century. He was of Spanish descent, and is mentioned together with Raphael ben Solomon Silvaand
Isaac ben Baruch Carvalho in the ptJ' HpHpT "iDt^
K'DJ (" Puleherrinia Inquisitio Animag "), prayers for
the sick and dying used by the members of the
cers of the society

above-mentioned society (Venice, Bragadin, 1685).
Fiirst wrongly attributes the partial authorship of
these praversto Benveniste ("Bibl. Judaica," i. 106;
Ben Jacob, "Ozar ha-Sefarim," p. 608, No. 1199);
but see Steinschneider, "Cat. Bodl." No. 3333.
G.

L. G.

BENVENISTE

B. LABI (X-aSl also known
as De la Caballeria)
A Jewish Mfeceuas; son of
"Piince" Soloinou ibu Labi de la Caballeria; lived
at Saragossa, later at Alcahiz, where he died Nov. 30,
1411.
He was wealthy, learned, and greatly respected, and often took the part of his coreligionists.
He corresponded with the most eminent men of his
time; among others with Meir Alguadez, who, at
Benveniste's request, translated Aristotle's "Ethics"
into Hebrew; with Hasdai Crescas; with Isaac b.
Sheshet with Joseph Orabuena, chief rabbi of Navarre; and with the physician Astruch Remoch
Dios, or, as he called himself when he became a
Christian, Francisco Dios Carne.
Benveniste was a patron of science and of scholars.
For him Zerahyali ha-Levi (Don Ferrer Sala:

;

Gazzali's "Tahafat al-Filasafah"
at his request Joshua b. Joseph
ibn Vivas Lorki w^rote the work (probably now
lost) on the virtues and function of foodstuffs, which
was afterward translated into Hebrew by his son
Joseph Lorki. Benveniste died at Alcaniz and was
buried with great honors. In memoriam services
were held at Saragossa, Calatayud, Daroca, Soria,
and other places.
Bibliography: Jo'churiin, ed.Kobak,ix. Get xeq.; .see Steinschneider, Hebr. Uchcrs. pp. 211, 37t<, 762; Gratz, Gesch. der
Juden, 3d ed. \iii. 410 et acq.
(lin)

into

translated

Hebrew; and

('

M. K.

BENVENISTE DE PORTA or DE LA
PORTA Bailie (" bayle ") of Barcelona, Spain, and
:

brother of

Nahmanides (whose secular name was

Bon Astruc de Porta; see Griitz, "Gesch. der
Juden," vii. 38; "Jewish Quarterly Review," viii.
49'2. 710).
Benveniste was an important capitalist
of Barcelona and advanced money to King Jaime
I.
of Aragon, mainly on tlie security of the
municipal dues owed to the king. Thus on Dec.
17, 1257, he advanced 3.863 sueldos on tlie dues of
his bailiwick (Jacobs, "Souices," No. 184); and on the
15th of the following month he received the right
to .sell the dues of Barcelona and Gerona for two years
(ib. No. 142).
The total indebtedness of the 'king
was no less than 199,483 sueldos (I'h. No. 144),
which Benveniste was allowed to recover bj' taking
the dues of Lerida and other places of his bailiwick
(lb. 162).
Part of the payment was made by the
Jews of Barcelona themselves, who were ordered to
hand over 12.000 sueldos to Benveniste (t'b. No. 168a).
Meanwhile the king continued his applications to
Benveniste for funds, drawing a check on him for
5,000 sueldos June 12, 1260 (ib. No. 170a); while
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two years

later the king acknowledged his indebtedness to Benveniste of 15,221 sueldos for payment
made on account of the Infanta Donna Juana, May
In return for the advance, the dues of
21, 1262.
Villafranca {ib. No. 205), as well as 20 squares of
land there {ib. No. 232), and the dues of the Balearic
islands (ib. No. 257) and of Perpignan {ib. No. 239),

were granted to Benveniste. The latter continued to
act as banker for the king, since a record is found
of acknowledgment of a debt of 15,000 sueldos, paid
by Benveniste to the bishop of Barcelona when proceeding on an embassy to France Jan. 1, 1254 {ib.
No. 355); and as late as Feb. 1, 1268, the dues of
the Jews of Gerona were assigned to Benveniste {ib.
No. 681).
Altogether Benveniste stood high in favor with
King Jaime no doubt for value received and
when on May 29, 1304, his brother Nahmanides was
pardoned, two-thirds of the fine he had incurred for
the alleged crime of vituperating Jesus in the celebrated controversy of 1263 was remitted, the king
expressly stating that the pardon was given "amore
Benveniste de Porta, fratris tui " ("Sources," Apjjondix, No. 4, p. 130).
Bibliography Jacobs, IiKiuiru into the Sources of Spatiish-

—

—

:

JcwMi

HiMiini, as above.
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BENZION, BENEDIX

:

Russian physician and

missionary to the Jews; born in a small town in the
government of Kiev, Russia, in 1839. He spent several years in Rumania, and was baptized in Berlin
Benziou studied medicine and was graduin 1863.
ated by the University of Wlirzburg in 1867.
He
went to England, and having entered the service of
the British Societj^ for the Conversion of the Jews,
was sent out to Rumania in 1874 as a medical missionary to the Jews.
Transferred to Odessa, Russia,
in 1876, he remained there for ten j'ears, acquiring a
considerable reputation as a medical practitioner and
as a missionary.
He left Odessa for Constantinople
in 1886, but was not known as a missionary after
1888.
He now lives in the United States.
Benzion is the author of "Grab Zedakah," a collection of proverbs and parables in the style of Ecclesiasticus (Odessa, 1876) " Kol Kore el Bet Israel
(translated from the English by Dr. Benzion, London, 1868); a translation into Juda^oGerman of Jos.
H. Ingraham's "Prince of the House of David,"
under the title "Tiferet Yisra'el" (Odessa, 1883-86);
and a translation into Judjco-Gernian of Silvio Pellico's
drama, "Ester d'Engedi," under the title
"DerFalsche Kohengodel," which has l)een played
at the Jewish theaters of New York.
Bibliogkaphy: J. F. A. deLpRoi. Grschirhte der Evniigeli;

,sc/if

II.

JiKliiimi.'i.fiini.

/)

BihI.
Brit.

Hchr-nica,

Mus.

p.

27

ii.
;

27(»-272. 2S1, Leipsio, 1899; Zeitlin,

Van

Straalen,

Cat. Hcbr.

Books

s.v.

P.

n.

Wr.

BENZION, BENJAMIN ZE'EB WOLF BEN
JACOB HA-LEVI: Talinudist; lived probably
middle of the eighteenth century.
the author of " 'Et Razon " (Time of Grace),
containing essays on morals, intended for the first
part of the Minhah prayer of Sabbath (Zolkiev,
In the introduction to this work, Benzion
1777).
mentions two other works written by him but these
have not been published.
in Galicia in the

He was

;

"

Benjacob, Ozar ha-Sefarim,
Bibliotheca Judaica, i. 109.

Bibliography:
Fiirst,

pp.
I.

L. G.

BENZION", SAMUEL.

BEOBACHTER, DEB.

BEOB

453,454;

Br.

See Endler, Samuel.
See Periodicals.

1. Father of Bela, king of Edon (Gen.
xxxvi. 32; I Chron. i. 43). 2. Father of Balaam
(Num. xxii. 5; xxiv. 3, 15; xx.xi. 8; Dent, xxiii.
II Peter ii. 15 gives
4; Josh. xiii. 22; Micah vi. 5).

name

the

:

as "

Bosor.

G. B. L.

G.

BEQUEST A gift of personal

property in a last
Modern English law and
will and testament.
American law distinguish between a bequest and a
devise; the former being a testamentary gift of
personal property, and the latter one of real estate.
This distinction, however, is based upon the feudal law, and does not exist in Jewish law. Real estate
and personal estate may be the subjects of a bequest
in Jewish law; and although there is some distinction recognized between these two classes of property by reason of the fact that one
Definition, is movable and the other immovable,
both of them may be bequeathed in
Subject to certain well-defined
the same manner.
exceptions, modern law requires the bequest to be
Jewish law has no such requirement;
in writing.
and an oral bequest may be entirely valid.
The maxim of the law is, "The words of a sick
man are like those written and delivered " (Git. 13a;
B. B. 151a); that is to say, the oral bequest of a sick
man is in effect equivalent to a gift of immovable
property by a deed in writing, or of movable property by delivery of the object. The absence of the
usual formalities required in the transfer of real and
pensoual property does not invalidate a bequest.
The Jewish law calls a bequest " the gift of one
lying on a sick-bed " ("niattanat sliekib mera' "),
:

and distinguishes it in several points from the gift
of a person in good health (B. B. 153a; Maimonides,
"Yad,"' Zekiyah u-Mattanah,viii. 2; Shulhan 'Aruk,
Hoslien Mislipat, 250, 5. 8).
Inasmuch as the validit} of a bequest may depend
upon the condition of tlie testator's health at the
time when he made it, the law attempts to define
the degrees of sickness. A blind, lame, or mutilated
person, or one wlio is suffering jiain in the head,
eyes, hands, or feet, is for testamentary purposes the
same as a person in good health; but if his entire
body is Aveakened through sickness so that he can
no longer walk about, and is obliged to take to his
1h'(1, lie is technically a ".sick man" (Maimonides,
ih.

Benveniste
Bequest
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viii.

1. 2).

The law considers

a further distinction namely,
between one on his sick-bed and one on his deathbed and this distinction also has certain important
;

;

Some

authorities are of the
"
sick-bed is a "sick man
during the first three days of bis illness; and that if
the illness be prolonged beyond that ix'riod, or if he
be suddenly stricken with a dangerous illness, he is
to be considered as a man on his death -bed, and his
bequest under such circumstances will be subject
to certain special regulations (Shulhan 'Aruk,
Hoshen Mishpat, 250, 5). The law of bequests is in
legal

con.secpiences.

opinion that a person on

liis

faot a subdivision of the

law of

gifts,

b.

Jacob

a bequest

and purposes a gift, distinguished, however, from an ordinary gift in that the

being to

all

intents

strictness of the procedure is relaxed in

favor of
carrying out the intention of the testator.
A distinction must be noted between a testament
wherein the property is bequeathed by way of inheritance and one wherein the propis bequeathed by way of gift.
the former, only those persons may
be made legatees who would naturally
Gift, etc.
take the property as heirs of the deceased under the latter, however, anj' person may
be made a legatee.
The law of testamentary succession, as laid down
in the Bible (Num. xxvii. 8-11 see Agnates), is unalterable; and any attempt made by the owner of
piopertj' to bequeath it as an inheritance to those
who would not naturally inherit it is null and void.
No one can be made an heir except such persons as
are mentioned in this Biblical law nor can the property be lawfully diverted from the heirs by the substitution, either orally or in writing, of some other
person as heir (3Iishnah B. B. viii. 5); but the owner
of property has such control over it that he may dispose of it b}' sale or gift to any person, to the exclu-

Bequest

by

Way

erty

of

By

;

;

;

This important distinction,- therethat a bequest by way of
inheritance to persons other than the legal heirs is
null and void, wliereas a bequest b}' way of gift is
sion of his heirs.
fore,

must be

noted,

valid.

testator can not make a stranger liis
he may divide the inheritance among the heirs
in shares different from those prescribed by the law.
This right is deduced by inference from the text,
"And on the day when he shall cause his sons to
inherit" (Deut. xxi. 16), implying the right on his
part to divide the estate among them as he pleases.
The heirs may not be excluded by the use of negative phrases; for instance, if the testator says, "My
first-born son shall not have a double share of my
estate." or " ]\I \- son shall not inherit with his
l)rothers." such expression is null and void; but
shall have half of mj' propif he says, "]My son
erty and mv other sons the other half." this is valid
Hoshen Mishpat, 281, 1. 2).
(B.'b. rSOixet scq.
This rule applies only to bequests by way of inperson in a state of health can not afheritance.
fect the succession unless he does st) b}' a gift with
all proper formalities (Hoshen Mishpat, I.e. 5, 7).
If one bequeaths his property to a stranger under
the belief that his son is dead, the bequest is invalid
if the son afterward returns, because it is presumed
that the bequest Avould not have been made to a
stranger if tiie father had known that his son was
living; but if the bequest is only of a portion of
the property, it is valid, upon the presumption tiiat
Hoshen
it was intended to be a gift (B. B. 146b
Mishpat, 246, 1).
If a person bequeaths his entire property to one
of his children, such one takes it as trustee for the
benefit of all, and is entitled merely to an equal
share with them but if the father has bequeathed
to him a portion only of the property, or if the instrument on its face shows that it was intended to
be an absolute i^ift. beholds it free from all trust.

Although the

heir,

A

A

;

;

"
;

Bequests
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as his sole and exclusive property (B. B. 131b,
150b; "Yad," Zekiyab u-Mattanah, vi. 2; ^oshen
Mislipat, 246,

4).

The subject of bequests by way of inheritance
more fully under Inheritance and Wills.
The present article is concerned more especially with

is

treated

way

bequests by

of gift.
by a bequest in the form of a
gift the testator may practically disinherit his lawful
heirs; hence, if a sick man in making a disposition
of his property says distinctly, "I give this not as an
inheritance, but as a gift," it is a valid bequest, even

As above

though

it

pat, 248,

slated,

excludes

Although the
bequeath

tlie

lawful heirs (Hoshen Mish-

2).

it

riglit

of the

owner

of property to

to the exclusion of his heirs

by

the law,

it is

is recognized
contrary to its spirit

and is deemed a moral wrong. The
Mishnah (B. B. viii. 5) says: "If one
the Heir, deeds his goods to strangers and excludes his sons, his act is lawful, but
the spirit of the sages takes no delight in him." R.
Simon ben Gamaliel said: "If, however, his sons
were unworthy, his act is praiseworthy. " Mar Samuel went so far as to say that the father can not disinherit a wicked son in favor of a good one (B. B.
133b).
This, however, is not the law.
The Shulhan
Dis-

inheriting-

'Aruk, after citing the general opinion of the Mishnah, says {ib. 282, 1): "It is the practise of the very
pious not to witness a will by which the inheritance
is taken from the heirs, even though it is taken from
an unworthy son and given to another son who is a
learned and upright man"; and R. Moses Isserles
(ib. gloss) adds:
"If one leaves general directions
that his executors shall dispose of his property according to the best that can be done with it, the}'
ought to give it to his heirs; for there is nothing
better than this."
A bequest becomes valid only upon the death

"Yad," Zekiyah uMattanah, viii. 8; Hoshen Mishpat, 252, 1); hence, if
the bequest is coupled with conditions which are
impossible of fullilment after the death of the testator, it is invalid.
Thus, if the testator's bequest is
in writing, and tlie instrument contains the usual
formula that symbolic seizure ("kinyan") has been
made, but in fact this formality has not been complied with, such bequest is invalid; because it is impossible that the legatee sliould perform the ceremony of .symbolic seizure with the testator after tlie
latter's death (B. B. 152a; Hoshen Mishpat, 250, 17).
A distinction, alluded to above, in cases of bequests requires further amplification. The bequest
may be either one in which the testator makes no
mention of his death, or one in which he docs expressly mention his death (B. B. 151b; "Yad," Zekiyah u-Mattanah, viii. 17-23; Hoshen Mishpat, I.e. 7).
In the latter case, the bequest, whether made orally
or in writing, requires none of the formalities of a
of the testator (B. B. 137a;

Death-Bed
Bequests,

among

living persons: all that
is necessary is the simple declaration
of the dying man, which is carried
into effect through the maxim, "The
gift

words of a sick man are
delivered" (B. B. 147b;
"Yad,"^.c.).

like those

written and

Hoshen Mishpat,

I.e.

1;
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Where the testator makes no mention of his death,
a further distinction is to be noted namely, whether
he has bequeathed his entire property or only a portion of it.
If he has bequeathed his entire property
without retaining anything for himself, the presumption arises tliat he has given it on account of
his anticipated deatli, and therefore it is a deathbed bequest otherwise, it is presumed that the testator would not have given away his entire property.
If, on the other hand, he has not bequeathed
all of his property, but has retained a portion of it,
a contrary presumption arises; namely, that he does
not expect to die of this sickness. Such a bequest,
therefore, is treated like a gift among living persons,
and requires symbolic seizure in order to give it
validity (B. B. 151b; "Yad," Zekiyah u-Mattanah,
XV. 16; Hoshen Mishpat, 250, 4-7).
If a sick man uses such expressions as "A shall
have the whole of my property, " or " a part thereof,
or ".shall acquire it," or "sliallenjoy it," or "shall
take possession of it," each of these expressions indicates a bequest by way of gift.
If, in making
the bequest to an heir, he says, "
shall be inscribed
in my genealogical register," or "shall inherit from
me according to law," it is valid as a bequest by
way of inheritance according to the conditions
above stated but if he says, " Let enjoy my property " or " Let him stand in it " or " rest in it, "
acquires no property rights in it. If he says, "I leave
my property to A," this is a gift: if he says, "My
property shall fall to A," this is an inheritance (B.
B. 148b et seq. " Yad, " Zekiyah u-Mattanah, ix. 3, 4
Hoshen Mishpat, 253, 2).
bequest of " my movable property " includes
everything with the exception of wheat, barley, and
other grain.
bequest of "all my movable property " includes all things except those which are
fastened to the ground and not intended to be
moved, such as the lower millstone. Technically
these are fixtures, and go with the real estate.
A
bequest of "all my property that may be moved"
is held to include even such fixtures (B. B. 150a;
"Yad," Zekiyah u-Mattanah, xi. 12-14; Hoshen
Mishpat, 248, 10).
bequest of "my goods" includes all decedent's movable and immovable goods
("Yad," I.e. xi. 15; Hoshen Mishpat, 248, 11). A
bequest of "a piece of ground, and as incidental
thereto, all my movable property, gold, silver, vessels, clothing"
in short, everything that may be denominated either money or goods does not carry
with it any other real estate, or slaves, or scrolls of
the Law, because these are not acquired as an incident to other things. The use of the phrase "incidental to"("aggab") is extremely technical.
All
sorts of personal property may be acquired without
any special ceremony of symbolic seizure as incidental to land; but land can not be acquired as incidental to personal property (Hoshen Mishpat, 248, 12;
;

;

A

A

;

A

;

A

A

A

—

see

—

Alienation).

Where a bequest

is

made

to

A

for

life,

and

after

his death to B, the latter is entitled to take only

what

is in existence at the time of A's death (B. B.
137a); but if
is a lawful heir of the testator, B
receives nothing, because a gift made to an heir is
presumed to be given as an inheritance, and an in-

A

heritance can not be diverted from the lawful heir

and

Bequest
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his descendants (B.

pat, 248,

1).

If the

B.

bequest

129b; Hoshen Misbis

to A,

and

after

him

to B, and after B to C, they succeed
Bequest for one another; but if B dies during the

Life,

and

"on

A

inherit.
lifetime of A, the heirs of
If B, however, is living at the time of

Condition." the death of A, he takes the property

A

is entitled to its use for life
because
If
has sold the propert\% he is guilty of a
only.
moral, but not of a legal, wrong because, although
he is only entitled to its use for life, B's right in the

A

;

not a vested right, but is contingent
of the property at the time of
A's death (Hoshen Mishpat, 24«, 3). If, however,
the gift is specifically to A for a definite period,
and after that to B, a purchaser from takes no title
to it, and at the expiration of the fixed period, Bmay
recover the propert}'^ from such purchaser {ib. gloss).
If a bequest is made " on condition, " the condition
must be fulfilled before the legatee is entitled to the
bequest. If the testator saj's, " A shall marry my
daughter, and he shall be given two hundred dollars," the condition is a condition precedent, and A
can not receive the two hundred dollars before he
marries the daughter (Hoshen Mishpat, 253, 12).
A specific bequest may be given to an heir in addition to that which he would otherwise inherit; if
the sick man says, "Give my son
two hundred
dollars that belongs to him," he is entitled to this sum
as a specific bequest in addition to any other rights
he may have in his father's estate (" Yad, " Zekiyah uMattanah, xi. 16 Hoshen Mishpat, 253, 8), and he
may reclaim it if it has been disposed of by the heirs
(Hoshen Mishpat, 252, 2, gloss) but if
Specific
the legacy was not specific and the
and
heirs were merely charged with a
Demonstra- moral obligation to carry out the will
tive
of the testator, their disposition of the
Bequests, property is valid (i6.). If the testator
has given three legacies, and the estate
is not sufficient to pay them all, they abate pro rata
(B. B. 138a; "Yad," Zekiyah u-Mattanah, x. 13),
unless he has indicated the order in which they
shall abate (Hoshen Mishpat, 253, 9).
If one bequeaths a specific sum of money, to be
paid to the legatee out of a certain claim which is to
be collected from a debtor to the estate, the bequest
need not be paid until the del)t is collected: this is a
demonstrative legacy payable out of a certain fund
specific bequest of two hundred dollars to
{ib. 11).
the poor, or a scroll of the Law to the synagogue, is
presumed to be intended for the poor of the community to which the testator belonged or for the synagogue which hcAvasin the habit of attending {ib. 23).
A specific bequest of a "share" of the testator's
goods is generally taken to mean one-sixteenth, or,
according to some authorities, one-fourth {ib. 24).
If one during his sickness has bequeathed his entire property to sacred or charitable uses, or has
abandoned it all (see Hefker) and retained nothing
for himself, and he afterward recovers, his acts are
all voidable; but if he has retained anything for
himself, his bequest is equivalent to, and subject to
the laws of, an ordinary gift and can not be revoked
("Yad," Zekiyah u-Mattanah, ix. 19; Hoshen Mish-

remainder

is

upon the existence

A

A

;

;

A

pat, 250, 3, 4).

A bequest of a claim against another person, or of
an instrument of indebtedness held against another
person, is valid even though none of the formalities required in cases of assignment of claims has
been performed; provided, however, that the bequest was made in contemplation of death, or the
testator parted with all his estate (B. B. 147b;
"Yad," Zekiyah u-Mattanah, x. 2; Hoshen Mishpat,
253, 20; see Assignment).
A bequest is revocable either by express words or
by implication. Where the testator, after having
bequeathed certain property to A, bequeaths the
.same property to B, the former bequest to A is impliedly revoked. If, however, the article bequeathed
has been delivered, or symbolic seizure has been
taken by the legatee, the bequest is irrevocable (B.
Hoshen Mishpat, 250, 13).
bequest made by a testator under the belief
that he was about to die is revocable, no matter how
formally made (Hoshen Mishpat, 250, 14; "Yad,"
Zekiyah u-Mattanah, viii. 23). But in
Revsome cases it has legal effect even
ocation.
though it is revocable thus, if the testator bequeathed his entire property
to his slave, he may, upon recovery, revoke the
bequest but the slave remains a free man, because
through the gift he has become free, and freedom once
acquired can not be lost (Git. 9a; "Yad," Zekij-ah
u-Mattanah, viii. 22; Hoshen MLsbpat, 250, 15; see
commentary, "Beer ha-Golah," ad loc). In case,
however, the slave takes the bequest under the following form, " I bequeath my property to you from
tins day, in case I die," and the testator afterward
recovers, the slave has not acquired his freedom;
because the bequest was made specifically on condition of death, and, the condition not having been
fulfilled, no property rights pass to the slave ("Beer
ha-Golah," I.e.).
If a man is about to go on a sea voyage, or into
the desert with a caravan, or is being led to a place
of execution, or is suddenly stricken with a sickness
that steadily grows worse, his bequests made under
such circumstances are subject to the rules of deathbed bequests. If he dies, his bequest is valid but
if his life is preserved, it is revocable by him even
though there has been "kinyan,"and even though
he has not parted with all of his property ("Yad,"
Zekiyah u-Mattanah, viii. 24).
B. 151a;

A

:

;

;

BiBLiOGR.\PHY: ShuU.inn 'Anik, Hoi^hen Mii^hpat, §§250-253,
281 et seq.

;

Yad ha-Hazakatu Zekiiiah u-Mattahah,

vi.-xii.;

Nahalnt, vi.; Saalschiitz, Das 3Tosaische Recht, pp. 826829, Berlin, 18.53; Bloch, Das Mosaisch^Talmudische Erb7'echt, pp. 49-70, Budapest, 1890; Mayer, Die Rechte der
Isrneliten, Athener
R6mer, ii. 478 et seq., Leipsic, 1866;

ib.

und

Moses Mendelssohn, Ritualqe^etze dcr Juden, iii., Berlin,
Das Testament, Crefeld, 1847.

1778; Bodenheimer,
J.

D.

SR.

BERA

W.

A.

King of Sodom; one of the five kings
constituting the confederacy under Amraphel
(Gen. xiv. 2).
Ber. Rabbah 42 pla^yfully inter"
prets the name as though contracted from " ben ra'
:

(evil son).

G. B. L.

G.

BERAB, JACOB
and rabbi; born

[B.

MOSES ?]

Moqueda near

:

Talmudist

Toledo, Spain, in
He was a pupil
1474; died at Safed April 3, 1546.
of Isaac Aboab. When he fied from Spain to Tlemat

"
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Berab
Berakot

town

9en, then the chief

of the Barbary states, the

there, consisting of 5,000 families, chose him for their rabbi, thongii

Jewish community

Chosen
Rabbi at
Eighteen.
of

he was but a youth of eighteen (Levi
ibn Habib, " Responsa," p. 298b). Evidence of tlie great respect there paid
liim is afforded by the following lines

Abraham Gavison

("'
'

Omer ha Shikhah "):

" Say not that the lamp of the Law no lonper in Israel bumeth
Jacob Berab hath come back— once more among us he sojourn!

eth

!

known how long Berab remained in Albut before 1522 he was in Jerusalem. There,
however, the social conditions were so oppressive
that he did not stay long, but went with his pupils
to Egypt (Palestine letter, dated 1522, in Luncz,
It is not

geria

"

;

Jerusalem, "

now

iii.

98).

Some years later (1527) Berab,
Damascus (Levi ibn

fairly well-to-do, resitlediu

117a); in 1533 he became
and several years after he
seems to have tiually settled in Safed, which then
contained the largest Jewish community in PalesIt was there that Berab conceived the bold
tine.
idea which made him famous, that of establishing a
central spiritual Jewish power.
Berab's undertaking, to be judged correctly, must
be considered in connection with the whole current
of tliought of the younger generation

Habib, "Responsa,"
rabbi at Cairo

Plan

for

(iV^

p.

33a);

of Spanish exiles.

The overwlielm-

Ordination. ing catastrophe of 1492, which, in view
of the wretched condition of the Jews
in Germany and Italy, had threatened the very extinction of Judaism, produced phenomena which,
while apparently opposite in character, were but
Imaginative and sentimental
natural consequences.
persons thought that the promised Messianic time
was approaching; they regarded their great sufferings as the process of purgation, as the ^p^n
n^Ji^, the eschatologic "birth-throes," of the MesThe main representative of this mystical
sianic era.

tendency was Solomon ?iI()LKO, whose tragic fate
by no means extinguished these fond hopes and the
But the delusion had quite
desire for martyrdom.
Aca different effect upon more practical natures.
cording to yet another view, tiie chief advocate of
which was Maimonides, the Messiah would not appear suddenly: the Jews would havo to prepare for
him and the chief prejiaratory step needed was the
establishment of a tmiversally recognized Jewish
;

tribunal as their spiritual center.
Although the hopes of a ^Messiah, cherished especially in Palestine, were fundamental!}' wild and extravagant, they afforded the right person an excellent opportunity to create for the Jews a recognized
central authority, spiritual and perhaps, in time,
political
in character.
There is no doubt that the

—

—

man for the purpose was Berab; he was the most
important and honored Talmudist in the Orient, and
was endowed with perseverance amounting to obstinacy.
His plan was the reintroduction of the
old " Semikah " (ordination)
and Safed he held
to be the best field for his activity.
The lack of
unity in deciding and interpreting the Law must
cease.
No longer should each rabbi or each student
of the Law be allowed to decide upon the gravest
matters of religion according to his own judgment.
;
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There should be only one court of appeal, to form
the highest authority on subjects relating to the
comprehension and interpretation of the Torah.
Though this idea seemed new, it was not without
precedent.
The Sanhedrin in tannaitic times was,
model. But the Sanheas could trace their ordiyet for a thousand years no
such men had existed. Berab, however, was equal
Maimonides, he was aware, had
to the difliciulty.
taught that if the sages in Palestine would agree to
ordain one of themselves, they could do so, and that
the man of their choice could then ordain others.
Althougli Maimonides' opinion had been strongly
in a certain sense, Berab's

drin consisted of such
nation back to Moses

men

;

opposed by Nahmanidesand others, and Maimonides
himself had not been quite positive in the matter,
Berab had so much self-reliance that he was not to
be deterred from his great undertaking by petty
Moreover, the scholars at Safed had
considerations.
confidence in him, and had no doubt that, from a
rabbinical standpoint, no objection to his plan could
be raised. Thus in 1538 twenty-five rabbis met in
assembly at Safed and ordained Berab, giving him
the right to ordain any number of others, who would
then form a Sanhedrin. In a discourse in the synagogue at Safed, Berab defended the legality of his
ordination from a Talmudic standpoint, and showed
On
the nature of the rights conferred upon him.
hearing of this event most of the other Palestinian
scholars expressed their agreement, and the few who
discountenanced the innovation had not the courage
to oppose Berab and his following.
To obtain the good-will of the Jews of the Holy
City, the first use that Berab made of his new dignity was to ordain the chief rabbi at Jerusalem, Levi
b.

Jacob ibn Habib.

Since the latter

had for many years been a personal
opponent of Berab, and the two had
had many disputes in regard to rabbinical decisions and approbations,
Berab's ordination of Ibn Habib shows that he
placed general above personal interests. Moreover,
the terms in which Berab officially announced Ibn
Habib 's ordination were kindly ones. Berab, therefore, expecte:! no opposition from that quarter; but
he was mistaken. Ibn Habib 's personal animus was
not appeased, but rather stimtdated, by his ordinaHe considered it an insult to his dignity and
tion.

Dispute
with Ibn
Habib.

Jerusalem that so important a
cliange should be effected without consultation of
He did not content himthe Jerusalem .scholars.
self with an oral protest, but sent a communication
to the scholars of Safed, in which he set forth the
illegality of their proceeding and declared that the
innovation involved a risk to rabbinical Judaism,
since the Sanhedrin might use its sovereign authorto the dignity of

tamper Avith the calendar.
Although Ibn Habib's tone was moderate, every
one could read between the lines that he opposed the
man Berab as well as his work. An illustration of
this is afforded by the remarks made by Ibn Habib
ity to

when he maintained at length that the scholars of
Safed were not qualified to ordain, since they were
not unprejudiced in the matter, and when he hinted
that Berab was not worthy to transmit ordination.
Berab was surprised by the

peril

in

which

his

"

Berab
Berakot
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undertaking was now placed and, embittered by Ibn
Habib's personal attacks, he could not adhere to a
merely objective refutation, but indulged in personIn answer to Ibu Habib's observation, that
alities.
a sacred ordination must not proceed from learning
alone, but from holiness also, Berab repHed: "I
never changed my name: in the midst of want and
despair I went in God's way" (Ibn Habib, "Responsa," p. 298b); thereby alluding to the fact that,
when a youth, Ibn Habib liad lived for a year in
Portugal as a Christian \uider an assumed name.
The strife between Berab and Ibn Habib now
became wholly personal, and this had a bad effect on
the plan; for Berab had many admirers but few
Moreover, Berab's life was endangered.
friends.
The ordination had been represented to the Turkish
authorities as the first step toward the restoration of
the Jewish state, and, since Berab was rich, the
Turkish officials would have showed him scant
mercy in order to lay hands on his wealth. Berab
was forced to go to Egypt for a while, but though
each moment's delay might have cost him his life,
he tarried long enough to ordain four rabbis, so that
during his absence they might continue to exercise
In the mean time Ibn
the function of ordination.
Habib's following increased; and when Berab reHis death
turned, he found his plan to be hopeless.
some years later put an end to the dispute which
had gradually arrayed most of the Pulestiin'an scholars in hostile lines on the question of ordination.
It is known positively that Joseph b. Ephraim
Caro and !Moses of Trani were two of the four men
ordained by Berab. If the other two were Abraham
Shalom and Israel de Curial, tlien Caro was the only
one who used his privilege to ordain another, Mo.ses
Alsheik, who, in turn, ordained Ilayyim Vital Calabrese.
Thus ordination might be traced for four
;

generations.

With

tlie exception of some short contributions to
works of others, the only one of Berab's numerous works ever published was his " SheOlot u-Tesliu-

the

bot" (Questionsand Answers), responsa, Venice, 16G3;
but the Amsterdam edition of the rabbinical Bible
(lT24-'28) contains notes by Berab on Isaiah and

Jeremiah.
Azulai, Shcm ha-GcdoUm, ed. Wilna. i. SC;
Coiifiirte, Kiirc lin-lJorat, see Index in ed. Cassel; Friiinkin,
Ehcii Yo'uxhalaim, pp. 34-40. Wilna, 1.^74; Fuenn, in HaKavmcU ii. 48*5-494, .570-5SO; Idem, Kriirsct Yi^rad, pp. 53i),
541); (iratz, Gcuch. ilar Judcn, 3d ed., Ix. Vi, aoO-tiUH; Jost,
Gc»ch. des Jvilfinthumti und Seiner Sclitcu, lii. 128, 12i);
Michael, Or ha^Haii^iiin, p. KXiO Steinsclineider, Cat. Bodl.

Bini.iofiRApnv

:

Moscow, in the Polish war against Russia in 1610.
He was the son of Aaron tia-Kadosh (" The Martyr ")
of Tishovitz (probably Tyshovtzy, government of
Lublin), and served in the cavalry, " on three horses.
In the responsa of Rabbi Mei'rof Lublin, and of Joel
Sarkes (n

3), details

are given concerning his bravery

and daring, which gained for him the admiration of
the Cossacks, who surnamed him "The Hero." A

made many attempts to break the
but was struck and killed by a bullet.
The Cos.sacks much lamented his death, afterward
burning his body; when on the following day the
reckless rider, he

enemy's

line,

by tlie Cossacks, won the battle against
the Muscovites, they recaptured his horse and helmet
and quarreled among themselves for the possession
Poles, aided

of his effects.

These facts came to light through the testimony
of Moses ben Joseph, who, in the name of eleven
Jews who accompanied the army (probably as sutlers),

("

testified

in

the case

widow

of Berachah's

'agunah") before the rabbis.

BiBMOGR.'VPHY: Meir of Lublin, Responsa,
Sarkes (n"::), Responsa No. .')7.

No.

II.

BERAH DODI (nn ma)

Joel

137;

R.

Three piyyutim
forming the GK'uLi/Aiiin the morning service of the
first two days of Passover, and of Saturdaj- between
the first and the last days of this feast (^)r\ n3C
nyiOn). Each of these piyyutim begins with the initial phrase of Cant. viii. 14, having regaid to the
:

Song of Solomon with the FestiMegillot). Poems in this form were written in various epochs by Benjamin ben Samuel of
Coutance, France, eleventh century Shabbethai ben
Moses of Rome, 1050; Moses ha-Sofer ben Benjamin
of Rome, thirteenth century; Meiiahcm ben Abraham of Imola, fourteenth century; and Joab ben
Nathan ben Daniel of Rome, fourteenth century.

association of the
val (see

;

The melody to which the verses are recited in
some German congregations is that of "'Al ha Rishonim " but in the more extended " Polish " use, the
melody sung is one of tlie most effective of all the
rhapsodies emanating from the wandering precenAlthough clearly of
tors of two centuries past.
such comparatively late origin and undoubtedly
coming from a Jew of northern Eurojie, it presents that combination of the European minor mode
;

with the second Byzantine ecclesiastical mode (often
called the "Oriental chromatic") frequently to be
noticed in the finer folk-songs of the Levant, partic-

;

Zedner, Cat. llehr. linnkx lirit. Mux. p. 31)7; Ziuiz.
The most important source of informaticni
.")3I.
for the dispute about ordination is Levi b. Jacob ibn Habib,
RcaiMniaa, \iyi. 277a, 328a, Venice, 156."> S. P. Ilabbinowitz,
MozaVi Goluh, see Index.

col. 11'.t4;

Z. G. pp.

2.')(),

;

L. G.

BERACHAH
1.

A

Benjamite

forces at Ziklag

("blessing";

who came
(I

to

Chron.

where Jehoshaphat and

his

A. V., Beracali)

David and joined

men

2.

Levantine, and
:

his

A

valley
assembled after hav-

xii.

3).

ing despoiled the Ammonites and Moabites (II Chron.
XX. 26).
It is identical with the modern Berekut,
west of Tekoa (Buhl, " Geographic des Alten Paliistina," p. 97).

G. B. L.

G.

BERACHAH, "THE HERO": A
Jewish soldier

who was

killed in the

PoHsh

battle

which bear the impress of an artistic
influence (see Bourgault-Ducoudray, "Trente Melodies Populaires de Grece et d'Orient," p. 84, note).
The figuration, too, is the same as that in many
ularly in those

near

music on

al.so

Arabic and Persian, songs

(see

p. 48).

BiBi.iOGRAPnY: Baer, Ba'al TefiUah, No. 788; Israel, iv. 44.
P. L. C.
A.

BERAKAH.

See Bkxkdictions; Music, Syna-

CiOGAL.

BERAKOT

("

blessings ")

:

The name of

the

first

Seder Zeraim, the first Order of the Talmud. By the term "Berakot" a special form of
prayer is understood, that begins with the words
"Blessed art thou, O Lord, our God, King of the
Universe." The treatise consists of ]\Iishnah and
treatise of
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Gemara; the latter in two forms, the Babylonian
(Babli) and the Palestinian or Western (Di-Bene Ma'araba), better known by the name "Yerushalmi."
The Mishnah, without any introductory remarks,
without any previous statement that the Law demands the reading of the Shema' in the evening, be-

48

blessings (ni3"l3).
Of the nine chapters of the
treatise the first three are devoted to the Shema', the
(c)

next two to prayer, and the

last

four to blessings, aa

follows:
Chapter 1. Determines the time and the manner of the reading of Shema' ("Keriat Shema'") in the evening and in the
:

BERAH DODI
Andante
-^-.

assai moderato.

-3

.

ii

^---tl
Be

-

rah

do

Be

-

lov

ed!... haste;

-

di!

'ad

shet-teh-poz

a

Do

thou come hack

un

ha

-

bat

k'lu

to...

Thine

-

le

-

-

nu;

own;

ores.

iJ^
^^r

,

U,

u

1

1-

ffc-

r^^fr:^=^=7-

t:

lu

nu.

Mal-

per

ish.

These

4

;;
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Chapter

vill.

Shammai and
Chapter

ix.

various differences between the schools of
with regard to certain regulations at meals.
Blessings relating to events which cause awe,

:

On

Hillel
:

joy, or grief.

In a few places, such as ib. ii. 6, 7, and ix. 5, these
subjects have been interrupted by apparently foreign matter. In reality, however, there is always a
certain relation between these interpolations and the
The interpolations
principal theme of the chapter.
are original, like the rest of the MishInterpola- nah, and do not necessarily belong to
tions Are a later period. Z. Frankel, however,
Original, is of the opinion that ii. 5-8 was added

by

later authorities;

but

his

argument

not conclusive (see preface to Talmud Yerushalmi,
ed. Z. Frankel, Vienna, 1874, and his " Darke haMishnah," p. 264). The treatise fitly concludes with
the following two regulations: (1) the name o{ God
to be employed in ordinary greetings, in order to
emphasize the belief in the existence of God, the
Creator and Ruler of the universe (3) in the responses
the phrase " from world to world " to be substituted
for the phrase "from [the beginning] of the world,"
in order to emphasize the belief in the existence of
another world or life beyond the present one. The
present division of the treatises into chapters and the
order of the chapters seem to be the same as fixed
by Judali ha-Nasi, since with few exceptions the
Palestinian and the Babylonian recensions of the
Talmud have the same division and order. Hence
"
the rule, "there is a fixed order of the Mishnah

is

;

(njtw!? "ITD tJ*''), is a principle adopted in the Talmud. As regards the treatise Berakot, Raslii seems
to have had in his copy of the Talmud the order of
ch. iii. and iv. inverted (see Tos. to Bab. Talm. 17b,
beginning iriDK* 'O). The subdivision of the chapters into paragraphs or Mishnahs does not seem to
have ever been fixed (Z. Frankel, " Darke ha-Mish-

nah," p. 265).

The Mishnah contains but a few semi-haggadic
elements (i. 5, ii. 2, v. 5, and ix. 5); and noteworthy
are the midrashic remarks on Dcut. vi. 5; Ps. cxix.
126; and Prov. xxiii. 22.
The Tosefta Berakot has the same order as the
Mishnah. Following the division of chapters in the
edition of Zuckermandel, ch. i. corresponds to ch. i.
of the Mishnah; ch.
V.

;

ii.

toch.ii.-iii.

ch. iv. to ch. vi.-vii.

;

;

ch.

ch. vi. to ch.

iii.

to ch. iv.-

viii.

;

ch. vii.

There remains only ch. v..
The
which does not correspond to any chapTosefta.
ter in the Mishnah; it contains regulations with regard to the "kiddush"
(sanctification) on Friday evening, in case the meal
commences in the afternoon, and rules for the guidto ch. ix.

ance of guests at a banquet. The Tosefta includes
more haggadic elements than the Mishnah (compare end of ch. i. ch. iv. 14-16). The Palestinian Gemara seems to expound the Tosefta as well as the
Mishnah, as is illustrated by the following instance:
"In Mishnah i. 4, 'in the morning two blessings are
recited before the Shema', a long one and a short one
.' Where they [the sages] ordained a long one,
it must not be shortened; and, vice versa, a short
one must not be replaced by a long one. Where a
blessing with a concluding formula has been ordained, that formula must not be omitted; and
;

.

.

III.—

Berakot

where it has not been ordained it must not be added."
This Mishnah is duly expounded in both the BabyThe Tosefta
lonian and the Palestinian Gemaras.
(i. 5) adds: "Where they ordained to bow down, this
must not be neglected and the bowing down must
not take place where they have not ordained it."
Tins paragraph is not noticed in the Babylonian
Gemara, but is fully discussed in the Palestinian
Another in(Yer. i. 3c et seq.).
(See Adoration.)
stance is the paragraph on the blessings before the
performance of a divine command (mizwah) in ch.
vii. of the Tosefta and the corresponding section on
the same subject in ch. ix. of the Palestinian Gemara
;

(Yer. ix. 14a).

The Gemara supplements and fully discusses the
laws (Halakot) mentioned in the Mishnah, and employs to a much wider extent the method of introducing extraneous matter whenever
The
the subject under discussion gives ocGemara. casion for such interruptions by a text
quoted, a name mentioned, or a lesson
taught.
This characteristic of the Gemara is more
apparent in the Babylonian than in the Palestinian
recension.

Of the haggadic topics thus interpolated in the
Babylonian Gemara the following may be mentioned
On
On

the divine sympathy with Israel (p. 3a).
sufferings, which are divided Into those sent as punishment, and undeserved sufferings sent as trials, termed " suf(1)
(2)

ahabah") (5a).
("mazzlkin") (6a).

ferings of love" ("yesurin shel
(3)
(4)
(5)

On
On
On

invisible evil agents

the method of divine retribution (7a).
the relation between God and Israel, based on mutual

by communing with God in
prayer and by wearing the Tefillin containing the declaration
of God's unity and sovereignty. Accordingly the idea of God's
love toward Israel is figuratively described in the dictum, " God
prays— desires to show mercy— and lays teflllin, containing
declarations of Israel's distinction" (6a, 7a).
(6) (3n the status of the dead, and their intercourse with the
love.

Israel expresses this feeling

living (18b).
(7) The temporary deposition
Jamnia (p. 27).

of the nasi

(8) Midrashic account of the prayer of
cession of Moses for Israel (31a, b).

Rabban Gamaliel

Hannah, and the

in

inter-

King Alexander Janneeus and Simon ben Shetah (48a).
Midrashic account of Og, king of Bashan (54b).
(11) A legendary illustration of the dictum, "All dreams follow the interpretation given to them " (55a, b).
(12) Death of R. Akiba (61b).
(9)

(10)

(13)

On

hospitality (63b).

With regard to the text of the
met with on the dots over each

Bible,

remarks are

letter of the

word

on the absence of a verse
beginning with the letter " nun" in Ps. cxlv. (p. 4b)
on the division of the Psalms (9b). Texts wrongly
quoted are: Gon. vii. 23, r\'0r\2 nj?! DTXn, instead
of n»n3 ly mxn (p. 6ia) and in::'N nnx njp^x "i^^i,
Here
instead of nn?D"in HJP^X 1^"'1, I Sam. ii. 11.
probably the words " to Ramah to his
liouse " are taken as identical with the
Books
Besides the
Cited in
plirase "after his house."
Bible, other books are mentioned in the
Bab.
Gemara. Babylonian Gemara: A Book of Haggadot (xmJXn X1DD), 23a; "Hilkot
Derek Erez " (Rules of Good Manners), 22a, and
"Sefer Refu'ot " (Book of Remedies), 10b.
X^l^, Ps. xxvii. 13 (4a);

;

Gemara includes a short account
temporary deposition of the nasi Rabban
somewhat differently
Gamaliel (iv. 7c et seq.

The

Palestinian

of the

;

,

Berakot
Berdyczewski
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narrated in Bab. 27b); the legend of Menahem ben
Hezekiah (the predestined Messiah) and his mother
(ii. 5a);
the meeting of King Janna;us and Simon
ben Shetah (vii. lib; paralleled in Bab. 48a), on
which incident the Palestinian Talmud (vii. lib)
quotes from the Book of Ben Sira (Ecclesiasticus),

language and literature. He then entered the Agricultural School at Gorigorgetzk, and after graduation studied at the High School of Minsk and the
Polytechnicum of Riga. In 1888 he became paralytic, and was sent for treatment to Moscow,

pni IDDIini n^hoho (" exalt her, and
she will raise thee and give thee a place between
princes "), where Bab. (Ber. 48a) quotes from Proverbs (iv. 8)
the controversy between
The
R. Simlai and the Minim on the use of
Palestinian the plural in the phrase " Let us make "
Gemara. (Gen. i. 26) (Yer. Ber. viii. 12d); and
the death of R. Akiba (ix. 14b et seq.,
parallel to Bab.- 61b).
Both Gemaras include a goodly number of original
prayers, most of which have found a place in the daily
prayer-book. It is noteworthy that in the Yerushalmi the form for ni^T^n ni3"ll (blessings preceding the performance of divine precepts, "mizwot ")
is given, but is omitted in the Babylonian Gemara.
The prayers do not differ essentially in the two
Gemaras, either in form or in substance (compare
Wiesner, "Gib'at Yerushala3-im," pp. 7 et seq.).
Each Gemara closes with the dictum, "Scholars increase peace in the world," etc.
As to the Halakah, the dictates of the Mishnah
seem to have been followed in Palestine more rigidly
than in Babylonia. Thus with regard to the reading
of the evening Shema', which, according to the
Mishnah (i. 1), must not take place before the commencement of actual night, if it have been read before
that time, it must, according to the Yerushalmi, be repeated at the proper time (Yer. Ber. i., beginning);
no indication of this is given in the Babylonian Gemara (see Rashi on Ber., beginning).
There are no signs in the treatises of later inter-

Berchin's historical researches are valuable contributions to early Jewish-Russian histor}'.
He published " Istoricheskaya Zamyetka, " dealing with the
sect of Shabbethai Zebi and with Galiatovski's book,

na-irin

n^TH

;

Wiesner, however ("Gibeat YerushaVienna, 1871), suspects Karaite interpolations in the Yerushalmi (ii. 5a) for the purpose
of revealing the Rabbinites in a bad light, as praying without devotion. If his argument be correct, a
passage in the Babylonian Gemara (p. 6), in which
certain pious acts seem to be ridiculed as resulting
in no good, maj" likewise be suspected as of Karaite
origin.
See Benediction.

where he

died.

:

"Messia Pravedny," in "Voskhod" for May and
" Iz Da vno Minuvshavo, " in " Voskhod "
for July, Aug., Nov., Dec, 1883; "Yevreiski

June, 1883

;

Dokumeut,"

etc., in "Kievskaya Starina," Dec,
1884; "Sozhzhenie Lyudei v Rossii v XIII.-XVIII.
Stolyetii," in "Russkaya Starina," 1885, p.45;"Izvyestie o Yevreyakh v Kievye," in Voskhod" for

and Aug., 1887;

July

Moskovskom Dvorye,"

"D'va Vracha Yevrei pri
"Voskhod" for March,

in

1888.
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District

town and seaport

Vorontzov

in 1827,

and soon became a lively

the export of grain, being in the hands of the Jews.
In 1892 the Jewish population of the town was 1,653
and the Karaite population 243, of a general total
In the district the Jews numbered 3,416
of 21,959.
in the general total of 227,780.
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little

port, the trade to a considerable extent, especially

polations.

layim,"

in

the government of Taurida Crimea, Russia, on the
northwestern coast of the Sea of Azof, at tlie Berdyansk estuary, near the mouth of the rivulet Berdyanka. It was built by the efforts of Prince M. S.

city in the
ical
It

(Polish,

government of Kiev, Russia;

and ethnographical
has

BERDYCZEW)

one of

Russia, and

the

:

A

in histor-

relations part of Volhynia.

largest

Jewish

communities

often called the "Jerusalem of
Volhynia." It is difficult to determine the time
when Jews first settled there. From the sixteenth
century till the end of the eighteenth, Berdychev
was under the dominion of Poland and the Polish
family of Tishkewitz, the hereditary owners of that
domain, ruled over it as they pleased. In 1593 it is
stated that the owners of the "new town" of Berdychev farmed out to a certain Jew the mill- and
In the eighteenth century the Jewish
bridge-taxes.
population increased considerably, and a Jewish
" Kahal " (government of the community) was estabA tradelished, as in other large cities of Poland.
union of Jewish tailors was formed in 1732 with
the permission of the lady of the domain, Tereza

in

is

;

(Theresa) Zawisha, who granted them autononiyand
exemption from the rule of the Kahal. In 1794
Prince Radziwill permitted the Jews to elect their
own civil judges in addition to the ecclesiastical
court.

In 1765 King Stanislaus of Poland decreed that
some great fairs be held during each year at Berdychev and from that time the city became a commercial center, attracting the Jews from all parts of
;

;

;

At the governmeut record

the country.

office of

data concerning the Jewish
population of that period are preserved, according
to which the numbers of Jews at Berdychev were:

Kiev some

in 1765,

Berakot
Berdycze'wski
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statistical

1,220;

in 1784,

According

1789, 1,951.

1,319; in 1787, 1,504; in
to their occupations, 246

were liquor-dealers, 452 house-owners, 134 merchants, 188 artisans, and 150 clerks, together with
56 idlers. These figures may be considered too low
the taxes of the Polish government being heavy, as
persons as could possibly do so avoided being
placed on the registers.
At the end of tlie eighteenth century, when the
movement of the Hasidim among the Jews of Poland
was at its height, Berdychev became the metropolis

many

of the Hasidim of Volhynia, owing to the fact that
about 1780 the celebrated "Zaddik," Levi-Isaac, the
author of "Kedushat Levi " (The Holiness of Levi),

There were seven synagogues and
two houses of prayer.

of 62,283.

Bibliography
1899;

:

Balinski

Regesty
1

i

Nadpisi, No.

sixty-

694, St. Petersburg,

Lipinskl. Starozytna, Polsfcc, il. 632 (335;
Rossii, v. 55, 506, 608, Kiev, 189()

Archiv Yugo-Zapadiioi
Bolshaya, Entziklopedia
Petersburg, 1901.
H. K.

Pod Redaktziei Yiizhakova,
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BERDYCZEW. See Berdychev.
BEBDYCZEWSKI, MICAH JOSEPH
Hebrew author; born

He

in 1865.

:

represents, to

extent, the Nietzsche school of philosophy in
The son
the Hebrew literature of the present day.
of the rabbi of Bershad, Podolia, Berdyczewski received a Talmudical training at home and later at the
yeshibah of Volozhin, of which institution he

some

ili. 231-241) and a
("Ha-Kerem," 1888,

wrote a short history ("Ha-Asif,"

somewhat

fantastic description

Great Synagogue at Berdychev.
(From a photograph.)

it his headquarters.
He created a great commotion by his teachings and by his quarrels with the
"Mitnagdim." It is probable that the above-men-

ture,

tioned permission for the election of separate judges,
given by Prince Radziwill in 1791, was secured by
the Hasidim, who sought to emancipate themselves
from the jurisdiction of the Kahal and the rabbis of
the Mitnagdim.
Great masses of people then flocked
to Berdychev to see Levi-Isaac, who ruled there
until 1810.
At this period a printing-establishment
for Hebrew books was in existence in the city.
In 1793, at the second division of Poland, Berdychev, with other cities, of Volhynia, came under
Russian domination. During tlie reign of Enijieror

Hebrew

made

Nicholas I. Berdychev was tlie largest commercial
centerin the Jewish pale. Afterward commerce diminished, and the poverty of the Jews there increased
,

accordingly.
Of all cities in the pale, Berdychev
has the largest proportion of Jewish inhabitants. In
1899 there were 50,460 Jews in a total population

His acquaintance with modern literawhich he formed clandestinely in his younger
days, soon led him to abandon his former conservatism and to become a freethinker. Berdyczewski,
who now resides at Charlottenburg, near Berlin, and
is engaged mainly with literary labors, is a prolific
writer, whose productions, though not always clear,
have exerted a certain influence among the young
pp. aSetsec/.).

nationalists.

He

is

incensed against

his

former favorites, the Talmudical sages, because
they thought more of the yesliibah or high school
of Jamnia than of the fortress and citadel of
Jerusalem. He thinks that King Herod was the real
" Uebermeusch." the intellectual giant who could,
by his aggressive and magnificent plans, have regenerated Israel if he had not been thwarted by the

dwarfed religious scruples of the rabbis of his time.
Even tiie last Biblical liberators, Ezra and Nehe
miah, displease him, because they obtained the deliverance of their nation by tears and fasting (see

Berea
Berechiah
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—

review of Berdyczewski's latest works which were
published in Warsaw by a society of Berlin students
—in "AUg. Zeit. d. Jud." Nov. 9, 1900; also
"Un Prophfete Neo-Hebreu," in "L'Univers Israelite," V. 56).

Besides the works above mentioned and articles
scattered throughout tlie Hebrew periodical literature for the last twelve or fifteen years, Berdyczewin which
ski also wrote two novels, "Mahanaim,"

—

he seems to have described himself; and "Mibayit
u-Mihuz " both published by the Tushia Society
He was also for some time editor
in Warsaw, 1900.
of the " Bet Midrash " a supplement to the " Bet
;

Ozar ha-Sifrut," which had several enlightened
bis

among

its

rab-

contributors.

Berd^'czewski wrote in German a philosophical
work, " Ueber den Zusammenhaug Zwischeu Ethik
und Aesthetik " (in the series " Berner Studien zur
Philosophic und Ihrer Geschichte," published by

Ludwig

Stein, vol. ix.), Bern, 1897.

Bibliography: Sefer Zikkaron, p. 8, Warsaw, 1890; AUg.
Zeit. d. Jud. Nov. 9, 1900; L'Univers Israelite, vol. v..
No. 12.
H. R.

P.

BEREA

Wl.

Place where Bacchides encamped (I
Mace. ix. 4). From the context it would seem to be
near Jerusalem, though some scholars have identified
it on unsatisfactory evidence with Beeroth (Josh. ix.
:

17; I Esd. V. 19).
J.

G. B. L.

JH.

BEREBI

(nil and '•Tl^; in Greek,
zungsberichte der Akademie zu Berlin,"

ft/jpelic,

"Sit-

1885, p. 681).

Title of learning in the period of the Taunaim, conferred especially upon scholars who were the sons of

upon members of
The explanation of

the family of the pathe word as a compound of ""a (" house ") and '•2~l (" rabbi "), meaning
"belonging to the school of an eminent teacher"
(see Jastrow, "Diet." «.«.), is not obvious; for one
could not think of tlie patriarch Rabban Gamaliel
as being addressed by the title ".student," which is
what "Berebi" would thus reall}" signify (Kid. 32b).
It may be assumed that " Berebi " is a compound of
)'3 ("son") in Palestinian Aramaic, and ^3"1
"
(" rabbi "), a formation analogous to " ben horin
(son of a free man) for "a free man." In the same
way "son of a scholar" is here used instead of
"scholar." One must distinguish from this word
"Berebi," as a title, the phrase occasionallj' used
"Had Berebi " (a student), which actually does mean
"one of the school." It is found only in the time of
the Amoraira while Berebi as a title is taunaitic.
Among the scholars who bore the title "Berebi,"
Bar Kappara must be specially named. He is given
the designation "Berebi" whenever mentioned by
his first name, Eleazar, in order to diatinguisli him
from his father, who bore the same name (Hul. 28b,
Yalkut Deut. 923 quotes from Hul.
56b, 84b, etc.).
scholars, or
triarch.

;

lib and Mak. 5b once "Eleazar ha-Kappar," and
once "•313 (so it must be read instead of '3-1, or "i"3,
as ed. Salonica has it); whereas in the two Talmudic
passages referred to the name of the tanna has
dropped out, and only ^2'\2 or ^3''"i3 remains, which
has misled some scholars to assume the existence of
a tanna bv the name of Berebi.
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Cbajes, in Zeitschriftfilr WissenschaftlicTit
ThedliHiic, xliii. 280, 281 ; Heilprin, Seder hoDorot, ed.
Wiliia, ii. 86 ; Jastrow, Dictionary, p. 189 (the Talmud passage (juoted here— B. M. 80a— does not speak of the bestowal
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rabbi; the letter 3 in ^3^3 is dependent on the preceding
verb •"T'^f^DN); Kohut, m'^Ar^lch Completum, 11.183; Levy,
JS'euhehr. Wiirterbuch ; idem, ChaldUi^ches WOrtsrhuch,
Mendelsi. 260; Euting, in Sitzungsberichte, I.e., p. 680; J.
sohn, in HaEshkol, i. 158-160.
J.

L. G.

SR.

BERECHIAH

R.: A Palestinian scholar of
the second amoraic generation (third century), alI.,

ways cited without the accompaniment of patronymic or cognomen. Once only (Lev. R. i. 4) is he
quoted as Berechiah Saba (the Elder), by R. Abin
and in this
III., the contemporary of Berechiah II.
instance the designation " Saba " is used to distinguish between the namesakes. Nothing is known
of Berechiah 's life, and comparatively little preserved of his teachings, though it is quite probable
that some of his sayings are attributed to his later
and more renowned namesake (compare Frankel,
" Mebo, " 69b).
A discussion of his with R. Hiyya of
;

Kefar Tehumin is reported on the merit of the study
One of them teaches that the whole
of the Torah.
of this world does not equal the value of a single
passage of the Law and the other argues, " Even the
discharge of all the Biblical commandments is not
equal to the merit of mastering a single passage of
;

Law " (Yer. Peah i. lod). Rabbah b. Nahman, a
contemporary of Rabbah b. Huua, transmits in the
name of Berechiah a homily on the continuance of
the protective influence of patriarchal merit ("zekut
abot"; Yer. Sanh. x. 27d; compare Lev. R. xxxvi.
6, where the names of the rabbis are badly corthe

rupted).

Tanhum

R.

b. Hanilai,

the disciple of R.

K. 55a), too, reports Haggadot
in the name of Berechiah (Tan., Tazria', 9; Pesik.
R. xxi. 110a). Bacher denies the existence of this
Berechiah, and to sustain his opinion changes the
chronological order in the passages quoted ("Ag.

Joshua ben Levi

Pal.

Amor."

iii.

(B.

351, 354, note 3; 628, note 7).

Bibliography: Frankel, Mebo, 69b; Weiss, Dor,

iii.

91,

note

M.
Palestinian amora of
S.

J. su.

BERECHIAH

R.: A
In the Talmud he is invariably
cited by his praenomen alone; but in the Midrashim
he is frequently cited with the addition of "haKolien," and sometimes with the further addition of
the title " Berebi " (compare Pesik. ii. 21a, xii. 107b;
Pesik. 3 fed. Friedmann, p. 8a]; Num. R. xiv. 3;
Pesik. R. 3 [ed. Friedmann, p. 9a]; Num. R. I.e.;
Tan., Beha'aloteka, 5; Num. R. xv. 7); and according to at least one Midrash (Lev. R. xxx. 1), his
father's name was Hiyya (see also Tan., ed. Buber,
Hayye Sarah, 6, note 35).
While Palestine may justly claim him as a citizen,
Berechiah is probably a Babylonian by birth, since
he not only cites teachings of Babylonian scholars
("Rabbanan de-Tamman," Gen. R. Ivi. 11, xcviii. 3;
Esther R. i. 1; compare Gen. R. xxxvii. 3, where
this expression is converted into "Rabbi Hanin,"
II.,

the fourth century.

and Mid. Teh.

cv.,

beginning.where" de-Tamman"

is

omitted), but also shows himself quite familiar with
the private history of Babylonian families (Yer. Kid.
Judging, however, from
iii. 64c; Lev. R. xxxii. 7).
the insignificant number of his sayings recorded

;

;

Berea
Serechiah
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in the Babylonian Talmud as compared with his almost innumerable teachings preserved in the Palestinian Talmud and the Palestinian Midrashim, and
considering also that his acknowledged masters were
Palestinians, it is safe to say that he was in PalesBerechiah's acknowledged
tine at an early age.
master in the Haggadah was R. Helbo (Yer. Kil. ix.
32c; Lam. R. on iii. 23; Cant. R. on i. 2); but it
seems that he personally knew R. Helbo 's predecessors, Levi and Abba b. Kahana, and witnessed a
heated exegetical controversy between them (Gen.
R. xlvii. 9). If this be so, Berechiah must have lived
to an advanced age, for he was in a legal controversy with R. Mana (the Younger) (Yer. Kid. iii.
64d). Rapoport ("Briefe," ed. Graber, p. 80) makes

him a

teacher of Jerome.
is cited in both the Babylonian Talmud
YomaTla; Ta'anit4a; Sotah 13b) and the

Berechiah
(Ber. 55a;

Halakah (Yer. Ber.
lib; Yer. Peah i. 15a; Yer. Ma'as. v. 52a; Yer.
Suk. ii. 53a; Yer. Sotah vii. 21b; Yer. Kid. iii. 64d;
Yer. Sanh. xi. 30b) and in that of the Haggadah
but it is the latter which he cultivated mainly.
Few names appear in the Midrashic literature as frequently as does Berechiah's. In Pesikta alone he
is cited sixty -eight times, either as originator or as
transmitter; in Pesikta Rabbati sixty-one times (see
Friedmann, Introduction, p. 18), in Tan. (ed. Buber)
seventy -three times (Buber's Introduction, p. 46), in
Mid. Teh. eighty-five times (Buber's Introduction, p.
28), and correspondingly numerous are his remarks
preserved in the other Midrashim, Some specimens
of his teachings are here subjoined.
In accordance with the oneirological views of his
days, he asserts that dreams, though realized partly,
" Whence do we learn this V
are never realized fully.
From Joseph, who dreamed (Gen. xxxvii. 9), Behold, the sun, and the moon, and eleven stars made
and at that time his mother, typiobeisance to me
Palestinian, in the field of the
vii.

not master over him " (Gen. R. xxii. 6).' In the
same strain is Berechiah's remark on Solomon's say"
ing, " There is a time to be born, and a time to die
(Eccl. iii. 2) " Happy is he whose hour of death is
like his hour of birth; who, as he was pure and
innocent in the hour of his birth, is also innocent at
the hour of his death" (Yer. Ber. ii. 4d; Eccl. R. on
I.e.; Deut. R.vii. 6).
Bibliography: Bacher, Ag. Pal. Am. iii. 344-396.
:

J.

M.

S.

SR.

BERECHIAH BERAK

B.

ELIAKIM

A

grandson of Berechiah b. Isaac
GOETZEli
rabbi and preacher of Klementow, Poland, and
Jaworow, Galicia; lived toward the end of the seventeenth century and the beginning of the eighteenth.
He was a very sincere preacher and suffered
much for his outspokenness. The government prohibited the publication of his sermons, only those
:

covering the book of Genesis being published (Halle,
Saxony, 1714), under the title, "Zera' Berak Shelishi" (third part of "Zera' Berak"); and " Hiddushira," novelise on the first portions of Berakot, dealing especially with the Haggadot. Many contemporary rabbis gave their approbation to this work.
Bibliography

:

Michael,

Or lia-Hayyim, No.

647.

B.

]M.

L. G.

BERECHIAH BERAK

B.

ISAAC EISIK

:

fied in his vision

Galician preacher; died in 1664 at Constantinopk'.
He was educated by Nathan Shapira, rabbi of Cracow, and was appointed preacher of thatcitj-, where
he spent most of his life. He ultimately left for
Jerusalem, but died at Constantinople. His sermons
on the Pentateuch, the Megillot, and the Passover
Haggadah were collected and published in tw-o
volumes under the title, "Zera' Berak." The first
was published in 1646 at Cracow. Appended to it
was " 'Ateret Zebi," by Zebi Hirsch ben Shalom
Mebo, the brother-in-law of Berechiah and son-inlaw of Lipmann Heller. The second volume was
published, together with a second edition of the first

among

one, in 1662,

and

Amsterdam,

1730.

'

'

;

by the moon {ib. 10), was no more
the living" (Ber. 55a). He thus construes
the Psalmist's saying, "The Lord knoweth the way
of the righteous, but the way of the ungodly perisheth " (Ps. i. 6) " When the Holy One— blessed be
He! came to create man, He foresaw that pious and
impious men would descend from him, and He said,
If I create him, the impious will descend from him;
if I create him not, how will the pious descend from
him ? What did the Holy One— blessed be He !— do ?
He removed the ways of the impious out of His sight,
and by means of His attribute of mercy [" middat
ha-Rahamim "] He created man. This is the meanGod knoweth ["holdethin
ing of the Scripture,
view "] the way of the righteous '" (Mid. Teh. on I.e.
Gen. R. viii. 4). In commenting on Eccl. vii. 17, "Be
not overmuch wicked, "he says: "The Bible does not
mean to teach that it is permitted to sin a little; but
it means to say, if thou didst sin a little, say not,
I
am under the wrath of God on account of this little,
and can be no worse off for sinning more " (Eccl. R.
on I.e.; Mid. Teh. on i. 1; compare Shab. 31b).
With reference to the Scriptural saying (Ps. xxxii.
"
1), " Happy is he whose transgression is forgiven
(literally, " who is lifted above transgression "), he
cites R. Simon [Samuel?] b. Ammi as remarking,
" Happy is the man who is master over sin, that sin be

—

:

'

*

'

;

'

'

Bibliography

:

itself

Michael,

went

into a second edition,

Or ha-Haiiytm, No.

646.

M.

L. G.

B.

BERECHIAH BEN ISAAC GERUNDI
(called also

YIZHAKI)

:

Payyetan;

lived in ihe

twelfth century, probably at Lunel. Although he
wrote nothing on the Halakah, his brother Zerahiah
Gerundi, in his "Sefer ha-Maor," cites him as an auBerechiah's
thority on the treatise Gittin (to 15b).
poems, the greater part of which are printed in the
Mahzorim of diverse rites, are: (1) "Kerobah," a
form of piyyut for the Sabbath following the feast
of Puriin (2) Aziiarot, for the feast of Tabernacles,
in which all the precepts concerning this feast are
enumerated (3) introduction to Kaddish (4) poems
for Purim
(6) a poem
(5) prayers for Atonement
on the Habdalah.
Bibliography Zunz, Literaturgesch. pp. 463, 495 LandsGross, OaUia
huth, 'Ammvde ha-'Abodah, pp. 56, 63, 117
;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

Judaica,
I>.

G.

p. 255.
I.

Br.

BERECHIAH BEN NATRON AI KRESPIA
HA-NAKDAN: Fabulist, exegete, ethical wrigrammarian, and translator; probably identical
with Benedictus le Puncteur, an English Jew
ter,

;

Berechiah
Berek
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mentioned as contributing at Oxford to a donum
Much discussion lias taken
to Richard I., in 1194.
place concerning the date and native country of this
writer, Zunz ("G. S." iii. 237) placing him about
1260 in Provence, with which conclusion RenanNeubauer ("Les Rabbins Fran9ais," p. 491) and
Steinschneider

("Ilebr.

Bibl."

xiii.

83)

agreed.

Joseph Jacobs, during certain investigations on the
medieval history of the fable, arrived at the conclusion that Berechiah should be located in England
toward the end of the twelfth century (Jacobs,
''Fables of ^sop," i. 175), and this was confirmed
by Neubauer's discovery that, in the preface to
his fables, Berechiah refers to the " turning of the
wheels of fate to the island of the sea [= England]
for one to die and the other to live " (" Jewish Quart.
Rev." ii. 522), clearly a reference to the English
massacre of 1190. The earlier view of Berechiah's
date was based on a misreading of a colophon of his
son Elijah, which was shown to be dated Wednesday, Oct. 22, 1233 (Jacobs, "Athenaeum," April 19,
Steinschneider, however, is still doubtful
1890).
as to the identification ("Hebr. Uebers." p. 961).
The point is of some importance on account of Berechiah's connection with the history of medieval
fable.

Berechiah is known chiefly as the author of a set of
107(113) fables, called "Mishle Shu'alim" (Suk. 28a),

probably in imitation of the Talmudic "Meshalot
Shu'alim." Manuscripts exist at the Bodleian (Neubauer, "Cat. Bodl. Hebr. MSS." No.
His Fox 1466, 7, originally belonging to Cotton,
Fables.
and 1421, 5, with six additional fables)
and Munich (207 written before 1268).

The

first

edition appeared in

Mantua,

in 1557; an-

other with a Latin version by M. Hanel, Prague,
1661 other editions at Berlin, 1706 Lemberg, 1809
Grodno, 1818; Sklov, n. d. Warsaw, 1874.
The fables themselves give in rimed prose most of
tlie Beast Tales passing under the name of ^sop
during the Middle Ages but in addition to these, the
collection also contains fables conveying the same
plots and morals as those of Marie de France, whose
date has been placed only approximately toward the
end of the twelfth century. It has been suggested
that the.se additional fables were derived by Berechiah from Marie, but this is impossible, as Berechiah 's versions are closer to the original and in at
least one case (No. 28) he did not make a mistake
made b}' her. The following table exhibits the relationship between Berechiah's fables and those of
Marie, as well as their connection with the "Romulus," the Latin prose translations of the medieval
^sop. From this it will be seen that Berechiah has
only one-half of the additional fables given by
Marie, and that he has as many (about 30) which
Some of these are
are not found in her collection.
from Avian, others from Oriental, sources; and it has
been suggested with some reason that both collections are derived from an Arabic series containing 154 fables, most of which could be traced
;

;

;

;

to classical antiquitj',

and others from the East.

The question can not be said to be settled but
neither Neubauer nor Steinschneider will admit
that Berechiah knew Arabic ("Jew. Quart. Rev."
;

xii. 607).
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Comparative Table of Cokresponding Fables
IN Berechiah, Marie de France, and "Romulus. "
ABBREVIATIONS: Ber. =: Berechiah Marie=Marie de France,
"Fables"; Rom. = " Romulus" (medieval prose Msop, ed.
Oesterley, 1873); App. or A. = Appendix to Rom.; Av. = Avian,
" Fabulas," ed. Ellis. Missing numbers have no parallels in
Marie or "Romulus."
;

Ber.

:; ;
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day by day must I fast from meat. This is my oath to the king
that I swore, but I've thought how to fulfil it as never before.
Three sixty-live are the days in a year. Night is when you close
your eyes; open them, then the day is near." His eyes he
opened and closed straightway. It was evening and it was morning, one day (Gen. i. 6). Thus he winked until he had numbered two years, and his greed returned and his sin disappears.
His eyes fix the goat (.sic) they had seen and he said, "See beforehand I have atoned for my sin," and he seized the neck of
the goat, broke it to pieces, and filled up his throat as he was
wont to do before, and as of yore his hand was stretched out to
the beasts, his peers, as it had been in former days and years.

This

is

of Marie,

nearer the original source than the version
which gives a Christian turn to tlie whole

story.

Berechiah was also the author of an ethical treaSefer Mazref " (MSS. at Munich and
Parma). The treatise is divided into thirteen chapters: 1. Introduction, ii. Lust, iii. Affection, iv. Restraint of the Will, V. Justice, vi. Misfortune, vii.
Poverty, viii. Honor, ix. Position, x. Rank, xi. Soul,
xii. Hope, xiii. Immortality. In it he quotes R. Abraham ibn Daud (died about 1198) without the formula
for the dead, so that it is quite probable that the
book was composed before 1180. He does not quote
Maimonidcs' "Moreh," tiuished in 1191, known in
Provence shortly after that date and in north France
about 1204. Prof. Gollancz has published an edition
of the "Sefer Mazref" (London, 1902).
In addition to the.se, Berechiah wrote a commentary on Job (MS. in the Cambridge University Library, 8; Schiller-Sczinessy, "Catalogue," pp. 40-42,
245).
He was acquainted with most
His Other of the grammarians of the eleventh and
Works.
twelfth centuries, and his " Uncle Benjamin," whom he quotes, has been
identified with Benjamin op Canterbury.
The
writer of the commentary on Job was also the author
of a commentary on the whole Bible, passages from
which are quoted in a Leyden manuscript.
Berechiah was certainly a translator, his version
being extant of Adelard of Bath's " Qua?stiones Naturales" (MSS. at Munich, Leyden, Oxford, and Florence), as well as of a "Lapidary " containing a description of 63 species of stones (MS. in Bodleian).
Besides these works, Berechiah is also said by Zunz
to have contributed to the Tosafot (Sanh. 20b), and,
as his name implies, was probably an expert in Hebrew grammar, for which reason he is quoted by
Moses ben Isaac of England, in his "Sefer ha-Shoham." As this work was probably written before
1215, these references confirm the date and place
suggested above.
Berechiah was one of the most versatile writers of
the Middle Ages, and if he can be claimed for England, it raises the literary position of that country, as
regards Jev/ish literature, to a considerable height.
Formerly some confusion existed between Berechiah and another Krespia Nakdan, the copyist of
certain manuscripts and supposed translator of Saatise entitled "

dia's

"Emunot we-Deot"

(see

Krespia Nakdan).

BiBLiOfiRAPHY Zunz, G. S. iii. 237, 2,38, Kenan-Neubauer,
LcH liahhins Ft-auQais, pp. 49f)-499 (containing full previous
bibliography); Steinschneider, Heh7\ Bihl. xiii. 80 et seq.:
Jacobs, Fahlcs of Msop, i. 168-178 idem, Jetni of Atmevin
England, PP- 16r)-173, 196-199,278-280; Neubauer and Jacobs,
Jew. Quart. Rev. ii. 322-333, 520-526 (compare ibid. vi. 364,
375); Steinschneider, Hebr. Uebers. pp. 958-962 Gross, Oallia
Jndaica, p. 180.
:
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Berechiah
Berek

BERECHIAH DE NICOLE
known

as

Magister Benedict

dres): English Tosafist

;

died

(Lincoln;

also

Mosse de Lonafter 1256.
He was
fil

Hagix family, and son of Rabbi
Moses ben Yom-Tob of London. He was the rab
or chief rabbi of Lincoln (the Norman-French name
of which was "Nicole"), and probably lived in the
house now known as " the Jews' house " in that city
of the well-known

for this

was

in the possession of a certain Belaset of

Wallington in 1287, and there is a deed which speaks
of Belaset, daughter of the rab Berechiah (Davis,
"Shetaroth," No. 156, p. 298). It has been conjectured tliat it was to attend the marriage of this Belaset and to do Berechiah honor that the Jews of
England assembled at Lincoln toward the end of
August, 1255, when the body of Little Hugh op

Lincoln was discovered, and all the Lincoln Jews
were sent up to London for complicity in a so-called
ritual murder.
Berechiah was released earlier than
the rest of the Jews, on Jan.
dera," ed. 1816, i. 346).

7,

1256 (Rvmer,

"

Foe-

but there are a
is unknown
of decisions of his in the ritual literature of
the time, which show that he was considered an authority in ritual matters.
Thus, in Mordecai, Ber.

His subsequent fate

;

number

he decided that the evening prayer might be
an hour and a quarter before the legal time of

iv. 90,

said

On another occasion he declared that nuts
prepared by Gentiles might not be eaten by Jews
("Shilte ha-Glbborim " on Mordecai, 'Ab. Zarah ii.
831).
There is likewise an exegetic remark made
night.

by him

in

"Minhat Yehudah,"

89b.

\

Bibliography Zunz, Z. G. p. 97; Renan- Neubauer, LesRahhiTis Franoaw, p. 441
Jacobs, in Trans. Jew. HM. Soc.
England, i. 102-111.
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BERED

:

1.

A son of Ephraim (I Chron.

In the genealogy of

by Becher.
the same.

It

may

vii. 20).

Num.

xxvi. 35 his place is taken
be that Bered and Becher are

See Becher.

A

place given in the story of Hagar (Gen. xvi.
Beer Lahai Roi is there located between Ka14).
desh and Bered. Targumim Onkelos and Yerushalmi regard Bered as Shur; Onkelos rendering it
"Hagra," which is his usual equivalent for "Shur"
(Gen. xvi. 7), while the Jerusalem Targum renders
it "Haliiza," which is also " Shur" (Ex. xv. 22).
The site has not been identified.
2.

J.

JR.

BEREK, JOSELOVICH

G. B. L.
(called also

Berko)

Polish colonel under Kosciusko and Napoleon I.
born at Kretingeu, government of Kovno, Russia,
in the second half of the eighteenth century; killed
in the battle near Kotzk, government of Syedletz,
Russian Poland, 1809. He was an agent of Prince
Massalsky, the owner of Kretingen and bishop of
Wilna, who often sent him with commissions abroad,
where he learned the French language. In 1794 he
was commissioned by Kosciusko to form a lighthorse regiment from among the Jews of Warsaw.
Berek revived the courage of his coreligionists in the
struggle for the fatherland, and fought bravely with
his 500 men, especially in the defense of Warsaw.
In tlie siege of Praga (a suburb of Warsaw) by
Suvarov he lost almost all his soldiers. He then
served under Napoleon, in the Polish Legion

Berendson
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commanded by General Dombrowski, and was killed
an encounter with Austrian hussars near Kotzk,

in

as before stated.
his

memory; and

mound to
widow and son re-

Tliere the people raised a
until

18.'51

his

ceived a pension.
Berek was a knight of the Polish Gold Cross
and the Virtuti Militari.
Bibliography: Vnsklwd, Oct. 1897. p. 87; Si/n Berka Josiclovica. Supplement to Swint, Cracow, 1889; Entzihlopediche^ki Slovar,

Hi., St.

Petersburg, 1892,

Encyklopedja Powszcchna,

ii.,

Warsaw,

S. Orgelbrand,
1898, s.v.

s.v.\

H. R.

BERENDSON, MARTIN:

German publisher;

June 24, 1899. He
was the head of the well-known bookselling and

born at

Hamburg

in 182-4; died

publishing firm of his native city, "Gebriider Berendson." Berendson devoted much of his leisure to
Jewish communal affairs and filled several honorable
He
offices in the Hamburg Reform congregation.
was also a prominent Freemason and held high position in the councils of that fraternity.
Bibliography

:

T/ic

Jewish Chronicle, June

30, 1899.
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BERENDT, GOTTLIEB MICHAEL:

Gcr

geologist; born in Berlin Jan. 4, 1836.
He
studied the science of mining; and in his work, "Die
Diiuvialablagerungen der Mark Brandenburg, Insbesondere der Umgebung von Potsdam," Berlin, 1863,
gave the first geological map of this province. He

man

and issued maps of a part of the Harz
mountain range and of eastern and western Prus.sia.
Having settled in Konigsberg, he was, in 1872, made

also prepared

there

extraordinary professor;

subsequently

be-

coming district geologist and chief of the department for the Lowland in the Prussian Geological
Being made professor at
Institute at Berlin.
the Berlin University in 1875, Berendt distinguished
himself by work on the geology of the North German
Lowland and was among the first to recognize the
glacial theory in geology.
He further issued a
geological map of the vicinity of Berlin, and a
geological plan of the city of Berlin.
His work,
"Die Theorie Darwins und die Geologic," Giitersloh, 1870, contains a repudiation of Darwinism.
Among his other productions on geology, the more
important are: " Geognostische Blicke in Alt-Preussens Urzeit," Berlin, 1872; " Die Umgegend Berlins,"
Berlin, 1877; "Spuren einer Vergletscherung des
Riesengebirges." Berlin, 1892; "Der Tiefere Untergrund Berlins," Berlin, 1899.
He contributed a
large number of essaj'S on the same subject to
the following periodical publications: "Zeitschrift
der Deutschen Geologischen Gesellschaft," Berlin;
"Neues Jahrbuch fiir Mineralogic, Geologic, und
Palaontologie," Stuttgart; "Schriften der Physisch;

Oekonomische Gesellschaft," Konigsberg, and others.
Bibliography: J. C. Poggendorff'.s Bingraphisch-Litcrarisches HandwOrterbuch zur Gesch. der Exacten Wvtsenachaften,

ill.,

Leipslc, 1898

;

Meyer, Konversations-Lexikon.
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BERENGER OF NARBONNE

:

Viscount of

Narbonne in the eleventh century. In the mid.st
of the important wars of that century waged for the
assertion of their temporal power, the popes still
found time

to protect the Jews.
Alexander II.
their enlightened and zealous protector against

was
any
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Animated by such sentiments, he praised
the viscount Berenger of Narbonne for having energetically interfered in their favor at a time when
their persecution was threatened.
At the same time
Alexander wrote a letter to the bishop Wifred of
Narbonne (1063), asking him to protect the Jews no
less actively in future tlian had Berenger, if similai
injustice.

circumstances should
BinLioGUAPiiY

:

arise.

Vogelsteln and Rieger, Die

Juden in Rom,

i.

216.

M.

G.

BERENICE

S.

(formerly Hesperides)
City of
the Cyrenaic Pentapolis, at the eastern extremity of
the great Syrtis, near the river Lathon. The settlement of the Jews in Berenice, as in the other towns
of the Greek colony "Cyrenaica," dates from Ptolemy I. Although enjoying the rights of citizenship, they formed an independent municipal community. But instead of having an ethnarch at their
head, as in other places, the Jews in Berenice formed
a separate " politeuma," and were governed by their
own archons. A Greek inscription found in Berenice,
dating from the year 13 B.C., according to Bockh's
calculation, gives the names of the nine Jewish
archons.
These are: Cleanthropos, Stratonicos, Euphanides, Aristonos, Sozigenos, Sosippus, Androma.
chus, Marcus, and Lailaos.
:

Josephus, Ant. xlv. 7, I 2; C. I. G. ed. Aug.
Bockh, No. 5361, p. 557 Schurer, Gesch. ill. 25, 42, 43.
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BERENICE:

Daughter of Costobar and Salome,
Her marriage with her cousin
Aristobulus was unhappy. The husband, being
proud of his Maccabean descent by his mother, Mariamne, taunted his wife with her low birth. Berenice
thereupon complained to her mother, and this fact
intensified their mutual bitterness.
When, shortly
sister of

Herod

I.

after the marriage (6 B.C.), Aristobulus

sinated, Berenice

was believed

to

was

assas-

have had a share

in his death.

Being now free, Berenice married Theudion, the
maternal uncle of An ti pater, son of Herod I. Her
second husband was put to death for participation
in a plot against the life of Herod
and Berenice
then married Archelaus. With him she went to
Rome to solicit of Augustus the carrying out of her
father's testament, and remained there until her
death.
During her sojourn at Rome she gained
the favor of Augustus and the friendship of Antonia,
wife of Drusus, who later paid the debts of Agrippa
the son of Berenice, owed by him to the treasury
I.
;

,

of the emperor Tiberius.

Bibliography

Schiirer, Gesch. des Jildisehen Volkes, i. 456,
:
ii. 151, 152; Brann, Agrippa II., in Monatsschrift, 1870, pp.
a3.3-444, .530-548, and 1871, pp. 13-28; Gratz, Gesch. der
Juden, 3d ed., iii. 232.
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BERENICE:

I.

Br.

Daughter of Herod Agrippa

I.

and of Cypros, the daughter of Phasael; born in 28.
She was first married to Marcus, son of the alabarch
Alexander of Alexandria. Her husband dying within
a short time, her father married her to his brother
Herod of Chalcis (Josephus, "Ant." xix. 5, § 1).
Berenicianus and Hyrcanus were the children of
this union ("Ant." xx. 5, § 2; "B. J." ii. 11, § 6).
Again a widow in the year 48, Berenice went to her

"

;;

brother Agrippa II., with whom it was whispered
she lived in incestuous relations ("Ant." xx. 7, § 3;
Juvenal, " Satires," 6). These rumors may not have

Berenstein

the hope of sharing with Titus the throne of the
Roman empire. At the news of Vespasian's death
(June 23, 79) she hastened to Rome but Titus sent
her back (Dio Cassius, Ixvi. 18).
Nothing is known of the later life of Berenice.
It may be remarked that Berenice on her journeys
between Palestine and Rome seems to have formed
connections at Athens, as may be gathered from the
inscription published in "C. I. A." iii. 1, No. 556.
;

been unfounded, since Agrippa tried
Her
to stop them by betrothing Berenice
Marriages, to Polemo, king of Cilicia. The latter, won by her wealth as much as by
her beautj', embraced the Jewish faith and was
circumcised.
Berenice, however, soon left her third husband to
return to her brother, resuming apparently their old
relations.
In 60 she went to Caesarea with Agrippa
II. to welcome the new governor, Festus, and took
part in the proceedings against Paul (Acts xxv. 13
When, in 66, the governor Florus
etseq., xxvi.).
had by his measures provoked a riot in Jerusalem,
Berenice, who was then in the city to fulfil a Nazarite vow, implored him on her knees to stop the bloodshed and to spare the town. But Florus was deaf
to her prayers, and, being in danger of maltreatment, she had to seek refuge in her palace ("B.
BerJ." ii. 14, §§ 6-9; 15, §§1, 2).
Pleads for enice appeared with Agrippa before
Jerusalem, the proconsul Cestius Gallus to complain of Florus. Later, when Agrippa
in a speech tried to dissuade the people from going
to war with the Romans, Berenice stood near him to
protect him by her popularity ("B. J."i!.c.).
Agrippa's attempts to maintain peace were unsuccessful
In the ensuing conflict at Jerusalem between the wai
party and that advocating peace the latter succumbed; and the palaces of Agrippa and Berenice
were demolished by the infuriated populace (" B. J.
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BERENSON, BERNHARD
historian; born at Wilna, Russia,

:

critic

and

26, 1865.

He

Art

June

was educated in America, and in 1887 was graduated
at Harvard.
For some time Berenson has been in
Italy investigating Italian art, and he is regarded as
one of the leading authorities on its technic, following the methods of Morelli in testing the reputed
authorship of early paintings.
Bernhard Berenson
is a contributor to the New York " Nation " and
to various French and German reviews of art and
archeology. Among his publications in book form
are: "Lorenzo Lotto," an essay in con.structive art
criticism, 1895; "Central Italian Painters of the
Renaissance," 1897; and "The Study and Criticism
of Italian Art," 1901.
Bibliography

:

A.

Who's

Who in America,

1902.

M. W. L.
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BERENSTEIN, ISSACHARBAERB. SAM-

UEL

§ 6).
Berenice and Agrippa now openly went over to
the Romans.
After Vespasian had been made emperor by the Egyptian and Syrian legions, Berenice, who was a strong supporter of the Flavian
party, summoned her brother Agrippa to Palestine to
take the oath of allegiance (Tacitus, "Historise,"
ii.
81). Vespasian seems to have held her in high
esteem for only her intercession saved Justus of
Tiberias from being beheaded.
About this time Berenice entered into relations
with Titus that lasted for many years, although she
was much older than he according to

ii.

Berendson
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17,

;

—

Beloved

Wilcken, no less than thirteen years,
by
Her beauty, however, was still irresistTitus.
ible, and, perhaps in the eyes of Titus,
her vast wealth was eveji more attractive (compare Tacitus, "Historia;," ii. 2).
These
relations continued at Rome, whither Berenice had
gone with Agrippa in 75. Titus and Berenice lived
on the Palatine Hill and it was generally supposed
that he would soon marry her (Suetonius, "Titus,"
vii.).
So jealous of her was Titus that he caused
the Roman general Caecina, whom he suspected of a
secret intrigue with Berenice, to be assassinated
(Aurelius Victor, "Epitome," x. 7). Fully expecting Titus to marry her, Berenice tried to hasten the
event (Dio Cassius, Ixvi. 15, §4); but when she publicly appeared as the wife of Titus he was com;

pelled, much against his will, to separate from her,
the hatred of the Jews by the Romans being too
intense to tolerate such a union (Suetonius, I.e.
Dio Cassius, I.e.). Still Berenice did not give up

;

Dutch rabbi born in Leeuwarden, Holland,
1808 died in The Hague Dec. 13, 1893. He was
the son of Rabbi Samuel b. Berish Berenstein,
chief rabbi of Amsterdam, and was a dayyan of
that town at the time of his father's death in 1838,
continuing in that position for the following ten
years.
In 1848 he became chief rabbi of The Hague,
succeeding R. Joseph Asher Lehmans, who had died
six years before.
He held the latter position for
forty-five years, during which time he contributed
much to the building up of communal institutions,
such as an orphan asylum and a Jewish hospital
he was also the organizer of a Jewish historical and
literary society.
Berenstein 's services were recognized by the government, and he was decorated with
the insignia of the Order of the Golden Lion. He
died at the ripe old age of eighty -five years, highly
honored and respected, and was mourned by the
entire population of the Dutch capital, irrespective
of race or religion.
:

;

;
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BERENSTEIN, SAMUEL BEN
BERISH

Dutch rabbi born in Hanover about
He was
1767; died in Amsterdam Dec. 21, 1838.
the descendant of a long line of distinguished rabbis,
his father and his grandfather, R. Aryeh Loeb who
was the son of Rabbi Jacob Joshua of Cracow,
Lemberg, and Frankfort (author of the "Pene Yehoshua ") having been rabbis of Hanover. Rabbi
Samuel Berenstein was educated as a rabbi, and for
many years held that office at Groningen, Holland.
He was probably the first rabbi of Holland to preach
:

;

—

—
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the Dutch language, and a speech which he
delivered in 1805 to arouse sympathy for those
who were ruined by the great fire that almost destroyed the city of Leyden in that year is preserved
in a Hebrew translation ("Ila-Meassef," 1809, pp.
in

40
Leeuvvarden,

291, 342; 1810, pp.

of

rabbi

et

aeq.).

Later he became

Friesland, and remained
he was elected cliief rabbi

there till 1815, when
of the Aslikenazic community of Amsterdam, to
succeed his father-in-law, Jacob Moses Lowenstamm,
wlio had held that position since 1790. There is a tradition that R. Samuel was a trifle too liberal to
suit the taste of his zealous father-in-law, and that
there were

many

differences of opinion

between them

innovation early in the
nineteenth century. A letter addressed by Samuel
Berenstein to Israel Jacobsohn, whom he calls
"friend of my youth," against the introduction of
German prayers in the synagogue (B. H. Auerbach,
"Geschichte der Israelitischen Gemeinde Halber-

during the time of

liberal

pp. 228-225), is couched in remarkably
Still, neither his orcourteous and liberal terms.
thodoxy nor his skill as a Talmudist is open to
the slightest suspicion, as can be seen from a respousum dated 1819, addressed to him b}^ R.
Moses Sofer of Presburg. That uncompromising
opponent of progress in any form calls R. Samuel
stadt,"

"Geon Yisrael." "Ner Yisrael." "'Ammud haYenioni," "Pati.sh lia-Hazak," "Kebod Kadosh
Shemo Tifarto " (see " Hatam Sofer " " Eben haEzer," part ii., responsum 139); the last being an
ajipellation which is used only in the case of the
greatest and most pious rabbis.
Berenstein is not known to have contributed anj''thiug to rabbinical literature; besides a few sermons
in the Dutch language (" Leerreden," mentioned by
Kayserling, in "J lid. Literatur," p. 103, where it is
wrongly stated that he died in 1808) one of which,
delivered in Amsterdam, 1832, is preserved in the
and a Hebrew prayer against the
Biitish Museum
cholera (Roest's "Catalogue of the Rosenthal Library "), he left nothing for posterity. He will always
be remembered in Holland as one of the first rabbis to
favor the spread of a knowledge of the Dutch language among the Jews of that country. In this regard he was a true follower of his great-grandfather,
who also advised the Jews of his time to study the
languages of the countries in which they live (see
S. Bloch's preface to his translation of Menasseh b.
Israel's "Teshu'at Yisrael," Vienna, 1813).
After
the death of R. Samuel, his son R. Issachar Baer,
who was a dayyan in Amsterdam, failed in the effort to succeed him, and the office of chief rabbi remained vacant for a quarter of a century, until the
election of the present incumbent. Dr. Dunner.
;

—

—
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BERERAH.— In
cept

Talmudic Law: The con"Bererah," known to the later Babylonian

Amoraim,

a development of the law of joint proj)Roman law, this branch of the
law presents very great difficulties. Girtauner, in
" Jahrblicher fur Dogmatik, " iii. 239 (edited by Gerben
and Iheriug), says, " Ihering calls it the filigree of
is

ert3^ and, just as in
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In his " Die Rechtstellung der Sache
etc., p. 242, Girtauner
further says: "Joint property contains a contradiction to the concept of propert3^
There is no object
to which the riglit of property of the joint proprietor attaclies, but it must be assumed as existing, although it is not actually existent." A. Riimeliu
("Die Theiluug der Rechte," p. 100) says: "The
several dicta of the Roman law conIts
cerning joint property can not be
Concept,
brought together under a uniform
principle, and they seem to exist independent of one another. " It is not, therefore, surprising that the Talmudists formed no clear idea of
Bererah, by which they attempted to explain the
texts of the Mishnah and Tosefta concerning joint
l>roperty more especially because they did not limit
this idea to joint property, but extended it so as to
include other matters. Contradictions arose because
the Tannaim and the Palestinian halakists in general
knew nothing of the concept of Bererah, which was
a later development of the Babylonian Halakah and
modified the stricter ideas of the Palestinian.
In cases of joint property the question arises, Is
the proprietor that is using the joint property to be
considered for the time being as sole proprietor or
merely as owner of part, and as exercising the right
of use of the part owned by the other? Furthermore, in cases of division of the joint propert}', do
the joint proprietors receive their original property,
or do they receive new property through exchange ?
The various answers to these questions result in
important differences both from the religious and
from the juridical point of view. For instance:
One vows not to enjoy the property of his partner.
If he, as joint proprietor using joint property, is
looked upon as sole proprietor, this vow has no effect,
because he is simply using his own property, and not
that of his partner; but if he is considered, as to a
part of it, simply as exercising the right of use of
l^roperty belonging to the other, the joint proprietorship must be dissolved, or he must assign his
riglit to another person.
In Nad. v. 1, a controversy
of the Tannaim is reported: If two joint proprietors
vow not to enjoy the property of each other, according to the general view, neither of them may enter
upon the estate which they own in common, whereas
one of the Tannaim, R. Eliezer ben Jacob, maintains that each of them may say, " I am entering
upon my part." Accordingly, therefore, the Babylonian Gemara (B. K. 51b), assuming that the joint
property is indivisible, concludes that this controversy of the Tannaim can be explained only through
the legal principles Yesh Bererah and En BereThe Gemara assumes that R. Eliezer applied
rah.
the principle Yesh Bererah; namely, that each of
the joint proprietors may choose to consider the joint
property as his sole property during the time that
he is using it. It is an implied legal condition (conditio jurifi) that "during the time in which I use the
joint property, it is my propert)'; during the time
that you use it, it is- your property," or, as it might
also be translated, " That which formerly was undetermined is now by the partner's act looked upon
The
as determined " (R. Nissim on Nedarim, I.e.).
Gemara furthermore assumes that the opponents
j

urisprudence. "

und der Eigenthumsbegriff,"

;

—

—
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of R. Eliezer applied the principle En Bererah;
namely, that the exercise of such choice is not to be
presumed; or (according to Nissim)
that which was undetermined beforeYesh

Bererah

hand

and En

What

not considered as determined.
said here concerning the use
Bererah.
of an indivisible estate is also applicable to the use of any fruit-bearing
Each takes of it what is tlien considered
property.
as having belonged to him according to the principle
of Bererah, and therefore the Gemara applies to the
use of a common well the arguments in the abovementioned controversy (B.K. I.e. Bezah 39b against
R. Nissim compare R. Solomon Luria, in " Yam Shel
Siielomoh "). Another example may be taken from
the case of fruits.
In Syria the fruits of the fields
belonging to Jews were subject to tithes and heaveofferings, but fruits of a Gentile bought by a Jew
were not. Now, in case a Jew and a Gentile are
joint owners of a field in Syria, if each of them is
considered the sole proprietor, then, upon division,
each receives his original property, and the fruits of
the Jew, therefore, are liable for tithe and heave, and
those of the heathen are not; but if the division is
considered as an exchange, then in the share of both
the fruits of the Jew and of the Gentile are mixed.
Concerning this case, there is a controversy between Rabbi and R. Simon ben Gamaliel (Bab. Git.
47a and b; Hul. 135b). R. Simon ben Gamaliel permitted the division so that each received his sole
property Rabbi was of the opinion that each received mixed property; and from these opinions it
is presumed that R. Simon ben Gamaliel maintained
the principle Yesh Bererah, and Rabbi that of En
Bererah.
In this manner, the Babylonian Talmud
('Er. 36b et seq.) explains the Mishnah Demai vii. 4.
In the case of untithed fruit, a part of which is intended for tithes and heave-offerings, there is a mingling of sacred portions and profane (" hullin ") the
profane portions may be taken away and used, and
the balance remains as tithes and heave-offerings.
The aforesaid Mishnah as well as Mishnah Demai
vii. 1 reflect the principle Yesh Bererah.
According
to the principle of En Bererah, both Mishnahs would
be different, and would forbid the use of the fruit
until after the tithe and heave had been removed.
In the Babylonian Talmud, Raba, who favored
the concept "Bererah" (see Tem. 30b), if indeed he
was not its author, takes pains to prove that not
only R. Mei'r, but also R. Jose, R. Simon, and R.
Judah accepted the principle Yesh
Extension. Bererah (in 'Er. 36b "Ritba" reads
" Raba, " and not " Rab "
so also the
is

is

;

;

;

;

;

Munich manuscript

;

see Rabbinowicz,

"

Dikduke

Soferim," ad loc, and compare Rab's opinion in
Yer. 'Er. iii. 21b) who does not accept the concept
of "Bererah."
In the Babylonian Talmud itself
Samuel ignores Bererah, B. K. 9a; while R.
Nahman, the teacher of Raba, accepted En
Bererah (Git. 48a: see R. Nissim to Ned. 45b).
Raba explains the case in Mishnah 'Er. iii.
5 by means of Bererah.
One may say, "If the
instructor [hakam] comes to this side, my erub
[removal of residence on Sabbath for 2,000 ells]
shall be on this side; but if he goes to the other, the
'erub shall be on the other side; if one comes to this
'

and the other goes to the other side, then that
'erub shall be valid which I shall determine upon tomorrow." From this passage Raba seeks to deduce
the principle Yesh Bererah, because the locality of
the residence ('erub) was uncertain at the time when
the condition according to which it was to be determined was made. If the decision is made on the
Sabbath, it is retroactive to the period of the commencement of the Sabbath; just as in the case of
the division of joint property where the presumption is that an actual division had already been made
ab initio
hence this is a case of Yesh Bererah.
Most of the commentators take this view (treated
later in this article), but there is a distinction between these two cases. In 'Erubin, there is an express condition after the fulfilment of which the
matter is absolutely decided whereas in the case
of the division there is no express condition made
beforehand, and it is not absolutely determined even
afterward, which part, from the beginning belonged to the one joint owner, and which part to
the other.
This led the Tosafists to distinguish between difSome accepted Bererah
ferent kinds of Bererah.
where an express condition had been
Kinds
made, others where a doubt is resolved
of Bererah. afterward (Tos. to Git. 48a); on the
other hand, in the case of the division
they adopted the principle En Bererah. Raba did
not recognize these distinctions he considered the
division conditioned even if the condition was not
side

;

;

;

expressed {conditio juris) see Schilrl ("Theilbarkeit
Eigenschaft von Rechten," p. 30), who also calls
Abbayi, opposing Raba, calls attenit conditioned.
tion to another distinction.
He says the condition
" if it shall be my will " can be referred back to
Bererah, but not the condition " if this will happen,"
or "if it shall be the will of another" (T\V'^2 nfjin
;

als

"
D''"inX ni/"nn n^ini lOVy," dependent on his own Avill
and" dependent on the will of others" Git. 25a et seq.).
;

In the latter case the retroactive effect of the conthe former cases are
dition is generally accepted
such instance of Bererah, concerning which there is a
controversy. According to Windscheid, i. § 93, the
condition, "if it shall be my will," has no retroactive
Raba, however, takes pains to prove that
effect.
the Tannaim who accept Bererah in the one case
also maintain it in the other cases, and vice versa.
He does not recognize any distinctions, therefore, in
the concept Bererah. The commentators ask, " What
difference is there according to Raba between the
concept Bererah and the retroactive force of a condition? " Such a difference must exist because the retroactive force of the condition is generally accepted
on the ground that he who says "on condition " is
Rashi (Git. 25b),
like him who says " from noAv on. "
who raises this question, is of the opinion that only
conditions within man's power to fulfil or not to fulfil have retroactive effect according to
Retroactive general opinion, but not such coudiForce of
tions as are in the power of him who is
Conditions, master over life and death, as, for example, " if I die from this disease. " In
these cases retroaction can only be adopted on the
But in this case Bererah
principle Yesh Bererah.
contains the idea of predestination that which has
;

;

;

actually occurred has already been predetermined by
Providence. But it is clear that such a view must
be kept out of the field of law. Nahmanides sets up
the following distinction between Bererah and the
retroactive force of a condition: Simple conditions
have retroactive force even according to the principle En Bererah, whereas a double condition works
retroactively only according to the principle of Yesh
Bererah. The distinction is clear. If one makes a
simple condition, his will is directed toward something definite which merely requires the fulfilment
of the condition; but if one makes a double condition, he wants either one thing or another, lie vacil-

and therefore the idea of Bererah must be
brought into requisition in order to cause retroactive
This view of Nahmanides, however, is not
effect.
satisfactory, and therefore his distinction between
"Bererah" and the "retroactive force of the condition" is rejected (see Luria, I.e.); but the idea of
Nahmanides is correct and merely requires amendment; it is the only correct one, following the
view of Raba. If one says to a woman, "I marry
you on condition that your father consents," the act
If the condition is
is an alternative juridical act.
lates,

if the condition is
the marriage is valid
the union is unlawful but it has certain legal consequences, for Jewish law does not
recognize the maxim " Pater est quem
nuptias demonstrant." In this case,
Bererah.
therefore, there is a double condition,
and
Condition, and, nevertheless, after being fulfilled,
it has retroactive force exactly as in

fulfilled,

not

;

fulfilled,

;

the case in Mishnah Demai vii. 4, where one may
eat only on condition that that which was last taken
out is presumed to have been " terumah " from the beginning. The opponents of this view who maintain
that the marriage is valid in any event, even if the
father does not give his consent, must assume the
principle En Bererah, because it is possible to conIn a like manner,
sent only to something definite.
there is a double condition in the case, " Here is your
bill of divorce, to take effect if I die from this disease," if the view is accepted that the wife remains
a lawful wife up to a moment before the death of
The conditions are first, "You shall
the husband.
remain my wife up to a moment before my death,"
and second, " The bill of divorce shall be effective a
moment before my death." His will, therefore, is
divided, and nevertheless there is a retroactive effect
If
hence, the principle Yesh Bererah is in action.
his -will were only directed toward the divorce, the
effect would be that the marriage would be iii suspense; and since that is not the case, it follows that
In this manthe principle Yesh Bererah is invoked.
ner, it seems, Raba has distinguished " Bererah " from
"the retroactive force of a condition," and only in
this manner can the etymology and translation of
the

word be
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Bererah

fixed.

Since the commentators joined in the views of
Rashi concerning the discrimination between the
personal and the elementary nature of the conditions,
they necessarily must find nothing else in the word
" Bererah" than " retroactive force of condition. " Bererah is, according to this view, a special form of the
retroactive force of conditions which is accepted by

some and rejected by

others.

The word,

therefore,

must be explained through the

assistance of other
yisn!? "I3"in -nain, "the matter has been
clear with regard to the past " and the translation of the v/ord would imply its sec-

words:

made

;

Etymology ondary
and

meaning, because "n3 means,
place, "to choose," "to
select "
as for instance, ?31K "lin
n^lDSn lino, " to select the edible from
the

in

Translation.

first

;

the inedible. " In its derived meaning it
means "clear," "clean," "positive." Bererah
might be translated " certainty " i.e., that which was

also

;

formerly doubtful is now certain but this idea is
also contained in the notion of the retroactive force of
condition, and the word "Bererah " would not cover
tliat special meaning which it was intended to exIn the Jerusalem Talmud, there is a phrase
press.
which covers " retroactive force of condition " (Demai
;

25d, and elsewhere), nytJ'O li' yJOH ip^H Ht
njlK'KI, " this, his share, was his from the first moment." According to Rashi, the word "Bererah"
vi.

ought to be translated as predestination

;

but this

But, in fact, " Bererah, " deidea is not in the word.
rived from -nn, "to choose," "to select," means
"choice." "Yesh Bererah" means "he has the
choice " that is to say, one can make a double condition and afterward choose one or the other; or
through the fulfilment of the condition, whichever
;

one thing or the other is determined.
that one can not make a double
condition, so that afterward one of the two may be
determined. This was the view of the Babylonian

it

"

may

be,

En Bererah " means

Talmud as shown in Yoma (55b), where it is argued,
Likewise in an"let him choose four zuzim," etc.
other place (Tem. 30a Bek. 57a), " let him take one
;

out,

and the others

will

be permitted."

It is true

Levy and, following him, Kohut explain the
word to mean " choice, " but this translation of the
word will not be of help in the Gemara, unless the
above-explained view of Nahmanides is borne in
that

Jastrow, therefore, gives a twofold translachoosing or a subsequent selection"; "retroAccording to the abovespective designation."
mentioned explanation, the word "choice" is suffiThe fact that a condition is retroactive is
cient.
assumed, and is not expressed in the word; since

mind.

tion, "

this is characteristic of all conditions.
Undoubtedly, in practise, Raba has applied the
Rabbi
concept of Bererah without distinction.
Isaac, the Tosafist, maintains that in
every case a decision can be rendered
namely, on the
plication in according to Raba
R. Tam at
principle Yesh Bererah.
Practise,
first also decided in this manner, but
later he departed from it (see Tosafot to Tem. 80a,
and parallels in marginal notes). In the Gemara
(Bezah 37b et seq. ), Mar Zutra is of the opinion that inasmuch as there is a difference of opinion concerning
Bererah, the rule of decision should be "In Biblical
commands. En Bererah in rabbinical commands,
Yesh Bererah " and in this manner Maimonides also
decided ('Er. viii.' 7), although many contradictions
appear in his work that can not all be reconciled by
and " Sha'agat
his interpreters (see Luria, ib. 36b
Aryeh," No. 89). Rabbi Joseph Caro (Shulhan 'Aruk,
namely, "In rabbinical
I.e.) also notes this division

Ap-

;

;

;

;

;

commands, Yesh Bererah, and

in Biblical

commands,
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En

Bererah. "

One

rather illogical exception

in the case of a Biblical

command namely,
;

is

made

in the case

mentioned in Ned. (I.e.), because it is said to differ
from other cases of Bererah (see R. Solomon Luria).
Palestinian Halakah is closer to Roman legal
concepts than is the Babylonian, and in spite of all
separation from that which was forTJnknown eign, Roman legal concepts current
among the people unconsciously forced
in

The

Palestinian

Halakah.

their way into the Palestinian Halakah, although the rules of law of the

two systems

differed.

can be divided, and movable property can not (pars
pro diviso, pars pro indiviso). In the case of immovable property an actual division is possible in the
case of movable property only a theoretical or ideal
Actual division of quantities
division can be made.
and genus is likewise possible (numero Jit divisio),
because the value of equal parts remains the same
(see Waechter, " Archiv fur die Civilistische Praxis,"
XXV. 155 et seq.); but this rule applies only to obliThe division of
gations and not to joint property.
joint property, is looked upon as an exchange (permvtatio).
In place of the formerly undetermined
property, each of the joint proprietors receives from
the other, by exchange, certain determined property
(see Savigny, "Obligationenrecht," i. § 30, and
likewise otherwell-known jurists quoted in " Monats;

;

schrift," 1900,

The

I.e.).

Palestinian Halakah likewise distinguishes

between joint property in divisible and in indivisible things.
This distinction is found in the abovementioned controversy, in the case of a vow of abstinence by the joint proprietors from any enjoyment
of each other's property and in the other controversj^ concerning tithes and heave-offerings in the
case of joint property of Jew and Gentile in Syria.
The Babylonian Talmud uses these as its principal
;

supports for the controversy concerning Yesh Bererah and En Bererah. In Yer. Demai vi. 25d the
latter controversy is discussed, and the Halakah is as
follows In case of a division of heaps of sheaves or
even the threshed grain, it is undisputed that in each
stalk or each grain there is common property, but in
the case of a division of growing grain, there is a
controversy between Rabbi and R. Simon ben Gamaliel.
The former maintains that in this case also
the community of property exists in every single
stalk, and the latter maintains that each joint pro:

prietor obtains his separate property.
R. Simon ben Gamaliel's principle

is

the follow-

The field being divisible pars pro diviso (see
Joint Owners), there is an implied condition (condiing

:

(

dition has retroactive force;
(Yer. 'Er.

soever

I

iii.

may

so also

Derenbourg

Thus
258, § 108, Berlin, 1896).
21b) the condition, "I may go whither-

("Pandekten,"

p.

desire," is considered a condition

with

In Yer. Git. iii. 44d, the case
retroactive force.
cited in the Mishnah a bill of divorce written for
one of two wives of the same name to be determined
is considered invalid,
at the will of the husband

—

—

because a bill of divorce may, under no circumstances, be written conditionally, otherwise the
maxim of the law would appl3% " that it was written
for her from the first moment " to wit, the condiIn the case of the divition has retroactive force.
sion of a field, R. Simon ben Gamaliel held such
condition to be necessarily implied. Rabbi does not
consider such condition valid even if it is actually
expressed, because, according to him, the joint property exists not only in that part which is divisible,
but in each separate stalk, whereby division becomes
R. Simon ben Gamaliel
impossible.
therefore had to admit that in case
Case of
Joint
a division of a heap of grain is atProperty. tempted, the joint property continues
in every stalk or in every grain,
;

Roman

law, the difference between movable
and immovable property shows itself in the concept
Immovable property
of divisibility of property.

In

Bererah

;

tio juris) among the joint proprietors that whichever
of the two halves falls to the share of either one
shall be presumed to have been his from the beginning.
This is an alternative condition with retroactive force.
This is the meaning of the maxim:
"This, his share, was his from the first moment."
The Palestinian Halakah has not distinguished the
condition " if it shall be my will " from other conditions.
Koppen (" Jahrbuch fUr Dogmatik," xi. 280)
maintains that according to Roman law such a con-

whereby actual

division

becomes impossible.

law, the rule is. If the grain of two proprietors is
mixed with their consent, " cominunio " exists, and it cannot
be divided. "Quod si frumentum Titii frumento tuo mixtum
f uerit, si quidem ex voluntate vestra commune est, quia singula
corpora, id est singula grana, quas cujusque propria fuerunt ex
consensu vestro communicata sunt "; § 28 J. de rerum divisione,

In

Roman

2, 1.

The same controversy would exist even if there
was joint property in two separate equal heaps of
grain, or two equal pieces of the same kind of prop-

we \m\Q partes pro diviso
each part being a body for itself. R. Johanan and
R. Eleazar dispute concerning this case (Yer. Kiddushin i. 60d; compare Demai, I.e.). R. Johanan
decided, like Rabbi, that, even in the case of divisible
things, community remains in every single piece or
heap. R. Eleazar decides like R. Simon ben Gamaerty, because, in this case,

liel,

"This, his share,

was

;

originally his."

But

it is

undisputed that if there is joint property in a siiir/le
heap of grain, it is indivisible, because the joint
property exists in every grain (compare Yer. Demai
The same relation exists in the case of a
vi. 25d).
courtyard held in common. Here, also, a distinction
Acis made whether it is divisible or indivisible.
cording to Yer. Ned. v. 39a, it is undisputed that if
the courtyard is indivisible, the joint proprietors
that have through vows mutually resolved to abstain from enjoyment of one another's property may
not step into the courtyard (Mishnah Ned. v. 1).
The conflict between the general opinion and the
view of R. Eliezer ben Jacob exists only if the property is divisible. According to the former view,
every square inch of tlie courtyard is joint property,
and therefore may not be divided. In order that they
step into this courtyard, joint proprietors- must
R. Eliezer
transfer their right to a third person.
ben Jacob is of the opinion that each joint proprietor has an undetermined half-interest in the entire
property, and, through conditio juris, each joint proprietor obtains, after the division, his original prop-

may

This controversy is exactly like that between
Rabbi and R. Simon ben Gamaliel.

erty.

"

Bererah
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Mishnah Demai vii. 2 is explained in Yer. 26b
without controversy on the principle that the condition has retroactive force (nnCJ'XL''^^' "I33D).
The Babylonian Ilalakah, by setting up the concept Bererah, went far beyond the Palestinian and
read this concept into tlie controversy of the TanAccording to the Jerusalem Talmud, the dinaini.
vision of indivisible things in the case of joint property is not permitted; according to the Babylonian,
it is permitted in the case of rabbinical prohibitions
Accord(see an example in " Slia 'agat Arj'eh," ^.c).
ing to the Jerusalem Talmud, sucli a distinction can
not be drawn because, following it, the division of
indivisible things contains a contradiction, which
makes its application equally impossible for rabbinMoreover, the controversy
ical and Biblical law.
between Rabbi and R. Simon ben Gamaliel actually
refers to a rabbinical prohibition.
But although the Babylonian Talmud's interpretation of the controversy of the Tannaim must yield
to that of the Jerusalem Talmud, the concept Bererah, as such, is nevertheless juridically and logically
justifiable.
Roman law is not abstractly logical.
The Roman law, it is true, establishes the proposition " Domini um plurium in solidum es.se non potest,
and most of the jurists, starting out with this proposition,

take the stand that according to

Roman

law,

in the case of joint property, the right is divided

looked upon as emptio. Goppert
explains this view clearly and convincingly ("Beitriige zur Lehre vom

and the division

Roman and

;

is

Modern
Law.

Miteigenthum," Halle, 1864). Other
doctors of the law, such as Steinlechner, Windscheid, and Eisele, explain
joint property as separate property even according
to Roman law.
Without venturing to express an
opinion on Roman law, the statement of Unger seems
convincing that there was an evolution in the law.
He writes (" Jahrbuch fur Dogmatik," xxii. 289):

"A twofold point of view is possible: either theoretically
divided property and divided security, or joint property and
joint security. In the first case, it is assumed that there are
several joint proprietors pro indiviso; in the latter case, that
all together as one (iinius loco) have property in the thing.
The first point of view was that of the older Roman law. the
latter is that of the later Roman law and of modern law, so far
as it recognizes suretyship in cases of joint property."

A

similar evolution took place in Talmudic law.
Palestinian Halakah takes the point of view
that the joint proprietor, particularly of indivisible
things, has a theoretical share in the article.
It considers division as a purchase or an exchange.
In

The

the later Babylonian Halakah (through Raba) the
joint proprietor is looked upon as sole proprietor
who after the division receives his original property.
It did not assume in joint property, consisting of
many similar units, that eacli unit was joint property and had to be divided division of the property and division of right are the same but considered that the one-lialf of the bulk belonged to the
one, and the other half to the other, and each one
while using the joint property was presumed to be
using his own property, and on division received

—

—

what was always his property (Tos. Git. 48a).
The difference between the views of the deciders
of the responsa and the older authorities is particularly noticeable because the former say that in the
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case of indivisible joint estate, the vow of the joint
proprietor has no force because they have assumed
the obligation that one may u.se the share of the
other; but, according to the older conception, the
partnership relation contains no such idea of obligation and can be ended at arny moment.
This is the
idea of the Jerusalem Talmud.
The concept Bererah is known in French law.
Goppert (lb. pp. 64, 65) states: "In French law, tlie
essence of the division of joint property did not consist in a mutual changeable contract, but rather in
an acte determinatif, by which it was established
what portion of the joint property tlie joint heir
really inherited, from which arose the legal presumption that the property which fell to his share at the
division was deemed to have been his from the beginning.
remarkable coincidence
There being
no inherent contradiction in the concept Bererah,
the Babylonian Halakah, modifying the older view,
established the compromise that in Biblical commands the principle En Bererah is followed, and
But the inin rabbinical commands Yesh Bererah.
terpretation of the Babylonian Talmud of the dicta
of the Tannaim contains iimumerable contradictions,
and is a shoreless ocean in which the commentator is
lost.
By distinguishing between the Palestinian
Halakah and the Babylonian, it is believed that the

A

!

matter has been made

clear.
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S.

Z.

See Genesis.

BERESHIT RABBAH

(called also

by

the an-

Bereshit derabbi Osha'yali [Hosha'yah],
Bereshit rabbah dei-abbi Oshaya [Hoshayiah],
Bereshit derabbi Hosha'yah rabba, Baraita
derabbi Osha'ya) Expository Midrash to the first
book of tin; Pentiiteuch, assigned by tradition to the
amora Hoshaiah, commonly Osha'yah, who flourished
in the third century in Palestine.
The Midrash
forms a haggadic commentary on the whole of Genesis, in keeping with the character of the Midrashic
cients

:

exegesis demanded by that age. In a continuous
sequence, broken only toward the end, the Biblical
text is expounded verse for verse, often word for

—
;
:

Bererah
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word; only genealogic passages, and such as furnish no material for exposition (as the reiterated account of Abraham's servant in Gen. xxiv. 35-48),
are omitted.
The Bereshit Piabbah contains many simple explanations of words and sentences, often in the Aramaic language, suitable for the instruction of youth
and also the most varied haggadic expositions popular in the public lectures of the syna-

According

gogues and schools.

Its

Simplicity the material or the sources at the

to
dis-

and

posal of the editor of the Midrash, he
Sublimity, has strung together various longer or
shorter explanations and haggadic interpretations of the successive passages, sometimes
anonymously, sometimes citing the author. Again,
he adds to the running commentary longer haggadic
disquisitions or narratives, connected in some way
with the verse in question, or with one of the explanations of it a method not imusual in the Tal-

—

mud and

Midrashim.

in other

The

first

chapters of

Genesis, on the creation of the world and of man,
naturally furnished especially rich material for this
mode of exegesis. Whole sections are devoted to
comments upon one or two verses of the text. Many

references to contemporary philosophical thought
are made with the purpose of refuting the opinions
References to contemporaneous con
of the heretics.
ditions and historical events also occur; indeed, it is
characteristic of the Midrash to view the personages
and conditions of the Bible by the light of conThough the stories embraced
temporary history.
in Genesis furnished little occasion for comments on
legal topics, Bereshit Rabbah contains a few short
halakic sentences and quotations taken from the
Mishnah and other sources. This Midrash is eminently rich in sublime thoughts and finely worded
sentences, in all kinds of parables, in foreign words,
especially Greek, used freely and intentionally for
-

the sake of elegance of diction.
to be

found nowhere

else in

Some Greek words,

Jewish

literature,

been preserved in the Bereshit Rabbah

have

Tv^Jlp,
K6v6v7.oq, section i. in 'Aruk and MSS.
D'^IDIinV^X,
'ElEvdEftdnoliq, section xli. (xlii.)in 'Aruk, corrupted
{e.g..

;

in editions).

This extensive and important Midrash, which
forms a complete commentary on Genesis, and exemplifies all points of Midrashic exegesis, is divided
into

parashiyot (sections, chapters)

and derives its peculiar character from
the proems which head these sections
it is by these means distinguished from the tannaitic
Midrashim to the other books of the Pentateuch, such
Every chapter of the
as Mekilta, Sifra, and Sifre.
Bereshit Rabbah is headed by the first verse of the
passage to be explained, and is introduced, with few
exceptions, by one or more prefatory remarks starting
from a verse taken from another Biblical passage as
text generally from the Hagiographa.
B}' various
Form..

—

explanations of these texts a transition is effected to
the exposition of the particular verse of Genesis
heading the parashah. There are in the Bereshit

Rabbah

(i.-xcvi.)

these passages.
are cited with the

about two hundred and thirty of
of them about seventy
name of the haggadists with whom

A part

—

they originated or whose explanation of the verse in

Beresbit

question was used as an introduction to the parashah of the Bereshit Rabbah as in section i. the six
prefatory passages of R. Osha'yah, R. Huna in the
name of Bar Kappara, R. Judah b. Simon, R. Isaac,
:

R. Joshua of Siknin, in the
R. Tanhuma.

name

of R. Levi, and

The greater number of these passages are anonymous and may perhaps be ascribed in part to the
author of the Bereshit Rabbah they
;

begin with the verse of the text, which
Introductory very often stands at the head of the
Passages, proem without any formula of introduction more frequently so in tiie
The strucbest manuscripts than in the editions.

—

ture of the prefatory passages is as various as their
execution and their extent. In some only the introductory text is given, its application to the verse of
Genesis to be expounded being self-evident or being
The single prefaces, of
left to a later working out.
which there is a large number, contain explanations

of their text which refer entirely or in its last part
to the verse or passage of Genesis to be expounded
The composite introductions conin that parashah.
sist

of different expositions of the same Biblical
by different haggadists, strung together in

verse,

various ways, but always arranged so that the last
exposition the last link of the introduction leads
to the exposition of the passage of Genesis, with the
first verse of which the introductions often close.
For these introductions, which are often quite
lengthy, the material for the several expositions was
ready at hand. The original work on these passages
consisted principally in the combiningand grouping
of the several sentences and expositions into a coordinate whole, always so arranged that the last member forms the actual introduction to the exposition
Definitely characterized as they
of the parashah.
are in their beginning by these introductions, the
parashiyot of the Bereshit Rabbah have no formal
ending, although several show a transition to the
Biblical pas-sage that is expounded in the following
parashah.

—

—

In the manuscripts, as well as in the editions, the parashiyot are consecutively numbered in very many
quotations in the 'Aruk the passage of
The
the Bereshit Rabbah is mentioned by
Principle the number of the parashah.
The
of Division, total number of the parashiyot, both in
the manuscripts and in the editions, varies from 97 to 101. Nearly all the manuscripts, however, as well as the editions, agree in counting 96 cliapters, up to the exposition on Gen. xlvii. 28 et i<eq.
inclusive (beginning of the pericope Wayehi) and to
this point the best maniiscripts, as well as the 'Aruk
and Yalkut, differ only in a few parashiyot from the
Hence the
division of the chapters in the editions.
counting by chapters or sections is to be considered
much older than has been a.ssumed. The principle
of division followed in the parashiyot of the Bereshit
Rabbah was evidently that of the Biblical text itself
as fixed at the time of the compilation of this Midrash, in accordance with the "open " (nininS) and
" closed " (niDiriD) paragraphs of Genesis. There are
separate parashiyot in the Midrash to almost all
these sections as thej' are still found in Genesis, with
But
the exception of the genealogical passages.
;

;

—
Bereshit
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there are parashiyot that bear evidences of relation
to the pericopes (" sedarim ") of the Palestinian triennial cycle, and a careful investigation of these may
lead to the discovery of an arrangement of sedarim
different from that heretofore knovv'n from old registers.

However, there are parashiyot, as mentioned

above, especially in the beginning of the Midrash,
in which only one or a few verses at a time are expounded. The sedarim of the customary one-year
cycle are not regarded at all in the divisions of the
Bereshit Rabbah, neither are they marked in the best
manuscripts or in the editio princeps of the Midrash;
the parashiyot, therefore, can not be regarded as mere
subdivisions of the sedarim, as which they appear
in later editions of this Midrash.
Far more difficult than any question concerning
the outward form of the Bereshit Eabbah is that of
deciding how much of its present conMaterial, tents is original material included in it,
and how much of later addition. The
parashiyot formed the framework that was to contain the exposition of a number of Biblical verses in

continuous succession.
But with the notoi'iously loose construction of the
haggadic exegesis it became easy to string together,
on every verse or part of a verse, a number of rambling comments; or to add longer or shorter haggadic passages, stories, etc., connected in some way
with the exposition of the text. This process of
accretion took place quite spontaneously in the
Bereshit Rabbah, as in the other works of the Talmudic and Midrashic literature; between the beginning and the completion of these works if ever they
were completed a long period elapsed during which
there was much addition and collection.
The tradition that R. Hosha'yali is the author of
the Bereshit Rabbah may be taken to mean that he
began the work, in the form of the running commentary customary in tannaitic times, arranging the
exposition on Genesis according to the sequence of
the verses, and furnishing the necessary complement
to the tannaitic Midrashim on the other books of the
Pentateuch. The ascription of the Mekilta to R.
Ishmael and of the Jerusalem Talmud to R. Johanan
rests on a similar procedure.
Perhaps the comments
on Genesis were originally divided into parashiyot
that corresponded with the above-mentioned sections
of the text, and that contained the beginnings of the
simplest introductions, as indeed the first traces of
such introductions are found also in the tannaitic
Midrash. But the embellishment of the parashiyot
with numerous artistic introductions which points
to a combination of the form of the running commentary with the form of the finished homilies following the t^'peof the Pesiktaand Tanhuma Midrashim
was certainly the result of the editing of the
Bereshit Rabbah that is now extant, when the material found in collections and traditions of the haggadic exegesis of the period of the Amoraim was taken
up in the Midrash, and the Bereshit Rabbah was
given its present form, if not its present bulk. Perhaps the editor made use also of different collections
on the several parts of Genesis. The present Bereshit Rabbah shows a singular disproportion between
the length of the first sidra and that of the eleven
others.
The sidra Bereshit alone comprises twenty-

—

—

—

—
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nine parashiyot, being more than one-fourth of the
whole work. Is there not a possibility that the present Bereshit Rabbah is a combination of two Midrashim of unequal proportions; and that the twentynine parashiyot of the first sidra several of which
expound only one or a few verses constitute the
extant or incomplete material of a Bereshit Rabbah
that was laid out on a much larger and more comprehensive scale than the Midrash to the other sidrot?
The work may have received its name, "Bereshit
Rabbah," from that larger Midrash at the beginning
of Genesis, unless that designation was
Orig-in of originally used to distinguish this MidName,
rash from the shorter and older one,
which was ascribed to R. Hoshayah.
The opinion that the name of the Midrash finds its
explanation in the first words, " R. Hosha'yah rabbah began," etc., as if the word "rabbah" belonged
originally to the name of the amora, and that the
name of the work, " Bereshit Rabbah, " is an abbreviation of " Bereshit derabbi Hoshayah rabbah," is untenable for the reason that in the best manuscripts
and in a very old quotation the name " R. Hoshayah" stands without the addition " rabbah " in the
first preface at the beginning of the Midrash.
It
would be singular if the authorial designation had
been lost and yet the attribute had remained in the
title of the Midrash.
It is difficult to ascertain the exact date of the
actual editing of the Bereshit Rabbah it was probably undertaken not much later than
But
Date.
that of the Jerusalem Talmud.
even then the text was probably not
finally closed, for longer or shorter passages could
always be added, the number of prefatory passages
to a parashah be increased, and those existing be
enlarged by accretion. Thus, beginning with the
sidra Wayishlah, extensive passages are found that
bear the marks of the later Haggadah, and have
points of connection with the Tanhuma homilies.
The passages were probabl}' added at an early date,
since they are not entirely missing in the older manuscripts, which are free from many other additions
and glosses that are found in the present editions.
In the concluding chapters the Bereshit Rabbah
seems to have remained defective. In the parashiyot
of the sidra Wayiggash the comment is no longer
carried out verse by verse the last parashah of this
pericope, as well as the first of the sidra Wayehi,
is probably drawn from Tanhiima homilies; the
comment to the whole 48th chapter of Genesis is
missing in all the manuscripts (with one exception),
and to verses 1-14 in the editions the remaining portion of this sidra, the comment on Jacob's blessing
(Gen. xlix.), is found in all the manuscripts with the
above-mentioned exceptions in a revision showing
later additions, a revision that was also used by the
compiler of the Tanhimia ]\Iidrash edited by Buber.
The best manuscript of the Bereshit Rabbah is
found in the Codex Add. 27,169 of the British Museum, London it was used for the critical edition
issued by J. Theodor.
On this and other manuscripts compare J. Theodor, "Der Midrash Bereshit Rabbah," in "Monatsschrift," xxxvii. 169 et seq., ib. 211 et seq., 452 et seq.
variants of the
xxxviii. 9 et seq. xxxix. 106 et seq.

—

—

—

;

;

;

—

—

;

:

;

;

;
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Bereshit Kabbah in 'Aruk, Yalkut, and MSS. on the
division into chapters, ib. xxxix. 481.
Oldest editions: Constantinople, 1512 (Midr. R. on
Pentateuch) (Ber. Kabbah), Venice, 1567; collective
editions on Pent, and Meg., Venice, 1545; Cracow,

BEREZINO

;

1587; Salonica (1544?), 1594.

Oldest commentaries: Commentary ascribed to
Rashi (appeared first in the Venice ed., 1567; compare Epstein, in "Magazin fiir die Wissenschaft des
1 et seq.)\ commentary by
Menahem, Cracow, 1569 commentary by Ashkenazi Baerman b. Naphtali haKohen (appeared first in the Cracow ed. 1587) commentar}- " Yefeh To'ar," by Samuel Yafe Ashkenazi,
Venice, 1597 Prague, 1689 Fiirth, 1692 more recent
valuable commentaries by Wolf Einhorn, David
Luria, Sam. Straschun, and others in the Wilna ed. of
the JVIidrash. Compare further, for editions and com-

Judenthums," 1887, pp.
R. jSTaphtali Ilerz b. R.

;

,

;

;

;

;

mentaries, Steinschneider, "Cat. Bodl." No. 3753

e<

"Kuntres ha-Maggid," 1878, pp.7
et seq., 11 et seq.
"Kuntres Taryag," 1878, pp. 47 et
seq.
"Kuntres ha-Rambam," 1878, pp. 23 et seq.;
Benjacob, " Ozar ha-Sefarim, " 1880, pp. 301 et seq.
Translation: German by Aug. Wiinsche, Leipsic,
«f(7.

;

Jellinek,

;

;

1881.
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J. su.
J. T.
(Cartuskaya Bereza) Town in the
district of Pruszhany, government of Grodno, Russia
situated on the river Jazelda, on the road be-

BEREZA

:

;

Bobruisk. The Jewish
population in 1890 was 850, out of a total of 2,625.
Jews first settled in Bereza in 1629, as is evident
from a document registered by Solomon Michailevich, superintendent of the Jewish congregation of
Brest-Litovsk, at the city hall of that place, April
In this document Grand Duke Sapieha
18, 1680.
(1557-1633), hetman and chancellor of Lithuania,
declares to his officials of Bereza and to his heirs
that, as he desires that Jews shall settle in Bereza,
he grants them the privilege of building there a
hoiise of prayer where they can hold their divine servThey shall have the right to
ice undisturbed.
build houses and ornament them according to their
desire, and shall enjoy all the privileges granted to
the Jewish inhabitants on his other estates, as Rozhana and Kosov. All these rights are also to be
granted by his heirs. After the signature of Leon
Sapieha on the original document is added a confirmation of the contents in the handwriting of his son,
Cazimir Leo Sapieha (1609-56).
Bibliooraphy: Akty Wilevskoi ArcheograUcJieskoi Kom-

tween Brest-Litovsk and

Regesty i Xadpisi. No. 781; Pamiatnai/a
Kniga Grodneiiskoi Guhernii na 1890.
»)!",s.sm',

v.

142;

H. R.

III.— 5.

Berg-

ment

:
Village of Russia, in the governof Minsk, having a population (lh98) of 1,900,

almost exclusively Jews

About 25 per cent
(1,824).
them are artisans and laborers, chietly loaders.
Twenty-four Jewish families are engaged in gardening. The general economic condition is bad. Upon
the introduction (June 14, 1897) of the government
monopoly in the wine trade, 99 Jewish families were
left without means of subsistence; 155 families depended upon charity for fuel; 210 applied in 1898
for charity during the Passover of that year; and
the number of such applicants increases annually.
of

II.

K.

S.

J.

BERG:

An independent duchy until 1815; at
present part of the Prussian Rhine province. Jews
settled here at an early period.
In 1298 Count Wilhelm of Berg protected them against the hordes led
by RiNDFLEiscH. At the time of the Black Death
in 1349 many were killed by the Flagellants.
Many
of the Jews driven from Cologne settled in Berg.
The rabbi of Cologne, "Pruno Soeskind," settled at
Deutz, others went to Siegburg, and still others to
Mulheim-on-the-Rulir.
synagogue was at that
time organized at Deutz, the cemetery being outside
of the " Severinthor " of Cologne until in 1629 the
electoral government presented to the Jews a

A

burial-place.

Even in early times a community had existed at
Siegburg, which paid to the abbot a certain sum as
protection money {Geleitgeld), the Jews being also
required to take part, like other citizens, in guarding
the gates.
The chief of the communitj^ acted as its
judge, only criminal cases being brought before
The Jews of Siegburg were slain in 1287
the abbot.
on the accusation of having killed a boy, Johiinneken, who was afterward canonized by the Church.
Often to their detriment the Jews of Siegburg aided
the archbishop and the citj'^ of Cologne with money.
In 1334 Archbishop Walram killed Meyer of Siegburg and his son Joelman, and confiscated tlieir
property.
The ghetto and synagogue at Mlilheim la\' in the
lower part of the city, on the Rhine the Jews burying their dead at first in the cemetery at Cologne, and
afterward at Deutz. Since 1774 they have had a cemeThe settlement at Kaiserstery of their own.
werth also dates back to an early period. During
the " Soest quarrel" 1,445 horsemen from Cleves invaded Mlilheim and Deutz, plundering and carrying
About 1.400 Jews of Siegburg
off the richest Jews.
barely escaped annihilation, a gipsy Avoman liaving
accused them of a murder. In 1588 the community
In 1583 they fied before
of Deutz suffered by fire.
thetroopsof Archbi.shop Truchsessvon Waldenburg
(who ti'ied to regain his diocese, from which he had
been deposed) to Cologne; again, in 1631, before the
Swedes, and were temporarily received back on payIn 1665 some stument of large sums of money.
dents plundered the Jewish houses in Deutz. In the
seventeenth century the Jews of Siegburg were
forced to entertain troojis contrarj' to the stipulations
Jew, David, was compelled in
of their charter.
1663 to pay the regular taxes, in addition to the eight
gold guldens, protection money, he was already paying. The community of Deutz paid one-seventh of all
;

A
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the taxes; that of Mulhdm, as much as anyone
who owned three " morgen " of land. Lazarus van
Geldern became court factor at the court of the
principality of Jillich-Berg in 1727. In 1755 the Jews
suffered by a violent earthquake, and in 1784 by the
floods of the Rhine, during which the synagogue

was destroyed. A new synagogue at Deutz was
consecrated in 1786, and one at Mlilheim two j-ears
On the advent of the French army all the
later.
restrictions placed upon the Jews, such as polltax and protection money, were abolished. In 1808
there were 2.905 Jews at Dilsseldorf, 1,264 at Cologne, and 1,552 at Cleves.
Rabbi Siisskind, mentioned above, was succeeded
by Vivis, well known from his opposition to the
resolutions of the synod of Bingen, under Seligmann
Bing Oppenheim, at the beginning of the fifteenth
century. Vivis was also physician to the duke of

The

Berg.

ferred from

seat of the district rabbinate was transDeutz to Bonn in the sixteenth century.

time there also lived at Deutz the physicians
Sander (who had permission to visit Cologne) and

At

this

133, 135).

The
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best of these are the articles, "Hash-

ha-Nefesh " (The Immortality of the Soul) in
vii. 3-12, and the poem " 'Al Keber Abi " (On the
Grave of My Father) in vii. 123. He translated a
few of Confucius' sayings into Hebrew from the
French.
'arat

Bibliography:

Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. col. 197; Delltzsch,
Poesie, p. 109.
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BEBGEL, JOSEPH

:

Judaeo-German

Beu.
writer,

probably of the seventeenth century. He was the
author of "Ein Schon Gottlieb Lied," a religious
poem. It seems to have been printed at Prague in
the seventeenth century as an addition to the poem
"Jildischer Stainm " by Joseph ben Judah Heilbronn.
Bibliography: steinschneider. Cat. Bodl.

col. 563.

G.

BERGEL (BERGL), JOSEPH:

I. Beu.
Hungarian

physician and author born Sept. 2, 1802, at Prossdied 1885 at Kaposvar. He was well versed in
;

nitz,

district rabbi. Jacob Kopenhagen
wrote a small book on the floods of the Rhine in

modern Hebrew literature, and attempted to introduce a new meter into Hebrew
poetry in a work he published under the title "Pirhe
Leshon 'Eber " (Hebrew songs), Gross-Kanizsa, 1873.
In the German language he wrote: "Studien liber
die Naturwissenschaftlichen Kenntnisse der Talmu"Die Eheverhaltnisse der Aldisten," Leipsic. 1880
ten Juden im Vergleich mit den Griechischen und Romischen," ib. 1881 " Der Himmel und Seine Wunder,
eine Archaologische Studie nach Alten Jiidischen
Mythografien," which was also published in Leipsic
in the same year under the title "Mythologie der
Alten Hebraer," 1882. His most important work is
"DieMedizin der Talmudisten" (Leipsic and Berlin,
1885), with an appendix on anthropology as it is
found in ancient Hebrew writings. These works
are not very profound, but they bring together a

1784.

certain

Solomon ben Isaac Joseph (1560-1631).
son. also a physician, died in 1657.

The latter's

In the seven-

Judah Loeb ben Nathan (died 1670), Jacob ben David (died 1688), Jeremiah ben Solomon of Coblenz (died 1688), and a
woman physician named Vogele (died 1731) lived at
Deutz, as well as the scholars Kossmann Levi of
Essen, and Moser. The latter was the son-in-law
of Rabbi Judah Maehler of Cologne, and author of
teenth century the physicians

several works.
Among the rabbis of Diisseldorf may be mentioned
Samson Levi Frohlich (1706-50), Mordecai HalberJacob Brandeis (1769-74); and
stadt (1751-69),
Isaac Bonem
Judah Loeb Scheuer (1779-1821).

Rappoport was

Brisch, in IsraeJit, 1879, Nos.
Gesch. der Juden in Diisseldorf, pp. 80-82.

Bibliography:

4,

6-8

;

Wedell,

BERGAMO

City in northern Italy. Here, as in
other cities subject to the government of the Venetian republic, the right of residence was granted to
:

who were

chiefly engaged in money-lending.
relating to the Jews, and dating back
to 1479, are preserved in the City Library and in the
municipal archives. But Jews were certainly in

Jews,

Documents

They are found in the
that time.
large neighboring village, Martinengo, where they
could own land and houses ("Archivio di Stato
Veneto, Senato, Terra," reg. 16, carte 25). In 1507 a
decree was issued compelling Jews to wear a yellow
Neither in Bergamo, in Martigirdle or a red hat.
nengo, nor in any other of the surrounding places
are they known to have formed a congregation.
They may have had a synagogue and a cemetery,
but no traces of these remain. There are no longer
Bergamo before

anv Jews at Bergamo.
h.

BEBGEL, JOSEPH:

;

;

amount of useful information. Bergel also
wrote "Geschichte der Juden in Ungarn, " published

in 1879 in

A. F.

D.

rabbinical and

V. C.

Neo-IIebraic writer of the
He was a prifirst part of the nineteenth century.
In 1826 and
vate teacher at Prossnitz, Moravia.
1827, he published some articles and poems in the
annual "Bikkure ha-'Ittim" (vi. 40, 50; vii. 3, 123,

Hungarian and German.

Bibliography: Lippe, Bihliographisches Lexicon, v. 1,2:
Revue Etudes
Kayserling, JlUlische Litteratur, p. 131
;

Juives, X. 366, 267

;

Ha-Zefirah.

1885,

No.

12.

p. Wi.
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BERGEL, YOM-TOB

Merchant and com-

:

of Gibraltar; born in 1812; died at
He was one of the wealthGibraltar Oct. 14, 1894.
iest and most respected merchants of the Gibraltar
Jewish community, and for thirty years held the
position of president of the Hebrew community.
He rendered many communal services; reorganized
the Hebrew Poor Fund when it was in a very precarious state and as one of the trustees of the Jewish estates in Gibraltar acquired, by his efforts, valuable possessions for the benefit of the poor among
Bergel was one of the first memhis coreligionists.
bers of the Board of Sanitary Commission, a member of the Exchange Committee, and took an active
part in the management of the Relief Fund at the

munal worker

;

time of the cholera epidemic in 1865.
Bibliography

:

Jewish Chronicle,

Oct. 26, 1894.

G. L.
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EMILE DE

Austrian oculist and
BERGER,
medical author; born at Vienna Aug. 1, 1855. He
received his education at the University of Vienna.
:

;

Berg-amo
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From 1882 to 1887 be was lecturer at the University
of Gratz, and from 1890 to 1896 professor of ophthalmology at Paris. Berger, who, in 1882, was the
inventor of an ophthalmoscope having an automatic
action of two Rekoss disks, won the Prix Montyon
in 1888, and the Prix Remusatin 1892, for researches
in tliis line of work.
He was also the president of
the ophthalmic congress held in Paris in 1894.
Berger is the author of: "Gehirn und Retina der
Anthropoiden, " 1878 " Der Hornhautspiegel, " 1886
" Krankheiteu der Keilbeinhohle und des Siebbeiniabyrinthes," 1886; "Beitrage zur Anatomie des
Auges," 1887; "Chirurgie des Sinus Sphenoidalis,"

Berg-son

gisches Centralblatt.

padie der

many

"

For Eulenbnrg's " Encyklo" he also wrote

Gesammten Heilkunde

including "Epilepsie," "Beschafti-

articles,

gungsneurosen," "Paralysis Agitans," "Tetanie,"
His best-known works are "Die Lahmung
etc.
desNervus Thoracicus Longus," Breslau, 1873; and
"Zur Lokalisation der Corticalen Sehsphare beim
Menschen," Breslau, 1885.
Bibliography
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Hirsch. Bingraphischcs Lexikon, s.v. .Vienna,
Biographisches Lexikon, s.v., Vienna. 1901.
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Les Maladies des Yeux dans Leurs Rapports
avec la Pathologic Generale," 1892.
1890
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BEHGEB, ERNST:

Austrian painter; brotlier
of the oculist Baron Emile Berger; born at Vienna
Jan. 3, 1857 educated at the gymnasium, the commercial high school, and in 1874 at the Academy of
Arts of his native town. Though intended by his
father for a commercial career, he soon turned to the
study of painting. He became the pupil of Professor Eisenmenger and the painter Hans Makart.
Under the latter's direction Berger painted the pictures "Fondaco de' Turchi in Venedig," exhibited
at the Vienna Kunstlerhaus in 1882; "Burial of
Sarah in the Cave of Machpelah " and " Rebekah
Leaving Her Father's House." Since 1882 Berger
has lived and worked in Munich. His chief productions are "Traum vom Jungbrunnen," 1886,
which obtained the silver medal at the Melbourne
Exhibition, and " Altveuetianische Bnmnenweihe,"
;

;

1892.

Berger is also the author of " Beitrage zur Entwicklungs-Geschichte der Maltechnik," 1893-97;

"Katechismus der Farbenlehre," 1898; and the
cles

"VanEyck's Technik,"

Kunst," 1895, and
lerien," in

"

arti-

in "Zeit. fur Bildende

Pflege der Bilder in Gemaldegal-

"Kunst fur AUe,"

x., etc.

Bibliography: Allgemeines Kflnstlcrlezikon,

s.v.
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BERGER, OSCAR:

German

electrotherapist

and medical author; born at Munsterberg, Silesia,
Nov. 24, 1844; died at Ober-Salzbrunn, Silesia.
July 19, 1885. He was educated at the gymnasium
of his native town and at the universities of Berlin,
Vienna, and Breslau, receiving his degree as doctor
In 1869 he engaged in practise
of medicine in 1867.
as a physician in Breslau, making electrotherapy his
specialty.
In 1873 he became privat-docent at the
University of Breslau, being the first at that institu-

on nervous diseases.

Five years later
he was elected assistant professor. In 1877 he was
appointed chief consulting physician and medical
tion to lecture

inspector of the Breslau poorhouse.
Berger made a special study of neuralgia of the
joints, of the relation of neuralgia to diabetes and
nephritis, of neuralgia of the face and of the genitals, of the relation of syphilis to tabes, and (with
Heidenheim) of hypnotism.
very prolific writer, he contributed many articles
on neurology and electrotherapy to technical journals, and was one of the editors of the "Neurolo-

A

F. T. H.

s.

BERGER, PHILIPPE

Christian professor of
Hebrew member of the Academic des Inscriptions
born at Beaucourt, Haut-Rhin.
et Belles-Lettres
September, 1846; brother of Samuel Berger. Graduating at the University of Strasburg, he settled in
Paris, where he became professor of Hebrew in the
Faculte de Theologie Trotestante (now a part of the
University of Paris), and sublibrarian of the Institut de France.
Disciple and intimate friend of Renan, whom he
succeeded in the chair of Hebrew at the College de
France, Berger devoted himself to the study of
Semitic epigraphy, for which his friend and master
had a predilection. He collaborated in the redaction
:

;

;

of the " Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum," published by the Academic.
Among Berger 's numerous writings two are of
special interest for Jewish scholars: (1) "L'Ecrituie
des Inscriptions Semitiques," Paris, 1880; and (2)
"Essai sur la Signification Historique des Noms des

Patriarches Hebreux," Paris, 1887.

Bibliography

:

La Grande Encyclopedie,

vi. 306.

I.

T.

Br.

BERGER, SAMUEL:

French professor of
Protestant theology secretary and librarian of the
Faculte de Theologie Protestante, Paris; born at
Beaucourt. Haut-Rhin, May 2, 1843; brother of
He attended the lectures on literPhilippe Berger.
ature at the Sorbonne, and studied theology at the
University of Strasburg, whence he graduated.
Among BergSr's writings the following are interesting for the study of the Bible: (1) "La Bible an
XVI. SiScle; Etude sur I'Origine de la Critique,"
;

Paris, 1879

;

(2) "

De

Glossariis Biblicis

Medii ^vi," Paris, 1879;

Quibusdam

"La

Bible Fran^aise
au Moyen Age Etudes sur les Anciennes Versions de
la Bible Ecrites en Prose de la Langued'Oil." Paris,
1884: (4) " Histoire de la Vulgate," Paris, 1893.
(3)

;

Bibliography:

La Grande

Encudopedie,

vi. 306.

I.

T.

BERGSON, MICHAEL

:

Musician

;

Bu.

born in

He
died at London March 9, 1898.
of an eminent Jewish family of Warsaw, with which city he always preserved connecEarly in life he became a pupil of Chopin,
tion.
Warsaw 1818;
was a member

and afterward settled in Geneva, where he became
professor and later on principal of the ConservaProfessor Bergson resided for
toire de Musique.
the greater part of his working life in Switzerland,
and in tiie principal cities of France and Italy but the
last twenty-five years of his life he spent in London.
He was, as a pianist, one of the personal inheritors
of the Chopin tradition; but he also attained to some
;

distinction as a composer,

many

of his productions

;
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Berlin

and oharm. He
wrote two operas: "Lonisa tie Montfort" and "Salvator Rosa." Among his many iumdreds of songs,
the "Two Hearts," tlie "Better World," and the
"Serenade Moresque," as well as the clever pianoforte sketch, "A Storm on the Lagoons," were very
widely known and admired. His more technical
productions, too, have received much commendation, especially the "Douze Grandes Etudes," op.
Mention
62, and the "Ecoledu Mecanisme," op. 65.
should also be made of his "Flute Sonata," of his
"Concert Symphonique," and his "Polonaise HeOne of his best-known pieces is the " Scena
roique. "
ed Aria" for clarinet, played by military bands
throughout the world.
exhibiting- inventive power, taste,

BiBi.iofiRAPHY

Jewiah Chronicle and Jewish World, March

:

18. \><\>».

G. L.

J.

BERGTHEIL, JONAS:

Pioneer of Natal,
South Africa; born in England about 1815; died
1902 emigrated to South Africa about 1844, at a time
when the resources of the country were scarcely
known, and the mode of living extremely primitive.
Settling among the Boers as a farmer, Bergtheil
was treated by them with leligious tolerance. He
served in their government as a member of the Legislative Council from 1855 for eleven years, being
four times reelected and resigning office only on his
During a visit to Engreturn to England in 1866.
land in 1847, he advocated, unsuccessfull}^ emigration to the Cape; then, passing to Germany, his
arguments were more successful, and he took with
him forty families, wlio founded a settlement in
;

"New Germany," which

trained some excellent colBergtheil was a large landowner in Cape
Colony, possessing at one time nearly 200,000 acres,
when land Avas estimated at the rate of threepence

onists.

an acre.
Returning to England in 1866, Bergtheil identitied
himself with the communal institutions in London,
serving as warden of the Bayswater Synagogue and
as president of the Bayswater Jewish schools, retiring from the latter in 1900.
BiBi.iooRAPiiY

Jewish Chronicle,

:

G. L.

BERIAH

:

1.

A

son of Asher,

representing,

however, not an individual, but a clan (Gen.
17;

Num.

xxvi. 44, 46).

called a Beriite

xlvi.

A member of the clan was

(Num. xxvi.

44).

The name

is

also

Chron. vii. 30, 31.
2. A clan of Benjamin (I Chron. viii. 13).
3. A clan of Ephraim (I Chron. vii. 21-23).
The
chronicler here adds. an explanation of the name,
"because it went evil with his [father's] house."
It has been supposed by some (Bertheau, Commentary, adloc.) thatNos. 2 and 3 are identical, and that
Beriah of Benjamin was associated with Ephraim
because of its services to that tribe.
4. A Levite of the Gershon line (I Chron. xxiii.

found

in the genealogical

10, 11).
c.

BERIAH,

list, I

G. B. L.

'OLAM HA-BERIAH

or

World of Creation)

and the World of Formation (Yezikaii), the third
world, that of the angels. It is, accordingly, of the
purest essence and without admixture of matter.
Birlioorapiiy:
|)p.

204,

:.'7H

(the

Cabalistic expression for the second of the four celestial worlds of the Cabala, inter:

mediate between the World of Emanation (Azii.i't)

Joel,

Die Religionsphilosopfiie des Sohar,

wq.

ct

K.

BERIT MILAH.

See Circumcision.

BERKAMANI

BARKAMANI

or

(-JXCp-ia)
alIskandari) Physician and author; lived probably in the first half of the thirteenth century, and
wrote for an emir (Mansur?) a treatise on hygiene

IBN ABU AL-HASAN

(called Al-Isra'ili

:

in ten

chapters, called in the preface:

n^xp^yx

a copy
Imperial
Library of Berlin, and Steinschneider has given an
exhaustive description of it in his "Catalogue."
Steinschneider rejects the identification of Berkamani
with one Jefet b. Sa'id of the twelfth century
though at one time he held him to be the probable
author of a responsum (HQItJ'n) in Codex Petersburg 625 (compare Neubauer, " AusderPetersburger
In the
Bibliothek," 1866, pp. 25, 118, note xxi.).
preface to this work it is stated that the treatise was
compiled at the request of an Alexandrian statesman, whose name is conjectured to be either AlMuhsin or Al-Mansur, and to whose personality reference is made on page 91b of the manuscript. The
fact that he mentions no earlier author than Maimon-

^^J^n^N nnv!?K tSSn

of tins medical

"-D

work

n^JOnD^N.

There

is

in manu.script in the

whom he calls ''3t3"lp^X ""DID (Moses of Cordova), makes the tentative date, above given, all the
more probable. It would seem from his familiarity
with medical literature that he was a physician.
ides,

Steinsclineider, Polemische und Apologetischc Litcratur, pp. 90, 91, note 2, c, Leipsic, 1877 Idem,
Hebr. BibL xxi. 84, 8.5 idem, Hehr. Vehcrs. p. 942, note
264; Ve7-zeichniss der Hchrilischen Handschriften [der
K<"mi(ilichen Bibliothek zu Berlin], 11. lOU-lOl, 157; xiil.

BiBLtOGRAPHY:

;

;

No.

2.50.

G. A. K.

G.

BERKO, JOSSELEWICZ.

See Bekek, Jo-

SET.OVICH.

BERKOVITS, IiAJOS:
born at Budapest in 1874.
the schools

Sept. 7, 1900.

.1.

68

and

Hungarian violinist;
Here he passed through

finished his musical education.

He

the National Academy of
Music, where his teachers were Jeno Hubay and
David Popper. In 1895 he went to Paris, where he
entered the celebrated Lamoureux orchestra as first
violinist, in which capacity he made a tour through

was graduated

fi'om

England. As a soloist his appearances were frequent
and invariably successful. In 1896 he received an
engagement in the royal orchestra of the opera at
Budapest, and he is still a member of that body as
well as of the wejl-known Grlinfeld quartet.
BnjLiOGRAPUY'

:

Pallas Lexikon

;

s.

BERKOWICZ, JOSEF:

Pester Llojid,

1896.

M.

W.

Polish
He took part
ami}'; son of Colonel Bekek (Berko).
in tlie battle of Kock,. in 1809, in which his father
was killed. When he quitted the military service in
1815, he was appointed forester of the government
forests of I'roki, and in 1826 chief forester of the
district of Bielsk.
During the Polish revolution of 1830 Berkowicz
served under General Rozycky as chief of squadron
Officer in the
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of the Fiftli Rciiiment, and at the end of the war he
removed to Besaucou, Fiance. Soon after he settled permanently in England, wliere he Avrote his
novel, "Stanislaus, or the Polish Lancer in the Suite
of Napoleon from the Island of Elba," whicli was
published in 1846 by his family after his death.
lie left
Avlio

two

sons.

Leon and

Josef,

and

his

widow,

returned to Fi'ance, where she died in poveity.

Bini.ior;RAPiiv
in Siricc,

Warsaw,

:

A. Krausliar, Bioarafja licrka i .hf/o Siit)a^
s. orgelbrand, EnvyclopcOJa J'lurszcclDia,

iss'.l;

18'JS, ii.,

^•.L'.

II.

P.

BERKOWITZ, BENZION JUDAH BEN
ELIAHU: Russian Hebrew scholar; boinJuly23,
1803 died at Wilna May 11, 1879. He is the author
of the following works devoted to the study of the
;

Targum Onkelos: (1) " Oteh Or," Wilna, 1843; (2)
"Lehem wc-Simlah," 3 vols., ib. 1850-55; (3) "Hali'

supplement to vol. ii., ib. 1874; (4)
1877, addenda to Nathan Adler's
commentary on Onkelos.
Berkowitz's contributions to the study of the
Onkelos are very valuable, their merit being acknowledged by such scholars as Berliner and other
He also contributed to
specialists on the Targum.
the Hebrew periodicals "Pirlie Zafon," "Ha-Karmel," "Ozar Hokmah," and "Ha-Maggid."
fot Semalot,"

"Abne

Z\on, "

ib.

BiBMOGRAPHY Fucnn, Kcncset Yisraely p. 174 Berliner,
Targum Onkelos, p. 197; H. N. Steinscliueider, '/r Wilna.
H. R.
L. o.
:

;

BERKOWITZ, HENRY
educat<n-; born at
end April 5, 1891.

:

Russian-English

Warsaw in 1816; died in GravesHe came to London in 1841, and

attracting the notice of Chief Rabbi Adler, he was
made a member of the hitter's household. He afterward opened a school at Graveseud, and by his energy and zeal gradually obtained for it an established
Among his scholars were
position and reputation.
nmnbered some of the most prominent men in the
community. Berkowitz was held in high esteem in

non-Jewish
all

classes

circles in

and

stowed on him

Gravesend,

creeds,
in

and

made friends among

local honors

abundance,

were be-

among them

justice of the peace, imtil, in 1887, he

was

that of
elected

mayor of Gravesend. He was concerned in almost
every philanthropic movement of the town.
Bibliography Jewish Chronicle,
:

April, 1891.

G. L.

J.

BERKOWITZ, HENRY:

American

rabbi;

born at Pittsburg, Pa., March 18, 1857. He was
educated at the Central High School of his native

and at the Hebrew Union
College of Cincinnati, O. Berkowitz has held the
position of rabbi of the Sha'are Shamayim congregation in Mobile, Ala., 1883-88; of the B'nai Jehuda
congregation in Kansas City, Mo., 1888-92; and of
theRodepli Shalom congregation, Philadelphia, Pa.,
since 1892.
He is the founder and chancellor of the
Jewish Ciiautauqu.4. Society since 1893, one of
the board of governors of the Hebrew Union College, and a member of the publication committee of
He is a member of
the JewLsli Publication Society.
the first or pioneer class of Jewish ministers that
graduated from the Hebrew Union College. The
published works of Berkowitz are as follows:

city, at Cornell University,

Bergrtheil

Berlin

"Bible Flthics," 1883; "First Union Hebrew Reader" and "Second Union Hebrew Reader," 1883;
"Judaism and the Social Question," 1888; "The
Pulpit Message," 1892; "The Open Bible," 1896—
H guide to a choice of reading from the Old Testament, taking account of the critical standpoint;
"

Kiddush

trated,

Sabbath Sentiment in the Home," illusBerkowitz has contributed many
various Jewish and secular journals.
:

1898.

papers to

S.

.\.

BERLIJN, ANTON (ARON WOLF)

:

Con-

ductor and composer; born at Amsterdam 3Iay 21,
He wrote 'nine
1817; died there Jan. 16, 1870.
operas, seven ballets, an oratorio ("Mo.ses auf
Nebo "), a symphony, a cantata, a mass, several
Of these his symovertures, chamber-music, etc.
phony, performed by Spohr at Cassel, 1857, is undoubtedly his best work. Berlijnwas a skilful contrapuntist, and his compositions are distinguished
by grace and brilliancy, tliough their popularity
was confined principally to Holland.
During his long service as conductor at the Royal
Theater at Amsterdam, he was held in high regard
by the king, who in 1860 bestowed upon him the
decoration of the order of merit of the king of Holland.
In addition to this he received the gold medal
for merit of the king of the Belgians (1845), and similar decorations from the kings of Denmark (1845),
Greece (1846), and Sweden (1848), the emperor of
Austria (1848), Prince Frederick of the Netherlands.

and the grand dukes of Saxe-Coburg (1864)
and Nassau. Berlijn was also a member of the St,
Cecilia Society of Rome, of the Archeological So(1858),

ciety of Athens, etc.

Bibliography: Baker, Dfcf. of Jhtsicians, New

Y(irk, 1900;

Mendel, Mimkalixchc^i Konversations-Le.rikon.
J.
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BERLIN

So.

Capital of Prussia and of the German
Though mentioned as early as the year
empire.
1225, it was an unimportant place during the whole
of the Middle Ages. Not much is known of the Jews
there during that period, yet there is enough to
show that they shared the same fate as their coreligionists of tliat lime in other cities and countries.
At the beginning of the fourteenth century the
" Reichsgriitin " (countess of the empire)
Agnes
presented the Jews of Berlin to the magistrate.
They were expelled during the Black Death, and
their synagogue was given to a Christian citizen
(1350); but in accordance with the spirit of the MidThey
dle Ages tliey were allowed to return in 1354.
were not, however, permitted to have a public synagogue, but had to content themselves for a numl)er
There
of years with worshiping in private houses.
is no further mention of the Jews until the beginning of the sixteenth centuiy. In 1509 the Jews of
the neighboring Bernau were accused of desecrating
the host, and thirty-eight of them, alleged to have
committed the crime, were publicly burned by order
Only two
of the elector Joachim I. (July 19, 1510).
accepted baptism, and these were beheaded, the sentence of deatli at the stake having been commuted
As the usual conseto this as "an act of grace."
quence of such occurrences, the Jews generally were
expelled: but they apparently were received again
within a very short time, for in the fourth decade
:
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of that century the magistrate again complained of
them. About the same time, the court Jew Lippold,
favorite of the elector Joachim II. became especially
,

important, he having been entrusted by the latter
with the superintendence of all Jewish affairs.
When Joachim died suddenly (1571), his successor,
Johann Georg, accused Lippold of having murdered
the elector. Lippold's admissions on the rack, and
the books on magic found in his possession, furnished
to his enemies sufficient evidence to procure his condemnation and execution (Jan. 28, 1573). Again an
expulsion of the Jews followed.
The real history of the Jewish community of BerWhen the
lin does not begin until the year 1671.
Jews were expelled (1670) from Vienna, under Emperor Leopold I., the great elector, who previously
had shown his unprejudiced attitude toward the
Jews by admitting two Jewish students to the University of Frankfort on-the-Odcr (see Tobias MosE-
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forced the new immigrants
protect themselves against the influx of other

The fear of competition
to

Jews,

whom

they attempted

to

keep away by

Though they were
threats of excommunication.
forbidden to put this measure into force, the authorities agreed to come to them for information concerning every new immigrant, the signers to such a
reference buing then held responsible for the person
named. This measure did not prevent many " unvergleitete Juden " (Jews having no " Geleitsbrief,"
or residence permit) from entering Berlin surreptitiously, thus furnishing cause for endless legislation
in the electorate of

Brandenburg and
;

the evil was not wholly remedied even
The great
Granted, by stringent measures.
elector faithfully kept his promise to
On Jan. 3, 1676, a decree was
protect the Jews.
issued in which occurred the following: "die Juden

Privileges

in Berlin in

NIDES), signified
his willingness

IhrenFreyheitenund Privilegiennichtzu
turbiren,
noch
zu kriiiiken, sondern sie
vielme hr da bey

to receive a
number of Jew-

geburend zu

ish families into

resident at ViAndreas
enna,
Neumann, to

(not
disturb
or
worrj- the Jews
of Berlin in their
grants and priv-

©pen negotia-

ileges,

schiitzen "

dominions,
and ordered his
his

to

Jews

to

them
But

properly).

that

of

but

protect

with the

tions

was

published

when, nine years
later, an accuser,
Bendix Levi,

May

21,

1671.

rose out of the

The

emigrants

midst

of

could freely en-

Jews

t

selves,

making

city.

of

The edict
admission

gage

com-

in

merce

but

;

usury was
bidden.

Exterior of the Old Synagogue, Berlin.
(.\fter

an engraving.)

their

They were exempt from

tolls in traveling,

to

(quarters

near the city walls.

As

the court

Aaron was afraid of the competition of
the immigrants, he succeeded in having a decree issued, Sept. 6, 1671, under which no Jews would be

Jew

Israel

received in Berlin except after a careful investigaInstead of the
tion into their financial condition.
anticipated number of letters of protection, one common writ of privileges was issued to the Veit and
Riess families, in which they were expressly for-

bidden to compete with Aaron. That day (Sept.
10, 1671) is the birthday of the Jewish community of Berlin.
In 1673 a cemetery was bought
for the

new community, and

society

was founded under the name

Chassodim."

the
e ra

-

the most violent

accusations

for-

pay a yearly protection tax of eight thalers
per family, and one gold florin for every marriage.
In civil cases thej^ were to be
The Great judged by the mayor, in criminal
They were
Elector,
cases by the elector.
not permitted to have a public synagogue. These privileges were at first granted for
a period of twenty years. A few months later the
Austrian fugitives arrived at Berlin and went to

but had

li

in

1676

a
"

burial

Gemiluss

against them, he gained the ear of the great elector,
who ordered that every Jew should give bonds to
the amount of 1,000 thalers (Sept. 8, 1685).
The great elector died in 1688, and was succeeded
elector Frederick III., who became king of
Prussia Jan. 18, 1701. Even in swearing to the
coronation oath the council brought up complaints
As the twenty years for which
against the Jews.
the privileges of 1671 were granted were drawing to
a close, Frederick instituted a commission to examine
the letters of protection (May, 1688), before which
every Jew had to appear, and to receive confirmation of his privileges on payment of a certain tax.
Most stringent measures were taken against the
" unvergleitete Juden," but all to no avail.
A special commission was instituted to determine the
The number of
rights of the Jews (Jan. 24, 1700).
Jewish families for the whole electorate was fixed
Instead of the personal protection-tax
at fifty.
(eight thalers), the whole community was taxed in a
j-early sum of 3,000 thalers; and a poll-tax was inAnother decree was issued (Dec. 7, 1700),
stituted.
which revoked the poll-tax, fixed the protectionmoney at 1,000 ducats, and placed some restrictions
upon commerce. At the request of the shopkeepers'

by the

—

"
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Jews were forbidden to keep pubshops and stalls. A report on the execution of
this measure, however, says: "1st leyder nicht ein
Buchstabe von dieser heylsamen Verordnung in
Acht genommen worden " (Unfortunately not a jot
of this wholesome measure received any heed).
Other restrictions followed. Peddling had been forbidden (Aug. 17, 1692), and now also living in vilgild, for instance,

their

lic

whom

lages (Oct. 16, 1706).
Aversion to the Jews began to

show

itself also in

Franz Wentzel brought forward the
accusation that
the Jews during

other matters.

Berlin

—

own government.

The "elders"
most of
were chosen by the community for a period

by the government, though some were nominated for life
supervised mainly the collection of the taxes and the
carrying out of the regulations pertaining thereto.
Among the elders at the beginning of the eighteenth
century were Jost Liebmann and Marcus Magnus.
Personal enmity between these two grew into a
communal quarrel which divided the Jews into two
camps and was attended with dire results. Liebmann, who marof three years, subject to confirmation

ried the

widow

of

'Alenu

Israel Aaron, suc-

prayer jumped up

ceeded the latter

and spat

in

the

in deri-

sion of Jesus.

In

consequence a

se-

vere edict was issued against the

Septem-

ing diamonds.
After Aaron's

year

death the appoint-

An investi-

ment was con-

praj'er in

ber

of

1700.

the

gation was
tuted,

his position at

court also, and acquired a large fortune by furnish-

widow.

which

to

delegates

of

upon

ferred

insti-

gained

the

Jews were called,
and as a result
there was issued,
Aug. 28, 1703, the
" Edict wegen des

his

She

the favor

of the king,

placed

her

position

who
in

a

entirely

independent of the

Jewish commu-

Judengebeths

nity, signifying his

'Alenu, und das
sie einige Worte
auslassen,
nicht

esteem by presenting her with a
gold chain. While,
however, the Liebmann family enjoyed the favor of

noch
hinweg-

ausspeyen,
darbe)^
.springen

sollen

tliat

the king, ]\Iagnus
was the special
favorite
of
the

they shall leave
out some words,
shall not spit nor
jump up during
its recital).
This

crown prince. The
latent disharmony
between the two
families
became
a ji p a r e n t at a

(Edict concerning
the Jews' prayer

'Alenu,

and

decree was often
renewed. According to
it
the
praj'er

was

duiing

occurrence
worship,

Marcus

Magnus

trifling
Interior of the Old Synagogue, Berlin
(After an engraving.)

insisting that Lieb-

al-

lowed only to be said in the sj'nagogue and in a
loud voice; and a Christian official was appointed
It was
to see that this injunction was carried out.
only after many years that the degree
'Alenu
was revoked, at the instance of Moses
Prayer.
Mendelssohn. About the same time ap-

peared Johann Andreas Eisenmeuger's
book, "Das Entdeckte Judenthum" (Frankfort-onthe-Main, 1700).
Owing to the efforts of the Jews
the book was forbidden by Emperor Leopold I., and
continued under that ban, in spite of the repeated
objections of the Prussiiin king Frederick I., who
thereupon had it reprinted at Berlin in 1711.
In 1708 a standing commission (which had charge
of Jewish affairs until 17o0) was instituted, the
Jews themselves taking only a very small part in

A

bitter lawsuit remann had offended him.
suited whicli lasted for two years, and was ended
only by a royal order (May 7, 1710) commanding both
parties, under pain of heavy punishment, to meet
henceforth peacefully and quietly (" bey Vermeidung
ernster Bestrafung hinflihro friedtlich und ruhig sich
The quarrel. howzu begegneu").
Family ever, soon became a connnunal matter,
duarrels. occasion for dispute being found in the
conditions of worship. It has already
been mentioned that the Jews had never been permitted to have a public synagogue, the services being
held in private houses. One of these was in the house
But Liebmann also insisted on
of Veit and Riess.
having a synagogue and a bet ha-midrash and his
;

nephew and

son-in-law,

Aaron Benjamin Wolf, was
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appointed rabbi. In 1684 Liebmann's synagogue
was declared to be the only olficial one. Neverthethe synagogue of Veit and Riess continued, and
was even officially recognized. In order to
prevent the undesirable conse(iuences of such a split,
less,

in 1694

and more especially to injure Liebmann's widow,
]\Iaicus Magnus insisted on the necessity of a common public synagogue. The widow of course objected; but, in spite of her protests and of all the
quarrels and intrigues of both parties, it was resolved
to build the synagogue; and the corner-stone in a
cavity of which was placed a prayer for the royal
was laid
familv, enclosed in a small copper box
lyar 3, 5472 (May 9, 1712). On New-Year's Day,
1714, the synagogue was solemnly dedicated in the
presence of the king and his court; and for many

—

—

years thereafter
it was considered
the most beautiful building of
its kind in Eu-
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sondern davon ganzlich nusgeschlossen sein und
bleiben " (Since the merchant gild is composed of
honest, upright people, therefore no Jew, punishable
homicide, blasphemer, murderer, thief, adulterer,
perjurer, or any one else who is otherwise spotted
and stained with manifest heinous vices and sins,
shall be suffered in our gild, but shall be and remain
entirely excluded).
In 1721 a curious occurrence
roused the especial anger of the king against the
Jews. In that year the purveyor for the royal mint.
Levin Veit, who had been considered a vcr}' rich
man, died, leaving not only no property Avhatever,
but a debt of 100,000 thalers to the royal mint. The
king held the whole Jewish community of Berlin
responsible for the disappearance of the money, and
revenged himself in a very peculiar way. Ou Aug.
15 all the Jews
of Berlin were
summoned to the

synagogue,
which was surrounded by soldiers, and were
placed under the
ban by the offici-

rope.

Under the new
king,

Frederick

William I., internal improvement in com-

ating rabbi, Michael Hasid, in
presence of the
court
preacher
Jablonsky.

munal

affairs
kept pace with
external

better-

On March

On May

ment.

20, 1714, the

1722 (and

king

revi.sed

issued a decree,
for
which the
Jews paid 8,000
thalers,

16.

in

a

form on

Feb.

18, 1723), the

new

"Aeltesten-

reglemeut" (Con-

revoking
1700.

stitution

of the

The Jews were

Jewish

Com-

again permitted
to keep public
shops and to ask
a higher rate of

munity) was

that

of

interest;

and

away with

Each

in

Plan of the Interior of the Synagogue in Lindenstrasse, Berlin.

was extended

to the first child;

for

the second and third a certain sum had to be paid
according to the financial ability of the parents. The
merchant gild protested as usual
Under
against the amelioration of the conFrederick dition of the Jews. A new com-

Williain

I.

mission,
29,

which was

1717, tried to

Nov.
introduce some reinstituted

among them the prohibition against
keeping public shops. As the Jews protested, these
strictions,

were not carried into effect, and the commission was dissolved. Thereupon tlie merchant
gild of Berlin revenged itself by introducing into its
by-laws of 1716 the following malicious paragraph:
" Alldieweil die Kauffmannsglildeaus ehrlichen und
redlichen Leuten zusammengesetzet, also soil kein
Jude, strafbarer Tod tsch lager, Gotteslasterer, Morder, Dieb, Ehebrecher, Meineidiger, oder der sonst
mit 5ffentlichen groben Laslern und Sllnden beflecket und behaftet, in unserer Giilde nicht gelitten,
restrictions

the

administra-

community, and which, in order to be brought home more
thoroughly, was to be read every year in the synation of the

trade.

privilege

the

had become apparent in
evils that

it

was made easier
for them to engage

is-

which was
intended to do
sued,

Under this constitution the administration
two permanent chief elders, five elders,
four treasurers, and four superintendents of the poor,
gogxie.

consisted of

and

assistants;

new

officers

were to be elected every

three years by seven men chosen by lot from among
the community.
The committee were to meet every
week in the room of the elders, and to keep the minutes of their proceedings; resolutions, passed by
them, becoming law by a majority vote. The exclusion of a member of the community^ from the

Passover was made dependent on the unanimous
vote of the committee; the ban could be pronounced
only with the consent of the rabbi: and both of
these measures were to be subject to ratification by
The elders were held rethe Jews' commission.
sponsible with their own money for the proper collection of the taxes, but could proceed against delinquent payers. Every year the entire board had to
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report to a committee of five cliosen by the commuTiie college of rabbis was to consist of a chief
rabbi, with the title pn IT'n aX. a vice-i'abbi (K'K")
TT n'2), and two or tince assessors. Otlier taxes
were soon added to the existing ones; e.g., on pawnshops, and calendar money for the Royal Society
nity.

The income
Science, and marriage licenses.
from the last was paid into the treasury from
which enlisted men received their pay, and its
amount (4,800 thalcrs a .year) soon became a permanent tax upon the whole community. A new decree
was contemplated in 1727, to contain various rebut as the Jews
strictions on trade and commerce
After
protested against it, it was abandoned.
lengthy discussions with them there appeared, Sept.
29, 1730, the "Generalprivilegium und Reglement,
wie es wegen der Juden in seiner Koniglichen MajestatLanden zu halten " (General privilege and regulations to be observed concerning the Jew^s in his MaThe number of Jewish families
jesty's dominions).
in Berlin was limited to 120, but
of

;

"General- they soon numbered

A

royal
priviorder that appeared suddenly, April
legium," 26, 1737, commanded the families in
1730.
excess to depart; the king insisting on
the measure in spite of all the protests
of the unfortunate ones and of some of the authorities.
He even declared that he would rather lose
the remaining Jewish families together with their
yearly tax of 20,000 thalers than permit the ruinous
oppression of his subjects.
The precarious condition of the Jews appeared
also in other directions.
When the soldiers complained of the filthy barracks that had been assigned
to them, the Jews were forced to give up to them
their own rented houses and to move into the barracks at a rental arbitrarily fixed by the authorities
In the same year the electoral cham(Oct., 1737).
ber passed new regulations for the Jews of Berlin,
which contained more stringent measures, having
in view the gradual diminution and ultimate extinction of the community; the death of Frederick William I. (May 31, 1740) prevented their being put into
execution.
The condition of the Jews was not improved under
his successor, Frederick the Great (1740-86) indeed,
The " philosopher
in many respects it grew worse.
on the throne " showed, even then, that a philosophical and liberal view of the world is not a sufficient
protection against prejudice, when Jews are in question.
In 1747 he limited the right of residence to
one child of every family, and decreed
Frederick that every Jew who became bankrupt
the Great, should lose his right to protection.
An attempt to determine the rights of
the Jews in general was undertaken on the advice
of the fiscal-general Uhden.
The Jews were divided
into "ordinary" and "extraordinary" Jews.
The
former after death could be succeeded in their rights
and privileges by their first-born child (either son or
daughter); the remaining children, like the extraordinary Jews in general, enjoying the right of protection for themselves only, and being prohibited
from registering their children.
law was passed
embodying these conditions, but when it was about
to go into effect (1750), the Jews, dissatisfied with
180.

;

Berlin

and fearing that the restrictions therein contained
would ruin their credit with other countries, prayed
that it might not be made public and in fact it was-

it,

;

not published until six years later.
In order to stimulate manufacturing in his dominions, Frederick the Great tried by various and even
forcible means to press tiie Jews into the industries.
As he disliked any mcrease of the Jews, either by
birth or by immigration, he decreed (Oct. 29, 1757).

that no .lews should receive

new

privileges, unless

they promised to start factories. On the same condition they were each permitted to register an additional child.
In general, the king looked upon the
Jews merely as a source of income, and imposed
taxes in various ways. For instance, they had tofurnish silver amounting to 8,100 marks a year;
and the protection-money was increased from 15,000'
to 25,000 thalers.
More curious still was the socalled porcelain-tax, which obliged every Jew, when
applying for any concession, to buy a certain amount
of porcelain in the roj-al porcelain-factor}^ and tobeyond the frontier. As the cost of transpor-

sell it

was very large compared with the value of
the goods, such transactions involved considerable
loss.
The king was especially strict in carrjing out
the principle of communal responsibility, holding
the elders pecuniarily liable for any theft committed
by a member of the community. The first case of
this kind occurred in 1769, when the king decided
that the law must be upheld, in spite of the protestsof the elders and t!ie entreaty of the directorygeneral ("Generaldirectorium ").
In 1784 this communal responsibility of the elders was extended to
cases of bankruptcy of members of the community.
Thus the philosophic king endeavored by extreme
measures to turn the Jews of his country into
pariahs.
tation

While these medieval measures still fettered the
Jews externally, a movement was in progress that
in an incredibly short time was to change their
whole life and character and to prove once more that
in the history of the Jews spiritual influences are
more potent than brute force. Their regeneration
came through German literature, which at that time
began to flourish anew. In spite of its seclusion theJewish ghetto also

felt the

breath of the fresh cur-

rents that revivified the intellectual

life

of

Germany.

before Mendelssohn, Aaron Salomon Gumpertz appeared, devoting himself to the sciences,
and being one of the first Jews to receive a doctor's,
But the real representative of this jieriod
degree.
is Moses Mendelssohn (1729-86). He modestly sought,
admission at the gates of Berlin as a.
Moses
poor "Talmud bahur," and within a
Mendels- short time counted the whole of the
sohn.
cultivated classes of Germany among
His translation of the.
his readers.
Bible, together with the regenerated Hebrew literature, was pressed into the service of the new illuActuated by the same spirit, David Friedmination.
lilnder and Isaac Daniel Itzig founded a free school,
imder the name D^"IJ?J "Iljn. and, in connection with
it, a Hebrew printing-establishment and book-store.

Even

A

German Judaism was entirelj- transformed as if
Not so long before, a Jew who had dared

by magic.
to

trim

his

beard had, at the instigation of

aik

;
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eminent member of the community, been commanded

by a direct order of the cabinet to spare his locks
and the progenitor of the Bleichroder family had
been driven from Berlin because a German book had
been found in his possession. Now, the Jews were
in the front rank of the promoters of German culture.
The Berlin physician Marcus Heuz was an
eager apostle of the philosophy of his teacher Kant,

whom he stood in close personal relations; and
the lectures on physics, which he delivered at his
house, were attended by the minister Zedlitz, and
even by the crown prince. The salon of his wife,
Henriette Herz, became the center of attraction for
the most brilliant people of Germany, and for many
with

of those of other continental countries. With the
increase of enthusiasm for German culture, the indifference to and neglect of the religion of the Fathers
While Mendelssohn himself and his
increased also.
circle still clung to their Judaism, even in the midst
of the new movement, the younger
Relaxation generation tried to get rid of it as
of
quickly as possible. More than oneDiscipline, half of the Berlin community is re-

ported to have been baptized within a
elders strove in vain to stem this
flight from Judaism by a law, which thej' were instrumental in having passed, to the effect that servants and children could be baptized only after producing the certified permission of their masters and
parents respectively, and that strangers must be
taken to their native places for the ceremony.
In 1792 the Gesellschaft der Freunde, an association of "the high-thinking and liberal against orthodoxy and immorality," was formed. In 1799 appeared the circular letter addressed to the "Very
Reverend Chief Councilor of theConsistorj'and Provost [Probst] Teller at Berlin by some heads of famshort time.

The

Jewish religion," in which the anonj'mous
author (David FriedUluder) signified willingness, in
his own name and that of others, to be baptized, if
they would not be obliged thereby to believe in the
Teller emphatically
specifically Christian dogmas.
refused his request.
The new generation was keenly
sensitive to the lower civic status of the Jews.
Hence all its efforts were united against the old
general privilege, and in favor of emancipation,
which had seemed to be more nearly within the reach
of the Jews when Frederick William II. came to the
iliesof the

throne (1786). The description of these eiforts belongs to the history of the Prussian Jews. It is sufficient to mention here that the Jews of Berlin, with
David Friedliinder at their head, were among the
pioneers in that movement; and they found a ready
advocate of their efforts in the prime minister Hardenberg, who came into office June 6, 1810. The
edict of March 11, 1812, conferred citizenship upon
the Jews living in Prussia and enjoj*Edict
ing any concessions, and made them
of March, subject to military service. On March
11, 1812. 18 the Jews sent to the king a letter
of thanks which was signed by the
elders David Hirsch, Bendix, Friedlander, and

Gumpertz.
But this by no means ended the struggle; for even
the rights previously granted were either curtailed
or revoked, and new restrictions were introduced.
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In spite of their sacrifices and the patriotism displayed b}' them during the wars of liberation, the
.Jews were thwarted in various ways.
strong antiJewish movement appeared also in the literature of
the time.
In 1824 the newly instituted provincial
estates convened and took up the question of the
position of the Jews, the estates of Brandenburg and
of some of the other provinces being in favor of
restricting their rights.
The memorial which the
elders presented to the Ministry of the Interior received no answer. Thus all efforts had again to be
united in the struggle to obtain justice. The battle
was waged more or less successfully, and ended
finally in favor of the Jews, when the year 1848
brought the proclamation that all Prussians were
equal before the law.
During tnose years of conflict the intellectual life
of the Jews was not neglected.
In 1819 the Verein
filr Kulturund Wissenschaf t der Juden was founded
by Gans, Moser, and Zunz, Heine also belonging
to it.
The periodical of the society appeared in
1823, edited by Zunz.
But the society was dissolved
in the following year, owing to the indifference of
the members and its founder, Gans, together with
many members, soon thereafter renounced Judaism.
The only remnant of this vain attempt
Striving was the "Science of Judaism," which,
After
represented by Zunz, promised a rich
Culture,
harvest for the future. The education of the Jewish youth in accordance
with the new spirit received especial attention.
Aside from the free school, of which Bendavid became the director in 1806, a private school, founded
by Bock, was continued by Jost and S. Stern. In
1823 Zunz presented to the directors, in the name of
the Verein fiir Kultur uud Wissenschaft der Juden,
a memorial advocating a reform.
commission,
including Zunz, Moser, and Bendavid, was instituted for the purpose of organizing a communal
school.
On Oct. 3, 1825, was laid the corner-stone
of a building Avhich on Jan. 3 following was opened
as a public school of four classes, under the direction of Zunz.
In 1835 a school for girls was organized upon similar lines.
In 1856 a religious school
was founded. Training-schools for teachers were
also organized.
In 1840 a seminary for teachers was
opened under the direction of Zunz; but it was
closed nine years later by the elders.
In 1858 a
training-school for teachers was established under
the rectorship of Horwitz.
Philanthropy also received the attention of the
community. In 1804 the Brilderverein, a society for
the relief of unmarried merchants, was founded.
Several of the older relief societies' still existed, as
that for dowries (since 1721 the new by-laws being
drafted bj' Mendelssohn); for circumcision (1715);
for sick relief (1703); for burial (1672; see above);
In 1838 the
also an asylum for the aged (1828).
community instituted a commission for the purpose
of supervising the relief given to the poor, who had
greatly increased since 1812. In 1833 the BaruchAuerbach orphan asylum for boj'swas founded; ten
years later the asylum for girls; in 1836 the institute
for orphans in memory of Moses Mendelssohn; and
in 1858 the hospital.
For other institutions see list
below.

A

;

A

;
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The chief place in the inner development
community is occupied by the struggle for

of the
ritual

reform, in which both parties engaged with great
Shortly after the edict of 1812 Friedlander issued a pamphlet demanding reforms in the
religious services, and sent it to the king, who gave
an unfavorable answer, although the prime minister
Hardenberg advocated Friedlander's propositions.
The reforms wi-re soon carried into effect, however;
for the wealthy Jacob Herz Beer (the father of
Meyerbeer) organized private services according to
the new principles, at which Zunz also officiated as
Israel Jacobsohn, the former pi-esident of
preacher.
the Westphalian consistory, imitating Beer's exambitterness.

Berlin

be held only in the present synagogue, and only according to the customary ritual, without the least
innovation in the language or the ceremonial, the
prayers and songs, entirely in accordance with the
ancient custom." This regulation was so strictly
carried out that when Rabbi Oettinger, at the dedication of the new cemetery in 1827, delivered an address in German, the police saw therein a forbidden
innovation.

Culture societies were organized in 1841 under the
Sigmund Stern, whose lectures in 1845
on the tasks of the Judaism of that time again stirred
up the Reform movement. On March 10, 1845, a
meeting was held under the leadership of Stern and
A. Bernstein, which resolved "that rabbinic Judaism is on the whole and in its parts not in harmony with our scientific convictions and the demands of the present life. " The Genossenschaf t f tlr
Reform des Judenthums, founded in 1846, organized

direction of

services under the leadership of

its

rabbi,

Samuel

These were held on Saturdays and
Sundays (afterward only on Sundays), and their
HoLDiiEiM.

was the total exclusion of the Hebiew
At present (1902) the chief community

chief feature

language.

besides the above-mentioned
two of which
observe the old ritual and three a modernized one.
The matter of securing suitable rabbis was an especiall}' difficult one, in view of the strong differences of opinion obtaining in the community. This
became apparent soon after the death of Chief Rabbi
Hirschel Levin in 1800; these differences then were
so great that no chief rabbi could be agreed upon.
further attempt was made to fill the office, in
1842, when Zacharias Frankel was chosen.
As
he, however, declined the appointment, notwithstanding certain assurances from the minister EichHirschel Levin
horn, the office remained vacant.
was succeeded by the assistant rabbi, Meyer Simon
Weyl, v.'ho was given the title " Vice-OberlandesRabbiner." After his death (1825) Jacob Joseph
Ocitinger (until 1860) and Elhanan Rosenstein (until
1866) were the acting rabbis, IMichael Sachs being
associated with them as assistant rabbi after Frankel
had refused the chief rabbinate. After Sachs's death
Finally, in
(1864) the controversy again broke out.
1866 Joseph Aub was chosen, who in the same year
consecrated the new synagogue and introduced a
new order of prayers. In 1869 Abraham Geiger was
chosen, together with Ungerleider as assistant rabbi.
For incumbents of the rabbinate in 1901 see below.
It became necessary to change the administration
of the community in accordance with the altered
conditions.
As early as 1793 a new constitution had
been instituted, which, for the first time, did not
proceed from the government, but was the result of
the deliberations of a communal committee of fifteen.
When the Jews' taxes were revoked by the edict
of 1812, the duties of the elders were materially
of

Berlin

Reform

supports,

pulpit, five chief synagogues,

A

Synagogue on Oranienburgerstrasse,
(From

Berlin.

a phutopraph.)

preached himself, and confirmed his son (PenteBut in 1817 there appeared a royal
1815).
order which, fajling back on the old "Generalprivilegium," commanded the closing of private synagogues. As the public sj'uagogue
Struggle was in need of repair, the temple of
for Reform. Beer was designated as a temporary
synagogue. The Orthodox members,
headed by their rabbi, Meyer Simon Weyl, protested
against the order, and continued to worship in the
half-completed synagogue. The government now
decreed that the ancient Hebrew service should be
followed by German prayers and a sermon in German but at the instance of the Orthodox members
a new royal order was issued, Dec. 9, 1823, to tlie
pie,

cost,

;

effect " that the religious services of the

Jews

shall

As the government was slow to offer
suggestions, the elders themselves went to work and
drafted a set of rules for choosing the representatives.
These were adopted May 20, 1849, by a vote
changed.

community, and the election in accordance
with the new statute was held June 24. The government, however, refused to recognize it, and
of the
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Berlin Congress
ordered a

new

election in accordance with the gou-

which was held April 11,
1854 tliat the government rec-

eral regulations of 1750,

1851.
It was not till
ognized the new rules of 1849. On Feb. 28 of that
year representatives were elected in accordance with
those rules and were contirnied by tlie government.
After much deliberation the "Statut fiir die Jlidische Gemeinde in Berlin " was determined upon
(Aug. 31, 18(50), which is still in force (1902). According to this statute the Jewish community of

Berlin consists of all the

Jews

in that city

and the

neighboring places. The community is represented
by a directorate and a college of representatives; the
latter consisting of twent^'-one members and fifteen
substitutes, chosen every three years by a ballot of

The representatives choose
the whole community.
the directorate, consisting of seven elders and three
The resolutions of the representatives
substitutes.
Differences are
are confirmed by tlie directorate.
decided by a committee of the conmiunity or by the
board of supervisors. Different branches of the administration are in the hands of special commissions,
with a member of the directorate in the cliair. The
ministers, readers,

and

all officials

ligious functions are chosen

who perform

re-

by a two-thirds majority

of the representatives.
Non-Jewish sources mention (1) a certain Cain
(meaning probably " Hayyim ") as the first rabbi of
the mark of Brandenburg, under whom

The
Rabbinate,

the Jews emigrated from Vienna.
His
privilege for the whole electorate was

issued Feb. 20, 1672.
He probably
did not live at Berlin, but at some other town of the
mark, perhaps at Landsberg-on-the-Wartlie.
succeeded
(2) Isaac Benjamin Wolf Liebmann
Hayyim May 11, 1G85. He lived at Landsberg-on-

the-Warthe.
(3) Shemaiah, called Simon

Aug.

23, 1687.

He

Bcrend,

appointed

lived at first at Frankforton-

the-Oder, then in Berlin
Passover, 5469 (April
Talmudic authority.

;

died on the last day of the
He was a high
1709).

2,

(4) Aaron Benjamin Woi.f, son of Isaac Benjamin Wolf Liebmann, nephew and son-in-law of Jost

Liebmann, 1709-21.
(5) Michael Hasid, appointed

May 17, 1714, who
also succeeded to the rabbinate of Frankfort after
Aaron Benjamin Wolf's death. (On the ban which
Michael pronounced against the Jews of Berlin at
the command of Frederick William I., see above.)
His works have only partially been printed. He
was considered a great Talmudist and also occupied
himself with the Cabala, being called by the Jews
the "great Cabalist." One of his sons embraced
Catholicism, and became professor of Oriental languages at Vienna, under the name " Aloys Wiener
von Sonnenfels." Michael Hasid died Feb. 21, 1728.
During his rabbinate ^larcus Abraham was chosen
(1726) as the first rosli bet-din (director of the schoolhouse), superintending as such the Talmudic instruction of the Jewish youths.
(6) Moses Aaron of Lemberg, formerly rabbi in
Leipnik. He was chosen contrary to the wishes of
the community at the command of Frederick William I., who issued his order in spite of the protests
of the elders.
In consequence the new rabbi had
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community. The elders.
marks permission to
choose another rabbi (^lay 27, 1730). Moses Aaron
was forced to accept the rabbinate of Frankfort-onthe-Oder, with the condition to pay 300 marks a year
From Frankfort he went to
to the rabbi of Berlin.
Nikolsburg, where he died, Tebet 17, 5518 (Dec. 28,
violent (luaiiels with the

bought

for the

sum

of 4,500

1757).
(7) Jacob Joshua of Cracow (born 1680), chosen in
the fall of 1730; a high Talmudic authority; author
of the celebrated Talmud connnentary, "Pene Ychoshua'. " He had previously been rabbi of Lemberg,
as the successor of Hakam Zebi.
Though he gained
the love of tlie connnunity by his independent and
energetic character, he gave such offense by deciding
a case against the influential and powerful Veitel
Ephraim that he was forced to leave Berlin, 1735.

He went to Metz, where he wrote his commentary,
and thence to Frankfort-on-the-Main.
He died
Shcbat 14, 551G (-Ian. 16, 1756).
After Jacob Joshua's resignation, the office was
filled by the rosh bet-din Marcus Abraham (mentioned under 5), with Avhom Naphtali Herz was asAfter his death (1743)
sociated as assistant rabbi.
the community decided to call a younger man, and
chose

David Friinkel, w ho, having been born (1704)
and educated there, was especially acceptable to the community.
Previously he had been
chief rabbi at Dessau and at Frankfort-on-the-Oder.
As he had many relations in Berlin over whom he
(8)

at Berlin

could not, according to the law, exercise his

oflice

as judge, his brother-in-law, Veitel, agreed to pay a
yearly sum for a substitute. Frankel achieved fame
his commentary on Y^erushalmi, and was the
He died suddenly
teacher of Moses Mendelssohn.
Nisan 13, 5522 (April 5, 1762).
Author of the
(9) Aaron Hirsch, chosen 1763.
"Minhat Aharon." He went from Berlin to Schwabach in 1772, and died in 1780. His name "Aaron
Mosessohn " was appended to the thanksgiving sermon written by Mendelssohn after the peace of Hubertusburg.
(10) Hirschel Levin, called also Hirschel Lobel;
elected 1772; died Aug. 26, 1800 (see Hirschel
Levin). By the time of Levin's death the differences of opinion in the community had grown to be
so great that it becanje impossible to have one cenThe changes in the rabbi questral administration.
tion since then have been mentioned above.
The various iictivities of the Berlin Jewish community may best be summarized under the heads
of (I.) worship, (II.) education, (HI.) philanthropy,
(IV.) miscellaneous.
(I.) Worship: Berlin possesses the following
synagogues and temples: (1) Alte Synagoge, Heidereutergasse
(2) Neue Synagoge, Oranienburgerstrasse
(3) synagogues in the Kaiserstrasse, Linden-

by

;

;

and Lutzowstrasse; (4) Adas Yisroel,
Gipsstrasse (314 families), rabbi Dr. Esra Munk,
preacher Dr. M. Hildesheimer
(5) SchonebergerUfer, rabbi Dr. Petuchowski; (6) Aha was Reim,
Prinzenstrasse (100 families), rabbi Dr. I. Bleichrode;
(7) Beth Zion, Brunnenstrasse (150 families), rabbi
Ahawas Scholom, Luisenstrasse,
L. H5.\ter;
(8)
rabbi Dr. Stein; (9) Neweh Scholom, Lothringer-

strasse,

;

:

;
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strasse (180 sours), rabbi H. Gruenfeld; (10) Westcu,

Passauerstrasse (144 members) rabbi Dr. Pli. Kroner
<11) Moabit, Lessiugstrasse (500 families), rabbi Dr.

Jewish Keform Congregation, Johaunisstrasse (loO families), rabbis Dr. M. Levin, Dr. P.
Klemperer, Dr. I. Oppenheimer, Dr. Jeiski; (13)
Winkler;

Oliel

(12)

Yizliak, Oranienburgerstrasse (loO families),

Dr. Liebermanu; (14) Lippmann-Tausz Syuagoge,
Golliiowstrasse (180 families), Dr. D. Lipschiitz; (15)
Wolff" sche Ez Hayyim, Landsbergerstrasse, Dr. S.
Grlinfeld (80 families) (16) Ahawath Torah. Lausit7.erplatz(50 families), Dr. Janowitz; (17)Adat Jeschurun, Alte Schonhauserstrasse, rabbi A. Ellenbogen.
liabbis of the Jewish community: Drs. S. Maybaum, A. Rosenzweig, J. Stier, S. Weisse, Eschel;

There

is

also a

Union of Orthodox

("

Traditions-

gesetzestreue ") rabbis.
Hochschule, now called Lehr(II.) Education
Wissenschaft des Judenthums,
anstalt, fiir die
founded by Dr. Abraham Geiger; teachers. Dr.
E. Banet, Dr. Maybaum, Dr. Schreiner. Rabbinical
Seminary, founded by Dr. I. Hildesheimer, 1873
rector, Dr. D. Hoffmann; teachers. Prof. J. Earth,
Dr. A. Berliner, Dr. H. Hildesheimer, Dr. I. Wohlgemuth. Veitel-Heine Ephraim Lehranstalt; lecturers, Prof. M. Steinschneider, Prof. I. Barth.
Schools for religious instruction are attached to
all the various congregations, and register from 93
up to 453 pupils of both sexes. The GemeindeKnabenschule has 603 boys, the Madchenschule 402
training-school for teachers has 45 students.
girls.
In addition the Zunz-Stiftung, founded 1864, is for
Jewish teachers, and there are a "jMiidchenheim"
(Home for Girls) and a technical school (domestic
:

;

A

arts), also for girls.

(III.) Philanthropy
Homes for the Aged,
Rdclienheim Orphan Asylum, Baruch Auerbach
Orphan Asylum, Moses Mendelssohn Asylum, Pankow Asylum; Deaf -Mute Asylum, Neu-Weissensee;
various local relief societies and, in addition, numer:

;

ous societies for aiding the respectable poor, furnishing Passover supplies and food to Jewish prisoners;
for assisting travelers, furnishing clothing, for aid
at circumcisions, lying-in relief, rent aid, fresh-air
colonies for children, fuel association, marriage

dowry, loan society (founded 1846); free burial society, Jewish nurses' association, kosher meat societj', people's kitchen. Sabbath observance associa(IV.) Miscellaneous Committee for Defense
Against Anti-SemiticAttacks (Komitee zur Abwehr
Anti-Semitischer Angriffe) Central Verein Deutscher
Burger Judischen Glaubens; Zionists' Society Ezra
:

;

;

(foragricailturalaidin Palestine); Paliistina (for aid-

ing Jewish farmers); B'nai B'rith, Grand Lodge of
Germany, office Wilhelmstrasse 118; lodges, Vereinigte Deutsche
Reichs-Loge,
Leopold Zunz,
Berthold Auerbach, Montefiore; society for fostering trades and agriculture

among Jews

of Rusfurthering agriculture among Jews of Germanj'; military societj',
Deutsches Vaterland several students' societies.
BiBLiOGRAPHV: Stem, QitcUenkunde: Geiger, Gesch. der
Juden in Berlin, Berlin, 1870; Landshut, A7ishe Shem,

1813;

society

for

;

Berlin, 1884.

D.

:

the gicat

at Berlin

between June 13 and

July 13, 1878, to settle questions arising out of the
Russo-Turkish war; by it many of the former provinces of Turkey were enfranchised and made independent.
In several instances the congress made
the grant of full civic and political rights to Jews a
condition for the recognition of independence, and
it has therefore an important bearing upon the history of Jew's in the southeast of Europe in recent
times.

Articles of identic form were inserted in the final
requiring that religious conviction should

treaty,

form no cau.se of exclusion from any civic position
any of the countries liberated by the Congress of

in

— sections

XXXV.

v. (Bulgaria), xxvii.

(Servia), xliv.

(Montenegro),

(Rumania).

The question was first raised at the sitting of June
when Waddington, on behalf of France,
required that religious equality should be made a
28, 1878,

the independence of Servia.
Gortschakoff, on behalf of Russia, protested against the

condition of

question being introduced without previous notice

Waddington was supported by
Bismarck and De Launay (Italy) (British Blue Book,
p. 128), and section xxxv. was inserted in the draft

to the congress, but

treaty.

At the sitting of July 1 Messrs. Bratianu and
Cogalniceanu presented a note claiming independence for Rumania, without any reference to the
Jewish question
but Waddington, on behalf of
France, demanded that the same conditions be imposed on Rumania as on Servia. He was supported
by Andrassj' (Austria Hungary), Beaconsfield, De
Launay, and even by Gortschakofl; (Russia), notwithstanding his protest three days before; and the following clause was inserted in the final treaty (British
Blue Book, p. 153)
;

Article 44: In Rumania, difference in religious beliefs and
confessions shall not be brought against any one as a ground
for exclusion or unfitness as regards the enjoyment of civil and
political rights, admission to public offices, functions, and honors,
or the exercise of various professions and industries in any place
whatever. Freedom In outward observance of all creeds will
be assured to all subjects of the Rumanian state, as well as to
strangers, and no obstacle will be raised either to the ecclesiastical organization of different bodies, or to their intercourse
with their spiritual heads.
The citizens of all states, whether merchants or others, shall
be dealt with, in Rumania, without distinction of religion, on
the basis of perfect equality.

Bulgaria and Servia loyally carried out the condi-

tion, etc.

founded

European powers

Berlin

bacher, Blumenthal.

sia,

Berlin
Berlin Congress
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Rumania evaded it, claiming that a sudden emancipation of the Jews would
be deleterious to the interests of the country.
convention was summoned by the Bratianu ministry
to determine how far the constitution was to be
revised, and this suggested the following clause
vii. of the Rumanian constitution instead of section xliv. of the Berlin Treaty, which Lord Salisbury had proposed to be inserted e}i bloc into the
tions of the treaty, but

A

Rumanian

constitution:

Article T Difference in religious beliefs and confessions does
not constitute, in Rumania, an obst^icle to the obtainment of
civil and political rights, nor to the exercise of these rights.
1. A foreigner, without distinction of religion, and whether a
subject or not of a foreign government, can become naturalized
under the following conditions
(a) He shall address to the government an application for
:

:

A. F.

;

:
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Berlin Conf ress
Berlin, Isaiah
which he

naturalization, in

sesses, the profession or craft

shall indicate the capital he poswhich he follows, and his abode in

Rumania.
(b) He shall reside, after this application, t<»n years in the
country, and prove, by action, that he is of service to it.
2. The following may be exempted from the intermediary
stages
(rt) Those who have brought into the country industries, useful inventions, or talent, or who have founded large establishments of commerce or industry.
(b) Those who, born and bred in Rumania, of parents established in the country, have never been subjected, either themselves or their parents, to any protection by a foreign power.
(c) Those who have served under the colors during the war
of independence; these may be naturalized collectively by
government decree, by a single resolution, and without any
further formality.
3. .Naturalization can not be given except by law, and iudi-

vidually.
4. A special law shall detennine the manner in which foreigners may establish their home on Rumanian territory.

Only Rumanians, and those who have been naturalized
Rumanians, can buy rural estates in Rumania.
Rights already acquired shall remain in force.
International agreements at present existing shall remain in
force in all the clauses and terms therein contained.
5.

In the summer of 1879 Borescu was sent on a diplomatic mission to the courts of western Europe to
induce them to accept the new clause vii. of the
Austria
constitution instead of the Berlin Treaty.
had no objection, since her own Jewish subjects
were protected by a special treaty Russia could
scarcely object to restrictions, having in view her
own attitude toward the Jews; and Turkey was not
;

make any

in a position to

protest.

Italy

demanded

Jews, but Waddington, on behalf of France, gave way on the
assumption that gradual emancipation would be
granted, and on Feb. 20, 1880, an identic note of
Germany, France, and Great Britain agreed to tiie
independence of Rumania on condition that clause
vii.
be made part of the constittition. For the
manner in which Rumania has utilized the restricfull liberty of conscience for the

of

tions

nearly

all

clause vii. to disfranchise the Jews of
the rights of human beings, see Rumania.

E. Sincerus, Les Juifs de Rnumanie, London,
A. d'Avril, Negociatinns Relatives au Traite de BerFrench Yellow Book, Paris, 1879 {Affaires
Etranyeres, Documents Diplomat iques. Questions de la
Reconnaissance de la Roumanie) ; English Blue Book
{Parliamentaru Papers, 187S; Treaty of Berlin); Anon.,

BiBLiOGR.\PHT
1901

:

:

lin, Paris, 1886;

Aus dem Tagebuch Karls

I.

von Roumdnien,

BERLIN, ABBAHAM.
JiDAH

vol.

iii.

O. S. S.

D.

See

Abraham ben

Bf:ulin.

BERLIN

(sometimes

called

also

Berliner),

ARYEH LOB BEN ABRAHAM MEIR
German,

Low Mayer)

:

German

(in

rabbi; born 1738

died at Cassel May 21, 1814.
Berlin was dayj'an in his
native city, and at the same time rabbi of Baiersdorf, Bavaria.
In 1789 he was appointed chief
rabbi of Bamberg, where he remained until 1794.
During the time he remained in Bamberg, Berlin
was involved in a lawsuit which threatened to ruin
In his capacity of civil judge of the
his reputation.
Jews, he was entrusted with the divisfon of an estate valued at 100,000 fl. (841,000), and was accused
by one of the heirs of having utilized his judicial
power for liis personal interest. This was the more
painful because the judicial procedure and practises
of the rabbis had never before been assailed in the
courts of Bamberg. The specific charges against

at

Fiirth, Bavaria;

When

quite

young

78

the rabbi were that he accepted illegal fees and failed
In the mean time
to account for certain small sums.
Berlin was elected to the chief rabbinate of HesseCassel and dilticulties were placed by his opponents
Howin tlie way of his leaving for the new post.
ever, lie was never put imder arrest, and subsequently was acquitted of all the charges of dishonesty and was sentenced only to pay a certain sum as
a fine, in settlement of an account which seems to
have been more entangled than dishonest. The documents relating to the trial are now published by
Eckstein, sliowing that the charges against Berlin
were groundless and that only personal hatred supIn the summer of 179.") he left
plied the motives.
Bamberg for Cassel to enter upon his new functions.
;

When

kingdom

the

with Cassel as

of Westphalia

was founded,

Berlin gave proof of his

its capital,

loyalty to the new regime by a sermon which he
delivered in Hebrew in the Great Synagogue of
Cassel, welcoming the new king, Jerome Bonaparte;
and by composing a Hebrew song for the same occasion. Both were published, with a German trans"
lation, under the title "Dabar be-'Itto Mali Tob

("RedeamFreudenfeste,"

work

is

.

.

erroneouslj' ascribed

.

This
Cassel, 1807).
by Benjacob, in his

" Ozar ha-Sefarim," to Judah Lob Karlberg.
When
the Jewish consistory of Westphalia was organized
on the model of the French consistory (October,
1808), Berlin was made chief rabbi, and in 1809 was
elevated to the dignity of '"Consistorialrath." As a
director of tlie consistory he was in accord with its
president, Israel Jacobson, and assented to the declaration that it is permissible to use pulse, tea, and
sugar on Passover, against which view the conserv-

ative rabbis of the time vigorously protested (see
Stern, "Gesch. des Judenthums," pp. 167, 168).
Berlin wrote annotations to the Talmud which
appeared in the edition of Fiirth, 1829-32, of which
only the first three volumes were pubhshed. The
Talmud, ed. Wilna, 1895, contains his marginal notes
to the tractate Shebu'ot, those to the sixteenth vol-

ume

of Rabbinowicz's "Dikduke Soferim," and to
the treatise Hullin. Some of his novellae appeared
as an appendix to the work "'Aze Almuggim"
(Sulzbach, 1779), by his brother, R. Noah Hayyira
Zebi Berlin. The latter dietl when his work, " Ma'yan ha-Hokmah " (Rodelheim, 1804), was in the
hands of the printer; and Berlin superintended the
publication of his brother's work.

BamEckstein, Gesch. der Juden in .
pp. 17t>-179; idem, yachtrdge, 1899, pp. 3-44
430; Gratz. Ge.sc;i. der Juden, 2d ed., pp. 281,

BiBi.iOGR.^PHY
berg,

1898,

Sulamith.
374

;

.

:

.

iv.

Eliezer Kohn,

Kinat Soferim,

pp. 179, 180, Lemberg,

1892.

P.

L. G.

BERLIN,

DAVID

B.

(JTTDAH)

Wl.

LOEB

:

Rabbi of the thiee united congregations, Altoua,
Hamburg, and Wandsbeck born probably at Eisenstadt, Hungary, in the second half of theseventeenlh
century; died at Altona March 5, 1771. Very little
is known of his life, although he doubtless was a
great Talmudic authority, for otherwise he could
not have been rabbi of these three congregations.
His brother, Isaiah Berlin, and his brother-in-law,
Joseph b. Menahem Steinhart, praise him particucommunicated by Wittlarly, and his epitaph also
;

—

kower, "Aggudat Perahim,"

p.

288

— mentions

his

";;

The responsa colscholarship and his great piety.
lectiou, "Zikron Yosef, " by J. Steinhart, contains two
of Berlin's responsa (pp. 74d, 82a), and the Bodleian
Library contains some of his homilies and novella? on
Berlin was at first rabbi in Dessau,
the Talmud.
and from 1768 to his death rabbi of the three congregations mentioned above.
Bibliography

Fuenn,
Berliner, lesaja Berlin, 1878, p. 8
Keiiesct Yiwaeh pp. 227, 228 ; Neubauer, Cat. Bndl. Hchr.
MSS. No. 526.
:

;

L. G.

BERLIN, FANNY.
BERLIN, ISAIAH
(called also

See Berlin, Moses.

B.

Isaiah Pick,

The most eminent

critic

(JUDAH) LOEB

after his father-in-law)

among

the

:

German

Talborn in Eisen-

mudists of the eighteenth centurj';
stadt, Hungary, about October, 1725; died, while
rabbi of Breslau, May 13, 1799.
Berlin was the scion of a famous family of scholars which counted among its members Yom-Tob
Lipman Heller and Mei'r b. Jacob Schiff. The
father of Berlin also was a high Talmudic authority, and by him the son was initiated into rabbinical

which he

later continued

Halberstadt
Avith R. Hirsch Bialeh (also called Hirsch Harif),
who exercised considerable influence on Berlin 'slater
studies,

in

methods of teaching.
In 1750 Berlin occupied an honorable position in
community of Breslau and it may therefore be
assumed that he had settled thei'e some time previously.
About five years later he married Fromet
(born 1736; died June 13, 1802), daughter of the rich
and respected merchant. Wolf Loebel Pick. Until
1787 Berlin lived a comparatively private life, engaged in business with a Christian furrier; but in
that year he became a member of the rabbinate, and
on Nov. 17, 1793, was elected rabbi of Breslau, receiving eighteen votes out of a total of twenty-one.
His election Avas preceded by a bitter contest between the few but rich liberals and the majority of
The former (as recorded in an offithe community.
cial document) would have preferred to see Berlin
appointed as a "rosh besen " ("rosh bet din," or
head of the court), so that he would be unable to act
so strictly as a rabbi in regard to ceremonials, and
would have a smaller stipend from the Breslau community, while exercising less influence on the rural
communities.
Berlin, in his humility and unpretentiousness,
looked upon the titles and rights withheld from him
as of no account, though his salary
His
was smaller than that of his predecesCharacter. sor, from the fact that he had to divide
the income from city and country with
the assistant rabbi and the rabbi of Sulz.
Wolf
Ginsberg, his pupil during many years, relates, as
evidence of Berlin's ascetic mode of life, that the
latter rested only during the nights of the Sabbath
and on festivals, devoting all his other days and
nights to study.
His liberality is revealed in the
fact that he wrote and printed one of his works,
"She'elat Shalom" (Peaceful Greeting), for the sole
purpose of offering help to the publisher, an indigent
the

Talmudic

;

scholar.

was greatly admired, even by persons who
differed with him in religious views. Joel Brill, Aaron
Berlin

Berlin Oonerress
Berlin, Isaiah
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Wolfsohn, Judah Bensew\ and many other Maskilim of Breslau often visited him to seek advice
on scientific questions. As the Maskilim always
carefully avoided wounding Berlin's religious feelings, he on his part met them half-way in many
things.
On the occasion of the Peace of Basel, for
instance (May 17, 1795), he held a solemn service in
the synagogue and exceptionall}^ permitted the use
of instrumental music, he himself delivering a
discourse which was liighly praised by the press
(" Schlesische Zeituug," 1795, No. 59).
Thus Berlin, by his learning and his character, conciliated the
hostile elements of his congregation, and his death

was mourned equally by

all.

In order fully to appreciate Berlin's literary activity it must be mentioned that lie had the habit of
annotating almost every book he read; mentioning
the sources, or noting parallel passages and variant
readings.
Such glosses by Berlin have been published on the following books: the Bible (Pentateuch, Dyhernfurth, 1775; the other books, ib.,
1807); the prayer-book, ed. Tikkun

His

Shelomoh

Maimonides'

1806);

(tb.,

Yad ha-Hazakah

Literary
Activity.

1809);

{ib.,

(Presburg', 1836); the

Alfasi

"Hiunuk," by

Aaron ha-Levi of Barcelona (Vienna,
1827); Malachi b. .Jacob's methodology, "Yad Malachi" (Berlin, 1825); Elijah b. Moses de Vidas' book

"Reshit

of morals,

Hokmah"

(Dyhernfurth, 1811).

Although the terse yet clear notes contained
volumes reveal the immense learning and

in these
critical

insight of their author, yet Berlin's lasting place of
honor among the pioneers of Talmudic criticism

on the following works which treat principally
Talmud: (1) " 'Omer ha-Shikhah " (Forgotten
Sheaf), Konigsberg, 1860, containing a large number of Halakot on the Talmud not noted by the
rests

of the

Ozar Balum " (Full Treasure), in the
Habib's"'En Ya'akob," published at Wilna in 1899, tracing all the Talmudic
passages quoted without sources in the different
commentaries on the haggadic elements of the Talmud; (3) "Haggahot ha-Shas" (Notes to the Talmud), textual corrections and notes on the origin of
parallel passages (Dyhernfurth, 1800, and in nearly
all the editions of the Talmud); (4) "Hafla'ah Sheba-' Arakin" (Detached Orders) (part i. Breslau, 1830
codifiers;

(2)

"

edition of Jacob ibn

.

partii., Vienna, 1859), containing, as the title indi-

explanations and glosses on the 'Aruk; (5)
"Hidduslie ha-Shas," novelte on the Talmud (K5-

cates,

nigsberg, 1860, and in several editions of the Talmud); (6) "Min6 Targuma" (Dessert Dishes), Breslau, 1831, remarks on the Targum Onkelos (the word
"Targuma" signifying both "Targum " and "dessert," ecjuivalent to the Greek rpdyrffia) and on the
Palestinian Targum; (7) "Kashiyot Meyushab
(Difficulties

Answered), Konigsberg, 1860, treating-

of the Talmudic passages which end with N^tJ'p, and
written by Berlin in fourteen days; (8) "Rishon leZion" (The First for Zion Dyhernfurth, 1793;
Vienna, 1793, and several times reprinted, the title
;

being a play on p^v, " Zion, " and }VV, " index "), a collection of indexes and parallel passages in the Midrash
(9) "She'elat Shalom" (Greeting of Peace), Dyhernfurth, 1786, a commentary on Aha of Shubha'a
Berlin's responsa collection and his
"She'iltot."

;

on criminal law in the "Zhurnal Grazhdansand other periodicals.
i Ugolovnavo Prava"
rare Torah scroll, which has been in the Berlin

commentary on the Tosef ta deserve especial mention,

tises

thougli nothing is linowu of their fate.
The first place among these works must be accorded to the remarks and explanations on the Talmud. Although they can not compare in acutencss and power of combination -with
Character- tlie similar work of Elijah of Wilna,
yet these two books of Berlin laid
istics
of Berlin's the foundation for a critical study of
the te.xt of the Tahnud, in view both of
Works.
tl)e munerous textual corrections con-

kavo

cerning the minutest details, and of the many parallel passages adduced either directly from the Talmud
or/from the old authors, in support of new readings.
Berlin, furtlicrmore,

the
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Berlin, Jacob
Berlin, Naphtali

was

the first— at least among
interest in the history

Germans— who showed an

of post-Talmudic literature; and it was
who opened the Kalir question (compare

he, also,

A

family for centuries,
Bnu.iOGKAPHY

:

:

olliciai;

and Bonn. In 1845, while at Konigsberg, he published "Metab Higgayon," a piiilosophical treatise in Hebrew with the Latin title "Ars
of Konigsberg

Logica," with an introduction in Latin by Professor
Freistadt.

his letter

Returning

to

Russia in 1849, he received a position

government Jewish school of Mohiwas appointed by tlie minister of

remarks have been superseded
by modern criticism, the immeuse material which he
accumulated in all his works will always remain of

the interior as adviser

inestimable service to the student.

of

<icr

Tsr.

Gcmcindc Hnl-

I)crsta<tt, 1886, p. 71 ; A. Berliner, Ia<aja Bciliit, Berlin,
reprint from Berliner's 3/(i!/a2i», vi.; Brann, in jH)»fl1879
schrift zum 70steii (jelmrtstniic X'oit Oriitz. pp. 263-2H5
Briill's Jahrh. v. 225, 229; Carmoly, Kcv. Oricntale, iii. 310;
Neubauer, Cat. Bodl. Hcbr. MSS. 1010.
;

L. G.,

BERLIN, JACOB

(called

Yokob)

German

:

Talmudist; born 1707, probably at Berlin; died 1749
He was a pupil of Jacob haat Flirth, Bavaria.
Kohen, author of "Sheb Ya'akob," and later (not
after 1734) settled at Flirth, wliere he lived as a wellto-do private citizen. Of his seven works the following were published posthumously: "Be'er Y^'a'akob " (Well of Jacob), a .selection of responsa, with
an appendi.x, on the terminology of the Talmud,
published by his brother Isaac and his son Abraham,
and edited by Isaac b. Meir of Pfalzburgand Furth,
1767; and "Zikron Y^a'akob " (Memory of Jacob), a
homiletic commentary on the Pentateuch (ib. 1769).
Berlin is not related to the well-known Berlin
family of Flirth.
BiBMOGRAPiiT

:

Friinkel,

LUeraturhlatt

rie.s

Orients, viii.
b. Meir's

42(M22; Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. p. 1195; Isaac
Introduction to Berlin's Be'cr Ya'akob.
L. G.

BERLIN, LEO:

I.

BeR.

Russian lawyer; son of Moses
Berlin; born at Vitebsk Nov. 22, 1854; received his
education (1862-72) at a private school in St.
Petersburg. He studied law at the University of
Bern, Switzerland, wlienee he was graduated in
1878. In 1881 Berlin received the degree of doctor of
Soon
criminal law from the University of Moscow.
afterward he became engaged to Amalie Hering,
M.D., daughter of the physiologist Ewald Hering,
who, on account of her (Roman Catholic) religion, was refused a license by the Russian government to marry a Jew. She accordingly joined
the Protestant Churcli; but even then it required
the intervention of the i)oet Turgenef to secure the
Berlin is (1902) the head of
requisite permission.
the law firm of Berlin Brothers in St. Petersburg, but
He has published many trearesides in Brussels.

in his possession.

Scholar, conunuual worker, and governborn at Shklov, Russia, 1821; died in
He received a good
St. Petersburg :March 25, 1888.
home education and then was sent abroad, where he
studied philo.sophy and philology at the universities

ment

as teaciierin the

Bibuography: Auerbach, Gcseh.

now

BERLIN, MOSES (MOISEI JOSIFOVICH)

to his brother-in-law, Joseph b. INIenahem Steiuhart,
Although
in the latter's "Zikron Yosef," No. 15).

Berlin's historical

is

Private sources.

lev,

and

in 1853

on Jewish

affairs to

the governor-general

White Russia.
Berlin was transferred to St. Peters-

burg

and

1856

in

the department of public
worship as adviser on

attached

to

foreign creeds, with
" Uchony
title
the
Yevrei " (A Learneil

Jew).
tion

In this posiBerlin was fre-

quently called upon
to participate in the

framing of laws concerning

At

the

the

Jews.

same time he

Moses Berlin.

assisted to a consider-

able extent Count M. A. Korff in organizing and
arranging the Imperial Public Library of St. Petersburg.
In 1859 Berlin published "Byed.«tvlya Vremion,"
a Russian translation of DTiyn pIV, the work of
Jeshua ben David of Samosc. This translation appeared in vol. i. of the "Transactions" of the
3IOSCOW Society for the Study of the History and
Antiquities of Russia ("Trudy Moskovskavo Obsliciiestva Istorii i Drevnostei Rossii"), and also in

In recognition of this work Berlin was
member of the society. He
published in 1861 " Ocherk Etnografii Yevreiskavo
Naseleniya v Ros!?ii." This work on the ethnography of the Russian Jews was composed at the
instance of the Imperial Russian Geographical SoIn
ciety, which elected him an active member.
1862, in rejily to Aleksandr Aksakov's attacks on
the Talmud in the journal "Den," Berlin published
" Bugulminski Talmudist " and other articles on the

book form.

elected corresponding

Jewish question.
Berlin

was very

active in the Jewish

community

and was a member of the two
Jewish delegations to Alexander II. in 1868 and to
Alexander III. in 1881 respectively.
of St. Petersburg,

6

;
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His son Leo Berlin is a distinguished lawyer.
His daughter Fanny Berlin Kaufmann (born at
Vitebsk Nov. 8, 1850 died at St. Petersburg 1896)
graduated from the women's gymnasium of St.
;

Petersburg, studied law at the University of Bern,
and was graduated thence as doctor of law summa
cum laude. She married Prof. Hilarion Kaufmann,
and became prominent in the higher society of St.
Petersburg. Her bust by Professor Zalello is exhibited in the Imperial
Petersburg.

Bibliography:
cheski Slovar,

L.
lil.

Academy

of Fine Arts at St.

Gordon, in Vengerov's Kritika-BiografiKhronika Voskhoda, 1888, No. 12.

s.v.;

H. R.

NAHMAN BEN SIMHAH: A

BERLIN,

polemical writer against reform; lived at Lissa,
Germany, at the end of the eighteenth and the beginning of the nineteenth century. His literary
activity was wholly devoted to the cause of orthodoxy, opposing steadfastly and systematically all
the attempts at the reform of Judaism, which were
To this purso maiked a characteristic of his time.
pose he wrote the fallowing polemical works: " 'En
Mishpat " (The Critical Eye of Judgment), directed
against the editors of the Hebrew periodical "HaMeas.sef," and especially against Aaron Wolfssohn
(Berlin, 1796); "Keter Torah " (The Crown of the
Law), an introduction to the "Hawwot Da'at " of
Jacob b. Moses of Lissa (Dyherufurth, 1810); "Judah," against the innovators (Berlin, 1818); "Kaddur Katau" (The Small Globe), against several
works by different reform writers (Berlin, 1819)
"'Et le-Dabber" (Time to Speak Out), on the traditions of oral law, as well as on tlie necessity of having the prayers in Hebrew (Berlin, 1819); "Simhali"
(Joy), a call to unity in religious affairs (Berlin,
1819).
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BERLIN, NAPHTALI ZEBI JUDAH
(known

also as

N.

Z. J. B.)

:

Head

of the yeshi-

bah of Volozliin, Russia; born at Mir, in the government of Minsk, in 1817; died at Warsaw Aug. 10,
In 1831 Berlin, who was a descendant of a
1893.
scholarly family, married the daughter of Isaac b.
Hayyim, the head of the Volozhin 3'eshibah. After
the death of Isaac in 1851 his elder son-in law, Eliezcr
Isaac, became principal, and on the death of the latHe followed the
ter in 1854, Berlin succeeded him.
path of learning laid out bj'^ IIa\\vim, the founder of
the yeshibah, according to tlic plans of Elijah of
Wilna viz., plain logical reasoning, instead of employing the PiLPUi..
minority of the yeshibah students who cultivated a taste for pilpul seceded and elected as their
principal Joseph Baer Soloweitchik, well known as
an acute pilpulist and a grandson of Rabbi Isaac.
This division created 'liscord between the students
of the two factions; and the Russian rabbis sent a
delegation to Volozhin to investigate the matter.
They quelled the disturbance and establislied a
union lieaded by Berlin, who was installed as tiie
one head of the yeshibah.
Berlin's whole life was devoted to the welfare
of the yeshitjah, and all his energy was directed
;

A

HI—

Berlin, Jacob
Berlin, Naphtaii

toward increasing the number of the students, and
caring for their support and comfort. He appointed and sent authorized agents (" meshullahim ")
to different parts of the world for voluntary contributions to assist in maintaining the yeshibah.
A large share of the income came from America.
Under his guidance the number of the students in
creased from 100 to over 400; and he also erected a
three-story brick building with rooms for study and
a library.
However, the "Maskilim," who then advocated
the Semi-Reform movement in Russia, opposed the
yeshibah on general principles, and
demanded the introduction of secular
His

Opposition science and modern method of teachto Secular ing. In answer to their demand Berlin wrote an open letter to the editor
Sciences.
of "Ha-Meliz" (No. ix., 1885), explaining his standpoint. He called attention to
the failure of the rabbinical seminaries in Germany,
and even those of Russia, to produce a single
Talmudic rabbi in the full sense of the term while
such rabbis from the Volozhin graduates were numerous. This reply did not satisfy the Maskilim,
who advocated the abolition of the yeshibah as a
dangerous institution and as being an obstacle in the
way of general education to the rising generation.
Many derogatory articles in the Hebrew and Russian-Jewish press attracted the attention of the government, which in 1879 decreed to close up the yeIn 1881, however, througii diligent and
shibah.
extraordinary efforts, Berlin succeeded in obtaining
the government's permit to reopen the yeshibah,
which he conducted with renewed energies till 1891,
when its doors were again closed b}^ the government
as a result of the false accusation that the students
were connected with the Nihilistic movement.
Berlin never ceased his endeavors by everj' means
even visiting Warsaw to obtain the necessary influence to induce the government to revoke the
edict; but they were without avail, and his failure
hastened his death.
His contributions to rabbinical literature are of
great value, particularly his commentary "Ha'amek
She'alaii " (Deep Research) on the
It
His
"Slieiltot" of An.v of Su.muia.
Literary was left for Berlin to throw light on
Activity, tlu; complicated and obscure passages
of this most important halakic work
of the gaonic period, which was little known among
the Talmudists.
His commentary shows not only
his piienoincnal knowledge of the Talnuidim and
old rabbinic literature, but also a tine critical mind.
Berlin did not occupy himself with the later rabbinic
literature, but spent all his life in tiie study of the
old authorities, devoting himself especially to the
Yerushalmi and the halakic Midrashim. It is said
that at the age of twenty-three he compiled a commentary on the Jerusalem Talnuid.
Berlin's unselfishness is shown by the notice in
his introduction (i^ 5, part ii.); "Whoever desires to
reprint this book, either in this or in another country, has my permission to do so without any money
;

—

—

is entirely welcome, as it is my
wish to disseminate the teachings of our master
(Aha of Shabha) of blessed memory. All I request

consideration, and

"

Berlin, Xoah
Berlin, Saul
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of the publisher, if he does so during the lifetime of
myself, or my son Hayyim Berlin, is that he will
notify either of us. in order that I or my son may
add, amend, or correct the style or rearrange the
matter.
Berlin's commentary on the Pentateuch, "Biur
ha-'Amek" (Deep Interpretation), was published
with the text (Wilna, 1879-80). His commentary
on the Song of Songs, "Metib ha-Shir Bekizzur"
(The Essence of the Poem), with an extract from the
same appeared at Warsaw 1888. His opinion on
Ecclesiastes is that it summarizes the arguments of
the naturalists and scientists of that age, and that
only the conclusions were inspired (by the Holy
Spirit), whereas the Song of Songs and the Proverbs
were all inspired (preface to "Shell tot," parti., § 2).
His exegetical works are of little value, although
they claim to be Peshat.
The responsa of Berlin were numerous. Most of
with
his letters end
DIOJ? "•J^n ("I am
burdened with work "), as if in haste to finish.
Of his responsa, "Meshib Dabar" (Word of Response), (Warsaw, 1894), six are addressed to American rabbis of New York, Baltimore, Cincinnati, and
Charleston, on various religious questions (see pp.

mnyn

13, 15, 19, 93, 117, 136).
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BERLIN, NOAH
HIRSCH

B.

HAYYIM

ABRAHAM 'mEIR

:

D. E.

ZEBI

German

Tal-

mudist and rabbi; born at Fiirth 1737; died at
Altona March 5, 1803. He was the son of a well-todo and learned merchant at Fiirth, who died Jan. 7,
1780, and whom Jacob Berlin regarded as a Talmudist of some merit.
The bo}', together with his
brother Loeb Berlin, received his education from
his father, and became dayyan in Fiirth in 1765.
He also was appointed rabbi of Marktbreit, Bavaria,
and the surrounding villages; and in 1780 became
rabbi at Mayence.
When Raphael ha-Kohen, rabbi
of the three communities of Altona, Hamburg, and
Wandsbeck, resigned his position, Berlin received a
call to be his successor (1799).
Affairs in these communities were very unsettled at that time, and it
required much skill and tact to reconcile the various
elements struggling for leadership. Berlin satisfactorily solved the problem; and being far removed
from the fanaticism of his predecessor, he even successfully avoided wounding the susceptibilities of
the latter, who continued to reside privately in
Altona (compare Berlin's letter to Hayyim of Volozhin in the responsa collection " Hutha-Mesbullash,"
Wilna, 1880).
Berlin was the author of the following woiks: (1)
"'Aze Arazim" (Cedar-Trees), Fiirth, 1790, an ex
haustive commentary on Joseph Caro's Shulhan
'Aruk, Eben ha-'Ezer, which, however, covers only
one-third of the work;

(2)

"'Aze Almuggim"

(Al-

mug-Trees), Sulzbach, 1779, a commentary on
those precepts treated in the Shulhan 'Aruk whicli
are not of Biblical origin; namely, on the washing
of the hands ("netilat yadayim"), Sabbath-limits
("'erubin"), and the marriages forbidden by the
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Soferim ("sheniyot la-'arayot"); (3) "Ma'yan ha(Source of Wisdom) (ROdelheim, 1804, and

Hokmah "

reedited several times), the six hundred and thirteen
injunctions and prohibitions in metric form, and ex-

haustive casuistic explanations on the individual
precepts; (4) "Tiferet Zebi" (Glory of Zebi), the
first part published at Warsaw, 1807, the second at
Warsaw, 1818, the third at Josephov, 1867; (5) marginal glosses on the Talmud treatises Berakot,
Shabbat (Furth, 1829-32), and Shebu'ot (Wilna,
1895).

The

chief characteristic of Berlin's

work

is

that

he pays more regard than any other German Talmudist to Yerushalmi and he gives many happy
explanations of it. Moreover, he possessed numerous works by Sephardic scholars which were unknown to the German and Polish Talmudists and
his teachings were strongly influenced by the Sephardim. Although Berlin, in accordance with the
spirit of the times, was a great master of "pilpul,"
and could represent the pilpulistic method skilfully
and intelligibly, he had clear reasoning powersIn his responsa, especially, he separated sophistry
;

;

from true

logic.

not only knew
Azariah del Rossi's works (he cites them unfavorably in "'Aze Almuggim," 193b), but had also read
the New Testament, which was a very remarkable
It is of interest to note that Berlin

thing in the circles to which Berlin belonged. In a
passage of "'Aze Almuggim" (191a) he speaks of
Paulas"hakam chad mehakmehem" (one of their
[non-Jewish] sages), and he displays ingenuity in
trying toidentify him with a certain "Min," a neighbor of Gamaliel, spoken of by the Mishnah ('Er. vi. 1).
Manj'-of Berlin's explanations of the piyyutimare

found in Wolf Heidenheim's commentary on the
Mahzor.
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BERLIN, RUDOLF: German

ophthalmologist; born May 2, 1833, at Friedland, MecklenburgHe reStrelitz; died at Rostock Sept. 12, 1897.
ceived his education at the gymnasium of his native
town and at the universities of Gottingen, Wilrzburg, Berlin, and Erlangen, and was graduated from
the last-mentioned as doctor of medicine in 1858.
For the following three j'ears he was assistant to
Pagenstecher at Wiesbaden, and in 1861 established
himself as a specialist in ophthalmology in Stuttgart, opening a private hospital there.
In 1870 he became privat-docent in physiological
optics at the technical high school at Stuttgart, and
in 1875 was appointed professor of comparative

ophthalmology at the veterinary college in that city.
In 1889 he became professor of ophthalmology at the
university at Rostock, as successor to Von Zehender;
his supervision the new ophthalmological
hospital was built and opened in 1897.
Berlin was the first to treat ophthalmology sysAmong his nutematically in a comparative way.

and under

merous works may be mentioned

:

"

Ueber den Gang

";

der in den Glaskorperraum Eingedrungenen FremdkOrper," in " Archiv fiirOphtbalmologie," vol. xiii.
"Ueber Sehnervendurchschueiduug," in "Mitthei"Kranklungsblatt fur Augeuheilkunde," vol. ix.
heiten der Orbita," in Graefe-Samisch, " Handbuch
der Augeuheilkunde" (1880); and jointly with Rembold, " Untersuchungen iiber den Einfluss des Schreibens auf Auge und Korperhaltung der Schulkinder,
;

of the pupils and deadens their noblest aspirations.
In this work Berlin already betrays a morbid tendvilify those whom he dislikes for general
or personal reasons, thereby injuring the cause which
he desires to further.

ency to

This tendency

and

In 1882, together with Eversbusch, he founded the
"Zeitschrift fur Vergleichende Augenheilkunde," in
which he published many interesting articles; e.£?.,
on the eye of the horse, about glaucoma, etc.

against
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jurist;

born at

Bamberg Oct. 11, 1807; died at Furth Dec. 21, 1896.
He was a son of Lob Berlin, of Bamberg, afterward
"Landesrabbiner " at Cassel, and was educated at
the University of Munich, where he obtained his
LL.D. degree in 1834. Samuel was the first Jewish
lawyer in that kingdom. In 1848 he commenced
practising law in Gerolzhofen, where he became the
intimate friend of another young attorney. Dr. Freiherr von Lutz, who afterward was "Kultusminister" and "Ministerprasident." Dr. Berlin himself
became "Hofrath," and was president of the
" Gemeindecollegium " in Ansbach from 1860 to
1869.
Isr.

Milnner,

xvi,
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M. Co.

s.

BERLIN, SAUL

(or

HIRSCHEL, SAUL,

Hirsch [Hirschel] Levin j:
German Talmudist, and one of the most learned
Jews of the Mendelssohnian period born (at Glogau?) 1740; died in London Nov. 16, 1794. He
received his general education principally from
his father, who was chief rabbi of Berlin, and one
of the few rabbis of the time who combined Tal
mudic learning with secular culture.
Saul, the
eldest son, was consequently educated along the
after his

father, Zebi

;

same lines. In Berlin and Breslau (whither the
young man frequently went to visit his fatherin-law, E. Joseph Jonas Friinkel) he came into
personal contact with the representatives of the
movement for progress in Judaism, and became one
of its most enthusiastic adherents.
His antecedents,
education, and calling, as rabbi in Frankfort-on-theOder, made it almost impossible for him openly to
renounce the old rabbinism; and he consequently

endeavored to advance his ideals anonymously or
under a pseudonym.
Berlin began liis literary career with an anonymous circular letter, " Ketab Yosher " (An Epistle
of Justice) (printed in Berlin, 1794, after the death
of the author), which Ilartwig Wessely warmly defended in his own contention with the rabbis wliile
pleading for German education among the Jews.
With delightful humor, and in a florid though racy
style, Berlin describes the absurd methods of the
Jewish schools, and points out how the rabbinic
casuistry
which then constituted the greater part
of the curriculum injures the sound common sense

—

—

more evident

in

his pseu-

Torat Yekutiel " of Raphael haone of the most zealous advocates of rabbinic piety, was a rival candidate with
Levin for the Berlin rabbinate, a circumstance which
induced Levin's son to represent ha-Kohen as a forbidding example of rabbinism. Under the name
"Obadiah b. Baruch of Poland," Berlin attempted
the

"

The

KoHEN.

latter,

work

to ridicule

Talmudic

science,

and

to

stigmatize one of its foremost exponents not only
as ignorant, but also as dishonest. The publishers declared in the preface that they had reRidicules ceived the work from a traveling PoTalmudic lish Talmudist, and had considered it
Science.
their duty to print it and submit it to
the judgment of specialists.
In order
to secure the anonymity more thoroughly, Berlin
and his father were named among those who were
to pass upon it.
Had Berlin been content to illustrate from Raphael's work the senseless methods then current in
Talmudic studies, he would have performed a merifor which he w-as especially
very great Talmudic learning and
his lucid style of exposition.
But the entirely unfounded attack upon the honor and honesty of his
opponent, whose incorruptibility and firmness of
character were admired even by his enemies, only injured Berlin and his cause. As soon as it reached
Altoua and Hamburg, where Raphael was chief
rabbi, the work as well as its author was placed
under the ban. The dispute that thereupon arose
concerning the validity of the ban turned entirely

torious task,

Bibliography: Kohut, BerUhmte
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his brother-in-law Itzig, Berlin, 1789), a polemic

in this

BERLIN, SAMUEL: German

is

donymous work, "Mizpeh Yoktel" (The WatchTower of Yoktel) (published by David Friedlander

Stuttgart, 1883.

1901

Berlin, Noah
Berlin, Saul
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fitted

by

and one

his

the question whether a personal element, like
the attack upon the rabbi of Altona, justified such
a punishment.
With the exception of Ezekiel Landau, chief rabbi
of Prague and a near relation of Berlin, only a few
and
Polish rabbis declared the ban to be invalid
even they censured the action of Berlin, who had
been forced to acknowledge the authorsiiip.
Before the excitement over this affair had subsided, Berlin created a new sensation by another
work. In 1793 he published at Berlin, under the
title "Besamim Rosh" (Incense of Spices). 393 responsa purporting to be by Asiieu b. Jeiiiel, wiili
many glosses and comments which he called " Kassa
few examples will illusde-Harsna " (Fish Fare).
Berlin
trate the triie character of these rcsponsa.
says, for instance, that (No. 257) an insight into the

upon

;

A

principles of the Torah and its commands can not
be gained directly from it or from tradition, but
only by means of the philosophico-logical training
derived from non-Jewish sources. This opinion is
coolly ascribed to Asher b. Jehiel, who condemned
the study of philosophy and even of the natural
sciences as being un-Jewi.sh and pernicious (compare No. 58 of Asher's genuine responsa). The

—
Berlin, Saul
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Bermann, Issachar

following edifying opinions are ascribed to the neoTalmudists of the thirteenth century " Articles of
faith [creed] must be adapted to the times; and at
present the most essential article is that we all are
utterly worthless and depraved, and that our only
duty consists in loving truth and peace and learning
R. Asher is
to know God and His works" (I.e.).
also alleged to be the author of the two responsa
concerning the modification of the ceremonial laws,
:

especially of such as were

burdensome

to the Berlin

youth. Thus, for instance, it should be permitted
to shave (No. 18), to drink non-kosher wine, "yayin nesek " (No. 36), and to ride on Sabbath. Berlin aroused a storm of indignation by thus fraudulently using the name of one of the most famous
rabbis of the Middle Ages to combat rabbinism.
Mordecai Benet first attempted to prevent the
printing of tiiebook in Austria, and then mercilessly
scourged the deception in a circular letter addressed
to Berlin's father, by critically analyzing the responsa and proving them to be spiuious. Levin
Berlin resigned his
tried in vain to defend his son.
rabbinate, and, in order to end the dispute which he
had aroused, betook himself to London, where he
died a few months after his arrival. In a letter
found in his pocket he warned everybody against
looking into his papers, requesting that they be sent
to his father.- He expressed the curious wish to be
buried not in a cemetery, but in some lonely spot,
and in the same garments in which he should hap-

pen
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ABRAHAM

(ADOLF):

born

in Obersitzko,

Gerprovince of Posen, Prussia, May 2, 1833; received his
first education under his father, who was teacher in
Obersitzko.
He continued his education under various rabbis, preparing himself at the same time for
the University of Leipsic, where he received the
degree of doctor of philosophy.
After serving for some time as preacher and
teacher in Arnswalde, Berliner was called (1865) to
Berlin as superintendent of the religious school
maintained by the society for Talmudic studies
(Hebrat Shas); and in 1873, when Israel Hildes-

man theologian

;

historian

;

heimer opened the rabbinical
seminary in
Berliner was
professor of
Jewish history and litBerlin,

elected

erature.

In this posi-

tion, as well as in that

of author, he has displayed an untiring ac-

His edition of
Rashi's commentary to
the Pentateuch (1866)
tivity.

first

to die.

In order to do justice to this imique personality,
it must be borne in mind, as a modern historian remarks, that in Berlin were united as in a focus the
rays of a sinking and of a rising period in Jewish his
tory. Being a really great Talmudist, he knew better
than any other person the weaknesses
Berlin's
of rabbinism, and was filled with a
Character, burning desire to lead his people toward intellectual freedom. Mendelssolm'sand Wesscly's timid attempts to inaugurate
a new era did not appeal to him. With his youthful ardor he could not understand that the development of the popular consciousness is a slow process.
An open championship of his ideas, however, would
have meant a breach with fatiier, wife, and children
in short, with all his associates; it being after all
doubtful whether his sacrifices would have helped
His anonymous and pseudonymous auhis cause.
thorship was a measure of policy and not of cowardice.
He could not, however, escape the consequences of such a mode of warfare. It is debasing
and embittei-ing to attack secretly those whom one
is forced to praise in public; hence Berlin became
per.sonal in his polemics, and nervous and dissatisfied with himself and the world, becau.se he knew
himself to be misunderstood through his own fault.
Besides the works mentioned above, Berlin is said
to have written a large numl)er of rabbinic works,
including notes to the whole Talmud.
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made him known

as a scholar; and he
added to his i-eputation
by various historical

works, the result of his
Abraham Berliner.
studies in the archives
and libraries of Italy, which country he frequently
visited, subventioned by the German government.
Berliner edited for two years (1874-75) the scientific periodical "Magazin fllr Judische Geschichte
und Literatur," which from 1876 to 1893 he, together with his colleague, David Hoffmann, con•^inued under the title " Magazin fur die Wissenschaft
des Judenthums. " It was due to his zeal that the
society Mekize Nirdamim, for the publication of
works of the older Jewish literature, which had been
discontinued for several years, was revived in 1885;
and since tlien Berliner has acted as its director. He
further acted as the apologist of Judaism in a pam
l^hlet against Lagarde ("Prof. Paul de Lagarde, nach
Seiner Natur Gezeichnet," 1887), who denounced all
Jewish scholars as dilettanti; and when the blood
accusation was revived, he republished (1888) the
opinion of Cardinal Ganganelli afterward Pope
Clement XIV. to prove the falsity of this cliarge.
While orthodox in his religious views, Berliner
was never a fanatic. He not only associated in his
scientific work with the liberals, but also paid a
high tribute to the merits of M. Stcinschneider on
tlie occasion of
the hitter's seventieth birthday
(1886), by compiling a bibliography of that eminent
scholar's works.
The following is a list of Berliner's works: (1)
"Raschi, Commentar zum Pentateuch," 1866; (2)
"Aus dem Inneren Leben der Deutschen Juden im
Mittelalter," 1871; 2ded., 1900; (3) " Pletat Soferim:

—

—

"
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Beitrage ziir Jlldischen Scnriftauslegung im Mittel1872; (4) " Yesod '01am, das Aelteste Bekannte Dramatische Gedicht in Hebr. Sprache, von
Mose Sacut," 1874; (5) " Die Massorah zum Targum
Onkelos," 1875, 1877; (6j "Migdal Hananel, Ueber
Leben und Schriften R. Chananel's in Kairuan,"
1876 (7) "Eiu Gang Durch die Bibliotheken Italiens,
1877; (8) " Rabbi Jesaja Berlin EineBiographische
Skizze," 1879; (9) "Beitrage zurHebraischen Grammatik im Talmud und Midrasch," 1879; (10) "Hebraische Grabschriften in Italien," 1881; (11) "PersSnliche Beziehimgen Zwischen .Tuden und Christen
alter,"

;

:

im Mittelalter,"1882; (12) "Beitrilge zur Geographic
und Ethnographic Babyloniens im Talmud und Midrasch," 1884; (13) Targum Onkelos (now the standard
edition), 1884; (14) "Aus den Letzten Tagen des
Romischen Ghetto, "1886 (15) " Censur und Confiscation Hebraischer Bilcher im Kirchenstaate," 1891;
(16) " Geschichte der Juden in Rom, von der Aeltesten
Zeit bis zur Gegenwart (2050 Jahre)," 3 vols., 1893;
(17) "Ueber den Einfluss des Ersten Hebraischen
Buchdrucks auf den Cultus und die Cultur der
;

Juden," 1896; (18) "Aus Meiner Bibliotbek,
Ein Beitrag zur Bibliographic und Typographic,"
1898.

yim

"

Berlin, Saul

Bermann, Issachar

(The Noonday Robbers) was

first

published in

"Ha-Shahar" (1877) and afterward
appeared in book form. The fate of his fourth
novel, " Ha-Yetomini " (The Orphans), is somewhat
vol.

of

viii.

The

singular.

first

instalment appeared in Zcder-

baum's monthly, "Ha-Mizrah," of which only four
numbers were published in St. Petersburg in 1886.
Ten years later another part appeared in "Ner
ha-Ma'arabi," a Hebrew monthly published in New
York, which w^as also soon discontinued.
Berman is one of the purists in modern Hebrew,
who insist that no strange words oi* foreign idioms
shall be used by the writers of what is supposed to
be the language of the Bible. An eloquent letter
from his pen on this subject, and a clever reply by
R. A. Braudes of Wilna (now of Lemberg) favoring
expansion and modification of the language, arc
published in Meisach's "Gan Perahim " (Wilna,
1881), pp. 9-21.

Bibliography:
Sfihniana.

Shahar,
H.
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Zeitlin,
;

Biblintheca Hehraica PoM^Mendds-

Lippe's Bibliographi.'^vhex Lexikon,
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BERMANN, ADOLF

(pen-name, Kobor
Tamds) Hungarian writer; born at Presburg in
1867.
After completing the study of law he became
an employee of the Hungarian Credit Bank. Under
:

Bibliography: Sokolow, Scfer Zikkaron,
1889 Reines, Dor ice-Hakdmaw.

p.

13;

Warsaw

;

D.

s.

BERLINER, EMIL

American inventor; born
in Hanover, Germany May 20, 1851.
He was educated at the public schools of his native place and
at the Samson Schule, Wolfenbilttel, whence he was
graduated in 1865. In 1870 he emigrated to America, settling in Washington, D. C, where he has
:

lived since 1882.
He invented the loose-contact telephone transmitter, or microphone, known as " The

and now universally employed in the telephone and of the utmost importance in its practical use.
He is also tlie inventor of the gramophone
and other valuable devices. Berliner is a member
of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers,
and since 1879 has been a frequent contributor to
scientific publications in the United States and Germany. He is, besides, the author of "Conclusions,"
Philadelphia, 1899. In 1881 lie married Cora Adler
of Washington, D. C.
Berliner,"

Bibliography:

Who's

Who

in America,

1899-1900,

and

A.

BERMAN, JEKUTHIEL:
novelist; born in 1825; died in

Russian-Hebrew
Moscow about 1889.

He

held for over thirty years a responsible position
employ of the Jewish railroad magnate Samuel
Poliakov, and devoted part of his leisure to literary
composition. Between 1870 and 1880 he lived in
stroke of paralysis in
Tver and later in Moscow.
1887 rendered him incapable of continuing eithei'
his vocation or his favorite literary labors.
The first novel by Berman, " Shenot Rainu Ra'ah"
in the

A

We Have Seen Evil), which deand sufferings of the Cantonists or

(The Years Wherein

child-recruits in the time of

peared in the

joys a wide celebrity in Hungarian literature. His
novels and romances all satires upon present social
conditions are extensively read.

—

—

L. V.

s.

BERMANN, ISSACHAR HA-LEVI

Emperor Nicholas

I.,

ap-

volume of " Ha-Meliz " (1860).
" Pesel Mikah " (The Graven Image

first

Another novel,
of Micah), appeared in
same periodical (1884).

vol. xx.,

Nos. 19-43 of the

"Hashodedim bc-Zahara-

Phi

:

lanthropist born at Halberstadt Nisau 24, 1661 died
there Tammuz 24, 1730 son of Judah Lehmann.
At
an early age he displayed great commercial enterprise.
He afterward went to Hanover, and there
became associated Avith the chief court agent Liepmann, who, appreciating Bermann's abilities and
In this way
integrity, gave him his confidence.
Bermann had access to many princes, and several of
them, such as those of Dessau, of Brunswick, and of
;

;

;

Saxony, soon addressed themselves
in their financial transactions.

pecial favor with Friedrich

private sources.

scribes the life

the influence of his brother-in-law, Joseph Kiss, the
well-known writer of ballads, he early began to
develop his talent for belles-lettres, and to-day en-

Saxony and,

dircctl}' to

Bermann was

Augustus

king of Poland,

II.,

him

in es-

elector of

whom

he rendered many services in the capacity of banker and
For these services
as diplomatic agent in Poland.
he was rewarded with the title of " Resident " of
Poland and Saxony, by which title he is mentioned
later,

to

in the Polish chronicles.

Bermaiui used his prestige for the good of his
and his intervention with the Polish
The special proteclords saved many Jewish lives.
tion that Halb.erstadt enjoyed during the reigns of
Freidrich I. and Friedrich Wilhelm I. was due to
Bermann's active influence. Generous by nature,
To
it was his delight to foster Jewish learning.
this end he built a synagogue at Ilalberstadt, in
which cily many Jewish scholars found support, their
works being printed at Hie sole expense of Bermann.
coreligionists;

Bermann obtained the permission of FriedWilhelm to edit the Babylonian Talmud, copies

In 1696
rich

——
Bermann,
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Sloriz

Bernal, Isaac
of

;

which had become very

scarce.

The expense

of

transactions the Jews earned the hatred
and as the citizens of Bern were
deeply in debt to the Jews and, through various cir-

money

their

this edition (Frankfort-on-the-Oder), amounting to
$50,000, was defrayed entirely by Bermann; and

of the populace,

most of the 5,000 copies printed were presented to

cumstances, were reduced to financial straits, they
cast about, shortly after the death of Emperor Ru-

scholars.
Auerbach, Gesch. der JUdischen Gemeinde
Halbcrstadt, pp. 43 et seq.; Ha-Maggid, ii. 75 Fuenn, Kene-

dolf, for

set Yisrael, p. 184.

found.

Bibliography

:

;

I-

G.

BERMANN, MORIZ
Mormann,

Moritz

Bu.

(pseudonyms, Berthold

Zimmermann, Louis

B.

Austrian auMulilfeld, unci Julius Marlott)
thor; born at Vienna March 16, 1823; died there
June 12, 1895. Bermann. who came of a family
of publishers, was educated for a musical career;
but after the death of his father he devoted himself
He soon befor a time to collecting autographs.
came known as the owner of one of the finest biographical libraries in Europe. Shortly after the
Hungarian Revolution he began (1851) what was
intended to be a twenty-volume work, "Oesterreichisches Biographisches Lexikon," etc.; but, owing
to the condition of unrest in Austria, it proceeded
no farther than the letter A.
:

On
"

Jan.

1,

1856,

Wiener Courier

"

Bermann became editor of the
and developed into a remarkably

prolific writer of sketches, historical novels, plays,

and even dance-music; writing under the pseudonyms mentioned above. Among his works are:
"bunkle Geschich ten," 1868; " Maria Theresa und
derSchwarze Papst," 1870; "Das Schwarze Kabi"Die Kaisertochter als
net"; " Schone Slinderin "
Braute," 1890; and the historical comedies "Ein
Stiindchen auf der Karlsschule " and " Die Entf lihrung aus dem Auge Gottes."
Bibliography: Das Gcistige n'ien, pp. 33,33; Wurzbach,
;

Biogr. Lexikon des Kaiserthums Ocsterreich,

BERN

i.

322-323.

E. Ms.

s.

Capital of the Swiss Confederation.
resided within its territory as early as the sixth
century, but the first documentary evidence of JewThough
ish inhabitants in Bern is for the year 1259.
under the protection of the city, with the emperor
as their real liege lord, they were usually in an un:

Jews

protected state. In the separate Jews' street in
which they lived, near the present Casino, was also
their cemetery, which, after their expulsion in 1294,
became private property and in the " luselgasse "
as the Jews' street was called after the convent built
by the "Inselschwestern " there was found in 1888,
wlien the "Inselspital " was torn down, the tombstone of a Jew, dated 1293 (Studer, in " Archiv des
Historischen Vereins des Kantons Bern," iv. 1, 38;
;

—

iv. 2, 15; viii. 56. 212).

The Jews

of Bern devoted themselves exclusively
banking and pawnbroking. As in Basel and
Zurich, the rate of interest fixed by the government

to

was

43^,

two pennies per week

in the

Jews
pound; later it was reduced to 30^.
Bankers All classes — the clergy and the nobles,
and Paw^n- the burghers and the peasants, as
the convents and the towns
regarded the Jews as their brokers;
and in order to protect the Christians, the city council decreed, at Easter in 1283, that the term set for
repaym^;nt should be limited to one year. Through

brokers.

Avell as

means of

A pretext

acquittal.
for action against the

Jews was soon
In 1294 they were accused of having kidnaped and killed a boy named Rudolf (Ruflf). This
accusation, which was also made at about the same
time against the Jews of Colmar and Mayence, sufThe Jew Joel (Foli),
ficed to start a persecution.
who was regarded as the real offender.
The Jews and all other Jews of Bern, women as

Tortured
or

were seized and maland either tortured or driven

well as men,
treated,

from the town. This event has been
wrongly assigned to the year 1287,
during the reign of Emperor Rudolf (Stettler,
"Schweizer Chronik," i. 20; Justinger, "Berner
Chronik," pp. 38 et seq.; Ulrich, "Schweizer Ge-

Expelled,

schichten," pp. 144 et seq. " 'Emek ha-Baka," p. 56;
Zunz, "S. P." p. 33, etc.; compare "Annales Colmariens." 28, for the year 1294; "Judaei Bernenses
Puerum ut Dixerunt Occiderunt " Tillier, " Gesch.
des Freistaates Bern," i. 72; on the murder of the
;

;

boy Rudolf,

see

Stammler, in

"

Katholische Schweiz-

erblatter," 1888).

King Adolf, perhaps appealed to by the Jews
themselves, appointed a commission to investigate
the matter, composed of the bishop Peter of Basel,
the knight Gottfried von Merenberg,
governor of the realm in Burgundy
Their

Claims
Forfeited,

Cuno von Bergheim, and Hartmann
von Ratzenhausen.

This commission

decided, June 30, 1294, that the Jews,
male and female, should forfeit all their claims
against the mayor, the council, the community, and
every one living in Bern up to the time of the decree

;

that they should give up all their securities
that, in addition, they should pay

and pledges; and

community one thousand marks in silver, and
mayor of Bern five hundred marks in silver
according to the standard of weight in Bern. King
Adolf confirmed tliis enactment Aug. 1, 1294, in
Frankfort-on-the-Main. The Jews assigned to the
mayor in payment of his share their claims against

to the

to the

—

the Knights of St. John, the monastery of Interlaken,
characteristic exUlrich von Thor, and others.
pression is found in the receipt of the mayor, Jakob
von Kienberg: "Pro occasione pueri, videlicet b.
Rudolfi quem dicti Judei, ut dicitur, occiserunt."

A

The same cautious phraseology, " ut dicitur, " was
employed by King Albrecht six years later, when he
confirmed the decree, April 29, 1300 (" Solothurner
Wochenblatt," 1828, pp. 192 et seq.). The Bernese
immediately attached the property of the Jcavs. A
woman, Berchta von Habstetten, was forced to give
up a chest filled with gold, silver, ornaments, veils,
etc., that had been confided to her by the Jew Vivilin and his partner (document of Aug. 14, 1294,
" Monatsschrift, " xiii. 49 ct seq.
Stobbe, " Die Juden
in Deutschland," p. 283, which reads "1494" instead
;

and 'Bertha" instead of "Berchta").
Expelled from Bern, the Jews returned before
and when the
tlie middle of the fourteenth century

of " 1294,"

;

"

Black Death swept the country in 1349, the people
of Bern and of Zotingen gained the questionable
reputation of fanning everywhere the
Persecu- hatred against the Jews, burning or
banishing them and destroying evition
Rene^wed. dences of indebtedness to them, as at
the former persecution.
Twenty-five years later there were again Jews at
Bern. In 1379 Master Isaac von Tanne, who lived
there, loaned to the city of Freiburg 1,470 gold
gulden. This "modest man," probably from Thann
in Alsace, was, like Master Mathys Eberlin and his
wife, Esther Merlinou, a money-lender.
At the end of the fourteenth century the Bernese
showed a positively friendly feeling for the Jews,
not only permitting them, for financial reasons, to
settle in Bern, but naturalizing them for periods of
six years, in consideration of a yearly tax of sixty

schiltfranken in gold.

Naturalized

and

The}' were not

on their
days they were not to be called

restricted in their worship;
festival

Patronized, into court; matters of dispute among
themselves could either be decided
according to Jewish law or be brought before the
Bernese courts; butcliers were enjoined to sell the
meat killed according to Jewish ordinance, at the
same price as other meat. About this time Christians also engaged in the money-lending business
in rivalry with the Jews.
As soon as the Bernese were easier financially, the
old hatred against the Jews revived, stimulated
by Justinger, author of a Bernese chronicle, who
was also a notary public, and as such carried on
money transactions. His proposition to exi)el the
Jews foimd no lack of support, for
Banished. " the Council and the Two Hundred of
the City " decided unanimou.sly. May
10, 1427, to drive the Jews forever from the city and
the country.
This decision was carried into effect,
and matters continued thus for several hundred years.
Not until about 1820 did Jews again settle at
Bern, and coming, as they did, mainly from Alsace
as French citizens, they were given
Readmis- absolute religious freedom. In 1865
sion and
Bern had twenty -seven Jewish famiFreedom. lies, which, having had a synagogue
since 1855, formed themselves into an
association for worship ("Cultusverein").
In 1875
the community numbered 286 persons; in 1897, 348.
It had a ri-ligious teacher, a burial society (hebrah
kaddishah), and a fund for sick women. The canton
of Bern had in 1874 1,000 Jews; in 1897, 1,195.
The
University of Bern was the first to appoint Jews as
professor.?.
The well-known physiologist, G. Valentin, who was the first Jew to be naturalized, obtained a position there as early as 1835.
Later on
the university numbered among its professors Lazarus,

Bermann, Moriz
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Munk, the two

Schiffs,

Ludwig

Stein,

and

In the federal offices J. Dreifus of Endingen occupied, in 1901, a most respected po.sition.
others.

Bibliography: Kopp,
iii. 1,

143

;

Gescli.
Tobler, Ziir dcscl}.

BERN, MAXIMILIAN:

Aixhiv des Hl^torii^ehen Vereins, xii.
ct seq.; KayserlinK, Die Juden in Bern, in Monatsttchrift, xiii. 4(5 et sei/.;
Statuten des Cultxisvereiiis der Isi'aeliten in der Stadt

German author;

born at Kherson, South Russia, Nov.
his father practised medicine.

18, 1849,

On the

where

death
Bern and his mother went to Vienna that he might
complete his education. The loss of his fortune
forced him to abandon his studies at the university,
and in 1873 he became private tutor to the apprentices at an equestrian school.
Bern soon tired of this occupation and turned to
literature for a livelihood.
His first novel, "Auf
Schwankem Gruude," met with considerable success, though in this, as in fact in most of his writings, Bern is inclined to the gloomy despair of the
majority of Slavonic writers. The success of his
first novel enabled him to visit Berlin, Hamburg,
Leipsic, Dresden, Frankfort, and Munich, at all of
which places he studied assiduously. In 1886 he
went to Paris, and a j-ear later married a young
Austrian actress, Olga Wolilbrlick.
In 1888 he
settled in Berlin. Bern is tlie author of " Gestrlipp,
1876; "Deutsche Lyrik seit Gothe's Tode," 1877;
"Meine Geschiedene Frau," 1878; "Sich Selbstim
Wege," a sketch of stage-life, 1877; "Ein Stummer
Musikant," 1879; "Liliput," 1879; "Anthologie fur
die Kinderstube," 1879 " Illustrirter Hausschatz flxr
die Jugend," 1880; "Aus der Gesellschaft," an almanac, 1881-82; "Am Eigenen Herd," 1886; "Deklamatorium," anthology, 1887; "Lustige Stunden,"
1887; "Himmelan!" 1889; " Christliches Gedenkbuch," 1893; "Evangelisches Deklamatorium, " 1895.
Bibliography: Das GeiMige Berliv, pp. 21,22; Kiirschner,
latter's

:

;

Deut^chtr Littrct iu-Kalc)ider,

p. 89.
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BERN, OLGA

Wohlbriick)

Austrian
author; wife of Maximilian Bern; born at Vienna
July 5, 1865. She went on the stage under her own
name, AVohlbrlick, and while at the Odeon, Paris,
She
in 1887, married the German author Bern.
abandoned the stage for literature in 1888. She is the
author of " Aus Drei Landern," 1890, short stories;
"Unausloschlich und AndereNovellen," 1892; "Carrifere,"
1892; "Gllick," short stories, 1893; "Das
Rechtauf GUick,"adrama, 1893; and "VaterChai'm
und Pater Benediktus," a novel.
(/lee

Bibliography: Das Geistiae Uerlhi,

pp. 22,

:

2:5.
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BERNAL, ABRAHAM NUNEZ:

Spanish
martyr; burned at the stake b}' the Inquisition of
Cordova May 3, 1655. His martyrdom is celebrated
in a work published by Jacob Bernal (Amsterdam,
1655), entitled "Elogios que Zelozos Dedicaron a la
Felice Memoria de Abraham Nuiiez Bernal que fue
Quemado Vivo, Santificando el Nombre de su Criador," etc., and dedicated to Seiior Elian Nunez Ber-

work contains, among other items, a serBernal's honor preached by Isaac Aboab, and
poems by Daniel a Ribera, Eliakim Castriel, Joseph
Frances of Hamburg, .Jonah Abravanel, Samuel de
Castro, and Jacob de Pina.
nal.

Th(!

mon in

S. P. p. 345; Kayserling, Sephnrdim,
354; idem, Bihlioteca Espan.-Port.-Judaica, pp.

Bibliography: Zunz,
pp.

der Eidgoinssixchrn liVuidc,
der Judcn irn Altin Bern, in

Berual, Isaac

2(i0,

2S, 43.

G.

'.ZM'i

Bern, Bern,
G.

1865.

M. K.

BERNAL, ISAAC (MARCUS) DE AL-

MEYDA:
burned

at

Spanish martyr; born in Montilla 1633;
lago de Compostella

the stake in St.

;

Bernal, Maestro
Bernardinus of Feltre
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month

of March, 1655, at the
a nephew of Abruhani
Nunez Bbknal. When only seventeen (1650) he
had been thrown into the prison of the Inquisition
at Valladolid.
Daniel Levi de Barrios mentions
Bernal in his "Govierno Popular Judayco "as a relative.
In the volume entitled "Elogios" (see Abraham Nuiiez Bernal) there is a " Relacion del felice
martirio del invicto Ishack de Almeida Bernal que
murio vivo en fuego santificando el noinbre del
"
Senor
as well as poems in honor of Bernal
by Daniel a Ribera, Jonah Abravanel, Jacob de
Pina, Samuel de Castro, Abraham Castanho, Isaac
Israel, Daniel Arango, and a sermon by Jacob
(Galicia, Spain), in the

age of twenty-two.

.

.

.

He was

;

Abendana.
D.

G.

BERNAL, MAESTRO: A

Marano, ship-physician on the tirst voyage of Columbus to America.
He had lived in Tortosa and had undergone public
penance in October, 1490, as an adherent of Judaism.
Columbus, by his arrogant conduct, aroused
the enmity of the physician, who instigated a conspiracy against the admiral in Jamaica which seriously affected his destiny.
Bibliography M. Kayserlingr, Christopher Columbus, pp. 90,
133, New York, 1894
see also Amkkica, The Discovery of.
:

;

G.

A.

BERNAL, RALPH:

Politician

and
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BERNARD, ABRAHAM

Russian physician

:

in 1762.
He studied at London in 1789;
practised medicine in Hasenpoth, Courland, Russia;

born

became

physician in Shawli, government
was subsequently appointed inspector of

district

of Wilna;

various military hospitals in Lithuania; and in 1809
chief surgeon of the hospital of Slonim.
He also received the title of court councilor practised at Mitau in 1810-11; and then settled in Moscow. He has published: "Griinde fur die Inokulation;
dem Lithauischen Landvolke Gewidmet,"
Mitau, 1799; " Observations sur I'Enterrement Premature des Juifs," Mitau, 1799; and a German translation of this last, under the title "Bemerkungen
iiber das Friihe Beerdigen der Jildischen Leichen,"
Mitau, 1802; " Medicinisch-Chirurgische Beobachtungen in den Kriegshospitalern zu Kobrin und

was made

;

Slonim Gesammelt," n. d. and "Behandlung eines
Epidemischen Wurmfiebers, das im Jahr 1796 in
Kurland Herrschte," in Hufeland's "Journal fiir
Praktische Arzneikunde," 1797, iv. 4, No. 5.
;

Bibliography

:

Recke and Napierski, Allgemeines Schrift-

und Gelehrten-Lexikim dcr Provinzen Liev-, Esthund Kurland, vol. i., s.v., Mitau, 1827 R. Wimderbar, Gesclt.
der Juden in den Provinzen Liv- und Kurland, pp. 66steller

;

67

;

ib. 1853,

where " Bernard "

is

given as " Bemhard."

art-col-

H. R.

lector; died in 1854.

Hisancestors were of Spanish
Jewish origin. His father was Jacob Israel Bernal, a West-Indian merchant, who in 1744 refused
the office of ffabay (treasurer) of the Portuguese congregation because he decided to marry Josebeth
Baruh, a " Tudesca" or German Jewess, which he
was only allowed to do under humiliating conditions
(Picciotto, "Sketches of Anglo- Jewish History," p.

Ralph was entered at Christ's College, Camwhere he took his degrees of B.A. and M.A.
in 1806 and 1809 respectively.
In 1810 he was called
167).

bridge,

to the bar as a member of Lincoln's Inn, but inheriting extensive property in the West Indies, he preferred a parliamentary to a legal life.
For thirtyfour years (1818-52) he had a seat in the House of
Commons, where he represented the city of London
from 1818 to 1820, and Rochester from 1820 to 1841.
During that period he spent £66,000 in election contests.
In the latter year he contested the constitu-

ency of Weymouth, and was seated on petition.
After representing that borough from 1841 till 1847,
he returned to Rochester, continuing to sit for it
until his retirement from political life in 1852.
His
parliamentary career was uneventful, although
throughout he was prominent in the ranks of the
Whigs, and from 1830 till 1850 acted as chairman
of committees.
Though brought up as a Christian,
be recognized the claims of his Jewish ancestry by
supporting the bills for the removal of Jewish disabilities, introduced while he was in the House.
He
was known in his day chiefly as an art-collector in
antique china and plate; and at his death an attempt was made to secure his collection for the nation, but it was unsuccessful, and the collection was
sold in 1855.

were

issued.

both wives.

Two
He

catalogues of his works of art
was twice married, and had issue l)y

Biography.

Sketches of Ariglo-J ewish History, pp. 389-291

Gentleman's Magazine,

BERNARD
known

as St.

OF

Bernard)

CLAIRVAUX
Church

:

(generally

father; born 1091,

near Dijon, France;

died at Clairvaux Aug. 20,
1153.
He was originally a monk of the Cistercian
order at Citeaux; but, on being appointed abbot
of Clairvaux, he founded a branch order known by
his name, 160 monasteries of which came into existence during his life. He vigorously opposed Abelard in 1140, as well as the introduction of the dogma
of the immaculate conception.
St. Bernard is distinguished for his activity in
forming the second crusade in 1145-46, during which
he traveled through France and Germany, preaching the crusade. One of the consequences of this
was a succession of massacres of the Jews throughout the Rhine valley. This called forth an energetic
protest by St. Bernard, which was sent to England,
eastern France, and Germany (Bouquet, "Recueil,"
XV. 606). In this letter he laid down the general
lines of policy with regard to the Jews by which
the Roman Catholic Church has since been guided;
and his arguments are those generally given, though
without his name, in more recent pronouncements.
According to St. Bernard, Jews are not to be disturbed or destroyed, because they are living symbols
of the Passion
for which they are to be punished
mainly by dispersion, so that they shall be witnesses.
But they will ultimately be converted. How can
this be if they are ground down? At the same time
St. Bernard approves of the papal policy which declares that all usury on debts due by Crusaders
shall lapse during their absence in the Holy Land.
;

Bibliography: Neander, Dcr Heilige

Bemhard und

Sein

Zcitalter, Berlin, 1813; Cotter Morrison, Life and Times of
St. Bernard, London, 1863
literature cited In HerzogHauck"s ReaUEncy. il. 623 ; Gratz, Oeschichte, vl. 148, 151.
G.
J.
:

"
,

ESTHER

{nee

German poetess and authoress born at

Bres-

BERNARD
Gad)

:

Domeier),

(also

;

about 1770; died about 1814. On her
mother's side Bernard was a granddaughter of Jonathan Eybeschiitz, the famous rabbi of Prague and
lau, Silesia,

Hamburg.
At the age

of about twenty she was married to
a certain Bernard, with whom she removed to Berlin.
She preferred the latter place to Breslau for the
reason she herself gave in a letter to Jean Paul Ricliter in the following words: " Dort wird man ilber
den Menschen nie den Juden vergessen und besSsse
ich die grossten Verdienste, so wiirde ich doch in
;

Eure besseren Zlrkel nicht aufgenommen werden
(There

[in

Breslau] the

man, and were

I

to

"

Jew is never forgotten in the
possess the highest merit, I

should never be admitted to your higher circles). Her
marriage with Bernard must have been unhappy, for
after a few years she obtained a divorce and married
Dr. Domeier of London, with whom she went to live
in Malta.

girlhood Esther Bernard showed great
and literature. Before her marriage to Bernard she contributed many poems to
"Plumken's Magazin " and Rausch's "Unterhaltungen." To the latter she contributed also a short
story in English, "Marcus and Monima," 1795.
"While the wife of Bernard she wrote "Beschreibung
einer Wasserreise von Aussig Nach Dresden " (in
" Eine Nachricht liber
" Deutsche Monatsschrif t ")
das Dresdener Museum " (in " Archiv der Zeit, " Nov.

Even in her

talent for poetry

;

1799, p. 445). Shewasaisoacontributor to "DerCosmopolit" (June, 1795, pp. 577-599), and "Backer's
Erzahlungen" (1798, iv. 272) for which she wrote
some poems. "Backer's Almanach" for 1800 contains tAvo poems by Bernard, one of which has been
set to music by Neuman, "Ueber Schiller's Piccolomini," in "Merkwurdigkeiten der Mark Brandenburg," March, 1800, p. 382.
In Berlin, Bernard made the acquaintance of Comtesse de Genlis, tlie authoress of " Les Meres Ri vales,
which she translated into German under the title
"Die Beiden Mutter," 2 vols., 1800.
After her marriage to Dr. Domeier she wrote
"GesammelteBLatter," Leipsic, 1805; "BriefeWahrend Meines Aufenthaltes in England und Portu-

gal," 2 vols.

,

Hamburg,

andersetzungen

1803; "Kritische AuseinMehrerer Stellen in dem Buche

der Frau von Stael liber Deutschland," Hanover,
1814.

At the erection of the Wilhelmsschule in Breslau, in
Hebrew children, Esther
Bernard celebrated the event in a poem in which she
hailed the dawning of an era of freedom and equality for the Jews of Silesia.
1791, for the instruction of

Bibliography: Sulamith,
laver Almanach,
ii.

Bernal, Maestro
Beruardinus of Feltre
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i.,

1801

schummers BresBUcher Lexikoii, i. 125,

v. 252-2.58,285;
;

Kayser's

64.

S.

s.

BERNARD OF GORDON:

R.

Christian physi
born probably at Gordon in Guienne, department of Lot, France; professor of medicine at Montpellier about the year 1300.
His " Lilium Medicina? "
was much read by Jews, and several Hebrew trans
lations of it are extant
e.g., that by Jekuthiel b.
Solomon (Maestro Bonsenior) of Narbonne in 1387

cian

;

;

(nK1S"in IK^W); and another by Moses ben
of Roquemaure (Gard), 1360 (nKIDin mS).

Bibliography

:

Samuel

Steinschneider, Hebr. Uebers. p. 785; Renan-

Neubauer, Ecrivains Juifs,

p. 386.

M.

G.

BERNARD, HERMANN

S.

Teacher of Hebrew
the University of Cambridge, England; born of

in

:

Austrian parents at Uman, or Human, a small town
in southern Russia (at that time Poland), in the year
1785.
His father being a converted Jew, he was
brought up as a Christian. He went to England in
settled in Cambridge as a private teacher in
1830 and was appointed " Praeceptor Linguae Sacrse "
in the university on Oct. 18, 1837, succeeding Josephus Crool. He died at Cambridge, aged seventytwo, on Nov. 15, 1857, after teaching there with
marked success for twenty-seven years.
Bernard published the following works: "The
Creed and Ethics of the Jews Exhibited in Selections from the Yad ha-Hazakah of Maimonides"
(1832); and "Ha-Menahel" (The Guide of the Hebrew Student), 1839. During Bernard's blindness
in 1853 appeared "Me Menuhot " (Still Waters), an

1825;

;

easy, practical Hebrew grammar, in two volumes,
by the Rev. P. H. Mason (afterward fellow and president of St. John's College) and Hermann Bernard. Bernard's lectures on the Book of Job, edited

former pupil, Frank Chance (afterward a
of the Old Testament Revision Committee),
appeared in one volume in 1864, but the editor's
promised appendix was never published.

by

his

member

C. T.

J.

BERNARDINUS OF FELTRE:

Franciscan
friar; born at Feltre, Italy, in 1439; died Sept. 28,
He was one of the bitterest enemies the Jews
1494.
ever had, and openly advocated their utter exterHe traveled throughout Italy preaching
mination.
a crusade against them, the burden of his sermons
being " Let Christian parents keep a watchful eye
:

on their children, lest the Jews steal, ill-treat, or
crucify them." As a worthy disciple of Capisirano,
whom he held up as the type and model of a true
Christian, he knew that his eloquence
would be of no avail among the arisHis
Preaching. tocracy, the members of which, guided

by
and to arouse the

tlie Jews.
lower classes
of the populace against the

their interests, protected

He therefore endeavored
ill-will

to inflame the

Jews.
Because certain Jewish capitalists had been successful, he depicted all Jews as vampires and extorIn his sermons he was wont to say " I,
tioners.
who live on alms and eat the bread of the poor, shall
I be a dumb dog and not howl when I see the Jews
wringing their wealth from Christian poverty? Yea!
shall I not cry aloud for Christ's sake?"
These sermons bore fruit. At Ravenna Beruardinus incited the populace to such a degree that he
was enabled to expel the Jews with violence and to
send deputies to Venice to solicit a legal sanction for
The authorities of Florence were
the expulsion.
constrained to order Beruardinus to quit the country, so that a rising which was imminent might he
prevented (1487). At Campo San Pietro Bernardinus expelled a Jewish pawnbroker and established
a gratuitous pawnbroking institution.
:

Bernardinus of Feltre
Bernays, Jacob
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All Jewish occupations and enterprises were
equally the objects of Bernardinus' reprobation. The
inhabitants of Sienna engaged a Jewish physiciaii.
Bernardinus delivered a series of sermons in which
he reproduced all the idle tales spread among the
people respecting the hatred that the Jews nourished
toward Christians. He related that a Jewish physician of Avignon on his death-bed recalled with
delight the fact of having killed thousands of ChrisThe consequence of these
tians through his drugs.
sermons was that the lower classes and the women
abstained from having recourse to the Jewish physician.

These partial successes notwithstanding, the efBernardinus mostly failed of effect. The
Italian people were actuated bj-^ good common sense,
and the authorities sorely hindered Bernardinus in
It was in the Tyrol that he sue
his Jew -baiting.
ceeded in bringing about a bloody persecution.
While Bernardinus preached in the city of Trent,
some Christians called him to account for his hatred
of Jews, remarking that the Jews of Trent were
worthy people. " Ye know not," replied the monk,
forts of

90

Munich

as private tutor in the house of Herr von
Hirsch, and afterward lived at Mayence as a private
scholar.
In 1821 he was elected chief rabbi of the

German-Jewish community in Hamburg, to fill a
position where a man of strictly Orthodox views but
of modern education was wanted as head of the congregation. After personal negotiations with Lazarus
Riesser (father of Gabriel Rxesser), who went to see
him in Mayence, Bernays accepted the ofhce on
characteristic terms; namely, that all the religious

and educational institutions of the community were
he wanted
to be placed under his personal direction
to be responsible to the government only.
Besides
;

this he required a fixed salarj% independent of incidental revenues, and wished to be called "clerical

"what misfortune these folks will bring upon you.
Before Easter Sunday is past they will give you a
Chance
proof of their extraordinary goodness."
favored him with a good opportunity.
During Holy Week of the year 1475 a Christian
child named Simon, who was three years old, was
drowned in the Adige, and his body
Simon
was caught in a grating near the house
of a Jew.
The Jew gave notice of
of Trent,
this occurrence to Bishop Hinderbach.

The body was removed to the church and exhibited,
and Bernardinus and other hostile priests raised an
outcry against the Jews, saying that they had put
the child to torture and then slain him and flung
him into tiie water. The bishop oidered the imprisonment of all the Jews, who, with one exception,
when subjected to torture confessed. Thereupon
all the Jews of Trent were burned, and it was determined that thereafter no Jew should settle in the
city (see Simon of Trent).
Bernardinus endeavored to make use of this occurrence to bring about the ruin of the Jews. At his
instigation the corpse was embalmed, and commended
to the people as a sacred relic.

Pilgrimages to the

remains were made by thousands of persons, and before many days several of them claimed they had
seen a halo about the body. This new miracle was
announced from every chancel, and fomented the
excitement of the rabble again.st the Jews to sucli a
degree that even in Italy they dared not go outside
the towns, in spite of all that tiie doge and tiie
Senate of Venice as well as Pope Sixtus did to stem
the tide of hatred.
Gregory XIII. canonized both
Bernardinus as a prophet, and Simon as a martyr.

—
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BERNAYS, ISAAC
nays)

:

yence died
;

(known as Hakam BerHamburg; born 1792 at IMaAfter having,
1849, in Hamburg.

Chief rabbi

May

1,

in

linished his studies at the University of Wurzburg,
in wliich city he had been also a disciple of the well-

known

.Talinudist R.

Abraham Bing, he went

to

Isaac Bernays.

functionary " or " hakam," as the usual titles, " moreh
zedek" or "rabbi" did not seem to him iiighly es-

teemed at that time.
In 1822 he began the reform of the Talmud Torah
school, where the poorer children of the communitj'
had till then been taught Hebrew and arithmetic.
He added lessons in German, natural science, geography, and history as important parts of the curriculum, and by 1827 what liad formerly been merely
a religious class had been changed to a good elementary public school, which could well prepare its
In spite of this great progress the
pupils for life.
council of the community wanted to take a greater
part in the supervision of the course of instruction,
and in consequence of differences with the hakam
resulting fnmi these claims, they withdrew the subvention of the school in 1830; but through the intervention of the senate of Hamburg this was again
granted in 1832, though Bernays was denied the
presidential seat he had till then occupied in the
council of the school and was made instead " ephorus" of the school. In 1849 he died suddenly of
apoplexj', and was buried in the Grindel cemetery.

";
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Bernays possessed wide philosophical views, a
knowledge of the Bible, Midrash, and Talmud,
and an admirable flow of language he was indeed a
born orator. He was the first Orthodox German
rabbi who introduced the German sermon into the
service, and who tried to interpret the old Jewish
feeling in modern form and to preserve the ancestral
creed even in cultured circles.
His antagonists were
therefore to be found in the ranks of the ascetic
fanatics of the "klaus " as well as among the adherents of the "Temple," a reform synagogue founded
in 1819, against whose prayer-book Bernays had
pronounced an anathema.
By lectures on the
Psalms, on Judah ha-Levi's "Cuzari," etc., he tried
to strengthen and to deepen the religious life of the
community, the institutions of which he supervised
very carefully. His influence is still felt in the
Hamburg community, where Jewish traditions and
the study of Jewish literature are often found united
with modern education.
Bernays left no literary works. A small anonyrare

:

mous

—

essay, "

Der Bibelsche Orient " of great linguistic learning and original and wide historical
views on Judaism was supposed to have been
written by him in early years; but he denied the
authorship, and never in later life showed any conformity with the views of the little book. Of his

—

sons the celebrated philologist Jacob Bernays, professor and chief librarian at the University of Bonn,
kept faithful to the religious views of his father,
while the well-known literary historian Michael
Bernays, who was only fourteen years old on his
father's death, was converted to Christianity.
Bernays' best pupil was Sam.son Raphael Hirsch, the
well-known leader of modern Orthodoxy.
Bibliography: Haarbleicher, Zwei Epochen aim der GeschicMe der Deutscli-Israelitischen Gemeinde zu Hambxirg,
Hamburg, 1867 T. Goldschmidt, The Talmud Torah School
Under the Chacham Bernays (inedited).
;

D.

BERNAYS, JACOB

:

German

A. Fe.
born

philologist

;

Hamburg Sept. 18, 1824; died at Bonn May 26,
1881.
He was the eldest son of the hakam Isaac
Bernays, who carefully guided his elementary education until he was sent, in 1844, to Bonn to attend
at

the university.
There he studied philology under
G. Welcker and F. Ritschl, becoming particularly
attached to the latter. His philosophical studies he

pursued under Brandis. It was during his four
years' career at the university that in competition
for a gold prize he submitted a treatise on Lucretius,

which won for him not only the prize, but also the
admiration of Ritschl, who strongly advised him to
devote himself to a professional career. The work
was afterward published under the title "Die Ausgabedes Lucretius" (Leipsic, 1852). Bernays graduated in 1848, and in the same year issued his "Heraclitea" (Bonn, 1848).
In the following year he
became privat-docent at his alma mnter, and in the
same year published at Bonn his "Florilegium
Renascentes Latinitatis."
He was also engaged
in editorial work on the "Rheiuische Museum,"
founded by Niebuhr, and conducted by Welcker
and Ritschl.
The serious work of organizing the Jewish Theological Seminary at Breslau, the funds for the
establishment of which had been provided by Jonas

Bernardinus of Feltre
Bernays, Jacob

was actively begun in 1853, and the work
practically of a pioneer nature.
Bernays was
among the first to be called upon to

Frankel,

was

Organizes be associated with Zacharias Frankel,
Jewish
Graetz, and Joel in this task of outTheolining the plan and method of study
be pursued in the new seat of learnwhere rabbis were to be trained
in accordance with the scientific educational ideas of the time, instead of with the anti(juated methods of the yeshibah. Bernays was indeed
peculiarly fitted to cooperate in such an undertaking
for, besides his profound classical learning and his
university experience, he was a thorough Hebrew
scholar and, moreover, was intensely Jewish in
thought, feeling, and mode of life.

logical

Seminary.

to

ing,

When the seminary was opened (Aug. 10, 1854)
Bernays began his actual teaching; his subjects
including not only regular courses in Greek and
Latin, but special courses as well in the history of
German literature, history of Hebrew poetry, the philosophy of religion, illustrated by the "Cuzari" and
"Moreh Nebukim." In addition he conducted exercises in German style.
The annual reports of the
seminary were enriched each year with some treatise
prepared by one or another of those connected with
the institution.
Bernays contributed three of these
during the twelve years of his association with the
faculty: "Ueber das Phokylidische Gedicht " (Berlin, 1856);
"Die Chronik des Sulpicius Severus"
(Berlin, 1861); and " Theophrastos' Schrift liber
Frommigkeit" (Berlin, 1866). These were afterward published separately.
Bernays' activity during his sojourn at Breslau
was not, however, confined to his work at the seminary, as he had at once connected himself with the
University of Breslau as privat-docent with remarkable success.
As a consequence his general
literary productiveness was considerable and noteworthy. In 1855 there appeared in Berlin " Die
Lebensbeschreibung des Joseph J. Scaliger." Two
years later was produced the work upon which,
probably more than on any other one
His
of his writings, his claim upon the
Activity at notice of scholarly posterity will have
Breslau.
to rest, " Grundzlige der Verlorenen
Abhandlung des Aristoteles iiber die
Wirkung der Tragodie " (Breslau, 1857). As late as
1882, in his report on the Aristotelian literature in
the " Jahresbericht f iir die Alterthums-Wissenschaf t,
Dr. Susemihl of Greifswald speaks of the deluge of
writings called forth by the "Grundzuge" as not
having even then subsided. Another contribution
to Aristotelian literature by Bernays during this
period is "Die Dialoge des Aristoteles im Vcrhaltniss

zu Seinen Uebrigen Werken " (Berlin, 1863).
From his alma mater there came at last the recog-

was his due. Ritschl left his position at
Bonn University in 1866; and the call
Called to was sent to Bernays to fill the place

nition that

Bonn

of assistant professor

and chief

libra-

With the greater responsibilities
now thrust upon him, however, he
still found time for the production of some of
the best and most scholarly of his writings.
"Die
Heraklitischen Briefe " was published at Berlin in
University,

rian.
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Bernays, Michael
Bernhardt, Martin

In 1873 appeared his "Uebersetzung dor Drei
Ersten Blicher von Aristoteles' Politik.' " "Ueber
Ueber
die unter Philo's Werkcu Stehende Scbrift
" was issued in
die Unzerst&rbarkeit des Weltalls
In
1876, and "Luciau und die Cyniker" in 1879.
1869.

'

'

:

'

1880 there appeared " Zwei Abhandlungen fiber die
Aristotelische Tlieorie des Dramas," wliieh is a
republication of the "Grundzlige" of 1857 and the
"Erganzungen zu Aristoteles' Poetik." His last

work was

"

Phokiou und Seine Xeuern Benrteiler"

(Berlin. 1881).

Suddenly, amid this congenial activity, Bernays
stricken with sickness, which very soon and
unexpectedly ended fatally. He was but fifty-seven
years of age and the grief felt at his early demise
was profound and wide-spread, alike among profesThough
sors and students and his coreligionists.
fifteen years away from the Jewish Seminary at
Breslau, he still remained devoted to it, and bequeathed to it his Hebrew librarj'.
Bernays' collected writings, edited by Usener,
were published in two volumes, Berlin, 1885.

was

;

Bibliography: Brockbaus, Conversatioyis-Lexikon,

BERNAYS, MICHAEL
literature; born at

s.v.

M. Co.

s.

:

German

Hamburg Nov.

historian of

27, 1834; died at

Carlsruhe Feb. 25, 1897; son of Hakam and brother
He attended the Johanneum in
of Jacob Bernays.
bis native city, where, principally under the guidance of Adolph Kraft, he devoted himself to the
study of tlie classics. In a performance of "Antigone," arranged at the gymnasium by Topfer, Bernays appeared as Kreon, and is said already at this
time to have excited admiration by the originality
of conception revealed in his rendering of the lines.
A few months later he entered the University of
Bonn, where at first he devoted himself to the study
of law, but soon abandoned it for that of classical
philology, which, notwithstanding many unfavorable external circumstances, he thenceforth prose
cuted with unflagging perseverance. After completing his course at Bonn he went to Heidelberg,
where he became a pupil of Gervinus and Holtzmann. Sliortly after liis arrival there Bernays,
although then scarcely twenty -one years of age, lectured on Shakespeare before a literary student society which he had founded, and whose members had
bestowed upon him tlie title of "'master." In 1855
he received his doctorate and prepared to qualify
himself for a professorship, while at the same time
prosecuting his manifold literary labors.
In 1859 Bernaj^s published a festival play for the
one hundredth anniversary of Schiller's birthday,
and in 1864 he composed verses on the
Literary tricentennial celebration of the birth
of Shakespeare.
Shortly afterward
Labors.
he wrote an explanatory text to Beethoven's music to "Egmont," which was not only
frequently spoken, but produced so lasting an impression that, thirty years later, the directors of the
Carlsruhe Theater ordered from Bernays a similar
prologue for ilozart's "T{e([uiem." Despite these
occasional literary productions, however, Bernays
steadily pursued his studies; and he even refused
an offer from Trcitschke to participate in the editor-
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ship of the "Preussische Jahrblicher," fearing that
the duties of such a position might divert him from
In the same year, 1866, he pubhis main purpose.
lished his first celebrated work, "Zur Kritik und
Geschichte des Goetheschen-Textes," in which he
once for all established the necessity of applying the
methods of classical philology in the criticism of the
modern masters.
Shortly after the Franco-Prussian war, which so
powerfully stimulated the general interest in the
national poetry, Bernays received a call to the University of Leipsic, and such was his popularity as
a lecturer there that within a very short time after
his arrival the largest hall of the university was inadequate to accommodate the audience. It was the
enthusiasm thus aroused that now induced the artloving king of Bavaria, Ludwig II., to found a spethe first to be estabcial chair of German literature
lished
at Munich, and to summon Bernays thither
as extraordinary professor, who thus, at the age of
thirty-nine, already beheld the fulfilment of his
After an activity of eighteen
dearest wishes.
months Bernays received a regular professorship,
and this position he held until his resignation in
1889, when he removed to Carlsruhe.
In striking contrast with many university professors, Bernays rarely confined himself to the writ-

—

—

him for he was gifted, above all,
with a marvelous memory. It is said
Professor that he could recite lengthy poems
of German and dramas, such as " Hermann und
Literature. Dorothea" and "Tasso,"from beginning to end without faltering or betraying any evidence of fatigue. With this faculty,
which he had cultivated from early youth, Bernays
united an unusually extensive yet accurate knowledge of the literature of ancient and of modern times.
Thus he constantly enriched his discourse with copious and pertinent citations reflecting the inmost
nature of the author under discussion. When to
these qualifications are added a voice of exceptional
flexibility and power, and a carefully studied eloquence of gesture, the great popularity of the lecturer can be readily understood.
In his published works Bernays aimed to transfer

ten copy before

;

the methods of classical philology to the domain of
modern literary history and criticism.
As Author, and endeavored to elevate these studies
to an equality with the other academic
Among his most popular writings, besides
sciences.

those mentioned, are: "Briefe Goethe's an F. A.
Wolf," Berlin, 1868; "Zur Entstehungsgeschichte
des Schlegelschen Shakespeare," Leipsic, 1872; "Der
Junge Goethe " a collection of the poems and let3 vols.,
ters of Goethe during the years 1764-76
"
two biogLeipsic, 1875; "Goethe und Gottschcd
raphies Leipsic, 1880; an introduction to a revised
edition of Schlegel and Tieck's translation of Shakespeare, Berlin, 1871-72; an introduction to a cen-

—

—

—
—

tenary edition of Voss's translation of Homer, Stuttgart, 1881.

Apart from

his literary activitj-,

Bernays was

fre-

quently called upon to officiate on public occasions;
as, for example, in 1888. when he was requested by
tlie city of Munich to preside at the public dinner
given in celebration of tlie emperor's birthday; and

,;

when he delivered the dedicatory address at the unveiling of the Scheflfel monument (see Bettelheim, " Biographische Blatter," 1895).
In contradistinction to his brother Jacob, who strictly
observed the ordinances of Judaism, Michael Bernays early embraced Christianity.
Bibliography: Bettelheim, BiograpMsches Jdhrbuch und
Deutscher Nekrolog, 1897; MUnchener AllgemeAne Zeiin 1892 at Carlsruhe,

tung, Feb.

26, 1897

;

Brockhaus, Conversations-Lexikon,
J.

s.

s.v.
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BERNBURG. See Anhalt.
BERND, JTJLIXJS D.: American merchant and
philanthropist; born in 1830; died at Pittsburg, Pa.
Nov. 30, 1892. Bernd was a successful business
man and highly esteemed by his mercantile associHe was a member of the chamates in Pittsburg.
ber of commerce. Being actively interested in philanthropic work, he was a director of the Gusky

Orphanage and Home of Western Pennsylvania, an
earnest worker for the Humane Society, and a member of the Rodef Sholem congregation. By his will
he left a large amount to various charities, particularly to the Union of American Hebrew Congregations, the Hebrew Union College, and the Gusky
Orphanage. After giving to every charitable institution in the county of Allegheny, without regard
to creed or color, he bequeathed the residue of his
estate, share and share alike, to the Hebrew Union
College of Cincinnati, O., and to the city of Pittsburg, Pa. the bequest to the city being conditioned
on its creating a department or alcove in the Carnegie Library of Pittsburg, to be known as the " J. D.
,

Bernd Alcove," which was accordingly
A.

instituted.
J.

BERNFELD, SIMON

:

German

Co.

publicist

and

born in Stanislau, Galicia, Jan. 6, 1860. His
father, who was a good rabbinical scholar and also
well versed in secular knowledge, was his first instructor.
He took 1o writing Hebrew verj' early
and at the age of thirteen he tiaiislatcd a German
novel into that tongue. His first article, "About
the Expulsion of the Jews from Nuremberg," was
published in "Ha-Maggid" of 1879 (No. 22), as were
rabbi

Bernays, Michael
Bernhardt, Slartin
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;

various other contributions from his pen.
In 1879 Bernfeld went to Konigsberg, where he
held for some time an editorial position on M. L.
Rodkinson's Hebrew weekly, "Ila-Kol."
In the
fall of 1880 he left Konigsberg for Breslau, where he
spent several months in great distress. Early in 1881
he went to Lyck, Prussia, to become the assistant of
David Gordon, editor of "Ha-Maggid." He remained therefor nearly a year, and continued to contribute articles and editorials for that periodical for
several years after leaving Lyck.
He returned to
Konigsberg late in 1881, and after a year's preparation entered the university of that city, where he remained until the summer of 1883.
A brighter period in Bernfeld's life began with
his arrival in Berlin in the summer of 1883.
He entered the university of the German capital, and at the
same time attended the Hoclischule fiir die Wissensciiaft des Judenthums.
In 1885 he became a regular contributor to " Ha-Meliz " (St. Petersburg), and
in the same year obtained his doctor's degree.
In
March, 1886, he was elected chief rabbi of the Spanisli and Portuguese community of Belgrade, the cap-

of Servia, and director of the Jewish school in
that city.
This position he held for about seven
years.
Bernfeld now resides at Berlin, and occupies himital

self

He

mainly with writing in Hebrew and German.

a German writer of varied and considerable attainments.
His " Juden und Judenthum im Neunis

zehnten Jahrhundert

" (Berlin,

1898),

which forms

"Am

of the series
Ende des Jahrhunderts,"
edited by Dr. Paul Bornstein, is a Avork of merit,
and the same can be said of his essay, " Der Talmud,
vol.

iii.

Sein Wesen, Seine Bedeutung,

und Seine Geschichte"

His new translation of the Bible,
now in course of publication, has also been highly
praised (see " Allg. Zeit. des Judenthums," 1901, No.
His chief significance, however, lies in the field
13).
of Neo-Hebraic literature. He belongs to the younger
class of clear and forceful writers who have brought
new life into modern Hebrew literature and have
lifted the journalistic part of it to an eminence which
it had not before attained.
A clever journalist,
Bernfeld writes on various subjects. In addition to
innum.erable articles in various periodicals, he has
compiled popular works on histor}% philosophy, and
kindred subjects; while in the field of the history
of the Jews, of which he made a special study, he
has done valuable original work.
The most important of his works are: "Da'at
(Berlin, 1900).

Elohim " (Knowledge of God), a history of the religious philosophy of the Jews from rudimentary philosophical systems of the Bible down to that of Asher
Ginzberg, the thinker of modern national Judaism
(Warsaw, 1897); "Dor Tahapukot," a monograph
on the Mendelssolmian period (ib. 1896-98); and
biographies of S. L. Rapoport (1899), of Michael
Sachs (Berlin, 1900), and of Gabriel Riesser (Warsaw, 1901).
Bibliography

Sefcr Zihltarnii, pp. 131-133 (autobiographical
sketch); Lippe, liihliinir. Lexik(m,a.,in.,s.v.; ZeilUn, Bibli:

otheca Hehraica,
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BERNHARDT, MARTIN: German neuropath
and medical author; born at Potsdam April 10, 1844.
He was educated at tlie gymnasium of his native
place and at the University of Berlin, where he studAfter graduating
ied under Virchow and Traube.
as M.D. in 1867, he was appointed assistant to Leyden at the Universitilts-Klinik at Konigsberg; and
two years later, physician at the Charite (free dispensary and hospital) at Berlin under Westphal.
The Franco-German war interrupted his clinical
work, for lie went to the front with the Landweiir,

On his
receiving a medal for bravery under fire.
return in 1872, he was appointed privat-docent of
medicine and as specialist for neuropathy at the
University of Berlin, and, ten years later, assistant
professor.

Bernhardt, in addition to contributing numerous
articles to medical publications, has been the editorin-chief since 1885 of the " Centralblatt filr die Medi-

zinischen Wissenschafteu," and the correspondent of
neuropathy and electrotherapy for Virchow-Hirsch's
" Jahresberichte."
He is also one of the collaborators of Eulenburg's "Realencyklopadie der Meiliziu."
His principal works are: "Die Sensibilitatsverhaltnisse der Haut."
1873; "Beitrage zur

"

Bernheim, Ernst
Symptomatologie

und

Diagnostik

der

played at the Porte-Saint-Martin in "Jeanne d'Arc"

Hirnge-

and "Cleopatre"

schwixlste," 1881; "Electricitatslehre filr Medizin,"
1884, in collaboration with Professor Rosentlial;
"Erkrankungen der Peri pherischen Nerven," 1895-

1901, p.

Hirsch, Bioy. Lex.. 884,

i.

421; Pagel, Biog.
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BERNHARDT, SARAH (ROSINE BERNARD) French actress; born at Paris Oct. 22,
:

She was received

1844, of

Dutch Jewish parentage.

into the

Roman Catholic Cliurch at the request

interval during w^hich the acEurope. Returning to Paris, she engaged in 1893 the Theatre de la Renaissance, producing "La Femme de Claude," Lemaitre's "Les
Rois," Barde's "Medee," "Magda," Rostand's "La
Samaritaine " and his " La Princesse Lointaine
"
(1895), and Yzeil in D'Annunzio's " La Ville Morte
gave
the
Bernhardt
leasing
this
house,
While
(1898).
use of it to Duse, who played the French actress's
role in "La Dame aux Camelias," while Bernhardt
played the title-role in "Magda."
Her latest and most successful lease of a theater
was when she took the Theatre de I'Opera Comique.
formerly known as the Theatre Municipal des Nations, and converted it at considerable cost into the
Theatre de Sarah Bernhardt (Jan. 18. 1899). Here
she first essayed Hamlet and later the Due de Reichstadt hi Rostand's "L'Aiglou." In 1900-01 she again
toured the United States, with Coquelin.
In addition to being an actress, Bernhardt is a
Her bust of Sardou
dilettante sculptor and author.
tress toured

1.51.

g.

(1890).

Then followed an

1897.

Bibliography:
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Bernhardt, Sarah

of her

Her early years were spent at the Convent
Grand-Champs, Versailles, where she remained until
fourteen years old, when she was received into the
father.

Conservatoire, where she studied dramatic art under
Prevost and Sanson. Though, like Rachel, naturally inclined to comedy, Bernhardt won a prize for
her work in tragedy. On Aug. 11, 1862— four years
after beginning her dramatic studies she made her
debut at the Comedie Fran^aise in " Iphigenie. " Her
success was but partial; and the experiment for
such it really was— resulted in further study and a
On her return to Paris the
short trip to Spain.
young actress went to the Theatre du Gymnase, the
Porte- Saint-Martin, and the Odeon (1864), and, a
year later, back again to the Porte-Saint-Martin.

—

—

Her writings consist of a book,
Nuages" (1878), and "L'Aveu,"a play
produced at the Odeon in 1888. She has also written

attracted attention.

"Dans

les

a rather frank autobiography, evoked by Marie
Colombier's attack on Bernhardt in her notorious

Tliere she appeared as Armande in "Les Femmes
Savantes,"as Cordelia in "King Lear," and in her

pamphlet "Sarah Barnum."
As an actress, Sarah Bernhardt

male role, Zanetto, in Francois Coppee's "Le
Passant" (1869).
The outbreak of the Franco-German war interrupted her career for a time, the interval being
spent in study and nursing the wounded. Her next
appearance was on Nov. 6, 1872, when she played
For
Mile, de Belle-Isle at the Comedie Frangaise.
the next seven years Bernhardt remained a member
of this famous institution, of which she became a
" societaire " in 1875.
Her greatest artistic triumphs
were achieved there in " Phedre " " Andromaque "
"Zaire"; "Alcm^ne"; "Ruy Bias" {Marie de A^euhourrj);
"La Fille de Roland" (Berthe); "Rome
Vaincue" {Posthumia, the blind woman); "Le
Sphinx " " L'Etrangere " and in the classic plays
of Racine and Corneille.
Inl879Bernhardt's eccentric behavior and temper
led to a severance of her associations with the Comedie
Fran(;aise and on a civil suit the actress was ordered
to pay damages amounting to 100,000 francs. After a
tour to London, Copenhagen, and America (1880-81)
with a company of her own, Bernhardt returned to
Paris, where she assumed the direction of the Theatre
Ambigu (1882). The same year she was married to
the actor Jacques Damala (died 1889), and played
Pierrot at the Trocadero in a pantomime written by
Richepin. She afterward leased the Theatre Vaudeville, which she opened Dec. 11, 1882, with "Fedora," playing the title-role herself. Soon after, she
returned to the Porte-Saint-Martin, which she opened
Sept. 17, 1883, with "Frou-Frou." This was followed by "La Dame aux Camelias," "Nana Sahib,"
and "Theodora." During the season of 1886-87 she
toured the United States, and on her return to tlie
She
Porte-Saint-^Iartin appeared in "La Tosca."
revisited America in 1888-89, and on her return

of the theatrical; every pose, every movement,
every intonation of her voice being the result of
She belongs to the intelleccareful, patient study.
tual school of actors, splendidly intelligent, but
Bernhardt is always adrarely touching the heart.
Her voice
mirable, but never aught save Bernhardt.
is remarkable for its flexibility and timbre, and her

first

;

;

;

;

;

grace of

movement

is

is

the

embodiment

oue of her chief attractions.

Whether she plays the blind Posthumia, or FrouFrou, or Hamlet, or the

Due

de Reichstadt, her per-

always preponderant and she ever remains
the French actress, Sarah Bernhardt.

sonality

is

Bibliography: Westminster Review, Ix. 301 et seq.; La
Grande Encyclopedie, s.v. The Critic, xxxv. 6;58-640;
FnrtniglitUi Revietv (new series), xlvi. 113-122; Harper's
Magazine, lii. 63-68; Nouveau Lairnissc Uludrc, ii. 35.
E. Ms.
s.
;

BERNHARDT, GOTTFRIED:

German

phi-

and historian of literciture; born at Landsberg in the Neumark, province of Brandenburg,
March 20, 1800; died at Halle May 14, 1875. His
father was a merchant who had been successful and

lologist

prosperous, but wiio in Gottfried's childhood had a
him in a position
where he had to struggle for the bare necessities of
life and with but little prospect for providing the
boy with a liberal education. At this juncture when
the lad was about nine years old, two Avell-to-do
brothers of his father, living in St. Petersburg, arranged to provide the means for his schooling, and

series of business reverses that left

he was entered at the Joachimsthal Gymnasium,
Berlin, where he remained six years, being admitted
Here in the purto the Berlin University in 1817.
suit of his philological studies, to which he now especially applied himself, he had the good fortune
to study under F. A. Wolf— though the latter was

—

already in the declining years of his life as well as
under BOckh and Buttmann. He received his degree
as doctor of philosophy on Oct. 30, 1822, and in the
same year published his first work, "Eratosthenica,"
a collection of the widely scattered fragments of the
early Alexandrian astronomer.
In 1823 he became privat-docent in philology at
his alma mater, and two years later was appointed
associate professor.
He received a call from Halle
in 1829 to assume the position of full professorship
in the university there, and that of director of the
philological seminary.
This call he accepted, and
Halle was the sphere of his activity for the rest of
his life.
During the two years from 1841 to 1843 he
oflficiated as prorector of the university, and in 1844
he was appointed chief librarian, the duties of which
position he fulfilled in addition to his work of instruction not in any perfunctory fashion, but by
reorganizing the library of the university in a complete and systematic manner.
From the very beginning of Bernhardy's professorial career he prosecuted his literary labors as
well.
During the first year of his advent to Halle,
there appeared his " Wissenschaftliche Syntax der
Griechischen Sprache." In 1830 the first edition of
his " Grundriss der Romischen Litteratur " was published.
Of this successive revisions were issued in
the years 1850, 1857, 1865, and 1872.
The "Grundlinien zur Encyklopadie der Philologie " was issued
in 1832. In the following year, work was begun on
his version of Suidas, but the appearance of Gatsford's great edition at Oxford necessitated a change
of plan, and the work was not completed until 1851.
Upon its publication the king of Prussia conferred
an order upon Bernhardy. The first part of the
"Grundriss" comprising the prose literature was
published in 1836, subsequent editions being issued
in 1861 and 1867-72.
The poetical portion, constituting the second part, was published in 1845. This

—

—

—

went

into a second edition in 1856, and was again
republished in 1859 and 1867-72. Bernhardy began
the editing of the " Bibliotheca Scriptorum Latinorum " in 1838 but the work was not continued be3'ond the first volume, as his contributors resented
his extraordinary methods of revision by voluminous
additions and amendments.
His last literary work
;

was the

collecting

and editing of the minor writings,

both Latin and German, of F. A. Wolf, which were

two volumes in 1869.
Bernhardy had always manifested a deep

issued in

work

interest

and had
frequently been active in supervising the examinations.
In 1867 the city of Halle honored him by appointing him a member of the Curatorium of the
newly erected gymnasium. Five years before he
had been appointed privy councilor {Geheimer Jiein all the local educational

at Halle,

The fiftieth anniversary of his docenthusiastically celebrated in Oct., 1872
professors, students, and civil authorities joining
in making the event notable and worthy.
His

f/ieruvg.s-Rath).

torate

—

Bernhardt, Sarah
Bernheim, £rnst
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was

former students, in honor of the occasion, collected
a fund of one thousand thalers to establish a Bernhardy fund to aid students of philolog^^
He was married in 1829 to Henrietta Meyer of
Berlin (died 1853).
It is said by Le Roi
who, however, gives no data as to time or place
that Bern-

—
—

hardy lived during the later period of his life as a
Christian, and suggests that he was possibly converted during his student life. He attained the age
of seventy-five years, dying in honor amid the scenes
of his great activity.
Professor Beyschlag delivered
the funeral oration.
Bibliography

:

Eciistein, in

All^emeine Deutsche Biographie,

ii.

M. Co.

s.

BERNHEIM, ABRAM C:

American lawyer;

born at New York city Feb. 1, 1866; died there
July 24, 1895. Bernheim was educated in public schools of his native city and later in the Columbia College, subsequently taking a course of instruction at the University of Berlin.
During his
attendance at Columbia College he was twice selected
prize lecturer on the political history of the state of
York, and in 1894 was made permanent lecturer in this branch.

New

Bernheim contributed money and books to his
alma mater, and took deep interest in free art exhibits on the east side of New York and in the University Settlement Society, of which latter he was one
of the founders and the treasurer.
He was also secretary of the Tenement House Building Company
for the improvement of the dwellings of the poor.
He was a member of the Stock Exchange and of
the Chamber of Commerce.
In addition to his philanthropic work, Bernheim
wrote a number of articles on sociological and political subjects, among them being: "The Relations
of the City and the State of New York," in the
" Political Science Quarterly, " Sept. 1894 " A Chapter on Municipal Folly," in the "Century Magazine,"
May, 1895; "Results of Picture Exhibitions in Lower
New York," in the "Forum," July, 1895.
,

Bibliography: The
Chronicle, Aug.

Critic,

Aug.

3,

1895,

;

p.
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Jeiciah

16, 1895, p. 6.

A. Sz.
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BERNHEIM, ERNST:

German

historian;

born at Hamburg Feb. 19, 1850. On completing his
elementary and preparatory studies, he attended the
universities of Berlin, Heidelberg, Strasburg, and
Gottingen. It was from Strasburg that he received
his degree as doctor of philosophy, having offered
as his thesis a study on "Lothar III. und das
Wormser Koukordat. " This was published in that
city in 1874, and tliougli the production of a youth
of but twenty-four years, which frankly stated the
occasion of its preparation, it was at once received
as something more important than an ordinary
doctorate dissertation. It was in fact a scholarly
pursuit along the line of research undertaken by
Friedberg, whose demonstration of the liistoi-ical
errors based on the "Narratio de Electione Lotharii " Bernheim confirms by a mass of newly
discovered evidence. He shows, too, that Lothar's
election w^as mainly the work of Archbishop Adelbert
of Mayence.
In the year after the appearance of "Lothar III."
he was appointed privat-docent at the L^iiiversity of

Gottingen (1875). Here he produced " Zur Geschichte
dcs Wormser Konkordats" (Gottingen, 1878), in which
he pieces together from original sources a picture of
the party struggles of 1122, the extremist tendencies
of the papal and imperial factions, and the devel-

—
Bernheim, Hippolyte
Bernstein,
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opment of a compromise which was ultimately
He shows, too, how
embodied in the Concordat.
Henry V. strove to free himself from the limitations
of the Concordat. This production firmly fixed his
place among the historical scholars of Germany.
Two years later appeared his " Geschichtsforschung

und Geschichtsphilosophie," Gottingen,

1880.

In

1882, wliile still at Gottingen, he joined WeizsScker
and Quidde in the task of editing the "Deutsche

Reichstagsacten unter Ruprecht," which was pubunder the supervision of the Historische Kommission in Munich, and the third volume of which
was published at Gotha in 1888. The work is indeed monumental, covering as it does only the first
decade of the fifteenth century. Fully three-fourths
of the material had never before been published.
In the mean time, Bernheim had received a call to
the University of Greifswald as assistant professor
Upon his marriage (1885) he emof history (1883).
braced Christianity. Here, besides his work in the lecture-room, he continued his labor on the " Reichstagsacten, " and wrote his " Lehrbuch der Historischen
In the same year he was
Metliode," Leipsic, 1889.
promoted to be professor ordinary of history. Two
years later, in conjunction with Wilhelm Altmann,
he completed " Ausgewahlte Urkimden zur Erlauterung der Verfassimgsgeschichte Deutschlauds im
Considerable stir was ocMittelalter," Berlin, 1891.
casioned in imiversity and general pedagogic circles
by the appearance of his eighty-page pamphlet,
"Der Universitats-Unterricht imd die Erfordernisse
In this treatise he
der Gegenwart," Berlin, 1898.
attacks the German system of university instruction,
and insists that the lecture method should be modified by providing some efficient system of exercises
in connection with the lectures.
In 1899 Bernheim was elected rector of the University of Greifswald, and in the following year the
Order of the Red Eagle was conferred upon him.
lished
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BERNHEIM, HIPPOLYTE:
ciiui

He

and neurologist; born

French physi-

at jMulhausen, Alsace.

town and at
whence he was graduated as doctor of medicine in 1867. The same year
he became a lecturer at the university and established
himself us physician in the city.
When, in 1871,
received

iiis

educ;ation in his native

the University of Strasburg,

after the Franco- Prussian war, Strasburg passed to

German}', Bernheim removed to Nancy, in the university of which town he became clinical professor.
Wiientiie medical faculty took up hypnotism, about
1880, Bernheim Wiis very entiiusiastic, and soon became one of tlie leaders of the investigation. He is
a well-known autlioi it}' in this new field of medicine.
Bernheim has written many works, of which the
following may be mentioned here: " DesFievresTyl)lii(|ues en General," Strasburg, 1868; "Le^on de
Ciinique Medicale," Paris, 1877; " De la Suggestion
dans rfitat Hypnoticpie et dans I'fitat de Veille,"
Paris, 1884; "De la Suggestion et de son Application a la Therapeutique," Paris, 1887.
Bmr.ioGRAPHY
1901, S.V.;

8.

:

Piigel,
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BERNICH, SOLOMON

Berenicus
and adventurer of
doubtful origin, who appeared in Holland about
1670 and attracted much attention. He spoke Greek,
Latin, Italian, French, and Dutch with equal facility, and was able to recite by heart whole classical
works and to put into verse on the spot anything
that was told to him in prose.
He was thought by
many to be an escaped monk from France, but
Yung (" Alphabetische Liste Aller Gelehrten Juden
," Leipsic, 1817) states that he was a Jew,
a native of Eger, in Bohemia, who was educated in
Vienna and in Italy. Bernich, or Berenicus, despised
conventional scholarship and all the restraints of
cultured life, and chose to associate with the lower
classes working sometimes as a chimney-sweep, and
sometimes as a grinder of knives and scissors. He
was found dead in a swamp, in the outskirts of Rotterdam, into which he had probably fallen while in
a state of intoxication. Two works from his pen
one a collection of Latin poetry with a Dutch translation (Amsterdam, 1692; 2ded., tb. 1716). and the
other called "Georgarchontmachia," with a biography of the author by B. Borremansius are in the
British Museum general catalogue under the name
and Beronicus)

.

.

F. T. H.

:

(called also

Scholar, poet,

.

;

—

"Beronicus, Petrus Joannes."
Bibliography

:

renicus; G. D.

s.v. BeBiographisch Woordenboek der

Larousse, Dictionnaire Universel,
J. Schotel,
136, 137.

Kederlanden, pp.

P.

s.

BERNOT, JULIE.

Wi.

See Juurni, IVLmk.

BERNSTAMM, LEOPOLD BERNARD

:

Russian sculptor; born at Riga April 20, 1859. At
the age of thirteen he entered the studio of Prof.
D. Jensen at Riga, and at fourteen the Imperial
Academy of Fine Arts of St. Petersburg, where he
was awarded the highest prizes. In 1883 he made a

number of busts of

celebrated Russians,

among them

being those of Dostoyevski, Rubinstein, Fonvisin,
and K. Brandt. This established his reputation as
a portrait-sculptor, and within the next two years
he made about thirty busts of various representatives of Russian art, science, and literature.
After a sojourn in Rome (in 1884), where he supported himself by making portraits from photographs, Bernstamm went to Florence, and there
continued his studies under Professor Rivalti. At
this time he exhibited in Rome his "Neapolitan
Fisherman," "David," and "Head of a Monk," all
In 1885 he
of which received high commendation.
settled in Paris, where he won the friendship of Dr.
Labadie-Lagrave. He soon becan)e famous bj' his
sculpture-portraits of eminent Frenchmen, such as
Rcnan, Sardou, Flaubert, Halevy, Coppee, DerouIn 1890 Bernstamm
Ic-de, Zola, and many others.
exhibited his works at the galleries of George Petit.
exhibition attracted considerable notice, and was
by President Carnot. It consisted of a collection of charming statuettes, reproducing in an astoni-shing variety of costumes all foreigners that had
come to Paris during the Exposition of 1889.
Since 1887 Bernstamm has exhibited every year at
the salon of the Champs-Elysees, at which he has
manifested his talent on a larger scale in such works

The

visited

as

E>icj/cJopcdie, s.v.

96

"An

Pilori,"

"The

First

Arrow," and "The ExIn 1889 he was

ecutioner of John the Baptist."

7

;
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awarded, by the jury of the Exposition, a silver
medal for various groups and busts. He also produced "Floquet," a plaster cast; "La Modestie," a
marble bust bought by Count Torelli, chamberlain
of the king of Italy in 1891 " Christ and the Woman
Taken in Adultery" (1894); and "Jules Cheret,"
bronze bust (1895). In 1896 he was called to Tzarskoe-Selo to make busts from life of the emperor
Nicholas II. and the empress of Russia. For the
Exposition of 1900 he finished a group intended for
the czar: " Peter the Great Embracing Louis XV."
In 1901 he produced the statue of Rubinstein ordered
ty the St. Petersburg Conservatory. Some of his
works were bought by Czar Alexander III. and
some by the Italian government. Bernstamm was
made chevalier of the Legion of Plonor in 1891.
;
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BERNSTEIN, AARON (DAVID)

and his great rabbinical knowledge
made even the opposition
One of the most acute and objective

in those days,

and

Bernstein, Aaron

his conciliatory spirit

lespect him.
writers against the Reform movement said that of
Rebenstein's attacks on Judaism it might be said
" Faithful are the wounds of a friend "
Active
while the remainder of the verse (Prov.
in Jewish, xxvii. 6), " but the kisses of an enemy
Affairs.
are profuse," was appropriate to the
defense of it advanced by some of his
contemporaries (see Phineas M. Heilprin, " Teshubot
be-Anshe Awen," Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1845, let;

ter

I).

Bernstein was one of the committee appointed
March 10, 1845, to work out a plan for a line of progA fragment of a
ress in Jewish religious affairs.
remarkable speech which he delivered at the meeting

which chose that committee

is

preserved in

Holdheim's above-

(pseudo-

mentioned work,

nym, A. Rebenstein) German publicist, scientist,
and reformer born April 6, 1812, in Danzig died Feb.
His was one of the most versa12, 1884, in Berlin.

where, by the waj-,
Bernstein is considered
to have been the only
" theologian " present.
He dgreed with Dr.
Stern in recognizing
the importance of the
Talmud and in deploring the arrest of its
development along the
lines of the exigencies
of practical life. Bern-

:

;

;

tile

and productive Jewish minds of the nineteenth

Intended by his parents for a rabbi, he
received a thorough Talmudical education, which
made him a formidable adversary in the controver-

•century.

sies

on religious reform

pated (Holdheim,

"

in

which he

later partici-

Gesch. der Entstehung

Jildischen Reformgemeinde in Berlin,"

.

.

.

der

p. 54, Berlin,

At an advanced age, when he was recognized
1857).
as one of the great political leaders of Germany, he
could still write in the style and the spirit of an oldtime Polish rabbi ("Ha-Zefirah," 1875, ii., No. 2).
He went to Berlin at the age of twenty, and by
Lis own efforts, without the help of school or university, familiarized himself with the German language and literature. He soon began to write on

many and

diverse subjects, and attracted attention
by his graceful and lucid style as well
Early
as by his force and originality.
For
Debut as a some years he was an antiquarian bookWriter,
seller in Berlin; but his literary labors
absorbed most of his attention; and
finally he took up writing as a profession.
His earliest works, most of which appeared under
his pseudonym, are:
translation of the Song of
Songs, with critical notes and a bibliographical preface by Zunz (Berlin, 1834); "Plan zu einer Neuen
Grundlage fiir die Philosophic der Geschichte " (ih.

A

1838);
" Eine

"Novellen

und Lebensbilder "

(ib.

1840);

Rotation der Planeten "
{ib. 1843).
In the same year appeared his anonymous pamphlet, "Zahlen Frappieren," a defense of
the Prussian INIinistry of Finance against the attack
of Blilow-Cummerow. It created a sensation in

Abhandlung

liber die

political circles, and was thought by many to have
been written bj'^ the minister of finance himself.
His scientific and political studies did not prevent
Bernstein from taking an interest in Jewish affairs;
and he became the principal contributor to Wiliiclm
Freund's monthly magazine, "Zur Judenfrage,"
which appeared in Berlin from July, 1843, to June,
1844.
Bernstein was one of the leading spirits in
the inception of the movement for religious reform

IIL—

Aaron Bernstein.

was chosen to edit and amend the " Entwurf " of
the commit tee and he is one of the principal authors
of the famous " Auf ruf " for the organization of a religious Reform movement among the Jews in Germany, which appeared in the Berlin newspapers early
in April, 1845.
He and Dr. Stern were the authors
of the prayer-book for the newly organized Reform
congregation of Berlin; and while Bernsttin refused
to become its rabbi, it seems that he often ofliciated
in that capacity before a regular rabbi was engaged.
He was also the editor of the monthly "ReformZeitung: Organ filrden Fortschrittim Judcuthum,"
which appeared in Berlin in 1847.
In 1849 Bernstein founded the " Urwahlerzeitung,"
a political monthly which advocated the principles
of political reform in the same conciliatory but determined spirit that had characterized his advocacy
It soon gained a
of religious Reform in Judaism.
large circulation and brought the editor much fame
but it also brought him into inevitable conflict with
the authorities, which resulted in a sensational trial
under the press law, Avith a sentence
Imprisoned of four montlis' imprisonment for the
Under
editor.
In the same year when the
stein

;

Press Law. "Urwahlerzeitung" was suppressed
(1853), Bernstein founded the Berlin
daily " Volkszeitung," which soon attained a large
circulation, and of which he remained the chief editorial writer for more than a quarter of a century.
In that paper

popular

first

appeared Bernstein's valuable
which later were published

scientific essays,

book form as " Naturwissenschaftliche Volksbilcher" (4th ed., Berlin, 1880, 21 vols.), and were
in

"
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translated into the principal

A

Hebrew

European languages.

translation, entitled "Yedi'ot ha-Teba'

(Knowledge of Nature), appeared in Warsaw, 1881It was prepared partly by P. Rudermann (see S.

91.

Bernfeld's autobiographical sketch in "Sefer Zikkaron" (Book of Remembrance), but mostly by D.

Frischmann.
Bernstein also wrote two novels of Jewish life,
"Vogele der Maggid " and "Mendel Gibbor," which
first appeared in Josef Wertheimer's " Jahrbuch fiir
Israeliten" and then in book form (Berlin, 1860; 7th
They were translated into many
edition, ib. 1892).

languages, even into Russian

Petersburg, 1876),
the most important
ghetto novelists, second only to Kompert (Kayserling, "Jlidische Litteratur," p. 171, Treves, 1896).
These novels were, unlike the ghetto stories of today, written for Jews only, and therefore employ
the German-Jewish idiom to an extent that almost

and place

their author

(St.

among

brings them into the class of dialect stories. Bernstein's " Ursprung der Sagen von Abraham, Isaak,
und Jakob " (Berlin, 1871) is a valuable contribution
to Biblical criticism, although Wellhausen ("Prolegomena zur Geschichte Israels," i. 31) objects to its
The most important of Bernpolitical tendencies.
stein's political essays and articles appeared in book
form under the title "Revolutions- und Reaktionsgeschichte Preussens und Deutschlands, von den
Marztagen bis zur Neuesten Zeit " (Berlin, 1883-84,
3 vols.).
He also wrote numerous other less important works on a great variety of subjects.
The achievements of Bernstein as a practical scienAs early as 1856 he
tist are also worthy of notice.
patented an invention by which two
Practical distinct telegraph messages could be
Scientist, sent over the same wire at the same
time.
He was one of the first to advocate the laying of telegraph wires underground,
and was also the inventor of an automatically closing
He was, besides, ah exgate for railroad crossings.
pert photographer; and he taught photography free
of charge to many striving young men, thus enabling them to earn their livelihood.
Bernstein enjoyed great popularity in his later
years, and when he died was mourned as one of the
great popular teachers of the German nation.
The
degree of doctor of philosophy was conferred on
him by the University of Tubingen in 1876. Julius
Bernstein, now professor at Halle, is his eldest son.

A
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association in 1898; "Die Toleranztaxe
Ungarn," Breslau, 1901.

derjuden
L.

s.

in

V.

BERNSTEIN, BERNARD:

Actor; born at
Warsaw in 1861. He sang in the chorus of the Polish opera of that city, and appeared there as a comedian (1882) in the role of Grandmother Jachne in A.
Goldfaden's comedy, " Die Zauberin." He played in
several Jewish theaters in Russia, and when the
Jewish theater was forbidden in that Country (Sept.
14, 1883), he went to Galicia, in Austria, and then
to Rumania, where he played in various roles, usuIn 1892 he was engaged by Pool's
ally comic.
Theater of New York, where he appeared first as
Zingitang in Goldfaden's "Shulamith," and later in
many other plays. He was especially successful in
the role of Shamai in " The Jewish King Lear," by J.
Gordin. Bernstein now (1902) resides in New York.

M. Se.

H. R.

BERNSTEIN, EDUARD
editor,

and author; born

:

Socialist

in Berlin 1850.

leader,

Begin-

as a clerk in a bank, Bernstein's mind
In
became early imbued with socialistic ideas.
1872 he joined the Social-Democratic party, and
in 1878 gave up business to assist in editing, in
Switzerland, the party organ, " Die Zukunft," which
became afterward " Das Jahrbuch der Sozialcn WisWhen the anti-Socialist law of Bissenschaft."
marck endangered the party's existence, and it became necessary to establish abroad a socialist organ
to sustain and direct the young movement, Bernstein was entrusted with the editorship of the new
organ, " Der Sozialdemokrat," published at that time
When he was expelled from Switzerland
in Zurich.
and removed to London, the publication of " Der
Sozialdemokrat" was also transferred thither (1888),
and continued till it became unnecessary, after the
downfall of Bismarck and the revocation of the antiSince then he has acted as
Socialist law in 1890.
London correspondent of the Berlin "Vorwiiits,"
and has Avritten for the "Neue Zeit," " Sozialisti.sche
Monatshefte," and other periodical publications. In
England he contributed a number of essays to the

ning

"

life

Progressive Review

"

and

stein's sketch of Lassalle

"

The

New Age."

—contributed

to

Bern-

an edition

—

of his speeches and writings has been translated
into English and edited by him (3 vols., Berlin, 1893)
under the title, " Ferdinand Lassalle as a Social Reformer." London, 1893. Bernsteinis the author also
of "CommunistischeundDemokratisch-Sozialistische

Bibliography
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BERNSTEIN, B^LA

:

Wi.

Hungarian rabbi and

born in Varpalota, Hungary, 1868; was
graduated as Ph.D. at Leipsic, 1890, and as rabbi
at the Budapest Seminary in 1893 since 1894 has offiauthor;

;

ciated as rabbi at Szombathely (Stein-am- Anger).

He

published " Die Schrifterklarung des Bachja ben
Ascher," Berlin, 1891, and collaborated in a Hungarian translation of the Pentateuch, published by

A

the Jewish Hungarian Literary Society, 1898.
monograph upon the Hungarian Revolution and the
Jews was also published in Hungarian by the same

Str5mungen Wahrend der Englischen Revolution
des 17. Jahrhunderts," published in a collection of
assays on the history of Socialism, entitled " Vorlaufer des Neueren Sozialismus," Stuttgart, 1895.
The latest of Bernstein's productions, " Die Voraussetzungen des Sozialismus und die Aufgaben der
Sozialdemokratie," Stuttgart, 1899, has roused genProfessor
eral controversy throughout Europe.
Dielil, though not himself a Socialist, characterizes
Bernstein as "one of the most talented, most learned,
and clearest adherents of scientific Socialism," which
opinion is shared by even the extreme Socialistic
opponents of Bernstein Kautsky and Mehring.
Bourdeau regards this book as the most important
that has appeared on Socialism since Marx's "Das
Kapital." In this book, Bernstein, after having

—

;

been for more thau twenty years a cliampion of socalled "orthodox " Marxism, comes to the conclusion
that many of Marx's views no longer correspond to
the facts of modern social phenomena, and must be
replaced by others more in consonance with modern

Of the views peculiar to Marx, he does not
place so much value upon the purely economic conception of history he minimizes the importance of
the theory of value, and repudiates the Hegelian
dialectic method, though at the same time he claims
that he still adheres to the spirit and evolutionary
principles of Marx.
Bernstein further empliasizes
the great importance of cooperative associations,
and urges the Socialist parly to free itself from revolutionary phraseology and illusory hopes of the immediate downfall of bourgeois society, and to work
hand in hand with all the democratic elements that
fight for social reforms.
Bernstein even concedes
that the Social Democracy is practically acting on
the proposed lines; but he wants a more consistent
policy, as it seems to him that the remains of former
conceptions still prevail in the party and hamper the
progress of Socialism and the gradual realization of
its ideals.
In 1901 Bernstein was allowed to return to
Germany, and in March, 1902, he was elected to the
Reiclistag on the Socialist ticket from Breslau, to
succeed Dr. Schonlank, deceased.
society^

;

Bibliography K. Kautsky, Bernstein und das Smialdemnki-atische Pi-ngramm, Stuttgart, 1899; Protokoll Uber die
Verhandlungen des Parteitages der Sozialdemokratischeyi
:

Partei Deutschlands. AhgehaUen zu Hannover vom 9. his
lU. Oktohfr, 1899, Berlin, 1899, pp. 91-344 ; F. Mehring, Geschichte dcr Deutschen Sozialdemokratie, Stuttgart, 1898, ii.
355 et scg.; The Labor AnnuaU London, 1900, p. 150; J.
Bourdeau, La Crise du Socialisme, in Revue des Deux
Mondes, civ. 241-264; G. Sorel, Lea Polemiques sur VTuterpritatuin du Mariisme, in Revue Internationale de Sociologie, Paris, 1900, viii. 262-284, 348-369; A. Labriola, Ber/istein et Je Socialisme, in La Revue Socialiste, Paris, 1899,
xxix. 663-679; R. Dielil, in Jahrbilcher fiir Nationalf'ikonomie und Statistik, Jena, 1899, Ixxiii. 98-116; (i. Maier,
Eduard Bernstein und die IVeueste Bexcegung Innerhalb
der Soziahiemokratie, in Die Gesellschaft, Leipsic, 1899, ii.
353-361; Jew. Oiron., Nov. 24, 1899, p. 21.
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BERNSTEIN, ELSA

(pseudonym, Ernst
German dramatist daughter of Heinrich
Forges, the friend of Richaid Wagner; born at

Rosmer)

:

;

Vienna; educated at Munich; and,

on the

Bernstein, Aaron
Bernstein, Hugo
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stage.

An

affliction

for a short time,
of the eyes forcing her

to retire, she thenceforth devoted herself to dramatic

Shortly after her marriage in 1892 to
Bernstein, she wrote her first play, " Wir Drei,"
which created considerable discussion. It was really
a dramatized version of the matrimonial and sexual
views of Taine and Zola. Her next plays fell rather
flat: "Dammerung." 1893; "Die Mutter Maria,"
1894; "Tedeum," 1896; "Themistokles," 1897; and
" Daguy Peters."
But unbounded admiration was
elicited by "Die Konigskinder," 1895
a dramatic
fairy-tale.
Thougli its plot was simple, the beauty
of the theme and its poetry were such as to class it
literature.

Max

—

with Fulda's "Der Talisman."
Bibliography:
Kurschner,

Das

Jlingste

Deutschlarid,

pp.

317-320;

Deutscher Litteratur-Kalendery

Lexikon Deutscher Frauen der Fcder,

i.

61

;

1901, p. 91
ib. ii. 203.
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BERNSTEIN, HERMANN:

Russian-Ameri-

can writer born Sept. 20, 1876, at Shirwindt, Russia.
When he was seven years of age his parents moved
to Mohilev on the Dnieper, and Hermann was edu;

cated at the Jewish free school of that citj-.
In 1893
the family emigrated to America and settled in
Chicago. At first Bernstein struggled hard to make
a living. In 1897 he engaged in literary work in
New York, and was soon successful. He has made
translations from the Russian, among them "Foma
Gordeyev," by Gorki, New York, 1901; and has
written "The Fliglit of Time, and Other Poems,"
series of ghetto stories by Bernstein ap1899.
peared in the New York "Evening Post," in " Ainslee's Magazine," and in "The Scroll," and these
were reprinted in book form under the title "In
the Gates of Israel," New York, 1902.
H. R.
F. T. H.

A

BERNSTEIN, HIRSCH

Russian -American
and publisher; born in Vladislavov (Neustadt-Schirvint), government of Suvalki, near the
Prussian frontier, March 25, 1846. He received the
usual Jewish education and learned to write Hebrew
fluently.
He emigrated to the United States in 1870,
settling in New York, where he still (1902) resides.
While following from the first commercial pursuits,
:

editor

he has continued his Hebrew studies in his leisure
hours.
In 1870 he started "The Post," the first
Jud<eo-German or Yiddish periodical in America;
but, like many subsequent publications of that
nature, it had but a short existence.
In the same
year he founded the " Ha-Zofeh be' Erez ha-Hadashah," the first publication in the Neo-Hebraic language in America. It appeared weekly for five
years and contained many interesting contributions,
which throw light on local and contemporary Jewish history.
Bernstein was at one time a constant
contributor to "Ha-Maggid," "Ha-Lebanon," and
"Ha-Karmel," and, after Ch. G. Vidaver, was
probably the first regular American correspondent
to

European Hebrew

periodicals.

H. R.

P.

Wr.

BERNSTEIN, HUGO KARL

(pseudonym,
Karl Hugo): Hungarian dramatist; born in BudaHe began the .study
pest 1808; died at Milan 1877.
of medicine, but lacking means sufficient to continue it, he entered the army, where within twenty
months he succeeded in laying by a sum that enabled him to qualify himself for medical examination.
In 1830 he served during the Polish insurrection as army surgeon at Warsaw^ whe.nce he
proceeded to Budapest, where he practised as homeoIn 1839 he went to Paris, whither he had
path.
been called by Hahnemann. This was a turningpoint in his career. The cosmopolitan French capital with its numerous theaters reawakened his youthful inclination for the stage and for poetry.
He
proceeded to Hamburg, where, in 1840, he published
"Die Sehnsuchts-Klange eines Hagestolzen." It
was here, also, that he wrote the plays "Brutus und
Lucretia," "Das Schauspiel der Welt," and "Der
Stein derWeisen." In 1844 he returned to Budapest, where he resumed the study of the Hungarian
language, which b}' this time he had almost forgotten.
Here he published his " Psalmen eines Armen
Poeten," "Egy Magyar Kiraly," and the wellknown "Bankier und Banm." He also wrote two
French dramas, " La Comedie Infernale " and
"L'lliade Finie." In Berlin he was arrested for

Bernstein, Ig-nacy
Bernstein, Max
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because of a book published by liim
under the title "Hugo Amber Bernstein, oder Das
Verkannte Genie " he was, however, released upon
lese majeste,
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Voskhod, Nov.

5,

1900,

No.

sources.

62. p.
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•

private

H. R.

;

the plea of insanity.
Though a genius, he was possessed by the idea that he alone had been appointed
to revolutionize art, science, and religion
in short,
the entire intellectual life of man.

—

^

L.

BERNSTEIN, IGNACY
and writer on proverbs;

V.

Polish bibliophile
born at Vinnitza, govern:

ment of Podolia, Jan. 30, 1836, where his father
Samson, had an important banking business. He
was educated by the learned Moses Landau, son of
Rabbi Samuel and grandson of R. Ezekiel Landau
of Prague.
In 1856 he married Eliza, the daughter
of Meir Edler von Mises of Lemberg
and in 1858
;

he removed with his parents to Warsaw, where he
still resides, ranking among the prominent members
of the Jewish community.
In 1881, at his instance,
a library of Jewish books was founded in connection

with the Great Synagogue of Warsaw. Bernstein
from the beginning took an active part iu the management of the library and is now its chairman.

He

did

much

useful

work

in collecting proverbs of

" Jiidische Sprichworter "
of Juda;o-Germau proverbs— were
published in the " Hausfreund," Warsaw; and in
1900 he published a remarkable illustrated catalogue
of his library of about 4,800 works on proverbs,
all

nations.

—a

In 1888-89 his

collection

folk lore, ethnography, etc.,

accompanying the

list

with valuable explanatory notes. This catalogue
is unique in its way, being also a typographicalart
book. Many titles and ornaments of the more ancient works are reproduced from the originals.
The
full title of the catalogue is " Katalog Dziel Tresci
Przyslowiowej Skladajacych Biblioteke Ignacego
Bernsteina," 2 vols.,

preparing a

German

new and

Warsaw.

He

is

now

(1902)

enlarged edition of his Judseo-

proverbs.

BiBLioouAPiiv: S. OTKeUmmd, Encuklopediia Powxicchiia,
ii.. Warsaw, 1898; and private sources.

H. R.

BERNSTEIN, IGNATI ABRAMOVICH

BERNSTEIN, ISRAEL:
publicist

;

Russian Hebrew
born about the middle of the nineteenth

century at Velizh, government of Vitebsk; studied
pharmacy at Moscow, and worked as a druggist in
the colony Shchedrin, near Bobruisk.
Bernstein's
"Ha-'Atudim ha-'Olim 'al ha-Zon" (The Goats

Which Leaped upon the Flock), iu " Ha-Shahar " vi.
366-382, 401-415), is a severe and vindictive attack on
the misdeeds of the "Melammedim," the rabbis and
the leaders of the Jewish communities (kahal), es(

pecially in the smaller towns.
His " Binyan Zekeu-Setirat Yeladim " (How the Old Build and the
Young Destroy), which occupies over forty pages of

nim

above periodical, is written in the
spirit as the first; but here the author tries

vol. vii. in the

same
more

to glorify the "Haskalah," or progress, and to
point out the probability that the vivacious and
active Hasidism of southern Rus.sia will regenerate
itself sooner than the dry scholarship and pedantry
of the north or Lithuania.
In his third important article, " Le-maher Ge'ulah "

(To Bring About Speedy Redemption), in "HaShahar," X. 230-241, 288-'i97, Bernstein tries to prove
that the great necessity of the times is that the rabbis

and the rich Jews shall cease to use unlawful and
revolting means to save their sons from being drafted
into military service.
This last article was written
late in 1880, shortly before the great changes which
took place after the assassination of Emperor Alex-

ander

II.

in the following 3'ear.

progressists who did not join the new
nationalistic movements, Bernstein remained silent

Like

all

long time, and in a "letter to the editor"
Keneset Yisrael," i. T.Warsaw, 1886), Bernstein ad-

for a
("

mits that the persecutions of the last five years have
shattered all his former optimistic views and the
hopes that the Jews of Russia by improving their
conduct will obtain equal rights and be recognized
as men and brethren.
He admits his mistakes, and

overwhelmed by the despair which has seized
most of the advocates of progress and assimilation

is
:

Russian railroad engineer; born in Kremenetz. government of Volhynia, 1846; killed July 5, 1900, on
the .steamship "Odessa," between Harbin and Chabarovsk. He was educated at the high school of his
native town, and at the St. Petersburg Institute for
Engineers, from which he graduated.
In the eighties, while yet a student, he was received by the czar as a delegate from many Jewish
families who petitioned for a restoration of their right
of settlement outside the pale, of which they had
been unlawfully deprived. Bernstein i)lcaded their
cause so earnestly that the czar granted their request.

After serving as assistant district engineer on
various railroads, Bernstein was in 1896 appointed
first engineer at Vladivostok, and in the following
year was sent to Tzitzikar, where he was given the
direction of the fifth district of the Eastern (,'hinese
Railway. On July 2 he sailed for Chabarovsk.
When the vessel was three days out it was attacked
l)y Chinese Boxers, who killed thirteen of the jiassengers, Bernstein being one of the victims.
A
memorial service was held Aug. 19 iu the Great
Synagogue at St. Petersburg.

in these trying chauvinistic times.

niHLioGRAPHY:
"•

Eisenstadt,

Rabbane Minxk,

pugilist; born iu

61,
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BERNSTEIN, JOSEPH (<' JOE ")
He

p.

><

November,

1877, in

:

Wilna,

Wr.

American

New York city.

appeared in the ring in 1894, during which
year he gained no less than five victories. In 1895
he won four fights and drew two, thus establishing
himself as a featherweight of acknowledged prowess.
In succeeding years he added greatly to his
first

reputation.

Probably no other adept in boxing of his age has
appeared in the ring so often as Bernstein, who has
fought nearly 80 battles in seven years. Of these
he has won 44, drawn 26, and lost 7, and in one case
there was no decision.
He defeated Jack Connors.
James Larkins, William O'Donnell, and Solly Smith.
\.
F. H. V.

BERNSTEIN, JOSEPH:

Polish

physician;

born at Warsaw in 1797; died there in 1853. After
graduating from the Warsaw Lyceum in 1815, he

;
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Studied medicine at the Berlin University, from
which lie was graduated in 1822. After his return to
Poland he was for a year assistant physician at the
university clinic of Warsaw; in lb29 lie was appointed house-physician of the Warsaw Jewish Hospital; and in 1S34, chief physician.
He is the author of "De Phthisi Pulmonum," published in 1818.

Bibliography S. Orgelbrand, Encuklopeihin Pousiech/ia,
ii., Warsaw, 1898.
H. R.
:

BERNSTEIN, JULIUS

:

German

physiologist

and medical wiiter; born at Berlin Dec. 8, 1839; son
of Aaron Bernstein (1822-84).
He studied at the
University of Berlin, whence he was graduated as
doctor of medicine in 1862. In 1865 lie was admitted
as privat-doceut to the medical faculty of Heidelberg, and became in 1869 assistant professor of physiology.
Two years later he obtained the appointment of professor of physiology at the University
of Halle, a position he still (1902) occupies.
In

1898 he received the

title

of

"Geheimer Modizinal-

rath."

Bernstein is one of the leading physiologists of
the day. Besides contributing numerous articles
regularly, since 1865, to technical journals (" Archiv
f iir die

Gesammte Physiologic des ]\Ienschen und der

"Archiv fiir Physiologic " "Archiv fiir
Anatomie und Physiologic " " Archiv fiir Pathologische Anatomie und Physiologic und fiir Klinische
Medizin," etc.), he, since 1888, has edited the " UnThiere";

;

;

tersuchungen aus dem Physiologischen Institut in
Halle." He has Avritten: "Untersuchungen liber
den Erregungsvorgang im Nerven- und iMuskelSystem," Heidelberg, 1871; "Die Fiinf Siunc des
Mensclien," Leipsic, 1875 and 1900; "Lehrbuch der
Physiologic," Stuttgart, 1894 and 1900.
BiBi.iooRAPHY

:

Poggendnrf, Tiiog.-Lit. Handwiirierhnch,
Bbni. Lex. Vienna, 19(il, s.t).; Me.ver,

189S, Hi. 114: PaRel,

Konvermtlons-Lcxikoit,

s.v.;

private sources.
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BERNSTEIN, KARL ILYICH

Russian
Odessa Jan.
rS, 1842
died at Berlin in 1894.
He belongs, on the
maternal side, to a Jewish family that has produced
several noted scholars.
He graduated from the
Odessa Gymnasium in 1857, and after studying the
ancient languages in Dresden, he attended successively the universities of Halle, Heidelberg, and
Berlin, under Professors Vengerov and Gneist, who
e.xercised great influence over him.
In 1864 he obtained the degree of doctor of law from the University of Berlin, being the tirst Jew to receive it from
jurist, professor of

Roman law;

born

:

at

;

that institution.

For two years Bernstein attended the sessions of
the Halle circuit court, in order to familiarize himwith the practise of law. Toward the end of
1865 he returned to Russia with the inlenlion of lecturing on Roman law, but found that he was debarred by his religion from holding a professorshiii
in Russia.
He thereupon applied himself to the
study of Russian law, and subsecjuently practised
it at Odessa and St. Petersburg successively.
Bernself

continued his theoretical studies, and in 1871
presented at the University of St. Petersburg a thesis
on Russian civil law, obtaining the degree of master
of law.
stein

Bernstein, Ignacy
Bernstein, Max

In 1872 Bernstein married Felice Leonovna, a
daughter of the Russian banker Leon Rosenthal,
and after a prolonged tour through Europe permanently settled in Berlin. For eight years (1878-86)
he lectured on Roman law at the Universitv of
Berlin as a privat-doceut; in 1886 he was appointed
associate professor; and in 1887 professor.
In the
latter year he renounced his allegiance to Russia and
became a German subject. About this time there
was established in connection with the university
an institute for the instruction in lioman law of
Rus.sian students sent abroad by their government
to prepare themselves for profes.sorships, and Bernstein was appointed one of its directors.
Bei-ustein always took great interest in Jewish
affairs.
When the exodus of Russian Jews to the
United States began, in 1881, he was an active member of the Berlin colonizatif)n committee, and for
many years corresponded with Michael Heilprin
on colonization matters.
]\I()st of Bernstein's writings were published in
various law periodicals; but some were issued in
book form. His first published work was " De Delegationis Natura'," Berlin, 1864.
A Russian translation, under the title "O Sushchestvve Delegatzi po
Rimskomu Pravu," was published in St. Petersburg
in 1871.
In this dissertation the author's views relating to delegation and novation anticipated those
expressed in the famous treatise of Salpius. Bern"Ucheniye o Razdyelitelnykh Obyazatelst-

stein's

Rimskomu Pravu

Noveishim Zakonam,"
attempt ever made
to apply the principles of Roman and common law
to Russian legislation.
Its leading idea was further
developed in "Zur Lehre von dem Alternativen
Willen und den Alternativen Rcchtsgeschaften,
Abtheilung I. der Alternative Wille und die Altervakli po

St.

Petersburg, 1871,

i

was the

first

:

native Obligation." Bernstein was also the author
of the following works: "Zur Lehre vom Legatum
Optionis," in"Zeit. der Savigny-Stiftung," 1880, pp.
151 ct scq.\ " Ueber die Subjectiven Alternativen

Rechtsgeschafte von Todeswegen," ih. 1883, iv.
"Die Alternative Ohligatio im Romischcn und ira
Modernen Rechte, " in "Zeit. fur Vcrgleichende
ii.
an analysis of Pescatore's
"Die Sogenannte Alternative Ohligatio," in "Zeit.
fiir Handelsrecht," xxix.
"Zur Lehre von dcnDatis
Dictis," in "Festgabe fiir Beseler," Berlin, 1884.

Reclitswi.sscnschaft,"

;

;

BuiLiOGi'.APHY:

Vengerov,

Kritiko-Biofiraficheshi Slovar,
Slovar, iii.,
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BERNSTEIN,
ner)

:

MAX (iiseudonyiu,

(Jei-nian autiior;

now

born

May

Silas

Mar-

13, 1854, at Fi'irth,

practising law at Munich.
His
mainly to the stage. The
most noteworthy of Bernstein's comedies are:
"Co'ur-Dame," "Mein Xetu'r Hut," "Ritler Blau-

Bavaria;

(1!)02)

literary activity is directed

bart," "Unbefangen," "Alles in Ordnung," "Ein
Outer :\rensch." and "Ein Dunkler Punkt." Of his
dramas may be mentioned: "Dagniar," "Ruth," and
" Gold."
H(! also wrote a collection of short stories:
"Kleiue Geschichten," "Die Plauderei," and "Ein
Kuss," as well as numerous miscellanies that have
appeared either in newspapers or in book form.
While Bernstein's works are very popular among

;

Bernstein, Naphtali
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Berr, Michel

the general reading public, they are little noticed by
His wife is
the critics and the literary historians.
the author Elsa Bernstein.

Bibliography
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Kiirschner, DeutKcher Litteratur-Kdleyider,
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Ber.
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BERNSTEIN, NAPHTALI HERZ

Au-

:

thor; lived in Russia about the first half of the nineBeing engaged in business, he de-

teenth century.

voted his leisure hours to study

;

applying himself

especially to Biblical subjects, and writing much
thereon, without, however, publishing any of his
work. His defense of the Talmud, under the title

Eder Hakamim " (Mantle of the Wise), Odessa, 1868,
was published after his death by his son, and edited
by S. I. Abramowitsch. Bernstein wrote this little
work in London (where he resided for several years),
as a reply to McCaul's attack on the Talmud and
rabbinical Judaism, and dedicated it to Solomon
"

Herschel, the chief rabbi of England.
In his defense he deals chiefly with the general principles
underlying the Talmud, without touching upon the
several points of McCaul's work, a fact which
greatl_v lessens the value of his apology.

Bibliography

:

Introduction to

L. G.

BERNSTEIN, NATHAN OSIPOVICH

:

Rus-

born at Brody, Galicia, in 1836;
died in Odessa Feb. 9, 1891.
He received his
first education from his grandfather, the eminent
Solomon Eger. chief rabbi of the province of Posen
and, on the removal of his parents to Odessa in 1849,
entered the gymnasium of that place, from which he
graduated in 1853. He studied medicine at the L'niversity of Moscow in 1853-58, where he was awarded
a gold medal in 1857 for his treatise, " Anatomia 1
Fiziologia Legochno-Zheludoch-navo Nerva." In
1861 he became consulting physician of the city
hospital of Odessa, and associate editor of the Russian-Jewish periodical "Sion," until its suppression
by the government in April, 1862. In 1865 he was
appointed instructor of anatomy and physiology
at the newly established Xew-Russia University at
Odessa and from 1871 lectured there on anatomy
as assistant professor, but was not confirmed
in this position by the government.
He devoted
much of his time to the Society of Physicians of
Odessa, having been secretary of it for two years,
vice-president for eight years, and president for fourteen years.
He was an alderman of the Odessa city
council, director of the Talmud Torah, director of
sian physiologist;

;

the city hospital, and honorary justice of the peace.
His works appeared in the following publications:
the "Moskovskaya Meditzinskaya Gazeta," 1858;

"Moskovskoe Obozryenie," 1859; "BibliotekaMeditzinskikh Xauk," 1859; "Sion," 1861-62; "Meditzinski Viestnik," 1864;."Sovremennaya Meditzina,"
1863; "Arkhiv Sudebnoi Meditziny," 1864; "Gazette Medicale de Paris." 1865; and many other
medical periodicals. Of his manual on physiology,
Rukovodstvo Cliaslnoi
parts were published at Odessa in

entitled "

Bibliography
vol.

iii.,

1892

;

:

BERNSTEIN-SINAIEFF, LEOPOLD

Fiziologii,"

two

Vengerov, Kntiko-Biograflcheski
Voskhod, No. 5, 1891.

Slovar,

H. R.

:

work was a bust

at the salon of the Champs Elysees
Since then he has produced busts in bronze
and marble of many distinguished persons, among
whom were Count Waldeck, Rambaud, Nicholas de
Giers, the Russian ambassador, and Leon Reynier,
the violinist.
One of his masterpieces is "Ezra
Mourning." This statue, in plaster, became the
property of the state in 1892, and was given to the
museum at Sens; in 1897 it was reproduced in
marble.
At the Paris Exhibition of 1900 this
and other statues, portraits, groups, and mortuary
monuments were exhibited; and they received a
medal. Among other distinctions conferred upon
him, Sinaieff was created a chevalier of the Legion
of Honor in 1901.
He is at present (1902) engaged
upon a bust of Tolstoi.
in 1890.

H. K.

W.

J.

BERNSTORFF, CHRISTIAN GTJNTHER,
COUNT OF Danish and Prussian statesman born
:

3,

1769, in

;

Copenhagen; died March

28, 1835.

As

early as 1787 he entered the diplomatic service
through the influence of his father. Count Andreas
Bernstorff.
From 1789 to 1794 he served in Berlin,
first as secretary of legation, then as ambassador,
and was finally sent to Stockholm in the same capacity.
On the death of his father, in 1797, he was appointed secretary of state, and in 1800 prime minister, which position he held till 1810.
He represented
Denmark at the court of Austria from 1811 to 1815,
and participated in the Congress of Vienna (Sept.,
1814, to June, 1815), where, in behalf of his government, he advocated the emancipation of the Jews of
From 1817 to 1818 he represented DenHolsteiu.
mark at the court of Berlin. When, in Sept., 1818,
Lewis Way presented his memorial in behalf of the
Jews to Alexander of Russia, then at Aix, Bernstorff
declared himself ready to give any information with
regard to the question of the emancipation of the
Jews.
In 1818 Frederick William III. of Prussia appointed Bernstorff Prussian minister of foreign affairs, in which capacity he served till his retirement
in 1832.

Bibliography: AUgemeine Deutsche Biographie; Brockhaus, Konversaticms-Lexiknn Graetz, Histiyru of the Jews,
-~
;

?i27
V. .519, b-^i.

A. R.

D.

BERODACH BALADAN.

See

Merodach

Baladan.

BERCEA Identified with the modern H.\leb or
Aleppo, the scene of the death of Menelaus, who
was killed by being smothered in ashes in one of its
:

towers said to be 55 cubits in height

(II

Mace,

xiii. 4).
.1.

G. B. L.

.TR.

BEROTHAH (BEROTHAI) A city of

Hadufrom which David obtained much brass subsequently used by Solomon in making the brazen
In
sea, pillars, and vessels of bra.ss (II Sam. viii. 8).
the parallel account of I Chron. xviii. 8 it is called
:

dezer,

1868.

(usu-

Russo-French sculptor; born
at Wilna iSov. 22, 1868.
He studied drawing in his
native town, and at the age of fourteen settled in
Paris.
As a student under Dalou, his first exhibited

ally called Sinaiefif)

Apiil

Eder Hnkamim.

102

—

,;

Chun, which Cheyne considers

to be a corruption
three letters of " Berothai " or of
otlier name.
In Ezekiel's ideal Israel (xlvii.
was located on the northern border.

either of the

some
16)

it

J.

Bernstein, Naphtali
Berr, Michel
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G. B. L.

JH.

BEBR, EMILE:

French journalist; born at
Having finished
Luneville, France, June 6, 1855.
his classical studies at the Lyceum of Vanves and
afterward at the Louis-le-Grand Lyceum in Paris,
he engaged in a commercial career from 1875 to 1880
and attended to exchange transactions from 1880 to
During the latter period he made his debut
1886.
in journalism, writing for "La France du Nord,"
and contribiiting essa5's on economic questions to the
"Nouvelle Revue," which was then just founded.
In 1886 he gave up his business career altogether,
and thenceforth devoted himself to journalism,
working first on the "Petite Republique Fran^aise,"
then on the " Petit Parisien" on which latter he
applied himself especially to economic questions
and in July, 1888, on the "Figaro," with which he
has since been identified. He has contributed also
to the following: "Figaro Illustre," "Illustration,"
"XlXme Siecle," "Liberie," "Revue Bleue," "Vie
Parisienne." In the last-mentioned weekly he published between the years 1892 and 1894 some notes of
travel under the pseudonym "Guy," and in 1898 a
series of comments on topics of the day under the

—

"Confidential Letters," which latter attracted
attention.
He also published in this journal
his notes on Norway, which appeared in book form
under the title "Au Pays des Nuits Blanches,"
title

much

Paris, 1900.

Berr has donemuch work as foreign correspondent
for his paper, interviewing personages of high polit-

pcd social standing; and for this purpose undertook several trips to England, Switzerland, Belgium,
Tunis, Bulgaria, Bosnia, Russia, and Alsace-Lorraine. He represented the " Figaro " in Asia Minor at
the opening of the railway from Mondania to Broussa
and then, in 1891, he had an interview with Stamic?.!

w-as commented on by the
In 1894 he was appointed chief of
the auxiliary service of the " Figaro," and in this capacity edited its literary supplement. In 1896, when
the "Figaro" was enlarged to six pages, Berr resumed his place in its editorial office, where (1902) he
writes sometimes under his own signature and sometimes under the pseudonym "Fabien." Since 1885
Berr has been a member of the Societe d' Economic
Politique, and also of the Societe des Journalistes
Parisiens.
In 1900 he received the cross of the Legion of Honor.
s.
I. B.
buloflf at

Sofia,

European

press.

which

BERR, GEORGE: French actor and dramatist
born at Paris July 31, 1867; brother of Emile Berr.
He was educated at the lyceums of Vanves and
Charlemagne, but, yielding to an irresistible love for
the stage, he, at the age of sixteen, left his classical
studies for the Conservatoire, and became the pupil
of Got.
In 1886 he won the first prize for comedy
in a scene from " Les Plaideurs," and joined the
Comedie Fran^aise. In 1892 he was nominated a

member

(societaire),

comic parts

and

since

in the classical

then has acted the

and modern

repertoires.

Berr

excellent in purely lyrical works.
of Edmond Rostand with the same superiority as the " Gringoire "
of Theodore de Banville, in which he is considered

He

is cciuall}'

interprets the

"Romanesques"

Coquelin, the creator of the role, who
has never been replaced since he left the Tlieatre
Frangais.
It is in this wide range of characters
that the originality of Berr's talent manifests itself.
In 1901 he succeeded j\I. Worms in the Conservatoire
as professor of declamation.
As a dramatist Berr is known by the pseudonym
" Colias," which is an anagram of his mother's name,
"Ascoli." It is therefore probable that the Berrs
are connected with the family of Chief Rabbi Ascoli,
and M. Ascoli, who took part in the centennial commemoration of the Institut de France.
Berr is the author of: Two volumes of comedies,
" Pour Quand on est Deux " and " Pour Quand on est
Trois"-; (with Maurice Froyez) " Plaiser d'Amour,"
1899; "Phoebe," a pantomime, 1900; (with Paul
Gavault) "Moins Cinq," comedy, 1901 (with P. Decourcelle)"LaPrincesse Bebe," a comic opera, 1902;
(with Gavault) "L'Inconnue" and "Madame Flirt,"
1902; also many unpublished humoristic songs.
to equal

;

6.

I.

B.

BERR ISAAC BERR OF TURiaUE

:

French manufacturer; born at Nancy in 1744; died
at Tui-ique, near Nancy, Nov. 5, 1828.
He came of
a rich and estimable family received an excellent
education, especially in Hebrew and rabbinical literature—in the latter from Jacob Perle, chief rabbi of
Nancy. Inheriting the title of syndic of the Jewish
community of Nancy, bestowed upon his father in
1753 by King Stanislaus, he took an active part in
the direction of the affairs of the community.
In 1789 he was elected by tlie Jews of Alsace dep
uty to the States-General, where he was admitted to
plead for Jewish emancipation before the Assembly.
At about that time he published a pamphlet in
which he refuted the anti-Jewish discourse delivered
by De la Farre, bishop of Nancy. Berr was appointed successively member of the Assembly of
Notables and member of the Sanhedrin and he cooperated effectively in the organization of Jewish
In his old age he
worship in France and in Italy.
retired, pensioned b\' the king, to one of his estates
the name of which he added
called "Turique"
to his own with the royal permission.
Berr was the author of the following works: (1)
Discours des Deputes des Juifs des Provinces des
Ev^ches d'Alsace et de Lorraine, Prononces a la
Barre de I'Assemblee Nationale," Paris, 1789; (2)
"Lettre du Sieur Berr Isaac Berr a Monseigneur
I'Evequede Nancy," Paris, 1790; (3) "Lettre d'un
Citoyen," Nancy, 1791; (4) "Reflexions sur la Regeneration Complete des Juifs en France," Paris,
;

;

—

•'

"Lettre du Sieur Berr Isaac Berr a GreNancy, 1806; (6) "Discours du
Sieur Isaac Berr," Paris", 1806.
1806;

(5)

goire, Senateur,"

Binr.iOfJRAPHY:
Jiidcn, xi. 184

Tifi'ite

Orimtale,

62-63: Gratz, Gcsfh. rter

ii.

Kahn, Leff Juifs rie Paris Pendant
Tama, Recueil de Proces-Verbaux, pp.

ct seq.;

In Rf-rohitioiu p. 27;
19 rt xci/.

I.

s.

BERR, MICHEL

:

The

France as a barrister; born

first

at

Br.

Jew>to practise in

Nancy

1780;

died

"

Berr, Michel
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Bersnadsky
there July

4,

1843.

His father, Isaac

Berr de

TuniQUE, who made himself known by his great
ability as a writer aud as a champion of Jewish
emancipation, intended his son to continue his work.
With this end in view, he had him carefully educated
by the most eminent masters. The poet Wessely
recommended to him as a teacher a learned young
of Breslau, Benjamin Wolf, who in France
assumed the name of "Louis." Under the direction
of this Louis, Michel made rapid progress in the

man

study of the Hebrew and German languages and
With no less success he attended the lecliterature.

At Strasburg,
tures of the central school of Nancy.
where he studied law, being at the time scarcely
twenty years old, he began his career

An Author
at

Twenty.

as an author with a pamphlet entitled
" Appel a la Justice des Nations et des

Rois," or " Adressed'un Citoyen Frande Tous les
9ais au Congres de Luneville, au

Nom

Habitants de I'Europe qui Professent la Religion
Juive." This was an eloquent protest against the
oppressive anti-Jewish laws then existing in the
greater part of Europe.
On graduating from the university Berr returned
to Nancy, where he pleaded brilliantly in several
At the same period he addressed
celebrated cases.
to the minister of public worship observations on the
speeches delivered by the latter on the law of Germinal 18, tenth year: he protested chiefly against
the omission of any mention of Jewish worship in
the Concordat.
About 1803 Berr accompanied his father-in-law,
Berr-Bing, to Paris, where he soon made himself

known by

several literary articles in the

"Decade

Three years later he was elected
deputy to the Assembly of Jewish Notables, and in
the following year was appointed secretary of the
Philosophique."

Grand Sanhedrin. Through this honSecretary orable title and the French translation he made of the Hebrew poems
of
Sanhedrin. of Kargan, Cologna, and Mej'er in
honor of the emperor, he gained the
favor of the government and was called to the post
of chief of division in the Ministry of the Interior in
There he made the
the new realm of Westphalia.
acquaintance of the Swiss historian Johannes Milller.
who, in his letters to his brother, speaks of Berr in

most

eulogistic terms.

home, in 1809, Berr was appointed
prefecture of Meurthe.
At
this period he published his "Essai sur la Vie et les
Ouvrages de Bitaube," and many papers on various
subjects mentioned in the m(;nioirs of the Academy
In 1813 he returned to Paris, and, giving
of Nancy.
up his practise at the bar, devoted himself to literatiire.
For three years he collaborated
Leaves
with the "Mercure de France," "MerLaw for cure Etranger," and "Magasin EncyLiterature. clopediciue." In 1816 he lectured on
German literature at the Athenee
Roj'al of Paris, and translated into French the tragedy "Luther" by Werner, accompanied bj- notes.
His competence as a translator was much appreciated and in 1817 he was appointed translator of the
German papers at the Foreign Office, a post which
he occupied until it was abolished in 1828.

On

his return

head of the

;

office at the
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The great reputation that Berr enjoyed excited
the hostility of the envious; and attacks in the
press made by his adversaries affected him deeply.
He was particularly disheartened by his unsuccessful candidature for membership of the Central Consistory, this position being one that he greatly
coveted.
In 1826 he went to Brussels, and devoted
himself to politics. On his return he wrote on the
works of Salvador, and contributed to the "Ga/ette
des Cultes." In 1837 he left Paris and settled at
Nancy, where he quietly worked until his death.
Besides the above-mentioned works, Berr contrib-

uted numerous articles to scientific journals. The
most important for Judaism were: (1) " Notice Litteraire et Historique sur le Livre de Job " (Paris,
1807); (2) "Notice sur Maimonides" (Paris, 1816);.

"Du

(3)

Rabbinisme

(Paris, 1822)

;

(4) "

De

et

des Traditions Juives''

la Litterature

Hebraique et

Religion Juive" (Pari.s, 1829); (5) "De I'lmmortalite de I'Ame chez les Juifs Anciens et Modernes " (Paris, 1822) (6) " De la Fete du Nouvel An
et du Jeiine des Expiations, ou Grand Pardon chez
les Juifs" (Paris, 1829); (7) "Nouveau Precis filementaire d 'Instruction Religieuse et Morale, a

de

la

;

Jeunesse'Fran^aise Israelite" (Nancy,
Reglement pour le Culte Israelite
(Nancy, 1842).

rUsage de

la

1839); (8) "Riteet

de Metz

"

Bibliography Revue Orientale, iii. 63
der Judeiu xi. »':iO, 252, 278, 280, 323.
:

et seq.

;

Gratz, Gc><ch,
I.

S.

BERRUYER, JOSEPH ISAAC:

Bil.

French Jes-

born at Rouen Nov. 7, 1681 died at Paris Feb.
He was the author of a work entitled "His1758.
toire du Peuple de Dieu," Paris, 1728, a history of
the Jews from the earliest times to the birth of
Jesus, according to the Bible, and a critical study
This work, writof the Gospels and the Epistles.
uit

;

;

ten in a non-religious spirit, and interspersed with
hazardous observations, provoked the indignation

The discussions it called
of the Church leaders.
forth made it popular, and numerous editions and
translations of it appeared.
Bibliography:

La Grande

Encyclopedie,

s.v.
I.

T.

BERSHAD

:

Town

Br.

in the district of Olgopol,

province of Podolia, Russia, on the road between
Olgopol and Balta, at the rivers Dakhna and Bershadka. In 1900 the Jewish population was 4,500,
out of a total population of 7,000. The Jewish artisans numbered about 500. The community posIn
sessed one synagogue and six houses of prayer.
June, 1648, during the uprising of the Cossacks
under Chmielnicky, the most bloodthirsty of his
leaders

—Maksim Krivonos—conquered Bershad and

S. A. Bershadski,
the Jews and Catholics.
the celebrated historian of the Russian Jews, descended from a Cossack family at Bershad, where

slew

all

his great-grandfather officiated as a

Greek Orthodox

priest.

Bershad was famous in the middle of the nineteenth century for its Jewish weavers of the " tallit
(scarfs used by the Jews during prayer in the dayBut at the end of the century the demand
time).
decreased, and the industry declined, leading many
of the weavers to emigrate to America.

BiBLiofJRAPHY Eyitziklopedicheski Slovar, vol. iil., s.v., published by Brockhaus and Efron, Si. Petersburg, 1893; N.
Kostoma'rov, Bogdayi Climiclnicky, i. 335; and pr.vate
:

sources.

H. R.

BERSHADSKI, SERGEI ALEKSANDROVICH:

Russian historian and jurist; born at Berdyanslf March 30, 1850; died in St. Petersburg 1896.
He graduated from the Gymnasium of Kerch in
1868, and from the University of Odessa in 1872; lectured at the University of St. Petersburg on the history of the philosophy of jurisprudence, from 1878
to 1883; and was appointed in 1885 assistant professor.
At the Lyceum he delivered lectures also on
the history of Russian jurisprudence; and at the
Military Law School of St. Petersburg, on general
jurisprudence.
His famous work on the Lithuanian
Jews, "Litovskie Yevrei," published in 1883, is the
first attempt in this field of historical investigation.
Bershadski's father was a Greek Orthodox priest,
while his great-grandfather on his mother's side,
Kovalevski, was a Jietman of the Cossacks. The
Cossack traditions of his family found expression in
He states,
his violent prejudice against the Jews.
in his autobiographical notes, how in his childhood
he learned of the horrors of the times of ChmielNiCKY in connection with the "homicidal Jews."
From the old blind bandore-player (bandurist) at
the fairs, from the reaper in tlie field, and from the
peasant girls at the spinning-wheel on long winter
evenings, he had heard the same tale of the Jew as
"the defiler of the sanctuary." This incited him to
make a study of the Jewish question. "I started,"
he declares, "as a confirmed Jew-hater." His Jewish colleagues at the university remember how he
used to threaten them, saying, " Wait, some day I
will expose you!"
He went to the Archives and
there began to search for material for his threatened
exposures. The result was his work, " Opyt Movoi
Postanovki Nyekotorykh Voprosov po Istorii Yevreistva v Polshye i Litvye," an attempt to put into
a new light some questions concerning the history

To the surof the Jews in Poland and Lithuania.
prise of some of his friends this appeared in the
" Ye vreiskaya Biblioteka. "
And their surprise grew
when they read its important and on the whole
favorable statements. The result of further researches appeared soon after in the " Voskhod," and
in the "Russki Yevrei," both of them Jewish publications, and the name of Bershadski became so
closely connected with Jewish topics, that most of
the readers of these periodicals were firmly convinced that this so-called "Jew-hater" was a Jew
himself.
Soon afterward appeared his principal
work, "Dokumenty i Regesty," etc., containing
about 700 original documents and records from the
early period of Jewish settlement in Lithuania, 13881569.
Russian historiography shows no other instance of an ecjual collection devoted to one special
siibject.
About the same time he published his
"History of the Lithuanian Jews." Though this
work covers a period of only two liundrcd years, it
endeavors to depict the entire course of Lithuanian-

Jewish history.
Bershadski's chief characteristics as a writer are a
historical eye and truthfulness.
He has the
merit of liaving been the first impartial historiog-

keen

Berr, Michel
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Bershadsky

rapher of the Jews in Lithuania. His published
works are: (1) "Litovskie Yevrei, Istoriya ikh
Yuridicheskavo i Obshchestvennavo Polozheniya v
Litvye," St. Petersburg, 1883, being a history of

and

the legal

social conditions of the

Jews

at Lith-

uania in 1388-1569; (2) "Dokumenty i Regesty k
Istorii Litovskikh Yevreyev," St. Petersburg, 1882,
bearing upon the history of the Jews in Litlmania;
(3) "A. E. Rebiichkovich, Podskarbi Velikavo Knyazhestva Litovskavo," Kiev, 1888; (4) "Yevrei Korol
Polski," St. Petersburg, 1890, concerning a Jew
king of Poland. Many articles on Jewish-Polish
and Jewish-Lithuanian history in the periodicals
were contributed by him in " Yevreiskaya Biblioteka," " Voskhod," " Russki Yevrei," and other periodicals.

Bibliography: Venperov, Kritiko-BiografichesM SJovar,
vol.

iii.,

Istorik

Petersburg, 1892; A. B., Bershadski

N.n., St.

Kak

Russkikh Yevreyev,

xi.-xli. 99-11(5;

la Voskhod, 1896, iv. 101-131,
M. Vinnaver, in Voskhod, 1897, v. 49 et scq.

H. R.

BERSHADSKY, ISAIAH (pseudonym for
DOMOSHEVITZKY) Russian novelist born in
:

;

Saimo.scha, near Slonini, government of Grodno,
1874 now a teacher in Yekaterinoslav. Bershadsky
is one of the youngest Neo-Hebraic writers of fiction
;

in Russia,

His

"

whom much may be expected.
Tugah " (Sad IMemories), in " Ha-Shi-

and one of

Zikronot

the story of a Talmudi.st who
and extravagances of the rich, and, after being ruined by living

loah," vi. 405-416,

went

is

into business, imitated the vices

means (a fault common to old-style Russian
is a mental and physical wreck at fiftyfive, withadevoted wife who did not share his pleasThe author
ures but comforts him in his despair.
shows power and keen insight into human nature,
and has the sympathy for his erring characters which
denotes the true artist. In his silhouettes, " Ma'asim
be-Kol Yom " (Every-Day Occurrences), which appeared in the "Ahiasaf" calendar for 1901, lie
places before the reader with a few masterly strokes
types and incidents which are not easily forgotten.
The best of them is probably " Ha-Shemu'ah " (The
This describes the agony of a liberal Jew
Report).
when he learns from his sons, whom he has established in business in a great city, that they are compelled to embrace Christianity in order not to be
ruined by expulsion. The anomalies of religious life

above

his

merchants),

are presented in their most cruel phases; for the author states that the old man was liberal and cared
little about the religious conduct of his sons, sometimes even encouraging transgression in small tilings,
but that he is crushed by their conversion, which is
to

some extent the outcome of

their training

imdcr

his supervision.

In his novel, "Be'en Mattarah " (Without Aim),
Bershad.sky ably describes the life of progressive
Hebrew teachers in Russia, and the superiority of a
Zionist idealist over a brilliant C}-nic, Adamomch,
Avho is the hero of the novel, and who has no aim in
life
These novels as well as two others, " Defusim
u-Zelalim" (Types and Shades) and "Neged haZerem " (Against the Current), were published in the
Berlast two years by the "Tuschia" of Warsaw.
shadsky also contributed several short sketches to

"Ha-Dor."
H. K.

P.

Wr.

Bersohn
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BEBSOHN, MATHIAS:

Polish bibliographer,

and writer on fine arts; born at Warsaw 1826. He is the owner of a choice library
which contains a valuable collection of rare books
and manuscripts. Among other works he wrote:
" W. Stosie," 1870; (2) "Tobias Kohn," Cracow,
(1)
1872, the biography of a Jewish physician of the
seventeenth century, the author of "Ma'ase Tobia "
a supplement, taken from a Avork entitled
"Mctryka Koronna," giving important documents
on the history of the Jews of Poland, is added to
"Tobias Kohn"; (3) "Marcin Teofil Polak," 1889;
(4) "Studency Polacy na Uuiversytecie Colonskim
a pamphlet on old South-Russian
xvi i xvii, w
synagogues; and many articles in the Polish periodTygodnik Illustrowany " and " Biblioteka
icals
Warszawska."
archeologist,

;

'"

—
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Bertensohn was one of
great practical importance.
the most ardent propagators of Pirogov's advanced
ideas and has done a great deal toward their realization.
Besides numerous articles contributed to
medical periodicals, he has published the following

works: (1) "O Ghermafroditismye, etc., v SudebnoMeditzinskom Otnoshenii"; (2) "Barachnye Lazaretz v Voyennoe i Mirnoe Vremya," St. Petersburg,
" Baraki St. Peterburgskavo Damskavo
1871
(3)
Lazaretnavo Komiteta," St. Petersburg, 1872; (4)
"L'Hopital Baraque Etabli parleComite des Dames
de St. Petersbourg, d'Ordrede S. M. ITmperatrice,"
;

St.

Petersburg, 1874.

Bibliography
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Vengerov, Kritikn-Bindrafiche^ld Slovar,
:
St. Petersburg, 1892; Entziklojjedicheski Slovar, ixi.,
Petersburg. 1892.
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Bibliography: S. Orgelbrand, E/icj/A/opedya Powsiechna,
ii., s.r., Warsaw, 1898.
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BEBTENSOHN, BERNARD:

Russian

teacher and translator born at Odessa at the end of
He rethe eighteenth century; died there 1859.
ceived a careful education in the school of Basilius
Stern, and for many years was a teacher of languages in Odessa. Bertensohn contributed to the
" Odesski Vyestnik " and other periodicals, and in
1841 translated into Russian L. Philippson's novel,
;

"Die Marannen."
Bibliography

Voshhnd,

1884. iv. 146.

V. R.

H. K.

BERTENSOHN, JOSEPH VASILIEVICH

:

Russian court-physician; born at Xikolaiev, government of Kherson, in 1835. He received his early education at the gymnasium of Odessa, whence he was
graduated in 1849 studied at the Richelieu Lyceum
in Odessa, at the Universitj' of Kharkov, and then
at the University of Dorpat, from the latter of which
he graduated in 1857 with the degree of doctor of
medicine.
In 1859 he was appointed physician of
He went abroad in
the city hospital at Vitebsk.
1861 and attended the lectures of Virchow, Traube,
Skoda, and Helmholtz. In 1862 he became attached
to the medical department of the Ministrj' of the Interior, and soon after was appointed a member of the
He assumed the
St. Petersburg board of health.
editorship of the " Arkhiv Sudebnoi Meditziny
Obshchestvennoi Higieny " in 1865. The municipal
government of St. Petersburg entrusted him, in the
following j'ear, with the management of the Cholera
;

in 1867 was trausfoiiued into the
To his efforts were due the
First City Hospital.
establishment of a field -hospital and a training-school

Asylum, which

Bertensohn is still director
of these institutions, the first of their kind in Russia.
In 1875 he established a free dispensary, which was
named in honor of Grand Duchess Maria Alexandrovna.
During the Franco-Prussian war he accompanied the celebrated surgeon Pirogov to the battlefield.
From there he sent a .series of valuable articles
on military hygiene. He is a privy-councilor, an
for medical assistants.

honorary physician to the Russian court, a member
of many learned societies, and an honorary member
of the medical associations of Vitebsk, Kiev, and St.
Petersburg. His works on various questions of
public hygiene and sanitary reform have l)een of

H. R.

BERTENSOHN, LEV BERNARDOVICH

:

Russian physician; born at Odessa Aug. 10, 1850;
son of Bernard and nephew of Joseph i3ertensohn.
He graduated in 1867 from the Larin Gymnasium,
St. Petersburg, and in 1872 from the St. Petersburg
Medical Academy. He was assigned to duty in the
clinical militarv hospital, under Eck and Eichwald.
From 1876 to 1887 Bertensohn lectured at the Rozhdenstvenskaya Hospital on the diagnosis and treatment of diseases. In 1887 he was appointed, by the
minister of crown domains, president of the commission for the improvement of the mineral springs
system of the Caucasus. Bertensohn published his
chief work on balneology in 1873, under the title
"Mineralnye Vody, Gryazy, i ^lorskiva Kupanya v
Rossii i Zagranitzei," being assisted therein by Dr.
Voronikhim. Among his other works may be mentioned "Pseudoleukemia Prinyataya za Tif," 1879
(reprinted in German in " St. Petersburg Medicinische
Wochenschrift," 1879, No. 12). Bertensohn also
published in the "Meditzinski Vyestnik," in 1883,
an article on Turgenef, who, in his closing years,
was treated by Bertensohn. With Ivanov Bertensohn translated Kuntz's "Lehrbuchder Praktischen
Medicin," and with Dr. Popov he issued a work on
the Caucasian mineral waters, " K Voprosu ob Ustroistvj-e Kavkazskikh Mineralnikh Vod," 1887.
Bibliography: Vengerov, Kritikn-Biografirhe^ki SRovar,
136, St. Petersburg, 1892; Bolshaya Entzikloijediya, iii.,

iii.

tb.

1901.

V. R.

n. R.

BERTENSOHN, VASILI ALEKSEYEVICH Russian agriculturist bora in Odessa Sept.
:

12, 1860.

;

He belongs

to the hereditary nobility, his

father. Dr. Aleksei Vasilievich Bertensohn, having
been a state councilor and knight of the Order of St.
Vasili graduated from the technical high
"\nadimir.
school of Odessa in 1879, studied for a year at the
Imperial New-Russian L'ni vcrsity at Odessa, and then
at the Petrovsko-Razumovskoye Agricultural Academy in ^Io.scow, whence he graduated in 1884.
From 1885 to 1894 Bertensohn was attached to the

Department of State Domains, and was stationed at
Odessa as adviser to the superintendent of the governments of Kherson and Bessarabia. He was at the
same time secretary to the Odessa committees on
phylloxera and sericulture, and undertook several
agricultural commissions for the department.
In 1889 Bertensohn was commissioned to western
Europe for the purpose of stud3ing the conditions

of sericulture and viticulture. In 1893 he was appointed agricultural expert to the southern governments, and commissioned to investigate the needs of
sericulture and other agricultural problems in those
districts. The following year, Bertensohn was made
an extra official in the Department of Agriculture and
State Domains, in addition to his other appointments.
In 1900 he became chief expert on agriculture to the
governments of Podolia and Volhynia, and chief
expert on sericulture in South Russia. He is the
representative of the Department of Agriculture and
State Domains in connection with the various agricultural institutions of Odessa; and was commissioned by his department to inspect the agricultural
section of the Paris Exposition of 1900.
Bertensohn is an aulic councilor and knight of
the orders of St. Stanislav and St. Anne.
He was
also decorated by Emperor Alexander III. with his
"commemoration" medal; and Berten.sohn's department has awarded him a special medal for his services to agriculture.
In connection with Jewish
charitable institutions Bertensohn has been very

The farm of the Odessa Hebrew Orphan
Asylum was organized on lines proposed by him.
active.

and he superintended

it

for a considerable time.

In

1893, at the invitation of Baron de Hirsch, he visited
Paris and London for the purpose of joining in the
deliberations on the proposal to establish Jewish
colonies in the Argentine Republic.
He was offered
the position of superintendent of the agricultural
sections of the.se colonies, but did not accept it.
Bertensohn has been a prolific contributor to the
agricultural journals "Zemiedyelcheskaya
Gazeta," "Zemledyelie," and the " Odcsski Vyestnik,"as
well as to several periodicals.
On agricultural education, in connection with the Jewish question, he
has published essays in the " Voskhod " and " Odesski Vyestnik."
Many of these have been it^sued in

pamphlet form; among them

"

Vinogradarstvo na

Peshciiannoi Pochvye," "Shelkovodstvo v Kher.sonskoi, Bessarabskoi i Tavricheskoi Guberniakh," and
"Polskaya Pshenitza."
BiBLiOORAPUY:
iil.,

St.

Venperov,

Petersburg, \W2.

;

Kritikn-BUmraficheski

Slovar,

and private sources.

BERTHEAU, ERNEST
scholar; born

Nov.

:

Biblical

and Oriental

Hamburg; died May
1843 he was appointed

23, 1812, in

17, 1888, in Gottingen.
In
ordinary professor in the University of Gottingen,
where he lectured on Oriental languages, Biblical
exegesis, Hebrew archeology and history.
Bertiieau was the author of the following works: (1)
"Die Sieben Gruppen Mosaischer Gesetze," Gottingen, 1840; "ZurGesch. der Israeliten," Gottingen,
1842 and (in the " Kurzgefasstes Exegetischcs Handbuch zum Alten Testament") commentaries on
Judges and Ruth, Leipsic, 1845; Proverbs. Leipsic,
1862; Chronicles, Leipsic, 1854; Ezra, Nehemiah,
;

and Esther,

Leipsic, 1862.

edition

the

of

Noteworthy

smaller Syriac

also is his

grammar

Bar-

of

Hebraeus, Gottingen. 1843.
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BERTHOLD OF REGENSBITRG
itiueraut

preacher:

Berthold

Regensburg (Ratisbon) Dec. 14, 1272. This most
celebrated popular preacher of the Middle Ages,
known to the people as "Rusticanus," traveled
through Bavaria, the Rhine Provinces, Alsatia, Austria,

Moravia, Hungarj-,

Silesia,

and Bohemia, and

exercised an enormous influence upon the populace
by his tier}' speech and his lofty moral ideals. The
last part of his life-work was spent in the interest of
the Crusades.
It is supposed that in his many journeys he came
in contact with the Jews, though there are no direct
data on this point.
In his numerous sermons, however, occasional references to the Jews show that he
belonged to those ecclesiastics who, though good
churchmen and brought up in the traditions of their
church respecting the Jews, were liberal-minded
enough to treat them as human beings to whom the
state owed a certain amount of protection.
Some
qualities,

which

must have

Berthold

observed

the Jews who came under his notice, appealed strongly to him; and on one occasion he
warned his hearers to be constant in their morning
and evening prayers, adding, " In this the Jews put

among

you to shame." On another occasion he used the
same expression in regard to the holiness of family
life.
It is more surprising, however, to see how
forcibly he speaks against what in his time was becoming the fashion of the day the attempt to compel the Jews to become Christians.
He declares it
to be foolish to forcibly push the Jews into the

—

water.
He is also very decided in his distaste for
another method then growing common namely,
;

that of forcing the

Jews

to see the error of their
disputations, which from that

ways. The many
time on were held, were regarded by Berthold as
quite useless; for he says: "You all desire to have
a dispute with the Jews.
You are ignorant; they
are learned in Holy Writ.
They know well how to
out-talk you; and because of this you always
emerge the weaker." In regard to the position of
the Jews before the law he has this to say: "Kings
ought to guard the Jews as they guard the Christians in respect of their persons and their chattels, if
taken in during time of peace and he who kills a
Jew must stand for it as must a Christian, when the
emperor has received them in time of peace." He
then quotes the usual reasons given by the Church
for permitting Jews to live among Christians;
" First, because they are witnesses that our Lord
was by them crucified
secondly, because
those of them who shall be living at the time of Anti;

H. R.

and

Bersohn
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born about 1220

Monk
died in

.

christ will all

.

.

;

have become Christians before the

last

day."

There are, however, many indications that, despite
these liberal expressions, Berthold was still the child
of his day, and his ecclesiastical dislike of the Jews
was increased by the great horror which he had of

usury in any form; but it must be remembered that,
like Bernhard of Clairvaux (1146) and the minnesinger Riunelant (thirteenth century), he is as vigorous against Christian usury as against Jewish. This
popular prejudice is seen in his speaking of "des
stinkenden Juden. falschen Geschwiitz," and mentioning them in connection with thieves, robbers,
heathens, heretics, and perjurers.
On one occasion
he did not scruple to say: "Mr. Jew, the devil had

Bertinoro
Beruriah

THE JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA

long ago broken thy neck, had it not been for tlie
angel that watches over tliee."
Berthokl is also of interest in the history of mj'sticism; for in him is seen the close connection between Christian and Jewish mysticism of the thirHe believed in a most elaborate
teenth cent^l^J^
angelology and even the mystic value of the letters
of the alphabet was not imknown to him.
;

Tho passacros dealing with the Jews areouoted
in tiiidcmanirs GVst7ii</iU' rte.s Krzichungmvcsenn u)id der

BinLrodiAPii Y

:

i)i Ftn)ihreich und Dculschlaiid, Index,
Utnthohl, Vienna, 18.S0. The literature on Beithold will
be found in Hauck's Realeucuklopildic fllr Protestant ischc

CuUur

(Icr

Jndoi

s.v.

Thcoloijic

nnd Kirche,

n.

WH, Leipsic,

1897.

G.

BERTINORO,

OBADIAH (YAREH)

B.

ABRAHAM

(called also Bartinoro): Celebrated
rabbi and eonniKntator on the Mishiiah; lived in the
second half of the tit'teenth century in Italy; died in
Jerusalem about 1500. He was a pupil of Joseph b.
Solomon Colon (sec thelatter's Responsa, Xo. 70, ed.
Venice, C"2a), and became rabbi in Bertinoro, a town
in the i)rovince of Flori, whence he derived his byname, and in Castello. The desire to visit the Holj^
Land led him to Jerusalem; and he arrived there
March 25, 1488, having commenced his journey Oct.
His advent in Palestine marked a new
29, 1486.
epoch for the Jewish community there and indeed
The administration of Jewfor the whole country.
ish comnuuial affairs in Jerusalem had fallen into
the hands of iniquitous officials who tyrannized over
great and small.
The poor were pitilessly ta.xed for
the Mohammedan government; the rich were similarly treated and driven from the city by exorbitant
demands upon them, so that the Jewish community
was on the brink of ruin (see Jfjrusalem).
Bertinoro's strong personality, his eloquence, and
great reputation as a scholar led to his being accepted as the spiritual head of the community immediately upon his arrival. His first care was to
raise the intellectual plane of the community, and
for this purpose he interested the younger generation in the studj' of the Talmud and rabbinical lore,
and he delivered sermons every other Sabbath in
Hebrew, although the vernacular langtiage was
Arabic, one which Bertinoro never
Influence actiuired. His connections in Italy
supplied him with money for the supin
Palestine, port of the poor, which also added not a
little to his influence.
He succeeded in
securing the abolition of the annual tax of 400 ducats,
which had afforded such opportunity for oppression
and injustice; in lieu a simple poll-tax payable direct to the govcrnnient was instituted.
When, on
the expulsion of the Jews from Spain in 1492, many
of the exiles settled in Jerusalem, Bertinoro became
their intellectual leader.
These Spani.sh Jews, far
superior in intelligence, culture, and learning to the
Arabian Jews of Palestine, presented Bertinoro with
a site for a j'esiiibahin Jerusalem, Avhichhefotmded,
more than a thousand years after the extinction of
the last academy in Palestine (see Ac.xdk.mies in
Palestine). Considerable support for the maintenance of the yeshibah was given by the Jews of
Egypt and Turkey at Bertinoro's written solicitation.
Isaac b. Nathan ibn Slndal, naygid or prince of

Egypt, was especially helpful.
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In the decade during which Bertinoro thus con-

Jewish community
change for the better develShortly after his arrival he had actually
oped.
been compelled upon one occasion to dig a grave
because the community had provided no one to perform that labor; a few j'ears later there had come
into existence such benevolent institutions as hospitals, charitable relief societies, and similar associations, all under excellent management.
His faiue
and reputation spread to all parts of the Orient,
and he came to be looked upon as a rabbinical authority of highest eminence; even the iVIohammedan
t

rolled the best interests of the

at Jerusalem, a radical

population frequently called upon him to decide
judicial cases.
His scrupulous conscientiousness
and moral earnestness were especially recognized.
For instance, he har.shly reproved the rabbis for exacting fees for services at weddings and divorces, a
custom then general in Germany, and did not hesitate to style them robbers (commentary on Bekorot,
iv. 6).
He believed it their duty to perform religious ceremonies without monetary remxuieration.
Bertinoro is usually known as the best conmientator of the Mishnah
the importance of his commentary is illustrated by the fact that since its appearance (Venice, 1549) hardly an edition of the Mishnah
has been printed without it; even Sureuhuis in his
Latin translation and commentary upon the Mish;

nah (Amsterdam, 1698-1703) translated Bertinoro.
Its excellence lies in the fact that he
liiterary
selected the best aft'orded by Rashi
Activity, and Maimonidesand gave this in clear
and easily comprehensible fashion in
the matter of originality, however, Bertinoro does not
approach his distinguished predecessors, nor even
his successor in this department, Yom-Tob Lipmann
;

Heller.

Bertinoro is also the author of a supercommentary
upon Rashi's Pentateuch commentary (published
imder the title " 'Amar Naki " [Pure Wool], Pisa,
1810; reprinted in the collective work " Rabbotenu
His commenBa'ale ha-Tosafot," Warsaw, 1889).
tary upon Abot is, as Jellinek showed, only an extract from Simon Duran's work upon that book
("Monatsschrift," iv. 119, and an appendix added
to a few copies of Jellinek's edition of Duran's
Abot-commentary, Leipsic, 1855). Some liturgical
productions by Bertinoro exist in manuscript in the
Bodleian Library, Oxford (Nos. 1061; 2266, 6; in

He
the first the name of his father is mentioned).
also wrote descriptions of his travels; and his letters
to his relations in Italy, although intended only
as private communications, are of great historical
value.
Most interesting in these letters (first published by S. Sachs in the " Jahrbuch fur Gesch. der
Juden," 1863, iii. 195-224) is the fund of information concerning the social and intellectual conditions
He
of the Jews in Greece, Egypt, and Palestine.

shows himself therein not only a clo.se ob.server, but
a conscientious and unprejudiced chronicler. For
example, he studied attentively the conditions of
the Karaites in Alexandria, and did not hesitate to
praise them for the possession of the; very virtues
which the Rabbinites denied to them, such as generosity and liberality (I.e. p. 208; the text is to be
emended according to the manuscript mentioned in

;

Bertinoro
Beruriah
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His descripSteinschneider, "Hebr. Bibl." vi. 131).
tion of the Samaritans in Egypt {I.e. pp. 206-208) is
one of the most valuable and reliable of medieval
times.

Geneva, 1580. a work on Hebrew instiwhich enjoyed great popularity,
and passed through many editions; (3) "Grammatica Ilebraicaet Arabica," Geneva, n. d. (4) "Lucubrationes Frankentallenses, seu Specimen Expositionum in Difficiliora Utriusque Testamenti Loca,"
Frankenthal, 1586. Bertram also published a translation of the Bible very much appreciated at that
In this translation he followed
time, Geneva, 1588.
Sebastian Munster and Tremelius and very often
he made use of rabbinic commentaries.
clesiastica,"

tutions

and

history,

;

His letters bave been translated into German by
Neubauer, "Jahrbuch," I.e. pp. 225-270, and separately, Leipsic, 1863

;

"Lettres d'Obadiah,"
in the "Miscellany of

into

French by M. Schwab,

Paris,

Hebrew

1866; into Englisli
Literature," i., 1872,

All these translations, howupon a very imperfect
manuscript (see Steinschneider, I.e. vi.
131, xiii. 124, who gives many emendations from
The Hebrew edition, pubanother manuscript).
lished by M. T. Schwerdscharf, Kolomea, 1886, is
Collated passimply a reprint of the same text.
sages from another manuscript, as well as a short
letter by Bertinoro, were published by Steinschnei-

No.

Letters,

7.

ever, are based

ii. 1878.
The
Almanzi library contained Bertinoro's novellae upon
Moses of Coucy's work, "Sefer Mizwot ha-Gadol"
<" Semag ")— see Luzzatto, in "Hebr. Bibl." v. 145;
the work is now very probably in the British Mu-

der in "Yehudah we- Yerushalayim,"

seum.
Bibliography: Azulai, Shem ha-Gedolim,

i.

151-153,

ed.Ben-

Conforte, Kore ha-Dorot, 19a, 34a, 28b, 30b. ed.
Cassel; Luncz, Jeriimlem, i. 113; ii. 28-32; iii. 2, 3; Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. 2072-2073; Zunz, G. S. i. 177.

jacob;

L. G.

BERTOLIO, ABB^

membei' of
the Commune of Paris in 1790. The National Assembly conferred citizenship upon the Jews of Bordeaux,
Bayoime, and Avignon Jan. 28, 1790; but deferred
granting it to those of Alsace and Lorraine. Hence,
when the Jews of France petitioned the Assembly, Dec. 24, 1789, delegates from Paris appeared
before the General Assembly of the Commune
with the request that it pledge itself to support
On Jan. 30, 1790,
the petition of the Jews.
:

French cleric

;

the latter Assembly listened to the report of Abbe
Bertolio, who, while favoring the Jews' request, proposed that the Assembly should take no steps in
their behalf before consulting the districts and having obtained their approbation of the pledge reqxiosted.
His proposition was adopted, and on Feb.
^8 a deputation from the Commune, with the Abbe
Mulot as spokesman and Bertolio as a member, appeared before the National Assembly, requesting it
to extend to the Jews of Paris the decree giving

citizenship to those Jews known as Portuguese,
Spanish, and Avignonese. As is well known, this
intervention of the Commune was not immediately
effective.
I.

s.

L.

BERTRAM, CORNEILLE BONAVENTURE Protestant clergyman and Hebraist; born

;

Bibliography Haag, La France Protestante, 11. 229-231
Dreux du Radier, Notice de C. B. Bertram, in Bibliotheque
:

Historique et Critique de Poitou, ill. 1 et seq.
der, Bibliographisches Handbuch, p. 22.
T.

;

SteinschneiI.

BERURIAH = probably Valeria)
(

:

Br.

Daughter of

the martyr K. Hauaniah ben Teradiou, and wife of R.
Mei'r born in the first quarter of the second century, she lived at Tiberias after the Hadrianic persecutions. Her traits of character, gleaned from Talmudic passages, show her to have been a helpmate
worthy of her great husband, and to have possessed
a personality corresponding to the emergencies of
the troublous times following upon the failure of
Bar Kokba's insurrection. They betray intellectual
qualities and attainments as well as womanly tenderness and stanch virtues. It is said that she
studied three hundred Talmudic subjects daily (Pes.
62b), and R. Judah endorsed a decision of hers, on a
question about clean and unclean, in which she
went counter to the view of " the wise " (" hakamim ")
;

M. i. 6).
Her womanly tenderness is shown by a Biblical
interpretation (Ber. 10a): Her husband, grievously
vexed by wicked neighbors, prayed for their extermination. Beruriah exclaimed: "What! do you
(Tosef., Kelim, B.

dare pray thus because the Psalmist says: 'Let
hatai'm be consumed out of the earth'? (Ps. civ. 35)
Observe that he does not say hotei'm ["sinners"],
but hataim ["sins"]. And then look to the end of
Once
the verse: 'And the wicked will be no more.'
sins are rooted out, there will be no more evil-doers."
Of her ready wit the following is a specimen (ib.):
In a dispute between Beruriah and a sectary, the
" Sing, O barren, thou that
latter quoted Isa. liv. 1
:

didst not bear,"

and mockingly asked whether

bar-

renness is cause for singing. Beruriah directed him
to look to the end of the verse: "More are the children of the desolate than the children of the married
wife." The principle upon which both interpretations rest, "Look to the end of the verse" (^'DEJ'
N"lp~I n"'D"'D^). became an exegetical rule current

among

tlie

later

Talmudical sages.

at Thouars, France, in 1531; died at Lausanne,
Switzerland, 1594. He studied at Poitiers, Paris,
Toulouse, and Cahors. Learning, in the last-mentioned city, that the authorities had received an
order to massacre all the Protestants, he fled to
Geneva, where, in 1507, he became professor of Ori-

In 'Er. 53b ct seq. there are other examples of
her knowledge of JeAvish Scriptures and her almost coquettish playfulness, coexistHer Wide ing in her with a cai)acity for rightKnowledge eous indignation, displayed when it
was ]>r<)posed, for her father's sake.
of
Scriptures, to pay funeral honors to her scape-

Among many
ental languages in the university.
valuable w^orks he wrote the following on Hebrew

sister alike

:

matters: (1) "Gal 'Ed" (Heapof Testimony), "Comparatio Grammatica; Hebraicai Aramaicae," Geneva,
1574; (2) "De Politia Judaica tarn Civili quam Ec-

grace brother. Father, mother, and
his conduct, the last applying
to him Prov. xx. 17 (R. V.), "Bread of falseiiood is
sweet to a man but afterward his mouth shall be
T,am. R. iii. 16).
filled with gravel " (Sem. xii.

denounced
;

;

;;

:
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Beruriah
Bessarabia

Beruriah 's life fell in calamitous times. Not only
did she lose her father through the Hadrianic persecutions, but her mother at tlie same time suffered a
violent death, and her sister was carried off to Rome,
or perhaps Antioch, to lead a life of shame under
At Beruriah's instance, R. Meir set out
coercion.

—

three kinds are to be distinguished beryl, aquaAccording to Ex. xxviii. 2(>
marine, and emerald.
and xxxix. 13, the beryl was the first on the fourth
row of the breastplate of the high priest. It is also
mentioned frequently in the apocalyptic literature;
e.g.,

to save her sister's honor, and succeeded ('Ab. Zarah
In conse18a; Sifre, Deut. 307; Eccl. R. vii. 11).

quence he had to
accompanied him.

flee

to Babylonia,

one for safe-keeping, adding the verse from Job (i.
21): "The Lord gave, and the Lord hath taken
away; blessed be the name of the Lord." This
story, which has found a home in all modern literatures, can be traced to no earlier source than the
Yalkut (Prov. 964, quotation from a Midrash).
With Beruriah's death is connected a legend menTo explain R.
tioned by Rashi ('Ab. Zarah 18b).
Me'i'r's flight to Babylonia, the commentator relates
the following
"Once Beruriah scoffed at the rabbinical saying, 'Women are
light-minded' (Kid. 80b), and her husband warned her that her
yet testify to the truth of the words. To put
her virtue to the test, he charged one of his disciples to endeavor
After repeated efforts she yielded, and then
to seduce her.
shame drove her to commit suicide. R. Meir, tortured by remorse, fled from his home."

own end might

The historical kernel of this story can not be disengaged. As told, the narrative is wholly at variance with what is known of Beruriah's character and
Beruriah probably died at an early
that of R. Me'ir.
age.
Adolf Blumenthal, Rdbhi Meir, pp. 108-111
M. Kayserllng, Die JUdischen Fraucn in cle.r Geschichte,
Literatiir und Kunst, pp. 130-i:J4 Henry Zirndorf, Some
Jewish Women, pp. 162-^173; Bacher, Ag. fan. i. 400. li. 5.
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BERTJSH.

See

S.

Baer of Meseritz.

A stone, ranging in color from
blue to pale vellow and found all over the world
BERYIi (lif'^nn)

'•

J.

Ezek.

i.

Dan.

x. 9, xxviii. 13;

16,

x. 6).

G. B. L.

JR.

BERYTtrS. See Beirut.
BESALTJ (Latin, Bisuldum)

and Beruriah

Beruriah is best known in connection with the
touching story of the sudden death of lier two sons
on the Sabbath, while their father was at the house
On his return, at the conclusion of the
of study.
Sabbath, he at once asked for them. Their mother
replied that they had gone to the house of study,
and, feigning to disregard her husband's rejoinder,
that he had looked for them there in vain, she handed
him the cup of wine for the Ilabdalah service. His
second inquiry for them was evaded by a similar
After R. Meir had eaten his evening
subterfuge.
meal, Beruriah asked formally for permission to put
a question to him. "Rabbi," she then said, "some
time ago a deposit was left with me for safe-keepMust
ing, and now the owner has come to claim it.
" Can there be any question about the
I return it? "
return of property to its owner? " said R. Mei'r, half
astonished and half indignant that his wife should
" I did not care to
entertain a doubt.
Sudden
let it go out of my possession without
Death of your knowledge," rephed Beruriah,
Her Two seemingly in excuse, and, taking him
by the hand, led him into the room in
Sous.
which the bodies of their two sons
were lying on the bed. When she withdrew the
cover, R. Mei'r broke out in tears and plaints.
Gently Beruriah reminded him of his answer to her
question about the return of a treasure entrusted to
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City in Catalonia,
Its small Jewish community had the same
Spain.
privileges as that of the neighboring Geroua, and
number of docuwas taxed together with it.
ments dealing with taxes of the Jews of this place
are preserved in the archives of Aragon at BarceBesalu is the birthplace of the family Caslar
lona.
:

A

(called in

Jewish documents Descaslars, INpt^pK'n),
b. David Caslar, Joseph ibn Zabara, and

Abraham

of

others.

BiBLiofiRAPHY: Jacobs, Sources of the Historu of the Jews
in Spain, p. 246.

M. K.

G.

BESANQON

:

City and county of France, in the

Although no mention is
department of Doubs.
made of this city in Jewish sources, it is known that
it had a prominent part in the history of the Jews
and was also of some importance even from a literary point of view. By his marriage with Jeanne of
Burgundy, Philip the Tall, king of France, became
In a letter of Dec.
ruler of this province in 1316.
14, 1321, he gave to the queen the spoils from the

Jews, who he liad driven from his territory. Some
years afterward they were recalled, but when in
1348 the Black Plague broke out, the inhabitants accused the Jews of being the cause, persecuted them,

and had many of them executed, and finally (1360)
the wretched survivors who had escaped the massacres were exiled from the province by a decree of
Princess Marguerite.

There is no mention of Jews in the city of Besan9on (which is the capital of the county) before 1320,
when, in the depth of winter, they were driven from
the environs, and knocked at the gates of this free
city, which was under the patronage of the emperor
Five of them, on account of previous
of Germany.
commercial relations, having succeeded in entering
the city, asked permission to remain at least until the
end of the winter. The leading men of the city,
in order to please the barons D'Arlay, who were
favorably inclined toward the Jews, gave their consent that the fugitives should reside among them.
The new inhabitants of Besan^on, however, paid
for their right to remain by many and burdensome
They were required to pay a heavy
obligations.
poll-tax every month to the city treasury, were forbidden to appear in the city without a white and red
cloth attached to the breast, and were ordered to
dwell in a specified street, the gates of which were

The street which they inhabclosed every evening.
and it is
ited is now called "Rue Richebourg "
said the Jews' sojourn there gave rise to this name.
piece of land, chosen by the leading men of the
The
city, was assigned to them as a burial-place.
Jews acquired free access from the city and prov;

A

ince only after the French Revolution.
As a matter of interest to the student of Jewish

—
;

;
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be mentioned that the library of the

schworeu," besides beschreien, comparing them
with " incantare " (whence " enchanter "), " carminare " (whence the English "charm"), all of which
denote the exertion of evil power by means of certain words.
Wuttke (" Der Deutsche Volksglaube,"

copy of the Hebrew Bible
(2 vols, folio) with curious illuminations, showing
that the manuscript, which is not dated, and is written in square characters, emanates from the fourteenth century. Moreover, it appears from a Juda'OArabic inscription on the initial page that the
manuscript was sold in Yemen in lyyar, 5252 (May,
After various transfers it came during the
1492).
Revolution from the Benedictine abbey into the city

more light on the subject stating that
what the evil eye is for the beautiful object exposed,
evil speech is to persons or things lauded for some
good quality. The superstition, he says, is rooted
in the universal pagan fear of a deity begrudging

library of Besan9on.
As regards administration, the

man's perfect happiness, rather than in that feeling
of humbleness which restrains man from boasting

city contains a manuscript

Jewish community

of Besan^on belonged formerly to the jurisdiction
of the consistorial district of Nancy, having as its

Since 1858 it
spiritual head Solomon Wertheimer.
has been reattached to the jurisdiction of the district
of Lyons which in that year was made a consistorial
department. Since the death of Wertheimer, in
1865, J. Auscher has served as pastor, first with the
title

of rabbi,

and

later as consistorial chief rabbi

in 1872, after the emigration of the

;

for,

Jews from Alsace

and the redistribution of the districts following the
Franco-German war, the community of Besan^on
became the seat of a consistory. It now (1902) includes the following Jewish communities: Dole,
Baume-les- Dames, L'lle sur Doubs, and Mont-,
b61iard.

Bibliography: Alfred L^vy, Les Ii>r. de la Franche-Comte
au XlVe Steele, in Arch. Isr. xxx. 18:2 et seq., 214, 345 J.
Auscher, Les Isr. de Besan^on, et de la Ciymte, ih. xxxi.
;

440,472,593; Catal. General des MSS. des Departements,
xxxii. 1 ; Rev. Et. Juivei^, xlii. 111-118.
M. S.
D.

BESANT, SIR WALTER:

He lived to see at least one of his many novel
views on social subjects and aspirations realized:
the Palace of Delight, Avhich figured in his "All
Sorts and Conditions of Men " (1882), having given
rise to the People's Palace in the East of London.
While this was not meant exclusively, or even partially, to benefit Jews, yet it did so, owing to its situation, which was in the center of a large Jewish

don.

population.
From 1868 to 1885 Besant acted as secretary of the
During this period he
Palestine Exploration Fund.
wrote in collaboration with E. H. Palmer, the Orientalist, a " History of Jerusalem " (1871), and acted as
editor of "The Survey of Palestine."
In 1893 he
published his novel, 'The Rebel Queen," in which
the heroine and many of the minor characters were
Jewish.
:

Men and Women

of the Times, 1895,

p. 72

1901, p. 156.

E. Ms.

J.

BESCHAT7.

See

BESCHREIEN

Marriage Customs.

(compare English "beshrew"):
A Judaio-German word for lauding a person or
thing to such an extent as to cause him or it to be
harmed by malevolent spirits. Tliis superstitious
belief is of old German or Teutonic origin.
Grimm
("Deutsche Mythologie," ii. 864) enumerates various
terms, such as "berufen," "beschwatzen," "be-

;

of his health, wealth, or the like.
Little children
especially are exposed to the evil influence of loud
praise; wherefore it is customary, when children are
lauded for their beauty, strength, or intelligence, to
add the word " unbeschrieen " or "unberufen"
which means, " Let that not cause them to be bewitched." There are special formulas in use against
such beschreien (see Wuttke, I.e. pp. 163, 264).
Some use as a prophylactic measure the formula:
"God protect him!" "Behut's Gottl" The Jews
adopted both the expression and the superstition from
the Germans in the Middle Ages (see Gudemann,
"Gesch. d. Erziehungswesens und der Cultur der
Juden in Deutschland, " p. 205). It has been claimed,
however, that the ancient Hebrew greeting, "The
Lord bless thee!" offered by the passer-by to the
laborers in the cornfield at harvest time (Ps. cxxix. 8
Ruth ii. 4; Judges vi. 12) originated in a similar view,
the blessing being intended to avert the evil influence of a begrudging glance or speech.

English writer;

Portsmouth Aug. 14, 1836; educated at King's College, London, and at Christ's College, Cambridge; died in London June 11, 1901. Besant was among those persons who helped the Russian
and Polish Jews who flocked to the East End of Lonnovelist; born at

Bibliography
Who's Who,

p. 155) casts

K.

A.

BESHT, ISRAEL OF MIEDZYBOZ (or
MEDZHIBOZH). See Baal Sue.m-Tob, Israel.

BESOR A wadi or river-bed where two hundred of the followers of David stopped while the
rest of the force pursued the Amalekites (I Sam.
xxx. 9, 10, 21). Guerin (" Judee," ii. 213), identifies
Besor with the modern Wadi el-Ghazza, which has
an outlet into the Mediterranean sea, southwest of
Gaza.
G. B. L.
J. jr.
:

BESSARABIA

:

Government in southwest Rus-

separated by the Pruth and Danube from Rumania on the west, by the Dniester from Podoliaand
Kherson on the north and east, and bordering.-on the
Black Sea from the Sulina mouih of the Danube to
The population in 1889
the estuary of Ovidiopol.
was 1,628,876, the Jews numbering 180,918. In
1897 the population was 1,936,392, of "whom 225,637,
According to statisor 11.65 per cent, were Jews.
tics of the Jewish Colonization Association, the
Jewish population in the cities in 1898 was 173,641.
sia

;

OflScial

documents show that Jews

first

emigrated to

Bessarabia from Poland and German}' in the sixteenth century. They settled there in great numbers, not being permitted to live in the neighboringprincipality of Moldavia.
At the present time a
considerable part of Bessarabia is forbidden ground
for the Jews, the May Laws of 1882 being administered in a hostile spirit by the local authorities, whohave officially declared their towns to be " villages "
in

which no Jews may

reside.

Moreover,

many

places in Bessarabia are situated within a distance

Bessarabia
Bet
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of fifty versts (33 English miles) from the frontier;
and here only such Jews are permitted to live as were
registered there before the issue of the edict of 1858.
Bessarabia excels among the Russian governments
in the culture of the vine; and in this, as in the cultivation of tobacco, large numbers of Jews are employed.
The chief articles of export are grain,
fruit, and wine.

Until the middle of the nineteenth century most
of the local commerce was in the hands of the
Jews. Many Jews also were engaged in agriculture
on leased lands, while many were innkeepers and

farmers of post-stations.
introduction of the liquor

The May Laws and the
monopoly by the govern-

ment reduced many Jewish

families to a deplorable

Zashchuk, who endeavors to foster the
view that Jewish commercial activity is harmful to
the general population, admits that, owing to the

condition.

indolence and incapacity of the Bessarabians, the
are indispensable to the development of all
branches of trade. From statistics gathered by the
Jewish Colonization Association, the artisan class in
1898 comprised 20,976 persons; viz., 8,580 masters,
7,075 journeymen, and 5,321 apprentices.
A small
number of the Bessarabian Jews live as agriculturists
in colonies foimded between 1836 and 1854.
(See
Agricultural Colonies in Russia.) The Bessarabian colonies are established on parcels of land leased
from private proprietors. There are six colonies in
the districts of Soroki and Beltzy: Dombroveny,
Bricheva, Valya-Lui-Vlad, Vertinzhany, Lublin,
and Markuleshty. Their present condition is as
follows:

Jews

112
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one hand, a group of Jewish capitalists in St. Petersburg petitioned for permission to purchase land occupied by frecdmen, and for all the privileges conferred ujion non-Jews through the territory within
the pale of settlement, with the provision that neither
the Jewish owners nor any of their coreligionists
should sell spirituous liquors. On the other iiand,
the nobles of Bessarabia petitioned the government
to enforce the old laws prohibiting Jews from purchasing or owning any land in Bessarabia. A. G.
Stroganov at first decided the case against the Jewish petitioners, and the military governor. General
Ilyinski, also reported unfavorably.
Notwithstanding this, liowever, the czar (March, 1859) decided in
favor of the Jews, who showed that the land had increased in value.

The timber trade, which, at the beginning of the
nineteenth century, was not an unimportant factor
in the life of New Russia, owed its
Foreign
growth and prosperity to foreign
Jews.
Jews. Notwithstanding the decision
of the government (1824) forbidding
the settlement of foreign Jews in Russia and even
ordering the expulsion of those that had already become Russian subjects, the government gave unstinted support to the pioneers in this new branch
of commerce, in the hope that the example of the
foreign Jews would inspire their Russian coreligionists to give up their petty commercial transactions
for those of a broader character and greater usefulness to the communit3\
At the beginning of 1840 the petition of eight
Austrian Jews, for the privilege of retail trade in
timber along the entire course of the Dniester river,
was transmitted to the minister of finances, who
called for a report on the matter by the governorgeneral of New Russia, M. S. Vorontzov. Vorontzov answered that " since there was great need for
timber all along the lower Dniester, and the supply
from Austria insufficient, he thought it advisable to
permit tlie petitioners, as well as all foreign dealers
in timber floating their merchandise from Austria
down the Dniester, to sell it unhindered all along
the course of the river." This expression led to
the decision of the committee of ministers, indorsed
by the emperor, to grant for three years (1840-43) the
privileges solicited.
The favorable result of this
petition encouraged another group of Austrian Jews
to ask for similar j^rivileges along the river Pruth.
These Avere granted as an experiment for two years,
and in 1843 were extended for an additional four
years.
When the additional four years had come to
an end (1847), the merchants petitioned for at least
one year for the liquidation of their business. The
matter was referred to Feodorov, governor-general
of New Russia, and received his favorable comment;
whereupon the government granted the petition of
the Austrian Jews, and was so favorably impressed
with the results of their enterprise that six years
were granted them instead of the one year requested.
See, also, Kishinef.
H. R.
J. G. L.

BESSELS, EMIL: German-American Arctic
explorer and naturalist; born at Heidelberg June 2,
1847; died at Stuttgart March 30, 1888.
At the
university of his native place he studied medicine
ill.—

—

"

Bessarabia
Bet

and zoology. In 1809, under the encouragement of
Petermanuof Gotha, he made his first journey to the
Arctic ocean, during which lie traced the influence
of the Gulf Stream to the east of Spitzbergen.
In 1870 he joined the German army as a militarj'
surgeon, and received public conuneudation from
the grand duke of Baden for his services. A year later
he volunteered to go as a surgeon and naturalist
with the Hall expedition, which sailed on the
"Polaris" from the Brooklyn (N. Y.) navy-yard.
Nothing of moment took place until the ship reached
83° 9' north latitude, when Captain Hall, who liad
been on a short hunting expedition, returned to the
ship, partook of a cup of coffee, and shortly after
became violently ill (Oct. 34, 1871). Bessels treated
him; but the patient several times disregarded the
phy,sician's advice.
About Nov. 3 Hall showed
signs of insanity, refusing to partake of food, and
having the idea that he was being poisoned. He
died Nov. 8, 1871.
Upon the return of the members of the expedition

numerous mishaps and disasters, Morsecond mate of the "Polaris," brought a charge

in 1873, after
ton,

murder against Bessels, alleging that the latter
had administered morphine instead of quinine to Captain Hall.
The secretary of the navy directed an
inquiry, which was conducted by Surgeon-General of the Army J. K. Barnes and Surgeon-General
of

of the Navy J. Beale, who reported " that Captain
Hall died from natural causes viz., ai)oplex3^ and
that the treatment of the case by Dr. Bessels was
the best practicable under the circumstances.
Bessels, after this, spent some 3'ears at the Smithsonian Institution, Washington, in preparing for
publication the scientific results of the voyage, the
most striking of which was the proof of the insularity of Greenland deduced from tidal observations.
His most important work was " Scientific Results of
the United States Exploring Expedition Steamer

—

—

Polaris, " Washington, 1876. He published numerous papers on general natural-history subjects (see
"Royal Society Catalogue of Scientific Papers," vii.
Later Bessels joined an ethno164; ix. 229, 230).
logical voyage on the U. S. S. " Saranac
to the
northwest coast of America; but the vessel was
wrecked in Seymour Narrows, B. C.
'

'

''

Bibliography Rear-Admiral 0. H. Davis, U. S. N., Nnrtative of the North Polar Expedition^ U. S. Ship Polaris,
:

Capt. Charles Francis Hall Commanding, Washington,
1876: W. H. Dall, in Bidletin of the Philosophical Societu
of WashiJioton, xl. 46.5 et seq.; Neiv York Times, Oct. 18,
1, col. 3; Nerv York Herald, Oct. 1, p. 6, cols. 4-5;
Oct. 5, p. 5, cols. 1-4 ; Brockbaus, Konversations-Lexi-

1873, p.
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BET

The second

Hebrew

:\is.

alphabet.
Its numerical value is two, wiierefore the bet in the
word pn^^2 (Gen. xxi. 12) is interpreted as an allusion to the two worlds Isaac is destined to inherit
this world and the world to come (Yer. Ned. iii.
38a), or in the existence of which Isaac and lii's descendants believe (Gen. R. liii.). According to Bar
Kappara, the Torah begins with the letter bet in
allusion to the present and tlie future worlds (Gen.
R. i. 14); according to R. Levi, in order to suggest
by its shape (3) that men should not piy into the
secrets of what is above or beneath or behind, but
simply inquire into the work of creation that lies
:

letter of the

—
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Bet Beltin
Bet Hillel
open before them (ib. i.
Joseph, Alphabet of.
BiHLioGRAPiiY

:

13).

See also Akiba ben

Buxtorf, Tihcrias, xlv., xviil. On the origin
1. Tavlor, The AlphaheU 1«83; A. J. Evans,

of the letter, see

Primitive Pictographs, 1894; Cretan F'ictographs, 18<(5;
Further Dificoveries, etc., 1897, 1.S98 and the works named
In Nos. 1 and 2 in the bibliography of Alpiiauet.
;

^•

T.

BET BELTIN (pn^n n''3) (called also Bati
A
Baltan, Biltin, aiul in the Tahuud Beram)
steep hill above the Euphrates, on which is built
the modern town of Bir; lat. 37° 3' N., long. 38" E.
Travelers and caravans from Aleppo to Diarbekir,
Bagdad, and Portia cross the Euphrates at this
According to the Mishnali (R. H. ii. 4), Bet
point.
Beltin was the extreme point of Palestine to which
messengers came from Jerusalem to announce tlie
new moon. This they did by kindling tires on the
:

summit

of the hill.
Bibliography: Sohwarz, Das Heiliije Land, p.
Erdhunde, x. ii~'5 Neubauer, G. T. pp. 243, 354.

55; Ritter,

;

I.

J. SK.

BET DIN

Bk.

Rabbinical
(]n n''3; pi- batte din)
In view of the
term for court-house or court.
theocratic conception of the law, which pervades
Biblical legislation and is strictly carried out by
rabbinical Judaism, including both civil and religious law, the bet din is not only a civil, but also a
religious authority.
The "Bet Din ha-Gadol," or Great Sanhedrin at
Jerusalem existing during the time of the Temple,
:

called also "Sanhedrin Gedolah" or, briefly,
"Sanhedrin" (Sotah i. 4, i.x. 11; Sanh. i. 6; Shebu.
According to the Talmud, this bet din repii. 3.)
resented the supreme court of the country mentioned in Scripture (Deut. xvii. 8-13), and acted

was

chiefly as court of last instance in legal or ritual disputes, in which case its decisions had to be obeyed

on pain of death (compare rebellious Elder). It
also had a certain voice in the affairs of the state
no war of offense (nit^nn non^C) could be undertaken without its permission and it was in charge
of civil affairs to the extent of appointing the judges

—

of the country.

The

principal passages regarding

this bet din are: Sifre, Deut. 152-155; Sanh. i. 5, 6;
The president, who bore the title
Hor. i. 1-5.

"Nasi," was in a way the supervisor, but not a
of the court, which consisted of seventy
members, corresponding to the seventy "elders"
appointed by Moses (Num. xi. 25). The most
learned and important of these seventy members was
called "Ab Bet Din," a title similar to that of vicepresident (see Zdgot). It is highly improbable that
there was a bet din of this class in Jerusalem before
the destruction of the Temple (compare Sanhk-

member

DiiiN).

The Great
Bet Din.

The

detailed description of

such an authority found in the Talmudic works is probably theoretical
even in its chief points, and may have

origin in the fact that the bet din instituted
was considered the ideal by the Rabbis, and
that they were reluctant to omit it from the earlier
Hence the Talperiods of Jewish commimal life.
mudic sources speak very freely of a bet din that

had

its

after 70

existed from the time of Moses to that of the Rabbis
(R. H. ii. 9), mentioning even the bet din of Gideon,
Jephthah, Samuel (Tosef., R. H. ii. [i.J 3), or those
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Shem, of Samuel, and of Solomon (Mak. 23b),
which they imagined similar to a later rabbinical
And, furthermore, since the conditions in
court.
heaven were supposed to be analogous to those on
eai til, they likewise spoke of the heavenly bet din
IT'n) (Mak. I.e.), calling it the "Great
[vhV'O ^C'
^.\'t Din" (nai NJn "2) (Sotah 22b).
of

p

The bet diiuis the highest religious as well as civil
authority of the Jews can only be proved to have existed for the period between 70 and the end of the
It ^vas Rabban Johanan b. Zakkai
third century.
who made his bet din the intellectual center of the
Jews when the destruction of Jerusalem deprived
them of their bond of unity. He could not, of
course, give his bet din the political importance of
the old Sanhedrin but, considering the new condi;

under which the Jews were living, he succeeded in investing it with greater powers than any
It had entire charge
authority had before possessed.
of the calendar system, and hence became the religious and national center not only of Palestine, but
tions

Its power and influence inRabban Johanan 's successor, Rabban
Gamaliel II., culminating under Judah
ha-Nasi I., whose grandson, Judah

also of the Diaspora.

creased under

Bet Din

Nesia, may be regarded as the last
person under whom the bet din was
Hence the Talmudic
the real center of the Jews.
sources speak of Rabban Gamaliel and his bet din
(Tosef., Ber. ii. G), and of R. Judah ha-Nasi and his
bet din ('Ab. Zarah ii. 6), meaning thereby the central body representing the highest civil as well as
religious authority of the Jews.
On the death of Judah ha-Nasi the bet din of the

at Jabneh.

Nasi lost its importance in consequence of the rise
of Jewish scholarship in Babylonia toward the middle of the third century, as well as the increasing
oppression of the Palestinian Jews under the Roman

Although the dignity and, also, to some expower of the Nasi continued until the end
of the fifth century (compare Origen, "Epist. ad
Africanum," xiv.), the bet din was no longer an inAccording to Talmudic sources,
tellectual center.
decrees (Takkanot) binding for all Judaism were
issued by the patriarchs before and during the time
of Judah Nesia; but his successors had not such auIn Babylonia no bet din was ever considthority.
rule.

tent, the

ered a central authority, even for Babylonia alone,
although, of course, the higher the reputation of
a scholar, the greater was the authority of the bet
din under him. Similar conditions obtained there
even in the time of the Geonim, for no central bet
din could exist on account of the rivalry of the two
academies. From about 500 there was not even
any formal and authoritative ordination, and members of an actual bet din must be ordained at least.
Alfasi made an attempt to reestablish the former
central bet din, considering his bet din the highest
ecclesiastical authority, and claiming for it prerogatives which belonged to the Bet Din ha-Gadol (R.
H. iii., beginning; compare Nahmanides, "Milhe-

met," on the passage). If Jacob Berab had succeeded in reintroducing ordination, his bet din would
have achieved the position of that of Rabban Johanan ben Zakkai; but he encountered too much
opposition.

—

Aside from the Bet Din lia-Gadol and the simiterm was applied to every
court, consisting eitlier of 23 memhers, who sat only in capital cases
Other
Classes of niJi'SJ TT, or of three (according to
Batte Din. some, five), who decided in monetary
affairs— niJ"lC)D ^JH (Sanh. i. 1-4;
Yet even in Talmudic times it was
Tosef., ib. I. 1).
usual to have at least 11 scholars present at court
(Sanh. 7b), a custom observed in later times also,
A scholar of standing
at least in difficult cases.
(nnCilO) required no assistant for holding court
(Sanh. 5a), so that, daring the Middle Ages as well
as in modern times, the local rabbi alone frequently
In larger communities,
represented the bet din.
however, there is a bet din consisting of at least
three members, which sits tlaily e.xcept on Sabbath
lar bet din of the Nasi, the

holidaj'S,

and decides

The

ritual as well as legal

but
communities the direction of the bet din is
an office in itself, the incumbent of which bears the
title "rosh bet din."
The associate rabbi of a place
lias the same title, while among the Ashkenazim,
and especially among the Polish-Russian Jews, the
rabbi proper is designated as " ab bet din " and
"resh mata." Compare Authority, Judges, KaHAL, Nasi.
questions.

local rabbi generally presides,

in large

J.

Bet Beltin
Bet Hillel
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BET HILLEL AND BET SHAMMAI

:

The

"School (literally, "house") of Hillel" and the
"School of Shammai " are names by which are designated the most famous antagonistic schools that
flourished in Palestine during the first century (first
tannaitic generation), and which more than others
contributed to the development of the oral law.
Down to the advent of Hillel and Shammai, who
were the founders of the great schools bearing their
names, there were but few casuistic differences

among

the schools.

themselves three

(or,

Between

Hillel

and Shammai

according to some authorities,

five) disputes are

mentioned

15a; Hag.

'Eduy.

in the

Talmud

Niddah

(Shab.

but
with the increase of their disciples disputations increased to such an extent as to give rise to the saying, "The one Law has become two laws" (Tosef.,
Hag. ii. 9; Sanh. 88b; Sotah 47b).
ii.

2;

The prevailing

i.

2,

3;

i.

1);

characteristics of the disputes are

the restrictive tendency of the Shammaites and the
moderation of the Hillelites. Three himdred and
sixteen controversies between these two schools are

preserved in the pages of the Talmud, affecting 221
Halakot, 29 halakic interpretations,
Disand 66 guard-laws ("gezerot"); and
cussions
out of the whole number only 55 (or
Between about one-sixth) present the Shamthe
maites on the side of leniency. MoreScliools.
over, even where the characteristic
tendencies appear to have changed
masters, the practical result remains the same; being
the logical and consistent resultants of some opinions
expressed elsewhere, and in line with the natural
tendencies of the respective schools; and some of
their restrictive views the Hillelites subsequently
rejected, adopting what were exceptionally the more
moderate views of the Shammaites ('Eduy. i. 12 et
seq.; compare Weiss, "Dor,"i. 179 et seq.).
That

the latter, as a school, ever receded from their standpoint to join the ranks of their more moderate antagonists is nowhere indicated
though individuals
of that school, like Baba ben Buta, sometimes acknowledged the unreasonableness of their party by
deserting its standard for that of Bet Hillel (Bezah
20a; Yer. Hag. ii. 78a).
Hence it is that the Mishnah introduces some of their controversies with the
remark, "These are of the lenient views of Bet
Shannnai and the restrictive views of Bet Hillel "
(Eduy. iv. 1; Tosef., 'Eduy. ii. 2).
The reason assigned for their respective tendencies is a psychological one.
The Hillelites were, like
the founder of their school (Ber. 60a; Shab. 31a;
Ab. i. 12 et seq.), quiet, peace-loving men, accom;

modating themselves to circumstances and times,
and being determined only upon fostering the Law
and bringing man nearer to his God and to his
neighbor.
The Shammaites, on the other hand,
stern and unbending like the originator of their
school, enuilated and even exceeded his severity.
To them it seemed impossible to be sufficiently
stringent in religious prohibitions.
The disciples of
Hillel, " the pious and gentle follower of Ezra
(Sanh. 11a), evinced in all their public dealings
the peacefulness, gentleness, and conciliatory spirit
which had distinguished their great master; and by
the same characteristic qualities they were guided
during the political storms which convulsed their
country. The Shammaites, on the contraiy, were
intensely patriotic, and would not bow to foreign
rule.

They advocated

the interdiction of any and
intercourse with those who eitlier
were Romans or in any way contributed toward the furtherance of Roman
power or influences. Dispositions so

all

Characteristics.

heterogeneous and aatagoni.stic can not usually endure side by side without provoking serious misunderstandings and feuds; and it was owing solely
to the Hillelites' forbearance that the parties did not
come to blows, and that even friendly relations
continued between them (Tosef., Yeb. i. 10; Yeb.
I4b; Yer. Yeb. i. 3b), for a time at least.
But the
vicissitudes of the period exerted a baneful influence
also in that direction.

When, after the banishment of Archelaus (6 c.e.),
the Roman procurator Coponius attempted to tax
the Jews, and ordered a strict census to be taken
for that purpose, both schools protested, and the new
measure was stigmatized as so outrageous as to
justify all schemes by which it might be evaded.
The general abhorrence for the sj stem of Roman
taxation manifested itself in looking with distrust
upon every Jew who was

officially concerned in
carrying it out, whether as tax-collector ("gabbai ")
or as customs-collector ("mokes"); these were
shunned by the higher ranks of the community, and
their testimony before Jewish courts had no weight
About
(B. K. X. 1; ih. 113a; Sanh. iii. 3; ih. 25b).
this time the malcontents held the ascendency.
Under the guidance of Judas the Gaulonite (or Galilean) and of Zadok, a Shammai te (Tosef., 'Eduy. ii.
2; Yeb. 15b), a political league was called into existence, whose object was to oppose by all means the

practise of the Roman laws.
Adopting as their
organic principle the exhortation of the father of the

;
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Maccabees (I Mucc.
law, and give your

ii.

50),

"Be

3-0

zealous for

tlie

coveuaut of your
fathers," these patriots called themselves "Kanna'iui, " Zealots (Josephus, "B. J." iv. 3, i< 9, and vii.
Raphali. "Post-Biblical History," ii. 364); and
8, §1
theShamiuaites, whose principles were akin to those
of the Zealots, found support anjong tlieni. Tlicir religious austerity, combined with their hatred of tiie
heathen Romans, naturally aroTised the sympathies
lives for the

;

of the fanatic league, and as the Ilillelites became
powerless to stem the public indignation, the Shammaites gained the upper hand in all disputes affecting their country's oppressors. Bitter feelings were
consecjuently engendered between the schools; and it

appears that even in public worship they would
no longer unite under one roof (Jost, " Gesch. des
Judenthums und Seiner Sekten," 1. 261; Tosef., K.
These feelings grew apace, until toward
H., end).
the last days of Jerusalem's struggle they broke out
with great fury.
As all the nations around Judea made common
cause with the Romans, the Zealots were naturally
intiamed against every one of them; and therefore
the Shammaites proposed to prevent all communica-

between Jew and Gentile, by prohibiting the
Jews from buying any article of food
Relation
or drink from their heathen neighbors.
to External The Hillelites, still moderate in their
World.
religious and political views, would
not agree to such sharply detined exclusiveness; but when the Sanhedrin was called together to consider the propriety of such measures,
the Shammaites, with the aid of the Zealots, gained
the day. Eleazar ben Ananias invited the disciples
Armed men
of both schools to meet at his house.
were stationed at the door, and instructed to permit
every one to enter, but no one to leave. During the
discussions that were carried on under these circumstances, many Hillelites are said to have been killed
and there and then the remainder adopted the restrictive ])ropositions of the Shammaites, known in
the Talmud as "The Eighteen Articles." On account of the violence which attended those enactments, and because of the radicalism of the
enactments themselves, the day on which the
Shammaites thus triumphed over the Hillelites
was thereafter regarded as a day of misfortune

enah Mishnah "—Ber. 36b; Bezah lib; Yeb. 9a);
that is, null and void.
Of the personnel of these schools there is no record,
they being invariablv cited collectively as "Bet
Shammai" or "Bet Hillel." Nor can
Constitu- llieir nui)d)er be stated with exactient
tude.
In round figures, the Baby-

Members.

Ionian Talmud (Suk. 28a; B. B. 134a)
gives the number of Hiliel's disciples
as eighty, whih; the Palestinian Talmud (Yer. Ned.
V. 39b) makes of them as many pairs.
Botii sources
mention two of them by name, Jonathan ben Uzziel

and Johanan ben Zakkai; and it is added that
Jonathan was the greatest and Johanan the least
among the whole number. No such traditions are
recorded of the Shammaites. Of their school three
are mentioned by name; viz., Baba ben Buta (Bezah
20a), Dositai of Kefar Yetma ('Orlah ii. 5), and Zadok
(Tosef., 'Eduy. ii. 2); but they are mentioned simply
because, though Shammaites, they sometimes upheld the views of the Hillelites.
See Hii.lel and
SH.\MMAI.
Bibliography

Shab.
Bet
putes

i.

i.

16 et seq.\

Shab. 13a, 17a; Yer.

3c).

Shammai and Bet

Hillel continued their dis-

— probably interrupted

during the war times
—after the destruction of the Temple, or until after
the reorganization of the Sanhedrin imder the presidency of Gamaliel II. (80 c.e.). By that time all
political schemes and plans for the recovery of the
lost liberty had become altogether foreign to the
ideas of the spiritual leaders; and thecliaracteristies
of the Hillelites once more gained the ascendency.

disputed points were brought up for review
and in nearly every case the opinion
of the Ilillelites prevailed (Tosef., Yeb. 1. 13; Yer.
Ber. i. 3b;Gratz, "Gesch. der Juden," 2ded., iv. 424,
note 4). Thenceforth it was said: "Where Bet
Shammai is opposed to Bet Hillel, the opinion of
Bet Shammai is considered as if not incorporated in
All

(see 'AK.\BrA)

the

Mishnah

;

" ("

Bet Shammai bimekom Bet Hillel

:

Griitz,

500 et scq., ib. notes
itJid

tion

(Tosef., Shab.
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Seiner Sekten,

i.

Gesch. der Juden, 3d ed.. Hi. 275-278,
20: Jost, Gesch. des Judenthums

2;i,

2til-270

Frankel, Darkeha-MU'ihnah,

;

Weiss, Dor Dor tve-Dorshaw, i. 177-187 idem,
Introd. to Mek. v. etseq.; Briill. Mebo ha-Mishimh, PP.
43-49; Bacher, Agada der Tannaiten, 1. 14-25; Schwarz,
pp. 45-55

;

;

Die Controversen der Shamniniloi und HiUeUten,

Carls-

ruhe, 1893.
J.

SU.

S.

BET HA-MIDRASH

High

M.

school
literally,
"house of study," or place where the students of the
Law gather to listen to the Midrash, the discour.se
or exposition of the Law.
It is used in contradis:

;

the Bet ha-Sefer, the primary school
which children under thirteen attended to learn the
Scriptures. Thus it is said in Gen. R. Ixiii. 10 " Esau
and Jacob went together to the bet ha-sefer until
they had finished their thirteenth year, when they
parted the former entering the houses of idols, and
the latter the batte ha-midrashot." Elsewhere it is
stated, "There were 480 synagogues (batte kenetinction to

:

;

Jerusalem, each containing a bet ha-sefer,
(primary school for the Scriptures), and a bet Talmud
(same as bet ha-midrash), for the study of the Law
and Vespasian destroyed them
and the tradition
all" (Yer. Meg. iii. 73d; Lam. R., Introduction 13,
siot) in

;

121b; Yer. Ket. xiii. 35c, where
460" is a clerical error). The same traMeaning. dition is given somewhat differently in
Bab. Ket. 105a: Three hundred and
ninety-four courts of justice were in Jerusalem and
as many sj^nagogues, " batte ha-midrashot " (high
schools), and " batte soferim " (primary schools).
According to Yer. Ta'anit iv. 7, p. 69a; Lam. R. ii.
2, iii. 51, there were 500 primary schools in Betar,
the smallest of which had no less than 300 pupils
(compare Sotah 49b, Git. 58a, which speak of 400
schools, each with 400 pupils).
The number of
schools (480) in Jerusalem besides the one in the
Temple is deiived by gematria from the word^nS?D
= 481 (Lam. R. I.e.).
The bet ha-midrash in the Temple hall (Luke ii.
46, XX. 1, xxi. 37; Matt. xxi. 23, xxvi. 55; John
xviii. 20) is called the " bet ha-midrash ha-gadol,"
the great high school (Tanna debe Eliyahu R. ix. [x.],
xvi., and elsewhere).
It formed the center 01 learnii.

2;

Pesik. xiv.
"

;

;

Bet Hillel
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ing,

many disciples," was a political measure

close relation to the

seemingly stands in connection with a principle
pronounced by the Shammaites (Ab. R. N., A, iii.
IJ, iv., ed. Scliechter, p. 14), that "only those who
are wise, humble, and of goodly, well-to-do parentage should be taught the Law." On the other
hand, the Hillelitcs insisted that "all, without exception, should partake of the privilege, inasmuch
as many transgressors in Israel, when brought nigh
to the Law, brought forth righteous, pious, and
perfect men." Against the Hillelite principle, R.
Gamaliel wanted to exclude all those who had not
stood the test of inner fitness.
He was outvoted,
with the result that 400 (or, according to some authorities, 700) chairs were necessarily added in order
to seat the newcomers (Ber. 28a).
The customary
seating of the pupils on chairs marks an improvement, and this new feature gave to the schoolhouse
the name "yeshibah" (Abot ii. 7) or "metibta" (B.
M., 85a, b).
The bet ha-midrash of Jabneh was called " vineyard," either because it stood in a vineyard (Schiirer,
"Gesch." 3d ed., ii. 325, note 49) or, as rabbinical
tradition asserts, because it was built in semicircular
shape, thus resembling a vine3^ard (Ket. iv. 6;
'Eduy. ii. 4; Yer. Ber. iv. 7d). At all events the
name " vineyard " became the usual appellation for
the bet ha-midrash; hence Song of Songs vii. 13 (A.
V. 12), "Let us get up early to the vineyards," wasapplied to the bet ha-midrash ('Er. 21b).
It is frequently recommended as highly meritorious to be one of the first to come to the bet hamidrash and the last to leave (Shab. 127a; Git. 7a;
Meg. 15b; Suk. 28a; Sanh. 3b).
It was believed to bring misfortune to sit at
meals during the time that the discourse was being
held in the bet ha-midrash (Git. 38b). It was forbidden to sleep in the bet ha-midrash
Rules of (Tanna debe Eliyahu R. xiii., xiv.).
tlie Bet ha- In Babylonia, where scholars spent
Midrash. their whole time in the school, ex-

aud was, of course, the oldest one, standing in
"Bet Din ha-Gadol," the high
court of justice in the Temple. Its history can not
well be traced.

A

"bet wa'ad," meeting-place of
days of Jose ben

scholars, existed as early as the

Joezer of Zereda, the martyr of the Maccabean time,
who teaches: "Let thy house be a bet wa'ad for
The name " bet wa'ad " is met
the wise " (Ab. i. 4).
with also in Sotah ix. 15; Yer. Ber. iv. 7c; Yer.
Ta'anitiv. 67d, and elsewhere. "The hearers or disciples were seated on the ground at the feet of their
teachers (Ab. I.e.; Luke x. 39; Acts
Its
xxii. 3).
In the first century, schools

History,

existed everywhere at the side of the
synagogues (Acts. xix. 9, " the school
of one Tyrannus "). The primary school, bet hasefer, was, however, instituted at a later time, first
by Simeon ben Shetah, about 100 B.C. at Jerusalem
(Yer. Ket. viii. 32c), and later introduced generally,
for the benefit of all children, by Joshua b. Gamla in
the first century (B. B. 21a see Education). The
;

a later mode of life when speaking of a bet ha-midrash of Shem aud Eber which was
attended by Isaac, occasionally also by Rebekah,
and regularly by Jacob (Targ. Yer. to Gen. xxii. 19,
xxiv. 63, XXV. 22; Gen. R. Ixiii. Tanna debe Eliyahu
R. v.); of that of Jacob at Sukkot, which Joseph
frequented (Targ. Yer. to Gen. xxxiii. 17, xxxvii.

Haggadah

reflects

;

2 Num. xxiv. 5) of that which Judah was sent to
build for Jacob in Egypt (Gen. R. xcv. Tan.,
Wayiggush, xi.); or of that of Moses, where Moses
and Aaron and his sons taught the Law (Targ. Yer.
to Ex. xxxix. 33; compare Num. R. xxi.
"Joshua
arranged the chairs for the scholars attending the bet
wa'ad of Moses "). Similarly the prophet Samuel had
his " bet ulphana" (Aramaic for " bet ha-midrash") in
Ramah (Targ. to I Sam. xix. 19). Solomon built
synagogues and schoolhouses (Eccl. R. ii. 4). King
Hezekiah furnished the oil for lamps to burn in the
synagogues and schools, and threatened to have
killed by the sword any one who would not study
the Law so that soon there was no 'Amha-Arez to
be found in the land, nor a child or woman unfamiliar
with all the precepts on Levitical purity (Sanh. 94b).
Especially those of the tribe of Issachar devoted
their time to the study of the Law in the bet hamidrash, Zebulun the merchant furnishing them the
means of support (I Chron. xii. 33; Deut. xxxiii.
18; Gen. R. lii., xcix. Targ. Yer. I.e.).
Jethro was promised that his descendants would
never see the schoolhouses (batte ha-midrashot) disappear from among them (Tanna debe Eliyahu R. v.
compare Mek., Yitro, 'Amalek, 2).
In Mishnaic times (Shab. xvi. 1) it appears that
public discourses were held in the bet ha-midrash;
but Targ. Yer. on Judges v. 9 indicates that it was
used later for the study of the Law, and the popular
discourses were delivered at the synagogue.
The first bet ha-midrash of which there is authentic record is the one in which Shemaiah (Sameas) and
Abtalion (Pollion) taught, and which
Earliest Hillel, when a youth, could attend only
Forms, after having paid admission-fee to the
janitor (Yoma 35b).
Whether or not
this charge of a fee, so contradictory to the maxim of
the men of the Great Synagogue (Abot i. 1), "Raise
;

;

;

:

;

;

of the time,

it

ception was made to this rule (Ber.
25a; Meg. 28a).
Mothers won special merit by
training their children to go to the bet ha-sefer, and
wives by waiting for the return of their husbands
from the bet ha-midrash (Ber. 17a). Every session
at the bet ha-midrash was expected to offer some
new idea to the student hence the frequent ques" What new thing was offered at the bet hation
;

:

midrash to-day?" (Tosef., Sotah, vii. 9; Hag. 3a;
Yer. Git. v. 47d; and elsewhere).
The bet hamidrash ranks higher than the synaImgogue; consequently a sj'nagogue
portance of may be transformed into a bet bathe Bet ha- midrash; but the latter can not be
Midrash. changed into a house of worship (Meg.
26b, 27a).
"He who goeth from thp
synagogue to the bet ha-midrash that is, from the
divine service to the study of the Law will be
privileged to greet the majesty of God for so says
Ps. Ixxxiv. 8 [A. V. 7].
They go from strength
to strength, everyone of themappeareth before God
in Zion " (Ber. 64a). To the bet ha-keneset (synagogue) and the bet ha-midrash in Babylonia are referred the words of Ezek. xi. 16, Hebr. " I will be to
them as a little sanctuary in the countries where they

—

—

;

'

'

:

;

;

Bet ha-Midrash
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Beth-el
shall

come" (Meg. 29a). The Haggadah tiuds

allusions

ha-midrash in Ps. xc. 1 " Thou hast been
our dwelling-place in all generations"; and Ps.
Ixxxii. 1, Hebr.
"God standeth in the midst of the
Gen.
congregation of [tliose who seek] God " {ib.
R. xlviii.); and also in Balaam's words (Num. xxiv.
5): "How lovely are thy tents, O Jacob, thy tabernacles, O Israel" (Targ. Yer. to Num. I.e.; Sanh.
lOob); likewise in Cant. viii. 10: "I am a wall and
my breasts like towers " (Pes. 87a), and Cant. ii. 8,
9, refer to the synagogue and the schoolhouse:
"The voice of my beloved! behold he cometh leaping
my beloved is like a roe," meaning that
God proceeds from one synagogue to the other, and
from one bet ha-midrash to the other, to bless Israel
to the bet

:

was used also for learned disputations), and not
to any disorder in connection with the divine
service.

The number

:

;

.

.

.

;

(Pesik. V. 48b).

God also has His bet ha-midrash in heaven, and
teaches the Law to the righteous (Tanna debe Eiiyahu R. i., iii., iv., v., viii., ix.); it is called the "upper yeshibah " or " metibta " (B. M. 86a Ber. 18b
"He who accustoms
Ta'anit 21b).
The
himself to go to the bet ha-keneset
;

Heavenly and
Bet haMidrash.

bet ha-midrash in this world shall

also be admitted into the bet ha-keneset

and bet ha-midrash of the world

to come " (Joshua b. Levi, in Deut. R.
Midr. Teh. to Ps. Ixxxiv. 5 [A. V. 4]).
The name " bet ha-midrash " recurs in the Arabic
" madrasah," for school; and Jews under the influence of Arabic life called the bet ha-midrash also
midrash (Giideniann, "Gesch. des Erziehuugswesens
und der Kultur der Juden in Frankreich und
Deutschland," i. 92 «« sey. 265 "Quellenschriften
systemzur Gesch. des Unterrichts," p. 99).
atic plan of education of the thirteenth century,
vii.

;

,

;

A

published and translated by Giidemann, I.e., proposes to impose on each member of a congregation in the whole country or district the old halfshekel tax for the maintenance of the great bet
ha-midrash or high school to be built in the capital
near the synagogue, and for primary schools to be
in each town, wliere the disciples, together with the
teachers, should live during the week, separated
from their parents and removed from all contact
with the outside world. During the Middle Ages
the bet ha-midrash was open day and night for both
It contained
public discourses and private studies.
usually a large library for the use of the students,
and became an attractive center and meeting-place
Inevitably this
also for scholars of other cities.
privilege was frequently abused, and the bet hamidrash often became the resort of idlers and poor
homeless strangers who spent their time in gossip
The official name given by
rather than in study.
non-Jews to the bet ha-midrash in Nuremberg (1406)

Judenschule " (see Giidemann, "Gesch. d. Erziehungswesens und der Kultur d. Abendliind. Juden,"
Whether the same name, "Judenp. 67, note 10).
schule," for the synagogue, given to it by the Chrisis "

tian population (Giidemann, I.e. p. 94, note 2), originated from the use of the bet ha-midrash also as a
place of worship by the students, customary as early
as Talmudical times (Ber. 8a), or from other causes,
the proverbial "noise of the Judenschule" seems to
refer to the lively discussions which took place in
the bet ha-midrash (though at times the synagogue
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of hearers or disciples at the bet ha-

midrash was not limited as was the case in the
Heder, or primary school (Abrahams, "Jewish Life
The rabbis or orin the Middle Ages," p. 349).
dained teachers, as a rule engaged by the community
to take charge of the studies in the bet ha midrash,
often dwelt in the same house; thus in Germany
where the bet ha-midrash received the Latin name
Clausa (Claus = cloister), also called " Claus Rabbis" or "Clausner. " The synagogue and bet hamidrash were often in the same building or adjoining each other. For the course of studies and other
regulations concerning the bet ha-midrash, see the

Education and Teacher
Bahur, Heder, and Yeshibah.

articles
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Giidemann,

;

JUdlsches

also

Academies,

Unterrichtswesen

IViihrend der Spanisch-ArabUchen Perinde, 1873, p. T91
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Abendiand. Juden, I. 1880, III. 1888 (see Index); idem,
Quellenschriften zur Gesch. des Unterrichts und der
Erziehung hei den Deutschen Juden, 1891 (see index);
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;
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;
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BET-TALMUD

Hebrew monthly

review, devoted to Talmudical and rabbinical studies and literfounded in 1881 by Isaac Hirsch Weiss and
ature
Mei'r Friedmann, at Vienna, and published by the
:

;

its discontinuance in 1886.
Besides the editors, among the contributors to this
monthly were such scholars as Buber, Brilll, A. Epstein, Giidemann, Reifmann, Schechter, and many
others prominent in the domain of Jewish learning.
Some of the articles published in "Bet-Talmud"
were also printed separately.

former until

L. G.

I.

BETERA, BENE.

BETH-ANATH A
:

Br.

See Bathyra.
Canaanite city in the

terri-

tory of Naphtuli, the name of wiiich contains, as one
Though
of its elements, the name of a god, Anath.
the Israelites did not succeed in conquering this
city, the Canaanitish inhabitants became tributary

them (Josh. xix. 38; Judges i. 33). The city is
mentioned several times in Egyptian inscriptions (W.
Max MuUer, " Asien und Europa," pp. 195, 220). The
exact location can not be definitely ascertained. It
is generally supposed to be on the site of the presto

ent village 'Ainitha, in a fertile valley southea.st of
Tibnin in Galilee; but it is doubtful whether an impregnable fortress could have stood there. Since
Rameses II. speaks of a mountain Beth-anath, W.
Max Muller holds that the city itself lay in the valley.
F. Bu.
J. JR.

BETH-ANOTH:

City in the hills of Judah
has been identified by both Conder and Buhl ("Geographic," p. 158) with the modern Beth Ainun.
G. B. L.
.1. .TR.
(Josh. XV. 59).

It

BETH-ARABAH
town

("house

of

Arabah"):

A

situated, according to Josh. xv. 61, in the wil-

It was a border-town between
Judah and Benjamin, and hence is credited to the

derness of Judah.

former (Josh,

ib.);

while in Josh,

xviii.

22

it is

enu-

"

merated among the towns of Benjamin. Lying to
the south of Beth-hoglah in the Jericho plain, indications point to its identification with the modern
'Ain al-Feshkha, as proposed by the late Robertson
Smith. In Josh, xviii. 18 the name is given as
"Arabah."
J.

G. B. L.

JR.

BETH-ARAM

(Num. xxxii. 36): A
The Talmud speaks of

city east of the Jor-

as "

Bethramta
{rinD"in'3) Eusebius as " Bethramphta " and Josephus as "Betharamatha." Herod the Great built a
palace there which was destroyed after his death.
The city was rebuilt by Herod Antipater and called
"Julias," in honor of the wife of Augustus.
As the
original name of the empress was Livia, Eusebius
and others called the town "Livias." The site is
indicated by the ruins on the hill Tell-er-Rameh, in
dan.

it

;

;

fertile
J.

part of the Jordan.
F. Bu.

JR.

BETH-ARBEL

Mentioned only once (Hosea x.
Opinions vary
14) as a city destroyed by Shalman.
both as to the location of the place and as to the
identification of Shalman.
The most probable location is that of the modern Irbid on the east side of
the Jordan (G. A. Smith, "Historical Geography of
the Holy Land").
As for Shalman, Schrader ("K.
A. T.," ii. 440-442) says he is a Moabite king, Shalamanu. Conder favors Shalmaneser III. Wellhausen
{" Kleine Propheten ") and Nowack (Commentary)
Shalmaneser IV. A solution may be found in the
Septuagint reading, "Beth -Jeroboam" for "Betharbel" and "Shallum" for "Shalman." The passage would then- refer to the destruction of the house
of Jeroboam by Shallum (II Kings xv. 10).

;

ditions.
J.

F. Bu.

JR.

BETH-DIBLATHAIM
xlviii. 22) identical

G. B. L.

JR.
:

on the border of Benja-

in the wilderness (Josh, xviii. 12), east of Bethel

and west of Michmash (I Sam. xiii. 5).
It was the scene of a battle between Saul and the
Philistines, in which the latter were defeated (I Sam.

(Josh.

vii. 2)

xiv. 23).

In Hosea iv. 15, v. 8, x. 5, Beth-aven is probably a
disguise for Beth-el, particularly in x. 5, where calves
of Beth-aven as objects of idolatry are mentioned.
J. JR.
G. B. L.

BETH-AZMAVETH.
BETH-DAGON: The

See Azmaveth.

name

of several places

apparently in ancient Palestine.

ment

is

the

name

City of

Almon

Moab

(Jer.

diblataim.
G. B. L.

A city

famous for its shrine, on the
boundary between Ephraim and Judea the site of
tlie present little village of Beitin, on the southern
:

—

slope of the Ephraimitic mountains.
(See illustraOriginally the town was called
tion on page 120.)

(Gen. xxviii. 19); but this name was displaced
by that of the shrine, Beth-el ("house of God").
According to Gen. xii. 8, Abram erected an altar
east of Beth-ei
but the erection of the shrine that
is, of the holy stone
is ascribed to Jacob (Gen.
xxviii. 18; compare Gen. xxxv. 6, 14).
Since in
these narratives (Gen. xxviii. 19, xxxv. 7) Beth-el,
"the holy place," is distinguished from the city Luz,
the shrine must have been outside the city.
A suit-

Luz

—

;

—

:

BETH-AVEN A city
min

with

:

JR.

BETH-EL

would be the hill to the east of BSitin,
where now are the ruins of a small fort. But
Schlatter ("ZurTopographie Palastina's," pp. 236 et
seq.), who thinks that the name Beth-aven in the Old
Testament (Hosea iv. 15 et seq.) is merely a sarcastic
able place

disguise of " Beth-el

"G. T."

p. 155),

pare Gen.

xii. 8)

;

J.

Beth-el

the Beth-dagon in the district of Acre,
mentioned by Scholz, answers the required con-

XV. 41

J.

BETH-

(Josh. xiii. 27) or

HARAN

a

Bet ha-Midrash
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of the Philistine

The second

ele-

god Dagon.

In

the Old Testament mention is made of a city called
"Beth-dagon," allotted to the tribe of Judali (Josh.
XV. 41; compare Tosef., Oh. iii. 9); and within the
territory of the tribe of Asher there was also a Bethdagon (Josh. xix. 27; compare Tosef., Sheb. vii.
Sennacherib also mentions a Bit-daganna on
13).
his inscriptions (see Schrader, "K. B."ii. 92; Delitzsch, "Wo Lag das Paradies?" p. 289) which
appears to be a third distinct locality. Beth-dagon
occurs at the present day as the name of various
places in Palestine; but it is doubtful whether
any ancient cities can be associated with them.
The Beth-dagon southeast of Jaila is probably too
far north for the Judean city mentioned in Josh.

somewhat more

" (so

also the

Talmud Neubauer,
;

concludes from Josh.

2 (comthat the shrine must be sought
to the east at Deir Diwan.
The
vii.

statement in the text of Josh. vii. 2, and Josh. xvi.
which places Beth-el, together with Luz, on
the boundary-line of Ephraim, can not, for textual
reasons (compare the Septuagint reading), be taken
as a conclusive proof that the shrine was at a great
distance from the city.
According to Judges xx.
18, 26 et seq., the shrine was of great importance in
the days of the Judges; still more so after the divi3, also,

sion of the kingdoms,

when Jeroboam made

it the
29 et seq. compare II Kings X. 29), "the king's chapel," as it is
called in Amos vii. 18.
At the time of Elisha there
was a community of prophets at Beth-el (II Kings
ii. 3).
The oldest prophets name Beth-el as one of
the centers of degenerate Israelite cult (Amos iii.

chief Ephraimitic shrine (I

14,

iv.

4,

V. 5;

Amos came

Kings

compare Hosea

xii.

iv. 15,

;

v. 8,

x. 5).

and raised
a storm of indignation among the priesthood and
the people by his merciless condemnation of Israel
into the city at a great feast,

(Amos vii. 10 et seq.).
Even after the conquest of Ephraim the

shrine of

Bethel retained

xvii. 38).

its

importance

(II

Kings

When Josiah took possession of this old part of the
Ephraimitic dominions he uprooted the illegitimate
After the Exile, Beth-el
cult (II Kings .x.xiii. 15).
belonged to Judea (Ezra ii. 28). At the time of the
it is sometimes named as the seat of
Syrian garrisons (I Mace. ix. 50). Otherwise, the
place is only mentioned by the first Cliristian topographer, the Pilgrim of Bordeaux, and by Eusebius,
In Lam. R. ii. 3 it is
as a small country town.
stated that Hadrian placed a guard at Beth-el to
capture Jewish fugitives.

Maccabees

F. Buhl, Gengraphie dcs Alien PalUstina,
Index, s.v. Beth-cl
G. A. Smith, Hi.'<tnrical Oeography of
the Holy Land, etc., pp. 250 et seq., 290 et seq.; A. von Gall,

BiBLTOGRAPHT

:

:

Beth-emek
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Beth-rehob

Altisracliti><chc CuUxtattcn; Bcnzinger, Arch. pp. 372-391;
coiiiiiientaries of ])illinann. Di'litzsch, Strack, llolzinger, and
Gunkel on Geu. xxviii. and xx.w.

F. Bu.

ju.

J.

BETH-EMEK A
:

Aslier

town on the border between

and Zebuhin, belonging

to the hitter (Josh.

xix. 27).
It lay to the east of Acco; but its exact
location has not been determined.
G. B. L.
J. JK.
GXJBRIN Name of a city mentioned in

BETH

:

Midrash (Neubauer, " G. T."
Betogaboa " by Ptolemy and
others.
It does not occur in the Old Testament;
but Relaud shows that it was one of the Idumean
forts captured by Vespasian (Josephus, "B. J." iv.
It was also called "Eleutheropolis," under
8, § 1).
the

Talmud and

in the

ct seq.), called "

pp. 122

120

coincides with the so-called "Mount of the Franks"
(Jebel Furedis), a high peak south of Jerusalem.
But since it was on this hill that Ilerod tiie Great

could hardly have
If the
statement of Jerome be true (and there is no suflicient reason to doubt it), Beth-haccerem can not be
the 'Ain Karim, west of Jerusalem, as Cheyne
("Encyc. Bibl." i. 550) has it. This latter is rarher
to be identified with the"Kerem" mentioned in the
Septuagint to Josh. xv. 59. However, the village
Beth-Kerem, which, according to the IVIishnah (Niddah ii. 7), had a reddish color, may be identical with
the Biblical Beth-haccerem.
F. Bu.
J. JR.
built a fort called "Ilerodion,"

become a mere

village in the

it

days of Jerome.

View of Beth-el.
(From a photograph by

which name
In his time

it

it is often mentioned by Eusebius.
was the capital of the province within
The site of the ancient city is deter-

which it lay.
mined by the present

village

Bet Gibrfin

in south-

western Judea, that contains some ruins.

In the
caves, artificially enlarged hence it is thought that the name " Eleutheropolis," that is, "free city," arose through a
confusion between "hor" (cave) and "hor" (free).
The original name, which was not supplanted by
vicinity are

many

natural

;

the Greek form,

medan
J.

is

found

in

even the oldest Moham-

writers.

JR.

BETH-HILLEL, DAVID DE

BETH-HACCEREM: According to Neh. iii. 14,
a Judean city described in Jer. vi. 1 as a high place
visible at a great distance.
Jerome (on the passage)
speaks of Beth-haccerem as a village still existing
on the road between Jerusalem and Tekoa. This

:

Beni-Israel;

author of a book of "Travels," Madras, 1832, the
He defirst work by a Jew published in India.
scribes his travels through India, but is otherwise
of little importance.
Bibliography

:

Catalogue o/ Anglo-Jewish Exhibition, No.

939.

J.

BETH-HORON

:

Name

of

two

villages at the

western end of the Ephraimite mountains, called
spectively

"upper Beth-horon"

"nether Beth-horon" (Josh. xvi.
F. Bx:.

;

Bonfils.)

ix. 17).

villages
'fir

They
"Bet

elFoka"

are
'ilr

(the

re-

and
Kings

(Josh. xvi. 5)
3, xviii. 13;

I

nowadays spoken of as the two
et-Tahta" (the lower) and "Bet
They were situated on
upper).

an old road leading from Gibeon to the plain on the
coast; this is mentioned in the Old Testament as
a difficult and steep road between the villages of

Betli-horon (Josh. x. 10; y avdfinaic BaiOupuv, I. Mace,
fv -y Knra16), or Morad Beth-lioron (Josh. x. 11
PaoEi. BniOupuv, I. Macc. iii. 24).
In ancieut times
the road was the principal highway between the
mountains and the plain. Here the Canaanites tied
from Joshua (Josh. x. 10 ctseq.); and by this road
the Egyptian king Shishak probably invaded the
country, since Beth-Iioron is mentioned in the
inscription relating his victory (W. Max Milller,
iii

;

"Asien und Europa,"

p. 166).

It

was

for strategic

reasons that Solomon fortitiedthe lower Beth-horon.
In Grecian times the Syrian general Seron attempted
to force an entrance by Beth-lioron into the country,
but was repulsed by Judas Maccabeus (I Macc. iii.
13 et seq.). Nicanor afterward met with the same
fate (I Macc. vii. 39 e^ seq.).
When Bacchides became master of the Jewish country he strongly for-

important point. It is again mentioned
the Romans under Cassius sustained heavy
losses there (Josephus, "B. J." ii. 19, g 8).
It may
tified this

when

be gathered from the Old Testament that these
villages were built by the daughter of Ephraim
Chron. vii. 24), and that Sanballat, the adversary

also

two
(I

of Nehemiah, came from there (Neb. ii. 10, 19; xiii.
For the form "Horoni" compare 'Qpuv'tv; i.e.,
28).
"Horonaim" in Septuagint of Josh. ix. 10 and 11;
Sam. xiii. 24. Several of the Talmudic scholars

came from Beth-horon (Neubauer, "G. T."
J.

p. 154).

F. Bu.

JR.

BETH-JAAZEK:

According to the Mishnah
H. ii. 4), a large court in which the Sanhedrin
awaited the announcement of the new moon. The
(R.

Talmud ascribes its name to the fact that
the calculation of the calendar was settled (pfy) tliere.
J. JR.
F. Bu.

Palestinian

BETH- JESHIMOTH

Town in the district east
of the Jordan, allotted to the tribe of Reuben according to Num. xxxiii. 49 and Josh. xii. 3, xiii. 20;
but in Ezek. xxv. 9 it is mentioned as a Moabitish
city.
Josephus calls the city "Besimoth " ("B. J."
iv. 7, § 6).
Eusebius speaks of it as "Bethsimuth,"
and states that it was situated on the Dead Sea, 10
Roman miles southeast of Jericho. Its exact site is
said to have been on a sandy hill southwest of
Beth-haran.
From this it appears that the Talmudic assertion that Beth-jeshimoth is 12 miles
distant from Abel-shittira is not correct (Neubauer,
"G. T."p.
J.

Beth-emek
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:

251).

F. Bu.

JR.

BET HA-KENESET. See Synagogue.
BETH-LEHEM-JXJDAH (I Sam. xvii.

12;

Judges xvii. 7, xix. 1): The modern Bait Lahm, situated about 5 miles south of Jerusalem, some 15
minutes' walk east of the road to Hebron, on a range
of hills surrounded by fertile and beautiful valleys.
The city was also called "Ephratah" (Josh. xv. 60,
LXX. Micah v. 1 [A. V. 2]; Ruth i. 2, iv. 11; but
hardly Gen. xxxv. 16, 19 xlviii. 7). In I Chron. ii. 50
et seq. iv. 4, Ephratah is the wife of Caleb from whom
Beth-lehem descended.
Beth-lehem is mentioned
among the cities of Judah in Josh. xv. 60, in a passage which is missing in the Hebrew text, but which
;

;

,

has been preserved in the Septuagint.
In the epic stories of the Book of Judges neither
Beth-lehem nor any other city of Judah is mentioned.

Beth-rehob

In the additions to this book it is named as the home
of the Levite who migiated to Ephraim (Judges
xvii. 7).
Beth-lehem is also the scene of the idyl of
Ruth. It was through David, whose family lived
at Beth-lehem, that the little country town achieved
an unexpected fame. The characteristic story told
in II Sam. xxiii. 13 et seq. shows how much David
was attached to his native city. But he did not remain there. He chose a larger capital, and thus
Beth-lehem could continue undisturbed in its quiet
ways. According to II Chron. xi. 6, the town was
fortified by Rehoboam.
Micah (v. 1) predicted that
Beth-lehem, Ephratah or (omitting "lehem ") Beth
Ephratah would be the birthplace of a new Messianic David.
Nothing further is found in the Old Testament
concerning this country town, that was probably

nothing more than an insignificant village, except
that a number of its citizens returned to Judah after
the Exile (Ezra ii. 21).
It is not mentioned in the
Book of Maccabees, nor in post-Biblical times by
Josephus. But it became of world-historic importance as the traditional birthplace of Jesus, and as
is still the goal of pious pilgrimages.
Hadrian
built here a shrine to Adonis, in order to irritate the
Christians; this shows how important the town had
become to the Christian w-orld. As early as the
second century a stable in one of the grottos close by
the town was pointed out as the birthplace of Jesus(Justin Martyr, "Dial, cum Tryph." pp. 70, 78).
Constantine built a splendid basilica in Beth-lehem,
substantially the same church which is still admired
by modern travelers. Below the church is the
grotto regarded as the birthplace of Jesus.
Jerome
occupied a grotto near by when translating the
Bible.
During the Crusades Beth-lehem suffered
greatly from Mohammedan violence.
To-day it isa flourishing town, inhabited only by Christians.

such

Bibliography

:

J. A.

Smith, Hint.

Oengraphy of Palestine^

pp. 318 et seq.; Buhl, Oengraphie des Alten Paldstina, pp.
19, 155-156 ; Tobler, Bethlehem ; Palmer, Das Jetzigc Bethlehem, In Zeits. des Deutsch. Paldst. Vereins, xvii. 89 et seq.
J.

F. Bu.

JR.

BETH-PEOR: A

place in the valley of the
Jordan which, in Josh. xiii. 20, is apportioned to the
Reubenites. In Deuteronomy (iii. 29, iv. 46, xxxiv.
6) it is stated that the people were in the valley of
the Jordan, opposite Beth-peor, when the Deutero-

nomic law was promulgated. Hosea (ix. 10) probably
means the same place when he speaks of Baal-peor.
According to Eusebius ("Onomastica," ed. Lagarde,
ccxxxiii. 78; ccc. 2), the city was situated 6 Roman
miles from Livias (or Beth-haran) near Mount Peor
(compare Num. xxiii. 28). According to another
statement of Eusebius (''Onomastica," ccxiii. 47),
this mountain lay on the road from Livias to Heshbon; and according to Jerome (ib. cxv. 1), it was 7
miles distant from the latter. But no place corresponding to these descriptions has as j^et been found.
The references to Beth-peor in the Talmud, collected
by Neubauer, "G. T." pp. 252, 253, prove that the
place survived the destruction of the Second Temple.
J.

F. Bu.

JR.

BETH-REHOB or BEHOB An Aramaic city
which sent reenfnrcements to the Ammonites during
the war with David (II Sam. x. 6, 8; compare
:

£eth..Shan
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Bethaj

must be

name of the place is
32b and Yer. Ket. xiL Soa:
thither was conveyed the coffin of
Judah L. who
tiled in Sepphoris.
^IB* Jl'S is also mentioned as a
place of burial in Yer. M. K. iii. ^c. Certain texts
"be latter, however, sutetitute Bet-biri in the
1_"rbcrhood cf Cssarea.

I Sam. 14. 47. LXX.). According to Judges xviii 28,
the city of Dan was built in the plain of Beth-rehob.
The laner is also mentioned as the northern frontier
place of Palestine (2ium. xiii. 211
The exact site of Beth-rehob is uncertain. Robin:ify it with the fort Hun§n along
son tr -f the upper Jordan valley
the
but
rnts in the Old Testament,
judging
Jordan. Ii is possible
at name of Banias. assuming that
: to be identified with
HasarEn."
pare i)*, m.-gad).
1''

122
The

identical.

used also in Yer. KiL

latter

is.

R

:'

:

Arueh CompleUim,

r

:

iitina, p. 217.

BETH-SHZXESH (Ha-SHEMESH
xix. 41). — Biblical Data: A city
:Le

F. Bit.
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:-^er. Other
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:

.

-

-
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,:

;

:_eir

;

,

prominence their loss was equal to the loss of fifty
thousand of the plain people (Sotah 35a, b; Yer.
Sanh. ii. 20b compare also the Targum and pseudoJerome, " Qutestiones, " upon I Sam- vi. 19).
;

L. G.

BETH-SHITTAH

A

("place of acacia-trees"):
place near Abel-meholah.
To it the Midianites fled
•when pursued by Gideon (Judges vii. 22). The name
occurs onlv here the place has not been identified.
'
J. JR.
G. B. L.
;

BETH-ZT7R
XV. 58;

I

:

Chron.

A
ii.

45: Neh.

by Rehoboam

Judea (Josh.
which was for-

city in southern
16)

iii.

Chron. xi. 7). It was a
strongly walled place, situated on the eastern boundary-line of Judea.
The town was repeatedly besieged during the time of the Maccabees (I Mace. iv.
tified

(II

28etf<eq., vi.

50, ix. 52, x. 14, xi. 65).
Its situation is indicated b}- the ruins near a hill of Bet-sur,

or Burj-sur.
T.

Jn.

F. Bu.

BETHABARA: An

place mentioned iu John i. 28. According to Origen's reading,
the name is brought into connection with the Hebrew " 'abarah " (crossing), and is supposed to refer
to one of the many fords of the Jordan.
Another

reading

is

"Bethany"

unidentified

(Beidavia),

but no place of

tliis

name east of the Jordan is known. Grove, Wilson,
and Cheyne combine both readings into Bfj6ava3pa

—

that is, "Beth-nimra" in the Jordan valley, northeast
of the Dead Sea.
J.

JR.

F. Br.

BETHANY

{Br/davla)

:

A place referred

;

.

Zuckermandel, 30, 71). According to
John (xi. 18), it was "nigh unto Jerusalem, about fifteen furlongs off"; according to Jerome ("Onomasticon." ccviii.), " in secundo ab ^Elia milliario " (at the
second mile-post from Jerusalem). This is the site of
the village El-Azariyeh on the southeastern slopes of
Shebi'it, ed.

Mount

of Olives.
The identification is estabby the name "El-Azariyah," which is the
Arabic form for " Lazarium. " as Bethany was sometimes called by the Christians. The village, with its
olive-, fig-, almond-, and carob-trees. is a httle oasis
in that barren region. The figs (Hebr., " te'enah "),
which are also mentioned in the Talmud, probably
gave the place its name.
lished

J-

JH-

F. Bu.

BETHAR

City in Palestine, scene of the war
and mentioned as such in
Mishnah Ta'anit iv. 6; Yer. Ta'anit 69a; Babli
Ta'anit 26b, 29a; Lam. R. to chaps, ii. 2 and iv. 8;
Yer. Ber. 3d; Tosef., Yeb. xiv. 8; Bab. Yeb. 122a;
Sanh. 17b; R. H. 18b, as well as in many other passages in Talmud and Midrash. The name is written
in various ways:
usually in^a, but in the Cambridge and Hamburg MSS. (Ta'anit iv. 6), "inn'3:
so also in "Halakot Gedolot," ed. Hildesheimer,
of Bar

p. 189,

Kokba

:

(132-135),

and Sherira's

"

Letter," ed.

Xeubauer

("

Medi-

eval Jewish Chronicles," i. 4, MSS.); but ib. ii. 109,
in n'3. the reading in Kohut, "Light of Shade," p.

41

;

in

n'a. in Cant. R. to chap.

ii.

17,

but

mn

Xeubauer, zb. i. 171. These sources indicate that
Bethar was a town of importance as early as the time
of the destruction of Jerusalem, and was, moreover,
the seat of a Sanhcdrin
its inhabitants, who frequently suffered at the hands of the Jerusalem pilgrims, are said to have rejoiced exceedingly over
the fall of that city.
Bar Kokba made Bethar the
chief base of the uprising against the Romans and
upon its suppression, Bethar within the walls of
which large masses of Jews had sought refuge was
closely surrounded by the Romans under Julius
Severus, and was besieged for two and a half years
(132-135)
see concluding part of Seder '01am R.
compared with Yer. Ta'anit 69a, and Lam. R. ii. 2,
according to which this period of time does not refer
to the duration of the war, but to that of the siege
of Bethar; the war itself, according to Jerome (on
Dan. i. 9, end), lasting three years and six months.
During the war Bethar afforded shelter to an enormous population, which fact gave rise to exaggerated rabbinical accounts that Bethar had several
hundred schools for children, and that the school
youth boastingly declared that they could overthrow
the enemy with their pen-reeds.
When the stream,
Yoredet ha-Zalman, ran dry in summer, the city
began to suffer from want of water. The Samaritan
Book of Joshua (ed. JuynboU, xlvii.) relates that the
provisions, which were secretly conveyed to the
town, suddenly, as if by miracle, ceased to be supplied.
It is said that there were two subterranean
passages leading from the city to Jericho and Lydda
;

;

—

n^2,

—

;

that the

to in the

Gospels, and probably also in the Talmud, under
the forms 'J''\-l'2. ""JIX n'l- "J^N nn, and ^JNTnn, but
not mentioned iu the Old Testament (Pes. 53a Tosef

the

Beth-Shan
Bethar
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Jews made use of them for the transportaand that the Samaritans betrayed

tion of provisions;
this secret to the

Romans and thus brought about

the fall of Bethar.
Rabbinic sources (Yer. Ta'anit
68d; Lam. R. to chap. ii. 2) also speak of a
Samaritan's treachery that, furthermore, caused
the death of the pious R. Eleazar of Modin.
Hence it may be concluded that Bethar was situated
close to the Samaritan territory, and that the story
of the underground passages to Jericho and Lydda
can not be credited, for they are plainly features of
the siege of Jerusalem, transferred to Bethar.
Xeubauer is therefore incorrect in locating Bethar in the
vicinity of Beth-sheme.sh, basing his opinion on the
Baiddp of the Septuagint on II Sam. xv. 24; for this
place is not found in the Masoretic text, and thus

no

conveyed from that source as to its localEusebius ("Hist. Eccl." iv. 6) calls the city
BldBripa (variant BeftOjio, Bijfiyp)
which agrees with
the above-cited spelling, inn'2; and he states that
Bethar lay in the vicinity of Jerusalem. On this
account Schiirer and others (Ritter, Tobler, Derenbourg, Reuau) identify Bethar with the modern Bittir, which is situated at a distance of three hours
southwest from Jerusalem and contains the remains
of an old fortification on a steep neck of land.
The
Brrrdpig of Josephus ("B. J." iv. 8, § 1) is said to be
different from this Bittir.
If. however, Bethar had
been situated near Jerusalem, it is inconceivable
that Jerusalem should have tiiken no part in the
war. Gratz (" Gesch. der Juden," 3d ed., iv. 144), on
the other hand, declares the statement of Eusebius
to be erroneous and locates Bethar north of Antipatris, four Roman miles south of Caesarea.
This
would put Bethar in the neighborhood of Samaria.
light is

ity.

—

;

Bethel
Betrothal
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Lebrecht (in " Magazin f iir die Wissensch. des Judeuthums," iii. 1876) also places Betliar in this region—
that is to say, at a great distance northward from
Jerusalem and endeavors to prove that Betliar is
identical with the Roman Castra Vetera of Seppho-

—

was said to he the equivalent of "Vetera"
(compare Holfmann, "Magazin," 1878, j). 188). This
view is followed by Kohut, Flirst, and Krauss in
Nevertheless, the site
their Talmudio dictionaries.
From
of Betliar must still be considered doubtful.
the Talmud it can be determined only that the town
was situated near the sea (Git. 57a: compare Yer.
Ta'anit 69a), for the blood of those killed is said to
have flowed into the sea. Betliar was destroj^ed on
the same day as Jerusalem, on the Ninth of Ab
(Ta'anit iv. 6; compare Jerome on Zecli. viii., where
instead of "Bethel" read "Bethar"); the killed
("in^3 'jnn) were left to decay in the open field and
only after the hatred of war had abated was it made
possible to give them burial.
ris; "in^^

;

Bibliography: Herzfeld, in Monatsschrift, 1R56, p. 10.5; l.ebrecht. Die Stadt Bether, ei)i 15-hundert.Hlhri{ies ML^svcrstUndnins, In Magazin, ili. 27 et i^eq. (also as a separate pamNeubauer, Geographie du Talmud, pp.
phlet, Berlin, 1877)
;

1. 693 et seq.\ Gratz. Gcsch.
Badeker, PaUMi)ia itnd Sii-

103-114; Schiirer, GckcIi., 3d ed..

der Juden,
rien, 5th

iv.,

3d

ed., p. 144;

ed., p. 16.

Kr.

S.

G.

[In favor of the identification with Bittir, hoAvever, it might be mentioned that in 1874 ClermontGanneau discovered there a Latin inscription mentioning detachments of the fifth (Macedonica) and
the tenth (Claudia) legions, the very ones which had
been called from the Danube to put down the revolt

A

Roman garrison was left at BitSee
just because of its strategic importance.
Clermont-Ganneau, in "Academic des Inscriptions,
Bar Kokba.

of

Joab
lived at

and the
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b. Benjamin Bethel: Liturgical poet;
Rome at the end of the fourteenth century
beginning of the fifteenth. He was the au-

thor of a "Kaddish" in 8 strophes (compare Zunz,
"Literaturgeschichte," p. 490; Landshut, "'Ammude lia-'Abodah," p. 80). He is mentioned by
Rieti in his "Paradiso," p. 105.

Joab ben Nadan ben Daniel Bethel
gical poet

He was
for

the

"Mebo,"

;

lived at

Rome

Litur-

:

in the fourteent century.

the author of a "Reshut" on "Nishmat"^
Feast of Pentecost (compare Luzzatto,
p. 23).

Bibliography

:
Zunz, Gesammclte Schriften, ill. 167 et seq.i
Mortara, Indice Alfahetico, p. 8; Vogelstein and Rieger,
Gesch. der Juden in Rom, 1. 299, 307, 332.
I. Bll.
G.

BETHESDA A pool in Jerusalem.
:

— the

According

only passage wherein it is mentioned it was "by the sheep market," hence on the
north of the Temple-hill. Its exact location can not
The Pilgrim of Bordeaux
be definitely fixed.
(about 333) and also Eusebius ("Onomasticon,"
cclx., ed. Lagarde) describe it as a double pond
with reddish Avater, surrounded by five colonnades.
Hence it might be identified with the two ponds below the convent of the Sisters of Zion. During the
Middle Ages, Bethesda was supposed to be the pond
on the western side of the French church of St.
Anne (compare " Palestine Exploration Fund." 1888,
There is a later tradition, entirely
pp. 115 et seq.).
without foundation, that identifies Bethesda with the
Birket Israel, a large basin at the northeastern corner
of the Temple-hill.
to

John

V. 2

—

J.

F. Bu.

JR.

tir

Comptes Rendus," 1894, pp. 149 et seq. Hanauer,
"Pal. Explor. Fund, Quart. Statements," 1894,
;

149; Buhl, " Geogr. des Alten Palastina,"
Cheyne, in "Encyc. Bibl." i. 555.— g.]

BETHEL,

p.

in
p.

165;

DE SYNAGOGA

or
(^NH^n p, "of
the house of God"): An Italian- Jewish family,
several members of which are known as liturgical
According to a family trapoets and copyists.
dition, it was one of the four prominent Jewish
families deported by Titus to Rome after the deThe name " Bethel," howstruction of the Temple.
ever, seems to be derived from Casadio (= house of
God, "beth-el"), probably their place of origin.
Traces of this family are found as early as the
twelfth century. By the middle of the fifteenth
century the name had almost disappeared, and
the family had assumed the name of Anaw, of
which family the Bethelides had always been a

members are best known to fame:
Physician; lived
Ismael ben Moses Bethel
:

middle of the sixteenth century.
Physician
Jehiel ben Mattithiah Bethel
lived at Pisa in the fourteenth century (compare

in the

:

"He-Haluz," ix., part 2, p. 50).
Jekuthiel Bethel Son of the preceding
:

;

copy-

lived at Rome at the beginning of the fifteenth
century.
The library of Parma possesses a "Mahzor" written by him for Nethaneel ben Abraham
(see Steinsclineider, "Hebr. Bibl." vii. 115).
;

Town mentioned in several pas-

:

New

Testament (Matt. xxi. 1 Mark
which it is brought
into connection with Bethany, or the Mount of
It was, therefore, on the road to Jericho,
Olives.
near Jerusalem, and outside of the wall. This is
known also from Talmudical references, where it is
given as the Sabbath distance limit (Neubauer, " G.
T." p. 147). According to some passages of the
Talmud, also, it would appear that Bethphage (Tos.
Pes. viii.) was near, yet outside, Jerusalem ^jrj ri^3,
Sotah 45a). Yet it is referred to as surrounded by
a wall (Pes. 63b, 91a Men. 78b), which description
does not exactly correspond to any known locality
The
in the immediate neighborhood of Jerusalem.
exact location, however, has not been determined
(see Buhl, "Geographic des Alten Palastina," p.
sages of the
xi. 1

;

Luke

;

xix. 29), in all of

;

155).
J.

G. B. L.

JR.

BETHSAIDA

branch.
The following

ist

BETHPHAGE

A town in northern Palestine
not mentioned in the Old Testament, but referred to
in the Gospels, and by Josephus, Pliny, and others.
According to Josephus ("Ant." xviii. 2, § 1; 5, § 6;
" B. J. " ii.
iii. 9, § 7), Philip transformed the vil9, § 1
lage Bethsaida— situated on the Jordan where it discharges into the Sea of Galilee into a large, flourThe Gospels
ishing city, which he called Julias.
mention the village Bethsaida; Jesus sometimes
stayed there; and Philip, Andrew, and Peter came
:

;

—

from there (Matt.
ix. 10
John

Luke

;

xi.
i.

21;

Mark

44, xii. 21).

vi.

It

45;

viii. 22,

26;

has been falsely

;;
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assumed from some of these passages that there was
a Bethsaida west of the Jordan. The statement of

John (xii. 21) that Bethsaida Uiy in Galilee is not
convincing, as Josephus and otliers sometimes consider i)()rtions of the eastern coast of the lake as belonging to Galilee (compare Buhl, "Geographie des
Alteu Palastina," p. 242). But one must probably
make a distinction between Bethsaida-Julias and tlie
fishing village Beth.saida mentioned in the Gospels.
The latter was probably close by the lake, while the
city of Philip lay higher up, near the little plain of
Batiha.
J.

F. Bu.

.ii;.

BETHUEL.— Biblical

Data 1. Vccording to
a descendant of Arphaxad (compare
xi. 13-22).
He was the son of Nahor and
Milcah, and father of Laban and Rebekah.
Since
in Gen. xxv. 20 and xxviii. 2, 5, Bethuel is
called "the Sj-rian [Arameau] of Padan-aram,"
he must have been, according to this source, a
descendant of Aram, the brother of Arphaxad
(Gen. X. 22; compare Budde, " Urgeschichte," pp.
421-426). In the story of Kebekah's marriage (Gen.
xxiv.) he is only mentioned once, as taking an active
part in events (verse 50, " then Laban and Bethuel
Gen.
Gen.

:

xxii. 22,

answered "). Some critics omit his name here, and
assume that Bethuel was already dead at that time
(Ball, "S. B. O. T." ad loc; Holzinger, Commentary to Gen. p. 170).
Other critics {e.g., Dillmauu, in
loco) suppose that throughout Gen. xxiv. the name
" Bethuel " is a later addition.
Gunkel (Commentary to Gen. pp. 226, 229) finds here

and supposes the Bethuel of verse 50

two

traditions,

to be a

younger

brother of Laban.
Some critics think that Bethuel
may liave been the name of an Aramcan tribe in
Mesojiotamia.
2. Name of a town in the tribe of Simeon (Josh,
xix. 4; I Chron. iv. 30), the site of which has not
yet been identified.
J.

JH.

B. E.

In Rabbinical Literature
Bethuel, being
king of llaran, exercised l\w jus primm noetis in his
dominions. The people consented, only on condi:

tion that he should use this privilege also

toward the
let him
die suddenly when Eliezer wooed Rebekah for Isaac,

members

of his

own family.

God, therefore,

in order to spare her the dreadful ordeal.
This
explains why, in the Biblical account of Eliezer's
wooing (Gen. xxiv. 50), Bethuel is at first mentioned,
but afterward onl}' Rebekah's mother and brother
are referred to, Bethuel having died during the night
(Yalk. i. 109, probably from the lost Midrash
Abkir). Another legend states that Bethuel intended
to kill Eliezer when he saw the treasures which the
latter brought with him, and, not being able to
carry out his purpose, on account of Eliezer's great
strength (.see Eliezer, in Rabbinical Literature), he mixed poison with his food. The angel
who accompanied Eliezer changed the plates,
however, so that Bethuel ate the poisoned portion
whicli he had intended for Eliezer, and died therefrom (Talk. I.e., Midrash Aggadah, ed. Buber,
Vienna, 1894, i. 58, 59). Accoixling to the old Midrasliim, Bethuel refused to give his daughter in
marriage, and for that reason God caused him to die

Bethel
Betrothal

suddenly, while Eliezer was staving in his house
(Gen. R. Ix. 12).
L. G.

BETHULIA

{Bai-ov7o'rn.
Bairnvrm,
Bfri'P.oia,
Vulgate, Bethulia)
Name of the city
which, according to the Book of Judith, was besieged
by Ilolofernes; the home of Judith. In the shorter
version of the legend published by Gaster ("Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archeology,"
1894, xvi. 156 ct xeq.), Jerusalem is the besieged
city.
The name ''Bethulia" may, therefore, be
assumed to be an allegorical one, meaning perliaps "Beth-el" (house of God), or it may be a word
compounded of "betulah" and "Jah" ("Yiiwii's
virgin").
In the better-known longer version,
Iiowever, the whole context points to the situation
of the city as having been on the mountains to
the south of the large plain of Jezreel.
Bethulia is,
moreover, spoken of in a way to distinguisli it decidedly from Jerusalem.
It may therefoie be accepted that in the longer version the story has been
connected with a definite tradition current in that
BniTv/.o'cn

locality.

:

;

The

original allegorical name, however,

may have been

applied to a place in that region
has not j^et been possible to find traces of the
name in the region to the south of the large plain.
The name "Matalij^e," a place on a hill south of the
small fertile plain ]VIerj-el-Gharak, comes nearest to
it but this point is too far south to correspond to the
details given in the Book of Judith.
This objection
applies even more strongly to the fort Sanur, which is
still farther south, and to which, among others,
Guerin refers it. Marta ("Intorno al Vero Sito de
Betulia," 1887) has tried to identify the city with
El-Bared, west of Jennina, a location that, topo-

but

it

;

According
"Bethulia" is a cor-

graphicall}'' considered, is quite possible.

to Willrich ("Judaica," 1900),

ruption of "Bethalagan."
J.

F. Bu.

si{.

BETROTHAL
The term

"

betrothal

understood in

Talmudic Hebrew):
Jewish law must not be

(pDll^N* in
"

in

modern

sense; that is, the agreeof a man and a woman to marrj', by which the
parties are not, however, definitely bound, but which
may be broken or dissolved without formal divorce.
its

ment

Betrothal or engagement such as this

is

not

known

Talmud, and onl}- crept
in among the medieval and modern Jews through the
influence of the example of the Occidental nations
either to the Bible or to the

among whom they dwelt, without securing a definite
status in rabbinical law.
Several Biblical passages refer to the negotiations
requisite for the arranging of a marriage (Gen. xxiv.

Songof Songs viii. 8; Judges xi v. 2-7),
which were conducted by members
the Bible, of the two families involved, or their

In

deputies, and re(|uired usuall}' the con(if of age); but when
the agreement had been entered into, it was definite
sent of the prospective bride

and binding upon both groom and bride, who were
considered as man and wife in all legal and religious
aspects, except that of actual cohabitation.

The root L*nS< ('''<^ betroth"), from which the
Talmudic abstract ponx ("betrothal") is derived,
must be taken in this sense; i.e., to contract an acIn two of the
tual though incomplete marriage.

THE JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA
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passages in -which it occurs the betrothed woman is directly designated as wife" (II 8ain. iii. 14, " my wife
whom I have betrotlied " ("erasti "), and Dent. xxii.
24, where the betrothed is designated as "tlie wife
of bis neighbor"). In strict accordance with this
"'

126

was allowed

to pass before the marriage was completed b}' the formal liome-taking ("nissu'in," "likkuliin ").
In case the bride was a widow or the
groom a widower, this interval was reduced to thirty
days (Ket. v. 2; Shulhan 'Aruk, Eben ha-'Ezer, 56).

SCKNE AT A Betrothal of German Jews. Eighteenth Centuri.
(From Bodrnschalz, " Kirchlkhe Verfassung.")

sense the rabbinical law declares that the betrothal
is equivalent to an actual marriage and only to be
dissolved by a formal divorce.
After the betrothal a period of twelve months

After the dispersal of the Jews had brought them
into contact with the Western peoples, this arrangement was felt to be inconvenient and out of harmony

with the prevailing views.

It

therefore

became
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Betrothal

customary to perform tlie entire marriage ceremony,
betrothal and liome-taking("erusin"aud "nissu'in"),
and an affiancing or
at one time
Betrothal engagement similar to that prevailand Home- ing among non-Jews was introduced.
Taking. This was not an entire innovation, as

There is now no legal duration of time between
betrothal and marriage, the length of the engagement being left entirely to the option of the parties
concerned, except that the marriage may not take
place in less than seven daj'S after the agreement
to marry has been reached (Nid. 66a; Shulhan 'Aruk,

its roots already existed in the cusof " shiddukin " or consent to marry, which existed in tlie days of the Talmud and probably also
It was considered indispensable
in the Biblical age.

Yoreh De'ah, 192).
In Talmudic days, as in tnodern times, gifts
formed an important feature of betrothal and marThese were of several kinds. The
riage customs.
gifts which the groom sent to his bride were called

;

tom

by the rabbis that a man should gain the good-will
and consent of his prospective bride before entering
upon a contract of marriage. Rab, the Babylonian

"siblonot" or "sablonot," a

term w-hich Benjaas derived from

min Musafia and Kohut explain

BKTROTHAL SCKNK at NURKMBKRr;.
(From Kirchner, " Judisches Ceremoniell, "

1726.)

("a gift or payment

made

a

amora, was accustomed to punish severely any one
who married without tirst having persuaded and
gained the consent of his wife (Kid. 13a Yeb. 52a

the Greek
sign or a

et al.).

This derivation is corroborated by the fact that the Talmud
(Kid. 50b) debates the question whether the sending
of siblonot can be considered a proof of marriage
Jastrow, however ("Diet." «.«. |"I73D), deor not.
rives the term from ^3D ("to carry"), corresponding
It was also
to the Biblical "massa" and "masset."
customary for the male friends of the groom to send
gifts, which sometimes took the form of money
donations and were useful in assisting the groom to
defray the expenses of the wedding. These presents

token

;

Gifts.

"What was in the Talmudic age a mere personal
matter became in later times a formal custom, which
was celebrated with much pomp. At these occasions
it was customary to make out a formal contract to
marry and to stipulate that a penalty should be imposed upon either party who should fail to fulfil
Such agreements were known
his or her part of it.
as "shiddukin " (consent to marry), and also as "tenaim " (conditions), or among German-speaking Jews

"kenas-mahl" (penalty-feast), becau.se of these stipThey are still customary in
ulations and penalties.

many

countries in modified form.

(t{;///3o/ov

as

mark by which
s.v.

") ("

to infer something; a
'Aruk lia-Shalem," vol. vi.,

niJlf'^D)-

were termed "shoshbinut" (friendship-gifts), from
Aramaic "shoshbina" (friend or neighbor),

the

"

'

Betrothal
Bettelheim
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supposed by Musafia and Kohut to be derived from
the Greek avcK>/vog ("one living in one's tent; messniiite;but see Payne-Smith,
"

Tliesaurus, "

s.

r.).

Saclis

und
ung,"

("Bcitriige zur Si)racli-

Altertiuims -F or s(;li
82 ft scg.) derives
the word from X3t;itJ', the
myrtle - bearing companions
of the bridegroom.
Betrothal in its legal sense
("ernsiu") is performed in
the following manner: After
the ordinary benediction over
wine, the ]iersou jjcrforming
the ceremony continues as
follows: "Blessed art Thou,
O Lord, our God, King of
the universe, who hast sanctified us with Thj' commandISoi. ])p.

Sliver-Gilt Betrothal Rinp,
Bearing Letter c for

"Mazal Tob."
<From

the

Victoria and

Albert

those

given

us com-

maudmcnts couceming

Muaeum, London.)

bidden

ments and
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seven wedding benedictions forms the completion
See Wedding.
of the wedding ceremony.
Biiu.ioguaphy: Peril's,
Die Jliilisclic
HDchzfit in Nachhililisvlicr Zcit, in

Mniiats-

Frankel's

xchrift. ix. Leipsic,
IHOO
the same in
Jewish
Enjrlish;
;

Marritujc in I'ostDihUcai Times, in
(]linrncHelirew
teriKtin^. New York,
1875; Mielziner, Tlic

Je H-is)i

La w

of

Marriage and DiCincinnati,
1884 ;
Coypel, Le
J ml a i sw e, Mulhouse, 1876;
Du-

vorce,

scliak. Das Mosaiftch- TaJ ni ^i d isc li e

Vienna,

Elterecht,

Israel Abra18(54;
hams, Jewish Life
in the Middie Aues,
London, 1896.
B. D.
J. SR.

Betrothal King with

Box Containing

Perfumes and Opening with a Key.
(From the

British Museuai.)

for-

connections, and hast forbidden unto us
who are merely betrothed, and permitted

BETTEIiHEIM
ily.

The

tirst

:

Name

bearer of

it

of a Hungarian famsaid to 'have lived

is

4

COSTtTMES OF BRIDE AND

GROOM AMONG THE GERMAN JEWS, EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.

(Atter Kohut, " Geschlchte der Deutschen Juden.")

unto
'

US those

canopy

'

["

lawfully married

huppah

"]

dushin"].

The Legal who

and

us

to

betrothal
Blessed are Thou,

sanctiliest

Ceremony, through huppah

'

through
["kidO Lord,

Thy

people Israel
and kiddushin,"

after which the groom hands' to the
bride a ring or some object of value (not less than
a perutah, the smallest current coin), saying, "Be
thou betrothed unto me with this ring [or object] in
accordance with the laws of Moses and Israel
( " kedat Mosheh we-Yisrael ").
As stated above, this act of betrothal is at present
combined with the rite of home-taking and after the
placing of the ring upon the tinger of the bride,
the marriage contract (Ketubah) is read, to form
an interval between tlie two acts. The recitation of
another benediction over wine and of the customary
;

toward the second half of the eighteenth century,
To account for its origin the follow-

in Presburg.

ing episode

is related in

the family records:

There was a Jewish merchant in Presburg, whose modest demeanor gained for him the esteem of his fellow-townsmen. He
His wife
was popularly called " Ein ehrlich Jud " (honest Jew)
was a woman of surpassing beauty, and many magnates of the
.

country, hearing of her charms, traveled to Presburg to see her.
Count Bethlen was particularly persistent, and, failing to
attract her attention, he decided to abiiuct her. Mounted on his
charger, he appeared one day in the open market, where the
virtuous Jewess was making purchases, and, in the sight of hundreds of spectators, lifted her on his horse, and, heedless of her
cries of entreaty, was about to gallop off with her, when her
husband appeared on the scene and. after a fierce personal combat, succeeded in rescuing her.

That a Jew should engage in a hand-to-hand encounter with a nobleman of the rank of Count Bethleu was so unprecedented, and the deed itself wa3

9

Betrothal
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SO daring in view of the social status of the Jews of
tliose times (which leniained unchanged until the
liberal laws of Enijid'or Joscpli II. were jiromulgated), that the i)opulace thenceforth styled the hero
of the story "Bcthlen-Jude." This name clung to
bim until the royal ediel, bidding Jews to assume
fanuly names, went into force, and then the name was
changed to "Bettelheim." Among the family relics
preserved by a scion of the house in Freystadtel, on
the Waga, is an oil-painting which depicts the daring
rescue of the Jewess f i-om the hands of her abductor.
Of the descendants bearing the name of Bettelheim the following are the most prominent:

(Aaron) Siegfried Bettelheim:
1. Albert
Rabbi and Hebraist born in Hungary April 4, ISiJO;
At the age of eleven he
died at sea Aug. 21, 1890.
;

of

London

Bettelheim,

journals,

*'

tutor

Hebrew books

" at Czernowitz, where,
married Henrietta WeinCensor of traub, the first female Jewish publicHebrew school teacher in Hungary. In 1860
Books.
he became rabbi at Komorn, Hungary,
where he was appointed superintendent of all the schools the first Jew to gain such a
distinction.
Thence he went to Kaschau, where he

Becomes

in

1858,

lie

—

ITdo.

Judisches Ceremonitll," 1"26.)

entered the yeshibah of Presburg, and afterAvard
studied in the Talmudical schools at Leipnik, Moravia, and Prague; enjoying the tutelage of S. L.

Rapoport, from whom, at tlie age of eighteen, he
obtained his rabbinical diploma. Bettelheim officiated for a short time as rabbi and religious teacher
at Miinchengratz, and then returned to Prague to
enter the university, whence he graduated with the
degree of Ph.D.
In 1850, and for several years thereafter, Bettelheim was tiie Austrian correspondent of a number

III.—

private

schools and editor of a political weekly called
"EliJre" (Forward).
In 1856 he became the "official translator of Oriental languages and censor of

Processions of Brideoroom a.nd of Bridk, Circa
(From Kirchner,

and acted as

("Hofmeister ") to Count Forgacs, then governor of
Bohemia, and afterward Hungarian court-chancellor.
In the early fifties Bettelheim removed to Temesvar,
Hungary, where he was director of the Jewish

While at Kaschau he
edited a Jewish weekly, " Der Jude " (jargon), to
combat the views of the Jewish Congress, then
holding animated conventions at Budapest. There,
too, he edited a political weekly, whose progressive
officiated as rabbi until 1862.

ideas were discountenanced by his congregation and
The fanaticism
held to be prejudicial to Judaism.
of his people became so pronounced that, being
threatened with excommunication by one of the colleagues of his former domicile in Komorn, he decided
to emigrate to America witii liis family.
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Bettelheim

was elected rabbi of the Crown
(now Beth Israel) of Philadelphia, and became a professor at the Maimonides
In 1869 he became rabbi of congreCollege.
gation Beth Ahabah, of Richmond, Va., where
he established and edited a German weekly, "Der
Patriot " (afterward changed into a
In 1867 Bettelheim

street congregation

with the title "The State GaWhile in Richmond he enAmerica, tered the Medical College, and was
graduated with the degree of M.D.
He intended to write a work on Jewish medicine, and
has left behind a number of monographs and other
documentary material not yet published.
Though assured of a remunerative practise as a

Emigrates
te

daily,

zette").

physician, Bettelheim, at the solicitation of his congregation and of clergymen of other denominations,
whose honored associate he was, did not forsake
In 1875 he was elected rabbi of the
the pulpit.
Ohabai Shalom congregation of San Francisco,
Cal., where he became chairman of the Society for

the Study of Hebrew, composed entirely of Christian clergymen, and director of the Society for the
Suppression of Vice. He lield other public offices,
and delivered the baccalaureate sermon at various
high schools and colleges. He occupied the pidpits
of the Unitarian and Baptist churches in San Francisco, and afterward in Baltimore, where, in 1887, he
became rabbi of the First Baltimore Hebrew ConIn Balgregation, an office he held till his death.
timore he became identified with a number of public
institutions and charitable organizations, and instructed some non-Jews in the elements of tlie Hebrew language.
While on the homeward voyage from a visit to
Europe, he died on board ship, and was buried Aug.
Two Catholic priests, whose acquaint21, 1900.
ance Bettelheim had made on the voyage, read the
Jewish burial service and recited the " Kaddish " as
the body was lowered into the sea.
Bettelheim's literary activity was of the most
varied kind. Besides the items enumerated above,
it may be noted that he was the art critic of a prominent San Francisco journal; coeditor of the "Jew-

Times " (now the "Jewish Times and Observer ")
of San Francisco, from 1880 to 1886; a regular contributor to the "Argonaut" of that city; a frequent
contributor to the "Jewish Exponent" of Philadelphia, and the " Menorah Monthly " in
His
IS ew York.
He was the author of some
Literary charming ghetto tales and stories of
Activity. Jewish life, two of which " Yentil the
Milk-Carrier" and "The Baal-Milhamah-Rabbi " were translated into German, Hungarian, and Hebrew.
He was at work for over
twenty years on a Revised English Bible, about
three-fourths of which he had completed in manu-

ish

—

—
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Anton Bettelheim

Austrian critic and jourborn at Vienna Nov. 18, 1851. He studied
law, and for some time was engaged in active practise, but abandoned the profession for a literary
Although he had received his degree of
career.
"doctor of law," he attended the lectures of
Giesebrecht and ]M. Beinays at Munich on literary
Fired by the eloquence and enthusiasm
subjects.
of the latter, he undertook the study of Beaumarchais' life and writings, and, to this end, resolved
2.

:

nalist;

to

make

original investigations in the libraries of

London, Paris, The Hague, Carlsruhe, and Spain.
After an extended tour through Germany, France,
England, and Spain, Bettelheim became, in 1880,
the feuilleton editor of the Vienna "Presse." He
retained this position until 1884, when he became
In 1886
editor of the "Deutsche Wochenschrift."
he joined the editorial staff of the "Deutsche Zeitung," which position he resigned shortly after to
publish the "Biographischen Blatter," subsequently
issued as " Biographisches Jahrbuch und Deutscher
Nekrolog."
Bettelheim's works are: "Beaumarchais," a biography, 1886; a translation of Littre's " Wie leh Mein
Worterbuch der Franzo.sischen Sprache zu Stande
Gebracht Habe," 1887; " Volkstheater und Loka!biihne," 1887; "Ludwig Anzengruber, der Mann;
Sein Werk, Seine Welt"anschauung," 1891 (2d ed.
1898); "DieZukunft Uuseres Volk.st heaters," 1892;
"Deutsche und Frauzosen," 1895; and "Acta Diurna, Gesammelte Aufsiitze," 1899.
Bettelheim edited "Flihrende Geistel," 1890-97,
and was also one of the editors of Anzengruber's
complete works, published by Cotta, 1890.
BiBi.iociRAPHY: Kiirschner, Deutscher Uteratur-Kahnder,
I'JOl,

pp.

its,

99;

Das

Gvistiuc Wien, 1893, p.

:,4.

E. Ms.

s.

Court
8. Caroline von Gomperz-Bettelheim
singer and member of the Royal Opera, Vienna;
born June 1, 1845, at Pesth.
She studied pianoforte with Karl Goldmai k, and
At the age of fourteen she
singing with Laufer.
:

as a pianist, and two years later appeared for the first time in opera at Vienna. She
eventually obtained a permanent engagement at the
Royal Opera in that city. She has occasionally
starred in her favorite roles in other cities of Germany as well as in London. She is the wife of
Julius Ritter von Gomperz, president of the Aus-

made her debut

chamber
Upper House.

trian

s.

of

commerce and member of the
J.

So.

script at

Albert Bettelheim: Physician and
Panama; born in Freystadtel, on the
Waag, Hungary, Sept. 2, 1861; died in Baltimore,
Md., April 4, 1890. He was the son of the rabbi
Aaron Siegfried Bettelheim, and emigrated to the

Bibliography: Bdttimm-e American and nnltimore Sun of
Aup. and Sept., 1890; George Alexander Kohut, Rev. Dr.
Aaron Siegfried Bettelheim a Binqraphical Sketch, in
Jewish Exponent, Philadelphia, 1890; idem, in Jewish
Comment, Baltimore, Aug. 17, 1900.
8.
G. A. K.

United States in the sixties. In his seventeenth year
he was graduated from the University of California
with high honors, and three years later from the
Medical College in San Francisco. From 1880 to
1881 he was resident physician of the San Quentin
state prison; from 1881 to 1883, ship's surgeon of
the Pacific Mail steamship "Colima"; 1883-89, surgeon-general of the Panama Railroad and Canal

the time of his death.
Many of his
suggestions and scholarly notes are incorporated
in the last two volumes of Kohut's "AruchCompletum."

;

4. Felix
surgeon of
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Company. Through his efforts the first hospital
Panama was built and he became one of its staff
;

in

vessels.

of

ficiency

He

held several high offices and reof medals and testimonials from
tlie government in recognition of his services.
Bettelheim was the discoverer of a new germ
peculiar to tropical countries, an account of wliich
In 1889 he studied
is given in medical records.
clinical metliods in the great European cities.
On
his return to America he died from a tropical liver
complaint which was held by American authorities
to be unique and was described by Professor Osier,
of Johns Hopkins University, in a London medical
journal.
He was a frequent contributor to the
"Lancet" and other periodicals, and left a posthumous work, "On the Contagious Diseases of Tropical Countries," still unpublished.
A text-book by
Dr. Thorington of Philadelphia, on tiie diseases of
the eye, is dedicated to Bettelheim's memory.
pliysicians.

ceived a

number

Bibliography
1H90;

The periodical Jewish press of April and May,
Baltimore American. April Sand 7, 189(); Son Fran-

citico

Examiner,

:

April

8,

1890.

G. A. K.

A.

Jacob Bettelheim. (pseudonym, Karl Tellheim): German dramatist; born at Vienna Oct. 26,
5.

He attained considerable prominence by his
attempt in the field of literature, "Elena Taceano," a romance. This lie followed with "Intime
Geschichten" (novelettes) and a drama, "Nero,"
written in collaboration with Von Schonthan in 1889.
After "Die Praktische Frau," a farce, came "Giftmischer"and "Vater Morin," two popular plays;
two dramas, " Eheliige " and " Sein Bester Freund "
"Madame Kukuk," a farce; "8yrenen,"a popular
play; "Seine Gewesene," farce; "Aus der Elite,"
farce, 1894; " Der Millionenbauer," drama, in collaboration with M. Kretzer; "Verklitrung," drama, 1897;
"Verklarung," farce, 1898; "DerRetter," comedy,
1841.

first

;

1898.

Among other works by Bettelheim may be mentioned " Onkel Jonas, " a popular drama, in collaboration with O. Klein, 1898; " Victorinen's Hochzeit"
(translated from George Sand's play), 1879; "Marguerite" (from Sardou), 1886; " Der Erbe " (from
De Maupassant), 1894; and "Im Verdacht " (from
Labiche).
:

Bibliography:

Kiirschner,

Deutscher Literattir-Kalender,

compression of the coronary arteries are considered
of great value.

Bettelheim's writings comprise a number of
papers on diseases of the blood and circulatory
organs, on certain affections of the alimentarj' canal,
and reports of interesting clinical cases, which he
published in the leading medical journals. His
most important contributions are; " Ueber Beweg-

Korperchen im Bhite," and " Ueber einen Fall
von Phosphorvergiftung," in the " Wiener Medicinische Presse, " 1868; "Ein Fail von Echinococcus
Cerebri," "Stenose eines Astes der Pulmonalarterie," and "Bemerkungen zur Diagnose des Magenliche

carcinoms," in " Vierteljahrschrift flirPsycliiatiie ";
" Die Sichtbare Pulsation der Arteria Brachialis, ein
Beitrag zur Sy mptomatologie Einiger Erkrankungen
der Circulation.sorgane," in the " Deutsclies Archiv
fiir Klinische Medicin," 1878;
"Die Bandwiirmer
beim Menschen," in the "Sammlung Klinischer Vortrage," 1879.
He translated from the French R.
Lepine's "Pneumonia Lobvin," Vienna, 1883; and
"Diseases of the Spinal Cord," by the English neuBettelheim also described the
rologist Gowers.
origin of the second sound in the carotid artery
("Entstehung des Zweiten Tones in der Carotis, " in
"Zeitschrift fur Klinische Medicin," 1883).
Bibliography L. Eisenherg, DasGeistige Wien, ii.26; Hirsch,
Bwgraphischea Lcxiknn. i. 440; Pagel, Binyraphixches
Lexikon, p. IHI.
:

\V.

s.

Leopold (Meyer Leb) Bettelheim

7.

S.

Hun-

:

garian pliysician born Feb. 23, 1777 died April 9,
1838.
He was not only eminent in his profession,
but was considered a Hebraist of some importance.
He lived in Freystadtel, on the Waag, and there held
the responsible office of physician-in-ordinary to
Count Joseph Erdody, the influential court chancellor of Hungary, in whose private residence are
still preserved the surgical instruments used by
Bettelheim in saving the lives of the count and his
family, together with documents recording some
remarkable cures effected by him.
In 1830 Bettellieim was the recipient of a gold
medal of honor from the emperor Franz I. for distinguished services to tlie royal family and to the
;

;

E. Ms.

s.

6. Karl Bettelheim: Austrian ph3'sician; born
at Presburg, Hungary, Sept. 28, 1840; died July 27,
1895.
He received his medical education at the
University of Vienna, where he studied under Hyrtl,
In 1868, two j-^ears
Brlicke, Rokitansky, and Skoda.
after obtaining his doctorate, he was appointed assistant to Oppolzer, and served in that capacity
until 1870.
Three years later he became docent of
medicine {Tnnere Medizin) at the University of
Vienna. From 1870 to 1878 he was editor of the
" Medicinisch-Chirurgische Rundschau," and for several years was chief of the department of in-

and physician-inchief of the Rudolfinerhaus at Unterdobling, near
ternal diseases at the Polyclinic,

Vienna.

The

His ex perimeutal researches on mitral insufand on the mechanics of the heart following

nobility.

1901, p. 98.

chiefly

Bettelheim

scientific

investigations of

Bettelheim are

on the pathology of the heart and blood-

8. Samuel (Shemuel Zebi) Bettelheim
Son
of Leopold (No. 7); physician, merchant, and polit:

leader during the troublous j'ears preceding
Revolution of 1848. He was also an eminent
Hebraist.
His wife, Eva, was a woman of unusual
scholarly attainments, and an earnest student of the
She was an excellent
Bible and its commentaries.
Talmudist and wrote a number of disquisitions on
learned rabbinical questions.
The famous reformer
Hodza, an evangelical pastor and organizer of a vioical
tlie

lent Slavonic

was her

1848,

movement

in nortliern

Hungary in
modern

instructor iu classical and

literature.
:
Graf ErdOdi/ J(')zsef Krunikdja (printed for
private circulation only), pp. 84-86; Pozsont/i K/'rzlony, 1863,
a transcript from old family records supplied for this
biography by Dr. Joseph Bettelheiin in Budapest.

Bibliography
p. 6
s.

;

G. A. K.
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Betting
Bevis Marks

BETTING

:

The mutual agreement

of

two

par-

gain and loss upon a certain contingency.
It seems to have been unknown in Biblical times.
There is no mention of it in the Scriptures, unless an
allusion to this kind of eas}- gain is intended in such
proverbs as the following:
ties as to

"He
that

that

folic

tilletli

ivveth after

his land shall have plenty of bread, but he
vain tliinps [A. V. "vain persons"] is void

understanding" (Prov. xii. 11). "Wealth
gotten by vanity shall be diminished, but he
Alluded to that gathereth by labor shall have inerea.se "
in Proverbs. (iV). xiii. 11, A. V.). " He that maketli haste to
be rich shall not be unpunished" ((7>. .xxvlli.~0,
A. v.). "He that ha.steth after riches hath an evil eye, and
knoweth not that want [or disgrace] shall overcome him" (tb.
of

Possibly

xxviii.

An

:i~,

Hebr.).

is related in Ab. R.
N. .w. and Shab. 30d et seq. " Two men (A and B)
bet whether it was possible to provoke Ilillel to
They
anger. One of them (A) said, I can do it.
agreed tiiat, if he did provoke Hiilel to anger he
should receive from the otlier (B) 400 zuz [the alternative of the bet. that in case of failure he was to
pay to B the same amount, is not mentioned]. He
If
Then lie exclaimed
tried liis best, but failed.

interesting case of betting
:

'

'

'

:

tliouart Hiilel, the prince of Israel, I hope that there
are not manj^ in Israel like thee; for through thee I
Learn to control thyHiilel replied
lose 40O zuz.
'

'

:

the lesson learnt by Hillel's patience
"
even twice the stake.'

self

;

is

worth

If two parties have bound themselves by a bet,
however blamable the act of betting may be, they

have

to act in

accordance

"vvitli

the moral ]irecept,

"That which is gone out of thy lips thou slialt observe and do" (Deut. x.xiii. 24 [1{. V. 2\i]). They
are at least morally bound; but it is not certain
whether the loser is also forced by law to abide by
In tlie Mishnah (R. H. i. 8; Sanh.
the agreement.
3) betting seems to be among the vices that disqualify those addicted to them from giving evidence.
The passage runs thus: "The following are disqualified from giving evidence: He who plays at dice
["mezahek be-kubia "] or lends on interest, or bets
on pigecms." The original for the last expression is
iii.

"mafrihe yonim" (literally, "causing pigeons to
fly ") and is thus explained in the Gemara (Sanh. 25a)
" If thj' pigeon comes before the other " [supply]
"then I pay thee so and so much." Another explanation is offered by Hama, who can not adopt
the first definition of "mafrihe yonim," because the
principle of betting is already mentioned in the
phrase playing at dice.
Two reasons are given why a betting man can not
be heard as witness: (1) Rami b. Hama says: "The
winner has no right to take the money
of the loser; and if he takes it, he is
Bettors
Disguilty of robbery." (2) Rab Sheshet
qualified as says: "A person addicted to betting
"Witnesses, wastes his time in idleness, and does
not fulfil his duty as a human being
of contributing by his work his share to the welfare
of mankind" ["eno 'osek beyishsluiboshel 'olam"].

Both agree that betting disqualili<!S a person from
giving evidence, but with this difference: Rami b.

Hama

declares a betting man guilty of robbery,
disqualified even if he bets only occasionally; while Rab Sheshet would not declare

and therefore

'

:

him
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disqualitied, unless betting is his sole occ upa-

tion (Sanh. 24b).

Whether a betting man is guilty of robbery or
not depends on the legal value of the betting transaction.
Two parties frequently agree to certain
conditions, because either party hopes to gain bj'
them, and thinks only of the one eventuality that is
The reverse seems to him to be
favorable to him.
out of question; and neither party is actually prepared for the loss. Such a transaction is called
" asmakta" (see Asmakta).
Rab Sheshet denies that
the rule of asmakta apj^lies to the case of mezahek
be-kubia, or playing at dice. The Tosafot, in discussing this subject, come to the conclusion that
when a certain sum of mouej' is laid on the table
with the understanding that the winner shall take
it, the transaction is legally valid; but that games
which are played on credit are asmakta, and the
stake is not recoverable by law.
IVIaimonides, in his commentary on the IMislmah,
speaks of the immoral) t}' of the above-named games
as follows: "He who indulges in this
Maigame spends his time in things which
monides' do not contribute to the well-bei.ig of
his fellow-man; and it is one of the
Views.
principles of our religion that man
ought to occupy himself in this world either with
the study of the Torah, in order to perfect his soul
in the wisdom of the Torah, or in some useful work
or handicraft or trade; but so that he finds some
time for the study of the Law." In the same sense he
speaks, in his Yad ha-Hazakah, Gezelah we-Abedah,
vi. 11: " Our sages declare many things as forbidden
because they involve robbery; viz., playing at dice,
and the like, and even where the term robbery
does not apply, it is forbidden as a useless occupaThere are some
tion " (" 'osek bi-debarira betelim ").
authorities who consider a game at dice less serious,
and allow it as harmless (compare Shulhan 'Aruk,
Hoshen Mishpat, 207, 13, note).
'

Bibliography: Besides the
Maimonides,
j.

authorities quoted in the article,

...

Yad ha-Hmaknh,

Hoshen Mishpat,

34, 16;

SH.

^E(lut, xl. 4

P'ahad Yizhak,

;

SJnilhan ^Aruk,

s.v. vS.nir;:N.

^^

J,

BETURIA, PAULINA: Roman

proselyte to
Judaism (about the year 50), known under the name
"Sarah," who, according to her Latin epitaph, was
eighty-six years and six months old at the time of
For sixteen years she was a Jewess, a
her death.
mother of the synagogues ("mater synagogarum ")
of the Campesian and Volumnian communities in
proselyte variously mentioned in Talmudic
Rome.
sources as Beluryah, Beruryah, Belurit, and Beruzia,

A

who was learned in the Jewish law, and who induced her slaves to become proselytes (Mek., Bo, 15;
R. H. 17b; Yeb. 4Ca; Gerim ii. 4), is perhaps identical with Beturia.
BibliO(^raphy: Gratz, Gesch. der Juden, 3d ed., iv. 103; Vogelstein and Uieger, Gesch. der Juden in Rom, i.74.
S.

G.

Kr.

BEUGNOT, AUGUSTE ARTHXTP., COUNT

:

French statesman and scholar; born at Bar-surAube March, 1797; died at Paris March 15, 1865.
Originally he adopted the profession of advocate,
but soon abandoned it in order to devote himself entirely to the study of history, and especially the history of the Crusades.

He was

scarcely thirty five

:

;
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3'ears old

when he was

demie des Inscriptions

Among many
Juifs d 'Occident,

Commerce,

et la

elected

member

of

tlie

Aca-

et BcUes-Lettres.

valuable works he wrote, "Les
Reclierclies snr I'Etat Civil, le
Litterature des Juifs en France, en

ou

Espagne, et en Italic Pendant la Duree du MoyenAge," Paris, 1824. This essay is not free from errors
such as are conunon to those that obtain their information from secondary sources.
In the preface,
in which he passes in review the period of the struggles of the Jews with the Romans, and the state of
the Jews exik'd un( er the Roman emperors, Beugnot betrays scant knowledge of ancient Jewish history.
Thus he asserts, contrary to the most authentic documents, that Julian the Apostate never
granted to the Jews permission for the rebuilding of
the Temple.
Nevertheless, the work contains much
information on the history of the Jews of France,
Spain, and Italy, which has proved valuable to later
historians.
The author, who was a Catholic, does
not attempt to extenuate the horrors of the persecution of the Jews in the Middle Ages.

year 1743.
The number of* families had in 1782
increased to twenty-three; and in the same year the
first prayer-meetings were held in the house of the
Boehm family. These were followed by the first
synagogue in 1809; the second being inaugurated
in 1809, when also the first reader and shohet were
ajipointed.

In 1808 a

April, 1S65

;

La Grande

BEUTHEN
cise
fiist

Encyclopedie,

s.v.
I.

8.

:

information
settled

the city.

mention

Br.

Jew had been

council.

The community,

The first rabbi, Moses Israel J'reund, officiated
from 1790 to 1813; the second, Mendel Cohen, until
1829; the third, Israel Deutsch, author of several
writings, until 1853; the fourth, Jacob Ezekiel
Levy, until 1864 while the fifth, Ferdinand Rosen;

thal,

served from 1867 to 1887, being succeeded in

1889 by M.

Kopf stein.

Bibliography Kopfstein. Gesch. der SjiDaqnqeJi-Gemelnde
Beuthen, Beuthen, 1891; Salfeld, Martiirologhim des
NiXrvherger Mcmorbuches, p. 28;i Brann, Geach. der Judcn
:

m

;

Schleficn,

i.

27.

A. P.

G.

BEVIS

MARKS GAZETTE.

City of Prussian Silesia.
No preis forthcoming as to when Jews

BEVIS

MARKS SYNAGOGUE

cially as the

(l<nown

offi-

Synagogue Saar ha-Samayim)
The

in

The
of

oldest

Jew-

house of

ish

worship in London established
by the Sepliar;

Jews in 1698,
when Rabbi Da-

dic

;

vid

Nieto took

spiritual charge

there as early as

The

See Periodic-

als.

Ben then in the
MainzerMemorbuch (year 1231)
uncertain
is
but it is known
that Jews lived
1421.

member

elected

of the
wliich in 1811
consisted of 255 persons, had increased in 1855
to 1,110, in 1885 to 2,290, and in 1901 to 3,026
persons.

common

i7i

Bibliography: H. Wallon, Eloges Academiques, Paris, 1882,
i. 1-.58;
Dam, Le Cnmte Beugnot. in tbe Correspondant,
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of the congrega-

At that
the worshipers met in a
tion.

first

documentary

time

evidence
relating to the Jews
of Beuthendates
from the vear
1613.
In 1617
there was one

small
gogue

s

in

Church

na
Cree
lane;
-

J'

but the considerable influx of

Jew there,

Jews

Ma nth

necessary to obtain other and

Arenda-

tor by
name
and in 1639 two
more Jews were
admitted to

Interior of the Bevis

Marks Synagogue, London.

(After a photograph.)

In 1640 a Jew named Kretscliam received from Count Gabriel Hentzel the privilege of
establishing an inn, and in 16.-)3 another received the
right to sell liquor.
In 1656 a court Jew resided
here; and in the following year an investigation as
to the number of Jews was made for the purpose of
increasing the taxes. The responsa of Menahem
Krochmal in 1657 mention the rabbinate of Beuthen.
The Jews were often ill-treated and sought protection from the count, who, in 168H, wrote in their
behalf to the city authorities.
In 1715 there were only four families in Beuthen;
in 1732 the Jews received a plot for a cemetery, the
oldest tombstone still in existence dating from the
residence.

made

it

commodious
quarters.

cord

i

n

Ac-

g1y a

committee was appointed, consisting of Antonio
Gomes Serra, Menasseh Mendes, Alfonso Rodrigues.
Manuel Nunez Miranda, Andrea Lopez, and Pontaleao Rodriguez.
It investigated matters for nearly
a year, and on Feb. 12, 1699, signed a contract with
Joseph Avis, a Quaker, for the construction of a
building to cost £2,750 (S13,335).
On June 24 of

committee leased from Lad}' Ann
and Sir Thomas Pointz (alias
Littleton) a tract of land at Plough Yard, in Bevis
Marks, for sixty-one years, with the option of renewal foi- another thirty-eight years, at £120 a year.
Avis began building at once, incorporating in the
roof a beam fi-oni a royal ship pi-esented by Queen
the

same

Pointz

year, the

(alias Littleton)

;
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Anue herself. The structure was completed and
dedicated in 1703, and, with tlie exception of the
roof, which was destroyed by tire in 1738, and reIn
paired in 1749, is today as it was 200 years ago.
the interior decorations and arrangement the influence of the great Amsterdam synagogue of 1677
In 1747 Benjamin Mendes da Costa
is apparent.
bought the lease of the ground on which the building stood, and presented it to the cotigregation,
vesting the deeds in tlu; names of a committee con.sisting of Gabriel Lope/ de Britto, David Aboab
Ozorio, Moses Gomes Serra, David Franco, Joseph
Jessurun Rodriguez, and Moses Mendes da Costa.
The Bevis Marks Synagogue was for more than a
century the religious center of the Anglo-Jewish
world, and served as a clearing-house for congregational and individual troubles all the world over;
e.g., the appeal of the Jamaican Jews for a reduction
in ta.xation (1736); the internecine quarrel among
the Barbados Jews (1753); and the aiding of sevenyear-old Moses de Paz, who escaped from Gibraltar
in 1777 to avoid an enforced conversion.
The synagogue formed the center of the Sephardic
comnumity of London till the foundation of the
Brj^anstone Street Synagogue, in 1866, after which
the attendance at the functions declined so much
that in 1886 the "yehidim " contemplated selling the
ground and the building but a Bevis Marks AntiDemolition League was founded, under the auspices of H. Guedallaand A. H. Newman, and the proposed demolition was given up. The synagogue held
its bicentenary celebration with great pomp in 1901.
;
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Egg "): Name

of a Talmudic treatise
of Seder Mo'ed, the second of the six "sedarim" or
oi'ders of the Talmud.
Its place in the Seder is not
("

In the Babylonian Talmud it occupies the
fourth place and follows immediately after Pesahim. This arrangement coincides with that of the
Pentateuch, where the law concerning the holy days
is directly connected with the description of Passover (Ex. xii. 16).
In the Mishnah and Talmud Yerushalmi another
method is followed, and the treatise occupies the
seventh and the eighth place respectively. The
name " Bezah " has its origin in the fact that the
treatise begins with this word; a solitary instance
among tiie treatises of the Talmud, it lias a parallel
in the name "Eykah " for Lamentations, in the Hebrew names of the five books of th(i Pentateuch,
and in the names of the cha})ters of each treatise of
the Talmud.
Instead of " Bezah " the treatise is frequently called " Yom-Tob" (Holy Day), in accord
ance with its contents. The general
Frequently rule laid down in the Bible in the
Called
words " No servile work shall be done
"Yom- in them, save that which every man
Tob."
must eat, that alone may be done of
you" (Ex. I.e.), is assumed as clear
and known; and this rule was held to constitute the
fixed.

difference between

"all servile

work" (n^xi^D ^3

mny).
work

"
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proliibited on holy days, and "all manner of
(nDN!5D ^2), prohibited on the Sabbath. But

from these principles had
and these are discussed in the five

certain problems resulting
to be solved;

chapters of this treatise.

Chapter i. The main theme of this chapter is the
law of "mukzeii," "a thing laid aside " so as not to
be used for the present. The opposite of mukzeh is
" mukan," "a thing kept ready " for use.
This distinction is based on the divine command (Ex. xvi.
And they shall keep ready [ir^ni] what they
5),
bring in " in reference to the manna, which had to
be kept ready for the Sabbath from the sixth day.
:

•'

—

Traditional interpretation generalized the idea expressed in this commandment as follows:
thing
which before the commencement of the Sabbath or
holy day was not intended for use on these days is
mukzeh, and must not be used or handled on these
days.
There are various degrees of mukzeh; e.c/.,
" mukzeh mehamat issur "
mukzeh on account of
some forbidden act which its use would necessitate
"nolad" (born), that which has not existed on the
eve of the Sabbath or holy day, and is therefore
mukzeh. There is a difference of opinion between
the schools of Shammai and Hillel as to the force of
the above law of mukzeh.
Tlie preparation of food
permitted on holy days sometimes necessitates the
carrying of things out of the house, or fetching of
things from outside into the house an act forbidden
on the Sabbath, under the title of "hozaah " (takingout) (Mishnah Shab. vii. 2), as "taking out," one of
the thirty-nine kinds of work included in the precept
"Thou slialt do no manner of work." The application of this prohibition to holy days forms a point of
difference between the aforenamed schools.
Chapter ii. The permission to prepare food on
holy days is restricted to food required for those
days; but if a holy day is closely followed by the
Sabbath, the food for the Sabbath may be prepared
on that holy day, provided such preparation has
commenced on the eve of the festival. This first instalment of the preparation fen- the Sabbath on the
eve of a holy day is called " 'erub tabslnlin," "the
link that unites the cooking" for the Sabbath on the
eve of the holy day with that done on the holy day,
and causes the latter to be permitted. The next
point discussed in the chapter is the question
whether things other than the preparing of food, if
required for the celebration of the festival, or for the
well-being of man such as slaying certain sacrificial
animals, or warming water for a foot-bath may be
done on a holy day.
Chapters iii., iv. The permission to prepare on a
holy day the food wanted for the day does not include hunting, fishing, or the purchase or fitting of
implements required for the preparation of food (e.g.,
whetting the slaughtering-knife, burning charcoal,

A

—

—

:

—

—

:

etc.).

Chapter

v.

:

On

certain acts

which are prohibited,

not as "servile work," but as a preventive ("gezerah") against breaking any of the divine laws concerning tlie holy day. Such prohibitions are termed

"shebut" (abstention from doing), commanded by
the Talmudic sages.
The Tosefta calls the treatise "Yom-Tob," and
has four chapters, contracting chapters ii. and iii.

'
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The treatise occupies the place between
into one.
Sukkali and Rosh ha-Shanah, as in the Mishnah. The
Gemara, both Pulestiuiaii and Babylonian, discusses
the laws contained in the Mishnah with but a few
short digressions, such as those in Bab. 4b; remarks
on Yom-Tob Sheni, or the second days of festivals;
{ib. lob) Rabbi Eliezer's censure on tliose who left
before his lecture was concluded; (16a) how Sham
mai and Hillel, each in his own way, showed their
gratitude to God for the enjoyment of good food;
and others.
(Sirjb) on good manners iu taking food
Of special conunentaries on the treatise of Bezah
the following two are noteworthy: "Shittah Mekubbezet," by Rabbi Bezalel Ashkenazi, and the
;

commentary of Rabbi Menahem

Meiri.

Z. Frankel, Hodngetica in Mishnam, Lelpsic,
18B7
Wallerstein, Letter of Rahhenu Sherira, Krotoschln,
1861; Hiddnshe ha-Rab ha-Meiri on Bezah, Berlin, 1858;
Ashkenazi, Shittah Mekiibhezet, special ed. on Bezah, Budapest, 1820; Maiinoiiides,' Mishneh Torah, iii.; Zemanim,
Hilkot Yom-Tob Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah Hayyim, 495-527.

Bibliography
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Bezalel

xxvi. 1 et seq., with Ex. xxxi. 1-10).
Bezalel sagely
suggested to him that men usually build the house
first and afterward provide the furnishings; but
that, inasmuch as Moses had ordered the Tabernacle
to be built last, there was probably some mistake and
God's command must have run differently. Moses
was so pleased with this acuteness that he complimented Bezalel by saying that, true to his name,
he must have dwelt "in the very shadow of God"
Compare also Philo, "Leg.
(Hebr., "bezel El").

Alleg." iii. 31.
Bezalel possessed such great wisdom that he could
combine those letters of the alphabet with which
heaven and earth were created this being the meaning of the statement (Ex. xxxi. 3): "I have filled
;

him

.

.

.

with wisdom and knowledge," which were

the implements by means of which God created the
world, as stated in Prov. iii. 19, 20 (Ber. 55a). By
virtue of his profound wisdom, Bezalel succeeded

;

M. F.
whose members returned witii Zerubbabel (Ezra ii. 17, and the parThe name also occurs
allel account, Neh. vii. 23).
J.

SR.

BEZAI

:

A

family, 324 of

in the list of those who signed the covenant with
Neliemiah, and may there be identified with the
leader of the clan (Neh. x. 19); who in I Esd.
V. 16 is called Bassai.
It is interesting to note that
the name " Besai " occurs on a clay tablet found at
Nippur (Hilprecht, "Pal. Explor. Fund, Quarterly
Statement," Jan., 1898, p. 55).
G. B. L.
J. JR.
(A. V., Bezaleel).— Biblical Data:
In Ex. xxxi. 1-6, the chief architect of the TaberElsewhere in the Bible the name occurs
nacle.
only in the genealogical lists of the Book of Chronicles, but according to cuneiform inscriptions a variant form of the same, "Zil-Bel," was borne by a
king of Gaza who was a contemporary of Hezekiah and Manasseh. Apparently it means "in the
shadow [protection] of El." Bezalel is described
in the genealogical lists as the son of Uri, the son of
Hur, of the tribe of Judah (I Chron. ii. 18, 19, 20,
He was said to be highly gifted as a work50).
man, showing great skill and originality in engraving precious metals and stones and in wood-carving.
He was also a master-workman, having many apprentices under him whom he instructed in the arts
According to the narrative in
(Ex. XXXV. 30-35).
Exodus, he was definitely called jind endowed to direct the construction of the tent of meeting and its sacred furniture, and also to prepare the priests' garments and the oil and incense required for the service.

BEZALEL

J.

C. F. K.

JR.

In Rabbinical Literature
The rabbinical
tradition relates that when God determined to ap:

point Bezalel architect of the desert Tabernacle,
asked Moses whether the choice were agreeable
" Lord, if he is acto him, and received the reply
ceptable to Thee, surely he must be so to me! " At
God's command, however, the choice was referred
to the people for approval and was indorsed by
them. Moses thereupon commanded Bezalel to set
about making the Tabernacle, the holy Ark, and
the sacred utensils.
It is to be noted, however, that
Moses mentioned these in somewhat inverted order,
putting the Tabernacle last (compare Ex. xxv. 10,

He

:

which seemed a fit abidingplace for God, who is so exalted in time and space
(Ex. R. xxxiv. 1; Num. R. xii. 3; Midr. Teh. xci.).
The candlestick of the sanctuary was of so complicated a nature that Moses could not comprehend it,
in erecting a sanctuary

although God twice showed him a heavenly model;
but when he described it to Bezalel, the latter understood immediately, and made it at once whereupon Moses expressed his admiration for the quick
wisdom of Bezalel, saying again that he must liave
been "in the shadow of God" (Hebr., "bezel El")
when the heavenly models were shown him (Num. R.
XV. 10; compare Ex. R. 1. 2; Ber. I.e.). Bezalel is said
to have been only thirteen years of age when he
accomplished his great work (Sanh. 69b); he owed
his wisdom to the merits of pious parents; his grandfather being Hur and his grandmother Miriam, he
;

was thus a grand-nephew of Moses (Ex. R. xlviii.
Compare Ark in Rabbinical Literature.

3,

4).

L. G.

BEZALEL
tury,

who

is

:

Palestinian

amora of the fourth cen-

known in Midrashic literature only as the

Two of these have
been handed down by Berechiah, the well-known
haggadist and transmitter of haggadistic traditions.
In Pesik. xxi. 145b (where the name is corrupted,
but easily recognizable) Bezalel interprets the peculiar form " kehahallonot " (mJliririD) (Ezek. xl. 25) by
saying, "The windows of the Temple were kehot
[dull] (nin2) they were opaque, narrow within, and
widening toward the exterior, in order to send light
forth to the world." The second saying reported
by Berechiah in the name of Bezalel is a .simile referring to Ex. xxv. 40 (Cant. R. iii. 11; in Pesik. i.
4b, and in other parallel passages the name is misA third sentence conwritten or has dropped out).
tains an allegoric explanation of Hosea ii. 7 [A. V. 5].
" Her mother is the Torah, which, like a harlot, becomes an object of contempt among the ignorant,
when those who are engaged in its study make the
Law contemptible by their conduct." Bezalel gave
this explanation in answer to a question which the
above-mentioned Berechiah asked him (Ruth R. i. 1
[parashah 1], where the name of Berechiah has been
omitted by mistake).
Bibliography Bacber, Ag. Pal. Amor. iii. 666.
autiior of haggadistic sentences.

'

;

'

'

:

J.

SR.

W.

B.

—
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BEZALEL

B.

JOSEPH (YOSEL)

Russian

:

Tiiluuidistand rabbi at Oiio, govermneutof Grodno,
He is
at the begiuuiug of the niiit'tecnlli ceutury.
tlie author of a collection of rcspousa, which he published in 1807 at Byelostok.
Zedner,
Henjai'ol), Oznr ha-Sefariin, p.
BiBLiOCiKAi'iiY
Cut. hcbi Lidiiks lintisii Miutcum, p. 95.
"),"),">

:

;

.

L. G.

BiCH.

I.

BEZALEL B. JUDAH HA-LEVI OF ZOLKIEV Polish Talnuidist of the second half of the
:

He wrote a commentary to the
eighteenth century.
sayings of the ialhers (Frankfort-on-theOder, 1781),
entitled "Bezalel."
Bibliography: Zedner, <^at. JTehr. Books BritLsh Museum,
p. 95; Benjiuob, Ozar Itn-Sc/ai-im, p. 88.
'

L. G.

BEZALEL

BeK.

I.

B.

MOSES HA-KOHEN

Tal

niudist; born at Wiliia, Russia, Jan. 14, 181:^0, where
he died April 18, 1878. He was a competent Talnuidist at the age of eighteen, and felt himself qualified to criticize the "ilishkenot Ya'akob" of Jacob
b. Aaron of Karlin, one of the chief Talmudisls of
In 1840
the time, in a letter addressed to him.
Bezalel became ecclesiastical assistant in Wilna,

and held the position until
title

was a subordinate

one,

Although the
Bezalel was in reality

(1

;

i

1691).

:

;

Koicsct Yiftrael,

p. 191; Michael, (Jr ha-Haiiuim, No. or.J;
Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. col. 799; Zedtier, Cat. Jlein:
Books Brit. JiK.s. p. 95; S. Dubnov, in Voskhod, 189C, vii. 2.

I.

11.

BEZEK:

Bu.

The scene

of battle between the
tribes of Judah and Simeon, and the Canaanites and
Perizzites (Judges i. 4-6).
2. Place where Saul collected his forces foi' the fight against the Ammonites
Identified with the modern Khirbet
(I Sam. xi. 8).
Ibzig, 14 miles southwest of Beisan (Moore, com-

mentary
.1.

to

1.

Judges

i.

5).

G. B. L.

.in.

his death.

—

at least from 1860 to 1878 the spiritual head of the
Moreover, he not only
large community at Wilna.
cared for this community, but answered religious

questions directed to him from far and near. Consequently main^ of Bezalel's answers to the questions, which were theoretical as well as practical in
their bearing, are to be found in the responsa literaEqually numerous were Bezalel's
ture of the time.
contributions to the works of others, especially those
printed in Wilna. His independent work, longer
than the others, is " Reshit Bikkurim " (Firstlings),
Wilna, 1869, responsa and treatises on Talmudic
topics.
The Romm edition of the Talmud contains
marginal glosses on manj^ of Bezalel's treatises.
Bezalel differed from his more narrow-minded colleagues in showing an inclination for secular sciences.
He had, also, a fine historical and critical feeling for
rabbinical literature, and some of his historical and
His wide
critical notes possess considerable value.

reading in modern Talmudic literature is remarkable,
even if conditions in Russia be taken into account,
religious study there being limited almost entirely
to the Talmud.
Bezalel's extraordinary modesty
and active goodness are still frequently praised.
BiBi.ioRnAPHY: Kuenn. iTcHC-rf YisraeJ,

BEZEB,

:

A

Reuben (Dent.
one of the

Reuben

city of refuge in
iv.

citi(;s

43; Josh.

xx.

the territory of
8).

allotted the Levites

G.

I Chron. vi. 63
In theMesha inscription it is a Moabite
cit}', probably the same as the Bozrah of Moab menBezer has not yet been
tioned in Jer. xlviii. 24.
identified with any of the cities whose ruins are
found in the plateau of Moab. It must be distinguished from BosoK or Bosora.
F. Bu.
J. ju.

(Josh. xxi. 36, Septuagint;

BEZETHA

:

According to Josephus, the name

of a hill north of the Temple-mound, and separated
from the latter by a valley. After the erection of
the third wall it became part of the city of Jerusa-

Josephus ("B. J."

ii. 15, g 5; ii. 19, § 4; v. 4,
§ 8) gives the meaning of the name
as "New City," according to which "Bezetha" is a
A more correct
strange transcription of
JT'Srendering is "house of olives" (ND^T 0^3) It is not
certain whether this place is identical with "Bezeth"
in I Mace. vii. 19, where Bacchides pitched his tents
In "Ant." xii. 10, § 2 it is
after leaving Jerusalem.
called Br/aCr/0(J (variant reading, Brid^r/Ou), and is referred to as a village.

lem.

§ 2; V.

5,

Nmn

BEZALEL :BEN SOLOMON OF KOBRIN

BEZIEBS
:

Preacher at Slutzk, government of Minsk, Russia;
later at Boskowitz, ^Moravia; died before 1659.
He
was the author of the following works: (1) "'Amudeah Shib'ah " (Her Columns Are Seven), containing
homilies on the Bible; divided into seven jiarts, each
title of a Biblical expression connected with the name of Abraham, Isaac. Jacob,
Moses, Aaron, David, or Solomon (Lu])lin, 1666).
This work was published by the order of the
Council of the Four Lands and of the Lithuanian
Rabbinical Assembly, held at Lublin in 1666. (2)
"Korban Shabbat " (Sacrifice of Sabbath), on some
ritual laws and religious customs eoncerninff Sab-

It was also
by the tribe of

[A. V. 78]).

F. Bu.

.I..IH.

p. 190.

L.

of which bears the

V ided into thirty-nine chapters (Dyhernf urth,
(;})"Pelah ha Rimmon " (The Piece of the
Pomegranate), containing twenty explanations of
the forty-nine which had been written by Bezalel on
a dillicult ]\lidrasliic passage (Amsterdam, 16.")9). (4)
"Habazelet ha-Sharou " (Rose of Sharon), commentary on Psalm cxix., mentioned in the introduction to the preceding work.' (f)) "Zayit Ra'anan"
(Green Olive-Tree), homilies on the Pentateuch. (6)
" Emek ha-Baka" (Vale of Tears), commentary oa
Lamentations. The last two works are still extant
in manuscript.
Bibliography Azuliii, Sihem lia-Gcdolini, i. 19, ii. lis Fiienn,

bat h
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(formerly Bediers, Beders, Besers,

and Bezares;

Hcbi'., :;'ma. L^'ma. t^^na. c;m"'n,
c'^nTi, t^nan. t^nn, t^Tiin): Town of
France in the department of Herault. The date of

c•"'t^'a.

^''^''2.

the settlement of the Jews in Beziers is lost in antiquity.
Two letters of Sidonius Apolonarius and the
canons of the council held at Agde in 506 establish
the existence at that time of numerous and prosper-

ous Jewish communities in the province of Langue(loc(Vaiss&te, i. 243; Sidonius ApoloEarliest
narius. iii. epistle 4 iv. epistle 5). The
Mention. Jews of Beziers did not escape the fate
of the other Jewish communities in
this province, which had to endure the most violent
persecutions during the reign of the Visigoths. After
,

;

,

«

defeat of the Sai'aeeiis by Charles Martel in 732,
the condition of tlie Jews of Beziers, as tliat of those
of other towns, became more favorable; and this
tlie

dnring the reign of the Carlovingians.
In the eleventh century tlie Jews of Beziers were
alTected by the persecutions that broke out in weststate lasted

ern Franc:e.

But the Jews of Beziers were fortunate in comThe viscounts
parison with those of other towns.
cherished the most kindly feelings for them, and the
greater part of the Christian inhabitants, being Aibigenscs, lived on friendly terms with
Albig-enses. their Jewish fellow-citizens. Even the
and
imposed for the benethey
fit of the princes or of the bishops, which
had to pay in addition to the poll-tax common to all
the inhabitants.
Thus, through the intervention of
restrictions gradually disappeared

were transformed into

ta.xes

the viscount Raymond Trencaval, the bishop Guillaume abolished, in 1160, the custom of throwing

stones at the Jews during Holy Week, and substituted a yearly payment of two hundred melgorian
sousand a yearly tax of four livresof the same coinThe good will of the viscounts of Beziers disage.

played itself far beyond mere toleration they even
entrusted the Jews with important public offices.
The Jews, on their side, were attached by bonds of
gratitude to the viscounts and did not participate in
the plot which, in 1167, brought about the assassination of Raymond Trencaval.
They were therefore excluded from the massacre of the inhabitants that Roger II., with the help of his Aragonian
allies, perpetrated in order to avenge this crime.
Roger II. gave the Jews numerous tokens of
his confidence and favor.
He took the notables
among them under his personal protection. Thus in
1172 he interceded in behalf of the Talmudist Abraham ben David (RABaD), and, having taken him
from the prison into which the lord of Posquieres
had thrown him, granted him shelter in Carcassonne.
The functions of bailiff, under his government, wen; often entrusted to Jews.
Jew called
Nathan figures with the title of bailiff as a witness
Raymond Roger, the sucto a deed of Roger II.
cessor of Roger II., followed the example given by
his father and assigned for his Jewish bailiffs a distingui.shed rank among the barons of his court.
Jew of Beziers, called Samuel, figures, together with
the barons, on a deed bj' which Raymond Roger
granted the bishop many rights.
The prospects of the Jews of Beziers darkened in
In the bloody crusade that
the thirteenth century.
the pope undertook against the AlbiIn the
genses, the Jews had their share of
Thirteenth, suffering. The ambitious C'ount Simon
Century, de Montfort marched against Raymond Roger, wlio was doubly hated
by the pope for his secret friendship with the Albigensesand his protection of the Jews.
On July 22,
1209, Beziers was stormed and the inhabitants mas;

A

A

sacred.

Bezalel
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Two

hundred Jews

lost their lives in this

massacre, and a large number were driven into capIn conseqvience of the victory over Raytivity.
mond Roger, the Church accjuired a supremacy which
it often used to molest the Jews.
The council of
Avignon (1309) and the Lateran council (1215) had

Bhorupkar

upon the Jews; and
the council held at Beziers in 1246 prohibited them
from practising medicine. But these restrictive measures were not always carried out, and the Jews of
jirescribcd various restrictions

Beziers could evade them more easily than those of
other towns, since the Christian iniiabitants of Beziers
Avere more accustomed to tolerance; but as that evasion required heavy pecuniary sacrifices, tliis formerly flourishing conununity became gradually impoverished, and Philip !e Bel in banishing them,
Sept., 1366, in order to get hold of their property,
must have been disappointed.
Beziers was a focus of Jewish learning.
Abraham ibn Ezra visited it, and about 1155 wrote there
his work, "Sefer ha-Shem " (Book of
JeAvish
the Name), in which he mentions the
Scholars, names of the scholars Abraham ben
Hayyim and Isaac ben Judah, to the
latter of whom he gives the title "Prince."
Benjamin of Tudela, who visited Beziers in 1 165, praises
the scholars Solomon Halafta and Joseph Nathan.
The Talmudist MeshuUam ben Moses, the author of
"Sefer ha-Hashlamah" (Book of Completeness), lived
in Beziers in the first half of the thirteenth century.
In a responsum drawn up at Beziers, Solomon ben
Asher and Joseph ben Gerton are mentioned as colleagues of Meshullam. Solomon ben Joseph ibn
Ayub settled at Beziers at the request of several
notables of the town, and translated from Arabic
The cabainto Hebrew many philosophical works.
list Jacob Cohen of Segovia stayed at Beziers at the
end of the thirteenth century. Poetry was represented there in the persons of Abraham ben Bedeksi,
who derived his name from the town, his son Jedaiah,
Don Astruc Eleazar Azobi, and Meshullam Azobi.
BinLiooRAPHY:
350, 360,

Wi

;

Vaiss&tp, Hist. Gen. de Languedoc, i. 274,
418 iii. 119, Paris, 1730-1745; Saige, Les

ii. 1.51,

;

Gratz, Gcuch. der
Juifs du Languediic, pp. 77 et seq.
jMden, vi. 17.5, 201, vii. 9, 37,48; Ibn Verpa, Shehct Yehudah, ed. Hanover, p. 112 Gross, Gallia Judaica, pp. 96-105.
;

;

G.

I.

BHORUPKAR, SAMUEL BAPUJI

:

Bk.
Beni-

born near Bombay, India, about 1790.
He entered the Fourth Bombay Regiment on Feb.
In 1813 he served with the Poona Brigade
2, 1811.
under Colonel Cooke, and in 1814 was engaged in
Katyawar and on the banks of the Runn against the
Waghurs; in 1815 in Guzerat, at Bhuj, in Katyawar
Israel soldier;

and Ookamuudul; was present at the cai)ture of the
forts of Anjor, Kunkote, Dhingkee, and Joonkee; in
1816 was at Jamnuggur and Dwarka, and at the
taking of Deesa, Palampur, Vei'rumpur, and Kurrunjah; in 1817-18 served in the whole of the campaign in Malwain pursuit of Holkar, and in 1819 was
at the capture of the forts of Newtee and Raree in
From 1821 to 1827 he was
the southern Konkan.
employed on various field services in Guzerat, at the
taking of the fort Limbuj, and at Dongerpur, and
subsetpiently in the southern

Konkan on

several

occasions.

Bhorupkar was promoted to the rank of a jemidar Jan. 9, 1828. and to that of subedar on Dec. 28,
1888; was appointed subedar-major on .Tan. 1. 1839;
was admitted to the Second-Class Order of British
India, with the title of bahadur, on March 24, 1841;
and retired from service Feb. 3, 1847.
J.

J.

Hy.

Siach
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BIACH, ALOIS

Austrian physician and medboru iaLettowitz, Moravia, Austria, May
He was educated at the gymnasium at
1, 1849.
Briiuu and at tiie University of Vienna. After graduating asM.D. in 1873, he establislied himself in
Vienna, where he was appointed a member of the
board of health. In 1883 he became privat-docent
of medicine (Innere Mcdiciii) at the university in
Biacli lias occupied tlie position of secrethat city.
ical writer

:

;

tary to the society of pliysicians of Lower Austria.
In addition to his work on "Die Neueren Antipyretica," Vienna, 188!), Ik; is tlie author of many essays, of which the following may be mentioned:
"

Ueber

Aneurysmen an den Herzklappen,"

in

"

Jahrbilcher der Gesellschaft der Aerzte in Wien,"
1878; "Ueber Jaborandi und Seine Alkaloide," in
"Mittheilungen des Vereins der Aerzte in NiederOsterreich," 1879; "Versuche liber die Physiologische Wirkung des Cliinolins," in Virchow's "Archiv fur Pathologische Anatomie und Physiologic
und filr Klinische Medizin," 1881 " Cirrhosis Hepatis
mit Wandstandiger Thrombose der Vena Portae und
Vena Meseraica Superior," in "Mittheilungen des
Vereins der Aerzte in Niederosterreich, " 1884 " Entwicklung von Krebs des Magens auf der Basis eines
Runden Magengeschwlirs," in " Wiener Medizinische
Presse," 1890.
F. T. H.
s.
;

;

BIAL, RUDOLF:

Violinist, conductor, comand manager; boru at Habelschwerdt, Silesia,
Aug. 26, 1834; died at New York Nov. 13, 1881.
He began his career as a violinist in an orcliestra at
Breslau, and then made a tour of Australia and
f)oser,

Africa witii his brother Karl, a pianist of distinction.
his return to Germany, Bial settled in Berlin,
where he successively became orchestral director at
Kroll's Theater; the Wallner Theater (1864), where
many of his operettas, etc., were given; of Kroll's
Opera House, where, for several years, the most
distinguished artists of Europe sang under his management. Later, Bial was a concert agent in New

On

York.

was a

composer of operettas, farces,
orchestral pieces, and dances; and several of his
compositions enjoyed considerable popularity.
Bial

i>rolitic
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among the young Jews
Germany. Among his numerous pupils were
Elhanan Ashkenazi, Isaiah Berlin, and Meir Barbi.
Bialeh was restrained by modesty from publishing
any works; but he left several manuscripts, which
are in the possession of some private persons in
Halberstadt and some of his approbations appeared
in the works of his pupils and colleagues.
Both in
his writings and orally he denounced the prevalent
exaggeration of the pilpulistic method; as, for instance, in his approbation to Jehiel Michael's "Nezer
ha-Kodesh." In general he seems to have followed
the logical method, and to have preferred the simple
interpretation of tiie Talmud (see his responsum in
Samuel ben Elkanah's "Mekom Shemuel," No. 5).
His sons were Solomon Dob Berush., rabbi at
Glogau; NapMali Herz, rabbi at Dubno; Abrabeginning to make headway

of

;

:

ham,

rabbi at Rawitsch;

at Halberstadt;

Samuel,

and Simhah, rabbi

assistant rabbi
at Dessau.

Bibliography: Auerbach, Gesc.h. der Jildischen Gemeindc
HalberstadU pp. 64-76, Halberstadt, 1866; Walden, Shem
ha-Oedolim hc-Hadash, p. 37; Eleazar ha-Kohen, ^inat
Soferim,
li.

fol. 73,

Lemberg,

1892.

G.
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CHRISTIAN HER-

BIALLOBLOTZKY,

MANN FRIEDRICH

Jewish convert to Christianity; born April 9, 1799, at Pattensen, near Hanover; died March 28, 1868, at Ahlden-on the-AUer.
Bialloblotzky studied Christian theology and philosophy, and received the degree of D.D. at the University of Gottingen in 1824, the subject of his
He
thesis being " De Legis Mosaics; Abrogatione. "
wrote several works on Christian theology, and published the following on Jewish subjects: (1) "The
Chronicles of R. Joseph ben Joshua Meir, the Sephardi," a translation of Joseph ha-Kohen's "Dibre
:

Hayamim," published by the Oriental Translation
in two volumes, London, 1834-36; (2) "Ozar
ha-Shorashim, Lexicon Radicum Hebraicarum," in
Hebrew and Latin, London, 1843; (3) "Sefer haSliorashim," a lexicon of the Hebrew roots, in HeFund,

brew and English,

th.

Winer, Handhuch der Theologischen Literatur, 1. 499 McCIintock and Strong, Cyclopcedia, XI. Supplement, p. 484; Zedner, Cat. Hehr. Books Brit. Mus. p.
95; idem, Auswahl Histnrischer StUcke aus Hehrdischen
SchriftsteUern, p. 55, note Fiirst, liibl. Jud. 1. 115.

BiBLiocjRAPHY

:

;

;

Bibliography: Baker. Binnrnphical Diet, of Musicians,
S.V.; Adolph Kohut. BoUlimte Isy-aeUti'iche Winner und
Franeu, i. 76.
s.

J.

So.

BIALA. S(v KrssiA,
BIALEH, ZEBI HIRSCH BEN NAPH-

TALI HERZ '(called
and Talnuidist

;

Harif, "the keen"): Rabbi
born about 1670 at Lemberg, Gali-

died Sept. 25, 1748, at Ilalberstadt, Prussia.
a Talmudic high school in his native
city until 1718, when he received a call as chief rabbi
to the rich conmiunity at Halberstadt.
His humanity, gentleness, and un.selfishness won him the love
and admiration of the people as well as of his colleagues; and he became known as a Talmudic authority througliout Germany.
Bialeh was particularly fond of teaching, and when he left Lemberg
to go to Halberstadt eighteen of his pupils went
with him. His attitude toward them was that of a
brother; and he possessed a certain tolerance for
the secular sciences, the study of which Avas then
cia;

He conducted

J.

I.

BIALYSTOK, LITHUANIA.
TOK.

BIBAGO,

See

Br.

Byelos

ABRAHAM BEN SHEM-TOB

(Bibaz and Bibas- Vivas are corruptions of tlie
name): Spanish religious pliilosopher and preacher;
born at Saragossa; resided in 1446 at Huesca, and
was still living in 1489. At the court of John II. of
Aragon, he was, as he himself relates, engaged in
controversy when only a young man with "a reChristian sage" on the dogma of the TrinLike Joseph ben Shem-Tob, his older countryman, lie was familiar not merely with the entire
Arabo-Judean philosophy, but also with Christian

nowned
ity.

tlieology as presented in Latin.
He studied the
latter so as to be able to defend the Jewish faith

manner. Bibago was not "a mere
preacher who wrote philosopiiical homilies," as
Gratz says (" Gescli. der Juden," viii. 227), nor "an
opponent of philosophy," as Renan represents him

in a scholarly

"

;

liis "Averroes et I'Averroisme " (i'ded.. p.
but a rational believer censuring in unsparing
language those zealots that " cling only to the shell
but reject the kernel, and pose as pious while vilifyin ; a thinker such as Maimonides."

to be in
198),

The writings of Bibago include: (1) "Derek Emuuah " (The Path of Faith), his chief work, written
toward the close of his life, and printed in ir)21 at
Constantinople.
Like all his writings, it has, according to Steinsclineider, not received the full recognition it deserves.
It is, as the title suggest.s, a
presentation and, at the same time, a
His
defense of the Jewish religion as leadDefense of ing man to the highest knowledge of
Judaism. God and to eternal happiness. It is
divided into three treatises, which are
subdivided into divisions or parts (called "gates")
and chapters. The first treatise deals with (gate
(gate 2) His knowledge and
1) the doings of God
The second treatise deals
(gate 8) His providence
with: (gate 1) the intellect; (gate 2) its nature
and object; (gate 3) man's highest object; (gate 4)
the blending of faith and knowledge
whiclr topic
is but slightly touched; (gate 5) the problem of
matter and sin; (gate 6) the question whether Moses
sinned; and (gate 7) the true faith.
The third treatise deals with: (gate 1) the fundamentals of faith
(gate 2) miracles; (gate 3) creation of the world;
(gate 4) ethics; and (gate 5) the special articles of
faitli.
In the fifth part he warmly defends the creed
of Maimonides against his antagonists; and his argu:

;

;

—

ments were subsequently literally reproduced by
Abravanel in his "Rosh Amanah." In this work, in
which many Biblical and rabbinical passages are explained, he takes cognizance of Christian and Mohammedan theology. He quotes Greek philosophers
like Plato, Aristotle, and Pythagoras; also Euclid
and Ptolemeus, Galen and Theinistius, as well as
Arabic thinkers like Averroes, Avicenna, Alfarabi,
and Gazzali, and even the fable-book "Kalila weDimna." Of Christian writers he quotes Eusebius;
and of Jewish writers often not only Maimonides,
Nahmanides, and other philosophers, but also cabalistic

Biach
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works

like the "Bahir," the

Yezirah,"and the "Hekalot."

"Zohar," "Sefer

He

indorses a saying
Religion are the world's

of a sage that "Reason and
two luminaries"; and he strongly opposes prayers
"addressed to angels or to the departed, a practise
customarj' among tlie Christians."
Isaac Arama, Bibago's contemporary, used the
book freely. Joseph Solomon del Medigo, the wellknown physician and writer, speaks with warm
praise of the woik, though he complains that the
Cabala had crept into it. But the fact must be taken
into consideration that, as Steinsclmeider says, "the
cabalists at the close of the thirteenth century had
made philosophy the handmaid of tlie Cabala, and
this caused the philosophers on their part to take
into consideration the writings and the ideas of the
Cabala that had grown into pi-omineiice." It is true
that Jacob ibn Habib, in his "'En Ya'akob" at
the close of Berakot, censures Bibago for putting
constructions upon the Biblical texts that they
could not bear; nevertheless he praises "the beauty
of these interpretations, which insinuate themselves
into our hearts.

"

(2)

Bibel'sche

Ez Hayyim

"

(Tree of Life) deals with crea-

and has for its object the refutation of the
arguments advanced by Aristotle, Averroes, and
tion,

others in favor of the eternity of the world.
The
author quotes this treatise three times
Other
in the " Derek Emunah " and gives a
Works.
fair insight into it.
homily on
(3)

A

Gen.

lished at Salonica in

Sabbath;

"Zeh Yenahamenu," pub1522, treats also of creation and

V. 29,

but

is not, as is stated by Michael
part of " Ez Hayyim " (see Steinschueider, "Monatsschrift," 1883, p. 95).
(4) From
quotations in the " Derek Emunah " it appears that
Bibago wrote a work under the title of " Mahazeh
Shaddai," treating of the belief in resurrection.
work on sacrifice as means of communion
(5)
with God. (6)
refutation of the objections raised

the

("

Or ha-Hayyini

"),

A

A

by Nahmanides agaiftst Maimonides. (7) "Ma'amar
'al Ribbui ha-Zurot," a treatise on "The Plurality of
Forms. Particularly in Man" Paris manuscript
1004, though without his name.
(8) Two philosophical letters to ]\Ioses Arondi.
(9) A compendium of therapeutics after Galen besides a number
of philosophical works in the form of commentaries
to Averroes.
(10) Acommentary on Averroes' work
on logic, " Demonstration " (nsID). written at Huesca
in 1446, exists in manuscript, Vatican and Paris.
In this work Bibago defends Averroes against Levi
ben Gerson. (11) A commentary on Averroes'
"Physics," referred to in (12) a commentary on
Averroes' "Metaphysics"
still extant in manuscript at Munich..
In the introduction he deplores

—

;

—

the lack of philosophical research among his coreligionists, who are unable to defend their faith
against Christian scholars that study philosophy and
science in their schools; and in view of this deficiency he undertook the explanation of Aristotelian

metaphysics, however much opposed
it was to the pure and sacred ancestral
courages faitli. This work shows familiarity
Philonot only with all Arabic philosophers,
sophical
but also with Boethius, with the works
Study.
of Duns Scotus and Occam, known to
him probably through the translation
of Elijah Habillo, and with Nicholas Bonettus, a

En-

monk who

lived in 1486.
Without origiBibago nevertheless represents,
says Steinschneider, " that class of learned and productive writers which Spauisli Judaism produced at
Sjitinish

nality of thought,

the close of a brilliant epoch."

Bibliography: Steinschneider, In Monatsschrift, 1883. pp.
79 96, 12.5-144; idem, Heln: Uehers. 1893, pp. 89 et seq., 168
et seq.i Mirhael, ()i' ha-Hainiim, No. 2.T.5; Munk, PhilosoI'hie ut}d Philosophische SchriftsteUer derJiuUn (German
transl.

bv Bfer),

Jwien,

viii. U]9-'227.

K.

18o2,

pp. 36, 83, 117;

Gratz, Geach. der
S.

BIBEL'SCHE ORIENT, DER: A

B.-K.
magazine

which only two numbers appeared (Munich,
being supposed to be edited by Isaac
Bernays. Its object, as stated in the first announcement, April 24 (the second bears date of Aug. 12,
1812 [1821]), was " to exhibit the spirit of the sacred
books in all their purity and clearness, but without
any learned verbosity, and to determine the rank
of these fiery utterances from olden times as welldefined expressions of the human soul, aside from
of

1821), these

Bibikov
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their strongly

marked

peculiarities

as important historical documents."
"Dor Bibel'sche Orient," whose

and

their value

The Hebrew poet Abracomposed a poem,
kol
Nc'urim," conuneinorating his visit to the Wilna
Tahiuid Torah, whicli was published in his "Shire
their educational all'airs

ham Baer

style

is

dark,

mystical, and confused to a degree, carries mytholinto the Scriptures: it betrays the influence of
Schelling's quaint philosophy. While regarding the

ogy

Bible and the development of the Jews from a
world-historical point of view, its editor comes to
the conclusion that all religions can manifest themselves only by exerting reformatory influences.
Though looking with contempt upon Mendelssohn and his disciples, the author was even more
in favor of the Reform movement than were the

Lkuk.nsoii.s

Setat Kodesii,"

ii.

85,

Wilna, 1809.

:

K

yolih, p. ISO. St. I\'t<'rsV>iir<r, 1H77 ; littsKlunia Starina. April.
19111, pp. 119-121: V. Kiishpirev, Pn)))>iatnihi A'ouoi l!ui<i<lsiii
IMorii, i. 112-122, St. Petershurg. lS7i.
II.

B. B.

u.

BIBLE CANON:

"Der Bibel'sche Orient" attracted considerable
attention upon its first appearance, but was soon
forgotten.

Bibliography: Zunz, Zeitschrift fUr die WissenHchaft rics
Judenthums, pp. 177-1!KJ; Griitz, Gesch. der Judetu ii. 428.

M. K.

G.

BIBIKOV, DMITRI GAVRILOVICH:
Russian soldier, administrator, and statesman; born
In 1837 Bibikov was appointed
1792; died 1870.
military governor of Kiev, and governor-general of
Volhynia and Podolia. During the fifteen j^ears of
his administration of the southwestern provinces,
he more than once resorted to harsh measures with
regard to the Jews who were directly or indirectly
involved in the Polish agitation, for the suppression
Hence his marked
of wliich he was responsible.
animosity, especially toward the Jews of Berdychev, which city was at that time one of the centers
of Polish revolutionary intrigues, and in which a
secret branch of the Polish national bank was esWhile attacking abuses, Bibikov nevtablished.
ertheless manifested on many occasions a spirit of
consideration for the educated Jews. It was due
to his remonstrations with the government of Nicholas I. that several severe restrictive laws were relaxed in behalf of the Jews. Such were the measures allowing Jewish residents of the government of
Kiev to visit that city for business purposes; that
annulling the order of the Jitomir authorities which
prohibited the Jewish blacksmiths in Jitomir from
following their trade; that permitting the Jews of
Starokonstantinov, Zaslav, Ostrog, and Kovno to
obtain passpoits and gild certificates from the
local district treasuries instead of procuring them
from Novogradvolynsk tliat granting to Jewish
merchants of the first gild the right to farm inns
in crown dominions of the western provinces; and
that permitting the Jews to elect from their own
number city brokers and notaries public in places
where the population consisted of both Jews and
;

Christians.

In 1852 Bibikov

was made minister of the

interior,

seems that in
this ciipacity he became more than ever imbued with
the prevaihng anti-Jewish spirit of Nicholas' regime.
In one case, at least, his name is mentioned in connection with a measure prohibiting tlie Jews from
filled until 1855.

living in certain

It

parts of Jitomir, the restriction

being promulgated in compliance with Bibikov's
proposition.
His brother. Ilia Gavrilovich Bibikov,
governor-general of Wilna, was favorably disposed
toward the Jews, and was interested particularly in

*'

BiBi.iofiK.MMiv
('iiini)lr(r Ttvnf:ia)i Cmh-, 'M ed.. xviii.. No.
ir,;!")."), xxi. No. 20,0:il, x.xiv. No. 2:i,4()i),
.\xv. No. 24.677, xxvi.
No. 2.3,.")59, XXIX. No. 28,079; V. (). Lcviinda, I'oluy
IixdidIo{/liirlicslri Slii)j-)tih Zaiioiior i J'ulozhrni Ka«(i>iiii<lic)iilili!<>in
J'trrei/fC, Nos. 481, .')40, H:i:i. (KM, aVi, 71'), St. I'etershurg.
1874; i. G. Orslianski, liiissltoe ZakiDindatclstvii <> Ycvre-

latter.

which post he
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§1. The Greek word

meaning primariiy a straight

uavuv,

and derivatively
applied by c'le church
rod,

norm or law, was first
fathers (not earlier than 360) to the cd'ection of
Holj' Scriptures, and primarily to those of the socalled Old Testament (Credner, "Zur Gesch. des
Canons," pp. 58-68). But although the older Jewa

no such designation for the Bibbooks, and it is doubtful whether the word was
ever included in the rabbinical vocabMeaning- ulary, it is quite certain that the idea
and Scope, expressed by the designation "canonical writings " (ypaonl KavoviKai), both
as including and as excluding certain books, is of
Jewish origin. The designation "Apocrypha" affords a parallel instance: the word is Greek; the
conception is Jewish (compare the words "Genuzim, " "Genizah").
The idea of canouicity can only have been suggested at a period when the national literature had
progressed far enough to possess a
Origin of large number of works from which a
And the
Idea.
selection might be made.
need for such selection was all the
more urgent, since the Jewi.sh mind occupied itself
in producing exclusively writings of r(;;ligious import, in which category, however, were also included various historical and didactic works. Which
writings were included in the recognized collection,
and in what manner such collection was made, are
questions belonging to the history of the canon, and
the origin and comare discussed in this article
position of the separate books come under the history of Biblical literature.
§ 2. The oldest and most frequent designation for
the whole collection of Biblical writings is D^~iDD,
ish literature has
lical

.

:

This word, which in Dan.
2 means all the sacred writings,
ignations. occurs frequently in the Mishnah, as
well as in traditional literature, without cIo.ser definition. The expression ^in[>T^ ^"IDD
(" Holy Books ") belongs to later authors.
It is em]iloyed first by the medieval exegetes; for instance,
Ibn Ezra, introduction to " Yesod Morah " and

"Books."

Des-

ix.

"M'ozne Lashon ha-Kodesh"; see also Neubauer,
"Book of Tobit," 43b, Oxford, 1878; Gratz, "Gesch.
der Juden," 3d ed., vii. 384; Margoliouth, "Cat.
Hebr. and Samaritan MSS. Brit JIus.," Nos. 181,
103; and elsewhere infrequentl}', but never in Talmud or Midrash. This fact goes to show that the
ancients regarded the whole mass of the national
The Greek
religious writings as equally holy.
translation of the term is ra (3i3/.in, which (as may

;
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be seen from

and

licii

flu'

expressions Kal rd

T(ov aA/.iji'

-(iriiiui'

i-!ifi?juv)

tuv
used

'/.onza

is

(iiliAiDv

b}'

the

grandson of

Siracli in the introduction to Eccrlesiasticus (Siracli) to designate tiie whole of the Scrip-

tures.

The canonical books, therefore, needed no special
designation, since originally all were holy.
new
term had to be coined for the new idea of non-holy
books.
The latter were accordingly called D"'1DD

A

("outside" or "e.xtraneous books"); that is,
books not included in the established collection
(Mishnah Sanli. x. 1) a distinction analogous to
that afterward made, with reference to the oral law
itself, between " Mishnah " and " Out*' Outside " side-Mishnah" (nJK'Danil
nJIV^H njJJ^,
Books.
or its Aramaic equivalent xn"^^,
D''J1V'n

—

"

was due

Baraita

Possibl}' this designation

").

to the fact that the Apocrj'pha,

which

in

popular estimation ranked nevertheless with religious works, were not included in the libraries of the
Temple and synagogues (for illustration of this see
Books, and Blau, "Zur Einleitung in die Heilige

Another designation, KlpO
applied to the whole of
upon the custom of reading
the Holy Scriptures to the people on Sabbaths and
holidays: it is a term freijuently opposed to njK'D
and Ejmo, which designate oral teaching (Ned. iv.
Schrift,"

i.

et

seq.).

that which is read
Scripture, is founded
("

"),

Kid. i., end; Abot v., end). A third designation
^n\)n '2n3 ("Holy Scriptures," Shab. xvi. 1; B.
B. i., end, and elsewhere), the Greek equivalents of
3;
is

which are

(Rom. i. 2) and lepa ypcifiiinTa
This term indicates, not the writings belonging to the sanctuarj-, nor of Israel
(Geiger, " Nachgelassene Schriften," iv. 12), but
holy writings in contradistinction to profane w^orks
{BHpn ""ana and t^vnn ••anJ, Tosef., Yom-Tob, iv.
ed. Zuckermandel, p. 207, 12), perhaps works inThis interpretation is also
spired by the Holy Spirit.
favored by the expression iraaa jpncpy OeoTTvevGTog (IT
Tim. iii. 16; compare Eusebius, "'Eclogae Propheti-

(H Tim.

iii.

ypa<pal ayiai
15).

cae," ed. Gaisford, p. 106).

A

fourth designation for the entire Bible

("Law") (Mek., Beshallah,

is

min

Friedmann, pp.
34b, 40b; Pesik. R., ed. Friedmann, 9a, and elsewhere), also found in the New Testament under the
form vofiuf (John x. 34; II Esdras xix.
"Torah." 21). This designation owes its origin
9; ed.

to the opinion that the entire Holy
Writ is the Word of God, and that the Prophets and
the Hagiographa are included in the Torah (see below).
It is also possible that, since "Torah" was
the title of the first and principal part of the Biblical writings, it was transferred to the entire collection.

The
ten

"),

fifth designation,

3103

(literally,

frequently found personified

(as,

"it is writ-

for instance,

nOIK ainan, etc.= "the 'Katub' saith"; compare
Bacher," AeltesteTerminologie derJildischen Schriftauslegung," p. 90), is, strictlj^ speaking, an abbreviation, and should be supplemented with the name
of the book in which "it is written." The Greek
equivalent is ypn<i>ri\ -^aaa ynacbf/ (II Tim. iii. 16), a
translation of SinSH ?3. which, strange to say, is
found in the works of Profiat Duran, though certainly it is very old.
The sixth designation is (hnOijKTj

Bibikov
Bible Canon

("covenant"), from which the term -a'Aala SiaOr/nTj
Vcfiis Tenia merit am = Old Testament) in the Christian Church has been derived.
Even
Testament, in Ecclus. (Sirach) xxiv. 23 the Pentateuch is called filfi/Mg 6iaf)r/Kr/c, and
the term n^l^H IDD ("Book of the Covenant,"
Ex. xxiv. 7; II Kings xxiii. 2, 21) is similarly translated in the Septuagint.
Though "diatheke," like
"Torah," came to be applied to Holj^ Writ (first by
Paul, II Cor. iii. 14; compare Matt. xxvi. 28), the
expression n'"l3n "1DD ("Book of the Covenant") is
never found with this significance in Jewish tradition, except in an apparently polemic utterance of
Simon ben Yohai (about 150), w'here a reference to
the name "diatheke" for the Torah occurs (Yer.
Sanh. 20c; Lev. R. xix.). In all probability this
designation, which, like the term "Old Testament."
involves a Christian point of view, was used very
rarel}'.
In post-Talnuidic times other designations
(

were employed; e..7., DnSD nj;2"lX"l Dnt^'J? ("The
Twenty-four Books") (see G. Margoliouth, "Cat.
Hebr. "and Samaritan MSS. Brit. Mus." i. 22b, 25a,
IITHD ("the cycle," in the ilasorah; in a
codex of the year 1309; and in Ginsburg, "Introduc27a, 35a);

tion," p. 564);

N•'t^'^pO iT'EJ'npD

(Ginsburg,

I.e.

p.

Medieval authors called the Holy Writ tilso
pIDD. which originally meant "verse"
Other Ex- (Bacher, "Rev. Etudes Juives," xvi.
pressions. 278). Another very common designa-

748).

tion is "IJ'n, the initials of D^K'SJ min
D'3in3 ("Law, Prophets, and Holy Writings"), an
expression frequently occurring in Talmud and Midrash.
A similar acrostic name is "| J K, an abbreviation of the words 'DD D''N"'33 Nn''''TlN- In the Middle
Ages these mnemonic terms were conveniently regarded as real words, and received translations;
namely, "ear-tips" and "plumb-line " respectively.
In the Mishnah (compare Yad. iii. 5) the canouicity of the Holy Books is expressed indirectly by the
doctrine that those writings which are canonical
"render the hands unclean." The term connoting
this quality, Dn\T DK pKOtSO, thus comes very
near to the technical equivalent for the word " canonical."
The nature of the underlying conceit is not

altogether clear.
It is most likely that it was meant
to insure greater caution against the profanation of
holy scrolls by careless handling or irreverent uses
(Yad. iv. 6; Zab. v. 12; Shab. 13a, 14a). It is an open
question whether this capacity to render " the hands
unclean " inhered in the scroll kept in the Temple.
It appears that originally the scroll in the Temple
rendered food unclean; while only outside the Temple were liands made unclean (Kelim xv. 6; R.
Akiba, Pesi 19a). At all events, the term nx X0t30
DHTI was Extended to all the writings included in
tjue canon, ^nd designated ultimately their canonical
character oj its effects as distinguished from noncanonical boioks (Yad. iii. 2-5; iv. 5, 6; Tosef., Yad.
ii. 19; Blau,^.c. pp. 21, 69 etseg.; Friedmann, "Haii. 168, but incorrect).
§ 3. The Jewish canon comprises twenty- four
books, the five of the Pentateuch, eight books of the
Prophets (Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Kings, Isaiah,
Jeremiah, Ezekiel, the Minor Prophets), and eleven
Hagiographa (P.salms, Proverbs. Job, Song of Solomon, Ruth, Lamentations, Ecclesiastes, Esther,

Goren,"

a"
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Samuel and Kings
Daniel, Ezra, and Chronicles).
form but a single book each, as is seen in Aquila's
The " twelve
Greek translation.
Contents prophets were known to Ecclus. (Sirach) as one book (xlix. 10), and the
and
Divisions, separation of Ezra from Nehemiah is
not indicated in either the Talmud or
A Bible codex written in Spain in
1448 divides Samuel, Kings, and Ezra into two
books each (Ginsburg, I.e. p. 586). These books are
classified and arranged into three subdivisions,
"Torah," "Prophets," and " Hagiographa " Greek,
vofioq aal Trpo((>7/rai koX aXka ^i/iXia (Ecclus. [Sirach]).
In Yalk. ii. 703 they are stj-led as abstracts, " Law,
Prophecy, and Wisdom," HD^n riNUJ miD; compare Yer. Mak. 31d, below, and Blau, I.e. p. 21, note.
The division of the Prophets into D^JIL^X"! D''X^2J
("Earlier Prophets") and D^jnnX n"'N"'aj ("Later
Prophets) was introduced' by the Masorah. By the
former expression the Talmud underEarlier
stands the older Prophets, such as
and Later Isaiah, as distinguished from the later
Prophets. Prophets, Haggai, Zechariah, and IVIalachi (see Sifre, Deut. 27, 357; Yer.
In contradistinction to the last
Ber. 8d, 23, etc.).
three, Samuel, David, and Solomon are sometimes
The encalled the old Propliets (Sotah 48b, top).
tire Holy Writ is also designated by the term " Torah
and Prophets" (R. H. iv. 6; compare Meg. iv. 5;
Tosef., B. B. viii. 14; Sifre, Deut. 218), and the
same usage is found in the New Testament (Matt.
the Masorah.

;

V. 17, vii. 12, xxii. 40; Luke xvi. 16, 29, 31).
and Prophecy " are found
abstract terms "

Law

in Pesik., ed.

The
once

Another division is that into "Torah and Kabbalah" found in Ta'an. ii. 1; Tosef., Niddah, iv. 10;

Num.

"Kabbalali" signifying tradition, which is regarded as having been carried on by
Tiie Aramaic equivalent for r02p
the Prophets.
is XnO^K'N, the Masoretic name for tiie Prophetical
Books, and Hebraized into W\?^ by Ben Asher
("Dikduke ha-Te'amim," p. 2).
Still another division is "Torah" and "Mikra."
In Sifre, Deut. 317 "Mikra" is used as a general
term for the Prophets and the Hagiographa
usage which may also underlie Gen. R. xvi. (ed.
Wilna, 75b) and Cant. R. xvi. 6, below (see, however, Bacher," Aelteste Terminologie," p. 118, note
The Midrash on " plena et defectiva " opposes
7).
"Torah" to "Mikra" (Berliner, "Peletat Soferim,"
p. 36), as does also Ben Asher (Blau, "Masor. Untcrsuchungen," p. 50). The Masorah and Spanish authors use the word in the same sense (Bacher, I.e. pp.
118etseq.; also in "Hukkeha-Torah,"in Glidemann,
"Gesch. der Cultur der Juden in Deutschland," p.
268), and it probably came to have this meaning
because it is abbreviated from the expression lj<E»'
N"lpt3, "the remaining Mikra."
The third division, "the Holy Writings," may
have received its name in a similar "way. Originally,
the whole Bible was called "Hoi}'
The Hag-i- Writings," but subsequently men perographa.
haps spoke of the " Law and the Proph
ets," and the "other holy writings,"
and finally briefly of the "Holy Writings." Similarly, the current name " Kctubim " (Writings) is
Sifre,

probably also an abbreviation of the fuller expres"the other writings," or the " Holy Writings."
This etymology is supported by the usage of
Sirach's grandson, who calls the Hagiographa rd
Ani-a T(Jv fjiiS'Aiuv, and of Ben Asher a thousand years
'ater, who speaks of "the Law, the Prophets, and
tiie other books " (I.e. 44 emended text in Blau, " Zur
Einleitung," p. 29. note 3). This is not the only instance of Asher's tidelity to older traditions.
Characteristic evidence of the threefold division may be
noted in the following citations:
sion,

;

" In the New— Year's prayers, ten passages of the Bible (from
the Torah, Prophets, and Hapiographa) must be introduced at
leiist three times '' (Tosef., R. H. iv. 6). "Ben Azzai connected
the words of the Torah with those of tlie Prophets, and the
latter with those of the Hagiographa" (Lev. R. xvi. ;i).
"This
is the progressive method of studying
Urst, a primer (passages
of the Pentateuch) is read; then the Book (icD, Torah), then
the Prophets, and finally the Hagiograplia. After completing
the study of the entire Bible, one took up the Talmud, Halakah, and Haggadah" (Deut. R. viii. 3). " To be considered conversant with the Bible one had to be able to read accurately the
Torah, Prophets, and Hagiographa" (Kid. 49a). "Just as the
Torah is threefold, so Israel Is threefold, consisting of priests,
Levites, and Israelites" (Pesik., ed. Buber, 105a).
"Blessed be
God, who gave the threefold teachings to the threefold nation,
by three persons on the third day of the third njonth " (Shab.
88a).
In answer to the question of the Sadducee, concerning the
Biblical basis for the belief that God causes the dead to rise,
the patriarch Gamaliel sought proof " In Torah, Prophets, and
Holy Writings" (Sanh. 9(ib). "This doctrine is written in the
Torah, repeated in the Prophets, and a third time in the Hagiographa " (Meg. 31a; compare Mak. 10b, 15). Hanina set up
the rule that " kesef " (silver) means simply a "selah" in the
Torah, a " litra " in the Prophets, and a " talent " in the Holy
Writings (Bek. .50a: Yer. Kid. ,59d see also M. K. 21a; Ta'an.
30a; Sanh. 101a).
:

;

For passages of similar import from the Jerusalem

Talmud and from

Buber, Ilia.

112, 139;

—

-
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5; p. 23, note

the Midrash, see Blau, p. 22, note

1.

§ 4. Tannaite literature makes no mention anywhere of the number of the Biblical books, and it
does not seem to have been usual to
Number pay attention to their number. This
of Books, was felt to be of importance only
when the Holy Writings were to be
distinguished from others, or when their entire range

was

to be explained to non-Jews.

The

earliest

two

II Esdras xiv.
estimates (about 100 c.e.) differ.
44-46 gives the number as 24; all variant readings
of the passage (94, 204, 84, 974 books) agree in the

unit figure,

4.

Epiphanius' division of the number 94 into 72 -|23 (" De Ponderibus et Mensuris Liber," in Lagarde,
"Symmicta," ii. 163) is artificial. Josephus expressly puts the number at 22, as does Origen
(Euscbius, "Hist. Eocl." vi. 25); while Jerome (Preface to Samuel and Kings) mentions 22, but neverSince both of these church
theless counts 24.
fathers studied under Jewish teachers, it is probaole
that soine authorities within the synagogue favored
counting 22 books; and the hesitation between 33
and 24 can be explained bv a Baraita (B. B. 13b),
according to which each book of the latter two divisions (Prophets and Hagiographa) had to be written
Since Ruth with Judges or
separately as one roll.
with Psalms (Jerome, and Baraita B. B. 14b) might
form one roll, and Lamentations with Jeremiah another, the rolls would be counted as 22, while the
That there were 34 books
books were actually 24.
will be apparent from the classical Baraita on the

.
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question (see § 5 of this article)But in more
tlian ten passages of the Midrash 24 booi<s are expressly mentioned; and the authorities adduced are
exclusively amoraini.
Simeon ben Lakish (about
250) compares the books with the 2-t ornaments of a
bride (Isa. lii. 18-24); saying that just as the bride
must be decorated with 24 ornaments, so the scholar
must be adorned with the knowledge of all the 24
books (Ex. R. xli. 5; Tan., Ki Tissa, xi., ed. Buber,
R. Berecliiah compares
p. Ill; Cant. R. iv. 11).
them with the 24 divisions of the priests and Levites
and with the 24 nails driven into sandals (Num. R.
xiv. 4, XV. 22; Eccl. R. xii. 11; Pesik. R. ix. a, ed.

Friedmann) while, according to Phineas ben Jair
(beginning of third century), the 24 books (Xum.
R. xiv. 18) correspond to the 24 sacrificial animals
(Num. vii. ). The fact that the 24 books of the written Law and tlie 80 of the oral tradition make up 104
;

(Num. R.

xiii.

ets

as

as
in

12,

the

Num.

number of the books
Counting the Minor Proph-

16) recalls the

mentioned in II Esdras.
R.

number 35
xviii.

is

obtained (23-J-12),

and Tan., Korah,

21

ed.

Stettin, 552.

For the understanding of the concept of a canon,
the following passages, literally rendered, are especially important:
Eccl. xii. 12 teaches: "And further, my son, be admonished by
these [understood as reading "against more than these, my son,
be cautioned against confusion "
the Hebrew " mehemah "
(more than these) being read " mehumah " (confusion)] that
he who brings more than twenty-four books into his house
brings confusion. Thus, the books of Ben Sira or Ben Tigla
may be read, but not to the degree of ' weariness of the flesh ' "
(Eccl. R. on the passage).
"And further, by these, my son, be admonished," saith God
'
Twenty-four books have I written for you ; take heed to add
none thereto.' Wherefore? Becauseof making many books there
is no end.
He who reads one verse not written in the twenty-four
books is as thougti he had read in the 'outside books'; he will
Behold herein the punishment assigned
find no salvation there.
How do we know
to him who adds one book to the twenty-four.
that he who reads them wearies himself in vain ? Because it
says, 'much study isa weariness of the flesh' (Eccl. xii. 12),
from which follows, that the body of such a one shall not
arise from the dust, as Is said in the Mishnah (Sauh. x. 1),
'They who read in the outside books have no share in the future
life'" (Num. R. xiv. 4; ed. Wilna, p. 117a; compare also Pesik.
R. ix. a and Yer. Sanh. xxviii. a)
;

;

chief difference between these two passages is
that in the first only the " wearine-ss of the flesh,"
that is, the deep study (but not the reading) of other
than the Holy Writings, which were learned by
while in the second passage the
heart, is forbidden
mere reading is also forbidden. The older point of
view is undoubtedly the milder, as the history of
the book of Ecclus. (Siracli) teaches.
The Babylonian teachers represented the more liberal view (compai-e Sanh. 100a and Yer. Sanh. xxviii. a, 18).
There is probably an allusion to twenty -four
books in Yer. Sanh. xx. d, 4 and Gen. R. Ixxx., beginning.
The Babylonian Talmud (Ta'an. 8a) mentions 24; Targ. to the Song of Solomon v. 10 does
the same.
Dosa ben Eliezer, in a
The
very old Masoretic note; Ben Asher

The

;

" Twenty- ("Dikduke," pp.5 [line 1 '2], 56); Nissim
four"
of Kairwan (Steinschneider "FestBooks.
schrift," Hebrew section, p. 20, below) and many medieval wi-iters and
codices count twenty-four books.
The number 24
was also known in ancient times in non -Jewish
;

circles (Strack, in

Bible Canon

Herzog,

tantische Theologie

"

Real-Encyc. fur Protes-

und Kirche,"

ix.^ 757).

§ 5. The classical passage for the sequence of the

books is the

Sequence,

liaraita in B. B. 14b. With
the exclusion of interjected remarks.
chronicled there, it runs as follows:

"The sequence of the Prophets is Joshua. Judges, Samuel,
Kings, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Isaiah, Uie 12 [minor] prophets: that
of the Hagiographa is Ruth, Psalms, Job, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes.
Song of Solomon. Lamentations, iJuniel, Esther. Ezra. Chronicles.
Who wrote the books ? Moses wrote his book, the
section of Balaam and Job; Joshua wrote his book, and the last
eight verses of the Torah
Saiiuiel wrote his book. Judges, and
Ruth David wrote the I'.salms. by the hand of the ten Ancients:
;

;

namely, through Adam (Psalm cxxxix. IG. perhaps also xcii.J,
through Mekhizedek. Ps. ex.: through Abraham, Ps. Ixxxix.
emrNH |-'N explained to =Abr;iham); through Moses, Ps. xcc; through Heinan, Ps. Ixxxviii.; through Jedulhun, Ps. Ixii.;
perhaps Ixxvii.; through Asaph, Ps. 1., Ixxiii.-lxxxiii.; and
through the three sons of Korah, Ps. xlii. xlix.. Ixxviii.. Ixxxiv.,
Ixxxv., Ixxxviii.
[The question whether Solomon should be
included

among

the Psalmists

is

discussed in Tosafot

ir)a.]

Jeremiah wrote his book, the Book of Kings, and Lamen tuitions;
King Hezekiah, and his council that survived him. wrote
Isaiah, Proverbs, Song of Solomon, and Ecclesiastes
the men
of the Great Synagogues wrote Ezekiel, the Twelve Prophets,
Daniel, and Esther Ezra wrote his book and the genealogy of
;

Chronicles

down

to himself."

From

the fact that in this account of the authorsMoses is mentioned as the author of the Torah,
it may be inferred
that in the collection from
which the Baraita is cited the sequence also
of the five books of the Torah was probably
given.
But it is also possible that the Pentateuch,
from its liturgical use in the synagogue, was sa
familiar as to be regarded almost as a single book,
of the separate parts of which no enumeration was
necessary.
The most striking sequence in this passjige is
that of the Prophets, given as Jeremiah, Ezekiel,
and Isaiah, a sequence commented on
Prophets, in the Talmud. There it is explained
that this is because the Book of Kings
ends with destruction, Jeremiah begins and closes
with destruction, Ezekiel begins with destruction
and ends with consolation, while all of Isaiah consists of consolation.
Thus, destruction appropriately follows upon destruction, and consolation upon
consolation.
The artificiality of this interpretation

needs no explanation but it must be remarked that
such sequence is not chronological. The clearest
explanation is that of Strack, who claims that the
Baraita evidently arranged the prophetical books
according to their size, a principle apparently fol;

lowed also in the arrangement of the Mishnah treaAccording to their length, Jeremiah, Ezekiel,
Isaiah, and the twelve Prophets stand to one another
The same princiin the ratio of 41, 36, 32, and 30.
ple is apparent in the sequence of the older Hagiographa, where the insertion of Job between the Psalms
and Proverbs (the works of father, David, and son,
Solomon) is particularly noticeable. Since the Baraita
regarded Moses as the author of Job, this book might
quite appropriately have been placed at the head
of the Hagiographa, as was indeed recommended by
Now, according to their lengths, the
the Talmud.
Psalms (with Ruth), Job, and Proverbs stand to
one another in the ratio of 39, 15, and 13; and Job
tises.

therefore,

The sequence of the
follows Psalms.
books, Avherein the placing of

three Solomonic

Bible

Canon

Ecclosiastes before the
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Song of Solomon

is

especially

remarkable, illustrates the same principle of arrangement, the largest being placed first.
The author of Ecclesiasticus (Sirach) has the chronological order of the modern Bible: Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and the twelve (Minor) Prophets (see

miah, and Ezekiel;
the Talmud, while
iar order,
I.e.

144
three manuscripts agree with

two have the following peculJeremiah, Isaiah, and Ezekiel (Ginsburg,

p. 6).

Ginsburg
table, eight

p. 7) has collected, in the following
varying sequences of the Ilagiographa:
{I.e.

Varying Sequencks of thk IIagioguapha.

;
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earlier canonization of tliese latter, their

was

sequence

so firmly established as never to give rise to

question.
§ 6. The
Torali is the

most

radical criticism agrees that the

and oldest part of the canon. The
narrative of Neh. viii.-.\., which describes an actual
canonization, is of prime importance for the history
of the collection of the Holy Writings.
first

thus generally agreed that in the
middle of the fifth century b.c. the
first part of the canon was extant.
There is no
foundation for the belief that, according to Neh.
viii.-x., the Pentateuch was not fully completed

Collection.

It is

until that date.
The opinions of the synagogue will
be discussed later; here only external testimony
concerning the canonization will be considered.
Perhaps the last three verses of the Book of Malachi,
the last prophet, are to be considered as a kind of
canonization.
The warning concerning the teachings of Moses, and the unusually solemn words of
comfort, make it seem probable that herein is intended a peroration not only to the speeches of the
last prophets, but also to the whole twofold canon,
the Law and the Prophets.
These verses could not
have come from Malachi but they may very probably have been added by another anonymous
prophet, or by some appropriate authority, in order
to let the words of the Holy Scriptures conclude
with a Divine reminder of the Torah, and with a
promise of great comfort.
Another example of
what may be called "canonical ending" for the entire Holy Writ may be seen (N. Krochmal, "Moreh
;

Bible

words on King Solomon: "The countries marveled
thy songs, and proverbs, and parables
[or "dark sayings"], and interjiretations " (xlvii. 17);
the last thi-ee words being taken from Prov. i. 6,
while the Song of Solomon is alluded to in "songs."
He would have had no authority to speak of " songs "
at all from I Kings v. 12; he must have known
them. While he had no knowledge of Ecclesiastes,
at thee for

his didactic style proves that he used Job, as is also
indicated by the words DmDD3 "ft^' ^ODIl (xliv. 4,
and afterward, Dvti'lDI)- Ecclesiastes, Estlier, and
Daniel are not included in his canon (see Halevy,
"Etude sur la Partie du Texte Hebreux de I'Ecclesiastique," pp. 67 et seq., Paris, 1897); he considers
Chronicles and Ezra-Nehemiah as Holy Scripture
(xlix. 12
Ezra iii. 2; xlix. 13
Neh. iii. and vi.

=

=

compare Nell. vi. 12); he mentions distinctly "the
laws and prophets" (xxxix. 1); in the following
sentences there are allusions to other writings; and
verse 6 of the same chapter leads to the supposition
that in his time only wisdom-writings and prayers
were being written.
The grandson of Sirach (132 B.C.), who translated
his ancestor's wisdom from Hebrew into Greek, tells
in his preface no more about the canon than is apl^arent from the book itself; but he tells it more
clearly.
He mentions three times the Torah, Prophets, and "other writings;" he knew no "terminus
techuicus" for the canon's third part, as one was not
coined until two hundred years later. In the original these pas.sages are respectively as follows: (5ia
mil voiiov Kcil Tuv Trp(i(j)r/-uv nai tuv o.'a'X.ujv tuv kut' avTov^

Nebuke ha-Zeman," viii.. No. 11) in the last three
verses of the Book of Ecclesiastes.
This declama-

i/KuXovOrjKOTtjv

makers of books sounds like a canonical closing; and it was really considered such by
the oldest Jewish exegetes (see above, § 4).
The
admonition to keep the Commandments, and the
threat of divine punishment, may be compared to
the reminder of the Torah and the idea of punishment in Malachi.
While there are no other evidences in Holy Writ
itself of a collection of the Holy Writings, there are
some outside of it, which, in part, may
Evidences now be mentioned in chronological

Kal al npo^TjTElai Kal rd AotTrd

tion against the

of

Older.

The author

of the apocryphal

the Canon, book Ecclesiasticus (Sirach) was a contem|)orary of the liigli priest Simon

—either

the

—

or the second of that name
who
end of the third cenknew the Law and Prophets in their

first

lived at the beginning or at the

tury B.C. He
present form and sequence; for he glorifies (ch.
xliv.-xlix.) the great men of anticiuity in the order
in which they successively follow in Holy Wiit.
He not only knew the name D''X''3Jn ~\d} Wy^^
("The Twelve Prophets"), but cites Malachi iii. 2U,

and

is acfpiainted with by fiir the greatest part of
the Hagiograplia, as is certain from the Hebrew
original of his writings reccsntly disEvidences covered. Pie knew the Psalms, whicli

of Sirach.

he ascribes to David (Ecclus. [Sirach]
xlvii. 8, 0), and the Proverbs: ''Tliere
were those who found out musical harmonies, and
set forth proverbs [A. V., "poetical compositions"]
in writing" (.\liv. 5).
An allusion to Proverbs and
probably to the Song of Solomon is contained in his

III.— 10

Canon

TUV

TTf)0(f)r/Tcjv

SESo/jivov
Kal

TUV

In the Second

.

.

.

elg

re rfjv tov v6/iov koI

a'k7.uv Trarpiuv (iifi/Juv

tuv

...

6 v6/jog

^ijiXiuv.

Book of Maccabees

(124 B.C.

;

Niese,

"

Kritikder Beiden Makkabiierblicher "), written only
a few years later than the Greek Sirach, the following is stated: "The same things also w^ere reported
in tlie records, namely, the memoirs of Neemias; and
how he, founding a library, gathered
II Mactogether the books concerning the
cabees.
kings, and the prophets, and those of
David, and the epistles of the kings
concerning holy gifts. And in like manner also
Judas gathered together all those books that had
been scattered by reason of the war we had, and
they are with us. If now possibly ye have need
thereof, send such as will bring them unto you " (II
Mace. ii. 13-15). The Torah is not mentioned; its
general circulation rendered its "collection" unnecessary.
The second part of the canon is unmistakably intended by "books concerning the kings"
(Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and Kings) and by
"prophets" (Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekicl, and the
Minor Prophets). Since the Hagiographa had not
yet received a definite name, they are mentioned as
those of David " (the Psalms), as the first and most
important book a custom followed in the New
Testament even at a time when there was no doubt
concerning the existence of collected Hagiographa.
The exi)ressioti, "the books of the kings concerning
holy gifts," seems to refer to the royal letters mentioned in Ezra and Nehemiah, and if this be so,
then the Hagiographa do find mention; viz., Psalms
and Chronicles, their first and lust books.
•'

—

—
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It sliould also be noted that Neheiaiah and not
Ezra is named: a circumstance whicii indicates the
age of these- statements; since the son of Siracli likewise glorified Xehemiah and made no mention of
Ezra, whereas even the oldest rabbinical authorities
consider Ezra as a writer far superior to Nehemiah,

the aristocrat.
Philo, in his extant works, makes no mention of
Ezekiel, Daniel, or the Five Rolls.
Since, however,
even Sirach mentions Ezekiel, Philo's

Philo.

silence about

him

is

vmdoubtedly ac-

consequently, his failure to
name the other books can not be taken as a proof
that they were not in his canon.
Moreover, the
Laws, Prophets, Psalms, and other books are referred to by title in his "De Vita Contemplativa,"
It is true, Lucius ("Die Therapeuten," Stras§ 3.
hurg, 1880) doubts the genuineness of tins work but
Leopold Cohn, an authority on Philo ("Einleitung
und Chronologic der Schriften Philo's," p. o7, Leipsic, 1899; "Philologus," vii., suppl. volume, p. 421),
maintains that there is no reason to do so. Consequently, Siegfried's opinion ("Philo," p. 61, Jena,
1875) that Philo's canon was essentially the same
as that of to-day, is probably correct (H. E. Ryle,
"Philo and Holy Scripture," London, 1895).
cidental

;

;

The New Testament shows that its canon was
none other than that which exists to-day. None of
Apocrypha or P.seudepigrapha
ever cjuoted by name, while Daniel
the

New

Testament, expressly
Matt.

xiii.

cited

85

in

Matt.

(=Luke

xxiv.

is
is

15.

51) proves

xi.

was the last canonical book. The
statement, "That upon you may come all the righteous blood shed upon the eartli, from the blood of
that Chronicles

rigliteous

;

Abel unto the blood of Zacharias," con-

The three
xxiv. 44
"Law," "Prophets," and "Psalms"— as they are in
Philo.
Usually, however, only the Law and the
Prophets are mentioned (Matt. v. 17; Luke xvi. IG);
but by them the three divisions an; intended just
as the Talmudic teachers include the Hagiographa
tains a reference to II Chron. xxiv. 20.

chief divisions are enumerated in

under Prophets

(see § 3).

Luke

This usage

is

to be at-

tributed, on the one hand, to the lack of a current
technical term for the Hagiographa, and on the
other to the opinion that the collected books of tlie

Holy Writings were written by the Prophets. In
view of these facts, the silence of the writers of the
New Testament concerning Canticles, Ecclesiastes,
Esther, and Ezra has no bearing on the question
whether these writings were or were not included
in the canon (see Strack, I.e. p. 750).
Joseph us (f. 38-95) enumerates 22 books, which
he divides as follows: 5 books of Moses; 13 liistories, containing the histor}' of Israel from IMoses'
death down to Artaxerxes I., written by the Prophets; and 4 remaining books consisting of hymns
and admonitions. " It is true our history hath been
written since Artaxerxes very particularly, but liath
not been esteemed of the like authority with the
former by our forefathers, because there hath not
been an exact .succession of prophets since that time:
and how firmly we liave given credit to these books
of our own nation is evident bv what we do; for
during so many ages as have already passed, no one
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hath been so bold as either to add anything to them,
from them, or to make any change
in them" ("Contra Ap." i. 8).
It is evident that
Josephus, instead of counting Ruth and Lamentations as separate books, combined them with Judges
and Jeremiah, I'espectively. As liistorical books lie
considered all that narrated anything historical, and
thus included Job. He considered Psalms, Proverbs^ Song of Solomon, and Ecclesiastes non-historical.
No other arrangement would have been ])ossible for Josephus; for it is known from Talmudic
and Midrashic literciture that in his time, when the
Tannaites flourished most, all the now familiar Ixioks
were considered canonical. For various interpretations of Josephus' narrative, see Strack, I.e. p. 752.
The evidence of the church fathers, such as
Melito of Sardis (about 170; in Eusebius, "Hist.
Eccl." iv. 26) and Origen(died 253; in.
Church
Eu.sebius, I.e. vi. 25), both of wliom
Fathers,
count 22 books, but mention 24, is unimportant; since they invoke tl)e authority of their Jewish teachers, whose canon is
to take anything

known from
weight

the tannaite literature.
Of still less
the evidence of Jerome (died 420). who
Jewish instruction, and simply repeats what

is

had
was current opinion among the Amoraim ("Prologus
Galeatus " and preface to Daniel).
also

§ 7. In addition to the written evidence mentioned
above, the circumstance that the Samaritans (who
considered themselves Jews) accepted
The Pro- only the Pentateuch and part of
phetical Joshua is of great importance in deCanon,
termining the historical development
of the canon.
It brings out the momentous fact that a recognized canon of the Prophets
did not exist in the middle of the fifth century B.C.
while, on the other hand, it is certain from Sirach
(see § 6 of this article) that the prophetical canon
was completed by 200 B.C. at the very latest. Since
Sirach considered prophecy as long since silenced,
and had no recollection of any authoritative close of
this canon, the view that the list of the Prophets
was completed at least one hundred years before his
time is very plausible. Consequently, the prophetical canon must have been closed, at the very latest,
at the beginning of the era of the Seleucids (312).
Zunz ("G. V." ed. i., p. 14) says with reason: "The
holy books, containing the Law and the Propliets,
must have been collected a few generations after
Nehemiah. Their age extends back far beyond that
epoch. The decided predilection shown toward tliis
part of the Biblical books, still visible in later times

must be exj^Iaincd
had long been honored as the only
surviving monument of the Jewish state at a time
when the latter no longer existed, and other national
writings, whether of earlier or later time, were attracting attention " (compare also ib. p. 33).
Ryle
("Canon of the Old Testament," p. 123) assumes
that the propiietical canon was completed during
He
the high priesthood of Simon II. (219-199 B.C.).
adduces in proof the prophetical books themselves,
and in
by the

all

religious institutions,

fact that

it

which, according to him, contain many additions of
showing tiiat previous to this period they
had not been canonized; K. Marti (commentary on
Isaiah, in " Kurzgefasstes Handbuch") even argues

a late date,

;
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that in Hillel's tiiiio the canon was not yet closed.
fact that Daniel is not included in the

Bible Canon

woid of Holy Writ was inspired by the Divine

However, the

Spirit.

and demonstrates that
the prophetical canon must have been closed before

have rested upon a prophet; and, consequently,
every Biblical book was said to have been written
by a prophet. The chronicler attributes the authorship of the Book of Samuel, which he
Principle designates as " the acts of David " (I
of Canoni- Chron. xxix. 29) to Samuel, Nathan,
zation.
and Gad. The oldest Baraita (see
above, § 3 B. B. 14b), dealing with
the sequence and authors of the Biblical writings,
assumes the author of every book to have been a
prophet, and finds him either in the titles or the
sequence of the books themselves. Mo.ses, Joshua,
Samuel, Ezra, and the Prcjphets wrote their own
books; Moses wrote Job, the hero of which was his
contemporary; Joshua wrote the last eight verses of
the Pentateuch ("' so Moses, the servant of the Lord,
died," etc.); Samuel wrote Judges and Ruth; Jeremiah the Books of Kings, which preceded his own
book, and Ezra the Chronicles (see Blau, I.e. p. 38).
There is thus an unbroken chain of prophets from
Moses to Malachi the chain of tradition in Abot 1.
1 mentions prophets but no priests: "Forty-eight
prophets and .seven prophetesses prophesied for
Israel.
None of them took from or added anything
to the Law, except tlie reading of the roll of Esther "
(Baraita Meg. 14a; compare "Seder '01am," xx.,

Prophets

is

of importance,

for the best of criticism is agreed that
165 Ji.c.
Daniel belongs to the Maccabean era; it would have
been included in the Prophets had at that time the
canon still been open.
§ 8. While Sirach (see § 6) knew and made use of
most of the books of the Hagiographa, his chapters
contain no allusion whatever to Ecclesiastes, Esther,
or Daniel.
It does not follow from this that he did
not know these books, but that he
Determina- .simply did not consider them Holy
tion of
Writings; moreover, it is certain that
tlie Hagiog- in 200 B.C. the canon of the Hagiographa.
rapha did not exist in its present
form. A second foundation for this
theory would be the date of the Book of Daniel,
which in its present form, and with its allusion to
Antiochus Epiphanes, was not known before 165.
;

A

third

argument

is

deduced from the fact that

while the translator of Sirach in 132 knew no technical name for the Hagiographa, he nevertheless
speaks plainly of a third part of Holy Writ. Accordingly, there is no sound reason to doubt the
statement in II Mace. ii. 14 (see ij 6 of this article)
that

Judas Maccabee collected the books scattered

during the wars.

No

doubt, the Syrians in their persecutions had
diligently searched for scrolls of the Torah, and
(since they knew no difference between the various
Hebrew writings) for other Biblical books (I Mace. iii.
Under the circumstances, it is quite compre48).
hensible that the warlike Maccabean and his pious
followers took special care to collect the Holy
Books.
On the other hand, under the rule of
the princes who followed Simon, most of whom
sided with the Sadducees, circumstances were unfavorable for determining a canon for the third portion of Scripture by agreement as to which books
should be included and which excluded. It was impossible to determine the canon in the post-Maccabean period, because then the various schools of
tradition began to flourish.
So important a matter
as the canon would not have been easily settled, as
the controversies of 65 and 90c.e. show (see i^ 11), and
indeed there are no traces of a discussion of the subIn view of all these circumstances, one is
ject.
warranted in assuming as most probable that not
long after the Maccabean wars of freedom the Jewish community had reached an agreement as to the
books of the tliird canon.
Everything points to the correctness of the opinion of Zunz {I.e. p. 84) "that long before the destruction of the Temple, and not long after Sirach
was translated, the Holy Writings comprised the
present cycle." Ryle {I.e. pp. 184 et seq.), also, believes that the Hagiographa were completed before
the death of Joim Hyrcanus (106 B.C.).
To be sure,
he distinguishes two periods: that from 160-105 b.c.
for the admission, and that from 90-110 c.e. for the
final ratification of the complete canon.
But this
distinction makes no difference as to the principal
matter in issue.

Tills Spirit

believed, in everj^ case, to

;

;

xxi.).

Not only

the Patriarchs, but David and Solomon
were considered prophets. Thus the P.salms,
written by David Proverbs, Canticles, and Ecclesiastes, written by Solomon ("Seder '01am," xv.
compare Cant. R. i. 35 Lam. R. xi. 1 and B. B. 15a)
Ruth, by Samuel Lamentations, hy Jeremiah Daniel, by Daniel; and Chronicles and Ezra-Neliemiah,
by Ezra (who is identified with Malachi, Meg. 15a),
also

;

;

;

;

;

are all of prophetic origin.
E.sther alone apparently
is without a prophetic author.
For this reason, " Se-

der 'Olam" (end of ch. xx.) considers that Mordecai
was a prophet ^vho, contemporary with Haggai,
Zechariah, and Malachi, prophesied at the time of
Darius; while Daniel (who in Esther R. iv. 5 is
identified with Hatach), according to his own book,
lived as early as the reign of Nebuchadnezzar.
Josephus who believes that prophecy ceased in the
time of Artaxerxes I. considers as divine only the
books written by pr()i)Iiets (see the passage, "Contra
Ap." i. 8, quoted above; compare Gratz, " Monatsschrift," XXXV. 281 et seq.).
Thus only works regarded as having been inspired by the Holy S])irit
were included in the canon. Neither the Talmud
nor Midrash knew the difference between prophecy
and the Holy Spirit, as drawn in the Middle Ages.
Take the following examples:

—

—

Estlier was a prophetess; for it i.s said (Esther ix. 29):
"Esther wrote " (" Seder 'Olam," I.e.). Chajes (" Torat Netiiim,"
WM\) has rijrhtly inferred from this i)assage
that. aiTordinp: to tradition, every written word was of prophetic
Rahhi
origin.
Levi says: " Forinerlv, if man did anything of
importance, a propliet came and wrote it down but now ..."
(Eev. H. xxxiv. 8). David praysin I'salm xix. 1") (A. V. 14): "Let
the words of my mouth he acceptiible " that is. " may they he
transcribed for later generations, and may the latter not read
them as Homer is read, but let them meditate upon them and be
rewarded for doing so, as they are for studying Nega'im and
Ohalot (Midrash Tehillim, i. 8, ed. Buber, p. .5a). Of Ps. xlii.
5 it is said Lam. K. Introduction, ]).2i): " There were 600,000 oi'
even l.:itK),(HK) propbets. Every prophecy which was of imporlast paRe. Zolkiev,

;

:

(

§ 9. Jewisli tradition adopts the view that every

is
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tance

foi' its

own

time or later generations was published

;

but,

on the other hand, those prophecies havinfrsifrnifleance for their
own, but not for future times, were not pubhshed " (Cant. U. vi.
11). "God said to Moses, 'copy theTorah, Prophets, and Hagiographa, that you may have them in writing
Halakot, Midrash,
Haggadot, and Talmud, however, are to be preserved only ver'

;

bally " (E.\. R. xlvii. ir)4a).
R. Isajic considered that "all that
ihe prophets foretell in every generation, they learned on Mt.

Sinai" Uh. x.wiii. l()Oa). "The entire Holy Writ is really the
word of God, so that the authors are to be considered merely as
media." " When Haggai, Zachariah, and Malachi died, the Holy
Spirit left Israel " (Tosef., Sotah. xiii. 3 Yer. Sotah, end
Sanh.
;

;

11a).

Therefore, v\iiatever i.s in tlie Holy Writ must
been written, at the very hitest, during tlie
time of these hist tiiree prophets, frequently mentioned in Talmud and Midrash. The Great Synaliave

gogue had many prophets among its members, and
therefore had the right to liavc the Esther scroll
written down (8hab. 104a: Meg. 2a; Yoma 8()a;
Tem. 151)).
§ 10. It was due to the principle referred to in
the preceding section that the

Wisdom

of Sirach

which was used as a
school-book many centuries after the
completion of the canon (hence called
Uni()(Ly(jyoc.
Apocwhence the Jewish "Alrypha.
phabets " of Ben Sira), either found no
place in tlie canon, or was excluded
from it. Since, in his work, the author names himself and the high priest Simon, the post prophetic
origin of the work was evident:
(Ecclesiasticus),

Ben Sira
and Other

it is .stated (Yad. ii. 13, ed. Zuckermandel, p.
" Neither the books of Ben Sira nor any of the books
written thereafter [that is, in post-prophetic times] render the
hands unclean, [that is, are canonical]. The Mishnah (Sanh.
X. i) adduces this dictum in the name of R. Akiba: "He who
reads the outside books (a^'jis^n cnDa) shall have no share
in the life to come." To this the Palestinian Talmud adds " for
example, the books of Ben Sira and Ben La 'ana." But the
reading of Homer and all other books written thereafter shall
be accounted as the reading of a letter. On what grouiul V
They may be read, but nt)t to weariness" (Sanh. 28a). This

In the To.sefta

)83)

:

'

:

piissage is usually considered incomprehensible.
In the ttr.st
place, its severity against Ben Sira is not intelligible ; secondly,

why the books of Homer should be preferred to
(Sirach); thirdly, in one of the Baraitot (Sanh.
said that the books of heretics are meant (3''J''D ''"'DC),
and only Joseph, a Babylonian amora of the beginning of the
fourth century, states "The book of Ben Sira also is not to be
read." This prohibition is indeed contradicted by historical facts ;
for since sirach's wisdom is frequently cited by the Talnnidists
(compare the latest compilation of citations in Cowley and Neubaner, "The original Hebrew of a Portion of Eccle.siasticus,"
Oxford, 1897), the reading of his work can not have been forbidden. Moreover, as the context clearly shows, p.ussages of Ben
Sira are twice cited as though they were part of the Hagiographa
CEr. tt'ia, by Kab from Sirach vii. 10, and B. K. 9.'.'bby Rabba bar
Mari ; see also "Jew. Quart. R(^v." x. "41 K Even if it be supposed
that these two cases arose from a confusion due to lack of memory, the two Talmudic teachers thinking the verses quoted by
llieni to be from a Biblical book, withal it clearly follows that
Sirach was reail, and so high an authority as Akiba could not possibly have declared that whoever read in Ben Sira would destroy
As a result of these difficulties it has been
his future salvation.
decided to amend the passages of the Jerusalem Talmud in
question (Joel, "Blicke in die Heligion.sgeschichte," i. 71 et
seq.; Gratz, " Monatsschrift," xxxv. :J.S7).
It would seem that
all these diillculties might be obviated by keeping clearly iiimind
the fact that the Taluuidic teachers distinguished two kinds of
reading: (1) reading in public and aloud, or zealous study, and
(-') private reading.
The Midrash on Eccl. xii. 13 (seeabove. §4)
forbids adding another book such as that of Ben Sira <>r Btm
Tigia to the twenty-four books; but says they may be read,
expressing this opinion in the same way as does the Talmudic
pc^ssage under discussion. The whole passage therefore beiirs out
the following conslniction
Aliiba maintains that not only be
v.'ho denies ihe divine origin of theTorah forfeits his share in
not

it is

clea;-

Ecclesia.sticus

100a)

it is

:

:
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the future life, but also he who reads the outside books aa
though they were Holy Writings that is, who treats them as
such either by reading them aloud or by interpreting them
before the community. This or a similar penalty is not threatened in the case of apocryphal works in general, but only in
connection with a well-known and highly prized book consequently Akiba's statement must have been directed exclusively
against IJen Sira's collection of proverbs, concerning which.
Eplphanius also states {I.e. in Lagarde, " Symmicta." 11. 157) that
Itdoesnotbelongtothe Holy Writings. The I'almud adds: "but
the DTsn ''T3 3 and other works written in post-prophetic times
may be read [that is, read privately]; for, accorcling to Ecclesiastes xii, 2, they may be read, but not to the extent and in the
manner of wearying the flesh."
From these passages it is evident that no attempt was made
to stamp out the Apocrypha ; on the contrary, an Influence
was certainly exerted which was not altogether unfavorable to
them (see above, § 4). In conclusion, be it remarked that
Maimonides ("Hilkot'Ab. Zarah," ii. 2) holds Akiba's expression, "outside books," to refer to idolatrous, non-Jewish, extracanonical writings, and that in the fourth century, in the
passage in Sanh. 100a, a reason was sought for forbidding the
reading of Sirach. Accordingly, the prohibition against reading non-canonical works generally can not have been old.
;

;

§ 11. There were controversies concerning the
admission into the canon of the Book of Ezekiel,
Solomon's three books (Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song
But uo conof Solomon), and Esther.
Controversy arose concerning the Apocrytroversies pha: all were agreed that they were
non-canonical.
The opposition to
About
Separate Ezekiel was only temporary; owing
Books.
to its contradictious of the Pentateuch, many wished to hide it away
(that is, to prevent its use); but"Hananiah ben
Hezekiali ben Garon spent three hundred jars of oil
Others wished to prohibit its use
to release it."
because a child in school, having read the first chapter, made a picture of the" hashmal " (A. V., "color
of amber ") which then emitted flames; nevertheless,
Hananiah chamiMoned it (Hag. 13a; Shab. 13b;
Men. 45a). The opposition to Pi'overbs, because
they contained c(mtradictions, was very slight.
For the same reason, it was contended that EccleApparsiastes ought not to be read (Shab. 30b).
ently the opponents belonged to the strict school of
Others
the Shammaites (Bacher, " Ag. Tan."i. 21).
wished to pi'ohibit the reading of Ecclesiastes on
the ground th.it

ic

e.vpressed heretical ideas (Lev. R.

beginning, and elsewhere).
longer struggle raged around the

xxviii.,

A

question

whether Ecclesiastes "rendered the hands unclean "
The
that touched it, necessitating their washing.
passages bearing on tlie.se controversies (see also
above under § 2) read as follows:
" X\i

except that
(Kelini xv. (>). [By
are meant, as is clear from
"The hands are dellled not
books,

hands"

of

the

Temple-court, detlle the
books

this expression all Biblical

the To.sefta (ih.

ii.

5,

8,

p.

584).

only by the book of the Templecourt (vNiT",' 1DD, read 7\-\r; icD) that was taken thence, but also
by the prophets, by the separate books of the Pentateuch, and
by another book (inN ">i3w= Hagiographa see Blaii, ?.c. p. 21)
"The heave-offering is dellled by the
that is put Iher(^"J
book." (.Mishnah Zabim v. 12; Shab. 14a, Rashi : "all thesacred
writings.") "The holy writings defile the hands": "the thongs
of the phylacteries delllf! the hands " "the upperand lower edges
"Even
of the book, as well as those at the end. defile them."
though a book be so blurred that only K"i letters (as many as in
writings
Num. X. .T),:)()) remain, it will defile." "All holy
('^PD
U'lfin) (ictlle " ; so also the song of Solomon and Ecclesiastp.s. as
R. Judahsaid: "The Song defiles; Ecclesiastes is in dispute."
"Ecclesiastes beloiiL'ed to the few cases in
R. Siuion siiid
which the Shar.unaites were lenient in their decision and the
Hillelites severe."
R. Simon b. Azzai said: "I have a statement, from the seventy-two elders and dating from the day
;

:

:

:

:
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wlien R. Eliezer ben A zariali became head of the school, that the
Ecc-lesiastes deflle."
R. Akiba replied "God forbid!
has ever contended that the Song defiled ; for the whole
world is not worth so much as the day when the Song was
given to Israel. Thus while all the Hagiographa (c-^iri;) are
holy, the Song is most holy; if there was any dispute, it was
only concerning Kcclesiastes." R. Johanan b. Joshua, son of R.
Akiba's father-in-law, said:
"The controversy was as Ben
Azzai states, and so It was decided." The Aramaic passages
in Ezra and Daniel defile, but if the Aramaic be written in Hebrew, or the Hebrew in Aramaic, or ancient Hebrew characters,
it would not be so. " A book defiles only if it is written in Assyrian (caodern Hebrew characters) on animal skin, and with ink"'

Song and

:

No Jew

(compare Blau, I.e. pp. 69 ct 8e(/.).
The Sadducees said "We
complain of you, Pharisees, for you say, The Holy Writings,
but not the books of Homer (c-crn ns:). defile.' " Then said
" Have we only this against the
R. Johanan ben Zakkai
Pharisees that they say the bones of an ass do not defile, but
those of the high priest Johanan do ? " The Sadducees replied
that they believed bones were declared impure lest wicked
people should make use of the bones of their parents (Niddah
55a " that people might not make saddlery out of their parents'
skins "). Johanan answered, that according to them, there was
also impurity in the Holy Writings, but that the books of
Homer, which were not honored, did not defile (Tosef., Yad. ii.
19: "in order that no covering for an animal might be made
out of the books ").
:

'

:

:

The

chief passages to the same effect in the Mish2-5; iv. 5, 6.
iii.
The Tosefta

nah Yadayim are

Yadajim

takes the same general view, but makes
the important addition that the Evangels (Gospels)
and the books of heretics (D^J''rDn nSDI D'JV^jn) or
Ben Sira and all books written "thereafter" (post-

prophetic times) did not defile (ii. 13, 683; compare
129, 2, and Shab, 116a). It should also be noted that,
according to R. Simon ben Menasya, while "The
Song defiles, since it was inspired by the Holy Spirit,
Ecclesiastes does not, because it was produced solely
by the wisdom of Solomon" (ii. 14; compare 'Eduy.
ii. 7, and Mishnali v. 3
Meg. 7a). The following
passage, however, as will be apparent from its contents, dates from a later period
;

" Formerly the Proverbs, the Song of Solomon, and Ecclesibecause they contained only proverbs, and did not belong to the Hagiographa, were hidden (anijj = declared noncanonical), until the men of the Great Synagogue explained
thein" (Ab. R. N., A, 1, B, i, pp. 3, 3, ed. Schechter; compare
'He who, for the sake
Midr. on Prov. x.xv. 1). R. Akiba said
of entertainment, sings the Song as though it were a profane
song, will have no share in the future world " (Tosef., Sanh. xii.
10, p. 433; Sanh. 101a).
astes,

:

These passages show that the struggle concerning
Ezekiel and Solomon's three books had arisen even
before the destruction of the Temple,
Canticles and that the contention concerning
and Ec- the Song of Solomon and Ecclesiastes
clesiastes. had attained such considerable magnitude that Akiba was ccmipelled (about
100) to threaten the forfeiture of future life, in order
Since, immediately before the deto save Canticles.
struction of the Temple, the Sadducees and Pharisees were disputing concerning the defilement of
hands by the Holy Writings, the law which declared that the latter did render hands unclean can
not have been anterior to this time.
In fact, it can
not have been made much earlier than one hundred
years after the Temple's destruction.
Griltz ("Kohelet," p. 149) argues that there was
about 65 c.E. an assembly of the Hilleliteand Shammaite schools in Jerusalem, a,nd that in the year 90,
on the day that Gamaliel II. was dismissed, the teachers of the Law decided which books were to be honored as canonical.
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The Tannaites of the second century attempted
show that the Esther scroll might be written
down; and they based their decision upon Ex. xvii.
14 (Mek., Beshallah, 6; Meg. 7a; Yer. Meg. Ixx. a).
This eagerness proves that there was at least some
question as to its admissibility.
The inquiry
whether Esther was revealed, and was therefore to
be reckoned as Scripture, was by no means discouraged (Yotna 29d). Many sages, Akiba
to

among

Esther.

others,

tried

to

prove from

separate sentences (as, for instance,
Haman spoke in his heart ") that it was dictated
by the Holy Spirit (Meg. 7a). According to the
eminent rabbi Samuel (alter 200), Esther "does not
defile."
Simeon (150) states tliat only Ecclesiastes
is doubtful; while Euth, the Song of Solomon, and
Esther "defile the hands." It is evident from many
sources (compare Sanh. 100a; Yer. Ber. xiv. 15;
Meg. 19b) that the canonicity of this book was not
certain.
The controversies in the Church are merely
echoes of the voices raised (but suppressed) in the
synagogue against the canonical respect paid to various writings.
§12. It is almost impossible to-day to form an
adequate conception of the love and
Inspiration admiration felt by the Talmudists
for the Torah.
and
Of the many passages
Its Degrees, illustrating this the following are, in
•'

many

respects, characteristic

" The Torah is one of the seven things that existed before the
Creation. According to Simeon ben Lakish, it is 2,(X)0 years
older (Pes. 54a Gen. R. viii. 2; fant. R. v. 11). Even Abraham
obeyed all its laws (Mishnah Kid., end), and when Moses
a.scended to heaven, he found God with the Torah in His hand
and reading the passage about the Red Heifer, Num. xix. 1-10
(Pesik. R. (i8b). It was given to Israel unconditionally (Mek.
60b) by Moses, who made one copy each for every tribe and
corrected them all from the copy of Levi (Pesik. 197a). He
gave it closed up, according to others, in a roll (Git. 6Sa). He
wrote the last eight verses also for not a single letter emanates
from any one else. According to a more liberal opinion, however, Joshua was supposed to have written these verses (B. B.
15a). Before him who denies its divine origin the doors of
hell shall never close, and he shall be condemned to stay therein
eternally " (Akiba'in " Seder '01am," iii.. end Tosef., Sanh. xiil.
;

;

;

5; compare Sifre, Num. 112, 116; t/j., Deut, 102; .Sanh. 99a; Yer.
Sanh. 2"d and elsewhere). "The Law will endure forever"
(Mek. 19a). "Any prophet who attempts to annul one of its laws
will be punished by death " (Tosef., Sanh. xiv. 13). " Though all
mankind should combine, they could not abolish one yod (the
smallest letter) of it (compare Matt. v. 18). When Solomon
took unto himself many wives, the yod of n^i- (' he shall multiDeut. xvii. 17) cast Itself down before (iod, and deply';
nounced the king (according to others, this was done by Deut^
Then spake God: 'Solomon and hundreds like
eronomy).
him shall be destroyed, but not one of your letters shall ever be
annihilated'" (Cant. R. v. 11; Gen. R. xlvii.; Num. R. xviii.;
Tan., Korah, No. xii forthe accusing letters, compare Pes. 109a).
"The whole world is but a thirty-two-hundiedth part of the
Torah " CEr. 2;ib). " When a copy of the Law was burned, people rent their clothes as though one of their dearest relatives
had died, and such rents were never to be sewed up (Yer.
M. K. 83b, and elsewhere) but a copy written by a heretic
(jt) might be burned, and one written by a non-Jew had to be
buried" ((iit. 45b). "Before the Torah the people had to stand
up in the synagogue; and while it lay unrolled on the reader's
desk, speaking (even about Halakah) and leaving the synagogue
were forbidden " (Ket.lWb; Pe.sik. 118a). At least one copy had
to be in every town (B. B. 43a; Tosef., I'h. xi. 23). Scholars
would even take one with them when on a journey (Mishnah
Yeb., end). Even if a copy were inherited, it was considered
proper to write oneself another copy and if possible this had to
be a beautiful copy (Sanh. 21b; Nazir. 2b). Before birth each
one is taught the Tomb; but when he sees the light of day
an angel touches his mouth, and makes him forget it all (Niddah, 30b).
;

;

;

,;;

;
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In those days the knowledge of the Bible was
many scholars were able to write it
Instrucentire from memory (Yer. Meg. 74d).

astounding:
tion

was gratuitous (Ned.

in it

Even

where).

to its last letters

and

37,

else-

the Torah comes

from Moses, through whom God gave it to Israel,
for cr.ly the Decalogue wasrev^^aled from the mouth
of God Himself, in ten utterances (Sifre, Deut.
Moses is therefore called the
305, 357 3Iek. 4(5a).
"great writer of Israel," "the great sage, father of
the wise men and of the prophets " (Sotah 13a Sifre
In countries other than Palestine,
134, il. 306).
;

;

i.

the Word of God was revealed only in a clean place
or near a river (Mek. 106a, note 14).
Just as all prophecy came from Moses, so all Holy
Writings began in the Torah; for there is nothing
in the

Relation
of

Torah

that

is

Prophets or the Hagiographa
not at least suggested in the

to Torah (Num. R. x. 6). Hence tlie
question: " Is there anything that was
not suggested in the Torah?" The
answer is given " Like the latter, the

Prophets,
etc.

:

Prophets and the Hagiographa came from God
Himself." In Sifre, Deut. 306, to an utterance
of Jeremiah is applied: "Lord of the Universe!
Thou wrotest [it] " and of every book it is said
either that God wrote it, or that He caused it to be
written.
For Talmudic scholars the twenty-four
books form one book, known to the Patriarchs, and
even to the primeval generations; and accordingly
every favorite verse is attributed to some Biblical
;

hero

:

stated
ii.

"
"

Solomon said
;

"

"

"
;

David declared

Moses, too, affirmed

it "

"

"

;

(Tosef

.

,

Daniel

Yoma,

1).

Nevertheless, a distinction was made between tlie
Torah, on the one hand, and the Prophets and the
Hagiographa, on the other; for, while the study of
the latter books would bring the same reward as
would that of the Torah (Lam. R. i. 13, iii. 10), the
Propliets and the Hagiographa were not of equal
importance with the Torah. Thus, the transgression
of a commandment in tlie Prophets or the Hagiographa was not punishable by scourging (Y''er. Y'eb.
Any inference drawn from
iv. 19a; Pesik. R. 61b).
the Prophets or the Hagiographa had to be authenticated in the Torah (Yer. Kid. 66a). Simeon b. Lakish
said outright, " What need have I of the Psalms? It is
stated in the Torah" (Pesik- R- 21b; compare 22a,
below; 146a, 10; 174a, below). The Prophets and
the Hagiographa are only transmitted np^p (Naz.
53a; M. K. 5a), so tiiat no legal (Torali) deductions
arc to l)e drawn from the prophecies (min ^"l3T
p'Q^' i6 n:53p "-imn, b. k. 2b, etc.).
As the first and actual revelation of God, the Torah
stood far above the Prophets and the Hagiographa
while in the future the latter will cease to be, the
existence of the Torah will be an unending one.
Tradition thus distinguished, as to rank, between
Moses and the other prophets; but it knew nothing of a difference between the prophetical gift
(nSUJ nn) and the Holy Spirit (CTipn mi), as defined

by Maimonides: such

distinction rests

upon

verbal expressions for "prophets" and "Holy Writings."
In the treatise Soferim. and elsewhere, the
Hagiographa are called nCJ'np ("holiness ") in distinction from the Prophets, which are styled npQp
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("revelation").
The older terminologj', however,
applied n?3p, also, to the Hagiographa; and there
is no mention of any alleged difference in degree
of inspiration between the two.
Bini.iOGRAPHT
Zunz, GottesdienMliche Vortriige, Berlin,
1K52; N. Krochmal, Moreh Nebuke ha^Zeman, vii., viii., xi.
J. Furst, Kation deti Allen Testaments naili den Lfeberliefe:

riumen im Talmud uiid Mkttascli, Leipsic, 18t)8; Gratz,
Ko)iclet, »b. 1871, Appetidix i.; idem, Mdiuitsschrift, 1880, pp.
2sl-a98; A. Geiger, NacJmdassciic Schriften, iv., Berlin,
1876; S. Davidson, The Caxoii of the Bible, Its Formation,
History, and Fluctuations, Sa ed., London, 188(1 T. SctilfTer,
Das Buch Kohelct, Leip.slc. 1883; G. Marx, Traditio Rabbinorum Veterrima dc Librorum V. T. Ordineatque Originc,
ib. 1884; G. Wildeboer, Het Ontstaan van den Kn)ion des
;

Uuden Verbo7tds,'M ed., Groningen, 1891 F.
und Text des Alien Testaments, Leipsic, 1891
;

;

Buhl, J^ajio/i
R. \V. Smith,

Old Testament in the Jewish Church, London, 1893; L.
Blau, Zur Einlcitung in die Heilige Schrift, Strasburg, 1894
H. E. Ryle, Tfie Canon of the Old Testament, London, 1895;
M. Friedmann, Ha-Goren, ed. Horodetskv. ii. 6»)-74, Berdychev, 19(X). On " Defiling the Hands," etc.; K. Budde, Der Kanon des Alten Testaments, Giessen, 1900; the various introductions to the Bible by Kichhorn (4th ed., Gottingen, 182:3-35),
De Wette-Schrader (8th ed., Berlin, 18*i9), Bleek-Wellhausen;
Konig, and others
H. L. Strack, Kanon des Alten Testaments, in RealenciiMopUdie fllr Prntestantische TJ^eologie
und Kirche, 3d ed.. ix., Leipsic, 1901, which gives also the
Tfie

;

earlier literature.

L. B.

E. G. H.

Untraditional View: The word "canon,"
borrowed probably from the Phenicians {Kavuv, Kavi],
from njp = " rod," " carpenter's rule " compare pJp
mon, Ezek. xl. 3). but which is found in Homer
;

viii.
193, xiii. 407, xxiii. 761), seems to
have been used among the rhetoricians of Alexandria
to denote a collection of literary models or standard
works, and a list of such classics (Quintilian, "Inst.
Or." X. 1, 54, where "ordo" and "numerus" are
translations of Kav6)v\ compare, Jerome, "Ep. liii.,
ad Paulinum " and " Prologus Galeatus in II Regg. ").

("Iliad,"

In this sense it is used also by Aristcas (c. 35c.e.)
("Ep. ad Philocratem," clxiii., ed. Wendland). In
Gnostic circles the authority of the sayings of Jesus
was characteri zed by this term (Ptolemy [c. 200 c. e. ]
"Ep. adFIorum,"in Epiphanius, "Hoeres." xxxiii.
As the name of a catalogue of sacred books, the
37).
term is used by Athanasius (" Ep. Festalis," xxxix. 1,
168) in 367 C.E., in tlie spurious canon 60 of the Council of Laodicea (after 364), and in the possibly genuine " Iambi ad Seleucum " by Amphilochius (d.
Books that were regarded as sacred (yprKpai
395).
a>7a<) and God-inspired(^fd-vfi)(Trai)and had been generally adopted for public reading {Set^uoaievnevat), in
distinction from esoteric or heretical writings withdrawn from public use (a-6Ki)V(pat), were designated
" canonical " (KovoviKal).
In Palestine such sacred writings were declared
by the PiiarLsees to be objects " making the hands
unclean" (Dn''nnN|"'KDt3D, Yad. iii. 2,5; iv. 5, 6),
apparently necessitating a ritual ablution after conWhile protesting against this intact with them.
novation, the Sadducecs (ib. iv. 6) seem to have been
agreed in recognizing a body of sacred Scriptures
(2n\)il ^3nD) and in cherishing these above certain
The introduction of this custom
otiier books.
wovild naturally tend to fix the limits of the canon.
Only contact with books that were actually used
or regarded as fit for use in the synagogue would
demand such a washing of the hands. It was their
employment in the cult that rendered them sacred.
What was, or might be, read in public worship
(SIpDH) constituted the canon. Therefore the question could arise whether the Aramaic targums

-
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The new ritual, by accenthe bauds unclean.
tuating the sanctity of the books publicly read, necessarily abridged the libertj- of introducing new
works, and raised doubts concerning the fitness of
some that had been used. The finally established
canon must be looked upon as the result of a critical
process reducing the number of books approved for
public reading.
Among the works eliminated by this process were,
undoubtedly, on the one hand, many of the writings
that maintained their place in the Alexandrian canon,
having been brought to Egypt and translated from
the original Hebrew or Aramaic, such as Baruch,
Ecclus(Sirach), I Maccabees, Tobit and Judith;and,
on the other hand, bookslikeJubilees,Psalms of Solomon, Assumption of Moses, and the Apocalypses of
Enoch, Noah, Baruch, Ezra, and others. In some
cases the critical tendency may have led only to the
removal of what was rightly deemed
Inclusion to be later accretions, such as the adand
ditions to Daniel and Esther, while
Exclusion in regard to disputed writings, such
of Apocas Canticles, Ecclesiastes, Esther, Ezekiel (and probably Daniel), the more
rypha.
liberal policy finally prevailed.
While this criticism still continued in the second
century of the common era, its main results appear
to have been reached as early as the end of the first.
Josephus ("Contra Ap." i. 8), about the year 100,
counted twenty-two sacred books. The Greek Bible
he used had evidently been brought down to the
number required in Pharisaic circles. It is not
known with certainty what books were included.
It is probable, however, that Lamentations and
Baruch formed one book with Jeremiah, and that
Ruth was an appendix to Judges. Esther still
seems to have had its additions. Among Josephus'
thirteen prophets none was included that he re-

made

garded as later than Artaxerxes Longimanus. It
may perhaps be doubted whether he could have
described Canticles as a work laying down principles of conduct {v-o6r]Kaq tov fiiov Trepiix'^vatv).
This
would better suit Ben Sira. But the consideration
of supposed greater age and Solomonic authorship
may have decided in favor of Canticles. That the
number may be the same and yet the constituent
books to some extent differ, is evident from the fact
that Melito in Palestinian synagogues found a canon
containing twenty-two books in which Esther was
lacking and Ruth separate (Eusebius, "Hist. Eccl."
iv. 26), while Origen reports the twenty-two books
with their Hebrew titles as including Esther and
with Ruth joined to Judges as Baruch and Lamentations to Jeremiah

{ib. vi. 25).
Again, in AthanaEsther is wanting among the twenty
two canonical books, whereas in Canon 60 of
the Laodicean Council, dependent on Athanasius,
Esther occurs, as also among the twenty-two canonical books enumerated by Jerome in his "Prologus
Galeatus." It is scarcely by accident that this number coincides with that of the letters of the Hebrew
alphabet. The same tendency that led poets to
write aljihabetic psalms prompted scribes to arrange
the canon so as to make the total twenty-two.
According to the Apocalypse of Ezra xiv. 44, 45
(c. 95 B.C.), this prophet wrote ninety-four sacred

sius,

l.r.^

Bible Canon

books: first twenty-four for the worthy and the unAvorthy to read, and then seventy to be withheld
and to be given only to the wise. This legend
shows that twenty-four books were
Twenty- looked upon by this author as intended
Although the
for public reading.
two or
Twenty- books are not enumerated, there is no
to doubt that this canon was
substantially identical with tliat of
The difference may be simply due to the

four Books, reason
Josephus.

some circles, Ruth and Lamentations
were copied on separate rolls for convenience in
public reading on Shabuot and on the Ninth of Ab.
This may have involved the rejection of Baruch, and
the removal of the threnody on Josiah from Lamentations. If an additional reason for counting twentyfour books were needed, the twenty-four priestly
families (1 Chron. xxiv.), or the twenty-four celesfact that, in

representatives of Israel (Rev. iv. 4), would
readily supply it (if not the twenty-four letters of
This number, given in the
the Greek alphabet).
Baraita preserved in B. B. 14b, coexisted with the
other (Jerome, ^.c), and ultimately prevailed.

tial

It is manifest that to Pseudo-Ezra the seventy
books were more important than the twenty-four.
They had been hidden, preserved as treasures, until
they should be made known to the wise. This idea
had already been used by Daniel to explain the
late appearance of his prophecies (Dan. xii. 4, 9).
These apocalypses were too precious to be read to
" the unworthy. "
Possibly this conceit was designed
to serve a double purpose: accounting for their re-

cent discovery, and also making a virtue of their
With pride
rejection from use in the synagogue.
and affection their friends called them D^TIJJ (a-6KpiKpa); to those who rightly saw in this literature a
danger to the supremacy of the Law, the term TJJ
came to mean the removal of a book from synagogue
use, as in the case of rolls that had been worn out,
or of rolls not thought to render the hands unclean

however, Apoc.u.yptic Literature).
some critics continued to urge the exclusion of
this or that book from the canon of twenty-two or
twenty-four rolls (see below), there arc not lacking,
on the other hand, signs of a readiness to include
one or another of the "hizonim" (outside books).
Thus Sirach is occasionally quoted (B. K. 92b)
(see,

If

as a representative of the

Hagiographa; and Baruch

read on Yom Kippur in some synagogues
in Origen 's time (Eusebius, "Hist. Eccl." vi. 25).
Outside of Pharisaic circles the earlier and less rigid
conception of the canon maintained itself, as is evident from the extent of the Greek Bible used by
Christian apologists for controversial purposes, and
a number of works quoted or used as authorities by
New Testament writers, not found even in this Bible,
such as "Jeremiah the Prophet" (Matt, xxvii. 9),

was

still

"The Wisdom
14-16),

of God" (Luke xi. 49) Enoch (Jude
Assumption of Moses (Jude 9), the Apoca-

lypse of Elijah (Eph. v. 14; I Cor. ii. 9), the Martyrof Isaiah (Heb. xi. 87).
In B. B. 14b the canon is divided into three parts;
viz., (1) the Law, comprising the five booksascribed
the Prophets, including Joshua,
to Moses;
(2)
Judges, Samuel, Kings, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Isaiah,
and the Minor Prophets; and (3) the Writings,

dom
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Ruth, Psalms, Job, Pniveil)s, Ecclesiastes, Canticles,
Lamentations, Daniel, Esther, Ezra, and Chronicles.
The passage indicates what
Rabbinical was regarded, on the basis of a traCanon.
dition preserved in the school of
Hoshaj'a b. Hania (c. 230 c.E.), as the
proper manner of arranging the component parts
of the canon when larger volumes were prepared.
This tripartition no doubt implied an estimate of
relative value.
The Law, being the first to acquire
authority, remained at all times the higlicst authorAll non-Mosaic books were called np3p ("tra"),
whether Prophets or Ilagiograplia, and
considered in the light of a commentary on the Law,
ity.

dition

it were,
another expression of the oral law
This is
(compare Zunz, "G. V." 1832, p. 44).
suggested also by the use of the term vounc; for
the entire canon (H Esdras xiv. 21, iv. 23; I Cor.

as

xiv. 21; John x. 34, xii. 34, xv. 25), by the absence of the Torah in the description of the
library of religious books in
Mace. ii. 13, and
by the fact that the Samaritans limited their
canon to the Torah. The veneration for the Law
long antedated the completion of the Pentateuch,
naturally increasing with the growth of this work.
The so-called Covenant Code, Ex. xx. 23-xxiii. 33,
must have enjoyed wide recognition in the eighth
and seventh centuries, probably because emanating
from some sanctuary who.se priesthood traced its
descent to iSloses, since the Deuteronomic code
apparently was intended at the outset to take its
place.
This law-book was enjoined on the people
b}' Josiah in 621 u.c. (II Kings xxii. 8-xxiii.).
It is an exaggeration to say that Judaism became
a book religion, or tliat the canon was born, in that

H

While its humanitarian spirit commended
law to many, and some found in its ordinances
a source of knowledge concerning the will of
Yhwii (Jer. viii. 8), written oracles and royal
decrees had existed before; and prophets like
Jeremiah were not misled by its Mosaic guise
(I.e.).
During the Chaldean and Persian periods
it naturally grew in importance as the common
law of tlie people. Yet it did not suppress the
Jahvistic and Elohistic records with their earlier
codes and narratives reflecting (juite different religious conceptions.
These, with the annals of
year.
this

the kings, wei'e subjected to a Deuteronomistic
redaction.
As theocracy developed, the attention

centered upon the cult.
Regulations touching sacrifices and other rites, etiological legends, cosmogonic myths, and genealogical traditions were added.
These priestlj' additions are now gcnerDevelop- ally regarded as a separate work comment of the piled in Babylonia, brought to PalesPentateu- tine by Ezra, and promulgated at the
chal Law. great assembly described in Neh. viii.x. in 414 \i.v.
It is more natural, however, to suppose that they gradually grew up at tlie
sanctuarv in priestly circles reenforced from time to
time by returned exiles. Recent investigations tend
to show that the Artahsha.shtaunderwhom Nehemiah
lived was Artaxerxes II. Mnemon (404-3r)8), that his
governorship extended from 385 to 373. and that
Ezra came after him, probably in the seventh year of
Arlaxerxcs HI. delius (352).
The story of Ezra
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evidently overlaid with a later tradition. Yet
possible that his zeal for the law of Moses led
this "scribe" to write in one book all the material
recognized as Mosaic — leaving out Joshua-King.s
and to inculcate obedience to this law. When Manasse at length secured from Alexander the permission to build a temple to Yiiwii on Gerizim, which
Ochus and Darius had good reasons for refusing, in
view of the ellect u])on Jerusalem of rebuilt Avails
and a well-regulated cult (Josephus, " Ant. " ii. 7. ^ 8),
he had precisely the same interest as his relatives in
Jerusalem to possess the law of Yiiwii in its completest form containing the most explicit directions
as regards (he cult.
At the time when Ihe necessary
Aramaic Targuin took the form of a version on the
Alexandrian model, the same motive was again operative.
According to some critics, additions were
made to the Law as late as the second century.
Then " there arose a certain reluctance to write down
the further developments of the law."
Zech. i. 4-6 shows that the pre-exilic prophets
were held in high honor as early as 519. But their
words naturally came to be read in tlie light of contemporaneous prophecy, which was exhortation to
observance of religious ceremonies enjoined by the
Law. Such exhortations could not have as great
authority as the Law itself. Dan. ix. 2 shows that
the author was ac(iuainted with works ascribed to
Jeremiah in which an exile of seventy years was predicted; the sections Jer. xxv. 1-13, xlvi., xlvii., xlix.
and Jer. xxvii.-xxix. were probably known to him.
Daniel took his place with the other prophets, as is
evident from theGreek versions, and from Matt. xxiv.
15 and Josephus, "Contra Ap."i. 8; Job (Ecchis. [Sirach] xlix. 9), Ezra, and j\Iordecai were still counted
In the reaction
as prophets by Josephus (I.e.).
against the "Genuzim" (Apocrypha),
probably occasioned by their use by
The
Prophets. Essenes and Christians, D.uiiel had
maintained a place among the books
that made the hands iniclean, and as a prophet.
The critical movement, however, had not spent its
force at the end of the first century; a hundred
years later Daniel was no longer accorded a place
among the Prophets (B. B. 14b). On the other hand,
the effort to remove Ezekiel had proved imsuccessful.
The limitation of the prophetic canon to eight
books was conseciuently later t'.ian the redaction of
the canon as a whole to twenty-two or twenty-four
How many books were counted as prophets
books.
by the grandson of Siracli, who wrote his jireface
after 132 li.c, by the autiior of II IMacc. ii. 13 et
seq., or by the New Testament writers, can not be
Josephus numbered t]ii?-teen. That
determined.
Sirach had before him a volmne of twelve prophets
The presence of xlix. 10 in the Heis not certain.
brew text does not prove that he wrote this verse.
Between 180 and l32 the manuscript may have been
retouched, as i.« suggested by the descriptions of
Phinehasand Simon. No conclusions can, therefore,
be drawn from this passage as to the date of Jonah
or of Zech. 'x.-xiv., or the title "Malachi."
Sirach's grandson speaks of "other books" in
addition to the Law and tiie Prophets. II Mace. ii.
13 mentions the P.salter (ra mv Aai»V5) aiid "letters of
kings concerning temple gifts." Philo, if he is the
is

it is
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author
"

"Dc

of

hymns "

Vita

Contempliitiva," refers to
" and " inspired words of

as well as " laws

the prophets " (ii. 475, ed. Maugey).
Josephusadds
to the thirteen Prophets four books containing
"hymns to God and precepts for the conduct of
human life" ("Contra Ap." i. 8). In Luke xxiv. 44
"the Psalms" are mentioned as also furnishing preThese passages, while
dictions of the resurrection.
indicating a special class of Ijooks, containing

hymns, moral precepts, and temple

history, do not
suggest either a completed prophetic canon or a definite number of additional works.
The finally prevailing number and estimate of the "writings'' can
only have been the result of the critical process by
which the extent of the canon and the number of
tlie prophets were determined.
The attempts to
make such books as Ezekiel (Shab. 13b Men. 45a,
b; Hag. 13a), Proverbs (Shab. 30b),
The
Canticles (Yad. iii. 5; Meg. 7a), EccleHagiog-- siastes (Yad. ^.c. 'Eduy. v. 3; Sliab.
rapha.
30a, b), Esther (Meg. 7a; Sanh. 100a),
and probably the books of Daniel,
Job, and Ezra, share the fate of the Genuzim,
were on)}' temporar}'. The use of Canticles, Ecclcsiastes, and Esther on certain feast days gave needed
support to their canonicity. In the course of the
second century of the common era a fixed group of
hagiographa, to which relatively less importance
was ascribed than to the Prophets, was constituted.
The earliest testimony as to the contents of this
;

;

group

is

B. B. 14b.

The order

of the Prophets and the Hagiographa in

sequence
nor the finally adopted arrangement. In earlier
times the reader no doubt was quite free in the
choice of his selections.
As long as each book
formed a separate roll the order could not have been
regarded as of much consequence. Tliis apparently
was still the case in the year 100 (compare Luke iv.
this Baraita presents neither the original

It was when larger volumes were
17; B. B. 13b).
produced that the question would arise as to the
order in which their constituent parts should be
copied.
Practical considerations no doubt counteracted the more obvious chronological principle that
seems to have been followed in Alexandria. A valuable intimation of this is found in the Baraita

quoted. It declares that Isaiah was placed after
Jeremiah and Ezekiel because "the Book of Kings
ends in desolation, Jeremiah is all desolation, Ezekiel begins with desolation and ends with consolation, and Isaiah is all consolation."
This is not to
For tiie priii
be set aside as a mere rabbinic fancy.
ciple of making tlie beginning of a book attractive
and the end encouraging is even characteristic of
editorial activity in the arrangement of the smaller
collections out of which the larger volumes grew,
and is based on a due regard for the efl'ect upon the
reader.

The

may have
size.
The

transfer of Isaiah to tlie first place
been due to external considerations of

idea that the twelve Minor Prophets
were written by " th(' men of the Great Synagogue "

was determining. Kuenen
"the Great Synagogue" is only an

(n^njn nDJ3
serts that

^t^•JX)

viii.-x.
in

lui-

assembly described in Neh.
Even if it could be proved that the name was
the Persian period to denote a regularly con-

historical reflection of the

used

as-

Bible

stituted autliority,
still

tlie

functions ascribed to

it

Canon
would

remain jirojections into the past of much

conditions.

When

kiah" or "the
certain books,

it is

later

men of Heze
Great Synagogue" wrote

said that " the

men

of the
probabl}* meant that b}' divine
ins[)iration they produced authoritative texts from
material already extant in ojal or written form.
The Psalter fvnnislied tlienatui'al starting-point for
the difierentiated group of Hagiographa. But when
it is

Ruth was detached from Judges, and Lamentations
from Jeremiah, the former was recognized as an
auspicious and suitable introduction to the P.salms,
and the latter was assigned to its chronological posibetween the hree Solomonic writings and Daniel
As the custom develojied of arranging
the five Megillot by themselves (Masorah and Spanish
MSS.), and subsecpiently in the order of the feasts
tion

t

(B. B. 15b).

viz.. Canticles, Ruth, Lamentations, Ecclesiastes,
Esther (German and French MSS.). Chronicles was
transferred from the end to take the ])lace of Ruth
(Masorah and Spanish JMSS.).
That Chronicles concluded the collection in the
time of Jesus can not be ])roved from IVIatt. xxiii.
3.) (Luke xi. 51);
for this passage drawn from "The

"Wisdom of God " contains no word of Jesus, and
does not refer to Zecliariah 1). Jelioiada mentioned
in II Chron. xxiv. 20, but to Zecliariah, the son of
Baruch, mentioned in Joseplius ("B. J." iv. 6, ^ 4).
The connection of Chronicles with Ezra was original
and ultimately prevailed; as did also the chronological order of the erstwhile prophetic books, Daniel,
Esther, and Ezra.
Two tendencies are visible in the history of the
canon: the one, critical, inclining to reduce the number of sacred books by applying rigid standards of
doctrinal consistency; the other, conservative of an
earlier and truer estimate, and on this account more
liberal to new works of the same general character.
Both have rendered great service. The former has
issued in a recognition of divergent types of teaching and different degrees of credibility in the canon,
and of the rights of private judgment to appraise its
contents; wliile the latter has resulted in the preservation of

many

i)recious

monuments

and the sense of
collective growth.
ligious

life,

of man's re-

historic continuity

and

Bini.iOGRAPiiv: Introductions by Tlottinprer. 1049; Sinmn, 1078;
KerCarpzov, 1714-21; Eichhorn, 1780-83; Michaelis, 17S7
tholdt, 1813-19; Jahn, 1812; DeWette, 1817 (7tti ed., 18.-)2i;
Home, 1818 (9tli ed., 184(i); Havernick, 18;i9-4(); Hcrbst, !84(^;

44; Kell, 1843 (3d ed., 1871) Bleek, 1800; Kuenen. ]8til-G5 (2d
ed., 18a5-93); Davidson, 1862; DeWette-Scbrader, 18(19; Kaulen, 1876 <3d ed., 1892); Bleek-Wellhausen, 1878; Strack, l.'^3
(Tith ed., 1898); (ornelv, 1885-87; Cornill. 1891 (3d ed., 1891)) ;
Driver, 1891 (6th ed., 189G); KOnig, 1893; Green, 1898; Brigg.s,
1899; and to N. 'P. especially by Hilgenfeld. 187.5; Hollzmann,
1892 ; Jiilicher, 1894. Cailstadt, LihrUu.sde Caiinjiiiis Sciij)turu% 1520; Elijali Lcvita. ^Ta.•«nrt ha-Maxorct, \r>.is; Huxtorf, Tiberias, 1618; Morin, Krrrritatiiine'< dn Hehrnici
Grdiiqiie Tc.vttis SUticrritntr. 1033; Cappel, Cri'fi'crt Srrrrn,
:

Walton, /'ro/ff/oniriia, 10.57; Spinoza, Tractatiis Tlieoh)Uiro-P(ili(icu!<, 1()7(); Hody, /)<' JJi/jdorioji Tc.vtihxn Oiifii-

10.50:

iialihrig, 1705; Zunz, (l.V. 18.32; Frankel, Vorsttidioi zur
Scptunniiita, 1841 ; (ieitrer, Vrschrift, 1857; Low. Die Grosse

T.inder Cliristliclicii Kirclie,
Dcr Kanon dcx A. T. 18(58; Griitz, Koliclct,
Studiciiziirflrsch.
da- Snnimlviin dcr AU1871
lirltraixvlioiLUcratnrA^'i^'-'X Kuenen, Oirr dc Moinintdn-

Sii>i(i<l<\

1868;

;

1858; Diestel, 7J«.s'yl.

Fiirst,
I. S. Blocb,

(Irootcn Siniaijoijc, 1870; Throhmixch Tijdaclirift. 1877, pp.
Wciior. Systnn drr AUsyiiaiinfKdcii Poliistiiirii237 ff .sc'/.
Marx, TrniVitio RahliiiKiniin
sischrn
T/iro/of/ic. ]88();
Vrtfirima, 1884.- Wildehoer, //<f Otitstoiui x-aii drii Kntton
dfn Oudcn Vcrhonds, 1889; idem, Df vonr-Tliolnriidisclie
Jditdschr Kntiitn, in Tlicolofiischr Stndii'n, 18!)7, p. 1.59;
1898. p. 19 4; 1899, p. 185; Bubl, KiUKirt nnd Tc.rl tirs Allen
;
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Testaments, 1890: Loisy, Histoire du Canon ite VAncien
Testament. 1890; Reuss, Gesch. der Heiligcn Scfiriftrn des
T. 2d ed., 1890; Rvle, The Canon of the Old Testament,
1893; P/ii7rt and the Holii Scriptures, 1895; Duhin, Das
Buch Je.saki, 1893; idem. Die Entstchinm des A. T. 1899;
W. R. Smith, Tlte Old Testament in the Jewish (Jhiirch, 2d
ed., 1893; Magnier, Etude sur In Caiwnicite des Saintes
Ecritures, 1893; Mullen, The Canon of the Old Testament,
1893 KOnig, Essai sur In Formation du Canon de VAncien
Testament, l>r'9i; Van Kastereii, De Joodsche Canon, 1895;
Beecher, The AUetjed Triple Canon of the O. T. in Joxir.
Bill. Lit. 1896; Strack, Kanon, in Pro't. Rcal-Ency. 3d ed.;
Schiniedel, Kanon, in Ersch and (iniber, AUaemeine Encyklopddic
Kraiiss, The Great Si/nod, in Jew. Quart.
Rev. 1898, p. 347; Rothstein, 2'ext, Kanon %n)d Uebejsetzungcn, in Theologisclieliund.'ichau, 1898, p. 547 idem, Kanon,
Te.rt und Sp7-aehe,ib. 1900, p. 4.59; Rahlfs, Alter \tnd Heimat
der Vatiknntsclien Handschrift in Gottingi-^che Gelehrte
Nachrichten, 1899, i. 73; Porter, Apocj-ypha, in J5i7)/e Dictionary, 1900; Schmidt, Tlte Book of Jeremiah, in New
World, 1901); idem, Jeremiah, in Enc. Bih.; and the
articles on the camm in the various Bible dictionaries of
Schenkel, Smitli, Hastings, and Chevne.
K.
N. Sc.

A.

;

;

;

BIBLE CONCORDANCES.

See

Concord-

ances; DiCTKlNAKIKS.

BIBLE DICTIONARY. See Dictionaries.
BIBLE EDITIONS Tlie advantages of the
:

newly discovered art of printing were quickly recognized by the Jews. While for the synagogue
service written scrolls only were (and are still) used,
the printing-press was very soon called into service
to provide copies of the Bible for private use.

All
the editions published before the Complutensian
Polyglot were edited by Jews; but afterward, and
because of the increased interest excited in the Hebrew- Bible by the Reformation, the work was taken
up by Christian scholars and printers; and the editions ptiblished by Jews after this time were largely
influenced by these Christian publications. It is
not po.ssible in the present article to enumerate all
the editions, whole or partial, of the Hebrew text.
This account is devoted mainly to the incunabula
(many of which were used as manuscriptsby Kennicott in gathering his variants; see his Report for
1766, p. 103).
The first to establish a

Hebrew printing press and
Hebrew type (according to Ginsburg, in the
Chwolsou Memorial Volume, p. 62) was Abraham b.
Hayyim dei Tintori, or Dei Pinti, in 1473. He
printed the first Hebrew book in 1474 (Tur Yoreh

to cut

De'ah).
In 1477 there appeared the first printed
part of the Bible in an edition of 300 copies.
It
is not really an edition of a Biblical book, but a
reprint of Kimhi's commentary on Psalms, to which
the Biblical text of each verse is added; the text
being in square, the commentary in Rabbinic, charEach verse is divided off by a "sof-pasuk."
acters.
The first four Psalms have the vowel-points; but
the ditticulty of printing them seems to have been
and they were discontinued.
too great,
The
"ketib" is replaced b\' the "keri"; but the text is
badly printed and contains many errors.
The
Psalms are not numbered, but simply divided, as in
From the type
the manuscripts, into five books.
used it is conjectured that the printing was done at
Bologna. The printers were Maestro Joseph. Baria,
Ha}\vim Mordecai, and Hezekiah of Ventura.
facsimile of a page is given in Simonsen, "Hebraisk
Bogtryk," p. 9 (see also De Rossi, " De Hebr. Typ."
p. 10; tdon, " Annalcs Hcbmeo-Typographici," p. 14).
The Psalms alone seem to liave been reprinted before 1480. in Rabbinic characters similar to those

A
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used in the 1477 edition and a third time together
with an index of the Psalms and the text of the
Birkat ha-Mazon.
It is supposed that these two reprints were issued at Rome (Simonsen, in " Steinschneider Fest-.schrift," p. 166; compare De Rossi,
"Annales," p. V>8).
The first edition of the Pentateuch appeared at
Bologna Jan. 26, 1482, with vowel-signs and accents.
The raphe-sign is liberally employed
First
in the first folios, but later on is disEdition of carded. The Targum (along the side)
Pentateuch, and the commentary of Rashi (at the
to]) and the bottom of the page) are
printed with the text. The cost of publication was
borne by Joseph ben Abraham Caravita. The publisher was Maestro Abraham b. Hayyim dei Tintori
Dei Pinti) of Pesaro the corrector, Joseph Hayyim
ben Aaron Strassburg, a Frenchman. According to
De Rossi ("Origine," p. 16; "Annales," p. 22), the
editor made use of a Spanish manuscript; but Ginsburg ("Introduction," p. 799) believes that German
and Franco-German manuscripts were used. A facsimile is given by Simonsen (p. 10).
About the same
time, and at Bologna, there appeared an edition of
the Five Scrolls, with Rashi above and below the
text and with the commentary of Ibn Ezra on
Esther ("Annales," p. 130). This was followed,
Oct. 15. 1485, by an edition of the Former Prophets
(without vowels), together with Kimhi's commentary, brought out at Soncino in the duchy of Milan
;

(

;

by Joshua Solomon Israel Nathan Soncino. That
this edition was very carefully printed is attested
upon the flyleaf. The Divine Name is printed
In the following year
run' and D^n^^K {ib. p. 40).
the Later Prophets appeared at the same place;
though neither date nor printing-otflce is mentioned
in the book itself.
The passages in Kimhi dealing
with Christianity are not omitted, as is the case in
later editions (ib. p. 181).
It was this same printinghouse that brought out, Feb. 23, 1488, the first complete edition of the Bible, the text provided Avith
vowels and accents, in two columns to the page.
The Pentateuch in this edition is followed by the
Five Scrolls. Soncino was aided in the printing by
Abraham ben Hayyim dei Tintori, mentioned above.
According to De Rossi {ib. p. 56), German codices
were at the basis of tliis edition.
Prior to this, portions of the Bible were printed
at Naples: Proverbs, with a commentary of Immanuel ben Solomon, by Hayyim ben Isaac ha-Levi
the German (1486); and in the same
Portions of year (Sept. 8) Job with the commenthe Bible, taryof Levi ben Gerson, Lamentations
with that of Joseph Kara, and the rest
The editor of this
of the Hagiographa with Rashi.

was Samuel ben Samuel Romano (ib. p.
This edition was completed with the P.salms
(March 28, 1487) with Kimhi's commentar}-, edited
by Joseph ben Jacob the German, and corrected by
Jacob Baruch b. Judah Landau {ib. p. 48). In 1487
(June 30) an edition of the Pentateuch without commentary appeared at Faro in Portugal, upon the
basis of Spanish manuscripts, in Spanish-Hebrew
cliai'acters, with vowel-points
at times incorrectly
applied and with no accents. The expenses for
the edition were paid by Don Samuel Gacon (Steinlast edition
52).
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Schneider, "Cat. Bodl." No. 1072).

known

The only copy

printed on vellum.
In 1490 an edition of the Pentateuch without
vowel-points or accents was published by Abraham
ben Isaac b. David at Ixar (Hi jar) in Spain, together
with the Targum Onkelos in small square type and
is

Rashi in Spanish-Rabbinic type (De Rossi, " Annates," p. 73); and one of the Psalms was issued at
Naples (Dec. 12), together with Proverbs and Job

Another copy of the Pentateuch seems
p. 79;.
have been issued at I.xar between 1490 and 1495,
together with the Haftarot and the Five Scrolls.
It is said by De Rossi to contain the printer's mark
{ib.

to

of a lion rampant, such as is seen in the other I.xar
prints.
Tlte printer w^as Eliezer b. Abraham Alan"
tansi, and it is spoken of as "elegantissima editio
In the year
(ib. p. 143; "Cat. Bodl." No. 1011a).
1491 two editions of the Pentateuch left the press:
one at Naples (Soncino), with vowel-points and accents together with Rashi, the Five Scrolls, and the
scroll of Antiochus (" Annales," p. 82); the other at
Lisbon (July-Aug.), with Onkelos and Rashi. The
Lisbon copy was edited by David b. Joseph ibn
Yahj'a and Joseph Calphon. It is declared by Le
Long and De Rosst (ib. p. 81) to be the most celebrated and beautiful Hebrew print of the fifteenth
century.
The elegant characters are provided with
vowels and accents even in the Onkelos, and the
raphe-signs are used throughout (facsimile in SimonI.e. p. 12).
It was published in two volumes,
probably at the same press from which came the
editions of Isaiah and Jeremiah with Kimhi's commentary (1492) and Proverbs with the commentary

sen,

of David b. Solomon ibn

Yahya

(c.

1492; see

"An-

nales," pp. 92, 143). From another press in Portugal,
at Leira, were issued, July 25, 1492, Proverbs with

Targum and the commentaries of Levi ben Gerson
and Menahem Mei'ri (printed by Samuel d'Ortas), and
in 1494 the Former Prophets with Targum and commentaries of Kimhi and Levi b. Gerson (tb. pp. 92,104).
Gerson b. Moses Soncino established a printingpress also in Brescia, from which there issued a
Pentateuch with the Five Scrolls and the Haftarot,
Jan. 23, 1492; a second edition of this
Pentateuch, Nov. 24, 1493; Psalms,
Bibles.
Dec. 16, 1493; and a complete Bible,
May 24-31, 1494 (ib. pp. 88, 98, 102;
Baer-Delitzsch, "Liber Psalmorum," p. iv.).
This
last edition is in most copies merely a reprint of the
1493 edition as regards the Pentateuch; and it is of
especial interest, as being the one used by Luther in
making his tran.slation into German. Luther's copy
is preserved in the Berlin Royal Library (Kennicott,
Reports, pp. 81, 85; Bachmann, " Alttestamcnt-

Soncino

Untersuehungen,"

p. 101,

with facsimile).

It is in-

teresting to note that Gerson seems to ignore most
of the peculiarities of the Masoretic text as laid down
b. Hayyim(Konig, " Einleitung," p. 52).
of the pol3'^glot Bibles were the work of
Jewish printers or editors a short account only of

e.^r.,

by Jacob

As none

them need be given

Polyglot
Bibles.

seems

to

here.

The

idea

have originated with Origen

(185[?]-253),

who drew up

in parallel

columns the Hebrew text, its transliteration into Greek, and various other Greek recensions in fi-ftv scrolls or books which were then de-
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posited in the library of Pamphilus at Caesarea (this
llexapla was preceded by a Tetiapla).
The idea
was not revived until the sixteenth century, when
the first edition of the Hebrew text by Christians
appeared in the Complutensian Polyglot (Alcala de
Henares, 1514-17, 6 vols.). Renouard believes that
the plan originated with Aldus Manutius, who, iu
the preface to the Psalter of 1497, speaks of the
probability of his publishing a Hebrew-Greek and
Only the first sheet, however,
Latin Bible in one.
of this was printed.
The honor of being first in the
field belongs to Cardinal Ximenes; thougli among

who helped him were the Maranos Alfonso of
Zaniora and Paul Nuiiez Coronel. The three columns on each page contain the Hebrew, the Septuagint, and the Vulgate.
The Targum of Onkelos is
added, of which Alfonso made the Latin translation.
Ximenes had to cast his own Hebrew type for thisworli: "hatefs" are sparingly used; of the accents,
only "athnah" and "sof-pasuk." The Masoretic
divisions are discarded; and the text for the first
time is arranged after the model of the Vulgate, the
chapter-numbering of which is printed in the margin.
By means of a letter, reference is made from
each Hebrew word to its Latin equivalent; and the
Hebrew roots are also placed on the margin.
those

The Hebrew

text of the Complutensian

was

re-

peated in the Antwerp Polyglot (1569-72, 8 vols.),
the editor of which was Arias Montanus, and the
It is known also as the
printer Christopher Plantin.
"Biblia Regia," because Philip II. defrayed the exIn addition to the texts in the Complutenpenses.
sian, it contains an additional Targum and a number of tracts on lexicographical and grammatical
Only 500 copies were printed, most of
subjects.
which were lost at sea on their way to Spain. The
polyglot of Elijah Hutter (Nuremberg, 1599-1601).
contains, besides the older versions, a number in

modern European languages and

it is peculiar from
the fact that the radical letters of the Hebrew text
are printed in full characters, and the servile letters
decided advance is made in the
in hollow ones.
Paris Polyglot (1629-45, 10 vols.), done at the expense of Michel le Jay. Here the Complutensian
and Antwerp polyglots are repeated; but there are
added the Syriac and Arabic as well as the Samaritan, Hebrew, and Aramaic versions, and a Latin
It is also highly
translation of all the versions.
prized for its typographical excellence.
Still more ambitious than the Paris was the London Polyglot edited by Brian Walton (1654-57, 6
vols., and "Lexicon Heptaglotton," 1669, 2 vols.).
The first four volumes contain the Old
Iiondon
Testament, where, in addition to the
Polyglot. Hebrew, the following texts are to be
;

A

found: Samaritan-Hebrew, SamaritanAramaic, Septuagint with readings of the Codex
Alexandrinus, Old Latin, Vulgate, Syriac, Arabic,
Targum Onkelos, Pseudo-Jonathan and Jerusalem
Targums, Targum Jonathan and Targum of the
Hagiographa, Ethiopic and Persian in varying com
All of these were accompanied by Latin
pleteness.
translations.
This polyglot was the second book in
England to be published by subscription. It was
originally dedicated to Cromwell; but as he died
during the printing, it was finally dedicated to
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Charles II. A few copies, liowever, left the press
before the change was made; and these are called

tensis.

and

contains the Pentateuch with Onkelos
ilic Former and Later Prophets with

Targum Jonathan and Kimhi's conunenls

" Republican " copies, to distinguish them from tlie
"Roj'al" ones.
The polyglot of Christian Keincccius (Leipsic.
1750, 8 vols.), which contains the Hebrew (with
Masoretic notes), the Greek, Latin, and Luther's
German version that of E. Hutter (Hamburg, lo99),
of wiiich only the Pentatcueli. Joshua. Judges, and
Ruth were pub-

ChrLstian
wiiii

Bibles.

witli

of

(the antii)assages omitted); Psaltns

Targum and Kimhi; Proverbs
lie commentar}' known as "Kaw
we-Naki"; Job with the commenNahmanides and Abraham Farrisol the

Rabbinic

taries

;

lished

It

Raslii,
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t

;

Five Scrolls

witli the

commentary of Levi

Gerson
Ezra and
Chronicles with
tlie conunenta;

and that

;

Bagster
S.
(London, 1821),
in which the Heof

brew text
of Van
Hooght

iTyuf*

d

'VZii^l
-..1

Heidelberg
or
Bertram's poh'{ex-officina

/

.i

"

•-— »

^'

'

V

I

-)onS vi^hOT|3T D-nflN

Hyn cr>HT^]2

the thirteen "ar"
ticles of faith
of Maimonides

^S30-?3nKnDina'nSo'T»4D3i."u>SK ruy^pa^iruypji

I

.Varon Jacob

based

yglot
P.salters
containing
the

.

n

^-:-.:

•

'lH nSif-tf

Hebrew text

r

>

v:

/

»

:

'

:.--:•-•

,-

v.

-

P^H^^!?* "IH °V? ^''** ^f ^?' *^'3^'? ^C^'

Spanish and
German rites.
This

Germain

edition

des Pres in 1509
and 1513 by the

Samuel,

elder Henrj^

and

Stephen,
and

tinian,

the

at

Genoa in 1516
by Agostino Jus-

aryri

t

rra^o

^ju; ijsd

vp «irWtf^''D''t*»' ^

at

Cologne in 1518
by Potken. The
only Jewish polyglot
issued

was

tained,

"

let-

(Ginsburg,
I n t !• o d u c -

tion," p. 26).
The keri conPage from

tlje

sonants are also
given in the
margin.
The edition was not, however, pleasing to the
Jews, perhaps because its editor was a convert.
Elijah Levita, in liis "^lasoret ha-Masoret," severely
This edition was recriticizes the ^lasoretic notes.
placed in 1525 by the second Bomberg text, which
was edited by Jacob b. Ilayyim of Tunis under the
title ^ir\T>'^ nin' -lyt^'.
This text, more than any
other, has influenced all later ones; though readings
from the (Jomplutensian and from the Soncino edi-

Urescia Editiim of the Bible. 14iM.
(Copy used by Luther.)

Persian

Hebrew characters. The most recent
polyglots are those of Slier and Thiele (Leipsic,
1847-63; 3d od.. 1854-64) with Hebrew, Septuagint.
and Vulgate, and of R. de Lcvaute (London, 1876,
6 vols.).
Another class of Bibles, and these distinctively
Jewish, are those that are known as Rabbinic Bibles,
or Mikra'ot Gedolot.
The first of these was published at'Venice 1517-18; the editor was Felix Pra-

translations in

Hebrew

in
ters

the text, the

the

the

gin the numbers
of the chapters

c o n besides

the
Neo-Greek, and

It is

also to indi-

cate in the mar-

1547),

Targum,

arated from
Ezra.

Pentateuch (Constan

which

is

which

Nehemiah is sep»

first

the

tinople,

first in

Kings,
Chronicles
are divided into
two books, and

aiaa Ttrta-j y t3 d1p«o ny^n yr onus ^a' t aiiisa n^nai

y ''T0 ^Vy n^T k^^

Ha

>au and a table
of'theparashiyot
and Haftarot according to the
;

*:

pul)lished

St.

613 precepts
to

lie

according

on the Complutensian text. Pol-

Naphtali

I5en

VjT').T3n'?y3_
J

Slieni

Ben Aslier and

i%'i^Dn']3nDniS\pyn<3ir«7n3nW

\T*'3 V^

and

is

Tar-

to
Esther; the variant readings of

Commeli-

Greek,

at

-

tateuch;

ana, 1599, 1616,
3 vols.), Hebrew,

were

-v;t:

gum

Sanet-Andreana.

Latin,

"7?^

The

mention.
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ha-Darshan.
To these
^vcre added the
Jerusalem Targiun to the Pen--

er

the

,

and

Simon

Samaritan that
of Kennicott,
need no further

glot

riesof Raslii

that

is

b.
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tion of 1488

;

have occasionally found

their

way

in.

being the first to insert the letters
S and D for the purpose of indicating the open and
closed sections, and to designate the keri bj' the
Here also the first attempt is made, though
letter p.
incompletely, to collect the Masorah, both "Magna"
and "Parva."
As in the best manuscripts, the
It is peculiar as

larger ^lasorah is printed above and below the text
(Hebrew and Targum in parallel columns); while
the lesser Masorah is printed between the cohnnns.
Besides the elaborate introduction to the Masorah by
Jacob b. Hayj'im himself, an index to the Masorah,
Ibn Ezra's introduction to the Pentateuch, Moses

ha-Nakdan's treatise on accents, the variations between the Easterns and the Westerns and between
Ben Aslier and Ben Naphtali, it contains the Pentateuch with Targum, Rashi, and Ibn Ezra the Former
Prophets with Rashi, Kimhi, and Levi b. Gershon;
Isaiah with Rashi and Ibn Ezra; Jeremiah and Ezethe Minor Prophets with
kiel with Rashi and Kimhi
Itashi and Ibn Ezra Psalms with Rashi and Ibn Ezra
Proverbs with Ibn Ezra, jMoses Kimhi, and Levi ben
Gershon; Job with Ibn Ezra and Levi ben Gershon:
Daniel witli Ibn Ezra and Saadia Ezra with Ibn Ezra
Moses Kimhi, and Rashi Chronicles with PseudoRashi and the Five Scrolls with Rashi and Ibn Ezra.
This Bible was reprinted, with readings inserted from
;

;

;

;

;

;

the edition of Felix Pratensis (Venice, 1525-28).
The third edition of the Bomberg Rabbinic Bible
1546-48) was edited by Cornelius Adelkind.
It was
practically a reprint of the second, except that the

(

coMunentary of Ibn Ezra on Isaiah w^as omitted
while that of Jacob ben Asher on the Pentateuch
and that of Isaiah di Traui on Judges and Samuel
were inserted. This third Bomberg edition was repeated in the fourth edition by Isaac b. Joseph
Salam and Isaac ben Gershon (Treves). Part of the
Masorah omitted in the third edition has here been
reinserted.
The fifth edition was a reprint of De
Gara's (Venice, 1017-19, by Pietro Lorenzo Bragadini, and revised b}' Leo di Modena).
It was, however, expurgated by the Inquisition.
The sixth
edition, by Johannes Buxtorf (Basel, 1618-19, 2

was a rei)rint of the 1546-48 copy. To this
was added the editor's " Tiberias," a Masoretic work.
The seventh Biblia Ral)binica was published at Amsterdam, 1724-28 (4 vols., fol. 1), under the title
" Kehillot ]Mosheli. "
It contains, besides the Hebrew
vols.),

Targum on the whole Bible; Rashi, Ibn
Levi ben Gershon, Obadiah Sforno, Jacob b.
Aslier, Hizkuni, and 'Imre Xo'am on the Pentateuch; David Kimhi on the Prophets and the Chronicles;
Isaiah di Trani on Judges and Samuel;
"Keli Yakar" on the Former Proj)hets, and " KeliPaz," by Samuel Tianiado, on tlie Later Prophets;
Meir Arama on Isaiah, Jeremiah, and the Song of
Solomon; Jacob Berabon Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel.
and some other Later Prophets; Sanuxel Almosnino
OD the Later Prophets; Isaac Gershon on Malachi
' Torat Hesed " bj- Lsaac ben Solomon; Ya'bez on
Psiilnis, Job, Canticles, Ruth, Lamentations, Eccletext, the

Ezra,.

siastes, Daniel, Ezra, Nehemiah, and Clironicles;
Joseph ibn Yahya on the Hagiographa; "Mizinor
le-Todah," In- Samuel Arepol, on Psjilm cxix. " Kaw
we-Naki" on Proverbs; IVIenahem Meiri on Proverbs; Moses Kimhi on Proverbs, Ezra, Nehemiah
;

:
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Nahmanides, Farissol, and Simon ben Zemi.h Duran
on Job; Saadia Gaon on Daniel; Yalkut Shim'oni
on Chronicles; Moses of i^'raukfurt's annotations,
entitled "Kom<)z ^linhah," on the Pentateuch;
"Minhah Ketannah " on the Former Prophets;
Minhah Gedolah " on the Later Prophets, "Minhat
'Ereb " on the Hagiographa; the introduction of
Jacob b. Hayyim of Tunis; and the tract on the
accents bj^ Moses ha-Nakdan.
Tiie latest Biblia Rabbinica, with thirty-two commentaries, is that published at Warsaw by Levensohn (1860-68, 12 vols., small fol.). It
'

The

contains, besides the original Hebrew,
the Targums Onkelos and Yerushalmi

Warsaw
Rabbinic
Bible.

on the Pentateuch, the Targum Onkelos on the Prophets and Hagiogra-

pha, and the Targum Shenion Esther.
it contains that of Rashi on the
whole Bible; Aaron Pesaro's "Toledot Aharon'':
Asheri's commentary and Norzi's notes on the
Bible; Ibn Ezra on the Pentateuch, the Five Megillot, the Minor Prophets, the Psalms, Job, and Daniel;
Moses Kimhi on the Proverbs; Nahmanides on the
Pentateuch Obadiah Sforno on the Pentateuch, the
Song of Solomon, and Ecclesiastes Elijah Wilna on
the Pentateuch, Joshua, Isaiah, and Ezekiel; S. E.
Lenczyz and S. Edels on the Pentateuch J. H. Altschuler on the Prophets and Hagiographa David
K^imhi on the Later Prophets; Levi ben Gershon no
Joshua, Kings, Proverbs, and Job; Isaiah di Trani

Of commentaries

;

;

;

;

on Judges and Samuel; S. Oceda on Ruth and Lamentations Eliezer ben Elijah Ashkenazi on Esther
Saadia on Daniel. It also contains the Masorah
Magna and Parva, tracts on the vowels and accents,
;

the various readings of Ben Asher and Ben Naphtali,
and the introduction of Jacob ben Haj'yim of Tunis.
Several editions were published at Venice by
Daniel Bomberg, 1517. 1521, 1525-28. Of later editions, only a few of the more imporVarious
tant can be mentioned here.
Joseph
Editions. Athias (Amsterdam, 1661) edited the
text, using Buxtorf's edition and the
traditional one, that had come down from Soncino
This
(1488), with a comparison of two manuscripts.
was reprinted by Leusden in 1667. A third edition
was brought out by Daniel Ernest Jablonski (Berlin, 1690), btit Avith a comparison of all the earlier
editions (other editions 1712, and, without vowels,
Jablon.ski's, in turn, became the foundation
1711).
of that of J. H. Michaelis (Halle. 1720), for which
the latter compared five Erfurt manuscripts and

The Mantuan Bible of
nineteen printed editions.
1742-44, edited by Rafael Hayyim b. Abiad Shalom
Basilea and Felice (Masliah) Marini, was in a measure only a reprint of Michaelis; Raphael in his edi
tion of the excellent text, as corrected by Norzi
(•'Minhat Shai," Mantua, 17^2-44), tiied to unify
llie text and not simply to reprint the older editions.
The basis of all the modern editions of the Bible
\y
that of E. van dcr Ilooglit (xVmsterdam and
Utreclit, 1705).
It is practically a reVan der print of the Athias-Leusden edition;
Hooght. but at the end it has variants taken
from a number of printed editions. It
lias been much prized because of its excelUuit and
clear type: but no maruiscri|its \v( re used in its prep-
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This text was followed, even when variants were added, by Proops, Houbigant, Simon,
Kennicott, Hahn, etc. The text of D. H. Opitz
three mann(Kiel, 1709) seems to be a mixed one
scripts, a number of the earlier editions, and the
polyglots having been laid under contribution. But
still the Van der Ilooght was considered to be a
sort of "textus receptus," the edition of M. Letteris
(Vienna, 1852) showing very few changes. This last
edition was reprinted with clear-cut tj'pe by the
British and Foreign Bible Society (Berlin, 1866, etc.),
aration.

;

&

New York by

Wiley
Sou (1872-75). The
Bible in America, published by William
Fry at Philadelphia in 1814, was from the text of
Van der Hooght, and it was reprinted in Philadelphia by Isaac Lesser in 1849.
No serious attempt was made to issue a text of
the Bible after the best manuscripts and the Masorah until S. Baku commenced his pubRecent
lications with the help of Franz DeEditions, litzsch (1861 et seq.). His edition, unfortunately not completed, has become
the standard.
Based upon a much fuller comparison
of manuscripts is the edition of the Masoretic Bible of
Chr. D. Ginsburg (Loudon, 1895), which may be considered to represent the truest Masoretic tradition.
Of quite a different character is the polychrome edition of the Bible, now (1903) nearly completed, published by Paul Haupt (Leipsic and Baltimore, 1893
et 5^5'.) with the aid of the foremost Biblical scholars.
Under the title "The Sacred Books of the Old Testament," it endeavors to give a critical edition of the
Hebrew text on the basis of the versions and the
results of modern critical inquiry.
The supposed
sources are distinguished by various colors.
and

in

first

Hebrew

Bibliography: Steinschneider. Cat. BodJ. passim; De WetteSchrader, Lehrlmch der Hist.-Crit. Einlcituna, p. 217, Berlin, 1869
Dibdin, Introduction to Greek and Latin Classics,
Toyether ivith an Account of Polyglot Bihles, etc., vol. i.,
passim, London, 18iJ7 Buhl, Kanon und Text des A. T. p.
82; B. Pick, Hist, of Printed Editions of the O. T. in He;

;

Ginsburg, Introdiiction to a Critical
Edition of the Bible, London, 1895 (contains very full accounts of every edition).
hraica,

ix. 47 et seq.

;
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BIBLE EXEGESIS.— Jewish:

1.

Israel has

been called " the People of the Book " it may as fitly
be called "the people of Scripture exegesis," for ex;

egesis in the largest sense of the word is in a way
the one indigenous science which Israel has created

and developed, after having produced, during the
first

long period of

its

history, the actual subject of

During the thousand
years following the collection of the different books
of the Scripture, the intellectual activity of Judaism
was directed almost exclusively to the excgetic treatment of the Bible and the systematic development
of the Law derived from it.
When, through contact
with Hellenic and-Arabic learning, the Jewish intellect was led into new channels, Bible exegesis still
retained its position of chief interest it was the first
to feel the intluence of the new thought; and it
gave birth to auxiliary Hebrew philology, the only
science which originated in the Judaism of the Middle Ages.
That other great production of medieval
Judaism, the philosophy of religion, likewise developed into Bible exegesis in order to take on a Jewish
this science, the Bible itself.

;

character, although

it

substantially reproduced alien
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views.
Finally, the younger sister of the philo.sophy of religion, the mysticism of the Cabala, also
assumed the form and character of Bible exegesis.
During the centuries of decadence and increasing
ignorance the exposition of the Bible in its various
aspects still remained the most popular and assiduously cultivated occupation of the Jewish mind.
The epoch known as the Mendelssohnian begins
with a renaissance in the field of Bible exegesis.
And modern Judaism is especially characterized by
two reforms founded on the study and exposition of
the Bible; viz., the reinstatement of the Bible in its
legitimate place in the instruction of the young,
where it had long been secondary to the study of
the Talmud and the sermon in the synagogue, based
Corresponding with this
as it is on the Biblical text.
importance of Bible exegesis in the intellectual life
of Israel, sketched here in a few words, is the maguitude of the exegetical literature, which will now
be briefly reviewed in its chief phases and products.
2. The beginnings of Jewish Bible exegesis go
back to a period when a part of the books collected
later on into the Biblical canon did not
Beg'inning' yet exist. The original designation
of Jewish, for the expositor's function, the verb
Exegesis, "darash " (K'lT), from which the original name of Scriptural exegesis, the
noun "midrash" (CJ>~nD), was formed, is used in the
well-known reference to Ezra (Ezra vii. 10) that he
"prepared his heart to seek the law of the Lord."
The verb denotes "to investigate," "to seek," and,
in connection with the Bible, meant, therefore, to
examine the text, to search into what it means.
This reference to Ezra is the earliest mention of
Scriptural exegesis, and its history dates from his
activity.
Ezra, who by his endeavors placed the
Pentateuch on the pinnacle of its importance for the
new Jewish community of the Second Temple, and
hence for the subsequent ages of Judaism, may also
be regarded as the founder of Scriptural exegesis,
which latter was confined at first to the Pentateuch
Two inas representing the entire sacred writings.
stitutions that originated in this period, the synagogue and the academy, assured a lasting home to
the intellectual activity concentrated upon the examination and exposition of the Bible. In the synagogue the sacred text of the Pentateuch, and later
that of the Prophets, were read and expounded in
the academies and schoolhouses the same texts were
used for teaching the young and for investigation
and in the instruction of adults. Thus, in harmony with its origin and the character of these two
institutions, exegesis became a matter of oral instruction and oral tradition hence any written exegetical literature of the Bible during those first formative centuries is out of the question.
3. There are no contemporary accounts of the
development of the academy and the method of instruction among the Palestinian Jews during the
time of the Second Temple the historic records speak
of them only after they had been firmly established
;

;

;

:

and recognized.

Frequent references

literature, traceable

down

in traditional

to the decades

immedi-

ately preceding the Christian era, show that the national science, as developed by the Pharisees since
the time of the Maccabees, was divided into two

;;
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groups, Bible and tradition (" Mikra " and " Misli"), and that the latter comprised three branches,
in which the work of traditional literMidrash, ature originated. These three branches
Halakah, were: (1) Midrashot (in the singular,

nali

and

"

Haggadah.

Midrash

(3)

")

;

(2)

Haggadot

Halakot (or Halakah)
Haggadah). This

(or

order of the constituentsof Mishnah
most comprehensive sense corresponds with
of these branches.
the historical development
First in time was the Midrash, i.e., the expo-

in its

of the Scripture, especially of the Pentateuch and more particularly of its legal portions.
From this branched off, on the one hand, the Halakot the statutes derived exegetically from the
written law, to which were added other statutes,
which had been transmitted orally, and which the
teachers endeavored to connect exegetically with
the Biblical text and, on the other, the Haggadot,
which included the exegesis not connected with
the Law, with its manifold material derived from
the sacred writings. Through this differentiation tlie
branch designated as " Midrash " was specialized into
The
exposition of the Law or halakic exegesis.
derivation of the Halakah from the Biblical text
sition

—

—

was

"Talmud," so that "Talmud" origmeant the same as "Midrash" in the above-

also called

inally

mentioned

stricter sense.

the fundamental part of the national
was the subject of the primary instruction,
and was also divided into three parts
namely, the three historic groups of
Mikra.

The Mikra,
science,

the books of the Bible, the Pentateuch,
The intellithe Prophets, and the Hagiographa.
gent reading and comprehension of the text, arrived
correct division of the sentences and words,
formed the course of instruction in the Bible. The
scribes were also required to know the Targum, the
Aramaic translation of the text. The Targum made
possible an immediate comprehension of the text,
at

by a

but was continuously influenced by the exegesis
taught in the schools. The synagogues were preeminently the centers for instruction in the Bible

and its exegesis. The reading of the Biblical text,
which was combined with that of the Targum,
served to widen the knowledge of the scholars
learned in the

The

first

division of the national science.

found the material for their discourses,
which formed a part of the synagogue service, in
scribes

the second division, the several branches of the trathe Haggadah, the third of these branches,
especially furnished the material for the sermon.
4. The tannaitic traditional literature is derived
from the three original branches of the traditional
science, as taught in the schools of both Palestine
and Babylonia. Although part of this literature
has been lost, its most important products are still
dition

;

extant.

The Mishnah,

in

its

strict

supplement, the To.sefta,
Literature, as well as a mass of other Halakic sentences (Baraitas, see Baraita), preserved in the two Talmuds, are derived from the
second of those branches. This part of the tannaitic

Traditional

sense,

Midrash, in the
it

its

many traces of its descent from the
many Biblical exegetical details
The branch of the Midrash precontains.

literature retains

which

and
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served as its documents the Midrashim to the last
four books of the Pentateuch viz. Mekilta, on Exodus; Torat Kohauim, or Sifra, on Leviticus; and
Sifre, on Numbers and Deuteronomy.
These works,
which are running commentaries on the Biblical
text, and as such the earliest of their kind, contain
also the exegetics belonging to the third branch.
;

But there are

also tannaitic

,

Haggadah

collections,

such as were produced in great number in the posttannaitic period, preserving tho.se haggadic traditions of the tannaitic time which continued in existence.
One of these Haggadot, for instance, is the
"Seder '01am," a clironology of Bible history based
on haggadic exegesis. In the period of the Amoraim, beginning with the redaction of the Mishnah,

method of instruction was changed in that
Mishnah became the text-book for lectures and
the

tlie

dis-

cussions in Palestine as well as in Babylonia. The
two Talmuds, which drew their material chiefly
from the Halakah and halakic exegesis (the Midrash
in the exact sense), but gave a considerable place
also to the Haggadah, are the result of these lectures
and discussions. The haggadic exegesis was cultivated especially in Palestine, leading to the haggadic Midrash collections on the Pentateuch, the
pericopes ("Pesiktas"; see Pesikta), and other Biblical books, which were based principally on the
sermons. The final editing of these collections belongs to the post-amoraic time, though they represent chiefly the exegesis of the Amoraim.
Side by
side with the writings here sketched, which were al-

ways connected in some way with Biblical exegetics,
came to maturity during the time of the Tannaimand Amoraim the Targum literature, originating
there

Targum at divine
Targum was extended to the whole

in the institution of reading the
service.

This

was also the Masorah, which latter is the
determination of the rules and principles governing
the text of the Bible. These were the two branches
of study which transmitted to later generations the
knowledge and correct reading of the Bible text.
5. The products of the traditional literature described above have this trait in common, that they
are not the exclusive work of certain writers, but
are the outcome of a long series of oral traditions,
that were finally given a certain form in a written
work. Therefore the exegesis found, in these works
does not belong to one single epoch, but to different
epochs extending over a number of centuries. From
the days of Hillel (30 b.c.) the names of the compilers of the traditional exegesis were
Tannaitic also handed down; so that the origiand
nators of a large part of that early
Amoraic Bible exegesis and many of the TanBible, as

Exegesis,

naini

and Amoraim are known as more

or less important

exegetes.

tradition reports of Hillel's teachers,

An

old

Shemaiah and

Abtalion, that they were great exegetes ("darshanim "). Hillel himself marks an epoch in halakic
exegesis, since he formulated the seven rules according to which the Bible text must be explained.
Hillel's pupil, Johanan b. Zakkai, followed a kind
of symbolic exegesis.
The period between the destruction, of Jerusalem
and the Hadrianic war was the most fruitful and
important epoch for early exegesis, and its repre-
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sentativcs were Jolianan b. Zakkai's jMipilsaiul their
Ciiief among these in the tield of liahikic
disciples.

exegesis are Ishniael b. Elislia and Akiba ben Jo
SEPH, betAveen whose teacliings there existed a fundamental opposition wliieh extencU'd to the IlagIshniael expanded Killers rules into the
ga(hdi.
well-known thirteen rules for exegesis, and postulated, besides others, that of the human mode of
expression in Scripture, a thesis that was to have an
important influence on later Jewish exegesis. Akiba,
imbued with the incomparable importance of the
Biblical text, successfully defended the opinion he
derived from his teacher, Nahum of Gimzo, that not

even what might seem to be the most insigniticant
word of the text was without its especial meaning;
henc(? everything contained in the text must become the subject of interpretation. Akiba's work
was continued by his pupils, the leaders in the postHadrianic time, who were voluminous exegetes.
One of them, Eliezer, son of the Galilean Jose, formulated thirty-two rules for haggadic exegesis.
teachers of the Law (halakists) of the tanwere also eminent Biblical exegetes,
although there were also some tannaites whose preeminence lay solely in the domain of exegesis; as,
for instance, Eleazar of Modiim in the pre-Hadrianic period, and the above-mentioned Eliezer b.

The great

naitic period

Jose in the post-Hadrian ie pc^riod.
The Halakists and Haggadists Avere more sharply
distinguished during the time of the Palestinian
Amoraim. Although even then some eminent heads
of academies were at the same time masters of the
Haggadah, e.g., Johanan, Simeon b. Lakish, Eleazar
The most important Bible exegetes were
b. Pedat.
mostly haggadists by profession, as Samuel b. Nahman, Simlai, Isaac, Levi, Judah b. Simon, Huna,
Judan, Judah b. Shalom, Tanhuma. These students of the Haggadah, as they were called, preserved also the old exegetic traditions, and produced
in the post-amoraic times the above-mentioned MidIn Babylonia the haggadic exegerash collections.
sis was cultivated in a less independent spirit, being mostly under the influence of the Palestinian
There were, however, eminent haggadists
schools.
the great teachers, as Rah in the third and
Raba in the fourth century.
The exegetics of the traditional literature that
was not transnntted with the names of the authors,
especially the anonymous portions of the tannaitic
Midrash, originated in part at a very early date. It
is a noteworthy fact that the exegetic phraseology
of the tannaites, and consequently the earliest terminology of Bible exegetics as a whole, were already
in existence when the historic period of Jewish Bible
exegesis began with Hillel; that terminology may
therefore be considered asa monument of the period

among

before Hillel.
6. These sources of Jewish Bible exegesis, belonging to the first period, which ended with tlie
final redaction of the Talmud (oOO
Early Bible c.e.), were supplemented by others

Translations.

of an entirely dillerent nature. These
complete the accoimt that has to be
given of the exegesis of that period.

First in order are the old translations of the Bible;
thev, like the Aramaic Targum, were intended to

Els'
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spread the knowledge of the Bible and naturally reflected the exegesis of the school from wliich they
The Septuagint demands especial atproceeded.
tention, being the earliest literary translation as w^ell
as a source for early exegesis. Aquila's translation
represents the school of Jabueh, especially Akiba's.
But the other Greek versions are also based on Jewish exegesis, and so is, in great part, the Peshitta.
Jerome in turn endeavored to establish the "Hebrew
truth" in his Latin version, on the basis of oral instruction received from Jewish exegetes of PalesPhilo, the great representative of the Alexantine.
drian exegesis, takes a foremost place; his writings
are. in i)art, comprehensive and explanatory paraphrases of the stories and ordinances
of the Pentateuch, and, in part, a runPhilo.
ning allegorical commentary on the
Philo's allegorical exegesis was the fir.st
Bible text.

and most consistent attempt to prove by means of
Biblical exegesis that Greek philosophy underlay
the superficial meaning of the words of the Bible.

—

In Palestine, too, indeed as early as the time of
Philo opinions and speculations on God and the
Creation, in part of extraneous origin, were connected with two chapters of the Bible (Gen. i. and
Ezek. i.); and their exegesis was the real subject
of the esoteric doctrine called after those sections,

—

"Ma'ase Bereshifand "Ma'ase Merkabah." The
work of the historian Josephus may also be
considered asa source of the Bible ex-

chief

Josephus.

egesis of this time; the first part of
his "Antiquities" being a running
commentary on the narrative portions of the ScripFinally, the Bible exegesis contained in the
ture.

New Testament must be mentioned.
proceeded from the exegesis current at the time,
and belongs to the same class as the other products
It became the actual founof the early Haggadah.
dation for the new faith, just as the Biblical exegesis, the Midrash of the Palestinian schools, may be
considered the basis for the reshaping of Judaism
after the destruction of Jeru.salem and the Second
Temple.

books of the
It

7. The Bible exegesis of the Tannaim and the
Amoraim, which maybe best de.signated as exegesis
of the ^lidrash, was a product of natMidrash: ural growth and of great freedom in
the treatment of the words of the
Peshat;
Masorah. Bible. But it proved an obstacle to
further development when, endowed

with the authority of a sacred tradition in the Talin tlie Midrash collections edited subsequently to the Talmud, it became the sole source for

mud and

the interpretation of the Bible

an

among

later genera-

The

traditional literature contains, indeed,
abundance of correct explanations that are in

tions.

harmony with the wording and the context; and
bears everywhere evidence of a flue linguistic
good judgment, and an acute insight into
the peculiarities and difliculties of the Bible text.
But side by side with these elements of a natural
and simjile Bible exegesis, of value even to-day, the
traditional literature contains an even larger mass of
expositions far removed from the actual meaning of
In the halakic as well as in the haggadic
the text.
exegesis the expounder endeavored not so much to
it

sense,
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seek the original meaning of tlie text as to find authority in some Bible passage for tlie concepts and
ideas, tlie rules of conduct and teachings, for which
he wished to have a Biblical foundation. To this
were added, on the one hand, the belief tliat the
words of the Bible had many meanings, and, on
the other, the importance attached to the smallest
portion, the slightest peculiarity of the text; hence
the exegesis of the Midrash strayed further and further away from a natural and common-sense interpretation.
it must be remembered that the Midiash
was largely in the nature of homiletics, expounding the Bible not in order to investigate its
actual meaning and to understand the documents

Again,

exegesis

of the past, but in order to find religious edification,
moral instruction, and sustenance for the thoughts
and feelings of the present. The contrast between
the simple natural explanation of the literal sense
and the Midrash, that did not feel bound to follow
the mere woids, was recognized even by the Tannaim and the Amoraim, although their idea of the
literal meaning of a Biblical passage may not be
allowed by more modern standards. The abovementioned tanna, Ishmael b. Elisha, even said once,
rejecting an exposition of Eliezer b. Hyrcanus:
"Truly, you say to Scripture, 'Be silent while I
am expounding!'" (Sifra on Lev. xiii. 49). The
tannaitic exegesis distinguishes principally between
the actual deduction of a thesis from a Bible passage
as a means of proving a point, and the use of such
a passage as a mere mnemonic device, a distinction that was also made in a different form later in
the Babylonian schools.
The Babylonian Amoraim
were the first to use the expression "Peshat" (DK'S)
to designate the primary sense, contrasting it with the
" Derash, " tlie Midrashic exegesis.
These two terms
were later on destined to become important featuies
in the history of Jewish Bible exegesis. And, again,

Babylonia was formulated the important principle
that the Midrashic exegesis could not annul the primary sense. This principle subsequently became

in

watchword of the common-sense Bible exegesis;
little it was known or recognized may be seen
from the admission of Kahana, a Babylonian amora
the

but how

of the fourth century, that while at eighteen years
of age he had already learned the whole Mishnah,
he had only lieard of that principle a great many
years later (Sliab. 63a).
Kaliana's admission is
characteristic of the centuries following the final
redaction of the Talmud.
The primary meaning is
no longer considered, but it becomes more and more
the fashion to interpret the text according to the

meaning given to it in traditional literature. The
and even the desire for original investigation
of the text succumbed to the overwhelming author-

ability

Midrash. It was, therefore, providential
that, just at the time when the ]\Iidrasli was paramount, the close study of the text of the Bible, at
least in one direction, was pursued with rare energy
and perseverance b}- the careful Masorites, who set
themselves the task of preserving and transmitting
the pronunciation and correct reading of the text.
By introducing punctuation (vowel-jtoints and accents) into the Biblical text, in the seventh century,
they supplied that protecting hedge which, accordity of the
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ing to Akiba's saying, the Masorah was to be for the
words of the Bible. Punctuation, on the one hand,
protected the tradition from being forgotten, and,
on the other, was the precursor of an independent
Bible science to be developed in a later age.
8. Karaism gave the first impulse toward an independent investigation of the Bible and a denial of
the autocratic authority of the MidKaraite
rash.
The "Bene Mikra" (Sons of the

Exegesis.

as the sect founded by
(eighth century) called itself,
rejecting the Talmudic tradition, posited as first
principles the duty to investigate the Bible itself
and to draw from it the foundations for religious
knowledge and rules of conduct by means of an exegesis independent of tradition.
But Karaism exerted a lasting influence on the further development
of Jewish Bible exegesis not so much by its own
achievements as by its reaction on the large majority
of the Jews who remained faithful to tradition.
For
undoubtedly Saadia, the great originator of the new
Jewish knowledge, was stimulated by the Karaitic
movement to enter upon his pioneer activity. He
proved his genius as a Bible exegete in the first instance in polemics against the Karaites; and they,
in turn, were stimulated by Saadia and his partly
polemic, partly positive work, to a richer and more
significant activity in their own field than that which
obtained before hisajipearance. The Karaite leaders
in exegesis and Hebrew philology were accordingly either Saadia's contemporaries or belonged
to the post-Saadian times.
In the century and a half between Anan and
Saadia, Karaism produced no exegete of lasting imScripture),

Anan

But the numerous exegetes and founders
mentioned in clear and unmistakable terms
by the Karaites themselves, though they often disapproved of them, demonstrate the vigorous intellectual
Not long
activity of Eastern Judaism after Anan.
after him Benjamin of Nahawendi, one of the fathers of Karaism, applied the allegoric method of
Yudexposition in a way reminding one of Pliilo.
ghanof Hamadan (Judahthe Persian) laid down the
principle that the Torah had an exoteric as well as
an esoteric significance. Hivi of Balkh, of the middle of the ninth century, proposed a rational criticism of the subject-matter of the Bible, at the same
time finding two hundred reasons against the authenticity of the Pentateuch, mainly on historical, but
Most of the Karaite exealso on legal grounds.
portance.

of

.sects

getes, either Saadia's contemporaries or following immediately after him, wrote commentaries on
the Pentateuch and on other Biblical books, under
Among
Saadia's influence and controverting him.
these may be mentioned Solomon b. Yeroham, Sahal
b.

Mazliah,

Abu Yusuf Ya'kub

alKirkisjini,

and

the prolific Karaite exegete, Japheth b. Ali, fre(juently cited by Abraham ibn Ezra.
As the exposition of the saCred text was not possible without ])hilologieal explanations, the commentaries of the Karaite exegetes contain, of course,
many grammatical and lexical explanations. But

even here they were not originators, and were only
stimulated by Saadia's example and instruction to
more penetrating philological research into Hebrew.
The earliest Karaite grammarians of whom anything
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known, as well as David ben Abialuim,
the earliest Karaite lexicoi^rapher, were all subse
quent to Saadia. The earlier Karaites contributed
to the development neither of Hebrew ])liilology nor
of exegesis, which began to tloiirish about the tenth
definite is

among the Eastern and Western Jews still
But contemporaneously with
clinging to tradition.
the later golden age of Rabbinitic exegesis, and influenced by it, exegetic literature flourished among
the Karaites, its chief representatives being Abu alFara'i Harun (at the beginning of the eleventh century), Jeshua b. Judali (at the end of the eleventh
centurjO. Jacob b. Reuben, Jjcvi b. Japheth, Japlieth b. Sa'id, and Judali Hadassi (contemporary of
Ibn Ezra). At the end of the thirteenth century
Aaron b. Joseph wrote a commentary on the Pentateuch ("Sefer ha-Mibhar"), in imitation of Ibn Ezra
and using Nahmanides; and not long after Aaron
b. Elijah, the younger, who was influenced by Maimonides, wrote his commentary on the Pentateuch
("Keter Torah "), a work that worthily ends the exegetic literature of the Karaites.
9. The now epoch in the history of Jewish Bible
exegesis beginning with Saadia may fitlj^ be characAs already
terized as "the period of the Pesliat."
mentioned, this phrase signified among the Babylonian Amoraim the primary sense of the Bible text,
in contradistinction to its interpretaPeriod of tion as found in the Midrasli. Now
the Peshat. the phrase became the watchword for
the exegetes who broke away from
the authority of the Midrash and went direct to the
Bible text without regard to traditional exegesis.
The authors writing in Arabic also use the phrase
in this sense; and Ibn Janah calls Saadia the representative of the Peshat.
It was a matter of no little
importance for the new method of exegesis that its
founder held the highest position in the gift of the
tradition-loving Jews of his age; for the fact that
it w^as the "Gaon of Sura" who opened up new
paths for exegesis facilitated the recognition and
further development of this method among the large
ma.iority of the Jews who still held by tradition.
But the genuine merit of Saadia's labors also assured
their success.
His most important work in the field
of Bible exegesis is his Arabic translation of the
Bible, which chiefly aimed to bring about a right
understanding of the original text by means of the
Arabic reproduction. In his version Saadia leaves
nothing obscure. Although he does not paraphrase,
he translates freely; disregarding the syntactical
character of the original, and coiuiecting the verses
and parts of the verses in a way to make them at
once comprehensible.
Saadia's translation shows
the same characteristic as his Bible exegesis, as far
as it is known from the extant fragSaadia.
ments of his conunentaries, and from
his chief religio-philosophical work.
This characteristic is his rationalism: reason is for
liim the basis even in Scriptural exegesis; and in
accordance witli it the exposition of the text must
contain nothing that is obscure or that contradicts
logical thought.
He does not confine himself to
reproducing the exact meaning of the single words
and sentences, but he t;U^es a general view of the
context, the whole chapter, the whole book, and
century
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explains their interrelation.
Saadia's rationalism,
which became the standard for the following centuries, accorded with his belief in the divine origin
of the Bible and in the Biblical miracles; these, he
thinks, serve as witnesses to the veracity of the
Prophets and of Scripture. Saadia's rationalistic
exegesis is systematized in his book on religious
doctrines and beliefs, "Emunol we-De'ot." This is
largely exegetic, and harmonizes the anthropomorphic figures of speech employed in Scripture passages referring to God and His works with philosophic speculation in a way that has become the
pattern for later exegetes (see Anthropomorphism).
In addition to the authority of reason, Saadia recognizes also the collateral authority of the Scripture
itself as a source for exegesis; and as he is familiar
with the Bible, he makes copious use of its contents
for the purposes of illustration and exposition.
Saadia's third authority is tradition.
This he uses
in his Bible exegesis as far as he finds necessary and
practicable and he recognizes its influence on exegesis, pioneer of an independent exegesis though he
was.
Saadia created Plebiew philology, the most important preretjuisite for a sound exegesis. His grammatical and lexical works were as epoch-making
for a scientific knowledge of the Hebrew language
as his Bible exegesis for the exposition of Scripture,
and his religio-philosophic works for all philosophic
speculation on the doctrines of Judaism.
In these
three branches, which all belong in the larger sense
to Bible exegesis, Saadia was a pioneer; and his
labors were of lasting influence because of the great
authority which he rightly enjoyed.
10. The work of Saadia as the originator of Hebrew philology and of rational Bible exegesis was
not cari-ied toward completion in the Orient, where
he himself had been active the leadership in this
field passed, soon after Saadia's death, into the hands
of Western Judaism, the Diaspora of North Africa
and Spain. In the East, as noted above, Saadia's
literary activity stimulated in the first instance his
Karaite opponents; but he found no successors for
his work among the Ilabbinite Jews at the academies.
It was not until many years after his death that a
worthy successor to Saadia was found in Samuel b.
Hophni (died 1084), another gaon of
The
Sura, whose Arabic version and commentary on the Pentateuch, as well as
Geonim.
his exegesis, closely followed Saadia
both in its comprehensiveness and in details. Hai
Gaon, Samuel b. Hophni's son-in-hiw (died 1038),
the last famous gaon of Pumbedita. devoted himself
to Bible exegesis, not only in his lexicon, b!it also
It is characteristic of
in his commentary on Job.
Hai, who was also a great Talmudist, that he consulted the Koran in order to exjilain Biblical passages; and once he sent to ask the Syrian Catholicos
how a certain difficult passage in the
School of Psalms was e\i)laiiied in the Syriac
Kairwan. translation of the Bible. Long before
the splendor of tiie Gacmate faded after
Ilai's deatli, Kairwan (in Tunis) had l)ecome a seat
The iihysieian and philosof Jewish scholarsliiji.
opher Isaac Isk.m;i,i. tiie elder conte!ni)orary of
Saadia, wasactive here; lie wroteasoiiicwliatdiffuse
;

;

;
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commentary on tlie first cliapter of Genesis. His
pupil, Dunash ibn Tamim, was one of the first to
introduce the comparative study of Hebrew and
Arabic as a fruitful source for Bible exegesis. Already before him another North African, Judah
ibn Koreish, had written a work in which he systematically carried out a comparison of Biblical Hebrew with Arabic, Aramaic, and Neo-Hebrew, and

warmly recommended,

for

linguistic

reasons, the

study of the Targum, that had been neglected. In
this curious piece of work, which is still extant, there
is also a long excursus on the antliropomorphisms
and the anthropopathisms of the Bible, in which for
the first time the important tannaite postulate, that
the Torali speaks in human language, uses human
forms of speech, is applied in a sense which deviated from the postulate's original meaning, but
which thereafter became paramount. The oldest
representative of Jewish learning in Italy, Shabbethai Donolo, also interpreted this adage (which
is not found in Saadia) in the same way; his commentary on the book Yezirah (written in 946) was
l^refaced by an exegetic treatise on the Biblical account of the creation of man. Another eminent exegete, who was honored by posterity as the representative of the Peshat,

was the great Talmud

commentator Hananeel b. Husliiel in Kairwan, a
contemporary of Hai. Only fragments of his commentary on the Pentateuch and on Ezekiel are exhe, however, largely admitted Midrashic elements into his exegesis.
11. The most solid foundations of Jewish Bible
exegesis were laid in Spain through the development of Hebrew philology, which reached its higliest point in this new home of Jewish learning, from
the middle of the tenth to the beginning of the
twelfth century; although its products belong primarily to the domains of grammar and

tant:

Philology ]exicograph}% they yet can be included
in Spain, in exegetic literature. It was only
after philologic literature had reached
culminating point in the works of Abulwamd ibn
Ganah, that tlie classic literature which marks the
golden age of medieval literary activity was enriched by Bible commentaries.
In the beginning of
tliis period a commentary on the Psalms by the celebrated Joseph ibn Abitur (Ibn Satanas) is mentioned
but the existing fragmentsof this commentary show
its method to have been that of the Midrash, and
reveal nothing else concerning the method of exegesis (see AiUTi'H).
The Bible exegesis of the Spanish
Jews, Avhich was pursued with unusual ardor, was
its

directed, in the first instance, to the investigation of
the Biblical language.
From the time of Hasdai

ibn Sliaprut to that of Samuel ibn Nagdcla (second
half of the tenth to first half of the eleventh cen-

eminent and gifted scholars vied with one another in placing the science of Hebrew grammar on
a firm basis a basis that has not been overthrown
even by the philology of the nineteenth century.
They also developed Hebrew lexicography to a point
far in advance of all preceding endeavors.
Menaheni ben Saruk's dictionary Dunash ibn Labrat's
critical work; the polemics of the pupils ofMenaliem
and Dunash; Judah I). David Hayyuj's work, that
came like a revelation; Abulwalid's critical woi'k;
tury),

—

;
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the literary controversy between him and Samuel ibn
Nagdela and the writings of both as well as of others
;

belonging to their circle and finalh' Abulwalid's
chief work, composed of a grammatical and a lexical
;

—

part all the.se works mark the development of the
philologic literature in Spain.
Those of Hayyuj and

Abulwalid especially furnished a firm basis for a
Bible exegesis that, on its linguistic side at least,
was free from gross errors and mere guesswork.
But all these compositions contain more than simple
grammatical and lexicographical contributions to
Bible exegesis; and especiallj^ AbulAbulwalid walid's chief work which is generally designated by its separate parts,
ibn
"Luma' " (Hebr., "Bikmah ") and the
Ganah.
"Book of Roots"— is so rich in multifarious exegetic material that these works may be
considered as equivalent to a continuous Bible com-

—

mentaiy.
Abulwalid's exegesis draws largely upon rhetoric,
and regards the Biblical expressions from the point
of view of the metaphors and other tropes familiar
Many textual diffito him from Arabic literature.
culties he cleared away hermeneutically, being led
by his method to the same results as are obtained bj'
modern textual criticism, although he accepted the
authority of the Masorah without question.
He assumes a sweeping transposition and interchange of
letters, and proceeds in many Biblical passages on
the theory that the Bii)lical author himself by mistake put one word for another that he really Jiad intended.
He recognizes traditional exegesis as the
true and authoritative criterion in much that is unascertainable or doubtfiil in Scripture; but he does
not hesitate to contradict tradition if the natural and
literal

sense requires

it.

12. Nothing has been preserved of Bible exegesis
proper in the form of commentaries from the period
preceding Abulwalid. His younger contemporary,
the poet and philosopher Solomon ibn Gabirol, perhaps embodied in a special work his allegorical exposition of individual Biblical passages; for the ex-

amples of

quoted by Abraham ibn
Ezra would seem to have been taken
from such a work. Ibn Ezra is also

his exposition

Exegetics
in Spain, the only source of information concerning a curious example of early
Pentateuch criticism by one of the gi-ammarians of

the eleventh century, Isaac ibn Yashush, who asGen. xxxvi. 31-43 was written at the time
Ibn Ezra also controverted
of King Jehoshaphat.
.serted that

another unnamed ciitic of the same i>eriod, who,
applying Abulwalid's above-mentioned method,
explained almost two hundred Scri])tura! passages
by sul)stituting other words for those tliat seemed to
him incorrect. In the golden age of Jewish culture
in Spain two eminent philologists also directed their
attention to Bible exegesis jiroper, i)arts of whose
conunentaries, written in Arabic, have been preserved
namely, INIoses ibn Gikatilla of Cordova
and Judah ibn Balaam of Toledo. Moses ibn Gikatilla endeavored to explain the Biblical miracles
rationalistically; while Ibn Balaam attacked these
attempts, and otherwise bitterly criticized Ibn GikaIbn Gikatilla's commentary on
tilla's exegesis.
Isaiah and on the Psalms, from which Ibn Ezra copi-

—
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(end of eleventh century), and Menahem b. Solomon in
Rome (first half of twelfth century). Here must also
be named the compiler of the"Yalkut Shime'oni,"
the most complete Midrash compilation on the whole
Scripture, dating perhaps from the beginning of
In this field represented
the thirteenth century.
by the Darshanim there arose quite unexpectedly in
northern France a school of Bible exegesis, -nhich,
in entire independence of the Spanish-Arabian school,
endeavored to search into the Peshat, the simple,
natural, primary sense, in avowed contrast to the
^lidrash, without, however, severing its connection
with the latter. The founder of this school was
Solomon ben Isaac (Rabbi Solomon Yizhaki), commonly called R.vsiii (died 1105); his commentary on
the Talmud is for all time an indispensable aid to
the study of that work and his commentary on the
Bible, especiall}' on the Pentateuch, has never been
surpassed in enduring popularity and
Rashi.
large circulation.
Rashi's conunentary has in many respects the character of a compilation of 3Iidrash collections; but he
takes from the traditional literature chiefly those explanations that he can best harmonize with the wording and the connection of the Biblical text; and he
expressly rejects those that he can not bring into
such agreement. Besides this, he endeavors to arrive independently at the meaning of the Scriptural
words, guided by the Talmudic principle, everj'where emphasized, that no Biblical verse may be deprived of its plain, self-evident meaning, no matter
what varied interpretations are put upon it by the
Midrash. In addition, he pays constant attention to
the linguistic side of exegesis; showing an acute and
often intuitive sense of language, and supplementing by these means, as well as by his complete command of diction, the inadeciuacy of his sources.

onsly quoted, was the first sustained attempt to exThus, he refers the
plain those books historically.
predictions of the second part of Isaiah to the time
of the Second Temple, and in the same way he assumes that some psahns are exilic. Judah ibn Balaam's commentar}' on Isaiah is extant in full, and a
comparison of this work with Saadia's translation
shows the advance made by Bible exegesis during
the century lying between them.
In addition to Hebrew phih)logy, so closely re-

two special tields of intellectual
Hebrew poetry and philosophic speculation,

lated to exegesis,
activity,
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were likewise iuHucnced, and in turn promoted the
advance of Bible exegesis during this golden age of
Jewish-Spanish culture. Through the introduction
of Arabic prosody, poetry had indeed been led into
forms foreign to the genius of the old
Poetry;
Biblical poetry; but in consequence of
Philosophy the detinite knowledge of the forms of
of
speech and the better comprehension
Religion, of the words of the Bible, the new Hebrew poetry that blossomed into unexpected luxuriance on Spanish soil was marked by
a certain classical perfection and tinish. Love of
poetry and the practise of riming likewise sharpened
the perception for the poetic beauties and other litOne of the most reerary qualities of Scripture.
nowned poets of this period, Moses ibn Ezra, devoted a long chapter of his work on rhetoric and
poetics to Biblical rhetoric; applying to it, in a
much more specitic way than Abuhvalid had done,
the terminology and definitions of Arabic rhetoric.
As for the relation of the philosophy of religion to
Bible exegesis, it is sufficient to mention the names
of Bahya ibn Pakuda, Solomon ibn Gabirol, Abraham ibn Hiyya, Moses ibn Ezra, Joseph ibn Zaddik.
Judah ha-Levi, and Abraham ibn Daud. The works

;

of these thinkers embody the principle, first logically
enunciated by Saadia, that on the supreme questions
of religious knowledge the Scriptures teach nothing
beyond human reason. Allegory was used only to
a limited extent. As a result of this conviction of
the necessity for agreement between the postulates
of reason and the Bible, a high-handed freedom of
treatment of the Biblical word became current, that
was often imposing in its daring. In consequence
the elements of a new form of ^lidrash found their
way into Bible exegesis, made subservient to philosophic speculation. The Peshat exegesis, which had
been freed from the fetters of the early Midrash contained in the traditional literature, found itself
now confronted by a new enemy the philosophic

Joseph Kara and Samuel b. ^leir were still more
pronounced representatives of the Peshat. Joseph
Kara was a nejihew of Menahem b. Helbo (an elder
contemporary of Rashi, who even before him had followed tlie same tendency) the title " Kara"' (compare
"Mikra." Scripture), found already in the Talmud,
marks him as a Bible exegete. He was a prolific
writer, and more independent in his exegesis than

Midrash.
13. While the system of the Peslmt was nearing
its complete development in the countries influenced
by Arabian culture, the Midrashic exegesis had re-

assigned.

;

Rashi.
He was given to postulating general rules
of interpretation, and to explaining the chapters of
Xor did he hesitate to differ
the Bible as a whole.
from tradition in regard to the time of composition
of the Biblical books; ascribing, for instance, the
Book of Sanuiel, on account of I Sam. ix. 9, to a
later period than that to which it was generally

—

mained paramount among the Jews of Christian
The Midrasli literature was enriclied by
new compilations; and the exegetes

countries.

The "Darshanim."
erature.

also,

.striving for a certain

ence, found

tlie niaterial

independ-

for their

com-

mentaries mostly in the tnulilional litThese exegetes are called " Darshanim " in

history of Jewish literature.
To them belong
Closes ha-Diirsiian in Xarbonne (middle of eleventli
century), Tobiah b. Eliezer in Castoria. Bulgaria
tlie

I

He

posited the principle that Scripture
by itself, without the help of the
This principle was especially
traditional literature.
applied by Rashi's learned grandson, Samuel b. ]\IeTr,
whose commentary on the Pentateucli
Exegesis in may be regarded as the foremost proNorthern iluction of the exegetic school of
His brother, Jacob
France.
northern France.
Tam. wrote no Bible conunentary,
but sliowed interest and aptitude for lingiii>Jtic
research in Hebrew in his Responsa, in wliich he
defends Menahem ben Saruk against Dunash ibn
Labrat.
Jacob Tam's pupil. Joseph Bekor Shor,
was the last important repre.'jentative of the Peshat

must be

iutci-preted
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His commentary on the Pentateuch is marked by acuineu and deep insight into
Anticipating later
the continuity of its meaning.
Biblical criticism, he assumed duplicate accounts in
The Bible exegesis of the school of
the Pentateuch.
northern France, "vvhich was supplemented neitlier
by scientitic research into the Hebrew language nor
by mental training in philosophical or other scientific
studies, may be designated as the exegesis of i)lain,
clear common sense; its products are in many ways
equal to those of the Spanish-Arabian school.
14. All Biblical lore in the countries of the Mohammedan culture, which developed in such fulness
after Saadia, was confined, on account of the lanof northern France.

guage

in

which

it

was written,

to those circles

where

Abraham ibu Ezra was the
Arabic was spoken.
first one to disseminate it on a large scale in the
Christian countries of Europe.
A maAbrahajn ture man, who had absorbed the whole
ibn Ezra, culture and learning of Spanish Judaism in the flower of its intellectual development, he left his home and spent nearly three
decades (1140-67) in different cities of Itah', Provence, northern France, and England everywhere, as
he says, " writing books and revealing the secrets of
knowledge." The chief products of his astonishing
many-sided activity are his exegetic w^orks. His
commentaries, although written faraway from Spain,
are the most important product, in the field of Bible
exegesis, of the golden age of Spanish Judaism, not
only on account of the opinions of many representa;

tives of this period, which are therein cited and disseminated, but because their whole spirit, import,
and material are the outcome of the extraordinary
learning and insight that he took from home with
him. These commentaries, written in Hebrew, also
display throughout Ibn Ezra's originality and his
master}- over both subject and material; and they
are especially attractive not only on account of their
form combining clearness and vivacity, wit and
profundity but also because of the author's consummate handling of the Hebrew language, which
liad already been abundantly displayed in his clas-

—

—

poems.
Ibn Ezra's Pentateuch
been, side by side with
popular works of Jewish
both in their turn became
supercommentaries. Ibn

of the Derasli," the homiletic manner of haggadic
exegesis, and the Peshat, by which only the literal
signification of the Biblical text is arrived at.
He

know.s nothing of the principle of the multiplicity
of meanings of Scriptural words, which the leaders
of the exegetic school of northern France acknowl-

edged

exegetical

method

commentarj- has always

the subjects of

Ezra explained

numerous
his

own

in his introduction to the Penta-

the Karaites, hostile to tradition, and the typological-allegorical exegesis customary among Christians.
As regards Ibn Ezra's conception of tiie relation between the traditional and the Peshat exegesis, he sees
derived by tlie oral teachin the traditional exegesis
ing (Halakah) from the wordsof the Biblical text, and
which so often contradicts the natural literal sense
not an actual exegesis of the Bible text, but only
a "suggestion," a "reminder" (mnemonic device).
In the same waj' he distinguislics between the "word

—

haggadic Midrash.
from the

this clear separation of the l\-sliat

Derash he accords only a limited place

in his exegethe new ]\Iidrash, wliich introduces philosophy
into the Bible text.
He connects his philosopliic
speculations, either in longer passages or in brief
allusions, with tlie explanation of the names of God
(especially the Tetragrammaton), of the divine attributes and the Biblical precepts, and with single
suitable passages.
Ibn Ezra's endeavors to defend
the Biblical text against everything that might injure its integrity, may also finil mention here.
But
he is nevertheless regarded, since Spinoza wrote his
"Tractatus Theologico-Politicus," as the precursor
of the literary Pentateuch criticism of to-day.
To
judge from certain allusions, rather than fnmi positive statements, he seems to have held that the Pentateuch, although undoubtedly composed by ^Moses,
received in later times a few^ minor additions.
He
also obscurely alludes to the later origin of Isaiah,
sis to

ch. xl.-lxvi.

Ibn Ezra's contemporary, Joseph Kimhi, was simXarbonne as propagator of the Spanish-Jewish science; he also was of Spanish origin
and knew Arabic. He wrote a Hebrew granunar in
Hebrew, and also commentaries on different Biblical
books.
His work was continued by his sons ]\Ioses
and David (see Kimhi, David). The fame of the
latter very soon eclipsed that of the father and
ilarly active in

In the introduction to his chief exegetical
work, the conunentarj- on the; Projihets, he based

brother.

the privilege, or rather the duty, of e.xegetic research on religious motives.
The Kimhis do not
differ from Ezra in their search for the natural
meaning of Scripture and they, too, consider grammar and rationalism to be essential in exegesis.
;

The

teuch commentary by characterizing
His
and criticizing tlie various methods
Exegetic emploj'ed hitherto by the exegetes,
Method, such as tlie exegesis of the Geonim,
the exegesis prevalent in Christian
countries depending on the Midrasii, the exegesis of

—

in order to justify the

Through

sical

Rashi's, one of the most
exegetical literature, and
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Kimhis.

David Kimhi, whose didactic talents
appear in his grammar as well as in
his Bible commentary, recognizes also
the Midrash exegesis, as well as Mai-

monides' philosophic opinions; and, like the latter,
he does not hesiUite to pronounce certain Biblical
stories to be visionary accoimts.
His commentary

on the Psalms

is especially interesting by reason of
polemics against Christian exegesis.
15. It fell to the lot of Moses Maimonides, Ibn
Ezra's younger contemporarj', to represent, like him,
the high intellectual culture of the Spanish Jews
outside of Spain, and to bring it to a fuller development than Ibn Ezra. Living in the midst of the
Arabian culture in North Africa and in Egypt, his
activity was a natural continuation of the Jewish
intellectual impulse which was so highh- developed
in Moorish Spain.
But Jiis influence extended far
beyond the boundaries of the Arabic language; and
he became a teacher for the whole Diaspora, as no
one liad been since the days of the Geonim. Maimonides' activity marked an epoch not only in the
history of Judaism, but also in tiiat of Jewish Bible
exegesis.
He enriched exegetic literature by no

its

—
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liis chief philosophical work, written in Arabic, tlie " Moreh Ncbukim " (Guide of the
Perplexed), contains much exegetic material. The
"perplexed" for whom the work was to be a
" guide " are those readers of Scripture who are
harassed by doubts because of the
contradictions between the Biblical
Moses

commentarj', but

Maimonides.

text and the postulates of rational
The " Moreh Nebukim "
speculation.
strives to clear away such contradicThe autions by a correct explanation of the text.
thor, therefore, places at the head of his work a
number of explanations of Biblical expressions to
serve as a key for ascertaining the true meaning of
Scripture.

A

fundamental principle of Maimonides' Bible
exegesis is that the Bible makes use of all the resources of language that have been invented by
the human mind, in order to reveal or to conceal
thought; and in his expositions he almost devotes
more space to what the language of the Bible conceals tlian to what it has undisguisedly made known.
He holds that the metaphoric and the figurative
modes of speech, as forms of expression, are founded
in the very nature of prophecy, and that to this fact
In regard
is due their important place in Scripture.
to the statements, of Scripture concerning the Deity,
the old postulate of the human mode of sjieech of
the Bible becomes with Maimonides an important
canon, by which everything unsatisfactory and obThe ruling
scure is removed from the idea of God.
principle of his exegesis is the assumption of the
€Xoteric and the esoteric sense.
The " secrets of the
Law " hidden in the Biblical words are found by investigation into the esoteric meaning.
But such secrets,
as sought by Maimonides, have nothing to do with
mysticism; he undertakes the investigation with absolute rationalism, as may be seen -particularly in
his explanation of certain Bible stories and his exposition of the reasons for the Law.
He finds the
teachings of the Aristotelian physics and metaphj'sics in the chapters on Creation (Gen. i.) and in that
of the Heavenly Chariot (Ezek. i.).
His rationalism,
however, halts at the facts of prophecy and of the
Bible miracles, though here, too, rational investigation comes into play.
One of his most original and daring aids to exegesis is evolved by his
doctrine concerning prophecy namely, the theory
of visions whereby he transfers a number of Bible
stories from the realm of fact into tlie realm of
psychic experience. The principle of the exoteric
and the esoteric sense of Scripture leads him to allegorical exegesis, with the theory of wliich he prefaces his "Guide"; but his allegory remains within
the bounds prescribed to it b}^ his rationalism on
the one hand, and by his faith in tradition on the
other.
Yet there appear certain traces of that extensive allegori/.ation that not long after him appears
among his disciples, as, for instance, in his exposition
of Canticles, of the adulterous woman in Proverbs,
and of the prologue to Job.
16. Through Maimonides' "Guide of the Perplexed," which, even during his life, was circulated

—

—

in

Hebrew

translations,

found an abiding-place

came a

in

chief factor also in

philosophy
Jewish thought, and beBible exegesis.
During

Aristotelian
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the following three centuries many Bible commentators were primarily concerned with finding the tenets
of philosoi)hy in Scripture.
Especially the Biblical
Wi.sdom books Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and Job

—

lent themselves to

such study

of Solomon, an ancient

;

so also did the Song
fruitful field for

and a most

I'hilosophic allegory had already
been applied to the last-mentioned book, and rejected by Abraham ibn Ezra.
Maimonides' pupil,
Joseph ibn Aknin, now wrote a philosophico-allegoric commentary on it; Samuel ibn Tibbon, the
translator of Maimonides' work, comPhilomented on Ecclesiastes his son Moses,
on the Song of Solomon. Samuel ibn
sophical
Exegesis. Tibbon's son-in-law, Jacob b. Abba
Mari Anatolio, collected his sermons
on the pericopes of the Pentateuch in a work entitled "Malmad ha-Talmidim," which is the most
important monument of the philosophic Scriptural
exegesis current in Provence in the century following Maimonides an exegesis that allegorized even
This
Biblical personages in the manner of Philo.

allegorization.

;

—

which detected abstract philosophic
concepts and postulates in the personages and occurrences of the Pentateuch stories, and which even
forced itself into the Sabbath sermons of the preachers, led at the beginning of the fourteenth century
to the second great controversy between the Maimonists and anti-Maimonists in Provence and northThis controversy, suddenly terminated
ern Spain.
by an external event, did not bring philosophic Bible
Its most eminent representative
exegesis to an end.
was Levi ben Gekshon (died 1344), a strict Aristotelian, who wrote commentaries on most of the
In those on the Pentateuch and
Biblical books.
the historical books he exhaustively summed up the
ethical and other maxims (practical applications) deducible from the Bible narrative. The philosophic
commentary on the Pentateuch by Nissim b. Moses
of Marseilles, written at the beginning of the fourteenth century, was less well known. A similar
commentary was written by Samuel Zarza of ValenThe last great execia in the fourteenth century.
getic work written in Spain before the expulsion
was the " 'Akedat Yizhak" (Offering of Isaac) by
Isaac Arama, consisting of sermons in a philosophic

allegorization,

and partly philosophical in nature. The
commentaries of Isaac Abravanel also give a large
setting

place to religio-philosophic discussion.
17. Side by side with the philosophical mode of
exegesis another was developed, from the beginning
of the thirteenth century, that was based, like it, on
the fundamental conception that there must be a
deeper meaning in the Scriptural word than is implied in the literal sense.

with the assumption that

This conception, together
truths about God and

all

and man, which are cognizaby the human mind, and which have been so
cognized, must be foimd in Scripture, was most
clearly laid down in the introduction prefi.xed by
Moses Nahmanides to his thoughtful commentary
creation, the imiverse
ble

on the Pentateuch (written about

Althougli
1268).
the mystical exegesis is hei'e secondary, and confined
to a small number of guarded allusions, the new
esoteric doctrine is here first openlj' promulgated,
and powerfully supported by the authority of the
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who was one

of the foremost personalities of
This doctrine, " Hoi^mali Nistarah " (Secret Wisdom), was first formulated in Gerona, Nahmanides' home. It was also called "Cabala" (i.e.,
writer,

liis

time.

In its chief tenets, consisting of originally foi'mulated philoExeg-esis. sophic theorems, such as the neoPlatonic doctrine of emanation, it
connected with tiie remnants and reminiscences of
a much earlier mysticism.
Contemporaneously \vith these beginnings of the
Cabala in northern Spain, another kind of mysticism
connected with Scripture arose in Germany, in the
writings of Eleazar I). Judah of Worms, his exegetic method consisting in the interchange and combination of the letters of the Scriptural text, and in
computing their numerical value (see Gemathi.x).
Tlie exegetic method of the Cabala is founded on
the foregoing, combined with the allegoric (and also
typologic) exegesis.
Cabalistic exegesis is given
full recognition, together with the other methods of
exegesis, in the Pentateuch commentary of Bahya
ben Asiier of Saragossa (1291), which became one of
the most popular exegetic works.
Four methods of
exegesis are enumerated in the introduction to this
commentary, each of Avhich is to be applied to Scriptural passages: (1) the way of the Peshat, (2) the
way of the Midrash, (3) the way of Reason (i.e.,
philosophic exegesis), and (4) the way of the Cabala,
"on which the light dwells a path for tiie soul that
refuses to be illumined by the light of life. " Contemporaneously with Bahya's Pentateuch commentary
tliere also appeared in Spain a book which was
destined to become the basic work of the Cabahi, and
wliicii owed its unprecedented success to the fact
that it purported to be a relic of the earliest mj'slicism and a work of the same school of sages that
liad produced the old traditional works, the Mishnah, the Talmud, and the Midrash.
This book is
the Zoii.\n, in its form a running Midrashic commentary on the Pentateuch, but interrupted by
many and various digressions, and supplemented by
original additions.
Like Bahj^ab. Asher's book, but
on a different basis, the Zohar also assumes four
kinds of exegesis, or ratlier o fomfold
"Pardes." meaning: Peshat, Remez (allusion,
typological sense, allegory), Derash,
and Sod (secret, 'nn'stical sense). In formulating
this doctrine of a fourfold meaning, the Christian
mode of exegesis (which was well known to the
Sjianish Jews) probably st-rvcd as a model; in tliis
the fourfold sense (historical or literal, tropological
or moral, allegorical, and anagogical) had long since
been formulated (l)y the Venerable Bede in the
eighth, and by Khabanus Maurus in the ninth century).
The initial letters of the words Peshat, Remez, Derash, Sod, forming together the word "Pardes" (DTI 2), became tlie designation for the fourfold meaning, in which the mystical sense given in
tlie Cabala was the highest point.
The tenet of the
fourfold meaning and its designation, "Pardes,"
have been erroneously ascribed to the beginning of
the Jewish Bible exegesis, the Tannaite time, on
account of the expression "Pardes " (j)leasure garden), which is used metaphorically in an account of
the mysticism of the Tannaites (Hag. 14b); but in
tradition).

Mystic

—

.
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point of fact the designation " Pardes " marks the
long time, of the development of the
Jewish Bible exegesis.
18. The four methods of Scriptural exposition,
as applied side by side by Bahya b. Asher in his
Pentateuch commentarj% characterFrom the ize all the numerous works in the
Thirteenth, field of Jewish Bible exegesis during
the three centuries following Maimonto the
Fifteenth ides. The Peshat was more or less
Century, recognized and appreciated above the
other methods, and even the Zohar
borrowed much from Rashi and Ibn Ezra, both of
whom were more and more regarded as the greatest
exegetes, their Pentateuch commentaries being frearrest, for a

quently commented upon. But new commentaries
harmony with the Peshat were also written. The
Peshat did not supplant the Midrash and side by
side with it the ancient sources of the traditional
exegesis were held in high estimation and employed.
in

;

The extent to which the philosophic mode of exehenceforgesis was used has already been stated
ward the mystical exegesis also gained in favor.
;

An

Italian, Menahem of Recanale (beginning of the
fourteenth century), wrote a cabalistic commentary
on the Pentateuch, in which the Zohar was freely
drawn upon. The chief personalities of the exegetic
literature of this period (which ended with the expulsion of the Jews from the P3'renean peninsula), that
have not been mentioned above, are as follows: In
the East, Tanluun Yeruslialmi (thirteenth century)
wrote a commentary in Arabic on the greater part of
the Scripture, prefixing to it a general and pithy
Eleazar Ashkenazi, otherwise unintroduction.
known, who calls himself a son of the Babylonian
("Bagdados") Nathan, wrote in 1364 a commentary
in Hebrew on the Pentateuch, that contains original
views, and I'ationalistically explains away many
miracles.
Exegetic writings of this period, both
from southern Arabia and by the Persian Jews of
Central Asia, have recently come to light. Simon b.
Zemah Duran (1361-1444) of North Africa wrote a
commentary on Job. Jacob b. Asher (1280-1340) of
Spain wrote a commentary on the Pentateuch, of

which the interpretations of letters and numbers are
well known.
Samuel b. Nissim wrote at the same
time in Toledo commentaries on ,Iob and on other
books, which he himself called "Midrasli.." The
prolific and many-sided .Toseph Caspi (d. 1340) of
southern France must also be mentioned, who explained many of the Hagiographa, as also Isaac
Nathan b. Kalonymus, author of the first Hebrew
Bible concordance (c. 1440).
In northern France a
lively interest in Bible exegesis was sustained, especially by the polemics against the Christian manner
of exegesis.
The Tos.\fists, so called, who continued the labors of Rashi and his grandsons in the
field of Talmudic study, contributed isolated re-

marks

also to Bible exegesis, especially to the Penta-

which were collected in dilTerent compilations.
Hezekiah b. ]\Ianoaii and Eliezer of Beaugency

teuch,

wrote special commentaries. In German \' may be
mentioned ]\Ienahem b. Meir of Speyer, author of
a cabalistic commentary on the Pentateuch (fifteenth centvny), and Lipmann of ^^l^\hlhau.sen in
Prague (about 1400), autliorof the "Nizzahou." In
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Italy a voluminous exegetic literature
in the second half of tlie thirteenth

was developed
and the early

decades of tlie fourteenth century, its representatives
being Isaiah of Trani the Younger, Benjamin b.
Judah, Zerahiali b. Isaac b. Shealtiel, and especially
The
the poet Inunanuel b. Solomon of Rome.
last-named M'rote commentaries on tiie greater part
of the Scriptures, mostly of a grammatical and
rationalistic nature, but also philosophic or mysticoHe also wrote hn interesting text-book
allegoric.
on Biblical hermeneutics. From the fifteenth cent\iry maj' be mentioned: Aaron b. Gerson Abulrabi
of Catania in Sicily, who, in a supercommentary on
Kashi, propounded very original and often daring
expositions; Johanan Alemanno, author of a philosophic-cabalistic comnientar}^ on the Song of Solomon; and Judah Messer Leon, wlio applied Cicero's

and Quintiliun's rhetoric to the Bible.
19. The days of the Epigoni, as the centuries
after Maimonides may be called, weie followed by
an epoch of stagnation and degeneracy which ended
with the appearance of Moses Mendelssohn (middle
This epoch was characof the eighteenth century).
terized by a decline in general culture and science,
by a one-sided study of the Talmud that became
more and more involved in an extravagant dialectic,
by a minute and servile development of the ritual
law, and by the increasing authority of the Cabala.
Although many Bible commentaries were added to
the exegetic literature, nothing of real importance
and lasting influence was produced. Isaac Abravanel, standing on the threshold of this epoch, still
belonged to the preceding period. He was a Bible
exegete on an extensive scale, who prefaced his
commentaries on the several books with introductory remarks,

man

made use of

his experience as a states-

books, and also
drew upon Christian exegesis. In Italy, where
Abravanel completed his commentary, Elijah
Levita also wrote his epoch-making work on the
Masorah, "Masoret ha-Masoret." There, too, Solomon Norzi wrote his important Masoretic commentary on the Bible, and Menaliem Lonsano also dis
played activity in the same direction.
Sixteenth Ital}^ was the home of Azariah dei
Century to Rossi, who treated of questions of
in explaining the historical

Middle of Biblical chronology in his
Eighteenth work, "Me'or 'Enayim," and
Century.

ham

critical

of AbraBiblical

de Portaleone, tlui first
archeologist in Jewish literature.
Commentaries were written in Italy by Obadiah
Sforno; Reuchlin's teacher; Joseph b. David ibn
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Eastern Bible commentators of the sixteenth century
are: Joseph Taitazak, Isaac b. Solomon Kolien, Baruch ibn Yaish, Samuel Laniado. In Holland in the
sevent(!enth century Manasseh ben Israel wrote a
work in Spanish, "El Conciliador," to reconcile the
Isaac Aboab wrote
contradictions in the Scriptures.
a Spanish conunentary on the Torah, Isaac Akosta
Baruch Spinoza
(1722) one on the Former Prophets.
had already passed beyond the pale of Judaism when
"
he laid down in his "Traetatus Theologico-Politicus
his opinions on prophecy and on the origin of the
Biblical books, opinions that became momentous in
Biblical learning (see

Bible Exegesis,

Mobernakd

Non-Jewish).

Among Jews using the German language those of
Poland were the leaders during this period. The
study of the Talmud was pursued by them with
renewed ardor, and gradually supplanted the study
Abraham b. Judah Kremnitz
of the Bible itself.
(end of sixteenth century) wrote a commentary on
the Prophets and the Hagiographa. The physician
Eliezer Ashkenasi (died 1586 in Cracow), a man of
philosophic attainments, explained the Pentateuch
The
narrative in a special work (" Ma'ase Adonai ").
extravagant attempts to find a multiplicity of interpretations for one Biblical passage are characteristic
Nathan Spira (1030) exof this Polish exegesis.
plained the words of Deut. iii. 24 et seq. in two hundred and fifty ways; Elijah Oettinger, in three hundred and forty-five ways. The irania

new and unexpected,
by the pilpulistic methods of
Peshatim. Talmudic study, thus dominated Bible
exegesis and produced the literature
of the "hiddushim " (novellit) and "peshatim" (ex^iddushim.

and

for finding the

fostered

planations) on the Pentateuch, that flourished especially in the eighteenth century.

The picture of the exegetic literature of this period
would be incomplete without a reference to the
Bible translations that it produced. Mention may
be accordingl}' made of Abraham Usque's Spanish
version (Ferrara, 1553), Jekuthiel Blitz's JudaoGerman version (1676-78), revised by Josel Witzenhausen. The picture is completed in another direction by the literature of tlie "derashot" (.sermon),
that flourished especially in this period. The chief
material for them was taken from the haggadic or
cabalistic literature, the Bible text being used only
in connection with it.
20. The new intellectual epoch in the history of

work, "Miklal

Judaism inaugurated by Moses Mendelssohn marks
Menalso an epoch for Jewish Bible exegesis.
delssohn exerted his great and reshaping influence on his German coreligionists and on the Germanspeaking Jews of other countries in the first instance
through his translation of the Pentateuch, thatactfed
But
as a might}^ and enduring leaven for culture.
this influence was equaled by his importance as an
The Hebrew commentaries on the Pentaexegete.
teuch written by him and his collaborators mark the

(Perfection of Beauty), contains
mostly extracts from Kimhi. Moses
Alsheik of Safed (sixteenth century)
was the most prolific exegetical author, writing exhaustive commentaries — partly homiletic in charOther
acter on most of the Biblical books.

return to the simple, natural Bible exposition, the
Mendelssohn
restitution of the Peshat to its rights.
himself referred to the classic writers of the Peshat,
Rashi, Samuel b. Meir, Ibn Ezra, and Nahuianides,
Hand in hand
as models for true Bible exegesis.
with this exegesis went the renewed study of He-

Yahya; and Moses Hefez

(Gentile),

whose

interest-

ing Pentateuch commentary draws also upon the
principles of secular science.

New

centers of

Jew-

East through the
numerous settlements of the exiles from Spain:
Solomon b. Melek of Constantinople

ish learning

Moses
Alsheik
of
Safed.

—

were formed

in the

was here the representative of the
Pesliat,

Yofi

"

though

his

—
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brew grammar and the formulation of a ni'w Hebrew
Menstyle aiming at correctness and simplicity.
delssohn, who combined in his person Judaism and
Jewish scholarship with the intellectual culture
the literary, esthetic, and philosophic learning of
bis time, combined in his Bible interpretation the
traditions of Jewish exegesis with the elements of
that developing in new directions outside of Jewish

—

circles.

;

The

Biblical science of Protestant

that

Mendelssohn

and His

became paramount

Germany

in the second

half of the eighteentli century strongly
influenced this reawakening Jewish
exegesis even in Mendelssohn
and
;

School.

subsequent generations could not escape its influence.
The work of Mendelssohn, who had issued (1773)
a Hebrew commentary on Ecclesiastes even before
the appearance of his version of the Pentateuch
(1783), and who had published also a German version of the Psalms, was sedulously continued after
His collaborators on his Pentateuch comhis death.
mentary (written in Hebrew) were the ennnent grammarian Solomon Dubno, the linguist and poet
Naphtali Hartwig Wessely, Aaron Jaroslaw, and
Herz Homberg. From its name, "Bi'ur" (exposition), the authors who similarly translated and annotated the other books of the Bible were called
BiURiSTS. These men were in a way the rediscoverers and reconquerors of the Bible;
for large sections of European JudaThe
Biurists.
ism that had become estranged from
the Bible, through a one-sided study
of the Talmud and through the decline of culture,
had lost the perception for its simple meaning and

The first Biurists were, like
its literary beauties.
the above-mentioned collaborators on the Pentateuch
commentarj', pupils and personal followers of ]Mendelssohn, and Ihey were joined by other enthusiastic
disciples in the early decades of the nineteenth centur3\
Xext to Germany, Austria was the home of
the Biurists' activity.
The most complete editions
of the whole Bible, with German translation printed
in Hebrew chaiacters, and Hebrew commentary by

Bible !Exegesis

but tor general students of the Bible, for
for the congregation.
But they were
compiled chiefly by sp(.'cialists, who continued the
activity of the Biurists, while paying due regard to
specialists,

the school,

and

the advances in Biblical science.
One of these translations is known by the nameof Leopold Ziinz, who
edited the versions of the several books by H. Arn-

heim, Michael Sachs, and

translating himJ. Flirst
one book only, that of Chronicles. Besides this,
similar works by Herxheimer, PhilippNineteenth son, and J. Furst were widely circuCentury. lated. Asidefromthese works, dealing
with the entire Scriptures, single portions also were thus treated; and commentaries were
;

self

also written in

Hebrew

after the

manner

urists, the latter especially in eastern

of the Bi-

Europe.

Similar aims were pursued outside of Germany
and translations of the Bible by Jews and for Jews
were produced in the different European languages.

The French, English, Italian, Dutch, Hungarian,
and Russian Jews thus received their own

Polish,

translations of the Bible the necessity for these increasing toward the middle of the nineteenth century with the growing number of the .Jews unable
to read the Bible in the original text.
Among the
non-German versions the Italian one by S. D. Luzzatto deserves especial mention, as well as the French
work of Samuel Cahen, which contains, in addition
to the translation, a commentary and valuable liter;

ary notes.

Although the endeavors sketched above were intended primarily for the unlettered, Bible exegesis
as a scientific study was included in the science of
Judaism, which rapidly advanced from the second
decade of the nineteenth century. It reached, however, no important independent development.
The
leaders of Jewish science contributed little to that
great progress in Bible exegesis and its auxiliary
studies which was one of the signal achievements
Various causes contributed to
of the last century.
In the first place, the history and literature of
this.
the Judaism of the post-Biblical and ensuing periods
engaged the creative and pioneer activitj' of Jewish

was

different Biurists, appeared in

scholars; since in this department there

ferent arrangement) in Prague,

collaboration to be expected from other quarters.
Moreover, during the last period Jewish science
suffered from the lack of that organization which
the imiversities and learned societies offered to the
development and steady pursuit of the various
branches of human knowledge, and by means of
which Biblical science attained to its eminent position and flourished so richly in German ProtestantThe founding of the rabbinical seminaries was
ism.
an insufficient substitute; and the lack of organization refer)-ed to above was acutely felt in the whole
field of Jewish science, and stood in the way of a
methodical and ccmtinuous cultivation of the correlated branches of Bible stud}'.
At the same time
the number of Jewish scholars who devoted them.selves to study voluntarily dwindled, for wellknown reasons while the rabbis of the communities,
who by virtue of their position were natuially students, were increasingly diverted from Jewish studies
by the changing conditions and the various duties

Vienna and (in a difand were frequently
new additions by later authors.

re[)rinted with
These Biurist Bibles, that perpetuated Mendelssohn's work on the Pentateuch, were important facin the process of intellectual transformation
taking place among a large section of European
Judaism in the first half of the nineteenth centur}\
The activity of the Biurists prepared the soil for
the new science of Judaism as the most important
fruit of that transformation.

tors

21. Moses Mendelssohn and the Biurists had provided for students and teachers, as means for the
revived study of the Bible, translations printed in
Hebrew characters, and commentaries, written in
Hebrew, on the Biblical books; to these were added
in the course of tlie nineteenth century similar works
on the Bible, with the substitution, however, of
German type in the translations, and with German
annotations in conformity with the progressing conditions of the time.
These works, consisting of the
mere translation, or sometimes oflfering longer or
shorter conunents, were primarily intended n(jt for

little

;

imposed by their
Finally,

office.

many Jewish

scholars hesitated to apply

;
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ruthlessly the higher criticism to the Scriptures,
especially to the Pentateuch, lest they should offend the traditions that formed part and parcel of
Although the
the whole religious life of Judaism.

Jewish contributions to Bible study during the nineteenth century were limited in number, for the
reasons mentioned above, yet some of the founders
and leaders of the new Jewish science turned their
attention also to Bible exegesis and to the multiform
Zuuz, Hapoport, and Nachman
Biblical problems.
Krochmal dealt with various questions of Biblical
criticism with much acumen.
Geiger, in his chief
work, "Urschrift und Uebersetzungen der Bibel,"
In his lectures he left an inis extremely radical.
troduction to the Scriptures, which, however, is but
Graetz, after tinishing his liistory, which
included also Biblical times, devoted himself entirely
to Bible exegesis, especially to textual criticism.
Luzzatto was a highly gifted Bible exegete, with a
rare insight into the niceties of the Hebrew language. Many other scholars could be mentioned
who contributed important works to Biblical isagogics, Biblical archeology, textual explanations,
and criticisms. It is primarily due to Jewish scholai'S that the works of the early Bible exegetes were
recovered from obscurity and appreciated as aids
Indications are not lacking
to modern exegesis.
that Jewish scholars increasingly devote their attention to Biblical science; leading to the hope that the
sons of Jacob will dulj^ take part in the researches
into the sacred docinuents of Israel.
a sketch.

Bibliography: Leopold Low, nnsnn, pfa;f(i,xf;ie Einleitung
in die HeiUge Schrift und Gesch. der Schriftauslegung,
parti.; Allgemeine Eitdeitung und Gesclt. der Schi-iftauslegung, Nagy-Kanlsza, 1835 L. Wogue, Hi.stmre de la Bilde
et de VExegese Bihlique Jusqu'd nos Jours, Paris, 1881
Steinsctineider, Jewish Literature, § 17, London, 1857. To
§g 1-7
W. Bacber, Die Aeltexte Terminologie derJVulischcn
Schriftauslegung Ein WOrterbuch der Ribele.vegetUche)i
Kunstsprache der Tamiaiten, Leipsic, 1899 L. Dobschiitz,
Die Einfache Bihelexegeae der Tannaiten, Breslau, 1893;
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changed opinions as to the authorship of
of the books> altered views as to their unity

or literary form
a rearrangement of the books or
their contents in the true order of their composition;,
and a comparative treatment of the Biblical institutions in the order given by the rearranged texts.
1. Period of the Reformation:
The chief pre-req;

uisite

to a

progressive study of the

Old Testa-

ment was a general knowledge of the language in
which it was written. The impulse to the study of
Hebrew in the influential centers in Europe came in
part from a deeper interest in religious questions.
The study of Greek, as the classical idiom of science
and philosophy, seemed to involve the study of
Hebrew as the ancient language of the true religion,
which, moreover, the greater portion of the current Christian Scriptures was originally written.
It
was naturally from Jewish scholars that most help
in

could be obtained: Reuclilin( 1455-1522), the founder
of modern Hebrew^ science, though not the earliest
Christian Hebraist, was as a humanist second only
to Erasmus in influence.
He obtained nearly all his

knowledge of the language from his Jewish teachand the grammar contained in his epoch-making
'Iludimenta Linguae Hebraica^ " (1506) was based
chiefly on David Kimhi.
His friend and (in these

ers,

matters) his disciple, Martin Luther, was the first
great Christian exegete: his University of Wittenberg had been founded in 1502 partly for the purpose of promoting the new learning.
What distinguished Luther, Melanchthon, Calvin,
and the other reformed expositors was their fundamental exegetical principle that Scripture is to be

taken in

its literal

sense.

Thus, Lu-

;

:

:

;

Hirschfeld, Halachische Exeget<e, Berlin, 1810; idem,
Die Hayadische Exegctse, Berlin, 1847.
For literature on
Talmud and Midrash, see Strack, Einleitting in den Talmud,
3d ed., 1890. To §§ 8-18: W. Bacber, Die JUdiache Bibelexegese vom Anfange des Zehnten bis zum Ende des Filnfzehnten Jahrhunderta, Treves, 1892; reprint from Winter

H.

S.

and Wiinscbe, Die Jildische Litteratur

xeit

Abschlu^ des

Kanons,

li. 239-339, containing also a bibliography on the
whole period. To §§ 30-21 Kayserling. Die JUdische Litteratur seit Mendelssohn, in \Vinter and Wunsche, ib. iii.
:

741-751.

W.

E. c.

Modern and Non-Jewish

:

modern Bible interpretation divides

The

B.

history of

itself best into:

the Reformation period, to the end of the sixteenth century; (2) the Confessional or Dogmatic
period, to the middle of the eighteenth century; and
(3) the Critical period, to the present time.
(1)

The influences that have chiefly promoted modern
exegesis are: broadening culture; the art of printing; theological discussion; philological progress;
historical research; discoveries in Bible lands; philosophical conceptions of the order of
Impulses, revelation; the doctrine of human dePrinciples, velopment, or evolution. The chief
and
notes of^ the progress of modern exeResults.
gesis are: changes in methods of Biblical study, in principles of interpretation, and in theories of the degree and nature
of Scriptural authority.
The main practical results
are seen in; a redivision of the contents of the

Exegetical ther's "Observationes in Psalmos"
Merits of (1519) has, on this ground, been called
the
the first scientifically exegetical book
Reformers, of the Reformation. In his comments
on Gen. iii., xv., and xxx. he deals
severely with the time-honored allegorizing method.
In Calvin's commentaries on Isaiah (1551) and the
Psalms (1564) the high-water mark of the exegesis of the sixteenth century is reached; the advance
being shown chiefly in an increased regard for philological accuracy and for the historical setting of the
sacred writings.
Thus, though the Reformers were
themselves no great Hebraists, their expositions are
the most enduring mark of the revival of Hebrew
and Biblical learning in their time.
surer grammatical and historical exegesis was
made possible in this age by the publication of the
From the earliest days
original texts of Scripture.
of the art of printing the text of the Old Testament
had been circulated under Jewish auspices and soon
the current Vulgate version was compared with the
original, the first simple step in that process of textual criticism which has been the surest foundation
Two great undertakings
of modern interpretation.
are the monuments of this era of text publication.
One was the Complutensian Polyglot of Cardinal
Ximenes (1514-17) in .six volumes, four of them devoted to the Old Testament, the Septuagint, the
Targums, and the Vulgate appearing side by side
with the original. The other was the Hebrew and
Rabbinical Bibles of Bomberg (Venice, 1518-26), in
which the chief help was given by R. Jacob ben

A

;
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Hayyini of Tunis.

Finally, the publication of texts

facilitated the translation of the Bible into the ver-

naculars of the various countries of western Europe,
upon the basis of the Hebrew and not of the long
dominant Latin Vulgate a process which was itself

—

an exercise

in the excgetical art.

of Confessionalism or Dogmatism:
It
can not be said that au\' great advance was made
in the understanding of the Bible during the following century and a half. It is true that neither
the study of Hebrew nor that of the sacred text
was neglected; but the ends sought were mainly

Period

2.

theological, or rather confessional, in

There is only
the narrowest sense.
here and there a trace of any desire to
find out the inner connection of the
parts of Scripture and the progress of its teaching
from step to step in the development of revelation.
In Germany, especially, little advance is to be noted
until the middle of the eighteenth century.
There
theological controversy and the framing of sectarian
symbols were most assiduously practised and it is
a melancholy indication of the barrenness of such
pursuits that there is no evidence in the whole history of exegesis that the larger understanding of
the Bible has ever been promoted by dogmatic discussion.
Probabl}' the most valuable work of these later
"Middle Ages" of Christianity was the labor that
went to the making of the great polyglots. That
of Cardinal Ximenes, referred to above, had already
in the sixteenth century been followed by the Antwerp Polyglot (1569-72), four of whose eight volumes were devoted to the Old Testament. This
work, executed under the auspices of Philip II. of
Spain, was superintended by the learned Spaniard
Arias Montanus. Its improvement upon the Complutensian is shown partly in its greater accuracy
and partly in its fuller reproduction of the Targums.
An essential advance is shown in the
The
Paris Polyglot (1629-45), published
Polyglots, under the auspices of the advocate Le
Jay, in which were given the Syriac
and Arabic versions and the Samaritan Pentateuch
The London Polyglot (1654-57)
and Targum.
was further enriched by the Ethiopic version and
valuable prolegomena by the chief editor, Brian
Eflfect of

Dogmatics,

;

Walton.

Many of the contributors to these monumental
works were among the foremost scholars of their
Thus, Edmund Castell (Castellus), who wrote
Lexicon Heptaglotton " (1669), was the chief
linguistic authority in the making of the last-named
polyglot, and his dictionary has scarcely ever been
surpassed as an effort of independent scholarship.
It served as the basis of most of the lexicons of the
individual languages until the nineteenth century.
The Buxtorfs, father and son (died 1629 and 1664,
respectively), in Basel, by their lexicons and handbooks, were largely instrumental in bringing the
treasures of rabbinical and Talmudical literature
within the reach of the Christian world. It was
also no slight service that was performed by the
Arabists of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
Edward Pocock (1604-91), another contributor to
the London Polyglot, and Albert Schultens (1686-

time.

the

"
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1750) emploj'ed their Arabic erudition in the work
of Scripture exposition and illustration.
Nor must
the achievements of Job Ludolf (1624-

Semitic
Scholars

1704) in the more remote sphere of
the Ethiopic be overlooked. All study
and Arche- of the Semitic languages and literaologists.
tures in the daj's before the rise of comparative linguistic and historical science was made directly in the interest of the Bible
and Biblical literatare.
Help scarcely less important was afforded by
those scholars who devoted themselves to Biblical
and Oriental archeology. The works of Samuel
Bochart (1599-1667) on sacred geography and zool-

ogy ("Phaleg

et Canaan," 1646, and "Hierozoicon,"
1675) are replete with knowledge notj'et antiquated.
John Selden (1584-1654). "the Coryphaeus of antiquaries," left in his "Syntagmata de Dis Syris"

work of enduring value, as did John
Spencer of Cambridge in his great work, " De
Legibus Hebra?orum Kitualibus " (1685), and Adrian
Rcland also in his " Palestina " (1716). These proved

(1617) a

to

be basic works in their respective spheres of

research.

But in the more specific work of interpreting the
sacred text in detail the Christian Church, taken as
a whole, had forgotten the spirit and maxims of
Luther and Calvin, and was hopelessly fettered by
the dogma of the plenary inspiration of the Scriptures.
Inasmuch as this doctrine necessarily implies
the absence of any inner development in the Bible,
it paralyzed the search for historic truth.
Stagnation reached its climax when the

Ob-

"

Formula Ecclesiarum Hel veticarum "

structive

(1675) declared, as the doctrine of the

Dogma-

Church, that the Masoretic vowelpoints and accents were divinely inspired.
Elias Levita (1472-1549) had

tisra.

made

it plain to intelligent Jews and Christians alike
that the points were introduced about the sixth cen-

tury of the

common

era

;

and when Louis Cappel

professor at Saumur
(1585-1658), vindicated the same opinion in his
" Critica Sacra " (1650), the orthodoxy of the time was
left without excuse or defense, and the error gradu(Cappellus),

"Reformed"

This book was the real beginning of textual criticism in the Christian Church.
Moreover, the mysticism of Bohme (1575-1624) and
the pietism of Spener (1635-1705) had an effect far
beyond the spheres of religious sentiment and of
philosophy, in liberating the minds of many from
the tyranny of formalism.
Also, the original and independent John Koch
(CoccEius, 1603-69), in pointing out the progressiveally died out of itself.

ness of the divine revelation, gave, nothis extravagances as a
typologist, a lasting impulse to earnest

Harbingers withstanding
of

Progress,

inquiry into the essential meaning of
the Bible.
His legitimate successor

was ViTuiNGA

(1659-1722), the

famous commentator

on Isaiah, a striking combination of the grammarian
and the allegorist, whose diligence in seeking first of
all the primary sense of the text was stimulated by
the example of the common-sense literalist Grotius
(1583-1645) and of the ingenious but cautious philolAll of these were of
ogist De Dieu (1590-1642).
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the Reformed Church in Holland, wlicre almost the
only great commentators of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries were trained and labored.
Period of Criticism

3.

:

The

ideas that were

most

germinal and potential in interpretation came, however, not from Holland (concerning Spinoza, see
later on), but from England and, above all, from
Germany. They can be traced succinctly along the
esthetic ajjpreciation, literary criticism,
philological research, and philosophical constructiveIt is with the middle of the eighteenth cenness.
tury that the unbroken advance begins. Up to that
time the theologians, by their unsymlines of

Esthetic
Appreciation.

pathetic treatment, had done their

be.st

to consign the Bible to the rubbish-

heap of creeds and confessions; and
they seem to have almost succeeded.

The first essential to a correct estimate was to
observe the form and structure of the sacred MriRobert Lowth (1710-b7), an Englishman, has
tings.
His " De
the distinction of having pointed this out.
Sacra Poesi Ilebroeorum" (1753) and his translation
of Isaiah (1778) set forth and illustrated the several
forms of Parallelism in Hebrew poetry, and
showed how they could be traced out in the original,

and how they could be reproduced

in any properly
In this exposition he rightly professes to have applied largely the principles of AzaThis was the opening of
riah dei Rossi (1513-77).
a new world to Christian readers, who were now
enabled to discern the poetic structure
Lowth and of a large part of tlie Old Testament.

made

version.

Herder.

Lowth's esthetic taste and spirit were
more than matched by the German

Herder (1744-1803), who.se enthusiasm for Oriental
antiquity had been in large measure kindled by
Hamann (1730-88). Herder's "Geistder Hebraischcn
Poesie " (1782) did most to imbue his age with admiration for Hebrew literature. But the Bible was
the main inspiration of his literary and philosophical writings, in all of which he strove mightily
for the uplifting and enlarging of the spirit of
humanity. What has been gained since Herder's
time in the literary appreciation of the Bible is
due in the main to a more accurate knowledge of
details.

came to its rights w'hen scientific
was combined with accurate philological methods and more complete historical and
The year 1753 is the natal
archeological knowledge.
Bible exegesis

literary criticism

year of what, in distinction from textual criticism, is called "higher critiof Higher cism." Then appeared along with
Criticism. Lowth's "Sacred Poetry of the Hebrews" a still more epoch-making
book by Jean Astruc (1684-17GC), physician to
Louis XIV. of France, entitled "Conjectures sur les
Memoires Originaux dont il Paroit que Moyse s'e.st
S^rvi pour Composer le Livre de la Genese." The
book was published witli an apologetic aim to sa\('
the consistency of the sacred writers and nobly
has this purpose been justified in the final result of
the critical intjuiry thus begun.
It had long been
maintained by some of the more daring spirits, as by
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were many portions of the Pentateuch which could
not have been written by Moses, on the ground that
their statements refer to events which occurred after
his time.
Of these Spinoza advanced furthest, following up the dicta of Ibn Ezra and Isaac de la
Peyrfire (1592-1676).
In his "Tractatus Theologico-Politicus" (1670) Spinoza not only disputed the
jNIosaic origin of the Pentateuch, but
Precursors asserted that in the historical books as
of the
far as Kings much of the contents
Higher
pointed to a late authorship. His saCriticism. gacity was further shown by his putting Chronicles long after the time of
Ezra and in perceiving the composite character of
several of the prophetical books.
Richard Simon, a
father of the Oratory in Paris (1638-1712), the most
acute critic of his day, while denying that the Penttiteuch in its final form could have come from
Moses, propounded the theory that the Old Testament was compiled with considerable freedom from

the

works of inspired historiographers.

•

Astruc made the beginning of progressive criticism
by observing the distinction in usage of the two
names for God, Elohim and Yhwh. It had already
been conjectured by Vitringa and others that Moses
made use of earlier documents. Astruc hit upon the
thought that these two names, running through
separate sections of Genesis, marked a
Chief
distinction of authorship. He assumed
Points in also nine smaller documents dLstinthe Line of guished by other marks. J. G. EichProgress. horn, along with other hj'potheses,
showed in 1779 that this distinction
was further justified by peculiarities of linguistic

usage.
In 1798 K. D. Ilgen declared his belief that
the Elohim sections in Genesis were not the producDe Wette demonstrated
tions of a single author.
in 1805 that Deuteronomy differed in essential charFriedacter from the other books of the Pentateuch.
rich Bleek in 1822 pointed out that the Book of
Joshua was a direct continuation of the Pentateuchal narrative, and therefore must have been included in the same historical framework now known
as the Hexateuch, including the Pentateuch and
Joshua. Ewald in 1831 showed that the Elohim
document and the Jehovah document were separately
In 1853 Huptraceable throughout the Pentateuch.
feld developed the happy conjecture of Ilgen, made
more than half a century before, into a demonstration that there were two independent Elohistic
sources, one of

which was very

closely related to

Beg'inmng's

the Jahvistic.

Abraham ibnEzra (1093-1168) and the ]>liiiosophers
Hobbes (1588-1079) and Spinoza (163',^-77). Hint tliere

Thus, in a round century after 1753, the fundamental analysis of the first six books of the Old Testament was completed. The few facts
Sum^mary just given indicate merely the general
ofTheories. line of assured progress, leading to
the establishment of the hypothesis
that the Hexateuch Avas made up of a series of independent documents. Other theories, such as that
the Pentateuch was a late composition made up of a
collection of fragments (the "Fragmentary " hypothesis), or that it consisted of one fundamental (Elohistic) work, others having been attached for the
l)urpose of completing it (the "Supplementary"
hypothesis), grew out of the original impulse toward

—

—
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They were long delciuicd
analysis and conslructiou.
by able scholars, but have now jiractically disaj)pcarc'd from the arena of discussion.
Meanwhile a great awakening of what may be
sunnnarily called the

liistoric

interest

liad

taken

place in the world of criticism, and Bible study lias
been i)erhaps the principal gainer by the whole
movement to which that awakening has given vitality and permanence.
The dominant intluences are,
moreover, still ojierative a century and a half after
the d;ile of Lowth and Astriic.
Comparative philology lias been influential in two

main

directions.

It

has called attention to the con-

trasts as well as to the resemblances of distinct

fam-

of mankind, and has comiielled men to find out
characteristic tyjies of thought and modes of expression ill their literary monuments.
It has also
provoked a rational and scientific stud}' of words
and sentences, so that the modificaComtions of their usages from age to age
parative
are made a key to unlock the meaning,
Philology. orsliadesof meaning, which they have
expressed.
Hence, on the one hand,
the inij)ulse to the literary study of the Bible given
by Lowth and Herder was continued by highly endowed men of various schools, of whom it may suffice to name Eichhorn, De "Wette, Goethe. Ewald.
Coleridge, and Matthew Arnold.
On the other hand,
the grammatical and lexical study of Hebrew was
placed upon a new and ascending grade.
Witness
the successive productions of Gesenius (whose practical linguistic work is the most vital and persistent
ilies

known

to

modern

times),

Ewat.d,

Oi.shalsen.

Stade, and Koemg.

To the demand for verbal accuracy, as well as to
the search after the form of the original text, are due
the man}' attempts that have been
Textual made to amend the Masoretic text.
Emenda- That emendation is often needed was
tion.
long ago felt by independent inijuiicrs.
But no great advance was made in
method fiom the days of Capi)ellus and Lowth to
those of Ewald and Hitzig, except in connection
with a critical study of the ancient versions and a
wider collation of manuscripts. This was resumed
with better elforts in the monumental works of
Holmes and Parsons, of Field and Lagarde, who enforced stricter principles of textual correction.
But all these intluences combined will not account
for the tremendous revolution which Bible criticism
and exegesis have undergone since
the middle of the eighteenth century.
Vitalizing- Two new forces liave been applied to
ConBiblical study which may fairly be
captions,
called vitalizing and regenerative.
The onehascome from the now ruling
conceptions of the history of human thought and experience the other, from t he prevalent views as t o the

New

;

actual

growth of human

society.

The one

ischiefly

the other, mainly empirical.
The
practical result of the cooperant workings of the
two conceiitions is a rearrangement of the Old Testament books in the order of the natural development of their ideas, and in accordance with the
growing capacity of ancient Israel for apprehending
or receiving them.
jjiiilosophical;

IIL— 12
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The chief iK)iiits on which the representatives of
modern Biblical exegesis are agreed are:
1. In the llexateuch four authors at least w#re
concerned, besides a redactor or redactors.
Of these
Moses is not one, though it is not
Results
proved that he contriinited no niateof the
lials.
One of the sources a])i)ears in
Exegesis. Deuteronomy (D); another (P) in Leviticus and in large ])ortioiis of the
other books; while two others (J and E) often inseparably combined (J E) form the remainder. J (Jahvist) and E (formerly called the second Elohist) give
a sort of historical resume of the early liistory of
Israel from the standpointsof southern and northern
Lsrael respectively, and are dominated by the proThey were completed in the
phetic movement.
ninth and eighth centiuies r,.c. The groundwork
of D was the "Book of In.structions " found by Hilkiah in the Temple in 621 u.c. It ministered both
to the prophetic spirit and to the cultus, and served
as directive for the reformation of Josiah.
P was
composed for the promotion of the ceremonial code
which it contains, and treats besides of the early
history from the jioint of view of the priesthood.
While including earlier elements, it was essentially
the work of writers that were concerned with the
ritual of the Second Temple, being substiintially the
law-book of Ezra. J E therefore precedes D, and
D i)iecedcs P. The mode and time of the ledaction
are not so clear.
2. The aims or tendencies of these several productions
i)rophetic, deuteronomic, and priestly
do
net stop with the Book of Joshua, but run through
all the historical literature.
In brief, while Judges,
Samuel, and Kings are mostly of the prophetic or
deuteronomic spirit. Chronicles, Ezra, and Nehemiah, all of which three came from one hand near
the close of the canon, are controlled by the ]>riestly
tendency, so prominent in P of the Hexateuch.
3. The prophetical books have also been rearranged and readjusted in accordance with their
ascertained historical order.
Moref>ver, many of
them have been found to contain jnophecies which
did not proceed from the principal authors. The jiortions thus separated are usually later than the genuine {)rophecies.
Lsaiah and Zechariah, for example,
have each been credited with more than one important work in addition to their own proper utterances.
4. The titles of the Psalms are not original or rei^salm-com]iosition with a high S])iritual inliable.
tent and content began after the time of David, and,

New

—

—

like hymn-writing in every age, flourished chiefiy in
times of religious and social stress and trial.
5. The writings ascribed to Solomon are, in their
present form, of very late date.
Ecclcsiastes is
wholly, and Proverbs largely, the jiroduct of the
Persian or Grecian period.
The Book of Daniel belongs to the tinu! of the Maccabees.
6. Not only have the history of Israel and its historical records been arranged anew, but the whole
caieer of Israel in Palestine now appears, in the
light of thearcheological disclosures of the last halfcentury, to have been, in its external incidents, but
an incident in North-semitic history, which began
.several thousand years before the Hebrews became
a nation.

:
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7. The development of the religious conceptions
and institutions of ancient Israel can be traced in a
rational order and illustrated by similar phenomena

elsewhere.
G. W. Meyer,
History of Modem Exegesis
Gesch. der SchrifterkUlrwig sett der Wiederherstellung
des Alten
Gesch.
1802-()i);
Diestel.
der Wissenschaftetu
Test, in der Chrisaichen Kirche, Jena, 1868; F. W. Far188o).
Lectures,
(Hampton
Interpretation
rar, Historn of
General views, partial sketches, or bibliogrdphlcal outHome,
them
among
writinRs,
in
many
be
found
may
lines
Introduction to the Holy Scriptures {luted., WHi: 7th ed.,
Reuss, Gesch. der Heiligen Schriften,
1834), vol. ii., part 2
1890; Bleek-Wellhausen, Einleitund in das Alte Test., best
In the 4th ed., 1878; Strack, in Zockler's Handbuch der
Theologischcn Wissenschaften in Encykloijadischer DarDriver, Introduction to the Literasfcifung. vol. i., part 2
ture of the O. T. 1891 et seq.; Coraill, Einlcitting in das A.
T. 4th ed., 1896; W. R. Smith, Tfie O. T. in the Jewish
Church, 1st ed. 1881 Briggs, Method.s of Biblical Study,
1^; Cheyne, Founders of 0. T. CHticism, 1893; idem.
Prophecies of Isaiah, Appendix, Essay x., 4th ed., 188u;
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BIBLE INSPIRATION.

McC.

See Inspiration.

BIBLE MANUSCRIPTS: By

this

term are

designated handwritten copies and codices of the
Hebrew Bible as a whole, or of several books arranged in groups according to a certain order (see
Bible Canon), or of single books. Sometimes,
though not often, they contain collections of detached prophetic selections (see Haftarah), generally in connection with the Pentateuch (see Strack,
" Zeitschrift f iir die Gesammte Lutherische Theologie

und Kirche,"

1875, p. 594).

A distinction

is

made

between manuscripts intended for use in the synagogue and in public reading and those for private
Originally both the sacred or public
purposes.
copies and the private or profane were in the shape
of scrolls, this being the only style of book-making
known to antiquity. After the leaved form of books
came into vogue (from the fourth century of the
common era), adherence to the ancestral model was
insisted on in the case of those reserved for holy uses
While demanded only for the
at public worship.
Pentateuch and the Book of Esther, this conformity
must, as the name indicates, have been at one time
exacted also for the four remaining Megillot, read as
Why they and the collessons on certain festivals.
lections of the Haftarot ceased to conform to the
historical model can not he ascertained.
The Pentateuch and Esther, when designated for
synagogal use, are required to be written with scrupulous attention to rules laid down in the Law (see
Soferim). They must be written in square characters

(ymo

3n3, also

known

as ^IIB^K 3713

;

see

Alphabet), without vowel-points and accents, on
parchment made from the hides of

Rules

for

"clean" animals, which, when duly

prepared, are sewn together by threads
If four mistakes
of the same origin.
are found in one column, or a single error is discovered in the " open " and " closed " sections of the
Law, or in the arrangements of the metrical por-

Writing,

tions, the whole copy is rendered unfit for use (7"lDD)
and must be buried. Great age through long use,
and exposure to climatic and other influences involving decay and other imperfections is among the
causes which render a copy unserviceable and this

—

—

;
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circumstance explains why very old copies are not
found.
The manuscripts intended for private use vary
considerably in size, material, and character. The}'

—

are in rolls, and in book form folio, quarto, octavo,
and duodecimo. Some are written on parchment,
some on leather, others on paper; some in square
characters, others in rabbinical (the latter only in
modern times). They are usually provided with
vowel-points, written in a different color from the
Initial
consonants, which are always in black.
words or letters are often in gold and silver; some,
Sometimes on
indeed, are artistically illuminated.
the inner margins of the columns are given Masothe outer ones are reserved for scholia
retic notes
and, in more modern manuscripts, for rabbinical
commentaries. Yemenite manuscripts have usually
no columns and each verse is accompanied by the
corresponding verse from the Targum Onkelos and
The space at the
the Arabic translation by Saadia.
bottom of the pages is sometimes occupied by the
commentary of Rashi.
Generally, the manuscripts are provided with inscriptions giving the name of the copyist and the
Several eras are
dates of writing.
Colophons used in the computation of these dates
and In- that of the creation of the world that
scriptions. of the Seleucids; that of the destruction of the Temple and, finally, that
of the Babylonian exile (see Era). The age of undated manuscripts is approximativel)' determined
by the ink, the quality of the parchment, the presence or absence of Masoretic notes, and by paleographic signs (see Paleography).
As indicated above, extant manuscripts are not of
very great antiquity. In addition to the explanation already given, this phenomenon, all the more
curious because, according to Jewish law, every
Jew ought to have at least one copy in his house, is
very plausibly accounted for on the theory advanced
by Brian Walton namely, that with the definitive
settlement of the Masorah in the seventh century,
many copies must have been discarded because of
their infractions of the established Masoretic rules.
If Talmud Yerushalmi (Ta'anit Ixviii. 1) is to be
credited, while the Temple was still standing, standard codices of the Pentateuch were officially recogThese were deposited in the court of the
nized.
Temple and served as models ior accuracy. According to the passage quoted, three were known by the
;

;

;

;

;

"Sefer Me'on," so
following names respective!}^
called on account of its reading |"|J?Q instead of njiyD
(Deut. xxxiii. 27); "Sefer Za'atute," because of its
reading ""DIDyT instead of ^lyj (Ex. xxiv. 6) and
" Sefer Hi, " because of its reading ^<^^ with a yod
The Masorites,
in nine passages instead of eleven.
too, seem to have consulted standard manuscripts
celebrated for their accuracy in the redaction of the
text and in the compilation of the Masoretic glosses.
Though none of these has been preserved, the following are referred to as authorities in almost every
manuscript of importance:
Codex Mug-geh, i.e., the corrected Codex Quoted by the Masorites either by its full title (nj"iO "1DD3)
or simply as "Muggeh" (ilJID)Codex Hilleli ("^^n IDD) The origin of its name
:

;

:

:
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not known. According to Zacuto, this codex was
written by a certain Hillel at about 600 of tiie common era. In his Chronicle, compiled about 1500,
Zacuto expresses himself as follows:
is

" In the year 4957, on the twenty-eighth of Ab (Aug. 14, 1197).
there was a great persecution of the Jews in the kingdom of

it, containing the Former and Latter
Prophets, written in large and beautiful characters ; these had
been brought by the exiles to Portugal and sold at Bugia In
Africa, where they still are, having been written about 900 years
ago. Kimhi in his grammar on Num. x. 4 says that the Pentateuch of the Hillel Codex was extant In Toledo."

remaining two parts of

Codex Sanbuki

:

Frequently quoted

fi

>

in

the

J

I
I

T\Rv^vSy\'^m'^yiy

mvsy\^sy€f\r[p^^

1

a

-A

Ui

.1
»•.• :

• ^^1K*T> t}(V**3-yOj
»>3)t'S3-M';^'P*

pjjiyD'B' Jii'3'^''"A'i

t.

ii^>a

J TJ*'" ^

Page of the Hebrew Bible, with superlinear Punctuation, from the
at the hand of the two kingdoms that came to besiege it.
At that time they removed thence the twenty-four sacred books
which were written about 600 years before. They were written
by R. Hillel ben Moses ben Hillel, and hence his name was given
It was exceedingly
Hilleli.'
to the codex, which was called
correct ; and all other codices were revised after it. I saw the

Leon

'

St.

Petersburg Codex.

Masorah Parva, and highly praised for its accuracy
by Menahem de Lonzano in his "Or Torah." According to Christian D. Ginsburg, the name of this
codex is derived from Zambuki " on the Tigris, to
which community it belonged.
•'

Bible Manuscripts

'I'liK

Codex Yeriishalmi

As utlcstcd

:

.li:\MSII

liy

Kinilii

(•Mikldl," cd. Fiirth, ITiC!. |). 1S41)). tlic codex was
for many years in Saragossa. ami was exleiisively
used by the i;rainniarian and le.xieoiiiapliei' Hiu
Janah.
It is ot'len ((uolcd in llie Masorali as exhili
itinir adid'ereiil (irtlioi;ra|ili\ tinni lliai <>!' tlieCndex
Jlilicli.

Jericho Pentateuch
that the mannserijit end)raced only the Pentateuch.
It is mentioned by Klijah r.evila. in "Shibre liUhol." as most
'llie

t;'?3in):

relialile for

also called

name seems to imply

the accents.

Codex Sinai

-Many opinions exist as
('J'D "l2D)
to the (lerivalionof its name.
The most plausible
:

that it was derived tiom " Mount JSinai,"' just as
thecodices Jeriehoand Yerushalmidenote the places

is

of their oriirin.
is

It

mentioned

is

also cited by I'Jijah

I,e\ita

and
work (juoted

in the ]\Iasorah,
in

his

above.

Codex Great Mahzor (nai

XllTriD)

:

'I'his i)rob-

ably contained theamiual or triennial cycle ("Mahzor ") of lessons to be read on week-days, Sabbaths,
feasts,

and

fasts;

hence

its

nanu!.

Codex Ezra:

(Quoted in the ^lasorah Parva.
nianusciipt ])r()l'essinu to ]n> a copy of this codex
in the possession of Clirislian D. Gin.sbiiru-.

A
is

~IDD): DiJferences (D'^I^H,
brtueen the A\'estcrn schools

hilluiin ") exisicd
0X3"iyO). 'he chief seat of whicli was Tiberias, and
the Eastern ('"Xnjn?0), the principal centers of which

in the reading of many
gives the Eastern rcccn.sion

were Neharde:! and Sura,
this code.x

(sec j\[asoi{.\m).

Another staudai"d codex which served as a model
Maimonides w;is that written iu the
tenth centur}- l)y the renowned ^lasorite Aako.n
BEN ^FosKS ]!KN Asiii'Mi of Tibcrias (compare Maimonides, " Yad," Sefer Tondi, viii. 4).
This codex
was fora longtime believed to be identical with that
preserved in the .synagogin' at Al'iip" (.Jacob Sap

at the time of

1-b: (Irfi / i:i - .Monai.s.sehriri." l.sTl,
i18«7, p. oO; Strack, " Prolegomena Critiea." pp.

-fZjnpx.

liir,

p. 6

;

[E. N. Adler ("Kaufmaiui Cedcnkbuch."
argues that the Aleppo Codex is a copy, not
but Wickes ("Hebrew Accentuation,"
the original
Preface, p. vii., Oxford. 18S7) makes it clear that
"the statement assigning thecodcx to (.\iii(iii ben
Mose.s) IJen-Asher is a fabricjition."- i;. (;. ii.]
Two celebrated manu-^ciipts hi 1 red to be very
One of these, the
ancient are still extant in Syria.
Damascus Codex, wliich, acconling to tlu; inscription
on its title-page (added, however, by a later hand),
was written in the third century of the common era.
belongs to a Jewish family of Damascus named
Parhi, and is exhibited to the inhabitants on feastThe other is kept in a grotto by the inhabitdays.
ants of JobaT. near Damascus.
The numbei' of Hebrew liible manuscripts found
44-4(;).

p. 180)

;

1 1-

in

European

MSS.

The

oldest

the Im])erial Liof brary, St. Peter.s])urg, formerly in the
Odessa Biblical Society's library.
(lescripfion of some of these man\icollection

Number

considerable.

libraries is
is

th;;t

in

was given by Ei>hiaim

A

Pinner in
A i^amplilet entitled "Prospectus der Altcn Hebriiiselien imd Rabbinischen .Manuscripte,"ctc., Odessa,
scripts

jVfo.ses

A

iS4.").
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description by Strack and llarkavy is
The oldest mauu.script of

full

this valuable c^olleetion

is a Pentateuch l)rouglit from
Derbaiid (Daghe.stanj, written before 004 of the com-

mon

It consists of forty-live

era.

cobnnns, and

compused of

skins having 226

Gen.
colunms, 51 lines;
TAiaiiN i)y a later liand). (2) Gen. .xlvi. 2G-Numbers (24 skins, 134 columns, 50 lines, without
Taggin).
i.-xvii. (4 skins, 21 colunms,
(;$) Deui.
51 lines, without Taggin).
(4) Deut. xvii.-xxi. 4
(1 skin, 3 colunms, 51 lines).
(5) Deut.xxi. 5-.\xiii.
2;{ (1 skin, 3 columns, 51 lines).
24((>) Deut. xxiii.
end of Deut. (4 skins, 13 columns, 51 lines).
The oldest manuscript in book form at the library
of St. Petersburg dates from 91().
It consists of 225
folios, each folio divided lengthwise into two columns with 21 lines to the colunm, with the excep-xlvi.

2."),

is

end

(9

skins,

six j>ieces: (1)

~yl

tion of folio la and folio 224a-b, which exhibit epigraphs.
It contains the Latter Prophets.
Two lines
of Masoiah Magna ajipear iu the lower margin of
each page; while the .Masoiah Parva occupies the
center space lietween the colunms.
The vowel
points are sui)erlincar in the so-called Babylonian
system.
Tlu! total inunberof the Bible manuscripts
in lie St. Petersburg library is 146.
'I'lie
Ihitisli ^luseum ])os.sesses 105 Bilile inauu.sciipts. the oldest of which is the jMasoretic Bible
written about 82()-S5l).
This contains the Pentateuch and consists of ISti folios, 55 of which were at
one time missing, but have been addeil by a later
hand.
The Bodleian Libr.iry. Oxford, possesses 146
I'lhle manuscri]>ts, the oldest of which dates from
1104.
Cambridge counts 32, the oldest believed to
be of the tenth century.
Bible manuscripts in
goodly nund)ers are also to be found in private
libraries in Enuland, the most important collecti(m
being that of E. N. Adler. This contains about 100
codices, the oldest dating from the ninth century.
The Bibliolheiiue Xationale, Paris, has 132 Bible
I

Codex Babylon ('^33

passages;

Lol'KDIA

given in their catalogue.

i

Codex Jericho,

(in^T

1:N( V(

the oldest with the date; 1286.
The
tnuuber of Bible manuscrii)ls in the Vienna Library
is 2 1.
The oldest (given b}' Keunicott under 2so.
120) contains the Latter Prophets and the llagiogSteinschneider
rapha. wriitf n iuthe tenth century.
describes 14 Bible manuscripts in th<'
maiutscri]its.

In

iloyal

library of Berlin;

none of them

very old.
De Bossi describes 848
manuscripts (now at Parma), the oldest of which is No. ()34, containing Lev. xxi. 19-Num.
The Vatican
in the cinhth century.
i. 50, wi-itten
Library possesses 39 Bible manuscripts, which have
been des(aibed by .lo.seph Simon Assemani and
Several Bible manuStei)hen Ephodius Assemani.

Libraries,

scrii)ts

is

are in the libraries of Leipsic, ]\Iunich.

and

Ley den.
manu.scripts have been biouglu from
partly synagogue rolls. i)artly private copies, whose text does not differ from the
Pentateuch of the Malabar
Masoretic Bibles.
Jews is now in England. It resembles, on the
whole, the usual synagogue rolls, except that it is

Some

China.

j>ible

They are

A

written on

I'cd skin.

Samaritan manuscripts of the Pentateuch are to
bo found in the British ."Museum, the Bodleian. St.
Petersburg!;, Parma, and the Vatican libraries; fora

o
5

£
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P
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o

;
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description of them, the respective catalogues
be consulted.

may

As curiosities may be mentioned a Hebrew Pentateuch in Arabic characters, now in the British Museum the Pentateuch in Latin characters in the Bodaud, finally, tlie fragments of the
leian Library
Pentateuch written in mverted alphabet discovered
lately in the Cairo genizah.
;

;
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Biblical CriticiKm; Strack, Prolegomena Critica in Vet^is
Tentamentum Hehraicum Christian D. tiinsburg. Intro;

duction

to the Mcuioretico-Critical

Edition of the Hebrew

Bible, pp. 431 et seq.
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TURE

:

IN

MOHAMMEDAN

Through

BU.

LITERA-

intercourse at Mecca, at Medina,

his various journeys in the seething, gerininant Arabia of his daj', Mohammed learned to distinguish between idol-worshipers and such people as

and on

" the People of the Book "
holders and
Most prominent
followers of a written revelation.
among these were the Jews and Christians; thrice
mention is made in the Koran of the Sabeans as being
As
in the same class as, aud once of, the Magi.
to the nature and contents of their books, Mohammed had only one fixed idea: These taught the same
doctrine exactly as he taught; could, in fact, teach
no other, as all doctrines came from the one Lord.
There are vague references to certain
Moham- " leaves " being delivered to Abraham
med's View but what eventually became of them
of Jewish Mohammed does not say. The later
Scriptures. Moslem theory is that they were taken
back into heaven, and that whatever
light the Sabeans aud Magi enjoy is derived from
them. One practical result is that Islam does not
reckon Zoroastrians and worshipers of the host of
heaven as idolaters, but consents to enter into treaty
with them. But the books of the Jews and Chris-

he termed

tians

:

were clearly there; they had remained unto
day.
To Moses, the "Tawrat" had

Mohammed's

been revealed; to David, the "Zubur" (Psalms);
and to Jesus, the "Injil" (Evangelium). Thus, the
represented
Torah, the Psalms, and the " Gospel
for Mohammed the Scriptures of the Old and New
How vague his idea was and how
Testaments.
both Jews and Christians must for him have melted
together into one is evident from his belief that
Miriam, the sister of Moses, was the same as Mary,
the mother of Jesus.
To the series of ])rophets involved in this scheme
of religious history Mohammed claimed to be heir.
In the providence of God the time had now come
when the Arabs, in their turn, were to have a
prophet sent to them, speaking in their tongue,
sprung from their blood, and calling them to repentance and to the acceptance of the one God and His
doctrine as the other prophets had done with their
respective peoples.
Mohammed seems to have been
quite satisfied that what he taught stood clearly
written already in the Tawrat, the Zubur, and the
Injil.
The Jews and Christians, he felt, must recognize tliat he was exactly such a prophet as those
who had come before; that he fulfilled all the condi''

tions called for in the Books.
This, evidently, was
rooted in his self-consciousness, and, with his scheme

182

Of
of religious policy, was all the basis he had.
knowledge of the sacred books, as then in the
hands of the Jews aud Christians, heappe. rs to have
direct

He felt no need of it. When, therefore,
the Jews and Christians refused to recognize his
doctrine and to accept his prophethood, he could
only ascribe their conduct to perverse obstinacy.
They concealed passages in their books; they misinhad none.

terpreted others, "twisting their tongues in

(Koran

iii.

them"

72).

In time he gave up the attempt to secure such
support, and fell back on the simple weight of his
own authority. Tiaditions, which may have taken
form later, indicate, in their substance at least, the
"Have nothing to do,"
attitude to which he came.
he is reported to have said, " with the People of tiie
believe
Book and their books; say unto them,
in that which has been revealed to both of us your
God and our God is the same.' " EsThe God of sentially he meant, "My revelation is
Islam and the same as that which stands in j^our
books. You misinterpret, conceal, and
Identical, pervert; my revelation is certain and
Such, apparently, was
is enough."
the attitude of Mohammed himself to the Scriptures.
In illustration, reference may be made to the following passages in the Koran, suras ii. 85, 129, 209;
'

We

;

Yhwh

iii.

60, 72, 179, 184; iv. 161, 169; v. 47, 85, 109; xix.

28;

xxvi. 192;

Ixii.

5; Ixvi. 10.

xxix. 45;

xlii.

11;

Ivii.

25;

Ixi. 6;

position could only be maintained by
himself with his intense consciousness
After his death came
of the truth of his mission.
rapid changes which were natural in themselves,
but the definite origin of which is mostly obscure to
us.
The only means of access which the earliest
Moslems had to the sacred books of the Jews and

But such a

Mohammed

was through proselytes; and these prosefrom a variety of causes, misled much more
than they instructed their new coreligionists. For
one thing, the Moslems regarded them as authorities
on the history of the past. They asked innumerable
The more marquestions, and expected answers.
velous the answer, the better they seem to have been
Only on one point these converts had to
pleased.
be wary Their replies must square generally with
the Moslem scheme of thought and theology; otherwise their heads were in danger. Under these conditions of risk, marvelous tales sprouted freely.
The Midrashimun doubtedly helped; but the imagiChristians
lytes,

:

nations of the converts, thus stimulated, probably
accomplished more. Of the latter, two names are
worthy of mention as romancers of quite astonishing capacity; viz., Wahb Ibn Munabbih (d. 728) and
Ka'ab al-Ahbar (d. 652).
To the labors of these men, then, to the Oriental

horror of a vacuum, and to the Oriental indifference
how a vacuum is filled, is due the overwhelming mass of misinformation on the Old and New
Testaments that still oppresses the Moslem world.
First, the Torah is confused with the Tables of the
Law, and the latter are increased in number.
Again, the Torah is enormously increased in bulk:
it is alleged to contain a varying number of parts,
up to 1,000, and to make seventy camel-loads. Each
Only four
single part takes a year to read through.

as to

First

Page of Exodus.

(From an illuminated manuscript, former! v

in the possession of the Dulie of Sussex.)

"
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— Moses, JosliUii, Ezra, and Jesus— liave studied
Clearslateineiifs,

itall.

how

all

imaiiiualive, are given as

begins and ends.
Quotations of tlie AviUiest character are introduced as from
False
it
and the qr.oter will say calndy, '"I
Citations have read them iu the Torah." The
from
same exactly holds good in regard to
Torah.
the Gospel and the Psalter.
As to the
Psalter, there exists in Arabic one of
one hundred and fifty chapters, oidy the first two of
which agree with the Psalms; the rest being a free
inntatiou of the Koran.
Possibly the Torah and the
Gospel may at one time liave been similarly perverted, but of such corruptions no traces now exist.
The Torah was said to begin like sura vi. of the
Koran and to end like sura xi. In it was an exact
description of Mohammed and of some other persons
associated with the beginning of Islam.
For the
Gospel, the following statement by an early authority will probably sutlice: "I found in the Gospel
that the keys of the treasure of Karun [Korali] were
a load for sixty mules; no one of them was larger
than a finger, and each key served for a separate
to

it

;

bized t'oim of the Greek -ajmn'/.tiru^. Another passage
Dent, xviii. 18 ct seq.: "I will rai.se them up a

is

Prophet from among

their biethren, Iik(! unto thee."
exi)lained, could only refer to a proijhct
of the line of Islimael
for he was the brother of

This,

it

is

;

Isaac,

and

and there was no prophet of the

Besides these three books which Mohannned recognized, there are also given references to the Wisdom literature; and iu this case a much closer approximation is made to the truth.
There are
quotations from the Wisdom of Solomon, the Testament of Solomon (apparently pai't of Proverbs), and
the Wisdom of the Fannly of David, and these have
usually at least a possible sourc-e.
Further, it must
not be thought that all this characterized only the
earliest times and the most ignorant and careless
minds. AlGazzali (d. 1111), tlie greatest theologian
of Islam, and a man of the intellectual rank of Augustine or Thomas Aquinas, quotes almost as credulously and rashly as any. Nor does he ever dream
of verifying a quotation.
Fakhr al-Din al-Razi
(d. 1209), another theologian of eminence, boasted
that lie knew the Torali and the Gospel by heart;
and yet in his commentary on the Koran the most
incredible things are cited as being contained in
The best we can say for him is that either
these.
there were a pseudo-Torah and a pseudo-Gospel,
which deceived him, or else that he lied. Sucli
were the results of the mendacity of tiie early proselytes to Islam and of the credulity and carelessness
of the Moslems.
As some excuse for the last may
serve the feeling which grew up that there was sin
as well as danger in reading the books of Jews or
Christians.
Even Ibn Khaldun (d. 1405), the first
pliilosophical historian of Lslam, disapproved of such
study Mohammedans had certainty in the Koran,
he held, and should be content with that.
Among the various general statements in the
Koran that jMohammed liad been foretold in the
earlier books, only one gives the impression that
Mohammed had had a specitic passage in mind. It
is in sura Ixi. 6, where Jesus .Siiys, "O
Sons of
Israel, lo, I am a messenger of God to you
giving you good tidings of a messenger who will come
after me, whose name will be Ahmad."
This seems
a tolerably clear reference to the promise of the paraclete in John's Gospel, ch. xiv. et seq., and a very
early Moslem tradition so takes it, quoting an Ara:

.

.

.

line of E.sau;

brethren" excludes the line of Jacob.
In Isa. xxi. G-9 the rider on the ass is Jesus and the
rider on the camel is jMohammed.
The details in
Isa. Ix. 4-7 are regarded as applying very exactly to
iMohammed. Also, in Deut. xxxiii. 2 " Sinai " refers
to the Mosaic revelation; "Seir" is a mountain in
Syria where Jesus served his Lord; and "Paran" is
either a mountain of the Banu Plushim, where Moliammed similarly worshiped, or Mecca it.self. Tliese
are accepted as good proofs by the great scientist
AI-Beruni (d. 1048).
But meanwhile, and alongside of this mass of traditional ignorance, a beginning had been made in
Islam of the direct study of the older sacred books.
It belonged to the brief period of scientilic life and
liljcrty under the first Alibassids and especially
'"their

Through th(^ Perand physicians, the
Study of Syrian monasteries, and the heathen
Original of Harran, Greek civilization and its
Sources,
methods began to aiTect Islam. So
the historians of the time show a commendable desire to go back to original sources and
to test and examine for themselves.
Ibn Wadah.
who wrote about 880, liad an excellent knowledge
under Al-Mamun.

Islamic

treasury.
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sian Aristotelians

of the Scriptures, as also, of parts at least, had Ibn
Kutaibah, who died in 889. Yet in the Avorks of
both of these writers are included wild legends that

had come down from the earlier times, which the
Moslem "kussas" or story-tellers had delighted to
retouch and expand, side l)y side with sober translations from the ilebrew and Greek.
And, just as the
flourishing time of science under the Abbassids was
short, so, too, with this branch of it.
Tal)ari (d.
921) is already less affected by it; and Mas'udi (d.
957), although a free-thinking theologian, seems to
liave gone back to traditionalism.
The result was
simply that another set of assertions, much more
trustworthy, was added to the contradictory jumble
which was being passed on from writer to writer.
With Ibn Hazm, the Zahirite (d. 1064), however,
a new development was reached, with results lasting
Ibn Hazm is distinguished in
history for having applied to theology tlie
principles of literal interpretation already used by
the Zahirites in canon law, and for the remorseless
vigor and rigor with which he carried on his polemto the present day.

Moslem

ics.
He now marked a similar era in treating the
doctrine of the older Scriptures, declaring them to be
forgeries.
Modern education in India and elsewhere
has spread a more exact knowledge of the Jewish
and Christian Scriptures.
For the present-day position of more orthodox
Islam, reference may be made to Pfander's "^Mizan

al-Hak," a translation of which appeared in London
in 18P7, and to the reply to it by Kahmat Allah,
"Izhar al-Hak," a translation of which by Carletti
was published in Paris in 1880.
BiBi.ior.RAPiiY
439,

629,

:

Huffhes,

and elsewhere

Dictinnam
;

of Islam, pp. 61, 211. 4S>.

this must,

however, be used with

;

THE
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Tl)e principal inonoeraph

caution.

i.s

by GoUlzilier, in

According to Blau ("" l-julcitung," p. 79)
holds.
the rerercnce is to a copy writtci\ in the Old lli-brew
The Targum is largely a paiaplirase, reproscript.
ducing the rabbinical tradition as regards the meaning of the text. For a history of this Targum see

'A. 1>.

•^7)

(i. x.xxii. 341 cl srq.; Steinschneiilcr. I'lihinixclic )niil
'ipahiili'tisclic Littenitiir iii .Intliisclur Nproc/i. , 1S77

M.

M.

(r. xlii. 5'.il rl siii.; (iolilzilicr, in
ct s'v/.; Btockcliiiann, ihiit. xv.
xv. :>(i'.); idem, in Kobak's J(Nc7ii'nni,
Hirscbfeld, in Jcir. Quart. /.'< r. Jan. I'.liil
viii'. l-'-iy ct .sn/.
a Moslem controversial trcatist^ (in .\rabic) has been poorly
edited bv Van der Dam. under the taU' Disi)Utati() pro licligioiic MoliamiiicdaiKiriini, I.eyden, IH'Jd.

Scliiviner, in Z. I).
Stailc's Zcit sclnift,

Baclu-r,

i:i.s,;il:i;

xiii.'.i')

(''I'f.

;

D. B.

K.

BIBLE, POLYGLOT.

S( c

tions of

tiic

Old

T.MiOU.MS.

In passing a Avord should be said about the SamarPentateuch in the West -Aramaic
It
dialect, which tiie Samaritans at one time spoke.
is as yet not possible to say in which century this
Even though the citations under
version was made.
itan version of the

.M.

Bible Editions.

BIBLE TEXTS. Sci' Masou.mi.
BIBLE TRANSLATIONS: Jewish
Tt'slainc-nt wtsn; niade

the caption ru "LaunpftriKdv, which are found in the
scholia to Origen's Hexapla, refer to it, Kohn believes that they are drawn from a Gieek translation
The text has been
of the Samaritan made in Egypt.

transla-

from time

to

time by Jews, in order lo satisfy the needs, both in
public service and in private life, of those that had
gradually lost the knowledge of the ancient national
tongue. In Palestine itself, Hebrew was driven
out tirst by Aramaic, tiicu by Greek, and finally by
Arabic. Portions of the Bible itself (in Daniel and
Ezra) are written in Aramaic; and there is no consensus of opinion among scholars as to whether these
parts were originally written in that tongue or were

edited in Samaritan characters by H. Petermann and
K. VoUers (Berlin, 1872-91), and in Hebrew cliaractersby A. Brlill (1873-75), from the London Polyglot. M. Heidenheim's edition in Hebrew characters,
of which Genesis only has appeared ("Bibliotheca
Samaritana," i., Leipsic, 1884), has been very severely
criticized (see Nestle, "

Though Hebrew retranslated from the Hebrew.
mained the sacred and the literary language, the
knowledge of it must have faded to such a degree in
the second century preceding the common era that
" meturgeman " to translate
it became necessary for a

The settlement

The
p. 58).
made by the two scholars just cited, that
Targums date from the time of Ezi-a, is unwar-

Friedmann, "Akylos und Onkelos,"
assertion

;

dialect.

since they are written in a West-Aramaic
The authorities of the synagogue did not

willingly allow such translations to be written down.
They felt that this w^ould be putting a premium
upon ignorance of the text, and that the Biblical
word would be in danger of being badly interpreted

They sought

minimize
the danger by permitting only one verse to be read
and translated at a time in the case of the Law, and
Certhree in the case of the Prophets (]\Ieg. iv. 4).
tain passages were never to be translated publicly
e.g., Gen. x.x.xv. 22; Ex. xxxii. 21-25;
Num. vi. 23-26; Lev. xviii. 21 (Meg.
The

or even misunderstood.

to

;

Targums.

Uebersetzungen der

Bilx-l,"

Jews

in vari-

p. 205).

the weekly Pentateuch and prophetic lessons as
read in the synagogue (Berliner, "Onkelos," p. 7;

the
ranted
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see Berliner, I.e. p. 217; Gins"Monatsschrift," xliv. 1).
burger,
These passages are to be found in Pseudo-Jonathan
and in the Midrashim for private use. It is distinctly
stated that no written copy of the Targum was to be
used in the public service (Yer. Meg. iv. 1); though
for private purposes copies were allowed to be made.
iv. 10;

The Talmud, it is true, mentions a w-ritten Targum
to the Book of Job which was in the possession of
Rabban Gamaliel L during the Second Temple, about
20-40 c. K. (Tosef., Shab. xiv. 2; Bab. Shab. 115a;
Soferim xv. 2; compare Berliner, I.e. p. 90), and
which was then buried by order of Gamaliel. In
Yer. Shab. xvi. 1 a variant tradition tells of such a
Targum having been in the hands of both the elder
and the younger Gamaliel. Though this tradition is
accepted even by Bacher (see Ara.maic Language),
there are no means of verifying this statement, the
existing Targum to that book being of a much later
The tradition certainly can not refer to a
date.
Greek translation, as Gratz ("Monatsschrift," xxvi.

of large

numbers

of

ous parts of the Greek world, the Helleuization of
Palestine, and the presence in Jerusalem of Jews
from all countries, especially from those under
Greek influence, in course of time forced the Habbis
According to
to treat the question more liberally.
Meg. ii. 1, it was forbidden to read the Megillah in
Aramaic or in any other non-Hebrew language, except for the foreign Jews (mTiyi') "i Jerusalem (compare the Baraita in Bab. Meg. 18a; Shal). 115b); and
that such foreign Jews weie in the city in large
numbers is seen from Acts ii. 5-11. So, also, it is
found, according to another tradition (Meg. i. 8),
that it was permitted to write the Biblical books in
any language {\\zh) though R. Simon ben Gamaliel
would restrict this permission to Greek (Yer. ^Nleg.
i. 1): "After careful examination it was found that
the Pentateuch could be adequately translated only
Evidence exists of the
into Greek").
Influence fact that in the synagogue of the mTiy?
Greek was freely used (Tosef., Meg.
of
Hellenism, iv. 13). There is even a tradition that
Greek letters were engraven upon the
chest in the Temple in which the shekels were kept
(Shek. iii. 2); and there is also Christian testimony
to this effect (Justin, "Cohortatio ad Gra?cos," xiii.
Tertullian, "Apologia," xviii.; Frankel, "Vorstu
It is reported that in Asia Minor H.
dien," p. 56).
Meir was unable to find a Megillah written in Hebrew (Tosef., Meg. ii. 4); and the weekly lessons
both from the Law and the Prophets were at an
early date read in Greek in Alexandria ("Jew.
Quart. Rev." ix. 730). This makes comprehensible
the statement that "the Law can be read in any language" (Sotah 38a; ]Meg. 171)). The well-known
passage in the Mishnah (Yad. iv. 5) which mentions
the Levitical impurity occasioned by touching Biblical books, and which especially excepts the Targum
from these provisions, has been very properly ex
plained by Blau as referring to different degrees of
sanctity only no translation could, of course, be put
upon the same level with the original Hebrew.
At a later time perhaps in the second century of
'-

;

:

—
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the present era a different view seems to have
prevailed; and it was said that the day on which the
Law was translated into Greek was as unfortunate
for tlie Jews as that on which the Golden Calf was
made (Soferim i. 8, 9). Even to teach children
Greek was forbidden (Sotah ix. 14); though it was
still permitted to teach a girl Greek, as a knowledge
of that language was considered to bean accomplishment. Evidently this change of view was occasioned by the rise of the Christian Church, which
used the Bible only in the Septuagint Version. It
Avill be seen that in the Middle Ages the desire to
please the women during the service and to instruct
them led to the introduction of the vernacular, especially for the prophetical lessons.
The treatise Soferim even makes it a duty "to translate, for the
wonien, the weekly readings from the Pentateuch
and the Prophets before the close of the service. The
translation was not read verse by verse after the

Hebrew, but as one continuous passage " (Abrahams,
"Jewish Life in the Middle Ages," p. 345).
The oldest and most important of all the versions
made by Jews is that called " The Septuagint " (" Interpretatio septuaginta virorum" or "seniorum").
It is a monument of the Greek spoken by the large
and important Jewish community of Alexandria;
not of classic Greek, nor even of the Hellenistic style
affected by Alexandrian writers.
If the account
given by Aristeas be true, some traces of Palestinian
influence should be found; but a study of the Egypwhich are abund^^nt for this particular
period, is said by both MahafTy and Deissmann to
show a very close similarity between the language
they represent and that of the Septuagint, not to
tian papyri,

mention the Egyptian words already recognized by
both Hody and Eichhorn. These papyri have in a
measure reinstated Aristeas (about 200 b.c.) in the
opinion of scholars. Upon his "Letter to Philocrates" the tradition as to the origin of the Septua-

now believed
even though he may have been
gint rests.

The Sep-

It

is

that
mis-

taken in some points, his facts in genworthy of credence (Abrahams,
in "Jew. Quart. Rev." xiv. 321).
According to
Aristeas, the Pentateuch was translated at the time
of Philadelphus, the second Ptolemy (285-247 B.C.),
which translation was encouraged by the king
and welcomed by the Jews of Alexandria. Gratz
("Gesch. der Juden," 3d ed., iii. 615) stands alone in
assigning it to the reign of Philometor (181-146 b.c).
Whatever share the king may have had in the work,
it evidently satisfied a pressing need felt by the Jewish communit}% among whom a knowledge of He-

tuagint.

eral are

brew was
every-day
It is

not

rapidlj^

waning before the demands of

life.

known when

the other books of the Bible
The grandson of Ben

were rendered into Greek.

Sira (132 B.C.), in the prologue to his translation of
his grandfather's work, speaks of the "Law, Proph-

and the rest of the books" as being already current in his day.
Greek Chronicles is mentioned
by Eupolemus (middle of second century B.C.);
Aristeas, the historian, quotes Job; afoot-note to the
ets,

A

Greek Esther seems to show that that book was in
circulation before the end of the second century b.c.
and the Septuagint Psalter is quoted in I Mace. vii.

;
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17.
It is therefore more than probable that the
whole of the Bible was translated into Greek before
the beginning of the Christian era (Swete, "An In-

troduction to the O. T. in Greek," ch. i.). The
number of Greek-speaking Jewish communities
in Palestine, Syria, Mesopotamia, Asia Minor, and
northern Africa must have facilitated its spread in
all these regions.
The quotations from the Old
Testament found in the New are in the niain taken
from the Septuagint and even where the citation
is indirect the influence of this version is clearly
seen.
This will also explain in a measure the undoubted influence of the Septuagint upon the Syriac
translation called the "Peshitta."
Being a composite work, the translation varies in
the different books.
In the Pentateuch, naturally,
it adheres most closely to the original
in Job it
varies therefrom most widely.
In some books (e.g.,
Daniel) the influence of the Jewish Midrash is more
large

;

;

apparent than in others. Where it is literal
"intolerable as a literary vsrork" (Swete, ib. p.

it

is

22).

The translation, which shows at times a peculiar
ignorance of Hebrew u.sage, was evidently made
from a codex which differed widely in places from the
text crystallized by the Masorah.
Its influence upon
the Greek-speaking Jews must have been great. In
course of time it came to be the canonical Greek
Bible, as Luther's translation became the German,
and the Authorized Version the English. It is the
version used by the Jewish Hellenistic writers, Demetrius, Eupolemus, Artabanus, Aristeas, Ezekiel,
and Aristobulus, as well as in the Book of Wisdom,
the translation of Ben Sira, and the Jewish Sibyllines.
Hornemann, Siegfried, and Ryle have shown
that Philo bases his citations from the Bible on the
Septuagint Version, though he has no scruple about
modifying them or citing them with much freedom.
Josephus follows this translation closely (Freuden-

thal, " Hellenistische Studien," ii. 171; Siegfried, in
Stade's "Zeitschrift," iii. 32). It became part of
the Bible of the Christian Church.
Two things, however, rendered the Septuagint
unwelcome in the long run to the Jews. Its divergence from the accepted text (afterward called the
Masoretic) was too evident and it therefore could
not serve as a basis for theological discussion or for
homiletic interpretation. This distrust was accentuated by the fact that it had been adopted as Sacred
revision in the sense
Scripture by the new faith.
of the canonical Jewish text was necessarj-.
This
revision was made by a proselyte, Aquila, who lived
during the reign of Hadrian (117-138).
Aquila.
He is reported to have been a pupil of
R. Akiba and to have embodied in his
revision the principles of the strictest literal interpretation of the text; certainly his translation is
pedantic, and its Greek is uncouth.
It strove only
to reproduce the text word for word, and for this
reason it grew rapidly in favor in strictly Jewish
circles where Hebrew was yet understood.
Not only
in the days of Origen was it thus popular, but, according to the testimony of Jerome and Augustine,
down to the fourth and fifth centuries. Of this
;

A

translation a

few fragments have come down

to us,

together with many citations made by Christian
writers from Origen's Hexapla.
In the middle of

-
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the sixth century a certain section of the Jews in
Byzantium wished to read the Sabbath lections in
Greek as well as in Hebrew but the Rabbis and
authorities desired that only Hebrew should be read.
The discussion came before the emperor, Justinian,
who in the year 553 issued a novella in which it was
expressly stated that "the Hebrews are allowed to
read the Holy Writ in their synagogues in the Greek
language " and the emperor advised them to use
;

;
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Aquila (Gratz,
"Gesch. der Juden," v. 435).
A second revision of the Septuagint was made
by one Theodotion, perhaps a native of Ephesus,
who may have lived toward the end of the second
century.
He is sometimes said to liave been a
convert to Judaism. His revision, also, is in the nature of a recurrence to the Hebrew text, but he
avoids entirely the pedantry of Aquila, and his Greek
gives a readable text; the only evidences of pedantry are his transliterations of a number of Hebrew
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third translator,

not known, tried to smooth down Aquila's
un Grecian Greek by the use of both the Septuagint
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words. Strange to say, his version of Daniel entirely
displaced that of the Septuagint; and in other portions his translations are occasionally found in ordinary Septuagint manuscripts. For this fact no sufficient reason has yet been given.
Fragments of his
work are also found in the remains of Origen's

npOCTOOfOtrTOCGINX
CyrxpAIXMGMXI' T Y r
HMIN AGI CONX<|>C)plrXIT•
OrOCKXIX^IXCXIXYTO
ei neNAGXYTajK"CBXAIZ«
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cfxjUNxi Kxixc-ri'xnxi/
KXI NGcf^eAH rNOC^CDA'i-^

!5ible

xix. 14-xx.

17.

and Theodotion. He seems to be the best stylist of
all.
According to Epiphanius, he was a Samaritan
convert to Judaism; but Eusebiusand
Theodotion Jerome make liim out an Ebionite.
and Sym- Of the three other fragmentary transmachus. lations into Greek used by Origen
in compiling his Hexapla, very little
is known.
It is not even certain that they are the

work of Jews.
Toward the end

of the fourteenth century or at
the beginning of the fifteenth another translation of
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tlic

Biblo into Greek

was made, of which

fiie

por-

tion covering tlio Pentateuch, IJutli, Proverbs, Can-

Lanientalions, and Daniel is still
l^nscrved in niannscript (.MS. Gr,, No. vii.)in the
It has been edited in
library of St. Mark'.s, Venice.
a final form by Oscar von Gebliardt ("Giwcus Venctus, " Leipsic, IS7~)), with a preface by Franz Deticles, Ecclesiastes,

According to \'ou Gel)hardt, Delitzsch,
lilzsch.
P'reudcntlial (" lleilenistisclie Studien," p. 12'J),

EN(Y([,()PI-:DIA

x.\ii. 2.50: compare ih. wiii. 136.
aiulGudemann. "(^uellen-" pp. 239-289).
The Syriac translation of ihc Old Testament was
undoubtedly made directly from the Hebrew;
though at Antioch, during the thii<l century of the
l)resent era and at later periods, it was revised so as
to make it conform to the Septuagint.

I'^tudes Juives."

xxiv. 160,

and

The

tiie

Peshitta.

who for some reason or other ]»recommentary of David Ivimhi to that of
The author has also used the former Greek
Raslii.
versions.
The body of the; work is done into Attic
Greek; the Aramaic portions of Daniel an; rendered
author was a Jew,
i'erred

into

the

Doric.

Delitzsch

Jias

tried

to

identify

autiior with a certain Eliseus, a learned

Jew

the

at the

court of 3Iurad I. (see "Theol. Lit. Zeit." i. 107;
Swete. I.e. p. 56; Nestle, I.e. p. 84). On the other
hand, P. Frankl has tried to show that the translator
was a Christian and not a Jew ("Monatsschrift,"
According to Griitz ("Gcsch. der
xxiv. 372).
Juden," vii. 318), Shemariah of Xegroponte (13284(5) rendered the Book of Genesis into Greek, in an
attempt to bridge over the cleft separating Karaites
from Habbinites. But Shemariah's work was a
commentary and not a translation (Steinschneider,
"Hebr. Bibl." xv. 89). On translations of the Haf-

Greek see "]\Iagazin," ii. 5.
attempt to translate the Bible into modern Greek was made by a monk of the island of
Crete, Agapiou by name.
In 1543 he published a
rendering of the Psalms which followed closely the
tarot into

The

lirst

Modern
Greek.

Septuagint translation. This preceded
the tirst Jewish translation by only a
few years. One column of the Polyglot Pentateuch (Constantinople, 1547)

contained a Neo-Grcek version in Hebrew characters.
The dialect used is that of Epirus; and no single
word of Turkish is to be found in it. Though full
of Hebraisms, it is said to be of importance for the
study of Greek linguistics. The few copies of this
edition which are now known to exist do not agree;
and it has been suggested that conections were
made in the text during printing. In the "Kevuc
des Etudes Grecques" (iii. 288 et seq.) Belleli has reprinted the tirst four chapters of Genesis; and a
facsimile of the whole has been published by D. C.
Hesseiing, "Les Cinq Livres de la Loi"(Leydcn.
1897; compare the discussion in "Rev. Etudes
Juives," xxxv. 132, 314).
A translation of Jonah
into modern Greek is found in a manuscript volume
of prayers in the library of the University of Bologna; and it is known, from R. jMeir Katzenellenbogen, that in his day (1470-1565) it w'as customary
in Padua to read the Ilaftarahof the Atonement Day
in the vernacular; this was also the case in Candia
(Kapsali, ed. Lattes, p. 22).
L. ]\Iodena has shown
("Cataloghi dei Codici Orientali," p. 335, Florence,
1876) that this thirteenth-century manuscript, which
came originally from Canea, is similar to ]\IS. No.
1144 in the Bodleian collection (Neubauer, "Cat.
Bodl. Hebr. MSS." cpl. 338; "Rev. Etudes Juives,"
xxiii. 135).
In 1576 Moses ben Elijah Phobian, or
Popian, published at Constantinople a Neo-Greek
translation of Job for the express purpose of facilitating the teaching of Hebrew (Belleli, in "Rev.
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The

history of its origin is obscure;
was proi)ably made in JMesopotainia duiiiig the tirst century.
As

but

it

with most of the older translations, various hands
been at work Jiere.
Perles ("^Icletemata
iVschittoniana,'' Breslau, 1S59), Prager("I)e Veteris
Tcslamenti Veisione Peschitto," Gottingen, 1875),
an<l Bacher (see Aua.maic L.v.\<irA(;i!;) believe it is the
work of Jews: l)ut this has not yet been proved;
and tiie view of Dathe, l^ichhorn, Hitzig, Noldeke,
and Renan, that it owes its oriuiu to Jud;eo-Christians, seems more probable.
Perles, however, lias
shown that there are unmistakable evidences in the
Peshitta of the influence of the Targum, especially
This has been confirmed for Ezekiol
in Genesis.
by Cornill ("Das Buch Ezekiel," p. 154), for Chron-

have

by S. Friiukel (in "•Jalirb. fiir Protcstantischc
Theologie," 1879), and for Job by Stenig("I)e Syriaca Libri Jobi Interp." ll(;lsingfors, 1887), Mandl
("Peschitto zu Hiob," Leipsic, 1892), and Hauman
(in Stade's " Zeitschrift, " xix. 29).
The closest agreement between the two versions is found in the Book
of Proverbs; but it is now generally held that in this
case the Targum reflects the Peshitta and not vice
versa, as Maybaum contends (Merx, " Archiv," vol.
ii.).
This view is upheld by a consideration of the
general character of the translation (Pinkuss, in
Stade's "Zeitschrift," xiv. 101; sec also Duval,
"Litterature Syriaque," 1899, pp. 31 et seq.).
It is impossible to tell at how early a time the
Jews commenced to translate the Bible into Arabic.
After the early victories of the iVIohammedans, Arabic civilization and Arabic surroundings brought
the Jews into very close connection
Arabic
with the Arabic language.
Even
Versions, where Hebrew was still kept up, the
Hebrew alphabet must at times have
gone out of fashion; for there exist some Karaite
manuscripts of the tenth century, giving the Hebrew
text in Arabic characters and with the letters used
as vowel-signs (R. Horning, "British ]\[useum Karaite MSS." London, 1889;
Margoliouth, "Cat.
Hebr. and Samaritan MSS. Brit. Mus." i., Nos. 108,
That the Jews had little scruple in reading
104).
the Bible in Arabic may be seen from Judah ibn
Tibbon's advice to his son to read the Sabbath lections in that tongue ("Jew. Quart. Rev." xii. 484).
There are no facts, however, which prove that the
early Jews of Arabia possessed any Arabic translation of the Bible.
There is a tradition, going back
to Abu Huraya, a contemporary^ of Mohammed, that
"The People of the Book used to read the Taurab
[Torah] in Hebiew and interpret it in Arabic to the
followers of Islam " which tradition is the basis of
the polemics of Abu ^lohainmed ibn Hazm (d. 1064).
Another tradition says that " Ka'ab the rabbi brought
a book ["sifr"] to Omar the calif and said, 'Here
is the Torah, read it'" (Goldziher, in "Z. D. M. G."
xxxii. 344).
The evidence is insufficient; and there
icles

;
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Till-:

warraal

.I1':\\1S1I

Spreugcr's idea lliiit
cuneiit in Arabia during Mi)lianiiu('d's (lays (sec Kuciicn, " Volksieligii)ii,'"
At a later time, however, sueli translations
p. 297).
Jiuist lia\c' existed, even tliongli little (redene(,' can
be placed ujion the assur.-mees of the polenncal
oi'
writei's thai tlu'V had '"I'l'ail this in the 'i'<;r;ih
"in the Zabui- [Psalnisl" (/A. ]). iMl; coini)are 8tade's

even

is

less

apocrypliiil

wiiling's

for

wwc

'"

The Fihrist (ed. Fliigel, i.
.\iii. ol.')).
of Al-Xadiin men! ions an Ahmad ibn Abd Allah
ibn Salani vviio translated the Bil)l(' into x\rabio, ai
the time of Ilarun alHashid. Fahral-Din al-Uazi
mentions a translation of llabbakidc by the son of
-Zeilschrift,"

"22)

Habbanal-Tabari ("Z. I). 31. G." xlii. 64.*)). .Many
of the Arabic historians, as Al-Tabari, jMas'udi,
Hamza, and IJirnni, cite passages and recount the
earl}' liistoi'v of the Jews in a most circumstantial
Il)n Kulail)ah, the historian (d. 889), says
manner.
that lie read the Bible; and he even made a collection of liiiiiical passages in a w<irk which has
been preserved b}' Ibn Jauzi of the twelfth century (see Haii])t and Dclitzscli, " Beitriige zur
Stade's"Zeilschrift," xv. 138).
is that of
Saadia Gaon (81)2- 042). The influence of this translation was in its Avay as great as that of the gaon's

Assyriologie,"

The

first

iii.

4f);

important Arabic translation

philo.sophical work.
the version for the
tries: it is dignified

It has remained to this day
Jews in Arabic-speaking counby the name "Targum "; and in

many

of the South Arabian Bible manuscripts it
follows the Aramaic ver.se by vei'se, as the Aramaic
Saadia. in the m;uii takes the
follows the Hebrew.
Targum as his guide, especially in doing away with
all

anthropomorphisms.

llis

chief

Saadia
Gaon.

thought, however, is to i)roduoe a
readable and intelligible translation.
In this sense his translation may be
called free; he was evident!}' working for a genei'al
reading pul)lie, both Jewish and ^Mohammedan, and
not for scholars. Ibn Ezra blames him for the ai)parent ease with which he pa.sses over dilliculties.
But, in calling this translation a"tafsir" (explanation), he meant to indicate that he aimed to j)re.sent
" pesliat ") of the; Biblical
the simple sense ("'basit "
text; and Abual-Walid looks upor. him as the chief

=

Ilis fervent belief in
representative of this nu-tliod.
the verbal inspiration of the Biblical text kept him
free, on the one hand, from the influence of his rationalistic philosophy and, on the other, from the
allegorical method of the Talmud (Editio Dereubourg, v. X.; Bacher in Winter and Wi'in.sche, "Ji'idische Litteratur," iii. 244). When no word in Aral»ic
w ill exactly ex])ress his meaning, he uses the Hebrew
word or adopts the Hebrew construction. In addition, he attcmjits to reproduce Hebrew words by
Arabic words with a similar sound (.Muiik, in ('alien's
Saadia. in the introduction to the
•' Bible," ix.
127).
commentary on the Pentateuch, states that he translated it twice: once with a dill'iisc commentai'v the
second time without the comnientar)'. Of the liist
;

translation only a few fragments and eit:itions by
ibn Ezra, Bahya ben Asher, Abraham

Abraham

Maimonides. etc., have been ]ireserved (Derenlxairg's
Pentateuch, Hebrew part, ]i. vii. " ;\fonat.sschrift." xli. 20r); "Jew. Quart. Bev."xii. 53(J).
Of this work, at one time complete, only the Penta-

ed. of the

;
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teuch, Isaiah, ]\Iinor Prophets. ])ortions of Judges,
P.salms, Job, Proverbs, and Daniel are now extant.
Saadia's translation was tirst printed in the Polyglot Pentateuch, Constantinople, lo4(;.
It was rejjiodiieed in .Viable characters in the Paris and Lon(164.J-5T).
From time to time more
or less critical editions of various poitions have been
published; a complete li.st of these editions as well

don Polyglots

as of th(! extant manuscripts is given b}' Steinsehneider in the " Kaufmann (iedenkbuch," pp.
t.-):)
li Ml/, (.see also '•.Monatssehrift," xli. 124, and
''
De Saadite Gaonis Vita, Bibliorum
Versione, etc.," ^liinster, 1S97).
definite edition
of the translation ami commentaries was commenced

lOngelkemper,

A

the late Joseph Derenbourg, "(Euvres Comde H. Saadia," Paris, 1893 <t scq., and is being
carried on by Hartwig Derenbourg and j\Iayer Lambert; the Pentateuch, Isaiah, Proverbs, and Job have
liy

liletes

ai)peare(l (1902).

A number of other translations into Arabic must
have existed. Abu al-Walid mentions some of them,
though it can hardly be determined to-day to which
translations he refers (Bacher, "Leben uiuMVerke
Some of them, though beard(!S Abulwalid," p. 99).
ing no direct relation to that of Saadia, show evident
This is true at least of a
traces of liis influence.
translation of the Minor Prophets, Isaiah, Jeremiah,
and Ezekiel, found in Codex Huntington (Xo. 20(>
in the

Bodleian Library, Oxford).

Hosea was iniblished by

From

this

manu-

Schniter in Merx,
"Archiv,"i. 2S ef seq. ]\I. Peril z has
Other
edited " Zwei Alte Uebersetzungen
Arabic
des Buehes Kuth," Berlin, 1900 ("MoVersions, natsschrift," 1899, pj). 49 et soj.). The
second of these, from a manuscript in
the British ."Museum, though it .shows most of the
peculiarities of Saadia's translation, is not by him
(s(;e also Poznauski, in "Zeit. fur Hebr. Bibl." iv.
I(i7).
Xothing is known of the fragments of the
Arabic version of the Pentateuch found in the
twelfth-century manuscript. St. Petersburg, Nos.
137 and 138 (Ilarkavy-Straek, "Catalog," p. Kil).
.\nother translation of the Five Scrolls is found in
British jMuseum 3ISB., Xos. 146,147 (Poznanski. in
A rimed version
"Rev. Etudes Juives," xli. 302)
of the Psalms was made by one llafz al-Kuti (tenth
c(intury), which is contained in a manuscrii>t of the
.Vmbrosian Library in Milan (llammer-Purgstall in
"Bibl. Ital. di Letteratura." civ. 30), copied in 102.-)
from a manuscript in the Escurial. which has since
been lost. It is cited by ]Moses ibn Ezra in his
" Poetics"; but it is evident that this tnuishition was
made by one w ho was not even, as has been supNeuposed, a' baptized Jew ("Hebr. Bibl." x. 20).
bauer has pointed out (" Bev. Etudes Juives." xxx.
ctontains Christian quotations; and the
(i.l) that it
term "the Goth" {ih. )). 318) would suniciently indiA version of
cate that the author was a Christian.
Ecclesiastes by Judah ibn Ghayyat has been published by J. Lowv, Leyden. 1884 (see Ballmer's
script

IJ.

".Hulisches Litteratur-Blatt," May 29, 1884, p. 88).
In the thirteenth century a translation of the Peutateuch Avas made by an African Jew. who al.so
It is known as
ba.sed his work on that of Saadia.
the "Arabs Erpenii " ("Pent. Mosis Arabice," Lug.(On a suppo.sed translation of
Bat. MS., No. 1622).

.
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the Psalms by Saadia ben Lrvi Azankot see Steiuschneider, " Cat. Bodl." col. 2227.) In modem times
several Arabic translations of the Bible have been
published in India e.g. by Ezekiel Shem-Tob David,.
Bombay, 1889, and the Apocrypha by Joseph David,
;

,

Bombay, 1895.
It was natural that the Karaites should refuse to
make use of the version in Arabic made by their
arch-enemy, Saadia. Only two or three of their attempts to replace it have come down; and even
these have been preserved in a most fragmentary
form only. One of the earliest of these
attempts was that made by Joshua
Karaite
Versions, b. Ari, or, to give him the name by

which he

is

better

known, Abu

al-

Faraj Furkan ibn Asad, a learned Jerusalem Karaite
A portion of
of the middle of the eleventh century.
his Arabic translation of the Pentateuch is to be
found in MS. Or. 2491 of the British Museum. It
shows occasionally a decided rationalistic tendenc}',
explanatory glosses being introduced here and there
into the text (G. Margoliouth, in "Jew. Quart. Rev."
Whether Japheth ha-Levi (Ibn Ali alxi. 190).
Basri) really translated any parts of the Bible (Margoliouth, " Descriptive List," pp. 25 et seq.), is undetermined but it is known that he had the ambitious
desire to write an extensive commentary upon the
whole Bible (Steinschneider, "Hebr. Uebers." p.
According to Margoliouth ("Cat. Hebr. and
941).
;

Brit. ]Mus." p. 71), MS. Brit. Mus.
101 (Or. 2481) contains an Arabic translation of the
Pentateuch based upon tliat of Japheth.
The translation of Saadia, as is said above, had

Samaritan MSS.

become a standard work in Egypt, Palestine, and
But to the Samaritans it w-as as distasteful
Syria.
(Harkavy, "Hadashim," No. 7, p. 22) as it no doubt
had been to the Karaites, because of the rabbinical
interpretations which it represented.
Samaritan At some time, perhaps during the
Revision thirteenth century, it was revised by
of Saadia. a Samaritan witli the express purpose of adapting it to the use of his
This revision is usually held to have
been made by Abu Sa'id ibn abu al-Husain ibn abu
Sa'id, and has claimed the attention of European
scholars such as De Sacy ("Memoires de I'Academie," 1808, xlix. 1 et seq.), Gesenius ("De Pentateuchi Samaritani Origine, Indole et Auctoritate,"

at what time the first translations
made into Persian. From quotaDiukard" and the "Shikand Gumanik

known

It is not

of the Bible were
tions in the "

Viyar " (theological works of the Sassanian period),
James Darmesteter has supposed that one existed in
Pahlavi ("Rev. Etudes Juives," xviii. 5); but the
supposition is unsupported by any real
Blau also("Einleitung," p.
evidence.
Persian
Versions. 95) seems to incline to this opinion, because Bab. Meg. 18a speaks of a scroll
of Esther in the Elamite and Median languages.
According to Maimonides, the Pentateuch was translated into Persian many hundred years previous to
Mohammed (Zunz, " G. V." 2d ed., p. 9). This statement also can not be further substantiated. The

which we have any knowledge is
made by Jacob ben Joseph Tawus, and printed
in Hebrew characters in the Polyglot Pentateuch,
Constantinople, 1546. This was transcribed into
Persian characters and translated into Latin by
Thomas Hyde, in which form it was published in
Kohut ("Beleuchtung der
the London Polyglot.
earliest version of

that

Persischen Pentateuch-Uebersetzung," 1871) places
in the first half of the sixteenth century
(compare also Zunz, " G. S." iii. 136). According to

Tawus

Steinschneider ("Jewish Literature," p. 321), Tawus
made use of an earlier translation made in the thirteenth century (see Munk, in Cahen's "Bible," vol.
ix.), which followed the Targum and the commenA number of translations
tary of David Kimhi.
into Persian are to be found in the various collections of manuscript, of which the following is a
partial

list:

Vatican MS. 61 (Guidi, in " Rendiconti ... del
Lincei," 1885, p. 347).
Codex Adler B. 63, written in 1776 ("Jew. Quart. Rev."

Pentateuch

:

X. 596).

Codex

St.

"Cat."

Petersburg 141 (not by Tawus; Harliavy-Strack,
p. 166).

Vatican MS. 37 Bodleian MS. 1830.
Bodleian MS. 1827 (Jewish ? Horn, la
Vatican MS. 43
•'Z. D. M. G."li. 7).
Codex Adler B. 27 ("Jew. Quart. Rev." x. 592).
Brit. Mus. MSS. 159, 160 (transl. about 1470 by Baba b.
Muriel of Ispahan; Margoliouth, " Cat. of Hebr. and

Psalms

;

:

;

coreligionists.

p. 120, Halle, 1815), and Juynboll (" Commentatio
de Versione Arabico-Samaritana," Amsterdam, 1846).
Of it Genesis, Erodus, and Leviticus have been
edited bj' A. Kuenen (Leyden, 1851-54; see Kohn,
"Zur Sprache der Samaritaner," p. 134; Nestle, I.e.
Abu Sa'id was supposed to have lived
p. 153).
about the year 1070; but Wreschner ("Samaritanische Tradition," 1888, p. xix.) has shown that he
According to
flourished in the thirteenth century.
Joseph Bloch, " Die Samaritanisch-Arabische Pentateuch Uebersetzung," p. 16, Berlin, 1901, the real
translator is perhaps the Tyrian, Abu al-Hasan, and
Abu Sa'id is only a scholiast. If this he true, it
was not the first translation for one was made in the
twelfth century by Sadaka ibn Munajja of Damascus, a physician in the service of Sultan Malik alAshraf (Haji Khalifah, ii. 402; Neubauer, "Chronique Samaritaine," p. 112).
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Samaritan MSS. Brit. Mus." p. 120).
Mus. MS. Or. 4729 (dated 1822; "Jew. Quart. Rev."

Brit.

vil. 119).

Proverbs, Canticles, Ruth, Ecclesiastes : Paris MS. 116 (" Cat. des
MSS. H(Sb. de la Bibl. Nat.").
Proverbs, Canticles, Ecclesiastes: Codex Adler B. 46 ("Jew.
Quart. Rev." x. 595).
Pails MS. 117 (" Cat. des MSS. Heb. de la Bibl. Nat.").
Proverbs On a translation now lost, see Lagarde, " Symmlcta,"
:

ii.

14.

Job and Lamentations

:

Codex de Rossi 1093 (Zunz, " G. S."

ill.

135).

Job

:

Song

Paris MS. 118 ("Cat. des MSS. H(?breux de la Bibl. Nat.").
Codex St. Petersburg 142 Harkavy-Strack, p. 167).
(

Paris MSS. 120, 121 ("Catalogue," etc.).
of Songs Codex Adler B. 12 (" Jew. Quart. Rev." x. 589).
:

Daniel: Paris MSS. 128, 129 ("Catalogue," etc.).
Esther Codex Adler T. 16 and 27 ("Jew. Quart. Rev." x. 598,
:

599)

Paris MS. 127 ("Catalogue." etc.).
Tobit, Judith, Bel and Dragon, .\ntiochus: Codex Bodleian 130.
Minor Prophets: Codex St. Petersburg 139 and Codex B. 18

(Harkavy-Strack, pp. 165, 262).
Haftarot: Codex St. Petersburg 140 (Harkavy-Strack,

p. 166).

;

There are also some quite modern translations
into Persian, as •D12 DlJin UV whr^n D. Vienna,
1883 (transl. bv Benjamin Cohen of Bokhara; see
"Lit.-Blatt fiir Or. Phil." i. 186): QlJin DJ/ ^?B^

;
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JT'nin' 'D"lXD,

Jerusalem, 1885; Job,

ib.;

tbc latter

two also translated by Benjamin Cohen.
For the use of the Karaites in the Crimea and
Turkey, a translation has been made into the Tshagatai-Tatar dialect. The Pentateuch was printed
(text and Tshagatai in Hebrew characters) by 'Irab
Ozlu (fc Son.s, Constantinople, 1836, Avith the title
'1J1

^xyoK*^

p^^3 ni^on

c^iid dj? n^trNia

idd

;

on

the margin are the ni^'DH pj^: and
acrostic poems are added bj' Abraham

Tatar

ben Samuel, Simhah ben Joseph T'J^<
(Chages?), Isaac Cohen, and Isaac ben
Samuel Cohen of Jerusalem. The whole Bible was
printed in Tshagatai by Mordecai Trishkin (4 vols.,
Goslov, 1841-42; see "Jew. Quart. Rev." xii. 686).
Extracts are also to be foimd in the 3"i '^^2] of Musaiia, printed at Ortakoi (Constantinople), 1825, and
published by the same firm that edited the Pentateuch of 1836 ("Jew. Quart. Rev." xiii. 549). Manuscripts of such translations exist also in the Imperial Library at St. Petersburg (Nos. 143-146;
Harkavy-Strack, "Cat." pp. 167-170).
Talmud tradition expressly speaks of a Coptic
translation of the Bible (Meg. 18a; Shabbat 115a).
Cornill, in his examination of the Coptic text of
Ezekiel, finds the one published by
Coptic
Tattam to be of composite character
and Hun- and not simply a translation of the
garian.
Septuagint.
Blaubelieves that itwas

Versioi

i.

made directlj^ from the Hebrew text
("Einleitung," p. 91; "Jew. Quart. Rev." ix. 728).
No Jewish translation into Hungarian was made
until quite recently, the Jews of Hungary making
use of the Catholic and Protestant versions of the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
About the
middle of the nineteenth century ]VI. Bloch (Ballaghi)
attempted such a rendering but he was not successful.
His plan has recently (1902) been carried out;
and the Pentateuch (by M. Bernstein and M. BJau),
Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and Kings (by Julius
Fischer, Banoczi, Bacher, and Kraus.s) have appeared (see "Rev. Etudes Juives," xliii. 158).
The translation of the Bible into the German dialect spoken by the Jews of middle Europe was commenced at an early date.
manuscript in the collection of De Rossi, dated Mantua, 1421, contains a
Judaeo-German translation of Joshua, Judges, Jonah,
and four of the Megillot. De Rossi
Judseosupposed them to be written in Polish
German, because they were brought to Italy by
Polish Jews (Neubauer, in "Jew.
Quart. Rev." iv. 703).
Such translations were technically known as "Teutsch-Hummash."
A printer
had innocently placed the words ri3''K-|1 HJ^NV (Cant.
iii. 11) on the title-page of such a translation made
by Jacob ben Isaac of Janow (Lublin, 17th century '?),
from which they became familiarly called "Ze'enah U-re'ennah"; and down to the time of Mendelssohn's translation they were popular reading-books,
especially for women on Saturdays.
They were embellished v/ith all manner of explanations, legends,
and moral sayings, which were inserted into the text
(Steinschneider, " Volkslitteratur der Juden," p. 17).
The first rendering of this kind was made by a
convert, Michael Adam, the translator of Yosippon
into Judaeo-German.
It was published by Paulus
;

A
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Fagius, Constance, 1543-44 (Steinschneider, "Cat.
Bodl." Nos. 1187, 4333; Perles, in "Monatsschrift,"
XXV. 361;^rf. "Aramaische Studien," p. 167; "Rev.
Etudes Juives," v. 143, 315), and was reprinted at
Basel in 1583 and 1607. It has nothing in common
with Luther's translation, as Wolf ("Bibl. Hebr."
iv. 198) supposes.
This Pentateuch was reprinted
at Cremona, 1560 (ed. Judah ben Moses Naphtali)
Basel, 1583; ib. 1603; Prague, 1608, 1610; Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1687.
A rimed version of it
appeared at Fiirth, 1692, and Wilmersdorf, 1718;
and a second rimed version of Genesis was made by
a certain Aaron of Pj'ague during the seventeenth
century. In 1543-44 Paulus ^milius published a
similar translation of the Pentateuch (Augsburg,
It is uncertain whether ^milius simply
1544).

copied the edition of Adam or not (Steinschneider,
in "Zeit. fiir Gesch. der Juden in Deutschland," i.
^milius also edited at Ingolstadt (1562) the
286).
Judaeo-German rimed translation of Samuel in German characters. This was a mere copy of the edi-

by Hayyim ben David
i. 285).
Itwas called
tbe -[12 i'XIDt;' ("Samuel Book").
This was reprinted at Mantua about 1562; Cracow, 1593;

Hebrew

tion in

characters

Schwartz, Augsburg, 1544

{ib.

Prague, 1609; Basel, 1612. Schwartz also published
translation of Kings, px D'3i5D "ISD £jn
A
"li<1Dt^> |K'D''"'1D, Augsburg, 1543; Prague, 1007.
translation of Judges (rimed) appeared at Mantua
in 1561 one of Joshua, " derneut in teutscher Sprach,
wolgereimt
hiibsch mit Midraschim," at Cracow in 1588 or 1594 one of Canticles, by Isaac Sulkes,
at Cracow in 1579 another by Moses Sartels, Prague,
1604; one of Jeremiah, ib. 1602; one of Ezekiel
(rimed), ib. 1602; and one of Jonah, "njV "ISD niit
viel D''K*nn und alle Midraschim " (rimed), Prague,
a rimed

;

.

.

.

;

;

before 1686.

The first Judaeo-German translation of the Psalms
was that of Elijah Levita (Venice, 1545 Zurich, 1558,
etc.) it was arranged in the order of the psalms said
on each day of the week. A rimed "^la D^^nn b}^
Moses Stendal appeared at Cracow in 1586. Proverbs was translated by Mordecai ben (Isaac) Jacob
;

;

Toplitz, Cracow, 1582 (a version also appeared at
Amsterdam, 1735); and Job by the same (?), Prague,
1597.
translation of Kings appeared at Cracow

A

1583 (Neubauer, in "Rev. Etudes Juives," v.
144); one of Esther, ib. 1596; and one of Daniel,
""|n?N'Jl in teutscher Sprach hub.scli undbescheidlich, gar kurzweilig darin zu leien Weiber und Meidin

Cracow, 1588. These editions of Cracow came
from the press of Isaac ben Aaron Prossuitz, whose
intention it was to publish the whole Bible in
Judaeo-German in order that " women and children
might be able to read without the help of a teacher "
lich,"

(Perles, in "Monatsschrift,"

The

first

complete Bible

xxv. 353).
in

Judaeo-German was

that of Isaac Blitz, Amsterdam, 1676-78.
It was
for the use of the Polish Jews who had fled thither
a few years previously because of the

Isaac

Chmielnicki

persecutions.

It

must

have been the intention of the translator to push its sale in Poland also for
letters patent were granted for it by
John Sobieski III. This translation exercised very
little influence, as the Judaeo-German in which it
Blitz's
Bible.

;

—
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was wiitten
sccDiid

many Diilcli wonls and fx"Yiddish Literatuie," p. lit). A

contaiiu-d

prcssioiis (Wiener,

translatiou, in opposition to that of Blitz,
in Amsterdam in 1G79 by Josejih

was published

Witzenhausen, formerly a comiiosilor in the employ
of Uri Phoebus, the jjrintcr of the former edition.
AVitzenliausen was able to secure the approbation of
Die Council of the Four Lands, and his attempt to
make the Athias edition supersede that of Plioebus
occasioned nmch bad blood (see Joseph Atiiias).
A second edition of this last translation was published at Amsterdam in ltt87, and a third, in German
tliird translacharacters, at Wandsbeck iu 1711.
tion, by Siissnian Hrxlellicim and Menahcm ^hui Ix'vi,
under the title nnJD ^IJ^JD, appeared at Amsterdam
At the same place in 1735 there was
in 172.")-'29.

A

published an edition of Proverbs ("Cat. Rosenthal.
15il)l." i. 207).
It was more than one hundred years
before another comjilcte German translation was
jiublished, namely, at Prague, 1883-87; but this w^as
of a composite character, as its editor. W. Meyer,
made use of various translations (in general, compare Grlinbaiuu, " Judisch-Deutsche Chrestomathie," Leipsic, 1882).

The growing acquaintaiure of the Jews with German literature soon produced a marked discontent
with these Judao-Geiman translations. This discontent was voiced by the rabbis of Berlin, Mecklenburg, and Courland (Zuuz, "G. V." 2d ed., p. 407).
To meet this v»ant ^Mendelssohn stepped into the
breach; and his tran.slation of the
German Pentateuch is worthy of more than a
])as.sing notice.
It had a special imTranslation
portance in that it not only aroused an

—

Mendels-

interest in literature on the
part of those who read it, but also
paved the way for a more general use
of High German among the Jews of German)', among
whom it may be said to have introduced a new literary era(lvayserling, "Moses Mendelssohn," p. 280;
" Literaturblalt des Orients," 1840, p. 320; Auerbacli, in
"Zeitschrift flir Gesch. dcr Juden in
Deutschiaud," i. 2r); Wogue, "Hist, de la Bible et
de rE.xegese," p. 320). Mendelssohn undertook the
work for the instruction of his own children; but
upon the advice of Solomon Dubno, consented to
publication on condition that Dubno should
its
write a commentary explaining the reasons why
jMendelssohn chose his various renderings.
A specimen, '"'Alim li-Trufah," was edited by Dulmo
(Amsterdam, 1778), and aroused the liveliest interest on the part of Christians as well as of Jews.
It
was natural that it should also evoke strenuous opposition, especially on tiie ])art of those Jews who
feared that the reading of High German would cause
the Jewish youth to neglect their Hebrew studies.
Foremost in this opposition were the rabbis Ezekicl Landau (d. 1708) of Prague, Rat-hael lia-Kohen
(1722-1808). of Hamburg, Altona. and Wandsbeck,
llirscli Janow (17r)0-8r)) of Fiirth, and Phineas Levi
Ilorwit/, (1740-1803) of Frank fort-on-the-:\rain.
In June, 17!)!), the proposed translation was put

esthetic

sohn.

under tlie ban at Fi'irth.
some cities of Poland, and

It

is

was

also forbidden in

said even to

have been

publicly burned.
An additional ban was laid ujion
it by Pajihael lia-Kolien (July 17, 1781;
see (JiJitz,
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"Gesch. dcr Juden," .xi. .")8.'j, note 1). Work on
was, however, continued with the assistance of
Solomon Dubno, Hertz Ilomberg, and Aaron JaroDubno became frightened at the continued
slav.
opposition, and retired, forcing Mendelssohn himself
Though the
to do an achlitional share of the work.

it

translation

Hebrew

was

in

High German,

characters under the

it

was

title Dl^Jt:'!!

])rinted in

niDTlJ

'D,

with a Hebrew commentary or "biur," the commentaries of Rashi, etc., and an introduction b\'
It appeared iu parts
Xaphtali Hertz Wesseh'.
Genesis, Berlin, 1780; Exodus, ih. 1781; Leviticus,
ih. 1782; Numbers and Deuteronomj', 26.1783
and
has often been republished both in German and in

—

Hebrew

characters.

An

attempt was made in Mendelssohn's time to
issue an edition in German characters; but the German Jews at that time looked upon the work as so
exceptionally strange that its publication had to be
suspended (Bernfeld, "Juden im 19 Jahrhuudert,"
Mendelssohn also published (Berlin, 1783) a
p. 9).
translation of the Psalms (which, however, follows
closely that of Luther "Literaturblalt des Orients,"
1840, J). 320) and one of the Song of Solomon {ih.
These translations attempted a conscientious
1788).
reproduction of the text, and sought to make the
pathos of the original felt in the German and they
were followed by a large school of translators (see
;

;

BiiTiusTs).

C. E. J.

Bunsen

("

Vollslandiges Bibel-

werk," I. xvii.) calls these and similar tran.slations
"Synagogenbibeln." He says "they do not speak
in the historical German language, but in the Ilebr;eo-rabbinical JuiUeo-German " a verdict which is
wholly one-sided, if one excepts the proper names,
where an attempt was made to reproduce the He;

brew originals ("Monatsschrift," ix. 150).
Only a few^ of ]\Iendelssolm's followers can be
mentioned here. His translation of the Song of Solomon was published after his death by Joel Lowe
and Aaron Wolfson. The first of these also published a translatiou of Jonah (Berlin, 1788); while
the second translated Lamentations, Esther, and
Ruth (Berlin. 1788), Job (ih. 1788; Prague. 1791;
Vienna, 1800), and Kings (Breslau, 1809). Isaac
Euchel translated Proverbs (Berlin. 1790; Dessau,
1804), introducing, however, philosoi)hical expressions into the text, thereby often clouding the meaning.
David Friedlilnder, who translated Ecclesiastes
(in German characters, Berlin, 1788), wrote in a belletristic style.
Meir Obernik translated Josluia,
Judges, and Sanuiel, and, together with Samuel
Detmold, the Second Book of Samuel (^•L^•^^ nni?D).
Vienna, 1792). ]\I. Philippson, Joseph WoH, Gotthold Salomon, Israel Neumann, and J. Lowe Avere the
translators of the .Minoi' Piojihets published in Des-

under the title miHO nriJD (stereotyped
Wolf also ])ublished a translation
as early as 1837).
of Daniel (Dessau, 1808); David Otlen.sosser one of
Job (Ollenbach, 1807), Isjiiah (Flirth, 1807), and
Lamentations {ih. 1811), and together with S. J.
K()hn, of Jei-emiali (ih. isioj. A translation of
Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, Ezra, Xeliemiah,
and Chronicles by Ottensosser, Kohn, and SchwaIsaiah was
bacher apjx'ared at ITirth, 1807-23.
.dso translated by Isaiah Hochstetter (\Viuter and
WiULsche, "Die Judisclie Lilteratur," iii. 744), Jeresau, 1805,
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iniali

by Ikiiicinaun

Bluinciii'cld (Vienna,

\S42).

(I.cilin.
is-jli).

and

Hebrew characters and intended chietly for use as
show good judgment and philo-

Job by Boer

part of the ritual,

Sliulon;

I'salnis liy

Koim (Hanibiiiu-, IS'27). The period of tiie 3Iendclssolinian ])iuiisls in;iy be littinuly said to end witli
tiie ]>il)le ])ulili>iie(l by >b)ses l,aiidaii CJO parts,
Prauue,
tlie

mentioned aliovc

ls;!;!-;>7,

translations of

liie

Of

logical schooling (" Lileraturlilatt des Orients," 1840,

Only a mere mention can be made of L.
Herzberg's Ecclesiastes (Brunswick, 1838; seeZuuz,
in Josf's "Annalen." 1839, p. 102) and of L. H.
Lowenstein's metrical translation of Proverbs and
Lamentations (Frankfort - on the -31ain, 1837-38).
Gotthold Salomon's "Deutsche Volks- und Schulp. 041).

this woilc

Penlateueli. I'salms.

and Five

Scrolls Avere those of .Mendelssohn; the translations
of the oilier l)ooks -wei-e eoni rjliuted by ]\b)ses Lau-

dan, J. Weisso, S. Sachs, A. Beiiisch, and \V. .Mayor;
and the Elinor Prophets were; rei)rinted from the
edition of Dessan, ISO.! (Steinschneider, "Cat. Bodl."
No. 972). It may also be added here that an edition
of Pi-overl)S, Job. and the Fi\-e Scrolls, with translations by (Jbcrnik, Euchel, W'olfson, ^Mendelssohn,

and

Friedliinder,

ISIT-IH;

and

had already

in

ajijieared at

Hebrew characters

Vienna

in

at Basel iu

IS-i-'-'-'T.

The translation of .Mendelssohn threatened to become canonical: hut the German Jews iiad tasted of
modei-n learning-; and toward the latter end of the
first half of the nineteenth century various individual attempts were made to provide; better translations for the general public, which should ictlect the
progress then already made in Biblical

Other

science.

German
Versions.

The

first

in

the

field

was

Joseph of
Fulda), whose attempt, tliough worthy
Jcseph Johlson (Asher
of notice here,

was

l)en

not successful, not-

•withstanding tlie fact that the te.\t was accompanied
by learned philological notes (.Minor Prophets,
Carlsruhe, 1837; Pentateuch, /6. 1831; the historical
books, ib. 183G). Bunsen (I.e. p. xvii.) even declares
his work to be "geistreich und scharfsinnig " (compare Geiger's "Zcitschrift," 183G, p. 442; 1837, p.
^Mention may also be made of A. A. WollT's
121).
double translation (word for word and metrical) of

Habakkuk; Pha'bus Philippsohn's "Ilo.sea, Joel,
Jonah, Obadiah und Nahum in ]Metrisch-Deutscher
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-

" (.Vltona,

|

was the

translation of the
characters made by
It was stereotyped and was intended to be
a Jew.
sold so cheaply that every one could afford to buy
it (see the correspondence in Jost's "Auualen," 1839,
Nos, 12 cf Kifj.).
More important was the attempt made liy L. Zunz
As editor,
to iMovide a Bible for school and home.
he translated only the books of Chronicles, the rest
of the work being done by H. Arnheim, Julius

Bibel

entire

1837)

Old Testament

Fiirst,

and

31.

in

first

German

Sachs (Berlin, 1838).

Zunz succeeded

a large measure in producing a
Zunz's
translation which, while it kept strictly
Bible.
to the Miisoretic text, was abreast of
the scholarship of his day and free
from the circumlocutions and idiotisms of previous
in

translators,

though

tion of the

Hebrew names

it still

preserved the translitera(Nestle, " Bibel-Ucberset-

]\Iendelssoliu had translated neip. 142).
ther Pn)])hetsnor Hagiograi)ha and it is therefore no
wonder that the Zunz Bible passed through at least
six editions up to 18.").") and twelve up to 1889 (see

zungen,"

;

Kosin, in " .Monatsschrift," xxxviii. 512). Only a fewyears later another popular translation was ju-oduced
by Solomon Herxheimer (Berlin, 1841-48; 3d ed. of
the Pentateuch, 18G5). to which an explanatory and
homiletic commentary was added. Though evidently
to take the place of Mendelssohn's biur, Herxheimer expressly states that ids work was done "for
Jews and Cliristians" (Jost's "Annalen," 1839, pp.

meant

"Literaturblatt des Orients," 1840, p.

Uebersetzung,'' Halle, 1827; A. Rebcnstein's (Bernsentimental translation of the Song of Solomon (Berlin, 1834; compare '"Literaturblatt des

313

stein's)

513).

Orients," 1840, p. 324); S. H. Auerbach's Ecclesiastes (Breslau, 1837), into which he reads his own

wig

that of Ludtranslated the text anew^ aiming to include the latest assured results of criticism
and to produce what in eveiy sense might be called

philosophy;

and Michael Sachs's Psalms

(Berlin,

A

et

f<cq.;

more ambitious attempt was

still

Pliilippson.

He

For this reason for the first time
were added, together with introductions

The last was a clear protest against previous
attempts, which reflected too much the individuality

a family Bible.

Sachs tried to give "a i)urely
of the translators.
scientific and philological " rendering of the original, taking Rl'ickert as his guide, whose translation
of Ps. l.wiii. he inserted bodilv (.see Zunz, in Gciger's

and an extensive commentary intended for the intelligent layman. Tiiis work occupied Philippson for
eigliteeu years, and was puliiisiied at Leipsic, 1839His transla5G; 2d ed., 1858-59; 3d ed., 1802.
tion was tlicn puljlislied, together with the Dore
illustrations, by the Israelitische Bibel-Anstalt, revi.sed by \V. Landau and S. I. Kiimpf (Stuttgart,

183.")).

Wiss. Zeit. Jiid. Theol." ii. 499, and in "G. S." iii.
who characterizes the work as "somewhat stiff
and awkward"). It was reprinted in the edition of tiie
Prophets and the Hagiographa n^'DD ']'^1. Furth,
1H42-47 (Zedner, "Cat. Hebr. Books P.rit. Mus." p.
119), and was revised for Ziiiiz's Bible (" 3IonatsThis protest was carried to
schrift," x.xxviii. 507).
excess by Gotthold Salomon, who, in addition to his
work on the Dessau edition of the Minor Projihets

"

IIG,

(see above), translated the

Pentateuch (Kroto.schin,

1848-49; see the criticism of Hess in

"

Allg. Zeit. des

Jud." 1839, p. 80, and of L. Skreinka in "LiteraThe
turblatt des Orients," 1840, pp. 468 ci ,w/.).
translations of Job (Glogau, 1830) and of the Pentateuch (lb. 1840) by Heimanu Arnheim, though in

III.— 13

illustrations

Of

1875).

this translation separate editions of tlie

and of tlie Pentateucli towere published (see >I. Philipp"Rev. Etudes Juives,"xlii. 30). But even

Pentateucli, the Psalms,

gether witii
son, iu

Isaiaii,

the slight concessions made in tiiese translations to
tiie modern exegetical sjiirit gave offense in some
(luarters; a rival liible-house, tiie Orthodoxe Israelitisclie Biiiel-Aiistalt, was establisiied, which, on tiie
liasis

of J.

Z.

;Mecklenl)urg's

"

Ha-Ketab

we-iia-

Kabbalali" (Leipsic, 1S39), iiroduced a tran.slation
of file Bilile strictly on the lines of Jewish traditional
exegesis

{ib.

18G5).

Tiie Pentateucli translation

by

:
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Kosmann (Konigsberg,

1847-52) had a similar end
Still further in this direction, and in
view.
evident protest against modern Christian radical
exegesis, which he entirely ignores, went Samuel
Raphael Hirsch. In liis translation of the Pentateuch (Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1867; 3d ed., 1899)
and of the Psalms (1882), as well as in the translation of tlio Minor Prophets by his son, M. Hirsch {ih.
1900), a return is seen to the "derash," from which
the whole school of Mendelssohn and his followers
had tried to free themselves (see "Zeit. fiir Heb.
Bibl." V. 78).
Of L. J. Maudelstamm's "Die Bibel
Neu Uebersetzt," partly with the assistance of M.
Kirchstein, only Genesis and the Song of Solomon
seem to liave appeared (Berlin, 18G2-64). In 1901 a
new translation by S. Bernfeld was commenced.
It keeps strictly to the Masorah and preserves tlie
Hebrew form of the proper names.
During all this time manj' translations of individual books appeared, of which the following is a
partial list, cited under the names of their respective
authors
J.

in

ben Abraham, Job, in Hebrew characters, Prague,
Shalom Kohn, Psalms, Hamburg, 1827.
Mendel Stern, Proverbs, in Hebrew characters, Presburg,

Israel

J. WoLfson, "Das Buch Hiob. . . . Neu Uebersetzt
Breslau-Leipsic, 184:!.
E. J. Blucher, " Ruth, mit Deutscher Uebersetzung,"
berg, 1843.

M. LSwenthal,

"avN

.

.

.

Nebst Uebersetzung

.

.

.

,"

.

1791.
1833.
.,"

.

LemFrank-

|ort-on-the-Maln, 1846.
"

Das Hohe Lied

.

.

.

Neue Deutsche Uebersetzung," Vienna,

1847.

Samuel Aschkenazi, juaSn nsno 'D (Song of Solomon, in Hebrew characters), Presburg, 1847.
an '31 ND1J"\.1 (A new translation of the Pentateuch, in Hebrew characters). Konigsberg. 1856.
"Odiosus," "Das Buch Ijob im Engeren Anschluss an den
Mass. Urtext" (see "Hebr. Bibl." vi. 101).
Horwltz, "Das Hohe-Lied, das Aelteste Dramatische
Gedicht," Vienna, 1863 (see ib. vi. 62).
Adolph Brecher, " Die Psalmen Nebst Uebersetzung," Vienna,
S.

1864.

Israel

Schwarz, "Tikwat Enosh" (Job, in German charac-

ters). Berlin, 1868.

Sanger, Maleachl, 1868.
Benjamin Hollander, Das Hohelied, Budapest, 1871.
Hermann Tietz, Das Hohelled, 1871.
M. Levin, nSn|i 'd (with Judaeo-German translation), Odessa,
1873.

H. Gratz, "Krit. Commentar zu den Psalmen, Nebst
Uebersetzung," Breslau, 1882 (compare his Kohelet, 1871, and
.

Song

.

.

of Songs, 1871).

Kampf, Das Hohelled, Prague, 1877 ; 3d ed., 1884.
K. Kohler, Das Hohelled, Chicago, 1878.
Tietz, "Das Buch der Elegien Metrisch Uebersetzt,"
Schrimra, 1881.
J. Landsberger, Das Buch Hiob, Darmstadt, 1882.
D. Lelmdorfer, "Kohelet
Nebst Uebersetzung," Hamburg, 1892.
Herman Rosenthal, "Worte des Sammlers (Kohelet) ... in
Deutsche Reime Gebracht," New York, 1885 ; 2d ed., 1893. Idem,
"Das Lied der Lleder, in Neue Deutsche Reime Gebracht,"
New York, 1893.
M. Jastrow, " Der Neunzigst« Psalm ; Uebersetzt," Lelpsic,
S. I.

Hermann

.

.

.

1893.

Salomon Plessner (transl. of Nahum, in his "Biblisches und
Rabbinisches," pp. 29 et seq.), Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1897.
It was not before the forties of tlie nineteenth century that the desire made itself really felt among the
English Jews for a Bible translation of their own
in the vernacular, though David Levi had in 1787
(London) produced an English version of the Pentateuch (Steinschneider, "Cat. Bodl." No. 926).
Wherever an English Bible was needed by them.
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they had freely used the King James Version as la
seen in the Pentateuch (including Haftarot and
Scrolls) which was published in London, 1824, under
the title D'lSID ppH- But the impropriety of the
use of this version, with its Christian headings and
its Messianic interpretations, did in the end impress
itself upon the English Jev/s (see, for
English exami)le, S. Bennett, " Critical ReTransmarks on the Authorized Version,"
lation.
London,
1834;
Seelig
Newman,
" Emendations of the Authorized Version of the O. T." London, 1839; Benjamin Marcus,
"D"n "lIpD (Fountain of Life): Mistranslations and
Difficult Passages of the O. T. Corrected and Explained," Dublin, 1854).
The veneration fortius masterpiece of Englisli literature had impressed itself upon the Jews also.
Wlien the Revised Version was published (May 17,
1881) it was eagerly seized upon as being much more
suitable for Jewish readers, since in it the headings
had been removed and the Christology of many passages toned down. The Revised Version is used as
a basis for such books as C. G. Montefiore's "Bible
That the
for Home Reading," London, 1896, 1901.
revision is not complete from the Jewish point of
view can be seen from the leaflet issued by the Jewish Religious Education Board, "Appendix to the
Revised Version " (London, 1896), which sets forth
the "alterations deemed necessary with a view to
placing the Revised Version in the hands of members of the Jewish faith." These alterations were
limited to the following sets of cases: viz., "where
the R. V. departs from the Masoretic text," and
" where the R. V. is opposed to Jewish traditional
interpretation or dogmatic teaching." Isa. lii. 13;

liii.

12

The

is

there reprinted in full.

to attempt to produce an independent
Jewish translation was D. A. de Sola of London, who
in 1840 issued a " Prospectus of a New Edition of the
Sacred Scriptures, with Notes Critical and Explanatory." Morris J. Raphall and J. L. Lindenthal were
Only one volume,
associated with him in the work.
Genesis, appeared (London, 1841; 2d ed., 1843).
Of a similar attempt by S. Bennett, "The Hebrew
and English Holy Bible," only Gen. i.-xli. appeared
(1841); though in the same j'ear Francis Barliam
published "The Hebrew and English Holy Bible,"
which contained Bennett's revision of the English
and a revision of the Hebrew by H. A. Henry. Another translation was published by A. Benisch,
" Jewish School and Family Bible " (1851-56)
and
still another by M. Friedlander, "KHpH '3n3, The
Jewish Family Bible " (1884). This last has had the
lirst

;

sanction of the chief rabbi of the British Jews. A.
Elzas has published translations of Proverbs (Leeds
and London, 1871), Job (1872), Hosea and Joel (1873).
in an attempt " to put the English reader, at least in
some degree, in the position of one able to read the
Hebrew text." None of these versions, however,
can be said to have replaced either the Authorized
or the Revised Version in the esteem of the Jewish
Bible-reading public.
In the United States the same feeling as in England had been engendered against the headings of
the Authorized Version.
Isaac Leeser attempted to
rectify this and at the same time so to translate

:
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the Bible as to make it represent the best results
The Prophets, Psalms, and Job
of moilern study.
are practically new versions.
In the

The

other parts, the Authorized Version is
very closely, followed and though in
States.
most cases the changes Leaser made
bring the translation nearer to the
Masoretic text, the beauty of the English was
quarto edition was published in
often sacrificed.
1854, and a duodecimo edition in 1856.
Despite its
insufficiencies, the smaller edition has had a wide
circulation, due especially to the development of
Jewish religious school instruction in the United
States.
The inadequacy of Leeser's translation has,
however, been felt and the Jewish Publication Societj^ of America in 1898 took in hand the preparation of a complete revision.
This is now (1902)
being made by a number of scholars, with M. Jastrow, Sr., as editor-in-chief, and K. Kohler and F.
de Sola Mendes as associate editors (see Reports of
the Jewish Publication Society of America, 1898 et
TJnited.

;

A

;

seq.).

Nowhere

in

Europe

is

the history of the transla-

tion of the Bible into the vernacular so interesting

Translations w^ere here made as
early as the thirteenth century, despite the fact that
in 1234 Jaime I., by means of secular
Spanish legislation, prohibited their use (Lea,
Versions. "History of the Inquisition in the
Middle Ages," i. 324). As Berger has
shown, the earliest Castilian renderings, even when
made by Christians, stand much closer to the Hebrew original than do those of any other country.
This seems to have been due to the early and intense
influence of the Jews in the peninsula and to the Oriental coloring of its whole culture.
This similarity
is seen even in the outward form.
The Spanish
translations follow the Hebrew division of the Bible
into three great parts and it is significant that the
first polyglot (Complutensian) saw the light of day
in Spain.
In the production of these translations
both Jews and converts took a laudable part. One
of the earliest of such Castilian translations is found
in the Aragonese MS. 1. j, 8 in the Escurial Library,
Madrid. The Psalms in tliis manuscript are distinctly said to be the translation " que fizo Herman
el Aleman, segund cuemo esta en el ebraygo. "
Heras

it is

in Spain.

;

man must undoubtedly have known Hebrew, though
Berger thinks that he made use of Jerome's "Psalterium Hebraicum" and not of the "Psalterium Gallicum." This Herman the German is the well-known
Latin translator of Aristotle, and lived between 1240

and

1256.

In the fifteenth century several revisions of these
older translations were made, but always according
to the Hebrew text.
Such a revision is represented
by MSS. i. j, 5 and i. j, 3 in the Escurial and MS.
cxxiv. 1, 2 (dated 1429) in the Library of Evora.
In
a number of places these translations ostentatiously
follow the Hebrew original and run counter to the
usual Church tradition. MS. i. j, 8 of the Escurial
is richly illuminated with miniatures, which may
perhaps have been the work of Hebrew miniaturists.
In this manuscript not only is the order of the books
in the Canon the same as in the Hebrew, but the
Pentateuch is divided into sections which agree with

Bible Translations

The proper names also
the parashiyot and sedarim.
follow the Hebrew and not the ordinary Latin verBerger thinks that this manuscript may be
sion.
the

work of the baptized Jew, Juan Alfonso de
who was in the service of Jaime II. (1416-

Buena,

An

additional interest attaches to these reviformed the basis for the Spanish of
the Constantinople Pentateuch of 1547 and for the
Ferrara Bible; the Ferrara Bible, in its turn, was the
basis for the Protestant Bible translation by Cassidorode Reina (1569); for the revision by Cyprian de
Valera (1602), the "Psalterio de David Conforme a
la Verdad Hebraica " (Lyons, 1550), and the Psalter
of Juan Perez (Venice, 1557; see Samuel Berger, in
54).

sions, as they

"Romania,"

A

xxviii.).

upon the basis of
Hebrew, was made by Rabbi Moses Arr.^gel
(1430) for Don Luis de Guzman, master of the Order
of Calatrava.
According to Berger, this revision
was made on MS. Escurial i. j, 3. It is provided
with a commentary, and profusely illustrated, perhaps by Jewish artists. A manuscript of the Prophets, in two languages, in the library of the Academy
still

further revision, again

the

of History in Lisbon follows Arragel's translation so
closely that it may possibly represent the first at-

tempt of Arragel.
This Castilian translation (or revision) was carried
the Spanish exiles into Italy and Turkey.
It
also became the Bible of the Spanish Jews in the
Netherlands.
It appears first in Hebrew characters,
in the Polyglot Pentateuch (Hebrew. Onkelos, Rashi,
Neo- Greek, and Spanish), published at Constantinople by Eliezer Bekor Gerson Soncino (see Belleli^
in "Rev. Etudes Juives," xxii. 250; Griinbaum,
" Jild.-Span. Chrestomathie," p. 6).
The Neo-Greek

by

represents a different translation from that of the
Spanish. From this polyglot it found its way into
the celebrated Ferrara Bible of 1553, which bears the
title " Biblia en LenguaEspanola, Traduzida Palabra

Verdad Hebrayca por Muy Excely Examinada por el Oficio de
la Inquisicion.
Con Privilegio del Ylustrissimo
Senor Duque de Ferrara." Two editions seem to
have been published one, for Jews, signed by Abraham Usque; the other, for Christians, signed by
Jerome of Vargas (De los Rios, " Juifs d'Espagne,"
por Palabra de

la

lentes Letrados, Vista

:

p. 432).

De los Rios {I.e. p. 436) thinks that the author of
Retratos o Tablas de las Historias del Testamento
Viejo," Lyons, 1543, a popular exposition of the
Bible, was a Marano; but this does not seem to have
been proved.
The Ferrara Bible of 1553 became the basis for the
"

Spanish and Ladino translations which were puband Amsterdam. This is seen
also in the title, which usually runs " Biblia en Lengua Espaiiola, Traduzida Palabra por Palabra de la
Verdad Hebrayca. " This is also true of the " p^n
Dn^^'yi nyaixno 'K^'^'t^n con Ladino y Agora Nos a
Parecedo Comcnzar de los D'Jinx D'K^3J," etc.,
published by Joseph b. Isaac b. Joseph Jabez ia
1568, as Kayserling (J.c. p. 28) has clearly shown.
In Amsterdam the translation remained substantially
the same, though it was often revised (" reformada ")
1611 1630 and 1646, Gillis Joost; corrected by Samuel de Caceres and printed by Joseph Athias (1661);
lished at Salonica

;
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.1

and printed by
annotacioncs de
lianslalioii also apConstantinople. 1789—1;>;

tic

Fi(l de Vidas,"

las

]>eared in

peared in Venice, 17o0;
idem, 1745; Vienua (ed. by Israel Bailor llaini and
Aaron Poilak), 1813-16/ and Smyrna, 183S.
Ladino translation, in liaslii script, was piil)lishc(l at

A

IS-il (2d ed., 180;}),

by

American Bible Society
nual Report of the society,
the

\V. S. Scliaiidler for

Twenty -si.xtli An

(.see

1842,

Accord-

120).

]i.

bears many points of resemblance to the Pentateuch of 1547 and to the Ferrara
to

ing-

Gruubaum,

it

Bil)le.

Various portions of this translation appt^ared sepan edition of the Pentateuch appearing in
To tliis may
the same year (1553) and at PVrrara.
be a(hled the following:
arately,

" Huiuas de Parasioth y Aftharotti," ed. Jlanasscli hen I.sracl,
Amsterdam, U)27 ed. Ymamiel Henveniste, i7/. 1*14:!; aiiotlier
edition was publislied by Manasseli liiiiiself, ih. Ki.V) (tlioiijrli lie
says of it, "(il)ra nueva y de iiiuelia utilidad"); " Parafrasis
;

sol)re el Pentateuelio," ed. Lsaae da foiiseca Al)oal>,
de NuevoCorrisi"(iiicd Libros tie la Ley Divina
;
"Los Ciiicn Libi'os
Interdos," by David Tartas, ih. Iti91
pretados en Lnngua Espanola," ed. Jo.sei>li Kraneo Serrano, ('/<.
lt)9.'); ITd") and 1724 (Isaac de Cordova): "Cineo Liliros," corrected by David de Elislia Pereyra, ili. \TX\; "El Libro de la
Ley," publislied in Constantinople in ISTK, is, according to

Coinentada
ifj. KliSl

.

.

.

;

Griinbaum

(/.c. 12),

.

.

.

("

I'h'zieluingswesen in Italier.," p. 206) refer to e:irly

translations of the Bible into Italian: the lattereveii
in the thirleenlli and fourSteinschneider iias shown (" Monatsschrift," xlii. 1 17) that this isan erior. It is true
that some of iIk; authorities (such as /edekiah lien
Abraham and Lsaiah de Trani, the younger) laid
stress upon the necessity of translating the Bible into
but Judah 'A/.alul del
the s])eech of the countiy
Bene (Ferrara, r. 1()50) advised against the jiraetise
of teaching girls Italian, as he feared they would
conceive a love for amorous poetry (Vogelslein and
liieger, " Juden in Rom,"ii. 300).
It was not before
the sixteenth century that attempts weie made to
pi'oduee \ersions of portions of the Bible in Italian.
Steinschneider (I.e. p. 318) has given a list of the
existing manuscript translations.
It was toward the
end of that century that the lirst tnuislations wei-e
puiilished.
David de Pomis((lie(l after 1593) brought
out an edition of Ecclesiastes with Italian translation
at Venice in 1571.
It was dedicated to Cardinal Grimani of A(piileja (Stein.schneider, "Cat. Bodl." No.
lie also translated Job and Psalms, but lu'ver
218).

speaks of Iheir existence
teenth centuries.

:

a different translation.

The Psalms were
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by Daniel Israel Lopez Laguna, apLondon. 1720 (ICayserling. I.e. p. 55).
Hotli Zun/. ("G. V." 2il ed.. ]). -157) and Gndemann

Di.is

David Feniandcs (172(3): "(on
Or Torali," Pioops, 1762. Tliis

Vienna,

ENCYCLOPEDIA

pid)li.shed

r(>printed: Feiiara, 155;j; Salo-

Italian
Versions.

them ("

]\Ionat.sschrift. " x

1

iii.

Ilezekiah Rieti pidilished (Venice. 1617) the text of Proverbs with
Italian translatitm ("Cat. Bodl." No.
but no reliable account can be found of a
;'2).

1582; Amsterdam. ir)28, 1730; Vienna. 1822;
Several otiier translations of
Constantinople, 183G.
the P.salins were produced duiing the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries. David Abenatar IMelo. a
Marano wiio escaped the Inquisition at ^Madrid and
became a Jew again in 1611, i)ub]ished in 1626 ("En
Fiancjuaforte ") "Los CL Psalmos de David, en
Lengua Espanola, en Varias Pimas." In these
Psalms he has inserted, when appropriate, an account of his own and his people's sufl'erings (De los
Rios, I.e. pp. 468 ei seq.\ Kayscrling. "Bihl. Esp.prose translation was
Port.-Jud." pp. 67, 68).

DTI^X "colla Traduzione Italiana"), Vienna, 1821;
and ten years later "11 Libro d'Isaia, Versione Po-

made by Ephraim Bueno and Jonah Abravanel

et

nica,

A

(xVmsterdam, 1650;
I.e.

p. 4'J8).

A

2(1

De los Rios,
was made by Jacob

edition, 1723; see

third translation

418);

translation

of

Job

(Rome,

all

more or

made

less

delssohn's biur.
Vienna, as a specimen, ten verses of Genesis. He
then brought out the whole Pentateuch (min D

ica " (L^line, 1831).

upon

Severe

this version, becau.se

forc(M)f

many

Leghorn (nrjyn L"Dn) an
(Fi'irst,

Kayserling,

I.e.

p. 58).

the Biblical books, Canticles was most fretranslation was published in
quently reprinted.

Of

all

A

Hamburg, 1631, by David Cohen Carlos "de lengua Caldayca"; but the favorite rendering was that
of Abraham de Isaac Laiiado, published in Hebrew
characters at Venice, 1619, 1654, 1655, 1672, 1716.
1721, 1739, 1805; Leghorn, 17G9, 1787; Vienna,
The Venice edition was pidilisiied in Roman
1820.
characters by Moses Belmonte, Amsterdam, 1644,
and was reprinted at Amsterdam, 1664. 1683. 1701,
An edition of the ^Nlegillot
1712, 1724, and 1766.
appeared at Constantinople in 1813 (see Kayserling,
I.e. j). 30);
a ]Megillah in Spanish, dating from the
early part of the eighteenth century, exists in the
Brifisli Museum ("Jewisli Chron." March 21, 1902,
p. 24); but the ])rovcnicnce of the translation is un-

known

such jNIegillot see Abiahams, "Jewish
Life in the Middle Ages," p. 345).
A Portugu(?se
translation of the Psalms, under the title "Espejo
(on

"Bibl. Jud."

it

ci'iticism

seemed

to

was pa.ssed
weaken the

of the ]\Iessianic i>rophecies(se(i Fi'irst,
iii. 140).
In 1844 there appeared at

translation of the original (De los Rios,

p. 570;

by

in the nineteenth century
under the intluence of ]\IenIn 1818 I. S. Reggio published at

'Hie translati(,)ns

were

Judah Leon Templo (n''^"l^n L'Tp. "Las Alaban^-as
de Santidad," Amsterdam, 1671) — a verbatim prose
I.e.

mentioned

1773)

Zunz.

"Bibl. Jud."

ii.

Job
by Luzzatto);

Italian translation of

282, says

it is

"Pentateuch, rev. vou Letteris, mit
Ueber.setzung vou Diodati" (Vienna; jierhaps
Lelio della Torre of
also London, 1836, 1864).
Padua translated the Psalms (Vienna, 1845). But
these were completely overshadowed by the o-^act
and careful veisions of S. D. Luzzatto, whose poetical and literary judgment made him an excellent
stylist (s(>e "IlJbr. Bibl." vi. 99; Elbogen, in " :Monatsschiift," xliv. 460).
He translated the greater
part of the Old Testament: Isaiah ("II Profeta Isaia
Volgarizzato"), Padua, 18.55-63; Penlateuch, Rovigo, 1860, Padua, 1876; Prophets, Rovigo, 1868;
Isaiah, Padua, 1S67; Joji, Triest, 1853; generally
with a valuabk; Hebrew commentary. Other Italian

and

in 1872 a

Ital.

translations were i)ro(luced

"El Cantico
form,

:

by Giuseppe

Baizilai,

dei Cantici " (Triest, 1865) in dramatic

following Mandelstamm's

and

German translations; Lamentations
by David Castelli, Ecclesiastes (Pisa,

Horowitz's

(Trieste, 1867);

1866); bj' Benjamin Consolo, Lamentations, Job, and P.salms (Flor-
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by Oiiio
and Esther

piiccV);
If^'JS),

^fdrpuri:!).

JKWISII

I'^cclcsiaslfs

(Paduii,

y//rii/n;/('(

IHoo-ifi, in IS volumes), to

ehielly to

.

.

also

Bible-

:

Talmudism

blame for the

region was

in that

false accu.sations of the antito do away with dogmatic

.

were among the

of the Ilu.ssian Jewish immiUnited States in 1882, and
who were incorporated into the "First Jewish Agricultural Colony," estal)lished by H. Hosciithai at

who came

grants

taken in liand

by the jiresent chief rabbi of France, Zadok Kahn,
and the other meml)ers of tlic French rabbinate.
Woguo's translation -was employed as the basis for

first

to the

Bayou Louis, Catahoula ])arish,
Louisiana.
The air of freedom and cosmopolitam'sni
that they found on reaching the Uinted State s has
left them without a legitimate ground for their
Sicily Island, near

the Pentateuch.
The author liimself made the necessary corrections; and before his death lie was able
to tini.sh the translation of the projihetical books
down to the Fir.st Book of Kings (vol. i.. Paris, ISOil).
At the same time and under the same aus])ices, a
children's Bible ("Bible de la Jeiuiesse ") is being
brouglit out.

Few

ealle,!

Semitic press. de<ided
theology and all religious ceremonies, including even
prayer.
As one of their leaders. E. Ben !>ion, expressed their views; " Our morality is our religion.
God, the acme of highest reason, of siuest
truth, and of the most sublime justice, does not demand any nseU'ss external forms and ceremonies."
Several of the members of the new brotherliood

may be mentioned A. ben. Baruch C'rehan,i;-e (P.salms),
and B. Mo.sse. of Avi«;iion (Psalms). But a poi)ular
and cheap Bible in French was sorely needed by the
lias beei<

1!«) rt .sr,/. ;
i:rtcit in,d
lidit-KiiciiI.l.flUI'nilt^t

I.pipsic, 1S'J7

a

erhood, believing that

••

work

in

iii..

(Bible Brotherhood)
Name
body of religious refoinieis, oruani/ed in
the spring of 1882 among the Jewish working clas.ses
of Fli/abethgrad, South Bussia, subseipient to tlie
riots against the Jews.
The founders of tlK' broth-

which

it lield

Sucli a

liilul.

Bratstvo

iskoe

Zuii/.,

Frencli Jews.

'In-

G.

.i:i\en to

the Jield for many years.
A more
faithfid version of the i'enfaleneh was published in
18(i0 l)y La/.are Wouaie.
Amoni:- other translators

but

Aiujlo-Jiid. pp.

(He/ /v/rc/ic. vul.

BIBLEITZY (BIBLISTS),

were added many essays liv Mnnk.
Dukes, and others, and also a
tions.
somewhat rationalistic conunentary.
This work was somewhat severely
criticized (Abbe B. M. P)., ••(^uehiues .Mots sur ik
Traduction Xouvelle,"cte., Paris, ls:j.l; ''All.u-. Zeil.
dcs Jud." 18:'.!), ]>. 80; " Liieraturblatt des Orienls,"
1840, pi>. ;5()S ci snj.
AVo.ii-uc.
Jlist. de la Bible," p.
;

II
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•1'-

French

34',')

nil,!.

)h, rsitziiimi

I

'

Ti'anslatioiis of the Old'IVsi anient into French were
not made by Jews [)rior to the lir-r lialf ot tlie nineteenth eentury.
In 18;!1 Sanuiel C'alien beiran a
inonuineiital work, " La Bible. Traductiim Xoiiveile "

Transla-

and Wcif.

I

(1S'.)!»).

(Pari:-;,

Bible Translations

i:.\(V(l.()I>i:i)IA

propaganda.
B!I!lioc;r.\piiy:
Dut)nov.
Kahana S^aDuirmciisijKitziiia
yuzliiiii Yt fir jidiit, in Tn-v/i/dK/, v.-viii., l.s.s;; Moiinilis. in
Yn'rcishcr (Hiiizriiriiic, v. 1SS4 K. Ben Si(in. Yrnri-'litfoniwtiini. St. I'cterstinrg. 1S82 Vttsklnxl, lss:i, July- Miff p
1; A'((sN7n'-ri/<N/ ////,, Feb'., 18t>:i.
;

;

;

translations have been attempted by the
into their vernacidar: the Spanish and

H. R.

Dutch Jews

BIBLICAL ETHNOLOGY:

The view

relationship expressed in the Bible.

It is

Portuguese Jews in Holland made use
Dutch.
of Spanish; tiie Asld^enazic Jews, of
Transla- the Juda'o-German version. The vertions.
sion of the Psalms in Dutch jninted
by Joseph Athias was made by Johann
Lcusden. During the nineteenth century translations were made by Samuel J. Mulder (see Iiis "Tets
over de Vertalingen der Ileilige Schrift ." Amsterdam,

principal types (races) of mankind viz., the brown
Egyptians, the negroes (in the south), the liglit-

1859): Pentateuch, 1820-4',>;

complexioned Lil)yans

Five

1885, 3d

Scrolls,

ed.

."Major
18.-.9;

to designate the ti'uth chajiter of Genesis as the old-

mankind. Earlier than
however, the Egyptians, as known from their
jiictorial rein-esent.-itions, distingui.shed between four

est ethnological division of
this,

;

(in the Avest), and the lightAsiatics (in the east).
These races were distinguished from one another also by their hair-dressing and their costume.

Prophets, 18^7;
Proverbs, 183()'

brown

Psalms, 1838; all published in Amsterdam.
He also
published a "Bijbel voor de Israel. Jeuud," Leyden,
1843-54.
In 1844 Gabriel J. and M. S. Polak' ].ublished a

Dutch

translation of Jol),

which was

It is

and

have
been followed by a translation of the Prophets and
the Ilagiographa.
This seems never to have been
completed. A translation of Isaiah hy (i. A. Parsen
to

Ondervijser in 1901.
Jewish translations into Russian are of very recent
date.
The writer knows only of L. I. Mandelstanmrs Psalms (Berlin. IstU; 3d ed. 1872), Pentateuch (^Dn
Oy mtn. 3d ed., Berlin, 1872);
Aaron Pinniiiansky's Psalms (Warsaw. 1871); J.
Cylkow's Psalms (1883); and a vei-sion of Esther in
German (Hebrew characters) and Hussian (Warsaw,
1889).
A Polish translation has been published l)v
D. Neufeld.

in

Genesis.

such {piestions. A great part of the
primeval and i)atriai-chal history recorded
in Genesis is ethnological in its bearing; that is,
these stories were given to elucidate the question of
interracial relationship.
Therefore tlie more cleaily
the peojile of Israel became conscious of their independent position among the nations, the livelier be-

mnn

:

See

Psi)cciiill.V Stt'iii.schiicjitcr.

Cut. liniU.v^Aa.

1-19S: idciu, Jewish Litryatuir. |>p. •S.y.lct sn/.: .lo.st, yciicrc
Gcsrli. (h'l- IsrarUtrii, iii. :57. l.'ii), Kil
Kavserlinir, in Winter
Wiinsctie, DiV Jlulisclir Litrratur, iii. T.'il tt ncii.; Jacolis
;

and

iclleet whether it be related to
these nations.
In the earliest times
the IIebicwsoccu]>ied themselves with

tales of

S.

BlBLIonu.VPnY

natural that as soon as a iH'ople has a history
through intercourse with other nations, become conscious of its individuality, it

has,

Ethnology should

also exists; while a new translation of the Pentateuch, together Avitli Targum and Baslii, was brought

out by A.

of race-

customary

came
till'

theirinterest in Israel's special jiosition

among

nations, anil in the (luestions regai'ding the origin

j

of neighlioring ])eo]des.
especial relation

to

The consciousness

God must

necessai'ily

of an

have

re-

acted to strengthen the conviction that their position among the nations must be a ver}^ distinguished
one when regarded also in the light of descent.

-
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In order to understand wliat is narrated in these
accounts of Genesis and of other sources, regarding
the relation of the several nations and tribes to
Israel, it is necessarj' to consider for a moment the
form in which these statements are always made.
The relations between the peoples are invariably
represented in the form of genealogical tables showThe
ing the descent from remote progenitors.
Edomites and the Israelites are the most closely reThis is expressed in the fonn of a statement
lated.
that Esau and Jacob, the progenitors of the two
The genealogical tables of
peoples, are brothers.
the nations, in Gen. x., reveal at a glance that a
great number of the names are not used to designate
persons, but peoples, and even whole lands as, for
;

The
instance, Cush, ilizraim, Asshur, Aram, etc.
relations between these persons must therefore be
understood as explaining the relations between the
peoples in question.
This mode of representing the international relation is by no means, however, based upon a poetic

The Hebrew

personification of the tribes.

writer

does not interpret such a form of expression figuratively on the contrary, it is based by
Early
him upon a definite conception regard
Attempts ing the origin of nations, a conception
wliich assumes that the trites and peoat
Ethnology. pies are in reality a development of
the family, and may thus be traced to
6ne progenitor. Bj"^ means of marriages and births
the family grows to the clan, and the clan to the
tribe this again ramifies into various tribes, which,
under certain conditions, unite to form a people, as
in the case of the twelve tribes of Isr&el; or they
may separate, as did Moab and Amnion, constituThis theory, again, goes
ting two distinct tribes.
back to the view shared by all Semites, according
to which blood-relationship alone can constitute a
strong and permanent bond in a group of people,
and impose binding obligations.
The ancient form of genealogy is well adapted for
the representation not only of purely ethnological,
but also of ethnographical, geographical, and historIn this regard antiquity makes no
ical relations.
When, for example, one naclose discrimination.
tion is to be characterized as more powerful than another, the former is represented as a first-born son,
the other as a younger brother; or the former is the
son of a favorite wife, the other the son of a concuEsau is a hunter; Jacob, a herdsman, a disbine.
tinction serving to characterize the respective peoSimilarly, geographical proximity converts
ples.
Sidon and Heth into sons of Canaan.
The interest of antiquity was naturally directed
more closely to the neighboring nations with which
Israel, from the beginning, cultivated close relations.
;

;

To Ammon,
Based
on Sym-

Arabian

3Ioab,

Edom, and the

tribes. Israel felt closel}' re-

hence, Edom (Esau) is the
brother of Jacob Ishmael, the brother
and An- of Isaac and Ammon and Moab are
tipathies. sonsof Abraham's nephew. Lot. Their
relationship to the Arameans is also
close: Jacob's wives are daughters of the Aramean
Laban. The reverse, however, is true of the inhabitants of the land west of the Jordan, the Canaanites,
lated

;

pathies

;

;
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whom Israel will have nothing in common;
which reason, according to the old accounts
of Noah, these tribes are held to belong to an entirely
This is comdifferent branch of the human family.
prehensible in view of the mutual hatred growing
with
for

out of the historical situation, the conflicts for the
The concepland, and other opposing elements.
tion, however, can not endure before modern invesIt has been shown beyond a doubt that
tigation.
the Canaanites, both as regards language and descent, were very closely related to the Hebrews, and
that they are to be classed, not among the Hamites,
but among the Semites.
With the extension of the political horizon of the
Israelites, and the continual absorption of new peoples, these ethnological views were inevitably exBased upon the ancient accounts of the
tended.
patriarchs, a theory graduallj^ developed, assuming
a homogeneity and relation between the several peoples; and it is this theory which has been perpetuated in Gen. x., the so-called genealogy of the naIn connection with the accounts of Noah
tions.
(Gen. ix. 18 et seq.), the whole race of man, which is
descended from his sons, is divided into three great
In the original
classes: Shem, Ham, and Japheth.
narrative of Noah the three sons are named Shem,
Canaan (not Ham), and Japheth. The reason for
this division into three sons, or three races, is not
known. The Egyptians, as already stated, distinguished fourracesi nor can a parallel to the Hebrew
Acclassification be found among the Babylonians.
cording to Winckler, the ternary division is probably
associated with the great importance attached to the
figure " 3 " in the old system of cosmography (com-

pare Stade, "Geschichte Israels," ii. 275 et seq.).
Others {e.g., Stade, ib. i. 109 et seq.), basing their assumption upon the above statement that Ham was
originally called "Canaan," believe that a purelj'
Palestinian triad was meant, consisting of the Hebrews, Philistines, and Canaanites (Shem, Japheth,
and Ham), and that this triad was afterward extended to include all mankind. The most recent
commentary by Gunkel declares that the ternary
division indicates the conditions of a very ancient
pre-Israelitish period, Avhen Canaan, in the widest
sense of the name that is, the land between the
Taurus and Egypt was subj ugated from the east by
nomad Semitic tribes, while at the same time the
Hittite migrations brought down Japheth from the
north to spread over the land of Canaan. But this
and no definite reason has hitherto been
is uncertain
assigned for the tripartite ethnological division.
The scope of this genealogical table of the nations
is, of course, narrow from the modern point of view.
The nations mentioned in it are the peoples known
to the Israelites, either through actual contact or by
report, and grouped principall}'' about the Mediterranean in Asia Minor and eastern Palestine. In the
ethnological phraseology of the present they would
be classed among tiie Caucasian nations. Even from
the standpoint of the Israelites, the ethnological list
given in Genesis has no claim to completeness, inasmuch as not only the negroes, who were imdoubtedly known to the Israelites of a later period, but
As the lastalso the Persians are omitted from it.
mentioned people were well known to the post-exilic

—
—

;
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Jews, their omission from the genealogical table is
perhaps to be explained by the fact that they were
not numbered among those ancient nations whose
oiigin dates from the Flood.
As regards tiie division of the individual peoples
into these three great classes, the considerations of

complexion, linguistic differences, historical conditions, etc., obtaining at the present day were certainly not determinative at that time.
Indeed, it
appears that the fundamental distinction was purely
geographical. To the Japhetic race belonged the
peoples of the northern zone, of Asia Minor, and of
the islands and coastlands of the northern Mediterranean.
The Semites dwelt in the middle zone, and
included the Hebrews and the nations to the east of
Palestine.
The nations in the south were the sons
of Ham, who lived in northern Africa and southern
Arabia, and who, as represented by the ancients,
constituted a homogeneous people.
There is only
one exception to this genealogical arrangement:
Canaan with his sons, the Phenicians, Hittites, and
others, dwelt in the middle zone, but were considered as belonging to Ham.
The reasons for this
have been given above.
For details bearing on the foregoing explanation
of the genealogical tables, see the commentaries on
For the
Genesis, particularly those of Dillmann.
other data, compare the articles on Ham. Japheth,

Races of the Old Testament, and Shem.
G.

I.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
the description

and

Be.

The

science that deals with
classilication of books.
As ap:

plied to books of Jewish interest,

it

includes (a)

Hebraica, or books written or printed in Hebrew
characters; and (b) Judaica, or books in other languages, written by or about Jews. Strictly speaking, the whole of Biblical and Apocryphal literature
and the vast array of commentaries thereon would
belong to Jewish bibliography

but this is so fully
treated elsewhere, that Jewish bibliographers as a
rule have not paid so much attention to it.
Even
;

with this limitation, the extent of the subject is wide
enough, a conservative estimate giving 30, 000 as tlie

number
number
topics

Hebrew w^orks in existence and

the same
works in modern languages on Jewish
have been published during the past forty
of

;

of

years alone in the special journals devoted to this
subject.
Any person desiring to keep himself fully
acquainted with Jewish litei'ature in its wider sense
would probably have to take account of over 3,000
Many of
{800 Biblical) publications per annum.
these still remain undescribed; and for others search
must be made in various quarters.
The materials from which a description of the extent of Jewish literature can be set forth consist, in
the first instance, of the collections of

Materials, books and manuscripts made by various Book-Collectoks in tlie past, especially of those collections of collections which go
to make up public Libraries.
The earliest accoimts of Jewish literature were based in large measure upon such collections; as Bartolocci'son that of
the Vatican, and Wolf's on tlie Oppenheinier collection.
Later, with the growth of knowledge about
the extent of the literature, any description of it
would depend in large measure upon published
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accounts, or Catalogues, which have naturally been
devoted largely to manuscripts. With the growth
of interest in the historj^ of printing in general, special attention began to be paid to the earliest Hebrew
printed books, especially those printed before 1540,
and known as Incunabula.
Having in view the fact that the majority of early
Hebrew printed books were produced in Italy, it is
not surprising that the earliest account of Hebrew
literature in its rabbinic phases should have been

made by an
Earliest

Italian

;

though

it is

a matter for some

surprise to find that he was a Christian.
Bartolocci, in his "Bibliotheca

BibliMagna Rabbiuica" (Rome, 1675-94),
ographies. arranged the books under the names
of 1,960 rabbis; and his work was supplemented by Imbonato, whose " Bibliotheca LatinoHebraica" gives, under 1,319 numbers, 2,166 works
written in Latin on rabbinic subjects.
These were
followed by the first Jewish bibliographer, Shabbethai Bass, who, in his " Sifte Yeshenim " (Amsterdam, 1680), mainly used the books of the Bet haMidrash and the library of Aguilar. Bass adopted
the method of arranging the books according to their
titles, giving an index of authors and subjects at the
end.
This plan is specially applicable to Hebrew
books, the titles of which rarely indicate their contents (see Titles of Books).
Bass's work forms the
main foundation of Jewish bibliography of Hebrew
books; his method having been continued and supplemented b}' J. Heilprin and Ben Jacob, whose " Ozar
haSefarim " is the most complete title-list of Hebrew books in existence. S. Wiener, in his elaborate
catalogue of the Friedland collection at the Asiatic
Museum, St. Petersburg, also adopts the title-list as
the most suitable in dealing with Hebrew books.
These attempts of Bartolocci and Bass were, however, entirely superseded by the great work of John
Christian Wolf, who in his " Bibliotheca Hebroea " (4
parts, Hamburg, 1715-33) brought together almost
all the accessible information relating to Jewish
authors and their works, as well as to
J. C. Wolf, the Avritings of Christians on Jewish
subjects.
The first part gives a catalogue of authors with the names in Hebrew% which
leads at times to somewhat curious results; the
second is more of a subject classification of the whole
of early Jewish literature, including a fair account
of the Talmud and of the Targumim, from which
later writers have frequently drawn; and the remaining two parts are supplements containing the
additional knowledge acquired by Wolf in the later
years of his life.
In the main. Wolf's materials consisted of the remarkable Oppenlieimer collection,
which ultimately went to the Bodleian Library, Oxford
and for this reason Steinschneider's great catalogue of the Bodleian collection repeats in improved
form much of Wolf's information. Considering his
opportunities, Wolf shows remarkable acumen and
accuracy; and in some respects his work still remains of value. A sort of supplement was provided
by Kocher in his "Nova Bibliotheca Hebraica"
;

(Jena, 1783-84).

The next name of importance is that of Hayyim
Joseph David Azulai, whose "Shem ha-Gedolim"
(Leghorn, 1786-96) added considerably to Shabbethai
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Bibliography
Bass, mainly from
was siippleniented

works printed at Lcghoru. He
by tlie joint labors of isepi and

wlio g;ivc an account of tlu'
voluminous but not very
important productions. Azulai's work was consolidated and rearranged by Benjacob in tin; Wilna edi-

Ghirondi (Triest,
Italian rabbis

18.j3),

and

their

tion, 1852.

By a

fortunate chance the attention of an Italian
was drawn to the subject
of early Hebrew printing in Italy; and in a number
of monographs on that sul)ject (" De Typographia
Hebr. -Ferrar. Comment. Ilistoricus," Parma, 1780;
" Annali Ebreo Tipografici di Sabionetta," Erlangen,
professor, G. B. de Rossi,

178;};

"Annales Hebra'o-Typographici,"

sec.

xv.,

1795; "Annales Hebra'O-Typographici ab Anno
1501 ad 1540," Parma, 1799) he laid a firm foundation for a description of all Hebrew
Inbooks printed up to 1540. The few
cunabula. additions that have been made in similar lists by Cassel and Steinschneider,

Schwab and Chwolson, luive only served to show
the comimrative comjileteness with which De Rossi
Renewed attention has been paid to
dill his work.
the subject of early Hebrew printed books during
the last decade.
With the rise of Jewish science under Rapoport

and Zunz, bibliograpli}' entered upon a new era.
The same accuracy, thoroughness, and critical acumen which were being devoted to the contents of
books were also exercised in the description of their
Zunz himself devoted conexternal characteristics.
siderable attention to the subject, especially to an
enumeration of the productions of tiie printingpresses of ]\Iantua and Pragxie; and he also gave a
of the Italian libraries.
Among
the workers in the field of Jewish bibliography in
the early part of the nineteenth ccntmy may be
mentioned Dukes and Carmoly while ^lichael offered all the treasures of his library full of the
to anybody interested in the subject,
rarest books
though an account of them appeared only after his
The " Literaturblatt des Orients," founded
death.
by Julius Fi'irst, also helped to revive the study of
Jewish literature; while its review columns kept
Jewish scholars acquainted with contemporary productions.
All these various activities were summed u\i in
the ambitious attempt of Julius Fi'irst in his " Bibliotheca Judaica," Leipsic, 1848-63. This work gave
short titles of about 13,500 (Flirst says 18,000) Hebrew books, and of perhaps twice that number of
Judaica. The latter contained many, if
Julius
not most. of Wolf's useless Latin disser
Fiirst.
tations by Christian writers, as Avell as
a considerable amount of merely Biblical exegesis and criticism by Christian theologians.
Notwithstanding its errors of omission and commission, Flirst's work still retains considerable value as
tlie first attempt to cover the whole field of Jewish
bibliography.
The names of many writers and
books are to be found only in its pages; and the
clearness of print and the shortened form of titles
make it easy to consult. On the other hand, its
dates, and indeed data generally, are far from trustworthy; and more than four-fifths of his information was confessedlv from .second hand sources.

summary account

;

—

—
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The only

possibility of im])rovemcnt in regard
accuracy was seen to be in more careful cataloguing; and the ei)och after Fi'irst is cliaracterized
to

by a succession

of masterpieces in

ihis direction,

mainly executed by Moritz Steinseimeider {b. 181(>).
bv whose gigantic labors Jewish bibliography has
been organized and made an a(le([uate
Catainstrument for the .study of Jewisli litlogues.
eralure and history.
As the result of
thirteen 3ears' continuous labor, he
produced his colossal catalogue of the Hebrew
books in the Bodleian Library (" Catalogus Librorum Hebneorum in Bibliotheca Bodleiana "), including all works not in the librar}-, but published up
to 1732.
Besides accurate descri])tions of eacli book
from personal examination, Steinschneider generally
gives notes upon the author and his works.
In
addition to this, he has described the manuscripts
in the libraries at IIand)urg, Leyden, Munich, and
Berlin, besides some private collections, and in every
way has given a model of conciseness and accuracy
in the description of Hebrew works.
The same
qualities are shown, perhaps in an even higher degree, in the " Catalogue of the Hebrew Books in tlie
Librai-y of the British jVIuseum," by J. Zedner (London, 18G7), who.se punctilious accuracy and painstaking determination of names and dates leave
nothing to be desired. The example of the latter
authority has been followed by Roest in his cat-

alogue of the Rosenthal collection at Amsterdam
("Catalog der Hebraica und Judaica aus der L.
Rosenthal'schen Bibliothek," Amsterdam, 1875).
Steinschneider's work with regard to manuscripts
has been supplemented by the careful but somewhat
sparse account of the Hebrew manuscripts in the
Bodleian Library by A. Neubauer (Oxford, 1880).
Besides devoting so much attention to the bibliography of the past, Steinschneider founded an
organ, "Hebriiische Bibliographic," in 1858 for the
actual descri]ition of the Jewish literature of the
present.
The " Literaturblatt des Orients," and even
the general Jewish press, had sporadicPeriodical ally reviewed publications of Jewish
Literature, interest as they appeared; but Steinschneider was the first to attempt a
systematic, continuous, and complete account of
Judaica and Hebraica, accompanied by short critical
notices by himself and friends.
This has been continued in

tlie

"Zeitschrift

fi'ir

Hebriiische Biblio-

graphic" (1898, in progress). In addition to these
may be mentioned N. Brl'iirs elaborate reviews in
his "Jahrbucher" (1874-89): the lists given in the
" Orientalische Bibliographic " the periodical bibliographical notices which appeared in the " Revue
Etudes Juives" (especially the careful ones of the
late I. Loeb); besides the series of special bibliographies such as the Biblical ones in Stade's "Zeit.schrift" and the " Theologischer Jahresbericht,"
and the historical in the " Jahresberichte fl'ir Gesch.
Wissenschaft." ]\Ir Israel Abrahams gives in the
" Jewi.sli Chronicle" a summary account of current
Jewish bibliography which is at once up-to date
an<l trustworthy.
M. Schwab has compiled (18991900) a u.scful author and subject-index to Jewish
periodical literature.
The only subject-index that
has hitherto been publi-shed, including both books
;
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and

lliccju'crul one, coniiiik'd by licv.
of the small collection of Jlebi'aica and
Judaica in the Guildhall Library, London. A mucli

A.

])('i'i()(licals, is

Lowy,

ambitious attempt is being made by A. S.
Ereidus lo coiiipih.' a card catalogue (author, subnioi-c

ject,

and

phlets of

title)

the

of

the 12,000

Xew York

volumes and pamLibrary, which

Pul)lic

already- (1!)()2) runs to about 2."), 000 entries, including articles in periodicals, and even references to Jewish topics found in the woiks of the
general libraiy.
Tliat collection lias been minutely
arranged on the shelves according to a comprehensive plan containing about 500 subdivisions, which
may be considered the lirst elaboiate .scheme for

classifying Jewish literature for library purpo.ses
(see LiniiAUY Ci..vssikic.vtion).
Xo attempt lias
been made since Fiii'st to compile a complete author
bibliograjjhy
but his work has been supplemented
by a bookseller, C. D. Lippe of Vienna, who, in three
successive issues of a "Eibliograi)liisches Lexicon"
(18S1-99), gives a tolerably full but inaccurate account of contemporary Jewish writers (mainly contributed by themselves); while William Zeitlin has
made an attempt to enumerate modern Hebrew
works (1789-1890) in his " Bibli(Mlieca Ilebraica Post
Mendelssohuiana " (Leipsic, 1891-9")).
The present phase of Jewish bibliography is tending toward the compilation of lists of works relating
to special subjects.
Here, again, Steinschneider
has been the pioneer. ^Nlost of his works, while
professedly dealing with special topics, concentrate
attention upon the bibliography of tlie
Subject
subject and among other toi)ics which
Biblihe has thus bibliographized ma}' be
ographies. menticmed the polemical literature of
Jews and 3Iohamniedans, mathematical wiiters among the Jews, Hebrew translations,
chess, etc. Besides these, his Ireati-ses on Jewish literature in Erschand Gruber's "Allg. Encyc. derWissen.scliaft und Ki'inste " (English translation, London,
;

;

and on

Jewish literature in the "Momeasure bibliographical guides.
While an immense debt of gratitude is due to Steinschneider for the facilities he has
thus afforded, it must be confessed that the style in
which he has presented his results is sometimes unclear owing to excessive conci.seness
and he has
the unfortunate habit of piling up notices which
1857,

Italian

uatsschrift," 1898-99) are in large

;

turn out, on inquiry, to be perfectly u.seless.
Having in view the present tendency of Jewish
bibliography, it may be suitable and useful to conclude this rough account with a short bibliography
of the special bibliographies that have more recently
been made. Lists made by AVolf and repeated by
Fi'irst are of no value for practical jmrpo.ses.
Anthropology: Billings, " Index-Catalogue of
eral's Library," s.r.

Europe,"

New

Anti-Christiana:

York,

De

"Jews"; W.

Z.

tlip

Ripley,

'

Surgeon-GenThe Races of

liKK).

Rossi,

" Bibliotheca Judaica-Anti-Christi-

ana," Parma, 18(X).
Arabic Writers Steinschneider, in " Jew. Quart. Rev."
:

483-

480 (also reprint).

baia."

Calendar: Zeitlin, in Gurland, "Luab."
Catechisms: Strasslmrg-er, in his "(iesch. des Tnterrichtswe1885; Schreiber, in

Custoiiis:

A.

S.

Freidus (printed but not pub-

lished).

Van der Linde, "Gesch. des Scliachsi>iels," Leyden. 1873 (also separate).
Circiimcisidn
"Congres d'Anlluopologie a Lisbonne," pp. oVS
ct SI II., Lisbon, 18S4; Tomes, "Delia Circoncisioiie."
pp. 07-71.
Florence, IS'.i").
Cla.ssical Writers
Ijiinacli, " Te.vtes " ; !</<)/i, in Daremberg and
Clie.ss: Steiuschiifider, in

:

:

Saglio, "Diclionnaire des Antiquitcs (irccijucs et Roniaines,"
!<.r.
".ludiei"; Mayor, in Notes to Juvenal, x. 100 tf .sr*/.
Conversionism (Karly): Wolf, "Hihl. Heb." ii. pp. lO-V^-jS,
10ii7-7~'.
(Latr-n
i)e Le Koi. " Die Kvangelische Christenheit

und di(! Juden, "Leipsic, l884-i)2.
Dnuiia, Hebrew: l!i-iliner, in Moses Zacuto, " Yesod 'Olain,"
Introduction. Beilin. 1874.
Education Slrassl)urger, "Gesi'h. des Unlerrichtswesens," pp.
:

273-310, Stuttgart,

iss.").

England: Jacobs and Wolf, "Bibl. Anglo-Jud." London, 1886.
Epitaphs: De Castro, " Keur von (irafsteenen," pp. 125-126,
Leyden. 18^3.
Etliics S. Stein, " Materialien zurEthik desTalmuds," pp. 45-183,
:

Frankfort,

1S<)4.

Fiankel Brann, in " .Monatsschrift," xlv. 836-8.")2.
Future Life E. Abbot, " Literature of a Future Life," Nos.
:

:

I7;i4-19ti:.',

(ieography

1891.

/unz, in "(i. S." i. 146-210.
(Jermany: M. Stern, " (^iiellenkiinde zur Gesch. der Juden in
Deutscliland. lierlin, 1892. Early History: Aronius, " Re:

gesten," Berlin, 1902.
Graetz: Abrahams, in "Jew. Quart. Rev."

iv. 191 203.

Landshuth, " Maggid
"Bibliotheca Friedlan-

Haggadah (Passover): Steinschneider,

in

me-Reshit," Berlin, 1856 ; Wiener,
diana," letter 'i (in preparation).
Hebraists, Christian: Steinschneider, in "Zeit. fiir Hebr. Bibl."
i.-v.; Darling, " Cyc. Bil)liographica," Loudon, 18.54-59.
Hel)rew Language Steinschneider, " Bibliographisches Handbucli," Leipsic. 18.59; iilriit, " Zusiitze," 1896.
IncunaliiUa: (i.B. dt; Ro.ssi, as alwve Schwab, "Les Incunables H('-breu.\," Paris, l.ssi ; Soncinos Sacchi, "I Tipngratl
Ebrei," Cremona, l.'^77 Manzoni, " Annall Tipograllci del Soncino," Bologna, ISKS.
Inquisition
E. N. Adler, in "Jew. Quart. Rev." xiii. 42;j-432.
:

;

;

:

Italian Writers: Mortara, "Iiidice"; Nepi-Ghirondi, " Toledot
Gedole Yisrael "; Steinsclincidcr, in " Monatsschrift," xlii.xliii.
Jesus in Jewish Literature: Fiirst, " liil)l. Jud." ii. 6;i-04.
Jewish Question Jacobs, "Jewish Question," 1875-84, London,
:

1885.

Fiankl, in Ersch and druber, " Encyc." 2d ser., xxxiii.
"Kaiaitcn; Ryssel, in Herzog-Hauck, " Reai-Encyc." s.r.
Kaufniann. David: " Gedeukbuch zur Erinnerung an David
Kaufinann," Breslati, 19(XI.
Ladino: Kayserling, in Ersch and Gruber, "Encyc." s.v.
Loeb: "Rev. Et. Juives," xxiv, 184-19.5.
Luzzalto "Catalogo Razionalo degli Scritti di S. D. L.," Padua,

Karaites

:

.•>-.r.

:

1881.

Mainionides: Steinschneider, in "Cat. Bodl." cols. 19,37-1942.
Mishneh Torah Jellinek, " Kontres Rambam." Vienna, 1893.
Mathematicians: A. (ioldbcrg. " Die Jiidischen Malhematiker,"
Berlin, 1891 (an index to Steinschneider's " Die Mathematili
:

und die Juden

").

Midrash Zunz. "G. V."2dcd., 1892; Strack, in Herzog-Hauck,
" Real-Encyc." s.r. " Midrasch "; Jellinek, " Kontres Maggid,"
Vienna, 1878.
Music: "Cat. Anglo-Jew. Hist. Exh." London, l.ss7; M. W.
Kaufmann, Katalog .\o. 5.
Names: .Jellinek, " Kontres ha-Mazkir," Vienna, 1893.
Numismatics: Madden, "Coins of the Jews," London, 1881.
Oath (" .NIore Judaico"): Steinschneider, in "Zeit. Hebr. Bib." i.
Paleography: Steinschneider, " Vorlesungen iiber die Kunde
der Hel)niischen Handschriften," in " Centralblatt fiir Bibliothekswesen " (also separate. Berlin, 1892).
Palestine: Stein.schnei<ler, in Ri'iliricht and Meissnor, " Deutsche
Pilgrimweiser," pp. ,54.8-64.8, l,s92: u/c/)i. In Luncz," Jerusalem," 1892, iii., Iv; Ilohricht, "Bibliotheca Geograi)hica
:

Palestin;p," Berlin, 1.8?)0.
Periodicals, General
Harkavy, in " Yevreskaya BIblioteka,"
vii., viii.; A. S. Freidu.s, in "Btdletin New York Public Library," Jidy, 1902. Hebrew: Van Straalen, "Cat. Hebrew
Books Brit. Mils." pp. l.'<.'<-192. 294, 295; Sablolzki, in " Ozar
ha-Sifriit," v. 270-28:5.
American: A. S. Freidus, in "Am.
Jewish Year Book," i. 271-282.
"
Philo Schiirer,
(iesch."
:

xiii.

Blood Accusatiiin: Strack, " fias Hint," Munich. 1900.
Cabala: Wiinsclie. in llerzos-Hauck, " Real-Encyc." s.v. " Kab-

sens," pp. 277-281. Stuttgart,
Advocate," Chicago, 1901-2.

Ceremonies and

Bibliography

"Reform

:

Writers on: Zunz, " Ritus," i. Writers of: Zunz,
" Litteraturgesch." Berlin, 1865: idem, " Nachtrag." 1867.
First Words: Gestettner, "Mafteah," Berlin, 1889.

Piyyulim

:
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" Polemische Litteratur."
Polemics, Islamite Stelnschneider,
"
Portugal Remedios, Os Judeus em Portugal," Colmbra, 1895,
"
Quart. Rev." xiii.
iu
Jew.
N.
Adler,
repeated by E.
" Kontres Taryag," Vienna, 1878.
Precepts, The 613 Jellinek,
"
Catalogue des Livres Par^miologiques,"
Proverbs Bernstein,
:

:

:

admonishing the people to bind them (the
words of God) as a sign upon the hand, and have
them as frontlets between the eyes, and to write
them upon the posts of the house and upon the gate,
26, vii. 3,

:

Index, pp. 625-t)2r, Warsaw, 1900.
" Isr. Letterbode," vli.
Puriin and Parodies Steinsclineider, in
" Monatschrift."
1-13, ix. 45-58; idem, in
Rapoport: Bernfeld, "Toledot Shir," Warsaw, 1900; "Das
Centennarium S. I. L. Rapoports," 1900, pp. 414-416.
Responsa: British Museum Catalogues; Rabbinowicz, "Ohel
Abraham." s.r. nnis'ni m'-NS'.
Russia " Sistematicheski Ukazatel," St. Petersburg, 1893. His:

:

tory

:

"Regestv,"

Sermons:

i.

Homlletlk" (arranged by
Jellinek, " Kontres ha-Maspid,"

Maybaum, "Jiidische

texts), Berlin, 1890.
Vienna, 1884.

Funeral

:

Shuihan 'Aruk: SteinschneiUer, in "Cat. Bodl."
Spain Jacobs, "Sources," pp. 213-244, London, 1894.
" Bibl. Esp.-Port.-Jud." 1890.
Spanish Writers: Kayserling,
Spanish Poets Idem, "Sephardim," Lelpsic, 1859.
"
Bibliografle," 1871.
Spinoza,
Spinoza Van der Linde,
Steinschneider Kohut, in " Stelnschneider Festschrift."
Talmud: Mielziner, "Introduction to the Talmud," pp. 61-102,
Cincinnati, 1894; S. Stein, "Materialien zur Ethik,*' 1894, pp.
Editions: Rabbinowicz, " Ma'amar 'al Hadfasat ha64-179.
BischolT, " Kritische
Munich, 1876. Translations

certainly induced the Jews to use the Bible, or parts
of it, for protective or talismanic purposes (Targ. to
LikeCant. viii. 3; Ber. 23b; Yer. Peah i. 15d).
wise are the sixty letters of the Priestly Blessing

(Num.

For
Protective
Purposes.

vi.

powers of

24-26) called sixty guardian
Israel against the terrors of

the night (Cant.

Num.
Num.

R.

to

iii.

7;

Tan.

compare Pesik. R. 5 and
R. xii.), "a talisman against the
So was Ps. xci., perhaps originally comevil eye."
posed as an incantation psalm (see Psalms) and
16;

:

:

:

:

Talmud,"

:

Methodology JelliGesch. der Thalmud Uebersetzungen."
nek, " Kontres Kelalim," Vienna, 1878. Commentaries idem,
Indexes: idem,
1877.
Vienna,
"Kontres ha-Mefaresh,"
" kontres ha-Mafteah," Vienna, 1881.
Ten Tribes Bancroft, " Native Races of Pacific," vol. 1.
Tobacco: Steinschneider, in "Deborah," ix. 3-4, Cincinnati,
:

:

:

1894.

Translators: Steinschneider, "Hebr. Uebers." Berlin, 1893.
Tunis: Cazes, "Notes Bibliographiquessurla Lltt^rature Juive-

Tunisienne," Paris, 1893.

Wandering Jew:

Heiblg, in " Centralblatt

fiir

Bibllotheks-

wesen."
Wills, Ethical:
iv. 343-344.

Abrahams, in "Jew. Quart. Rev."

ill.

481-484,

Woman Steinschneider, " Heb. Bibl," i., ii., xix.
Yiddish Early Literature, Printed : Steinschneider, in " Serapeum,"ix., X. Manuscripts: i?j. xxv., xxvi., xxx. Later Literature: L. Wiener, in " History of Yiddish Literature," pp. 355Landau, in " Deutsche Mund382, New York, 1899. Philology
arten," ii. 126-133, Vienna, 1890; Sainean, in "Revue de la
Societe Linguistique," 1902.
Zunz Steinschneider, " Die Schriften von Dr. L. Zunz," Ber-

known

iu rabbinical literature as "Shir shel Pega'im," or "Song against Demons," employed as a
protective (Midr. Teh. to Ps. xci. Yer. Shab. vi. 8b),
found also in a tomb at Kertch, Crimea (Blau, " Das
;

Judische Zauberwesen," p. 95). Ps. iii. was employed for that purpose (Shebu. 15b); Ex. xv. 26
was used for healing purposes, according to Mishnah Sanh. x, 1 as was also Lev. 1. 1, according to
Sanh. 101a. To ward off evil dreams, the Rabbis prescribe the recitation of corresponding Bible verses
(Ber. 55b, 56b) in order to escape the danger befalling one who drinks uncovered water on Wednesday and Saturday nights, the recitation of Ps. xxix.
is prescribed (Pes. H2a). Tos., Shab. xiii. 4; Shab.
115b, writings containing Biblical matter used for
amulets, are mentioned, which Blau {I.e. p. 96) compares with two magic papyri of the second or third
century showing a Jewi.sh origin the one published

Alt.

;

;

;

:

:

:

:

lin, 1874.

Bibliography: Zunz,
Fiirst,

Bihl. Jud.

iii..

I?iWiograp7iisc?ies, in Z. G. pp. 214-303;
Preface.

L. G.

BIBLIOMANCY

'T.

*

The use

of the Bible for
magic or superstitious purposes. The practise of
employing sacred books, or words and verses thereof, for divination or for magic cures is universal
"What
alike among pagans and believers iu God.
the Vedas were to the Hindus (Stenzler, " Abhandlungen fiir die Kunde des Morgenlandes," vol. vi.,
Leipsic, 1878), Homer to the Greeks (Heim, pp. 496,
514), and Ovid and Virgil to the Romans (Lampridius, "Alexander Severus," p. 14; "Sortes Virgiliante "), the Old Testament was to the Jews, the Old
and New Testaments to the Christians (Kraus, s.v.
"Loos," ii. 344; "Sortes Sanctorum"; compare 1.
153, "Evangeliorum "), and the Koran and Hafiz to
the Mohammedans (Lane, " An Account of the Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptian's," vol.
The desire of man to discern the hidden
xi.).
future, or to obtain the mastery over nature in hours
of great an.xiety. by some superstitious resort to superhuman forces, is never altogether extinct in the
multitude.
Dent. vi. 8, 9; xi. 18; and Prov. iii. 22:

* For the titles of works cited under abbreviations, see bibliography at the end of the article.

by Deissmann

(pp. 21-48), the other

"Abraxas," pp. 138

et seg.,

by

Dieteiich,

both of which prove the

use of Biblical passages for magic purposes.
It was common in Talmudical times to accept the
verse selected at random and recited by the schoolchildren as a good or a bad omen (Hag. 15a, b Git.
58a; Hul. 95b), and this was observed through the
Middle Ages (Tur Yoreh De'ah, 179). This same custom was observed by the Christians at the close of
the seventh century (Kayser, "Die Canones Jacob's
von Edessa," 1886, pp. 22, 126, 136; and "Gebrauch
von Psalmen zur Zauberei," iu "Z. D. M. G." xiii.
In the last-named article a prescription
456-462).
of the use of the various Psalms for magic purposes,
written in Syriacaud taken from Sachau's collection
of Syriac manuscripts, No. 218, is
published and translated. Whether
Good or
Bad Omens, this served as a model for Jewish writers or followers of the "Shimmush
Tehillim " (the magic u.se of the Psalms), or originated with the Jews, is rather difficult to say. Certain it is that both the authorities of the synagogue
;

(Maimonides, "Yad," 'Akkum, xi. 12; Tur Yoreh
De'ah, 179, according to Shebu. 15b) and of the
Church pi-ohibited the use of the Bible either as a
whole or in part for magical cures (Kayser, I.e., p.
126; Ilefele, " Conciliengeschichte," ii. 274); yet
both failed to ei-adicate the custom. According to
"Sefer Hasidim" (ed. Lemberg, 1870; Jitomir, 1879,
§1140; notintheBcrlinedition), the Book of Leviticus
was [)laced under the head of a child when first put
Sometimes the Torah -scroll was
into the cradle.
brought into the lying-in room in order to facihtate
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the birth ("Pithe Teshubah" on Yoreh De'ah, 179),
or laid upon the sick babe (" Yad," I.e.; Tur Yoreh
De'ah, I.e.), or on the head of the new-born cliild, or
during the eight days following the circumcision
("Mitteilungeu," i. 83, 85). Also in the curious
womb-blessing, the Torah-scroll was used for pro-

the words spelled being: "Baermutter
[womb], lie down: with these words I adjure thee;
with nine Torahs, with nine pure Sef er Torahs "
tection,

!

(Giidemann, in "Monatsschrift," v. 57). When a person was dangerously ill, the Pentateuch was opened,
and the name which first met the eye was added to
the patient's name, in order to avert the evil destiny

Shinnuy ha-Siiem).

The words found at the
beginning of a page of the Bible when
Use of the it was opened at random, or touched
Penby the thumb at the opening, were also
tateuch.
frequently used as an oracle (Berliner,
"Aus dem Leben," p. 24). The Pentateuch in the form of a book, not a scroll, was employed also in the Fate Books ("Loos Bilcher").
Genesis was opened as a protection against thunder(see

and hail-storms (Kayser,

I.e.).

single verses may be
mentioned as having been used both

The following

Use
of Bible
Verses.

in the original

in transla-

wounds, Kashi
on Sanh. 101a; Shulhan 'Aruk, Yoreh

De'ah, 179,
Gen.

Hebrew and

tion (pronounced over
8):

To make oneself invisible (S.Z. 33a).
1.1-5: (The last letters only.) To confuse a person's
mind (M.V. 25); as preservative against pollution (S.Z. lib); and for other purposes
("Cat. Anglo-Jew. Hist. Exh." No. 1874;
i.

1

:

Schwab),

To

lighten childbirth (M.V. 59).
2: On using a divining-rod (M.V. 80)
Against
the crying of children (M.V. 64).
XXV. 14:
xxxii. 31
Against danger on a journey (M.V. 34).
xlix. 18: To shorten one's way on a journey (M.V. 23); in
the lying-in room (M. V. 80).
Ex.
xi. 7 : For protection against a fierce dog.
(For greater
security, the traveler is advised to carry a
stout stick as well, which gave rise to the
saying, " He has both a verse [' posuk '] and a
xxi.
xxiv.

1

:

:

stick ['stecken']

with him," applied to one

well fortitled on every side.)
8
XV. 2:
XV. 16:
xi.

:

To lighten childbirth (M.V. 59).
To shorten one's way (M.V. 24).
To shorten the way (M.V. 23);
in a court of

law (M.V. 32)

;

to insure safety
against fear (M.V.

65).

xvii. 16: Against bleeding (M.V. 45).
xxli. 17: In the lying-in room (M.V. 91).
xxxiil. 23: Against witchcraft (M.V. 41).

xxxiv. 6 To shorten the way (M.V. 23).
Lev.
i.
1: The same (M.V. 23).
Num. xl. 2: Against tire (M.V. 10, 11; S.Z. 27).
xi. 12: Against the evil eye (M.V. 41).
xxiii. 23: In lying-in rooms (M.V. 91).
Deut. vi. 4-9: Against fever (M.V. 50).
xxxiii. 4: On taking children to school (S.Z. 30b).
:

In addition to verses from the Pentateuch, the
following from other books arc cited as being etlicient in the cases indicated:
Josh.
Isa.

xxvl.

Bibliomancy

::

Bibliomancy
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Ps.

:

xxxix

:

Ayainst

:

Airaiiist evil spiiiis.

WiR'ii

xli.

:

xlii.

:

xliii.

:

xliv.

:

Ps.

defaitiiition.

Ajj-aiiist evil (U'sifjii

xl.

on

one's posiiion

Ilu'

pan

of tlK'

:

The same; and against

all kinds of evil ; to make
oneself inxisiliU- (.M.V. ;!ti); veises ") and 10,
against epilepsy (.M.V. ">;.'i; molding wax for
a sick child, see Kilbin, I.e. p. 134. For the
comiection between tra\cliiig and archangels,
and the employuieiil of this psahe. by both,
.lews and ( hristians, see (Iriinw. !)'.).

kiiifr.

been given to an-

lias

ollier.

In iiiterpretatiun of dreams.
In a storm at sea (M.V. JJT)).

To escape from an enemy.
.\K:ii"sta wicKed woman.

xciii.

:

When one

wife.

xciv.

:

one's enemies.
Verse ti, against pollution (M.V.
Afrainst fever.

xcvii.

:

xcviii.

:

xlv.

:

xlvi.

:

xlvii.

:

To win

xhlii.

:

'I'o

xlix.

:

tiics of

liis

XCll.

favor.

fiJL'liien

(-,2).
1.

:

li.

liv.

and

:

lii.

:

liii.

:

Iv.

:

hi.

:

Against eriumies and robbers ((iriinw., against
noxious animals).
Wlien one feels guilty. Vers(> 15, against loss of
blood (Heim, r,UH).
To keep ofl' slander.
To frighten one's foes.
To be avenged on one's foes.
Wlii'n in iliains;
also against evil inclination.

Ivii.

:

Iviii.

:

lix.

:

Ix.

:

Ixi.

:

Ixii.

:

Ixiii.

:

Ixiv.

:

Ixv.

:

Ixvi.

;

Ixvii.

:

To have good

fortinie.

.\gainst vicious dogs.
Against evil inclination.

psalm

It is

owing

xcv.
xcvi.

:

:

xcix.

:.',

:

c.

:

ci.

:

cii.-ciii.

:

civ.

:

cv.

:

cvi.

:

IJi-fore waiting upon high dignitaries.
For support in a lawsuit.
Against eneuuts.
.\gainst being betrayed into baptism.
To give happiness to one's family.
The same. Vei-se
against theft UM.V.
To make peace between enemies.

Against an

:

:

.\gain,st

:

To have happiness

cix.

:

Against enemies.

ex.

:

To make

cxi.

:

cxii.

:

cxiii.

:

cxiv.

:

cxv.

:

exvi.
cxvii.

:

.Vgainst evil longing.

Ixix.

:

Ixx.

:

Before

:

In prison.

Ixxii.

:

To win grace and

Ixxiii.

:

Against compulsory baptism.

:

.Against a

:

I'or

:

:

:

all

and

in law.

the performance of a religions precept; to
sharpen the intellect; for disease of the eye;
when one is in deep perplexity valuable for
preachers; against sin; wholesome for the
spleen and kidneys; against temptation; to
win favor; against weakness in the hands;
upon a .iomney; against cat^irrh
against
weakness in the feet; against earache; against
dizziness; on taking children to school (Berliner, I.e. p. 7).
Verse 49, before study (S.Z.
30b); verses 3;5-40, against temptation (M.V.
;

;

b5).

matnier of

:

Asrainsl idolatry.

Ixxxii.

:

Ixxxiii.

:

Ixxxviii.

:

:

;

at court.

When on an

impoitant mission.
In time of war. Griinw. connects Iheexpre.ssion
in vei-se
(A.V. 13), "make them lik(^ a
wheel." with the .lews' badge, which was
sometimes in the form of a wheel.
Against sickness.

:

Ixxxix.

:

xc.

:

To win

cxxi.

;

:

cxxiv.

;

cxxv.

in the Iving-in

the dedication of a house which has been inhabited by evil spirits ((iriinw.).
When traveling alone at night.
On appearing before a high potentate.
AVhen a slave has run away.
On fording a river.
Against enemies; on a journey (M.V. 34; S.Z.

:

cxxii.
cxxiii.

;

91).

On

:

:

31a).

For a woman whose children die.
For protection.
For an expectaid mother.
On the perfornuince of a religious act; at

;

cxxvii.
cxxviii.

;

:

si^a

To escape arrest by the night watchman.
.Against undue jiresumption.

exxxi.

On

fulfilling a rash vow.
For friendship and love.
Before studying.
For repentance and amendment.

cxxxiv.

oxxxv.
cxxxvi.

To confess one's sin.
To remove enmity.

:

cxxxvii.
cxxxviii.

:

For love

To awaken

love between a
.Against heart-disease.

cxxxix. cxl.
cxii.

cxliv.

si)irit.

To deliver one fr<>m prison.
To save a city or a conmninity.
.Against the effects of sickness.

Against lions or evil spirits. Verse 17, against
fever (M.V. 50); shortening a journey (M.V.
23); general protection (M.V. 31).

Against sudden fright.
Against sword wounds.

cxlv.
cxlvi.
oxlvii.

:

cxlviil.-cxlix.

cxiix. 6
cl.

man and

a

woman.

.Against lumbago.
.Against pain in the arm.
To heal a fractnretl or dislocated hand; against
demons. Verse 2, at si>a (M.V. 35); by ( hristians against fever ((iriinw. in M..A.).

cxlii.
cxliii.

favor.

Against an evil

seeing a snake or a scorpion

room (M.V.
cxx.-cxxxiv.

cxxxii.
cxxxiii.

U

:

On

:

cxxx.
spirits.

distress.

To win grace and favor
To be ri<l of one's foes.

ixxxiv.
Ixxxv.
Ixxxvi.
Ixxxvij.

cxx.

(S.Z. 31b).

lire.

:

:

against an evil spirit

gain new friends.
increase one's strength.
secure the removal of i<lolatry.
be loitunale in business.
be victorious in debate.
.Xganist an unnatural or sudden death.

favor.

mob, whether of men or

lloocl

(!,

On

:

cxxix.

Ixxix.
Ixxx. Ixxxi.

Ixxviii.

appease an enemy).

forgiveness of sins.

Against
Against

Verse

-Against slander.
In medicine ((iriinw. 118); against scoffers to
answer (an epikores), and to maintain oneself

:

cxviii.

cxxvi.

Ixxi.

Ixxvi.
Ixxvii.

peace.

To
To
To
To
To

to the first fact that this

used together with Ps. cxliv. in the
departure of the Sabbath. For
the connection of David with the departure of
"
Sabbath, see
Mitteilungen der Gesellschaft
f iir J iidische Volkskunde," i. 70. On the second
fact is ba.sed the reading of this psalm in the
forty-nine days of 'Omer (see 'Omer), between Passover and Pentecost. The Catholic
Church also designates a special psalm for
daily recital between Easter and Pentecost
(see Griinw. 1(19).
Against evil spirits ((iriinw., as an e.xorcism for
travelers' use).

Ixxiv.
Ixxv.

contiinious fever.
in one's house.

cvii.
cviii.

is

a t)atile ((jiriinw., to

evil spiiit.

.\gainst childlessness.
To lie rid of one's enemies.
.\gainst a (luartan ague.
Against a tertian ague.

ritual at the

Ixviii.

16).

To become pious.
To gain a victory.

(.M.V. 31); verse 7, at sea (S.Z. 31b).

Hefore a battle.
Upon entering a house where one has cause for
apprehension.
Kor forgiveness of sins.
On accoiniting with one's business partner, and
to have good fortune in trade.
On fording a river.
To exert inlluence over anybody.
Against evil si>irits.
Against continuous fever; also for a iirisoner.
This psalm, written upon parchment in the
form of a " meiiorali " (branched candlestick i, and surrounded by moral sentences, is
frequently foun<l printed in prayer-books. It
is claimed that tlu- psalm was engraved upon
David's shic^ld in this form. Without the
superscription, it contains seven verses and
forty-nine words: the fifth verse, counting
the dageshed r: as two, contains foity-nine
letters.

:
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:

:

.Against the bite of serpents.
Against a lire.
Against pollution (M.V. 62).
Thanking (iod for all His works.

;

For

from the Bible
and used lor inantir purposes, see
God. N.vmks ok, and ANoKi.oiAXiY.

single -words or imiiK's taken

Use

The names of

of Biblical

the followinir individual ixisonaues of ihc JJibie have been

Nanies.

euipioyid

Adam
The

Kvc

aiwl

St'i|icMt

Vcr. mi

un

(Icii.

••

Saiiiai'l
(i

t

((iiri-rniiitr tlio liuiuaii

St'fiT I.Ia>i(liiii," eii. Lciiilu'ifr.

went upon

iii.

;

AMn.KTS.

iim' ni amuli'Is,

st'iiH'iiliiif frc-t. si-i-

fonii.'"

huiiiaii

in hililioniancy

sec
oilel, saiiiaci in Scliwab.
l-'oi'

:

""thc^ .scri)('iii

lltiii,

'larsr.

:

with

lif-Mirc

S

tu"o feet

ami

liad partly a

Inu'ctlicr witli Scrallel,

M.V.

interprets the serpent as Saiiiael,

'Valkia Hailash " makes tlie
and Satan see alsu .\in:A.\.\s.

si-rpcnt

iiientiral

:il

;

ami

with Sainai'l

;

Eniieli

:

inlliicnce trade. S.Z.

'l"o

I'semlepi.irrapliisclK'ii

:?L'.

Litcratiir,"

Sec
pp.

"Uespdnsen der (iadiiiin," ii. :>44.
and .Jaccili In amulets

Aliraliaiii, Isaac,

M. V.

:

Steiii-sclnieider,
;>:!

ct

.so/.;

" Ziir

Ilarkavy,

fnr the Ivintr-iii room,

ill.

Sarah. Kclii'kah, liachcl, and I.cah The samt>.
Jo.seph: Ajiainst iidllution, M.V. ti:.'; against the evil eye, eoiupare Kerakot ;V)1); see I5Iau, p. I'm; in the eeremony of
"Tashlih," with reference to (Jen. .\li.\. tZ.
Mosi's: .Virainst lire (after K.x. ii. S), M.V. "kS; for h^rd labor,
M.V. 10; to awaken intellect ("' I'seiidepifrapha "'), M.V. Oij;
atrainst yanLTeiie, M.V. 4S.
:

Koiah: Korhin = evil spirits, M.V. ]7.
Joshua: To arousi! inieUiLrence (" I'seudepiirrai)ha

"),

M.V.

GO.

I)avid See D.vvu), Siiiki.d ok.
DociT See inider .Miithophel (compare Mishnah, Sanh. x. 3).
Ahitho|iliel
Name of theaiithor of a fate-hook (Steiiisclineid(»r,
" llehr. lUlil." vi. 13(h. Ivetrarded as
a colleague, as it were,
of Balaam, and as a species of Mephistoplieles (idon. "Ziir
I'seude]jipraphischeii I.iteratur," \>. Ml).
Ahsalom In the preiiaration of dl\ ininir-rods, M.V. 80.
Solomon: In eonjuiKtion with Ashmedai, M.V. 5t5; concerning
his shield and seal-riiifrs, see M.V. 30.
Queen of Sheha: See below, mider I.ilith, M.V. 11, 17, 29.
:

:

:

:

See MS.
also S.Z. -'J; M.V. 47.
pp.
Job: Aj-'ainst tooth-ache (" rsendepijrrapha "), .M.V. 47.
Satan: for aiiailels in lyin<r-ln I'oom, M. 71.
Hoaz Asrainsl i>ollution, M.V. (j2.
Daniel: Against wild beasts, M.V. .33; Hananiah. Mishael, and
Azariali in a eonjiiraiion ajrainst fever, Shab. G7a.
Lilith: Identical with the Queen of Sheba, .MS. 1870, 187; also
Kelifa, MS. isso, ]>. iVjtl; Klippe, M.V. (12.
P'or a masculine
I.ili, and a plural Liliyot, see M.V. 03.
The creatiir(>s iiround the thiune (Kzek. i. 15): To shorten one's
journey, M.V. 34.
Names of rivers: The rivers of Eden. M.V. dl) Kidron, WuhlElijah

IStiii,

:

38(i, 2SS, 2ii:i:

:

;

;

stein, 17.

Other single nium's or words are rarely emidoyed.
njD ("the
For a magical cure of a
bush"), E.\. iii. 2 ct se^j.
burning fever, the bush is meutioued iu Shab. 67a,
aud is addressed as the tree "upon which God allowed His Shekinah to dwell."
The words pj3 (" shield ") and px (" so may it be ")
are sometimes found interwoven with other words
or with each other so that each of their three letters
is made the initial of a magic word;
Single
tlius cnpj. 'cnp^. L'Hpn (M. V. 50), ps,
Biblical
p J, po. (''''• compare 38). The last
Words.
letter, " N," serves as the last letter in
the name of the good angels (M. V. .01).
" Ezel "
" the stone Ezel "), I Sam. xx. 19, is
(ijTK =
inter|u-eled as consisting of the initials of the words
Oul}^ the following can be mentioned:

;

pnV^

J?nT "IIX ("light

is

sown

for the righteous,"

and is sometimes found: see M. V. Tw.
Concerning the mode of api)licati()ii of these Bible
passages and words, it is oidy necessary to state
here that they were written in various places and
on ntimerous objects; e.g., ]iai)er (.M. V. 40, 64);
Ps.

Bibliomancy
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.\c\ii. 11)

clean ("kosher") ]iarchinent (M. V. 28. 31, 35. 57. 60
ef se(j.); stag inuchment (S. i.); the wall (M. V. 30);

walking-cane

human

skull

(I?.

(.M.

Bibliothfeque
B. 73a); on bread (31. V. 43); a
V. 49): dieese (M. V. 28); au apple

V. 25); clay (Sh. 2 M. V. 56, (iO)
[sec "Sefer
Wohislein, lo2J); especially on new clay
vessels (.M. V. 24, 25): :ui egg (Sh. 119, S. Z. 30b,
M. V. 43); and on a cake (S. Z. 30b).
In addition, the}' were pronounced or whispered
(.M.

;

lia/.iel," in

compare

31. V. 56, 59) over olive-oil
dust (Sh. 7 ct wy.), especially
over well-water (Sh. 7, 10, 20, 37, 69, 119), water
tipou which the sun had never shone (Sh. 29, 84), on
l)lucking vegetables or herbs (Sh. 13). over oil of

(Sii.

10, 29, 31;

(Sli. 3, 5, 33,

45, 89),

.sesame (Sh. 51),

of roses (Sh. 20, 21), salt

oil

(//>.),

willow branches (Sh. 29), leaves of a palm-tree that
had not yet blossomed (Sh. 29), wine (Sh. Ill); and
over all of these only at certain li.xeil times (Sh. 29,
Sometimes they were not ut62, 119; M. V. 80).
tered at all, but were dwelt on in thought (M. V. 37).
The formidas are recited once only, or several
times in succession (31. V. 23, 31, 32, 34, 05, 80): at
times backward, at times forward (31. V. 65, 68); in
combinations or in pernnitations (31. V. 30); sometimes in gematria (compare Kircher, "Arithmologia," Rome, 1605; 31. V. 628) somijtimes abbreviated (31. V. 23); on other occasions with one letter
;

left oil

at a time.

Mittiiluinirii dir GenclJachaft fVir JiUlische
[(juoted in the above article as M.V.J
Zechariah
.lacob simonei'. Scfif Zcliiidli
uc-'lmiane
Snjulint. Ilambursr, Kdii [S.Z.]: Issachar (Baer) Teller Kofe
b. Judah Loll .satan, Sifcr StyiiUdt u liiinot. (Cat. Modi,
Ephraiin liei.scher, S/ia'ar AYra.i/()»
col. l(lt)i'j). Prague, ltlii4
(ih. col. i>46)'
(Cat. Bodl. col 9(17, Fiirih. 173S ; Tolcdot
Zolkiev. 1730; David (Teble) b. Jacob Ashkena.si, Scijidlot
u-e-[{i:fti(>t (Appendi.x to Ikt David). Wilna, 17;i4 (('/(."siW)
Mordecai (iumpel b. Eleazar Henilels. Sciiullat u-lUfnot
(A|)pendi.x to MismnrnHic Lfh). Amsterdam, 1717, 1718;
Abraham Wallich, Scfrrlxcfunl. 17(NI; Jii tiint-Jiuch. Amsterdam, 17th to isth century (Cat. IJodl. col. Ii41)
Rcfiiiit ue.s't'(/i(//o(, Amsterdam, 17ih century (ih.); L. Blau, Da.'f AltJiidi.<:c}ie Zaularwcs<)i, in the Ja}iirxlicric)it der Lmidcxralihiiicr-Srliulc ii> JSitdapcM. 1898; Deissmann, liihcMuditJi, Marburg, 1895; M. Griinwald, I'thirdrii Ein,th(s.-< dcr

liini.KxiUAriiv

:

I'o/A.sA (()/(/t

Flongian

;

1).

;

Adam

;

Psal))ii)i anf die KDlstrhfiiKi der Kdtliiili.-^clii n Liturgie,
Frankfort-on-the-.Main, 1890. 189:! [(limw-.l H. Helm, 7)ic(tntai)iriit<t
Mdfiira, in Kleckeisen"s ./d/u/iiic/e c, 189:!, xix.
supplementary volume; ('. Kayser, Dcr <iil)raue)i von
I'salinni zur Zdiiherci. in Z. D.M. G. 1888, xlii. 4.5(J; F.
Kraus, lienU)iciil,li>i}etlie der ('liristlie)icji AUrrtiiiiier, Freiburg, 1883. 188(); [M<ii)(it.-'-<eluitt Jlir die Gcfehielitc itnd
Wisseu.-<eh<ift des Jiidnitliunis [.M.S.]; M. Schwab. Vneahulaire de VAtiu>l(>hniie, Paris, 1894; J. Wohlstein, D(i)ni))ieri^
/(C.sr/n('or)ui(/()i ous JS'ocldahnudiH'lur Zti7, Berlin, 1894;
:

Shimmush

Teliilliin [Sh.]

K.

31.

BIBLIOPHILES, JEWISH.

See

Gi!.

— K.

Book Col-

I.KCTOUS.

BIBLIOTHEaUE NATION ALE, PARIS:
National libraiy of France, founded

Hebrew mimuscripts

in

this

in

i:;5-l.

libiary have

The

always

stood at the head of the (niental collections, their
to 1,390.
In imi)ortance

mmiber now amounting
and number of volumes,

this library is second only
Bodleian at Oxford.
The foundation of the Bibliothe(iue Rationale
dates from the time of Charles V. of France, about
the middle of the fourteenth century; though it is
not known whether any Hebrew manuscripts were
contained in the libraries of Charles V. and Charles
It is not even certain that manuscript No. 715,
VI.
said to be "written in the letters of the Jews," was
really a Hebrew book (Delisle, "Le Cabinet des ^laA number of Hebrew books
nuscrits," i. 48, note 1).
might have been expected to be foiuul iu these two
to the
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Charles V. ordered a selection to be
the Hebrew manuscripts at the Tresor
des Chartes, and in 1372 these manuscripts were
second collection of Hebrought to the Louvre.
brew books was delivered to Gilles Mallet about
It comprised 44 volumes, 4 rolls, and por1397.
tions of the Bible and the Talmud which had been
found in the house of a Jew living in the Faubourg
St. Denis after the Jews were expelled from Paris
(V. H. Sauval, " Histoire et Recherche des AntiquiFrom this source
tes de la Ville de Paris," ii. 520).
have probably come the two French rituals confiscated during the reign of Philippe-le-Bel, and formerly preserved in the treasury (now Hebrew MSS.
The Renaissance largely enriched the
634, 637).
collections.

made among

A

Hebrew

stores of the library.

Guillaume

Pellicier,

bishop of Montpellier and ambassador of France to
Venice, says in a letter addressed to King Francis

Aug. 29, 1540, "Sire, it will please j'ou to learn
that since I have been in this city by your command,
I have, up to the present time, kept a force of copyists at work, and now I still have eight of them, inI.,

who write for me the rarest
able to find in this language " (Delisle,
These are, without doubt, the books in
ib. i. 155).
the library the bindings of which bear the arms of
cluding the Hebrew,

am

works

I

Henry

II.

In an inventory of the librarj' of Blois, which in
1544 was united with that of Fontainebleau, there
Henry II. had in all
a're only 3 Hebrew volumes.
only 30 Hebrew manuscripts, to which 20 volumes
were added in 1599 from the library of Catherine de
These volumes came originally from the
31edici.
collection of Gilles de Viterbe (see the report of M.
Taschereau, published at the head of the catalogue
On Jan. 12, 1668, Louis XIV.
of this collection).
ordered an exchange of printed books and manuscripts between the librarj^ of the College Mazarin
and that of the king. In this way 200 manuscripts
were added to the king's collection.
On May 18, 1673, Dupont, consul of France at
Aleppo, announced to Minister Colbert that Father
Besson had procured about 50 volumes from private
libraries in the country, and from some of the sj^nagogues. Under the librarianship of Baluze no less
than 60 Hebrew manuscripts were added (Delisle,
ib. p. 446).
One hundred and twenty -seven Hebrewmanuscripts were in the collection of Gilbert Gaulmin, 14 in that of the archbishop of Reims (1700),
and 12 in that of Thevenot. The Colbert collection
enriched the library by 171, so that in 1739 the total
number of manuscripts was 516.
It is worthy of note that the general centralization
of books by the French republic has brought to
the library a considerable number of Hebrew manuscripts 207 from the Paris churches of the Oratory,
34 from the churches of St. Germain. At the same
period as many as 258 came to the library from the
Sorbonne, Hebrew books having been a part of the
library there as early as 1414 (Delisle, ib. iii. 41,
note), and the collection of Oriental manuscripts
having been enriched by those of the Marquis de
Brieres, which oame into the Sorbonne collection with
These can be
the library of Cardinal Richelieu.
recognized by the cardinal's arms on their covers.
In modern times important gifts havq enriched the
:
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In 1862, $ Hebrew manuscripts were
added from the Tresor des Chartes, and in 1867 the
Empress Eugenie presented to the library a Bible,
for which, because of its illustrations and supposed
antiquity, she had paid 25,000 francs ("Rev. Et.
Juives," xxxvi. 112).
About 1872 two further additions were made by Baron James Edouard de Rothschild (Nos. 1322, 1323).
All departments of Jewcollection.

ish

literature

are

represented in this collection,

works in Aramaic, in Arabic (Hebrew characters), and in Judteo-Spanish.
The most ancient Bible is dated 1286 others are of
besides

;

the fourteenth century ("Archives Israelites," 1894,
Iv. 397).
number of these volumes
Bibles.
coming from Italy and the Orient are
of the fifteenth or sixteenth century.

A

A

Others are of more recent date.
few volumes
contain miniatures
^..(7., No. 584, Sefer ha-]Mizwot,
in Arabic; No. 586, Miuhagim in Juda30-German;
Nos. 592, 593, 617, Catalan and Italian rituals; Nos.
643, 644, 646, and especially No. 1,333, containing a
curious Passover Haggadah according to the Oriental
rite, and dating from the beginning of the fifteenth
century ("Jour. Asiatique," 1892, i. 172-185).
In addition to the manuscripts already mentioned,
fragments of others have been found bound within
printed volumes, among these being an elegy on
Joseph Caro ("Rev. Et. Juives," ix. 304); and Hebrew manuscripts found in non-Hebrew books, such
as the three autograph letters of David Cohen de
Lara, incorporated in the French manuscript 19,213
{ib. xi. 95); or some business memoranda in semicursive Hebrew of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, found in Latin manuscript No. 5097.
As regards the cataloguing of this collection, the
beginnings were made by a converted Jew, Louis
de Compi^gne, in 1689, by order of Louis XIV.
(Franklin, " Les Anciennes Biblioth^ques de Paris,"
This work, revised by the Abbe Renaudot,
ii. 190).
served as a basis for the Hebrew part of the catalogue of Oriental manuscripts, printed in 1739. The
deficiencies of this latter work were soon noticed;
and a Jew of the Comtat Venaissin, Bernard de Valabr^gue, examined the manuscripts,
while Richard Simon gave an account
Cataloguing of of the Hebrew manuscripts of the Oratory (at this period this latter collecthe
CoUection. tion was not yet incorporated with the
BibliothC'que Nationale). It was, however, found necessary to have the catalogue comFrom 1838 to 1850 this w^ork was
pletely revised.
done by S. Munk. When in 1850 his eyesight failed,
he was superseded by Joseph Derenbourg. The catalogue published in 1865 contained 1,313 manuscripts
and 16 Samaritan works. Since that time the collection has been increased by about 75 manuscripts
(" Rev. Et. Juives," xxxvii. 249).
The work of cataloguing the collection was completed by M. Zotenberg, who added a description of the Samaritan
:

manuscripts.
In regard to the printed books a different system
In the Biblioth^que
of grouping has been followed.
Nationale printed books are distributed according to
The number of books in the Biblisubject-matter.
oth^que Nationale in 1897 was 2,048,893; and as the

Hebrew works

are distributed

among

these,

it is

no
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easy task to ascertain their existence in the library.
Thus almost all the incunabula enumerated by De
Rossi may, it is true, be found there, but in order
to discover them, they must be laboriously sought
in the numerous subject-divisions.
From a collection of valuable objects of ancient,
medieval, and modern times, Louis XIV. constituted
the Cabinet de France, or, as it is called, the "Cabinet des Medailles et Antiques." The Hebraica in
this collection are to be found in the three main sections denominated: (a) ancient med
Cabinet des als; (b) early Middle Ages; (c) modMedailles ern specimens. The series of ancient
et
Jewish coins includes 28 from Galilee,
Antiques. 204 from Samaria, and 417 from Judea.
The last number, the greater part of
which are Greek or Roman coins, includes also the
coins of Simon Maccabee (9 in silver and 11 in
bronze), as well as the coins minted during the insurrection of Bar Kokba.
S. Munk, in his "Pales
tine," has reproduced, on plate 21, 6 of these Maccabean coins (Reinach, in "Rev. Et. Juives," xv. 56,

After the medals come in chronological order the
cups with magic inscriptions in Judaeo-Aramean.
Of these the Cabinet contains several specimens (see
Bowi.s, Magic).
In addition to these, there are specimens with texts
in square characters of comparatively modern date.
Some are in the shape of coins, upon -which are
Hebrew inscriptions. These date from the sixteenth
or seventeenth century ("Rev. Et. Juives," xxv.
There are about forty specimens
132, xxvii. 317).
They comprise (a) inscriptions with
in this class.
:

names

recalling the rabbinical traditions of
coins referring to Abraham and Sarah, to Isaac and

Rebekah

(B.

K. 97b); some of these referring to

Moses, others to Aaron, David, and Solomon; (b)
amulets and talismans (c) magic squares and astrological symbols; ((?) Christian documents with Hebrew and Latin words taken from the Bible. There
is also a medal said to have come from Lyons (J.
Derenbourg, in "Revue Israelite," i. 4-8), a cameo
with the name of Gracia Nassi ("L'Officiel," Nov.
7, 1877), and a Jewish seal of the fourteenth century
(A. Blanchet, in " Revue Numismatique, " 1889, p.
Finally, there are a number of talismans called
483).
Abraxas ("Rev. Et. Juives," xxxi. 149; Catalogue
by E. Babelon, No. 27).
;

The department of engravings in the BibliothSque Nationale comprises 2,300,000 pieces, preserved in 145,000 volumes and 4,000
Depart-

portfolios (Delaborde,

"Le Departe-

mentof En- ment
gravings.

BICK, JACOB

SAMUEL:

Austrian author;
eighteenth century died in Brody, 1831.
He was a satirical writer of force and ability, and
one of the ablest pioneers of tlie " haskalah" (culture)
movement among the Jews of Galicia. His contributions to the "Bikkure ha-'Ittim," " Kerem Hemed,"
and other Hebrew publications of his time contain
strong pleas for the spread of secular knowledge
and industry among the Galician Hebrews; and, like
all his contemporaries among the Maskilim or progressionists, he was strongly in favor of agricultural
pursuits by Jews.
He died of cholera in 1831 and
left several manuscript works, both in prose and
poetry, which were burned in the great conflagration in Brody in the spring of 1835, when the house

born

in the

;

of his son-in-law, Isaac Rothenberg, was totally destroyed.
Bick was highly respected for his pietj',
learning,

and

and the destruction of his litat the time deplored as a great

ability';

was

erary remains
loss.

Bibliography
ter 22

;

ib.

Kerem Hemed,

:

i.,

Vienna, 1833, note to Let-

131.

ii.

P.

s.

xvii. 42, xviii. 304).

historic

Biblioth&Que
Bie

des Estampes a la Bibliotheque
Nationale," p. 6).
This collection was

originally

made by

the

Abbe de Ma-

The Jewish subjects can be found
by means of the catalogues and alphabetical lists of
engravings. Among these may be mentioned the
rolles in 1667.

engraving of a medieval anti-Jewish statue, called
the"Truie de Wittenberg" (Kaufmann, in "Rev.
Et. Juives," XX. 269, xxiii. 313), and an engraving
of the so-called martyrdom of St. Simon of Trent
in 1472, a xylograph of some interest and one frequently described.
G.
M. S.

BICKELL, GUSTAV

Wi.

WILHELM HUGO:

Christian Hebraist and professor in the University
of Vienna; born July 7, 1838, at Cassel.
After graduating at Marburg, where he studied Semitic languages, he renounced Protestantism and entered the
Roman Catholic Church, becoming two years later
(1867) professor of Christian archeology and Semitic
languages in the University of Innsbruck. In 1892
he was called to the University of Vienna. Bickell's
works include the following on Hebrew subjects:

"Grundriss der Hebraischen Grammatik."

in

two

1869-70 (English translation by S. I.
Curtiss, Leipsic, 1877); "Dichtungen der HebrSer,"
in three vols., according to the versification of the
original text, Innsbruck, 1882-84; "Kohelet's Untersuchung uber den Wert des Daseins," ib., 1886;
"Kalilag und Damnag," Leipsic, 1876; "Der Prediger," 1884; "Krit. Bearbeitung der Proverbien,"
in "W. Z. K. M." 1891; "Kritische Bearbeitung
des Jobdialogs," in "W. Z. K. M." 1893, and "Das
Buch Job " (metrical translation), 1894. His construction of Job and Kohelet is given in popular
form in Dillon's "Sceptics of the Old Test." 1895.
He has published also the "Carmina Nisibena" of
Ephraem Syrus, 1866, and, from Syrian Fathers,
"Ausgewahlte Gedichte," 1872, and "Ausgewahlte
vols., Leipsic,

Schriften," 1874.
For his critical studies of Ben
Sira, see "Zeitschrift fiir Theologie und Kirche,"'
1882,

and "W.
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Meyer, Konveisatioiis-Lezikori,

:

I.

BIDKAR A captain
:

was ordered to
field of Naboth
J.

986.

ii.

T.

cast the
(II

Br.

whom

body of Jehorara

he

into the-

ix. 25).

G. B. L.

JK.

BIDPAI

Kings

under Jehu, by

FABLES IN HEBREW.

Kalilah wa-Dimnah.
BIE, OSKAR German archeologist and

See

profesTecluiische Hochschuleat Charlottenburg,
He
near Berlin; born at Breslau Feb. 9, 1864.
studied at the gymnasiuiiT and university of his
native town. Besides his position at the Technische Hochschule, he occupies at present (1902) that
:

sor at

tlie

Biedermann
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Biesenthal

of editor-in-chief of the "Neue Deufsciic Rmulschau." Bie is tlie author of tlie following woiks:
" Die Musen in der Antiken Kunst," 18SG; " Kampfgruppe und Kilinpfertypen in der Antike," 1890;
"Zwischen den Kiinsten," 1895; and " Das Klavier,"
1898. He is a convert to C'iuistianitv.
S.

BIEDERMANN, MICHAEL LAZAR
trian jeweler

und

:

inercliant; born at Presburu',

Aus
Hun-

1769; died at Vienna Aug. 24, 1843.
When fifteen years old he went to Yietuia and was
apiuenticed to an engraver. In 1787 he gained a
prizi; for modeling in wax, and in 1789 one for engraving. Prior to 1792 he was known as jMichael
Lazai', but in that year he received permission to live
in Vienna as a seal-engraver, and to adopt the name
Biedermann. He was entrusted with the engraving
of the imperial seals. Thus he at once became
prominent in his trade, and by 1800 was enabled to
open a jeweler's store.
Visiting the fair at TiCipsic, Biedermann became
interested in the avooI ti'ade, and in 18(12 commenced
business as a wool
merchant. Here, as
in the jewelry busigary,

Aug.

13,

he was eminess,
nently successful. In
1807 an English firm
l>ought wool from
him at the Leipsic
fair to the amount of
S300,000.
In 1808 he
received
from the

Austro-IIungarian
government a permit
wholesale merchant, und
through his energj- a
to trade as a

Mit'bat'

wide

field

was opened

und to the manufacture of
woolen goods, the methods of which he greatly improved.
He succeeded in making his firm one of

to Austrian a.gricuiture,

the leading houses of Austria.
Biedermann took great interest in the welfare of
the Jewish community of Vienna, of which he was
the representative from 1806 till his death.
In 1807
he instituted a fund for the sick, and in 1839 a pension fund for ofiicers of the community.

In 1830 Biedermann received the

title

of "Jeweler

to the F^mperor of Austria."
Ignatz Reich, Bttlt-d, Ehrrntcmpd Vcrdiciitir Uiiijdrisclier juden, i. tiO et ,st'(/., Biidiipest, 185();
G. Wolf, GescJiiclitc der J.vaditisclieu Cidtusmnicindc in
Wieii^ pp. 57 ct xeij., Vienna, ISlil
David LiJwy, GaUcric der
Verdiciislvollcii Juden des XfX. Jnhrhu})dirtft, Zuudchst
ans Oestcrreicli-Cniiaru. part i., p. 9. Vit-iina, JS,H2; Kohut,
BerViltmte hrdclitische Mu)i)ier und Frauen, p. ;j77, Leip-
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"Tymon Zulorowsky," in the "Atheneum," 1883; "Pun Tadeush Mickiewicz," a study
of literary esthetics, Warsaw, 1884; "Jidius Sloniatzky," 2 vols., Lemberg, 1895; and " Posthiunous
r.etters of Slomutzky " ("Genezis z Dudiu"), etc.,
nik," 1879;

1886.
iculs,

He has also contriljuted to vuiious
among other articles, the following:

period"

Karoi

Dickens"; "Fiziognomika w Smietle Xojnom.szycli
Badan " " Ewolucia PisknoPrzyroda "; und " Henry
;

Ib.sen."

Bnu.iofjUAi'HY: Orgelbrand, Encuklop.

Powmchna, Warsaw,

ISilS.

L. E.

u. K.

BIEL (BIENNE)

:

Town

in the

canton of Bern,

It hud Jewish inhubitunts us early as
the city of Bern itself.
In 1305 a few Jewish families were natiu'alized in consideration of a yearly
According to the patent
ta.\ of fifty pfennigs each.

Switzerlund.

or "Jew-letter " grunted them (see Ul rich, "Sunnnlung Jiidischer Geschichten in der Schweiz," p. 482,
Basel, 1768), they were not to be hindered in any
way in their trade or trutlic.
pledge left in puwn

A

by a Christiuu could be sold by them after the lupse
of a year and forty days.
Curiously enough, Aveapons were allowed to be taken in puwn. In cuse of
emergency these hud to be delivered, even on the
Sabbath, against adequate securit}-, to the mayor in
presence of two or three councilors; when the danger was past, they were to be returned as quickly
as possible to the Jews.
Nothing fiu-ther is known
concerning the Jews of Bid; even the date of their
expulsion is unnoted. At present (1902) there are at

about forty-five Jewish families, who hire their
synagogue, maiutiiin a teacher, and provide a fund
Biel

for the pcxn-

and the

sick.

V.

]M.

BIELGORAJ

:

A

district

town

in tJie

K.

govern-

ment of Lublin, Russian Poland.

According to the
the uprising of the Cossucks under Chmieluicki (1648-49), all the Jews of
Bielgoraj were killed, among them Rabbi Hirsch,
brothcr-in-luw of the uuthor of thut work, and his
brother Ral)bi David.
Its Jewish population in 1890
was 3,430, in a total population of 7,812. In the
district there were 6,811 Jews in a total population
The Jews possess one synagogue und
of 88,667.
three pruyer-houses, a Hebrew school, and a hospitul.
lurge number of tiie Jews of Bielgoraj are

"Zuk ha-Tttim," duiing

A

artisans.
Bibi.ioc,r.\i>iiy: Zuk ha-'Tttim, Vemce, 15.56; JReoestn i Xadpiiti. No. 924. St. Petersburg, 1899 ; Entziklopedicheshi Slovor, v., St. Petersburg, 1896.

H. R.

;

sic, liKJO.

F. T.

s.

BIEGELEISEN,

HENRY

born

Guiicia.

author;

universities of

185.")

in

:

H.

Polish critic and
He studied at the

Lemberg, Munich, and Leipsic,

re-

ceiving from the last named the degree of doctor of
philology for his treatise, " Characteristik Trembecki's, ein Beitrag zur Slavischen Litteratur-Ge-

He is now (1902) director
of the Hebrew school at Lemberg.
Biegeleisen has published:
Franciszek Bohomols.'hichte " (Leipsic, ^882).

'"

BIELTZY

:

District

town

of the

government of

Bessarabia, Russia.
At the census of 1897 the population was 18,526, including over ten thou.sand
Jews, most of them engaged in handicrafts, but
some in agriculture and commerce. There were at
the sjime date 1,188 Jewish artisans (25 per cent of
them tailors or tailoresses). In the neighborhood of
Bieltzy there are muny Jewish farmers, cultivating
their own or rented land: 50 of them raise tobacco
on rented farms covering about 405 acres of land.
The economic condition of the Jews has grown worse
since the goveriuuent monopolized the liquor trade
(1896), in which 300 Jewish families were engaged.

-

In 1898, 200 Jewish families petitioned for charity at
Passover, and also for coal during the winter. There
is a Jewish hospital, a poor-house (maintained at an
annual expense of 3,700 rubles), and a Talmud
Torah, attended bj' 135 pupils. The statistical information given here was supplied by the Jewish
Colonization Association of St. Petersburg, Russia.
II.

Biedermann
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S.

ij.

J.

BIEN, JULIUS: American

lithographer; son
of Emanuel 31., hazan, lecturer, and lithographer;
bornut Naumburg, near Cas.sel, Hesse-Nassau, Sept.
He Avas educated at the Academy of Fine
27, 1826.
Arts, Cassel, and at Stiidel's Institute, Frankfort-onthe-Main, and studied iinder Prof. M. Oppenheim of
Bien came to New York, estabthe latter i)lace.
lished a lithographic business there in 1850, and was
successful in scientific production, issuing many
geograpliical and scientific works, such as atlases
and geological and hydrographic charts. He received medals and diplomas at various exhibitions:
Philadelphia, 1876; Paris, 1878; Chicago, 1893; and
Palis, 1900.
He was president of the National Lithographers' Association from 1886 to 1896, and is a
member of numerous scientific societies. Bien was
president of the order B'nai B'kttii (1854-57 and
1868-1900), and instrumental in giving it an international character.
BiBLiofJRAPiiv ^V]lu's Wlio in America, 1901-03.
A.

Biesenthal

tural Colonies of the Province of Yekaterinoslav in

Among his magazine
1890, (St. Petersburg, 1890).
on Jewish topics were: " Vopros ob Yevrei-

articles

skikh Uchilishchach," a paper on Jewi.sh schools, in
"Russki Vyestnik" for 1866, Nos. 11, 12; "Yevrei
Volynskoi Gubernii," a series of articles on the Jews
of the gf)vernment of Volhvnia, and containing valuable information on the ethnography of the Russian
Jews (published in the " Volhynskiya Gubernskiya
Vyedomosti " for 1867; "Iz Nedavnavo Proshlavo,"
in the same periodical 1867; "Otkrytoe Pismo U.

Aksakovu"

in "Voskhod," 1882, No. 4; "Vtoroe
Pismo Aksakovu," in "Russki Kurier,"
No. 251, and " Vospominanie o Finlyandii,"

(Otkrytoe
1883,

reminiscences of Finland, in " Odesski Listok
1883, Nos. 187. 189, 201, 202.
BiBLiOf;R.\PHY: Ahinsaf, 189i; Vengerov,
ftclietiki aiovar, St. Petersburg, 1893.

" for

Kritiko-Biogra-

H. R.

BIESENTHAL, JOACHIM HEINRICH
(RAPHAEL HIRSCH; pseudonym, Karl Ignaz Corve) Theologian and author; born
.

at

Lob-

of the "Volynskiya Gul)ernskiya

Posen, 1800; died in Berlin, 1886.
He was
destined for the rabbinate but while attending the
University of Berlin (1827-85) he made the acquaintance of the Oriental scholar Wilhelm Vatke, with
whom he studied Christian theology. In 1837 he
published "Auszlige aus dem Buche Sohar, mit
Deutscher Uebersetzung," in which he tried to prove
from Jewish literature the doctrine of the Trinity
and other Christian dogmas.
The following year lie was converted to Christianity, joined the Evangelical Church, and entered the
service of the Jewish Mission of Berlin.
In 1844 he
became a member of the London i\Iissionary Societ}',
and engaged in missionary work among the Jews.
His literary activity continued unabated.
Biesenthal's works, which give evidence of an extensive knowledge of rabbinical literature, and a
thorough command of the Hebrew language, include " Hebriiisclies mid Chaldaisches Scliul winterl)uch fiber das A. T." (1836-37); David Kindii's
D^CniJ'n "IDD (in conjunction Avith F. S. Lebrecht),
Berlin, 1838; " The Book of Psalms; Hebrew Te.xt,
with a Commentary," Berlin, 1841; "The Book of

olli(;ial

Isaiah;

:

BIENSTOK, LEV MOISEIEVICH
writer,

Paissian

:

and conununal worker; born
at Lukachi, government of Volhynia;

educationist,

Aiuil 6, 1836,
He received
died Oct. 22, 1894, at Jatfa^ Palestine.
his first education in the heder and in the Russian public school at Turin, district of Kovel; in
1847 entered the gymnasium at Jitomir, and in 1848
the Hebrew Theological Seminary at the same place,
graduating from the latter in 1858. He was appointed teacher at the Jewish school of Starokonstautinov, and acted as rabbi of the Jitomir community from 1859 to 1862. From 1863 to 1867 he
was instructor in the Jewish religion at various

gymnasia

in Jitomir.
In 1867 Bienstok was appointed assistant editor

Vyedomosty," the
newspaper of the government of Volhynia,
and from 1867 to 1882 was adviser on Jewish matters
( uchony yevrei ") to the governor of Volhynia.
In 1880 Bienstok settled at St. Petersburg as sec re
taiy of the Jewish conununity there; but after the
anti-Jewish riots he returned to Jitomir, and in 1892
the Russian -Jewish Aid Society for Agriculturists
iVi'tisans of Odessa apitointed him as its I'epresenlati\e in Jalla.
Thei'e he brought oi'dei' into the
alVairs of the society, and reported on the condition
of the agricultural colonies of Palestine.

and

Bienstok was one of the pioneer collaborators of
tii'st
Russian-Jewish periodicals, " Razsvyet "
and "Sion." He also contributed to the Russian
the

"Moskovskiya Vyedomosti," " IJusski
Vyestnik," "Sovremennaya Lyetopis," and others.
Bienstok wasthe author of: (1) "Otzy l^yety "
(Fathers and Sons), a translation of the Hebrew
novel. " Abot u-Banim," by S. Abramovicli
(2)
periodicals:

i

:

"Vevreiskiya Zemledyelcheskiya Kolonii Yekaterinoslavskoi Gubernii IS'.IO " (On the Jewish Agiicul-

111—14

sen.s,

;

:

Hebrew Text and Commentary,"

Berlin,

"

Chrestomathia l?abl)ini(a sive Libri QuatiU)r,
Complectens Analectae Rerum Scriptoriljus, Cosmographis, Grammaticis, Excgetis, Philosopliis, Cabalistis et Poetis, Partim e Codicibus Sumta, cum
Versione Latina et Vitis Scriptorum," i)art i.. ]5erlin, 1844; "Zur Geschichte der Cliiislliclicn Kirclie
in Ihrer Ersten iMitwickeliuigsixMiode i)is zum Anfange des 4ten Jaluhundcrts,'' in which he makes
much use of Talmudical material, and endeavors to
])rove that the Jews stood in close connection with
1841

;

and a Hebrew translaHebrews and tiie Romans,

the early Cliiistian Cliuich;
tion of the Epistles to the

with a eonunentary based on rabbinical lore,
liiogi'aphy of Paul, 1857-58.

and a

In 1840. at the time of the blood accusation at

Damascus. Biesenthal, under the name "Karl Ignaz
Corve." (U'fended the Jews in his interesting work,
I'elier den I'rsprung der Wider die Juden Eihobenen Bi'schuldigung l)ei der Fcier Ihrer Ostern sich
des Blutes zu Bi'dieiien, Nebst Kurzer Darsteduug
••

Bildad

des Jiidischeu Rituals in Bezieliung auf den Genuss des Blutes," Berlin, a84(). Biesenlbal received
the degree of doctor of theology from the University of Giessen.
BiBiioGRAi'iiv:
Mitf'ii'ni,

i.

!M),

Pod-Mendel)!,

he Roi, Gtsc/i. dcr Evangelischen Juden156; Furst, Bibl. Jud. i. 115; Zeitlin, Bibl.
p.

:31.

S.

T.

R.

BIGAMY.— Biblical Data.

See Polygamy.
xVccording to
In Rabbinical Literature
Merrill's "Encycloiiedia of Law,'' ii. 192, bigamy
consists in "going through the ceremony of marriage with another while a former husband or wife
:

is still
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Bigamy

This definition finds
alive and not divorced."
in rabbinical law, according to which, in

no place

order to constitute bigamy, the second marriage
must be a lawful union. Hence it follows that
bigamy can be committed only by a man, since a
woman who is neither divorced nor widowed can
not enter at all into marriage with another, and any
cohabitation is considered adultery.
In Biblical as in Talmudical times polygamy was
a recognized institution; hence there could be no
The singular opinion in the
question of bigamy.
Talmud, that a wife can compel a divorce from her
husband if he take a second wife, seems to have remained without following. So long as a man could
support them, he was free to have as many wives
as he chose, even against the wish of his first wife
(Yeb. 65a, below Maimonides, " Yad," Ishut, xiv. 3).
The rabbinical prohibition against bigamy dates
from the beginning of the eleventh century; Rabbi
Gershon b. Judah of Metz forbade it under penalty
His decree was accepted withof excommunication.
out opposition by the French and GerRabbinical man Jews though not in the Orient
and in Spain and Portugal, where his
Proauthority w^as questioned. Polygamy
hibition.
is still actually to be found among the
Jews in Oriental countries where it is permitted by

the case has been investigated by 100 rabbis
from three different countries, and permission given
by them. According to most authorities a man may

when

take a second wife wdien his first one, of openly immoral character, or one who has without reason abandoned her husband, refuses to go through the usual
form of divorce. When a Jewish wife embraces another religion, thus, according to rabbinical sentiment, making it impossible for her husband to live
happily with her, the latter may marry again without formality in some localities. In other places, however, the bet din appoints some person to receive a
letter of divf)rce on behalf of the wife (Shulhan
'Aruk, I.e.). If a Jew commit bigamy, all the resource^ of Jewish justice are invoked to compel him
to divorce his second wife, and the first wife can not
be compelled to live with a bigamist. Compare

Divorce, Polygamy.
Shidl.ian "Aruk, I.e.; compare especially the
commentarie.s Bet Sltemuelhy Samuel b.Uri Phoebus, Bcf'r
Hcteh by Judah Ashkenazi, and Pithe Teshubah byZ. H.
Eisenstodt, on the passage; Abrahams, Jewish Life i)i the

Bibliography

Middle

:

A(iCf, pp. 116-120.

L. G.

BIGTHAN A
:

eunuch of Ahasuerus, who, witk

Teresh, conspired against the king (Esther ii. 21, vi.
The conspiracy was discovered by Mordecai,
2).
and on his information the eunuchs were put to
death (Esther ii. 23). In vi. 2 the name is given as

Bigthana.
J.

G. B. L.

JK.

;

;

the law of the land.
Among the Jews of Europe, bigamy is now a
crime in the eyes of religion, because of the prohibibition of

Rabbi Gershon, and because custom sane

wdio transgresses is excommucurious suggestion that R. Gershon 's
prohibition was intended to hold only until the year
1240, the beginning of the fifth millennium of the
Jewish calendar (Joseph Colon, Responsa, No.
the great majority of
101), was never recognized
the " Poskim " agree that the prohibition is in pertions

monogamy; he

nicated.

A

;

petuity.

The following cases are not to be considered as
In localities where the leviconstituting bigamy.
rate marriage (see Levik.\te ^I.vrri.^ge) is practised, a married man is allowed to marry his brother's widow under certain circumstances as prescribed.
But this view is steadily opposed by the majority of
German rabbis (Shulhan 'Aruk, Ebcn
ha-'Ezer. 1. 10).
The same difference
Perof opinion rules also in the case of
missible
Exa barren marriage; many authorities
permit the husband to take a second
wife when a union has continued childWhen a wife becomes hopelessly
less for ten years.
insane. Jhe husband may take a second wife only

ceptions.

BIKAYIM, MEIR BEN HALIFAH
ist;

lived in

Turkey

:

Cabal-

in the eighteenth century.

He

the author of the following w^orks: (1) "GolelOr"
(Who Evolved Light), on metempsychosis, according
to the teachings of Isaac Luria, Hayyim Vital, and
is

Azariah of Fano (Smyrna, 1737); (2) "Meore Or"
(The Illuminators), a cabalistic commentary on the
Pentateuch (Salonica, 1751); (3) "Meir Bat'Ayin"
(Who Gives Light to the Apple of the Eye), ex"
planations of the first volume of the " 'En Ya'akob
(Smyrna, 1755);

(4)

"Meir la-Arez wela-Dorim"

Earth and Its Inhabitants), on
the order of the Sabbatic sections (Salonica, 1747);
" ^lagen Abot " (The Shield of the Fathers), a
(5)
cabalistic commentary on Pirke Abot (Salonica,
1748) (6) " Karah Mikrah " (An Accident Happened),
on atonement for sexual impurities (Salonica, 1752).

(AVlio Illuminates the

;

BiBMOGRAPHY
K

:

Zedner, Cat. Hchr. Books Brit.

3/i/.s. p.

I.

151.

Br.

BIKHAKHANIM:

Reigning princess of the
She was married in 141J>
to the Genoese Jew Simeone de Guizolfi, who
through this marriage became possessor of that
countrv, where one of his heirs, Zacharias de GuiThe Russian hiszolfi, was still reigning in 1482.
torian F. K. Brun, in "Trudy Pervavo Archeologickeskavo Syezda v Moskvye," 1869, ii.386, suggests
that the name of the princess might not have been
"Bikhakhanim,"but "Bikhakhatun," and that, if so,
she was the daughter of the Georgian i)rince Bek II.
(d. 1391), the ruler of Samtzke and Clarzhet (BrosSee Guizolfi,
set, "Hist, dela Georgie," ii. 206).

Tamau

peninsula, Crimea.

Zachariah de.
Bhuiookaphy: Richard Lowe, Die Reste der Germanen am
Schwarzen Mcere, p. 42, Halle, 1896.
H. R.

BIKKURE HA-'ITTIM
Times

Big-amy
Bildad
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(" First-Fruits

of the

An aiiuual edited and published in

Vienna,
1820-31, by S. J. Cohen.
It lirst appeared as a supplement to the Hebrew calendar D''JDTO DTIJ?. and
was intended for young people only. In 1822 it
ceased to be a mere supplement, and became an independent magazine. It Avas adopted by the Galician Maskilim as their organ for the purpose of
fostering culture and education among the Galician
Jews. According to Delitzscli, the "Bikkure haTttim" became the organ of the New-German school
of poetry in Austria, the influence of Schiller being
as apparent in this magazine as was that of Lessing
in the " Meassef " (see Ha-Meassef).
The influence of the "Bikkure ha 'Ittim" on the
European Jews of the first half of the nineteenth
century was inestimable. The magazine became a
kind of college of Jewish learning for the Israelites
of those days.
Its success was largely due to the
energy and indefatigable labor of its editor, who
was a man of considerable literary ability an4 an
ardent lover of Jewish literature. The first numbers, with their curious mixture of Hebrew and
German articles (the latter being in Hebrew charac")

:

and with their many reprints of articles from
the "Meassef" which had ceased to e.xist proved
to be rather inferior literary fare.
Gradually, however, the magazine improved both in style and in
matter, and finally became the literary resort of the
ters),

—

—

Hebrew scholars of the age, men like S. D.
Luzzatto, S. L. Rapoport, and I. S. Reggio contributing to it for many years. The "Bikkure ha- 'Ittim,"
in fact, stimulated the powers of many promising
young Hebrew writers. Thus the great Hebrew
stylist, Isaac Erter, published therein some of those
papers which are now so greatly admired for tlieir
elegant composition and stinging wit (see Ertek,
greatest

Isaac).

As the name of the magazine signifies, it was one
of the forerunners of modern Hebrew journalism;
and it was undoubtedly one of the factors in the revival of

modern Hebrew.

Bibliography

:

Delitzsch,

Zur Gcsch. der JikUschen

pp. 101, 103; Winter and Wunsche, Jiid. Litcratur,
Weissberg, in 3-*>ci:i<mTc;;, pp. 39-44.

iii.

8B3;

BIKKURIM

C'First-Fruits"): Name of the last
treatise of Seder Zera'im.
It treats of the way of
carrying out the commandment concerning firstfruits mentioned in Deut. xxvi. 1-11.
The com-

mandment

includes two things: (1) the bringing of
the first-fruit, and (2) a declaration to be made by
him who brings it, that he owes everything to the
kindness of God toward the Israelites, from the times
of the Patriarclis up to the present day.
The treatise deals with this subject in three chapters.
Chapter i. deals with the conditions that necessitate the bringing of the first-fruits.
The ]\Iishnah
enumerates three classes of landowners: (c<) Those
that can not bring the first-fruits, either because the
fruit is not entirely the product of their land, e.f/.,
when part of the root is outside their land; or because they are not the real or the legitimate owners
of the land or because the produce of their land includes none of the seven kinds enumerated in Deut.
viii. 8, or is only of inferior quality unfit for bik;

guardians who manage the property of
orphans, delegates, females, half-males, and undeveloped persons (Axdkogvnos and Tumtum). (c)
Those that bring the first-fruit and make the declaration viz. the owners of land (including those who
have bought three trees growing in another man's
land) producing some of the seven kinds, of average or superior quality provided they bring the
first-fruit between the Feast of Weeks and the Feast
When brought after the festival,
of Tabernacles.
the declaration must not be made.
In chapter ii. a comparison, as to legal classification
is made between " terumah " (given to the
priest), " ma'aser " (the second tithe, which had to
be brought to Jerusalem and consumed there), and
"bikkurim" (to be brought to the Temple and given
there to the priests).
Other similar legal comparisons are' given; between citron, trees, and vegetables; between the blood of human beings and that
of cattle and creeping things; and between beast,
cattle, and " koy " ('13), an intermediate between catslaves,

;

,

;

;

and beast.
Chapter iii. contains a full account of the way the
first-fruits were brought to the Temple.
A fourth chapter, containing a comparison between the laws referring to man, woman, and androgynes (intermediate between man and woman), has
been added by some of the editors of the Mishnayot.
It is part of the Tosefta Bikkurim.
The Tosefta by
this name contains two chapters on a line with the
Mishnah.
There is no Gemara in the Babylonian Talmud.
The Palestinian Talmud has Gemara on Bikkurim, in
which the laws of the Mishnah aie discussed in the
usual way, with a few digressions, noteworthy
among wliich is that on Lev. xix. 32, " Thou shalt rise
before the lioary head and honoi' the face of an old
man," and on the value of the title "zaken" (elder)
conferred on scholars in Palestine and outside Palestle

tine (Yer.
.T.
su.
Poesie,

M. Ra.

G.

kurlm. (b) Those that bring the first-fruits but
do not make the declaration; viz., proselytes, freed

iii.

Goc).

M. F.

BIKKURIM A

Hebrew annual

that appeared
in Vienna for two years (1864, 1865), Naph tali Keller
being its editor and publisher. The greatest Hebrew scholars of the age, as J. H. Weiss, Jellinek,
Reifmauu, Lewisohn, Gottlober, Meyer Friedmann,
:

Letteris,

and

others,

were among

its

contributors.

Before Keller had time to prepare tlie second volume
for publication, he died, and Jellinek, together with
Meyer Friedmann, took up the work of arranging all
the material Keller had amassed and with the pubvolume the issue was discontinued.
The two volumes published contain little poetry or
fiction, and are almost exclusive!}' devoted to questions of Jewish scholarship, liistoiy, and literature.
;

lication of this

M. Ra.

G.

BILDAD
friends

name

(LXX.. Ba/M<^): One of the three
The meaning of tlie
of Job (Job ii. 11).

not clear; opinions of scholars vacillate be" Bel has loved " (compare " Eldad,"
Num. xi. 2Get seq.. and "Elidad," Num. xxxiv. 21;
Noldeke, "Z. D. M. G." xlii. 479) and regarding it as
a softened pronuuciaticm of "Birdad," which would
then be identical with "Bir-dadda" that appears in
is

tween rendering

"

Bileam
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Bilshan
Ass3"rian inscriptions.

Del it zscli

("

AVo Lag das Para

dies? " p. 298) mentions also Beilad, the father of the

Bildad was descended fioni
and Keturah, mentioned
in Gen. xxv. 2, and now generally associated with
the place Silhu on the Euphrates, south of Car-
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According to another opinion, the priests of Bilgah
delayed too long in entering upon the performance

Iduinean king Hadad.

of their

Shiiah, a son of Abraliani

Jeshebeab were compelled to act in their place, and
consequently received the prerogatives of Bilgah
(Tos., I.e.
Yer. Suk., end); to which the Jerusalem
Talmud adds that in this instance the division Bilgah
was neither abolishetl nor amalgamated with the
other twenty-three divisions, because this would
have interfered with the ancient institution. The
opinion of Buxtorf, that Miriam, daughter of Bilgah, was a member of a sacred order of virgins,
deserves mention only as a curiosity. Kalir's dirge,
Jlll^'^ nD''N, which, on the basis of the Midrash, mentions the divisions of the priesthood, contains no
reference to Bilgah; see art. Benjamin.
Bun,iOGRAi'nY: Hastingrs, Diet. liihl.s.v.; Cheyneand Black,

cheniish

(compare Delitzsch,

I.e.

" Zeitschrift fur Keilinsciu-iften, "

ii.

et

25)7

pp.
91 c(

necj.

;

.sviy.

;

Glaser,

"Skizze," ii. 446). Bildad appears three times in the
dialogue with Job; in the tinst speech (Job viii.) he
dwells chiefly on the Avisdom of the fathers, who
preach the destruction of the wicked; in the second
speech (//j. .x viii.) he pictures this destruction; and
in the third speech (ib. xxv.) he confines himseli'
to a few words, because he has in reality nothing
more to sa}\ He speaks of God's "dominion and
fear ... in His high i)laces " only to emphasize
man's impurities and imperfections, and leaves it to
Job to apply the doctrine to his own case. All attempts to lengthen this last short speech by additions from other parts of the book have proved failures, and are indeed unnecessary (compare Budde,
"Das Buch Hiob," pp. 143 et seq.).
J.

W.

.III.

N.

functitms;

so that those of the division

;

FjIU'iic. Bihl. S.V.; Buxtorf, Lc.rivon, p. 30fi;'Kobut, Aruc]i
('ompletiun, ii. !t4 Kraiiss, in Rev. FA. Juives, xxxi.x. r>i;
Die Helniiisclieii TradiliDnen in den Werlicii ((cs
Hieronynins, p. 58; Uralz, Gexeh. clerJiuleii, ii. 4:i4, note 1.
;

llahiiier,

K.

S.

BILHAH
Chron.

A

:

locality

in

Josh. xix. 3)

^y. N.

BILHAH

One of the twentyfour divisions of the priests who ofiiciated in the
Temple. According to I Chrou. xxiv. 14, Bilgah is
the tifteenth in order, and is immediately preceded
by that of Jeshebeab. Among the Babylonian exiles
who returned, there was also a priest, Bilgai (Neh. x.
9 [A. V. 10]) or Bilgah {ib. xii. 5) by name, whose
descendant, Shammua, became the head of a priestly
house {ib. xii. 18). In the Septuagint the names read
Bs'/yd, Be/.-/tii, andBa/'jaf; and Josei)hus mentions a
certain ]\Ieirus as a son of Belgas ("B. J." vi. 5, i^ 1).
The traditional meaning given tlu; name is "rejuvenation." Modern lexicographers ex])lain it as
"cheerfulness."

In Rabbinical Literattire According to a
Talimidic tradition preserved in "llalakot Gcdolot
(ed. Ililde.sheimer, p. 081), Bilgah was assigned to
the group which ofiiciated on the second and sixth
days of the Feast of Tabernacles. The pri(>sts, wlien
entering upon their duties, received their share in
the northern part of the Tabernacle, because this
was near the seat of their activity. The .section as
signed to each division of the priesthood was furnished with an iron ring fastened to the tloor. for
tlie ])urpose of .securing the animal designed
for
slaughter, and there were accordingly twentyfour openings in the wall where the knives used for
slaughtering were ke|)t.
Bilgah alone received his
share in the south, his ring being nailed down, and
his wall-closet tightly sealed, as a i)unishment for
tiie apostasy of a woman of tliat house by the name
:

of .Miriam, who. during the Greek dominion under

Antiochus Epii)hanes, had denied her faith and married a hipparch(Tos., Suk. iv. 28; Suk. r)(il); Yer.
Suk., end; " Kev. Et. Juives," xxxi\. o-!).
It is
further related that when the Greeks forced their
way into the Temple, this woman beat her .sandals
upon the altar, crying: "AVolf. wolf [.\i'hf";. /'rKnr\.
tliou hast swallowed the substance of Isiacl. hut
"
lii'.st deserted >is in the dav of our need
!

(I

evidently the same as "Balah" (n^3.
and "Ba'alah " {nbv2. Josh. xv. 29).

iv. 29),

G.

BILEAM. See Balaam.
BILGAH.— Biblical Data:

Kl!.

southern Judea

LXX.

Ba//n- but in I Chron.
vii. VSHa'/.du or B<i/-cin/i).'
Biblical Data: Paehel's
handmaid, given by Kachel as a concubine to Jacob,
to whom, according to Gen. xxx. 8 (compare Gen.
xxix. 29, xxxvii. 2), she bore Dan and Xaphtali upon
Kachel "s knees. The expression signifies that Kacliel,
who is also represented as choosing the names
"Dan" and "Naphtali," regarded them as her own
children or actually adopted them.
In Gen. xxxv.
22(1 Chron. v. 1) there is a reference to an incestuous

(nn^n;

—

intercoiu'se
J. JK.

between

Bilhali

and Beuben.

W. N.

In Rabbinical Literature

According to
(ien. P. Ixxiv. 14, Billiah was one of the daughters
of Laban.
When Pachel died she was replaced by
Bilhah in Jacob's affections, and lie took up his residence in her tent. This displeased Peiiben, who
saw in Bilhah a new and favored rival of his mother
Leah; lu; therefore removed Jacob's couch from
Bilhah 's tent. It was to this episode that the Rabbis
considered Jacob to allude in the farewell to his
children (Gen. xlix. 4): "Because thou wentest up
:

thy father's bed" (Gen. R. xcviii. 4; somewhat
5.")1)).
After Jacob's death Bilhah
was th{! " nK'sseng(!r " sent by the brothers to Joseph
to crave his mercy (Gen. 1. IG).
They told her she
had been deputed to relate to Joseph all the words
of the ])artiug blessing conferred by Jacob upon liis
favorite sou which untruth was regarded by them as
permissil)le for the .sake of peace (Tan., ed. Buber, iii.
IS).
This legend seems to have been contained in the
pas.sagc. Gen. R. 1. 10. as read by the ancients. Ra.shi,
not found in modern editions.
and Valkut. althouuh
^
L. G.
K.
to

diirerent in Shab.

;

Critical
in

this

and

View:
in

It is no longer dis])uted that
e\ery other genealogical account,

triitaland not personal relations are designated.

.Mar-

riage symbolizes in these esirly traditions the fusion
of two trihes originally distinct.
The lnrsband repri'scntcd the stronger tribe and gave his name to
liotli;

and the wife repn

s(>nted

the

weaker which

)

Bileam
Bilshau
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niergcd in the stronger. If tlie weaker tribe avhs
greatly tlie inferior of tiio stronger in antliority and
power, it was represented as a concubine (conii)are
Stade, "Gesch. des Volkes Israel,'" :2d ed.. 1.8(1).

Conseqneully
others)

Bilhali

Hagar,

(like

son inherits his father's concubines, at a time when
the other Israelitish tribes had adopted dilTercntcustoms. A i)oint against this assumption is that there
are proofs of the existence of the custom in the laud
west of the Jordan as late as the time of the kings

Keturah, and

(compare

to be

is

II
Sam. xvi. 21;
131 Kings ii.

regarded as llic
name of a tribe;

though

eveu

The following explanation,
25).

there are no fur
ther indications

suggested

of the fact, and

llolzinger in his

meaning of

commentar}' ou
Gen. xxxv. 22,

the

the name
has
not l)een deter-

ture ("S.

T."

ou

xx.x.

3)

likely

jiosition as first-

B. O.

Geu.
that

hoAvever,

was

soon

lost in

one

way

or another.

the time of
strength he

In

'"

his

had
X t

artless,

as the sous of
the handmaid of
1

,

mother of

t

to

e u

e

Since Dan and
Xaphtali appear

ache

tried

d
his
power westward
thro n g h t h e
tribes descended

easily misled).

Iv

Reuben's

:

born designates
his
g reater
power,
which,

"Billiah" is connected with the
Arabic " baliha
(simple,

more

ms

see

mined. There is
no proof of the
acc u racy o f
Ball's conjee

by

from

he

and

the

tions

tribe of Joseph,

Billiah;

later genera-

regarded

as
against
this

are thus
characterized as
thej'

a .sin
Jacob.

An

analogy to

tlie

this

interpreta-

second rank

tion

is

subordinate
to
Joseph. This is
confirmed
by
such historic
evidence
con-

found

in the dis-

tribes

of

approval
l)resscd

tribes as has
been preserved.
It has not been
d c ter
i n e d
whether Naphtali was always joined

cliein

possible

the

and forced
that at

made

by

Levi.
LK,\TIU:R Bl.\DIN(i OF '"((R AMIM,"

15;J7,

TOOI.F.n IN

GOLD.
.1.

(In

to

latter

to

111."

>oll«'lion

..f

Dan

or was added at
was driven from its

move to the
Dan was only

north.

It

a clan of
the tribe of Joseph, like Benjamin, unsuccessfully
trying to establish itself outside the original tribe;
and itisnotimprobable that the portion of Dan which
settled in the north came into inlimate relations with
theadjacent tribe of Xaphtali. Such circumstances as
these are reflected in the genealogical accounts.
According to Gen. xxxv. 22a. Keuben conunitted
adultery with Billiah; and according to (ien. xlix.
4, his downfall was due to his defiling his father's
couch. The meaning of tiiis story is doubtful.
Diilmann, in his commentary on the jiassage, and
Stade, ib. i. 151, thiidv that reproach is attached to
Reuben for adlu lini: to tlie old custom b\ whicli the
is

exGen.

Simeon and

m

when

in

be

xxxiv. 30 of the
treacherous attack
ou
She-

cerning the

the periotl
settlement

to

first

U'-li.

M:iver SillzlnT^fiT.

,in.

W. N.

BILL OF DIVORCE. See Divokce.
BILL OF EXCHANGE. See Exchange.
BILL OF MANUMISSION. See Sl.wes.

BILSHAN.— Biblical Data
tant

men who came

to

One of the imporJerusalem fi'om BabA'lon with
:

Zerubbabel (E/ra

ii
2; ^'eh. vii. 7).
In I^Esd. v. 8
he is called " Beelsarus."' which jioints to the form
Belshar (= "Belsliar-ussur " =
Bel. protect the
king); while "Bilshau" points to "Belshuuu" (Ilis
Lord).
J. Halevy ("Revue Etudes Juives," x 3)
translates the name " jjcre de la langue " (jIL**^ 3X).
<;.
G. B. L.

—— In

Rabbinical Literature: According to the
Rabbis, Bilshau is not a jiropername, but a surname
to the i>ieceding name, ^lordecai.
The latter was
given this ciu'thct because of his linguistic attain-

"

Bina ben David
Biug-,
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Albert

ments, Bilshan meaning

"man

of language" {7]}2

—

not only spoke many languages the seventy corresponding to the number of nations according to the Rabbis but also understood the language
L. G.
of the dumb (Men. 64b, 65a).
pjj>^).

He

—

BINA BEN DAVID

:

Cabalist.

and rabbi at

Lockacze, Poland, in the middle of the seventeenth
century.
Bina was the author of " Zer Zahab
(Crown of Gold), Cracow, 1647, an alphabetical index
to, and e.vtracts and explanations from, the Zohar
and Midrash. At the end are novella? on many Talmudical passages. A considerable portion of the

SU.VF.R Bl\ril.\(; OF a
(Ill

translated into Latin by Knorr von Rosenroth in " Cabbala Denudata. " Steinschneider ( " Cat.
Bodl." col. 545) incorrectly cites Bina as "Baruch"

(seeZedner, "Cat. Hebr. Books Brit. Mus."

p. 152).

Bibliography

;

as above

;

Sefariin,
K.

Steinschneider, Cat. Bncil. col. 545 Zedner,
Furst, Bihl. Jiulaica, i. 2(X); Benjacob, Ozar tta-

p. 161.
I.

BINDING

:

The

Br.

art of fastening together sheets

of paper, leaves of parchment, or folios, and of covering them with parchment, leather, linen, or i)aste-

boards.
It was originally practised by the writer
of the book.
When books were written on scrolls,
these were connected together by bands and protected from dust by mantles (see Scrolls of Law).

The

earliest

—

extant book-covers

point, a kind of three-cornered flap, to which ribbons or straps are sewed to tie the volume together.
Such bindings are still largely used among the Jews
of Yemen.
Another kind of binding with overlapping parchment or leather was intended to protect
the free edge, and on it the name of the book or the
titles of parts of it were often marked. The stitchingthread often goes entirely through the book, making

open.
After the invention of printing rich owners frequently ornamented Bibles and prayer-books with
clasps and mountings of gold and silver, this being
especiallj' the case with the prayer-books given by
it

diflicult to

Hkbrkw

]'r.\yer-Book.

the collection of J. K.iuffmann of Frankfort-ou-the-Main.)

work was

:

214

— those of the Cairo

Genizah are of parchment on both sides, long
enough to ovcila]! each other. The back ends in a

the bridegroom to the bride.
To-day the book takes
the place of the medieval SiBLONOs-girdle, presented
by the bride to the bridegroom. Pressed leather
bindings are often decorated with flowers and garlands.
The entire issue of a book is usually in the
same binding, but occasionally it is issued in two different kinds of binding, as in the case of Simon Duran's Responsa, Amsterdam, 1738. Clasps of precious
metal are found, often finely chased, and in the
shape of a hand or representing the figures of Moses
and Aaron. Bindings entirely of silver, intended as
gifts for eminent persons, were used chiefly in Italy.
Jewish binders were to be found at Prague and in
almost every ghetto.

Bibliography
Hchr.

:

Steinschneider, Vnrlesiingen

HayifJsvhriftcii, dercn
viSHC, p. 33, Leipsic, 1897.
J.

Uher die Knnde

Sammlungen und

Vei-zcich-

A. F.

"

Bina ben David
Albert
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BINDING AND LOOSING

(Hebrew,

"

;

parallel in the Bible.

The power of binding and loosing was always
claimed by the Pharisees. Under Queen Alexandra,
the Pharisees, says Josephus ("B J." i. 5, § 2), "became the administrators of all public affairs so as to
be empowered to banish and readmit whom they
pleased, as well as to loose and to bind."
This does
not mean that, as the learned men, they merely decided what, according to the Law, was forbidden or
allowed, but that they possessed and exercised the
power of tying or untying a thing by the spell of
their divine authority, just as they could, by the
power vested in them, pronounce and revoke an
anathema upon a person. The various schools had
the power " to bind and to loose " that is, to forbid and to permit (Hag. 8b); and they could bind
any day bj"^ declaring it a fast-day (Meg. Ta'an.
xxii.
Ta'an. 12a; Yer. Ned. 1. 36c, d).
This
power and authority, vested in the rabbinical body
of each age or in the Sanhedrin (see Authority),
received its ratification and final sanction from
the celestial court of justice (Sifra, Emor, ix. ;Mak.
23b).

when appointing his disciples
used the familiar formula (Matt.
xvi. 19, xviii. 18). By these words he
In the New virtually invested them with the same
Testament, authority as that which he found belonging to the scribes and Pharisees
who "bind heavy burdens and lay them on men's
shoulders, but will not move them with one of their
fingers"; that is, "loose them," as they have the
power to do (Matt, xxiii. 2-4). In the same sense,
in the second epistle of Clement to James II.
("Clementine Homilies," Introduction), Peter is represented as having appointed Clement as his successor, saying: "I communicate to him the power of
binding and loosing so that, with respect to everything which he shall ordain in the earth, it shall be
decreed in the heavens; for he shall bind what ouffht
to be bound and loose what ought to be loosed as
knowing the rule of the church." Quite different
from this Judaic and ancient view of the apostolic
power of binding and loosing is the one expressed in
John XX. 23, where Jesus is represented as having
said to his disciples after they had received the Holy
Spirit " Whosesoever sins ye remit, they are remitted
unto them; and whosesoever sins ye retain, they are
retained." It is this view wliich, adopted b}^ Tertullian and all the church fathers, invested the head of
the Christian Church with the power to forgive sins,
the " clavis ordinis, " " the key-power of the Church.
In this sense Jesus,

to be his successors,

:

Bibliography

:

BiheA-Lexihon,

Cheyne, in
s.v.

Binden

Enri/c. BiU. s.v.; Sclienkel's
inui Lfii'en
Hambur>rer, li. B.
:

T. HI. 27 et seq.; Herzog-Hauck, Real-Encyc.
selycwalt see also Vows, Loosing of.

s.v. ScJilUs-

German

rabbi and Tal-

mudist; boruiu 17o2at Frankfort-on-the-Main; died
in 1841 at Wlirzburg, Bavaria, where he had been
chief rabbi until his resignation at the beginning of
Before ofiiciating at Wiirzburg, he was rabbi
1839.
Bing was a pupil of
at Heidingsfeld, Bavaria.
Nathan Adler of Frankfort, and belonged to the old
orthodox school which admitted no innovations in
religious matters, even in externals.
A decided opponent of the reform movement, he declared it to be
the duty of every orthodox Jew to refuse to go to
the temples of the reformers.
He was director of a
large yesliibah and had a great reputation as a Talmudist.
Among the Talmudic works which he left
at his death, only the glosses on the Shulhan 'Aruk,
Orah Hayyim, have been printed, these bearing the
title, " Zikron Abraham " (Presburg, 1892, edited by
Isaac Bamberger).
Bibliography: Winter and Wiinsehe, Jlklische Litteratur,
763:Geiger, Wiss. Zeit. Jild. Theol. 1835, p. 125. 18:36,
p. 411 ; Jost, ^nnalen, 1841, p. 96 ; Allg. Zeit. des Jud. 1839,
p. 21; Monatsschrift, 1893, p. 4S~ ; compare All. Zeit. des
Jud. 1841. p. 83, and Nathan Bamberger, Rahbiner Seligill.

mann

Biir Bamberger,

p. 8.

L. G.

BING,

;

;

ABRAHAM:

BING,

"asar

Aramcau, "asar we-sliera "): Rabbinical
term for " forbidding and permitting. " The expression " asar " (to bind herself by a bond) is used in the
Bible (Num. xxx. 3 et seq.) for a vow which prevents
one from using a thing. It implies binding an object
by a powerful spell in order to prevent its use (see
Targ. to Ps. Iviii. 6; Shab. 81b, for "magic spell").
The corresponding Aramean " shera " and Hebrew
"hittir"(for loosing the prohibitive spell) have no
we-liittir

Bing-,

:

Austrian physician

Nikolsburg, Moravia, Sept.
the

gymnasium

icine

BeR.

I.

ALBERT

born at
attended

;

He

20, 1844.

and studied medat the University of Vienna, where he comin his native city,

The following year he
pleted his course in 1870.
received the degree of doctor of medicine, and one
year later that of doctor of surgery, both conferred
by the University of Vienna. In 1871 he was appointed on the staff of the Vienna Genei-al Hospital
with the title of adjunct phj'sician. Bing held this
position until 1873, when he became assistant to the
famous otologists Politzer and Gruber in the newly
erected clinic for diseases of the ear, remaining in
After a lapse of five years
this position three years.
he was made privat-docent of otology at the UniBing has held clinics for the disversity of Vienna.
eases of the ear since 1878, at the hospital of the sisters of charity at Gumpendorf, near Vienna, and has
been otologist to the roj-al guard. He has been a
frequent contributor to a number of medical papers,
and is the author of over twenty-four monographs
on otology, which he published in that " Allgemeine
Wiener Medizinische Zeitung " " Monatsschrift fiir
Ohrenheilkunde " " Wiener Medizinische Blatter "
" Zeitschrift
" Wiener Medizinische Wochenschrift "
fur Diagnostik und Therapie " " Centralblatt fiir die
Ohrenheilkunde"; "Centralblatt fiir die Gesammte
Therapie"; "Wiener Medizinische Presse " and the
His writransactions of various scientific bodies.
tings treat chiefly of the pathology, symptoms, and
treatment of the diseases of the ear a few papers,
however, being devoted to tlie technique of the examination of tlie ear. The most important of Bing's
publications include: "Vorlesungcn iiber Ohrenheilkunde," with twenty-seven wood-cuts and one
double plate, Vienna, 1890; "Die Entotische Anwendung des Horrohres. Ein Neues Diagnostisches
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

bei der Untersuchung Schwerhoriger,"
Ohrenheilkunde," 1876;
"Monatsschrift fiir
"Neue BehandlungsAveise der Sclerosirenden Mit
telohrentztindung," in "Wiener Medizinische BlatIlilf-sinittel

in

;

K.

ter," 1879;

"Ein Neucr StimmgabeJversuch;

Bel-

;;

Bing-,

Meyer
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Birds

trag zur Differential Dia<rnostik dcr

Kraukhfitoii

Schaillcitniiirs iiiid des Ncrvoscii
r -Mediziiiische Bliltter,"
Horajipuratc'S, " in "
(les Mcc'lianisc'lieu

Wicm

"Zur Analyse dcs Weberischeu Ver"Wiener Medizinische Presse," 1891,

1891, iv. 41;

suches," in
Nos. 9 ami 10.

Ludwig Eisenberg,
A. Werniih and August Hirscti,

Bibliography

:

Hcrvorraueiiilcr Acrztc

Geistiqc Wien,

ii.

S>

Lcrikmi

Iiii)fira})hi!'clirs

innl ViVln)-, J.Pagel,

Lcxikon llcrvdrrayendcr Acrztc dcs

Bin(jraiiliixcht:s

Jahrlnuiderts,

Das

Alhr Ziitcn

19tcii

p. 177

AV. S.

s

MEYER HERMANN:

BING,

Danish

art

publisher and manufacturer; born at Copenhagen
June 4, 1807; died there Sept. 15, 1883. As a boy
he was eini)loyed in Ins father's book- and .stationery store, assuming charge of it with his younger
brother at their father's death. In 184G he set up for
him.self and became the publisherof many important
art periodicals and ijooks, and founded, together
with the engraver W. Terslev, a lithographic establishment.
Bing also founded a china factory in
company with his brother and Frederick Giondahl,
which gained a reputation almo.st as great as the
In 1803 he transRoyal Danish china factory.
ferred his publishing-house to his son and son-inBing was elected president of the lirst con
law.
From
gress of Scandinavian booksellers in 1856.
1858 to 1871 he was town councilor in Copenhagen
in 1868-71 president of "Industiiforcningen "; and
up to his death director of the two Jewish free schools
in

Copenhagen.

BiBLior,R.\pnY Salmonsen, Store lUustrcredc Konvermtioiis:

Lr.riLoii.
s

BING,

A. M.

SOLOMON

German physician

son of
of Biugen, and son-in-law of the
well-known phy.sician and scholar Joseph Solomon
In liis boydel iMedigo; born about the j-ear 1615.
hood he attended the colleges of the Jesuits in Mayence and Prague to learn Latin and other languages
and then devoted him.self to the study of medicine,
Dr.

first

:

;

Abraham Bing

un(!er the tutorship of Del Medigo,

in the University of

and

finally

Padua, where he received the

degrees of doctor of jjliilosophy and of medicine.
Upon the departure of his father in-law, Del Medigo,
from Frankfort-on-the-^Iain for Prague, in 1645,
Bing applied to the authorities of Frankfort for per
mi.ssion to succeed him as iihysician of the Jewi.sh
quarters.
After considerable trouble being a grad
uate from the University of Padua he refused to be
reexamined as requested by the authorities he obtained the necessary permission, and practised med
icine among both Jews and Christians.
But, like
the other Jewish physicians, he sulTered from the ill
will of his rivals.
In 1653 he was accused of having caused the death of one of his Christian patients
In consequence of this aceusa
b}^ injurious drugs.
tion the practise of Jewish physicians was limited
to the Jewish quarter.

—

-

—

BiHLiooRAPiiv

R. Landau, Gcschirhtc dcr JUdisclir)! Acrztr,
llti;
M. Horovitz, JItdisvhc Acrztc ill h'nnilifuit-<tiuMaiii. pp. ~'.">-2?l; Aarini Friedenwald, Jcirish I'lnisiviniis,
:

p.

in Pidilirat

iiiii^ iif

BINGEN
Jews

(Initz Ctilligc, I'liiladelphia,

181)7, p.

Iti;!.

A. B.

G.
:

City of Hesse, situated on the Rhine,

lived there from the earliest times, for they are

mentioned by the traveler Benjamin of Tudela,

who

visited
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Bingen toward the middle of the twelfth
In May, l'^54, Bingen joined the union of

century.

Rhenish

which, for financial reasons, protected
this favorable condition of things
was soon changed, for at the time of the Black
Death (i;)4S-4!») the Jews of Bingen, in common
with the other Jews in Germany, suffered severe
persecutions.
The connnunity, however, was never
In the first half of thefifteentli
(juite extinguished.
century a rabbinical synod assembled there. During the time of the Reuchlin and Pfefleikorn controversy, Pfellerkorn went to Bingen, where, with
the help of the authorities, he confiscated a number
The celebrated rabbi of medieval
of Hebrew books.
times, Seligman Bing Upi)enheim, was a native of
Bingen.
At the present day the Jewish community numbeis 685, of whom 122 are housf^-owners. There are
a number of charitable societies for the dowering of
cities

the Jews.

But

Jewish brides and the care of the poor, sick, and
Bingen is a grand-ducal rabbinate. Dr. R.
dead.
Gri'infeld being the rabbi.
Hi^ predecessor was M.
Lebrecht. For further particulars see Hesse.
BinLioGRAPHV

:

Salfeld,

Maiii/rDhiaium

:

Kohut, Gcsch. der

Dciitsc)icH Jitdeii, passim; jahrliiirli dcs Dcidsch-IsracUtixclicn IJcincindcljuiidcs.

A. M. F.

K.

BINNUI:

1.

A

Levite (Ezra

viii. 33).

2.

One

Bene Pahath Moab who had taken foreign
wives (Ezra x. 30). 3. One of the Bene Bani, also
found in the list of those who had taken foreign
wives (Ezra x. 38). 4. Son of Ileiiadad, who built
part of the wall of Jerusalem (Neh. iii. -24) and sealed
the covenant with Nehcmiah (Neh. x. 10 [A. V. 9]).
5.
Head of a family who returned with Zerubbabel
of the

(Neh.
.1.

vii.

15).

G. B. L.

.IK.

BIRAH. See Acka.
BIRCH-HIRSCHFELD, FELIX VICTOR:
Geiinan pathologist and medical author; born at
Kluvensiek, near Rendsburg, in the jirovince of
Ilolstein, Prussia, i\Iay 2, 1842; died at Leipsic

Nov.

He

received his education at Kiel and
Leipsic, graduating from the latter university as
doctor of medicine. He was then appointed ass'istant at the pathological laboratory, and later at
the imiversity hospital. In 1869 he filled the position
of assistant physician at the asylums for the insane
at Sonnenstein and Kolditz, Saxony, successively.
During the Franco German war, in 1870, he was
surgeon at the Reservelazareth at Uebigau, near
Dresden. At the close of the war, in 1871, he became prosector at thenumicipal hospital in Dresden,
of which institution he was appointed chief physiFrom 1871 to 1875 Birch-Hirschfeld
cian in 1882.
was lecturer on pathology at the postgraduate
In 1875
courses for militixry surgeons at Dresden.
he was appointed a member of the Sachsische MeIn 1885, when but forty three
dicinische Kollegium.
years old, Birch-Hirschfeld succeeded Cohnheim as
]u-ofcssor of ]iathology at the University of Leipsic,
one of the leading medical institutes of Germany,
and in 1891 he represerrted the university in the up19, 1899.

house of the Siichsische Stiindekammer.
Ins prominent works are: "Lehrbuchder
Pathologischcn Anatomic," Leipsic, 1877; "Die
l)er

Among

"
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BedeutuDg der Muskclubiing fur die Gesundlieit,
Besonders der Deutschen Jugend," Leipsic, 1883;
"Grundriss der AUgemeinen Patbologie," Leipsic,
1893; and of liis numerous essays tlie I'oliowing are
the more important:
"Hoden-Krebs," "Gescbwulstembolie," "Cylindronifrage," " Ucber Akuten Milztumor," " P^'amie,"
" Syphilis Neugeboreuer," in "Arcliivfur Hygiene,"
"DieEntstehungderGelbsucht Neuin " Virchow's Archiv fur Pathologische Anatomic luid Physiologic uud fur Klinische Medizin," vol. Ixxxviii.
"Uebergang von
Tuberkelbazillen aus dem IVIutterlichen Blut.auf
den Fotus, " in Ziegler's "Beitriige zur AUgemeinen
Pathologic und zur Pathologischen Anatomic," Jena,
1890; "Ueber Sarkomatose Drlisengesclnvulst der
Niere im Kiudesalter," ib. 1898; "Skrofulose und
vols, ix.-xvi.

;

geboreuer Kinder, "

;

Krankheiten

der

"Handbuch der
2;

"Ueber

Lymphdrlisen,"

Ziemssen's

in

Specicllen Pathologic,"

xiii.,

part

die Krankheiten der

Leber und Milz," in
"Handbuch der Kinder-Krankheitcn,"

Gerhardt's
iv., part 2.
Birch-Hirschfcld's knowledge in his special branch
of medicine was very extensive
and he was selfsacriflcing in the practise of his profession.
;

BiBLiOKRAPHY

Hifsrh, Biogrniihisches Lcrikon, s.v., Vienna, 18S4; Pagel, DiimtapJiisclics Lexikon, s.v., Vienna,
:

1901.

BIRDS,— Biblical Data: The

general

11) also

Domes-

dove ("tor,"

"i"in).

Endeavors were

probably made to lure the sliy rockpigeon to the neighborhood of dwellings and tame it by providing suitable
nesting-places.
Neither the Hebrews nor tlie Egyptians knew of poultry until the contact with the

ticated
Birds,

Medes and Persians, who

in their

advance toward

the west introduced the breeding of chickens.
At
the time of Jesus chicken-breeding was quite common in Palestine (compare Matt, xxiii. 37, xxvi. 7/5;
34).

representations of ducks are found on
Egyptian monuments, it is doubtful whetlier the
Israelites knew of them
and the meaning of "barburim abusim " (D''DUN D"'"l313. I Kings v. 3 [A.
V. iv. 23]), "fatted fowl," which is sometimes explained as "ducks," may be questioned
Sparrows
evidently were as numerous in olden times as today, although the term "zippor," b-y which they
were designated, al.so means small birds in general
(compare arpm^iov, Tobit ii. 10). Then, as now, the
sparrow was used as food (Matt. x. 29; Luke xii 6).
;

[Nlip],

abounded,

I

Sam. xxvi. 20.

Jer.

or, to

13; Num. xi. 31; Ps. cv. 40).
(3) The stork
("hasidah," riT'Dn). mentioned as a migratory bird
(Jer. viii. 7) which nests on the cj^press tree (Ps. civ.
17; compare Job xxxix. ISetser].; Zech. v 9).
(4)
"Anafa" (HDJi^, Lev. xi. 19; Deut. xiv. 18). which
means perhaps a heron, or is a generic name for the
different species of heron.
The following birds of prey (" 'ayit ") are mentioned: ( 1) "Shahaf " (firiK'. Deut. xiv. 15), according
to the Septuagint and tlie Vulgate, the gull (lan/s),
xvi.

Birds
of Prey,

desig-

nation for winged animals is "'of" (fjiy, Hosea ix.
11; Isa. xvi. 2) or "'of kauaf " (C]33 fiiy. Gen. i. 21),
"zippor" (IIDV, Gen. xv. 10), or "zippor kanaf"
(51J3"T)SV. Deut. iv. 17; Ps. cxlviii. 10), or "ba'al kanaf " (fiJ3 ^Va, Prov. i. 17). The expression " zippor, "
however, denotes an individual bird in distinction
from "'of," the generic term. "'Ayit" (t3^y, Isa.
xviii. 6; Gen. xv. 11) denotes birds of prey; compare "ayyah" (rfX, Lev. xi. 14; Deut. xiv. 13).
The frequent mention of birds in the Bible shows
that they abounded in Palestine, in which country
many birds are found at the present time. The only
domesticated birds among the Israelites were tlie
dove ("yonah," mv) and the turtle-

Meyer

be more exact, the
ptarmigan, a species of the red-legged paitridge
which lives in mountains and waste places.
The following migratory birds are mentioned (1)
The swallow ("sus," DID. perhaps "njy DID. Isa.
xxxviii. 14, for which Jer. viii. 7 has llij?"! DIDSince in the Septuagint lijy is missing in both passages, the word is perhaps only an explanatory glo.ss.
It may also be questioned whether "deror" ("im,
Ps. Ixxxiv 4; Prov. xxvi. 2) means the swallow.
Whenever the latter is mentioned as a migratory
bird, the swift is probal)ly meant.
(2) The quail
("selaw." IPC'), which in September and October
gathered in immense flocks on the shores of the
Mediterranean, in order to migrate to the warmer
In early spring it reregions of Asia and Africa
turned northward, flying mostly with the wind (Ex.
xvii.

F. T. H.

s.

Luke xiii.
Though

The partridge ("kore"

Bing-,

Birds

which abounded in different si)ecies.
But perhaps a kind of hawk or falcon is
meant, which the Arabians call "sa'af.
(2) The eagle (" nesher," -)L"J). which is

often mentioned because of the lightning like rapid-

with which it pounces upon its prey (Hosea viii.
Hab. i. 8). Sometimes the word " nesher " includes
also the vulture, which is as large as an eagle, and
which in the East is found much oftener than the
eagle. Micahi IG refers probably to the vulture, per
haps to the carrion kite ( Viiltur pevcnopterus comity
1

;

;

pare Matt. xxiv. 28; Luke xvii. 37), distinguished
The
from the eagle by its bald head and neck.
is perhaps meant by (3) "peres" (D"ID,
Deut. xiv 12, compare Tristram, "The Fauna and
Flora of Palestine," p. 94). Some take it to .signify
the sea-eagle, which the Septuagint and the Vulgate
"
'azniyyah (.T'JTy, ih 12), also a
identify with (4)
species of eagle or vulture. (5) "Kal.iam" (Dm. Lev.
xi. 18), "rahamah" (nom, Deut. xiv. 17). which is

lammergeier

certainly the carrion kite {Vitltnr j^ercnopterns). (6)
" Da'ah "(nXH. Lev. xi. 14) or "dayyah
(m), which

possibly the kite, chiefly the black kite {.Vi/n's
Ayyah" (rT'N, Job xxviii 7) which de
notes probably the falcon. (8) "Nez" (p. Lev. xi.
16), perhaps a name for a hawk, including probably
some s]ieciesof falcon (compare Job xxxix 26). (9)
"'Oreb" (3iy, Gen. viii. 7), the raven or birds of
that order, as the hooded crow, roller, daw, magpie,
etc. (10) "Yanshuf" (C]1C':V Lev xi. 17; Deut.'xiv.
16), probably a species of owl, perhaps the eaglexi. ^18:
owl.
(11) "Tinshemet"
(nn::'jn, Lev.
Deut. xiv. 16), probably also a species of owl (12)
"Kus" (DID. Lev. xi. 17; Deut. xiv. 16), which
iikewis(! belongs to the owl order; it is ])erhaps
the wood owl or the little owl, which lives among
ruins.
(13) "Shalak" (-[^tT, Lev. xi. 17; Deut. xiv.
17), i)r()bal)ly the Cdrmorant, which pounces upon its
is

migranf!). (7) "

Birds
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prey from cliffs or rocks or from a height in air.
(14)"Kat" {nap, Lev. xi. 18; Deut. xiv. IT), which,
is the pelican
but this
xxxiv. 11; Zeph. ii. 14). Among
the birds was also included the " 'atalef " (fii?t2j;), the
bat, of Avhich several species are found in Palestine, where it abounds, as it does generally in the
south.
Since some of these birds were eaten, the Law
naturally separated them into clean and unclean
(compare Lev. xi. 13 etseg.; Deut. xiv. 20 et seq.).
For the sacrifice the dove ("'yonah" or "tor") only
Avas used (compare Lev, v. 7; xii. 8; xv. 14, 29).
Whether, however, the Israelites, like the Chaldeans,
practised Augury, we have no means of knowing.
Birds were caught in two ways: either by (1) a
spring-trap (" pah ") or bj^ (2) a sling with a wooden
or stone projectile, by which the bird was brought

accorciing to the translators,
is

doubtful (see

;

Isa.

down (compare Amos

Mode

of

Capture,

ix.

12,

iii. 5; Hosea vii.
Seven different kinds of

8).

are

bird-snares

referred

to

in

the

Old Testament, the chief of which are
the throw-stick, springe, clap-net, the trap, and
the decoy-bird.

All are u.sed at the present day.

The people had a genuine fcllowfeeliug

for
birds as well as for the domestic quadrupeds (Deut.
xxii. 6 et seq.)
and the many references to bird-life
testifv to the interest taken in it.
The eagle that
"stirreth up her nest
fluttereth over her
;

.

.

.

young," becomes the prototype of Yhwh's protecting love of Israel (Deut. xxxii. 11 Ex. xix. 4; com;

pare

xxxi.

Isa.

In Prov. xxvii. 8 the homeless

o).

21S

nine classes of unclean birds, the number of the clean
is unlimited (Hul. 63a, h).
It happens, however,
that the unclean birds sometimes hatch the eggs
of the clean, and vice versa.
Among partridges
tiie male sometimes sets on the nest (Hul. xii. 2,
1381)).
Some of the eggs are not fertile; such are
those produced by the hen when she sits in the
warm sun, these being, however, better for food
(Be?;ah 7a).
The formation of the chick begins at
tlie broad, flat end of the egg (Hul. 64b; compare
Rashi on the i)assage). In addition to their production of eggs (referring only to those of the clean
species, Hul. I.e.), birds are useful for other purThe meat, though less desirable than beef
l)oses.
(Me'i. 20b), is esteemed as a delicacy among the rich,
while the poor seldom eat it (Bek. 10a; Ket. 5a), the
flesh of poultry being considered particularly good
for old people (Yer. Peah viii. 21a).
The wings (Kelim xvi. 19), claws (Hul. 25b; compare Rashi on the passage), and eggs of birds are
put to various uses, the last being sometimes covered with a glaze (Kelim I.e.). Blown egg-shells are
used to hold oil for lamps (Shab. ii. 11, 29b); and
even as early as Talmudic times the strength of an
eggshell placed on end was recognized, for sometimes an egg is placed under the foot of a bedstead to
make the latter stand even (Bezah 4a). The use of
quills for writing was unknown in Talmudic times,
and in the twelfth century the casuists questioned
whether it was lawful to use them for the writing of
Torah scrolls (Low, "Ha-Mafteah," p. 349; Lewysohn, "Die Zoologie des Talmuds," p. 161).

The Talmud names about one hundred classes and

wanderer is compared to the " bird that wandereth
from her nest" (compare Isa. xvi. 2). In Hosea xi.
11, people returning from Egypt and Assyria are
compared to the doves returning to their dove-cotes.
Jeremiah viii. 7 contrasts the people that " know not
the judgment of the Lord " with the birds that "observe the time of their coming." Proverbs xxvi. 2
compares the unjust curse to the birds flying away.
Israel's enemies are often compared to the birds
pouncing upon their prey with lightning-like rapid-

after a Persian king, the "Firuz," is unclean (Hul.
62b).
Mention is also made of a bird mn^ (= XP^I^O;

ity (Deut.

color),

xxviii. 49;

Ho.sea viii. 1;
annihilation of
man is often metaphorically expressed by the idea
of giving his flesh up to the birds; compare Gen. xl.

compare

19;

xiv.

Jer. xii. 9).

Deut. xxviii. 26;
11,

xvi.

4,

xxi.

Isa.

xlvi. 11;

The complete

I

Sam.

24;

xvii. 44, 46;

Jer.

vii.

33,

I

Kings

xvi. 4, etc.

These and similar references show how numerous
and manifest the birds must have been; in fact, passages like Job xii. 5 and Bar. iii. 17 display their
intimate connection with the life of the people.
J.

W. N.

JR.

In Rabbinical Literature

:

The general name

for birds in rabbinical literature is niDiy.
They are
said to have been created from water mixed with

sand, being thus intermediate between manmialia
(niDna), created from earth, and fishes, created from
water (IIul. 27b).
The eagle (Hag. 13b) is the
king of bii-ds, while the rooster is the most obstinate

(Bezah 25b).

The numerous species are divided into the clean
and the unclean, both minutely described by the
Talmud (compare Clean and Unclean); but it
should be noticed that while there are only twenty-

varieties of birds, but
tify

it is

them.

extremely difficult to idenFor example, it mentions

Classes of two varieties of the bird "ilJK Xt3S
Birds.
(probably a Persian term; Kohut, "Aruch Completum," s.i\, suggests "darpash " — finch), one of which bears the royal by-name
" Shapur " and was clean, while the other, also called

found in the neighborhood of Babylonia,
which becomes iridescent at sunrise (Ber. 6b Lewy;

solm
bird

[lb. p.
").

A

183] refers to the pajaro del sol, "sunsimilar many-colored bird is the ynv

("many-colored"), which shows not less than three
hundred and sixty-five hues (Gen. R. vii. 4), " zabua' " being the Hebrew name for peacock, which
in rabbinical literature is usually designated by its
Greek name DlltS, Tduc, as shown from a parallel
passage in the Midrash cited (Tan., Tazria', ed.
Buber, iii. 33).
The Talmud describes many birds, giving details of
their natures and uses.
The falcon (NHTI ~\2) is used
in the chase.
The hunter, seated on his horse, has
the falcon at his side, releasing it at sight of another bird (Shab. 94a; Sanh. 95a).
The keen sight
of the vulture (iTT) is indicated in the following
passage: "It can be in Babylon and .see a corpse in
Palestine" (Hul. 63b).
The strong, piercing cry of
the crane (n'31"l3) originated the saying: " Cry like
a crane " (Kid. 49a). The heron (nSJN. " quarreler ")
in the Bible is a cruel bird that quarrels (P^JX) constantly with its companions, as its name suggests.
It belongs to the family of vultures, its real naine

H^ ('' angr}^ dayah "). Another member
of this family is the storlv, or white dayah, called
also "the pious one" ("hasidah"), because it shares
The stork's
its food with its mates (Hul. 63a, b).
gall is an antidote for the sting of the scorpion (Ket.
In addition to the dayah family, of which
50a).
there are said to be no less than one hundred varie
tieSj(Hul. I.e.), the Talmud mentions the numerous
varieties of the raven family (see Raven in Rab
BiNicAL Literature). Hens, geese, and doves are
considered domestic poultry, and the wild varieties
are also named.
Some birds, particularly song
birds, and those of beautiful plumage, are kept as
pets by the wealthy, and there is an allegory about
a free bird which envies a friend in a cage its rich
food, forgetting that the friend has paid for the food
being ri^JT3"l

Buber, xxv. 164a, b).
The social life of birds originated the proverb:
"Every bird dwelleth according to his kind, and so
doth man according to his like " (B. B. 92b the passage quotes verses from Ecclus. [Sirach] xiii. 16,
xxvii. 9, as if they were from the Scripture).
Among Jews, as among most nations (Gubernatis, "Zoological Mythology," on Birds), birds were
thought to possess supernatural knowledge, because
they soared in the air. Thus in rabIn Jewish binical literature, both Babylonian and

with

Birds
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its

freedom

(Pesik., ed.

;

Folk-Lore.

Palestinian, there are

numerous

refer-

ences to the folk-lore on birds (see Augury; Zohar, "Balak," iii. \iSh et seq.). In Noah's
Ark only the clean ones dwelt in the part with Noah
and his family; the others were in another part
<Sanh. 108b).
King Solomon knew the bird language (see Solomon in Legend).
Parts of the body of some birds were used as remedies (Joel Heilprin, " Mifa'lut Elohim " David Tevel
Ashkenazi, "Bet David"). Compare Bar Yokni,
;

€ocK, Dove, Eagle, Goose, Pigeon, Raven.
BiBi-ionRAPHY: Lewysohn, Die Zoolngie

deii

Talmuds,

pp. 15-

16, 1.59-:.'18.

L. G.

In Psalm xi. 1 the soul is
Flee as a bird to 3^our mountain." As living beings which move and fly through
the air, birds have suggested themselves at all times
and in all lands to primitive man as images of the
soul, the name for which in most languages is taken
from breathing ("nefesli," "neshamah," = "anima,"
or " psyche "); the soul was represented in the form of
a butterfly, as illustrated by the tombs of the early
Christians (Aringhi, "Roma Subterranea Novissima," ii. 324). The soul of the king of Egypt was
pictured on the monuments as a bird and the genius
("frawashi ") of the kings of Assyria and Persia retained the wings of the bird (Rawlinson, "Herodotus," ii. 105, note 1 idem, "Ancient Monarchies,"
ii. 28, iii.
353; compare also Simrock, "Handbuch
der Deutschen ]\Iythologie," p. 461).
The Arabs also regarded the soul as a bird, and
believed that after death it hovered at times around
the body, screeching like an owl (Mas'udi. "Les
Prairies d "Or," iii. 310, Paris. 1864; Sprenger, "Das
Leben Mohammeds," i. 358, note; Krcmer, "Gesch.
der Herrschenden Ideen des Islams," 1868, pp. 166
€t spq.).
This view was shared by the Jews. They
believed that all souls are gathered in a great cage

Birds as Souls
compared to a bird

:

:

or treasure-house in heaven, a columbarium, called
" Guf "
and so Rabbi Assi teaches that the ]\Iessiah,
the son of David, can not come until all the souls
have been taken out of the Guf. and have gone
through human bodies (Yeb. 62a, 63b; Niddah 13b;
and elsewhere). In the Greek Baruch Apocalypse
(ch. X.), Baruch sees in the fourth heaven a lake full
of birds, and is told that these are the souls of the
righteous, who coniinually sing the praise of God.
These stories are repeated by Christian saints who
affirm having seen the sou^s of the righteous in
the shape of doves in paradise (M. R. James, in
"Texts and Studies," v.,lxix. idem, in "Auecdota
Graeco-Byzantina," p. 181, quoted in Kautzsch,
" Die Apokryphen und Pseudepigraphen des Alten
;

;

Testaments,"

The

p. 455).

which dwell in tlie
Acherusian lake were consulted as God's counselors
at the creation of man, according to Gen. R. 8,
having their parallel in the Zendavesta ("Bundahish," ii. 10; Mihir Yast xxv. in " Sacred Books of
souls of the righteous

the East," xxiii. 145).
In the Zohar the sparrow and the swallow, spoken
of in Ps. Ixxxiv. 3, are compared to the souls of the
righteous which dwell in paradise, exactly as are
those mentioned in the Baruch Apocalypse.
Three
times a year, in Nisan and Tishri, they rise upon
the walls of paradise and sing the praise of the
Master of tlie universe whereupon they are ushered
into the palace where the Messiah is hidden, called
the great "Souls' Nest."
They are adorned with
;

crowns in his honor when he appears to them, and
from beneath the altar of heaven, where dwell the
souls of the righteous, they prepare the erection of
the Temple of the future (Zohar ii. 7b, iii. 196b).

Juden," vii. 9) failed to see that
on an old tradition.
It is customary among German Jews, when a death
occurs, to open a window in order that the soul may
fly away like a bird (compare Liebrecht, " Zur Volkskunde," 1879, p. 371).
On birds around God's
Grittz ("Gesch. der

this rests

throne see

Merkabah.

"

;

;

BIRKAT KOHANIM.

K.

See Blessing,

Pkip:sti,y.

BIRKAT HA-MINIM.

See

Shemoneii

'Es-

REII.

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.:

Capital of Jefferson

Alabama, fuundeil in 1871. The first congregation, Emanu-El, was organized in 1882; the

count}-,

corner-stone of

its

building 1)eiug

laid in Jidy, 1886,

and the building dedicated in 1889. The rabbis of
the congregation have been: Alexander Ro.senspitz,
1885; Maurice Eisenberg, 1886-90; Samuel Ullman,
1891-94; David Marx, 1894-95; Morris Newfield,
1895-.
A second congregation, Knesses Israel, was
founded in 1899. Birmingham has a Hebrew Ladies'
Benevolent Relief Association, founded 1883; a

club, the Phoenix, established in the same
year; and a Hebrew Aid Association, founded 1898.
lodge of the B'nai B'rith was organized 1884; a
Youths' Auxiliary, 1897; a branch of the Council of
Jewish "Women, 1898; and a lodge of the B'rith
social

A

Abraham,

Among
Samuel

1900.

the prominent citizens of Birmingham are:
Ullman. alderman of thecitv. 1895-97, mem-

:

Birming-ham, Eng-land
Birthday
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her of the board of fthuatioii since 1884, and its
l)r('si(lciit since 1898; IJcnjuniin M. ^luyer, editor of
the "Age Herald"; Eniii Leeser, police commissioner, 1897-99, and editor of the Birmingham
"Courier" (German); and Simon Klot/, Frenc^h
consul.

Birmingham

lias

about 1,400 Jews

in a total

pop-

Biui.iociiAPnY: Anicricnii Jcwisft Vcar /}i)r)/r. 5(101 (in(K)-01i.
See also article Alabama, i. 314, 315 of this Encyclopedia.

A.
Chief town of
The Jewish commiuiity consists
"Warwickshire.
(1902) of a popidation of about 4,000, having gi'own
to tliis number from 140 families (700 souls) in 1851.
The tirst Jewish settlement is believed to have taken
place about the year 1700; but the earliest records
of the comnuuiity are lost.
Jews were probably
attiacted to Birmingham by the facilities which the
chief productions of the town, hardware and jewelry, afforded for peddling and hawking.
It was
their custom to leave the town every Monday with
a box of cheap jewelry and hardware, and to return
on Friday for tlu' Sabbath.
The first synagogue of which any record exists
Avas erected as early as 1780 in a part of the town
called "The Froggery," which has since been demolished.
A Jewish cemetery existed in the same quarter of the town in 1730; but meetings for praj'cr
Avere at that time held in a private residences
The
plesent cemetery, in the subui'b of Witton, was
consecrated Feb. 14, 1871, piior to which, in addition to the burial-place in Granville stieet, there was
another in a thoroughfare turning out of Bath I'ow,
Avhich came to be known as Betholom row.
:

Bii-mingham that Lord George Gordon
and received into the synagogue.
In 1791 the synagogue in the Fi'oggery Avas succeeded by one in Hurst street; and in 1810 another
synagogue was established in Severn street, Avhich
is now used as a ]\Iasonic hall.
A HebreAV philanthropic society Avas established on a modest scale as
early as 1838, and it still exists.
The present synagogue on Singer's Hill Avas consecrated in 1856;
it accommodates u])ward of COO seat-holders in the
body of the building. The more modern Board of
Guardians Avas fouiided in connection with this in
1870, after the model of the London body.
The earliest name of any oflicial Cdimectcd Avitli
tlie synagogue is tliat of l{abl)i Isaiah Phillips, Avho
A\-as minister betAveen 1785 and 1835.
Other ministers have been Dr. ]M. J. Haphall and tlie Rev. A. P.
Mendes, 1851-.j8. The present minister, the Rev.
G. J. Emanuel, was appointed in 1864.
Schools connected Avith the synagogue liaA'e been
in existence since 1840:
and in 1843 Sir Moses
It Avas at

Avas circumcised

the foundation stone of a ncAV .school
Of recent years a considerable
nil ruber of societies and
associations have been

]\Iontetioi-e laid

in

Iltn-st

street.

formed

in Birmingham to meet tlie intiux of Russian Jews, sucii as the Xaturali/.ation Society and

Workingmen's Club.
considerable favor among the Birmbranch of the Cliovevei Zion and a
B'nai Zion Association having been recently founded

Zionism

ingham

among

is in

JcAvs, a

J,liein.

Year

.Alarjrolioiitli,

London,

rt sc<i..

Biiolu

iH'*}'-i

1S51

;

Jf i(s of Great nritain,

Jcit'i.s/i

JKor^d, 1S77;

Harris,

Ift5

iii.

Jewish

(1002).

L. J.

r.

NEW

G.— J.

BIRTH,
Renewal of a man's nature by
casting aside the impurity of sin Avhich cleaves to
him

:

from his former

life, thus tiirning him into
and lighteous child of God. The idea
of man's i-egeuei'ation was tirst expressed by the
pi-ophet E/ekiel (xxxvi. 25 ct seq.
compare xi. 19,
xviii. 31; Fs. li. 12): "I Avill sprinkk; clean water
upon you; from all your tilt liiness and from all your
idols will I cleanse you, and I Avill give you a new
heart, and a iicav spirit Aviill put Avithin you."
It
Avas probably suggested by the rite of ablution,

a

idation of 38,415.
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iiious

;

Avas connected

Avliich

with every conversion (sec

and

Isa. iv. 4; compare " Shibbolc ha-Leket," p. 145a, (pioted by Schechter, in
"Jew. Quart. Rev." xii. 421) and signified a change
of the Avhole man exactly as Naamau the proselyte,
after bathing in the Joixlan seven times, became
clean "and his flesh like that of a little child"

Zecli. xiii.

1

et xeq.

;

Kings

The

exi)ression used by the Rabbis
underwent a change of heart
thi'ougli repentance and conversion is, therefoi'e,
" beriah hadashah " (a ncAv ci-eature).
The ver.se,
(II

V.

14).

for the person Avho

"The people
Lord

Avhicli shall

be created shall praise the

" (Ps. cii.

19 [18]), is explained in :\[idr. Teh. on
the passage (compai-e Pesik. d. R. K. xxviii. 18 1) t hus
"

The

through repentance
and it is either
Inferred to the Messianic futui'e, "the genei'ation
to come," or to the annual regenei'atiou on the
Day of Atonement, Avhicli. by blotting out the old
year's sins, renders Sukkot "the tirst day" "of the
reckoning of sins" (Tan. and Lev. R. to Lev.
jK'ople Avho shall be reborn

of their sins shall praise the Lord ";

xxiii. 40).

The
try

pi'oselyte Avho casts off the

and turns

impurity of idolathe God of life becomes a "neAv
creature " (Gen. R. xxxix. Sotahl2b;
compare AsEN.ATir, PiiAYEu OK). "He
to

;

The

who turns away from uncii'cumcision
and becomes a Jew is like one Avho
turns away from the grave and reipiires cleansing,"
Avas the maxim of the Ilillelites (Pes. viii. 8).
Hence
ai'ose the halakic rule that "a pi-oselyteis like a ncAvborn child Avhose family relations ai'e no longer the
same as before his convei'sion " (Yeb. 22a, 48b, 97b;
^laimonides, "Yad," Issure Biali, xiv. 11).
It is
therefore more than improbable that NrcoDKArt's, a
member of the Sanhedrin (John vii. 50) and a leader
in the synagogue (iii. 10), .should not have understood the Avords of Jesus: " Except a man be born
Proselyte,

again he can not see the kingdom of

God

"

(John

iii.

On

th(!Contraiy, this idea of a new birth and
the term, "'a ucav creature," used by Paul (Gal. vi.
15; II Cor. v. 17; I Peter i. 3,23; ii. 2; Clementine

3-10).

"Homilies," xi. 26; " Recognitiones," vi. 9; Barnabas XV. 7) Avith ivference to Christian baptism, ai'c

borrowed from the rabbinical schools, as is
"Except ye be converted and
become as little children ye shall not enter into the
kingdom of heaven" (Matt, xviii. 3), Avliich has the
same meaning as the saying in John iii. 3 (compare
Yer. Bik. iii. 65d Midr. Sam. xvii. 1).
Accordingly
the fundamental docti'ine of Paul's preaching, that
dii'cctly

also the expression,

;

tlie name of Jesus, the sinful man
througii the death of Jesus and rise again
to a new life through the resurreetion
of Jesus (Rom. vi. 3-10, vii. G, .\ii. 3;
Rabbinical Titus iii. 5; and elsewhere), is not
Notion, original with him. Paul meivly gave
to the Jewish idea of the new birth an
antinomian character. The original stoiy in the
New Testament of Jesus' baptism was regarded as
signifying his rel)irth as the Son of God; the heavenly voice is said to have cried in the words of Ps.
"Thou art my son; to-day have I begotten
ii. 7:

in baptizing in
sliould

(lie

A

tliee" (comiiare

Heb.

Mark

i.

5, v.

5;

Acts

Usener,

xiii. 38,

with

"

Keligionsgeschichtliclic Untersuchungen," 1889, i. 41 ct seq.).
The new birth through the water and the spirit,
of wliicli Jesus speaks (John iii. 5), has its parallel
in the passage ]\Iek., Yiti'o 5: "Israel received the
law in the desert amid fire and water" (compare
Sanli. 39a
"True baptism is by tire "). James i. 18
speaks of I'cbirth through the word of truth: "Of
his own will begat he us by his word of truth tliat
we should be the firstlings of his creatures."
K.
IMatt.

17;

iii.

i.

11;

:

BIRTHDAY

There are no positive data in tlie
Bible or in rabbinical literature concerning birthday
This silence on
festivals among the ancient Jews.
the subject is, however, no warrant feu- the conclusion that tlie Jews altogether abstained from following a custom which was general among the Egyptians (Gen. xl. 20), Pei'sians (Herodotus i. 138),
Syrians, and Greeks.
Even if not common among
the people, yet kings and princes probably practised it, following the custom of their heathen contemporaries.
Birthday festivals were not considered
b}' the Rabbis as " hukkot ha-goyim " (customs of the
heathen; see jMaimoyides, Yad ha-Ha/akah, 'Akkum weHukotehem, xi. 12), although Lightfoot
lield a contrary opinion ("Ilonr Ilebr." on IMatt.
xiv.

:

6).

A close study

of the Biblical text shows that the
not altogether wanting in references to the
subject; for, while it lacks positive
Biblical
accounts, it contains passages from
References, whicli it may be inferred that the custom of remembering birthday anniversaries was not wholly luiknown among the Jews.
"The day of our king" (Hosea vii. 5), on wliich the
princes made the king sick with bottles of wine, and
the king himself "stretched out liis hand with
scorners," alludes more probably to a birlhday festival than to a solenm occasion, such as the amii
versary of his installation, which would have been
ob.scrved with more decorum (see Josephus, "Ant."

Bible

XV.
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9,
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S

fi)-

]?irthdays

common

might not have been celebrated by the

with great solenuiity, yet they did
not pass wholly unnoticed, and were remembered by
congratulations, as in modern times.
Jeremiali not
only cursed the day of his birth, but wished that it
should not be blessed (Jer. xx. 14), as though such
hail been tiie custom.
it is said of Job, '.uid he cursed his day" (.lob iii.
The emphatic and detenuining expression "his
1).
<iay " inijilies the idea that he, like everyiiody else,
liad a certain day of the year siuiiled out for a cer-

Birthday

which we learn further was the anniversary of his birth.
The second or third birthday of a child whose
coming into tlie world was vavy much desired b}' his
parents was usually made the occasion of a feast,
l)ecause the child was then weaned, and had consetiueutly passed the dangerous and uncertain .stage of
Abraham made a great feast on the day
infancy.
Isaac was weaned (Gen. xxi. 8).
This occurred, according to Ra.shi, at the ex juration of
tain piupose,

Weaning

twenty-four

months.

Bishop

Ely

on Second ("Holy

Bible Com." I.e. on the pasBirthday, -sage) sajs: "By comparing I Sam. it
would seem that this was very probably a religious feast. " Hannah ]iostpoued the yearl}'
family feast at Shiloh until she had weaned Sanuiel,
in order to celebrate his birthday at the same time
(I Sam. i. 23, 24).
According to Rashi and Midr.
R. Samuel, l.r., this also occuired at the end of
twenty-four months.
Yet from II Chron. xxxi. 16
it may be inferred that Sanniel was weaned at the
end of his third year; for only from that age were
children admitted to the service of the Temple.
Two instances of birthday celebrations are mentioned in post-Biblical literature, from which it may
be assumed that this was customar}' in the Herodian
family.
They used to celebi-ate birthdays with
great pomp, and in the same manner as the Egy]i-

In PostBiblical

Times.

tian kings had done more than 2,000
years earlier (Gen. xl. 20), by cxtensive public entertainments, which were
made the occasions of granting favors
to friends and pardons to those in dis-

Agrippa I. solenmi/.ed his birtlulay anniversary by entertaining his subjects with a festival,
and decreed the recall of his bani.shed general Silas,
which recall, by the way, the latter stubbornly declined (Josephus, "Ant." xix. 7, i; 1).
Herod the
Tetraich celebrated his birth<lay with a gi'cat feast,
at which the daughter of Ilerodias danced before
the gue-sts, the king promising "to give her whatsoever sh(! would ask" (Matt. xiv. 6).
The Jewish people in general may have had reasons to avoid feasting on birthda\'s in the times of
the Tamiaim and Amoraim first, because they had
l)een at one time grievously offended on such festivals (according to II INIacc. vi. 7, the Jews were
forced, in the time of Antiochus, to eat of the sacrifices which were offered "in the day of tlie king's
biith every month"); secondly, because no "Talmid hakaTn" would attend as a guest at such a
feast, since the Rabbis condemn the Talmid hakam
who partakes of a meal oi' feast which is not a
grace.

:

".se'udat mizwah " (conunendable meal).
And to
the son of him who freciuented feasts were applied
o])probrious epithets, such as "son of an oven-

The Bar

heater," ".son of a market-dancer," etc.
Since the fifteenth century (Low, "Le-

Mi?;wah.

bensalter," p. 210) the thirteenth liirth-

])e()i)le

day of a boy has been made the occasion of a f.-imily feast because it coincides with his
religious majority (B\i! ^Iizw.\u).

In modern times the widely spread custom of celebrating some ])artieular birthday of a great man by
a banfjuel or by some litei'ary production hascni'iehed
Jewisli literature with manv iicins of Hebrew learn-

;

: ;
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Birthrig'ht

Jewish seliolars of great reuowu
have become the recipients of marks of deference and
homage on the part of tlieir friends and admirers on

ing and poetry.

their seventieth or eightieth or ninetieth birtliday
by the publication of a jubilee-book, to which schol-

and near have contributed some of their
Of these publications are
best work.
" Jubelschrift zum Neunzigsten
Special
(1)
Birthdays Geburtstag des Dr. L. Zunz," Berlin,
of Scholars. 1884, produced on the occasitm of Dr.
Zunz's ninetieth birthday; (2) "Jubelschrift zum Siebenzigsten Geburtstag des Prof. Dr.
H. Graetz," Breslau, 1887, in celebration of Graetz's

ars

from

far

seventieth anniversary (3) " Festschrift zum Achtzigstcn Geburtstag des Dr. Moritz Steinschneider,"
Leipsic, 1890, on the eightieth birthday of Dr. Steinschneider; and (4) "Shay la-Moreh " (A Present to
the Teacher), Berlin, 1890, dedicated to Dr. Israel
Hildcsheimer by his friends and students on his sev;

entieth birthday.

Some have confined themselves to the sending of
a letter of homage or a poem. Smolenskin remembered Dr. Zunz on his ninetieth birthday with a
letter of congratulation, "Miktab Shalom" ("HaShahar," xii. 327). H. S. Slouimski was greeted on
his seventieth birthday by a letter of homage, "Iggeret Hen," signed by twenty -eight of his friends,
S.
all poets and "maskilim" ("Ha-Zefirah," vii.).
Scherschewski wrote a magnificent poem on the
same occasion («/;.). There is a poem by A. Gottlober dedicated to the famous hazan and musical
composer. Solomon Sulzer, on his seventieth birthday ("Kol Shire ..I.Uiallal," vii. 29). Gottlober also
wrote si.\ poems or. several birthdays of his own {ib.
There are several birthday poems in
pp. 31-40).
the "Shire Sefat Kode.sh," by A. Lebensolm haKohen. most of them detlicated to his son JMichacl
Joseph (rt. i. 220: ii. 162, 163-184).
Tlie birthday anniversaries of heathen kings,
N'DI J^J DV, are considered by the rabbis of the Talmud
as legal lieathen holidays, which count among those
holidays on the three days preceding which Jews are
by Talmudic law required to abstain from concluding

any business with a heathen (Mishnah Ab. Zarah i. 3).
About the meaning of i<''D1J"'J DV of the Mishnah,
which seems to correspond with yfiipa yev^Geug
(LXX., Gen. xl. 20). some doubts have been raised becau.se, by the side of W^b^ i?£i' N^DI^J DV ("birthday
of the king ") mention is also made of DVT m''7n DV
nrVDn("the day of birth and the day of death ").
In the Babylonian Talmud ('Ab. Zarah 10a) the
'

decision

is

reached

in

favor of

X'D1J''J

DV

as

meaning "the day of coronation." It is accepted
by Maimonides (see Commentary to the ^lishnah,
and Yad ha-Hazakah, 'Akkum we-Hukotehem, ix.

The glossary " Kesef Mishnch," r<rf ?oc., thinks
that Maimonides may have read ^''DIJ'D ("assembly")
Rashi explains N^DIJ'J as equivalent to
for K'Diyj" the birthday of the king " while the Talmud Yerushalmi ('Ah. Zarah i. 39) explains N^DIJ'J as "birth
day." This agrees with the use made of the word
Ex. R. xv.
in many instances (Gen. ]{. Ix.xxviii.

5).

;

;

Yer. R.'h.

iii.

8; Yalk., Job. 584:

Compare

Rashi,

Gen. xl. 20). Graetz (in " M. G. Y." 230) is of the
opinion that S'^DI^J means the day of death of the
king.

223

All tlii'se ditlicultics and differences may be obviated if riT'^n DV"! nrV'nn DV be explained as indicating Christian festivals of the early Church. By
DV niay be understood the Nativity, or Christmas, and by nn^On DV Easter, or the Resurrection.
Cave (in "Primitive Christianity," part 1, vii. 194,
cited in McClintock and Strong's "Cyclopedia," s.v.
"Christmas") trace-, the observance of Christmas to
the second century, about the time of the emperor

mvH

According to David Ganz ("Zemah
David," i., year 3881), Comiuodus reigned 183-185, at
the time of Rabbi Mei'rof the Mishnah, who counted
those days as legal holidaj's.

Commodub.

S.

A.

BIRTHRIGHT.— Biblical

Data:

The

R.
right

which the eldest son is born. The
son born to the father occupied a prominent
place in the Hebrew family (Gen. xxvii. 19, xxxv.
Such a one is
23, xli. 51, xlix. 3; II Sam." iii. 2).
the " first-born " in the proper sense, and is to be distinguished from scnis who are "first-born" merely
in the sense of being the first child born to one
of the several wives that men might have (Ex.
xiii. 2, 12, xxii. 28; xxxiv. 19; Num. xviii. 15).
The first-born son took rank before his brothersand sisters (Gen. xxvi. 31, 32; xliii. 33). Usually
the father bequeathed to him the greater part of the
inheritance, except when a favored wife succeeded
in obtaining it for one of her sons (Gen. xxvii.
In early days the will of the
I Kings xi. 11-13).
father fixed the part of the chief heir, but the law of
Deuteronomy demands for him a double portion of
all the possessions and forbids favor being shown
to a younger son (Deut. xxi. 15-17). After the death
of the father the first-born son was the head of
the family he had to provide for the widows of his
father and for his immarried sisters, since they ordiThe later
narily did not have any hereditary rights.
rabbinical law (Ket. 68a) obliges him to give a
dowr}^ wlien one of them was to be married. The
old law claims all the first-born sons (in the larger
sense, " whatever opens the womb") for Yhwii (Ex.
Some explain this by ascribing
xiii. 2, xxii. 29).
a certain sacredness to the first-born (Benzinger,
"Arch." p. 470); others suppose that the elders
were obliged to consecrate them as "nazir" (Smend,
"A.-T. Religionsgesch." p. 276). But from Ex.
xiii. 12. xxii. 29; Ezek. xx. 25,26, it is evident that
they were to be set aside as an offering for the Deity.
It is possible that such offerings were brought in the
oldest times, but very soon it became customaiy to"
offer an animal instead of the child (Gen. xxii.); and
the later law obliges the father to redeem the child
(Ex. xiii. 13; xxxiv. 20) for five shekels (Num. iii.
47; xviii. 15). See Family; First-Born, Redemption of; Junior Right; Primogeniture.
Bibliography: Jacobs, StiuUes in BihUcnl ArclicohiailAH-l

of possession into
first

;

Benzinger, Hehr. Airhilolooie, pp.
,4rc/i(7o(o(y("e,

i.

3.">4-355;

Nowack, Hebr.

348-a-)0.

B. E.

J. ,JR.

In Rabbinical Literature The Talmud recommends, as a rule of education, that a father
should never show any preference for one of his children over the others, and points to the unhappy
:

relations

between Joseph and

his brothers as illus-

trating the disastrous consequences that

may

follow

—

;

.
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one child is privileged (Shab. 10b). The prerogatives of the first-born, as the real head of the family after the father's death, were, however, so deeply
if

rooted in the domestic life of the Jews that the
Rabbis could not attempt to make any changes here.
In connection with inheritance the expression "firstborn " refers only to the 3ND "1133 ('' the fir.'it-born
son of the father"), and not to the DSC 1132 ("the
although the latter had
first-born of the mother ")
many advantages in ritual matters (compare TirstBorn) which the former could not claim (Bek. viii.
The DND "lisa always had the
1: B. B. 126b).
rights of the first-born, whether he were a legitimate
or an illegitimate son, and even if he were a Bast.\rd
(Yeb. ii. 5; Gem. ib. 23a; Sifre, Deut. 215), although
the Roman law, on the contrary, distinguished between legitimate and illegitimate children in connection witli the law of inheritance (Koppen, "System
des Heiitigen Romischen Erbrechts," p. 171). The
right of the first-boru was also possessed by the
child that was preceded by a miscarriage, either of
a fully developed but still-born infant or one dying
just after birth (Bek. viii. 1; Gem. 46b), whereas a
child born under such conditions could not be conIn order
sidered a " mother's first-born " (Bek. I.e. ).
to enjoy the primogeniture, the first-born had to be
born naturally hence, that child was excluded at
whose birth artificial means were employed e.g., the
son, however,
Cesarean operation (Bek. viii. 2).
whose father had previously had children by a slave
or a non-Jewess, had the full rights of the first-born
for, according to Talmudic law, these children were
comin no wise related to their father (Bek. viii. 1
;

;

;

A

;

pare "Maggid Mishnah" on Maimonides, "Yad,"
Nahalot, ii. 12).
In doubtful cases, especially with twins, where
the piimogeniture was not certain, the three following persons were entitled to determine
Identi- it; viz., the midwife, the mother, and
fication of the father, who, however, were not
the First- equally privileged as regards the term
Born.
of the availability of their testimony.
The midwife could testify only immethe mother, only during
diately after the delivery
the first seven days after the birth while the father
was entitled to do so from the eighth day after the
onward
birth
i.e., the day of the circumcision
;

;

—

Birthright

primogeniture, although a son so born has a part
Thus, if two sons of the same
mother or of two wives were born after the father's
death, the estate is divided between them in equal
If there are five sons besides the posthumous
shares.
one, the first-born receives as his birthright ppn
mi33, \, and for his ordinary share tSIJJ'S p^n like
the other brothers— g^^, making \\ of the property

in the heritage.

—

(B. B. 142).

The

first-born receives

and personal

a double share of the real

estate (B. B. 122b, below Sifre, Deut.
In the division of the real es217).
;

Division of
Property,

tate

by

lots,

the first-born has the right

to claim as the second share the lot

adjoining the

first

share that

fell

to

him (Hoshen Mi-shpat, 277, 2; 174, 2; compare B.
The birthright includes only the property
B. 12b).
the father had in his possession at his death, and not
that added later to the estate, either by inheritance
or by the collection of debts (B, B. 124a, b; Tosef.,
Bek.

vi. 15).

In recent times the question has often been raised as to
whether government bonds should be considered as outstanding
debts in regard to the birthright. Ezekiel Landau regarded
stocks and bonds as ordinary promissory notes, since they were
subject to the fluctuations in the market ; but compare Isaac
Elhanan Spector's responsum in M. Horvvitz, " Matteh Lewi,"
It is also a matter of disp. 48, Frankfort-on-the Main. 189L
cussion whether, incase a father left assets and liabilities and
also ready money suflBcient to cover his debts, these should be
paid out of his assets or out of the ready money ; in the first
case, the eldest son would receive a double share of the ready
money ; in the second, he would receive none of the assets.
Most of the authorities have decided this case against the
flrst-bom (Lampronti, 'Pahad Yi^hak," letter x, p. 25e).

the first-born receive a double share of any
(riQK') of the estate if the heirs have
contributed to it with their own labor or cost (B. B.
124a). (If the father stipulated before his death that

Nor does

improvements

the lieritage should remain intact for a certain
period, then the "bekor" receives also a double share
of the profits that have accrued in the business, because he has been obliged to assist in maintaining it
(Lampronti, I.e.). The birthright extends only to
the estate of the father, and not to that of the mother
or of the brothers or sisters (B. B. viii. 4).
Although the father can not directly deprive his
first son of the right of primogeniture, he is at liberty to divide his whole property during his lifetime thus making the share of the first-born equal
to that of the other sons, or passing him over entirely
;

(Kid. 74a).

The

father's identification of the first-born was
for, in case there were no witnesses,

most important

;

only he was the first-born
nized as such, even should

whom

the father recog-

be contrary to the general presumption (npin) (B. 13. 127b; Sifre, Deut.
Even if the father merely by an incidental
216).
remark indicated that such a one was his first-born,
Any
the latter had the primogeniture (B. B. 126b).
doubt as to priority of birth debarred from rights of
primogeniture, the rule ppSm PDD2 ^tDIDH jIDD
("moneys of doubtful ownership must be divided
between the claimants ") not being observed here
The birthright belonged not only to
(B. B. 127a).
the first-born, but also to his descendants; so that
if A, the first-born of B, died during B's lifetime
leaving a daughter, C, this daughter entered upon
A
the full rights of A at B's death (B. B. 117a).
posthumous child, however, is excluded from the
it

According to Nah5; Gem. ib. 126b).
manides on Deut. xxi. 16, a father violates a religious law if he does not make provision for his firstborn to come into his rights. In accordance with this
opinion in countries where the law does not recog(B. B. viii.

nize the rights of primogeniture, it is a father's religious duty to make special provision on this point
(see Spector, in M. Horwitz, ib.). "When the first-born
enters upon his inheritance, it is his duty to contribute a double share to the payment of his father's
private debts; he may, however, renounce his birthright,

and thus be

free of the obligation (B. B. 124a).

Compare First Born, Inheritance.
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Births

BIRTHS.— Statistical

:

The number

of births

among

the Jewish poimlations of the world is generally found to vary from that of the surrounding
population in a manner showing the influence of
some cause common in its operations to all Jews.

Frequency

:

The following

table,

giving the

birth rale per thousand, seems, at first sight, to show
a lower proportion of births among Jews than among
the general population of the lauds in which they

dwell.

BiRTii-R.\TE

Place.

PER Thousand.

224

:
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Jewish twin-birth in 174 births; while among the
Hungarians the proportion was 1 in 102, and
among the Croats 1 in 75 (Glatter "Lebenschancen,"
In Budapest during 1897 40 Jewisli twins
p. 13).
were born, and this number was less than 1 per cent
of the total number, 4,514 ("Stat. Evkonyv," pp.
Budapest, 1901).
The following table, giving the proportion
of boys to 100 girls born alive in the places cited,
shows a remarkable predominance of boys among
98, 110,

Sex

:

Jewish children

Proportion of Boys to 100 Girls.
Place.

Births

:

Birzhi
Bischoffsheim

THE JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA

considering their lower infant mortality in general.
The following table, giving the percentage of stillborn to viable children, makes the percentage quite
evenly balanced; but the trustworthiness of the
Prussian statistics confirms the general impression

Percentage of Viable to Still-Born Children.
Place.
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he had lived, was changed to that of "Boulevard
Bischoffsheim " and the community of WatermaelBoitfort placed his bust in the liall where the sessions
of the Communal Council were held.
8.
M. Bl.

objects; but the enterprise failed, and the Athenee
finally

became an ordinary

theater.

;

La

Orcmde Encyclopedic.,
In IXctioiinaire des Dictionnaires, s.v.
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BISCHOFFSHEIM, RAPHAEL

JONA-

LOUIS

:

French banker; member of the Institute of France;
son of Louis Raphael Bischoffsheim born July 22,
He received his early educa1823, in Amsterdam.
tion in his native city, and was then sent by his

THAN:

Belgian tinancier and philanthropist; born
in 1808; died at Brussels Feb. 6, 1883.
He left his native town when quite young and went
Endowed with good judgment, being
to Belgium.
a tireless worker, and having early become familiar
with business operations, he was soon engaged in
important financial transactions, in which his mere
name and his experience inspired the public with
confidence.
He opened a bank at Antwerp and another at Brussels, both of which rapidly succeeded.
Bischoflfsheim was one of the most active founders
at

Birzhi
BischofTBheiiu
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;

Mayence

father to Paris to take a special course preparatory
to entering the Ecole Centrale des Arts et Manufac-

where he was admitted

tures,

in 1842.

On

gradua-

ting from that school he was appointed inspector of
one of the southern railway lines belonging to the
system controlled by his father, and remained in that
position until 1873, when he succeeded his father in
the banking firm.

Genealogy of the Bischoffsheim Family.
Raphael (Nathan j Bischoffsheim

(b.

1773 at Bischofshelm-on-the-Tauber

m. Helene, dau. Herz Moses Cassel

Louis (Ludwig) b. June
22,

d.

1800, at

Nov.

Mayence

14,

1873,

Amalie

(b.

March

27,

m. 1818 Aug.
Bamberger, Mayence)
1802;

;

at

Paris; m. dau. Hayyim Sal. Goldschniidt,
Frankfort-on-the-

Jonathan

(b.

April

;

d. Jan. 22, 1814, at

Mayence;

of Mayence).

26,

1808, Mayence ; d. Feb.
1883, at Brussels;

Henriette

1806;

(b.

m.

Belmont-Alzey 1823)

Clara (b. 1809; m.Cahen
d'Anvers, Paris)

6,

m. 1832 Jette Goldschmidt)

Main)

Anna

Rudolf (Mayence)

Raphael L. (deputy at

Ludwig

Paris)

Regine (m. Jules Beer)
Henri L. (London)

(m.
berger)

(Berlin)

Ludwig Bam-

schmidt, Paris)

flore,

of the Union du Credit, instituted in the hard times
of 1848, and which since then has been specially
serviceable to small traders; of the Comptoir de
Prgts sur Marchandises at Antwerp of the Union
du Credit at Liege and of the National Bank, of
which he was successively examiner and director,
;

;

and which he saved from imminent failure in 1841,
receiving for his services on that occasion the Cross
of the Order of Leopold.
Bischoflfsheim had a high
standing in political as well as in financial circles.
He was a member of the communal council of Brussels, and for twenty years represented the arrondissement of that name in the Senate, often advising
the ministers of finance.

Bischoffsheim founded several philanthropic inamong them, at Brussels, two professional schools for girls, two normal schools, a model
school, courses of lectures for women, an association
for encouraging study among women, the Educational Leagiie, and committees for supplying food
and clothing to needy school-children, and a chair
of Arabic at the university. He was also actively
interested in Jewish philanthropy, and for many
years was a member of the Central Consistory.
He received special naturalization papers in 1859
for exceptional services rendered to the state, and
he was decorated with many foreign orders. His
funeral was attended by all classes of the whole city;
the name of the Boulevard de I'Observatoire, where

Gold-

.

Ferdinand (Paris)
Hortense (m. Monte-

Bonn)

stitutions;

Clara (m. Baron Maurice de Hirsch)

Regine (m

Heinrich (Paris)
Jenny (m. Levy, Paris)
Henriette (m. Br^al)
Clara (m. Landsberg,

Eduard

Emma

Raphael
Louis (Paris)
Albert (Paris)

Brussels)

Bischoffsheim in a short time acquired the reputaman; and his munificent

tion of a public-spirited
gifts to charitable

and

scientific institutions

won

for

him the exceptional honor of " grande naturalization," by which, on April 24, 1880, he became a citizen of the French republic.
Attracted by the marvelous advance of astronomy,
and deeply interested in that science, Bischoflfsheim
spared no expense in aiding astronomical institutions

and

enterprises.

The observatories

of Paris

and of

Montsouris owe to him in great measure the excelHe has also given
lency of their modern equipment.
his financial support to the observatory established
by General Nansouty on the summit of the Pic du
Midi.
Bischoffsheim's most valuable contribution to the
progress of astronomy, however, was the observatory of Mont-Gras near Nice, one of the largest and
best-equipped institutions of the kind in Europe,
which he founded with an endowment of 1,500,000

This observatory was formally inaugurated
and was selected for the meeting-place of
the international geodetic congress of that year.
The Academic des Sciences sent its most illustrious
francs.

Oct., 1887,

representatives on the occasion, and later recognized the valuable nature of Bischoffsheim's services
to astronomy by electing him member (mem^re libix)
of the Institut de France; while the French government bestowed upon him the Cross of the Legion of

;

;;

Bischoffsheim
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Bismarck

Houor. He received two gold medals at the Paris
Universal Exposition of 1889: one for his observatory at Nice, the other for his professional school on
the Boulevard Bourdon, Paris.
hi 1881 Bischoffsheim was chosen to represent the
electoral district of Nice in the Chamber of Deputies
but he insisted upon preserving the independence
of his political opinions, and as he would attach
himself permanently to no political faction, he was
not reelected in 1885.
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BISCHOFFSHEIM,

THAN)

:

RAPHAEL

(NA-

Merchant and prominent philanthropist;

born at Bischofsheini-ou-the-Tauber, 1773; died at
He went to Mayence during
22, 1814.
the French Revolution, and from a small merchant
became a purveyor to the army. Bischoflt'sheim was
president of the Jewish community of Mayence.
In a list dated April 21, 1808, he is included in the
twenty-live foremost Jews of that city, from among
whom the authorities were to choose notables for
the great Sanhedrin of Paris.

Mayence Jan.

Family records in the register's office, Ma:
yence, Nos. 55 and4.')y ; record of deaths, ib., for the year 18U,
No. 1089; Le Guide dc In ViUe de Mayence, year ix. of the
republic; Maimer Metnorlnuh, 1583-1837, No. 1:239; AU{).
Zeit. desJiid. 1883, No. 8 Isr. yVochcnschi-ift, No. 15, Magdeburg, 1883; Israelit, xxiv. 13, Mayence, 1883: licv. Etude-s
JuiveK 1831, vi. 156; Moniteiir Belfje, Feb. 9, 1883; Kayserllng, Gerie(i/fb((J»cr, Leipsic, 189^; (i. Vapereau, i>ict. Universel des Contenipwauis, Paris, 1893; ErinncrunQen von
Ludiviii Bamherger, Berlin, 1899; Etat de la Ville de Mayence ; MS. in the municipal archives of Mayence.
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BISCHOFSHEIM-ON-THE-TAUBER
in the district of Mosbacli, Baden.

Jews amounted to 20 kreutzer in 1724.
early times the city belonged to the electorate

poll-tax of the

From

of Mayence, and the Jews were included in the rabbinate of Aschaffenburg, or Mayence; representatives of Bischofsheim are mentioned in all transactions

of

the

electorate.

:

City

At Landa and

the neighboring Tauber-Bischofsheim seven prominent Jews were tortured and burned, Jan. 1 and 2,
1235, on the accusation of having murdered a ChrisNearly the whole community Avas annihilated
tian.
by the hordes under Kindfleisch July 24, 1298, and
.again by those under Armleder's leadership June
Another persecution took place in 1343
10, 1337.
and on the appearance of the Black Death in 1348
many Jews were martyred. Jacob of Bischofsheini,
with his wife and son, is mentioned at Nuremberg
In 1336 the brothers Johanu and Eberliard
in 1329.
Voyte ratified an agreement that of the yearly tax
on the Jews of Bischofsheim one-half should thenceforth goto Otto, bishop of Wiir/burg, and the other
half to themselves until the chapter should have
bought back the city from them. On Dec. 23 of the
same year they agreed to turn over their share to
In 1338 Archbishop Ilcinrich of
the town council.
Mayence released the knight Johann von Rieden and
his family from all tlu; claims of tiie Jews of Bischofsheim on account of the Jews that had been
slain in that city.
In 1343 Archbishop Adolf of
IMayence promised to cease taxing the Jews in tlu;
nine cities of the archbishopric to which Bischofsheim belonged. On June 27, 1400, the burgrave
Friedrich addressed a letter to Isaac of Bischofsheim.
In 1710 the houses of two Jews, near the church,
were exchanged for others. In 1731 and 1746 the
electoral government issued decrees forbidding the
desecration of Sundays and holidays by Jews.
The

When Baden became

independent Bischofsheim came under the rabbinical
jurisdiction of Wertheim.
The first and the last
rabbi of Bischofsheim-ou-tlie-Tauber was Jacob
Lowenstein (1851-69) while his learned son, Leopold
Lowenstein, rabbi at ^Morbach, had charge of the
;

At present

rabbinate in 1870-71.

W.

J.

s.
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munity numbers 40

families,

and

(1902)

is

the com-

included in the

rabbinate of Morbach.
Jacob ben Eliezer Brandeis, who died in 1768, is
mentioned as rabbi of Neckar-Bischofsheim. A Rabbi
Hellmann, of the family of Chief Rabbi Lob of
Prague, was the author of a commentary on the
Shulhan 'Aruk, Ebeu ha-'Ezer.
He died at an
early age, and was succeeded by Rabbi Moses BamThe latter's
berger, who died in old age in 1820.
only son, Koppel Bamberger, rabbi of Worms, died
The Jew Joseph, baptized in 1705, was a
in 1864.
native of this place.
Jew^s are also mentioned as living at RheinBischofsheim.
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BISENZ

Town

Moravia, Austria. About
the earliest history of its Jews nothing is known.
Pesina, whose " Mars Moravicus " was published in
1677, calls it "nidus Judseorum."
In the time of the margraves (up to the fifteenth
century) the Biseuz Jews must have enjoyed great
privileges for, according to the oldest " mountainlaws," they were permitted to own vineyards, it being
a matter of great importance to the margraves to
:

in

;

wine through the agency of Jewish
In the wars between George Podiebrad of
Bohemia and Matthias of Hungary (c. 1458), Bisenz,
and with it the Jewish quarter, was entirely devastated and came under constantly changing feudal
market

their

traders.

proprietors.

According to the feudal " Crbarium " of 1604, the
Jews even then possessed thirty -two houses, a hospital, and seventeen smaller buildings, called " Hoferi
Zidovisti."
But only a year later (May 2, 1605) the
Jewish community was totally destroyed by Stephen
Bocskai so that in 1655, when the new edition of
the land-register was made out, twenty-five Jewish
;

holdings
In the

still la}' in

ruins.

war (Feb., 1742) the Jewish
sufTered severely from the Prussian invasion, especially as its inhabitants had to bear their
share of the general levies. At the close of this war
the empress Maria Theresa in 1753 issued the socalled "Familieii-Verordnung " (Family Ordinance),
according to which only 5,442 Jewish families were
allowed to live in Moravia; and of these 137 were
allotted to Bisenz.
On ilay 17, 1777, almost the
first

community

Silesian

"

Bischoffsheim
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which there were ninety-three
was burned. Up to 1782 the Jewish community was subject to the feudal lord; but in crim-

Bismarck

entire Jewish glietto, in

Holland and

houses,

Hebrew manuscripts.

they were under the jurisdiction of the

inal matters

city authorities.

comand the building of a new synagogue

tion of the Jewi.sh congregation into a political

munity

in 1852,

ia 1863.
J.

I).

BISHKA,

Hf.

NAHMAN BEN BENJAMIN

COHEN ZEDEK

:'
Russian Talmudist; lived in
the second half of the eiglitceuth century.
Together
with his brother, Shabbetai Bishka, he wrote the
" Shebet Ahini " (The Brothers' Sitting), essays on
different pas.sages of the Talmud, with an appendix

entitled

"Shem '01am"

ments on

The work

Bible.

(Eternal Name), being comHaggadah and the

different passages of the

Avas

published (Wilna-Grodno,

by his grandson, Joshua ben Kalonymus Cohen
Zedek, who added an ap]iendix of his own Talmudic
essays under the title "Nahal Yabbok."
1833)
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BISHOP OF THE JEWS

(Episcopus Judeeorum) Title given to an official of the Jews in the
Rhine country and in England in the twelfth and
thirteentli centuries.
At Cologne it appears to have
been used as an equivalent to " parnas, " or warden of
the synagogue.
In England the parnas is mentioned
under that name, and there appear to have been in
each large community three, and three only, of these
:

"episcopi" (for example, in the communities of
and it has therefore been infeired that they were equivalent to the three day-

London and Lincoln)

;

or ecclesiastical assessors who constitute the
bet din in the Jewish community, known in the Englisli records as a "chapter of the Jews" (capiiiilvm
Juda'oruin).
Originally an official title, the name
became afterwaid a cognomen; and in Frenchspeaking countries several Jews are found with the
name "Evesque" or "Levesc." Some Tallies of
the English Exchequer have lately been discovered
in which the Latin name is given as "Levesc," but is
signed in Hebrew as "Cohen"; and it has been suggested that the name when used as a family name is
simply equivalent to "Cohen."
Besides the bishops, there was in England a PresBYTEii, wlio appears to have been a kind of chief
rabbi, associated chiefly with the treasury: he would
correspond to the ab bet din.

yanim
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BISLICHES or BISSELICHES, MORDECAI LOEB f-^ditor of sonic valuable llcliicw works
:

of medieval authors; born at Brody, Austria, at tlie
end of the eighteeiu,h century died aboutlSol. llv.
was married at the age of thirteen (a fact of which
;

he bitterly C(unplains), ultimately divorced liis wife,
and, after tlie death of his children, went to Paris.
There he was very prosperous in l)usiness, devoting
his leisure to the study and publication of Hebrew
manuscripts in the Paris Lilirary. Later he went to

collected a

Returning to

number

of

his birthplace,

he prepared for publication, witli the aid of his
brother Ephraim, the following works:
(1)

Of recent events may be mentioned the organiza-

where he

Italy,

"Yeshu'ot

Carlsruhe, 1828

Lemberg,

;

18.35;

Presburg. 1837;

Meshiho," of Isaac b. Judab Abravanel,
'"Seferha-Nefesh," of Shem-Tob Palquera,
"Moreh ha-Moreh," of Shem-fob Palquera.

(2)

(3)
(4)

"Ma'amar Yikkavu ha-Mayim,"

of Samuel b.
Moses Nahmanides' Hiddu"Ozar Nehraad," l'ie.sburg,
of Abba Mari b. Moses of Lunel,
"Sefat Yeter," of Abraham ibn Ezra (edited

Judah Tibbon, Presburg, 1837
shimon "Shabbat," under tbe
1837 (()) " Minbat Kena'ot,"
;

(5)

;

title.

Presburg, 183S; (7)
with preface by Me'ir Letteris). Presburg, WW; (8) " Ha-Palit,"
a catalogue of eighty valuable Hebrew manuscripts In the possession of Bisllches (described by L. Zunz, with additional critical
remarks by Senior Saclis), Berlin, 1850.
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BISMARCK, PRINCE OTTO EDUARD
LEOPOLD: Prussian statesman; born at Schouhausen April

1815; died at Friedrichsruh July
of the Prussian Diet (Vereinigter
Landtag), 1847-51
reinesentative of Prussia at the
Bundestag at Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1851-59; Prussian ambassador at St. Petersbtirg from ^larch, 1859,
to May, 1862, and at Paris from May to Sept., 1862;
secretary of state and premier from Sept., 1862, to
Aug., 1866; then chancellor of the North German
Federation until 1870, and of the German empire
30, 1898;

1,

member

;

from Dec, 1870,

As

to

March

20, 1890.

Prussian Diet, convened
Bismarck, a strong adherent of the feudal
party (" Junkerpartei "), opposed the new law which
favored the emancipation of the Jews.
He elo(juently advocated the idea of a Cliristian state in
which Jews might have all personal liberties, but
shou:d not be accorded the right of serving as magistrates.
He evinced the same spirit of religious or,
rather, racial prejudice when Ediiard Simson was
elected speaker of the Erfurt parliament and himself one of the .secretaries: " My late father," he .said,
"would thrice turn in his grave should he hear that
I had become the secretary of a Jewish savant
(Simson had been baptized).
In 1881 Bismarck
praised Simson as one of the most distinguished and
a delegate to the

first

in 1847,

patriotic represi'Utatives of the national idea.

Time and experience wrought a change in Bismarck's views. ]\Iany j'ears later (1870), at Versailles, he confessed that he had heard and had delivered "many a stupid speech at this Diet."
As Pru.ssian minister of state, he acciuiesced in the
full emancipation which had come to the Jews
through the revolution of 1848; and under his chancellorship tlie North German Federation passed the
law of July 3, 1869: "All existing restrictions of
civil

and

political rights, restrictions derived

from

Esthe difference of religion, are hereby abolished.
pecially the right of particii)ating in the representation of the mimicipality and of the state, and of
holding public office, shall be independent of the
religious creed."
In words and deeds Bismarck
proved himself a stanch defender of these principles,
which were embodied in article 3 of the constitution
of the empire. " I shall never consent to any attempt

Jews"
With the

at curtailing the constitutional tights of the

(Poschinger, "Fiirst Bismarck,"

p. 227).

:

Bismarck
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same emphasis he declared his opposition to the
anti-Semitic movement " I decidedly disapprove of
this agitation against the Jews, be it on religious or
:

racial grounds."
In 1868, when the agitation began against the
Jews in Rumania, he took the part of the persecuted,
and tried to influence Prince (afterward King) Karl
in their favor, as is seen from a letter addressed to
Cremieux by Count von der Goltz, Prussian ambassador to the French court (April 2) " From the letter
of the president of the cabinet of Feb. 22 you may
have learned already of the deep interest which the
The readiroyal government takes in this affair.
ness with which Count Bismarck has complied with
your wish expressed in your letter of March 26 is
a new proof thereof. His Excellency authorizes me
to inform you that the Prussian consul-general at
Bucharest has been ordered by telegraph to remonstrate with Prince Karl against the proposed law
concerning the Israelites, which has just been submitted to the Rumanian legislature."
At the Berlin Congress of 1878, Bismarck, pleading for the rights of the Rumanian Jews, remarked
to Prince Gortschakoff that perhaps the sad condition of the Jews in Russia was due to the fact that
they were deprived of civil and political equality.
That no political considerations but the sentiments

on

:

of justice and humanity dictated his actions is shown
in the answer made by his coadjutor. Von Billow,
secretary of state for foreign affairs, to the representatives of the Alliance Israelite Universeile, who,
desiring the chancellor's intercession in behalf of

Jews

of the Balkan districts, had pleaded for
"Gentlemen," said Von Billow, "'toleration is an incorrect word not toleration, but unrestricted exercise of all their rights shall we demand, at the congress, for your coreligionists."
And yet the "iron chancellor," who had it in his

the

toleration:
'
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Ma'as. V. 52a— " Bisinah " Yer. Ned. iii. 37d; Yer.
Shebu. iii. 34d, where " Yosnah " is to be corrected).
His name is connected with several Halakot, for the
most part, however, as transmitting opinions of his
predecessors and contemporaries (Yer. Pes. iv. 31a;
Yer. M. K. i. 80a Yer. Yeb. iii. 5a). In homiletic
literature he also transmitted remarks in the names
of others (Tan., Shemini, 8 [ed. Buber, xii.]; Gen.
R. xiv. 9. "Bisni"; Deut. R. iv. 6).
In his own name but few Haggadotare preserved;
of these, the following interpretation of a Biblical
verse may serve as a specimen
;

;

"Blessed is the man whom thou chastenest, O Lord, and
teachest out of thy law " (Ps. xciv. 12). " No man on earth Is
entirely exempt from pain. If his eye hurts him, he can not
sleep ; a toothache keeps him wakeful all night. But here is a
scholar engaged in the study of the Law, and he spends a whole
night in thoughtful meditations. The former Is awake through
pain, the latter voluntarily blessed is he who chasteneth himself with wakefulness over the study of the Law " (Tan., Mikkez,
;

Yalkut 850 reads "Bizna").

ed. Buber, xvi.;
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BISTRITZ,

KALMAN KOHN

:

Amor.

M.

Hungarian

Neo-IIebraic poet; lived at the beginning of the
nineteenth century. He was the author of the Purim
drama " Goral ha-Zaddikim " (The Lot of the RightHe beeous), which appeared in Vienna, 1821.
longed to the same family as Mei'r Kohn Bistritz,
and is considered a good epigrammatist.
bibliography:

Fiirst, Biblintheca Judaica, 1. 120; Kayserin Winter and Wiinsche, JUdische Litteratur, iU. 896
(both mistakenly cite Bistritz's work as Oemul ha-Zaddikim
[The Reward of the Righteous]); Berliner, Beitrdge zur
Oesch. des JUdischen Drama, appended to his edition of R.
Moses Zacuto's Yesod 'Okim, p. xviii., Berlin, 1874.

ling,

P.

L. G.

Wl.

;

power

to crush the anti-Semitic

was

movement

at its be-

by political reasons to foster it for
some time. Having changed the liberal policy
which he had followed since 1867, and in which he
had had the support of the prominent Jewish statesmen Lasker and Bamberger, he sought the alliance
of the Conservative party, which in 1878 had gained
ginning,

led

the ascendency in the Reichstag.
The court chaplain, Adolf Stocker, founder of the Christian-Socialist party and of its offspring, anti-Semitism, was not
hampered in his reactionary agitations. Bismarck
considered this new movement an efficient auxiliary
in combating liberalism and democracy.
But this
strange fellowship, which, especially in Berlin, had
pernicious consequences, was not of long duration.
Bismarck never yielded to the demands of the agitators, and strenuously checked their attempts to deprive the Jews of the rights guaranteed to them by
the fundamental laws of the empire.

Bibliography: Antisemitenkateclmmus, Danzig, 1901;
MittheUungen aus dem Vereine zur JBekUmpJunq dcs
Antisemitismus since 1891 Anti-Semitism, and bibliography
at the end of that article.
;

D.

S.

Man.

BISNA, BISINAH, BISNI (BIZNA)

:

Pal

the fourth amoraic generation
(fourth century); contemporary of Berechiah II.,
with whom he appears in a halakic discussion (Yer.
estinian scholar of

KOHN: Hungarian NeoBISTRITZ,
Hebraic poet and author; born in Vag-Bistritz,
Hungary, 1820; died in Vienna Sept. 7, 1892. He
lived the greater part of his life in Vienna, where he
published most of his works. The first of these
was his notes and German translation of Mordecai b.
Meir Kalman's didactic poem, "Tabnit ha-Bayit"
(The Shape of the House) (1858). In the following
year he published " Kol Rinnah " (The Voice of Rejoicing), a Hebrew poem with a German translation,
both composed by him on the occasion of the dediIn 1863 he
cation of the new temple in Budapest.
produced a new and improved edition of the anonymous " Aruk ha-Kazer " (Abridged Dictionary). A
year later he edited and published " Ziyyun le-Zikron

MEIR

'

'01am" (Sign of Eternal Remembrance), a work in
honor of the seventieth birthday of Isaac Noah
Mannheimer, containing addresses, songs, essays,
He wrote other minor
etc. in Hebrew and German.
poems, and a humorous essay on the proverb
"Wenu die Chassidim reisen, regnet es" [" JildischDeutsches oder Deutsch Jiidisches Sprichwort,"
Vienna, 1880]. He was also the author of a lengthy
article in the Hebrew periodical " Bet Talmud " (iv.
,

140, 177, 206), to explain the difficult

passages in

Midrash Tanhuma, which were pointed out by Jacob Reifman.
Bistritz's last and largest work was the "Bi'ur
Tit ha-Yawen " (The Cleaning up of the Mire; Presburg, 1888), a vindictive attack on the radical criticism of Osias H. Schorr in explaining the Talmud.

; ;
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The book

full of diatribes against Schorr's per-

is

and

written in abusive and bombastic
style.
Schorr's pupils or followers, and all Polish
Jews who have adopted modern dress or modern
views, come in for their share of abuse.
The work,
which is, however, not without merit as a contribution to the lexicography of the Talmud, closes
with sixteen epigrams aimed at another alleged follower of the liberal editor of "He-Haluz," Asher
Simha Weissman, author of "Kedushat ha-Tanak."
sonality,

is

Bibliography Llppe, Bibliographischei^ Lexicon, i. 243, 621
ZeltliD, BiNiotheca Hebraica, pp. 178. 179; Kayserling, In
Winter and Wiinsche, JUdische Litteratu?; ili. 896.
:

L. G.

P.

Wl.

Bismarck
Bittoon

BITHYNIA : A province in the northwest of
Asia Minor, adjoining the Propontis, the Thracian
Bosporus, and the Euxine. A Jewish colony existed there as early as the first century of the common era. In his address to Caius, the Judean
Agrippa speaks of the Jews of Bithynia (Philo,
"Legatio ad Cajum," §36; ed. Mangey, 587). A
Greek tumulary inscription bearing all the characteristics of its Jewish origin was discovered in 1891
at Arnaut-Keni in Bithynia.
It runs as follows:
'Evddde KaTaKEiTai J^avfidrig, wof Tepovrlov np[e(y(ivTepov],
ypafzfxaTeix Kal iTciardTTj^ tuv naXaiuv ElpTfvr/ (" Here
lies Saubatis [= Shabbethai], son of Gerontios, presbyter, scribe, and president of the elders. Peace ").
It is thus evident that organized Jewish communities existed not only in the important cities, like
Nicaea and Nicomedia, but also in the small towns.
These communities, like all those of the Byzantine
empire, underwent many persecutions during the
Middle Ages. In 1326 Bithynia was conquered by
!

BITHIAH,— Biblical Data
raoh,
(I

is

whom

Chron.

Mered of the

tribe

:

Daughter of Phaof Judah married

In the Midrash (Lev. R. §
called the foster-mother of Moses.
iv. 18).

she

G. B. L.

J. Jit.

In Rabbinical
Pharaoh;

1)

identified

foster-mother.
God said to her,

Literature
Daughter of
in the Midrash with Moses'
:

The name

is

"You have

explained as follows:

Moses your son,
although he was not your son, therefore I will call
you my daughter ["Bithiah" = "bat," daughter;
"Yah," God], although you are not my daughter"
(Lev. R. i. 3; Meg. 13a; and elsewhere).
Bithiah
is also identified with "his wife Jehudijah," mentioned in the same verse (I Chron. iv. 18), and the
called

name is interpreted as signifying that she became a
Jewess, giving up the idolatry of her father. The
names of the men whom "she bare," which are enumerated in that verse, are taken to be different designations for Moses (compare Moses in Rabbinical
Literature), Bithiah being represented as Moses'
mother in the passage, because the person who rears
an orphan is regarded as the veritable parent.
Mered, whom Bithiah subsequently "took," was
Caleb, who was called Mered ("rebellion ") because,
as she rebelled against her father and her family, so

did Caleb " rebel " when he refused to follow the evil
counsels of the spies (I.e.; Sanh. p. 19b; Targ. on
the passage compare also the pseudo-Jerome com;

mentary on the passage).
Bithiah bathed in the Nile, because, having a skinyet she
had hardly touched the casket in which Moses lay,
when her disease left her, and she then knew that
the boy was destined for great things (Pirke R. El.
xlviii.
Ex. R. i. 23). When her attendants suggested to her that it was unseemly that Pharaoh's
daughter should act against her father's commands,
the angel Gabriel appeared and slew them; and
Bithiah herself took the casket out of the water.
As it was a considerable distance from the bank, her
arm was miraculously lengthened so as to enable her
to reach it (Sotah, p. 12b; Meg. p. 15b). Bithiah was
the first-born of her parents, but, through Moses'
prayer, was spared at the time of the death of the
first-born (Pesik., ed. Buber, vii. 65a).
She is numbered among the persons who entered paradise alive
having saved Moses, she was forever freed from death
(" Derek Erez Zutta," i.
Yalk. i. 42, ii. 367). Compare Moses in Rabbinical Literature.
disease, she could bathe only in cold water;

;

;

K-

L. G.

the sultan Orkhan, and the condition of the Jews
was greatly improved.
At present Bithynia forms a part of the vilayet
of Brusa, which contains about 5,800 Jews.
They
are chiefly engaged in the sale of textile materials
and undressed silk, in brokerage, money-changing,
and various handicrafts. The Alliance Israelite Universelle has established several schools for children.

Bibliography: Theodore Reinach,

In Revue Etudes Juives,
Schiirer, Gesch. der Juden im Zeitalter Jesu
;
Christi, P- 18; Cuinet,
Turquie d'Asi€, Iv. 11.
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La

BITTER HERBS, See
BITTERN ("kippod"):

Passover.

From

an.

examination

which "kippod " occurs it would
seem that a bird is meant by the word. In Isa.
xxxiv. 11, " But the cormorant and the kippod shall
possess it; the owl also, and the raven shall dwell in
it," any meaning for "kippod" other than the name
of a bird would be decidedly out of place.
In Zeph.
ii. 14 it is again mentioned by the side of the cormorant, and is spoken of as singing "in the upper lintels."
From Isa. xiv. 23 it is clear that the kippod
was one of the wading birds. Hence there seems to
be good ground for translating the term by " bittern,"
as the bittern is a nocturnal bird, dwells alone, and
belongs to the wading class. The ancient versions
have " porcupine " instead of " bittern," and the later
usage of Hebrew and the Arabic "kunfud " support
this translation; but the difficulties aroused by the
of the passages in

reading " porcupine
formidable.
J.

"

JR.

BITTOON, ISAAC

in the Biblical passages are

G. B. L.

(sometimes called Pittoon):
English pugilist, fencing master, and teacher of
"the noble art of self-defense"; born in 1778; died
His first encounter was with Tom
in Feb., 1838.
Jones of Paddington, whom he met and defeated
This victory
at Wimbledon, Surrey, July 31, 1801.
was followed by a drawn battle with George Maddox, which took place Dec. 13, 1802, on the same
spot, and was called off after seventy-four rounds.
On July 16, 1804, on Willesden Green, near London,
Bittoon fought a drawn battle with William Wood,
a London coachman, interrupted in tile thirty-sixth
round by the appearance of ofl3cers from Bow street.

Bitumen
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Subsequently he appeared in the ring only as a second; and on Nov. 16, 1812, assisted Jack Carter in
his match against Jack Power.
Soon after his last appearance as a principal, Bittoon retired from the prize- ring, and established an
athletic school in Goulston street, Whitechapel, London, where he gave instruction in boxing and fencing.
He was buried in the Jewi.sh cemetery near
Bethnal Green.
Bibliography

:

Miles, PuuiUstica, vol.
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BITUMEN A substance
:

said (in Gen. xi. 3) to
It belongs to the class

have been used for mortar.
of hydrocarbons, and is a resultant from petroleum,
after having gradually undergone evaporation and
oxidation.

The continuation of

this mineral tar

this process

upon

produces the asphalt so abundant at

the southern end of the Dead Sea.
Indeed, this
material gave that sea tJienameof theasphaltic lake
(Asphaltites Lacus).
Deposits of this substance are
found in many parts of the world, and almost al-

Ja-roslav that to Numbers, and to Hertz Homberg
that to twenty-two of the middle chapters of Deu-

teronomy.

Thus the work that was to revolutionize Bible-studj'
among the Jews was completed in March, 17b3, under
title "

Netibot ha-Shalom " (The Paths of Peace).
preceded by an introduction in Hebrew, written
by Mendelssohn, in which he discusses the history
of the work and the rules of idiom and syntax followed in his translation. Mendelssohn wrote, also, a
German translation of the Psalms, with a Hebrew introduction (" mebo ") on Biblical poetry, for which
the

It is

Joel

Mendelssohn's

Works.

bitumen was used

in coating and thus in increasing
the durability of sun-dried bricks, and for various
other useful purposes.
Hull thinks that the bitumen in the basin of the Dead Sea is probably derived
from the bituminous limestones of the Cretaceous
series, and that it reaches the surface through fissures
in the rock.
Of slight commercial importance, the
springs of Hit are still used by the native boat-

builders.
JK.

J.

I.

BIURISTS (from -|lK"ia, " commentary

M. P.

"):

A class

of exegetes of the school of Mendelssohn.
Not content with giving a simple meaning, most of the Bib-

commentators immediately preceding Mendelssohn had interpreted the Biblical passages from an
lical

individual jjoint of view, and had so distorted the
literal sense of the Avords that tl.sy failed completely
to make clear the actual meaning.
Mendelssohn
compiled for his children a literal Ger
Translaman translation of the Pentateuch and
;

tion of the

Pen-

to this

Solomon Dubno, a grammarian

and excellent Hebraist, undertook to
write a "biur" or commentary.
As
soon, however, as a portion of the
translation was published, it was criticized by rabbis
of the old school, including Paphael ha-Kohen of
Hamburg, Ezekiel Landau of Prague, Hirsch Janow
of Posen, and Phineas Levi Horwitz of Frankfort-onthe-Main.
Fearing that the charm of the German
language would lead the Jewish youth to study the
translation rather than the Torah itself, and believing
that they would thus be led away from ortliodox
Judaism, tlie rabbis imitcd forces, and in June, 1779,
issued a ban against "the German Pentateuch of
Moses of Dessau." This act led Solomon Dubno to
give up his work after having finished Genesis; but,
in order that the undertaking might be completed,
Mendelssohn himself undertook the commentary.
Finding, however, that the work was beyond his
strength, he committed to Naphtali Ilerz Wesel
(Hartwig Wessely) the biur to Leviticus, to Aaron
tateuch.

Lowe (Joel Bril, pn3

= the initials

p), conjointly with
Aaron Wolfsohn (Aaron of Halle, a
translator of the Song of Solomon),

of

n"*^

milT'

'"I

wrote the biur. The biur to Kaplan
Babe's translation of Ecclesiastes was written by
Mendelssohn.
The work begun by Mendelssohn
was continued by his followers, the Biurists, whose
writings are given in the following columns:

ways

in close proximity to bitumen springs.
The
best known among those in the East to-day are at
Hit, not far from the site of ancient Babylon.
This
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Author.

Italian translation of Isaiah Samuel David Luzzatto
translated the Bible into Italian, and wrote biurini
to Job, Isaiah, and the Pentateuch, and some glosses
;

and Job; and M.
Rosenthal, J. Mannheimer, and M. Stern translated
The movement later
the Psalms into Hungarian.
crossed the Atlantic, and Isaac Leeser of PhiladelEzekiel, Proverbs,

to Jeremiah,

phia translated the Bible into English according to
the interpretations of the Biurists; while in Europe
steps were taken toward the perpetuation of the
movement, in the foundation of the Hebra Doreshe
Leshon 'Eber (Society of Investigators of the He-

brew Language) by Isaac Abraham Euchel and
Mendel Breslau, and in the establishment of tlie
periodical " Ha-Meassef " (The Gleaner).

The
torical

Biurists laid the foundation of a critical hisstudy of the Bible among the modern Jews,

the first-fruits of

which may be seen

German Commentary,

1827.

in Philippson's

The commentator

groups and examines critically the most important
cxegetical explanations of the Bible expounders;
penetrating into the actual import of the Holy
Scripture and searching the spiritual context, so as
to explain the Bible by the Bible itself.
As regards
grammar and lexicography, Philippson touches these
only in so far as is necessary to the comprehension
of the text.
Bibliography Winter and Wiinsche, Die Jlldische Littera:

724-751: A. Goldsi'hmidt, in Lcssing-MendelssnhnLeijpsic, 1879; Allg. Zeit. des Jud. 1. 324;
Graetz, History of the Jews, iii. 288, 370, 607 ; v. 328-335, 395.
G.
S. R.
tur,

iii.

Oedenkbuch,

BIZTHA
rus,

One

:

of the seven eunuchs of Ahasue-

who was commanded

king (Esther
J.

i.

to bring Vashti to the

10).

G. B. L.

JK.

BLACK DEATH: A

violent pestilence

which

ravaged Europe between March, 1348, and the
spring of 1351, and is said to have carried off nearly
half the population.
It was brought by sailors to
Genoa from south Russia, whither it had come from
central Asia.
During March and April, 1348, it
spread through Italy, Spain, and southern France;
and by May of that year it had reached southwest
England. Though the Jews appear to have s-uffered
quite as much as their Christian neighbors (Honiger,
"Der Schwarze Tod in Deutschland," 1882; Haser,

"Lehrbuch der Gesch. der Medizin," iii. 156), a myth
Germany, that the spread of the
disease was due to a plot of the Jews to destroy
Christians by poisoning the wells from which they

arose, especially in

obtained water for drinking purposes.
theor}'

Myth

of

WellPoisoning',

had been started

Francoiiia (Pertz,
maui;!"," xii. 416).

This absurd
in

1319 in

"Monumenta GerOn that occasion

punishment had fallen upon the
by whose means the Jews,

lepers,
it

was

had poisoned the wells. Two years later,
the Dauphiue, the same charge had been brought

alleged,
in

Bitumen
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against the Jews.
In 1348, once the accussition was raised, it Avas
spread with amazing rapidity from town to town;
and official reports were sent by the mayors of various cities containing alleged confe.ssions of Jews
who had been seized under the accusation and put
to torture (see Schilter, in " Konigshoven Chronik,"
pp. 1021 et seq.).

Black Death

The first outbreak seems to have occurred in northern Spain, in Barcelona, Cervera, and Tarrega, in
the months of June and July
but the actual myth
of well-poisoning in connection with the Black Death
seems to have arisen in Switzerland in the autumn
of that year, though Clement VI. had issued in July
a bull declaring its falsity (Baronius, "Annales,"
When the pestilence reached
1348, No. xxxiii.).
Chillou, Jews of that place were arrested and put
to the torture.
A certain Balavignus "confessed"
that an elaborate plot liad been concocted by some
Jews in a town in the south of France Jacob 4
Paskate from Toledo, Peyret of Chambery, and one
Aboget. These had compounded a poison the ingredients of which were Chi-istians' hearts, spiders, frogs, lizards, human flesh, and sacred hosts,
and had distributed the powder made out of this
concoction to be deposited in the wells whence
Christians drew water.
The report spread to
Chatel, Chatelard, and Bern; and from the lastnamed place special messengers were sent to all the
Swiss and Upper Rhine towns, which soon produced
the natural effect.
At Zurich, where the new charge
was combined with the old blood accusation, several
Jews were burned (Sept. 21, 1348), while the rest
were expelled (Schudt, "Jiidische Merkwiirdigkeiten," i. 323).
During the month of November
the rumor reached Augsburg (Nov. 22), Wiirzburg, and Munich, and spread through eighty
towns of Bavaria, where massacres of the Jews occurred.
In the following month the great epidemic
reached the Upper Rhine with the same results. At
Freiburg in Breisgau, Jan. 30, 1349, all of the Jews,
except twelve of the richest, were slain, the latter
being reserved solely that their riches might be appropriated.
Here it was reported that four Jews of
Breisach had been sent to Freiburg with the poison,
which they had obtained at Basel, and that all of
the Jews of Strasburg, Basel, Freiburg, and Breisach
were in the conspiracy. On Jan. 22 the Jews of
Speyer fell victims, several being slain, and several
killing themselves to escape baptism, while others,
less firm-spirited, accepted baptism as the sole
refuge from death.
;

—

Meanwhile correspondence had been carried on
between the town councils of Basel, Cologne, Chillon, and Strasburg, containing the substance of the

At Strasburg the mayor refused credence to the rumors, and declared his intention of sustaining the Jews; whereupon he was
removed from his post, and more than
Outbreak 2,000 Jews of the city were put to
'
at Stras- death (Feb. 16, 1349). The deeds beburg-.
longing to the latter were seized and
destroyed (showing the real motive of
the act)
and the debtors of the Jews gave assurances to the citizens of protection from the consequences of the massacre (Stobbe, " Judenin Deutschland," p. 189).
The Jews of Worms were the next
victims, and no less than 400 of them were burned
March 1 while on July 24 the Jews of Frankfort
preferred to offer themselves up as a holocaust, and
in so doing burned part of the city.
The largest
number of victims is recorded at Mayence, where no
less tlian 6,000 are .said to have been slain Aug. 22.
1349.
Here the Jews for the first time took active
so-called confessions.

;

;

-

:
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measures against their oppressors, and killed 200 of
the populace; but tinding the task of freeing themselves hopeless, they barricaded themselves in their
dwellings, and when the alternative of starvation or
baptism faced them, set tire to their houses and perTwo days afterward the same
ished in the flames.
fate befell the Jews of Cologne; and, seemingly in
the same mouth (though other records assign March
21 as the date), the Jewish inhabitants of Erfurt,
3,000 in number, fell victims to the popular super-

and hatred.
Meanwhile the protection of the duke of Austria
had prevented the madness from reaching his dominstition

but at

on Sept. 29, the passions of the
mob at Krems overcame the authority of the soldiery, and all the Jews of that town were burned.
The last month of the year 1349 saw attacks at
Nuremberg (Dec. 6), Hanover, and Brussels. With
this the popular fury died out
and the rulers of
German principalities and cities had to determine
what punishment was to be meted out to the slayers
of the Jews, and what disposal should be made of
the rich possessions the Jews had left behind them.
Very little was done in the former direction: the
whole social fabric had been overturned by the terrible pestilence; and even with tiie best will, if they
had possessed it, the rulers could not
Punish- have increased the devastation by adement
quate punishment of the murderers.
of Rioters. The emperor, however, claimed the
ions;

last,

;

huge fine of 20,000 marks in silver
from the inhabitants of Frankfort for the loss he liad
sustained by the killing of the Jews; and other fines
were inflicted by the officers of the imperial treasury.
But the chief punishment took the form of claiming
the inheritance of the Jews' debts, which, by the
imperial law, belonged to the emperor; so that, except in cases w-here the records of their debts had
disappeared, the debtors of the Jews gained little by
these murders.
In the preceding account, only the chief outbursts
have been specially referred to. The following list
contains the names of all towns where the Jews were
attacked on account of the Black Death, according
to the records given in the Nurernberg "Memorbuch." It is of importance not alone for its testimony to the wide area of the attacks upon the Jews,
but also as recording almost every town in Germany,
outside the Austrian dominions, in which Jews
dwelt in the middle of the fourteenth century
Aarau
Aarburg
Achenheim
Ahr (Altenahr)

Babenbausen
Bacharach
Baden in Aargau

Angermunde
Anshach (town)
Ansbach (village)
Antwerp
Arnhelm
Amstadt
Aschaffenburg

Hammelburg
Hanau

ster)

Miinster (Gregorienthal)
Miinster (West-

Burgdorf
Burgbausen
Butzbach

Harburg

Camp (Kamp)
Cassel (Hesse)

Heideck
Heidelberg
Heilbronn

Caub

Heiligenstadt

Neuenburg

Coblenz

Coburg

Heimbach
Heppenheim

Neumagen

Cochem

Herford

Neumarkt

Colmar
Cracow

HerUsheim
Hersbruck

Deldeshelm
Deutz
Deventer
Dieburg
Diessenhofen
Diez (Dietz)

Hersfeld

Neuss
Neustadt - on - theHardt
Neustadt - on - the-

Garden

phalia)

Haslach
Hassfurt

Munster

(village)

Munstereifel
Miiuster-Mayfeld

Naumburg
Neisse

Neukastel

Hildburghausen
Hlldesheim

Saale

Hohebach

Neuweiler
Nordhausen
Nordlingen
Nossen

Holzweiler

Homberg

Dillingen
Dlnkelsbiihl

Horstdorpe

Hmenau

Nuremberg

Dormagen
Dortmund

Ingolstadt

Ober-Moschel
Oberwesel

Innsbruck
Iphofen
Kaiserslautem
Kaysersberg

DiJlken
Diiren

Diiikheim
Durlach
Eberbach

Ebern

Ecbtemach
Eger
Ebingen

Ehnbeim
Eisenach
Eller (dist. Dusseldorf)
Ellrich

Ellwangen

Oehringen
Dels

Kempen

Offenbach

Kenzingen
Keppel
Kerpen

Oflenbiu-g

Kestenholz
Kirn
Kitzlngen

Oslerburg
Paskau (Patschkau)
Passau

Oppeln
Osuabriick

Kobern
Kochenburg
Konigsberg
Konigshofen - on

Pflrt

Pforzheim
Phaley
-

the-Saale

Eltville (Elfeld)

Endingen
Ensisheim
helm)

Odernheim

(Ens-

Eppmgen
Erbach
Erkelenz

Kosel
Krailsheim

Landau
Landsberg
Landsbut
Lauda

Esslingen

Ettenheinweiler

Regensburg
Reichweiler

Remagen (Rhelnma-

Lahnsteln

Lahr

gen)
Reutlingen

Rheinau
Rheinfelden

Laufen
Lauterburg
Euskirchen
Lechenich
Falkenstein
Leiningen
(Velts- Leipheim
Feldsperg
Lindau
purg)
Fellendorf
Linz (dist. Neuwled)
Feuchtwangen
Lowensteln
Fran ken
Frankenhausen
Luxemburg
Ettling
Ettlingen

Frattinp

Friedberg
Frledrichshafen

Magdeburg
Marburg
Mark (Branden

-

Rockenhausen
Rodlngen
Rosheim
Rothenburg-onthe-Fulda

Rothenburg - on the-Tauber

Rufach
Sacklngen
St. Pilt

Salzburg
Salzungen
Sangerhausen
Schleuslngen
Scbmalkalden

Fulda
Gebweller

Markolsheim

Schuttorf

Geislingen

Marls

Schweldnltz
Schweinfurt
Seeland

burg)

Maursmunster

Schrieshelm

Mayen
Mechlin

Beilsteln

Giessen

Benfeld

Bonn

Benshelm
Bentheim

Bopflngen

Gladbach
Goppingen
Gotha

Greding

Mecklenburg
Meiningen
Meissen
Mergentbeim
Merseburg (Prussian Saxony)

Guben

Mlltenberg

Soest (Zoest)

Gundelflngen

Minden

Gunzenhausen
Hachenburg
Hagenau

Monheim

Sooden
Spandau

Montabaur
Mosbach (Baden)

Hall (Swabla)
Halle -on -the
Saale

Miiden
MUhldorf
Miiblhausen

Berghelm
Berk

Boppard
Bourgogne
Brabant
Brandenburg
Braubach

Berlin
Bernkastel

Breisach
Bretten

Beuel
Beuthen

Bretzenhelm
Broech (Broek)

Biberach

Brolch
Bnicbsal

Berching
Berg

Bielefeld

Graisbaeh

(Rl-

beauville)

Kreuznach
La Bresse
Ladenburg

Eschwege
Ettenheim

Rappersweil
Rappolsweiler

Krems

Erstein

Prague
Rain

Gerolstein

AlUngen
Aldenhoven
Aiken

Andernach

on-

Hals

Biiren (dist. Miin-

Gelnhausen
Germersheim

Basel

Amorbach

Bischofshelm
the-Tauber
Blschweller

Buchen

Blankenberg
Bodensee-Bezlrk

Bamberg

Ahrweller
Alchbach

Alzey

Blngen
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Seligenstadt
Seltz

Sennheim
Siegberg
Sinsheim
Sinzig

Sobernhetm

Steiermark
Stelnheim
Stendal
Stolberg

Stommelen

Black Death
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Vaihingen

Sulm

Villach

Willi pfen

Thann

Wachenheiin
WaUikirch
WaUlshut

Trarba.'h

Waldiim

Wissembourg

Trent
Treuchtlingen
Treves

Wasserburg

Wittlich

Wattwiller
Weil-die-Stadt

Worth
Xanten

Triidingen
Tiirkheim

Weilheim

Zabern

Uerdingen
Usseln
Utrecht

It

is

Zellenberg
Znaiin
Zulz (Biala)

Wertingen

Zutphen

difficult to

F. Korzon, Wewnetrzne Dzieje PnUki za
Stauinlairn-An{j}i.-'tn (publ. by the Cracow Academy of
Science), 1897; Em. S— n. Iz Istorii Yevreuev v Polshyc, in
Voskhod for Oct., 1897; S. Orgelbrand, £nc)/cfopetya Powsi'chHa, ii., s.r., Warsaw, 1890.

BiBi.iOGRAPHY:

H. R.

Zeil

Weissensee
Wertheiin

somewhat

MARIA

BLAND

ZwoUe

account for the com-

plete helplessness of the authorities agaiust these
outbursts of jiopular fury. It was fully recognized
at the time as, for example, by the town council of

—

payment of

which the Jews of Poland pledged

themselves to contribute, instead of the usual taxes,
for the amortization of the king's debts.

Winterthur

Wetzlar

Vacha

five million rubles,

Windsheim

Weimar
Weinheim

Ulm

his infiuential friends guaranteed the

Widdern
Wlesbach

Straubing
Sulz
Sursee
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—

Cologne that an outbreak against the Jews might
The loss to the
imperil the social order generally.
Yet,
imperial and princely treasuries was immense.
so far from taking any steps to prevent the outbreaks,
the emperor in several instances gave
beforehand practical immunity to the
Results.
perpetrators of the crime, by making
arrangements as to what should be done with the
houses and goods of the Jews in the event of a riot.
This happened at Nuremberg, Regensburg, Augsburg, and Frankfort, and, doubtless, in other towns.
There can be little doubt that the authorities shared
the prejudices of the mob, and, with few exceptions, believed in the dread rumor of well-poisoning.
effects on the Jews of Germany were little
than disastrous. The loss of life resulting from
Many of the Jews'
the massacres was terrible.
debtors died from the pestilence while others refused acknowledgment of their debts. The Jews
of Bavaria, for example, were so impoverished, owing to their losses, that the margrave granted them
freedom from all taxes for two years (Scherer,

The

less

{nee Romanzini),
THERESA: English actress and singer; born in
1769 of Italian- Jewish parents; died at London Jan.
When only four years old she took a part
15, 1838.
in a performance at Hughes' Hiding School, London.
After studying for some years she made her reentry

Drury Lane Oct. 24, 1786, where she was so sucbecame leading lady in succession
Her best role at this time was
to Mrs. Wrighten.
that of Antonio in Gretry's "Richard CanirdeLion." In 1789 Maria Theresa played in Liverpool,
returning to London a year later, when (Oct. 21,
1790) she was married to Mr. Bland, brother of Mrs.
Jordan of Drury Lane. The following yc'ar she
sang at the Haymarket in "Inkle and Yarico."
at

cessful that she

Subsequentl}' she appeared as Miss Notable in
"Lady's Last Stake"; Nina in "Tlie Prisoner";

Madelonin
J.rt-ft in "School for Guardians";
"Surrender of Calais," and Sully in "The Shipwreck." Her mind began to fail in 1824, and she
was forced to retire, her la.st appearance being at
her benefit at Drury Lane July 5, 1824.
J/a?'^

Bibliography: Aniflo- Jewish Erhihitinn Cataloque,
1887; British Thentrical GaUerii;

p. 56,

Theifpian Dictionary,

s.v.

E. Ms.

.1.

;

"Rechtsverluiltuisse," p. 577).
From this time onward the

Jews in all German
towns lived in perpetual dread of similar attacks;
and the civil authorities adopted the plan of expulsion as the only means of getting rid of the Jewish
question in the towns. By the end of the fifteenth
century there were only three considerable communities left in the

Bibliography:

whole of Germany.

Gesch. (Jer Judcn, vol. vii.; Salfeld.
Marl)irul<)(]iuin, pa,ssim; Stohbe, Judoi in Dcut.'^chland,
pp. 188-189, 284-287; Hecker. lihick Death: Creighton, Historxi of Epidemicx, vol. i. ; Ibn Verga, Sliebet Jehudali. od.
Wiener, passim Joseph ha-Kohen, Einck lid-Baka, transl.
Wiener, pp. v>-r>4. 18t 193.

m

fJriitz,

;

G.

J.

BLANC, PIOTR:

Polish financier of the eighteenth century; court banker under King Stanislaus
Augustus Poniatowski (1764-95); date and place of
birth unknown died at Warsaw in 1797.
Together
with the bankers Dekert and R.\ffalowitsh he
formed the tobacco monopoly in 1776 and tiie government lottery in 1781. With Tepper he negotiated
In 1790 he was raised to the
the Holland loan.
nobility, and in the following year became the owner
of a palace near Senatorska street, War.saw, and of
When Ignacy
a villa in the suburb of Fawor}^
Potozk}' and Piatoli in 1792 worked out a ])lan to
improve the condition of the Polish Jews, Blanc and
;

BLASER, ISAAC

SOLOMON:

Russian
boju in Wilua about 1840. Educated to be a rabbi, he is recognized as the foremost
pupil of Israel Lipkin and the best exponent of his
moral teachings and methods of study. Blaser became the rabbi of the Jewish community of St.
Petersburg about 1864, and held the position for sixHe left the Russian capital and settled
teen years.
in Kovno, where he still resides as head of the socalled Pkiusiiim (men who separate themselves for
A considerable sum (about 100,000
stiuly) of Kovno.
marks) was donated in aid of the Perushim by Caspar Lachman of Berlin, an ardent admirer of the
The income from this
above-mentioned Lipkin.
endowment being insuflicient, Blaser sends out
rabbi and educator

B.

;

emissaries or "meshullahim " to all Orthodox Jews
to collect money for these zealous students, to wliom
the Russian Jewiy noAV looks for its rabbis, just as
it formerly looked to the graduates of yeshibot.
Blaser, or, as he is familiarly called, "Reb Itzele
Peterburger," is known and trusted among Russian
Jews everywhere, and the emissaries from Kovno,
who frequently visit the United States, are always

well received and generously assisted.
Blaser is also identified with another movement, in
which he continues the work of his teacher Lipkin.
He is the head of the so-called Mussar'nikes (" MoralThe Jewish world is not so much interested
ists ").
which seeks no pubin the " mussar " movement
as in the
licity and no outside financial assistance
Perushim, but the personality and the position of

—

—

Blaser have influenced many of the latter to join
the Mussar'nikes.
Blaser is the author of "Peri Yizhak " (The Fruit
of Isaac), respousa, and various rabbinic researches

(Wilna, 1881).
BiBLiooRAPHY
1888,

ii.

:

Ozar ha-Sifnit,

106, 163; Peikes,

iii.

5-35; Keneset Yisrael,

Eben IsraeU New

York,

190;J.

P. Wl.

L. G.

BLASOM, VIDAL.

See Moses

Naubonne.

BLASPHEMY:

Evil or profane speaking of
of the crime consists in the impious purpose in using the words, and does not necessarily include the performance of any desecrating

The essence

God.

act.

The Jewish law is based on the case of the blasphemer, one of the mi.xed multitude that went out
of Egypt with the children of Israel (Lev. xxiv.
10-23).
He blasphemed the name of the Lord and
cursed; was sentenced to be taken without the
camp and it was decreed that all who heard him
should lay their hands upon his head, and that all
The judgment
the congregation should stone him.
in his case was formulated in a general law in verses
15 and 16.
Tlie term "we-nokeb shem Yiiwh," used in verse
16 ("And he that blasphemeth the name of the
Lord," A. v.), does not seem to signifj- that tlie
mere pronunciation of the Ineffable Name was considered blasphemy, but that it was blasphemous to
curse or revile the same. The later law, however,
took the word "nokeb" in the sense of "pronouncing," and declared that the Ineffable Name must have
been pronounced before the offender could be subjected to the punishment provided by the Law.
Both the lawgiver and the prophets speak of the
blasphemer of God and of the king. To revile the
king, who was God's representative, was apparently
;

considered a species of blasphemy

(E.x.

xxii.

27;

This is furthermore shown in the
case of Naboth, the indictment against him being:
"Thou didst blaspheme God and the king" (livings
xxi. 10).
Beyond the reference to cursing in the
text of Leviticus, there is nothing in the Biblical
laws to indicate what constitutes the crime, and
nothing to show that, to prove blasphemy, it was
required to prove that the blasphemer had uttered
the name of God.
The Jlishnah, however, laying
stress on the term "nokeb," declares that the blasphemer is not guilty unless he pronounce the name
of God (Mishnah Sauh. vii. 5). The Gemara goes
further and extends the crime to an impious use of
Isa.

Black Death
Slaspheiuy
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viii.

21).

any words which indicate the sacred attributes of
God, such as "The Holy One" or "The Merciful
One." As long as the Jewish courts exercised criminal jurisdiction, the death penalty was inflicted
only upon the blasphemer who used the Ineffable

Name; but

the blasphemer of God's attributes

was

subjected to corporal punishment (Sanh. 56a). According to Talmudic tradition, the Sacred Name was
in early times known to all; but later its use was
restricted (Kid. 71a; seeAooNAi; God, Names of).
Even in taking testimony during the trial of a
blasphemer, the witnesses who heard the blasphemy
were not permitted to repeat the very words, but
an arbitrary phrase was adopted to indicate the

Thus, R. Joshua ben Karhah said:
"Throughout the examination of the witnesses,

blasphemy.

'Yose' should be used for Yhwh, and they should say,
Yose shall strike Yose,' to indicate the blasphemy "
(Mishnah Sanh. ib.). At the conclusion of the trial
sentence of death could not be passed by such testimony only, and it thus became necessary for one of
the witnesses to use once the very words which they
had heard. The court directed all persons not immediately concerned in the trial to be removed, and the
chief witness was then addressed thus: "State literally what j'ou heard "
and when hs repeated the
blasphemous woids the judges stood up and rent
their garments, that being the common sign of
mourning. And the rents were not sewed up again,
indicating the profound degree of the mourning.
After the first witness had thus testified, the second
and the following witnesses were not called on to
repeat the identical words; but were obliged to say,
"I also heard it thus" (Mishnah Sanh. ib.).
The text of the law in Leviticus provides that the
stranger, as well as the native born, is liable to pim'

;

ishment for blasphemy. Talmudic tradition states
that blasphemy was one of the seven crimes prohibited to the Noahides (Sanh. 56a), i.e., according to
natural law.
Although, according to Jewish law,
a Jew who blasphemed a heathen deity was not
guilty of the crime of blasphemy, Josephus ("Ant."
iv. 8, § 10, after Philo,
"Vita Mosis," 26; ed.

Mangey, ii. 166) to the contrary notwithstanding, yet
a heathen might be guilty if he blasphemed the name
The crime of the
of the Lord (Baraita Sanh. 56a).
heathen blasphemer, though subjecting him to the
penalty of death, did not oblige the Jewish bystanders to rend their garments.
The Talmud bases
the custom of rending the garments in such cases
upon the Biblical precedent in II Kings xviii. 37),
where Eliakim and others rent their garments when
the}' heard the blasphemy of Rab-shakeh; and in
order to bring this view into harmony with the practise requiring the rending of garments only on hearing a blasphemy by a Jew-, the Talmud states that
Rab-shakeh was an apostate Jew (Sanh. 60a).
According to R. Hiyya, the rending of garments
was no longer required after the fall of the Temple
("He who hears blasphemy nowadays is not obliged
to rend his garments, because otherwise his garments would be nothing but tatters," Sanh. ib.); for
the criminal jurisdiction of the Jewish courts had
ceased, and the fear of death no longer deterred the
blasphemers. The later law, however, restored the
practise of rending the garments.
In an opinion
rendered by Gaon Rab Amram ("Teshubot Geone
Mizrah Uma'arab," collected by Joel Mliller, No.
103) he says, "He who hears his neighbor blaspheme
must excommunicate him in these days, no matter
what language was used. This is the practise of
the pious.
It is not necessary that the blasphemy
be in Hebrew, and it makes no dilTci'ence whether
the Ineffable Name or the attributes of God be mentioned, whether the offender be a Jew or a non-Jew,
whether tlie language be Hebrew or any other.
These distinctions were made to distinguish Ihe capital crime from the lesser offense; but for purposes
of excommunication, it makes no difference whether
the blasphemer be a heathen or a Jew, whether he
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use the Sacred Name or the attributes, nor what language he uses; he must be excommunicated." And
this opinion is, with slight modification, repeated in
the Yoreh De'ah (340, 37) as follows " He who hears
the Name blasphemed, or even an attribute of God,
such as The Forgiving One,' The Merciful One,'
etc., even if pronounced in a foreign language, must
rend his garments, provided he hear it from an
Israelite (and an apostate is in these days considered
a heathen) and even if he hear it from the mouth
of the witness stating how the blasphemer blasphemed. But the witnesses testifying in court need
not rend their garments again, having once done so
when they first heard the blasphemy."
The excommunication of the blasphemer was substituted as a punishment for the death penalty (see
ExcoM-MUNiCATioN), rendering it unnecessary for the
witnesses to repeat the identical words of the blasphemy, as this was required only when the death
:

'

'

;

penalty was inflicted (Pithe Teshubah to Yoreh
De'ah, 340, 37). Abba Saul was of the opinion that,
in addition to the punishment inflicted by human
power, the blasphemer is also excluded from the life
See Sacriin the world to come ('Ab. Zarah 18a).

lege Infidelity Scoffer
;

;

;

Shem ha-Meforash.

Bibliography: Mayer, Die Bechte der Israelite n, Athejier
und Ri'mier, iil. 415; Saalschiitz, Das Mosaische Recht, pp.
494 et seq.

BLAT7,

W.

D.

K.

FRITZ

Vienna April

5,

:

1865.

He

A.

chemist
born at
received'his education at

Austrian

;

gymnasium and university of his native city,
and was graduated as doctor of philosophy in 1886,
becoming a member of the university of the Austhe

trian capital as privat-docent in chemistry in 1890.
Blau has contributed essays to the " Monatshef te

fur Chemie der Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften" ("Studien liber PyridinabkSmmlinge,"
" Neuerungen beim Gebrauchlichen Verbrennungsthe "Berichte der Deutschen Chemischen Gesellschaft in Berlin" ("Zur Constitution

Verfahren");
des Nicotin

"), etc.

Bibliography: Elsenberg, Das Oeistige Wien,s.v., Vienna,
1893.

F. T. H.

s.

BLATJ,

HEINRICH:

German

journalist

and

playwright; born in Neu-Stettin, Pomerania, Sept.
He received his education at the Jewish
21, 1858.
school and the Sophien Realschule in Berlin, whither
his parents had removed when he was a small child.
When only thirteen years of age he wrote a metric
Blau in 1878 went to
translation of the Psalms.
London, where he found employment on the "Londoner Journal," a German paper, whose chief editor
Since then he has been engaged
he became later.
on the staffs of various German publications in the
English capital.
Blau soon became a proficient journalist, writing
both in English and in German; acting as correspondent of papers in Germany, and contributing
to such English reviews as the "Nineteenth Century " and the " Contemporary." He also translated
literary works from and into English and German,
During all this time he
besides writing feuilletons.
studied Sanskrit and Oriental

literature;

and the
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was shown in "Gautama," a dramatic poem in
German in four acts.
Blau is the author of a drama in German blank
verse, "Thomas Chatterton," and of "Some Notes
on the Stage and Its Influence upon the Education
of the Masses," and " Some More Notes " on the same
subject, for which essays he received a gold medal
from a London society. He also wrote libretti for

result

—

—

and the texts
" San Lin " and others
of the opera " Das Erbe Judas " and the oratorio
"Samuel," as well as the dramas "Scherben," "Bianca Capello," "Die Prophezeiung," and "GOtzen."
In 1 893 Blau came on a visit to the United States,
light operas

but remained only a short time.
Bibliography

:

The Jewish World, March

8,

1901 (portrait).

F. T. H.

s.

LUDWIG:

Hungarian scholar and
publicist; born April 29, 1861, at Putnok, Hungary;
educated at three different yeshibot, among them
that of Presburg, and at the Landesrabbinerschule
studied philosophy and
in Budapest (1880-88);
Orientalia at the Budapest University received there
the degree of Ph.D. cum laude in 1887, and the rabbinical diploma in 1888.
In 1887 Blau became teacher of the Talmud at the
Landesrabbinerschule, in 1888 substitute, and in
1889 professor of the Bible, the Hebrew and Aramaic languages, and the Talmud. Since 1899 he has
He
also been librarian and tutor in Jewish history.

BLATJ,

;

is

(1902) president of the

folk-lore section of the

Jewish-Hungarian Literary Society, and
editor of the "

Magyar Zsido Szemle. "

(since 1891)
Blau'sscientific

publications have dealt chiefly with the literature
and life of the Jews in the Talmudic and early postTalmudic periods {e.g., " Beitrage zur Erklarung der

Mechilta und des Sifre," in the Steinschneider " Festschrift," 1896; "Quelques Notes sur Jesus ben
Sirach," in "Revue Etudes Juives," xxxv. 19-47;
"Das Altjudische Zauberwesen," Strasburg, 1898),
with the Jewish traditions regarding the Masorah
(" Massoretische Untersuchungen," Strasburg, 1891;
"Masoretic Studies," in "Jewish Quarterly Review,"
viii., ix.), and the canon of Scripture (" Zur Einleitung in die Heilige Schrift," Strasburg, 1894). This
latter work is especially valuable for the light it
throws upon the history of the Bible text in the
Blau has also published "Der
early synagogue.
Concursus Vitiorum nach Talmudischem Recht,"

Budapest, 1887; and "Die Erwahlung Israel's"
(in Hungarian), ib. 1890; and has contributed to
the "Monatsschrift," "Zeitschrift fur Hebrftische
Bibliographic," "Jahrbuch des Ungarischen Litteraturvereines," "Jahrbuch der Deutschen Litteraturvereines," etc.

G.

8.

BLAXJSTEIN, DAVID:

Educator; born

May

He received
1866, at Lida, near Wilna, Russia.
his first education in Hebrew in the heder and
yeshibah of his native town; went at the age of
5,

eighteen to Prussia, where he studied Hebrew and
rabbinical literature under Israel Lipkin; subsequently, on his removal to Mecklenburg-Schwerin,
he studied Jewish history and philosophy under Dr.
Being still a Russian subject, he was
Feilchenfeld.

ordered to leave Germany, and in 1886 came to
the United States and settled in Boston, where he

;
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opened a private school. He actively engaged in
educational and communal work, being one of the
founders of the Sheltering Home for Immigrants.
About 1890 he entered Harvard University, but left
it after three years to devote himself entirely to congregational work at Providence, R. I., where from
1892 to 1896 he acted as rabbi, and became a member of the executive board of the Society for Organizing Charity.
In 1896 he was appointed lecturer
on Semitic languages at Brown University, and in
1898 became connected with the Educational Alliance of New York, where he fills the office of superintendent.
Blaustein went to study the conditions
of the Rumanian Jews in the summer of 1900, visiting for this purpose Bucharest and other cities, accompanying Mr. Wachthorn, delegated by the United
States government to study the Jewish question.
Bibliography: Jew. Chron.

Sept. 21, 1900.

B. B.

A.

BLAUSTEIN, OZEB:

Russian teacher, and
writer in Russian and Judaeo-German born at Dtinaburgin 1840; died in Warsaw April 27, 1899. His
Russian grammar was recommended for Jewish public schools by the Ministry of Public Instruction.
He is the author also of a " German Method " and a
" Manual for the Study of Hebrew " and has translated into Russian the Hebrew prayer-book and the
Mahzor.
Of his numerous novels, published in
the Judffio-German dialect, may be mentioned " Der
Armer Gvir," Wilna, 1893; "DieGvald-Shiduchim,"
Wilna, 1880; "Der Suhn als Schadhan," 2d ed.,
Wilna, 1893; "Der Bitterer Tropfen," Wilna, 1894;
"Die Waisse mit die Schwarze," Wilna, 1894; "Der
Baal Tove," Wilna, 1895.
;

;

:

Bibliography

:

Ahiasaf,

1900, p. 378.

H. R.

BLAYNEY,

BENJAMIN": English divine and
Hebraist; born 1728; died Sept. 20, 1801. He was
educated at Oxford, took the master's degree in
1735, and became fellow and vice-principal of Hertford College in 1768. He was employed by the
Clarendon Press to prepare a corrected edition of the
Authorized Version, This appeared in 1769, but
most of it was destroyed by fire in the Bible warehouse. Paternoster Row, London.
Blayney then
studied Hebrew, and in 1787 took his degree as
doctor of divinity.
His principal works are " Dissertation by Way
of Inquiry into the True Import ... of Dan. ix. 24
to the End," etc., 1775-97, which was translated into
German by J. D. Michaelis; a new translation of
Jeremiah and Lamentations. 1784; an edition of the
:

A

Samaritan Pentateuch in Hebrew characters, 1790
a new translation of Zechariah, 1797. He was a
good scholar and a useful writer.
Bibliography: Oentleman''s Magazine,
1108 Diet. Nat. Biog. v. 208.

Ixxl. 1054;

Ixxlil.

;

E. Ms.

T.

BLAZON.

See

BLEEDING

Coat of Arms.

In accordance with the pathology
of its epoch, the Talmud declares, "At the head of
the list of human ailments stands plethora (B. B.
58b). The Rabbis say elsewhere (Bek. 44b), " Where
there is an abundance of blood, there is also an abun:

Blau
Bleeding

dance of eczema. " Bloodletting is therefore considered of great importance and the scholar is forbidden to reside at a place where no bloodletter
("uman," surgeon) is at hand (Sanh. 17b; Maimonides, "Yad," De'ot, iv. 23).
The following are the
rules, partly pathological and partly astrological
or demonological, which the Rabbis recommend for
the operation.
man ought to be bled once every month, but
with advancing yeais the intervals must be extended.
The first, fourth, and sixth days of the week are the
most appropriate for the operation. On the fourth
day of the week, which falls on the fourth, fourteenth, or twenty-fourth of the month,
Necessity or after which remain less than four
and Time of days till the new moon, there must be
;

A

Operation, no bloodletting, since at such times it
is dangerous.
On the first and second
days of the month the operation is enervating, and
on the third day dangerous. The operation is not
permitted on the eve of a Biblical festival; neither
must it be performed on a cloudy or a stormy day,
or soon after eating a hearty meal, after partaking
of cress, or while suffering with fever, while having
sore eyes, or while exposed to a draft (Shab.
129a; Yeb. 72a; Ned. 54b; 'Ab. Zarah 29a).
On
entering the operating-room, the patient must offer
the following prayer: "May it please Thee, O Lord
my God that this my project effect healing unto
me; and do Thou heal me, for Thou, O God! art
the true Physician, and Thy healing is true." After
the operation one should say, "Blessed be the gratuitous Healer" (Ber. 60a; Maimonides," Yad," Ber.
!

Orah Hayyim, 230, 4).
Immediately after the operation one should drink

X. 21;

one-fourth of a log of red wine, as a substitute for
the red blood lost.
This is of so much importance
that the very poor patient who can not buy the
wine is permitted to obtain the prescribed quantity
by calling at shops and tasting the wine, on pretense
of intending to purchase a large supply.
Or, failing in this, he must eat seven black dates, anoint
his temples with oil, and then sun himself, in order
Under ordinary cirto become thoroughly heated.
cumstances, however, eating is to be deferred until
such time has elapsed after which one can walk half a
mile.
A little rest after the operation is heartily recommended. Washing the hands is considered Jo be of
almost equal importance, tl>e omission of which will
render the patient nervous for seven days (Shab.
One must
129a; Pes. 112a; Orah Hayyim, 4, 19).
eat a good meal after the operation.
So urgent are
the Rabbis concerning this particular in j unction that,
although they have laid down the rule that a man
should sell the roof of his house to buy himself
shoes in case of necessity, they also prescribe that,
if necessary, a man should sell his shoes in order to
procure a good meal after bloodletting. Furthermore, they assert that the one who

Dietary
makes light of the meal on such an
Rules After occasion will receive but slight susOperation. tenance from Heaven if he does not
prize his life, why should Heaven prize
;

it?

For

this

meal meat

is

recommended, or a dish of

milt; but the flesh of fowls will produpe palpitation
of the heart. Fish is said to be beneficial when eaten

"
;

a day before or a da}^ after bleeding but on the
Mill^,
tliird day it is to be avoided as dangerous.
cheese, onions, and cress are dangerous after the
operation, and he who is imprudent enough to partake of them must drink a mixture made of onefourth of a log of wine and the same quantity of
vinegar (Shab. 129a; Ned. 54a; 'Ab. Zarah 29a).
;

Nearly all of these rules emanate from llab and
Samuel, who were among the earliest and most promBut not
inent Babylonian amoraim (third century).
A century
all of them met with general approval.
later it was said of them, " Now that many trample
these precepts under foot, and yet escape serious
hurt, one can realize the truth of the psalmist's say"
ing (Ps. cxvi. 6), The Lord preserveth the simple
See Brecher, ."Das Trans(Shab. 129b; Yeb. 72a).
cendentale im Talmud," § 57, and Abba the Surgeon (Umana).
'

'

S.

G.

BLEEK, FRIEDRICH

:

Christian theologian

of Ltibeck and two
study at Kiel, he entered
Berlin, where he studied under
Wette, and Neauder; becoming

years of philosophthe University of
Schleiermacher, De
tutor at the univerIn 1829
sity in 1818, and assistant professor in 1823.
he was appointed professor of theology at Bonn,
which position he held until his death.
The researches of Bleek were devoted principally
His work in the
to the Old and New Testaments.
former field only will be considered here. Bleek
ical

became known through his series of investigations on the origin and compilation of the Sibylline
Books ("Ueber die Entstehung und Zusammensetzung der Sibyllinischen Orakel," in ''Berliner Theofirst

logische Zeitschrift, " 1819-20), which work, as the
first systematic endeavor to illuminate this obscure
Next folfield, must be regarded as epoch-making.
lowed the two treatises, " Ueber Verfasser und Zweck
des Buches Daniel " (" Berliner Theologische Zeitschrift," 1822) and "Einige Aphoristische Beitrage

den Untersuchungen liber den Pentateuch
In 1831 ap(Rosenmiiller, "Repertorium." 1822).
"
peared in the " Theologische Studien und Kritiken
his "Beitrage zu den Forschungen iiber den Pentateuch," an endeavor to point out such portions of
the Pentateuchal legislation as may be traced to the
authorship of Closes.
Bleek also made an important contribution to the
histoiy of the criticism of the Pentateuch in his pro-

zu

for the University of

Bonn

(1836), entitled "

De

Libri Geneseos Origine atque Indole Ilistorica Observationes Quredam contra Bohlenium," in which
he vigorously defends the supplementary hypotheof Von Bohlen, although sharply controverting
the late epoch assigned by the latter to the various
portions.
In 1852 he published in the "Studien und
Kritiken " the dissertation " Ueber das Zeitalter von
Sacharja Cap. 9-14, Nebst Gelegentlichen Beitragen
zur Auslegung Dieser Ausspri'iche."
In 1860, shortly after the death of Bleek, his son
Johannes, and his foremost pupil and subsequent
successor, Adolf Kamphausen, edited, from the
maiuiscript of liis class-room lectures, the "Einleisis

;

,

BiRi.iOfiRArHY
tjll.Uilxldi)',
ii.

:

iii.

A. Kiiinpbausen, in Herzog-Hauek, Real-En'^i-2.i7

;

AUuemeine Deutsche Bioyraphie,

701 et seq.

K. H.

T.

C— A.

BLEIBTREU, PHILIP JOHANN

Ka.
Jewish

:

convert to Christianity born at Frankfort-on-theMain in the middle of the seventeenth century; died
He published a German work enthere in 1702.
titled "Me'ir Naor" (The Enlightened Meir, from
his Jewish name, Meir), Frankfort, 1787. giving an
;

BiBi.iofiRAPHY

jud.

i.

:

Wolf, Bibl. Hcbr.

ili.

No. 1834

;

fes-

Furst, Bibl.

lao.

4,

Bonn
gymnasium

gram

tung in das Alte Testament " (4th ed. 1878 edited
by Wellhausen). The lucidity, thoroughness, and
thoughtfulness with which all the results of the socalled " Vermittlungstheologie " are combined in
this work, have served to make it highly popular
and useful. The eminently reliable scientific works
of Bleek are characterized by extensive learning,
thorouglmess, ingenuity, and incorruptible veracity.

account of his conversion, notices on the Jewish
tivals, and on some Jewish prayers.

M.

1793, at Ahrensbiick. Holstein; died at
After a preparatory course at the
in 1859.

born July
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K.

Br.

BLEICHRODER, GERSON, BARON VON

:

German banker; born Dec. 22, 1822; died Feb.
At the age of sixteen he entered
19, 1893, in Berlin.
the banking firm founded by his father, and on the
death of the latter, in 1855, assumed its management. It was due to his large experience and practical ability that the firm acquired a world-wide
reputation.

Bleichroder enjoyed the full confidence of Prince
Bismarck, and is said to have been a close friend of
the emperor William I., who often consulted him
on important financial operations. In 1865 he went,
at the invitation of King William, to Carlsbad, and,
to extricate the government from a financial embarrassment, proposed the cessation of its participaIn 1867
tion in the Koln-Minden railroad interests.
he was made commercial privy councilor {Geheimer
Commerzienrath). It was owing to these circumstances and to his connections with the Rothschilds
that after the Franco -Prussian war (1870-71) Bleichroder was summoned to Versailles as financial ad-

For
viser on the question of the war indemnity.
the services thus rendered in the peace negotiations
the Prussian government conferred upon him the
In 1872 he was created a hereditary
Iron Cross.

nobleman in recognition of his financial services to
Rumania, which helped to consolidate the HohenzoUern dynasty in that country.
Bleichroder took
his coreligionists,
cial

and

political

much

and

interest in the fortunes of

his high position in the finan-

world was of great value to the

rejiresentatives delegated by the Alliance Israelite
Universelle to follow, in the interests of the perse-

cuted Jews of the eastern states, the proceedings of
Many decorations were conthe Berlin Congress.
ferred upon him by various European governments;
and for nearly a quarter of a century he filled the
He left
position of British consul-general in Berlin.
a fortune estimated at 70,000,000 to 100,000,000
marks.
BinLioGRAPUY:
Chronicle, Feb.
s.

Meyer,

Konversations-Lexikon

;

Jewish

24. 1893. p. 11.

B. B.

—
;;
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BLEMISH

"

The Hebrew term for " bleniisli
DIND) seems to have originally meant a " black
spot" (e()iuj)are Gesenius-Bulil, " Ilandworterbuch,"
s.r.).
It denotes anything abnormal or deviating
from a given standard, whether physical, moral, or
Biblical legislation makes certain kinds
ritualistic.
of blemishes a ground of distjualitication of animals
for sacrifice, and of priests for the performance of
the priestl}' functions. It moreover prescribes qualitications for certain inanimate things
Blemishes that come upon the altar, the absence
(D10

:

:

<"'

Disqualify of which

qualifications constitutes a
Some of
blemish, or disqualification.
the blemishes are constitutional others
All the physical blemare transitory.
ishes in animals and priests are external bodily

for
Sacrifice,

;

defects.

The

Halakah, however, considers blemishes
with regard also to the priestly blessing
pronounced in temple and synagogue; in Levites
with regard to their service in the Temple in persons in general with regard to the vitiating effect of
such blemisheson the marriage-contract and, finally,
later

in priests

;

;

internal ones in animals.

Blemishes in Animals, {n) Bodily Blemishes
The bodily defects disqualifying an animal from
:

being offered as sacrifice are enumerated in Lev.
The Halakah has extended them to
xxii. 20-25.
seventy-three, of which number fifty are blemishes
Maimonides, "Yad," Issure
also iu priests (Bek. v.
;

htr-Mizbeah, ii.). In addition to these external defects
the Halakah adds such internal defects as cause the
animal to be unlawful for food (.see Teuefah); and
the absence of any internal organ. The reason for the
requirement of faultlessness in sacrificial animals is
given iu IVIal. i. 8: "If ye offer the blind for sacrifice, is it not evil? and if ye offer the lame and sick,
is it not evil? offer it now unto thy governor; will
he be pleased with thee, or accept thy person? saith

the Lord of hosts."
The laws of " terefah " are also applicable to fowl
but the seventy-three blemishes are not. If, however, the fowl have a marked defect
Iia"ws of
as a blind eye, an atrophied wing, the
it is disqualified on the
Terefah.
loss of a leg
general principle that a sacrifice must
be "perfect" (Maimfmides, ?7>. iii.).
Blemishes
(b) Ritualistic
The disqualifications

—
:

under

head are: unnatural

birtJi; hybridity,
actual or suspected indeflnability of sex carnal use
by man or woman having been worshiped as a deity,
or set aside for idolatrous practises
if acquired as
harlot's wages, or in exchange for a dog (Deut. xxiii.
19 is taken by the Halakah in its literal sense), or by
stealth or robberj- if it have killed a man if it be
younger than seven full days; if it be not of the best
kind obtainable (Maimonides, ib.).
(c) In the case of first-born animals, all the blemishes that disqualify sacrifices are also disqualifications in first-born, with this difference, that the
blemishes in the latter must be constitutional, and
the fact of its being first-born must be established
beyond a doubt ("Yad," Bekorot, ii. ).
The disqualifications in meal-offerings, oblations,
incense, and altar-Avood are: Levitical uncleanness,
which in this case extends even to incense and wood

this

;

;

;

;

;

III.— 16

;

spoiled condition, or change from natural state lack
of prescribed ingredients, or presence of leaven and
honey
lack of retjuired fineness in
Blemishes materials; wine left uncovered; i)rod;

;

in

uce of the first three j^ears (n^iy).
or of the new liarvest before the first
fruits are offered; produce grown in a

Sacrificial

Materials,

field with mixed seed (D''xi'3). or un("Yad," Lssure ha-Mizbeah, v., vi.).
Expert examiners were appointed to investigate
blemishes, who were paid out of the Temple funds
(Ket. 106a), but for the inspection of first-born animals they took a fee also from their owners (" Yad,"

tithed

Bekorot).

Blemishes in Priests, (a) Bodily Blemishes
The twelve blemishes enumerated in the Bible (Lev.
xxi. 17-23) were extended by the Halakah to 142
(Bek. vii.
"Yad," Biat ha-Mikdash, vii., viii.).
;

persons suffering from mental debility
(ntO'lC') were not tolerated as priests.
In the Second Temple a special chamber was set
apart in the court iu which the Great Sanhedrin examined all i)riests. Those who were declared to be
unfit for the sacred office put on black
In
garments, wrapped themselves in a
the Second black cloak, and went away in silence,
Temple.
to be subsequently employed for such
services as selecting wood for the
altar.
Those found perfectly qualified put on white
garments and a white cloak, and at once joined their
brethren to assist in the sacred functions. They
gave to their friends a feast, which they opened with
" Blessed be the Lord because no
this benediction
blemish has been found in the seed of Aaron the
priest, and blessed be He because He has chosen
Aaron and his sons to stand and to serve before the
Lord in His most holy sanctuary " (Mid. ii. 5, v. 4).
Besides,

:

(b)

Ritualistic

Blemishes

The

:

disqualifications

under this head are: Levitical uncleanness; birth in
unlawful wedlock (ijpn), or in an unnatural way
(|Sn XVV); uncertainty as to sex (DirjmJN =
D1DQ1D, see Androgynos); state of mourning; or
of inebriety
disheveled hair, and rent garments
("Yad," Biat ha-Mikdash).
In this connection may be mentioned the incident
with King John Hyrcanus, to whom a Pharisee remarked that he should be satisfied with royal power
and give the high-priesthood to someone else, since,
as rumor had it, his mother liad been once a captive
in Modin; the purity of his birth, therefore, was not
beyond cavil, and he was not entitled to hold the
;

sacred office (Kid. 66a).
The Pentateuch makes no
(c) Moral Blemishes
mention of moral bleunshes; but it is known that
priests convicted of idolatry, homicide, or any other
great offense were not permitted to officiate (see II
Kings xxiii. 20; Ezek. xliv. IB).
The
(d) Blemishes in Regard to Priestly Blessing
following six blemishes discjualify a priest from pronouncing the blessing iu temple or synagogue: Defective articulation of speech malformation of face,
hands or feet, or imusual appearance of hands
(when, for instance, they are di.scolored with dye, for
thus the}- attract the attention of the audience) moral
delinquency, as idolatry or murder; insufficiency
state of
of age (his beard must be fully grown)
:

:

;

;

;

—
Blemish
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Blessing:

inebriety and not having washed his hands. A ppn,
an offspring of an unlawful marriage, is debarred
from the pronimciation of the blessing, because he
;

is

not considered a priest at

Kappayim,"
(e)

Reason

all

(Maimonides,

"

Nesiat

blemish ["spot," A. V.] in thee" (Yeb. 101b). A
common Hebrew adage is " Kol haposel bemumo
posel" (He who finds faults in others is influenced
by the blemish in himself, Kid. 70b). k.]
:

BLES,

xv.).
for Disqualification

:

According

to Philo

("De Monarchia," ii. 5) and others, the faultlessness
of the body was meant to be a symbol of the perMaimonides ("Moreh," iii. 45)
fection of the soul.
explained it as being designed to make the Temple
honored and respected by all: for the multitude
does not appreciate a

man

for his true worth, but

and the beauty of his
garments. The correctness of such views has been
disproved by Bahr (" Symbolik des Mosaischen Cultus," ii. 55) and Kalisch (commentary on Lev. ii.
465; compare also Philippson, " Der Pentateuch," p.
According to Kalisch, everything associated
639).
with the perfect God was to be perfect, and above
all His ministers, who approached His altars to present faultless offerings, and "came near" the curtain
which shrouded His mysterious presence. They
were to be perfect not only in their lives, but also in
their persons, which were to be the fit abodes of
pure souls, and reflect the divine similitude and holiThey were to be distinguished by health and
ness.
harmony, vigor and freshness.
Blemishes in Levites. TheblemOther
ishes disqualifying Levites from perBlemishes. forming their official functions were
for the perfection of his limbs

only two: transgression of the prescribed age limits and loss of voice (Hul. 24a).
With reference to blemishes invalidating the
marriage-contract, or yielding a sufficient ground for
divorce, man and woman are treated unequally.
In
regard to woman, all the bodily defects considered
blemishes in priests apply also to her, and, besides,

several other blemishes are added, such as make
intercourse with her unbearable to the husband.
In the case of man, however, only a few blemishes
are mentioned (Ket. vii. 7-10, 75a-77; " Yad," Ishut,
vii.
compare "Eben ha-'Ezer, " 39).
K.
C. L.
;

[Blemish, or "mum," in rabbinical literature as" Whosoever is
also a spiritual meaning.
proud has a blemish," says R. Ashi with reference
to Bar Kappara's homily on Ps. Ixviii. 17 [16].
He
explains the passage, "Why leap ye, ye high hills?"
as follows: "Why do you enter into a dispute with
the hill God desireth to dwell on? Since 5-ou are
all swollen with pride" (the word "gabnunim"
being taken as identical with " gibben " [" crookbacked," Lev. xxi. 20]), "that is, since you have a
blemish which unfits you to be God's mount, while
Mount Sinai is humble and has therefore been chosen
by God as His seat of revelation " (Meg. 29a). Abraham before his circumcision was not altogether without blemish. Circumcision fitted him for his high
mission as father of the priest-people (Gen. R. xlvi.).
Hence the ethical maxim (B. M. 59b), "Mum shebak al tomar le-habrak " (Do not accuse thy fellowmen of the blemish that you have). Another maxim
is, "Do not cast a blemish on thyself" (Pes. 112b).
The court of justice must be free from physical
as well as from moral blemish, for it is said (Song of
Songs iv. 7) " Thou art fair, my love there is no

sumed

:

;
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DAVID

S.
Communal worker at ManThe Hague, Holland, in 1834; died
Vienna on Oct. 14, 1899. He was senior partner
:

chester; born at
at

the firm of Messrs. S. D. Bles & Sons, merchants and shippers of Manchester; from which firm
he retired in 1897 in order to devote himself to philanthropic pursuits. Bles was a city magistrate for
thirteen years, being elected in 1886 and for many
years he held the office of vice-consul of the Nether-

in

;

lands.

In the year 1897 the queen of Holland conferred on
Bles the Order of Orange and Nassau. He was
president of the Manchester Jewish Board of Guardians; manager of the Manchester Jews' School; a
trustee and member of the Council of Founders of
the Manchester Reform Synagogue; a member of
the Hospital Sunday Committee and of many other
charitable organizations.
He founded at the Victoria University a Bles Hebrew scholarship.
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BLESSING OF CHILDREN

In the domestic life of the ancient Hebrews the mutual respect
existing between parents and children was a marked
feature.
While prominent among other Semitic
peoples (Smith, "Rel. of Sem. " p. 60), it was of
first importance with the Hebrews, as is evident
from the frequent mention of the duties toward
parents (Ex. xx. 12, xxi. 15; Lev. xix. 3, xx. 9;
Num. xxvii. 4; Deut. xxvii. 16; I Sam. ii. 25; II
Sam. xix. 20; Jer. xxxv. 18; Mai. i. 6; Prov. i. 8,
iii. 12, X. 1, xxix. 3, xxx. 11
L Chron. xvii. 13). The
natural accompaniment of this was the value placed
on the favor of parents, and notably on their blessing
pronounced upon the children. The words spoken
by parents were supposed to be fraught with power
Happy was
to bring good or ill, blessing or curse.
he who was so fortunate as to receive the father's
blessing; wretched he upon whom
Among' the rested the father's curse. These stateAncient ments are based particularly upon inHebrews. cidents in the lives of the Patriarchs,
as set forth in the Book of Genesis.
Noah (Gen. ix. 26) blesses Shem and Japheth, the
sons who had covered his nakedness, and curses
Ham, the disrespectful son and that blessing and
curse were looked upon as determining the future
superiority of the descendants of the two first-mentioned sons and the eternal servitude of the offspring
of Ham.
In the story of the blessing of Isaac {ib.
:

;

;

xxvii. 7 et seq.)\ Rebekah makes every effort to secure the paternal benediction for her favorite son,
Jacob. The importance attached to the blessing
appears also from Esau's heartrending cry, "Hast
thou but one blessing, my father? bless me, even
me, also, O my father " (Gen. xxvii. 38). The blessing, even though obtained by deceit, could not be
recalled.
The father's voice was the instrument
through which God spoke; and the words, once
pronounced, were regarded as the declaration of the
Deity.
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The paternal blessing was the most valuable heri
tage that parents could bequeath to children. In
recognition of all the good that he had
Hig-h.
enjoyed at Joseph's hands and of all
Value of the honors received during his sojourn
Paternal in Egypt, Jacob bestowed a particuBlessing. lar blessing upon Joseph's sons:
"Bring them, I pray thee, unto me,
and I will bless them " (Gen. xlviii. 9). Especial importance attaches to this blessing of Ephraim and
Manasseh by Jacob, because it became the formula
by which, in later days throughout Israel, the children were blessed by their parents, in accordance
with the word of the patriarch, "In thee shall Israel
bless, saying, God make thee as Ejihraim and as
Manasseh " (ib. 20). And the favorite son Joseph
was given the assurance, "The blessings of thy
father have prevailed above the blessings of my
progenitors unto the utmost bound of the everlasting
hills; they shall be on the head of Joseph, and on
the crown of the head of him that was separate
from his brethren " (Gen. xlix. 26). It is thus evident from the whole spirit of Biblical ethics that the
parents' good-will and blessing were regarded as
the greatest happiness that could come to children,
and it is well known to those who are at all familiar
with Jewish domestic life that this sentiment continues to the present day.
The customs of a people do not always find exThe most prevalent sentipression in its literature.
ments are frequently not set down in words, for the
very reason that, being so commonly held, they do
not call for comment. Fortunately, however, there
are several expressions in later Jewish literature
showing the value attached to the parents' blessing.
The author of Ecclesiasticus undoubtedly voices the
belief of his generation when he declares, "The
blessing of the father builds houses to the sons, the
curse of the mother destroys them" (Ecclus. [Sirach]
iii. 9); and the Rabbis indicate their attitude by the
remarkable statement. " Scripture ranks the cursing of father and mother with the cursing of
God " (Kid. 30b). The feeling of revIn Later erence and awe for the parental beneJewish.
diction well expresses the sentiment
Literature, that has always prevailed in most
Jewish communities.
One of the
most beautiful of Jewish customs is the blessing of
the children by the father on all important occasions, notably on the Sabbath eve, on the holidays,
on the setting forth on a journey, etc. Ludwig
Philippson, in his memoirs ("Allg. Zeit. des Jud."
1887, p. 750), mentions that his grandfather blessed
him on Sabbath morning after divine service. This
blessing as pronounced upon the boys is, " May God
make thee like Ephraim and Manasseh " (Gen. xlviii.
20), and upon the girls, " May God make thee like
Sarah, Rebekah, Rachel, and Leah " (compare Ruth
iv. 12); and, in addition to this regular formula, any
special blessing may be added according to the desire of the one bestowing the benediction.
There is no means of knowing how old this beautiful custom may be.
The earliest mention of it is
found in a passage in the "Brautspiegel," a popular
treatise on morals, written by Moses Henorhs; the
book appeared in Basel in 1602. In the forty-third

Slessing'

chapter, which is devoted to advice on the training
of children, the writer says, "Before the children
can walk they should be carried on Sabbath and
holidays to the father and mother to be blessed;
after they are able to walk they shall go of their

own

accord with bowed body and shall incline their
heads and receive the blessing (Glideraann, "Quellenschriften zur Geschichte des Unterrichts und der
ErziehungbeidenDeutschen Juden,"p. 167). Buxtorf, in "Synagoga Judaica," which was first published in 1604, writes in the fifteenth chapter of the
book entitled "How the Jews Prepare for the Sabbath and Begin It," the following:
Occasions "After the service [on Sabbath eve in
for the
the synagogue] is finished, they seek
Blessing, their home in parting from one another they wish each other not goodday nor good-night, but a happy Sabbath: the
parents bless their children, the teachers their
pupils." At the beginning of the seventeenth century the custom was general. Another mention of
it, at a much later date, occurs in the prayer-book
of Rabbi Jacob Emden, printed first in Altona, 1748.
A long passage in this book begins with the words:
" It is the custom in Israel to bless the children on
Sabbath eve after service or upon entering the
house." He says further that this blessing brings
God's spirit upon the children who are not yet old
enough to secure it by their own deeds. This indi;

cates that as in early Biblical days, so in later times,
the parental blessing was believed to be invested
with a certain higher power, and to be efiicacious
for good.
To this day this blessing is prized highly

by the children.
The value thus laid upon the benediction spoken
by the father and mother represents the constancy
in Jewish life of the working of forces that make
and

one of the constituent
so well termed the
"continuity of the Jewish spirit" ("Ethics of Juda-

for righteousness

ism," pt.

;

it is

what Lazarus has

factors of

p. 213).

ii.,

D. P.

K.

BLESSING AND CURSING
verb for
iau

"

bless

" is "

berek

"

(T]-|3

).

:

The Hebrew
Since in Ass3-r-

and Mintean the corresponding verb appears

be "karabu," it is not likely that the
nected with its homonym " berek "

means " knee. " The substantive

"To curse"

Hebrew
(T["I3),

is

to

con-

which

" blessing " is " bera-

"arar" ("nx); sub"me'erah'" (mSO).
Synonyms are 32p, bhp. H^N; and it is noteworthy that the word " curse " should have
numerous synonyms, whereas for " bless " we
have only one word. Both " blessing " and "cursing" were founded upon the belief that the
individual, the tribe, or the nation could use its
relation to the Deity or to the supernatural world for
kah"(nD~l3).

stantives are "kelalah"

Efficacy of

Blessing

and

is

(n!?i?p),

the benefit or the injury of others.
It
readily understood that special etfi
cacy attached to the blessing and cursing by sacred persons in close relations
is

—

with the Deity
by the Patriarchs,
by Moses, and by Aaron, by the priests
and the Prophets in general, and also by a father;

Cursing,

for not only

was

the father the priest of the family.

Blessing and CursingBlessing, Priestly
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but it was he who iutroducod liis son to the Deity;
aud mituraliy it was supposed tluit he could influence the Deity to his son's benefit or injury.
Such blessiuiz; or cursing did not involve the use
of empty words, but implied the exercise of a real
power; the word once pronounced was no more
under the control of the speaker (Gen. xxvii. 35),
and nuist perforce accomplish its mission. On this
conception is founded not only the possibility but
also the wdiole structure of Jacob's deceit, as well
Even in later times the
as the story of Balaam.
possibility seemed dreadful that Balaam, instead of
blessing, might have cursed (Micah vi. 5; Neh. xiii.
At the same time the story of Jacob proves that
2).
blessing aud cursing did not always rest on moral
grounds. Noah (Gen. ix. 22 et se(/.)and Jacob (Gen.
xlix. 3 et seq.), it is true, were guided by the moral

conduct of their sons; but Isaac was governed by
caprice in his blessings.

He was moved by

the

venison which Esau was to bring him and by his
son's affectionate manner (Gen. xxvii. 26 et seq.).
Since cursing was considered a material power the
imknown thief was cursed; and the mother of the
Ephraimite Micah hastened to render the curse ineffective by a blessing after her son had confessed his
For this reason every alliance
sin (Judges xvii. 2).
and every oath was accompanied by a curse directed
against the person who shoidd break the alliance or
violate the oath; and the laws of Israel, and the
treaties of the Assyrian and the Babylonians (compare Schrader, "K. B." vols. ii. and iii. passim),
derived particular strength from the addition of a
blessing and a curse (Lev. xxvi.; Deut. xi. 29 [comGoliath cursed David
Josh. viii. 34).
pare 28]
"by his gods" (Sam. xvii. 43), aud Balak desired
Balaam to curse the Israelites, the enemies of Moab
(Num. xxii. 6), because cursing was supposed to
move the divine power for the injury of the enemy.
Hence severe punishment was inflicted on those
who cursed their parents (Ex. xxi. 17; Lev. xx.
9; compare Deut. xxvii. 16) or the authorities
(Ex. xxii. 28).
However, with the gradual development of pure
monotheism the conception of blessing and cursing
came to be modified. While in early times it was
;

the belief that a father

by

his blessings or his curses

determined the fate of his son (Gen. xlix. 4, 7; Prov.
XXX. 11), in later times the father became a seer
In fact, Prov.
(Gen. xlix. 1, xlviii. 17 et seq.}.
xxvi. 2. distinctly declares that "the causeless
curse " will not be fulfilled.
W. N.
J. .Tu.

BLESSING, JACOB'S.

See Jacob, Blessing

OF.

BLESSING, MOSES'.

See Moses, Blessing

OF.

BLESSING, PRIESTLY

(called, R.

H.

iv.

5,

now Dukan)
One of the
Birkat Kohanini
most impressive aud characteristic features of the
service both in the Temple of Jerusalem and in
;

:

the synagogue, having its origin in the blessing pronounced by the Aaronites in accordance with the
command and the formula ordained in Num. vi.
22-27: "And God spake unto Moses saying. Speak
unto Aaron and unto his sons, sa3'iug. On this wise
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ye bless the children of Israel, saying unto
them: The Lord bless thee and keep thee: the Lord
make his face shine upon thee and be gracious
unto thee: the Lord lift up his countenance upon
And they shall put my
thee, and give thee peace
name upon the ciiildren of Israel; and I will bless
them." Thri('e in the Pentateuch the priestly blessing is mentioned: once in speaking of Aaron (Lev.
ix. 22; compare Sifra, Shemini, and Sotah 38a), and

shall

!

twice in referring to the priests (Deut. x. 8, xxi. 5).
In the historical books of tlie Bible there are two
references to the blessing of the people by the priests
(Josh. viii. 33; II Chron. xxx. 27).
Many rules were observed by the priests when

pronouncing the blessing. These rules made some
between the service in the Temple of
Jerusalem and the services elsewhere. Thus, in the
Temple the blessing was spoken after the sacrifice
distinctions

vii. 6; Tamid v. 1, vii.
was pronounced during

of the daily offering (Sotah
2;

Meg.

18a); elsewhere

it

the daily morning service and on Sabbath and holidays at every service, with the exception of that in
the afternoon, because this followed shortly after
the midday meal, at which the priests
In Temple were permitted to drink wine and it
;

feared that this might unfit them
On
gogue.
to perform the function properly.
fast-days, however, the blessing was
l)r()nounced also at the afternoon service (Ta'anit
26a, b; Maimonides, " Yad," Tefillah. xiv. 14; Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah Hayyim, 39, 1). In the Temple
the priests used the Tetragrammaton, Yhw'H, pronouncing it distinctly in uttering the blessing; elsewhere the pronunciation Adonai was substituted

and Syna- was

Num.

Naso, 39;
R. xi. 4; Sifre,
According to one report, the priests
discontinued using the Tetragrammaton, even in the
Temple, after the death of Simon the Just, in order
that no man who was not respected and w^orthy
might learn it (Yoma 39b). In the Temple the
three portions of the blessing were spoken without pause, and at the close the people responded:
"Blessed be the Lord God, the God of Israel from
Elsewhere
eternity to eternity " (see Doxology).
the priests paused after each sentence, and the people responded with an "Amen."
The blessing was given with uplifted hands. In
the Temple service the priests raised their hands
above their heads, while in other places they lifted
them only to their shoulders. Any Aaronite who
had attained manhood's estate was enjoined to perform the function there were, however, certain disqualifications due to i)hysical, moral, or ritualistic
defects (Meg. 24b; Ber.32b; "Yad," Tefillah, xv.
1-6; Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah Hayyim, 128, 30-41; see
Blemish); viz., if a priest had ever killed a human
being (even though unintentionally), committed idolatry, violated any of the Levitical
Repurity or marriage laws pertaining to
strictions the priests, committed any crime withand Reg- out having repented, or had indulged
unduly in drinking wine (this is based
ulations.
upon tlie juxtaposition of the chapter
on the Nazarite, Num. vi. 1-21, and the prie.stly
blessing, Ta'anit 26b, 22-27); if he were crippled,
a hunchback, or blind even in one eye. or had any

(Sotah,
"

Yad,"

38a;

I.e.

10).

;

,;

Blessing' and Cursing
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defect on liis hands, or if his speech were not distinct; and, finally, without ablution of the hands,

he was disqualified. (Compare Blemish.) Should
any priests who were thus incapacitated, or wlio
considered themselves unworthy, be present at the
service, they were compelled to leave before the
reader in his prayer gave the signal to the priests
for otherwise they would violate the command,
"Thus shall ye bless the children of Israel."
The blessing was to be spoken standing, as were
the blessings in Deut. xxvii. (Sotah 38a; Sifre, I.e.
Num. R. I.e.). The priests faced the congregation
out of respect for the people; but the latter were
not allowed to look at the priests while the blessing
was spoken, lest their attention should be distracted
and their devotions disturbed ("Yad," I.e. xiv. 7).
In all motions connected with the blessing, such as
advancing to the platform, or turning toward the
Ark or the congregation, the priest was always to go
to the right ("Yad," I.e. xiv. 13 after Sotah 15b).
The blessing was to be spoken in Hebrew because
that is. only in the preof the command " thus "
It was to be proscribed words and language.
nounced in a loud voice so that all the congregation
could hear. The priests were required to discard
their leather foot-wear (sandals) when they ascended
the platform to pronounce the blessing (Sotah 40a).
They were requiied to wash their hands before proceeding to the performance of the function (Sotah
;

;

39a).

Originally the priestly blessing

was a function

performed every morning at the regular service,
provided the necessary number of ten
persons were present (Shulhan 'Aruk,
Its Place
in the
Orah Hayyim, 128, 1). But in the

Liturgy,

course of time, as the daily business
became too pressing to allow the people to spend so much time on their devotion, the
blessing was merely recited by the reader and introduced by a brief prayer such as is inserted in the
common daily ritual; and the priestly blessing was
reserved for Sabbath and holy days (Kol Bo, 128).
Finally, in view of the fact that on the festival days
people are better disposed, both in body and in soul,
for the reception of the divine blessing, owing to
the purifying ablutions of the previous day and to
their greater cheerfulness of spirit, the festival day
alone was retained for the imparting of the priestly
"
blessing, and not the "Shaharit," but the "Musaf
service was selected, on which occasion the attendance is large (.see Bet Josef, Tur Orah Haj^yim, I.e.
Moses Isserles, to Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah Hayyim,
1. 44, and the commentators; also Magen Abraham,
for the reason why the blessing is not imparted when
the holy day falls on the Sabbath).
In Amsterdam
and other places the blessing is recited every Sab;

Name

the

lent to the priestly function a mystical

and almost magical power. Hence the belief prevailed that during the lifting up of the hands by
the priests, the Shekinah was hovering over their
heads and its rays streamed through their open fingers, the people not being allowed to look on lest.
like those who gazed at the sacred Ark in ancient
times, they might be hurt, struck with dimness of
the eyes and other misfortunes (Hag. 16a; Sotah
39b; Yer. Meg. v. 75c; Cant. K. 11.9; Num. R. xi.
"
'Aruk," .s.r. p^n; see, however, Tosef., Hag. 16a;
and Yer. 3Ieg. I.e., for more rationalistic views regarding the time when the Name was no longer pronounced). That great magical powers were long
afterward ascribed to the priestly blessing may be
learned from the advice given in the time of Rab
Ashi to those troubled by bad dreams; viz., to offer
a prayer that God might turn every curse into blessing (Ber. 55b) a prayer wliich has been embodied
in the common ritual, and is still recited during the
singing of the blessing; the medieval mystics having
added strange, fantastic, angelic conjurations to
make it still more efficacious.
Another opinion (Cant. R. on iii. 7; Num. R. xi.
9) is that the mere listening to the priestl}' blessing
is a charm against every malign influence, the sixty
i

—

letters of the blessing

being "the threescore valiant

sword upon his thigh because of the
fear in the night" (Song of Songs iii. 8).
Even the haggadic comments and the Scripture
parallels given in Sotah 39b-40a, Sifre and Num. R.
I.e., to the priestly blessing have been embodied in
the ritual; and they are, partly on the recommendation and partly with the disapproval of the Rabbis,
recited during the singing of the blessing by the
priests (see Tos. Sotah 40a; Kol Bo, I.e., and AbuDAKHAM).
men, each

After

his

the

"Modim," the reader introduces the

priestly blessing with the words: "Our God and
God of our fathers, bless us with the threefold bless-

ing which is in the Torah, written by Moses, Thy
servant, spoken by Aaron and his sons, the priests.
Thy holy people." Then the Aaronites proceed to
the platform and offer the following invocation
silently: "May it be Thy will, O Eternal our God,
that this blessing

wherewith Thou hast commanded

us to bless Thy people Israel may be a perfect blessing may it be imparted without stumbling and error
now and ever" (Sotah 89a). The benediction is also
prescribed which the priests recite before giving the
;

blessing.

In the Reform

the priestly blessing is usuat the close of each service
the asbefore the dismissal of the congregation
sumption being that the Aaronites have ceased to
possess special claims and obligations as priests,

ally recited

ritiial

by the rabbi

;

since with the destruction of the

bath.

The main

idea pervading the whole function of
the priestly blessing rests upon the Name of God
(Shem ha-Meforash), which is to be "put upon the
children of Israel." While originally every greeting or blessing was accompanied by the pronunciation of the

;

Name

compare Ps.

to

make

it

efficient (see Ber. ix. 4

became later only the
privilege of the priests to use the Nam(* in blessing
the people; and the reverential sanctity attached to
cxviii.

26),

it

of Israel

became the priest -nation

Rabbinical).
The great danger

Temple the people
(see Conferenxes,

in all blessings

by

priests lies in

the possibility that the jieople may believe such
This idea has
blessings to have mediatorial power.
always been foreign to the spirit of Judaism. The
The blessing which he
priest is not a mediator.
utters has no magical

power

for

good or

merely a portion of the prescribed

ritual.

ill.

It is

Not the

"
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but God, blesses (see Sifre, I.e.): "I (God) will
These words are used so that the
Israelites may not say that their welfare depends
upon the blessing by the priests; God alone can
Furthermore, these words are used that the
bless.
From
priests may not say, " "We will bless Israel. "
God alone do blessings flow no man has power to
bestow them (Sifre, I.e. Hul. 49a, where, in opposition to R. Ishmael (the priest), R. Akiba interprets
priest,

bless them."

:

;

words " And I will bless them " as referring to
and not to the priests, since these could merely
pronounce the blessing, while the real blessing comes
from God).
Each woid of the priestly blessing was a fruitful
theme of comment and interpretation.
" May God bless thee " with wealth, and " keep
the

Israel

thee
"
i.e.

,

" in health.

May He let His countenance shine toward
" May He give thee the light of the eyes "

;

thee

";

or, ac-

cording to Rabbi Nathan, " the light of the Shekinah.
" May He be gracious to thee " with knowledge
and understanding, with learning, instruction, and

wisdom.

"May He lift up His countenance toward thee";
"May His anger pass away from thee."
" May He grant thee peace " in thy going out and

i.e.,

thy coming in, with all men, in thy house, and
without end.
" Great is peace, for through it alone is blessing

in

secured."
"

Great

(Num.

R.

peace, because

is

xi. 7;

it

seals all the blessings

"

Naso, 40-42).

Sifre,

D.

K.

Music

The ceremony

P.— K.

pronouncing

the
the Talmud (Hul. 132b;
Meg. 24b et passim) "nesiat kappayim " (raising of
the hands), from Lev. ix. 22.
It is also familiarly
called "dukan" (platform), from the position of the
priests during the ceremony.
These stand on a dais
or platform, such as that upon which the Levitical
choir in the Temple was placed.
Hence the JudaeoGerman verb in common usage, "duchanen."
The hands as upraised during the priestly blessing.
:

benediction

termed

is

.

of

in
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tical art. imprints of books, etc., and is still soused,
being frequently surmounted by a crown ("keter
kehunah ") (see Kohanim). The fear that the people
might gaze at the priest during the blessing, which
was regarded as a perilous irreverence, gave rise
to the custom of covering the head (and usually the
hands as well) with the tallit during the recital of the

As the reader commences to intone
the three passages which form the
conclusion of every "'Amidah," those Aaronites
who desire to be released from the performance of
benedictions.

the

first

of

command withdraw from
may not hear

the synathe reader
call upon the Kohauim to carry out their duty.
\Yith
them withdraw any Aaronites who may be mourners, or under the age of puberty, defective in person
or speech, accidental manslayers, or married to divorced women all these being excluded from parthe Biblical

gogue, in order that they

—

Those remaining remove their leather
boots, after which water is poured over their hands
by the Levites. The priests then assemble on the
steps of the Ark with their faces toward it, each
covering his head with his tallit; and when, duiing
the service, the reader calls out to them, "Kohanim,"
they face right about, spread their hands horizontally above their heads, palms downward, in the
manner indicated, and chant together: "Blessed be
Thou, Lord our God, king of the universe, who hast
sanctified us with the holiness appertaining to Aaron,
and commanded us to bless Thy people Israel in
ticipation.

love."
Word by word the three verses are then
dictated by the reader, the priests swinging north
and south at suitable words in order to include the
congregants standing right and left as well as those
At the close of each verse the rein front of them.
sponse "amen" is given; and after the third verse
they face about again, remaining before the Ark
until the reader concludes the 'Amidah with the

next paragraph.

From the first the benedictions appear to have
been uttered with the singing rather than the speaking voice (compare Maimonides," Yad," Tefillah, xiv.
Even in Talmudical times the singing seems
14).

BIRKAT KOHANIM
Adagio maestoso.

^-

i.-3r=q:

atz*.
Ye
May.

with the thumb and

ba

re

He.

hless

first

finger

and the middle and

to

-

have been so protracted that Biblical texts suitaword were suggested to the congregation
meditate upon during the chanting. But the

ring-fingers so separated as to form little spaces
through which the rays of the Shekinah streamed

ble to each

upon

recital of these verses by the worshipers, or the
introduction of more than one melody by the Kohanim, was rather deprecated by the Rabbis. The
tunes of the chanting on each of the hoi}' days differ

the assembled worshipers, in accordance with
Cant. ii. 9 (see Sotah 39b; Num. R. xi. 'Aruk, s.v.
"Iliri), were adopted as the family badge of a Cohen.
It is found thus on gravestones, objects of ecclesias;

to

)
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to be of very anpreserved in the traditions of the Sephardim, to which each of the fifteen
words of the benediction is sung at length and this
has been seriously claimed to be the identical melody
sung by the priests in the Temple. But while obviously antique, being practically melismatic psalmody
in the sixth ecclesiastical mode, yet
The
its structure, particularly its coda, is
Spanish so close a reproduction of many another strain in the music of the southChant.
ern Jews, of acknowledged peninsular
origin by them, that no claim could be allowed to
an origin more remote than Moresque Spain, even
were not the resemblance to some of the later Mozarabic intonations so unmistakable.
(See p. 246.

from one another, some appearing

One

cient origin.

of tiiese

is

;

Blessing, Priestly

in several variants, and is in most instances
reserved for the concluding days of the festivals
(" Hazkarat Neshamot, Matnat Y^ad "),when departed
relatives are called to mind.
From this it has come
to be widely known as "Niggun Me"The
tim "or " The Chant of the Dead. " Its
Chant of recent history is of particular interest.
the Dead." Developed with insight and feeling
by Cantor Naumbourg of Paris,
an instrumental arrangement was published in E.
Pauer and F. L. Cohen's "Traditional Hebrew Melodies," London, 1896, which attracted the attention
of the late Queen Victoria, and was played as the
introductory voluntary at several memorial services
In its original simple
of the British royal family.
form this chant is as follows:
ists

BIRKAT KOHANIM
Andante.

Sz

#=i=
i
w

s

-^-#-

SE^

-<^-

s^

-G>-

-s^

Ah!.
D.O.

^Te

-

We

ba

re

-

He

\May
-

-

ke

-

bless

yish

-

me

-

ka

A- do

Ah!.

re

-

nai.

The Lord.

thee.

ka.

I

[And

keep

ihee.

The Ashkenazim have a

large

(Amen /oZZows.)

number

of melodies

which the words of the benediction are sung. Almost every congregation, indeed every family of
Kohanim, has its own tradition. Often, however,
to

these airs are but distinctive melodies of a particular
festival, or echoes of seventeenth- and eighteenth-

century German folk-song. Only two have any
claim to antiquity like that of the Spanish chant.
The older is a medieval German melody, which ex-

The other old northern chant is of Polish origin,
probably of the seventeenth century, and is perhaps
even more extensively known.
At
The Polish once beautiful in itself and very charMelody, acteristic, it is to many lovers of music
a typical example of Hebrew melody.
In most British synagogues the whole ceremony is
performed to its melodious phrases.
F. L. C.

K.

BIRKAT KOHANIM
Cantor.
Moderate.

Ye

-

ba

Priests.

Priests.

-

re

-

Cantor.

:

Blin
Blindness
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BLIN D'ELBCEUF

French mauufucturcr who

:

introduced into Friuice woolen cloth for ladies' use.
It was soon considered the best in Europe, and obtained the prize at the Vienna Exhibition of 1870.
Blin in presenting a sample of his cloth to President
Carnot said: "We are all the more proud of it, for
it reminds us of a victory gained by French industry over foreign."
Bibliography

Bloch, in

:

Revue Etudes

Juives, xxxvili. 23.
I.

8.

BLIND, THE, IN

TURE

LAW AND

Bk.

LITERA-

The

ancient nations regarded blindness as
the lowest degradation that could be inflicted upon
man; hence gouging out the eyes of an enemy was
a form of national retaliation. Tlie Philistines bored
out the eyes of Sam.son, and the king of Babylon
blinded Zedekiah. Nahash the Ammonite demanded
as a condition of surrender that he should thrust
out the right eye of every man of Jabesh-gilead, as
a reproach upon all Israel (I Sam. xi. 2).
The blind, together with cripples and lepers, were
outcasts of society and kept quarantined outside the
tow^n limits; they became paupers and a menace to
When David besieged the Jebusites at
passers-by.
Jerusalem, the blind and crippled menIn the
dicants were so numerous that he was
compelled to take stringent measures
Bible.
against them (II Sam. v. 6).
In the
eyes of the ancient Hebrews the maimed, and especially the blind, were thought to possess a debased
Balaam, the prophet of the Gentiles,
character.
according to Talmudic tradition, was lame and blind
The blindness of Isaac is
of one eye (Sanh. 105a).
said to have been the cause of Rebekah's action in
transferring the blessing from Esau to Jacob, as she
considered herself better able to judge the merits
and demerits of her two sous (Yalk.). Jacob would
not marry Leah because she had "tender eyes." On
this account the Talmud says that a bride whose
eyes are beautiful needs no further examination
(Ta'an. 24a).
To counteract the prevailing notion that bodily
ailments and defects are the punishment of sin, special legislation was provided for the protection of
the blind and afflicted: "Thou shalt not
put a
stumblingblock before the blind " (Lev. xix. 14).
"Cursed be he that maketh the blind to wander out
of the way " (Deut. xxvii. 17).
The Talmud compares the blind, the leper, the
childless, and the pauper to the dead (Ned. 64b),
:

.

.

.

quoting from Lamentations (iii. 6): "He hath set
in dark places as they that be dead of old."
Judah ha-Nasi is the first person mentioned in
rabbinic literature who helped to remove the stigma
of the blind.
It is related that he and R. Hiyya,
w^hile traveling, came to a certain town and inquired
whether there were any learned man whom they could
honor by a visit. The townsmen di-

me

Respect

rected

them

for the

Hiyya

said to the prince, "

Blind.

to a blind scholar.

R.

Do not disLet me visit

grace thy excellence.
him." Judah insisted, however, and
went with him. When they were about to leave, the
blind man gratefully acknowledged the visit, saying
" Ye have honored by your audience one who is seen

but sees not.

One who
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Ye shall be blessed and acceptable before
is invisible " (Hag. ob).
li. Abba

sees but

Jacob otTered a high seat in his house to a blind
which action caused the people to believe the
latter a great man and secured for him an honorable
position.
He bestowed the above-mentioned blessb.

visitor,

ing upon R. Al)l)a (Yer. Peah, end, ch. viii.).
R.
Ho.shaiah the Great, engaged for his son a blind
teacher with whom he dined daily. On one occasion, when visitors were at the house, the teacher
was not invited to the table. R. IIo.shaiah apologized afterward for the omission, saying he did not
wish to embarrass or disgrace him before the as.sembly; whereupon the blind teacher rejoined, "May
thy apology be acceptable before the Invisible " (ib.).
For euphemistic reasons the Talmud calls a blind
man "iinj 'JD ("a man of abundant light").
The lliiid are exempt from all religious duties.

They may perform any

religious service for thembut can not be a proxy for others. Thus a
blind man when saying the eighteen benedictions
need not face the Temple of Jerusalem (the east), being unable to distinguish the points of the compass,
but he shall direct his heart toward his Father in
heaven (Ber. 29a). Yet he must not utter His name
in vain.
R. Judah would not permit him to say the
benediction before the Shema' " Blessed be the Lord
who formed light and created darkness," inasmuch
as the blind derives no benefit from light.
The
" wise men " differ, however, claiming that the light
selves,

:

indirectly benefits the blind.

R. Yose (the tannaite)

could not understand an apparently illogical i^issage in Deuteronomy: "And thou shalt grope at
noon-day as the blind gropeth in darkness" (xxviii.
until he chanced to meet a blind man who
29)
was walking at night with a lantern in hand,
and who explained that the lantern was of great
service to him, to enable passers-by to guide and
protect him from obstacles and pitfalls (Meg. 24b).
R. Joseph, who was blind, said that at one time
he would have welcomed one who could assure him
that R. Judah was right in the statement that the
;

blind were exempt from the performance of religious duties; for in that case he (R. Joseph), who,
although blind, performed these duties, Avould deserve a greater recompense than one who was not
Hearing R. Johanan, however, assert that
blind.
"one who performs his prescribed duties is greater
than a volunteer," Joseph said that he would offer
a banquet to the rabbis if they could assure him
that R. Judah was wrong in his statement.
R. Joseph, and R. Sheshet, another blind Talmudist, hold the opinion that the blind are under obligations to perform all religious duties, and accordingly
they recited the Haggadah on Passover eve before
the assembled family (Pes. 116b), which was contrary to the decision of R. Aha b. Jacob, who excused a blind man from saying the Haggadah
(ib.).

Interesting stories are related of the totally blind
showing his exquisite and instinctive
knowledge of his surroundings while the guest of the
R. Sheshet,

Chief of the Captivity (Git. 67b), and his remarkable
discernment of the approaching Persian king among

many legions (Ber. 58a). A blind rabbi was accustomed to cite Mishnaic traditions before Mar Samuel,

;

aud ou oue occasiou forgot to provide for tlie cooking
of food on a holiday preceding Saturday (Bezali 16b),
an instance sliowing that the blind were not entirely
free from religious duties.

The authorities differ as to the extent of the exemption, whether from a Mosaic or rabbinic pcjint of
view, whether from mandates, or even
Oblig-ations from prohibitions ("'not to do"). The
and Ex- development of customs and laws regemptions. ulating the blind has abrogated many
distinctions, and the tendency of the
recent authorities is to remove all disabilities and to
give the blind equal religious and civil rights. The

gradual emancipation or, rathci-, the i)articipation of
the blind in all matters of religion and law, is shown
by the following quotations ranging from the
Mosaic law to the latest codes and responsa: A blind
priest was not permitted to offer sacrifices on the
altar (Lev. xxi. 17), and he was exempt from a pilgrimage to Jerusalem on holidays, this applying
even if he were blind only of one eye, for R. Johanan
says: "One must see as he is seen " (Mishnah Hag.
eh.

1,

^

1).

A blind man who

committed unpremed-

was exempt from banishment

itated homicide

to a

Judah, who interprets literally the verse, "Seeing him not" (Num.
xxxv. 28; see Mak. 9b). Maimonides concurs in this
decision, holding that homicide was in this case an
unavoidable accident ("Yad," Rozeah, vi. 14).
city of refuge, according to H.

The Mishnah

prohibits the ortlination of a blind

although a blind witness is permitted to
testify.
An exception is noted of a blind justice
who was allowed to practise without protest (Sanli.
34b).
The Shulhan Aruk jirohibits the appointment
and practise of a totally blind man as a judge, but
tolerates one who is blind only of one eye (Hoshen
Mishpat, 7, 2). R. Jerucham permits even a totally
blind judge to render decisions (Bet Yos. ib.).
R.
Isaac Lampronti rules that the defendant can claim
the right to submit his case before a resident blind
justice, on the ground that some authorities raise no
objection to such a proceeding.
R. Ben Sasson and
justice,

'

R.

Blin
Blindness
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Ben Nehemiah, two

blind justices, practised at

Venice ("Pal.iad Yizhak," Letter Samek, 24b, ed.
Lyck, 1866). Lampronti gives as his reason for this
decision that nowadays the judge merely follows
the precedents established in the various books, and

does not render new decisions.
The public reading of the Pentateuch by a blind
man is prohibited, as the " words of Holy Writ may
not be recited orally " (Meg. 24a). This decision in
Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah Hayyim, 53, 14, is reversed by
later authorities

Reciting
the

(Magen Abraham,

il>.

on the ground that to-day
the person who is called up to read
Scriptures, the Torah merely repeats mentally the
139, 104)

words dictated by the
Moses Zacuto

reader.

R.

Poland did
not permit a blind man to read the Scriptiu'es. Nevertheless he agreed with other rabbis at Mantua
(1678) to allow the blind R. Benjamin Ashkenazi of
Prague to read while at Ferrara such permission
was refused to a blind man named Norzi, though an
exception was allowed in the case of R. Jacob
Lianna, on accoimt of his superior Biblical and Talmudic learning ("Pahad Yizhak," ib.).
relates that the rabbis of

;

Among blind scholars after Talmudic times may
be mentioned R. Judah gaon, of Pumbedita (Sherira's
Neubauer, "Med. Jewish Chronicles," ii.
the accredited author of "Halakot Gedolot "
Isaac Sagi Nahor ben David, TaX"), "the father of
the cabala" (end of twelfth century): and R. Abraham Judah Zalig, born blind at Tunis aud lived at
Jerusalem, author of
""rj? ("The Eyes of
Abraham"), Amsterdam, 1784. The blind R. Joseph b. Azriel ha-Levi Schuitzler is the author of an
illustrated commentary on the last nine chapters of
Ezekiel explaining the whole plan of the Temple,
courts, gates, etc., which he dictated to R. Zarah
ha-Levi, the reader of the Hamburg congregation in
letter in
3),

DmaX

London (London,

Of modern authors who
Salomon Munk, Adolph Neubauer, Joseph Derenbourg, and Abraham M. Luncz.
lost their sight

1825).

are

Bibliography: Friedman, Dm BUnclen-Institntc auf dcr
Holien Wartc 7jci Wkn Geiger, Der BUnde in dem Bihlischenund Rahhiiiischcn Schr-iftthiime, in bis JllduscheZeit;

schrift, xi.

in Bihel

Walk

2a"),

und

Breslau. 1875 Adolph Rosenzweig, Das
Talmud, Berlin, 1892; Zangwill, They
;

Ange
That

in Darkneas, eh. v.

G.

J.

BLIND-COHEN, FERDINAND
student

:

D. E.

German

who made

an attempt on the life of Prince
Bismarck jMay 7, 1866, and on the following day
committed suicide in prison. He was a stepson of
the well-known radical Karl Blind, whose name
he assumed. Blind-Cohen left a letter in which he
stated that he had no accomplices.
He declared
Bismarck to be the worst enemy of German liberty,
and expressed the hope that his own self-sacrifice
might promote the welfare of Germany, as Orsini's attempt on the life of Napoleon III. had led
to the liberation of Italy.
Blind-Cohen was known
as a young man of considerable talent.
He spent
the last few years of his life at an agricultural academy iu Hohenheim, Wlirttemberg. He was buried
at the expense of his stepfather.
Bibliography: The

Timei^,

American Review,

London, May

North

P. Wi.

s.

BLINDNESS

16, 18Ut3;

Dec. 1889.

:

Statistics,

wherever obtainable,

show that the proportion of blindness is greater
among modern Jews than among their non-Jewish
neighbors.
Thus, according to Dr. Georg Mayr
(" Die Verbreitung derBlindheit, der Taubstummen,
des Blodsinns, und des Irrsinns in Bayern," p. 11),
in Bavaria the proportion of blindness was as fol-

among Protestants (per 10,000), 7.84; among
Catholics, 8.27, among Jews, 13.81, the Jews thus
showing a rate of blindness about double that of the
lows:

Protestants.
In Bavaria at the censuses of 1840 and
1858 the Protestants also showed relatively the
lea.st number of blind, and the Jews again the
largest proportion.

For Prussia, Dr. Cohn (in Eulenburg, "RealEncyc. der Gesammt. Heilkunde," iii. 139) presents
the following figures for 1880: Among 10,000 Prot8.2; among 10,000 Catholics, 8.4; among
10,000 Jews, 11.0; showing a considerable excess of
blindness among the Jews. The same census showeii
that there was also a larger proportion of congenital
blindness among Jews (about 8 per cent) than among
non-Jews (only 4.7 per cent). The absolute numbers are given in "Zeit. des Statist. Bureaus fiir

estants,
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Preussen," 1882, pp. 190 et seq., and the percentages
in a special article by A. Guttstadt in the following year.
Blindness is not found very frequently among the
Jews of the United States of America, probably because the stringent immigration laws prevent
the entrance of defective classes, including the
blind.

Judging from the etiology of blindness, it might
have been expected that the number of blind should
be less among Jews than among non-Jews. The
most important cause of blindness in the new-born
is in from 30 to 50 per cent of cases due to gonorIt is a well-known
rheal infection from the mother.
gonorrhea is comparatively infrequent in
Jewish women. This granted, it would be reasonable to expect that Jews would have at least 25 per
cent less blindness than non-Jews.
To account for the great prevalence of blindness
among the Jews, some authors have adduced the
greater frequency of consanguineous marriages
among them. But all those who have carefully investigated the subject, as G. Darwin Lancry, Huth,
Trousseau, and many others, have reached the conclusion that, apart from heredity, consanguinity is
not a factor in the production of blindness.
Any explanation of the frequency of blindness
among the Jews must also account for the great frequency of eye-diseases among them. Trachoma,
glaucoma, and various diseases of the cornea and of
the uveal tract are found among the Jews in a
All these
greater proportion than among non-Jews.
fact that

Heredity, again,

diseases often lead to blindness.

shows
and in

in eye-disease

itself

this

manner the

with great frequency;

disease

is

perpetuated.

M.

J.

Fi.

BLIOCH (BLOCH), IVAN STANISLAVOVICH Kusso-Polish financier, economist, and rail:

way contractor;

distinguished as an advocate of uni-'
versal peace; born at
Radom, Poland, July
died at War24, 1836
saw Dec. 25, 1901. He
attended the Industrial
High School of Warsaw, and then entered
upon a few years of
;

commercial
activity,
first with the banking
house of Teplitz at

Warsaw, and later under the patronage of
General Tiesenhaus at
St. Petersburg.
There
he adopted Christianity
form of Calvinthe banker
Kronenberg of War-

in the
Ivan

S.

Blioch.

ism.

With

saw, whose sister he married, Blioch participated in
the construction of the railroads of the Great Russian Company and, observing the faults of foreign
methods, he published a monograph in 1864, showing how these could be improved, making particular
application to Russian conditions.
With the view
of putting on a precise scientific basis the general
;

250

management, he wrote a voluminous work, published in 1875 at St. Petersburg,
with double text in Russian and
Receives French, under the title "Russkiya
Public
ZhelyeznyyaDorogi, OtnositelnoDoks_vstem of railroad

Hecog-

hodov, RaskhodovEksploatatzii, Stoimosti Provoza i Dvizheuiya Gruzov "
treating Russian railroads with respect to their revenues and running expenses, freight
nition.

—

rates,

and the movement of

freight.

For

this

work

he was awarded a medal of the first class at the
geographical exhibition of Paris, and was heartily
indorsed by the Imperial Russian Geographical
Society.

Another problem of considerable importance which
attracted Blioch 's attention was the question of
pensions for railroad employees. The subject was
in a chaotic state, there being no general rules or
regulations.
At his suggestion a committee was
appointed by the general assembly of representatives
of the Russian railroads to draw up, under Blioch's
supervision, a plan for the establishment of a system
In 1875 Blioch, conjointly with
of pension funds.
Vishnegradski, published the results of the committee's labors, in a treatise that was received as an
authoritative statement of the pension problem.
On
the same question he wrote in French
Pension " Calculs Servants des Bases pour des
and Cattle Caisses des Retraites " (Warsaw, 1875),
Problems, and published an edition of the same
in Polish.
At the request of the Ministry of the Interior, he wrote a detailed monograph,
published in 1876 under the title " Izslyedovanie

po Voprosam Otuosyashchimsya k Proizvodstvu,
Torgovlye i Peredvizheniyu Skota i Skotskikh
Produktov v Rossii i Zagranitzei " an inquiry into

—

the subject of the breeding, sale, and transportation
of cattle and cattle-produce in Russia and abroad.
In 1877 Blioch published, in " Vyestnik Yevropy "
(Sept. -Dec), a series of essays

on the economic con-

and present, under the title
"Ekonomicheskoe Sostoyanie Rossii v Proshlom i
Nastoyashchem." The object of these essays was
to calm the public apprehensions with regard to the
dition of Russia, past

financial

embarrassments of Russia at that time.

The rapid construction of railroads had absorbed
enormous capital and the public at large was in;

clined to see in this the chief cause of all financial
Blioch endeavored to show that these entrouble.

were an absolute necessity, and that, although they made the financial crisis more acute for
the time being, they would ultimately raise the productive power of the country, increase
Results of profits, and revive trade. The same
Railroad subject is more extensively treated by
Enterprise. Blioch in a massive five-volume work,
terprises

published at

St.

Petersburg in 1878,

Zhelyeznykh Dorog na Ekonomicheskoe Sost03'anie Rossii," which states more
particularly the effect of railroads upon the economic conditions of Russia. This work, translated
into French and Polish, was awarded a gold medal
The above-named
at the Paris Exposition of 1878.
writings gained for him a membership in the socalled " committee of scholars " (Uchony Komitet)

entitled "Vliyanie

of the Ministry of Finances.

"
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With the view of refuting the unjust attacks upon
the financial poHcy of the government in the seventies, Blioch published in 1882 a work on the finances
of Russia in the nineteenth century, entitled " Finausy Rossii xix Stolyetiya," in which he demonstrated the improvement in the condition of the
country's finances as compared with those of the
epoch of Nicholas I. This treatise contains interesting memoirs of the former ministers of finance, Reutern and Greigh. It has been translated into German,
Polish, and French.
In Polish, Blioch published
"Przemysl Fabryczny Krolestwa Polskiego," on the
industries of the kingdom of Poland " Statistics of
the Kingdom of Poland " and, on financial and railroad topics, a series of articles in the periodicals
"Biblioteka Warzawska" and "Ateneum." At the
invitation of the president of the comOther
mission on agriculture, he composed
Economic a treatise on the policy, adopted by
Works.
Russia and other countries, of giving
governmental aid to agriculture by
means of loans. It was published at St. Petersburg
in 1892 under the title "O Selskokhozaistvennom
Melioratzionnom Kreditye v Rossii i Inostrannykh
;

;

Gosudarstvakh.
When the Russian press took up the discussion of
the rights of the Jews, Blioch published a work
presenting a comparison of the material and moral
welfare of the Western Great Russian and the Vistula
provinces.
This was entitled "Sravnenie
Materialnavo i Nravstvennavo Blagosostoyaniya
Guberni Zapadnykh, Veliko Rossiskikh 1 Privislyanskikh," and in its five volumes (with an atlas) are
presented the results of an investigation into the
conditions of life and industry of the divers regions.
It contains a historical view of the fortunes of the
Jews in Europe, as well as a sketch of the origin of
anti-Semitism.
In this painstaking publication (an
abstract of which is given in his pamphlet: "Les
Ouvrages Statistico-Economiques," pp. 22-41) the
author adduces a mass of statistical evidence exposing the hollowness of the charges that had been
brought against the Jews of Russia for the purpose
of justifying the atrocities perpetrated upon them
in the early part of the reign of Alexander III.
The
cruel measures adopted by the imperial government
measures that formed a sequel to the other atrociare also adduced.
ties
He sets forth the manner
in which the cause of the Jews was invariably prejudged in the numerous ofiicial invesExposure tigations that were conducted with the
of Antiostensible purpose of ascertaining the
Semitic
conditions and motives leading to
Charges, the outbreaks. Tlie modus operandi of
tliese inquiries, Blioch contends, was
regularly so framed as to invite testimony hostile to
the Jews, and the very fact that such massacres had
occurred was taken as evidence that the provocation
for the measures existed.
The notion, sedulously
propagated, that the atrocities represented an uprising of the people against Jewish exploitation, is
pronounced baseless, in view of the fact that the
worst outbreaks originated not in the rural districts
but in the cities. The charge that in those provinces where the Jews have resided in numbers, they
have impoverished and brutalized the peasantry

—

—

Blioch

through liquor

trafiic, is met by Blioch with statisevidence to the effect that the provinces closed
to the Jews are in a worse condition as regards the
evil efEects of drink.
He points out the gross manner in which the criminal statistics of the empire
have been manipulated to arouse prejudice against
the Jews in order to justify their expulsion from
the villages.
In like manner he exposes the unfairness of the statistical data adduced to show that the
Russian Jew had shirked his military duties. Blioch
arraigns the supineness, amounting to connivance,
of the imperial government in the matter of the antiSemitic massacres of 1881-82; and argues that a
resolute attitude against them would soon have put
an end to the outbreaks, as was evinced by their
speedy suppression when Count Dmitri Tolstoi was
entrusted with the Ministry of the Interior.
Concerning the Jews, Blioch makes the following
statements The value of laud in the Pale of Settlement is 19 per cent higher than in the governments
where Jews are not allowed to reside. Prostitution
and crime are far less prevalent, there being 1
Jew criminal to 2,170 individuals, whereas among
non-Jews the proportion is 1 to 715. In the Pale
the arrears of taxes are less than in governments
which have no Jews; and in the 25 governments of the Pale 8,000,000 rubles less are spent
every year in drink, a saving which enables the
peasants to improve their land and pay their taxes.
The Jews in the Pale who carry on business form
more than half of the trading population, but the
total value of their income is 436 million rubles,
against that of 489 million rubles of the Christian
minority.
The great majority of Jews are small
retail dealers and artisans, who earn from 20 to 60
copecks a day and in order to make even this small
profit they must carry on their business from 12 to
16 hours daily.
In 1898 Blioch produced his famous work, in six

tical

:

;

volumes with atlas, on war in the future, " Budushchaya Voina," which has been translated into German and French and also into English. This is
said to have inspired Czar Nicholas II.
War
to issue his famous
peace " declaraand Its
tion, which resulted in The Hague
Solution. Conference in 1899. The leading idea
of the book is that the development
and improvement of military art practicallj' tend to
make war altogether impossible or at least improbable.
The destructive power of modern firearms and
the radical dislocation of the economic and political
fabric produced by war on a large scale are certain
to make it such a calamity for the nations concerned
that even the greatest success would not in the least
compensate them for the desolation caused. Blioch
then sets forth a scheme for tlie solution of all interConsidered from
national conflicts by arbitration.
a scientific standpoint, the work is not without
"'

grave faults. It represents a collection of uncritical,
not always well-digested, material, striking in the
manner of its presentation, but abounding in details
It contains a
that obscure the paramount jiroblem.
great mass of facts concerning the art of war, as
well as political, economic, and financial reflections,
and a discussion of means for preventing war. Unfortunately, in Blioch 's consideration of the great

;

Blitz
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problem he does not possess that tempered regard
which is indispensable to the real
However, the work must
efficacy of anj' reform.
not be underrated by applying to it a scientifically
for expediency

exacting criterion.
Blioch, who participated, as stated above, in the
construction of the lines laid by the Great Company
of Russian Railroads, built also the LaudvarovoRomny and Ivangorod-Domlwova roads, and organized the Company of the Southwestern Railroads.
He has been president of various railroads, and has
taken part in the work of railroad legislation.
Shortly before his death he retired from business life
and devoted himself exclusivel}' to science and literThe family testament left by Blioch begins
ature.
with the words: "I was my whole life a Jew and I
die as a Jew\"
Bibliography: S. Veiigerov, Kiitiko-Biograficheski Slovar,
vol. iii., SI. Petersburg, 18'J;i; Enlziklopedicheshi Slovar,
vol. iv., St. Petersburg, 1895: Hans Delbriick, in Preusttischc
Jahrhilcher, May, 1899, pp. 2UL>-:i30; D. Sloniinski, in Viiestnik Yevropr), May, 1898, pp. 778-792; Jean de Blofh, Lcs
Ouvranes Statist ico-Ecotwmiques, 1875-19m, Paris, 1900; N.
Sokolov, in Jewish Chronicle, Jan. 24, 1903.

H. R.
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JEKUTHIEL BEN ISAAC:

BLITZ,

rector ut the press in the

Phoebus

Hebrew

priutiug-ollicc of Uri

Amsterdam; lived there

in the second
half of the seventeenth century.
He translated the
Bible into Judieo-Germau (Amsterdam, 1679). The
translation, which was the first of its kind of the
entire Old Testament, has three introductions, one

at

Hebrew and one

German, written by Blitz, and
the third in Judaeo-German by the printer, together
with a letter-patent of the king of Poland, Johann
III. Sobieski, and approbations by various rabbis.
[On the opposition translation of Witzenhausen,
which was printed by Joseph Athias, see vol. ii., p.
Blitz also translated into Jud;eo-German Levi
268].
ben Gerson's "To'aliyyot" on Joshua, Judges, and

in

in

Samuel, published together with the preceding work.
Bibliography:
Bodl. cols. 17>.
mathie. pp. 18,

Fiirst,
i:?81

;

Bihh Jud. i. 120; Steinschnelder, Cat.
Griinbaum, JUdi.sc?i-Deutsc/ie Chresf o-

1(>2.

I. BU.
French musician son of a
rabbi at Wissembourg, Alsace born in that city in
At the age of seven Bloch began to compose
1873.
Cr.

BLOCH,

^

ANDRE

:

;

;

music, writing a waltz for the piano, for four hands,
which pleased a publisher so much that he printed
In order to procure for their gifted son the best
it.
musical advantages, the parents removed to Paris
and entered him at the Conservatory.
In
The young musician made rapid progress.
1884 he received the first prize for solfeggio; in
1889, the first prize for piano; in 1890, the first prize
for harmony finally, in 1893, by a unanimous vote,
the first prize of Rome.
He was trained by Massenet and Andre Gedalge.
Bloch's work is full of charm, originality, and distinction.
Besides the cantata that obtained for him
the "prix de Rome," his best works are: "Po6me
;

Nomade,"

and orchestra, words by J.
Richepin and several pleasing songs and pieces for
the piano, for two and for four hands. Bloch is not
merely a musician, being interested also in astronomy and magnetism, which he studies with his friend
Camille Flammarion.
for chorus

;

s.

A. A. G.
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BLOCH [ISSACHAR] BAER B. SIMSON
HASID Austrian rabbi of tlie eighteenth century;
:

Hamburg, and son of the author of the
Tosafot Hadashim on the Mishnah. Bloch was rabbi
of Eiwanowitz, Moravia, when, in 1767, he was
called to the rabbinate of Kojetein, in the same province, to succeed Ephraim Zulz.
About 1787 he became rabbi of Semnitz, Hungary, and later occupied a similar position in Boscowitch, Moravia. He
was also for some time rabbi of Dolitschau. He was
the author of " Binat Yissakar " (Issachar's Wisdom),
a collection of sermons, published in Prague, 1785.
a native of

Bibliography: Monat-ischrift, xxxvii.
Cat. Bodl. No. 2576; Walden,

379;

Steinschneider,

Shem ha-GcdoUm he-Hadash,

L.G.

P.

Wr.

BLOCH, BIANCA

(pseudonym, B, Waldow):
German authoress; born at Lauban, Silesia, Jan. 19,
18-18, where her father was attendant at a local
court.
Owing to the reduced circumstances of the
family, she was restricted to merely a rudimentary
education, but subsequently made up for the deficiency by extensive reading. In this, as in her literary work, she was encouraged by Dr. Bernhard
Stavenow of Gorlitz, who recognized her talent and
developed it. In collaboration witli C. von Breckheyde (Aline Neumann) she wrote two plays, " Ein
Heisser Tag "—a farce, 1881; and "Vor dem Fest"
Her other works are: "Blaue
a comedy, 1889.
Augen ' a farce, 1891 " In Ernster Zeit " a drama
"Lieutenant und Assessor, oderMaiwein" a com-

—

—

edy

;

and

"

—
—

;

Strohwittwer

"

—a farce,

1892.

Bibliography Lexikoji Dcutschcr Fraucn der Feder,
:

ii.

p.

406;

i.

77,

Kiirschner, Dcutschcr Littcratur-Kalender, 1898,

lU.

E. Ms.

s.

BLOCH, ELISA:

French sculptress; born at
Breslau Jan. 2~>, 1848. After receiving a thorough
education at Paris, whither her parents had removed,
In 1878
Elisa Bloch devoted herself to sculpture.
she first exhibited in the Salon. Encouraged by
the praises of the critics and the exhortations of the
great sculptor Chapu, she persevered in her efforts,
and continued to exhibit numerous productions in
subsequent Salons, among whicli may be mentioned:
"The Golden Age" (Salon, 1885); "The Tribune
Virginius Swearing to Avenge His Daughter Yirginia " (Salon, 1889) and " Moses. " The last-named
work obtained honorable mention in the Salon of
1896, and was reproduced in bronze and exhibited
at the centenary of French art (French Exhibition,
Many monuments erected in various French
1900).
towns by national subscription are the product of
the chisel of Elisa Bloch.
She distinguished herself
also as a statuary, having reproduced busts of a
;

great

number

of

modern

celebrities,

among whom

were Jules Oppert and Zadoc Kahn.
E. A.

s.

BLOCH, EMIL

:

German

Emmendingeu. Baden, Dec.

otologist;

born at

He was

educated at the universities of Heidelberg, Wiirzburg,
being graduated
Vienna, and Freiburg in Baden
from the last-named as doctor of medicine in 1871.
After a postgi'aduate course at the University of
Berlin and in hospitals in London, he established
himself as a physician in Freiburg. In 1886 he took
11, 1847.

;

Blitz
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the study of laryngology and liiinology under
Hack, and of otology under Thiry at the University

BLOCH,

up

In the following year he became asof Freiburg.
sistant to Thiry, which position he held till 1892,
when, on the death of the latter, he became his successor as chief physician at the otological dispensary
and privat-ilocent at the university. In 1894 Bloch
•was appointed assistant professor of otology; and
under his supervision tlie clinic for this branch of

medicine was opened in 1899.
Bloch is the author of the following works and
papers: "Untersnchungen zur Physiologic der
Nasenatmung," Wiesbaden, 1888; "Pathologic und
Therapie der Mundatmung," ih. 1889; "Sprachge" Ueber das Biaurale Horen," in
brechen," ib. 1891
"Zeitschrift fiir Ohrenheilkunde," 1893; "Die Methode der Centripetalen Pressionen und die Diagnose
der Stapesfixation,"^6. 1894; "Einheitliche Bezeiclinung der Otologischen Punktionsprl'ifungsmethode
und Ihre Ergebnisse," Wiesbaden, 1898.
;

Bibliography

:

Pagel, Blourapliisches Lexikon, s.v., Vienna,

1901.

F. T. H.

s.

BLOCH, GTJSTAVE

French

:

historian

and

born at Fegersheim, Alsace, July 21,
After passing through the Ecole Norniale
1848.
Superieure he became professor of rhetoric at the
Subsequently he was a member
lycee of Besan^on.
of the French schools at Rome and Athens, and professor of Greek and Roman archeology at the UniHe is novf (1902) in charge of
versity of Lyons.
the courses in ancient history at the Ecole Normale
archeologist

;

Superieure.
Bloch's works include: "Les Origines du Senat
Romain," 1883; "De Decretis Functorum Magistratuum Ornamentis," 1883; "La Gaule Celtique et
Romaine," being the first volume of the "History of
France," published under the direction of M. Lavisse
He has also contributed to the " Dictionuaire
(1900).
des Antiquites " of Daremberg and Saglio, as well
as to many critical and historical reviews.

Bloch

HERMANN (HAYYIM)

:

German

Breshui April 26, 1826; died Nov.
He was a grandson on his mother's side
19, 1896.
of the learned Abraham Tiktin, chief rabbi in Brcslau and author of numerous learned works, and in
his early years received halakic instruction from his
uncle Sol<)m()n'\riktin, also chief rublji in that city.

author; born

at

His studies were completed in Hamburg, and at the
age of twenty-seven he issued the first part of his
"Mebo ha-Talmud " (Introduction to the Talmud), in
which he endeavored with astonishing learning to
trace a new theory of the development of the Hala-

—

But to perfect this new theory a consummawhich was never vouchsafed to him he found

kah.
tion

—

necessary to accumulate vast stores of learned
material; thus he devoted extraordinary industry
and acumen to the endeavor to formulate the principles upon which the 613 precepts of Judaism reposed.
He gave samples of his work to the world
in the shape of four parts of his book "Hirhure
Torah" (The Torah's Thoughts), published 1887 to
1893, which treated of the "law of the majority"
(Ex. xxiii. 2) according to Mosaic and Talmudic
conceptions, and consisted of 519 quarto pages.
Connected with these studies was also an attempt to
reproduce the plan of the Temple of Herod ("Zurat
ha-Bayyit") (The Form of the House), published in
1883, a book which was supplemented with a model.
Private misfortunes bore heavily upon him, and he
found consolation in the Wisdom literature of the
Bible and Talmud, publishing a poetical elaboration
of 107 Oriental proverbs and maxims under the title
He lived as a
of "Omri Inshi " (Men Say) (1884).
it

merchant in Rawitsch and Breslau, and ended his
days as resident scholar in the Mora Leipziger Bet
ha-Midrash in Breslau, leaving voluminous literary
material awaiting publication.
Lippe, nUiUogrnphisches Lcxiam, new sei.
45 Ignatz Bernstein, Katalog, s.v.; M. Brann, Monatsschrift, xlii. 529.

Bibliography
ries,

:

;

M. Br.

S.

BLOCH, HEINRICH:

Austrian philologist;
Hennau-Mestec, Bohemia; son
of Moses Bloch, president of the Jewish TheologHe received his educaical Seminary in Budapest.
tion at the gymnasium at Teschen, Silesia, and at
the University of Vienna, whence he was graduated
In 1881 be was
as doctor of philosophy in 1878.
appointed professor of history and classical philology at the Jewish Theological Seminary in Budapest, where he has since lived.
Bloch is the author of: "Die Quellen des Flavius
Josephus in Seiner Archaeologie," Leipsic, 1879,
and is a contributor to many European newspapers
and journals; e.g., " Mittheilungen aus der Histo-

born Feb.

4,

1854, at

rischen Litteratur," Berlin, vols, xi.-xxx., 1883-1901
(historical essays); "Vom Fels zum Meer," Stutt-

"Le Moyen Age,"

Paris; "Allgemeine Zeiof Munich, 1884-96; " Frankfurter Zeitung,"
1884-1901; "Pester Lloyd," 1885-1901; "Vienna

gart;

tung

"

Fremdenblatt,"

"Breslauer Zeitung";
" Allgemeine Zeitung
Magyar Zsido Szemle"; "Ev-

1894-99";

"Jltdisches Litteraturblatt

des Judenthums";
kOnejo," etc.
s.

"

"

;

BLOCH, ISAAC French rabbi born at Sultz,
He received his education at
Alsace, July 17, 1848.
the lyceum at Strasburg and at the Jewish Seminary
During the Prussian siege of Paris (1870in Paris.
In 1873 he was
71) he served as assistant chaplain.
:

employed

in the office of the Alliance Israelite L^ni-

verselle.

Two

Remircmont;

years later he

in 1878

of Orau; in 1882 he

was

elected rabbi at

he was appointed chief rabbi

became chief rabbi of Algiers;

1890 was appointed to the chief rabbinate of
Nanc}', which position he still (1902) holds.
Besides a great number of sermons, Bloch has
published a novel, " Les Fils de Samson," 1887; and
"Inscriptions Tumulaires des Anciens Cimetit^res
In 1877 he tran.slated from
Israelites d'Alger," 1888.
the German into French S. Kohn's novel entitled
"Gabriel." He has been a frequent contributor,
both in prose and in verse, to "L'Univers Israelite,"
"Archives Israelites," "Revue des Etudes Juives,"

and

in

etc.
s.

BLOCH, IVAN.
F. T. H.

;

VOVICH.

F. T. H.

See Blioch, Ivan Stanisla-

;;
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Bloch, Josef
Bloch, Marcus

BLOCH, JOSEF

:

Violin virtuoso

and

com-

born at Budapest Jan. 5, 1862. He made
his first appearance in public at the age of twelve,
and attended the National Academy of Music and
His teachers were R.
the National Conservatory.
Volkmann (composition), A. Gobbi, and K. Huber.
Bloch is said to have been one of the most distinWhen barely sixteen
guished pupils of Huber.
years old he became assistant teacher at the National
Conservatory but his eagerness to learn more impelled him to attend the Paris Conservatoire, where
for seven years he participated in public concerts.
On his return to Budapest he became a member of
the Hubay-Popper String Quartet until its dissoluIn 1889 he became professor at the
tion in 1892.
National Conservatory at Budapest and also at the
National Academy of Music, but since 1899 has been
Bloch
connected solely with the latter institution.
poser;

;

for the violin, two orchestral
exercises for tlie violin all of which are
published in three volumes.

composed short pieces

—

suites,

Bibliography Pallas Lexikon
:

;

Sdgh Zeneszeti Lexicon.

M. W.

s.

BLOCH, JOSEF SAMUEL:

Austrian rabbi

and deputy born at Dukla. a small city in Galicia,
Nov. 20, 1850. His parents, who were poor, destined him for the rabbinical career, and he devoted
himself to the exclusive study of the Talmud. He
;

frequented the yeshibot, especially that of the celebrated Rabbi Josef Saul Nathauson at Lemberg,
who, in his responsa, mentions Bloch, when he was
only fifteen years old, as one of his most intelligent
pupils.
After having finished his studies at the
colleges (gymnasia) of Magdeburg and Liegnitz,
he went to the University of Munich. Thence he
went to the University of Zurich, where he obtained
his degree of doctor of philosophy.
Leaves
He was appointed rabbi in Rendsburg,
Rabbinical Holstein, afterward in Kobylin, Posen,
and Brilx, Bohemia; and finally he
for
Political
ended his rabbinical career in Floridsdorf, near Vienna.
The anti-Semitic
Career.
movement had at that time (about
1880) almost reached its climax in Austria.
During the Tisza-Eszlar trial Professor Rohling,
of the Catholic theological faculty of the Prague
University, made a written offer to substantiate
under oath the blood-ritual of the Jews. Bloch then
came to the front with a series of articles in which

he openly accused Rohling of having offered to commit wilful perjury; denouncing him, moreover, as
a person utterly ignorant in Talmudic learning.
After several successful attempts to delay the proceedings, Rohling preferred to withdraw, thus
tacitly

acknowledging defeat

(see

Blood Accu-

sation).

At

Bloch founded a periodical,
" Oesterreichische
Wochenschrift," with the aim
to defend the political rights of the Jews, to refute
unjust attacks, and to inspire its readers Avith courage and faith in the conflict that had been forced
upon them. Bloch also attended several meetings
held by workingmen, and lectured with some success on the Talmudic principles of labor and on the
laboring classes in the Old Testament.
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After the death, at Cracow, in 1884, of the chief
rabbi S. Schreiber, who had been deputy for Kolomea in parliamen t, Bloch was elected as his successor
in 1885 he was reelected, and after a hard struggle
with Dr. Byk, in 1891 he was elected
Becomes for the third time. As a member of the

Chamber of Deputies he withdrew

Deputy.

from his rabbinical post in order to
devote himself entirely to his public functions and
journalistic labors.

In 1893, instigated by one Deckert, an anti-Semitic
pastor in Vienna, a baptized Jew named Paulus
Meyer declared in the " Vaterland " of May 11 that
a number of Russian rabbis from Lentschna liad
performed a ritual murder in his presence. In the
name of the children of these rabbis, Bloch at once
instituted criminal proceedings against Deckert,
Meyer, and the publisher of the paper, and on trial,
Sept. 15, a conspiracy was unmasked and the three

defendants were sentenced to heavy punishment.
When in 1896 Christian socialism had gained a
strong footing in parliament, and the government
had commenced to recognize the Socialist party,
Bloch was sacrificed and everything imaginable
was done to prevent his reelection. Through the
combined efforts of the government, the ChristianSocialist party, and the Polish club (party of Polish
deputies), all of whom supported the election of the

Jewish burgomaster of Kolomea, Bloch failed of reelection.
Since that time he has devoted himself
Bloch published the folexclusively to journalism.
lowing works: "Ursprung und Entstehung des
Buches Kohelet," Bamberg, 1872; "Studien zur Geschichte der Sammlung der Alt-Testamentlichen Litteratur," Leipsic, 1875;
" Die .Juden in Spanien," Leipsic, 1876
" Hellenistische Bestandtheile im Biblischen Kanon," 2d ed., Vienna. 1880; "Quellen und
Parallelen zu Lessing's Nathan," 2d ed., Vienna,
1881 " Jean Bodin, ein Vorlaufer Lessing's, " Vienna,
1882; "Drei Streitschriften Gegen Prof. Rohling,"
"Die Arbeiter bei Griecheu,
Vienna, 1882-83;
Romern, und Palestinensem," Vienna, 1882; "Elementarschule, oder Erziehungswesen bei den Alten
Volkern," Vienna, 1883; " Armenpflege und Heimatsrecht, eiue Social-Talmud. Studie," Vienna, 1884;
"Einblicke in die Geschichte der Entstehung der
Talmudischen Literatur," Vienna, 1884; "Aus der
Vergangenheit fur die Gegen wart," Vienna, 1886;
" Acten und Gutachten iraProcesseRohhng-Bloch."
Vienna, 1892; "Open Letter to Mj' Esteemed Colleagues of the Italian Parliament," London, 1895
(published also in Italian and German); "Talmud
und Judenthum in der Oesterreichischen Volksvertrebung," Vienna, 1900 (parliamentary speeches).

His
Works.

;

Bibliography Efsenberg, Das Geistige Wien,
:

s.v.

W.

s.

Rei.

this time, 1883,

BLOCH, JULIENNE:

French educator and

She was the eldest and
writer; died Nov. 12, 1868.
most distinguished daughter of Simon Bloch,
founder and director of the journal "L'Univers
the other three daughters being Pauline,
Israelite "
Jenny, and Helens. When only sixteen years of
;

age Julienne received a license to teach, and having a natural gift for instructing, she devoted

Bloch, Josef
Bloch, Slarcus
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herself to the education of her young coreligionists.
For two years, when she was about twenty-five years
of age, she directed the institution for young girls

founded in 1857 by the Jewish community
of that city. Afterward she taught in the establishment of her sister, Mme. Pereira, at Passy.
Under the title "Lettres Parisiennes," Mile. Bloch
published, from June, 1854, to Aug., 1861, a series
of articles in her father's paper ("L'Univers," vols,
ix.-xvii.).
"Nothing could be more suitable," says
her panegyrist, M. Maurice Bloch {ib. 1895, part i.,
li. 32), " than the title of these letters, for they show
true French wit, and, moreover, wit of the best
quality.
They remind me of the letters of Mme.
Emile de Girardin."
at Lyons,

M.

s.

S.

BLOCH,

liOXJIS, or LEO: Swiss educator;
born in 1864; since 1896 privat-docent in archeology and mythology at the University of Zurich.
Bloch has written extensively on classical life and
literature, Latin and Greek mythology, archeology,
and on religious customs.
His more important
works are " Der Kult und die Mysterien von Eleusis," Hamburg, 1896, and "Romische Altertumskunde," Leipsic, 1898. The latter manual presents
a complete history of the ancient Roman political
institutions and customs of the people, and an account of the private life, religion, and culture of the
:

Romans.
Bibliography Kobut, BerUhmte Ixraelitische MUnner und
Fraueru part xlii., p. 170, Leipstc, 1900.
s.
A. M. F.
:

BLOCH, LTJDWIG: German

dramatist; born
son of the theatrical pubBloch was educated at the Frielisher Eduard.
drich-Wilhelm Gymnasium, entering his father's
business in 1875.
Six years later he traveled through
Great Britain, France, and the United States, resuming work with his father in 1883. He is the author of: (1) "Dekorirt," a comedy; (2) "Am
Stammtisch," a farce under the pseudonym R.
Elbe; (3) "Frisch Durch die Welt," a musical composition; (4) "Am Wickeltisch," a musical composition; (5) "Werther und Lotte," for piano.
In his
capacity as editor of his father's publications, Bloch
has produced various popular works relating to the
at Berlin Dec.

6,

1859;

stage.

Frankfort-on-the-Oder in 1747, he settled in Berlin

and practised

:

1897, p. 33.

E. Ms.

s.

BLOCH, MARCUS ELIEZER

German ichAnsbach in 1728;
:

thyologist and physician; born at
died in Carlsbad Aug. 6, 1799. His parents, being
very poor, gave him hardly any education, so that
on arriving at manhood he was almost illiterate, and
till the age of nineteen could not even read German.
Some knowledge of Hebrew and rabbinical literature enabled him, however, to obtain a teacher's
position in the house of a Jewish surgeon in Hamburg.
Here he learned German thoroughly and
mastered some Latin, taking up also the study of
anatomy. Scientific enthusiasm being thus aroused,
Bloch w^ent to Berlin, where, with remarkable zeal,
he devoted himself to the study of all branches of
natural science and medicine, being supported by
some relatives. After taking the degree of M.D. at

many

years.

knowledge,

and he

made

a tine collection
of specimens of fishes,

upon his death,
was acquired by the
Prussian government
and presented to the
w'hich,

Academy of Science,
now to be seen in the
Berlin Zoological Museum.
In 1781 Bloch
Marcus E. Bloch.
published "Die Oekonomische Naturgeschichte der Fische Deutschlands,
Besonders des Preussischen Staates," followed in
1782-84 by " Oekonomische Naturgeschichte der
Fische Deutschlands "
and during 1785-95 these
works were completed by his "Naturgeschichte
Auslandischer Fische." These series of publications, under the general title "Allgemeine Naturgeschichte der Fische," Berlin, 1781-95, 12 vols.,
provided with 432 excellent plate-illustrations,
formed the principal work on ichth}'ology in the
eighteenth century. But this great work, which
Bloch began to publi.sh at his own expense, would
not have been finished were it not for the enthusiasm
that the enterprise roused throughout Germany, it
being regarded as almost a national affair; so much
so indeed that all the princes and patrons of science
participated in the publication expenses of the last
six volumes, each plate bearing the name of the person at whose cost it had been prepared. Notwithstanding the fact that the science of ichthyology
has since been altogether modified, and that, al;

though splendidly characterizing the fishes of Germany, the work is not always precise in the description of fishes inhabiting waters outside that country,
it still possesses great value, particularly on account
"

The "Allgemeine Naturgewas translated by Lavaux into

French, Berlin, 1785.

In a prize-essay on the gen-

of the

Bibliography Das Geistige Berlin,

his profession for

In 1774 Bloch published a volume of medical
treatises, " Medicinische Bemerkungen, Nebst einer
Abhandlung vom Pyrmonter Sauerbrunnen," Berlin,
1774; but after that he devoted himself almost exclusively to research in
natural science, especially in ichthyology.
Travel increased his

illustrations.

schichte der Fische

eration of intestinal worms and the means of their
extermination, entitled "Abhandlung von der Er-

zeugung der Eingeweidew^iirmer und den Mitteln
Wider Dieselben," published in Berlin, 1782, and in
Strasburg, 1788 a problem proposed by the Copenhagen Royal Academy of Sciences Bloch proved

—

—

worms were

hereditary.
He left an incomplete scheme of an ichthyological system, published after his death by I. G. Schneider under the

that these

title

"Systema

Ichthyologic'e

tratum." Berlin, 1801.
Bibliography: Der Orient,

Iconibus CX. Illus-

1840, pp.

314,215;

AUaemeine

Deutsche Biographic, Leipsic, 1875 Brockbaus. fi'oiircr.sotio7is-Le.rikon; M. Mishnud, Biographie UniverseUe, Paris,
Max
1843; D'Hoefer, Ncmvelle Biographic Universelle
Salomon, In Hlrsch, Biographisches Lexikon, s.v., Vienna,
;

\

1884.
s.

B. B.

"

Bloch, Mattithiah
Bloch, Philip
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BLOCH,

ASHKENAZI

:

Cabulist; lived at Jorusalcin in the sevcutoenth cenblind adherent and indefatigable apostle of
tury.
Sbabbetliai Zebi, he was appointed by him one of
his prophets charged with the aunouncenient of the

A

Hedeniption.
Sasporlas, Ziznf iVTo/jc! Z(bi,p.Vi\ Kahana,
'Kheii lia-T(iHnu p. 14 ; Gritz, Gescli. derjudeyu x. l'J*J, ;i02.

BiBi.HXiKAPHY

:

K.

1.

Br.

BLOCH, MAURICE:

French educator and
He
writer; born at Colmar, Alsace, Aug. 5, 1853.
received his first education at the Jewish comniunai
school of his native city, of which his father, Joseph Bloch, was director. Thence he passed to
the lyceum, and after the Franco-Prussian war finHe became "agrege des
ished his studies at Paris.
lettres"

in

1881.

After

teaching at

the Ecole

Monge, he became director of the Ecole Bischoffsheim in 1883. He has acted as director and juror
at several international expositions.

of the

and an

He is a laureate

Academic des Sciences Morales

ct Politiques,

public instruction.
Bloch has written numerous rei)orts, and lectured
especially for the Socieie des Etudes Juives, which
has published his addresses, including " La Femme
Juive dans le Roman et dans le Theatre " " L'(Euvre
Scolaire des Juifs Franyais " " Les Vert us Militaires
desjuifs"; "Les Juifs et la Prosperite Publique."
Among his books for young people are "Les Meres
des Grands Hommes " and " Epouses et Saurs,"
which have been very well received and have passed
through .several editions (Paris. Delagrave). He is
also the author of "Femmesd'Alsace " (Paris, Fischbacher), and has contributed to various Jewish and
non-Jewish journals and reviews.
Bloch has been a member of a number of bodies
S.
interested in the education of the yoimg.
oflicer of

;

;

BLOCH (BALLAGI), MORITZ

:

Hungarian

Christian theologian and lexicographer; born March
18, 1815, at Inocz, Zempleu, Hungary; died Sept. 1,
He was the son of a tenant1891, at Budapest.

farmer, from whom he received his first instruction
After continuing his
in the Bible and the Talmud.
Talmudic studies at Nagyvarad and Papa, Bloch

taught at Moor and Surany, where he became acquainted with the Greek and Roman classics. During 1837 and 1838 he attended lectures in geometry
and higher mathematics at the University of Pest,
and at the same time began his literary activity by
contributing articles to the " Pester Tageblatt " and
by his " Hasznos Mulatsagok " (Useful Talks), which
were favorably received. The talented author was
recognized as a new champion of the Hungarian
national cause.
Bloch as Jew could, however,
not obtain a diploma he therefore, in the fall
of 1839, went to Paris, to continue his studies.
In his absence a memorable agitation in favor of
the emancipation of the Jews was brought forward
in the Hungarian Parliament (1840), and Bloch was
;

by men in authority considt'red as the man fit to
awaken interest for the cause in Jewish circles.
Thereupon he wrote his pamphlet, " A Z.sidokrol
Baron Joseph
Eotvos, returned to Hungary in order to devote himself to religious literature and the Magyarizing of
the Jews.
In 1840-41 Bloch published his Hun(On the Jews), and,

at the instance of
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garian translation of the Pentateuch with philological and explaantory notes.
After the appearance
of the first book of the Pentateuch, Sept. 5, 1840, he
was appointed corresponding member of the Hungarian Academy of Science in recognition of his
patriotic and scientific endeavors.
His "Nyelveszeti >»'yomozasok " (Philologic Investigations) appeared in 1841, and was followed in quick succession
by "Ungarischer Unterricht in der Kleinkinderschule," Ofen, 1841; "Jiszrael Konyorgesei Egesz
Evre," i. Resz (Israel's Prayers for the Whole Year,
1st part), Buda, 1841; "El.sii Josok " (The First
Prophets) the Book of Joshua, Hungarian translation with commentary, Buda, 1842; " Ausfiihrliche
Theoretiscli-Praktische Grammatik der Ungarischen
Sprache," Pest, 1842.
In addition to liis literar}' work, Bloch devoted his
attention to the establishment of a Hungarian rabbinical seminary, in which he interested, among
others, Count Stefan Szechenyi, and which he advocated in the "Pesti Ilirlap," the then most influential organ of liberal Hungary.
As the plan miscarried, Bloch again left Hungary-; going to Tubingen
to study theology under Ewald, Baur, and others.
He was baptized in Notzingcn May 11, 1843, and
from that time to the end of liis life associated with
.Tosef Szekacs and others.
Bloch worked for the
cause of Protestantism. In 1844 he accepted a call
to the Protestant college of Szarvas.
He remained
in tins position until the Revolution of 1848, when
he became secretary to Gorgei; later on he occupied
a similar post in the Ministry of War.
Bloch's literary activity embraced religion, theology, politics, and philology. In 1851 he became
professor of theology in Budapest; in 1858 he
founded in that city the "Protestantische Kirchenund Schulzeitung," which soon became the principal
organ of liberal Protestantism in Hungary. His
books, "Die Protestantenfrage in Ungarn und die
Politik Oesterreichs," Hamburg, 1860; "Tiijekozas" (Expositor), 1863; and "Tlie Struggle of Protestantism Against Ultramontanism " (in Hungarian,
;

1869),

advocated the same liberal policy.

many

institutions of

Pie founded
Hungarian Protestantism, and
as professor, writer, and editor contributed largely
to the material and intellectual growth of that
Church, which regarded him as one of its most eminent supporters and representatives. Bloch's chief
services, however, were rendered to the Hungarian
language, which he cultivated throughout his life.
His grammars, readers, and lexicons were for a long
time important factors of Hungarian culture, and
have materially aided the Magyarizing of Hungary.
Although superseded in part by more recent works,
his "Ausfiihrliche Theoretisch-Praktische Grammatik der Ungarischen und Deutschen Sprache"

(8th ed., Budapest, 1880);

"

VoUstandiges Worter-

buch der Ungarischen und Deutschen Spraclie " (5th
ed., lb. 1882); "Collection of Hungarian Proverbs
and Sayings" (Hungarian, 2 vols., 2 ed. ib. 1855)
,

are

still

of value.

Bibliography: Pallas Lexikon; Meyer, Konvermtions-Lexikon.

E. N.

s.

BLOCH, MOSES:

French rabbi; born

zenheim. Upper Alsace, Jan.

2,

at Wint-

1854; died Nov.,
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1901;

(_'(liicatc(l

at the L^ct'L' Coliiiar, the Paris I{ab-

biuical Scininaiy, autl the Ecolc des Haiites-Etiules,
wlit'R' lie studied Arahic. He Avas rabbi of Itemiremoiit (Vosges) from INTS to 1883; assistant seeretaiT
of tlie Alliance Israelite Uiiiverselle; assistant pro-

fessor of Arabic at the Paris Kabbinical Seininary

In that year lie was appointed
which position he held until his
death.
He prepared a French translation in four
volumes of the ]\Iah7,or ("Traduction Fi'ancaise du
Mahzor Selou le Pite du Temple de la Pue de la Victoire ii Paris, pour Toute I'Annee "). Bloch also translated into French the third, fourth, and fifth volumes
of the "History of the Jews" by Graetz, 1888-97, as

from 1S8G to 1888.

rablii at Versuilles,

well as Gro.ss's "Gallia Judaica," 1807.
In 1888 he
published the Arabic te.xt, with Hebrew annotations,
of .Maimonides' "Sefer ]ia-]Mizwot ''
and lie was
;

a

"Revue des Etudes Juives"

contriljutor to the

(vols.

and

i.

v.)

and

to

"L'Univers

Israelite."

8.

Bloch, Mattithiah
Bloch, Philip

Seminary for 1885), Leipsic, 1886; (4) " Das MosaischTalnuidische Erbrecht " (in the " Annual Report " for
1889); (5) "Sefer Sha'are Teshubot Maharam" ("Die
Bislier Unedirten Respousa des R. ]\Ieir von Rothenburg"), Berlin, 1891 ("Mekize Nirdamim " publications);
Vertrag nach Mo.saisch-Talmu(6) "Der
dischem Rechte " (from the "Annual Report" for
isy3), Budapest, 1893; (7) "Das Mosaisch-Talmudisclie Hesitzrecht " (from the "Annual Report " for
The works published in the reports of the
1897).
Landes-Rabbinerschule (National Rabbinical School)
have all appeared also in the Hungarian language.
Bihliooraphy Bhnh Muzrx. RahJii {Fcstt<chrift zu Ehren
Sr. KlDwVndcn ilcs Horn Rnbhincrs Muses Bloch Aiiliiss:

Seiiiis so.

Gchintstdfies), edited by the
the Rabbinical Seminarv, IsiW.
licli

professois of

A. F. G.
BLOCH, PHILIP: Rabbi and author; born in
Prussia .May 30, 1841.
He studied at the I'niversity of Breslau, and under Frankel, Gratz, and Jacob
Bernays at the Jewish Theological Seminary graduated as Ph.D. in 1864; and received his rabbinical
degree in 1807.
He organized a Jewish congregational .school at 31unich in 18G9; and became rabbi
of the Israelitische Brlidergemeinde at Posen in
1871.
Interested at first in religio-philosophic and
haggadic studies, he devoted himself later to historic researches on the Jews of Poland.
Bloch is the author of the following works:
"Glauben und Wissen," a translation of the introduction and first book of Saadia's "Emunot weDe'ot," 1879: "Die Willensfreiheit von Cbasdai
Kreskas," which is chap. v. of the second treatise
of the "Or Adonai " translated and explained, 1879;
" Die
Generalprivilegien der Polnisehen Judenschaft," 1892; "Gescliichte der Entwickeluug der
Kabbalah und der Jlidischen Religionsphilosophie,"
1894; "Heinrich Griitz, a MemoiiC" 1898— prefatory
to the index volume (vi.)of the American edition of
Gratz's history.
Among the numerous essaj"S which
he contrilmted to the various magazines may be
mentioned " Studicn zur Haggadah," contributed to
"Mouatsschrift," 1885, pp. 166 et seg. "Die Piskoth
s.

;

BLOCH, MOSES
liugen, Baden, in

:

180-");

He pursued

German
died at

rabbi; boin at Gai-

Buchau March

3,

Talmudical studies at Endingcn, 3Ianlieim, and Carlsruhe, and then entered
the University of Heidelberg.
After passing liis
examination for the rabbinate, he first became assistant rabbi at Oberdorf. AVurttemberg (1829), and
then rabbi at Buchau (1834). Bloch belonged to the
liberal religious ])arty.
In addition to a few sermons, he published an essay upon Jewish fasts in
Geiger's " Judische Zeitschrift (iv. 176 et seq.).
s.
]M. K.
18-41.

his

''

BLOCH, MOSES LOB

Rector of the rabbinseminary at Budapest; born at Rousperg (Bohemia) Feb. 15, 1815. Among his ancestors were Isaac,
rabbi at Cracow; the grand.son of the latter, Phine"
lias Selig, author of the
'Ateret Paz"; and the
lattcr's son, Aryeli Low, a well-known Talmudist,
who was the father of Eleazar Low, the author of
:

ical

"ShemenRokeah."
After studying under Philipp Kohner, a pupil of
Ezekiel Landau, district rabbi of Pilsen, Bloch was
entrusted to the care of his uncle. Wolf Low, author
Low, who guided the
of the "Sha'are Torah."
boy's studies for seven years (1827-34) in his house
Gross-Tapolcsany (Hungary), is often quoted in
at
his nephew's lectures. On graduating from the gymnasium at Pilsen, he went in 1840 to the University
of Prague, and was appointed a rabbi at Wotitz in
1841, when he married Anna Weishut (died 1886).

He was

called as rabbi to Hermanmiestec, Bohemia, in 1852, and to Leipnik, Moravia, in 1856, where
he remained imtil Oct., 1877. In that year he was
called as jirofessor and rector to the Rabbinical Seminary at Budapest.

Bloch published the following works: (1) "ShaTorat ha-Tekanot" ("Die Institutiouen des
Judenthums uacli der in den Quellen Angcgebenen
Gesciiichtlichen Reihenfolge Geordnet und Entwickelt"), 4 vols., Vienna and Cracow, 1879-1902, 3
vols., Budapest, 1902; (2) "Das :Mosaisch-Talmu
dische Polizeirecht " (special print from the " Annual
Report" of the Rabbinical Seminarv), Budapest,
"'
1879; (3) "Die Ethik in dor Halacha
(also in Hungarian; appeared in the "Annual Report" of the
III,— 17

:

;

Trauersabbathe, Nl^'i, Uebcrsetzt
und Erliiutert," in "Festschrift zum Achtzigsten
Geburtstage Moritz Steinschueider's," 1896, pj). 41 et
xcq.; "Die Sage von Saul Wahl, dem Eintagskonig
von Polen," in "Zeitschrift der Historischen Ge.sellschaftfurdie Provinz Posen," 1889, p. 233; "Judenwe.sen, Jalir 1793," in "Das L'rkunden und Aktenstiicke zur Orgaui-sation Slidpreussens," 1895, p. 591.
The following sketch-pedigree gives the descent
of Dr. Philip Bloch:
fur

die

Drei

Jacob Bloch (died about lOSO)
I

Jonathan (died 5th of lyyar,
Zelii

1722)

Hirz (died 27th of .\dar, 1769)

'are

Solomon
(ilifii

in

Loiulonj

Jacot)

<died in
Phihulelphia)

Jonathan (died
Sthofsiwan, isoi)

=

(iiitel

Michael
ben .Salman

sister

Feiwel (died 4th of
Kislew, 1804)

Gratz,

iif

I

Jacob Koppel (died
10th of Ailar, 1842)

(iratz (see

Gratz collkge)

I

Jekuthiel Salman
(died Itith nf shebat, 1840)

|

Philip Bloch

Bloch
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All of these were Talmudists, but the most important was
Jouathaii Bloch Founder of the Congregation
Langendorf in Russia; bought a cemetery, and had
a Talmudic school from which were graduated some
:

well-known

rabbis.

P. B.

s.

BLOCH, ROSINE:

French singer;

born iu
Paris in 1844; daughter of a merchant.
She was
very beautiful and had a magnificent mezzosoprano voice. She studied at the Conservatoire,

and received
the

first

and
Finding an engagement

in 1865 the first prize for singing

prize for opera.

soon after at the Opera in Paris, she made a brilliant
debut in the role of Azucena in "II Trovatore." In
1867 she created the role of Cliloris, in "La Fiancee
de Corinthe," by Duprato; and in 1873 that of Claribel in "La Coupe du Roi de Thule," by Diaz.
When, in 1880, " Aida" was put on the stage, Bioch
undertook with great success the role of Amneris.

For

fifteen years she

was a member

of the Opera

at Paris.

She might have attained to the foremost rank iu
grand opera had her magnificent voice been supplemented by a temperament less cold and by a
more pronounced dramatic instinct.
A. A. G.

8.

BLOCH, SAMSON (SIMSON)

HA-LEVI

B.

ISAAC

Galician author; born in Kulikow, near
Lemberg, 1782; died there Oct. 7, 1845. He received
the usual Talmudical education, but was also sufficiently instructed in the Bible and Hebrew grammar,
things uncommon in the Galician curriculum of those
times. In the house of his uncle, Baruch Zebi Neu,
Bloch made the acquaintance of his uncle's illustrious
pupil, Nachman Krochmal, who was three years his
junior, and their friendship, which ripened as the
years went on, lasted till Krochmal's death in 1840.
Bloch married while very yoimg, and engaged in
business without any training or knowledge of the
world. Success under such circumstances was almost
impossible and he was thrown or drifted from one
occupation into another, remaining poor all his life.
But his thirst for knowledge and his firm resolve to
make a name for himself in literature helped him
to bear with fortitude all the vicissitudes of fortune.
He studied
his leisure time and familiarized himself with German and other languages, also with
many Jewish and non-Jewish commentaries on the
:

;

m
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Hebrew Manasseh b. Israel's "Viudicife Judsorum " from the German translation of it by
into

Dr. Marcus Herz, and published it with an introduction and a biographical sketch of the author
(Vienna, 1813). He was compelled by family affairs
to return to Kulikow, and, after several years of
continual struggle with poverty, he listened to the
advice of his friends Krochmal and Rapoport, and
took up the writing of Hebrew books as a profession.
In 1823 appeared the first volume of his importaLt
work, "Shebile 'Olam" (Paths of the World), a description of the geography and the nations of Asia
(Zolkiev).
It still ha,s a literary if not a scientific
value on account of its incomparable style and of
the attacks on the folly and superstition of the Eastern nations contained therein, which were really intended for fools and deluded people nearer home.

The second volume

(Africa) is even better than the
interspersed with biographies of Alfasi,
Maimonides, and other famous Jews who were born
or lived in Africa (Zolkiev, 1827).
Bloch made a journey through Hungary, Bohemia, Moravia, and Austria, in order to obtain subscriptions for his work.
He was honored and asfirst,

and

is

by the enhghtened wherever he came but the
treatment accorded to Hebrew authors by the general public, especially by the ignorant among the
wealthy classes,, so disgusted him that he never
finished the volume on Europe, although the divisions containing descriptions of Spain, Portugal,
and part of France were already written. His last
years were spent in poverty and disappointment,
the dreariness and lonesomeness of his native city
being rather accentuated than relieved by his occasional visits to the neighboring cities of Lemberg
and Zolkiev. He died in Kulikow, leaving his nineyear-old daughter to the guardianship of his intimate friend R. Hirsch Chajes of Zolkiev.
Besides the above-mentioned works, Bloch also
sisted

;

Hebrew Zunz's biography of Rashi,
he wrote an introduction and many notes
(Lemberg, 1840). This work bears unmistakable
traces of decadence, both in style and virility.
He
also wrote many lettei'son literature which appeared
in various Hebrew periodicals and collections.
The
most important of them is probably the one about
philosophy and on Kant, in "Kerem Hemed," v. 1,
translated into

to whicli

The

unfinished part of his geography of
under the title "Zehab
(The Gold of Sheba) (SBH.
Samson Bloch

letter 34.

Europe was published
"

=

Bible.

Sheba

Bloch early became an enthusiastic devotee of the
"Haskalah." His first literary attempt was the
publication of the epistle which Solomon b. Adret
wrote against the study of philosophy, especially by
young men, and the famous response by the poet
Jedaiah Peiiini or Bedersi, which is known as
" Hitnazlut ha-Bedarshi " (Bedersi's Defense of Philo-

ha-Levi, Lemberg, 1855).

sophical Studies), Lemberg, 1809. The letters arc
preceded by a long introduction in which Bloch
throws much light on the controversy which shook
Judaism to its foundations early in the fourteenth
century.
In 1812 Bloch was called to Vienna to fill the
place of corrector in the Hebrew printing-establishment of Anton Schmid, made vacant by the deatli
of the grammarian Ben Ze'eb.
There he translated

Bibliography:

J. Meller, in Kokebe Yiffiak, v. 7, 8. 9; E.
Hirsch Chajes, iu Ally. Zeit. des JxiderMiuinn, v. 9, No. 47;
Taviov, Mibhar ha-Sifrut, p. 63, Piotrkov, 1899; Zunz, On
the Oeoqraphical Literature of the Jews, English translation in vol. ii. of Asher's edition of The Itinerary of Rahhi
Bemamin of Tudelxx, pp. 295, 296 ; Bader, Zer Pcrahim, pp.

15-30,

Warsaw,

1896.

P.

s.

Wi.

BLOEMFONTEIN. See South Africa.
BLOGG or BLOCH, SOLOMON BEN

EPHRAIM
in

:

German author:

Hanover; died Feb.

11, 1858.

Neuwagen
He was a teaciier

native of

Hebrew language, and founded Telgener's
Hanover in 1827. At the time of
death he was nearly eighty years old, and had

of the

printing-press at
his

been engaged in literary labors for forty -five years.

Bloch
Blood
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The anniversary

scientific accuracy of its productions. Many of his works are important for tlie history of the Hebrew language and
literature.
Blogg wrote: "Abrege de la Grammaire
Hebraique," Berlin, 1810; "Erster Unterricht in der
Euglischen Sprachc," Hanover, 1813; "Moses, der
Vertraute der Gottheit," ib. 1824; "Hebraische
Grammatik flir Anfauger," ib. 1825; "Grlindliche
Beweise, wie der Jude bei einer Eidesleistung Ge182C; " Geschichte der Hebraischen
sonnen 1st,"
Sprache und Literatur Nebst einem Anhange, die
Targumim Betreffend," 2d ed., ib. 1826.
He edited "Sammlung Aller GebrSuche, Observanzen und Gebetformelu der Heutigen Polnischen
und Deutschen Israeliten flir das Ganze Jahr, Ursprilnglich Verfasst von Salm. London, aber BeThis
reichert und Vielfach Verdeutscht," ib. 1830.

of this martyrdom was decreed by
K. Tain as a fast-day.
Four dirges, composed by
Hillel ben Jacob, Ephraim ben Jacob of Bonn, Gershom ben Isaac, and Menahem ben Jacob of Worms,
and inserted in the selihot, perpetuated the memory
of this sad event.
The "Meniorbuch " of Mayence
has preserved the names of the martyrs:

London appeared in Hebrew at Amsterdam
m 1744, and was published in Jildisch-Deutsch at
Frankfort-on-the-Oder, in 1799. Blogg's "Binyan

fe of Blois

fleisch persecutions.

Shelomoh, ./Edificium Salomonis " {ib. 1831), treats
of the Hebrew language and the Talmud in their

Bibliography: Bourquet,

His printing-press was noted for the

z'/!/.

work

of

historical aspects.

Bibliography

:

Furst, Bihl.
ed., pp.

Post-Mendels. 2d

Jud.

i. 132 et seq.;
Zeitlin, Bihl.
33 et seq., ib. 1891-95; Stein-

Bodl. col. 802; idem, Bibl. Handbuch,
p. 23, ib. 1859; Idem, Hebr. Bihl. i. 16, Berlin, 1858 Idem, in
Israelitische Letterbode, ISSii, ix. 48; Zedner, Cat. Hehr.
Bookn Brit. Mns. 1867, p. 153; Cat. Rosenthal. Bihl. i. 232,
Cat.

scbneider.

;

Amsterdam,

1875.

A. M. F.

G.

BLOis

(D-'Ni^n^n, K^^N-'^ixn, t^'X'^a^a. D^^a, jj'^i^a

C'^X?!): Capital of the department of Loir-et-Cher,
France. Although of small importance itself, Blois
occupies a prominent place in Jewish history through
the somber drama of which it was, in 1171, the
theater.

On

the testimony of a Christian servant of the

mayor, a Judaeophobe, the Jews of Blois were accused of having crucified a Christian child for the
Passover, and of having then thrown the body into
the river.
Count Theobald thereupon commanded
that all the Jews should be cast into prison, with the
exception of a woman named Pulcelina, for whom
he entertained a particular affection. At first the
accused hoped to escape by paying heavy ransom.
Indeed, the count sent a Jew of Chartres to negotiate concerning the price of their acquittal.
But a
priest intervened, beseeching the count to punish
the Jews severely should the accusation be well
founded. As the accused could not be easily convicted, the authorities determined to submit the
witness to the water test. The mayor's servant was
conveyed to the river and there placed in a boat
filled with water.
As he did not sink, the count and
the populace were convinced that his statement was
true; and consequently all the members of the Jewisli congregation were condemned to death by fire.
When they were brought to the auto da fe, a priest
begged them to embrace Christianity and thus preserve their lives; but, witli very few exceptions,
they refused, and died (May 26, 1171) in the flames
while chanting the prayer '"Alonu," containing the
profession of faith in one God (Pulcelina died with
the others).

This was the first time in France that the Jews
had been accused of using blood in their Passover.

Baruch
Baruch ben Menahem
Isaac ben Eliezer
Jebiel
ben Isaac ha-Kohen a pious rabbi, disciple of R. Samuel, probably Kashbam (compare "Gallia Judaica," p. 117)
Jekuthiel
ben Judah; a rabbi, disciple of R. Samuel; Judah ben Aaron
(brother of Isaac of Treves); Judah ben Meir; Judah ben Samuel Moses ben Nun Samuel ben Menahem
the young: Panyan; Bona (wife of Samuel the hazan); Kiguelina; Hanna
(daughter of R. Samuel); Hanna (with her little daughter born
in the auto da fe); Leah (wife of R. Samuel), and her two
daughters, Miriam and Miriam (wife of R. Judah); Rachel;
Sarah Zephora Zephora,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

The same

lieve that

;

''

Memorbuch " mentions another auto da

which took place

Jews ever

It

is,

during the Rindhowever, difficult to be-

in 1298,

settled there after this event.

Rfci/eif des Historiens de Gaide
de la France, xiii. 3l5; Ephraim ben Jacob of Bonn, in
Stern's Quellen zur Gesch. der Juden in Deutschland, 11.
58-78; Gross, Gallia Judaica, p. 117 ; Neubauer, in Rev. Et.
Juives, iv. 12; Salfeld, Marturolngium, pp. 16, 17, 67;
Gratz, Gesch. der Juden, vi. 183 et seq.
et

G.

I.

Br.

BLOOD.— Biblical Data:

The importance of
blood for the continuance of life must have been
recognized even in most remote antiquity and
under the most primitive conditions. Any one
could see that the death of wild animals during the
chase and of slaughtered domestic animals was due
to loss of blood.
Almost every one had occasion,

more or less frequently, to notice that wounded men
became unconscious after having lost a certain
amount of blood, and that they died if the bleeding
" To shed blood " is therefore synonydid not cease.
mous with "to kill," "to murder," and guilt for a
person's death is expressed by "damim," plural of
"dam" (blood). For instance, in Josh. ii. 19 the
spies say to Rahab " And it shall be that whosoever
shall go out of the doors of thy house into the street,
his blood shall be upon his head [i:i'N~l3 1OT]. and
we will be guiltless: and whosoever shall be with
thee in the house, his blood shall be on our head
So long
[iJEi'Xia IDT], if any hand be upon him."
as the blood circulates, the man or tiie animal lives;
hence the assertion: "The life [Hebr., "soul"] of
the flesh is in the blood [Xin U12 "IL'On :^'DJ]" (Lev.
xvii. 11), and (verse 14), "it is the life [Hebr., "soul "]
of all flesh " R. V. " the blood thereof is all one with
the life thereof."
Even of animals it is said, "the
life [Hebr., "soul"] of all flesh is the blood thereof
:

;

[Nin

im

,

"1t^a

^D

t^'SJ]"

(ib.),

and

" the

blood

is

the

[K'DJn Nin D"tn] " (Deut. xii. 23; compare Gen.
ix. 4).
The blood, then, is the seat of life or of the
soul.
All life originates in tiie breath of a being
life

which God Himself sends forth
th}^ spirit,

Blood an

30)

;

"

" Thou sendest fort li
they are created" (Ps. civ.

Thou

:

takest

Object
of Awe.

away

their breath.

they die " (ib. 29). It is therefore easy
to understand how blood became an
object of sacred awe; nor is it ditlicult
to explain the origin of the prohibition against the
partaking of the blood of beasts or birds, or of meat
that is still full of blood a prohibition repeatedly

—

—

;

Blood
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and explicitly emphasized
(Gen. ix. 4;

Lev.

in

17, vii.

iii.

the Old Testament
10, xix. 26;

26, xvii.

That this law was really
Dent. xii. 16, 23; xv. 23).
observed, and that its tninsgres.sion was regarded as
Ezek.
a sin, is proved by I Sam. xiv. 32 et seq.
xxxiii. 25; Judith xi. 12.
The apostle (Acts xv. 29;
compare xv. 20, xxi. 2')) exhorts the Gentiles to "abstain from meats ofTered to idols, and from blood,
and from things strangled." The ordinances referring to blood, " a7rt';j;K7i?«< alfiarog Knl TrriKrcJi','" were
obeyed by the Judao-Christians from the very lirst
(compare Clementine, " Homilies," vii. 4; Sibyllines,
but by the Gentiles only after the historic
ii. 96),
books of the New Testament, and especial!}' the
Acts, were declared to be canonical.
In J. G.
Sommer's "Das Aposteldekret " (ii. 46, 60 et seq.,
Konigsberg, 1889) it is shown how the decree in
Acts XV. 29, under the intluence of the Torah and of
the Jews that were consulted, led to a new ceremonial law, the import of which may be gathered
from the penitential ordinances, "Libri Pcenitentiales."
It may be incidentally remarked that the
Koran also forbids the eating of blood (sura v. 4
;

compare

ii.

175, xvi. 115).

In addition to their natural aversion to the tasting
of blood, the Jews had another reason for abstaining
from it, which is indicated in Lev. xvii. 11, where
God says: "I have given it [the blood] to you upon
the altar to make an atonement for your souls."
God. in His mercy, ordained that blood should be
for which reason its place
a means of atonement
is upon the altar, and man shall not taste of it
(compare also K. C. W. F. Bahr. "Symbolik des
MosiiischenCultus, "ii. iOOet uq., Heidelberg, 1839).
In Rabbinical Literature In conformity
with the general development of Judaism after
Ezra, the Jews of later times multiplied and intensified the commands against partaking of blood
(compare especially Shulhau 'Aruk, Yoreh De'ah,
65-68).
There are explicit directions regaiding the
elimination of blood from food, such as the soaking
and salting of meat to be prepared for the table
;

:

Eleazar ben Judah of Woums, in
"Rokeah"; Naphtali Benet, in "Sefer Berit
(compare

Melaii," Prague, 1816; Ludwig Stern, "Die Vorschriften der Thora," f; 18, Frankfort-on-the-Main,
1882; compare also Dietary Laws).
In the med-

Talmud blood plays a purely negative
Compare the sentence in B. B. 58b " At the

icine of the
part.

:

head of death stand I, the blood at the head of all
remedies stand I, the wine." In other words, most
diseases arise in the blood.
Blood is therefore not
considered a remedy but, on the contrary, bleeding
and cu])ping (that is, the removal of blood) are recommended as modes of treatment (compare Leopold
Low, "Gesammelte Schriften," iii. 375-379, Szeg;

;

edin, 1893).

In Folk-Lore The supreme importance of
blood for human and animal life explains its prominence in folk-lore, where it is employed for the confirmation of compacts, for remedial, superstitious,
and criminal purposes (compare Paulus Cassel, " Die
Symbolik des Blutesund Der Anne Heinrieh.' von
liartmann von Aue," p. 265. Berlin. 1882; H. C.
Trumbull, "The Blood Covenant," p. 390, Philadel:

'

phia. 18f»3\

Owing

to

also to the
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theconmiand against tasting blood, and
Talmudic law forljidding any use to be

made

of a corpse (rtNJna "lIDX no). practises of this
kind were abhorred by tlie Jews at all times. See

Blood Accusation.
Hermann L. Strack, Das Blut im Glanhcn
und Ahcrijlnnhcn der Mcnschlicit, init Bcffondcrer

niBLiOGRAPUY

:

Bi:rVichsiclititjuii{i der- Volhsniedizin ?nid
BUitritus, 8tti cd., pp. l-10:i, Munich, 19()0;
rapliy tliere given.

des JUdisrhen
and the bibliog-

H. L.

J. SI!.

BLOOD ACCUSATION A
:

term

now

S.

usually

understood to denote the accusation that the Jews
not all of them, at all events ceitain Jewish sects
require and employ Chi'istian blood for purposes
which stand in close relation to the ritual, and that,
in order to obtain such blood, they commit assault
and even murder.
In the polemic of Josephus against the Alexandrian grammarian Apiou ("Contra Ap.," ed. Nicse,
ii. 8, § 95), the latter is charged with having accused
the Jews of annually fattening a Greek in the Temple, killing him, offering his body as a sacrifice, eating of his internal organs, and swearing an oath of enmity against all Greeks (according to the ancient
Latin translation, "Ejus corpus sacrificare secundum suas solemnitates
History,
et gustare ex ejus visceribus etjusjurandum facere in immolatione Gritci, ut inimicitias contra Grieeos haberent"; the Greek text of
the passage is unfortunately lost).
Similar in import is the following statement of a certain Democritus, which the Gieek lexicographer Suidas (tenth
century) has preserved: "Every seven years the
Jews catch a stranger, whom they offer as a sacrifice,
killing him by tearing his flesh into shreds" (u'l- KO'a
if

E—Taeriav ^tvov aypEvovrsQ Trpoaecbepov Kal Kara ?.e~ra rac

Nothing further
Perhaps he drew liis in-

aapKac (hs^aivov Kal oi'Tug avypovv).
is

known

of Dcmocritus.

formation from Apion's book.
In Socrates' "Hist. Eccles." there

is

an account of

some drunken Jews who accidentally killed a Christian lad whom they had hung up in derision of
Hainan at Purim, but it is doubtful whether this
could have given rise to the myth.
During all antiquity and far into medieval times
there is no trace of any similar accusation against
the Jews, not even in the Occident, although the
of Josephus Avas, upon the recommendation of
Cassiodorius Senator, translated into Latin in the
sixth century, and of this translation there are still
more than twenty-four copiesextant. Neither by that
bitter enemy of the Jews, Agobard, bishop of Lyons
(ninth century) the statement to the contrary
by August Rohling is a falsehood nor by the monk
Kudolph von 3[ainz, who inveighed against the
Jews in 1146, and called them enemies of the Christian religion, nor by Bernard of Clairvaux (10911153), was the accusation repeated.
The first case in wiiieh Jews were actually accused of having killed a Christian child for ritual
purposes was that of St. William of Norwich in
According to an account recently discovered
1144.
(Jessopp and James, "St. AVilliam of Norwich,"
Cambridge, 1899), the disappearance of the boy was
explained by a Jewish convert, one Theobald of
Cambridge, as due to a universal conspiracy of the

work

—

—

European Jews, who evrv jcur

cast lots where the
a Cliristian child at Passover
should take place. In the preeediuLT year the lot had
been cast at Narbouue and had fallen n Norwich.

aimual

sacritiee of

(

Absolutely no evidence was adduced that a murder
had been coniniitted; it seems indeed that the lad
had been merely in a cataleptic tit when found, and

own

None of the
the alleu:ed crime,
yet the mere statement of the Cambridge convert
led to the bringing of similar chaj-ges at Gloucester
in IIGS, at Bury St. Edmunds in 1181, and at "Winchester in 1193.
In none of these cases was there
any trial; but popular nunoi- was consideicd sufficient to establish the martyrdom of the lads, and
this proved a consideral)le source of attraction to
the cathedrals and abbeys of these towns.
In Dec., 1235, five children of a miller residing in
the viciiuty of the city of Fulda, Hes.se-Nassau,
were murdered, in consequence of which thirty-four
Jews and Jewesses were slaughtered by the Crusaders.
The Jews were accused of the deed, and
those jnit to the torture are said to liave confessed
that they nnu-dered the children, in order to procure
their blood for purposes of healing ("ut ex eis sanAvas l)uried alive

Jews

by

his

relatives.

"were tried or pimished

f(n"

guinem ad suum remedium elicerent"). It is necessary to note here (1) that the reports say nothing
of the presence of witnes.ses; (2) that the confessions
were

elicited

through

torture,

and were consequently

worthless; (3) that these confessions speak only of
the intention to procure a remedy ("remedium"),
and contain no reference to ritualistic ceremonies;
(4) that the German emperor, Frederick IT., in order
to sift the matter thoroughly, invited a large nnm
ber of scholars and distinguished Jewish converts to
Christianity from all parts of Europe, who, in answer to the question Avhether the Jews required
Christian
blood for their Passover ceremonies

Judei Christianum sanguinem in jiarasceve necessarium haberent "), replied: "Neither the Old nor
the New Testament states that the Jews lust for
human blood; on the contrary, it is expressly stated
in the Bible, in the laws of Moses, and in the; Jewish
ordinances designated in Hebrew as the 'Talmud,'
that they should not detile themselves with blood.
Those to whom even the tasting of animal blood is
prohibited surely can not thirst for that of human
beings, (1) because of the horror of the thing; (2)
because it is forbidden by nature (3) because of tlie
("

;

human

tie

that also binds the

Jews

to Christians;

because they would not wilfully imperil
their lives and property."
The judgment of the

and

(4)

emperor reads: "For these reasons we have decided,
with the general consent of the governing princes,
to exonerate the Jews of the district from the grave
crime with which they have been charged, and to declare the remainder of the

from
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all

Jews

in

Germany

free

suspicion."

This judgment did not

Germany from
Fulda

The

suffice to clear the Jews of
the general suspicion aroused by the

incident.
affair

may, however, have

])een a

symptom,

not a cause; since the accusation soon after became
still more frequent in other countries.
As early as
1247 a trial, conducted in the little town of Valreas
(Vaucluse, France), showed that the judges of the

Inipiisition there had
heard of the blood accusation against the Jews.
On the Wednesday
bcfoi-e Easter (March 27) a two-year-old girl was
found dead in the town moat, with wounds upon
her forehead, hands, and feet.
The fact that the
child had been previously .seen in the ghetto sufficed
to fasten the suspicion of guilt upon the Jew.s.
They were brought to trial, and, after being tortured, c(infes.sed even to the most absurd charges.
One Bendig, for example, declared that the Jews
had desiied to celebrate communion on Easter Saturday, in accordance with a custom ol)served annu-

ally in lai"ge

Jewish communities and

partieidai'ly in

Spain, where a Saracen was bought for this purpose
whenever a Christian could not be obtained. This
confession appears to have been based on the rumor

by the renegade Theobald of Cambridge
connection with St. William of Norwich. Bendig
further declared that, fearing detection, the Jews of
Valreas had pnnred the bhjod of the child into the
cesspool.
In the same year (1247) the Jews of Germany and France complained to Pope Innocent IV.
that the}' were accused of employing the heart of a
Christian child in the celebration of communion during the Pa.ssover festival.
According to present information, the blood accu.satiou against the Jews dates from the middle of the
thirteenth century. The first literary reference to it is
made about this time in the following passage from
the writing, "Bonum Universale de Apibus," ii. 29,
§ 23, by Thomas of Cautimpre (a monastery near
Cambray): "It is quite certain that
Earliest
the Jews of every province annually
Mention, decide by lot which congregation or
city is to send Christian blood to the
other congregations.
Thomas also believes that since
the time when the Jews called out to Pilate, "His
blood be on us, and on our children " (Matt, xxvii.
2.")), they have been afflicted with hemorrhages:
"A
very learned Jew, who in our day has been converted
to the [Christian] faith, informs us that one enjoying
the reputation of a prophet among them, toward
the close of his life, made the following prediction:
Be assured that relief from this secret ailment, to
which you are exposed, can only be obtained through
Christian blood ['' solo sanguine Christiano "]. This
suggestion was followed by the ever-blind and impious Jews, who in.stituted the custom of annually
shedding Christian blood in every province, in order
that they might recover from their malady." Upon
the basis of the information furnished by this convert, Thomas adds that the Jews had misunderstood
the words of their jirojihet, who by his expression
" solo sanguine Christiano " had meant not the blood
of any Christian, but that of Jesus the only true
remedy for all physical and spiritual suffering. It
is a pity that Tlioinas does not mention the name of
Possibly it was Nichthe " very learned " proselyte.
olas Donin of La Poehelle. who in 1240 had a disputation on the Tabnud with Jehiel of Paris, and who
in 1242 caused the burning of numerous Talmudic
It is known that Thomas
manuscripts in Paris.
was personally accpiainted with this iVicholas.
Of the alarnn'ngly large number of ritual trials
only a few of the more important and instructive
can here be mentioned:
set atloat
in

''

'

'

—
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The case of Little St. Hugh of Lincoln is mentioned by Chaucer, and has thus become well known.
little lad of eight years, named Hugh, son of a
woman named Beatrice, disappeared at Lincoln on
His body was discovered
the 31st of July, 1255.

A

on the 29th of August, covered with filth, in a pit
On being
or well belonging to a Jew named Jopin.
promised by John of Lexington, a judge, who happened to be present, that his life should be spared,
Jopin is said to have confessed that the boy had
been crucilied by the Jews, who had assembled at
Lincoln for that purpose. King Henry III., on
reaching Lincoln some five weeks afterward, at the
beginning of October, refused to carry out the
promise of John of Lexington, and had Jopin executed and ninety-one of the Jews of Lincoln seized
and sent up to London, where eighteen of them
were executed. The rest were pardoned at the intercession of the Franciscans (Jacobs, "Jewish
Ideals." pp. 192-224).
In 1267, at Pforzheim, Baden, the corpse of a
seven-year-old girl was found in the river by fisher-

men. The Jews were suspected, and when they
were led to the corpse, blood began to flow from
the wounds led to it a second time, the face of the
child became flushed, and both arms were raised.
;

In addition to these miracles, there was the testiof the daughter of the wicked woman who

mony

had sold the child to the Jews. A regular judicial
examination did not take place; and it is probable
that the above-mentioned "wicked woman" was the
murderess. That a judicial murder was then and
there committed against the Jews in consequence of
the accusation is evident from the manner in which
the Nuremberg " Memorbuch " and the synagogal
poems refer to the incident (Salfeld, "Martyrolo-

gium," pp. 15, 128-130).
At Weissenburg, Alsace, in 1270, a miracle
alone decided the charge against tiie Jews.
Although, according to the accusation, the Jews had
suspended a child (whose body was found in the
Lauter river) by the feet, and had opened every
artery in

its

wounds were
ward (!).

body in order to obtain all the blood, its
said to have bled for five days after-

In 1286, at Oberwesel, miracles again constituted
The corpse of
the eleven-year-old Werner is said to have floated up
the Rhine (against the current) as far as Bacharach,
emitting a radiance, and being invested
Thirteenth with healing powers. Inconsequence,
Century, the Jews of Oberwesel and many other
adjacent localities were severely persecuted during the years 1286-89. Emperor Rudolph I., to whom the Jews had appealed for i)rotection, issued a public proclamation to the effect
tliat great wrong had been done to the Jews, and
that the corpse of Werner was to be burned and the
ashes scattered to the winds.
Tlie statement was made, in the " Chronicle " of
Conrad Justinger (d. 1426), that at Bern in 1294
tiie Jews had shockingly tortured and murdered the
boy Rudolph. The historical impossibility of this
widel}' credited story was demonstrated bj' Stammler, the pastor of Bern (see " Katholische SchweizerBlatter," Lucerne, 1888).
the only evidence against the Jews.
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In 1462, at Rinn, near Innsbruck, a boy named Andreas Oxner was said to have been bought by Jewish merchants and cruelly murdered by them in a
forest near the city, his blood being carefully collected in vessels.
The accusation of drawing off the
blood (without murder) was not made until the beginning of the seventeenth century. The older inscription in the church of Rinn, dating from 1575,
is distorted by fabulous embellishments; as, for example, that the money which had been paid for tiie
boy to his godfather was found to have turned into
leaves, and that a lily blossomed upon his grave.
In 1475 occurred the case of the boy Simon of
Trent.
The confessions elicited by torture here
themselves preclude the possibility of a ritual min-der.
The Feast of Passover in 1475 began on the
evening of March 22, that is, on Wednesday. According to the charge, however, the boy did not disappear before Thursday, and he was murdered on Friday.
The Jews could, therefore, have employed the
blood neither for their unleavened bread ("mazzot")
nor for the four cups (" arba' kosot "). Nevertheless,
they are alleged to have admitted that they required
"fresh Christian blood" for this particular year, as
being a Jubilee year. But, in truth, the Jews have
not counted or celebrated the Jubilee year (Lev.
XXV.) since the destruction of the Temple by Nebuchadnezzar. The year 1475, however, was a Jubilee
year of the Catholic Church and the ignorant torturers, believing that the Jews also
Fifteenth celebrated it as a jubilee, forced their
and
victims to confess accordingly. The
Sixteenth publication of the documents in the
Centuries, case of the boy Simon (collected and
copied by Moritz Stern, Berlin) is
mucli to be desired (compare the extracts in Hermann Strack, "Das Blut," pp. 126-131).
At La Guardia, near Toledo, Spain, the accusation recurred in 1490.
Here no inquiry was made
as to the remains, the clothes of the child, the instruments of the murder, or the time and place of
its commission.
Modern historians even deny that
a child had disappeared at all (Loeb, "Rev. Etudes
Juives," XV. 203-232; Lea, in "English Historical
Review," iv. 239-250). Nevertheless, Lope de Vega
employed this supposititious incident as the plot of
a play.
In a case at Tyrnau, Hungary, in 1494, the absurdity, even the impossibility, of the statements forced
by torture from women and children shows that the
accused preferred death as a means of escape from
the torture, and admitted evervthing that was asked
of them.
They even said that Jewish men menstruated, and that the latter therefore practised the
drinking of Christian blood as a remedy.
At Bazin (= Bosing), Hungary, in 1529, it was
charged that a nine-year-old boy had been bled to
death, suffering cruel torture; and thirty Jews confessed to the crime and were publicly burned.
The
true facts of the case were disclosed later, when the
child was found alive in Vienna. He ha^l been stolen
by the accuser. Count Wolf of Bazin, as an easy but
fiendish means of ridding himself of his Jewish
creditors at Bazin.
In Feb., 1840, at Damascus, Syria, Father Thomas,
a Capuchin, and his servant Avere murdered. In
;

I
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this instance, also, confessions were obtained only
trustafter the infliction of barbarous tortures.

A

tlie proceedings was the converted
G. W. Pieritz, who said of liimself that he was
no friend or defendant of rabbinism ("'Persecution
of the Jews at Damascus," London, 1840).
See

worthy witness of

Jew

Damascus Afpaik.
In 1882, at Tisza-Eszlar, the victim was Esther Solymosi (compare Paul Nathan, "DerProzess von TiszaEszlar," Berlin, 1892). See Tisza-Eszlar Affair.
At Corfu, during the night of April 12, 1891, an
eight-year-old girl was murdered.
It was commonly reported that the child had been a Christian,
Maria Desylla by name, and that Jews had murdered
her and then taken her blood. Her teacher, however, declared, in a document attested by the French

consul at Corfu, that the child's name was Rubina
Sarda, and that she was a Jewess.
In 1891, at Xanten, Rhenish Prussia, a butcher,
Adolph Buschhoff, was accused of murdering the
boy Johann Hegmann, five and oneNineteenth half years of age, and of drawing and
Century, concealing his blood. The two public
prosecutors, after carefully collecting
all the evidence, declared that the accused could not
have committed the deed, and that there was no
evidence showing that blood had been concealed (see
Strack,

pp. 153-156).
On April 1, 1899, at Polna, Bohemia, there was
found in the forest near the town the body of Agnes
I.e.

Hruza, a seamstress, nineteen years old, with a gash
A Jew, Leopold Hilsner, an idler,
twenty-three years of age, was accused of the deed,
and in the same j'ear was sentenced to death by the
court at Kuttenberg for complicity in the murder.
The public prosecutor, Schneider-Swoboda, and the
advocate, Dr. Baxa, averred (the former indirectly,
in the throat.

the latter openly) that a ritual murder was involved.
But tlie medical faculty of the Czech University of

Prague have demonstrated that the obtaining of
blood must be excluded as a motive for the deed.
No blood was missing: a quantity proportionate to
the size of the body was found in the saturated garments, in the hair (which was caked with blood), in
the pool of blood near the body, and in the body
After the Court of Cassation at Vienna had
itself.
set aside the first verdict, Hilsner, in Oct., 1900, was
condenmed a second time by the court at Pisek, and
again upon the charge of complicity, although there
was no evidence that more than one person had been
engaged in the murder. This decision was again
attacked, but was upheld. May, 1901, by the Court
of Cassation at Vienna.
Whether Hilsner is the sole

murderer, an accomplice, or entirely innocent, in no
case is a T'itual murder here involved, or a murder of
which the object was the obtaining of blood. See
Poi.NA Affair.
Despite the strenuous efforts of the police, the
murderer of Ernst Winter, a nineteen-year-old pupil
at the gymnasium at Konitz, West Prussia, has not
There is no trace of a ritual
yet been discovered.
murder, or of a desire on the part of the murderer to
appropriate any of the blood. The dismemberment
of the body is fully explained as having been done
for the purpose of safely removing the remains from
the scene of the murder.

£lood Accusation

Tlie origin of the blood accusation has not yet
been discovered. The annals of Erfurt state that
tlie Jews used waxed sacks (" in saccis cera linitis ")
for collecting the blood of the children killed at
Fulda in Dec. 1233. According to the Marbach
annals (also contemporaneous with the event) the
Jews ccmfessed that they wished to utilize the blood
for remedial purposes.
The annals also state that
the emperor Frederick II. (as mentioned above) consulted a number of distinguished converted Jews in
order to ascertain whether the Jews required Christian blood on Parasceve a term freOrigin of quently used to designate Good FriBlood Ac- day. As early as the twelfth cenfury
cusation. it was several times reported that the

—

Jews had

crucified Christian children

during Easter {e.g., William of Norwich, 1144, see
above; Gloucester, 1171; Blois, 1179; Richard of

Whether all or part of these
Paris, in Pontoise).
reports agree with the facts, or are alike unworthy
of credence, the theory of a ritual murder is in no
case j ustified and, if the accounts are historical, it can
only be assumed that the Jews in one instance or on
several occasions put Christians to death.
ritualistic feature was imparted to these real or supposed
crucifixions or other murders of Christians, and especially of Christian children, by the suggestions (1)
that the murders involved the acquisition of blood;
and (2) that the crimes were related to the Passover
festival.
The emperor had probably already heard
that Christians had been crucified or otherwise murdered by Jews at the period of the Christian Easter;
he now heard of the bleeding of the victims, and
asked (if the expression "in Parasceve" is correct)
whether the Jews did at that time actually require
This explains why the Jews of
Christian blood.
Valreas in 1247 were forced to confess that they
wanted the blood of the murdei-ed child in order to
celebrate communion on Easter Saturday.
The absurdity of such a confession on the
Connection part of Jews was so obvious that even
with
the most stupid inquisitors could not
Easter.
afford to have it often repeated.
The
;

A

:

most dangerous consequences, on the
other hand, followed from the establishment of a
connection between the blood accusation and the
period of the Jewish Passover festival.
state-

A

ment to this effect appears to have been first made
by Richer of Sens in the " Gesta Senoniensis Ecclesia'," published between 1239 and 1270.
He mentions the event at Fulda as occurring on the day

—

before Passover ("quarta decima luna") that is,
March 23, 1236— whereas both the "Memorbuch"
of Nuremberg and the annals of Erfurt irrefutably
establish the date as Dec. 28, 1235 (Salfeld, "Martyrologium," pp. 13, 122). The false statement of
Richer is probably traceable to the fact that he
could find no connection between the bleeding and
The untrustworthiness of
the Christian Easter.
Richer's chronology is evident also from the fact
that he places the scene of the murder at Hagenau,
Alsace, instead of at Fulda, although it is firmly established that the corpses of the children were
brought to Hagenau. Reference has already been
made to the petition presented by the Jews of Germany and France to Pope Innocent IV., to the effect
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that they had been accusod of (('li'l)ratiiiii- the Feast
of Passover with the lieart of a murdered Christian
boy, in answer to which the pope issued a bull (July
5) decreeinsr tiiat tiie Jews should not be persecuted
Examples of the
because of this false accusation.
association of ritual murders with the Feast of Pass
over are found as follows: at Weissensee, Thuriniria,
1303; Savoy, 1329; Trent, 14"); Boleslaw, Galicia,

1829; Tarnow, Galicia, 1844; Ostrovo, in the Rusgovernment of Lublin, 1875; Eisleben, 1892;
Bakau, Rumania, 1892 (see St rack, I.e. ch. xviii.).
Several circumstances conduced to spread the belief that the use of luiman blood among the Jews
was directly associated witli the Feast of Passover.
Tlie mazzot, for example, were, to secvire purity
and absolute absence of leaven, prepared with peculsian

ceremonies incomprehensible to Christians, and
were, therefore, invested with an element of mj-stery a circumstance enhanced by the great and
somewhat superstitious value then (and even today) placed by many Jewish people ujion the Passover bread. It was natural to compare it to the
wafers used at the Christian communion, when, by
eating the wafer, the pious Christian believed that
he partook of the body and blood of Christ; the
blood purifying from all sin, and working miracles.
" Without blood, no atonement " was both Old Testament and Christian doctrine. Since the destruction
of the Second Temple, however, the blood sacriand
fices of the Jews had, as stated above, ceased
the assumption would naturally arise that the Jews
had endeavored to find a substitute. TJie blood of
Christ was visible neither in the bread nor in the
wine of the holy communion; was it not jiossible
that the mazzot contained a similar invisible ingreThe Jews
dient, operating as a mysterious agency?
also preferably used red wine for the four cups
which they were commanded to drink on the first
two evenings of the Passover festival the red color
of the wine, according to the legend, being reminiscent not oulj' of the blood of the Israelitish children
(Ex. R. ii. 23) shed to prepare a bath for the leprous
Pharaoh, but also of the numerous Jews who had
This red wine has been interdied for their faith.
preted by the enemies of the Jews as being actual
blood; and consequently David ha-Levi b. Samuel,
iar

—

;

:

in his

commentary

"

Ture Zahab

"

to the

Shulhan

'Aruk, Orah Hayyim, 472, 8, has warned against its
use.
So much for a real or imaginary association
between the blood accusation and the Feast of Passover.
It but remains to mention one other circumstance.
For the healing of the wound caused by
circumcision tlie Jews frequently used the so-called
"dragon's blood," a dark or blood-red gum of a
species of palm {Vahimns Drdcn, Pterocdvpufi Draco.
Dracama Draco). Whoever held this gum to be
blood unjustly accused the Jews of employing blood
for ritual purposes.
But all this does not suffice to explain that the
accusation of employing blood for ritual purposes
has, during six and one-half centuries and throughout a large ])art of Ein-ope, rested heavily on the
Jews. The Christians have never had more than a
verj^ imperfect knowledge of the language, religion,
and customs of the Jews dwelling among them;
whereas the Jews, as a wliole, had far better informa-

tion, at least as

of the nation
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regards the language and customs

among which

their lot

circumstance

Anti-

Jewish
Prejudice
the Real

also

was

cast.

accounts

This

the
superstitious and distrustful attitude
*()\vard the Jews.
Just as the Roman
Cailiolic

clergyman

in

for

specifically

Prolestant districts was frequently inBasis.
vested with wonder and mystery, the
Jews in Christian lands freciuentlv became the subjects of superstitious misconceptions on
the part of the Christian population.
In the sti'ife,
waged at Bern in l.")07, between the Dominicans and
Franciscans, the assertion was made that the Dominicans had used the blood and eyebrows of a Jewish
child for .secret purposes (Gronneirus, "Berner
Chronik," 1585, p. G22). In 1890 the magician
Wawrzek ^larut was sentenced in Galicia for stealing the corpses of two Jewish children from the
cemetery, in order to fumigate a peasant's hut after
typhoid fever. He declar(Ml that there were two
kinds of typhoid: one a Catholic type, banishable
through the Lord's Prayer: the other a Jewish type,
removable only by means of Jewish bones (compare
A. Wuttke, "Der Deutsche Volksaberglaube der
Gegenwart," Berlin, 18G9, Index).
Furthermore, the belief in the miraculous properties of blood may be traced far into antiquity, and its
high importance to vitalitj- must ever have been
obvious (see Blood). A severe loss of blood causes
faintness, syncojie, and even death: "For the life of
the fiesh is in the blood" (Lev. xvii. 11).
Hence, a
sanguinary sacrifice, and particularly a human sacrifice, is regarded by the ignorant as the most precious.
Hence, also, the custom of using blood to
symbolize important actions friendship was pledged
and alliances were formed by intermingling the blood
of both parties.
At this very day bloodrbrotherhood
;

cemented in this way in Africa, as, for example,
Madagascar and Kameruu. These circiunstances,
in their turn, account for the belief that blood, human as well as animal, is invested with
is

in

General
extraordinary properties. Even in anBelief in
cient times human blood was considEfl&cacy of ered a remedy for epilepsy (see Pliny,
"Naturalis Historia." xxviii. 1, § 2;
Blood.
4, § 10); and this belief has survived
to the present day, the l)lo()d of newly executed persons being regarded as a particularly powerful remeAs a specilic against leprosy, bathing
dial agency.
in human blood was recommended botli in ancient
and in medieval times. Pliny {I.e. xxvi. 1, t; 5) relates that when the Egj'ptian kings were stricken
with elephantiasis they took such baths; atid this
statement is in singular accord with the pas.sage
fi'om Exodus Rabbah (i.. end), which states that the
leprous Pharaohs, upon the advice of their sages,
commanded that 150 Jewish children should be
slaughtered every morning and every evening, in
order that the monarchs might bathe in blood. For
other medicinal and folk-lore uses, see Blood.
Blood has a deep signification in the religion of
the Old Testament.
God Himself has designated
blood as a means of atonement (Lev. xvii. 11). In
no other religion is the specific import of blood so
clearly entmeiated.
Hence the oft-repeated and emphatic prohibition (existing among no other nation
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ill

suc'ii

(Lev

form) against \\w inirtaking of hlood as food
17, vii. 2i}, xix. 20; Dent. .\ii. IG; I Sam.

iii.

xiv.

3'2, ;]3:

Ezfk. x.wiii.

Similar

also Acts xv.

Jewish

sti'uction of

Belief,

ritices

t

'2U).

lie

ceased,

compare

2~);

"Wlieii Avitli the de-

Second Temple the

sac-

the sprinkling of the

altar with blood ceased also.
But the
al)horrenceof the tasting of blood remained indeed,
the later Jewish legislation went even further in this
respect than that of the Old Testament (see Shulhan
'Aruk, Torch De'ah, 65, 1; (17, 1, :39; Elea/.ar of
"Worms, in"Eokeah"; Naphtali Benedict, in "Sefer
Beritli 3Iclah," Prague, 1810; S. B. Bamberger,
;

"Amirah Lebet Ya'akob," 2d cd., Fiirth, 1864).
Another impf)rtant prineipleof the Jewish law reads:
nXJn^ "lIDX r\D (;iiiy utilization of a dead body is
forbidden; 'Abodah Zarah 2'Jb; compare J. Rabbinowicz, " Der Todtencultus bei den Juden," Frankfort-on-the-3Iain, 1889.

t^§

21-28).

have constituted and still
constitute a serious impediment to the inception and
furtherance among the Jews of those ideas ou
blood and its applications that are found among
Botli these sets of laws

other nations.
Superstition, it is true, exists among
the Jews; and there are also sui)erstitions Jewish in
Furthermore, popular conceptions on medorigin.
icine also were not lacking among the .Jews (see the
woi-kscited in Hermann Strack," Das Blut," p. 98;M.
Grunwald, '"Aus Hausapotheke und Hexeukliclie,"
in "]\Iittheilungen der Gesellschaft fur Judische

Volkskuude," 11-87, Hamburg,

But many

1900).

of these ideas did not originate among them; and
references to the ])lood and its employment are rare.

—

Occasionally a Jew u.ses his own blood that is, exfor the purpose of stopping a hemorrhage
(forming a clot). Nowhere, so far as the present
writer is aware, is there any reference whatever to
the drinking of human or animal blood for medicinal or superstitious purposes, or to the swallowing
of it when dried.
Finally, there is no instance of a
Jew having committed murder in order to drink
blood.
There is always, of course, the possibility
that a Jew like one of an}^ other race
may commit a murder. But, even if such a murder should be
proved against a .Tew, the onlj- justifiable conclusion
would be that the culprit committed the crime, not
as a Jew, but merely as a superstitious person; just
as in the case of Hundssattler and Bliefernicht, wlio
devoured the tiesh of their victims, the Christian religion could not be held accountahle for the crimes
ternally

—

—

—

committed.

may

be positively asserted that there is no Jewwhich prescribes the use of the blood of
any human being. "Were there such a ritual, or
were such a procedure even tolerated, there woulil
certainly be some reference to it in the colossal mass
of halakic literature which enters into every detail
of ritualistic observance and of domestic life.
But
neither the well informed among Christian theologians nor the inimical among conNo Jewish, verted .Tews have ever been able to cite
Blooda passage from these sources showing
Ritual.
that such prescription exists.
The
statements to the contrary by the Austrian professor, August Rohling, have served only
to demonstrate the ignoi'anceand malice of the man.
It

ish ritual
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In consequence of the undeniable weightiness of
these reasons, the assertion is now frequently made
that while tlie traditions concerning a sanguinary

do not obtain among Judaism as a whole, they

rite

are, nevertheless,

accepted

b_v

one or several

sects.

But this opinion, also, is untenable; for if the Talmudie Jews, collectively or in individual cases, had
cultivated sanguinary rites, the Kai'aites would certainl\' not have failed to emphasize that fact again
and again. Nor would the Talmudic Jews have
been- silent had it been possible for them to accuse
the Karaites of such a ceremony.
Nothing of the
kind has ever been asserted by either side.
In order to increase the plausibility of a blood
among the Jews, it has become customary to
speak of the "slaughterer's cut," and the application
of the slaughterer's knife:
it is
the communal
slaughterer ("shohet"), too, who is preferably accused of the murder of Christian children. It is
noteworthy, therefore, that Joseph Teomim, in his
commentary ("Peri ]\Iegadim ") to the Shulhan
'Aruk, Yoreh De'ah, 8, should relate the following:
"A slaughterer bought, for use in slaughtering,
a knife which an executioner had employed.
R.
.Toseph declares this to be prohibited; for human
ritual

flesh is prohil)ited,

and

in

consequence

Connection of the foinier close contact of the knife
with the with it, the tlesh of the animals slaugh" Slaug-h- tered with it would also be prohibited."
Whoever accepts, therefore, the ritual
terer's
Cut."

killing of Christian cliildren by Jew.s,
must assume that the slaughterers are
equipped Avith two sets of knives, one set for animals, and the other for Christian children! It is

noteworthy,

also, in this

connection that in the very

which the "slaughterer's cut" was most
vigorously discussed as, for example, at Xanten in

cases in

1891

—
—a close inspection of the wound demonstrated

beyond a doubt that such a cut had not been made.
Finally, it should be mentioned that those who
charge an intentional secreting of the blood for ritual
purposes have an entirely erroneous conception of
the actual quantity of blood in the body.
The
weight of the blood constitutes only one-fourteenth to
one-thirteenth (7.17-7.7 percent) of the total weight
of the body.
The total quantity of blood lost in
the case of death through wounds is onh' about onehalf of this blood-content of the body, or, in the case
of decapitation (where the loss of blood is heaviest),
about 72 per cent of it. Thus, the (luantity of blood
that can possibly be found en the spot and on the
clothing of the victim is much smaller tlian most

persons suppose (compare "Der Xantener Knabenmord vor dem Schwurgericht zu Cleve," July
4-14, 1892. Berlin,
et seq.

;

J.

Marcus.

189:3, ]ip. 54 ct scq., Gl ct seq., 481
" Etude ]\Iedico-Legaledu Meurtre

Rituel," Paris, 1900).
The proselytes who have confirmed the blood accusation against the Jews have always been mali-

cious and ignorant enemies of their people; and
upoii their testimony, devoid as it is of proof, no reAmong these proselytes were:
liance can be placed.
Samuel Friedrich Breiiz, author of the book "Jiidischer Abgestreifter Schlangen-Balg," Nuremberg,
1G14; Paul Christian Kirchner, author of "Judisches

Ceremoniel," Frankfort, 1720; and Paulus Meyer (.see

;
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105-160 et seq.). It is very noteworthy, however, that such pronounced anti-Jewisli
proselytes as J. Pfefferkorn ("Speculum Adhortationis Judaicse ad Christum," 1507) and
Accusation Julius Morosini ("Via della Fede MosStrack.

I.e.

pp.

Ebrei," 1683) have pronouncod the accusation false. In reFalse,
cent times August Rohling of Prague
has become widely recognized as the principal authority for such anti-Jewish statements; but Strack,
in "Das Blut " (ch. xvii.), furnishes unassailable
proof that, bcth from a scientific and from a moral
point of view, Rohling's assertions are utterly un-

Pronounced

trata

agli

reliable.

Damim, Wllna. 1837
Wider die Juden
Berlin,
1840; ChristUclie
Erhohenen Beschuldignng,
Zeugnisae Gegendie Blvtbeschuldig^ing der Jiiden, Berlin,
Berlin,
1888 ; BlutGangaJieUrs,
GuUichicn
1883; Berliner,
AhergUiube, Sonder-Ahdr%ick aits der Oester. WnchenSchachmatt
denBlut1S91
DeMtzsch.
Tmnz
Vienna,
xchrift,
lllgnern Rohling und Jwsfw.s, Erlangen, 1883; Chwolson,
Munich, 1900;

ed.,

Corv^,

of observant Jews and
have refuted the blood accusation

the large

number

Christians who
are the following; viz., Jews; Manasseh b. Israel,
author of "Vindicife Judseorum," London, 1656, who
took a solemn oath that the Jews were guiltless of
this charge, an oath which was repeated at London
June 30, 1840, by the rabbis Solomon Hirschell and
David Meldola. Other Jews who protested were
Jacob Emden and Jonathan Eybeschutz. Protests

have also been expressed

poetry and

in

"Memor-

B. Levinsohn, Efes

I.

Unsprung

den

Uebe^-

der

etc.,

;

Blutanklagr. Frankfort-on-the-Main,

1901.

H. L.

G.
list

breviations as follows;
de los Rios, " Historia de los Judios en EsA. J. Y. B. = " American Jewish Year Book." 1901-2;
Csl.
Cassel. article " Juden," in Ersch and Gruber, " Encyc."
ser. 2, part xxvii.; Sch. = Scherer. " Rechtsverhaltnisse der
Juden in Oesterreich," 1901 St. = Stobbe, " Die Juden in
Deutschland " ; Str. = Strack, "Das Blut"; Jb. = JahresZz. - Zunz, " Synaberichte der Geschichtswissenschalt "
KOfjale Poesie des Mittelalters."
paiia"

= Amador

;

=

;

;

1144

Norwich (St. William) James and Jessopp, "St. William
of Norwich " Jacobs," Jews of Angevin England," pp.
:

;

19-256.

1168 Gloucester (Harold): "Gloucester Chronicle," ed. Hart,
i. 30; Jacobs, Lc, p. 45.
Zz. p. 24.
17 Jewesses, singing 'Alenu)
1171 Blois (31 burned
Jacobs, I.e., p. 75.
1181 Bury St. Edmunds (St. Robert)
Richard of Devizes, ed. Hewlett, p.
1192 Winchester (boy)
435; Jacobs, !.f., pp. 146-148.
1199 (?) Erfurt (3 Jews hanged, 3 burned [2 women]) Zz. p. 26.
:

;

designed only for Jewish readers.

Proselytes; Johann Emanuel Veith, the eminent preacher
in the Cathedral of St. Stephen, Vienna; and Alexander McCaul, who, in "Reasons for Believing that
the Charge Lately Revived Against the Jewish Peo"biicher "

a Baseless Falsehood," London, 1840. published a protest signed by fifty-eight converts,
of whom the first was M. S. Alexander, bishop of
It
the Anglican Church at Jerusalem (d. 1845).
runs as follows; "We, the undersigned, by nation
Jews, and having lived to years of maturity in the

'pie

Is

and practise of modern Judaism, but now, by
the grace of God, members of the Church of Christ,
do solemnly protest that we have never directly nor
indirectly heard, much less known, among the Jews,
of the practise of killing Christians or using Christian blood, and that we believe this charge, so often
brought against them formerly, and now lately revived, to be a foul and Satanic falsehood." Popes;
See " Die Papstlichen Bullen uber die Blutbeschulfaith

digung," Berlin, 1893, and Munich (Aug. Schupp),
1900, contains the bulls of Innocent IV., Gregory X.,
Martin V., Paul III., and the opinion of Lorenzo
Ganganelli (later Clement XIV.). Many popes have
either directly or indirectly condemned the blood
Monaccusation; no pope has ever sanctioned it.
archs; The German emperors Frederick II. (1236);

Rudolph

Habsburg

of

:

:

:

1235

;

;

;

Bibliography: H.L ^tvw^. Das Blut imGlauben unci Aherglauhen der Menschheit, mit Be^nnderer BerUchKichtigui\g der Volksmedizin

und

des JUtli.se/ien Blutritus, 8th

(18

Jews

"Monumenta Germanis,"

killed):

:

:

St. p. 283.

1283

Mayence

(10

Jews

killed)

:

" Mon. Germ."

xvtl. 210; St. p.

282.

1285 Munich (90 Jews killed): Zz. p. 33; "Mon. Germ." xt.
210, 872; xvii. 415; St. p. 282.
1286 Friesland Csl. p. 79a; Zz. p. 33.
1386 (June 38) Oberwesel and Boppard (St. Werner, 40 Jews
killed) Gratz, " Gesch. der Juden," vii. 201, 478 ; " Mon.
Germ." xvii. 77; St. p. 282.
1287 (May 2) Salzburg: Csl. p. 79a.
1288 (April 34) Troyes Auto da f6 (13 burnt), "Rev. Et. Juives,"
:

:

:

199 et seq.
1290 Lai bach Sch. p. 525.
1392 Colmar: Bohmer, "Fontes
ii.,

:

30
1293

;

Rerum Germanicarum,"

11.

St. p. 383.

Krems

Jews broken on wheel):

(3

"Mon. Germ."

xl.

Sch. p. 348 (who gives the date as 1293).
I.e., ii. 33; "Arch. Oester. Geschichtsquellen," iii. 143; St. p. 2&3.
1303 Remken: Bohmer, I.e.. ii. 39; St. p. 383.
1303 Weissensee (boy found hanged): Zz. p. 36; St. p. 283; Csl.
658; St. p. 283

;

1294

Bern (Rudolf); Bohmer,

1.305

Prague and Vienna

1308
1317
1329
ia31
1387

Thuringia: Csl. p. 79b.
Chinon Str. p. 144.
Savoy, Geneva, Romilly, Annecy, etc.: Str. ib.
Ueberlingen: Csl. p. 79b; Zz. p. 38." Urkundenbuch der Stadt Strassburg,"
Strasburg

p. 79b.

;

hann Ciiristoph Wagenseil (1633-1705); Johann
Jakob Schudt, author of "Judische Mcrkwurdigkeiten" (1714); Johann Salomo Semler (1725-91);
Alex. McCaul; Franz Delitzsch (1813-90); J. J. I.
von D&llinger (1799-1890) and many others.

Wolfsheim

xvi. 31; St. p. 281.
1247 (Mar. 26) Valr&s " Rev. Etudes Juives," vli. 304.
1255 Lincoln (Little St. Hugh): Matthew Paris, "Historia
Major," ed. Luard, v. 516-518, 522, 543; Jacobs, "Jewish
Ideals," pp. 192 et seq.
1367 Pforzheim Alonzo d Spina, " Fortalitum Fldei," 5th cruelty ; I. Loeb, "Josef Haccohen," p. 40.
1370 (June 29) Weissenburg, Alsace: " Mon. Germ." xvii. 191;

(1275); Frederick III. (1470);

the Bohemian kings Ottocar II.
the Polish kings Boleslaw V. Pius
(1254), etc.
<1264); Casimir III. (1334); Casimir IV. (1453);
Stephen Bathori (1576); and others. For Hungary
see the constitution of 1791 for Turkey, 'Abd alMajid (1840). Christian scholars and divines; Jo-

Charles V. (1544)

S.

of cases, where the blood accusation has been raised, with short indications of the
results and of the authorities for the statements, may
be found useful for reference. Some of the more
frequently quoted authorities are referred to by ab-

The following
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Zz. p. 36

;

Csl. p. 79b.

:

207;
1345

:

:

Jewish Encyclopedia,

Munich (Heinrich):

XIV. cent, (end
Jb.

1.

vl.

457b.

Str. p. 145.

of) Vialana:

"Rev. Etudes Juives,"

x. 232-236;

viii.

LTlrich. " Sammlung Jud. Gesch.
1401 Diessenhofen Zz. p. 47
" Boin der Schweiz," p. 348; St. p. 288; Lowfnstein,
:

densee,"

;

p. 83.

1407 (Oct. 36, 3d day of Easter) Cracow: Zz. p. 47; Csl. p.
" Gesch.
133b: Dlugoss, " HistwlaPoloniae,"!. 186; Jest,
der Israeliten," vli. 279.
1428 Regensburg (Ratisbon): Zz. p. 48; Csl. p. 79b.
1430 Ravensburg, Ueberlingen, Llndau : Zz. p. 48.

:

14*5 Palma: A. R. ii. 85-87; Mut, " Mallorca," vli. xv.
1443 Lienz, Tyrol Borrelli, " Dissertazione," p. 243b ; Sch. pp.
:

589-591.
14r)3

Aries

Zz. p. 50.

:

14t)2 Rinn (Andreas): Str. p. 145; Sch. pp. 692-596 (denies).
1468 (Dec. 25) Sepulveda: A. R. iii. 166.
1470 Endingen Sch. p. 430; Schrelber, " Urkundenbuch," 11.
520; St. p. 291.
1473 Regensburg Zz. p. 51 Csl. p. 79b.
1475 Trent (Simon): Sch. pp. .596-614, 643-647, and the note to
pp. .598-599 giving bibliography.
1476 Regensburg (through the apostate Wolfram): Zz. p. 51 St.
pp. 77, 292; Sch. p. 615.
1480 (July 4) Venice (Sebastian of Porto BufTole ; 3 Jews
burned): "Jiidische Merkwurdigkeiten,"ii. 256; Sch. p.
:

;

:

;

615.

1490
1494

La Guardia Isidore Loeb, in " Rev. Etudes Julves," xv.
Tyrnau (12 Jews and 2 Jewesses burned the remainder
:

;

expelled): Zz. p. 52; Schudt,

I.e.,

1.

115; Bergl,

:

;

.

:

1.1.

1529 Poesing (30

Jews burned): Zz. p. 55; Nemethy, In "NeuKaufmann, in " Monatsschrlft,"

zeit," xxvlii.; Jb. xi.; D.

xxxviii.

1540 Neuburg: Zz. p. 57; Csl. p. 79b.
1545 Amasia, Asia Minor (many hanged; Dr. Joseph Abiob
burned): "Shebet Yehudah," iii.; Zz. p. 58; I. Loeb,
"Joseph Haccohen," p. 432 (who gives the date as 1542).
1553 Asti (Jews imprisoned on murder charge): Zz. p. 336.
1554 Rome (accusation threatens through Hananel Foligno,
averted by Alexander Famese): Vogelstein and Rieger,
" Gesch. der Juden in Rom," ii. 151.
1564 Byelsk: "Regesti," sub anno.
1570 Brandenburg (case of Lippold): Zz. p. 338, Jost, I.e., viii.
213-214 Csl. p. 93a. b (gives the date as 1573).
1571 Hellerspring
Csl. p. 79b.
1593 (Dec.) Frankfort-on-the-Main (blood accusation suggested
in a trial of a Jew): " Rev. Etudes Juives," xiv. 282-289.
1598 Luck (3 Jews executed): Zz. p. 340.
1623 Ragusa (Isaac Jeshurun martyred): Zz. p. 342.
1650 Razinai: Jb. xvi.
1654 Gt. Poland D. Kaufmann, In " Monatsschrlft," xxxvUl.
89-96; Vogelstein and Rieger, I.e., ii. 211.
1668 Vienna Zz. p. 346.
1670 (Jan. 17) Metz (Raphael Levi burned) Zz. p. 346 ; Csl. p.79 b.
1691 Wilna (4 Jews executed for child-murder) St«inschneider,
" Cat. Bodl." Nos. 3691, 4028, 4030; Zz. p. 348.
1696 (June 8-July 4) Posen (false murder charge) Zz. pp. 348-349.
1698 Kaidan and Zausmer W^olf, " Bibl. Hebr." iii. 380; Zz. p;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

349.

1705 Viterbo: Vogelstein and Rieger, Lc, it. 233; Roest, "Cat.
Rosenthal. Bibl." i. 55.
1710 (April 5) Neairitz, Moldavia: "Rev. Etudes Juives," xlii.
137; A. J. Y. B. p. 37.
1710 Orlingbausen Csl. p. 79b.
1712 Frankfort-on-the-Main Csl. p. 79b.
1714 Roman, Rumania A. J. Y. B. p. 37.
1721 Danzig and Sinigaglia (child murder): Zz. p. 352.
1736 Posen (lasted four years): Zz. p. 353.
1743 Jaslau (Jew quartered): Zz. p. a54.
1745 Fiirth (synagogue closed through false charge by apostate):
:

:

:

Zz. p. 354.

1756 (Passover) Jampol. Poland

:

Vogelstein and Rieger.

I.e., ii.

246.

Orcuta, Hungary Str. p. 148.
Botoshani, Rumania A. J. Y. B. p. 43.
Totiz Jb. x. 45.
:

:

:

Tasndd.Transylvania (Hungary) Str. p. 148.
Galatz, Rumania (4 killed synagogue burned): A.
:

;

J.

Y. B.

p. 45.

1801 (Aprils) Bucharest (128

Jews

killed

by

soldiers

and popu-

lace): lb. p. 4S.

1803 Neamtz, Moldavia (4
1811 Talowitza:

Jews imprisoned)

:

lb. p. 48.

77). p. 49.

1816 Piatra. Moldavia lb. p. .50.
1823 Velizh, Vitebsk (lasted twelve years): St. p. 186; Jost,
:

I.e.,

xi. 341.

1824

142 ; Loeb, " La Situation
des Israelites en Turquie, en Serbia, et en Roumanie," p.

Bakau
143.

:

Psantir, " Korot," 1873,

Ii.

1829
1829
1834
1838
1839
1840
1840

Blood-Money

Boleslaw-on-the-Weichsel

Babowno

:

Str. p. 149.

Jb. xviii. &5.
(July 13) Neuenhoven. near Diisseldorf
Ferrara
Jost. I.e., xi. 28.5, note.
:

:

Str. 149.

:

Niezdow Str. p. 150.
Near Aix-la-Chapelle Jost. I.e., xi. 34.5, note.
(Feb. 5) Damascus (disappearance of Father Thomas; 13
Jews arrested and tortured 4 died): Jost, f.c, xi. 346.
1840 Trianda, Rhodes Jost, I.e., xi. 351-353.
1843 (Oct.) Marmora: Jost. I.e., xl. 379.
1844 Stobikowka: Str. p. 150.
1837 to 1847 Florenzola. Buffeto.
Montlcelll, Cortemaggiore
:

:

;

:

Jost,
18.57

?.c., xi.

Saratov

265, note.

Chwolson.

:

(Apr. 14) Galatz, Rumania Loeb, I.e., p. 145.
1861 C^ ivlian : id. 261, 362.
1863 (March) Smyrna: Fllenberger, " Die Leidender Juden."
1867 (Oct. 3) (ialatz (90 Jews injured; 4 synagogues destroyed):
18.59

:

Loeb.

"Gesch.

der Juden in Ungarn," p. 51.
1504 Frankfort-on-the-Main Jb. xv. 21.
1505 Budweis (child murder accusation; 13 Jews drowned
themselves): Oefele, " Scriptores." 1. 135 St. p. 292.
1518 Geisingen Lowenstein, in " Zeitschrift f d. Gesch. der
Juden in Deutschland," iii. 383; Jewish Encyclopedia,

1764
1783
1788
1791
1797
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1867
1877
1882
1891
1891
1891
1892
1892
1893
1893
1893
1893
1894
1898
1899
1900
1900

p. 171.

I.e.,

(Dec. 22) Calarash. Rumania: Loeb. I.e., p. 166.
Kutais, Transcaucasia Chwolson. xil.
(Apr. 1) Tisza-Eszldr (disappearance of Esther Solymosl).
:

Corfu Str. p. 151.
(June 29) Xanten Jewish E.nctclopedia,
(June) Nagv-Szokol Str. p. 153.
Eisleben Str. p. 156.
Ingrandes. France: Str. p. 157.
:

:

1.

645b.

:

:

Bakau, Rumania Str. p. 1.58.
(March) Kolln, Bohemia: Str. p.
(June 9) Holleschau Str. p. 159.
Prague Str. p. 160.
:

158.

:

:

Berent. Prussia Str. p. 162.
Skaisglrren Str. p. 163.
(Mar. 29) Polna, Bohemia.
(Jan. 7) Nachod, Bohemia.
(Mar. 28) Konitz, W. Prussia.
:

:

G.

J.

BLOOD-MONEY
to the

Ransom

by a murderer
avenging kinsmen of a murdered man, in sat:

paid

Among the Anglo-Saxons
and other Germanic peoples blood -money or "wergeld " was commonly paid, and a regular scale of
isfaction for tlie crime.

prices fixing the value of lives

was established by

law (Kemble, "The Anglo-Saxons in England," ii.
276 et seq.). Blood-money was unknown in Roman
All crimes except murder could be satisfied by
law.
payment of a fine but for murder the death penalty
was invariablv inflicted (see " The Law of the Twelve
Tables," Table VIII.).
The Jewish law went further than the Roman law
The code of the Twelve Tables
in this respect.
simply states that for murder the death penalty shall
be inflicted, and for lesser crimes the money com;

may

be received in satisfaction, thus inthe taking of blood-money
for murder.
The Biblical law (Num. xxxv. 31, 32),
however, expressly prohibits it. It forbids (1) the
taking of blood-money for the life of a murderer,
allowing him to escape; and (2) the taking of it for
a murderer who has fled to a city of refuge, allowing
him to return to his home. The crime of taking
human life was the most heinous known to the Jewish law {ib. xxxv. 34).
According to another Biblical code (Ex. xxi. 2832), the owner of a goring ox who, knowing the
dangerous nature of the animal, still did not keep it
in subjection, was put to death if the ox killed a
human being. But as the death in this case was not
directly caused by the owner of the ox, a concession
was made in his favor, and he was permitted to ran
pensation

ferentially prohibiting

his life.
The Talmud modifies the severity
of the law through the following process of reasoning: If the owner of the ox committed the murder, he was forced to die according to the law (Num.

som

:

Blood-Money
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XXXV. 31); but if his ox killed a ))orson, the ox was
and the owner paid blood-money. If the ox
were not slain, then the owner was i)iit to death;
hence R. Hizkiyah said, "Tlie law in Num. xxxv.
31 requires only the actual murderer to be killed;
and you can not put a man to death because of a
death caused by his ox " (Sanh. 151)).
The murderer who had come to the city of refuge,
if guilty of Avilful murder, was given into the hands
of the avenger to be executed but if guilty of accidental homicide, remained in the city of refuge until
It
the death of the high priest (Num. xxxv. 25).
appears, therefore, that even one guilty of accidental homicide could not expiate the offense by the
])aymeut of blood-money, but must serve his full
term in the city of refuge (Ket. ;571)). The strict
application of this law led the rabbinical authorities
to the conclusion that the death penalty was an absolute satisfaction for the crime and its consequences,
and that therefore the relatives of the murdered person had no claim in damages against the murderer.
The law in Ex. xxi. 22 was thus explained: "If
there is no danger to life from the injury, the nuu-erer is punished by tine; but if death results, he is
not punished by fine, because he is subjected to the
slain,

;

death penalty

"

(Mishiiah Ket.

iii.

2).

Maimouides states the matter as follows: "The
court must take care that no blood -money be taken
from the murderer even if he would give all the
money in the world, and even if the avenger would
be willing to release him; because the life of the
murdered man is not the property of the avenger,
but the property of God, and God has said, Ye
shall take no blood-money for the life of a murderer
(Num. xxxv. 31); and There is no sin so great as
that of murder, for blood defileth the land (Num.
xxxv. 38)"; (Maimonides, "Yad," Rozeah, i. 4; see
articles Da.m.\ges, Homicide, R.vxsom).
'

'

'

'

D.

G.

BLOOD-MONEY IN RUMANIA

:

W.

A.

According

to the conunoii law of Moldavia and Wallachia, the
murder of a person entailed not only the execution of

the murderer, but also the imposition upon him, or if
he were unknown upon the village nearest to the
spot where the murder had been committed, of a

=

blood money),
sangclui "
Villages
whicli fell to the relations of the victim.
that could not pay the fine were depopulated.
This legislation applied to Jews in common with
the other inhabitants, and the communities were
made collectively responsible for the fines. As
commercial travelers and pedlers, the Jews journeyed constantly, and while the Rumanians were
hospitable to every traveler, they considered it
hardly a mortal crime to murder a Turk, a Tatar,
or a Jew (Cantemir, "Descriptio ^Moldavia?," Rumanian ed., p. 260. Jassy, 1851). The fine imposed
for the murder of a Jew was very heavy; a decree
of Prince Petrashcu of Wallachia. in 1553, mentions
that Mircea the Great (1382-1409) amerced the
village of Vianul. beyond the Olt, in the sum of
40,000 aspers, upon tlie complaint of the wife

heavy

fine

("prezul

and the mother of a Jew who had been murdered

The villagers, being unable to raise
such a sum, implored the clemency of the prince,
who paid the amount out of his own treasury.

in that vicinity.

268

In order to evade payment of blood money, vilon finding a corpse, would often throw it
into a river or pond, or perhaps inter it, to avoid
Tliis practise caused
notice by the authorities.
lagers,

great liardship to Jewish wives wbo, in addition to
the loss of their husbands, saw themselves doomed
to i>erpetual widowhood by the Jewish law concerning disappeai-ances (see 'Agunaii).
The institution of blood-money was abolished
by till' law of 1831, but the murders of Jewish
travelers and Jewish tavern-keepers (esiieciaily numerous on the main highways) continued unabated.
singular conseiiuence of these freipient nuirders
among Rumanian Jews, moreespec-ially in M(;ldavia,
is the custom of regarding Jewish tavern-keepers
who have thus l)een foully dealt with, as mai'tyrs in
a religious cause, for the reason that tliey have lost
their lives in the endeavor to provide "kosher"
food for their traveling coreligionists. The sons of
such are called to the Torali by the proud title "Ben
ha-Kedoshim" (Son of the Saints).

A

Biicliaresf, Dec. 21, 18S(; ; Co('olcctzituic de Difrritc Actc Cure Pot
22-:.';! (the date 1707 civen
by Uricnnd is correft ; Iiifratziica lia.s Knsi; ih. xix. 4s-4'.i;
lii^vitita Is)ncUta. i. 110, Bucharest, 188C ; Baiascli, Etinut Wher
(lir Gedrinrartigfii Verh(ili)iissc (IcrJiidcii in den lividcn
Donauflirstniithllmern, in Allg. Zeit. d«s Juff. 1S4-1, p. t>53
Rumanian translation in Anuarul Pcntru IsracUti, iv. 8).

BlBI.IOGR.\PHY
drescu,

:

Tiifrdtziira.

Urkarul. Sau

Scrvila

Istiirid

D.

Ronnhiihir, xxui.

E. Sd.

BLOOD-RELATIONSHIP.-Biblical Data
Family connection between persons otherwise thyn
by marriage. To the casual reader of the Old Testament, blood-relationship seems always to have
been reckoned by the Hebrews from father to son.
The genealogies are all drawn up on this basis
(compare Gen. iv., v., x., xxii. 20-24, xlvi.; I Chron.
These genealogies, however, are not
i.-ix., etc.).
unifoi-m.
Some of them give the name of the mother
(as Gen. xxii. 20, 24), while many of them give the
names of father and sou merely. Another interestis that one set of passages represents
the mother as naming the children (see, for example.
Gen. iv. 1, 25; xxix. 32-35), while another set of
passages attributes that function to the father (e.rj..
Gen. xvii. 19; xli. 51, 52). For further light on the

ing variation

ideas of relationship see the Critical View.
Blood-relationship was interpreted broadly as

brotherhood which bound together by peculiar
all who were descended from a common father.

a

ties

In

Sam. V. 1 all the tribes of Israel are said to be
bone of David's bone and flesh of his flesh; i.e., to
II

be his brethren. Similarly, in Lev. xxv. 39-46 all
Israelites are considered brethren, as opposed to the
people of other nations. This idea of brotherhood
was founded on a belief that they
Historical were all sharers in a conunon blooti.
While these broad conceptions of
Survey.
l)r()therhood prevailed, they did not
ob.scure in the Hebrew mind the fact that in every
generation men of one father {i.e., brothers in a narrower sense) were under more peculiar obligations
to one another than others of the same nation.
Thus, in certain cases restitution had to be made to
the nearest of kin (Num. v. 7, 8), and in other cases
peculiar duties devolved on the nearest kinsman
(compare Ruth ii. 20. iii. and iv. passim; seeGoEL).
Other evidence that in the later time degrees of

relationship Aveiv recoguizcd

10 and

Luke

is

shown by Tobit

vi.

the prohibitions of this law are, howfor it defines a si?tei' (verse 9) as
"the daughter of thy father or the daughter of thy
mother"; though in ancient times marriages .seem to

Not

all

ever, primitive;

have been permitted between children of the same
if they had different mothers; cases in point
are the marriages of Abraham and Sarah (Gen. xx
12), and Amnon and Tamar (II Sam. xiii. 13).
As among the Arabs, it was I'cgarded by the Hebrews a duty to avenge the blood of a murdered
relative; and if this were not done,
Blood
Yhwii was thought to be displeased.
Avenger. Thus Joab avenged his brother Asahel
(II Sam. iii. 27); and Yhwh sent a
famine because the Gibeonites were not avenged of
the house of Saul (II Sam. xxi. 1 et seq.).
It was in
consequence of this custom that the Cities op" Refuge were founded. See also Avengeu of Bloodfather,

Critical View
It is a feature of primitive
culture to form clans artificial in organization though
not necessarily of different stocks, which .select some
totem as their emblem (compare Giddiugs," Principles
of Sociology," pp. 270-272; and Keasl)y, in "International Monthly," i. 3^oet ^eq.).
These clans in the
course of time regard all their members as brethren
descended from the conunon totem. In order to account for the growth of the clan it has been supposed
by some scholars that clans meeting others who have
for some reason chosen the same totem will naturally regard one another as brethren too.
In this
way an enlarged and artificial brotherhood is formed,
which is, however, conceived as real. The existence
of "Leah," '-Rachel," and "Caleb" (denoting wild
cow, ewe, and dog) as clan names among the Hebrews, taken in connection with the evidence from
other jiarts of the Semitic world, makes it probable
that relationships originally artificial were by the Hebrews counted as blood-relationships (compare W. R.
Smith, "Animal Worship and Animal Tril)es Among
the Arabs and in the Old Testament," in "Journal of
Piiilology," ix.
idem, "Kinship and Marriage in
Early Arabia," eh. vii. Jacobs, "Studies in Biblical
Archfeology, " i v. and Barton, " Semitic Origins." ii. ).
Among the Semites also kinship was originally
reckoned, as among many other piimitive nations,
through the mother (see W. R. Smith,
Ma"Kinship," etc., pp. 145-1(55, 246-253;
triarchate. Barton, op. cit. ii.). This seems to
have been also the case among the
Hebrews. In the earlier .Tahvistic document the
mother names the child, which, as Wellhau.sen points
:

;

;

;

Blood-Relationship

out, is a relic of maternal kinship

(compare "Nach-

der Kouiglichen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Gottingen," 189.3, p. 478. note 2). By
the time of the production of the Priestly Code, relationship was reckoned through the father; so that
the mother's name was then suitpressed, and the
father named the child.
In accordance with the
.system of maternal kinship, the children of Jacob
are said (Gen. xxxi. 43) to belong to their mother's
clan.
The marriage of Abraham and Sarah and that
of Amnon and Tamar though in each case between children of the .same father are explained by
the fact that blood-relationship was counted only
through the mother.
Some further instances of the artificial assumjilion
of blood-relationship, which differ in character from
the primitive totemic system, remain
Adoption to be considered. Adoption, in the
and
sense of the legal transfer of filial
Blood-Re- rights from one person to another,
lationship. seems not to have been known in
Israel as it was among the Romans.
There are three possible instances of it in the Old
Testament: (1) the adoption of Moses by Pharaoh's
daugliter (Ex. ii. 10), which does not seem to have
made the blood-bond to his own people less binding;
(2) the adoption of Genubath by the Egyptian queen
(I Kings xi. 20), which seems to have been a survival of kinship through the mother; and (3) the
adoption of Esther by Mordecai (Esther ii. 7). which
was done under foreign influence. Adoption in tlie
modern sense of the word played nf) important part
in Israel's system of relationship (see Adoption).
Closely related to adoption was the system of the
levirate, whereby when a man died without issue
his brother or nearest kinsman was recjuired to
marry the widow, and the first son born of such levirate marriage was coiuited as tlie son of the dead
brother (Gen. xxxviii. Deut. xxv. 5-10; Ruth ywssim
Matt. xxii. 25 et seq.).
A similar custom prevailed among the Arabs (compare W. R Smith,
"Kinship," etc., j). 87) and among the Abyssinians
(compare Letourneau, "Evolution of Marriage," p.
2G5), as well as among many nonLevirate. Semitic peoples (compare Starcke,
" Primitive Family," pp. 157, 158 " International Journal of Ethics," iii. 465: and Westerrichten

38.

ii.

The recognition of certain dilTerences in the degrees of kinship belongs to an eaily period; for
marriages within certain degrees of
Marriage kinslup were prohibited from verjancient times.
ProIn Lev. .xviii. marriage
hibitions. witli a father or mother, sonordaugliter, grandson or granthhiugliter, or
Avitli a consort of any of these, is proliibited, as is the
marriage of a man to a woman and lu'r daiigiiter, or
to two sisters at the same time.
Tliere is involved
in some of these prohiliitions a recognition of an
artificial relationship; but even these are based on
the strong feeling of kinship with those of one family.

Blood-Money
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—

—

;

;

;

marck, "History of Human ]\Iarriage," pp. 510-514).
(For the origin and meaning of the custom see LeviK.\TE.)
It i.s enough to note here that it introduced
a .system of blood-relatiou.ship in part artificial.
In Lev. xviii., where the degrees of kinship in
which marriage is prohibited are enumerated (compare also Lev. xx,), the consort of a near kinsman
or kinswoman is counted as within the prohibited
degrees, thus recognizing a certain artificial kinship.
Some writers hold that Lev. xviii. 16 and xx. 21, by
prohibiting marriage with a deceased brother's wife,
abolished the levirate (so Nowack, " Ilebriiische
Archilologie," i. 340; and Benzinger, "Ilebraische
Archiiulogie," p. 346); and a confirmation of this is
found in Num. xxvii. 1 et neq., which provides for
the succes.sion of daiighters in case a man dies without male issue. Others hold that Leviticus gives
the general prohibition, while Ueut. xxv. 5-10 contains the one exception (so Driver, "Deuteronomy,"
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Bloomfield

Blum, Ernest
At

p. 285).

all

events, the levirate seems to have

survived till the first century of the common era.
In ancient Semitic society, blood-relationship
rested not only upon the basis of common blood,
but upon the fact that kinsmen constantly ate together and renewed the physical bond (compare W.
R. Smith, "Religion of the Semites," 2d ed., pp. 269
Covenants of brotherhood were made beet seq.).
tween those who were really not related to one another, by opening the veins of the covenanters and
tasting each other's blood, as well as by eating together (compare Trumbull, "Blood Covenant," and
W. R. Smith, op. cit. pp. 315, 479). Such artificial
brotherhoods seem to have been recognized in Israel
(compare Amos i. 9).
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ten she played at a public concert in Chicago,

two years

later

chetizky.

At

went

to

Vienna

to

and

study with Les-

the expiration of five years she re-

turned to the United States, where, from 1883 to1893, she repeatedly gave recitals, playing with all
the leading orchestras throughout the country.
In 1893 Bloomfield-Zeisler made a tour through
Europe; and such was her success at Berlin, Leipsic, Frankfort, Vienna, and elsewhere, that she prolonged her stay abroad until 1895. During the season 1895-96 she gave upward of fifty concerts in
America, and in 1897 made a tour of the Pacific
states.
In 1898 she again went abroad, and gave a
series of concerls in Great Britain and France.
She
now (1902) resides at Chicago.

(also

Bibliography: Baker, Biographical Dictionary of Musiciam, 1900; Musical Courier, Feb. 27, 1895, Feb. 20, 1901.
A.
J. So.

richten der K6niglichen Gesellschaft der Wvisenschaften
zu GOttingen, 1893, pp. 431-481; and Buhl, Die Socialen

Mannheim Nov.
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Het Matriarchaat bij de (hide Arabieren
German translation. Das Matriarchal bei den AraDie Ehe bei den Arahem, in NachWellhausen,
bem);
G. A. Wilkea,

VerMltnisse der Jsraeliten, Berlin,
J. JR.

1899.

G. A. B.

BLOOMFIELD, MATJRICE

:

Professor of San-

and comparative philology in Johns Hopkins
born at Bielitz, AusUniversity, Baltimore, Md.
trian Silesia, February 23, 1855 emigrated to AmerHe studied at Chicago and Furman,
ica in 1867.
(S. C.) universities, and at Yale, Berlin, and Leipsic,
and received the degree of doctor of philosophy
from Johns Hopkins in 1879, while Princeton conferred on him the honorary degree of doctor of laws
skrit

;

;

in 1896.

one of the most prominent Sanskrit
scholars in America, and is recognized as the chief
Besides Sanliving authority on the Atharva V6da.
skrit, Bloomfield has made contributions to comparative grammar, Greek, Latin, and Balto-Slavic, and
has treated various problems of the science of religBloomfield

is

India and its literature.
American and German Oriental societies, American Philological Association,
Royal Bohemian Society of Prague, and other learned

ion, especially in relation to

He

is

a

member

of the

bodies.

Among

Bloomfield's chief works are: an edition

of the" KauQika-Sutra," New Haven, 1890; a volume
of selected hymns from the Atharva Veda, with extracts from the ritual and commentary, forming vol.
xlii. of Max MuUer's "Sacred Books of the East,"
Oxford, 1897; and "Atharva Veda," Strasburg,
1899,

forming a portion of the

"

Grundriss der Indo-

Anschen Philologie" of Blihler and Kielhorn. His
latest contribution, in which he has been assisted
by Richard Garbe of Tubingen, is a magnificent
photographic edition of the Paippalada recension of
the Atharva

VMa,

3 vols., Baltimore, 1901.

National Cyclopedia of American Bingraphu. X.; Jnhnson''s Uiiiversal Cyclopedia, 1.; Lamb.
Biographical Dictionani <>f the United States, i. A bibliography of his writings up to 1891 Is published in Bibliographia Hopkinsiensis, pt. 1.
L. H. G.
A.

Bibliography:

BLOOMFIELD-ZEISLER,

FANNY

:

Amer-

Maurice Bloomfield born at
In 1868
Bielitz, Austrian Silesia, July 16. 1866.
her parents settled in Chicago, 111., and there she
received her first instruction in piano from Bernhard Ziehn and Carl Wolfsolin. At the age of
ican pianist;

sister of

;

BLOSZ,

EARL
24,

:

German

He

1860.

born at
painter
studied at the art
;

school in Carlsruhe from 1880 to 1883, and was a
pupil of K. Hoff and of Von Lindenschmid of the
Munich Academy from 1883 to 1887. Since 1887 he
has worked actively in Munich. One of his paintings, entitled " Vor dem Diner," is now in the Dres-

den gallery.
Bibliography
kon, 3d

:

H.

ed., v.

rUhmte

W.

176,

Singer, AUf/emeines KUnstler-LexiFrankfort-on-the-Main, 1901 ; Kohut, BeManner und Frauen, part vii., p.

Israelitische
302, Leipsic, 1900.

A. M. F.

s.

BLOWITZ, HENRI GEORGES STEPHAN

ADOLPHE OPPER DE

Special correspondent
at Blowitz,
Bohemia, Dec. 28, 1825; died in Paris Jan. 18, 1903.
At the age of sixteen he went to France, where he was
appointed professor of German at the Lycee, Tours.
Upon leaving that institution he visited Limoges,
He then took a course at
Poitiers, and Marseilles.
the university until 1860, and on May 6 of that year
received permission to assume the present form of
At this time he occupied himself with
his name.
the invention of a machine for wool -carding by
steam, but soon devoted himself to the study of
foreign politics, contributing to several periodicals,
such as the " Gazette du Midi " and " La DecentraliIn this capacity of journalist he
sation " of Lyons.
revealed the liistory of Ismail Pasha's special train,
which caused the defeat of De Lesseps in the election of 1869; he was not prosecuted, however,
owing to the efforts of M. Thiers in his behalf.
At the close of the Franco-Prussian war Blowitz
rendered valuable assistance to General Espircnt de
la Villeboisnet in facilitating the suppression of the
Commune at Marseilles, by establishing telegraphic
communication with M. Thiers at Versailles by
means of a private wire when all other means of
communication had been destroyed by the insurIn recognition of this achievement Blowitz,
gents.
in June, 1871, received the medal of the Legion of
Honor. In the following month he became correspondent of the London "Times," and in 1874 was
appointed special Paris correspondent of that paper,
in which capacity he, on May 9, 1874, secured permission to communicate with the London office daily
from 9 A.M. to 3 p.m. by special wire.
In 1875 he revealed certain plans of the German
at Paris of the

:

London "Times"; born

"
:

Bloomfield
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government which were said to aim at a second invasion of France; and he secured the full text of the
Treaty of Berlin for the London Times " before the
signatures of the plenipotentiaries had been affixed
to the document.
It is, however, as an interviewer that Blowitz is
best known, and among the numerous celebrities interviewed by him may be mentioned Bismarck, the
Sultan of Turkey, Abd al-Hamid, Alfonso XII.,
Charles, King of Rumania, Pope Leo XIII., Thiers,
Gambetta, Prince LobanofE, Comte de Chambord,
Marquis Tseng, Cardinal Jacobini and the French
statesmen Duclerc and Jules Ferry. Blowitz is a
doctor of philosophy and officier de I'Academie, and
on July 30, 1878, he was elevated to the rank of offiHe has been a contribcer of the Legion of Honor.
utor to the "Contemporary Review," "Harper's
Magazine," and "Paris Vivant," and he is the author of the following works: "Feuilles Volantes,"
1858; the comedy, "Midi a Quatorze Heures";
"L'Allemagne et la Provence," 1878; "Le Mariage
Royal d'Espague," 1878; "Une Course a Constantinople," 1884. Blowitz, however, is more especially
renowned for his journalistic activity, and he is said
to have contributed more than 4,000 columns to the
London "Times."
•'

:

Bibliography: Men and Women of the Time, 1899; Who's
Who, 1901; Harper's Magazine, 1891; Contemporary Re^
view, 1893.
J-

S.

So.

BLUCHER, EPHRAIM ISRAEL:

Austrian
rabbi and author; born Oct. 2, 1813, at Glocksdorf,
Moravia; died at Budapest April 6, 1882. For
some years he was tutor in Hebrew at the University
of Lemberg; then officiated as rabbi at Osviecin,

and Kosten, Moravia; afterward he went
Vienna, where he founded a real-gymnasium,
which had but a brief existence. Later he lived
for a time at Neuhausel, Hungary, and finally at
Budapest.
Blucher is the author of a Hebrew grammar,
" Marpeh Lashon Arami " (Healing of the Aramaic
Tongue), treating of the Biblical, Targumic, and
Talmudic Aramaic in eighteen sections; preceded by
"Maggid me-Reshit," a Hebrew translation of a portion of Julius Furst's "Lehrgebaude der AraniaGalicia,

In 1859

Blum

Blum, Ernest

of Solferino,

participate in the
at the battle
then promoted on the field to the

left for Italy to

war with Austria
and

;

was again wounded

Having retired in 1870 as chief of
was appointed, at the outbreak of the

rank of captain.
battalion, he

Franco-Prussian war, adjutant-major of the National
Guard of Paris. In 1875 he received an appointment in the newly organized territorial army.
Bibliography: Jewish Chronicle, Feb.

9, 1894, p. 9.

B. B.

s.

BLUM, DAVID: German Talmudist of the
middle of the sixteenth century rabbi at Sulzburr
near Freiburg in Baden [V]. He was classed among
;

the best Talmudic authorities in Germany. Among
his pupils Jo.seph B. Isaac ha-Levi Ashkenazi was

have had Blum for his master (see his
Meir \). Gcdaliah reprinted in Zunz,
Blum copied and comha-Zt'dek," note 35).

proud

to

epistle against
"
'

Ir

The city library of Hamburg
piled various works.
contains a copy of the " Nizzahon " and a collection
of " shetarot " (documents) marked as copied by him.
It is uncertain whether Blum is identical with
David b. Moses Blumes (t^"01^2), a friend of Solomon
b: Jehiel Luria, in whose collection of responsa (No.
37, ed. Filrth, p. 24a) is included a responsum of
Blumes. If he is identical, he was at one time in
Palestine, as Luria's friend wrote from that counBlum is probably identical with David of
try.
Sulzburg, whom Joseph b. Gershon ha-Kohen of
Cracow in his responsa (No. 31) calls "mehuttan"
(relative by marriage).
Bibliography: Aziilai, Shem ha-Gedolim, ed. Wilna, p. 4:{,
Briill, in Ha-Karmel, Iv. 661; Kaufmann, in Rev. Et.
Juives, xxll. 9.5; Steinschneider, Cat. d. Hchr. Handschriften in d. Stadtbiblinthek zu Hamburg, pp. 71, 88, 89
I. Zunz, 'Ir ha-Zedek, p. 24 and note 35.

L. G.

to

ischen Sprache" (Vienna,
"The Book of Ruth," with

1839).

German

He

also issued

translation and

1843; and "Die
Deutsche Israeliten," Vienna,

Hebrew commentary, Lemberg,
Synagogenfrage

fiir

In the last years of his life, driven by stress
1860.
of circumstances, he issued several periodicals under
but in each case only a few numdifferent titles
;

bers appeared.

Bibliography: Litteraturblatt des Orunts,

1841, No. 1;
Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. co\. mi; Lippe, Bibliographisches
Lexicon, 1. 46; Zeitlin, Bihliotheca Hehraica, p. 34; Fuenn,

Kene.xet Yis7-ael,

entitled

works

M. K.

s.

French major;

born

"Femme Qui

Mord."

His

subsequent

"L'Escarcelle
the Delassements Comiques:
d'Or" (in collaboration with Al. Flan), "Suivez le
Monde," "Les Delassements en Vacances" (1860),
for

"
(1860), " A Vos Souhaits
du
Jour,"
Plat
"La
Journal,"
"Le
"Paris
(1860),
Tour de Nesle pour Rire " (1861), "En Zigzag"
" Les Noces du
(1861), " Les Jolies Farceurs " (1862),
Diable" (1863), etc. for the Gaite: "La Petite Pologne " (with Lambert Thiboust, 1861); for the Varietes: "Crockbgte et Ses Lions" (with Clairville,
1863), "Montjoie Fait Peur" (with Giraudin, 1863),
" La Revue au Cinquidme Etage " (with Giraudia

"L'Almanach Comique"

;

(1876);

'^

for the Ambigu " Rocambole
Bourgeois, and Ponson du Terrail,

and Clairville, 1863)
1864),

in

;

for various theaters included the following:

(with Anicet

p. 151.

BLUM, ABRAHAM:

BLUM, ERNEST:

French dramatist born in
The son of an actor, he begau
Paris Aug. 15, 1836.
At eighteen
at an early age to work for the theater.
he produced his first piece, for the Varietes,

;

"Rose Michel"

:

(1875),

for the Chatelet

:

"L'Espion du Roi

"La Lanterne Magique

He dis1823; died at Boulogne, France, in 1894.
tinguished himself in the Crimean war in 1854, having been wounded in the slioulder, and received from
Upon his return
the sultan the Order of Medidje.
to France, where he had been counted among the
fallen on the battle-field, he was accorded the cross

(with Clairville and Monnier, 1865), "Cendrillon"
(with the same, 1866), "Le Diable Boiteux " (with
Clairville and Flan, 1866), " Les Voyages de Gulliver" (with Clairville and Monnier, 1867), "Le Vengeur" (with F. Brisebarre, 1868); for the Renaissance: "La Jolie Parfumeuse" (with H. Cremieux,

of the Legion of Honor.

1874).

He

also wrote

"Une Avant-Scene"

(1876),

"

Blum, Isaac
Blumenfeld
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with Tocbe, "La Revue des Varietes " (1879), "Belle
Lurette " (1880), " La Xoce d'Ambroise " (1881), " Le
Chateau de Tire-Larigot " (1884), " Le Petit Chaperon

Rouire"

(1885),

"Mademoiselle Gavroche " (1885).
" Les Femmes Nerveuses"
(1889), "Paris Fin de Siecle"
Jlongodin " (with Toche), at the

"Le Purfum" (1888),
<1888), "Le Cadeuas"

"Madam

(1890),

Vaudeville (189U)

"
;

(1895),

^MiVdaine I'Amiral " (1892),"

Mon-

"La Maison Tamponin
"LaRieuse" (1894), "Le Carnot du Diable
"Le Carillon" (1897).

sieur Coulisset"
(1893),

(1892),

"

In book form he has published "Entre Bicetre et
€harenton" (1866), "Journal d'un Yaudevilliste
" (1896).
(1891,) and " Les Memoires d'un Yieux Beau
He is also the author of a " Biographie Complete

d'Henri Rochefort

Blum was

" (Brussels, 1868.)

for several

years on the editorial staff

of the "Charivari," and he has been associated with
"Le Rappel" since its establishment in 1869.
J.

s.

BLUM, ISAAC AUGUST

W.

French mathema-

:

in I80I: died there Jan. 5,
entered in 1831 the Ecole Polytechnique
and was graduated lieutenant of marine, but resigned
Involved
in 1833 and devoted himself to teaching.
in the events of 1848, he was connected editorially
with the "Journal des Travailleurs," and was appointed vice-president of the commission of Luxembourg. Blum was arrested for having taken part in
the publication of an injurious libel addressed to the
president of the Assemblee Con.stituante, but was
soon released. He then took up his scientific occu-

born at Paris

tician;

1877.

He

pation.

Blum

is

(1) "Resume d'Algebre
Resume d'Arithmetique," Paris,

the author of:

Elementaire
1843, botli of

;

"
;

(2)

"

which are comprised

in the " Collection

Cours Complet
de Mathematiques," in two volumes, Paris, 184345.
In 1844 he founded a scientific review, "Bulletin Polytechnique," which, however, he soon discontinued; and in 1855 a daily paper treating of
mathematics, "La Science," which is still published
des Tableaux Poly techniques

"

;

(3) "

Dictionnaire,

parents moved to Frankfort-on the-Oder, and at an
early age he was graduated from the gymnasium of
that city.
He served in the Prussian army in the
Dani.sh war of 1848, enlisting as a private and being
promoted to the rank of first lieutenant. He was

decorated for his services, but the anti-Semitism
prevalent deprived him of his medal; and, resenting
such treatment, he left for America in 1854, settling
in Baltimore, where he was engaged in mercantile
pursuits until 1861.
When Fort Sumter was attacked Blumenberg assisted in organizing the fifth Maryland infantry regHis
iment, of wliich he was commissioned major.
efforts for the Union cause won for him the hatred
of the Seces.sionists, forcing him to be guarded constantly to prevent their attacking and hanging him.
He first served near Hampton Roads, was later attached to Mansfield's corps in the peninsular campaign, and commanded his regiment as colonel at
xVntietam, where he was severely wounded in the
thigh by a sharpshooter. This ultimately caused
his death.
He returned home, and was confined to
his bed for several months.
President Lincoln appointed Blumenberg provost
marshal of the third Maryland district, w-ith headquarters at Baltimore. He held this office from
1863 to 1865, making himself very unpopular by a
President Johnson
strict enforcement of the laws.
appointed him to a position in the revenue department, and commissioned him brigadier-general
United States volunteers, by brevet. For a long
time resident in Baltimore, he was extremely popular
with the German and the Hebrew element of that city.
He held the office of president of the National
Schuetzen-Yerein of America, and was an active
member of Har Sinai congregation and of the Hebrew orphan asylum.
Bibliography: BUifjmphicnl Cyclopedia of Bepresentative
Men of Maryland and the District of Columbia, p. i77,
Baltimore, 1879; Simon Wolf, Tfic American Jew as Patriot, Soldier, and Citizen, pp. 199, 200, Philadelphia, 1895
Isaac Markens, The Hrhrews in America, pp. 131, 133, New
York, ISSS; Ai>pleti>n's Anyiual Cyclopedia, i. 613, new
serie.s.

New

York,

1877, for 1876.

A. M. F.

A.

as a weekly.
Bibliography:
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La Grande

Encyclopedic,

Laroussc,

s.v.;

s.v.

I.

s.

BLUM, JULIUS

(also

known

as

Bu.

Blum

Pasha): Austro-Egyptian

financier; born at BudaHungary, in 1H43. In 1S69 he became director
of the Austro-Egyptian bank at Alexandria; in 1877
he was appointed state secretary in the Egyptian
Ministry of Finance, by the khedive; and two years
later, pasha and minister of finance.
He retained
pest,

this position until 1890,

when he accepted

the ap-

pointment of director of the Austrian Credit-Anstalt
at Yienna. Blum has received many decorations: he
is K.C.B., C.M.G., commander of the French Legion
of Honor, grand ofiicer of the Italian Order of the
Crown, knight of the Rother Adler Orden, etc.
s.
M. K.

BLUMENBERG, LEOPOLD:

American soldier; born in the province of Brandenburg, Pru.ssia,
Sept. 28, 1827; died at Baltimore Aug. 12, 1876.
He was the son of Abraham and Sophia Blumenberg, and the twenty-first of a family of twentytwo children.
Soon after his birth Bliimenberg's

BLUMENBERG, MARC

A.: American musical critic and editor; born at Baltimore, Md., May
21, 1851; educated in the public schools of that city,
and later at the College of Loyola. After a thorough course in the various branches of music, he
became musical critic of the Baltimore "American,"
and subsequently was associated with the Baltimore
"Sun "in a similar capacity. In 1879 he removed
to New York, where, in the following year, he established the "Musical Courier," one of the most infiuential musical weekly papers in existence, with
branch offices in Germany, France. England, and

Blumenberg is president of the Blumenberg
Press Corporation, and a member of the Social
Science Association of New York.

Italy.

BiBLiociRAPHY

:

^V}l<>'s

Who

in

America.

.\.

BLUMENFELD, ARON WOLFF:

J.

So.

German

composer; born at Kurnik, Posen, Feb. 29, 1828.
In 1846 he went to Berlin, where he studied with
Rungenhagen, and afterward established himself as
His more important works
a teacher and composer.
are an opera entitled "Kiinstlerleben," and a can-

;
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tata first performed in 1851.
Among his pianoforte
compositions
mostly morceau.v de salon- are the
follow lug: "La Fee Dansante," op. 9; "L'Esperauce," waltz, op. 20; "Les Adieux de Berlin," op.
"Deutscher Triumplimarsch "
22;
"Hochzeitsmarsch," op. 32; " Aldeutschlauds Klage," funeral
march, op. 40. An interesting compilation is the
"Elumenlese," concert-music for 6 to 20 instruments
arranged in a series of 96 separate books, many
of them consisting of several numbers, and containing arrangements of German, Russian, Norwegian,
American, English, French, and other songs, and
transcriptions of dances, marches, operatic pieces,
and various other selections from the works of Schumann, Lindblad, Seifert, Blomquist, and many other
composers.

—

—

;

Bibliography: Mendel, Musik-Lexikon

\

Schirmer's Cata-

liifjue.

s.

So.

J.

BLUMENFELD, BERISH

Galician Hebraist: flourished in the first half of the nineteenth centur}\
He was one of the wealthy Hebrew scholars
of that part of Poland who contributed much to the
spread of knowdedge among their brethren, and
whose work in the field of Neo-Hebraic literature
was a true labor of love. Blumenfeld is the author
of a German translation of the Book of Job, which
he published with a Hebrew commentary (Vienna,
1820).
His views on the authorship and date of Job
were the subject of an interesting correspondence
with S. D. Luzzatto, who insisted that Job was one
of the oldest books of the canon.
Blumenfeld also
corresponded with Isaac Beer Levinsohn and assisted in the spread of the hitter's woi'ks.
He was
an intimate friend of Simson Bloch ha-Levi, who
dedicated to him his Hebrew translation of ^lanasseh
b. Israel's "Vindieiie Juda?orum."
A poem, "]Motar ha-Adam" (Superiority of JMan). by Blumenfeld,
is published in "Bikkure ha-'Ittim," iv. 150-158.
:

BiHi.iocRAPiiv
Kcrcm Hcmcd. i. r)3r>S; (7*.
Sefer ha-Ziknntnt, pp. TI, T~ Fiirst, IMhl. Jud.
:

;

s.

12}-l2.j-

ij

P.

BLUMENFELD, FEITEL (FADEI)

\Vi.
:

IJus-

born in ISOC); dird at Kherson Dec. 4,
WM. He graduated from the rabbinical college at
Jilomir, and for about forty years officiated as
sian rabbi;

rabbi in Kherson and in the Jewish agricultural
colonies of Khei'son and Bessarabia, in Avhose development he always took an active i)art. He introduced many useful reforms in the Jewish community
of Kiiei-.s()n, and, being familiar with the Jewisii
question in Pussia. was repeatedly summoned ])y
the gov(;rnment to the conferences of Jewish rabbis
at St. Petei'sbuig.

He contributed

largely to the

Jewish-Russian

pcrioilicals "Pvusski Yevici" and
"IJazsvyet," especially on the Piussian-Jcwish agri-

cultural colonies.
BiULKxatAl'ilv

Linili Ahidsaf,

:

\x'.)~.

IT.

R

BLUMENFELD, HERMANN FADEYE-

VICH:

Russian lawyer, sou of Feitel (Fadei): l)orn
Klierson Sejit. 2, 1S()1
received his ((hicatioii at
the high scliool of jiis liirt]i])lace.
He was uradiiated in iss;; i'unn llie New-Russian rniversily oC
in

;

Odessa, which awarded
prize for

Jiis

treatise

111.— IS

him a gold

nicilal

property in Old Russia, entitled " O Formakh Zemlevladyeniya v Drevnei Rossii," Odessa, 1883.
Blumenfeld has published an article on CrimeanTatar landed property, entitled "Krimsko-Tatarskoe Zemlevladyeuie," Odessa, 1888. He has been
an extensive contributor to the Russian-Jewish
periodicals "Voskhod," " Yevreiskoe Obozryenie,"
and others. His articles deal especially with the
economic, industrial, and commercial activity of the
Jews in South Ru.ssia.
Bibliography: Vengerov, Kritiko-Biografichcski Shwar,
iii.,

St.

Petersburg, 1893.
II.

BLUMENFELD, IGNATZ (ISAAC)
trian publisher

at Brody,

and merchant; born March

Galicia; died Oct.

2,

1890,

R.

Aus-

:

25, 1812,

at

Geneva!

Switzerland.
He was one of the wealthy Galicians
who took delight in encouraging and spreadino; the

new Hebrew

literature.
He visited Switzerland and
on a pleasure trip in the summer of 1834, and
in the latter country met S. D. Luzzatto and J. S.
Reggio, with both of whom he corresponded on

Italy

He lived for several years in
Odessa, between 1840 and 1850, and afterward returned to Vienna, where he remained until 1885, from
literary subjects.

which year until his death he lived in Switzerland.
Blumenfeld deserved well of modern Hebrew literature by his i)ublication of four volumes of the
"Ozar Nehmad," Vienna, 1856-63, a collection of
literary letters on various subjects relating to the
science of Judaism, which were thus made accessible to the average Hebrew scholar.
These publications are to some extent a continuation of Goldenberg's "Kerem Hemed " and of the "Bikkure

ha-'Ittim" but they are more scientific and historical,
giving less space to translations and to the feeble
attempts at belles-lettres which filled so large a part
of the former coUections.
Blumenfeld himself contributed very little to the "Ozar Nehmad," but
;

Rapoport. Luzzatto, Geiger, and other learned conrecognized the great service Avhich he was
rendering Jewish science by giving currencv to
works Avhicli, but for his generosit}', would liave
remained unpublished.
tril)ut(n's

\2A.

i.

Blum, Isaac
Blumenfeld

and a

on the various kinds of l.uided

BmLiOGRAPiiY

:

Ozar Xrhimtihi.

Letteris, Miktcl>c Iii iic

Kcdon,

181;

ii.,

Profarc and p. 1"

p. 1(14, Viennii.

s.

istiii.

P.

BLUMENFELD,

Wi.

Polish litterateur and
revolutionist; born about 1810; died before 1840.
Blumenfeld was one of the leaders of a band of
young Poles concerned in the Polish revolution of
is;!l.
The rising having i)roved a failure, Bluuicnfeld fled to

work,

London,

" Im'cc

J. C.

:

he produced a fantastic
Process mit dem Konig und

wliei'e

Homo im

oder Die ScJlistcrlijsungder Menschen,
Evangclium voin Jinigsten (ierichte," 1S35. An
English edition, under the title "The New Ecce
Homo at Issue with Kinii- and Priest," ai'iicared in
London in 1S;]9. The work contains dialogues in
|irose alternating with verses, the main subject of
which is the scheme of kings and juicsts to enslave
liunianity, including a comjiacl between Rome and
the Church to degi'ade Isiacl.
''{'he book
shows
(leui Piicsler,
eiii

sonic ])owei-. but

is

wild and wandering.

I'.nil.loGKAi'ilv
(iriit/C, Grscli.
Hiilisli Mitsonn, s.v.
:

U.

15.

drr Juilci}.

.\i.

4i;S-470;

Cat.
J.

"

Blumenfeldt
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BLUMENFELDT, SIMON
mon

(called

also

Si-

Russian calligraplier; born in J\IiSofer)
tau, Coiuiand, 1770; died at the same place 1826.
He possessed the gift of writing in characters so
small that they coidd be read only by the aid of a
microscope. The Lord's Prayer was thus written
by him nine times on a piece of paper the size of a
square inch. He could write readable letters and
words even on the very edge of ordinary vellum
paper.
He was also a skilfid draftsman, and he
used to embellish his excellent pencil sketches with
all kind of verses and sentences.
He traveled extensively through Europe, and received rewards
from many sovereigns. Blumenfeldt presented nu:

script portraits to Emperor Alexander I. of
and a Pentateuch in Hebrew% of the size of
a finger, to Pope Pius VII. He left in manuscript:
"Diaries of Travel"; "Pene Shim'on," a commentary on the Bible, published by his son Moses

merous
Russia,

in

his

work,

"Magid Mesharim," Hanover,

1851;

"Teuaim u-Ketubah le-Shew'uot we-Purim," a humoristic poem.
:
R. Wunderbar. Gesch. dcrJudenin Liv- und
Courland. Mitau, 18.t3 ; idem, Gesch. der Juden in Conrland, in Literaturblatt des Orients, 1849, No. 38. where the
year of his birth is given as 1760; Benjacob, Ozar ha-SefarUn, p. 289.

Bibliography

H. R.

BLUMENSTOCK VON HALBATJ, LEO:
Austrian phvsician; born at Cracow March 11,
1838; died there Feb. 28, 1897. Educated at the
gymnasium and university of his native town and
at the university at Vienna, he was graduated as
doctor of medicine in 1862. He engaged in practise
as a physician in Cracow, and became privat-docent
in 1864 and in 1869 assistant professor in the faculty
of law in the university of that city.
In 1881 he
was appointed to the chair of forensic medicine in
the same university by the medical faculty.
He
held also the position of " Landesgerichtsarzt
(medical expert at the judicial court), and was raised
to the nobility with the name " von Halbau " in 1891.
Blumenstock is the author of: "Zur Lehre von der
Vergiftung Durch Cloakengas," in " Vierteljahresschrift fiir Gerichtliche Medizin," Iviii., 2d part;

"Die Wreden-Wendtscho Ohrenprobe und Deren
Bedeutung in Foro," in "Wiener Medizinische
Wochenschrift," 1875; "Tod Durch Dynamit," in
Friedreich's "Blatter flir Gerichtliche Medizin,"
1876, 1877; "Ueber Aphasie," ib. 1878.
He has also
contributed many essays on forensic medicine to the
Polish journals of Cracow, Lemberg, and Warsaw.
From 1877 until his death he was editor of the
Polish medical weekly "Przeglad Lekarski."

Bibliography: Pagel, Biographisches Lexikon,

s.v.,

Vienna,

1901.

F. T.

s.

BLUMENTHAL, HEINB.ICH

:

H.

German man

ufacturer and philanthropist; born at Darmstadt,
Hesse, March 12, 1824; died there March 27, 1901.
Even as a boy his love for technical work was
noticeable, in consequence of which his father sent
him to the technical high school of his native town.
On being graduated thence he went to Vienna, Nuremberg, and Paris, working in those cities as an ordinary mechanic, and thus acquiring extensive

knowledge.
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Returning to Darmstadt, Blumenthal started a factory for the manufacture of agricultural implements,
which became one of the largest factories of steam
threshing-machines in southern Germany.

He took

great interest in the improvement of tlie condition
of the farmers, and urged the passage of laws for
their benefit.
He also organized and took a leading part in agricultural societies.
During tlie
Franco-Prussian war he was very active in sending
relief to the Hessian troops at the front, and supported from his own means a hospital on his estate
in Darmstadt.
Blumenthal did much for the beautifying of his
native city and toward ameliorating the condition
of the laboring classes.
In acknowledgment of his
services in this respect, one of the leading thoroughfares in Darmstadt was named after him.
It was his influence with the Grand Duke of Hesse,

during the anti-Semitic movement in Germany,
which caused the government of Hesse to take a
decided stand against the agitators and to protect
the Jews.
For a quarter of a century Blumenthal
was a member of the city council, and for more
than two decades the president of the Jewish community of Darmstadt.
Blumenthal was an active philantliropist, supporting many benevolent societies of different creeds,
and assisting the worthy poor. In appreciation of
his services to city and state he received the title of
"Kommerzienrath," and was decorated with the
Hessian Ludwig cross, the Prussian Order of the
Crown, the Hessian cross for merit, and the medal
for non-combatants.
F. T. H.

s.

BLUMENTHAL, JOSEPH:

American communal worker; born in Munich, Germany, Dec. 1,
In 1839
1834; died in New York March 2. 1901.
he went to the United States with his parents, and
in 1854 entered business at Mariposa, Cal.,

there for five years.

He

then

moved

to

remaining
York,

New

where he remained for the rest of his life.
Soon after his return from California Blumenthal
interested himself in military matters, and was for a
time a staff officer of the third regiment of cavalry
of the National Guard of the State of New York.
Blumenthal soon became deeply interested in

He,
political, social, and Jewish communal affairs.
together with W. M. Evarts and Joseph H. Choate,
was a member of the famous Committee of Seventy
which was instrumental in the overthrow of the
notorious Tweed ring. In 1873-74 and 1888-91 he
served as member of the New York Assembly, in
which he was appointed to important committees,
and he was for several j'ears head of the Bureau of
Incumbrances. From 1893 to 1895 he was commissioner of taxes and assessments.
In Jewish communal affairs he displayed the
greatest interest.

As member,

trustee,

and

presi-

dent of the Congregation Shearith Israel he labored
indefatigably.
He was also affiliated with various
orders, such as the B'nai B'rith and the Masonic
But
fraternity, attaining to honors in their ranks.
the achievement to which he devoted the last fifteen
years of his life was the establishment and maintenance, in conjunction with the Rev. Dr. Sabato
Morals and other workers, of the Jewish Theological

Seminary, of wliich institution he was president
its foundation in 1886 until liis death.

from

B. D.

A.

BLUMENTHAL, MARK:

American

ph3'si-

lege of Physicians

and Surgeons

at

Columbia Uni-

New

York, in 1852. He was assistant phyversity,
sician at Blackwell's Island Hospital during 1851York city in 1853; and
52; deputy coroner of

New

Europe in 1854, attending hospitals in LonOn his return he was apdon, Paris, and Munich.
pointed resident and attending physician to Mount
visited

Sinai Hospital (then called Jews' Hospital), New
York, from 1855 to 1859, organizing its medical administration and formulating its records and monthly

From 1862 to 1891
reports as in use to this day.
he was president of and physician to the Institution for the Improved Instruction of Deaf Mutes,
founded and supported by Jews for the benefit of
Jewish and other children.

The

special features of the system of teaching

adopted byBlumenthal, and which was then almost
unknown in this country, were: (1) reading from
the lips of the speaker; and (2) the use of articulate
speech, instead of the finger and sign language
(dactylology) then and still generally employed in
most of the state institutions.
During the Civil war Blumenthal was surgeonmajor in the Third Regiment, National Guard. Besides many professional offices, such as president of
the Medical Union, of the Northwestern Medical and
Surgical Society, and of the Medical Board of the
United Hebrew Charities, Blumenthal was one of
the founders of the Young Glen's Hebrew Association, founder and president of the Sabbath Observance Society of New York, and president of the

9,

in Jassy,

1902.

J.
:

Rumania, 1805; died

Though educated
and musical

Russian hazan;
Odessa Feb.

in

for the rabbinate, his

him for a
hazan. He emigrated to Ru.ssia. became cantor of Berd3'chev and also of Yekaterinoslav, and in 1841 was
made chief cantor of the Brody congregation of
Odessa, which position he held for fifty-five years,
when old age forced him to retire. His son Leonhard, a singer in the Kharkov operahouse. died before him.
Blumenthal was confined to his home by
paralj'sis for the last si.x years of his life.
His fortune was left to the choir of the temple which he
made famous. He was the model "chorhazan" of
Russia, and did much to introduce systematic singing
and the use of musical notes in Russian synagogues.
P. Minkovsky declares his compositions more characteristically Jewish than those of the great cantors
of Western countries.
excellent voice

where, in 1872, he received the degree of doctor
After having been editor of the
of philosophy.
"Deutsche Dichterhalle " in Leipsic, he founded in
1873 the
natshefte

"Neuen MoDichtIn

ftir

kunst und Kritik."

1875 Blumenthal
to Berlin,

moved

where he became

the-

of

the

atrical

critic

"Berliner Tageblatt,"
holding this position
until

1887,

opened

when he

Lessing
Theater, of which he

was

the

director

till

1898.

From

1894 to 1895 he
was also director of
the Berliner Theater.
Since
1898 he
has
been engaged excluOskar Blumenthal.

sively in literary work.

Blumenthal

is

well-

known as

a critic and playwright.
His critiques in
the feuilletons of the newspapers sparkle with humor, at the same time doing justice to authors and

His plays have had merited success, and
them have been well received at the leading
German theaters. As a theatrical manager he was
very successful.
Blumenthal is the author of many plays and
novels, among which may be mentioned: "Allerhand Ungezogenheiten," Leipsic, 1874, 5th ed., 1877;
"Fur Alle Wagen- und Menschenklassen," ib. 1875;
"Bummelbriefe," Danzig, 1880; and the comedies
"DerProbepfeil," 1882; " DieGrosse Glocke," 1887;
"Der Zaungast," 1889; "Grossstadtluft," 1891;
" Hans Huckebein," 1897 " Im Weissen Rossi," 1898,
the last three together with G. Kadelburg; "Merkzettel," 1898; and " Verbotene Stucke," 1900.
He
also edited " Grabbe's Werke und Handschriftlicher
Nachlass," ib. 1878.

actors.

many

of

;

Jewish Chautauqua (1901-02).

BLUMENTHAL, NISSEN

BLUMENTHAL, OSKAR: German author
and playwright; born at Benin March 13, 1852.
He was educated at the gymnasium and the university of his native town, and at the university at Leipsic,

cian; born July 11, 1831, at Altenstadton-the-IUer,
Bavaria.
He came to America with his parents in Aug.,
18^59, attended the academy at Chambersburg, Pa.,
the public and high schools at Philadelphia, Pa.,
and graduated as doctor of medicine from the Col-

born

Blumenfeldt
B'naiB'rith
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ability fitted

Bibliography: Alio. ZeU. des

Jiul. 1H91, No. 24. and 1902,
No. U; P. Minkovsky, in Ha-Shilnah, viil., Nos. 4 and 5 HaMeliz, xl.. No. :^9; tJa-Zefirah. xxix., No. 50; Dcr Jurf, Supplement, Nos. 13 and U, Cracow, 1902.
H. R.
P. Wl.
;

Bibliography: UeyeTi^.Kiinccr)tathnis-Lr.rikitn,

s.v.;

Brock-

haus, Kiniver.iatinns-Lc.rilum, s.v.

F

s.

B'NAI B'RITH,

NANT

or

T. H.

SONS OF THE COVE-

and oldest Jewish fraternal
organization.
It has (1902) a membenship of about
30,000, divided into more than 330 lodges and
10 grand lodges, distributed over the United States,
Germany, Rumania, Austria-Hungary, Egypt, and
Palestine. It was founded at New York in 1843 by a
number of German Jews, headed by Henry Jones, f ir
the purpose of instilling the principles of morality
among the followers of the Mosaic faith uniting
them on a platform upon which all could stand i\'gardless of dogma and ceremonial custom and of
inculcating charity, benevolence, and brotherly love
Political and religious disas the highest virtues.
cussions were to be barred forever in order that harmony and peace might be preserved in the delibera:

Tiie largest

—
—

tions of the Order.

B'nai B'rith
Boas, luiar
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constitution was adopted lor the administration
of the affairs of the Order; and in 1851, a sufficient
number of lodges having been organized, the first
grand lodge was established in tiie city of New
York, and in the same year District Grand Ixxlge
No. 2 was founded in tlie city of Cincinnati. The
Order spread rapidly. Lodges were formed in nearly
all of tlie Eastern and Western states; so that in

1856 District Grand Lodge No. 3 was instituted,
The supreme
seat in Philadelphia, Pa.
authority was placed in a central body, which met
aimually and was comi)osod of one representative
from each lodge. At the meeting of the supreme
body in 1857 a membership of 2,889, with an accumulated capital of §78,000, was reported. At the
same session the constitution was remodeled, giving
•with its
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of his advanced years

;

and Leo N. Levi of New-

York was unanimously chosen as his successor.
In 1873 another new grand lodge. No. 7, was

added, which held jurisdiction over the Southern states.
new sphere opened for the Order in 1882, when

A

Moritz Ellinger, as the deputy of the executive committee, instituted the first lodge in Berlin, Germany.
Meanwhile a number of institutions had arisen in
the United States, founded and supported by the
Order, such as the Orphan Asylum in Cleveland,
housing nearly 1,000 inmates, supported by Districts
Its election was due to Benjamin F.
2, 6, and 7.
Peixotto. Another institution is the Home for the

Aged and Infirm at Yonkers, N. Y. The Atlanta
Hebrew Orphan Asylum w-as established by DisNo. 5, through the influence of Simon Wolf
of Washington, D. C.
The Jewish Widows' and
Orphans' Home of New Orleans and the Touro Infirmary at the same place are supported by District
No. 7. Finally, the Denver National Jewish Hospital for Consumptives was established by District
trict

No.

2.

The Order

also established a public library,

as the jVIaimonides Library, in New York
city; the B'nai B'rith Manual Training School at
Philadelphia, and other educational institutions

known

throughout the country. The Order presented to
the United States a statue of Liberty, chiseled by
At the
Moses Ezekiel, a native of Cincinnati.
suggestion of the Order, Benjamin F. Peixotto was
comnnssioned to represent the United States as consul in Pumania, in order to influence the Rumanian
government on the question of affording protection to its

B'nai B'rith Building,
(From

.1

New

Jewish subjects.

As

there

was no

York.

|)h"to;;r,i('h.)

a more democratic and icincsmtative character.
new ritual, tlir work df Dr. David Einhorn, was
also introduced in keeping with llie progressive
spirit of the age.
A new era of development began in 18GS, when,
at a convention held in the city of New York, composed of representatives from each lodge, the ]ires]VIeanwhile, three
ent constitution was adopted.
new grand lodges had been instituted: No. 4 in San
Francisco, Cal. No. 5 in Baltimore. ^Id. and No. 6
The Order at that time nunibered
in Chicago, 111.
more than 20,000 members. I'nder the new constitution the supreme autiiority was placed in a i)resident, to hold onice for live years, aii<l in an executive conunittee and a court of aiipeais, each of which
was composed of one reiiresentative from each district, elected for five years. ^ 'i"he first president was
.Ttdius Bien of Ncav York, who had been the mastei-mind of the new constilution. He held tlie office
until IQOO, when he declined reeleclion on accoiuit
it

A

;

;

Seal of the B'nai B'rith Order.

provision in the American budget for the maintenaiiceof acoiisulate in Kumania. the Order provided
the necessary funds.
When, in 1885. a suflicient number of lodges had
been founded to warrant the establishment of a
grand lodge for Germany, Julius Bien visited that

country to inaugurate it. ]\leanwliile
the growth of the Order in Kumania
:iiid Austria-Hungary liad led to the
institution of grand lodges with seats
at Bucharest and Prague, and to llie establishment
of many useful benevolent iiislitutioiis.
In America the Order established the ]\Ienoi{.\ii,
a mcnithly magazine, edited first by Benjamin F.
Peixotto,afterward bv Moritz Ellinger, and for a time

Extension
to Europe.

,

B'nai B'rith
Boas, Imar
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by F. de Sola Mendes. In Vienna the Order publishes
a quarterly review; in Berlin, a monthly report.
With the spread of the Order its usefulness as an
international medium for the relief of the persecuted
in various parts of the world has been established
and the principle of self-help has been inculcated in
communities which had always looked to others for

Of late the Order has established
protection and aid.
Avorking relations with the great educational and
relief associations of Europe, such as the Alliance
Israelite Universelle of Paris, the Jewish Colonization Asswiatiou of London, and the Israeiitische
Allianz of Vienna. At the Quinquennial Convention of the Order, held in Chicago (April 29 to May
3, 1900), a commission -vvas appointed to invite the
cooperation of

all

European and American kindred

associations in instituting measures for the introduction of industries, agricultural employments, and
modern education among the Jews of Galicia. The

Order has also been active in finding employment
for the liumanian Jews, who through religious intolerance were compelled to leave their native country.
This it does through the district lodges, which
organize means whereby many individuals may,
from time to time, obtain a livelihood by manual
Numbers of Rumanian Jews, on arriving in
labor.
New York, are distributed among the district lodges.
During its exi.stence the Order has expended millions of dollars in aiding the distressed among its
members by means of donations to the sick, by

and by endowments to widows and orphans.
Immediately after the great storm at Galveston,
Texas, Sept. 8, 1900, a fund of over §27,000 was
contributed by the various lodges and members,
and through the president, Leo N. Levi, it was employed to give a new start in life to Jewish sufferers by the storm. The fund was raised by telegrams
in a few days, and the relief was almost immediate.
Following is a list of the district grand lodges,
showing the jurisdiction of each, and the number of
members:

loans,

District
Lodfres.

Grand

B'NAI B'RITH MESSENGER.
ODICAI>.

BNEI ZION.

See Fraternities.

See Peri-

Boat
Bochart
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BOAZ.— Biblical Data

One of the relatives of
Naomi; a wealthy Judean,
hviug at Bethlehem in Judah (Ruth ii. 1). He was
cue of the kinsmen of Ruth as such he had the privilege of redeeming tlie family estate sold by Naomi
Therefore when Ruth apafter Ehmelech's death.
:

;

he redeemed the property
(Ruth iii. 9, iv. 3). Inconsequence of this he had
to marry Ruth, in order " to raise up the name of
Their son Obed was,
the dead " (Ruth iv. 5, 10).
according to tradition, the grandfather of David
pealed to his kinship,

iv. 22).

B. E.

JR.

J.

In Rabbinical Literature Boaz is identified
by some rabbis with the judge Ibzan of Bethlehem
:

further said that he lost all
duiing his lifetime because he did
not invite Manoah, Samson's father, to any of the
marriage festivities in his house. For, since Manoah
was at that time without children, Boaz thought
that he need not consider on such occasions a childless man who could not pay him back in kind (B. B.
According to Josephus, "Ant." v. 9, § 1,
91a).
Boaz lived at the time of Eli. Boaz was a just,

(Judges

xii. 8).

It is

his sixty children

pious,

was over in Israel, he sought rest
having thanked God and studied for a while
in the Torah (Tan., I.e. Targ. Ruth iii. 7; and Ruth
Aroused out of his first sleep by Ruth, he
R. lb.).
was greatly frightened, as he thought that she was
a devil and he was convinced of the contrary only
after touching the hair of her head,
that the famine

See Ship.

Elimelecli, liusbaud of

(Ruth
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and learned judge, and the cus-

His
torn of using the Divine Name in
greeting one's fellow'-man (Ruth ii. 4)
Conduct
Approved, formulated by him and his bet din received the approval of even the heavenly bet din (Mak. 23b; Yer. Bcr. ix. 14c Ruth R.

after

;

;

since devils are bald (Tan. ,l.c). When
he perceived the pure and holy intentions of Ruth he not only did not
reprove her for her unusual behavior, but he
blessed her, and gave her six measures of barley,
indicating thereby that six pious men should spring
from her, who would be gifted by God with six excellences (compare Isa. xi. 2; Sanh. 93b; Num. R.
xiii. 11; Ruth R. and Targ. to Ruth iii. 15; the
names of the six men differ in these passages, but
David and the Messiah are always among them).
Boaz fulfilled the promises he had given to Ruth,

Boaz
and Ruth,

and when

his kinsman (the sources differ as to the
precise relationship existing between them) would
not marry her because he did not know the Halakah

which decreed that Moabite women were not excluded from the Israelitic community, Boaz himself
married her (Ruth R. to iv. 1). Boaz was eighty
and Ruth forty years old {idem to iii. 10), but their
marriage did not remain childless, though Boaz died
the day after his wedding (Midrash Zulta, ed. Buber,
below).

55,

D. Hartmann,
drasch-Litte7-atui\ 1901.

Bibliography
J.

:

Das Buch Ruth

in der

MU

L. G.

SK.

;

to

i'i.

4).

:

Being a pious man, Boaz on his first meeting with
Ruth perceived her conscientiousness in picking up
tlie

The historical value of the
Critical View
genealogy (Ruthiv. 18-22) is denied by Wellhausen,
They supCoruill, and modern critics generally.
pose it to be the product of a tendency tiiat existed
at one period in post-exilic times, of finding a foreign origin for the most renowned families. But
others are of the opinion that David's flight into
Moab (I Sam. xxii. 3) is a circumstance that lends
historical plausibility to the Moabitic origin of Ruth

grain, as she strictly observed the rules prescribed

by the Law (compare Gleaning of the Fields).
This, as well as her grace and her chaste conduct
during work, induced Boaz to inquire about the
stranger, although he was not in the habit of inquirIn
ing after women (Ruth R. to ii. 5; Shab. 113b).
the conversation that followed between Boaz and
Rutii, the pious proselyte said that, being a Moabite,

she was excluded from association with the commuBoaz, however, renity of God (Deut. xxiii. 4).
plied that the prohibition in Scripture applied only
He
to the men of Moab, and not to the women.
furthermore told her that he had heard from the
Prophets that she was destined to become the ancestress of kings and prophets; and he blessed her with
the words: "May God, who rewards the pious, also

reward you" (Targ. Ruth

ii.

10,

11;

Pcsik., ed.

Buber, xvi. 124a). Boaz was especially friendly
toward the poor stranger during the meal, when he
indicated to her by various symbolic courtesies that
she would become the ancestress of the David ic
royal house, including the Messiah (Ruth R. to ii.
As toward Ruth, Boaz had also
14; Shab. 113b).

been kind toward his kinsmen, Naomi's sons, on
hearing of their death, taking care that they had an
honorable burial (Ruth R. to ii. 20).
Although Boaz was the prince of "the people, he
himself supervised the threshing of the grain in his
barn, in order to circumventany immorality or theft,
both of which were rife in liisdays (Tan., Bcliar. ed.
Ruth R. to iii. 7). Glad in his heart
Buber. viii.
;

(so
i.,

Kuencn,
^

3fi.

J.

ju.

g.;

" Historisch-Critisch

Nowack, "Ruth."

Onderzoek,"

etc.,

p. 184.

B. E.

BOAZ, ISRAEL MICHAEL.

See Cresson,

Wardeu.

BOBOVNIA.
BOBRUISK:

See Minsk.

City in a district of the same
name, in the government of Minsk, Russia; situated
on the right bank of the River Berezina. It is mentioned the first time in official documents concerning Jews, i.ssued in 1511. The inhabitants of Bobruisk, with those of other towns, petitioned King
Sigismund to allow them to pay their taxes directly
to the

crown instead

of the secretary of the treasury,
In a list of duties paid at

Abraham Yesofovich.

the custom-house of Brest-Litovsk for the year 1583,
a Jew named Ilya Lipsiiitz is mentioned as having
sent merchandise to Bobruisk.

Bobruisk was of little importance until the early
part of the nineteenth century, when, under Alexander I., it began to increase rapidly in population,
on account of the important fortress he had erected
It had (1898) 19,125 Jewish inhabitants in a
there.
total population of 35,177;

and the

district (inclu-

—

ding the city) has 49,858 Jews in a total of 256,095.
The commerce, consisting
It is a prosperous city.
chietly of dry-goods, grain, and wood, is mainly in
Jewish hands.
is divided into Hasidim and Mitharmoniously together. The preseut rabbi (1902) of the Hasidim is Shemariah Noah
Shneierson, a descendant of the rabbis of Lyubavich.
Raphael Shapiro, an excellent Talmudic scholar, is
Bobruisk possesses
the rabbi of the Mitnagdim.
four official synagogues and many charitable and
social institutions, among wliich the most noteworthy
is a refuge for old men, whicli was founded by the
philanthropist, Hayyim Boaz Rabbinowicz.

The community

nagdim,

who

live

Bibliography: Semenov, i. 273;
Keneset ha-Gedolah, ii. 95 et seq.

Regestti,

Nos.

242,
1.

642;

Br.

In the district of Bobruisk there are at least 500
persons who depend for their subsistence mainly
upon the cultivation of several deciatiuesof the soil.
Most of the dairies are in the hands of Jews (110
families), who have lost all other resources for a
livelihood since the introduction of the government
monopoly of the liquor trade. In the vicinity of
Bobruisk there are plantations, upon which about 100
Jewish girls work in the summer. In the town are
20 small factories which employ 120 Jews. The
manufacture of leather goods is considerable, many
of the large workshops producing uppers for shoes
for export to the neighboring towns and villages.
Brick making is also well developed. There are
about 8,139 Jewish artisans, 285 tailoring establishments (eniployiug 367 hands), and 275 shoe- and
boot making establishments (employing 165 hands).
There are 444 Jewish laborers, employed chiefly in
carting (1902). The following charitable institutions have been established: a Jewish hospital, a
cheap kitchen, an institution for the aged, a society
for the aid of the sick poor at their homes, and a
"Imilat-lGiasodim," which lends money without
interest.
Besides the general schools, attended by
comparatively few Jcwisli children, there are also
schools for Jews exclusively: two private schools
for girls (300 pupils), a female technical school (160
girls), a primary public school (160 bo_ys), and the
Jewish People's Technical School (60 boys).
On May 3, 1 902, a fire destroyed the greatest part of
flie city, and thousands of Jewisli families were rendered homeless ("Budushchnost," 1902, No. 17).

S.

K.

BOCARA,

ABRAHAM

J.

MOSES:

Rabbi
where
lie died in 1879.
He was the author of "'Ben Abraham." a work treating of difficvdt problems in religious law, and published at Leghorn, 1882, by his
relative, Jacob Bocara.
Several other writings of
his are extant in manuscript form.

of

Boat
Bocbart
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11.

:

tiic

community

Bibliography

of Legliorn

B.

Jews

at Tunis,

D. Cazes, Notes Bihlionraphiques sur la LitterntureJuivc-Tunisicnne, pp. 2!)c( .sec;.
:

M. K.

L. G.

BOCCACCIO,

GIOVANNI, IN

LITERATURE: Among

th

JEWISH

translations

into

Jud;eoGerman of popular books and legends, such
as Bevis of Hampton, the Arthur legend, and Till-

Eulenspiegel, there is one of seven stories from the
" Decameron " of Boccaccio (1313-75).
The translator,

Joseph

(of)

Maarseu, publi-shed several Judaso36 folios ap-

German works. The little volume of
peared in Amsterdam in 1710 under the

title "

Sch5ne

Artliche Geschichten," and contains, according to
Steinschneider, the following tales: "Andrew of
Perugia," "Bcritola," "Gilford," "The Three Brothers," "Landolf," "The Daughter of the Sultan of
Babylon," and "The Count of Anguerra." It may
have been taken from the Dutch version of BoccacOn the title-page the transcio published in 1644.
lator has printed a rimed account of the merits of
the book, and speaks of editing parts ii. to v., in adIn the preface he says
dition to part i.
" The

which I have copied these Ma'asim was over
and at that time the Dutch language wa.s much
now. The kind and gentle reader will therefore excuse me, if my language hire and there is not quite
proper. I have tried to make it so that any one can understand
me. I might have translated it into pure German (Sauber
Deutsch) but then it would have been unintelligible in Holland. I could also have translated it into Dutch (HollandschDeutsch). But then the 'Hoch-Deutsche Yehudim' would not
boolj out of

100 years old

;

harsher than

it is

;

have understood it. I have, therefore, written
high nor too low German."

He

says, also, that he

it

in neither too

was

careful not to introduce
it to be a sin to mingle
the holy tongue with a strange one.

Hebrew words,

as he holds

Bibliography: steinschneider. Cat. Bodl.

col. 1507; idem,
Jeivish Literature, p. 250. On the influence of Boccaccio, see
the remarks of .lost, printed in Brann's Jahrbuch, xl. 19,
and Steinschneider, in Moimtssdirift, xlii. 471.

G.

BOCHART, SAMUEL:

One

of the greatest
scholars of the seventeenth century, and an illustrious representative of the science and theology of the

French Reformed Church; born at Rouen in 1599;
His parents were perdied in Caen, May 16, 1667.
sons of note. After a thorough study of theology
and the Oriental languages in France, England, and
Holland, lie was called as pastor to Caen in Normandy, where he died on the day that his only
grandson had made a three hours' brilliant defense
of certain philosophical theses at the Acadeni}' of
Caen. He first attracted general admiration by engaging in a nine-days' debate with the Jesuit Veron,
who was deputed by the government to travel
tlirougli France with a view to the conversion of
The report of this debate was
the Huguenots.
Out of his scholarly
printed in 1630 at Saumur.
preparation for sermons on Genesis came the two
monumental works by which Bochurt's name is still
known " Geographia Sacra seu Plialeg et Chanaan,"
1646, the first part of which, " Plialcg," treats of the
names contained in the Table of Nations in Gen. x.,
while the second i^art, "Chanaan," is devoted to the
colonies and the language of the Phenicians; and
"Hierozoicon sive Bipartitum Opus de Animalibus
Sacne Scriptuni'," 1663, a marvelously erudite collection of everything contained in Biblical, classical,
and Oriental literature on the animals mentioned
[Much of the material of these two
in the l?ible.
:

works

of value.

is still

BiBMOGRAPiiv

:

t.]

Herzog-Hauck,

Ben!-B?)f.i/7f/op(7f?ic, S.V.: Step-

Mnrinus, De (7(7»'i.s'.simo BncJiatvo et OnrtiUnni ejus
Script is, reprinted in the Leyden edition of Bochart's works.

hanus
T.

K. H. C.

;

;
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BOCHIM

:

Name

Septuagint reads

ill

The
of a place near Bethel.
ii. 1, "The place of weep-

Judges

ing to Beth-el and to all Israel." It inaj' be identiwith Beth-el itself (see Moore, Judges, ad loc).
G. B. L.
.1. .IK.

cal

BOCHNER,
ZE'EB

HAYYIM

B.

BENJAMIN

Talnuulist, and grainniarian
born at Cracow, Galicia, in the liist quarter of the
seventeenth century; died at Filrth, Bavaria, Feb.
He was tlie son of one of the wealthiest
2, 1684.
Cabalist,

:

Jews of Cracow, who owned a stone mansion and
two adjoining stores on Casimir place, a street otherwise uninhabited by Jews.
Bochner received both a rabbinical and a liberal
education, and was a pupil of Israel Ganz whose

—

—

daughter he afterward married and of the cabalist
and grammarian Jacob Temerls. On the death of
his father (1647) Bochner became heir to a portion
of his father's business and otlier properties; but he
sold his share to his three brothers and one sister,
receiving in lieu a weekly allowance in order to be
He established at his
able to pursue liis studies.
own house a free rabbinical school, and enjoyed the

Lipmann Heller and other renowned
Having received a call to Ebenfurth, and

friendship of
scholars.

afterward to Lackenbach, as rabbi and head of the
bet din, he continued to keep up a j'eshibah in both
For reasons he himself gives in the
places.
introduction to his book, "Or Hadash " (New Light).
lie removed to Vienna, where he stayed until the
expulsion of the Jews from that city in 1670.
Bochner, who combined a spirit of observation
with his extensive Talmudical knowledge, and who
while traveling had seen a great deal of the world,
spent the rest of his life in writing and publishing
books and in editing other valuable works. He
wrote (1) The above-mentioned " Or Hadash, " a compilation of laws concerning the ritualistic benedic
tions, in which he embodied the " Or Yisrael " of his
teacher Israel Ganz, and selections from some works

Vocalization), on
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Hebrew grammar, and "Sod

ha-

a cabalistic work, both by 3Ioses Gikalilla, Cracow, 1648; and " Tyyun Tetillah " (Book on
Meditation of Prayer), by Hayyim Rashpitz, Amsterdam, 1671.
ILisliiiial,"

BiBi.ioGH.U'iiv Steinsclini'iiU^r, Cat. BoiU. col. 82,5; Benjiicob,
Michael, Or lia-Hamiim, No. S61
<JZ(tr ha-Si:taiiin, n. 4s7
Doiiibitzer, Kclilat i'oti. ii. ll:i; David Kaufinann. Die Lctzte
Virtnilnuiu drr .Jwku au» H'iVh. 1889, pp. 192, 193; Wolf,
liiliUuUicca Hcbrcca, iv. lliK.'.
:

;

K.

S.

BOCHNIA, AUSTRIA.
BOCK,

ALFRED

See G.\licia.

German

:

R.

novelist

;

born at

He reGiessen, Hesse-Darmstadt, Oct. 14, 18o9.
ceived his education at the gymnasium and the university of his native town, and traveled through
Denmark,

Turkey, and Greece.

Italy,

He now

(1902) lives in Giessen.

Bock is the author of "Gedichte," Dresden, 1889;
Aus einer Kleinen Universitatsstadt," Giessen,
1896; "Wo die Strassen Enger Werden," Berlin,
1898; "Die Ptlastermeisterin," ib. 1899; "Bodo Sikkenberg," il>. 1900; "Der Flurschutz," ib. 1901;
:

"

"

Kinder des Volkes,"

ib.

He

1903.

has also written

some dramas, of which may be mentioned " Die
Alte Jungfer," "Die Prinzessin von Sestri," and
" Der Gymnasialdirektor."
:

F. T. H.

s.

BOCK, M. H. German educator; born at Magdeburg, 1784; died at Leip.sic April 10, 1816, while
on a journey. He was one of the ablest modern
Jewish teachers in Germany at the beginning of the
nineteenth century; and the fashionable private
school (Lelir- und Bildungsanstalt) which he founded
:

(Benedictions

in 1807 at Berlin, and to which Christian as well as
Jewish pupils were admitted, enjoyed a great reputation.
He was also for some time tutor at the KolAfter his death liis
nisches Gymnasium in Berlin.
school Avas conducted by I. M. Jost.
He wrote the following es.saj's and works: (1)
"Nachrichten von der Lehr- und Bildungsanstalt

Enjoyments), which formed part of another work,
" Orhot Hayyim " (The Wa3's of Life), a commentary
on Isaac Tyrnau's "Minhagim." These works he
published, first separately with approbations by

Jlidischer Familien," Berlin, 1807 (part of this is
reprinted in " Sulamith," ii. 2, 39 fi! ^ry.); (2) " IleBerlin, 1812; (3) " Katebraisches
chismus der Israelitischen Religion," Berlin, 1814;

Lipmann Heller and

(4) "^loda' I'Yalde B'ne Israel: Israelitischer Kinderfreund." a manual of the rudiments of knowledge, in Hebrew, German, and French, for the instruction of Jewish children at home and at school.
3 vols., Berlin, 1811-12; (5) in collaboration with
David Frankel. " Die Fl'inf Blicher Mosis. mi t Closes
Mendelssohn's Ueber.setzungin Deutschen Lettern,"
Berlin, 1815; (6) "Predigt am Sabbath nacli der

:

of his

own;

e.g.,

"Birkatha-Nehenin

"

for

Isaac

Eulenburg

in 1659,

and

then as a whole, Amsterdam, 1671. (2) "Patora di
Dahaba " (Table of Gold), a compendium of the
Sliulhan 'Aruk, which remained uniiublished.
(8)
" Mayiin Hayyim " (I.,i ving AVaters), containing homilies and comments on Bil)le and Talmud according to the four methods: (D 1"lD) Peshat, Peinez,
Derush, and Sod. (4) " liana di Hayye " (The Tree
(r,) "Tozeot
Hayyim" (the Issues of
on grammar, Hamburg, 1710. (6) n^Dn n''3
(' The House of Prayer"), a grammatical and mystical
commeutary on the prayer-book, together with all
the laws concerning i)iayers; also under the title
"Arba'ah Roshim" (Four Divisions), on account of

of

Life),

Life),

the four dilTerent treatises

Hayyim"

it

contains.

(7)

"Luah

(Tablet of Life), a work on dietetics,
Cracow, 1669, erroneously ascribed to a certain Raphael, and translated into Latin by Wagenseil, 1687.
Bochner also edited the "Midrash Konen," Amsterdam, 1669; the "Sefer lia-Nikkud " (Book of

ABCBuch,"

Erscheinung des Koniglichen Ediktes: die Biirgerder Juden in den Preu.ssisclien
Staaten Betreffeiul in Erl)auungen," ed. by Kley
and Gunsburg. i. 44S ,t scq.
(7) "Predigten zur
Kirchlichen und Hiluslichen Erbauung," Berlin,
1824, published by his brother, A. Bock, a convert
liclien Verliilltnisse

;

to Christianity.
liiBt.iouRAPiiv Siihuiiith. iv. 2. .'IVS ct .scr/.; Fiirst. BUiliothcca
.liKlnicd. i. 124; Kayserling, Bibliothck Jlidischer KanzeU
:

ridiicr,

i.

411.

M. K.

s.

BODEK.

See Bedikah.

HERMAN

BODEK,

Galiciau Hebraist born
died at Leipsic Aug. 19,
He was descended from a liighly respected
1880.
family, and was the son-in-law of S. L. Rapoport.
For a long time he lived iu Leipsic, where he was
translator of Hebrew at the courts of law, and was

Brody

iu

also

:

;

1820;

JSepl. 27,

engaged

Bodek

Avas well acquainted

IVIasous iu the Orient, or for those in

Europe who

could not read any language other than Hebrew.
Bodek was himself a member of the Apollo Lodge
of the Masonic Order in Leipsic.
Bibliography: Allfjemeine Handbuch der Freimaurerei,
p. 18, Brockhaus, Leipsic, 1879 Zeitlin, BihUntheca Hebraica,
;

36

;

Lippe, Bibliogr-aph iachcn Lexicon,

i.

577-578.

P.

L. G.

BODEK, JACOB, OF LEMBERG

:

Wl.

Galician

He published
died at Lemberg 1856.
"Ha-Ro'eh v-Mebakker Sifre Mehabre Zemanenu "
(Spectator and Critic of Contemporary Works),
which contains long articles from his own pen, from
that of his brother-in-law, A. ]\I. Mohr, and others,
against the works of S. L. Rapoport, S. D. Luzzatto, and S. J. Reggio (part i., Lemberg, 1887;
Hebraist;

part ii., Ofen, 1839).
Later he published, in conjunction with Mohr, a periodical entitled "Jerusalem," wliich appeared at irregular intervals (vol. i.,
Zolkiev, 1844; ii., Lemberg, 1845; iii., Prague, 1845).
He republished with notes the chronicles of Abraham Trebitsch, "Korot ha-'Ittim," which cover the
period from 1741 to 1801, and "Korot Nosafot,'' a
continuation until the year 1850 (Lemberg, 1851).
His biography of his friend, R. Zebi Hirsch Chajes
of Zolkiev, appeared in "Ha-Maggid," i., Nos. 8-11.

Bibliography

:

Zeitlin, Bibl.

Post-Mendds.

pp. 35-36, Leipsic,

1891.

p. AVi.

s.

BODENHEIMER, LEVI:
at Krefeld, in the

Cousistorial rabbi

Rhine province; born Dec. 13,
Aug. 25, 1867, at Krefeld.

1807, at Carlsruhe; died

He occupied

the position of rabbi at Hildesheini in
1837.
Bodenheimer published: (1) "Das Testament
Unter Bencnnung einer Schenkung, nach Rabbinischen Quellen " (Krefeld, 1848); (2) "Das Paraphruslische der Arabischen Uebersetzung des R.
Suad ja Gaon "
(3) n3"l3n nXTI (the Blessing of
Moses); and (4) "irtsn (tln' Sung of Moses), the last
two being scientitic coniiKirisons of the translations
contained in AValton's Polyglot, witli a special reference to the Greek and Arabic variants.
;

:
Lippe, TiihJiograpliisches Lexicon;
Wiiuscbe, Die Jlidisclie Littcrntur, iii.

BinLiOGRAPiiY
atid

J.

s.

Winter

D. B.

BODENSCHATZ, JOHANN CHRISTIAN

GEORG

German

Protestant theologian; born at
25, 1717; died Oct. 4, 1797, at
Baiersdorf near Erlangen.
In his early education
at the gymnasium of Gera he became interested in
Ilof,

:

Germany, May

Bodleian

Oriental and Biblical subjects through his teacher,
Schleusuer; and later (1733), at the Jena University,
he took up Oriental languages as a special study.
Bodenschatz entered the Church, and was vicar
of Uttenreuth, ultimately (1780) becoming superintendent at Baiersdorf. He devoted his life to Jew-

and is said to have made elaborate
models of the Ark of Noah and of the Tabernacle in
the wilderness.
In 1748 he summarized the results
of his researches in his " Kirchliclie Verfassung der
Heutigen Juden. Sonderlich Derer in Deutschland"
(in four parts, Erlangen).
This important work
gives, besides a short history of the Jews, which is
derived mainly from Schudt and Basnage, a full
account of Jewish ceremonial, drawn by the author
from both written and oral sources and illustrated
with engravings.
Of these engravings some are
imitated from Picart, but most of them were especially designed and engraved for the work several
have been reproduced iu the Jewish Encyclopedia.
Bodenschatz generally gives an accurate account
of Jewish ceremonial and custom, and without bias;
his work is consequently an original source for the
actual practise of Jewish ceremonial in mid-Germany
iu the first half of the eigiiteenth century.
A second
edition appeared at Frankfort in 1756 under the
title "Aufrichtig
Deutschredende Hebraer, oder
Die Gebriiuche und Ceremonien der Juden."
ish antiquities,

in business.

with rabbinical and
Neo-Hebraic literature, and contributed articles on
various subjects to the Jewish periodical press of
several countries.
He was the author of "Eleh
Dibre ha-Berit" (These Are the Words of the Covenant), Leipsic, 1880, a catechism of the ritual signs,
allegories, and objects of Freemasonry. It was based
on the works of O. Marbach and R. Fischer on
that subject, and was intended mainly for Jewish

p.

Bochim
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;

Riiu.iography:

Allij.

Deutsche

Biooixiiihic, s.v.

T.

J.

BODENSEE. See Constanxe, Lake of.
BODENSTEIN, JULIUS German landscape:

painter
born in Berlin Aug. 4, 1847. He studied
at the Berlin Academy under Schlitze and Hermann
;

Sclinee, and in 1873 went to Munich, where he became a pupil of Ad. Lier. He is prominent as a

painter of subjects from nature, his "Twenty-five
in the High Alps" (1879) being very artistic
productions. In 1883 he exhibited " Isle of Sylt " at
Munich. Among his other works are: "Approaching Storm in the Jura Mountains," " View Near Irafoi
with' Glaciers," "Oyster-Fishing on the North Sea,"
and "Twilight on the Isle of Sylt."

Views

Bibliography Cijclopcdia of Paiuteis and Paintinos. i. 172,
New York, 1887; H. A. Miiller, AUgemcincs KiinnUcr-Lexikon, S.V.; Kohiit, Bcrilliintc IsTaelitisclic Mdniier tuid
Frauen, part vii., 298, Leip.sic, 190().
s.
A. M. F.
:

BODLEIAN LIBRARY:

The well known
University Library ul O.xford, England. Tiie building which at present forms the reading-room of the
Bodleian Library Avas begun in 1444 by Humfrey,
duke of Gloucester, and received continual accessions of books.
Its life as a library, however, lasted
little more than a century; for in the troubles that
followed the Reformation it suffered the same fate
as other abodes of religion and learning.
Its manuscripts were burned or sold as waste paper, and
its fittings treated as so mueh timber.
The history
of the present collections, therefore, begins with
the refoundation by Sir Thomas Bodlev in 1598.
Whether any Hebrew works were included among
Bndlcy's own gifts is uncertain. The earliest recorded donati(m of the kind is a Hebrew lexicon
presented by John Savile iu 1601, which was followed by Hebrew manuscripts from Dr. John Lhuid.
iu 1602.

;

Bodleian
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was not till 1640 that tlu; Hebrew collection beassume any importance. In that year about

It

gan

to

British

Museum.

ditions were again

forty-eight manuscripts were received

from Sir Kenelm Digby and ArchEarly
Donations bishop Laud and in lCo4 John Selden
;

and

bequeathed to the university such of his
Purchases. Talmudical and rabbinical books as
were not already to be found in the
But by far the greatest part of the present
library.
treasures of the Bodleian

was acquired by purchase.

in 1693 Pococke's library of 420 manuscripts
(including a number in Hebrew) was bought for
£600, andOOO manuscripts of Huntingdon's for £700.
In the eighteenth century very few acquisitions

Tims

made

were
but

282

Two

years later considerable ad-

made by the purchase of sixty-two

manuscripts and

Michael
CoUections.

were seventy-two Reggio manuin 1853, and a number of
volumes in 1864.

bloc

scripts

During the last thirty years the Hebrew collection
has steadily increased in value, chiefly through the
watchfulness and discrimination of the late Oriental
sub-librarian, Adolpli Neubauer.
Besides other
manuscripts, he was the means of acquiring a number of Karaite and Yemen manuscripts, as well as a
great quantity
fragments
from the Cairo
of

in 1817 the

great Canon ici

which are now
bound up in
about 180 vol-

cluding

135
manuscripts on
vellum, chiefly

in

Hebrew,

was bought

umes. It is to
be feared, how-

for

£5,444, and
years
twelve
the

later

more

genizah,"

"

in-

collection,

numerous printed

The Oppen- volumes from various sources. The
heimer and last two collections bought thus en

that the

ever,

time for startling ]}urchases

still

impor-

is

The

past.

tant library of

important

David Oppenheimer (of
Avas
Prague)

vate collections

a
cost of £2,080.
imporTlie
tance of this
addition
may

gravitated
the large

li-

braries;

the

R.

accjuired

have mostly

at

to

competi

tion
between buyers
keener
is
than ever be-

be estimated
from the fact

that

pri-

fore

:

while

780

lack of funds
and the seiious

manuscripts

demands made

and over 4,000

by

printed books,

branches of
learning on the

it c o n

sisted

of

-

em bracing
every

resources of
the Bodleian
and of the Uni-

depart-

ment of Jewish
literature and
learning.
The
collection

is

still

called

by

the

name

of

the

original
owner, a n d

other

versity

alike

threaten to hinder further de-

Ewer mith Hebrew
(Frnm

Inscription, in the Bodleian Library.

a photn^'r.-ijih sp.-iijilly tukeii fur ihe

subse(|UeMt acquisitions were till recently referenced
as Oppeniieimer additions, the whole being housed
together in the " Hebrew Room," where an engraved
pf)rtrait of the rabbi may be seen presiding over this
monument of his learned industry.
The Bodleian thus rose at once into the front rank
of Hebrew libraries.
But its value was still further
increased soon afterwards. In 1845about 483 printed
volumes from the library of Gesenius were jiurchased, as well as 320 books from a Berlin bookseller.
In 1848 tiie manuscri])ts (863 volumes) belonging to
H. J. Michael were bought for £1,030, but his large
collection of 5,471 printed volumes went to the

"Jewish Encj-clopedia.")

velopment

on

any large
scale.

In the above account only the more striking ac((uisitions have been noticed, and these very briefly.

Further information will be found in the various
The Pococke and Huntingdon manuscripts, with others, are described in John Uri's catFor the Oppenheimer
alogue, published in 1787.
catalogues.

miinuscriptsa catalogue

Catalogues.

was issued,

in

Latin, at Hamburg in
t he Michael collection a cata-

Hebrew and
1

820.

For

logue was published by Steinschneider
and Zunz, Hamburg, 1848. A conspectus of all
the Hebrew manuscripts in the library is appended
by Steinschneider to his great catalogue, or rather

"

bibliography, of the printed books.

All these,

how-

now

superseded by Neubauer's " CataHebrew Manuscripts," published in 1886,
containing 2,602 numbers, to which a supplement is
in course of preparation, dealing with subsequent
additions, about 300 volumes up to the present time.
For the printed books the indispensable and only
guide is Steinschneider's " Catalogus Librorum Hebroeorum in Bibliotheca Bodleiana," published in
ever, are
logue of

1860, of which an interleaved copy in the library is
kept up to date by manuscript additions.
Outside the Hebrew manuscripts and books, the
chief object of Jewish interest at the Bodleian is a
bronze ewer9| inches high, and 80 inches at greatest circumference, found in a Suffolk brook in 1698.
It bears a Hebrew inscription showing it to have
been presented by "Joseph, son of the martyred

Rabbi Yehiel." The precise object for which it
was used is doubtful some think as a " charity box,
others as a laver for washing the dead.
;

Bibliography:

Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. cols, xlv.-li.; Neubauer. Cat. Bodl. Hihr. MSS. pp. v., vi.; Catalogue AngloJeivUh Historical E.rhibitiou, No. 1: M'dcra.y, Annalu of the
Bodleian Lihrani, 2d ed., Oxford, 1890.

A. Co.

J.

BODO

Bishop and chaplain of Emperor Louis
the Pious. After a di.ssolute life at court, he made
(838) a pilgrimage to Rome, was converted to Judaism, assuming the name of Eleazar, and married a
Jewess. He then went into military service at
Saragossa. Bodo incited the Moorish government
and the people to oppose the Spanish Christians,
wlio asked aid of the king of the Franks.
In 840
he corresponded with the knight Pablo Alvaro of
Cordova, a baptized Jew; each convert endeavoring
in vain to lead the otiier back to his old faith.
Many of tlieir letters have been pres':rved.
:

Biblio(;raphy Florez, Espana Sagrad. vol. xi., ep. xiv.XX.; compare pp. 19 ct .st(/.; Kayserling, in Monatsschrift,
1800, pp. :iU rt ,srr/.; Vogelstein and Rieger, Gcsch. der Juden
in Rom. 1. 13(> et seq.
:

H. V.

G.

BODY IN JEWISH THEOLOGY:

In He
expressed by the term " basar" (Assyrian, "bishru"), wiiich, commonly translated "tlesh," originally denoted blood-relation, clan
(see Gen. ii. 23, 24), the physical ai^pearance being
regarded as the evidence of consanguinity, and only
secondarily the "body," and hence the general state
or condition of man, or man as a creature of flesh, and

brew

the idea of "

body "

is

mankind, "all flesh" (Isa. Ixvi. 23). A less
frequently employed term is "gewiyah," which with

finally

rare exceptions

is used to designate not the living
body, but the corpse. The Greek translators employ crd/jf, or, rarely, afo/ia, the former, in accordance with Greek usage, generally in the plural. In

later

Bodleian
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Hebrew

the words "geshem," "gushma," and
or the combination "basar wa

"guph" were used,
dam" (nap^ Kalnl/w).

This latter phrase implies the

between God and man, as, for instance,
in contexts contrasting " the Holy One, blessed be
He " with " tlie king of flesh and blood," which contrast is rooted neither in the thought of man's sinfulness over and against the perfection of tlie Credistinction

!

ator nor in the opposition of the material to the
s])iritual
the antithesis posited by Pliilo between
the rpvx>'/ or the voi%- on the one hand, and the (^(J^la,
the "d(ad nature of ours," on the other— but in the

—

conception of

man

Body
as a weak, dependent,

and mortal

creature.

According to Gen. ii. 7 the body is formed of dust
and is, therefore, frail and mortal. It will return
to dust, whence it was taken (ib. Mi. 19).
It lives
because the spirit of life was breathed into it (ib. ii.
Ezek. xxxvii. 8).
The defiling character of the dead or the diseased body, which is so prominently referred to in
the purity laws in the Levitical code, has, by the modern critical school, been recognized as belonging to a
range of ideas universally found in all religions at a
certain stage of their development, and as being an
adaptation of ob.servances pertaining to an anterior
phase of religious thought and practise. Speculations on the nature of sin, and its seat in the body of
man, do not lie within the plane of the unreflected
religious consciousness which is characteristic of Old
7;

Testament

literature

and

life.

The following may be accepted

as representing
the rabbinical views on the nature, the function,
and the destiny of the body.

In accordance with the Book of Genesis, man is
considered to be created of two originally uncombined elements, soul and body; the
Rabbinic former coming from the higher world,
Conception, and the latter taken from the lower
(Gen. R. viii. 14; Hag. 16a).
The destiny of the latter is to serve the former, and it is
organized to fulfil the Torah. The dust of which
the

body

of

man (Adam) was formed was composed

from all the regions of the earth
(Sanh. 38a; Rashi to Gen. ii. 7).
A shapeless body ("golem ") came from the hand
of the (Creator (Gen. R. xiv.), and filled the whole
earth, or, according to another version, reached from
Bisexed, this creature had also
eartli to the sky.
two faces until, through the later differentiation acof contributions

man found in woman his counterThis (ultimate) body of man retains (in the
nails) traces of an original coat of light (Rashi on
Gen. ii. 21), but as now constructed it consists of
248 members (bones) and 365 nerves (compare Targum Yer. to Gen. i. 27), which numbers are assumed
to correspond to the number of the mandatory and
cording to sex,
jtart.

prohibitive
omy).

commandments

of the

Law

(see

Anat-

The psychology of the times connecting certain
functions of the soul with certain organs of tlie body
is recognized in the rabbinical writings; while symbolism in reference to the various j^uiposes of the
organs and the processes of physical life also holds
a jilace in the anatomical science of the Talmudical
As to tlie relation which the body holds
teachers.
to the soul, and the questions when the soul enters
the body, whether the soul is preexistent, and
whether for every newly created body there is also
a newly created soul, opinions diifer; though the
majority are in favor of the preexistence of the soul.
The body is not regarded as impure. The adjective "tame" (impure), used of the body in contrast
to the pure soul (Mek., Beshallah. Shirali, 2; coml)are Sanh. 91a, b), refers rather If) the physical process through which the body is produced from a
"malodorous" drop (Abot iii. 1). To strain the
meaning of the word "saruhah," used to convey

Body
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this idea, as does Webcv (" Alt-Synagogale TheoloThe body is the seat
gie," p. 229), is inadmissible.
This latter
of the "yezer hara' " (evil inclination).

pretation of the Biblical texts.
Ethics and poetry
as well borrowed instruction and inspiration from the
five senses (Kaufmanu, "Die Sinne," Leipsie, 1884)

a mani-

(see Adam).
The body of man was thus studied
from many points of view, but was always regarded
as a marvelous construction witnessing to the wisdom of the Creator, whose praise was sung in

is

natural and necessary;

it is

not in

itself

festation of congenital sinful depravity (Gen. 11. ix.).
Body and soul are alike responsible

Body
and Soul.

committed (Tan., Wayikra,
H.viia').
Aaron ben
Elijah, the Karaite ("Ez Hayyim,"
cxii.), bases upon this respon.sibility of the body an
argument in favor of resurrection (compare the parable of the blind and the lame in llabbi Judali haNasi's argument before the emperor Antoninus,
for deeds

6)

Yezek

(see

Sanh. 91b).
To provide food and drink and dress in proper
quantit}' and becoming style is a religious duty
Mutilations of
(JMaimonides, "Yad," De'ot, v.).
the body are prohibited (Lev. xix. 27, 28; Deut.
xxiii. 3).

Even after death the body was regarded as demanding respectful treatment. Once the " temple "
and its servant, the cereguarded against sacrilegious
Hence the Levitical laws
rendering impure the persons touching the dead
body, according to the explanation of R. Johanan
ben Zakkai (Yad. iv. 6; Num. R. xix. see also Eiu(tabernacle) of the soul

of dust was to be
dissection (Hul. lib).

ment

;

horn,

"Ner Taniid," pp. 83

et

seq.,

Philadelphia,

1866).

The body decaj's-; but it will rise again at the
time of the resurrection. The bodies of the risen
are reproductions of those which they tenanted while
living: cripples and the deformed will rise with the
old deformities (Gen. R. xiv., xcv.) (see Luz and
Resurrection). Early Talmudic conceits ascribe
feeling to the

body even

after death (Shab. 152b; see

HiBBUT h.\.-Keber; Wolff, "Muhamed. Eschatologie,"p! 62. Leipsie, 1872).

Post-Talmudic Judaism

virtually

accepts

the

foregoing views, as does, for instance, Saadia, "Enuinot we-De'ot," vi., where he controverts the idea
that the soul is abused by being made to reside in
the body.
The latter is the soul's neces.sary agent,
and this body is the one best suited for the ends of
man. The body is not impure. The

Later
Views.

Law
body

declares certain secretions of tlie
to be unclean, but only after

they have left, not while they are in,
the body (Bahya ben Joseph, "Hobot ha-Lebabot ").
The human body evidences the Creator's wisdom

B.\nvA ben Joseph).
Like a red thread through the speculations of the
7iiedieval Jewish and Arabia thinkers runs the doctrine of the four elements.
Man being the microcosm, and the world the macrocosm, the effort is
made to establish a corresjiondeuce between the
body of the former and that of the latter. The four
elements are discovered in the four humors of man's
body. Israeli's work on the elements, based upon
the "Sefer Yezirah," influenced all subsequent
thinkers in this direction.
In Donolo and in Il)n
Gabirol there is the theory that the blood in man
corresponds to the air; the white humor, to tlic
water; the black humor, totheeartJi; and the red
(see

bile, to

the

fire.

very prominent

The
in the

five senses of

man

are also

symbolic and allegorical inter-

benediction (Ber. 60a). The latter, after dwelling
on the wonderfu.I adaptability of the bodily organs
to their functions, names God as "the Healer of all
tlesh and the wonderful Artificer."
It may be noticed that Reform Judaism has relin(luished the belief in the resurrection of the body.
The catechisms and prayer-books of the modern
synagogues, however, teach that "the body is intended by the Creator to be the servant of the immortal soul, and as such is not congenitally depraved." "This very body Avoven of dust Thou
hast dignified to be a dwelling-place of Thine, a
minister unto Thy spirit.
Even it issued pure from
Thine hand. Thou hast implanted in it the capacity for sin, but not sin itself" (David Einhorn's
"Prayer-Book," 2d Eng. ed., Chicago, 1896, part ii.

—

—

207).

E. G. H.

K.

BOESCHENSTAIN, JOHANNES (sometimes
Boeschenstein)

German

Hebraist; born
have been of Jewish
parentage, this statement, however, being denied
by himself. He was among the earliest to revive
the study of Hebrew in German^', having been a
pupil of Moses Mollin and a teacher of Hebrew at
Ingolstadt in 1505, at Augsburg in 1513, and at
Wittenberg in 1518. He produced an elementary
spelled

at Eslingen in 1472;

grammar

at

:

said to

Augsburg

in 1514, another at Witten-

burg, 1518 (second edition, Cologne, 1521), and in

1520 edited Moses Kimhi's "iPiiD at Augsburg-,
whither he had returned. During a wandering life
he taught Hebrew at Nuremberg, Antwerp, and
Zurich at the last-named place having the reformer
Zwingli among his pupils.
Boeschenstaiu gave particular attention to the
Jewish prayers; publishing a German translation of
some, in 1525, under the title " Dnnyn DI^Dn. Vil
Guter ]\Ialuuuigen," and, in the same year, at the end
of his edition of Ruth, the prayers for the dead. The
.lewisli grace
before and after meals he translated
"
;

in 1530.

Bnti.ioGR.vPHY: L. Geiger,
Spravlic in DcutficJdniid,

Das Studiuni dcr Hchriiischcn

1870, pp. .54, i:55 ; Allg. Dndsclic
184; .1. Perles, Beitiiiijc ziir Gcsch. i(cr
Hclirdixclicn imd AraindiM'Jie/ii Stndieii, pp. 27 ct scq., 212;
Steinsrliiieider, Cat. Bodl. col. 80:5and .\d(1.; idem, Ha)idl)U(h,
p. 2:5: Ziisatze, p. a-)8: Zeit. flir Hcbr. BUA. li. 54 (with
Jiiixjraiiliie,

iii.

full liibliograpliy).

T.

J.

BOETHUSIANS
closely lelatetl

ti>,

if

A

Jewish sect
("'DID''^)
not a development of, the Sad:

ducees.
The origin of this schism is recounted as
follows by tiie Midrash: Antigonus of Soko having
tauglit the maxim, "Be not like the servants who
serve their masters for the .sake of the wages, but
be rather like tliose who serve without thought of
receiving wages." his two juipils, Zadok and Boethus, repeated this maxim to their pupils.
In the
course of time they were understood to express
therebv the l)elief that there was neither a future

world nor a resurrection of the dead: and the consequence was that these pupils of Zadok and Boethus renounced the Torah and founded the sects of
They lived in
the Sadducees and the Boethusians.
luxurious splendor; using silver and golden vessels
all their lives, not because they were haughty, but
because (as they claimed) the Pharisees led a hard

on eartli and j'ct would have nothiug in the world to come (Ab. R. N.

life

Origin
of Name,

v., ed. Schecliter, p. 26.

The

text

is

According to one version,
Zadok and Boethus were themselves the founders of
corrupt.

the sects).
Historical in this story is the statement that these
two sects denied the immortality of the soul and
resurrection.
Again, the Midrash is on the whole
correct in saying that the sects found their followers
chiefly among the wealthy
but the origin of the
sects is legendary.
The Mishnah, as Avell as the
Baraita, mentions the Boethusians as opposing the
Pharisees in saying that the sheaf due at the Passover (compare 'Omer) must be ofl'ered not on the
second feast-day, but on the day after the actual
Sabbath of the festival week, and, accordinglj-, that
Pentecost, which comes seven weeks and one day
later, should always be celebrated on the Sabbath
;

(Men. X. 3; compare also Hag. ii. 4). In another
passage it is narrated that the Boethusians hired
false witnesses in order to lead the Pharisees astray
in their calculations of the new moon (To.sef., R. H.
1. 15; Bab. ib. 22b; Yer. ih. ii. 57d, below; compare
Geiger, "Urschrift," pp. 137, 138). Another point of
dispute between the Boethusians and the Phai'isees
was whether the high priest should prepare the incense inside or outside the Holy of Holies on the
Day of Atonement (Tosef., Yoma, i. 8; Yer. ib. i.
The parallel to the last-named passage (Yoma
39a).
I'Jb) has "Sadducees" instead of "Boethusians";
and in other passages the Talmud undoubtedly
uses these two terms indifferently in designating
the same sect.
Graetz's assumption, therefore, that
the Sadducees were the political and the Boethusians the rehgioi-.s opponents of the Pharisees, is
untenable.
The prevailing opinion now is that tlie Boethusians were only a variety of the Sadducees, deriving
their name from the priest Boethus.
Simon, son of
Boethus from Alexandria, oi', according to other
sources, Boethus himself, was made a high priest
about 2") or 24 B.C. by Ilennl the Gi'eat, in order that
Boethus' marriage with the hitter's diiughter jMarianme might not be regarded as a mesalliance (Josel)hus, "Ant." XV. 9, S 3; xix. G, § 2.
High- This Mariamne II. must be distinPriestly
guished from the flrst of the Ilasmo-

A

Family.

nean Mariamnes).
Furthermore, to
the famil}' of Boethus belonged the
following high priests: Joe/er, who tilled the .illiee
twice

{ib. xviii.

Simon Cantheras

1,

t^

(rt.

1);

Eleazar

xix. 6,

§2);

(///.

xvii. 13,

ij

1):

his .son Elioneus

xix. 8, § 1); and tiie high priest Josluia b. Gamla,
Avho nuist also be included, since his wife ]\Iartha
(^liriatn) belonged to the house (Yeb. vi. 4).
The
hatred of the Pharisees toward this high-priestly
family is sliown by the woids of the tanna Abba
Saul 1). Pxitiiit. wild lived nliout t]i(> vear 40 of tlie

{ib.

Body
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common

era at Jerusalem (Pes. 57a; Tosef., Men.
It must be especially noticed that "the
house of Boethus " heads the list of the wicked and
sinful priestly families enumerated by Abba.
It is,
xii.

23).

—

however, only an assumption although a highly
probable one that the Boethusians were the followers of this Boethus and members of his familj';
for the assumption is not proved, as there may have
been another Boethus who really was the founder of
the sect.
As the beginnings of this sect are
shrouded in obscurity, so also is the length of its
duration. The Talmud mentions a Boethusian in a
dispute with a pupil of Akiba (Shab. 108a; Soferim
i. 2);
yet it is probable that the word here means
simply a sectarian, a heretic, just as the term "Sadducee " was used in a much wider sense later on.
A Boethus, son of Zonim, and nearly contemporaneous with Akiba (compare Yer. I.e. 10b), is mentioned in the Mishnah (B. M. v. 3)
he was not,
however, a Boethusian, but a pious merchant. A
Palestinian amora, c. 300 c.e., was also called "Boethus." Compare HiGir Priests, Pharisees and
Sadducees.
Bihlio(;raphy On the origin of the Sadducees and the Boe-

—

;

:

Veher den Urnin-ting der Sadokuer
Berliner-Hoffmann, Ma(iazin,ix. l-37,t)l-

thusians, see E. Baneth,

und Boethus

iter in

95 (also printed separately, Dessau, 1SS3); Geiger, Urschrift,
1857, pp. 105 et acq.; (iratz, Gesch. der Jiiden, iii. 89, 223, ilh
ed.; Schiirer, Gcsch. ii. 217-218, 409-419.
For a complete bibliography see Pharisees and Sadduckes.

K.

L. G.

BOGNAR, FREDERIKE:

German actress;
Her father was a

born at Gotha Feb. 10, 1840.
singer, and Frederike was destined for a musical
career.
After appearing a few times in children's
parts in Budapest, she was sent to Munich to stud^v
music under Mme. Behrend-Brandt, who was her
aunt.
She sang for some time on the concert platform, but finally decided to become an actress.
After studying under Deuker, and later tmder Laube,
she made her debut at Zurich in 1856. In the following year Bognar went to the Hamburg Stadttheater, where she remained until 1858, when she
went to the Hofburgtheater, Vienna, Avith which she
was associated until 1870. In that year she Ijegan

Bognar
a starring totir that lasted for several years.
then went to the Deutsches Landestheater in Prague,
and in 1892 joined the Deutsches Yolkstheater in
Vienna.
In her younger days Bognar played the parts of
Gretchei); Cliircheii, Thekla, Desdcmona, Emilia GaMarie in " Herz tind "Welt," Ophelia, D)xme

lotti,

Miller, Lady Tartvffe, and Marfitierite in "I.,a Dame
aux Camelias." Later in life she portrayed Medea.
Maria Stuart, Fraa, Alviiig in "Die Gespenster,"
JuditJi, and Pompadour.
p. 44; Brockhaus, KnnAppendi.x, p. 170; Kliiggen,

Bini.ioGRAPHY: Das Geistigr Wicu.
vfr.^(tti(ins-Le.rik()n, iii.
Iiii]nieii-Le.ril;tni, p. 31.

241,

E. :ms.

s.

BOGOLYUBSKI, ANDREI

:

First grand

duke

He conquered Kiev after the
Vladimir Monomakh (1169), but selected

of Russia (1169-74).

death of
tlie northern city of Vladimir as the capital of the
kingdom. At tliat time Kiev w^as an important
conuiiercial center with a considerable Jewish i>opulation, the Jews conti-oliing the trade betAveen Avestern Ern'ope and

tlie

Far East.

The

JcAvish travelers

:

Bogrov
Bohemia
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Benjamin of Tudela (1160-73) ami Pethahiah of
Regensburg (1175-85) visited the city. Admission
to service in

tlie

("druzliina ") of
nationality or

prince's militia

was not confined

old Russia

to

any

and the soldiers enjoyed many liberties.
Bogolyubski was the first Russian autocrat, and he

creed,

many

of these privileges of the druzhina.
Besides this, Christianity had made considerable
progress in Russia, so tliat the religious freedom of
Bogolyubski, who
the militia was also attacked.
surrounded himself with foreigners from all countries, both Christian and non-Christian, took pride
in showing them the splendid church of the Virgin
in Vladimir, in order that those of a different religion
might be attracted to the Greek Orthodox Church
and be baptized. The chronicler of Kiev praises
Bogolyubski especially for his Christian deeds and
It was
his conversion of many Bulgars and Jews.
probably two of these converts, Anb.^l the Jassin,
and Ephraim Moisich, who took part in the successThe
ful conspiracx' against the life of Bogolyubski.
latter, having banished his brothers and all the
boyars who would not implicitly obey him, had become gradually more tyrannical, forgetting that he
had been elected by the people. He burdened the
latter with heavy taxes, and at his pleasure senThus it is not strange that
tenceil them to death.
Jews, even though his confidential servants, took
part in the conspiracy.
The terrible cruelties perpetrated by Bogolyubski 's favorite, the bishop
NeverFiodor, cast a deep shadow upon the reign.
theless, he must have had many devoted subjects
among the Jews, as is evident from the lamentations
of his servant Kuzmishev after the assassination
"Even the Bulgars and the Jews and the pagans
curtailed

weep

i.,

part

ii.

Russkoi Zhizni, ii. 4:21; Karamsin,
Kostomarov, Rnttskaya Istorixia. i.
87 Ipotiievsknyn Lyetnpis, pp. ltJ4, 16.5 Snfiskaya Lyetopis,
Uegesty, Nos. 174, 175 Pethahiah of Regensburg,
pp. 164, 16.5
SeJinb. p. 2. Jerusalem, 1872 Benjamin of Tudela, Masaot,
1.
3, London, 1841
Harkavy, Bogolyubski, in Ha-Karmel,
p. 114; Zahyelin, Istnria
J.s'fori'a, 2d ed., ii. 316;
;

;

;

;

;

;

1867.

n.

M. R.

BOGROV, GRIGORI ISAACOVICH

:

Rus

born March 13, lb25, in Poltava; died
May 10, 1885, at Derevki, government of Minsk.
He received his early education from his fathei-,
sian writer;

a Hebrew scholar and who left in manuHebrew work on astronomy. Grigori devoted himself exclusively to the study of the Talmud

who was
script a

and rabbinical

literature until his marriage at the
seventeen.
He then without a teacher studied Russian, German, and French, and also learned
to play the violin with a certain amount of skill.
Being unhappy in his family life, he separated from
his wife.
In his first work, "Zapiski Yevrej'a" (Memoirs
of a Jew), Bogrov portrays the vici-ssitudes of
his life and his surroundings.
This Avas publislied
in the "Ote Chestvennyya Zapiski," 1871-73, and in
book form in 1874. Although by reason of its style
and its descriptions of Russian and Russo- Jewish
life his work is considered a valuable contribution
to Russian literature, yet the author's undignified
revelations of his family affairs called forth severe

ag(! of

criticism.

Having established his reputation as a writer,
Bogrov moved from South Russia to St. Petersburg,
where he occupied himself entirely with literature.
In the last years of his life Bogrov joined the Greek
Orlliodox Church, and married again.
Besides the above-mentioned Avork he published
"Yevreiski Manuskript," St. Petersburg, 1876
"Nyezhny Bratetz," St. Petersburg, 1878; "Zhit
v Rossii," in
ili ne Zhit' Vevreyam Povsemycstno
"Slovo," 1873, No. 2; "Lassall's Tovo Svyeta," in
the same journal; and many other novels and
sketches from Russo-Jewish life, which appeared in
the periodicals "Razsvyet," "Yevreiskaya Bililioteka," "Russki Yevrei," and "Voskhod," from.
1879 to 1883.
Bibliography
iii.,

s.r., St.

:

Vengerov.

KrUiko-Bingraflcheski Slovar

Petersburg, 1893.

H. R.

BOGTJSLAV Town in

government of Kiev,
Russia.
It is mentioned in official documents dated
Nothing is known of the date of the Jewish
1195.
Russian and Polish historians resettlement there.
cord that Boguslav was one of the cities which
suffered most severely from the uprising of Chmielnicki; Jewish sources, however, do not mention it
among the communities destroyed. The town has
a population of about 12,000, of which 10,000 are
Jews. In 1809 a Jewish printing-office was established in Boguslav, and the first work published
there was "Besamim Rosh," by Joseph Katz.
:

Bibliography: Semenov,
nik
H.

p. 3, St.

i.

the

288; Spisak Ycvreiskikh Izda-

Petersburg, 1894.

R.

I.

BOHEMIA

:

*

Crown land

in the

Bk.

northernmost

part of the Austro-Hungarian empire. The history
first settlement of JeAvsin Bohemia is Avrapped
The oldest Jewish sources designate
in legend.
Bohemia as "Erez Kena'an," that is, "Slavonia" (so
called because these districts plied a vigorous trade
in slaves, in which traffic Jcavs themselves took
part), under Avhich terra, however, in a larger sense
the countries eastAvard as far as Kiev are to be understood (Zunz, "Ritus," p. 72; Ar. pp. 54, 131, 989;
Vita s. Alberti, in Gratz, " Gesch. der
Salf. p. 151
Juden," vi. 68). In Ar. p. 29, an archbishop asks
for a Jewish or a Slavonic physician, and in ib. p.
50 Ibrahim ibn Ya'akub speaks of "ailments of the
Slaves " (see " Reisebericht ilber die Slavischen Lander" published by F. Westberg in the publication of the St. Petersburg Academy, Nov., 1899).
JcAVS resident there are called "Bene Het" I'CliilInasmuch as intercourse with the
(lien of Heth).
East Avas always very active (Ar. p. 50; M. pp.
31, 363, ["Erez Yawan"]; Gildemann, "Gesch, des
Erziehungswcsens," i. 114), and in vieAv of the fact
that there are Byzantine resemblances in the older
ritual of the Prague Altschul, it is supposed that
the earliest JcAvi-sh settlers in Bf)hemia came from
In the train of the Germans at the time
the East.
of the Black Death. Jews also found their way into
Bohemia from Germany (Pod. p)). 10 et seq.), and
they Avere joined by coreligionists from France
(Rapoport. "Introduction to Gal 'Ed"). Poland.
of the

for you."

Bibliography: Bestuzhev-Ryumin, Tstaria RdssU,

II.
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;

Austria (Kisch, M.
*For the

full titles of

p.

25)

works

Bibliography at the end of the

and Hungary.

cited

article.

Tlieir

under abbreviations, see

vernacular was Slavonic, as appears from the explanations of words given b}^ Jewish writers and
from proper names current in the Middle A.ges (M.
pp. 26, 31, 318, 372; Sp. Ur. pp. 24 et seq.; Pod.
Grun, p. 14).
p. 21
The first accredited statement concerning the residence of Jews in Bohemia comes from Leitmeritz,
where they, as well as others who
brought salt or other goods into the
Early
town, had to pay a toll to the Stephan 's
SettleCliurch (1067) '(Ar. p. 66).
ments.
But the
first actual settlement was in Prague,
which is described in Jewish divorce papers as
"the city called Mezigrade (K"nrTD), situated on the
river Vltava (Xlltohl), and on the Bottich (']"'DU)
stream." This specification points to the oldest portion of the city, called Vysehrad, as the scone of the
;

Jewish settlement. There and in the Prague
Vorstadt (probably the present Altstadt), closely adjoining the former ghetto (now the Josephsstadt),
lived alongside of other merchants and immigrant
Germans (1091) " many Jews verj^ rich in gold and
first

{ib. p. 77).
They held the same legal standing as tho Germans and French {ih. p. 78; compare
The first Crusade and the
pp. 106, 198, 200, 254).
attendant persecutions of the Jews found the Israelites of Prague prepared for a brave defense of their
lives, supported by Duke Vratislav II., as well as by
the bishop Cosmas
but the temporary absence of
the duke in 1096 at once caused excesses to break
out in Prague, Vysehrad, and Bubenium {ib. p. 92;
Salf. p. 151).
Jews who had been compulsorily
baptized in 1096, sought to emigrate in 1098 to Poland or Hungary with their possessions; but the
duke, who had been apprised of their intention,
stripped them of their property, leaving them only
the barest necessities of life (Ar. p. 95).
In spite of
these sufferings, the beginnings of scholarship are
exhibited in a ritual question addressed by the
Jews of Prague to Moses B. Jekuthiel in Mayence
(Grun, p. 9).
They seem to have gradually recovered some of
their former favor.
In 1124 the Jew Jacob, who
after his baptism had become a favorite of Vratislav
I., and had risen to be vice-dominus at his court,
returned to Judaism and removed the Christian
altar and holy relics from a synagogue.
He was
immediately arrested by his royal master and thrown

silver"

;

The Jews are said to have offered three
thousand pounds of silver and a hundred pounds of
gold for his ransom (Ar. p. 101).
The prohibition against holding Christian slaves

into prison.

was

BogTOV
Bohemia
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in all probability disregarded in

was in Moravia, and

that

Bohemia as it
by the Chris-

Toleration, tian" slaves" themselves, who enjoyed
kindly treatment at the hands of their
Jewish masters (Fr.-Gr. p. 10). The attitude of the
Church toward the Jews was on the whole benevolent (Ar. p. 101).
The comnumity, which in 1142
suffered the loss of its synagogue and many houses
by fire, probably during the siege of Prague by
Conrad II. of Znaim (ib. p. 106), displayed a lively
interest in theological studies, which led to close
relations with the neighboring congregation of Re-

gensburg, and even with the scholars of northern
France. In Prague there lived the Tosafist Isaac

b. Mordecai, known as R. Isaac of Prague; in Bohemia lived also Moses b. Jacob and Eliezer b. Isaak,
mentioned in the Tosafot. Isaac ben Jacob haLaban (from "Albis," the Elbe, Bohemian "Laba")
was a rabbinical teacher in Prague, and the brother
of Pethahiali of Regensburg, who set out on his travels from Prague {ib. p. 131
Griln, p. 10).
;

In the thirteenth century the circumstances of the
Jews were even more favorable. On leaving the
country for a journey they had to pay a lighter tax
even than the Christian clergy (Ar. p. 186). In 1235
they extended their settlements into the plains of
Bohemia (Pod. p. 6). Though it is true that in that
year the Jews contemplated leaving Bohemia in
expectation of the Messiah's coming (Ar. p. 211),
this was not due in any way to oppression.
All
their old privileges were secured to them;
the
friendly bvdl of Innocent IV. (1254) was confirmed
by Ottocar II., and, in expressed opposition to the
hostile resolutions of the Vienna council, was again
confirmed in 1267 (/i. pp. 255, 257; Wertheimer, p.
The following regulations applied to the Jews
172).
in Bohemia as well as to the king's other Jewish
subjects: a Christian might testify against a Jew
only in conjunction with another Chiistian and a
Jew a Jew was to be tried only in the synagogue
(with " coram suis scolis, " in Ar. p. 255). In disputes
between Jews the decision was not to rest with the
municipal judges, but with the lord of the manor
or the chief chamberlain; the Jewish judge had
jurisdiction in such cases only if the charge had been
brought originally before bim. Desecration of the
Jewish cemetery was punishable with death, the
offender's property escheating to the head of the
Jew could not be compelled to deliver
state.
upon a Jewish festival a pledge upon which he had
lent money.
In loan transactions with the Church
the Jew was advised for his own good as also by
the municipal laws of Iglau, 1249 {ib. p. 244) to
exercise especial caution.
;

A

—

—

Jews were also found in Tachau, among them being
Moses ben Hisdai, "one of the grays of Bohemia."
His contemporaries were Jacob, son of the abovementioned Isaac ha-Laban, and Abraham ben Azriel
called Isaac Or-Zarua. whose history seems to have
been intimately associated with Prague, and whose
teachers were counted among the scholars of that
city.
A Pentateuch commentary was written by a
Judah the Pious, who lived probably in
Bohemia. In the second half of the thirteenth century, a grammarian, Jekuthiel b. Judah ha-KoIien
or Solomon ha-Nakdan, lived in Prague.
Thus
Saadia, Hayyug, Ibn Ezra, and Maimonides. together with the exegetes of northern France, may
be said to have found a new home in Bohemia (M.

disciple of

pp. 31, 316, 360; Grliu, ii. 13).
fitting prelude to the horrors of the fourteenth
century was afforded b\' the massacre of the Prague

A

community, which,

The
Fourteenth
Century,

it

would appear, had

its

own

quarter, the " Vicus Jud«orum," as
In 1290
early as 1273 (Griin, p. 24).
(Wertheimer, p. 175) and 1298 Rind-

robber-band (Griin, p. 16), fell
ghetto there, to avenge an alleged insult to the host.
As early in the century as
1305 the charges of ritual murder which sprang up
ficisch's

upon

tlie

;

;
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Sohemia
in so

many German towns found

victims in Prague

"Gcsch. der Deutsch. Jud." p. 162). In
1321 seventy-live Jews were burned at tlie slal^e
Jolm of
lliere ("Jalirb. Gescl). der Jud." iv. 147).
Luxemburg in 133G plundered the synagogues because by the newly introduced customs duty lie
could not quickly attain his end (Gran, p. 17).
In the same year 53 Jews were burned in Prague
(" Juhrl). Gcsch. der Jud." iv. 147).
At the instiga
(Kohut,

tion of

th<j

Arndedersand

their like the

Jews

in

Bud-

weis (Wertheimer, p. 177), where there were in 134
three families, had increased considerably in numbers; those in Czaslau, Prichowitz, and Neuhaus
were plundered and murdered (Salf. p. 240). The
archbishop of Prague, Arnest I., in 1347 made new
charges against them (Wertheimer, p. 173); but they
were shielded by the utterance of the emperor Charles
IV. in that j'ear, who said that the Jews were his
"serfs" (" Kammerkncchte "), and that his rights in
them must be respected (M. 1894, p. 371). His
representative in 1339 likewi.se jn-otected certain
Jews, who had been baptized and had reverted to
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lagings (Wertheimer, p. 175), 1422, 1448, 1476 (comjiare "Gal 'Ed," Nos. 5, 50), etc., which, in part,
were no doubt to be ascribc.'d to the turmoil of the
Hussite wars, but also to the blood accusation in
Trient, 1476. The congregation in Eger alone shows
satisfactory development;

with

teacher Nathan, Lsserleiu b.
touch (M. pp. 18, 134; compare
The pretentious resolution of
1501 (Wertheimer, p. 178), never
its

it, especially with
Pethahiah kept in

pp. 316, 322).
the imperial Diet in

again to exj^el Jews

from Germany, was very quickly belied by the expulsions of 1503, 1504, 1506, 1507, 1512, and 1516. A
similar decree of 1520 was revoked in consideration
of a very heavy money contribution

Ex-

{ib.

pulsions.

"JahrSystematic perse-

pp. 175, 177; Pod. p. 40;

buch,"

I.e.

p. 147).

lords

cutions took place under the fanatical
in 1527 he confirmed that high-sounding resolution which had been agreed to by Ladislaus
IL, but in 1541 he negotiated with the Bohemian
nobles for the expulsion of the Jews. For the fir.st
t line a charge of high treason was made against them
they were charged with intriguing with the Turks;
and Ferdinand was most zealous in the restoration
of the almost forgotten regulations concerning the
distinctive Jewish garb (1541, 1544, 1551 ["Zeit. fiir
die Gescli. der Juden in Deutschland," i. 251],
In 1540 (Kohut, ib. p. 554; formerly every
1571).
scholar had to pay two pfennig for Jiis writing
materials; Wertheimer, p. 181) he imposed a special
property tax upon the Jews, compelling each one to
swear upon the Decalogue as to the value of his
possessions.
In 1541 {ib. p. 179) the Jews, with the
exception of fifteen families, were expelled from
Prague, greatly to the satisfaction of Luther (Giiitz,
"Gesch. der Juden," ix. 313), Ferdinand's bitterest
enemy. In 1554 they were welcomed back again,
in return for heavy financial considerations; in 1559
they were again expelled, to be readmitted two} ears
Again, in i562later (" Gal "^Ed," p. 22 Pod. p. 42).
04 the edict of expulsion was launched against them
(Wolf, Th. p. 61, note), but the warmth with which
the empress (Pod. p. 42) and archdukes pleaded tlie
part of the Jews was at least a gratifying incident
In 1568 they were expelknl from
of the decree.
Kolin and Kuttenberg, and in 1571 from Mattersdorf ("llebr. Bibl." iv. 149).
The internal development of the communitv
meanwhile had progressed satisfactoiily. In 1512
the first llebi-ew l)ook was printed in Prague; the
Jewish priutiiig business founded there liy the Gersonides remained the distinguishing feature of the
community until the eighteentli century. In 1547
the c'ensorship made itself felt ("Gal 'Ed," \^. 20).
and in 1559 suspicions jiiofessed concerning tlie

serfs," Weu/.el

and Sigismund fre(piently
exacted scrupulous compliance with their alleged

Jewish prayer-book led to an examination in Vieinia
of all Hebrew books that could be seized in Prague.

over the Jews (\\'erllieimer, ]). 177; "Zeit.
der Judeii in Deutschland," ii. 173;

Evi'U matters of internal nianagi'inent W(>re not free
from the interference of the authorities; dj., the
confirmation of the rabbi Al)raham b. Abigdor,
called "Abraham of Prague" (Kohut, /A. pp^ 361,
5S2; conijiare "Gal 'Ed." ]). 121). Unfortunate contentions in the congregation resulted in 1567 in the
transferor llie superintendence of Jewish affairs to
the Bohemian cliambeis ("Zeit. fur die Gesch. der

Judaism again, from the vengeance of the Church
for his humane interference he was promptly excommunicated (Wertheimer, p. 175). On the other hand,
however, Charles IV. felt himself justified in considering all the property of his ".serfs" as quite his

own, and at his pleasure released debtors to the Jews
He divided with his nobles
from their obligations.
the possessions of the Jews massacred in the fearful
outbreaks of 1348 and 1349 which acconnianied the
Black Death in Prague and Eger {ib. p. 174; Salf.
pp. 250, 268; Kohut, ib. concerning the Jews in
;

Eger, see "Wertheimer, p. 176; for those inKolin: ]\I.
1894, p. 220). All these bloody scenes of the century
were brought to a fitting close witli the repeated
massacres excited in 1388 by the charge of ritual
murder (Wertheimer, p. 74); in 1389, by the charge
of insulting the host (Salf. p. 300; Zunz, "Ritus,"p.
127), during which latter outbreak even the gravestones in the Jewish cemetery were broken, the
Altschul synagogue burned, and the wallsof the AltNeuschul synagogue streaked with the blood of Jewish martyrs (Pod. p. 84; see Abigdor Kara's elegy).
Finally, in 1391 the charge of poisoning the wells was
made, on which occasion Lipniann of ]Mulilhau.sen

was among

the sulTcrers (Koluit,

ib.

p. 318).

Such an uuljioken period of suH'ering could not
but iTsidt in tiie most terrible conditions, but the
worst feature, particularly in Prague, was a S3Stcm
of shameful esjiionage and denuiieiaThe
tion of theauthorities which laged I'oi'
Fifteenth more than two centuries, and which
Century, sometimes involved labbis and wardens of the congiegations.
of their

"

"rights

"

fiir

As

die Ge.sch.

on the relations between Wenzel and Abigdor
Kara, and between the Jewsand Hussites, seeGiulemann, " Gescli. des Eiziehungswesens," iii. 154, and
Berliner, " Aus dem Leben," etc., \). 55).
The Ji'ws
were no longer, together with the trade-gilds, considered privileged traders.
The lilteenth century
witne.sse(l a constant succession of massacres and pil-

Ferdinand

I.

;

;

Juden

in

Deutschland."

i.

310).

;
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But in the last tliinl of the sixteenth century the
circumstances of the cougregation clianged for tlie
Trade
better and were brigliter than ever before.
with tlie interior of Austria, and with Bavaria and
Saxony,

wliicli tlie

Jews controlled, and

the financial

transactions of the imperial house enriclied Mordccai
Meisel, the well-known benefactor of the congrega-

He

tion.

Mordecai
Meisel.

synagogue named
Aaron
Horwitz had
b. Isaiah
tiie
Pinkus synagogue

built

tlie

after iiim, half a century after

jMeshullam
established

("Gal 'Ed," p. 2-4). Conjoined with JMeiscl we find
as friend and counselor Low b. Bezalecl, "the chief
Rablii Low" (founded, in 1G.")4, in conjunction with
Eiiezer Ashkenazi, the burial sociely; on his celebrated audience with Rudolph II. see Pod. pp. 1,

The historian, geographer, and astronomer,
3).
David Gans, and Lipmanu Heller of Wallerstein, autiior of the "Tosafot Yoni-Tob," •wwa tlieir contemporaries and fellow-countrymen.
Ma.\imilian II. and Rudolph II., in whose time the
Prague congregation attained its highest development (ill 1 609 tlie fir.st rabbi is recorded in Jung-Buntzlau; see Griinwald, " Jungbuuzlauer Rabbiuer "),
were followed by Ferdinand II., who distributed all
manner of favors to the Jews in the liopeof securing
their conversion.
His court steward, Jacob Basse v
(Bathsheba) Schmieles, was raised by him to the
2,

"Von Treuenberg." The first step hereunto was taken by the institution of the Jesuits'
sermons, to which the Jews were compelled to listen
But the Passau expedition of 1611
(1023 and 1030).
(Zunz. "Ritus," p. 129; "Gal 'Ed. "p. 13); the Thirty
nobility as

Years' war (Kiseh, Pr. pp.
Jews of Bohemia remained

7,

10),

in

which the

loyal to the emperor,

receiving in return the protection of his generals (for
letter by Torstenson protecting Jung-Buntzlau
see "Zeit. fiir die Gcsch. der Judcn in Deutschland,"
i. 28b), and being especially
lewarded by the emperor for their defense of Prague against the Swedes
the conflagrations (" Jahrbucii," I.e. p. 147) of 1054.
1079, and 1689; the invasion by the French in 1680
(Kohut, ib. p. 654) all brought severe sufferings to
tiie Jews of Prague.
Their nuniliers were increased
a

—

by emigration from Vienna and in lO.IO from Poland
(at the head of the latter being Ephraim Cohen of
^Vilna; see K. Of. pp. 14, 18), in comjiensatiou, as it
were, for those wiio at the e.\])ulsion of 1542 left

Bohemia with Jacob Pollack and Solomon Shechna
b. Joseph to settle in Poland.
In 1030 the congregation contained 7,815 souls, in 1079 only 7,113
("Zeit. fi'ir die Gcsch. der Juden in Deutschland,"
The Prague community attended to the asi. 317).
scssmentaiid collection of the taxes from the provinial congregations, and the rabbi was appointed upon
the city-tax commission, a circumstance which in
1025 subjected Lipniaim Heller to the macliinations
of Jewish informers (Wolf, Feid. p. 17).
The
"Prague Purim," on Heshwan 14 (Kisch, Pr. p. 12),
and the "Vorliang Purim,'' on Tebet 22, are memorials to-day of events happening in the seventeenth
century. In 1627 the Prague Jewish (piarter was independent of municipal authority, governing itself.
Celelirated teachers at that time were Salomon Ephraim Lenezyzand Isaiah Horwitz, while Jo.scjjIi Salo(

mon

.

del

Medigo ended
III.— 19

his checkered career here.

Bohemia

The eighteenth century, which in its last quarter
was to see the gates of tlie ghetto flung wide open,
was marked by a blot upon the reign

The

which

of ]\Iaria Theresa,

all

the formal

Eighteenth

edicts of toleration could never remove.

Century.

The confiscation of their books in 1715
had reminded the Jews of their utterly

defenseless condition (M. pp. 41. 359).
They may
liave hoped to recover grace by their conspicuous
loyalty, shown first in 1741 on the occasion of the
birth of Joseph II. and the empress' first vi.sit to

and again particularly
and 1743, where with
permission of their rabbi, Jonathan E3beschl"itz, they
stanclily fought against the French even on the Day
of Atonement ("Jahrbuch," I.e. p. 151). Theirloyalty
was rewarded by an edict iuJ/745 which, without any
the church (Kohut,

at the walls of

ib. p.

Prague

655),

in 1742

them, 60,000 so uls

reason, at one stroke banished

payment of a fine
Rei)resentations by Veuice, Holland, England, Hamburg, and other liberal powers

strong,

from Bohemia, after

their

of 160,000 gulden.

were of no avail. Jonathan Eybeschutz wrote to the
French congregations, and even to the pope (Kohut,
ib. p. 658).
Embittered to the extreme by the treachery of the nobles, the authorities desired to

make

an example of the Jews, especially as tlie opposition
emperor, Charles VII., had shown him.self well dispo.sed toward them, and as Frederick the Great was
considered by the people as a " father of the Jews "
(K. Bur. p. 3).
That the authorities did not themselves believe in the accusation of treacher}' made
against them is shown by the fact that it is nowhere
alleged as the reason for the expulsion, and that later,
in 1771, the Bohemians themselves defended the Jews
from a similar accusation (Wolf, Th. p. 69); on the
excommunication of .lewisli traitors, issued in 1756
by Ezekiel Landau, see H., 1894, p. 416; Wolf. Th.
The sad results of this outrage affecting the
p. 64.
whole country, the stagnation of all business, and
the outspoken complaints of the people induced the
authorities finally to readmit the Jews.
From the
edict of recall, it appears that before the expulsion
the Jews had been permitted to live in Kaurzim
T abor yeuhaus, Pisek, Schuettenliofen, Wodniaa,
Pilsen, jNIiess, Klattau, Rokizan, and Laun.
They
were still to be excluded from the following cities
where they had formerly lived Czaslau, Budweis,
Eger, and Leitmeritz ("Jahrbuch," I.e. p. 188; in
memory of the bloody rule of the Croatians in 1745,
to which R. Jonah, among others, fell a victim, a
fast-day is still observed in Bohmiscli Leipa, on
Tebet 4; see Kohut, ?'A. p. 658). After this expulsion
Maria Theresa treated the Jews on the whole more
favorably than before (AVolf. Th. p. 60).
But such
laws as the Fa.mii.ianten Gicsktz (Fr. Gr. p. 171),
limiting the number of married persons in a community, the restrictions imposed upon .lewisli trade
(Wolf, Th. p. 77), rigorous insistence U])on the wearing of the Jew badge (yellow collar on tlie coat;
abolished in 1781 "Zeit. fiir die Gescli. der Juden in
Deutschland," i. 27), and the limitations imposed
upon Jewi.sh physicians (Wolf, Th. jip. 75-77; the
fiist doctor was graduated in 1778), still showed the
same intolerance.
All of these, however, were
wiped away at one stroke by th(> edict of tolerance
The Prague Jewish
issued by Josepli II. in 17S2.
.

,

:

;

;

Bohemia
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I^bbxuer, Israel

quarter was incorporated (1784); Jewish physicians
were allowed to treat Christian patients in 1785 (Lieben, " Gal 'Ed," p. 18), and Jews were drawn for military service (Kohut, ib. p. 757).
The home conditions of the Prague Jews likewise improved.
On the
great fire of 1754 see K. Heine, p. 43; Pod. p. 92.
David Oppenheimer, the book-collector, laid the
foundation for Jewish bibliography.
Jonathan
Eybeschiltz, a living exemplar of the destructive influence wrought by the Shabbethai Zebi imposition
(Kohut, ib. p. 680), and Ezekiel Landau, his opponent, were the chief scholars of this period.
Upon
the other side, Peter Beer and Herz Homberg sought
to introduce reforms in the JcAvish ritual, but met

with determined resistance, particularly as Joseph
II. himself would have nothing to do with Mendelssohn and his "enlightenment."
The nineteenth century must be said to evidence
retrogression in the condition of the Jews in Bohemia,
since, in spite of the example of Joseph II., the
Jews were treated throughout in the
The
spirit of his predecessors.
The FaNineteenth milianten Gesetz and its evils, and the
Century, various imposts levied, were not abolished until the adoption of the constitution, March 4, 1849.
The fact that a few individual Jews have occasionally been raised to the ranks
of the nobility has exerted no influence upon the
general circumstances of the Jew^s.
Nevertheless,

Prague has flourished under the inspiriting breath
of modern times, and has become a focus of Jewish learning.
Zacharias Frankel was born here;
Rapoport, Zunz, and Michael Sachs labored here.
The Slavonicizing of Bohemia makes itself evident
here and there among the Jews in the adoption of
the Czech language at general meetings and occasionally in the pulpit.

BiBLiooRAPHT Periodical literature is given in the second
volume of the Zeitschrift fUr die Gesch. der Juden in
Deutschland. Cnpia Eines Schreiberis, Welches ein Jude
aus Praag an Einen Seiner Guten Freunde in Franckfurt Abgelasnen, die Ursache Ihrer Emigration Betreffend, translated from the Hebrew original into the High German tongue, 1745, signed Mausche Israel. Appended to it
Is an anti-Jewish poem, Zufdllige Gedanken iiher die Emi:

ffration der Juderuschaft in Prog, two leaves, in the Hamburg Stadt-Bibliothek, Realcatalog, Q. ii. 2. Schaller, KtirzgefuK^te Beschreihung der KOniglichen Haupt-und Residenzstadt Pra^. Prague, 1798 Wolf, Ferdinand II. und die
Juden, Vienna, 1859 [cited in the above article as Wolf, Ferd.l;
idem, Ausder Zeit der Kaiser in Maria Theresa, Vienna,
1888 [Wolf, Th.]
[Wertheimer], Die Juden in Oesterreich
Leipsic, 1812; Spitzer, UrheimUch in Slavischen Landern,
Esseg, 1880 [Sp. Ur.]: Kaufmann, Barthold Dowt Burmaund die Vertreihung der Juden aus BOhmen und
MUhren, in OrUtz-Juhelschrift [K. Bur.]; idem. Die Erstnrmung Ofen% Treves. 1895 [K. Of.]; idem. Aus Heinrich Heine's Ahn^nsaal Breslau, 1896 [K. Heine]; Grfln,
Sage und Gesch. aus der Verganmnheit der Israel. Gememde in Prag, Prague, 1888 [Griin]; Kisch, Die Praaer
Jxulenstadt WOhrend der Schlacht am Weis.'fen lierge, in
Aug. Zeit. des Judenthums. 1884 [Kisch, Pr.]; idem Da<<
Testament Mardochai MeuseU. Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1893
Wem, For?ia/ifif Purim, in Gratz-Juhelschrift- Krankl-Grun,
Oesch. der Juden in Kremsier, Breslau, 1896 [Fr.-Gr ]• Berliner, Au^ dem Leben der Deut-^chen Juden im Mittelalter,
2ded., Beriin. 19a); Podiebrad and Foges, AlterthUmer der
F^JMjer Josef stadU 3d ed. [Pod.]; Lieben. Gal ' Ed, Prague,
18.)6; idem, Statistik Sflmmtlicher auf dem Alten.
Ersien
;

;

ma

yyoischauerFriedhofeStadtgehahtenBeerdigungen^viinted
in Lleben's Die ErOffnungdes Neuen Ziveiten Wolschauer
Friedhofes,
5ft50 (1890); Epstein and Halberstamm, Dilrre
Bikkoret, Cracow, 1896 (Hebrew); Weber, Die Leidensgesch.

m

*"

"*

BOhmcn.

in Brandeis' Jildl><che

Universal-

D-^7
Bibhothek,
No. 22 Aronius. Regesten zur Gesch. der Juden
xn Deutschland, Berlin. 1887-92 [Ar.]; Salfeld, Das Mar;

Wrnl^gium des NUrnberger Memorbu^hs,

Beriin,

1898
ISalf.J Mnnatschrift f. Geschichte und Wissenschaft des
Judenthums: Kohut. Gesch. der Deutschen Juden, 1898;
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Shapira, S'SDi mien,
Story of the Vicissitudes of the Jews
in Bohemia in the Sixteenth Century, 1873 Wolf, Die Vertreihung der Juden aus BOhmen i. J. 171A, etc., in Jahrbuch fUr die Gesch. der Juden, iv.; Grunwald. Gesch. der
Juden in B6hmen, 1885; Homger-Stem, Das Judeneschreinsbuch.
;

M. Gb.

G.

Communities in Bohemia,
A. = Almshouse.
Figures In parentheses
C. = Cemetery.
give number of adH. - Hebrah.
Joining villages inR. = Religious School.
cluded.
= Synagogue.
S.

= Women's Benevolent Society.

W.

Population
of

Community.

Whole
Com-

Institutions.

munity.
Adler-Kosteletz (14)

Aurinowes (BOhmisch
Brod)

(17)

Auscha

(7)

Ausslg (16)
Bechin (7)
Beneschau

Beraun

(27)

(31)

Bergreichenstein
Bernaditz (9)

(7)

Bilin (8)
Blschof-Teinitz (6)

Blatna (9)
Blowitz (5)

Bodenbach (Tetschen)
Bohmisch Leipa (13)

(9)

227

C,

283
217
579
145
786
638
112
151
206
104
183
177
282
668

H.

S.

W.

C., R., 8.,

H.,

S.,

W.

C,
C,

R.. S.,
H., S.

H.,

W.

W.

H.
H., C.
S.

H., R., 8.

C, H., W.
A., Aid Socy.,
R., 8., W.

C

H.,

Bohmlsch Neustadtl (Manutin) (10)
Brandeis-on-the-E. (19)

Brennporitschen
itz)

(8)

Brux

(13)

Brzesnitz

Budweis

(7)

(19)

Czaslau (36)
Chotebor (37)
Choustnik (Sobieslaw)

(11)

(3)

(10)

Dereisen (lechnitz) (6)...
Deutschbrod (22)

Diwischau

(16)

Dobra (Unhost)
Dobris

Diirrmaul

Eger

(11)

(10)

(7)

(3)

Elbekosteletz (20)

Falkenau (20)
Flohau (9)
Franzensbad (13)
Frauenberg (7)

.

Gablonz-on-the-Neisse
Goltsch-Jenikau (20)

Habern

(14)

(11)

Hartmanitz (8)
Hermanmiestetz
dim) (47)

Horowitz (44)
Hostaun (11)
(15)

Humpoletz

(23)

Jechnitz (13)
Jeschin (9)
Jicin (35)
Jlstebnitz (7)

Jung-Bunzlau
Jung-Woschicz

Kaaden

(16)

Kaladel

(9)

(24)

(21)

Kamenitz a.-d.-Linde
Kardasch-Rzetschitz
Karlsbad (12)
Karolinenthal
Kassegowitz (12)

Kaurzim (35)
Kladno (5)

C,
C,
C,
C,
C,

R.,
H.,
H.,
H.,
H.,

176
536
519
55

S..
8.,

W.
W.

R., 8.
8.,

W.

R., S.

R., S.

C, H.
R., S., C.

154

c,

97
213

s.

s.

C,

9., 8.

C.

R., S.

C,
C,
C,
C,

H., R.. 8.,
H., 8.
H., R., 8.
8., ?.. W,

C,

W.

461

184
148
659
624

H., S.,
R., 8., W.

W.

C, Jew. Hospital,
C, R., S.
H., S., W.
C., H., R.. 8.,
C, R., 8.. H.

222
200

H.

1,185

C,

H., R.,

C,
C,
C.
C,
C,
C,
C,

H., R.. 8.
H., 8.
H., R.

R., 8.,

C,

H., R., 8.

142
393
73
320
692
155
172
609
228
75
526

(10)

Horelitz (7)
Horitz (9)

Hriskov

W.

162
743
203

3.

W.

(C h r u -

Holitz (11)

Horazdiowitz

H.,

276
125
526
209
140
508
273
434
226

(25)

Dobruschka

8.,

1,263

Budyn (Libocbowitz)

Ckyn (Wallem)
Dawle (8)

R.

125
433

(Blow-

(19).
(9)...

S.,

W.

H., 8.
H., 8.
H., R., 8.

W.

151

C.

955
686
238
288
568
148

C, H., 8.. W.
C, H.. 8.
C, 8.
C, H., S.
C. 8.. H.
C, S.
C, Jew. Hosp.,

1,192
1,241

266
432
430

H., S.
H., R., S.,

C,
8.

C,

R., S..

W.

S..

W.

W.

Population

Population

Whole
Com-

of

Community.

Community.

Institutions.

munity.
724
185
584

Klattau (14)

Klucenitz (14)
Kohljanowitz (31)
Kolin i26)
Kolinetz (Planitz)

Kommotau

1,321
(12)...

(14)

Koniggratz (24)
Koniginhof (14)
Konigsaal (11)
Konigsberg (6)
Konigstadtl (18)

KSnigswart

(.'>)

Kozolup (6)
Eralup ^9)

Krumau

(13)

Kriwsoudov

(17)
(21)
Kuttenberg (32)
Kuttenplan (10)

Kunratitz

(18)

Ledec

(15)

Leitmeritz (12)
Leitomischl (21)

Liban (19)
Llbochowitz

(5)

Lichtenstadt

Lleben

(9)

(24)

Lobositz (11)

Ludltz

(31)

Luze (22)
Marienbad (.5)
Maschau (2)
Melnlk (40)

Mnlsek

Miihlhausen

(9)

Munchengratz
Muttersdorf

(17)

(2)

Nachod (22)
Nepornuk (11)
Netschetin

(5)

Neu-Benatek
Neu-Blstritz

(21)
(4)

Neu-Bidschow
Neuern (10)
Neugedein (20)
Neuhaus (4)

(35)

Neustadtl (6)
Neustraschitz (8)
Neu-Zedlisch (11)

Neveklau

(21)

Nlmburg

(18)
(8)
(12)
Pardubitz (27)

Niirschau

R., S.
H., S..

H., S.,

H.,

169
182
216

a52
242
528
255
666
286
691
438
175
231

222
694

W.

Smlchow
Sobieslau

H.. S.
A., Hosp., S.,

(10)
Tabor (21)
Tachau (7)

C\, H., S.,

Tucap

Polna

(12)
(7)

Postrizin (16)

.

Triblitz (10)

s.

H., S., W.
A., C., R., S.

H.,
H.,

W.

Wallisgriin (10)

Wallisch-Birken (3)
Welt€n-Trebetitsch (6)....

W.

Welwam

s.
s.
S.,

W.

S.,

C.

Wlaschim

Wodnian

(5.,

H., R., S.
s.

Wolln
Zizkov

S.

W.

H., S.

C, H.,S.
C, S.
H., S.

Prcitz (17)

Pribram

(24)

Pristoupim

(22)

Radenin

(8)

Radnitz

(14)

Radoun

(20)

Rakonitz (39)
Raudnitz (17)
Reichenau (4)
ReiPhenherg (22)
Rokitzan (13)
Ronspberg (5)
Rosenberg (16)

334
179
689
314
183
325
296
712
448
232
1,139

317
137
224

H.
H.,
H.,
H.,
H.,
H.,
H..

R., S.,

W.
W.

S.

S.

R., S.
S.,

W.

S.

S.

C,
C,

H., R., S.
H., R., S.
A., C, H., R., S.,
H., S.
C, H., R., S.
C, H., S.
C, H., R., S.
H., W., S., R., C.
(3., H., S., W.
H., W.
c;., H., S., W.

C,
C.

171
376
147
138
72
122
398

238
187
683
422
207
2,099
91

688
144
98
286
432
303
220
109
146
115
322
233
566
340
176
560
177
577

H., 8., W.
H., W.
C. (2), S. (2) H.
H., S.
R., S.

C,

H.

c,

w.

9., s.,

C, H„

8.

H.

W.

H., R.,
R., S.

H.

W.

c,

s.,

w.

HA., C,
C, H.
C, S.
c, s.
C, H.,

H., R.*

S.,

"•

S.

H., Hosp., W.
C, H., R., S,, W.

H., S.

H.

C,

H., R., 8«

H.,
H.,

W.
W.

(., H., R., 8.,
C, R., S.,

W.

W.

C, H.

A. Ku.

German physician

flourished

;

members; and his salary, 175 thalers per annum,
was paid to him regularly, according to the communal records, until 1747. He soon became very
popular with Gentiles as well as with Jews, and was
consulted professionally by the nobility and high
It is supposed that B5hm remained in
the service of the community after 1747, but his increased prosperity enabled him to dispense with his
salary, which was a heavy charge on the community.
Various anecdotes of his skill as a physician and his
generosity are preserved among the Jews of Halberstadt, from which it is evident that he must have
occupied an important position in that city. There
are extant Hebrew letters written by him against
the use of amulets, and against the early and hurried burials of the dead, which were common among
the Jews of his time.
In these epistles he proves
himself a good Hebraist, an excellent reasoner, and
well versed in rabbinical literature.

dignitaries.

6., H., R., S.,

C,
C,
C,
C,
C,

(2)

352
340
202
691
310
987

S.
S.

in the middle of the eighteenth century.
In 1740
he was engaged by the Jewish community of Halberstadt to attend to the medical needs of its poor

W.

C. (2), H., R., S..

C,

(10)

BOHM, MOSES:

Prague (city proper). See
Prague.
Prelautsch (17)

Institutions.

G.

W.

H.

(2),

(7)

Wscherau

H., R., S.,
H., R., S., W.
C, H., S.
H., S.
C., R., S., H.
H.. Hosp., R.,
C., H., S., W.

(28)
(13)

Wotitz (12)

R., S., W.
H., W.

C.

(9)

Weseritz (14)
Wittingau (11)

H., S.

c,

W.
C,
C,

(14)

Unter-Kralowitz (18)
Unter-Lukawitz (21)

C., H., S.

c,
c,
C,

(6)

Tumau

H.

H., S.

Postpelberg

-(6)

c,
C,

C,

416
431
228
400
237
163

Teplitz

Theusing (2)
Traulenau (24)

Patzau (29)
Plauten (6)
Petschau (2)
Pilgram l28)

(12)

(5)

H., R., S., W.
H., W.
C, H., S.f H,

H., S., W.
H., R., S.

(20)

Tauss

W.

C,
Cm

Policzka

(8)

Swetla

599
509
80
129
575

Podersam

(6)

Strakonitz (7)
Stranschitz (17)

^

H.,

(16)

(5)
(6)
(17)

Stenowitz

H.

429
282

1,741

Stalec (6)

Stankau

S.
s.

(25)

W.

S.
S.

181
124

Podlebrad

Soborten
Staab (7)

C,

H.,

2,556
461

164
113

220

(12)

Selcan (22)
Senftenberg (19)

H., R., S.

C, H..
C, H.,
C, H.

Roztok

Saatz
Schlan (25)
Schuttenhofen (13)
Schwarz-Kosteletz

H., R.
C, H., S.

331
832

371
92
149
289
182
87
903
161
94
312
166
808
441
335
339
193
175
158
256
369

Whole
Com-

Rumburg

(10)
(10)
(27)

H.

Ouwal

Pilsen (6)
Pisek(7)

Rozdialowitz

W.
W.

H.

(3.,

.554

(6)

W.

H., R., S.,

423

146
519
331

Micble (6)
Mies (25)
Mirowitz (20)
Miskowitz (2)

C,
C,
C,
C,

230
,

of

munity.

116
911
566
187
115
207
139
2,040

Konlgllche Weinberge
Koschir (9)

Laun

Bohemia
Bdhmer, Israel
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H., R., S.,
(2),

S.

W.

W.

Bibliography: Auerbach, Oesch. der IsraeUtUchen Gcmeinde Halberstadt, pp. 111-116, Halberstadt, 1866.
8.
P. Wl.

BOHMER, ISRAEL B. JOSEPH Russian
Neo-Hebraist and lexicographer; born about 1820;
died in Slutzk, government of Minsk, April 4, 1860.
His father, R. Joseph BOhmer (1796-:-1864), was a
prominent Talmudical authority, one of the first
:

Bohmer, Joseph
Bokhara

THE JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA

graduates from the yeshibah of K. Hayyiin of Volozhiu, and rabbi of Slutzk for thirty-live years.
Israel traveled in western countries and knew sevHis works abound with
eral European languages.
Latin, German, and French quotations, and show a
familiarity with scientific methods of investigation.
His chief work is "Kitbe Israel Bohmer" (The Writings of Israel Bohmer), pail i. or letter i., Warsaw,
1849, a treatise on the Essenes, containing many
etymological explanations of Hebrew and Talmud"Kezad Ma'arikin" (How to
terms.
Ilis
ical
Arrange) is a contribution to Talmudical or rabwas published as a
binical lexicography, and
specimen of a large work on the subject (Berlin,
Bohmer edited, in conjunction with G.
1855).
Polak of Amsterdam, "Ezba' Eloliim" (The Finger
of God), a sketch of the life of R. Isaac Tirnau.
with notes and appendix (Konigsberg, 1857). He
also published, together with E. L. Silberman, for
whose "Ha-Maggid " he worked about nine months,
a new and annotated edition of Samuel ShuUam's
Hebrew translation of Josephus' work, "Contra
Ap." (Lyck, 1858). His lexicographical articles appeared in "Kerem Hemed," iii. 13-22, 116-149 (of
which the above "Kezad Ma'arikin " is practically a
There also appeared from his pen "Lexireprint).
calische Beitrage zum Talmud," in " Literaturblatt
His Hebrew
des Orients," 1850, ii., Nos. 25, 27, 39.
is far from being pure or classical, and contains
many curious Germanisms (" Reformer and Jewish
Times," New York, vol. x.. No. 20).
Bibliography
Mendels.

Ha-Maggid,

:

p. .^e

iv..

No. 15

;

Zeitlin. Bihl. PostP- W.i.

Fuenn, Keneset Yisrael,

;

P.

U. R.

Wl.

MEIR

BOHMER

JOSEPH B.
(-lyo^-'D),
Lithuanian rabbi and Talmudist; born at Skudy

:

in

One of the most
1796: died May 7, 1864, at Slutsk.
eminent pupils of R. Hayyim of Volozhin, Bohmer
attained such a reputation as Talmudist that legal
questions were sent to him even from Palestine and
Babylon. Following the methods of his teacher, he
was especially remarkable for his strictly logical
treatment of the Talmud and rabbinical literature,
being a decided opponent of the pilpul. Bohmer
was greatly beloved and respected in his community
for his personal qualities as well as for his scholarship.
He officiated as rabbi for thirty-five years,

a large collection of responsa, and scholia
the Shulhan 'Aruk,
which are still extant in manuscript. Bohmer was
succeeded in the rabbinate of Slutzk by his son Mei'r.

and
to

left

the

Yad ha-Hazakah and

Bibi.iooraphv

:

Hn-Knrmd.

iv.278; Fuenn, Kruesct YismcJ,

p. 49:5.

L. G.

BOIL The

rendering, in the Engli.sh versions of
the Scriptures, of the Hebrew word "shehin," which
comes from a root meaning "to warm," and indiIn the Bible it is used to
cates an inflamed spot.
describe two distinct forms of disease, each characterized by a local swelling, exceedingly painful and
accompanied by a discharge of pus: (1) the simple
boil, limited to one spot and not contagious (Lev.
xiii. 23);
and (2) the loatlisome eruptions characteristic of endemic elepiiantiasis, a form of leprosy
so called because the feet of the victim swell to a
great .size and resemble the feet of an elephant.
:
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This seems to have been the form of disease with
wliich Job was afflicted (Job ii. 7), although the
suddenness with which he was " smitten with sore
boils from the sole of his foot unto his crown" is
more suggestive of plague.

That the Jews distinguished between the first and
the second type
which latter seems to have been
known as the " botch [or boil] of Egypt" (Deut.

—

—

is clearly demonstrated by the law set
Lev. xiii. 18-23. Doubtful cases were
brought before the priests. If the scar left by a boil
was lower than the skin, and the hair upon it was
white, the case was pronounced one of leprosy.
In the absence of these signs the afilicted one was
shut up for seven days. If at the end of that time
if
the disease had spread it was a case of leprosy
not, the scar was recognized as that of a simple boil,
and the man was declared clean. See Leprosy.

xxviii. 27)

forth

in

;

J.

C. F.

JR.

BOJANOWO

:

A

town

in the district of

K.

Rav-

province of Posen, Germany. A Jewish
community of one hundred and forty-four souls
(litscli,

dwelt in Bojanowo as early as 1793. They were
under the protection of the Boyanowskis, the lords of
the manor, who had founded the town in 1638. They
received from the lords the privilege of free trade,
the right to buy houses, and the right to pursue all
handicrafts, for which they had to pay in per capita
taxes twelve full-weight groschen to the king, eight
tlialers and ten silver groschen to the lord of the
manor, and eight silver groschen to the city, for
permission to reside in it. In the beginning of the

nineteenth century Samuel Samwel Munk, "who
knew how to read and write German, and was in
tlie habit of reading German books and even journals in the hours that are neither day nor night,"
held the position of rabbi at Bojanowo, whence he
was called to Wollstein (Graetz, " History of the
Jews," index volume, p. 7, Philadelphia, 1898). The
synagogue, built as early as 1793, was burned doAvn
during the great fire in 1857, but was rebuilt the
following year. The Jewish cemetery was opened
In 1900 Bojanowo counted a Jewish popin 1817.
ulation of only fifty-eight out of a total of 2,200.
'
M. L. B.— H. R.
D.
'

BOKHARA

Capital of the khanate of the same
name in Central Asia: a principal seat of Islam and,
with Samarcand, a center of Mohammedan culture
The city probain Central Asia since early times.
bly had a Jewish population even at the beginning
The Jews of Bokhara,
of tlie Mohammedan rule.
whose mother-tongue points to their Persian origin,
consider themselves descendants of the Ten Tribes,
and identify the Biblical "Ilabor" (II Kings xvii. 6)
with the name "Bokhara." In support of this tlieory, their chief rabbi in 1832 pointed out the identity
of the consonants in the two names to the Avellknown missionary Wolff (" Nari-ative of the Mis:

sion of Dr. Wolff to Bokhara," p. 30, New York,
According to the same informant, the docu1845).

ments relating to the earliest history of the Jews
under Genghis Khan's rule (1218-26) have been lost.
Half a century before the conquest of Bokhara
by the Mongols, Benjamin of Tudela. during his
sojourn in Persia, gathered information relating to

;

BBhmer, Joseph
Bokhara
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the Jews living on the Oxus, especially concerning
one independent Jewish tribe that claimed to derive
its descent from the Ten Tribes, and was in friendly
relations with the Turkish nomadic tribes of Transoxiana.
Benjamin does not mention Bokhara, but
he speaks of Samarcand, where, according lo his
statement, there were 50,000 Jews, among them men
eminent for wealth and learning. Bokhara, no
doubt, had its Jewish population also at that time
(compare Vambery, " Gosch. Bocharas," i. 156) but the Jewish historical
TJnder
Mongol sources for many centuries mention
neither Bokhara nor the other cities of
Rule,
Transoxiana. The only monument of
the intellectual activity that may be presupposed
among the Jews of that region is the curious dic;

seven martyrs and their mother;
a poem still popular among
the Jews of Bokhara. He died in 1755
Poetical
at an advanced age.
Yusuf Yehudi
Efforts.
and his fellow-poets, who were generally called "Mollah" (from the Mohammedan word for " scholar "), used Jewish material in their Persian poems, but also assiduously
(referring to

see II

tlie

Maccabees

vii. 1),

cultivated Persian poetry.
As their own poems
were written in the Hebrew script, they transcribed
the Persian classics, Nizami, Hafiz, etc., into this
script for the benefit of the Jews of Bokhara; and
also translated Hebrew poems, such as those of
Lsrael Najjara, into Persian verse.
The Persian
translation of the Pentateuch, which is now used by
tiie Jews of Bokhara, seems to date from a much

tionary of Solo-

earlier time,

mon

is

b.

and

Samuel
Bacher,

earliest literary

dem

monument
of
the Jews of
Bokhara (on

(see
" EinHebraiscliPersisches Winterb jch aus

probably the

Jahrhundert," Stras-

and

burg,

a

of poets of

work completed

Bokliara, see
Bacher, in "Z.
D. M. G." liii.
389-427; idem,
in "Jew. Quart.
Rev." xiv. 116-

Yusuf

14.

1900),

Oorghenj(Gurgang),
the
hence in
country bordering Bokhara on
in 1338 in

the west.
Tiie
conclusions tliat
may be drawn
this

work

regarding

the

from

Yehudi

the

circle

128).

The

next

name to be mentioned from

intellectual

Bokhara
of the

status

Ibrahim

Jews

of

the

countries

the

Oxus may

cer-

tainly

also

applied to
khara.

til a 11
centuries
separate
Solo-

mon

b.

next
name from Centra 1 Asia recorded by Jew-

bn

count

of a
contemporaneo us
e V e n t
namely,
the
martyrdom of

4

Samuel

the

i

-

i

be

More

al

teenth century,
author of an ac-

Bo

three

poet

Khair
in the beginning
of the n n e

bor-

on

dering

from

Abu

in the

that

is

Kliudaidad(2.e.,

El Nathan)

l^ Hi-

at

Bokhara in the
reign of the

Emir

fanatical

Mas'

m

u
(d
Jews of Bokhara ('(ii'biating tlie Feast of Tabernacles.
tory.
This was
1802). In addi
(From a jihotof^r.ijih by Ihtr American CoIon> Jerusalem.)
the poet, known
tion to the picin non-Jewish circles under the name of Yusuf
ture of ]\IolKUiiniedaii fanaticism under which the
Yehudi (Joseph the Jew), who flourished in BoJews of Bokhara had to suffer, tliis poem,
khara at the end of the seventeenth and in the first
based on fact (see Bacher, in "Zeit. flir Ilebr.
half of the eighteenth century.
Bihl." ill. 19-25; idem, in " Z. f). M. G." lii. 190With the exception of the names and a f('\v dates no biogra])h212; Gottheil, in "Amer. Jour. Semit. Lang." xv.
ical notices have been preserved, either of him or of
124), gives an insight into their inner life and
the other members of the Jucheo-Persian poetic cirHoja of
their domestic and social conditions.
cles that flourished contemporaneously at Bokhara.
Bokhara, who in 1816 wrote a Book of Daniel in
In 1688 Yusuf Yehudi, whose full name was .Mollah
the Persian language, was perhaps a brother of the
Joseph b. Isaac, completed the "Seven Brothers"
martvr (see "Jew. Quart. Rev." vii. 119).
ish

literary his-

,

.

:
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Bokhara

In 1832, some decades after Khudaidad's martyrfirst European came to Bokhara, and after
having visited the city again in 1844,
"Wolff's
gave some detailed information conVisit.
cerning the Jews there. This was the
missionary Wolff, mentioned above,
who recounts the following in his book {I.e. ii. 3):

dom, the

" In Bokhara there are 10,001) Jews, who are mostly dyers and
merchants they wear a small cap, and a girdle around the
be distinguished from the Mohammedans.
Their synagogue Is a very old building, although excellently
preserved. During my sojourn there the emir [Nasrullah Khan,
who reigned 1836-60 (see Vambt5ry, I. c. ii. 165)] gave them permission to repair but not to enlarge the building."
silk

:

;

Bokhara was opened up to Europeans in 1863.
Soon afterward Russian aggression commenced in
central Asia.
Tashkent was annexed by Russia in
1866 in 1868 Samarcand was seized, and a large part
of the khanate of Bokhara was added to the government of Russian Turkestan. Bokhara itself remained
the capital of the emir, who, however, became more
and more a dependent of Russia. At
Under
present he is hardly more than a Rus;

chest, in order to

Wolff says that the same emir frequently went to
the house of the rabbi Simhah during the Feast of
Tabernacles to witness the celebration and to partake of the feast.
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Russian
Rule.

sian governor.

The Russian occupa-

tion of the territory of Bokhara

brought
comparative freedom to the Jews. In
his work entitled " Russia in Central Asia in 1889
and the Anglo-Russian Question," p. 172, London,
1889, Lord Curzon, at present viceroy of India, who
visited those regions in 1888, has the following to
say concerning the Jews of Bokhara:
"The Jews are here a singularly handsome people, of mild
feature and benign aspect. Confined to an Oriental ghetto and
for long cruelly persecuted in Bokhara, they still exhibit in
their prescribed dress and appearance the stamp of a peculiar
people. The head is shaven save for two long locks hanging in
a curl on either temple they wear a square black calico bonnet
trimmed with Astrakhan border, and a girdle round the waist.
;

To my astonishment.

I

met with one who could speak a

little

French."

Fianz von Schwarz, who from 1874 to 1890 was
astronomer of the observatory of Tashkent and director of the meteorologic institute of Turkestan,
gives valuable information on the Jews of Bokhara
in his suggestive book, " Turkestan, die Wiege der
Indogermanischen Volker"' (Freiburg in Baden,
1900), from which the following passages (pp. 441445) may be quoted:
"Just as in Turkestan usury is almost exclusive y in the
hands of the Indians, so the Jews of Bokhara devote themselves

commerce and

me that nearly 2,500 Jewi.sh families live at Bokhara
the neighborhood who support themselves by trade,
agricultural labor, and mechanical employment. They are
obliged to wear on their garments a piece of old stuff, by which
they can be distinguished from the Tatars."

industry.
Nearly all the dyers, especially
.
the dyers of silk, are Jews [compare p. 384
"The dyeing of silk is done chiefly by the
Jews, their occupation being easily recognized
tious.
by their hands, which are always blue "
p.
"
4:11 :
The Jews of Bokhara have in a way monopolized the
commerce with dyed raw silk "]; the native apothecaries and
physicians are also Jews. The Bokharian Jews are as cleanly
as the Sarts, eminently modest and polite, and produce on the
whole a more pleasing impression than the Sarts and Uzbegs.
It Is impossible to describe how the Jews of Bokhara have hitherto been treated in all the Central Asiatic khanates, and in part
even to-day in the independent states. . . . Like lepers, they are
obliged to live in their own quarters. In Bokhara no Jew is
permitted to wear a turban or belt he must gird himself instead
with a rope, and must wear a fur cap of a prescribed shape [comAs far as the restrictive regulations will
pare Curzon, ?.c.].
.
permit them, the Jews prefer to dress like the Sarts. Uzbegs, and
Tajiks.
They also shave the head like the Mohammedans,
leaving, however, two long curls on the temples. .
.
They are
monogamous, and are remarkable for their large families. Notwithstanding all oppression, they are on the whole wealthy and
have already acquired ownership of a number of houses, built
in the European style, in the Russian city of
Social
Tashkent. The Jews enjoy full religious libPosition, erty in the Russian provinces of Central Asia,
and have the same political as well as social
status as the other Inhabitants. Hence they everywhere look
upon the Russians as their rescuers and liberators, and on
every occasion assiduously further the Russian advances."

In view of the great oppression that the Jews of
Bokhara suffered, it is not strange that, as Wolff
recounts, an African Jew, Eabbi Joseph Moghrabi,
who came to Bokhara in the first quarter of the
nineteenth century, was wont to say: "O Lord!

What Schwarz says here of the leaning toward
the Russians is substantiated in an interesting way
in the Russifying of Jewish names, for apparently
they now prefer to add the Russian endings "of,"
"uf," to their names. Thus, the young interpreter

when will the time come that the followers of Jesus
shall take possession of this country? " (I.e. i. 14).

during his

to

.

.

Occupa-

;

.

A Jewess

of Bokhara.

.

(After a photograph.)

In 1849 the traveler J. J. Benjamin II. ("Eight
in Asia and Africa," p. 173, Hanover, 1859)
met at Bombay a Bokhara coreligionist, Messias
(Mashiah) by name, who gave the following information concerning the Jews of his city

Years

" He told

and

in

.

.

who

rendered invaluable services to Elkan N. Adler
sta}' at Bokhara, in the summer of 1897,
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was

Abo Chachmanof ("Jew. Quart. Rev."
The author of the "Ritual Compendium,"

called

X. 584).

the Persian translation of wliich appeared at Jeru(see "Zeit. fiir Hebr. Bibl." v. 147-

salem in 1901

and names like
154), is named Abmham Aminof
Nathanael Davidof, Mattath Suleimanof, Benjamin
Abrahamof, are found among the subscribers to the
edition of the Pentateuch with Persian translation
now appearing in Jerusalem for the benefit of the
Jews of Bokhara.
The prosperity mentioned by Schwarz is also substantiated by the settlement that the Jews of Bokhara founded at Jerusalem in 1893. Only five years
;

later

this

settlement included 179 houses,

among

Bokhara

previously printed a

Persian

translation of

the

Psalms (Vienna, 1883) and of the Proverbs (Jerusalem, 1885).
The Persian dialect spoken by the Jews of Bokhara, as may be gathered from the literary docu-

ments mentioned and from others, shows many lexiand some grammatical peculiarities; being
remarkable for many Turkish, particularly eastern
Turkish, words, as appears especially in the abovementioned "Ritual Compendium" (see Bacher,
" Jlidisch-Persisches aus Buchara." in "Z. D. M. G."
vols. Iv., Ivi.
idem, "Tilrkische LehnwOrter und
Unbekannte Vokabeln im Persischen Dialekte der
Juden Buchara's " " Kelchi Szemle " in " Rev. Orien-

cal

;

;

INTERIOR OF THE GREAT SYNAGOGUE AT BOKHARA.
(After a photof^aph by E. N. Adler, London.)

them two synagogues and two

schools.

It

became

a kind of intellectual center for the Jews that had
remained at Bokhara, for in the last few years different works were printed at Jerusalem to supply
the religious and literary needs of the Jews of Bokhara. Among these were the above-mentioned Pentateuch edition and Abraham Aminof 's "Ritual
Compendium." both of which were translated into
Persian by Simeon Hakam, a man remarkable for

knowledge of Jewish lore, and his
thorough acquaintance with Persian. In his preface
to the Pentateuch edition there are interesting remarks on the traditional Persian Pentateuch translation used by the Jews of Bokhara and their pronunciation of Persian.
Benjamin Kohen of Bokhara had
his activity, his

For further information concerntale," 1903, iii.).
ing the literary activity of the Jews of Bokhara see
Jud.<«o-Persian Literature.
G.

W.

B.

There are perhaps 20,000 Jews in the khanate,
most of whom live in the towns. Jews have for
centuries been resident in both counLike their neighbors,
try and capital.
Presentthe Afghans, the Bokharians in genDay
Conditions. eral, and especially the Turkomans,
are by many believed to be descended
from the Ten Tribes; but the Jews of Bokhara are
Talmud Jews, and are probably descended from the
Babylonian Jews who migrated eastWard after the
conquest of Jerusalem by the Romans. Their family

Bokhara
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names prove that many came from Persia via Merv
and some from Khiva.
The Chinese Jews of Kai-Fuug-Fu (see China)
are probably originally fiom Bokhara, the Persian
rubrics in their liturgies being in the Bokharian
dialect.

The Bokhara Jews Ihemselves have a

tra-

dition that their ancestors settled in various parts

of Persia, and especially at Sabzawar, two days'
that they were removed
journey from fleshed
thence under the conqueror Genghis Khan (1220) to
Balkh and Samarcand and that when Samarcand
fell into ruin, under Babi Mehemet Khan, the conqueror of Shah Abbas (1598), they went to Bokhara,
where there was a Jewish colony and some of them
emigrated thence to Tslieen Patsheen (China), but
soon ceased to liave communication with their
mother-country, though tliey "carried their genealogies with them."
The present writer visited Bokhara in 1897, and
found four or five thousand Jews there, inhabiting
a special quarter and wearing a special
Statistics badge on their clothing. They seemed
and Ocintelligent and hospitable.
Many of
cupations. them were great travelers: one man
;

;

;

had been

to

China

;

while several had

by way of Afghanistan and the KhaiAt least two hundred had made the pil-

visited India

bar Pass.

and there are at the present
time (1902) at least that number of Bokharians settled in Jerusalem with the pious purpose of living
and dying there.
Most of the traveled Jews of Bokhara had been
to Moscow, many to Paris, and some to London.
One old man had been five times to Moscow. His
first journey there, forty years ago, had been by
caravan by way of Astrakhan and the Volga, occupying eighty daj's and costing 500 rubles.
None of the Bokharian Jews were rich, but most
of them seemed to earn a livelihood.
Some were
cotton-growers; some grew grapes, some cultivated
tobacco; while many were merchants trading with
Moscow, where they exchanged carjiets for manufactured goods, and importing Indian tea from
Bombay via Batum and Baku. The greater part of
the cotton trade of the khanate is in the hands of
the Jews, and 500,000 poods (about 18,000,000 lbs.)
of cotton are annually exported from Bokhara.
The largest synagogue of Bokhara is some 500 or
600 years old, with modern additions that resemble
grimage

to

Jerusalem

;

chapels in a cathedral, divine service being held separately in each.
It has a geuizah, or hidden chamber, in the roof, for the preservation of disused
sacred writings.
The present chief rabbi is Moliah Ilezekiah haKoheu. whose father was rabbi before him. In 1832,
when the missionary WollT, mentioned above, visited
Bokhara, Moliah Pinchas, the elder, was chief rabbi,
and there were four synagogues in tlie city. Wollf
estimated the numl)er of Jews at 10.000, and states
that they paid only S300 per annum by way of
tax to Bahadur Khan.
Fie also states that there
were 300 Jewish families, converts to Mohammedanism, who were scorned by the general population, and who intermarried with the Gholoom or
slaves of Persia and not with the Uzbegs.
Cr3'ptoJew^s from ^Vleshed are still found in Bokhara.
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Toward

the end of the eighteenth century one
Maimon, a native of Tetuan, and
therefore called "Mughrebi," came to Bokhara
via Jerusalem and Bagdad.
He found the Jews
ignorant and unobservant, and revolutionized their
ritual and practise, sending to Europe for Hebrew
Jo.seph ben Closes

books.
The Jews have now forgotten their old
Persian liturgy and have adopted tliat of the Sephardim of Italy, in the belief that they
Liturgy are descended, as Maimon was, from
and
the Spanish refugees of 1492.
Rabl)i
Rabbis. Joseph Maimon had an unsuccessful
rival in a learned Yemenite Jew, Rabbi
Zachariah ben Mazliah.
The present writer brought back with him about

Hebrew and Hebrew -Persian manuscripts
from Bokhara and its neighborhood, one of which

seventy

was written

in

literations into

many

Herat,

Hebrew

of them being transof the great Persian poets,

such as Sadi, Jami, and Nizami, and lesser local
celebrities, like Tufili, Zeribu of Samarcand, and
Musahtiki.
In 1490 there flourished Uzziel Moses ben David,
who wrote poems in Hebrew and Persian. Other
poets were Yusuf Yehudi ben Isaac (1688-1755),
mentioned above, and his friends, Uzbek, Elisha,

and Solomon Trlollah. Somewhat later were David
ben Abraham ben ^jriD, Uzziel, Benjamin SimanTob, and Eleazar lia-Kohen, and, in the beginning
of the nineteenth century Ibrahim ibn Abu al-Khaii',
author of the" Khudaidad" (ed. Salemann, St. Petersburg, 1897).
BiBLiofiR.\PHY Josepti WolfT, Rc8earcliej< and Mis>>io)mtv
LiO'ors Aiiuiiiii tlic Jf W'S, etc.. 2d ed., London. IHIJ.') c. Salemann, Juihiii-Pcrtiica I. (Inidaidnt. St. Peterstmrp. 1S9T;
E. N. Adler, The Persia)! Jciik: Tlieir Buoltfi and Ritual,
in Jen-. Quart. Rei\ x. 5S4 reprint, London, 1S9,S; idem,
}!ird's-Eiic View (if the Traii.-ica.fjiiaii. in Cuiiteinjxnaru
Review, Slav, 1S98: Bacher. Dax Jihlisch-BiuJiarisclie (iedicht Chudaidad, in Z. D. M. G. lii. 107; idem. Der Diehter
Jiisuf Jcliudi uiid Sriu Lot) Mi)ses\ ib. liii. ;iS'.t idem. Die
:

;

A

;

;

J Udiscti-Persi.'irhe J)i<hte)-s()nde
693; idem,

idem. Kin Helirilist li-l'r):-<i.-<(ties
Jahi'hvndert, Budnpest, I9(i(i;
f/irtJ'o.s',

vid)

lixclxtra.

il>.

pp. 421,

BxielxDn, ili. Iv. 241;
Wi'trterlnuh aiisdein
Vanibery, (Jexcliiilite Bo-

Jlidi.-^ti-PDsiKelies aiis

2 vols.,

StiittfriiT't,

Wen

1S72.

E.

(-..

BOLAFFIO, LEONE:
Padua July

5,

1848.

N. A.

Italian jurist:

He was educated

at

born at

Padua;

attended the public schools, the Talmudic college
where S. D. Ltizzatto was his teacher and the
University of Padua. BolatHo afterward practised
law at Venice for tiflccn years, at the same time
Then
acting as professor in the Istituto Tecnico.
he became professor in the law department of the
He is a
University of Parma and that of Bologna.

—

member

—

of the Royal

Commission for the Reform

of the Commercial Code, conunander of the organization known as the Crown of Italy, and a chevalier of the Orders of SS. Mauiizio and Lazzaro.
Bolaflio was the first to advocate the introduction of
Gabelsberger's system of stenography into the pub-

schools of Italy, and he himself wrote a manual
He was also the founder, at Padua
and ^lilan, of the Society for Stenography. Since
1876 lie has been the editor of the judicial paper
lic

for this system.

Bolaftio's
"Tend Vcneta," founded by liimself.
princijial work is In's "Commento al ("odice di Com-

meicio,"' 2d ed., 1869.

He

has also advocated the

bankruptcy proceedings in the case of
business men of small means.
Bibliography: Borcardo, Nuova Enciclopedia Italiana.
abolition of

vol.

ii,.

Supplement,

1891.

s.

BOLAFFIO, LUIGI FILIPPO

Italian jour
born in Venice 184(5, died at
Milan 1901. While he was still a youth his parents
moved to Genoa, and there Bolaffio founded "La
He returned to VenFavilla," a literary magazine.
ice in 1866 and became a contributor to the " Rinnovamento" and "Venezia." In 1880 he went to
Milan, where he edited the political newspaper
Owing to differences with the publish"L'ltalia."
ers, he abandoned this, and founded the "Caffe,
Gazzetta Nazionale," which he afterward disposed
of to a syndicate holding monarchic but liberal
views. The "Gazzetta Nazionale " reliected the
opinions of the Lombard aristocracy. BolafRo's
political utterances involved liiin in many duels, in
one of which, with Marin, the socialist and member
of the Italian Parliament, he wounded his opponent
almost mortally.
On the death of one of his little sons, BolafHo retired from politics and founded the well-known
Milan publishing-house, the Casa Editrice Verri,
whicli issues " II jNIondo Umoristi(;o " and many other
popular journals.
During the past twenty yeais Bolallio, in conjunction with his wife (Sulamith, the daughter of Baer
Jolles of Berlin), wrote si.xteen volumes of guidebooks on Italy, Switzerland, and Paris, issued by
Treves Brotliers, Tuiin. Many of them have been
translated into French, English, and German.
Bolaffio was also the author of "II 14 Giugno, 1859," a
nalist

and

historical

:

pulilislier;

memoir, Venice, 1867, and "Augusta," a

novel, Milan, 1888.

Bibliography:
vol.
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ii.

Bncfardo,
Supplement, 1801.

Nuova EmicJnpcdia

ItaliaiKt.

A. P.

s.

BOLAT.

See Bri,.\T, AimAiiAAr Ibx.

BOLECHOW

:

Town

in the district of Doliiia.

Galicia, Austria, the population of wliich in 1890

was 4,403, of whom lialf were Jews. The Jewish
community dates fiom tlie day of the foundation of
the place in lG12by Nicholas Giedzinsky. According
to the privileges granted the Jews by the f Minder
and confirmed by King Sigismund III. of Poland,
they enjoyed equal freedom and rights with tlie
They were released from all burdenChristians.
some taxes and from the compulsory supply of
rehiys.

They

the town,

any part of
ground for a

liad the right to build in

and were granted

a ])lot of

garden to each house. Botii were their exclusive
property, sul)ject only to the payment of a small
ta.x to the lord of the manor.
A place to build a
synagogue and land for a cemetery were granted
them gratis and were free from taxes forever, as were
also the otlier coininunal buildings tliat

might be

erected on the grounds of the synagogue.
Charges
by Christians against the Jews were under juri.sdic
tion of tlie lord of the manor or of the judge ap-

pointed by him, in accordance with the existing
and the privileges granted the Jews by the
The Giedzinskys were always favorably disking.
posed toward tlie Jews, who had the right to be

statutes

elected as

Bolesla-w

Pobozny

jurymen and even as mayors. When, in
mayor was sworn in, he made

1660, the first city

oath as follows: "I solemnly swear to live in harmony and to defend the rights of the Roman Catholics, the Greek Catholics, and the Jews; of the ricJi
and of the poor alike."
That the Jews of Bolechow were greatly esteemed

Christian neighbors is evinced by the fact
that wlien the Cossacks, in 1669, burned down the
castle of Zydaczow with all the official documents
liy their

and privileges, the town of Bolechow elected two
Jewish delegates Leib Ilkowitz and Lipman Lazarowitz to enter the privileges of the town in the
new books of that place. When the Tatars invaded Bolechow in 1070 and destroyed and burned
down many houses, and the Jewish population was
impoverished, the lord of the manor, George de
Giednie Giedzinsky, bishop of Lemberg. furnished

—

—

many

loans to the Jews.

BinLIOGRAPllv

Allg. Zcitmuj

:

(Iik Jiiil. ISTO, pp. 2a3-285.

D.

R.

II.

BCLESLAW

I.

CHROBRY

rihe Brave"):

King of Poland from 992 to 1025. According to
the Polish preacher Matheusz Bembo, a contemporary of Sigismund III. (beginning of the seventeenth
first Jews settled in Poland in the
Boleslaw Chroljry; and the historian
Maciejowski ("Zydzi w Polsce na Rusi i Litwie")
states that this king treated the Jews with the ut-

centur}').

reign

the

of

most kindness.

There are traditions, liowever, to
Jews had lived in Poland as early
as the ninth century, enjoying considerable privileges granted by the earlier Polish princes, and that
tluring the war that Boleslaw waged against the
German emperor, Henry II., all their manuscripts
were destroyed by tire, among which were the
tlie

elfect that the

l)archments containing records of those privileges.
Some historians assert that Boleslaw, fearing that
too much reading might enervate his subjects, ordered the burning of the manuscripts.
Bibliography: w. a. Maripjow.ski, Z)idzi w Po/.sce na Rusi
Lituuc. Warsaw. 1S7S; A. Kraushar, IJistoriia Zj/dou' w
I

I'olsi'r. V(il.

i.

R.

IT.

BOLESLAW

KRZYWOUSTY

III.

(the

King

of I'oland from 1102 to
according to Naruschewicz,
tlie Jews spread througli Poland and Lithuania as
far as Kiev, where they carried on a lively trade,
especially in salt with Holies and Przeinysl, and
jirobably also in slaves.
Being, as Dlugosc asserts, a brave soldier and a magnanimous ruler and
conciueror, it is safe to assume that the Jews during
his I'cign enjoyed considerabk; freedom.

AVry-Mouthed
1139.

")

In his

I!iBLior:RAPiiY

:

A.

:

time,

Kraii.stiar,

lUstonia ZiiiUnc

)c

Pulsce,
II.

BOLESLAW POBOZNY
of Kalis/,; died 1278.

He was

i.

62.

R.

Pious"): Duke
distinguished for his

("tlie

courage and a<iministrative ability.

Boleslaw aimed

at furthering the welfare of his subjects rather than

enlargement of his domains by wars. Emitlu! neighboring countries had greatly
number of Jews in the duchy. This
made it imperative to i.ssue special regulations for
their government, and in 1264 Boleslaw issued an
at the

gration from
increased the

edict granting tliem

many

privileges.

TJiis

edict

;

;

Boleslaw^
Boiuberg'

V
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consists of thirty-six articles, which display a spirit
In 1334 these
of toleration far in advance of the age.
privileges were extended by Casimir the Great to

the Jews of the wliole of Poland.
Bibliography A. Kraushar, HUtorya Zydow
et sea., Warsaw, 1865.
:

w Polsce,

i.

69

H. R.

BOLESLAW

V.

WSTYDLIWY

("the
During
Bashful"): King of Poland (1228-79).
his reign (1240) the Mongols under Batu-Khan, the
grandson of Genghis Khan, invaded Poland and
carried away many thousand Jews as slaves to Asia.
His reign is memorable also for the fact that he encouraged the immigration of German artisans into
Poland and introduced the Magdeburg law {Jus
This influx of Germans evoked
Teutonicum).
against the Jews the hatred that had already taken
This
root in western Eui'ope during the Crusades.
period forms the beginning of the persecutions of the
Jews in Poland, which lasted until Boleslaw PoBOZNY inaugurated (in 1264) his beneficial legislation.
Bibliography A. Kraushar, Historya Zydow w Polsce, 1.68.
H. R.
:

BOI.ESO.

See

Hunoauy.

BOLOGNA

Capital of the province of Bologna
:
division of Emilia, in northern Italy.
As
early as the beginning of the fourth century there
were Jews in Bologna, but it is difficult to ascertain
In 302 they had
the exact date of their settlement.

and of

tlie

a cemetery, where, from malicious motives, two
Christian martyrs were buried ("Ambrose," v. 302,
Nothing further is recorded of
ed. Rome, 1579).
the Jews until 1171, when they were expelled from
By the end of the
the city for unknown reasons.
thirteenth century Jews had again settled at Bologna, for they called from Forli the celebrated

Rabbi

Hillel of Verona.
In 1308 they
presented to Fra Aymerico, prior of
the Dominicans, a Pentateuch writRecords,
ten on vellum, and made in the form
of a scroll like the copies used in the synagogue.
Only the portions of this manuscript containing

Early

are now extant, and
these are preserved in the university library.
In
1700 it was still complete, with a Hebrew inscription erroneously asserting the manuscript to have
been written by Ezra.

Numbers and Deuteronomy

In 1366 the Jews were enclosed in a ghetto; but
by the end of the fourteenth century they owned
houses in all parts of the city and also held real
Tlie two brothers Moses and Elia, of the
estate.
Ne'arim family, came in 1394 from Rome to Bologna, bought houses, and founded one of the most
beautiful synagogues of Italy. This family claimed
to be descended from one of the four noble families
carried captive by Titus to Rome.
The two brothers were buried in a cemetery bought by themselves
the famous rabbi of Imola, Gedalia Yahia, mentions
that he had seen their tombstones.
In 1417 Albergati, bishop of Bologna, persecuted the Jews, and
ordered them to wear the distinctive yellow badge
this command was withdrawn after a time, but renewed in 1458. In the same year a congress of
rabbis was held at Bologna to consider the interests
and security of the Jews, and it reassembled in the
following year at Forli. (Its conclusions and ordi-
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nances, niJpri- have been published by Halberstamm
see the "Gratz Jubelschrift.") In 1419 a delegation was sent to Pope Martin V., who afterward
issued a bull favorable to the Jews.
Fra Bernardino
da Feltre preached against them at Bologna in 1473,

but without

A

effect.

series of persecutions

of the sixteenth century

;

began

in Sept.

,

in the

second half

1553, the

Talmud,

together with a multitude of other
PerHebrew books and even copies of the
secutions Bible, was publicly burned by order
in the
of Pope Julius III.
In May, 1556, the
Sixteenth Jews were again enclosed in a ghetto
Century, by order of Paul IV. A respite came
under Pius IV. (1559-66).
At that
time the community of Bologna had eleven synagogues. In 1569, when Pius V. banished the Jews
from the pontifical dominions excepting Rome and
Ancona, 800 of them left Bologna. The Jewish

cemetery was given to the monks of St. Peter, with
the permission to disinter and burn the bodies
("Archivio Domaniale, Monache di S. Pietro," No.
xxvi.); consequently some interesting sepulchral
stones are preserved in the museum of Bologna.
In
1586 Sixtus V. permitted the Jews to return, and in
1593 there were already more than 900 in the city.
But in that year Clement VIII. again drove them
out, and they departed, carrying with them the
bones of their dead, which they buried in the small
.Jewish settlement of Pieve di Cento.
From 1593 to 1796 the Jews were forbidden to establish themselves at Bologna; a few at a time being
allowed to stop in the city for two or three days by
special permission.
On Sept. 5, 1796, General Salicetti, the commissioner of the French Directory, issued a decree which accorded to Jews the same
rights that were given to other citizens.
The number of them in Bologna now steadily increased.
When the city was restored to the popes in 1814,
Pius VII. showed himself very friendly to them.
Leo XII. made an effort to revive the oppressive
laws, but did not cause much suffering at Bologna.
Pius IX., liberal at first, afterward grew intolerant,
and the Jews were made painfully conscious of this
by the abduction of the boy Edgar Mortara, who
had been secretly baptized by a servant during an
illness, and four years later, in 1858, was forcibly
taken from his family and carried to Rome. The
offense created a great sensation throughout the
On Aug. 10, 1859, a decree of the
civilized world.
governor of the Romagna (which had been united
with the kingdom of Italy under Victor Emmanuel)
proclaimed the civil and political equality of all citi-

The number of Jews in Bologna now inzens.
creased rapidly, growing from 229 in 1861 to 350 in
Formerly the dead were buried in the ceme1871.
tery of the neighboring community, but later the
municipality permitted their interment in the communal burying-place.
At the beginning of the twentieth century there
were about 1,200 Jews in Bologna, these having
come in part from the territory of Mantua, Modena,
and other places. Thej" have a synagogue and a
The ritual used in the synagogue is the
chief rabbi.
so-called Roman (Zunz, "Ritus," p. 78).
G.

V. C.

;

Boleslaw^ V.
Boiubergr
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The Hebrew printing-press was introduced at a
very early time into Bologna, though the exact date
Some bibliographers ascribe the first
is not known.
edition of the Psalms with the commentary of David
Kimhi (published Aug. 29, 1477, by Joseph Hayyim
Mordecai, and Hezekiah of Ventura) to this city
(Rabbinowicz inMerzbacher's " Ohel Abraham," No.
4041 compare De Rossi, " Anuales, " i. 14, and SteinIn 1483 Joseph b.
schneider, "Cat. Bodl." col. i.).
Abraham Caravita (or Crovetta) set up a printing-

For more detailed information, see De Rossi, "Annates HebraeoTypographic i," § xv.. passim id«m,"De Hebraicse Typographias
Origine," passim M. Schwab, " Incunables Orientaux," Nos. 5,
Zi. 24, 467, 472, 473, 476, 484, 489, 495, 514
Frelmann, in " Centralbl. fiir BibUothekswesen." xix., part 3.
In the university
library of Bologna is a collection of about twenty-eight volumes
of Hebrew MSS. which have been described by Leonello Modono
in "Cataloghi Codici Orientall di Alcume BibUoteched'Italia,"
;

;

;

Florence, 1878, pp. 323 et 8eq.

G.]

;

own house
Hayyim de

press in his

ben

Tintori printed
the first edition
of the Pentateuch, with On-

;

and

at this press

Abraham

BOMBAY, INDIA. See Beni-Israel, India.
BOMBEBGr, DANIEL Christian printer and
:

publisher of He-

brew

works;

born
^

,.

•

_

.

Ant-

at

werp

died

;

at

Venice in 1549.

kelosandRashi,

After having

which was

learned from his

fin-

ished Jan. 26 of
the same year
(Zunz, in GeiZeit.

w'^><'^pp\'i >; ^ppa^^'j? 'ij?!'^ n^iDiD
:

It is

ib. col. i.).

supposed

that
the edition of
the Five Scrolls

with

.iV^<T")ppijn;8<iJ ^ppa^cpn^K ^^^^)d

Jiid.

filr

Theol." v. 38;
Steinschneider,

Rashi

'D^3D

.

nppiJnn nnpn

nioN*r&^

to

the whole, and
Ibn Ezra to Esther, was issued
from Caravita's
press, and in the
ib.

i.

No.
Again,

n'rnpp^iibnnS '« icdP'Dj? id»?d i'—7
n ippi J npi»3»SS n is;>c) iDpnijp '97^^^

130;

tD.n^r'p

1031).
in

sixteenth

the
cen-

tury a Hebrew
printing-press

was

npDi: npg 'hn nn ^&$i-ippij

nyr^

1549,

princeps
the "Biblia

of

Rabbinica"
(mijnjniKipo).
the
Hebrew
Bible with commentaries
and
three Chaldaic
versions or Targumim; the first

Hebrew

Bibles;
editions of and

on the Pentateuch and other
Biblical books;

tably
between
the years 1537

companyofsilk-

to

commentaries

active, no-

andl540,whena

1517

he published
many editions of
Hebrew works,
including
the
following
The
:

Steinschneider,
ib.

he went to Venice, where, from

editio

same year (De
Rossi,

the art of
printing and of
type- founding,
lius,

"Wiss.

ger's

Corne-

father,

lD-nipjn^*

n&s*'P

^Ki'D8cp'pnnnN'D'&?

many grammatical

and Jexico-

fur-

graphical

nished themeans

works
philosophical and

weavers

;

work.
The following is
for

this

ethical treatises;

a partial list of
the publications

during this

rituals;
kilta;
'Teflllot Liitini."

Bologna, 1538.

period:

Jewish Prayers Printed In Hebrew i haracters,
(In the Library of Columbia University.)

Italian

In 1537, Joseph ben David ibn Yahya's (the younger) " Torah
(Steinschneider, ib. col. 1477); Obadiah of Sfomo's (the elder) "Or 'Ammim'" (ib. col. 2076); (May 15), "Roman Ritual,"
together with Elijah Zaken's "Seder Ma'areket " (ib. No. 2074); in

Or"

Joseph ben David ibn Yahya's (the younger) commentary to
the Five Scrolls and the Hagiographa (ib. col. 1476); Menahemde
Recanati's "Plske Halakot" (ib. col. 1737); Judah he-Hasid's
1538,

"Sefer ha-Hasidim"; ed. Abraham ben Moses Cohen
1321); "Teflllot Latini," Italian in

Hebrew

(ib. col.

characters, the text

Solomon ben Adret's " Teshubot" (ib. col. 2273); In 1540 (Oct.), " Mahzor," Italian rite,
with the commentary of Johanan ben Joseph Treves to the
whole and that of Obadiah Sforno to Pirke Abot (ib. No. 2579).
vocalized (ib. No. 2436); in

1.539,

Sifre;

the

M e-

Sifra;
parts of

Mishnah
several Midrashim; and, under the auspices of Pope
Leo X., the first complete editions of the Babylonian
Talmud (with the commentaries of
Iiist of
Rashi, Tosafot, and R. Asher b. JeBomberg's hiel) and the Jerusalem Talmud. In
Hebrew the selection and editing of works to
"Works.
be printed he was assisted by Hiyya
b. Meir (for Isserlein), Baruch Adelkind (for Colon), and Jacob b. Hayyim (for the
Talmud), and others. The following is an approxl-

:

Bomberg
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BonafoB
mately complete

Bomberg,

list

of the

Biblia Rabbinica, ed.
4 parts

i.,

151(5-17

1516-48
1517

Haf tarot
Bible, ed. i
Psalms, ed.

1518

i

Prayer-Book of

Roman
1519

Re-

Colon's

1519

Israel Isserlein,

cpoo

1519
O'^PDi
'•Likkute Pardes" (extracts from various
1519
authors)

Talmud,

Babylonian
ed.

1.,

15 vols,

1521
Bible, ed. ii
Alfasi's " Halakot ".. ..1521-22
1521
Psalms, ed. ii
1521
Abot, ed. 1

Megillat Setarim (Par-

ody on Purim), ed i.l523
1522
Pentateuch
Mcises de Coucy, "Sefer Mizwot," ed. i. .1522
Jacob ben Asher, " Tu.

1523

rim"'

of
Song
Songs and Eccleei-

1523

Aaron ha-Levi of Bar"Sefer ha-

celona,

Hinnuk"
Mikvveh Abraham
Abraham Saba,

1523
1-523

-ini'

teuch
1523
Jerusalem Talmud, ed.
pr
1523
Pentateuch,
Megillot,
Haftarot, ed. i
b.
Isaac

1523

of

Worms, " Sefer haTerumah "
1523
Solomon b. Adret, Novelhe

on

Berakot

and HuUin

Ecclesiastes, ed.
1534

ii

Maimonides, " Yad ha-

Hazakah"

(2 vols.) -.1.534

Tehllah (Spanish ritual) 1.524
Biblia Rabbinica, ed.
ii.,

4 parts

Bible, ed.
Abot, ed.

1.524-25
1.52-5-28

iii

1.526

ii

Though not
raphy, as he

Mizrahi, Commentary on Rashi, i.l527

Mishnah

Kodashim
1-538
and Toharot
(Karaitic

1538-29

rite)

(German

rit-

1529

David Kimhi, "Seferha-Shorashim "
1539
R. Nathan ben Jehiel,
'"Anik "
1531-32
Pentateuch, ed.

1.533

Ii

Psiilms, ed. iv

1537

Job and Daniel, ed.
Psalms, ed. v
Proverbs, Song,

ii..l538

1538

and

Ecclesiastes, ed. iii.. 1538
Elias Levita, " Masoret

ha-Masorah "
Elias

Levita,

1538

"Tub

Ta'am"

'....1538

1539

Pentateuch,

Megillot,
Haftarot, eds. iii.-v-..1543
Bible,' ed. iv
1544
Elijah Mizrahi, Commentary on Rashi, ii.l545
Mekilta
1545
Biblia Rabbinica, ed.
1546-48
iii., 4 parts
-"'li:'

Pesikta

and Sifra
Yelamdenu, i. e., Tan-

huma

1546
1546
1546

1546

Ezra,

"Zahut"
1546
Abraham ibn Ezra,
Moznayim"
1546
Isaac
Arama, Com'

tateuch

ir)46

"Sha'are Dura"
1547
Levi b. Gershon, commentary on the Pentateuch

1547

Moses de Coucy, "Sefer Mizwot," ed. ii..l547
Pentateuch,

Megillot,
Haftarot, ed. v
..1;548
Bahya,
"Hobot haLebabot".'
1.548
Jacob Weil's Responsa. 1-549

actually the fatlier of Jewish typog-

sometimes called, Bomberg began a
and during the latter part of
his life had mauy rivals and imitators
His
even at Venice; these including FranTypog- cesco Brucello, the two Dei Farri
raphy.
brothers, Marco Antonio Giustiniaiii,
the Bragadini, Jean de Gara, and Zanetto.
Some of these having won from Bomberg

new epoch

is

in that art,

his ablest assistant, Cornelius Adelkind.

Geiger, JUd. Zeit. v. 37 et seq.; Stelnschneider, in Ersch and Gruber, Encyc. article JUd. Typo-

graphic, xxviii.

4;}b.

M.

S.

BONA SFORZA:

Polish queen; born 1493;
died 1557 second wife of King Sigismund I. She
was remarkable for her beauty and energy, but
thoroughly hated in Poland for her intrigues and
;

She sold high government offices, and her
and "voyevod's" were bribe-takers. Her
favorite, the influential
crown marshal, Peter
Kmita, obtained bribes simultaneously from both
Jewish and Cliristian merchants, promising eitiier
avarice.

courtiers

party to protect its interests at the Diet or before
the king.
During the last years of Sigismund's
reign Queen Bona not only assumed equal sovereign
power with him, but often exercised absolute rule.
There are many documents extant granting privileges to the Jews in Bona's name, which privileges

were confirmed by subsequent rulers of Poland
Sigismund I. Sigismund August, and Po-

(see

;

Bibliography: Vita Petri Kmithae dc Wisnicze Palatini
Cracoviensix, p. 200, Posen, 1854;
Cziicki, Rnsprava o
Zydach, pp. 81, 82, Wilna, 1807; Solomon LORIA (Rashal),
ShaaJot Ute)<huhnt, 1547, No. 35; Griitz, Oesch. dcrJudcn,
ix. 443; A. Kraushar,
p. 181, Warsaw, 1866;

Historya Ziiilmv
Regestii
'

iv Polsce, 2 vols.,
yadpi.si, Nos. 233, 3.55, 40),

i

463, 494, St. Petersburg, 1899.
11.

BONAFOS,

or

acquired

M.

EN BONAFOS, ALFAaUIN

French physician; lived

:

second half of the
fourteenth century at Perpignan, where he was
in the

president of the community.

Bibliography: Nissim Gerondi, Responsa, No.
1546

Shoher Tob on the
Psalms
1546
Moses ibn Habib, "Marpe Lashon"
Abraham ibn

Bibliography:

land).

Mishnah Mo'ed Katan 1539

Hai Gaon,

;

.1-527

Elijah

Prayer-Book

considerable wealth in their profession but Bomberg
himself expended so much money on the paper, engravings, and types for which liis works were noted,
that before his death he had lost almost liis whole
fortune.

.1-

i.

mentary on the Pen1523

Psalms, ed. iii
152-1:
Proverbs, Song of Songs

and

Mishnah Shekalim
Job and Daniel, ed.

Sifre

1523
lien (Novelise)
Recanati on the Penta-

Baruch

1527
1527

ii

sponsa
1522

Moses b. Nahman.Com"Baba
mentary,
1523
Batra"
Isaac Nathan b. Kalonvmus, " Mei'r Netib"

15

Benjamin Ze'eb's Re-

Proverbs,

i

1526
15^6

1526-48
parts, second ed
Pentateuch, Megillot,

Teflllah
ual)

(first

1520-23
complete edition)
1520
Kiddushin
between 1520-23
Pesahira

astes, ed.

by

issued

Mishnah Siikkah
Mishnah Hiillin
Babylonian Talmud,

Haftarot, ed.

Ritual

Joseph
sponsa

Hebrew works

la chronologicaV order
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Galliii

Judaica, p

65;

Gross.

474.

G.

I.

BeU.

BONAFOS, ASTRUC AZARIAH B. JOSEPH. See AzAKiA b. JosErir.
BONAFOS, MENAHEM BEN ABRAHAM
alsf)
(called
Bonafoux, Abraham of Perpignan): French philosopher; flourished at the end
of the fourteenth century and at the beginning
of the fifteenth.
He was the author of a work entitled " Sefer ha-Gedarim " (Book of the Definitions),
or, as it is also called, "Miklal Yofi " (Perfection of
Beauty), a dictionary of teclinieal expressions in

Hebrew works on pliilosopiij', ethics, and medicine,
especially the terms found in the " Guide of Perplexed." Tlie author aimed ratiier to give a elc-ar
explanation of the terms than their etyntology,
though drawing sometimes upon Arabic and Greek
for help in his explanations.
The work was published with some notes by Isaac VTlX (probably
" Arroyo ") at Salonica in 1567, and at Berlin in
1798, with a Hebrew commentary by Isaac Satanow.
Bini.ioGRAPiiY
De Rossi, Dizionario .SforiVo, p. 75: Stein:

•schneider.
I).

Cat. liodl. col. 1719;

Gross,

(iaUia Jndaica,

476.

K.

I.

BONAFOS

BONIFAS

Bli.

(D13313), or
(DXajU),
"VIDAL Talmudist of Barcelona, at the end of the
thirteenth century.
Bonafos took a very active part
in the anti-Maimonistic controversy, and tried also
:
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Bonafoux, Daniel
Bondi,
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brother, Crescas Vidal of Perpignan, against the study of philosophy. Bonafos'
two letters to his brother are printed in the collection " Minhat Kena'ot " (pp. 45, 491, Presburg, 1838).
To Moise-Nathan, author of the ethical poem entitled D^^n niXVin (printed in the nn^ T)^ of Menahem Lonzano, pp. 142-150, Venice, 1638) (MSS.
Paris, No. 1284, 1), were addressed some pieces of
verse on the subject of his writing, and one of these
to influence his

Neubauer, howVidal.
whether this is the same rabbi who was
connected with the disputes of Abba IVIari. The;
identity of Bonafos with Bonafos Vidal of Salon,
whose name is given as the owner of a manuscript
now in Rome (Vatican, No. 107, 7), is not clear. This
manuscript contains a prayer for the Feast of Purim,
composed by Kalonymus b. Kalonymus.
Bibliography: Parma, MSS. De Rossi, No. 194: Neubauer.
Cat. Bndl. Hebr. MSS. No. 2183 ; Turin, v. 30 Paris, No. 970,

was composed by Bonafos
ever, doubts
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they formed an "imperium in imperio," and that
the majority of them were parasites.
Before Jews
could be emancipated they must be uplifted morally
and religiously in other words, they must embrace
Catholicism.
The French Jews, not realizing the
full import of Bonald's attacks, did not defend themselves energetically enough only Moses Pinado of
Bordeaux replying to his diatribes.
After the Restoration, Bonald became a member
of the council of public instruction, and from 1815 to
1822 he sat in the Chamber as a deputJ^ His speeches
and votes were invariably on the extreme conservative side.
From 1816 onward he was a member of
the Academy and in 1830 he retired to his country
seat, where he remained till his death.
:

;

;

Bibliography: Encyc. Brit.; Gratz, Gesch. der Juden,

La Grande

246 ff sei/.;
(Jniversel.

Encyclcrpedie

;

P.

xi.

Larousse, ZHct.

A. R.

n.

;

6; Renan-Neubauer, Rahbiiis FranQ(iL\ pp. 600, 658, 660, 688,
727, compare xxxi. 766; Gross, Gallia Juda.ica, p. 464.

M.

L. G.

BONAFOUX, DANIEL ISRAEL An active
:

years.

People at that time were so excited that every
Realizing the danger
charlatan found followers.
of such a state of things, the rabbinate of Smyrna
addressed itself to the cadi and obtained the banishment of Bonafoux. He then settled with his followers at the small town of Kasaba, near Smyrna,
where he continued his preaching. At the same
epoch, Abraham Michael Cardoso, the founder of
cabalistic dualism, who had been banished from
Tripoli for misconduct, arrived at Smyrna and found
The agitation begun
in Bonafoux a warm friend.
by Bonafoux lasted for several years, until he, like
his master, Shabbethai Zebi, embraced Islam.
:

Emden, Torat ha^Kenaot,

55; David Kahana,
der Jiuien. x. 301.

Eben

ha-ToHm.,

p.

ed.

I.

BONAFOUX,

MENAHEM

Men.\hem

h.

B.

p.

55; Gratz, Oesch.

D.

See BoN.\Fos,

Lemberg,

:

Rabbi of the Livornian

community

S.

adherent of Shabbethai Zebi; lived at Smyrna in the
seventeenth century. He was not disappointed
when the apostasy of the latter was announced.
At Shabbethai 's death he pretended to have had
visions and to have received the gift of prophecy.
He maintained that Shabbethai was not dead, but
hidden, and that he would reappear after forty -five

Bibliography

BON AN, DAVID

Bn.

ABRAHAM.

Aukaham.

BONALD, LOUIS-GABRIEL- AMBROISE

of Tunis; died in that city in 1850.
After his death his family defrayed the expenses
of the publication of his works, "Nishal David,"
"Ohel David," both containing responsa (Leghorn,
1857) " Mo'ed David," a commentary on " Abodat
ha-Kodesh " of Solomon Adret (Jerusalem, 1887);
"Mahaneh David," and various treatises on ritual
In collaboration with Judah
divorce {ib. 1889).
Levy of Gibraltar he wrote " Dai Hashab" responsa
on the command to Avomen not to show their hair
(Leghorn, 1846); and "Dai Heshib" a commentary
on the treatise Sanhedrin {ib. 1846). He also edited
some works of his father and of others.
L. G.
M. K.
'

;

—

—

BON AN, ISAAC:

Author; father of David
Tunis at the end of the eighteenth
century. After his death the following works of his
were published: "Ohole Yizhak " (Isaac's Tents)
commentaries on several treatises of the Babylonian Talmud and on the Yad ha-Hazakah, Leghorn, 1821; "Ohel Yesharim" (The Tent of the
Righteous) Talmudic novelise in alphabetic order,
Leghorn, 1846; and, added to this latter work,
"Berit Abraham" (Abraham's Covenant) commentaries on the Pentateuch, the Psalms, the Proverbs,
and other books, as well as on the Passover Hag-

Bonan; lived

in

—

—

—

gadah.
Caz^s, Notea Bihliographiques sur to Literature Juive-Tunisienne, pp. 36 et seq.

Bibliography

:

M. K.

L. G.
:

French philosopher, politiciau, and uuti-Jewish writer; born Oct. 2, 1774; died at Nomina Nov. 23,
Being opposed to the Revolution of 1789, he
1840.
emigrated in 1791 and settled at Heidelberg, where
he wrote his first important work, "Theorie du Pouvoir Politique et Religieux dans la Societe Civile,"
which was condemned by the Directorate. Later
he returned to France, and became the leader of
He endeavthe political and ecclesiastical reaction.
ored to reduce the Jews to their former degraded
position.

In an article, "Sur les Juifs," in the "Mercure de
France," Feb. 8, 1806, Bonald repeated the usual

The burden of his tirade
anti-Semitic accusations.
was that the Jews were at war with morality, that

BONAPARTE,
leon

NAPOLEON.

See

Napo-

I.

BONASTRUC DESMAESTRE
(called also

Astruc Maestre

or

(nD^TNODn)
R. Astrug): Span-

ish controversialist at the disputation at Tortosa
Bonastruc was a prominent citizen in
1413-14.

When, under a penalty of 1,000 florins, he
was summoned to appear with his fourteen-year-old
Gerona.

son and his

little

granddaughter before the queen

dowager of Aragon in order to defend himself against
a charge brought against his family, the lawyers of
the town interceded in his behalf (April 21, 1411)
before the council of the queen dowager, seeking to
excuse his absence, and saying that it would be impossible for him to obey the royal summons, since

";

the hostility against the

ney dangerous
rona,"p.

(see

Jews rendered the jour"Los Judios en Ge-

Girbal,

35).

In February of the same year Bonastruc wrote to
Zerahiah ha-Levi, called Don Ferrer Saladin, concerning a lawsuit which he was prosecuting, in consequence of the betrothal of his son Bonastruc with
a young orphan already affianced to another ("Rev.
Whether the summons to the
Et. Juives," XV. 34).

presence of the queen was in any way connected
with the lawsuit, or whether the letter of Bonastruc
to Zerahiah ha-Levi was wrongly dated, has not been
determined.
On Dec. 8, 1412, at the request of Pope Benedict
XIII., Bishop Ramon de Castellar of Gerona, through
a notary, invited Bonastruc, Azay (not Azag) Toros
(Todros), Nissim Ferrer, Jaffuda (Judah) Alfaquim,
and Bonastruc Joseph (the last-named not a physician) members of the Jewish community of Gerona,
in order to communicate to them the letter from the
pope requesting the city to send four, or at least two,
of its most learned men to the disputation at Tortosa, adding, " et quia Bonastruch maestre eruditus
in talibus asseritur,

ipsum volumus

inter ceteros

principaliter transmittatis, ministraudo eisexpensas
seu salaria in similibus assueta " (Girbal, ib. pp. 35,

Hence Bonastruc, together with the rabbis
Todros and Ferrer, was sent as a delegate from
Gerona. Bonastruc, who disputed with Geronimo
de Santa Fe on Feb. 10, 11, and 15, on one occasion
aroused the anger of the pope (who was present) to
such an extent that his fellow-delegates became
frightened, and on their return bitterly reproached
him, saying: "We had not agreed among ourselves
It is noteworthy that
to speak as you have done."
Bonastruc, together with the rabbis Todros and Ferrer, the delegates from Gerona, conducted the dis83).

The report sent as a circular letter to the
community at Gerona was probably not written by

pute.

Bonastruc.
Bibliography: Ibn Verga, Shebet Yehudah,
Gratz, Gesch. der Juden, 3d ed., viil. 407.

pp. 74,

76;

M. K.

G.

BONASTRUC, ISAAC:

Rabbi at Palma

Majorca at the end of the fourteenth century

;

in

prob-

ably born in Barcelona. After the loss of his entire
fortune during the persecutions of 1391, he went to
Algiers and forced his services as rabbi upon the

an annual
Bonastruc had shown
himself quarrelsome in Palma; and after his advent
in Algiers he opposed Isaac ben Sheshet, who had
been installed as rabbi by the Jewish community.
Bonastruc even tried through slander to drive the
Together with Simon
position.
latter from his
Duran and Isaac ben Sheshet, he officiated for a

Jewish community

there, stipulating for

salary of thirty doubloons.

number

of years in the rabbinate.

Bibliography

:

Isaac b. Sheshet, Responsa, Nos. 60, 61.

M. K.

G.

BONASTRUC DA PORTA.

See

Moses

b.

Nahman.

BONAVENTURA, FORTUNATO DE

S.

:

of the Royal Academy of Science of Lisbon
about the beginning of the nineteenth century. He
attempted a history of the literature of the Jewish

Member

Bonafoux, Daniel
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Bondi,

Abraham

authors in Portugal, under the title " Memoria Sobre
o Comedo, Progresso e Decadencia da Litteratura
Hebraica entre os Portuguezes Catholicos Romanos,
which appeared in the ninth volume of the Academy's memoirs, but is of little value.
M. K.
G.

BONAVOGLIO (HEFEZ), MOSES, OF
MESSINA Sicilian physician; born at the end of
:

died 1447. Renowned for
the fourteenth century
his learning and eloquence, he was deputed in 1428
by seventeen Jewish communities of Sicily to wait
;

on King Alfonso V. for the purpose of obtaining the
abrogation of anti-Jewish laws enacted in that year.
Bonavoglio succeeded in his mission, and gained the
favor of Alfonso, who appointed him his physician
and counselor. At the death of Joseph Nesia, Bonavoglio

was

elected chief rabbi (" naggid

")

of Sicily.

pp. 517, 518. 519: Gudemann,
Gesch. des Erziehm\qswesens, 11. 276 : Bartolomeo e Giuseppe
Lagumina, Codice Diplomatico del Oiv/iei di Sicilia, pp. 123
et seq.

Bibliography: Zunz, Z. G.

D.

Br.

I.

BONDAGE. See Slaves and
BONDAVI (EN) Translator

Slavery.

brother of Samuel of Marseilles lived at Tarascon in the first half
Bondavi assisted his
of the fourteenth century.
brother in revising the Hebrew translation, by Jacob
ben Machir, of Abu Mohammed Jabir ibn Aflah's
abridgment of Ptolemy's " Almagest." His brother
speaks of him in the colophon as well versed in such
:

;

;

subjects.
Steinschnelder, Hehr. Uebers. p. 544 RenanNeubauer, EcrivaUis Juifs Frangais, p. 561; Gross, Gallia
Judaica, p. 381.

Bibliography

;

:

M.

G.

S.

BONDAVIN, BONJUDES:

Physician; lived
at the end of the fourteenth century and the beginHe practised medicine at
ning of the fifteenth.
Marseilles from 1381 to 1389, and in 1390 went to
In addition to his
Sardinia, setthng at Alghero.
medical skill, Bondavin possessed great knowledge
of Talmudical literature and the Jewish community
The king confirmed
of Cagliari elected him rabbi.
this election and extended Bondavin 's jurisdiction
;

This official post
all the Jews of Sardinia.
gave him much influence, and he was admitted
among the high dignitaries who attended King
Martin II. when the latter sojourned at Cagliari.
Bondavin carried on a scientific correspondence with
Isaac ben Sheshet Barfat (Ribash), who answered
the question propounded to him in his Responsa, No.

over

171.

Bibliography

:

Barthdlemy, Les Medecins a Marseille,

Isaac Bloch, in Rev. Et. Juives,
G.

BONDI,

p. 27

viii. 280.

Br.

I.

ABRAHAM BEN YOM-TOB:

Bo-

hemian Talmudist; died 1787 at Prague. His posthumous work, " Zera' Abraham" (Seed of Abraham),
essays on various treatises of the Talmud and on the
post-Talmudic writers who treat of marital queswas published by his son Nehemiah Feiwel
Bondi, who added an appendix (Prague, 1808).
Another work of Abraham's, "'lyyun Mishpat"
(Investigation of the Law), is still in manuscript.
tions,

Bibliography:

Fiirst,

Biblintheca Judaica

1.

125;

St«in-

schneider, Cat. Bodl. No. 4195.
L. G.

I-

BeR.

:

Bondi, Elijah
Bonet de Luuel
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BONDI, ELIJAH

Austrian

preacher; born at Prague at the end of the eighteenth century; died there about 18G0. He studied
Talmud at Presburg under the direction of Meshul1am Tismenitz, and later at Alt-Ofen with Moses
In 1826 he was appointed preaciier in his
Miinz.
native town, a position which he held until his
death.
Bondi was the author of two series of sermons,
published at Prague, 1832-56: (1) "Sefer haShe'arim" (Book of Gates), containing philosophical homsubjects, collected from
ilies on various ethical
Bahya, Judah ha-Levi, Albo, and others; (2) "Tiferet Adam " (The Beauty of Man), forming the second
part of "Sefer ha-She'arim," and containing extracts
from religious philosophical works.
Bibliography: Introduction
Jnit.

J5(7((.

i.

12.");

Zeitliii.

to

Bihl.

Sefer ha-She'arim;
Post-Mendds. p. 37.
I.

s.

BONDI, JONAS:

American rabbi;

Furst,

Br.

born at

1804; died at New York
March 11, 1874. He was educated at the Universit)' of Prague and in the theological circles of that
city.
He was president of the synagogue of his
native city, and in 1859 came to America, where he
accepted the position of rabbi- preacher in the Norfolk street (" Anshe Chesed ") congregation of New
York city. He served there but one j'ear, when he
became the proprietor and editor of a Jewish paper,
"The Hebrew Leader," published in English and
German. One of his daughters, Selraa, became the
wife of Isaac M. Wise of Cincinnati.
A.

Dresden, Saxony, July

BONDI,

9,

MORDECAI

(Marcus):

German

author; lived at Dresden in the first quarter of the
nineteenth century.
He wrote, together with his
brother Simon Bondi, the "Or Ester," a Hebrew
dictionary of the Latin words occurring in the Talmud, Targumim and Midrashim. Some of his essays
are also extant in the periodical "Jedidja" (i. 117125;

iii.

73. 196; iv. 35).

Bibliography:

Furst, Tiihl. Jjul. i. 12.5; Zunz. Die Monatt^p. 6"; Karpeles, Gesch. der. JUd.

taye des Kalenderjahreii.
Lit. p. 1083.
L. G.

I.

BONDI, NEHEMIAH.
u.-VM

B.

Ber.

Bondi,

Abr.\-

YoM-Tor..

Austrian
born at Jinoschitz, Bohemia, Feb. 26, 1830.
After having received a good education at home
:

;

under the care of

Bondi entered
Prague in 1844, and studied Talmud and Rabbinica under Raphael Schulhof and
Solomon J. RaiK)port, who in 1852 conferred upon
him the title of Morenu. Continuing his philothe

gymnasium

of religion at the Bohemian Jewish schools, and
rabbi at the synagogue founded by Porges.
In 18H6he published live Bohemian sermons under
the title "Kol Ya'akob " (Voice of Jacob).
He also
began to publish a Bohemian translation of the

Pentateuch.
Bnn.KXiKAiMiv

:

Sefer Zikharim.

Soko'.ovv,

s.v.,

Warsaw,
S.

n.

SIMON

1889.

Man.

BONDI,
Lexicographer of the Talnuid; lived at Dresden; died there Dec. 20. 1816.
lie wrote, together with his brother Morilecai, the
Or Ester " (Light of Esther), a Hebrew dictionary
of the Latin words occurring in the Talmud, Targumim and Midrashim (Dessau, 1812). They also
wrote a similar work on the Greek words, whicli has
never been printed. The periodical "Jedidja" (i.
117-125) contains a biography of Simon b}' his
brother Mordecai.
:

•'

BinLioGRArnv:

Fiirst, Bihl. Jud. p. 138; Zunz, Z»ie Moiiaf.sdes KaleiKlerjiihres, p. 67.
I. Ber.
h. G.

tdfie

BONDMAID. See Sl.wes and SLAVKin
BONDMAN. See Slaves .\nd Slavekv.
BONDOA. See Toduos b. Moses Yom-Tob.
BONDS. Sec Deeds.
BONE (BONA) [Arabic,
Town

Beled el-'Anab]

province of Constantine. Algeria, called
by the Romans "Hippo Regius." It had many
Jewish inhabitants as early as the first centuries of
the common era, as is attested by several epitaphs
found in the environs of the place. Like the Jews
of other communities in Mauritania, those of Bone
in the

many vicissitudes. Under the dominion of
pagan Rome they enjoyed complete freedom, even
making many proselytes among the Kabyles, their

suffered

neighbors; but in the fourth century, when the city
see of Augustine, they began to suffer
In 431 Bone was destroyed by the
persecution.
Vandals, and was not rebuilt until the seventh century, this being done by the Arabs.
There are no records concerning the date of settlement of Jews at Bone after its reconstruction but
it may be supposed that the city, which, according
to Ibu Haukal. was very prosperous in the tenth
century, attracted many of them. The second half
of the twelfth century brought disaster to all the
Jewish communiti<'s in the Maghreb, particuhirly
The fair treatment of the Jews durthat of Bone.
ing the dynasties of the Aghlabites and Almoravides
was followed by the terrible persecutions by the

became the

;

See

BONDI, PHILIP (Jacob Koppel)

ral)l)i
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his father (Samuel),

at

fanatical

Almohades; and many of them were com-

sojihical studies,

pelled either to immigrate to the East or to embrace
Islamism.
In 1152 Roger of Sicily led away captive

{legree

all

Bondi in 1857 received his doctor's
from the University of Prague and his rabbinical diploma from Aaron Kornfeld and Daniel
Frank, whose yeshibah he iiad attended.
In the same year lie taught at Budweis, and from
1859 to 1868 at KassejoviV.
From 1868 to 1876 he
was rabbi at Brandeis. Being a strong partizan in
the Bohemian movement, he was appointed pieacher
in the vernacular by the newly founded Jewish-

Boliemian society. Or Tamid (Continual Light),
Prague, after whose collapse he became a teacher

at

During the fifteenth
the inhabitants of Bone.
century, in consequence of the exile of the Jews
from Spain, the Jewish community of Bone greatly
increased but at the beginning of the sixteenth century the city fell into the hands of the Spaniards,
and the Jews underwent many sulTerings. In 1541,
however, the defeat of Charles V. before Algiers
freed the comnuinity of Bone, and during the Turki.sh domination it enjoyeil a fair amount of religious
freedom.
:

:

Like all Algerian communities, Bone was governed by a " mukaddam, " assisted by a council (" Tobe
Since the French conquest of Algeria the
ha-'Ir ").
system of consistories has been introduced, and
Bone belongs to that of Constantine, having at its
head a rabbi and a president. The Jewish commuIt possesses
nity of tlie city contains 1,000 souls.
an old synagogue called " Al-Gharibah " (The Wonderful), which is held in great veneration even by
the Arabs, on account of a scroll of the Law which
is said to have been miraculously preserved there.
Bibliography: Bulletin Archeolngique dw Comite ties Travaux Hiiito7Hqxies, No. 1, xiii. 64 Elie de la Priniaudaie, Le
;

de VAlgerie Avant la C'o?iin Recueil de la Societe
Arcliiohmique de ConHtantine, 1867, p. 104; Cahen, Les
Juifs et VAlgerie au Moment de la Conquete, pp. 25 et seq.
See Algeria.

Commerce

et la JS'aingatinn

quete, p. 71

Abraham Cahen.

;

G.

Bk.

I.

BONENFANTE OF MILHAUD, or HEZEKIAH HA-MILIABI: French physician lived
;

in the fourteenth century.
He was the author of a
medical treatise entitled "Gabriel," still extant in
manuscript (Glinzburg, No. 316). Boneufante translated also into Hebrew Arnold de Villeneuve's work,
"Tabula Super Vita Brevis."

Bibliography Rew Et. Juiven, ix. 215 xiii. 301, 303 Steinsohneider, Hebr. Uehers. p. 843; Renan-Neubauer, Les Ecri:

;

:

vains Juifs FraiK^ais,

p. 416.

G.

I.

BONET, ABIGDOK,

B.

Bll.

MESHULLAM.

See

AbIGDOR, AlillAlIAM.

ABRAHAM PROPHIAT.

BONET,

See

Penini, Jp:daiau.

BONET, JACOB BEN DAVID BEN YOMTOB (BONJORN) Spanish astronomer; lived
:

probably at Perpiguan in the fourteenth century. He
was the author of astronomical tables prepared at
Perpignan in 1361. These tables, still extant in
manuscript (Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, MS.
No. 10,901; Neubauer, "Cat. Bodl. Hebr. MSS." No.
2073, 2), enjoyed a great reputation.
They were
translated into Latin in the fifteenth century, and
were the subject of many Hebrew commentaries,
among which was one written by Joseph ben Saul
Kimhi (Vatican MSS. Nos. i., v., 1, 7). Many manuscripts of these tables were retranslated from Latin
into

Bondi, Elijah
Bonet de liunel
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Hebrew.

Bibliography: Steinschneider, Hebr. Uehers. p. 615; Berliner's Magazin, xvi. 49
Renan-Neubauer, Les Ecrivains
Juifs Francis, p. 355.
;

G.

I.

BONET DE LATES
Hebrew

as

or

LATTES

Br.

(known

"Prognosticum," published at Rome in 1498, and
dedicated to cardinals Valentiuiani and De Borgia,
in which he predicted the coming of the Messiah in
the year 1505.
A full account of the book is to be
found in Abraham Farrisol's manuscript, "Magen
Abraham." or " Wikuah ha-Dat."
A pupil of the above-mentioned Jacob Faber,
Charles Bovillus, 1470-1553, relates in the preface to
his "Diulogi de Trinitate" that lie met Bonet de
Lates in the Roman ghetto in 1507, and went to his
house in order to see the ring that he had invented.
The top part of the house was a synagogue containing the ark, hidden b}^ a curtain, and books, lamps,
and praying-scarfs. Here, also, Bonet's thirty-twoyear-old son was discovered deeply immersed in the
study of philosophy. Toward the end of the nineteenth century, in dredging the Tiber a long marble
slab was found with the inscription tJ'Jn "l^D'O llil

Vw

which had probably been

Jacob ben Immanuel Provinciale)
;

;

cian to Pope Alexander VI. (1430-1503), and later
to Pope Leo X. (1503-13).
At this time he became

affixed to this house

Bovillus refers, also, to a lengthy theoof Bonet's.
logical argument that he had with Bonet, and he
seems to imply that the son was in the end convinced
of the truth of the Christian faith.
It is evidence of the position held

by Bonet at
papal court that on Oct. 13, 1513, Reuchlin
begged him to use his influence in order that the examination of the " Augeuspiegel " should not be
given into the hands of a commission made up of
strangers, at all events not of Dominicans.
Further,
Bonet's intercession seems to have been successful.
Bonet is known to have had two sons. One, Joseph, continued to remain in the papal favor; the
the

other,
in

Physician and astrologer known chietly as the inventor of an astronomical ring-dial by means of
which solar and stellar altitudes can be measured
and the time determined with great precision by
night as well as by day lived in the latter part of
the fifteenth century and the beginning of the sixteenth.
Originally from Provence, and belonging
to a family that had its origin in Lattes near Montpellier, he was forced to leave Provence with the
rest of his brethren and settled in Carpentras.
Thence he went to Rome, where he became physi-

HI.— 20

rabbi of the Jewish community, to which he was
able to render much assistance.
He married the
daughter of the physician Comprat ilosse of Aix.
Bonet described the use of his instrument in a treatise written in Carpentras, the full title of which is:
"Boneti de Latis, Medici Provenzalis, Annuli per
eum Composti Super Astrologi;e Utilitate." It appeared as a supplement to the "Calculatio Composta
in Rima de Juliano de Dati," Rome, 1493, and was
dedicated to Pope Alexander VI. At the end Bonet
craves pardon for his bad Latin, on the score of
being a Hebrew. The treatise was republished by
Jacob Faber of Etaples, together with his own commentary on John Sacrobosco's "De Sphaera Mundi"
and Euclid's "Geometry," Paris, 1500. Editions
were also published in 1507, 1531, and 1534. Two
editions appeared later at Marburg, in 1537 and
1557.
In bad Latin, Bonet wrote a treatise entitled

from

Immanuel, was

whom

also in the service of the pope,

he received a regular salary.

Bibliography:

Carmoly, Histoire des Mcdecins Juifs,
Steinschneider, Hebr. Uehers. p. 607, note 84 ; idem.
;
Cat- Bodl.; Michael, Or ha-Hajni>m, No. 560; Gross, Gallia
Judaica, p. 266; Vogelstein and Rieger, (lesch. der Juden in
Rom, ii. 35, 8;5; J. (iuttmann, in Monatxschrift, xliii. 358 et
seq.; Griltz, Gesch. der Juden, ix.-xvii.; Berliner, Gesch. der
Juden in Rom, ii. K5. For description of the ring-dial and its
use, see Rudolf Wolf, Handhueh der Astronomie, Hirer
Geschichte und Literatitr, ii. 196b, Zurich, 1891.
p. 141

G.

BONET DE LUNEL, SEN

{i.e.,

"Senior"):
He wrote a

French author of the Middle Ages.
supercommentary on Ibn Ezra's Bible commentary,
which is mentioned bj"^ Nathaniel Caspi in his commentary on the " Cuzari," written in 1387, and is still
extant in manuscripts (among others, in "Cat.
Bodl." No. 1229).

;

Bonet

b. If eshullam

Boniface IX.
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Bibliography Dukes, in Litteraturblatt des Orients, ix. 571
Renan, Les Ecrivains Juifs Fran^ain du XI Ve Siecle, p. 55
:

Gross, Gallia Judaica, p. 289.

L. G.

I.

BONET

MESHULLAM

B.

See Abigdor,

B.

BeR.

SOLOMON.

Abraham.

SOLOMON BEN REUBEN:

BONFED,

Rabbi at Saragossa, and poet; lived at the end of
the fourteentli century and the beginning of the fifteenth.
His diwan, still extant in manuscript (Neubauer, "Cat. Bodl. Hebr. MSS." No. 1984), is interesting intrinsically, as well as for the historical information contained in it. Bonfed was present at
and many of
the controversy of Tortosa (1413-14)
;

poems are addressed to those who took part in it.
The diwan contains also an answer, in rimed prose,
to a letter of the converted Jew, Astruc Raimuch of
Fraga, in which the neophyte enthusiastically propounds the dogmas of Christianity, and endeavors
to demonstrate the Trinity, Original Sin, and Rehis

demption, from the Bible. Apologizing for discussing the contents of a letter not addressed to him,
Bonfed minutely examines the Christian dogmas, and
proceeds to show how irrational and untenable they
says: "You twist and distort the Bible
text to establish the Trinity.
Had you a quaternity
to prove, you would demonstrate it quite as strikingly and convincingly from the Old Testament."
are.

He

BiBLiO(?RAPHY Gross, Oallia Judaica,
dcr Juden, viii. 79, note 3.
:

G.

p- 438

;

Gratz, Gesch.
I.

Br.

IMMANUEL BEN JACOB:

BONFILS,

Physician, mathematician, and astronomer; lived at
Orange, France, and later at Tarascon, in the fourteenth century.
He was the contemporary of the
astronomer Levi ben Gerson of Bagnols. At one
time Bonfils taught astronomy and mathematics at
Orange. He was the author of the following
works: (1) a treatise on the relation between the
diameter and the circumference, followed by rules
for extracting the square root, and with an explanation of a passage of the "'Book of Creation," dealing
with arithmetic (BibliothSque Nationale, Paris, MS.
No. 1290, 5) (2) arithmetical propositions respecting division, and extraction of the square root, and
notes on astronomy {ib. No. 1081, 1, 2); (3) "Derek
Hilluk " (Way of Division), notes on the decimal
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these inequalities in calculating conjunctions, appositions, eclipses, etc. (BibliothSque Nationale, Paris,
MS. No. 1054, 13); (11) astrological treatise on the
seven constellations {ib. No. 1048, 4) (12) a commentary on a passage of Ibn Ezra's commentary on Ex.
XXX. 2, relative to the Tetragrammaton {ib. No. 825,
;

MSS. Munich, Nos. 343,386); (13) "Bi'ur 'al
M'ozene Hanok," commentary on the balances of
Enoch and Hermes, mentioned in Abraham ibn
Ezra's "Seferha-Moladot" {ib. No. 903, 1); (14) note
on the nine comets, attributed to Ptolemy, but be
lieved to belong to Bonfils; (15) " Toledot Alexander, " the legend of Alexander, translated from the
" Historia de Proeliis " of Leon.
8;

Bibliography

Isidore LQb, in Rev. Et. Juives, 1. 77 ; Stelnschneider, in Zeit. fttr Hefir. Bibl. xv. 39, 40; Idem, Hebr.
Ue.bers. p. 904 ; Israel L<5vl, in Rev. Et. Juives, Hi. 245 et
sea. ; Renan-Neubauer, Les Ecrivains Juifs Fraii^vi. pp.
346 et seq.; Gross, Gallia .Judmca, pp. 19, 2,50, 625.
:

G.

I.

SAMUEL

BONFILS, JOSEPH

(Hebrew,
B.
Child " called also ha-Qadol
the Great") French Talmudist, Bible commenta-

Tob 'Elem = " Good

="

Br.

;

:

"

lived in the middle of the
eleventh century. Of his life nothing is known but
that he came from Narbonne, and was rabbi of Limoges in the province of Anjou (see Jacob Tam's
"Sefer ha-Yashar," ed. Rosenthal, p. 90, and ed.
Vienna, p. 74b; the passage is badly corrupted).
tor,

and

payyetan"

;

A

numThe activity of Bonfils was manysided.
ber of his decisions which earned the high esteem of
his contemporaries and of posterity are to be found
These passages are enumerated
in the "Mordecai."
in Kohn's "Mordecai b. Hillel," p. 137; in Mahzor
Vitry, and in many other codices and compendiums.
Among his numerous legal decisions one deserving
mention is that pronouncing money won in play
an illegal possession, and compelling the winner to
return

it ("

Haggahot Mordecai," upon Sanh. pp.

722,

Another important decision ordered a lighter
tax on the Jewish farmer than on the merchant, for
723).

numbers

the reason that agriculture was less profitable than
trade ("Mordecai," B. B. i. 481). Little is known of
the collections of his responsa mentioned in Moses
Alashkar's Responsa (ed. Sabbionetta, No. 60, p.
121a; No. 100, p. 162a), or of his collection of the
responsa of the Geonim. His Bible commentaries,
mentioned by some of the old writers, have also dis-

treatise

appeared.

;

{ib. No. 1054, 6);
(4) "Bi'ur me-Luhot,"
on the middle course of the planets {ib. No.

1054, 6) (5) table for the calculation of the declination of the sun (6) " Luah Mattauah Tobah " (Table

Bonfils devoted himself to restoring the correct
texts of older works, especiall}^ the Masorah works

Good Gift), on
Venus from 1300

of the Geonim.

;

;

the determination of the planet
to 1357; (7) "Bi'ur Asiyat haIstrolab," on the construction of the astrolabe {ib.
Nos. 1050, 6; 1054, 2); (8) note on the cycles (Neubauer, "Cat. Bodl. Hebr. MSS." No. 1483, 4); (9)
"Kanfe Nesharim" (Wings of Eagles), or "Shesh
Kenafayim" (Six Wings), a treatise on conjunctions,
appositions, eclipses, etc. (this work enjoyed great
popularity in the Middle Ages, being translated into
of

Latin in 1406, commented upon by Chrysocca, and
the Hebrew text published by Nahmu Bibowitz,
Jitorair, 1872); (10) "Ma'amar 'Erek ha-Hilluf"
(Treatise on the Value of Inequalities), dealing with
the inequalities of the course of the sun and the
moon, and the necessity of taking into consideration

—

His critical notes upon Judah's
"Halakot Gedolot" and the "Seder Tannaim weAmoraim " show marked departures from the cur-

rent text.

The ability and activity of Bonfils are best judged
from his contributions to the poetry of the synagogue, no less than sixty-two of his piyyutim occupying prominent places in the French, German, and
Polish liturgies. These compositions
show that he w'as more than an ordiAs a

Payyetan. nary poet (Zunz) among the FrancoGerman payyetanim of his time. Few
equaled him in beauty of imagery and facility of
The poetry of the synagogue is furexpression.
thermore deeply indebted to Bonfils for the introduc-

"

"

tion of the piyyutim into the prayers, in face of
Of his many piyyutim, the bestgreat opposition.
known is that written for the " Great Sabbath
(Sabbath before Passover), beginning with the
words "Elohei ha-ruhot," and containing the rules
for the Passover-cleaning ("bi'ur") and the narraThe importance of
tive service for the evening.
Bonfils is shown by the fact that the Tosafists in
many places occupy themselves with the explanaSamuel b.
tion of obscure points in this piyyut.
Solomon of Falaise, a French Tosafist, composed a

commentary upon it.
Joseph Bonfils must not be confused, as he is bj^
Aznlai, with another scholar of the same name, who
lived in 1200 and corresponded with Simhah of
Speyer (Responsa of Mei'r b. Baruch of Rottenburg,
ed.

Bonet
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f*

;

Cremona, No.

148).

Bibliography: Azulai. Shem ha-Gednlim, 1. 40a: Fuenn,
Keneset YisraeU pp. 472, 473 Gross, Oallia Judaica, pp. 308,
309 Landsbuth, ''Ammude ha-^Abodah, pp. 96-98 Luzzatto,
Bet ha-Ozar, pp. 46b, 5ob Rapoport, Introduction to Cassell's
ed. of the' Respo7isa of the Gennim, pp. 4b, 6a, 7b Zunz, Lite;

;

;

;

;

raturgesch. pp. 129-138 Idem, Z. G. p. 61 idem, G. V., 2d
ed., p. 403; idem, S. P. pp. 179-180 (translation of a selihah);
Schorr, in He-Haluz, viii. 139; Neubauer, Cat. Bndl. Hebr.
MSS. No. 1208,' 3, containing a halakic treatise by Joseph Tob'Elem, who is probably identical with this Bonfils.
;

;

L. G.

BONGODAS CASLARI. See Caslari.
BONGODAS COHEN: Provencal physician;
flourished in 1353.
No details of his life can be ascertained.
He was the author of a Latin work on

b.

Meshullam

Boniface IX.

and by Hisdai Crescas ("Zikkaron Yehudah," p.
Steinschneider further supposes that Bongoron is identical with the astrologer and philosopher
David ben Yom-Tob ibn Bilia, father of the astronomer Jacob Poel.
139)

23b).

Bibliography: Steinschneider, Hehr. Bibl. vli.
Berliner's Mngazin, iii., Hebrew part, pp. 8, 41
Bodl.

col.

66: idem, in

idem, Cat.

;

2118; Gross, Gallia Judaica, p. 496.

G.

I.

Br.

VIII. (BENEDICT GAETAN)
One hundred and ninety -eighth pope; born at Anagni, Italy; elected pope Dec. 24, 1294; died 1303.
He succeeded Celestin V., who resigned six months

BONIFACE

:

Boniface cherished kindly feelings toward the Jews, and gave them many tokens
of his solicitude for their welfare.
The Roman Jews
owed him much for having delivered them from a
threatening danger. The Inquasition issued (Nov.
18, 1297) a bull according to which an accuser or
witness could remain unrevealed to the accused
when the latter was a person of influence. The
Jews were naturally classed among the powerful
persons and a simple denunciation sufliced to condemn them. They appealed to Boniface and the
latter, by a bull dated June 13, 1299, declared all
the Jews "unimportant " except those who were of
recognized influence.
Boniface had for his physician a Jew named Isaac,
to whom he was much attached.
after his election.

;

;

Bibliography: Revue Orientate, ii. 214 Vogelstein and Rieger,
;

a Turin manuscript (Pasini,
cod. 80, 3).
If Steinschneider is right, and " Cohen "
(jns) is a mistake for "Nathan" (|nj), Bongodas may
be identical with Judah Nathan, a Provencal writer
on medicine and translator, between the years 1352
obstetrics, still extant in

and

1358.

Bibliography: Steinschneider, Jewish Literature, p. 368;
idem, Hebr. Uebers. p. 306; Neubauer, Cat. Bodi. Hebr.

MSS.

col. 736.

MEIR

BEN SOLOMON:

Proven9al poet; lived at the end of the thirteenth
century.
He is quoted in the diwan of Abraham
Bedersi, who was chosen arbitrator between Bongodas and Don Solomon in a controversy on the
value of their Aramaic poems. According to Neubauer (in "Zunz Jubelschrift," p. 139), Mei'r Bongodas is identical with Me'ir ben Solomon Dels-Enfantz,
to whom Jedaiah Bedersi dedicated his work, " Oheb
Nashira.

Bibliography

:

Renan-Neubauer, Les Rabbins Francais,

p.

713; Gross, Gallia Judaica, p. 159; Zunz, Z. G. p. 519.

G.

BONGORON

I.

or

Br.

BONJORN, DAVID BEN

YOM-TOB:

Astronomer; livedat Perpiguanin the
middle of the fourteenth century. The name " Bongorn" or "Bonjorn " is the Provencal equivalent of
the Hebrew name " Yom-Tob," Ike Proven9al Jews

own names those of their
Judah Mosconi, in his supercommentary
on Ibn Ezra, mentions Bongoron as one of the great-

often prefixing to their
fathers.

astronomers of that time. Steinschneider conname of Bongoron with that of p^CJIS |n.
who was implicated in the divorce case of Bona
Dona, daughter of En Astrug Caravida of Gerona,
mentioned by Isaac de Lattes (Responsa, pp. 127-

est

nects the

Juden in Rom,

1.

255 et seq.

G.

I.

BONIFACE

IX.

Br.

(PIETRO TOMACELLI):

Two hundred and eighth pope born at Naples
elected pope Nov. 2, 1389; died at Rome in 1404.
His pontificate was very favorable for the Jews in
general and for the Roman Jews in particular. At
the request of the latter, Boniface issued a bull in
;

senators, the conservators, and
other functionaries of the city of Rome to protect
the Jews from every kind of drudgerj^ overreaching, and violence, under the penalty of excommuniThe wearing
cation and a fine of 1,000 gold florins.
No Jew could
of the badge by Jews was repealed.
be molested on a simple writ of an inquisitor, unless
by a sealed order of a collateral of the curia for,
according to the bull, "all Jews and Jewesses residing in the city, and sojourning there with their families, must be treated as Roman citizens."
Boniface showed especial favor to the Jewish
physicians Angelo di Manuele and Solomone de
Sabalduchio of Perugia. The Senate had in 1376
exempted from all taxes the physicians Manuele and
his son Angelo, and their families, residents of Rione
Trastevere, for services they had rendered as physicians to the Roman citizens, and chiefly to the poor.
This favor Was enforced on Aug. 8, 1385, by the
Senate, which accorded the Jewish community of
Rome a yearly reduction of 30 florins for the taxes
July 1, 1392, Boniface apof Manuele and Angelo.
pointed Angelo his " familiaris " and physician, and
confirmed, by a bull issued April, 1399, the special
diplomas of Roman citizenship delivered by the Senate to Angelo and his father. On Oct. 23, 1392, he appointed the physician Solomone de Sabalduchio his

which he ordered the

G.

BONGODAS,

Gesch. der

all

;

"familiaris,"

and bestowed upon him many favors.

Bonihominis
Bonsenyor
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tale, ii.461

stein

and

;

Bu.

o.

I.

BONIHOMINIS, ALPHONSUS.

Sec

Ai,

FONsrs Bonihominis.

BONIRAC (perhaps = Bon Isaac), SOLOMON: Spanish translator; lived at Barcelona in
He transthe middle of the fourteenth century.
lated from the Arabic into Hebrew Galen's medical
work on the crisis, under the title, "Sefer Buhran "
(Book on Vapors). The translator probably possessed no Hebrew expression for "crisis," and so
preserved the Arabic word " buhran " used by the
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Bonn liid their property in tlie ghetto.
Later, however, the Jews were subjected to man}'
annoyances. In 1651 their cattle trade was restricted,
Protestants of

Jews not under the protection of the government
were expelled, and the maximum rate of interest
which they were permitted to take was fixed at ri
per cent.
In 1747 and 1750 electoral ordinances had
to be issued prohibiting Christians from insulting and

all

threatening Jews. In 1755, Avhen severe eartlKpiakes
terrified the people of the Lower Rhine and Bonn,
Rabbi Samuel Ashkenazi and Jlordecai Halberstadt,

Arabic translator, Honein ibn Ishak. The "Sefer
is still extant in manuscript at Leyden

Buhran"

(Scalii^er, 2, 15).
Bibi,i()(;uapiiy: Loeb, in Rev. Et.Juivcs^iv.Gl; Steinschneider,
Hclyf. I'ehers. p. t).5:i.

G.

1.

BONN

Bu.

City in Rhenish Prussia. It had a JewEphraim ben
ish conuiiunity at an early date.
Jacob of Bonn (b. 1133), as a boy of thirteen, was
among the Jews who, in September, 1146, souglit
refuge from the Crusaders in the fortress Wolkenberg near Konigswinter. He has left a graphic description of the persecutions under the Crusades.
He is also known as a Talnuidic and Hturgic writer.
The Tosatist Joel ben Isaac of Bonn, author of sev:

lived about this time.
Jews of
are often mentioned in the Jewish congregational archives of Cologne during the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries.
In June, 1288, calamity fell
eral

selihot, also

Bonn

upon the community, and many Jews, including
Rabbi Meir ben Alexander, who had formerly been
New sorrows came
rabbi at Cologne, were slain.
with the persecutions during the Black Death, Bonn
being one of the places of martyrdom in the year
1349.
The Jews of Bonn were further oppressed by
taxes, as the emperor Frederick I. compelled them
to pay 400 marks to the archbishop of Cologne.
The community, which was not an unimportant
one in the Middle Ages, was considerably increased
b}^ the Jews expelled from Cologne in 1426; it was
estimated to number 200 persons, and had to paj^ a
j'carly assessment of 1,500 reichsgulden. Documents
show that the present " Judenauergasse " was called
"Judengasse" in 1578.
In 1587 Martin Schenk, whom Queen Elizabeth of
England had sent to aid the party of the lord high
steward, took possession of Bonn, murdered and
plundered in the Jews' quarter, and made many
prisoners, who subsequently had to be ransomed
for large sums.
Among the prisoners was Rabbi
Reuben Fulda, the teacher of the historiographer
David Gans. The baptized butcher Kraus, wiio
has become proverbial through his denunciations,
was also a native of Bonn. In the first half of the
seventeenth century he kept the Jews on the Rhine in
a continuous state of terror. Another
native of Bonn was Abraham Breitintions.
gen, father-in-law of the Frankfort
scholar Juspa Hahn he as syndic successfully opposed Kraus.
The Jews far(>d better during the Thirty Years'
war. The above-mentioned Hahn narrates that the

Persecu-

;

SynuKUL'ue at Bonn.
(From a photogjapli.)

rabbi at Diisseldorf, designated several psalms for a
service of prayer, and wrote a penitential invocation
("tehinnah") for the occasion. On Feb. 27, 1784.
all the Jews fled from the ghetto, which was almost
In
entirely destroyed by an overflow of the Rhine.
this time of distress Moses Wolf (died 1802), physician to the elector, and the president of the community, Baruch ben Simon, were especially conspicu-

ous for their unselfish activitj-. Simon Kopenhagen
of Bonn has described these occurrences in a Hebrew
book entitled "Beki Naharot," Amsterdam, 1785.
The French Revolution saved the Jews of Bonn.
In 1798 the great procession of the " Cisrhenanes,"
proceeding by way of the Vierecksplatz, went to
the Judengasse, where they determined upon an especially solemn act, intended as an announcement
to the Jews, by a memorable sign, that they would
henceforth be citizens with equal rights. For this
purpose several carpenters had been included in the

;;
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procession, who cut down the gate of the Jewry;
Jewish girls were then taken into the procession and
led triumphantly througli the city.
In 1808 the
Jews were compelled to take personal names and

surnames. The city of Bonn became the seat of
a consistory founded by Napoleon. In 1865 a Jewish congregation was formed in conformity with the
law of 1847: the new synagogue on the banks of
the Rhine was dedicated in 1879.
lu 1902 the community numbered 900 persons.
In the twelfth century the Tosatist Samuel ben
Natronai, the halakist and liturgic poet Joel ben
Isaac ha-Levi, and his friend Ephraim ben Jacob,
also known as liturgic poet, lived at Bonn.
In the
fifteenth century the scliolar Solomon of Bonn, and
a teacher, Mordecai Sachs, were there. Reuben
Fulda, as stated above, was rabbi tliere in the sixteenth century, and was succeeded by HayyiTu
Treves, son of Johanan Treves, known as a jVIahzor
commentator, who died at Ahrweilcr

Joseph Ashkenazi, who later
was rabbi at Metz; Moses Birgel;
Naphtali ben Kalouymus; and Judah
Ashkenazi, who was buried at Bonn in

Scholars

in 1098.

and
Rabbis.

1688, were among the rabbis of the seventeenth
century.
In the eighteenth century several physicians, including Moses ben Abraham Wolf (mentioned above), lived at Bonn. Among the rabbis
was Judah Mehler, formerly rabbi at Cleve (born
1661 at Bingeu; died at Bonn 1750). He was suc-

ceeded by Samuel Ashkenazi (d. 1766), formerly at
Peine near Hildeshcim then came Isaac Rapoport,
;

who

died 1788. The first rabbi of the consistory
was Simhah Bunem Rapoport, appointed in 1788,
died 1816; he was the author of several halakic
works. He was followed by Abraham Auerbach,

who, in 1837, resigned ostensibly on account of his
great age, but really in order that his son might succeed him. In fact, he contrived to have his son
elected as soon as he announced his resignation,
without giving time to candidates to present themselves.
This election caused much agitation in the
community, and a protest against its illegality was
brought before the president of the province of
Cologne. A new election was ordered by the government, and Auerbach 's son was elected for the
second time. He was succeeded in 1877 by Emanuel
Schreiber, and by Falk Cohn (1882-1902).
Bibliography Salfeld, Martyrologium, pp. 160, 287 Brisch,
Gesch der Juden in C6ln und Umgebunq, Cologne, 1879;
Schreiber, Die JUdiache Gemeinde, Bonn, 1879 Tosten, Znr
Oesch. der Hexen und Juden in Boim, Bonn, 1900.
G.
A. F.
;

:

;

BONN, JONAS BEN MOSES-

to accept the presidency of the congregation before
the age of sixty.

Bibliography
arn-Main,

:

Horowitz, JVidixche Aerzte in FrankfurtLanduu, Ocach. der Jiidische Aerzte, p.

p. 30;

116.

D.

A. R.

BONNET.

See Costume.

BONOSUS. See Antioch.
BONSENIOK, GRACIAN.
BONSENIOR, SOLOMON.

See Gracian.
See Jkkuthiel

n.

SOT,OMON.

YAHYA

BONSENIOR, IBN

Chess expert.
can be obtained. The name is
probably Provencal, and he lived certainly not later
than the fifteenth century. Bonsenior was the author of an interesting work on chess, entitled " Melizat Sehok ha-Ishkaki " (Essay on Chess- Playing),
first published at Mantua in 1557.
It was translated
into French by Leon Hollaenderski, and published,
together with Ibn Ezra's " Ma'adane Melek " on the
same subject, under the title "Delices Royales ou
le Jeu des Echecs,
par Aben Ezra et Aben
Ye'hia, Rabbins du XIP Si^cle" (Paris, 1864).

No

:

details of his life

.

.

.

Bibliography: Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. col. 804; idem,
Schach hei den Juden, in Antwn van der Linde, Gesch. des
Schachnpicls, i. 108 Zedner, Cat. Hebr. Books Brit. Mus. p.
;

156.
<;.

I.

BONSENYOR, ASTRUC (in Spanish
Struch or Nastruch = En Astruc)

cles,

Bu.
chroni-

From

:

dragoman and Arabic secretary
of Aragon died 1280. He was a native

1259, if not earlier,
to

Jaime

I.

of Barcelona.

;

He accompanied the king on his cam-

paigns, acting as interpreter, and in that capacity
rendered valuable services. In 1265 the king sent
him as one of a commission to Murcia, to deal with
the besieged Saracens.
Bonsenyor stood in special favor with the king,
who gave him permission to add doors and windows
to his house, which was in the Jewish quarter and
adjacent to the Plaza del Rej" and the Monastery of
San Domingo. He was also allowed to make other
architectural changes.
He is mentioned in a Barcelona document of the year 1258 (Jacobs, " Sources
of Spanish -Jewish History," No. 159).

M. K.

G.

BONSENYOR, ASTRUC: Grandson of Astruc
Bonsenyor, the dragoman of Jaime I. of Aragon
father of Judah Bonsenyor.
He was a physician
in Barcelona, and in the year 1334 was accorded the
privileges which had been enjoyed by his grandfather.

Physician;

lived in Frankfort-on-the-Main in the seventeentli
century. Though not in the employ of the community, his name is subscribed to the articles of agree-

ment drawn up
Frankfort and

Bonihoiuinis

Bonsenyor

between the congregation of
its physicians, Solomon Bing and
Abraham Hein. According to these articles, the
Jewish physicians pledged themselves not to attend
patients who were not members of the congregation
without the permission of two elders of the synagogue. They also promised to visit the poor gratis;
to respond to calls day and night; not to attend to
any patient outside of the Jewish quarters and not
in 1656

;

M. K.

G.

BONSENYOR, ISAAC:

Son or grandson of

Judah Bonsenyor; lived in Barcelona; in 1391 became a Christian, and took the name Ferrario Gracia
de Gualbis.

M. K.

G.

BONSENYOR, JTJDAH

Jaffuda)
Notarygeneral of Aragon, and translator from the Arabic;
(

:

son of the elder Astruc, and, like his father, interpreter, first to Alfonso III. and then to Jaime II.
died about 1334.
In 1287 he accompanied Alfonso
III. on his war of conquest against Minorca
and
;

"

;

Bonsenyor
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Book-Collectors

seven years later (1294) Jaime II. appointed him
notary -general for the kingdom and the royal dependencies.
By virtue of this appointment ail merchants doing business in tiie country who were
acquainted only with the Arabic language, and who
desired to have documents translated from the Arabic into Spanish, or duplicated, or acknowledged,
were forced to appear before Bonsenyor or his representative.

In 1305 Jaime II. granted him a passport to enable
to visit Provence, probably in the interests of
Jewish studies, wiiich at that time were proscribed.
On Nov. 4, 1310, as a sign of royal favor, and by the
liira

influence of the king's body-physician, John Amely,
all taxes, wlu^ther
personal or public, to wliich the Aljamaof Barcelona
was subject. The king also ordered that neither
Bonsenyor nor his children should be molested on

Bonsenyor was exempted from

account of unpaid taxes, and that he should be at
liberty to enter or leave the "Juderia," or Jewish
quarter, at will.
Bonsenyor was especially honored
when the king ordered him to gather Arabic maxims
and translate them into Catalan for the use of the
princes.
This collection, which for centuries remained in manuscript, was published in part in
" Documentos Ineditos de la Corona de Aragon, " vol.
xiii., and in the "Re vista Catalana" (1889).
The
same year this work, copied from a manuscript in
Palma, appeared complete under this title: " Jehuda
Bonsenyor, Libre de Paraules e Dits de Savis e Filosofs, Los Proverbis de Salomo,
per Gabriel
.

.

.

Quintana" ("Biblioteca d'Escriptors
Catalans " Palma, Majorca, 1889). Jacob Ziidik de
Ucles undertook a Spanish translation of this work
in 1402 under the title "Libro de Sabios e Philosolylabres

y
;

phos.

The sayings gathered by Bonsenyor are 753 in
number and are divided into 67 chapters. Because
of their terseness and their bearing upon local conditions, they are used to this day by the people
in Majorca and Catalonia.
Some of them are exceedingly pithy and to the point, such as: "Whoever answers quickly, errs easily " " Whoever hears
;

own

nobil-

sailors will sink the ship,"

which

badly, answers badly
ity ";

"Too many

"

;

"

Wealth has

its

corresponds to the English proverb, "Too many
cooks spoil tlie broth." Bonsenyor took most of this
collection from Hebrew adaptations of Arabic originals; a part is taken bodily from a similar collection, the "Mibhar ha-Peninim," by Solomon ibn
Gabirol.

Bibliography

Gabr. Llabres, as quoted, on Introduction and
Appendix, with several original documents; Kayserling,
Gesch. der Juden in Spanien, i. IGl idem, in Jewish
Quarterly Review, viii. 6,32 Steinsciineider, Hehr. Uebersetzungen, pp. 97T-979 Revue Etudes Juives. iv. 58.
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Hayyim ben

probably another name for

Isaak, one of whose important juristic decisions is
cited in "Mordecai"(B.B. ix. 626), "Hayyim" being
the Hebrew term for the French "Bonne-Vie."

Bibliography:

Gross, in
Jtidaica, pp. 258, 259.

Magazin,

Iv.

209;

Idem,

OaUia

L. G.

BOOK-CLASPS.

See Binding.

BOOK-COLLECTORS

:

The

ideal of learning

being so characteristically Jewish, it is natural that
many Jews should have collected materials of learning for their own and others' use. The Talmud interprets Ps. cxii. 3 as applying to those who buy
books and lend them out, since by this means " their
righteousness [charity] endureth always " (Ket. 50a).
Judaism is probably the only religion in which it
becomes a duty to collect books. Each Jew ought
either to write a scroll of the Law himself, or if he
does not do so, must have it written for him. This he
must not sell except in order to marry, to study the
Torah, or to redeem captives (Shulhan 'Aruk, Yoreh
De'ah, 270). References are met with in early ethical
wills like that of Judah ibn Tibbon, showing that a
great deal of care was taken both to collect and to
preserve books. At the same time the continual expulsions of the Jews rendered it difficult to keep libraries togetlier, as they could rarely be transported
accordingly, it is not until the sixteenth century
that traces are found of any very considerable colk'Ctions, the earliest of these occurring, as

might have

been expected, mainly in Italy, at Mantua and Ferrara.
From Italy, after a time, the fashion spread
to the Turkish empire, where Jacob ben Isaac Roman and Joseph del Medigo collected valuable manuscripts, many of which can still be traced.
But it was with the growth of the community of

Amsterdam

Am-

that the taste for book-collecting among
the Jews rose to dimensions worth men-

Here only in all Europe had
they sufficient wealth and liberty to

tioning.

sterdam.

those of MaMoses Raphael de Aguilar, Isaac
Aboab, and Samuel b. Isaac Abbas being all of the
seventeenth century. The Amsterdam Jews have
continued their interest in Jewish books up to the
present day, the libraries of Isaac da Costa and Salomon de Mesa in the eighteenth and those of Ro(Irigues de Castro and David Montezinos in the nineteenth century keeping up the tradition; Avhile the
great Rosenthal collection, originally founded at
Hanover, has reached a final home in the Dutch
collect private libraries

nasseh ben

;

Israel,

:

;

;

;

M. K.

G.

BONVIVA,

or French

BEN ISAAC

BONNEVIE

(Hebrew^

French Tosafist flournK-'njU),
ished probably early in the thirteenth century at
Chateau-Thierry. He and his father are mentioned
in the manuscript Tosafot to the treatise Bezah 6a,
owned by R. N. Rabbinovicz. Since these Tosafot
are presumably older than those printed, the Bonnevie father and son are believed to have lived at
the beginning of the thirteenth century.
"Bonne:

;

capital.

But the book-loving propensities of the Dutch Jews
were far exceeded bj^ those of a German Jew, a member of a distinguished Viennese family— the Oppenheimers who, in the lattet part of the seventeenth
century, brought together what unThe Op- til recently was the largest collection
penheixner of Hebrew books ever made by one
Collection, man, aggregating about 7,000 printed
volumesand 1,000 manuscripts, almost
entirely Hebraica.
It was originally founded by
Samuel Oppenheimer with the aid of Prince Eugene,
whose court Jew^ he was. His son, David Oppen-

—

heimer,

increased

the collection;

but,

although

.

he was stationed in Prague, he dared not have his
books there for fear of the censor he accordingly
placed them in the house of his father-in-law, Lipmann Cohen, at Hanover. Hirschl Oppenheimer succeeded to the library, which, however, was pledged
for 50,000 marks; and on this account it passed into
;

the possession of Isaac Cohen of Hamburg, nephew
After futile attempts at a
of the former holder.
sale, at which Mendelssohn's help as appraiser was
called in, it was sold (1829) to the Bodleian Library,
Oxford, for the absurdly small sum of 9,000 thalers.

Only second in importance to this was the collecmade by H. I. Michael of Hamburg, about

tion

thousand volumes, the printed books of
which ultimately came into the possession of the
British Museum, and the manuscripts into that of
the Bodleian Library.
By these accessions, England
became the most important center in the world for
rare Jewish books and manuscripts during the latter
six or seven

part of the nineteenth century. The recent acquisition of the Halberstamm manuscripts by Jews' College and the private collections of Dr. Gaster and E.
N. Adler have further increased the importance of
England in this regard. Recently, however, strenuous attempts have been made in Russia, the home
of the largest Jewish population of the world, to
make collections of the national literature. The collections of Fuenn and Straschun now adorn the
communal library of Wilna. Dr. Chazanowicz, a
phy.sician of Bialystok, brought together an excellent
library which he presented to the Abarbanel Library
of Jerusalem.
But the greatest colKussia.
lection in Russia is that formed by M.
A. L. Friedland (born 1826), who acquired a number of other collections which had been
made, such as that of Bampi of Minsk, which formed
the foundation of the whole library, and of E. L.
Rabbinowicz, also of Minsk, a shohet, who had collected a fine library, a thousand books from which
were acquired by Friedland. Friedland also gathered into his net the collections of S. Zuckermann
of Mohilev, of Joseph Masai of Viazona, and of M.
Landsberg. In 1892 Friedland presented the whole
collection, then amounting to 300 volumes of manuscnpts and 14,000 printed books, to the Asiatic
Museum of St. Petersburg. Next in value to his
collection is that of Baron David von Gunsburg of
St. Petersburg
this is very rich in Hebrew MSS.
Still more recently, Jewish students in the United
States have turned their attention, with gratifying
results, to the collection of Hebrew books.
The
Sutro collection at San Francisco is said to contain 135 manuscripts— some of great rarit}and
many thousands of Hebrew books. A. M. Bank
;

—

New York

has made one collection which he has sold to the New
York Public Library, and he is forming another. Of particular distincof

The
TJnited
States,

tion

Mayer Sulzberger
over 220

is

the collection

which contains
before 1540 probably the
in the possession of any private
of Philadelphia,

incunabula

number

made by Judge

—

individual.

The

;

Bonsenyor
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largest

.

fate of the

lections points to

Oppenheimer and Friedland colthe natural history and ultimate

destination of large aggregations of books.

Com-

Book-Collectors

paratively small collections of books are first made.
These are often sold intact to larger collectors, forming rills which go to feed the streams, and ultimately
these debouch into some great lake, represented by
a public library.
But it invariably requires the
zealous enthusiasm of the book-collector to bring
together any special set of works; and this must always be the case with Hebrew literature.
As a rule, collectors of books of Jewish interest
have been mainly Jews; but a few Christian Hebraists interested in Jewish learning have
Christian also from time to time collected manuCollectors. scripts and books. The Buxtorfs conducted quite a lively correspondence
with booksellers of the east of Europe in order to
acquire rare books.
Widmanstadt collected the
most valuable set of manuscripts now at Munich;
while the Bodleian Library contains many valuable
manuscripts from the collections of Selden, Pococke,
and Hyde. By far tlie most distinguished of these
Christian Hebraists was J. B. de Rossi, whose library
of manuscripts, which exceeded 1,000 volumes, is
now in the Grand-Ducal Library of Parma. Bishop
Kennicott was interested in tarim lectiones of the
Bible, and brought together a number of Biblical
manuscripts.
The following list gives the names of the chief
book-collectors that can be traced, either from the
catalogues of their works (indicated by a star) or
from the accounts given by Zunz ("Z. G." pp. 230249) and Ftlrst (" B. J. " Preface to vol. iii.).
Whenever the place is known to which a library went, in
whole or in part, this is given in parentheses at the
end of the statement. When the number of books
or manuscripts is known, this also is given in parentheses, after the name.
The dates are sometimes
those of the deaths of the owners, sometimes of
publication of catalogues or other year of importance
for the library in question.
The names of Christian
collectors are printed in italics.
Abbas, Samuel b. Isaac d.
1693; Amsterdam.
*Aboab, Isaac da Fonseca;

Bres.slau,

died 1093 (18 MSS., 373
books); Amsterdam.
Adler, E. N.; London.
Adler, S. ; New York (Hebrew
Union College, Cincinnati).

Briill, N.;
(Frankfort StadtBibliothek).
liuxtorf, John I.; Basel.
Carmoly, E.; Brussels.
Cases, Samuel, sixteenth century Mantua.
Cassel, D.; Beriin(5(X)0 books;
New York Seminary).

*

;

Aguilar, Moses Raphael de;
d. lt)80 (50 MSS.); Amsterdam.
Imanzi,
Joseph
Padua
(Columbia University, New

A

;

York).
Altschuler, E. P.; 1616.

Nathan;

d.

1780;

id; d. 1807.

D. B.; Minsk (Friedland Asiatic Museum).
Bank, A. M.; New York (New
York Public Library)
I.

;

*Barges, Ahhc\ Paris.
* Beer.

Bernhard

;

Dresden

(Breslau Seminary).
Beit,

Simon

;

Hamburg.

Berliner, A.; Berlin (Frankfort, Stadt-Bibliothek).
Bienia, Van Amsterdam.
;

*

* Castro.

1900;

Rodrigues

Amsterdam

Bondi, Simon ; d. 1816; Dresden (825 books)

;

d.

MSS.,

de

;

d.

(auction).

Byelostok
(National Library, Jerusalem).

Chwolson,

Schwerin.
Assur, Marx; 1755; Halle.
* Azulai, Hayvim Joseph Dav-

(12

;

Chazanowicz.

*Aron,

Bampi,

Meir ben Israel

1839; Hamburg
books).

82<)

J.

;

St.

Peters-

Paris

(Semi-

D.;

burg.

Cohen, Albert

;

naire Israelite).
*(tohen, Joshua I

Cohn, Abraham
Posert.
* Costa, Isaac

Baltimore.
(550 books);
;

de

d.

;

1860;

Amsterdiim.

Da

Costa, Solomon ben Isaac
1759 (180 books); London
(British Museum).

De

Rossi.

See Rossi,

*Dubno, Solomon;

Amsterdam
;

1813;

(106 MSS., 2,076

books).

Eger, Aklba

J. B. de.

d.

Altona.

.

;;

.

Samuel

d. 1842

;

over (24 MSS.,
Levita

Ellas

;

Han-

books).

5(X)

1527

;

Rome

;

(lost in siege).

Elijah Wllna (Zuckennann—
part Friedland Asiatic Mu-

seum)

;

(Columbia

Jacob

University, New York).
Epstein, A.; Vienna.
* Essen, Man van 1839 Hamburp (T3() books).
Fano, Azariah di; sixteenth
;

;

century Mantua.
Fano, Isaac de sixteenth cenFerrara.
tury
Fidalgo; Altona.
*Firkowitz, A.; Crimea (St.
Imperial
LiPetersburg
;

;

;

brary).
Fliess,

Landsberg, Mendel Kremenitz (Friedland; Asiatic Museum).
* Lee.ser,
Philadelphia
I. ;
(Touro Hall).
* Lehren,
AmsterHirsch
;

;

dam.

nineteenth century.

*Emden,

Moses;

d. 1776;

Ber-

*

M.;

;

eight-

Moses

1709

;

;

*

brary).
* Friedland, M. A. L. (Asiatic
Museum, St. Petersburg).

Wilna (Commu-

S. J.;

nal Library, Wilna).
Gauyiier, Joint d. 1740; Oxford (Bodleian).
Caster, M.; Londnn.
Geiger, A.; Berlin (12 MSS.,
Hochschule, Berlin).

;

College).

Grunwald, M.

;

Hamburg.

Guedalla, H.; London.
*Giinsburg, K.S.; 1861; Breslau (Communal Library).
Giinzburg, Baron David de;
St. Petersburg (900 MSS.).
Bielitz
Halberstamm, S.
(London Jews' College).
Hazak, Joseph sixteenth century; Mantua.
*Heidenheim, Wolf: d. 1S32;
Rodelheim (72 MSS., 800
*

;

;

books).
Herford, Spanjer; nineteenth
century ; Detmold (Breslau
Seminary).
Herzberg, H.; Berlin (762
books)

Hlrschel, Solomon;

d. 1842;

;

Paris

;

Loewe, L.; nineteenth century Ramsgate.
Padua (Seminary Library).

Joseph

Medigo,

del

six-

;

teenth century; Candia (00
MSS.).
Rafael Emanuel
Meklola,

(Communal

1767 ; Mantua
Library).

Menasseh ben
(valued at

Israel

10,0(X)

;

d. 1()58

gulden).

Merzbacher Munich.
*Mesa, Solomon de; 1743
(1,052 books); Amsterdam.
Minz, Moses; fifteenth cen*

;

tury

Mayence

;

siege)

de;

six-

teenth century ; Ferrara.
Montesinos, David ; Amster-

dam.
Mortara, M.; Mantua.
* Moser, Isaac d. 1840 ; Berlin (11 MSS., 860 books Roy;

;

Libiary, Berlin).
Munk. S. ; Paris (Alliance
al

Israelite).

tury

Samuel

;

sixteenth cen-

(iallipoli.

;

*Oppenhfimer, David; Hanover (740 MSS., 3,476 books);
Bodleian.
Pinsker, S.; Odessa,
sevenPocockc, Edward
century ;
Oxford
teenth
;

(Botlleian).
Porges, N. ; Leipsic.

Prins,

Amsterdam

L.;

and

Frankfort.
*

E.;

Quatremrre,

1858;

Paris (Munich).
L.; shohet
(Friedland; Asiatic

Rabbinowicz, E.

Minsk

Ibn Tibbon, Judah.
Itzig, Daniel; d. 1799;

Ber-

lin.

Jacobson, Meir.
Jellinek, A.; Vienna.

Joseph, Michael d.l849; London (Jews' College).
Jost, M. J.; d. 1861 (Frank;

Rapoport, S. L.; Prague.
d.
Reggio, Isaac Samuel,
ia55; Gcirz (156 MSS.).
Rieser,
Lazarus; d. 1828;

Hamburg.
Roman, Jacob ben

Lsaac

;

sev-

enteenth century Constantinople (corresponded with
;

Buxtorf).

fort).
S.;

Prague (Prague

Library).

Kahn, Zadoc

;

KoscnmllUer,

J.;
Leipsic
(University Library).

Rosenthal: Hamburg.

Paris.

Kaufmann, David Budapest.
*Kcnnicntt. Bishop Oxford.
K oh ut, Alexander; New York.
;

;

*Tein}nagel, Sebastian; Vienna.
Torres, David Nunes ; d.
1728; The Hague.
sixteenth
Eleasar ;
century ; Frankfort-on-the-

Rossi, Azariah de.

Rossi, J. B.

Parma

de

Library).
Rothschild,

;

1743-ia']l

Ducal

MSS.;

(1,100

Baron

Frankfort

Treves,

Main.
Trigland,

Willy

(Stadt

-

Biblio-

Leyden

Rosenthal, Elia

;

Solomon Barend

Rubens,

Amsterdam
Sachs,

S.

;

MSS., 3.343 books);

18.57 (47

Salomon, G.; d. 1802;
burg (.520 Nos.).
Saraval, Jacob; d. 1782;
tua (Karaitica).

land
Asiatic Museum,
Petersburg).

Ham-

Vida, Samuel della
teenth
century ;

Man-

Joseph Justus

;

d.

Budapest.

Rosenthal,
L.:
(Amsterdam).

de

1()77.

tian

phia.

Duke

of

;

Loudon

Museum).
San Francisco.

Hanover

Patras

;

(Town

Leipsic

;

Li-

brary).

Warner, Levin
(64

Leyden

MSS.);

1665

d.

;

(Uni-

versity Library).

George

* Wicel,
*

;

15.52

;

Co-

John Al-

Widmanstadt,

bert; 1533 (&35 MSS., .500
books); Munich (Royal Library).
d. 18.3.5;

Am-

(University

Li-

Willmett,Jan;

ma.
Straschun, M.; Wilua (Communal Library).
Sulzberger,
M.;
Philadel-

Sutro, A.;

1532

;

Menahem ben Aaron

logne.

Steinschneidcr, M.; Berlin.
Stern, S. G. (112 MSS.) ; Par-

(British

David

Urbino (26 MSS.); (Vatican).
* TFaf/CH-seil,
John Chris-

;

Isaac Strasburg.
Spinoza,
Benedictus

Venice

(lost in siege).

Volterra,

1009 (20 MSS.); Leyden (University Library).
Schorr, O.; Brody.
Selden, John 1059; London
(Bodleian, Oxford).

Sinzheim, Joseph David ben

nine-

;

(Soare).
Vital,

L. V.; d. 18.52 (1.490
Nos., 23 MSS.); Triest (auction); Breslau Seminary.

.s'i(.s.sy;.r,

St.

;

Saraval,

.S'ca?t(/6r,

1706

;

Viasin, Joseph Mazal of; Wilna (5,oa)-0,000 books ; Fried-

(au<'tion).

Paris (Consistoire).

;

Jacob

(auction).

sterdam
brary

)

Yahya, Gedalyah.
Zuckermann,
S.;
(Friedland;

Mohilev

Asiatic

Mu-

seum).
Zunz, L. (Gemeinde, Berlin).

in

(lost

Modena, Abtalion

Nairn,

Buda-

;

pest.

;

Museum).

leian).

Kaempf,

d. 1892

;

London

(120 MSS., Bet haMidrash, London).
Hiintirwton, Bishop; 167693; Oxford (Bodleian).
Hyde, Thomas Oxford (Bod-

;

* Luzzatto, S. D.;

;

Ghirondi; Triest.
Giusburg, C. D.; Virginia
Water, Surrey.
Graziano, Abraham Joseph
Solomon (Bodleian, Oxford).
Green, A. L. London (Jews'

Loeb, Isidore
(auction).

*

Solomon

Rosenthal.
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thek).

dam.

Beniamin

eenth century Reggio (incunabula).
Friedenthal, M. B.; 1861;
(Communal LiBreslau

Fuenn,

Amsterdam

Nice (Mantua Community).
Levy, H. B.; Hamburg.
*Lewarden, Jacob; d. 1797
(1,041 books); Rotterdam.
Lewinstein, M. J.: Paramaribo
(Columbia University, New
York).
*Lima, Anschel Norden de;
1830; Amsterdam (23 MSS.,
538 books).
* Lima, Moses de
Amster-

;

*

Lehren,

(auction).
Levi, Simon

lin.

Foa, Moses

;

.
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BOOK OF LIFE.— Traditional View:

The

book, or muster-roll, of God in which all the worthy
are lecorded for life. God has such a book, and to
be blottedoutof it signifies death (Ex. xx.xii. 33, 33).
It is with reference to the Book of Life that the
hol}^ remnant is spoken of as being written unto life
(A. v., "among tlie living") in Jerusalem (Isa. iv.
3; compare also Ezek. ix. 4, where one of the six
heavenly envoys "who had the scribe's inkhorn
upon his loins" is told to mark the righteous for
life, while the remainder of the inhabitants of Jerusalem are doomed). The Psalmist likewise speaks
of the Book of Life in which only the names
of the righteous are written "and from which the
unrighteous are blotted otit" (Ps. Lxix. 28; compare
Even the tears of men are recorded
Ps. cxxxix. 16).
"Every one that
in this Book of God (Ps. Ivi. 9 [8]).
shall awake
shall be found written in the book
Tliis book is
to everlasting life " (Dan. xii. 1 et scq.).
probably identical with the "Book of Remembrance "in which are recorded the deeds of those
that fear the Lord (Mai. iii. 16).
The Book of Jubilees (xxx. 20-22) speaks of two
heavenly tablets or books: a Book of Life for the
righteous, and a Book of Death for those that walk
in the paths of impurity and are written down on
Also,
the heavenly tablets as adversaries (of God).
according to ib. xxxvi. 10, one who contrives evil
agaiu.st his neighbor will be blotted out of the Book
of Kemembrance of men, and will not be written in
In
the Book of Life, but in the Book of Perdition.
Dan. vii. 10 and Enoch xlvii. 3 "the Ancient of days"
is described as seated upon His throne of glory with
.

.

.

—
"

the

Book

"

or

"

the

opened before Him.

Books of Life " (" of the Living ")
So are, according to Enoch civ.

" written before the glory of the Great
1, the righteous
One," and, according to Enocli cviii. 3, the transgrespors "blotted out of the Book of Life and out of
the books of tlie lioly ones." To tliis Book of Life
reference is made also in Hernias (Vision 1. 3; Mandate viii. Similitude ii.); in Rev. iii. 5, xiii. 8, xvii.
8, XX. 12-15, where "two Books" are spoken of as
being "opened before the throne, the Book of Life,
and the Book of Death, in which latter the unrighteous are recorded together with their evil deeds, in
order to be cast into the lake of fire. " It is the Book
;

of Life in whicli the apostles' names are " written in
heaven" (Luke x. 20), or "the fellow-workers" of
Paul (Phil. iv. 3), and "the assembly of the first-

"IDD (Ps. Ixix. 29, " book of the living " so
[margin]).
The living are the
righteous (second half of the verse), who alone are

D"n

;

LXX., Vulg., R.V.

admitted to citizenship in the theocracy. The
wicked are denied membership therein: they are
blotted out of God's book (Ex. xxxii. 32 et scq.).
The figure is derived from the citizens* registers (Ezek. xiii. 9; Jer. xxii. 30; and Ex. xxxii.
30-34, accordingly assigned by Holzinger to a late
stratum see his commentary). The life which the
righteous participate in is to be understood in a
temporal sense. In Dan. xii. 1, however, those
who are found written in the book and who shall
escape the troubles preparatory to the coming of the
Messianic kingdom are they who, together with the
;

risen martyrs, are destined to share in the everlasting

born" (Heb. xii. 23; compare I Clem. xlv.). To
these Books of Records allusion is made also in

tainly

Enoch

frequently in the

Ixxxix. 61-77, xc. 17-20, xcviii. 76,
civ. 7; Apoc. Baruch, xxiv. 1; Ascensiolsa. ix. 20.
While the prevailing tendency among apocryphal
writers of the Hasidean sciiool was to give the Book
of Life an eschatological meaning
The
and to this inclines also Targ. Jon. to
Eschato- Isa. iv. 3 and Ezek. xiii. 9 (compare
log-ical
Targ. Yer. to Ex. xxxii. 32)
the
or Annual Jewish liturgy and the tradition relaRoll-Call. ting to the New-Year's and Atonement days adhered to the ancient view
•which took the Book of Life in its natural meaning,
preferring, from a sound practical point of view, the
this-worldliness of Judaism to the heavenliness
of the Esscues.
Instead of transferring, as is done in
the Book of Enoch, the Testament of Abraham, and
elsewhere, the great Judgment Day to the hereafter,
the Pharisaic school taught that on the first day of
Ixxxi.

4,

—

each year (Rosh ha-Shanah) God sits in judgment
over His creatures and has the Books of Life and
Death opened, together with the books containing
the records of the righteous and the unrighteous.
And out of the middle state of the future judgment
(see
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"

;

Testament of Abraham, A,

xiv.) there arose the

idea of a third class of men who are held in suspense
("Benonim," the middle), and of a corresponding
third book for this middle class (R. H. 15b).
In
Tos. Sanli. xiii. 3, however, the annual (Rosh ha-

Shanah) judgment (Yom ha-Din) is not yet recognized (compare Tos. R. H. i. 13, R. Jose's opinion
in opposition to tliat of R. Akiba and R. Meir, which
has become the universally accepted one).
The origin of the heavenly Book of Life must be
sought in Babylonia, whereas the idea of the annual Judgment Day seems to have been adopted by
the Jews under Babylonian infiuence in post-exilic
times. The Babylonian legends (see " Creation Tab.
iv. 121, and the "Zu" legend, ii. 7, quoted in Harper's
"Babylonische Legenden," in "Beitr. z. Assyriologie"byDelitzschandHaupt,1892, ii. 2, p. 412)speak
of the Tablets of Destiny also of the tablets of the
transgressions, sins, and wrongdoings, of thecur.ses
and execrations, of a person which should be " cast
into the water " that is, to be blotted out (compare
Micah vii. 19 and the art. Tasiilik). As to the
resemblance of the Babylonian Zagmuku or NewYear to the Jewish New-Year see the art. Rosh n.\Shanah.
K.

life

referred to in verse

meant

Enoch

in

The

eternal life

is

cer-

xlvii. 3, civ. 1, cviii. 3,

and

2.

New Testament (especially in Reve-

The Targum (Isa. iv. 3; Ezek. xiii. 9)
speaks of the " Book of Eternal Life. " Temporal life
is apparently prayed for in the liturgical formula:
" Inscribe us in the Book of Life " (see Atonement,
Day of). Tlie Mishnah tells us that the deeds
of every human being are recorded in a book (Abot,
ii.
1; see iii. 16).
The "Sefer Hasidim " (xxxiii.)
pointedly adds that God is in no need of a book of
records; " the Torah speaks the language of man "
lation).

i.e.,

figuratively.

Bibliography: Charles, Book of Enoch,
man, Worte Jesu, p. 171.

pp. 131-133;

M.

K.

Dal-

M.

L.

BOOK-PLATES (Ex-Libris) Labels with
emblematic designs, with references to the names
of the owners of the
books in which they
are inserted.
Book:

plates

came

in

almost

as soon as the art of
printing, but one of

the earliest

known

in-

stances of their adoption by Jews is the
book-plate of David
Fricdlauder, given on

page 314. So far as
known, none of
the great Jewish

is

Book-l'late ol J)f

I'liilo

Fainilv.

book-collectors
had
any special sign by
which their books

could

be

identified,

most

of tliem
contented themselves
ac

witii

;

inserting their

initials.

With
of

;

Book-Plat(j of

»/.

11. (le ('astr>>.

the

book-plates
recent

Jews

of

the revival
fashion of

times

in

many

means adopted the custom, but few of
have any specific Jewish interest.

their book-plates

recent years the artist Lilien has designed bookplates of distinctly Jewish character, two of which
See p. 315).
are reproduced in this volume.

Of

Bibliography: OkI u. WeM.
Monatschrift,
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i.

A. Wolf, in

531, 522, 821-824;

et seq.

xlll. .532

Bookselling— the only part of the book-trade with
which this article deals— lacked organization in the
seventeenth century, and collectors had great difficulty in obtaining Hebrew books, as is attested by
the correspondence of Buxtorf and the high prices
the latter charged for not very rare books. Thus,
the commentary of Nahmanides on the Pentateuch
with the text was sold for 9 reichsthalers " Obadiah
;

Shulhan 'Aruk for 3; "Keli
llemdah" for 5; " Ralbag " for 10 Colon and Rokeah for 6 and Perusli on Megillot for 3.
Bartenora"

for

9;

;

;

Tlie organization of bookselling as a trade is first
in Amsterdam, which city was the center

met with

Hebrew book-trade from the middle of the
seventeenth century to the beginning of the nineof the

The name of Solomon ben Joseph Proops
appeared on Hebrew books with the description
"
D''"lDD "1310, the technical term for bookseller. " In
1780 he published, under the title "Apiryon Shelomoh," a catalogue of his stock of books. Proops's
firm supplied Hebrew books to small
Amster- booksellers throughout the world,
Another important firm in Amsterdam
dam a
was that of Isaac Fundam, and, at the
Center.
end of the eighteenth century, that of
Johanan Levi Rofe. In the first half of the nineteenth century the Hebrew^ book-trade of Amsterteenth.

Book-Plate ul Lady Kotlischild.
(Etehed by C. W. Eherborn.)

BOOK-TRADE The trade in books was carried
on by Jews long before the invention of printing.
A catalogue of a bookseller of the twelfth century
was unearthed a few years ago in the Fostat Genizah ("Jew. Quart. Eev." xiii. 52). The poet Immanuel of Rome (about 1300) relates that a bookseller named Aaron of Toledo traveled to Rome
with 180 Hebrew manuscripts, which, however, he
:

sold at Perugia.
With the introduction of printing, the book-trade

centered

in

Italy,

where Hebrew printed books

produced. Itinerant booksellers, after
providing themselves with their merchandise at the
depots of Venice, Mantua, Padua, Cremona, etc.,

were

first

traveled from place to place, offering their goods
wherever Jews were to be found. Thus, Benjamin
Ze'eb of Arta (1500) says that there were many itinerant booksellers who greatly aided the propagation
In the sixteenth
of Jewish books (Responsa, 63a).

century, with the increase of printing-offices in Germany, Bohemia, and Moravia, Italy gradually ceased
to be the headquarters of the book-trade so that in
;

the middle of the seventeenth century De la Grange
writes to Buxtorf the elder, who traded in Hebrew
books, that he is unable to find a bookstore in Venice

("Rev. Etudes Juives." viii. 75). About this time
Frankfort-on-the-Main became the center all books
published in Germany, Bohemia, and
Frankfort Poland being exhibited at the fair in
a Center, that city. Two booksellers of Frankfort, Gabriel Luria and Jacob Hamel,
were in correspondence with Buxtorf in reference to
the book-trade (ih.).
;

Book-PIate of David Friedlander.
(Designed by Daniel Chodowiecki.)

dam, although it had lost its former importance on
account of the relaxation of Hebrew studies in
Europe, was still of considerable proportions. Great
collections of books were sold through the firms of

Herz van Embden, David Proops, Levison, Mailer,

;
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At present there are only two
others.
bookselling firms of any importance in Amsterdam
namely, those of Joachimsthal, and Levison, the successor of Proops.
From the middle of the seventeenth century to the
first lialf of the eighteenth Frankfort-on-the-Main
and many

E

^'^Sf^'J'^^^^^^^^

rm "TTD

12

nsi

Book-Trade

rasowitz, Kohler, and Kichter, at Leipsic; R. N. Rabbinowitz and L. Rosenthal at Munich J. J. Heckenbauer at Tiibingen; and Jollowicz at Posen.
From the second half of the eighteenth century to
the middle of the nineteenth the Hebrew book-trade
of Alsace-Lorraine was carried on at
AlsaceStrasburg, Metz.'and Luneville by the
Lorraine, printers Moses May, Ephraim Hadamar, and Joseph Meir Samuel. At
present the trade there is quite unimportant.
France
has never been a congenial field for the trade. Only
three firms and these are of no importance can be
found to-day at Paris namely, those of Durlacher,
;

—

—

;

Lipschiltz,

and Blum.

In London two important firms, Abrahams and
Valentine, have existed for at least a century and a
half.

Italy,

which, as stated above, was the cradle of

Hebrew

book-trade, had in the nineteenth century only a few firms at Leghorn, Turin, and Florence.
At the beginning of the sixteenth century
Prague and Cracow were important centers; the
trade being carried on by the Gersonides family of
printers in the former city, and by Wedekind, Kurthe

ben Aaron of Proctiz, and others in the
Later several other places, such as Brody,

zins, Isaac
latter.

Book-Plate of R. Brainin.
(Designed by E. N. Lilien.)

was the center of the Hebrew book-trade in Germany. The leading booksellers of the seventeenth
century were: Isaac and Seligmann Reis, Joseph
in
Trier Cohen, Simon Trier, and Solomon Hanan
the eighteenth. Solomon ben Raphael London, Elijah ben Azriel of Wilna, Lob Schnapper, Simon Wolf
ben Abraham Mainz, David ben Nathan Grlinhut of
Heimerdingen, and Moses ben Kalman Speier. From
;

the middle of the eighteenth century the book-trade
At present (1902)
in Frankfort gradually declined.
there are but three Hebrew booksellers of importance
in that city; namely, J. Kauffmann, Joseph Baer, and
Hofmann, who deal mainlj^ in second-liand books.
Among the other places in Germany where the
Hebrew book-trade was carried on in the eighteenth
century may be mentioned Altona, Dyhernfurth,
Frankfort -on-the-Oder, Furth, and Berlin.
The
leading booksellers in Germany in the nineteenth
century, besides those mentioned above, were Adolf
& Co., Asher & Co., Benzian, Bislicher Brothers,
Calvary, and Poppelauer, at Berlin; Jacobsohn at
Breslau; J. G. Midler at Gotha; H. W. Schmidt at
Halle Goldschmidt at Hamburg Baer, Otto Har:

;

;

Book-Plate of Dr. Einil Simonson.
(Designed by E. N. Lilien.)

Lemberg, and Vienna, became conspicuous
trade.

The leading

in the
booksellers in the nineteenth

century in Austria were: Knoepflmacher, LippeL5wy, Schlesinger, Schmid, at Vienna; Landau and
Pascheles at Prague; Schonblum at Lemberg;
Faust at Cracow.
Small and unimportant as was the book-trade in
Poland and Lithuania, it developed in course of the

"

;

Bookbinders
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nineteenth century to such an extent tliat it now
practically controls that of all other countries.
The voluminous productions of the
Poland and numerous printing-offices of Wilna
Lithuania, and Warsaw reach the remotest parts
Every city of imporof the world.
tance in Russia has its Hebrew booksellei's; and the

encamped before the city
But they served above all as a
protection against the sun; and the prophet Jonah
before Nineveh seeks shade under a booth (Jonah
iv. T)).
Even to-day it is customary in certain paits

smaller towns are frequently visited by itinerant
booksellers, who exhibit their goods in the synagogues. The leading bookselling firms in Russia
are: Tikaschinsky, Lipschiitz, Juditzky, at Byelo-

during the harvests of the orchards and the vintage,
for the villagers to go into their gardens, and dwell
The Feast of
thei-e for days in their leafy cottages.
Tabernacles, therefore, commemorates a very ancient
custom for it is the great harvest and thanksgiving festival. See Tabeunacles, Feast of, and
Feasts.
I. Be.

stok; Sheftel at Berdychev; Jacob Ginzburg at Bobruisk; S. DezenzelatBrest-Litov.sk; J. D. Miller at
Grodno; Krassik at Kiev; Hirsch Perlah at Lodz
Dychua, Ulrich, and Nitzsche (Cinistian firm), at

Odessa; H. Shereschewski at Rostov; Sirokin at
Pinsk; Achiasaf, A. S. Shapiro, Tushiyah, Zuckermaun, at Warsaw; Katzenellenbogen, Matz, Romm,
Funk, at Wilna; and Sirkin at Wolozhin.
In the East the Hebrew book -trade was actively
carried on in Constantinople. Salonicaand Smyrna, in
the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries:
but it gradually declined, and at present is insignifiThe only place which shows any revival of
cant.
activity is Jerusalem, where the following firms are
established: Wertheimer, Hirschensohn, Frumkin,
and Luncz.
Consequent upon the increasing immigration of
Russian Jews to the United States, the Hebrew booktrade in America has developed contlie

There are now many wellsiderably.
In
United known bookselling firms, of which the

following may be mentioned: ChinDeinard, Druckermann, Freedman, Germansky, Katzenellenbogen, Rabinowitz,
Wasserman, Werbelowski, Jewish Publishing Company, at New York; Shidiusky and W. Schur at
Chicago.
I. Br.
J.

States.

sky,
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BOOT.

See Binding.

See Shoe.

BOOTH A
:

rendering, in the English versions

of the Bible, of the Hebrew word "sukkah"; also
occasionally translated "pavilion" or "cottage."

habitation of the nomad is the tent,
a rough textile fabric of goat's hair, stretched on
This tent is distinguished in the
poles (see Tent).
Old Testament from the booths, or habitations
formed of branches, foliage, etc., occasionally constructed with the aid of claj% examples of which
may still be found among the Arabs of the Sinaitic
According to the law as given in Lev.
peninsula.
xxiii. 42 et seq., the custom of dwelling in booths
during the Feast of Tabernacles was instituted for
the purpose of reminding the Israelites tliat, in the
journey across the desert, their forefathers had also
dwelt in booths. But the term here is undoubtedly
employed in a general and not in a specific sen,se,
and probably signifies every species of this form of

The ordinary

habitation.

The passage Gen. xxxiii. 17 proves that the
nomads also used their tents as shelters for their
cattle, and it is probable that the peasant of fixed
habitation did
erected for the

likewise.

watchmen

These

huts

were also

in the field (Isa.

1.

8),

as

well as for the soldiers

Sam.

(II

xi.

11).

of Palestine to erect arbors of leafy branches ui)on
tlie iiousetops as a protection against the heat; and

;

J. .IK.

BOOTHS.
BOOTY.

See Tabernacle.
See

War.

BOPPARD, GERMANY.

See

Blood Accu-

sation.

MARC

German physician and
BORCHARD,
author; born in Mecklenburg, 1808; died at Paris
June 21, 1872. He graduated as M.D. at Halle, later
going to France, where he became hospital and forensic phj'sician at Bordeaux. In that city he was a
:

member of

several societies for the promotion of the
public good. The last years of his life were spent
Borchard's published works are: "Comat Paris.
mentaires Historiques, Critiques et Pratiques sur la

"L'HygiSne Publique chez les
Importance et sa Signification dans I'Histoire Generale de la Civilisation," ib. 1865; "Etude
sur le Mecklenbourget sur la Question AUemande,"
Suette." Paris, 1856;

Juifs, son

ih.

1867; " Intolerance et Persecutions Religieuses,

ib.

1868.

Bibliography

:

Archives

Israelites, 33d year, p. 412.

M. K.

s.

BORCHARDT, BRUNO:
and author; born

at

German physicist
BrombergNov. 17,1859. Edu-

cated at Berlin, where he graduated as Ph.D., he
was appointed high-school teacher; but on account
of his socialistic convictions was compelled to resign
He then turned to journalism and behis position.
came a prolific contributor to the daily press, popularizing physical and chemical problems, and reporting on discoveries, inventions, and the general
progress of science. He has published three scien" Das Hohenmessen mit der Barometific treatises
ter," "Wahrscheinlichkeitslehre," 1889; "Grundriss
der Physik," 1892, second ed., 1900.
:

BiBMor.RAPHv

:

Kiirschner,

Deutscher Literatur-Kalender,

mn.

M. B.

s

BORCHARDT, FELIX:

German

painter;

born in Berlin March 7, 1857 studied at tiie Berlin
Academy and with Max Michael; traveled extensively in Italy, France, Holland, and Spain, remain;

ing five years in Spain.
of Dresden in Saxony.

He

is

now

(1902) a resident

Borchardt has been very successful in portraitHis
painting and in depicting scenes from nature.
best-known work is "Die These," a painting of
colossal size which represents several Neapolitan
monks engaged in theological controversy.
Bibliography KilnMler der Gegenwart, In Spemann's
Goldenes Buch der Kunst, No. 1140, Berlin, 1901.
A. M. F.
s.
:

y

BORCHARDT, KARL WILHELM

German

The

first

Feb. 22, 1817, at Berlin; died
He studied from 1839 to 1843 at
there June 27, 1880.
Konigsberg, wliere Jacob! exerted a great intiuence
on liim. lie passed the winter of 1846-47 at Paris,
wliere lie continued his mathematical studies under
Lionville; and in 1848 he became privat-doccnt at
In 1856 the Berlin Acadthe University of Berlin.
emy of Sciences elected him a member. After the
death of Crelles, Borchardt became editor of the
"Journal fur die Reine uud Angewandte Mathematik. " A complete edition of his works was published by the Berlin Academy of Sciences under
the direction of G. Hettner, Berlin, 1888.

found

in a

matlieniaticiun;

:

bom

Bibliography: Meyer, Konversatioiis-Lexikon,
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BORDEAUX

Bordeaux

definite evidence of Jews in Bordeaux is
deed of 1077, where mention is made of

"Montemque

" Rue
as continuing their residence in Saint-Seurin.
Caphernam" was tiicn the main street in the Jewish

(quarter.

In this early period the Jews enjoyed comparative
freedom, though the practise of usury was on sevThe city of
eral occasions (1214, 1219) forbidden.
Bordeaux was under English (AngeEarly
vin) dominion; hence the decree of expulsion promulgated by the king of
Traces,
France in 1082, and the permission accorded Christians to repudiate debts due to the Jewish merchants (1182), did not affect the Jew^s of Bordeaux. Certain taxes were imposed. Thus, about
1150 the Jews paid the archbishop of Bordeaux a

1897.

In medieval times capital of
Guienne; to-day, of the department of La Gironde,
France. It derives its name from Bourdelois, the
district in which it is situated.
According to a legend, the Jews settled at Bordeaux shortly after the destruction of the Second
Temple, and it
:

poll-tax of eight

livres,
being
considered
an
estate in mort-

also said that

considerable
number of them
settled there in
the sixth and
seventh centuries, because of
the commercial
advantages
of
the city. Under

a

Louis

le

Jews

Judai'cuin," residence of the

suburb of Saint-Seurin, with the church of
Saint Martin as center. There was also a "Porta
Judaica," a "Rue du Petit Judas," or "Puits des
Juifs," anda"Rue Judaique," the last still existing.
The dwellings of the Jews were extra muros at tJiis
period.
A chronicle of the year 1273 mentions them
in the

S.

is
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The

main.

English
kings
sought to confirm the

Jews

in

ancient

their

privileges;
but
the persecutions

instituted by
royal
agents

Debon-

naire they were

allowed to trade

were indeed

freely
They had

cruel.

own

and

judi-

terdicted

systems and

The

officials.

slave
i

ell

b}-^

ward

I.

land

May

Edward

II.

terdicted by

Augustus

France

and

from

this

Plan of the Northwest Section of the City of Bordeaux, About 1450, Showing the
" Rua Judaica " and the Jewish Quarters Outside the City Walls.
(After Leo Drouyu's

sions to Christianit}'

made among

the slaves of the Jews. In 848 the
were accused of having delivered Bordeaux to

Jews
the Normans to be pillaged and destroyed.
The
Normans were said to liave entered the city by
means of the "Rue Juifve," a street which was not
in the Jewish quarter.
Again the bigoted populace
opposed the Jews, and accused them of appealing
to the Saracens for the
cities

The

repressive measures of Philip

royal decree in

period the
baptismal
records contain no
entriesofconver-

23,

out anew under

in

ma n

Jews were concerned, was in-

829;

Ed-

of Eng-

1275, but broke

traffic,

however,

wh

Persecution of
the Jews was in-

their

administra-

tive
cial

(828).

purpose of lajing waste the
and lands of the south. There is no proof to

sustain either of these charges.

**

Plan de Bordeaux.")

of

(1198)

had, of course,
no
application
to the Jews of

Bordeaux. It is
claimed that the
persecutions at-

tempted in 1316 and 1318 aroused the Pastouraux.
who committed outrages all over southern France
Edw^ard III. granted the
and northern Spain.
Jews complete freedom of travel and trade in
Several Jewish merthe beginning of his reign.
chants, however, were banished at this time owing to the jealousy and hatred displayed by Christian merchants toward their Jewish competitors.
The Jewish community was recognized as such
and had been incorporated as "Communitas Judaj-
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orum Vasconiae." When
was promulgated (Sept.
Jews from France, the

the edict of Charles VI.
17, 1394), expelling all
Eordelais were not yet
under French dominion; and when these came
within the purview of Charles VII. 's enactments
al(1454), their position remained unchanged,
though the Jews completely lost their identity as
They were legally accepted as residents of
such.
Bordeaux, but not as Jews. Louis XI. (1462), recognizing the value of Jewish enterprise, but disregarding what was an open violation of the decree
of expulsion, ameliorated the condition of the Jewish merchants.

When the Jews were banished from Spain (1492)
and Portugal (1496), the Jewish population at Bordeaux increased, for the refugees fled to the cities
No taxes had been paid by
of southern France.
Jews as foreigners for some years, by virtue of their
position as " Christian " residents.
They continued
to reside at Saint-Seurin, and the cemetery was
known from early times as "Plantey deus Judius."

The Maranos,

or

New

Christians,

who came

at vari-

ous times from the Iberian peninsula (1496 to 1525),
did not, as at Amsterdam, discard the forms of Christianity at once and return to Judaism.
Ancient

Secret

statutes and more recent decrees forced
the Portuguese Jews of Bordeaux into

an anomalous position. As strangers,
they had the right to settle and reside
They lived as Christians, were baptized,
in the city.
married, and buried in accordance with the rites of
the Catholic Church, and were Jewish only within
the four walls of their homes. Among the Jewish
families ("Portuguese merchants," as they were
Je'ws.

designated) who settled at Bordeaux at
this time were those of Granolhas, Ram, Tarregua,
Milanges, Lisana, and Lop6s, or Louppes. As physicians, lawyers, and scholars these settlers exerted
such an influence on the life of the community that
the "jurats" and Parliament advocated enrolling
them as residents and often defended them from attack.
They also influenced French life and letters;
the mother of the celebrated Michel de Montaigne
was a member of the Lopes family.
From the beginning of the sixteenth century the
Jews of Bordeaux were in reality a Marano community, the leaders of which were the members of the
Govea family, so often mentioned in the annals of
the city.
Until the middle of the century the existence of the colony was dependent on the king's will.
The letters patent granted by Henry II. of France
Aug., 1550, established the community on a firm
basis.
The Portuguese of Bordeaux,
officially

Letters

Patent of
1550.

called "New Christians," were given
rights of residence and naturalization,
of property and traffic, in line with

similar grants to other foreigners in
the kingdom.
In this connection the rich and
learned Goveas rendered eminent services to their

However, the Maranos aroused the
envy of the Christians, and the populace treated
them as secret Jews (" Juifs deguises "), threatening
to procure the withdrawal of their privileges and
to have them banished from France.
Despite these manifestations of ill will, the Maranos secured, Nov. 12, 1574, a confirmation of the
coreligionists.
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privileges of 1550 from
registered April 19, 1580,
instrumentality of the

Henry III. This decree,
was procured through the
Marano merchants Diego

Mendes Dias and Simon

(Meir) Lameira.
Notwithstanding these safeguards, the Parliament of Bordeaux often came to the assistance of the Maranos,
who were accused of Judaizing, to prevent their
trading ventures from being restricted and their
privileges from being curtailed.
At the beginning of the sixteenth century the
well-known Gradis family came to Bordeaux, and
within one hundred years from that time the
Marano community comprised fifty to sixty families.
The merchants, however, continued to molest the
Jews, and in 1604 the earlier letters patent were
again confirmed and royal protection of Jewish
rights and liberties {i.e., of the Spanish and Portuguese settled at Bordeaux) decreed. This measure
proved to be of no avail, and by chance only did the
Jews at Bordeaux escape the effects of the decree of
expulsion of Louis XIII. (May 23, 1615), ordering
all Jews to leave France within one month.
The
Bordelais Parliament came to the rescue of the Jews
in 1625, when an embargo had been laid on all ves
sels in port.
The Jews of this period enjoyed not
only the protection of the Parliament and "jurats,"
but the favor of the queen, whose Italian physician,
De Montalte, was professedly a Jew and interested
particularly in the welfare of the Maranos at Bordeaux.
On Dec. 4, 1636, a census was taken at Bordeaux,
which enumerated 36 families and 167 individuals,
together with 93 paupers, resident in the Portuguese

community and "faithful Catholics at the time."
Of the heads of families five had been born in

By an order of the
of these were admitted

France and six naturalized.
council,

Aug.

9,

1662,

many

The most
prominent Portuguese families were those of Alvares,
to full rights as citizens of Bordeaux.

Cardozo, De Cisneros, Da Costa,
Furtado, Lopes, Machado, Mendes,
veira,

Dias,

Lacoste-

De Moura,

Oli-

and Sasportas.

In 1675, in consequence of the hatred of the other
merchants, the Portuguese sought to leave Bordeaux, and Nov. 20, 1684, many poor Jews (comprising twenty-one families, the Lombresso, Campos, and Monsanto, among others) were expelled

from Bordeaux on the ground of

trea-

son to the king. This decree was anLouis XIV. nulled Jan. 11, 1686, and from that
date the French government tacitly
accepted the Jews as residents of Bordeaux. The
Jews of Bordeaux could not avoid paying the tax
levied by the government of Louis XIV., and hence
from 1686 were recognized as Jews. In 1656 there
was one family of professing Jews there; in 1666,
two; in 1676, nine; and in 1686, seventeen. They
continued to live outwardly as Catholics. In 1710
the Jews were interred in the cemetery of the
Franciscans.
Although numbering one hundred
families, tliey had no public synagogues.
The baptism of Jewish children ceased in 1727, as the rabbis
openly performed the rite of circumcision, celebrated
After 1730, the Jews
the Jewish festivals, etc.
were not considered as "New Christians," but were
permitted to live openly as Jews, to own their ceme-
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In 1734 there were about
tery, and to proselytize.
350 Jewish (Portuguese and Avignonese) families at
Bordeaux, numbering nearly two thousand individIn 1731 David Gradis had been made a citizen.
uals.
Louis XV. granted the Jews new letters patent
(June, 1723), and shortly thereafter seven synagogues existed (the public, the Avignonese, and five
private; e.g., those of the Gradis and the Peixotto).
Many of the Jews, however, were converted to
Christianity, and whenever privileges were granted,
a heavy tax had to be paid. On various occasions
About
the patriotic Jews lent large sums to the city.
1735 Falcon and Attias were rabbis of the commu-

most prominent of the syndics of this period being
Peixotto, Gradis, Brandon, Furtado,
and Pereire families.
At various times during the period from 1720 to
1775, the Jews of Bordeaux gave abundant proofs

Jews from Avignon had settled at Bordeaux
The letters patent of 1723 did not
apply to them, and the Portuguese Jews looked upon

riots in the city.

nity.

as early as 1722.

the Avignonese as enemies whom they accordingly
felt bound to suppress.
They procured a decree of
expulsion from the king in 1734, orderAvignon, ing the Jews of Avignon to leave the
Many proJews
city within three days.

Expelled,

cured a respite and were permitted
to return.
Certain occupations were

them their position and commerce were
regulated by enactments in 1739, 1740, and 1749, and
the Dalpuget, Astruc, and Lange families were
closed to

;

granted rights of residence. In 1752 another census
of the Jews of Bordeaux showed that 1,598 Portuguese Jews (327 families with 5 Jewish servants
and 147 Catholic servants) and 348 Avignonese Jews
(81

Catholic servants) had set-

families with 11

tled there.

"tolerated."

The Jews from Avignon were simply
The Portuguese Jews taxed all the

Bordeaux wines used

in the ritual, and, in order to

extend the sale of wines, established many agencies
In Germany this tax was strenuin foreign cities.
ously resisted, and in 1751 Rabbi Jonathan Ej'beschiltz,

to Hamburg from Metz in
Bordeaux " kosher " wines to be
The tax had amounted to four

who had come

1750, declared the

ritually impure.

francs per barrel in consequence of the rabbi's opinion this very profitable source of revenue to the
Jews of Bordeaux was cut off, much bitter feeling
;

between Germans and Portuguese was engendered,
and the foreign agencies were discontinued.
Meanwhile the trouble with the Jews from Avignon continued, and the various measures adopted
by them to secure their rights and to regulate their
commerce were opposed by the Portuguese Jews.
The Avignonese Jews sought to gain representation
on the council of elders; this was strongly combated
by the Portuguese majority and Isaac Pinto, who
replied to Voltaire's anti-Jewish pamphlets and opinions, and Jacob Rodrigues Pereire, the first scientific
instructor of deaf-mutes in France, were deputed to
lay the grievances of the Portuguese Jews before
;

In 1760 a congregational order decreed
the king.
the expulsion of the German and Avignonese Jews
from Bordeaux, since by the act of 1394 no Jews could
settle in France, the Portuguese still being designated as New Christians. The foreign Jews were
reduced to beggary and ordered to leave within three
days. The royal assent to this measure was obtained
by Pereire May 13, 1763, although its provisions
were never executed. The control of the community was vested exclusively in the Portuguese, the

members of the

of their loyalty to the ruling house.
Whenever the
king or queen was sick the Jews publicly prayed
for his or her speedy restoration to health.
Money
was often subscribed for public use. In 1766 the
Jews gave 1,000 livres for the rescue of the French
Christians enslaved in Morocco, and in 1773 they
served as soldiers on the Sabbath, by the special dispensation of two rabbis from Jerusalem, to quell

In June, 1776, Jacob Rodrigues
Pereire received letters patent from Louis XVI. for
the Jews of Bordeaux, giving them
Letters
the right to settle not only in Guienne,

Patent of but in any part of France, and to trade
1776.
throughout the kingdom. Moreover,
previous grants were confirmed.
the difficulties existing between the
French and the Jewish laws of divorce and inheritall

At

this time

ance were obliterated by an adjudication reconciling divergent views.
On June 9, 1782, the Jews of
Bordeaux subscribed 60,140 livres for a ship of the
line, which they presented to the king.
They also
paid 100,000 livres into the royal treasury for each
series of letters patent granted them from 1550 to
1776.

At the time of the French Revolution five hundred Portuguese Jews resided at Bordeaux. These
sought to be free and equal politically and socially.
They asked for the recognition bj' the state of the
Jewish religion, rites, and usages; and their deputies to the National Assembly, Lop^s-Dubec, Furtado, Rodrigues, and David Gradis, labored actively
in behalf of these petitions.
Louis XVI. had repealed (1787) the Edict of Nantes; the National Assembly drew up Aug. 4, 1789, an elaborate program
of equal rights for all, which, however, refused to
extend social and political equality to Jews, vouchsafing such only to non-Catholics "other than Jews"
The Portuguese of Bordeaux pro(Dec. 24, 1789).
they sought to unite all Jews in France in
tested
a firm union in order to obtain equal rights and
privileges.
This concert did not subsist for any
length of time, and the Jews of Bordeaux appealed
to the Christian deputies of the city to retain the
privileges accorded them as New Christians.
They
pointed to the protracted duration of their residence
Talleyin France, to the privileges of 1550, etc.
rand, before whom they appeared, reported their
cause favorably to the Assembly, which decided that
;

Jews as New Christians and as
Frenchmen should not be curtailed (Jan. 28, 1790).
The Jews of Bordeaux w^ere thus the first to be
admitted by law to the rights of French citizenship.
From the privileges granted by the decree, the
German and other French Jews were particularly
the rights of the

excluded.

From

this time

many Jews were

elected to na-

David Gradis was a
member of the third estate from Bordeaux. During
the Reign of Terror the Jews fared well, though
many of their number, notably members of the
tional or

municipal positions.

Astruc,

Azevedo, Errera, Lange, Lopds,

Pereire,

Bordeaux
Borek
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Perpignan, Peixotto, and Raba families, were heavily
fined and amerced of their goods. At Bordeaux only
a single Jew, Jean Meiides, was guil-

TJnder the

Revolution

and
Napoleon.

lotiued,

and Abraham Furtado was

the only one proscribed.
In 1806 the
number of Jews at Bordeaux was
2, 131, and the Bordelais took an active
part in the several councils and the

Grand Sanhedrin of Napoleon. There were nine
synagogues at this time, the chief families of the
comnumity being those of Gradis, Furtado, Eaba,
Fonsoca, Peynado, and Cardozo.
Abraham Furtado
and Isaac Hodrigues represented the Jews of Bordeaux at the Sanhedrin.
Napoleon promulgated several restrictive measures (March 17, 1808), but the Jews of Bordeaux
were especially exempted, as there had been no
complaints concerning them. In 1809, by the new
laws relating to the Jews, Abraham Furtado was
made chief rabbi of Bordeaux, and in 1814 Abraham Andrade succeeded him. The new synagogue,
consecrated in 1812, was destroyed in 1872, and the
present synagogue was erected, being inaugurated
Sept. 5, 1882.
The community numbered such men
of letters as Jacob Rodrigues Monsanto and Furtado
among its citizens. Many of its members have been
active in public life, in commerce, and in industry.
The brothers Emile and Isaac Pereire were wellknown financiers during the second empire. David
Marx was chief rabbi from 1835 tol8G4; he was followed by Simon Levy and Isaac Levy, the present
incumbent. The following charitable societies are
to be found to-day (1902): Societe de GuemilhouthHassadim, Societe de Bienfaisance, Societe des
Dames de I'Humanite, Societe des Dames de la Largesse, and Ecole Consistoriale de Gar^ons.
The
community now (1902) numbers about three thousand individuals. Henri Gradis is president of the
local consistory, and Baron Alphonse de Rothschild
delegate to the central consistory in Paris.
Bujliography: Detcheverry, L'HUtoire cte Jmi'/s de Bordeaux, 18.50; Theophile Malvezin, HisUdre des Juifs d Bordeaux, Bordeaux, 187.5; Arch. Isr. de France, Paris, ii. 659,
vi. 598, xxxvi. 7.57
Gratz, Crcsc/i. der Juden, vols. ix. and xi.;
;

Gross, Gallia Judaica, p. Ill ; E. Gaullieur, in Rev. Et.
Juivex, xi. 78; L. Cardozo de Bethencourt, ih. xx. 287; xxv.
97. 3;}5;
A. Mary F. Uobiuson, in FortnUihtlu Review,
1893, Ivii. 3(59; Michel, Hi.^toire du Commerce d Bordeaux,
11. 409 et seq.,
Bordeaux, 18t!7-70; Drouyii, Bordeaux Vers

Bordeaux, 1874 {Archives Municiimles, tome compUmentaire), giving an elaborate map showing the residenee
of the early Jews at Saint-Seurin Livre des Bourneois, in
Archives Historiques du Drpartement de la Gironde, vol.
xxxiii., Bordeaux, 1898, which gives the names of many Jewish residents of Bordeaux in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries J. Baurein, VariHe.t Boi-deloises, ii. 207, iv. .52,
Bordeaux. 1870; J. Rodrlgues-Monsanto, Calendrier Hehraique for fifty years), Bordeaux, 1814 Henry Lucien-Brun, La
Condition des Juifs eu France, pp. 16 et se<jr., Lyons, 1900;
Gratz, in Monatssohrift, xxiv. 447 et seq., 500 et seq., 556 et
lii.5(),
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BORDERS

Ornamental designs surrounding
printed pages.
The first ornaments for title-pages
consisted of arabesque borders with white figures.
They are found in books printed at Lisbon,
1489-92, the plates of which, together with Eliezer Toledano's types, were subsequently taken to
Salonica, where they were used in the printingestablishment of Don Judah Gedaliah, who had previously worked in Lisbon.
A border of flowers and
:

animals, similar to the border used in

many

of the

Naples

Hayyim

prints, is

320
found as early as the Tur Orah

The borders in
editions of the Soncino press are artistically
executed, as are those produced by the Gersonides
publi-shed at Leiria, 1495.

some

Prague those of the prayer-book, Prague, 1527,
and of the Pentateuch, Prague, 1530, are remarkaat

;

On the top of the title-page
of the Tur Orah Hayyim, Prague, 1540, Moses is
represented with the tablets of the Law below are
ble for their beaut}'.

;

a crown over a city gate (the coat of arms
of Prague), and to the right and left winged men
with sliields; in addition, a " David's shield " on the
right side and a ewer on the left.
The same design
is found in the Prague editions of the seventeenth
century.
The style of printing current at Prague was taken
as a model by the wandering printer Hayyim

two

lions,

Schwarz in his editions made at Augsburg, 1533-43,
and Hedderuheim, 1546. Thus, the title-page of
the Heddernheim Selihah is similar to the border of
the Prague Haggadah of 1526; Adam and Eve suggest Diirer's female figures, but are not nearly so

The influence of

well modeled.

this

Haggadah may

some editions printed at Cracow by
Halicz in 1534. The title-page of Isserlein's "Sha'are Dura " has a white arabesque border, and two
angels with flute and drum at the top. Portals are
most frequently used, being found on the first Bomberg editions at Venice, and occuriing as late as the
also be seen in

nineteenth century, sometimes with straight, someHans Holbein, the
times with twisted, pillars.
younger, cut the title-border for Miinster's Chaldean
Lexicon, Basel, 1527, which resembles the border of
The border to
the " Abkat Kokel, " Augsburg, 1540.
Boescheustein's Hebrew grammar, Augsburg, 1514,
was formerly erroneouslj^ ascribed to Diirer. The
title-borders of the Midrash Tauhuma (Verona, 1595)
and of some of Foa's publications at Sabbionetta for
example, " Mirkebet ha-Mishneh " deserve special
mention among those produced in the sixteenth cen-

—

—

tury.
Some editions made at Amsterdam, Frankfort-on-the-Oder, and Prague during the seventeenth
century have as an ornament on the title-page an
eagle, on the wings of which Jacob's entry into
Egypt and his meeting with Joseph are represented.
" Bet Levi " and some others printed at
Zolkiev in 1732 have a border surprisingly elaborate
Sulzbach editions of the
for that establishment.
Mahzor frequently have rich title-page ornaments.
Moses and Aaron with two angels above them are
seen in the editions of Zolkiev, 1764, and in many
from Frankfort-on-the-Oder and Amsterdam.
Borders from non-Hebraic books were frequently
borrowed for editions produced at Frankfort-on-theMain in the eighteenth as well as in the nineteenth
centurj^ and at the present time.

The book
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ber,

Encyc.

:

Steinschneider and Cassel, in Ersch and Gru-

u. 25 et seq., 28.

A. F.

J.

BORES

:

Town

in

the

district

of Koschmin,

province of Posen, Germany. So long as the city
was under the domination of the Church, Jews were
not permitted to settle there but they were granted
this right by the Polish proprietor Von Nyeswasdowski when it came under his administration during the middle of the eighteenth century. In the
;
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SOXCINO BORDKR.
(From the

title-page of

**

Sefer Yehoshu;i,"

I'rtiited

by Soncino.

\u the collection of

Hon. Mayer

Sulzberjxer.)

•1

year 1793, when Prussia took possession of Borek,
there were already 448 Jews there, who maintained
a synagogue which was replaced by a new one in
1857_as well as a cemetery. At the present time
(1902) the Jewish population of Borek numbers only
150 souls, out of a total population of 2,000.
Borek is the birthplace of Elias Guttmacher,
known by the name "Gratzer Raw."

—

M.

D.

BORERIM

L. B.

Name of electors of a congregation,
and applied particularly to the five distinguished
"
representatives of the community in the old " kahals
:

(governing boards) of the Jews in Poland and LithThe borerim were chosen by nine sworn
uania.
mandatories, who were elected by ballot from among
The
the tax-paying members of the community.
function of the borerim was to elect and appoint
the aldermen of the kahal.

Bibliography:
Voskhdd,
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Borerim
Borne

S.

Dubuow, IstoricheskiyaSoobshcheniya, in
II.

R.

BORGER or BURGER, SOLOMON BEN
DAVID COHEN: Cabalist lived at Ziilz, Prus;

in the seventeenth century; corrector of the
press in the printing-house of Shabbethai Bass at
sia,

Dyherufurth. He published (Amsterdam, 1688),
with additions of his own, the cabalistic commentaries on the Pentateuch, "Pa'aneah Raza" (The
Revealer of the Secret), compiled in the thirteenth
century by Isaac ha-Levi ben Judah.
Bihl. Jud.

i.

:

Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. col. 1127

;

Furst,

137.

L Br.

K.

BORIS, MOSES: French colonel; born in the
department of Meurthe in 1808; died in Paris June
At the age of twenty-six he entered the
13, 1884.
military school of Saint-Cyr, and upon his graduation was appointed tutor, gradually rising to the
rank of captain. He so distinguished himself in the
suppression of the Paris riots, June, 1848, that he
was appointed chief of battalion. In the Crimean
and Italian wars he took an active part, and was
promoted to the rank of colonel in 1861. He later
became officer of the Legion of Honor, and was
placed on the retired list in 1868. Boris always
took a lively interest in everything relating to

Judaism.
Bibliography

and by erecting at

wounded and

their

sick sol-

For this they received the grateful acknowledgment of Emperor Alexander I. Since the condiers.

struction of the Moscow-Brest railroad the business
of Borisov has declined rapidly, and the Jewish

The city
is becoming impoverished.
contains nine houses of prayer, two for Mitnagdim
and seven for Hasidim two public and seven private
Hebrew schools, a Talmud Torah, a free loan association, a hospital, a home for the poor, and an elecommunity

;

mentary trade-school.
Bibliography: Entzildnpedicheski Slovar, s. v.; Kenejuet
26-33, Warsaw, 1890; Bogdanovlch. Istoria
ha-(itid«lah,
Aleksandra I. lii., paxxim, St. Petersburg, 1869; Mandelkern,
Dibre Jeme Russia, lU. 33, Warsaw, 1875.
M. R.
H. R.
i

BORISPOL A
:

village in the district of Pereya-

government of Poltawa. Its population of
Of the latter,
10,000 embraces about 1,000 Jews.
Instruction in the Talmud Torah
157 are artisans.
is imparted to 114 Jewish children, the remainder

slav,

1897, iv. 93.

Bibliography

service to the Russian army,
own expense a hospital for

attending five elementary schools. From 1648 to
1649 many Jewish families were killed in Borispol
by the Cossacks under Chmielnicki.
Bibliography
Association

;

gathered by the Jewish Colonization
Nadpisi, etc.. No. 924.

Statistics

:

Regesty

i

S.

H. R.

J.

BORKUM, KALMAN BEN PHINEAS
SELIGMAN Court Jew of Duke Peter Birou of
:

Courland; born in the middle of the eighteenth century died at Mitau in 1828, on the same day that his
brother Simson died. Owing to the influence of the
Borkum brothers, Jews were permitted to settle
permanently in Mitau, to organize themselves into
a community, and to engage in trade and handiIn 1775
crafts within the dukedom of Courland.
the Jews of Mitau were permitted to send their cliildreu to a gymnasium called the Academic High
;

In 1784 Kalman Borkum erected, at his
School.
own expense, a synagogue and all the other buildings necessary for the Jewish community. See

Courland; Mitau.
Bibliography R. Wunderbar. Oesch. der Jvden in Livund Ku7iand, p. 26, Mitau, 1853.
H. R.
:

BORN, GUSTAV JACOB German histologist
:

and medical author; born at Kempen, province of
:

Archives

BORISOV

Israelites, July 24, 1884, p. 237.

M. K.

8.

Town and district in the government
of Minsk, Russia; situated on a peninsula on the left
bank of the Beresina, about fifty miles from the capThe Jewish population (1900) of the town was
ital.
:

over 10,000 in a total of 18,348: of the district it was
14,802 in a total of 158,662.
The Jewish community of Borisov dates from the
sixteenth century, and was at one time considered
one of the important communities of Lithuania.
Tlie Jewish merchants of the city carried on a large
trade with Riga in grain and lumber by way of
the Diina river, and with South Russia by the
Dnieper.
In 1812, during the disastrous passage of
llie Beresina by the French army, the Jews showed
their patriotism toward the Russian government
by voluntarily building a bridge, which was of great

Posen, Prussia, April 22, 1851. He received his edufirst at the gymnasium of Gorlitz, Prussian
where his father practised as a physician
Silesia
and held the position of Kreisphysicus (district phyand afterward at the universities of Breslau,
sician)
Bonn, Strasburg, and Berlin, graduating as physiIn the same year he was
cian from Breslau in 1876.
appointed assistant prosector and privat-docent at
the University of Breslau, and in 1877 pro.sector.
cation

—
—

In 1886 he was elected assistant professor, and in
1898 professor of histology and comparative anatomy, at the same university, receiving the Prussian
Order of the Red Eagle of the fourth class in the
latter year.

Several technical inventions, as well as new methods in the field of microscopy and embryology, have
made Born's name prominent. Well known amr)ng
these is a method for reproducing and plastically

Borerim
Borne
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enlarging small anatomical and embryological objects, wiiich was described in "Zeitschrift fiir Wissenschaftliche Mikroscopie," vol. v.
Born has written about fifty essays and works
pertaining to his specialty, among which are:
"Ueber das Extrcmitiltenskelett der Amphibien und
Reptilien " " Ueber die Nasenhohle und den Thranennasengang bei Allen Wirbelthieren von den Amphibien Aufwarts" (this series of articles is pub;

lished in Gegenbauer's " Morphologisches Jahrbuch,"

"Beitrage zurEntwicklungsgeschichte
des Saugethierherzens," in "Archiv fur Mikroscopische Anatomic," vol. x.xxii. "Ueber die Derivate
der Embryologischen Schlundbogen und Schlundspalten bei Saugethieren," ^6. 1883; "Beitrage zur
Bastardirung Zwischen den Einheimischen Ameivols, i.-vii.);

des Jungen Borne an Henriette Herz," 1861. The
insight into the higher intellectual life of Berlin and
Halle diverted him from his medical studies, and
as the loss of its rights as a free city by Frankfort
and its domination by the French had resulted in
securing civil rights for the Jews, Borne announced
(1807) his intention to follow a public career.
Therefore he entered upon a course of legal,
political, financial, and administrative studies at the
University of Heidelberg. The result of his labors
was that he secured in 1811 a clerical position in the

;

senarten," in Pflliger's " Archiv filr die Gesammte
Physiologic," 1883; "Biologische Untersuchungen,"
part 1: "Ueber den Einfluss der Schwere auf das
Froschei," in "Archiv fiir Mikroscopische Anatomic," 1885; "Biologische Untersuchungen," part
2; " Weitere Beitrage zur Bastardirung Zwischen
den Einheimischen Ameisen," ib. 1886; "Ueber
Druckversuche an Froscheiern," in " Anatomischer
Anzeiger," 1893, viii,. Nos. 18, 19. His most important work, however, is "Ueber Verwachsungs-Versuche mit Aniphibienlarven," Leipsic, 1897.
F. T. H.
s.

BOBNE, EARL LUDWIG German
:

and

literary writer;

born

May

6,

political

1786, at Frankfort-

on-the-Main; died in Paris Feb. 12, 1837. The
family name was Baruch, and he received the name
of Loeb, both of which he afterward changed. Both
his grandfather and his father, Jacob Baruch, were

engaged in business, and employed as fiscal and
purchasing agents for the government. Loeb and
his two brothers were taught at home by a private
When Sachs had done
tutor, one Jacob Sachs.
what he could for young B5rne, the latter came
directly under the private tuition of Rector Mosche
of the gymnasium.
At fourteen years of age B5rne went to the newly
established institute of Professor Hetzel in Giessen,
with the idea of preparing for a medical course, and remained there about
Early
Years.
a year. His father arranged with Dr.

Marcus Herz, the celebrated physician
whose home was an intellectual center
that attracted such men as Humboldt and Schlegcl,
to receive Borne as a resident pupil, and to guide
him in his studies at the clinics. The youth of
in Berlin,

sixteen fell in love with Henriette Herz, then in her
thirty -eighth year, in the fulness of her beauty and
When her
the ripeness of her intellectual power.
husband, the doctor, died in 1803, Borne told her the
but, with the wisdom that was
story of his love
of her, she quieted his passion and
soothed his anguish, and soon after he went to the
University of Halle, where she secured for him a
;

characteristic

home

in the household of Professor Reil, whose lectures he attended, as well as those of F. A. AVolf,

and notably Schleiermacher. The letters
which Borne wrote from Halle to Henriette Herz,
together with selections from his diary relating to
his association with her, were published as "Briefc
Steffens.

police bureau in his native city, but not before he
had gone once again to Giessen to secure his degree
his disseras doctor of philosophy' (Aug. 8. 1809)
tation, "Ueber die Geometrische Vertheilung der
Staatsgebiete," being published shortly afterward
;

Crome's "Germanien" (vol. iii.). In
Hart's periodical, "Der Cameral-Correspondent,"
there appeared in 1809 an article by BOrnc, entitled
"Von dem Gelde."
During the period of his service in the ducal
police bureau, he delivered a course of lectures in
the Jewish lodge of Freemasons at Frankfort, under
the title "Zur Aufgehenden MorgenrOthe," and began his journalistic career, in its political phase, by
contributing a series of short anonymous articles to
the "Frankfurter Journal," in which he sought to
arouse the Germans to a sense of the ignominy of
submitting to the French invasion, and by this
means helped in awakening tlie old Teutonic spirit.
In 181.5, after the downfall of Napoleon, there set in
that long night of political reaction in Germany,
in Professor

—
Borne
Borodavka
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which continued

until

dawn

lie!J:an

lo break in 1848
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which continued until his death. She aided,
encouraged, and inspired him in his work; nursed
and tended him during the years preceding his
before,

"

that epochal year ushered in by "Young Germany
which was the fruit of tlie toils of Borue and Heine.
These thirty three years were indeed years of
political torpor and of domination of bureaucratic
tyranny. Patriots like 3Ioritz Arndt
"Young' and Olto Jahn were indicted for high
treason; those who had most capably
labored for the reorganization of Prussia were no longer heeded or needed in the service
of the state; university students were imprisoned en
masse for the most trivial offenses; all of tlie wrischolars like the
tings of Heine were interdicted

Germany."

;

Grimm, Gervinus, and Dahlmann were dismissed from their chairs in the luiiversity; and the
censor was the most potent influence in literature.
When the Jews of Frankfort were relegated to
the "Judengasse," the difficult problem was presented of what was to be done witii Borne, the only
JewLsh official in tiie service. Every trick and device was resorted to in order to induce him to resign,
brothers

but he refused; so at last but one course remained
open, and he was dismissed. What Borne felt at
this time can be well discerned from a perusal of the
satirical sketch "Jews in the Free City of Frankfort" in "Fragmente und Apliorismen" (" Gesammelte Schriften," ed. 1840, vol. iii.). At the request
of the Frankfort congregation he prepared a monograph entitled " Aktenmiissige Darstellung des
Biirgerrechts der Israeliteu in Frankfurt," and two
pamphlets, Fiir die Juden " and " Die Juden und
Ihre Gegner," the latter of which was written at the
suggestion of his father, by whom, however, it was
suppressed on account of its bitterness.
And yet on June 5, 1818, Loeb Baruch went to
Rodeliieim and was baptized by Pastor Bertuch as
a convert to the Lutheran Church; assuming the
name of "Karl Ludwig Borne." That he had become estranged from tlie ceremonial
observance of Judaism -was generally
His
Baptism, known, but nothing of liis previous
career, nor indeed anything in his life
after baplism, would have led any one to believe
that he had become a Christian.
In 1818 he began the publication of the periodical
"Die Wage," which at once elicited wide-spread at"'

He contributed articles of
tention und admiration.
the most diversitied character on literature, art, sociHis draety, the drama, and, of course, politics.
matic criticisms, hoAvever, created the greatest sensation.
An echo of the consideration given to the
magazine by the learned circles is recorded in a
letter by Rachel, in which the writer can hardly
liiul adecpiate terms in which to express her appreciation.
She afterward became a contributor to
" Die Waage."
In 1819Borne also assumed editorial
charge of the "Zeitungder Freien Stadt Frankfurt."
His experiences with the censor were, however, of
such a constantly unpleasant nature that he gave
up the struggle after four months of endurance.
H(! took his revenge, however, on his antsigonist by
writing his "Denkwurdigkeiten der Frankfurter
Censur."
It was about this period that there began the
platonic relations of Borne with ]\Iadame Wohl, with
wliom he had become acquainted several years

death.
In 1840 Heine, in his post-mortem, criticism " Ueber
Ludwig Borne," referred insinuatingly to the relations that subsisted between the deRelations parted and I\Iadame Wohl, who iu the

with
Jeanne
Wohl.

mean time had married one Solomon
Strauss.
The latter challenged the
poet,

and after the duel Heine sent a

letter to Dr. Wcrtheim, wliich was
in tlie " Augsb\u-ger Allgemeine Zeitung,"

published
which he retracted the insinuations and declared
them to be based on erroneous and groundless assumptions. Tills letter is to be found as a prefatory
note to the Borne mouograiili in Heine's works.
Before leaving Frankfoit for Paris in 1821, Borne
wrote his celebrated "Monographic der Deutschen
Postschnecke." This is one of the llnest specimens
of sustained humor in the German language, and
with his "Esskunstler " indicates the liigh-water
iu

mark

of his

work

in

this direction.

The

letters

which he wrote during this period (1819 to 182'3)
constitute the bulk of tlie publication " Nachgelassene Schriften," Mannheim, 1844-50.
It was at about this time that his father, solicitous
as ever for his son's welfare, used his intlucnce with
the high officials in Vienna to secure for Borne the
appointment as imperial councilor, a sinecure with-

out conditions or obligations, but with reasonable
Borne, however, would not accept
emoluments.
It is probable that the unpleasantness
the position.
occasioned by this refusal led to his trip to Paris,
where he remained but a short time, leaving there
At the
in the summer of 1822 to go to Heidelberg.
latter place occurred the first of the hemorrhages
that marked the beginning of the disease that was
so soon to cut short his career.
It was not until 1826 that he was actively at
work again in Frankfort. He was now a regular
contributor to Menzel's "LiteraturHis
B'att" and Berty's "Iris." To this
time belongs his splendid eulogium
Peregriu pon Henriette Sontag, the great opera
nations.
singer, and the magnificent memorial
address on Jean Paul Richter, delivered by Borne
in the Museum in Frankfort Dec. 2, 1825, and which
is considered by many to be his masterpiece: it is
certainly the ablest of his contributions to serious
literary criticism.

The winter of 1827 was spent in Berlin. In the
following year Borne went to Hamburg, and while
there arranged with Campe for the publication of
a collected edition of his writings, which thereafter
in eight volumes (1829-34).
All this time, however. Borne Avas gradually getTrying one after another of
ting worse in health.
the various resorts, he finally spent the summer of

appeared

18B0 in Bad Soden, Avhere there came to him tlie
This
tidings from Paris of the Revolution of July.
liis heart, and nothing would do but he must
to Paris himself to witness the realization of his

fired

go

liberty and republicanism.
Here, besides his articles in French contributed to
the "Reformateur," edited by Raspail, and editing

dreams of

Borne
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periodical of his own, " La Balaucc," lie began the
publicatiou of his famous "Briefe aus Paris." Like
almost everything that Borne wrote, these letters
are still of vital interest, even though they are almost exclusivelj' political. They are dominated,
however, by the main object of preaching the doctrine of human libertj', the theory of human equality before the law, and the divine right of the
republican form of government.
lu
"Briefe
these letters, though they bristle with
aus
wit and teem with humorous touches,
Paris."
his powers of invective, of pathos, of
persuasion, are at their very highest.
He lays bare with unsparing skill the manifold stupidities and tyrannies of the governing classes in the
German fatherland that is so dear to him, and revels
in the delights of the freedom to be enjoyed in
France. The ideal that he strives for is a united
Germany, freed from the bonds and shackles of
medieval kingships, princeships, and lordships, living in close bonds of amitj^ with France; and he
vindicates violent revolution to secure the rights of
the people.
It is easy to understand, considering conditions in
Germany even to-day, seventy years later, what a
furor these letters created.
Periodicals were filled
with controversial writings, and pamphlets and
works were issued in quick succession controverting
or defending the ideas of Borne; the most important
being those of Meyer and Wurms of Hamburg, and
Willibald Alexis, the novelist of Berlin.
One of the bitterest of Borne's critics, however,
was the historian Menzel, who appealed to the baser
sentiments of his readers by denouncing Borne as
unpatriotic, as being more of a Frenchman than a
German, and as loving France better than Germany.
To him Borne addressed the last work that he produced, the virulent controversial treatise "Menzel,
der Franzosen-Fresser, Paris, 183G."
The long and severe illness of which he was the
victim at last overcame him, and he died, as stated,
<i

He was buried at Pere Lachaise,
Raspail pronouncing the last words
over his grave. The spot is marked b}" a statue executed by the sculptor David, which, besides the
head of Borne, bears a relief representing France
and Germany extending their hands to each other
under the blessing of Freedom. The best portrait
of him is that by Moritz Oppenheim.
The house in
which he was born bore, until it was demolished, a
memorial tablet. In 1842 there appeared in Paris
"Fragments Politiques et Litteraires" from Borne's
writings, with a prefatory note by 'M. dc Cormenin.
As late as 1862 there was published at Hamburg
on Feb.

12, 1837.

Wenedey and

a new complete edition of

his

works

in

twelve

volumes.
Bibliography: Gutzkow, TH'irnc'n Lehcn,'[8i0: Heine, Ueher
Bi'rme, 1B40; Riesser, BOrne und die Juden, Altenburgr,
]831
Holzmann, L. B. (1888)
Job. Proelsz, Dan Jiame
;

;

Deutschland,

1893.

M. Co.

6.

BORNSTEIN, ARTHITR:
born at Breslau March
Berlin,

and Bern

;

in Berlin in 1888.

23, 1867;

German author;
studied at Breslau,

and passed the state examination
He adopted the profession of

dental surgery, but devoted himself as well to litervolume of his short stories was published

ature.

A

title " Klippen," at Berlin in 1894.
In the
following year appeared his drama, "Der Theaterarzt.'"
He has since published a number of short
stories, humorous sketches, learned articles, and
poems. His " Vergniigte Geschichten " was published in 1900 (Hinrichs, "Biicher-Verzeichnis ").
He is a member of the Deutsche SchriftstellerGenossenschaft.

under the

Dos

Bibliography

Geistige Berlin.

M. Co.

s.

BORNSTEIN, PAUL: German

author; born

1868; educated in and graduated
in that city, receiving the degree
of doctor of philosoph}\
He has since lived in the
in Berlin

April

8,

from the university

German

capital.
His first published work was the
"^lemoireu des Cagliostro," Berlin, 1892, which was
one of the volumes of the "Memoiren-Bibliothek "
(in 15 vols.).
This was reprinted separately in 1894
under the title " Abeuteuer des Geistes." In 1896
his novel, "Aus Diimmcrung und Nacht," was published.
In the same year he founded the " Monatsschrift fiir Neuere Littcratur und Kunst," which he
edited and to which he contributed, besides a number of literary reviews and poems, the following
essays: "Vom Wcibe," "Boulevard-Hellenismus,"

"Ein Satirisches Capriccio," "Die Ehe im Modernen
Roman," " Maurice Maeterlinck," " Yvette Guilbert."
The first number of the " Monatsschrift " appeared
in Oct., 1896; and with the issue for Sept., 1898, the
publication was discontinued.
In 1899 appeared his critical work, "Die Dichter
des Todes in der Modernen Litteratur," and his "Gesammelte Essays " and in the following year his
monograph on Maeterlinck was republished. He
has also translated a number of works from the
;

French among others, from Jeanne Marni " Pariser
Droschken," "So Sind Nun die Kinder," "Grossstadtpflanzchen," and "Die Memoiren des Herzogs
von Lauzun."
The most important work with which Bornstein
is identified is the encyclopedic review of achievements in every sphere of activity and thought in
Germany during the nineteenth century, the publication of which, under the title "Am Ende des
Jahrhunderts," was begun in 1898; Bornstein, as
editor, being aided by a large staff of 3'oung and
;

:

enthusiastic scholars notable in their respective
fields of learning and research.
To date (1902) there
have appeared twenty-three volumes, the third of
which, entitled "Juden und Judentum im Keunzehnten Jahrhundert," is a substantial contribution
to

Jewish

literature

Bibliography

:

and

Kiirschner,

history,

by

S.

Bernfeld.

Deufxcher Literatur-Kalender,

1901; Hinrichs, Bliclier-Verzeichnis.
s.

j\r.

BORODAVKA,

or

Co.

BRODAVKA, ISAAC:

taxes and distillery jirivithe sixteenth century at BiestLitovsk.
He is first mentioned in a grant i.ssued by
King Sigismund August, Jan. 1, lo60. to David
Shmerlevich of Brest-Litovsk, and his partners,
Isaac Borodavka and Abraham Dlugach, entitling
them, for the term of seven years, to collect the duties
on goods and merchandise passing through Minsk,

Lithuanian farmer of
leges;

lived

in

Wilna, Novgorod, Brest, and Grodno.

For this they

Borodavka
Borrower
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were required to pay into the royal treasury 6,808
copes annually. During Easter of the following
year Borodavka, among others, was granted the salt
monopoly for seven years, and several weeks later,
on Saint Margaret's day (June 27), the king signed
an edict permitting Borodavka and Jacob Dlukgach
to build breweries in Byelsk, Narva, and KleschtThey were to be sole brewers for these towns
scheli.
until Jan. 1, 1566, when the breweries built by
them were to be delivered to the king. They were
also to pay into the royal treasury 60 copes each year.

Borodavka and

among

his

were

partners

their Polish competitors,

unpopular

who were

covetous

same "privileges"; and tliis enmity, fed and
encouraged by race prejudice, was not slow in maniof the

On
festing itself in acts injurious to the Jews.
Sept. 10, 1565, David Schmerlevich and Isaac Borodavka succeeded in wresting the lea.se holdings in
Volhyniafrom the Christian farmers Borzobogaty by
offering to the crown 600 copes a year in excess of
One of the Borzothe amount paid by the latter.
bogatys and a certain Zagorovski appear as the
principal witnesses in a claim preferred by Prince
Yanush Andrushovich, bishop of Lutzk and Brest,
against Schmerlevich and Borodavka for unlawfully
collecting taxes from his subjects, the commoners of
Torchin, Volhynia.
Decrees were repeatedly issued by the crown urging the subjects of the king to assist in every way
the royal farmers of taxes and their " servants " in
the collection of duties on goods and of royalties on
distilleries.
These decrees, or "uuiversals," were
invariably the reply of the crowi. to the complaints
of Isaac Borodavka and other Jewish leaseholders

up and down the rivers
Bug, Mukhavetz, Bobyer, and Narev/," past the
established custom-houses, and no duty paid.
This
mutual animo.sity led even to acts of violence.
Abraham Dlukgach was mercilessly beaten and
robbed by the " servants " of the widow of Ivan BogovitouovichKozirutski. David Scidomich, "servant"
of Schmerlevich and Borodavka, was cruelly beaten
and robbed by the "servants" of Peter Chekhoski,
that "goods were carried

another farmer of tiixes.
Very soon there were accusations of shedding innocent Christian blood. In Narva, Byelsk, and
Rosokhi, "servants" of tiie tax-collectors were
accused of murder. The most rigid investigation
proved these accusations to be groundless; not, however, before one of tlie accused had paid for them
with his life.
In the records for July 18, 1564. it is stated that
the royal chamberlain, Andrei Kozhnovski, an eyewitness of tlie hanging of Bernat Abramovich at
Byelsk, deposes that he had heard the doomed
man solemnly declare (on the gallovv.s), before the
face of his God, that he had not killed any little girl
at Narva, nor received any orders for assassination

from his master, Isaac Borodavka and that Yezoph,
liis comrade and companion in misfortune, then under
arrest in the castle, was not guilty of the crime, but
had made a confession of guilt to the authorities in
the prison beaiuse he could not endure the torture
of being burned with candles.
He furthermore asserted that their accusers desired thus to revenge
themselves upon Borodavka.
Thereupon King
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Sigismimd August, by special decree (1564), ordered
tliat in the future all such accusations against the
laid before him for his personal
examination, the accused in the mean time to be ex-

Jews should be

empt from

torture.

Two

years later Nakhim, another "servant" of
Isaac Borodavka, and the subcollector of taxes in
Rosokhi, or Rososhi, was accused of the murder of
second decree of the king
a Christian child.
(1566), entered on the records, required that all
Jews accu.sed of murdering Christians or of defiling
the Eucharist should be brought to him for trial,
and the accused were to suffer the penalty of the
crime, in the event of their failure to prove the
accused guilty, according to the accepted practise
of legal procedure.
Ten years later (1576) King
Stephen Bathori confirmed the Jews, his subjects
(" who tarry in our dominions, the
great dukedom of Lithuania "), in the rights and privileges
granted them by Sigismund August.

A

BiBLioORAPHY
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Russko-Yevreiski Arkhiv.

il.,

Nos. 72, 92, 140,

Regcsty, Nos. 514, 523, etc.
H. R.

etc.;

BOROFSKY, SAMUEL

M.

HYMAN

:

Z.

Born at

Wolkovyshki, government of Suvalki, Russian Poland, April, 1865.
He was educated in the schools
of his native place, and afterward in the Jews' Free
School at Manchester, England, to which place he

had been taken

In 1876 he was apprenticed
and in 1879 removed to Boston,
mother and the rest of his familj'

in 1874.

to a cabinet-maker,

Mass., where his
had preceded him.

Borofsky has been a justice of the peace since
Sept. 15, 1891, a notary public since April 10, 1894,
and was a member of the Boston city council in
1898, and captain of the sixth companj- infantry,
Massachusetts provisional militia, in 1898 and 1899.
In 1900 he was elected a member of the Massachuhouse of representatives. He drafted and assisted in the enactment of what is known as the
"Five-Cent Ice Bill," which compels ice-dealers,
under penalty of $100 fine, to sell ice in five-cent
pieces to all desiring such, thus conferring a great
boon upon the poor in summer.
In 1901 Borofsky presented a bill to exempt persons observing tlie seventh day of the week as the
Sabbath from any penalty for keeping shops open
or for performing secular business and labor on the
first day of the week.
The bill was defeated in the
house of representatives on April 12, but three
days later it was reconsidered and passed. On being
referred to the committee on judiciary of the senate
it encountered great opposition, and on May 29 the
Senate rejected it bv a vote of 21 to 6 (see "Boston
Herald," April 15, 1901; "Boston Globe," April 26,
1901; "Jewish Comment," May 10. 1901).
Borofsky in 1899 organized and successfully essetts

tabli.shed

The Helping Hand Temporary Home

;

Jewish Children. He is a contributor
on social and Jewish questions to several Boston
newspapers.
A.
for Destitute

BOROWSKI, ISIDOR

Soldier under Bolivar
a Persian general; born at Warsaw, Poland, 1803; killed at the siege of Herat in

y Ponte, and,

later,

:

;
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This military adventurer in Persia and Af1837.
ghanistan was a Polish Jew who was reared in the
United States, and who sometimes claimed to be the
illegitimate son of Piince Radziwill by a Jewish
mother, and at other times professed to be simply
a Polish nobleman. He served under Bolivar, then
under Mehemet Ali in Egypt, where in 1829 he
supported himself by giving lessons in mathematics
and in English. In 1831 he was in Bushire, Persia;
and was afterward recommended by Sir John Campbell, the British minister, to Prince Abbas Mirza,
the son of Shah Fath Ali, as a useful and talented
man. Borowski developed great military abilities
in the service of that warlike prince, and took for
him the strong town of Cochan in Khorassan. Later
he took the castle of Sarakhs and made prisoner the
After the death of Abbas
leader of the Turkomans.

Borowski gave most essential assistance to
Abbas' son, Mohamed Mirza, and enabled him to ascend the throne of his grandfather. The English
were behind most of the military undertakings of the
Persians in those days, and Borowski was looked
upon as an English general, and even wore the uniform. But he forsook the interests of the British
government and joined the Russian party in Persia,
and was shot at the siege of Herat. His wife, a
Georgian captive of Avar, received a pension from
Mohamed Shah on account of her husband's disin 1833,

tinguished services.
Jos. Wolff, Narrative of a Misswn to Bo138-140, New York, 1845: S. Orgelbrand, JSncyfelo-
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BORROW.

ii.. .«.r.,

See

Warsaw,

1898.

P.

Wl.

Commerce and Trade.

BORROWER

(^XIEJ*) : One who receives, at his
request, the pioperty of another, for free use,
upon the agreement that it shall be returned to

own

owner (Kid. 47b). He is distinguished from the
borrower of money, the "loweh" (riv), in that the
latter need not return the property which he has
received, but may return it in kind.
The Biblical law concerning the liability of the
borrower (Ex. xxii. 13, 14; R. V., 14, 15) holds such
the

person to the strictest accountability

Biblical

Law,

for the property borrowed.

Inasmuch

given him at his request for
use without pay, the law requires of
him not merely the ordinary care that must be given
to property in the hands of a bailee, but it holds him
as

it

is

absolutely responsible for its return to the ow-ner
and if it is lost by him or stolen from him, or if it
consist in cattle which die while in his possession,
he is not permitted to offer any defense to the claim
of the owner, but must make absolute restitution.

The

;

law

one exception to this general rule; namel}% if the owner accompanies the
property into the possession of the borrower, the latter is not obliged to make restitution.
Thus the
Mishnah says, " If one borrows a cow and borrows
or hires the owner with her, or if he borrows or
hires the owner, and then borrows the cow and the
latter dies, he is not liable; but if he borrows the
cow, afterward either borrowing or hiring the owner,
and the cow dies, he is liable " (Mishnah B. M. viii.).
In the former case the decision is based on the fact
Biblical

cites

that the owner is with her at the time that she goes
into the borrower's possession; in the latter case

owner is not with her at such time.
The Talmudic law established several other exceptions, based upon a proper interpretation of the
Biblical text.
Inasmuch as the propTalmudic erty was borrowed to be used, the borthe

Ex-

rower ought not to be held responsiany depreciation in value, or
for any damages which result to the
property, from the legitimate use for which it was
borrowed. Rab therefore decided that the borrower
ceptions.

of the

ble for

cow was not

responsible for

what

in

modern

law would be called "reasonable wear and tear," or,
as the Talmudic phrase more tersely expresses it,
nSN^D nnnci nno, " if she died from work.'" " Not
only if she is wasted in flesh through labor, is he not
liable, but if she dies from the labor, he is not liable,
for the borrower may say, I did not borrow her to
seat her on a chair " (B. M. 96b)
and in a case
where a man borrowed an ax which was broken
while in use, Rab decided that if the borrower could
prove that he did not put it to any extraordinary
use, he was not liable (B. M. ib.).
Other exceptions whereby the borrower is released
from making restitution are the following: If he
borrows the article for a specific time, he is not liable
for a casualty after the time has expired (B. M. 81a),
although ordinarily he is responsible for the article
until it has actually been returned to the owner
(Mishnah B. M. viii. 8). If he borrows an article
and at the same time the other borrows an article
from him, his responsibility is changed to that of a
Finally, he may make a
bailee for hire (B. M. 81b).
special agreement with the owner of the article, releasing himself from liability (Mishnah B. M. vii.
Unless a specific time has been fixed between
10).
the borrower and the owner, the borrower must return the article as soon as he has ceased to use it
(Maimonides, " Yad," She'elah, i. 5 Hoshen Mishpat,
341, 1); and he has no right to loan the borrowed
'

'

;

;

article to

another

{ib.

342,

1).

The rights and liabilities of the borrower begin,
first, when the object is actually taken into his possession by " drawing " it toward him.
Beginning according to R. Eleazar " As they de:

and
Extent of
Liability,

an ax and
and,

M.

if

creed drawing for purchaser, so also
they decreed drawing for bailees "
and, second, when he has begun to use
it.
R. Huna said, "If one borrows
'

splits

The

'

wood with

he does not

99a).

'

'

split,

it, he has acquired it,
he does not acquire it" (B.

liability of the

borrower

is

limited

only to the value of the injured property (B. M.
94b) hence when a man borrowed an ax and through
carelessness broke it, R. Kahana and R. Assi decided
that he must return the pieces to the owner after
they have been valued, paying an additional sum
sufficient to cover the full value of the ax as he received it (B. M. 97a).
As the borrower is one of the four classes of bailees
mentioned in Ex. xx. 7-15, the subject will be fur;

elucidated by reference to articles Bailment,
Hiking and Letting. For borrower of money
For borrower giving
see Loans and Interest.
pledge see Pi-kdge and Mortgage.
tlier
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orously objected to the arrangement, Boskovitz was
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compelled to leave Budapest in 1796. He also left
Hungary, but returned in 1809 to Bonyluid, acting
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A.

BOSHAL (BOSTAL), MOSES BEN SOLO-

MON DE

Turkish Talmudist and preacher of the
He wrote " Yismah Moshch"
seveateeuth century.
(Moses Rejoices), a homilelic commentary on the
Peutateucli (Smyrna, 1675), wliich is now very rare.
:

Bibliography
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No. 0440.
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I.

BeH.

("shame," "disgrace"): Used concretely by the Propliets as "the shameful thing" to
designate the Baalim and their images. (See Hosea
ix. 10 and Jer. iii. 24, xi. 13, where the word is parLater
allel with "the Baal " [compare Jer. iii. 24J).
usage adopted tlie epithet to sucli an extent that
"Bosheth " became a sort of euphemism fo;- "Baal,"
"
as is learned from the proper names "Ish- bosheth
(with which Jastrow [see Bibliography] compares a
Babylonian name, " Mati-bashti ") and " Mephibosheth," the former being written "Esii-baal" in I
Chron. viii. 83, ix. 39, and the latter occurring as
"Meii-baal" in I Chron. viii. 34 and ix. 40. The
manuscript of the Septuagint, known as 93 Holmes,
"
has ela^aal, and the old Latin version has " Isbalem
"
Sam.
xi.
JerubSo
also
in
21,
II
-bosheth."
"Ish
for
be[o]sheth " is given for " Jerubbaal."
that the

name of

tlie

god Molech was clianged from "Melek " in imitation
of the vowels of " Bosheth " is not altogether acceptable.
It is possible to regard " Molech " as the regularly formed Hebrew equivalent of "Malik," the
name of an Assyro-Baby Ionian god (Rawlinson,
"Cuneiform Inscriptions of AVestern Asia," iii. 7,
18), which is also a common epithet (" Decider ") of
From this point of view the
several divinities.
word is really a survival of the oldest form of
"Malk" ("Melek"), king. Another explanation of
"Bosheth," proposed by Jastrow, makes the name
the distortion of a deity
or "Bashta."
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who
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Compare on the whole subject,
p. 373, noie.
The Element Bosheth in Hebrew Proper Name»,
J.mrnal of the Soc. of Bihl. Lit. xi. 30.
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Jastrow,
In
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BOSKO,

J.

F.

McC.

AGRON MACHIMOVITSCH.

Sec

Lithuania.

BOSKOVITZ,

WOLF

:

The

lirst

rabbi of the

In 1787 the
congregation of Budapest; died 1818.
Jewish community at Pest was sufficiently large to
rent a hall where divine services could be held,
though all religious questions were at this time siill
submitted to Moses Milnz in Buda. As Pest and
Buda were not, however, at that time connected by
a bridge, and as it became rather irksome, more particularly during the winter, to cross the river to
Buda whenever the rabbi there had to be consulted,
the announcement that Boskovitz, who was well

known

Boskovitz, who enjoyed great popularity as a rabbi, was the author
of the following works, all of which were published
posthumously " Seder ^lishnah " (on JMaimonides,
Yad ha-Hazakah); "Ma'amar Esther" (sermons);
and "Notes on the Talmud" (published in the
Vienna edition of the Talmud, 1830). Compare also

as rabbi there until his death.

:

"Ozar

BOSHETH

The opinion now so prevalent
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as a Talmudist, was to settle in Pest in
1793 as rabbi was eagerl}' welcomed by the Jewish
community of that city. But as Moses Mlinz vig-

lia

Sifrut," part

2, iii. 22.

L. V.

s.

BOSKOWITZ Town
to the north ot Brlinn.

Moravia, about 21 miles
has one of the oldest and

in

:

It

most important communities in the province, though
in numbers it had dwindled to 1,967 Jewish inhabitants in 1880.

Even

in

early

times there was at

Boskowitz a systematically (»rganized model school,
many pupils of which became famous.
The most eminent person of Boskowitz was Samuel Levi Kolin, who wrote a commentaiy to the
ritual codex "Magen Abraham," and is generally
known by the name of his work, " Malizit ha-Shekel."
The cabalist R.Nathan Adler must also be
mentioned he was elected rabbi of Boskowitz in
1783.
He was followed, later, by his pupil, Moses
Sofer of PVankfort, who subsequently became rabbi
at Presburg.
Adler introduced the Sepliardic ritual,
abolished tlie piyyutim, and as a "Cohen" himself
pronounced the "priestly benediction" ("birkat
kolianim ") daily during the service. He was arraigned before the government by a farmer of the
excise on account of his undue severity in insisting
:

upon the minutest details of ritual observance in
slaughtering animals for food, and had to leave
Boskowitz, where his ideals were not acceptable.
The scholars trained along the lines of the "Mahzit
ha-Shekel " were too practical to follow his religious
extravagances, and the\' embarrassed him b)" their
acumen. J. B. Bloch of Hamburg, the author of
the "Binat Yissakai-," was also rabbi in Boskowitz;
he likewise came in conflict with them. During a
halakic discourse he was once pressed so liard by the
turbulent arguments of the laymen that he angrily
resigned his office in the midst of his discourse.
Bloch was succeeded bj' Moses Priiger-Karpeles,
the great-grandfather of A. Schmiedl and of Gustav Kakpeles. He resigned the rabbinate in Kremsier on account of a dispute with Raphael Kohn regarding the pronunciation of the priestly blessing

on the Day of Atonement. L. R. Beneth criticizes
in a responsum the novella of Moses Karpeles.
"Torat ]\rosheh Emet" (The Law of Moses Is
Truth). Karpeles was succeeded by Abraham Placzek, who was appointed provisional district rabbi
by the government. Placzek enjoyed universal esteem on account of his kindness and peaceful dispo-

He

The present indied Dec. 10, 1884.
Dr. S. Funk.
Boskowitz possesses several richly endowed foundations instituted by the family Low Beer.
A. F.-G.
D.

sition.

cumbent

is

BOSKOWITZ,

HAYYIM BEN

JACOB:

Palestinian autiior; lived about the middle of the
eighteenth century. He wrote the "Toze'ot Hay-
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3'im

"

(Life's Issues), a

teuch (Amsterdam,

whic'li deals chiefly witii

be

drawn from

coinmentaiT on llie Peiitsiprinted with the text),
the moral precepts that may

1TG4,

the Bible stories.

Bnn.ionRAPHY Fuenn, Kcncset YisraeJ,
Cat. Hi hi: iiooA.s Brit. Mm. p. 111.
:

G.

p.

344;
I.

BOSLANSKI

(or

Zedner,

BeU.

BASLANSKI), YOM-TOB

LIPMAN HA-KOHEN (R. Lipele

Mirer): Rus-

born 1824; died in Mir, government of
Grodno, Dec. 26, 1892. In his younger days he was
rabbi in Khaslavich and other communities; but for
the last eighteen years of his life he stood at the
head of the Jewisli community in ]Mir, and was recognized as one of the greatest rabbinical authorities
in Russia. He visited St. Petersburg several times as
representative of the Jews.
He Avas one of the first
"Hobebe Zion," and sided with the rabbis who permitted the colonists in Palestine to work in "shemittah" (fallow year) and who prohibited the use of
citrons ("etrogim") from Corfu in Russia for the
Sukkot festival.
In 1889 Boslanski attempted to
organize a society for the purchase of land and the
foundation of a new colony in Palestine, and visited
Paris to enlist the assistance of Baron Edmund Rothsian labbi;

'*

schild in the project.

Bo.slanski

is

the author of a collection of responsa

"Malbushe Yom-Tob,"Wilna, 1881, with an
appendix on the laws of contracts and of arbitration.
Bibliography: Hn-AMf, vl. 163: Ahiamf for .56.54, p. 297;
entitled

Likkute Shnsh(Uii>n

L.O.

BOSNIA

immediately, but these lived scattered in various
streets in Sarajevo.
After nuich trouble the Jews in 1645 obtained
permission from the governor, Siavous Pasha (exgrand vizier), to reside in a special quarter, about
2,000 square meters in extent; and thereupon they
erected houses.
In the center of this quarter, which
was named after the governor, a well was dug.
Each Jew received a deed of ownership.
small
annual tax of a few aspers (one asper =j^^ of a cent)
was imposed upon them, to be paid to a neighboring
mosque a custom that still prevails. At the same

A

—

time Suleiman tiie Magnificent granted them by
firman the permission to establish a cemetery on a
hill named Verbania, the Jews being also required
to pay for this privilege a tax for the benefit of another mosque of the citj'. In this way the Jews
definitely established themselves in Bosnia; and in
time the}' settled in other localities besides Sarajevo.
In 1901, in a total population of 1,357,000, there
were in the province about 7,500 Jews. Of these,
4,000 lived at Sarajevo, 250 at Bosna-Brod, a similar
number at Mostar (Herzegovina), and the remainder
in small communities.
The Jews of Bosnia, to
which those of Herzegovina must be added, have an
ofliicial representative at Sarajevo.
They have also
an official organ, "La Alborada," written in JudajoSpanish and in rabbinic characters, published
at Sarajevo since 1901 under the direction of a
committee of editors.
See Most.\r, S.\hajevo,

Turkey.

(Strascliun Cat.), p. 249, Berlin, 1889.

P.

Soshal
Bosporus

Wl.

Province of the Balkan peninsula, on
the frontier of Austria and of Montenegro. Formerly under Turkish rule, it came under the protection of Austria by- the Treaty of Berlin, 1878.
According to some historians, the first Jews settled in Bosnia in 1575; Don Joseph Nasi and his
aunt, Dona Gracia, using their influence with the
sultan Suleiman the Magnificent to that effect.
The
inscriptions on some tombstones at Sarajevo, however, bear the Jewish date of 5311, or 1551 c.e.
hence Jews were living in Bosnia thirty-five years
before the date mentioned above.
From a manuscript in the Mohammedan library
at Sarajevo, written in Turkish, it is evident that
thirty or forty Jews engaged in business at BosnaSerai (the present Sarajevo) under the governor,
Hadim-Ali-Bey, in the year 958 of the Hegira (1541
C.E.).
These merchants entered the country without their families and lived in a sort of cai'avansary,
the majority being natives of Salonica.
During the
great religious festivals they returned liomc.
"When
their number increased, the governor, Ghazi-HassanPasha, ordered them to settle definitely in that region
or to leave the country.
Fearing the fanaticism of
the populace, they sought refuge at Ragusa and in
Hungary, which latter was then a Turkish province.
Thence they sent representatives to Bosnia, with
:

;

letters to the governor, in order to collect their out-

standing credits. In l(jl4, when the ex-grand vizier
of Constantinople, Baltaji-Mchmed-Paslia, was appointed governor, he brought in his suite Naphtali
Mandjor (Maggioro?), a rich Jewish banker of Constantinople.
The latter successfully interceded for
the return of the Jews.
Thirty families returned

Bibliography: Dezobry and Bachelet. Dic(. Fra}icai:< cVHistoire et de Ganji'aphic; La Alhorada, May, 19(5l, .\os. 16,
17, 18, 20.
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BOSOR

:

1.

A

city of Gilead,

M. Fr.
which Judas Mac-

cabeus conquered (I Mace. v. 26, 36). It may be
identified with the modern "Busr el-Bariri " (Buhl,
"Geographic des Alten Palilstina]" p. 253). 2. The
Septuagint reading for Besor (I Sam. xxx. 9).
G. B. L.

J. .iH.

BOSORA. See Bozkaii.
BOSPORUS, CIMMERIAN: Name

of the
ancients for the strait of Yenikale or of Theodosia; on tlie eastern coast of the Black Sea.
The
country on botli sides of the Cimmerian Bosporus
formed in ancient times the kingdom of Bosporus,
the latter L.;n.c being the reading of the Vulgate for

Sepharad (TlDD).

Jerome adopted

it

from liis Jewish

who

considered it to be the place to which
Hadrian had transported the captives fiom Jerusalem.
But Jewish communities existed in Bosporus
long before the destruction of the Temple. King
Agrippa I., in a letter addressed to Cains Caligula,
speaks of the Jews established in the Greek colonies
Among
of Pontus (Philo, "Legatio adCajum").
many Greek inscriptions unearthed in 1830 on the
banks of the Bosporus, two are of especial interest
for the history of the Jewisli settlement in that
Greek colony. One of these, found at Pantikapa}um
(the modern Kertch) and dated 377 of the Bosporian
(81 of the common) era, is a declaration of the liberation by a Jewess named Creste of her slave Herateacher,

is said to have been drawn up
synagogue of Pantikapsum. The second,
unearthed in Gorgippia and dating from 338 of the
Bosporian (41 of the common) era, is indeed a pagan

clius.

in the

The deed
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Bosporus
Boston

inscription but the Biblical name of God used at
the head of it shows the influence exercised by the
Jews upon their fellow-citizens.
quite recent discovery of Jewish Greek inscriptions was announced Jan. 12, 1901, to the Imperial
young explorer,
Russian Geographical Society.
;

A

A

A. L. Pogodin, discovered and deciphered new inscriptions in Kertcli and other places in South Russia, from which it is clearly evident that Jews settled in the Bosporus as early as the fourth century
B.C., and were an important section of the Greek
They had their cemeteries, synagogues,
•colony.
and other communal institutions. In trade as well
as in social life they mingled freely with the Greeks,
as is evidenced by the fact that the language of the
Other inscriptions show that,
inscriptions is Greek.
in the first century B.C., the Jews founded in the
Bosporus a colony of their own. In the inscriptions
of the third century of the common era Jewish religious symbols and sepulchral inscriptions are
found. In the same century the Jews even took part
in religious persecutions ("Budushchnost," 1901,

No. 3, p. 46).
There are no records describing the condition of
the Jewish communities before the occupation of
Kertch by Russia under Peter the Great in 1771.
It may be supposed that they escaped many misfortunes that befell their coreligionists in other European countries where Christianity had established
At the beginning of the eighth centts dominion.
tury the Jewish communities in the Bosporus were
greatly increased by the arrival of many Jews from
the Byzantine empire, who sought refuge from the
persecutions of Emperor Leo. Toward the middle
of the same century the Jews became practically the
rulers of the country by the conversion to Judaism
of Bulan, the king of the Chazars. Concerning the
history of the Jews of Bosporus from the time of its
occupation by the Russians, see Chazars, Crimea,
Inscriptions, and Kertch.
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BOSTANAI

I.

or

Br.— H.

R.

BUSTANAI

(>KJnDn): First
flourished about the

exilarch under Arabian rule;
middle of the seventh century. The; name is Aramaized from the Persian " bustan " or " bostan " (as
proper name see Justi, "Iranisches Namenbuch,"
Almost the only exilarch of whom anything
p. 74).
more than the name is known, he is frequently' made
the subject of legends. He was the son of the exilarch Hananiah (compare Exilarch).
Hai Gaon,
in " Sha'are Zedck," p. 3a, seems to identify Bostanai

with Haninai, and tells that he was given for wife a
daughter of the Persian king Chosroes II. (died 628),
bv the calif Omar (died 644). (See Rapoport, in
"Bikkure ha-'Ittim," x. 83; B. Goldberg, in "HaMaggid," xiii. 363). Abraham ibn Daud, however,
in his "Sefer ha-Kabbalah " (Neubauer's "Medieval
Jewish Chronicles," i. 64), says that it Avas the last
Sassanid king, Yezdegerd (born 624; died 651-652;
see NOldeke, "Tabari," pp. 397 e^ seg.), who gave his
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daughter to Bostanai. But in that case it could
have been only C^alif AH (656-661), and not Omar,
who thus honored the exilarch (see "Ma'aseh Bet
David "). It is known also that Ali gave a friendly
reception to the contemporary Gaon Isaac (Sherira
II. 's "Letter," ed. Neubauer, ib. p. 35; Abraham
ibn Daud, ib. p. 62); and it is highly probable, therefore, that he honored the exilarch in certain ways as
The office
the ofticial representative of the Jews.
of the exilarch, with its duties and privileges, as
it existed for some centuries under the Arabian rule,
may be considered to begin with Bostanai.

The
(called

relation of Bostanai to the Persian princess

"Dara"

in

"Ma'aseh Bet David," or

"

Azdad-

war" (N5ldeke, "Isdundad"),

according to a recently discovered genizah
Dispute
fragment, had an unpleasant sequel.
Among His The exilarch lived with her without
Heirs.
having married her, and according to
the rabbinical law she should previously have received her "letter of freedom," for, being
a prisoner of war, she had become an Arabian slave,
and as such had been presented to Bostanai. After the
death of Bostanai his sons insisted that the princess,
as well as her son, was still a slave, and, as such,
was their property. The judges were divided in
opinion, but finally decided that the legitimate sons
of the exilarch should grant letters of manumission
to the princess and her son in order to testify to
This decision was based on the
their emancipation.
ground that Bostanai had probably lived in legitimate marriage with this woman, and, although there

The

were no proofs, had presumably first emancipated
and then married her. Nevertheless, the descendants of the princess were not recognized as legitimate 300 years afterward (Hai Gaon, I.e.). The
the genizah specimeil (see bibliogdoubtless dictated by enmity to the
exilarch; Abraham ibn Daud's statement (I.e.) is
contrariwise prejudiced in favor of the exilarch but
compare genizah fragment publi.shed by Schechter
in "Jew. Quart. Rev." xiv. 242-246.
The name "Bostanai" gave rise to the following
legend: The last Persian king (Hormuzd), inimical
to the Jews, decided to extinguish the royal house
of David, no one being left of that
Legends, house but a young woman whose husband had been killed shortly after his
marriage, and who was about to give birth to a
Then the king dreamed that he was in a
child.
beautiful garden ("bostan "), where he uprooted the
trees and broke the branches, and, as he was lifting
up his ax against a little root, an old man snatched
the ax away from him and gave him a blow that
almost killed him, saying: "Are you not satisfied
with having destroyed the beautiful trees of my
garden, that you now try to destroy also the last
root? Truly, you deserve that your memory perish
from the earth." The king thereupon promised to
guard the last plant of the garden carefully. No
one but an old Jewish sage was able to interpret the
dream, and he said: "The garden represents fhe
house of David, all of whose descendants you have
destroyed except a woman with her unborn boy.
The old man whom you saw was David, to whom
you promised that you would take care that his

statement in
raphy below)

is

;

house should bereuewcd

b}' this

boy."

The Jewish

sage, who was the father of the young woman,
brouglit her to tlie king, and she was assigned to
rooms fitted up witli princely splendor, where she
gave birth to a boy, who received tJie name"Bostanai," from the garden ("bostan") which the king
had seen in his dream.

The figure of the wasp in the cscutclieon of the
exilarch was made the subject of another legend.
The king had taken delight in the
Bostanai clever boy, and, spending one day with
him, saw, as he stood before him, a
at the
Court of wasp sting him on the temple. The
the King, blood trickled down the boy's face,
yet he made no motion to chase the
The king, iipon expressing astonishinsect away.
ment at this, was told by the youth that in the
house of David, of which he had come, they were
taught, since they themselves had lost their throne,
neither to laugh nor to lift up the hand before a
king, but to stand in motionless respect (Sanh. 93b).
The king, moved thereby, showered favors upon
him, made him an exilarch, and gave him the power
to appoint judges of the Jews and the heads of the
three academies, Nehardea, Sura, and Pumbedita.
In memory of this Bostanai introduced a wasp into
The genizah
the escutcheon of the exilarchate.
fragment says that the incident with the wasp occurred in the presence of the calif Omar, before
whom Bostanai as a youth of sixteen had brought a
dispute with a sheikh, who filled his office during the
exilarcli's minority, and then refused to give it up.
Bostanai was exilarch when Persia fell into the
hands of the Arabians, and when Ali came to Babylon Bostanai went to meet him with a splendid retinue, whereby the calif was so greatly pleased that
he asked for Bostanai 's blessing. The calif, on learning that Bostanai was not married, gave him Dara,
the daughter of the Persian king, as wife; and the
exilarch was permitted to make her a Jewess and to
marry her legitimately. She bore him many children, bat their legitimacy was assailed after their
father's death by the exilarcli's other sons ("Ma'aseh
Bostanai," several times printed under different
"Benjacob, "«.».). This legend was made
only in the sixteenth century (compare Isaac
Akkisii), but the Seder '01am Zutta, composed in
the beginning of the ninth century, drew upon the
legends of the garden and the wasp (see Mar
titles; see

known

ZUTRA II.).
The name

Bosporus
Boston
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" Dara " for the Persian princess in
Christian sources occurs also as that of Chosroes'
daughter (Richter, "Arsaciden," p. 554, Leipsic,
1H04).
The legend glorifying Bostanai probably
originated in Babylon, while the genizah fragment,
branding all the descendants of Bostanai as illegitimate, being descendants of a slave and unworthy to
fill high ofilce, comes from Palestine.
This latter
view is of course erroneous, as may be gathered
from Hai's remark, above mentioned, for the postBostanaite house of exilarchs was not descended
from the princess. It is true, however, that the
Bostanaites weie hated by the scholars and the
pious men, probably in part because Anan, founder
of the Karaite sect, was a descendant of Bostanai
(see
Sherira's "Letter," ed. Ncubauor, i. 33).

Benjamin of Tudela says that he was shown the
grave of Bostanai near Pumbedita.
Bibliography: Brull's Jahrh. 11. 102-112; Gratz, Gesch. der
Juden, 3d ed.. pp. 113, 114, »i7, 379-384 Halevi. Dorot ha^Ris)wnim, pp. 314,315; Jost, Gesch. der Israelites, v. 228, 316319
Lazarus, Die HUupter der Vertriebenen, in BriiU's
Jahrh. X. 34-25, 174; Margolioutb, in Jeir. Quart. Rev. xiv.
;

;

fmgment concerning Bostanai; Lehmann, Bostenai (fiction), in his Aux Vergangenheit und Gegenwart, ii. 1 translated into Hebrew under the same title
by S. J. F. (Fuenn. Wilna, 1881): Furst, In Orient. Lit. xll.
51 ; Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. col. 610, 1085, 1086.
G.
L. G.
303-307. giving a genizah
;

BOSTON

:

Capital and chief city of the state of

Massachusetts in the United States.
definite is known of Jews in Boston prior
In that year there was established the first
congregation, whose founder and first president was
William Goldsmith. In 1848 this congregation purchased the first cemetery for Jews in East Boston.
The second congregation, now known as the Temple

Nothing

to 1842.

was organized in 1853.
any Jew to public office was
1875 when Godfrey Morse was elected to the

Adath
The
in

Israel,
first

election of

Leopold
school committee of the city of Boston.
Morse was elected a member of the United States
House of Representatives in 1876. The first Jew in
the common council was Isaac Rosnosky, elected in
1878, who was aiso the first Jew to be elected (1883)
Godfrey Morse
to the Massachusetts legislature.
was elected president of the common council in 1883.
Bunker Hill Monument, the most notable memorial in Boston, owes its erection in part to the generosity of Judah TouRO, who donated for the purpose the sum of $10,000, nearly one-fifth of the
entire amount received from private sources ("Pub.

Am. Jew.

Hist. Soc," No. 3, pp. 98-100).
principal congregations are the two mentioned above and Beth Israel, Beth Jacob, and
Tlie
leading charitable asMishkan Tefilah.
United Hebrew Benevolent
sociations are the
Association, founded 1864; the Hebrew Women's
Sewing Society, founded 1869; the Leopold
Morse Home for Infirm Hebrews and Orphanage, founded 1888; the Free Burial Association;

The

and the Free

Employment Bureau, which

five

Jewish ChariThere are also the Benoth Israel
ties of Boston.
Sheltering Home, the B'nai Zion Educational Society, the Hebrew Industrial School, the Helping
Hand Temporary Home for Destitute Jewish Children, the Talmud Torah Hebrew Free School, the
Young Men's Hebrew Association, the Young
Women's Hebrew Charitable Association, and the
societies constitute the Federation of

Louisa Alcott Home.
principal social organizations are the Elysium
Club, Progress Club, Purim Association, and the Utopian Club.
The principal rabbis liave been Revs. Nathan,
Aaron Ginsberg, Falk Vidaver, Raphael Lasker,
and Samuel Hirschberg of Congregation Ohabei
Shalom; the Revs. Joseph Sachs, Joseph Shonin
ger, Solomon Schindler, and Charles Fleischer of

The

Club,

Harmony

Temple Adath Israel. Other notable rabbis
Z. Margolis and Hyman S. Shoher.

are

M.

In the total population (500,000) there are about
40,000 Jews, mostly Russian, who have made their
homes in Boston within the last ten years. There is
a small percentage of German, Polish, English, and
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Portuguese Jews. There are also mauy native-born
American Jews in the city. Many of the Boston
Jews are engaged in mercantile and manufacturing
pursuits;

there are several physicians, musicians,

and lawyers; but the majority arc carpenters, paintmasons, plumbers,

ers, builders,

etc.

G. Mo.

The

science that treats of plants.
Like grammar and other sciences based on logical
thought, scientific botany originated with the
Greeks, and from them found its way to the Jews.
Agriculture, gardening, and popular medicine naturalh' led to a knowledge of the plant world and of
and
the most remarkable phenomena of plant life
the natural impulse toward nomenclature led to
Biblical
naive classifications of the plant world.
language is not poor in designations for plants (yiDJ,
noV) and their various parts. In illustration may
be mentioned the different expressions, JjnK^. Ipy^
:

grain '), comprising the
JTJtop (' small grain ') and
all seeds that are eaten, with the exception of large
grain, as, for instance, the leguminous plants, beans,
bles belong:

(a)

^^ii^2^\

five familiar species;

('

(6)

rice, sesame,
poppy [ilaimonides,
n:: '':iy-lT ('garden- plants') (Kil. ii. 2;
Tosef. i. 74), the seeds of which are not edible, but
which bear edible fruits; for example, the onion,
garlic, leek, nutmeg, turnip, etc.
tlax also belong?
to this group.
Some of these garden -seeds are
grown in fields on a large scale, and are then called
D'^y^T ^V^ (' seed species '), as. for example, flax and

peas,

lentils,

D-'JID];

A.
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{<-)

;

mustard

;

grown only

others,

in small beds, as tur-

nips, radishes, beets, onions, coriander, celery, let-

;

for "root";
.-123.

ei:y,

nx. 13.

J??:.

D'^n, rrnar,

ncin.

p:v,

mo. n^D^D, d-jdjd. eiJ?"iD, mavD,
mx3. mov, -i^vp. ^jti-jv rir, mn^:;', nb2\i>,
nc^oj.

"ivj.

tor "stem," "slip," "stalk," "slu)ot,"

and "twigs";

D'Xay, for "leaves" and
"foliage"; p, nVJ, mOD, HID. |"V, for "bud,"
"blossom," and "blossom-stalk";
^12L"N, 1D3,

as well as

n-1133.

f|1{3,

nuy,

mj,

-ij-ij,

nb]}'

pnn, ajy, n:z. rhi'^, for
and "seed"; many of which
reality only used by the farmer

y-iT,

"fruit," "fruit-stalk,"

designations were in

and gardener as technical terms.
fication of plants
with which

—

The

Biblical classi-

on earth begins
(Delitzschon Gen. i. 11) is contained in the passage
which tells of their creation: "And God said. Let
the earth bring forth grass [Xt^], the
Early
herb yielding seed [itJ'y], and the
Classification.
X*jn

life

—

fruit-tree

[yy]

yielding

fruit

.

.

.

whose seed is in itself upon the earth:
and it was so " (Gen. i. 11). The term

explained as embracing, besides the grasses,

is

cryptogamous plants, in contrast to 3U'y; although the Bible never mentions the cryptogamia
elsewhere (Keil on Gen. I.e.). But this is a forced
use of the word somewhat similar to the limitation of fruit-bearing trees to fruit-trees by Jewish
exegetes, according to whom the forest-trees, with
"thorns and thistles," were created only after the
fall of man and the cursing of the earth.
They also
claim, according to Gen. R. v. 9, that the earth had
previously brought forth only fruits and wood bereft of any fruit-taste, in place of fruit-like wood
(in Mishnaic diction |'y had come to mean "wood";
p^a was the word for " tree "). Herewith ended
the classification of plants.
Language had desigthe

nated certain groups, like grain-plants

(-|3,

}J1);

and only when the study of the Law was taken up
in post-Biblical times did it become necessary to establish some uniformity regarding correlated groups,
although the method of classification was not a particularly happy one.
Herein also Maimonides acted
as a systematizer (L. Low, " Graphische Requisiten,"
i. 93),
deducing the following division from Tal-

mudical writings
classified as

tables
trees

("

Yad,"

(1) ni:!5'X

('

Kil.

i.

8, 9):

"Plants are

trees'): (2) DJy^T ('vege-

The former consist of: P2X0 'J^'N ('fruitand piD "2^"^ (' barren trees '). To vegeta-

').

')

:

tuce, are called nip">' (' herbs ')•"
Maimonides' classification is repeated later

on by

for example, in "Kaftor wa-Ferah," ed.
Berlin, Ivi. 119b; Caleb Afendopolo,
Later
in " Adderet Eliyahu," Appendix, 14a.
Classifica- Afendopolo adds to the above, "frtiits

others;

of the ground," as cucumbers, watermelons, the castor-oil plant, and those
medicinal plants which are not used for foods.
For purposes of the ritual blessing there is but
one classification namely, fruit of the tree and fruit
of the soil, in addition to which mushrooms and
truffles form a group by themselves, as, according
to Jewish belief, they are nourished by the air (Maimonides, "Yad,"Ber. viii. and the ritual codices).
As a curiosity of more modern times, the fact may
be mentioned that Azulai speaks of fifty-five kinds of
"fruits of the soil," for which reason, he says, the
Hebrew benediction reads: nOTXH ("of the earth "),
the numerical value of the letters in this word being
55! ("Birke Yosef, Shiyyure Berakah, Orah Hayyim," 203.) This classification was not easily arrived at, as is shown by Ber. 6, as in Tosef., Ber. vi.
8, 27, n''y"iT. D'X'^. and nipi' ("grains," "grasses,"
and "herbs") are distinguished (Israel Lewy, "Fragmente der Mischna des Abba Sanl," p. 10). For the

tions.

;

classification

and

nxun. D'JOp.

niJ^'X. pT, see Sifra 87b

and compare Rev.
X'.in, x'^'^po^ = pT. and

parallels,

Xoproc

—

viii. 7, ix. 4,

6kv6pov

where

= j^'X-

From the standpoint of the value of the soil's
products, those used for maintaining life (for example, wine, oil, flour, fruit) are distinguished from
others less important, as caraway-seeds and spices
('Ab. Zarah iv. 465, 25 etseq.\ "Sheiltot," No. 82).
Israel is compared with wheat, and not with nutmeg or pepper; for the world could well exist without the latter, but could not do so without the former
(Pesik. R. 10 [ed. Friedmann, p. 35a] and parallel
Separate categories are formed of the
passages).
seven plants characteristic of Palestine (see Palestine) and of those used for incense, medicine, and
dycstuffs (D':CDt.
Besides the plants of Palestine and Egypt the
Bible only mentions spices and condiments, coming
from southern Asia and its groups of islands. These
found their way, partly by land, partly by sea, to
the peoples of foreign countries, and were used especially in their sacrificial offerings (Gildemeister
and Hoffmann, "Die Aetherischen Oele," pp. 4 et
seq..

Beriin, 1899).
entire plant

The

world

is

called in the

r!01X'n0V(Sifre, iS^um. 84 [ed. Friedmann,

Mishnah
p. 23a];

;
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Dcnit. 11 [ed. Fiicclinaini, p. GTbj)
^J'n,

NyiXn NHDV

(Kil.

;

Targuni, DTIDV

5); the

ii.

youug

llalakic writers often had occasion to mention
Tlu! establishment of the ritual blessings
for the various kinds of vegetable food and for the

mirsc-iy

plants.

or villi's aid is nyOJ iSliob. i. 8: Toscf. i. (31); yt2J is
"to plant" (Tosc't., 15ei^. vi. 541: T(jsef., B. Ii. vii.
408 Ycr. Meg. i. 701). myUJ yTp is " to Icll i)lai:tatious" (Ned. ill. 5; Tosi't. ii. '^i7; ]]. K. viii. G;
Tosef. iii. ^49; To.scf., Said), iv. 42;j;
Toscl. Hag. ii.
Postill uii ai){)li(.'d sciiso
2o4).
The term nyOJ is oppo.sed to
Biblical
)

;

nil'T)^ in -Mck., Jicshallah, 10 (cd.
Fri('(hnanii, p. 4:)1)); ojjposcd to riipf

Tosef., Sheb.

in

(Toset., Shab.

i.

viii.

Gl;
121;

^1}"^:^
Gi'ii.

\i.

HTlDr
.\x.\i.

is

"gmpes"

14);

but

in

the Targuni n3VJ is used also for "plant."
For the diil'ereut parts of the plant the language
of the Mishnah is so rich in synon}ins as to make it

impossible to reproduce them here. Some of the
designations are for particular products, as "iin^ for
"branch of a lig-tree"; ri'^nj for "branch of the
olive and sycamore"; ri^llCT for "branch of a vine"
All the dilTerent parts of the
(Gen. K. xxxi. 14).
plant an,' enumerated by the Zoliar, which proceeds
to mention the seven parts root, bark, pith, twig,
leaf, blossom, and fruit
in order to draw ])aiallels
to the seven diHerent ways of interpreting the Bible

—

(iii.

—

202a).

The

and the

fertility of Palestine (see
of) are lauded as highly by the
Talmud and the Bible as in secidar literature. " The
vegetation of Palestine was always a very rich one;
its fruits Avere the finest and most easily cultivated.
But on two occasions its productivity reached the
highest ]>it<-h at the time when our fathers took ])ossession of the country, and at tlie time of their going
into e.vile " (Sifre, Deut. '67 [ed. Friedinann, p. 7Gb]
310, 317 [ed. Friedmann, p. 135b]; Pesik. K. 132a;
Talk., Yer. 328).
Still greater shall be its fertility
at the time of the Messiah: "On the day of sowing,
the fruit will ripen as at Creation, yea, even the
wood of tlie fruit-trees will become edible." Wonderful was also the harvest at the time of Queen
Salome: the wheat-kernels grew to the size of kidneys; barley was as large as olives; p(;as were as
large as golden dinars; and, accordingly, samples
of them all were preserved for later generations, to
show what would be the deteriorating consequences
of sin! (Sifra, Behukkotai, ed. Wei.ss, p. llOd, and

rich flora

Pai,i-:stin'E,

Floha

:

parallel passages).

"Unseemly,

j'ea,

even insolent,

of the land which has been manured and
cultivated by its owners, not to deny its harvest to
the con(iuerors after the destruction of Jerusalem "
it

is

(Yer. Ta'an. iv. GOb;

Lam.

B., Introduction, end).
of ]>lant-names found in the
Bible (100) does not correspond with the ex'cessivelj'
rich vegetation of Palestine.
But this will not be a

The

matter

total

number

for surprise, considering that the legislative
part of the Bible is, on account of the food restrictions contained therein, very copious in names of
animals, and that there is little occasion to consider
plants in such connection, these being only occasionally mentioned in poetical and prophetical writings.
The literature of the Mislmah enriches the
Biblical list of plant-names to the extent of about
180 good Hebrew v.-ords; so that it may be inferred
that a very large pro])ortioii of- the Hebrew botanical vocabulary has been preserved.

of the season (1J''"nrm');
agrarian legislation on the rights of
the poor to participate in the harvest;
the lules for tithes, for the priest's portion, and for
the"hallah" (otrering of dough); the regulations
concerning the mixture of heterogeneous plants; the
rules for the Sabbatical year; the law forbidding the
fruit during the tiist three years of the tree's
growth; the establishment of the particular kinds
of grain to be used for the making of unleavened
bread; the salads to be used with the Passover roast;
the components of the festal garland for Tabernacles; the covering of the Tabernacle it.self; the
u.se of botanical words in vows; the proper material
on which to write letters of divorce; sacritice.-> from
the plant world; the ingredients for incen.se; the
kinds of liyssop to be used in the sacrifice of th? lied
Heifer; the laws of Levitical impurity in relation to
all these are far from exhaustive of the ocl)lants
casions where plants are concerned.
Custom and
usage demanded certain vegetable foods on certain
days, and created new relations to the plant world,
as life constantly raised new lialakic botanical questions, of which rabbinical literature treats.
The
throwing of burs on the fast-day of the Ninth of
Ab; the custom of ])luckiug up grass after a funeral,
believed to be a symbol of the resurrection ("Shibbole ha-Leket." p. 373a; Responsa of MaBlT, i. 250;
Lewysohn, ".Alekore ]\Iinhagim," p. 13-1); lotionplants from which a kind of milk runs (Hespon.sa of
KaSHA, No. 248); the chewing of mastic on Passover (RaDBaZ, ed. Fiirth, No. 582); beans wdiich
may be washed with soap (llesponsa of YaBcZ, No.
15G); oats for stuihng geese ("Zemah Zedck," p.
17), the feeding of silkworms with mulberry-leaves
tirst-fruits

Halakah.

:

,

Period.
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"^

—

on Sabbath ("Yakin u-Boaz," ii. 18; "Bet^Yosef"
and Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah Hayyim, 324, 12, and
other sources), are only a f(;w topics taken at random
from the later casuistic literature, in which reference

new

plant products, such as sugar cane, lemons,
Indian meal, eggplant, potatoes, tobacco, camphor, and spices, may be traced.
to

coffee, tea. chocolate,

Europe received most of its cultivated plants from
the Orient.
Some plant-names, like that of the balsam, it returned to the East later; but the Orient also
owes many new terms to the Greeks

Foreign

and

Romans.

The preponderating

Plant-

culture of the former, and tlie cornNames,
merce and luxuiy of Roman life, led
the Jews to adojit the names of many
plants long before thej'' were known in Palestine.
Through the Greeks podded "grains" (pul.se) came
to the East: the Avords i?tyj//r-f, 'Aofim, (pna!/?ing, Trinor,
became familiar to the Jews and other Semites,
while many line sorts of fruit were known by the

names which
for example,

th(>

Roman consumer gave

"plums

of

Damascus"

them,

(SniiaaKrfra),

as,

two

i;npi'i.)Ti'>c), a celebrated brand
the line eating olive {Ko?.vii.^iir).
The names of the peach {~Fi>aiKn), the quince
etc.
(ite?.iiiT/?.n), the kind of pear known as Criistitwiniiin
I'innn, the cembra-iiut (frr/ra^^/Zof), and the fruit ot

sorts of diites (ivKo?.aof,

of tigs, called

(pi,3o?e(.>c,

the Cordid, )Hy.va (Linuieus) indicate the intlueuce n)

—

;
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the Greeks on the fruit trees aud fruit-markets of

The cabbage,

Palestiue.

kale,

and mustard

(Aaipdvr/)

came from Europe;

tlie turnip, carrot {yo-yyvAidia),
leek {KeipaXurdv), parsley, artichoke, aud
sugar-melon are known by Greek designations. The
ash (jieAia), of which three kinds are now found in
Palestine, bears a Greek name; even tor the indig-

parsnip,

enous cedar the word

«i(5pof

maintains

itself

while

;

the wood of the native box-tree is also designated by
the Greek word ttv^lvov.
Passages indicating where various plants were especially cultivated abound in the Mishnaic and Talmudic literature; but these belong rather to a description of the agriculture of Palestine than to

botany. R. ISimon b. Gamaliel, however, shows an
accurate knowledge of the special habitats of plants
when he says: "Of mountains, the ash is characteristic; of ravines I" ghor"], the date-palms; of watercourses [" wadis "], the reeds and of lowlands [" shefelah"], the sycamore" (see Tosef., Sheb. vii. Yer.
ix. 38d; Pes. 13a; Bacher, "Ag. Tan." ii. 327; and
"Kaftor w^a-Perah," p. 107a; Vogelstein, "Laudwirtschaft inPalastina," i. 7; Kaplan, "Erez Kedumim,"
;

;

p. 34).

was reserved
tended to
Sh.

i.
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His opposition to Akiba exother kinds of spices (Tosef., Ma'as.

for food.

still

87).

Nor was

the appreciation of the beauty of nature
Mishuah teachers
for the latter, although engrossed in study, and probably immersed in the explanation of details of sacrificial rites, were so astounded at the wonders of
nature as, for instance, trees, in all their majesty
that they would exclaim " How magArtistic
nificent this tree is "
Such direct apApprecia- preciation of nature had probably betion.
come so foreign to that period and its
manner of feeling that it was condemned as an interruption of the study of the Law
(Ab. iii. 7).
On the other hand, on reviewing the splendors of
creation, the Jew is to praise not creation but the
Creator; at sight of beautiful human beings or trees
he is to extol God, who permits these creatures to
exist in the world (Tosef., Ber. vii. 15; Talmud
Bab. ib. 58b), and who created them (Yer. ix. 13b).
By R. Judah b. Ezekiel of Pumbedita this
thought was condensed into the command " He
who walks abroad in Nisan and sees the blossoming
Praised be He who
trees shall repeat the blessing
entirely lacking in the time of the

—

:

!

:

In other passages also R. Simon b. Gamahel shows
an interest in botanical questions (P"'rankel, " Darke
ha-Mishnah," p. 184); and the interpretation of the
Biblical ^"iv as the resin of the balsam-dropping trees
He de(" katof ") is said to have originated with him.
termines the length of time between the leafing of
the tig-tree and the ripening of its fruit (Tosef. Sheb..
xiv. 67; Yer^ ib. 35d); describes minutely a certain
kind of onion (Tosef., Ma'as. R. iii. 85;
Yer. ib. 52a) declares that rice is not
Ritual
Mention of grain (Tosef., Hal. ii. 98); allows only
,

;

the fruit of the palms of Jericho to
be offered in the Temple as first-fruits
(Tosef., Bik. i. 100) and maintains that there is nothing square in nature, in opposition to which statement it is pointed out that mint, like all labiate
flowers, has a four-edged stem (Low, "Aramaische

Plants.

;

Pflanzennamen," p. 260). He mentions also (Tosef.,
Tebul Yom, i. 684) a peculiar kind of bean {nigella),
the leek, and senna (rT'JIJB'?).
R. Johanan ben Nuri, a contemporary of R. Akiba,
mentions an otherwise unknown inferior and probably only wild grain, the n^DIp; and the "kurram"
or "kurreim," still found in Palestine, makes it
probable that this was the Ilordeum hulhosum (Linnaeus) (Post, "Flora of Syria," etc., p. 902: "found
According to Johanan, this
in grassy places").
n^Olp makes a dough which is subject to the law
of Hallah, and may be leavened; but with this
view other teachers disagree, each claiming that his
opinion is founded on experience (Tosef., Hal. i. 97;

'

:

allows nothing to be wanting in His world who
"
created beautiful beings and trees, to delight men'
(Ber. 43b and parallels; Tur and Shulhan 'Aruk,
Orah Hayyim, 226). Closer casuistic details are
given by Azulai, who, wnth a perfect absence of all
feeling for nature, adds that this blessing should be
pronounced with especially impressive reverence for
the benefit of those souls which may be wandering
:

through trees and plants, and that God's mercy
should be begged for them ("Moreh be-Ezba'," Nos.
198. 199; Palaggi, "Mo'ed le-Kol Hai," i. 6-9).
The same command is extended to flowers (" Lekah
Tob," in " Pahad Yizhak," 1, 58a). Instead of choosing the early blooming almond-tree as the occasion
for saying this blessing, one is commanded to wait
The question as to
until other trees are in bloom.
whether this blessing may be pronounced as early
as Adar and as late as lyyar is the subject of casuistic debate (Alkalai, "Zekor le-Abraham," Orah
Hayyim, 21a; Responsa of Joel Zebi Roth Huszt,
"Bet ha-Yozer" on Orah Hayyim, No. 13).
The miserable condition of the roads of the Holy
Land, when pilgrims discontinued their annual
journey to Jerusalem, was shown in the briers that
overgrew the paths (Lam. R., Introduction, 26; [ed.
Ruber, p. 30]; Yalk., Isa. 302; "Lekah Tob" on
Lam. i. 4) and it was a pathetic sight to behold
weeds growing in forsaken synagogues (Tosef.,
Meg. iii. 225; Talmud Yer. and Bab. I.e.).
;

ib. i. 57a; Tosef., Pes. i. 157; ib. ifer. 29a).
Rice, too, he tried, tliougli unsuccessfully, to classify as a grain and this difference of opinion leads to
the inference that Indian rice
which was unknown
to the Bible, and appeared only after Alexander the
Great was not naturalized in Palestine much before his time (Pes. 35a, 114b; Ber. 37a; see also
Rice).
Saffron-seed cakes (ynn m^n), usually taken
as delicacies before the meal, Johanan would not

The Biblical idea that just as man extols God for
the wonder of His creation, so, too, creation itself
praises its Maker, is not lost even in later times.
Thus the month of Shebat is said to boast that during its duration "the trees grow higher, open their
mouths, and with their l«aves praise

consequently they were not to be
bought with money from the second tithe, which

apph'ed

Yer.

;

—

—

class as

food;

Haggadah.

tJie

31).

reflected also

of the

to

in

the

creation:

God " (Targ. Yer. Ex. xii.
This same poetical thought is

living

the "Perek Shirah," where it is
individual phenomena and parts

"The

trees rejoice

over Israel's

;
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redemption " (Isa. xliv. 23), applied haggadically in
Mek., Beshallah, ed. Friedmann, p. 40b. King Og
was rude enough to designate Abraham and Sarah
as beautiful trees growing by the waterside but bearing no fruit therefore he was punished by being
conquered by the great nation descended from them
(Targ. Yer. on Num. xxi. 34). By fruits are meant
the Patriarchs; by blossoms, the tribes of Israel
(Lam. R., Introduction, 2 [ed. Buber, p. 3J). David,
;

like Moses, a faithful shepherd, reserved the

young

and tender pasture for the lambs of his flock the
older growth was given to the older sheep, the roots
to the fully grown animals, thereby showing his
;

f

be a shepherd of Israel (Midr. Teh. on
Buber, p. 357]). God and the Torah
are compared to plants; thus the Torah is likened to
the fig, the vine, flax, and wheat, while Israel (Ex.
R. xxxvi. 1) is compared to all the nobler trees (the
vine, fig, walnut, myrtle, olive, apple, palm, willow, and cedar).
There was a dispute as to which of the trees thus
compared with Israel furnished tlie wood for Haman 's
gallows (Abba Gorion and "Lekah Tob," on Esth.
vii. 10 [ed. Buber, pp. 41, 48]).
Just as the entire
Song of Solomon is symbolical of God and Israel, so,
too, are the individual plants mentioned in it, such as
meadow -saffrons and lilies. Israel and the peoples
of Canaan suggest a vineyard wherein both cedars
and briers grow: the former are uprooted, while the
latter remain to protect the vineyard (Yalk., Judges
to

fitness

Ixxviii. 21 [ed.

xli. 8a).

The

significance attributed in Ber. 56-57 to vari(citron, fig, barley, pomegranate, pump-

ous plants

and vines)

kin, olive, palm, date, reeds,

in interpret-

ing dreams is made to rest on Biblical verses or on a
play upon words. Solomon Almoli's collection in
his dream-book, " Pitron Halomot, " rests partly on
Talmudic passages, partly on foreign folk-lore and
his own imagination.
Thus to dream of spinach
is said to signify happiness, riches, and honor; of
ginger, honor and

Bodl."No.

6896,

renown

(see Steinschneider, " Cat.

3).

In a figurative sense the names of certain plants,
or,

more

Figurative used

Uses
of Plant-

to

(KnQi!5tD,

see

Low,

specifically, fruit-trees, are

designate

similar

ntny, msn, nme'
I.e.

p.

375;

objects
hiy Ti^)

Steinschneider,

Names.

"Hebr. Uebers." pp. 319, 395; Gen.
R. XX viii. 3 " Monatsschrif t, " xxx viii.
25; Tan., Hayye Sarah, ed. Buber, pp. 7, 51.
Metaphors and comparisons from the plant world
appear in Talmudic literature continually, and many
pass into the most diverse languages and literatures.
In man as the microcosm the hair is said to represent the woods, while the bones correspond to the
trees (Ab. R. N. xxxi., -)yc»> = both "hair" and "foliage"; see also Peah ii. 3; Theocritus, "Idyls," i.
According to Nahmanides ("Terumah," 71b),
131).
"the holy language always compares all forms
with man. That which is at the top is called the
head that below, the feet. " Nevertheless, the words
"roots," "branches," "stems," and "fruit " are frequently used metaphorically. The human body is
likened to the earth; the bones, to the moimtains;
the hair, to plants (Dieterici, "Die Anthropologie
;

—

—

;

der Araber," 1871, p. 15).

"The

roots are the soul.

the stem

Sanh.

is

Botany-

the body," is a Mishnaic saying (Tosef.,
On the other hand, Arabic philos-

xiii. 434).

ophy

is

(see "

Monatsschrif t,"

fectly

reflected in

formed soul

is

Ibn Ezra's dictum on Ps. i. 3
xliii. 239), that the most perthat fruit of the

body which

is

picked at the time of maturity.

The words -ipy (" root ") and f\2]} (" branch"), as designating fundamental law and deduced ordinances,
are found in Sherira (Neubauer, "Chronique Samaritaine," i. 19), but earlier also in the Mishnaic usage
of "ipy, meaning the chief matter, as opposed to ^so.
that of secondary nature (Sifre, Num. 89 [ed. Weiss,
p. 24b] ); nan ^K' 'i'\p'V opposed to J<nbm i<13D
(Yer. Ber. ix. 13c).
"Man is an inverted tree, and
a tree is an inverted man," said Aristotle ("De Part.
iv. 10), and after him all writers of the Middle
Ages Jews, Mohammedans, and Christians. Judah
Muskato ("Nefuzot Yehudah," sermon 15) and Samuel Yafe Ashkenazi (" Yefeh March " on Ber. i. 4),

An."

—

both of the sixteenth century, were familiar with
this comparison
but so also was Gershom b. Solomon (see below).
The simile is worked out in detail in "Aggadat '01am Katon " (Jellinek, "B. H."
V. 58; see also " Monatsschrif t," xiii. 227).
"At the
time of the resurrection the bones will be drawn
;

from the earth the hair from trees; the power of
from fire, as was the case at the time of the original Creation" ( " Bundehesh, " in Spiegel, " Die Tradit.
Literatur der Parsen," p. 116).
Joseph ibn Zaddi^
("'01am Katon," p. 22) and Clement Mullet (Introduction to his translation of Ibn Awwam, p. 22) also
say: "Assyrian agriculture sees in man an inverted
tree, while, on the other hand, the tree is an inverted
man." Of Mohammedans, Kazwini may be men;

life

tioned
icists

logiae

;

of Christians, the following passage: " Phj'sman is an inverted tree" (Migne, "Patro-

say

Cursus Completus," Latin

series, p. 185, col.

107; Guerricus Abbas, "Sermo," ii.).
Steinschneider was the first to collect the

Hebrew

typology of botany (Kobak, "Jeschurun," Germaa
ed. viii. 65). To this belong such statements as that mustard-seed grains
Types,
,

(^Tin, lyM) represent the smallest of
things in contrast to the largest (p^^yn 1113, "Zunz
Jubelschrif t, " p. 107), or to ostriches' eggs (Steinschneider, "Hebr. Uebers." p. 16, note 107; ide7n, in
"Jeschurun," I.e.), or to the ocean (" Monatsschrif t,"
Steinschneider understands
1879, p. 354, note).
sesame-seed as representing something very small.
Similar usage to represent "nothing," figuratively,
is found in many other languages (Hoefer, "Germania," 1873, xviii. 19). Comparisons of cedars and
reeds, and instances of the use of the latter as illustrations of weakness, are also found (see Reed).
Expressions to the effect that the soul is the tree,
and wisdom its fruit; that wisdom is the tree, and

deeds are its fruit; that intelligence without morality is a tree without fruit (Gabirol), and similar
quotations ("Nahal Kedumim," p. 34; see Steinschneider, " Hebr. Uebers." p. 882). all come from the
Arabic (concerning the "fruit of wisdom" see
Steinschneider, in

"Zunz Jubelschrif t,"

and idem, "Hebr. Uebers."

p. 1. note,

p. 156).

Of the scientific expressions of the Arabic period
of civilization mention may be made of 'JI7K D7IJ
for "cone" ("Hebr. Bibl." vii. 90 et seq.), miS

;
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n^ij^nt^VX. J'uiah Tibbon (SteinschucidtT, ''Ik'ljr.
Uebcis." p. 445, note, where also al saiiuhri = ''J122
= p^^anoVX; seeBarzillai, " Yezirah," pp. 222, 347).
Tlie liaugadic pictures drawn from tlie plant
world are chiefly tj^pes taken from the Bible, such
as cedar and reeds, cedar and hyssops, etc. (see the
articles under these respective captions).
The tree as an emblem of luuuan life is a favorite
metaphor in the Bible, and is frequently so iised in

Low, "Gesanunelte
Man
Schriften," i. 67).
The upright man
Compared is compared in the Bible to the palm
and to trees in general. The just man
to Trees,
later literature (L.

is likened to a tree in a clean place
with a branch overhanging an unclean spot; the
wicked man, to the reverse (Ab. 1?. N. xxxix. 119).
"Plant" (riDi*) is a Biblical word for the Messiah
"
'Erke ha-I^inniiyim," s.i".); salvation is
(Heilprin,
a quickening anew of all that is green (Cant. R. on
ii. 2; Targ. Yer. on Isa. vi. 13); the plant springing
from the seed, a picture of resurrection (Num. K.
xviii.).
The seed is conlided to the earth naked;
but the latter returns it to man clothed in fruit
(Sanh. 90b; Eccl. R. v.; Pirke R. El. xxxiii.).
Of fables, the following may be mentioned:
"The Trees and the Iron" (Gen. R. v., end; Sachs,
"Stimmen vom Jordan und Euphrat," ii. Ill), and
"Hadrian and the Old Man Planting Trees" (Lev.
R. xxv. 5).
The beginnings of scientific botany, preserved in
the Jewish literature of the Middle Ages, consist
chiefly of echoes of Aristotle, with now and then information derived from Theophrastus; all of them
transmitted through Arabic channcl.s, and especially
either directly or indirectly from Averroes (concerning Dioscorides, on whom Asaf relies, see Steinschneidcr, " Hebr. Ucbers." pp. 239, 650).
Any one
familiar with the fragments of Aristotelian botany
contained in Meyer ("Gesch. der Botanik," i. ^\ et

exceptional cases only find
in Jewish botanical
Botany.
treatises.
questions of the relationshii) between animals and plants, of
the life of the plant, its soul, its own heat, its nourishment and propagation, occupied the thought of
the entire Middle Ages, and are answered in an AiisTrue, in general botany the Arabs
totelian style.
did not greatly surpass Aristotle; but in speaking
of the Arabian and late Greco-Roman literature,
Meyer {I.e. iii. 326) rightly sa3's: "The sum of special knowledge concerning plants considerably decreased among the Greeks and Romans, but increased among the Arabians.
The Arabs sought in
nature itself the plants commended by the ancients,
and expended much energy on the criticism of synonyms." In this, Jewish literature made the Arabic
its model (see Pi,.\nts); but the literature of .synonymy belongs rather to Jewish pharmacology than
to botany.
In 1197 Pseudo-Galen's " De Plantis "
was translated into Hebrew by an anonymous writer
from Orange (Steinschneider, "Hebr. Uebers." pp.
142, 972).
The book of Pseudo-Aristoteles, " De
seq.) will in

Scientific

anything

new
The

Plantis," demonstrated by ]\Ieyer to have been written by Nicolaus Damascenus, was translated into
Hebrew (Steinschneider, ib. p. 141). In 131-1 Kalony-

mus ben Kalonymus

translated a book on

plants
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containing undoubtedly the entire text of PseudoAristoteles and the commentary of Averroes, with
probably the supercommeutary by Levi b. Gerson
(Steinschneider, ib. p. 142; Renan-Neubauer, "Les
Ecrivains Juifs Franyais," p. 83). According to
Steinschneider (ib. p. 836), a book on
Early
herbs in the Vatican consists of an
Books on alphabetical list of remedies.
so-

A

Botany.

called

"Book on Plants

" is

also

men-

tioned by this scholar (<7.;. pp. 359, 743).
]\[acer Floridus' book on botany (about 1161) was
also translated into Hebrew {ib. p. 809).
The article on botany in tlie encyclopedia " Sha'ar
ha-Shamayim," by Gershom b. Solomon of Aries
(Gross, in"Mouatsschrift,"xxviii. 126; idem, "Gallia
Judaica," p. 82; Renan-Neubauer, "Les Rabbins
Frangais," p. 589; Steinschneider, "Hebr. Uebers."
p. 9), is probably taken from Averroes' conunentary
on the Pseudo-Aristotelian book. It treats of the
soul of the plant; passes on to consider its nourishment, growth, blossoming, and fructification; and
then takes up the influence upon it of the sun's heat,
The hot spices— pepof exposure, and of climate.
grow only imder the
per, calamus, and ginger
" second " climate, that is, where it is hot and dry
the sugarcane under the "fourth," the moderate climate. In France the tropical fruits figs, olives,
and pomegranates— will not grow toward the limits
of the "sixth" climate: only the grape endures, for
the coldness of this zone can not overcome this
In England even the grapeplant's natural heat.

—

—

vine does not survive the "seventh " climate. The
everywhere the same, each having
Plants are heavy,
its particular locality or habitat.
light, or medium.
The lightest and weakest are
those of the pulse family, which, therefore, ripen earliest, just as weaker woman matures before stronger
man. Barley ripens later, and wheat later still.
According to Aristotle, the plant's development
keeps pace with the course of the sun, and reaches
its highest point when the sun is in
Medieval Cancer. Averroes distinguishes beContween perfect and imperfect plants,
ceptions.
Some of the imperfect ones are controlled by one or other of the elements;
thus, aquatic plants by water, and sponges by the
earth.
He says also that most plants live longer
than animals, for they are more nearly allied to the
minerals, and their composition does not contain the
great antagonisms found in the animal world. According to gardeners the moon, according to "modern " teachers the stars, exercise a great influence
over growing plants. Plants consist of the four
elements, but principally of air, as is evident from
the small quantity of ashes remaining after they
are burned. According to Averroes, liowever, the
earthy constituents outweigh the water in some
Then
plants which sink in water, such as ebony.
follow the division of fruits (based upon the edibility of their interiors or exteriors), a pas.sage on evergreen trees, and one on the colors of plants.
Gershom also cont<'nds that plants are green either
because standing water assumes that color or because
water and black earth combine to form green. Like
man, plants, except the upright palm, stand inverted.
Tlierefore, the palm dies if its head, its pinherbs, too, are not
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be cut off. Only palm-trees show a distincbut there are other fruit-trees that bear
no fruit unless other trees of their kind are in their
vicinity.
Some botanical notes to be found in Gershoni are: a short description of the balsam-tree
("Sha'ar ha-Shamayim," p. 20b); of the sunflower
(solsega); the pumpkin is said to cry out as it grows
in the moonlight
the growth of cucumbers should
be furthered by blowing the shofar at the time of
the setting of the fruit (Duran, "Magen Abot," 86a).
Gershom also says that from one tree
TJses
come cinnamon (the rind), mace (the
of Plants, blossom), and nutmeg (the fruit);
cloves also are said to be buds of
nacle,

tion in sex,

;

same tree.
Only two original botanical remarks are found in
Gershom: First, that seedless fruit-trees and grapes
the

may

be cultivated, just as "in our city" (Aries)
is a tree called D"3"1JJ> ("sorbier "), the fruit of
which has no seeds. Gershom alludes to either a definite tree in Aries or to the so-called beam -tree {Morbus torminalis).
Secondly, he says: "Not far from
us there grows a tree the fruit of which is as large
as half a bean and as hard when ripe as a stone, so
that it can not be softened by cooking.
This fruit
seems to mark the transition from the plant kingdom
to the mineral kingdom, as do corals, mushrooms,
and truffles. " Mention, of course, is made of the Barnacle-Goose. The work closes with a description of
the various savors of plants and of their admixture.
Simon b. Zemah Duran (1444) wrote an exhaustive
treatise on the relations between plants and animals
("Magen Abot," 35d, Leghorn). In spite of the
poetical passages in the Holy ScripDuran's
tures speaking of the rejoicing, exBotanical ultation, or sadness of plants, they
Work.
have no feeling possessing, according
to Aristotle, only a self-nourishing
power. Earth, water, sun, and air contribute to
their growth.
Differences in plants are due to tiie
varying combinations of the four elements, to heat
there

—

and cold, to dampness and dryness.
They grow
from seeds; (2) from the decay of other mateiials
(Anatoli, "Malmad," 5a), as the sai)rophytes; (3)
from water; (4) from slips; (5) or parasitically, i.e.,
(1)

on other plants. In addition to the fable that birds
grow on trees, Duran states that in India a woman
grows on a tree, falls witli a loud cry when she is
ripe, and dies.
Duran also compares tlu; parts of
plants to the organs of animal bodies; classifies them
as trees, bushes, herbs, and grasses, as wild and cultivated trees, and as fruit- and forest-trees; and
treats of their varying longevity, of sex (the artifi-

palm- and fig-trees, sometimes,
however, effected by the wind), of the value of
plants as means of nourishment and as remedius, poisons, and odors, and of various plant-juices and their
different tastes.
The only specifically Jewisli reference is the statement that, according to Jewish
scholars, there are 1,290 kinds of plants, since every
herb lias its own particular star, and
Number of there are 1.290 stars, not 1,022 as the
Species.
astronomeis maintain (AbravancI on
Gen. XV. 5). In the commentary on
the "Sefer Yeziiah" the number of the varieties of
plants was estimated at 2,100, corresponding to the
III.— 22
cial fertilization of

Botany

numerical value of pN: K =1,000; 1 = 200 |* = 900.
The statement introduced by Maimonides ("Moreh
Nebukim," ii. 10), "There is no herb on earth without a constellation in heaven that governs it, fosters
;

Grow

comes from K. Simon
Bacher, "Ag. Pal. Amor."
ii. 473;
Low, I.e. p. 6). It is found also in the
Midrash Konen but there an angel is substituted
for the constellation (Jellinek, "B. H." ii. 27; "Sefer
Raziel," ed. Schwarz; "Tikwat Enosh " on Job
xxxviii. 31).
Chwolson ("Ssabier," ii. 467) also
states: "Every plant has its demon."
Such opinions resulted in statements that the number of plant
varieties equals that of the stars (so Gerson b.
it,

and

b.

Pazzi (see Gen. R.

calls to

it,

'

on,' "

x. 6;

;

Solomon, and Duran with more detail).
Nahmanides relies on Simon's statement to establish a better foundation for the Biblical prohibition
against mixing heterogeneous plants (commentary
on Gen. i. p. 4c; on Lev. xix. p. 100b; see Low, I.e.
K. Simon's idea was far too welcome to the
p. 6).
spirit of the Cabala not to be continued further.
Thus, to mention two extremes: the Zohar reproduces it repeatedly, sometimes in combination with

mixed seeds (ii. 15b, 171b; iii.
and Azulai interprets it as follows: "Everything in the world is dependent upon things of a
higher scale: even a little blade of grass is related to
the prohibition of

86a);

higher leaves, developed roots, stems, seeds, blossoms, and petals, to height, breadth, length, form in
fact, to everything of higher significance.
Even its
connection with its angel, and the connection of this
angel with his own sefirah, and of this sefirah with
the Infinite {En Sof'\, illustrate the fact. So that he
who partakes of anything without a benediction,
wantonly tears it from its ultimate connection with
the Deity" ("Midbar Kedemot," letter n. No. 20;
compare letter y, No. 13). The thought has al.so
penetrated into non-Jewish circles. Thus Paracelsus says: "Every star in heaven is a spiritual growth
to which some herb on earth corresponds, and by its
attractive power, the star draws on the herb on earth
corresponding to it; so that every herb is an earthly
star, just as every star is a spiritualized herb"
(Friedreich, "Die Symbolik und IVIythologie der
Natur," p. 193, Wiirzburg, 1859; Meyer, "Gesch.
der Botanik," iv. 430).
An Oxford manuscript mentions herbs corresponding to single planets (Stcinschneider, in "Monatsschrift," pp. 42, 364).
Aristotle's idea of the vegetative soul (t^'DJH
nn?D1Vn) governs almost the entire Arabian and Jew;

ish philo.sophy (Dieterici, "Die Anthropologie der Araber," 1871, pp. 8,
Vegetative 58, 146 et seq.). It is met with in
Soul.
Isaac b. Solomon Israeli (middle of
the tenth century; Steinschneider,
"Ilebr. Uebers." p. 388); in tlie "Book of Defini-

The

tions " (Steinschneider,

"Zunz

Jubelsciirifl," p. 137);

whose influence on Jewish jihilosophy
is
pointed out by Kaufmann (" Al-Batalyusi," )).
10 and gate iv. 51); and in Gabirol (S. Horovitz,
"Die P.sychologie ibn Gabirol's," \). 115, Brcslau,
in Batalyusi,

1900),

who

states in his allegorical exegesis:

"Adam

Eve, the living or animal soul; tiie snake, the desiring or vegetative soul, the lowest grade in animated nature."
The seed of Eve is to crush the head of the serpent,
signifies the reasoning or Jiiunan soul;

Botany
Botou
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wbile the latter

is

to smite the lieel of the former,

and unbroken interconnection
between the natural and psjx-hical worlds. Where
the animal soul ceases, the plant soul begins: the
illustratiag the close

serpent, typifying the plant soul, gets its nourishment from the dust (Kaufmann, "Studien liber Salo-

ibn Gabirol," p. 70, Budapest, 1899). Abraham
Daud's teachings (Steinschneider, " Hebr.
ibn
Uebers. " p. 1369) on plant and animal souls have
been concisely presented by Rosin (" Die Ethik des
Maimonides," p. 48, note, Breslau, 1876), and exhaustively treated by Guttmann ("Monatsschrift,"
xxvii. 164).
"In plants, as in sleeping bodies," says
Ibu Daud, "there is life" ("Emunah Ramah,"p. 15).
"According to Aristotle, the coral shows the transiHe makes
tion from plants to animals" {ib. p. 31).
Similarly
special mention of opium and the aloe.
Ibn Ezra speaks of the plant's soul as its nourishing

mon

growth and propagation (Rosin, in
xlii. 448).
Ibn Ezra devotes considerable care to elaborating Gabirol's allegory menMaitioned above (see Rosin and Kaufmann, I.e.).
monides characterizes the nutrient function of the
principle

for

"Monatsschrift,"

soul as corresponding to the plant soul, but does
not mention the latter in the tirst of the "Eight
Chapters " (Scheyer, " Das Psychologische System
des Maimuni," p. 10; Rosin, "Die Ethik des Maimonides," p. 47). Mosede Leon (thirteenth century)

knew

of the plant soul (Tellinek, "Mose de Leon,"
p. 18, note), as did Bahya ben Asher ibn Halawa,
who says: "The soul of reason is immortal, but the
animal soul is not, and the plant soul is even farther
removed from immortality. The latter is the lowest;
therefore Holy Scripture says that earth brought
forth the plants, while of animals

created

it

says that God
i.
12; Bern-

them" (commentary on Gen.

"Die Schrifterkliirung des Bahya," 1891, p.
In com63; Arama, "Akedat Yizhak,"iii. 1, 29b).
paring man and trees, Aaron b. Joseph, tlie Karaite,
stein,

says: "All this on account of the plant soul" ("MibSee also Shem-Tob ibn Falaquera of
har," 18a).
the thirteenth century (Venetianer, "A Fokozatok
Koenyve," p. 58, Szegedin, 1890; idem, "Das Buch

der Grade von
Berlin, 1894);

Shem-Tob ben Josef ibn Falaquera,"
Hayyim Vital of the seventeenth cen-

tury ("Sha'are Kedushah," i. 2); Steinschneider, in
"Z. D. M. G." xxvii. 557, note; and idem, "Hebr.
Uebers." p. 903, note.
Among general references to plants may be mentioned those by Bahya ben Joseph ibn Pakuda:
" Plants created for the perfection and
General
use of man are a testimony of divine
References, wisdom. The love of God caused man
to come forth from an original nothing
composed of the elements; then to become plantmaterial, then sustenance which is converted into
"
seed and blood, and finally into life and a living man
("Hobot ha-Lebabot," ii. 4 [ed. Baumgarten, p. 7J
Jeshua b. Juib. ii. 5 [ed. Baumgarten, p. 8a]).
dah, tiie Karaite, of Jerusalem (middle of eleventh
century), has the following: "The Jews said that if
it had not been written in the Holy Scriptures: 'And
God said: Behold, 1 have given j^ou every herb that
bears seed, as food,' they would not have been allowed to use herbs and plants for food." Jeshua,
however, thinks tliis opinion untenable, since " plants
;
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feel no pain " (Schreiner, " Studien fiber Jeshua
Jehuda"). Finally, Judah ha-Levi remarks:

b.

"Since minerals originated solely through commixture, they
do not need the God-gianted form necessary to plants and animals, to which a soul has been assigned. The finer the commixture is made, the nobler is its form, revealing more and
more of divine wisdom, until it becomes a plant, whicu possesses
a certain degree of feeling and perception. Forthwith it penetrates into the earth, and, nouiished by good, damp soil and
sweet water, and avoiding their opposites, it grows, and re-

mains standing after having brought forth its kind and produced
This seed devotes itself to a similar activity,
accordance with its wonderful intuitive wisdom, called by the philosophers Nature itself— meaning the powers that care for the
preservation of the species for a body that is a composite of
various substances can not be preserved indeflnitely in its Individuality. Nothing possessing only the powers of growth,
reproduction, and nourishment has any motion. According to
philosophers, these powers are directed by Nature but in reality, whether ascribed to Nature or soul, force or angel, these
successive stages are directed by God. If the commixture is
still more refined, and capable of divine wisdom, it will be fit
to adopt a hight'r f<irm than one possessing mere natural power.
That is to say, it Will be able to obtain nourishment from a dis-

m

seed.

;

;

tance; in other words, it will po.ssess organic limbs, moving
according to its own volition. It will command its members
more than plants are able to do, which latter can not protect
themselves from harm or seek what is useful, and are played
with by the wind. Thus, the animal possesses limbs by which
he is transported. The form granted him in addition to the
natural life is culled a soul" ("Cuzari," v. 10 [ed. Hirschfeld
p. 246]).

On

the necessity of a

ha-Levi

{ib.

ii.

64

knowledge of botany, Judah

[ed. Cassel, p. 169; ed. Hirschfeld,

p. 94] ) says: "When a member of the Sanhedrin
died, another of equal birth could succeed him, for

the sciences were familiar among the
people."
This was necessarily so,
of Botany, since one needed a knowledge of all
the sciences for the complete observance of the Law of the physical ones, for instance,
for the agricultural laws, as in distinguishing
mixed seeds, in avoiding the products of the Sabbatical year and of new orchards, and in separating
various plants from one another, so that each might
be kept with its original species, and that one class
might not be confused with another. It is extremely difficult to determine whether Greek barley
{xovf'ipoq; see Low, ^.c. pp. 104, 164; B. Balilul, 878;
according to Ibn Awwam, a variety of spelt) is a
form of barley, or spelt a variety of wheat, or cauliTo
flower (Low, I.e. p. 2l4) a variety of cabbage.
do so one must know the qualities and the measure of the spread of the roots in the earth, as well
as what does and does not remain over for the next
year, in order that one may know how much room
and interval of time are to be left between one crop
and another.
In a list of foods ^Mei'r Aldabi of Toledo mentions
sixty-five plants, only one of which, pD37S ("eggplant "), has a grammatical interest. None of these
For years they
lists has more than a slight value.

Knowledge

;

were ascribed to Galen and Avicenna.
Neither Todros nor Cavaillon wrote on botany
(Steinsciineider, "Jiidische Literatur," p. 446 [p. 305
of Hebrew edition]; idem, "Hebr. Uebers." p. 783;

In his medical
Gross, "(Jallia Judaica," p. 539).
work, "Ma'aseh Tobiyah," printed in 1697. Tobia
Cohen of Metz (Zunz,""G. S." i. 193) also touches on
cures, and in one appendix treats of forty plants as

foods and remedies;

while in

another he gives a

:

Botany
Boton
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glossary of simple remedies written in several languages. In the first he mentions the following trees
and plants: apple, birch, pear, box, citron, cypress,
date, oak, ivy, ash, fig, pine, oak-apple, elder, linden, laurel, mulberry, pomegranate, walnut, olive,
poplar, brook-willow, peach, plum, rose, rosemary,
elm, sandalwood, tamarisk, fir. willow, vine, 1''~i''L3X"l1
yhau ("juniper'"), plane, W)! pOJ^S (Pino salcati

("polyps"), growing in Europe in pools
reeds and rushes, it folds its leaves together,
seizes the insect, and, crushing it into dust, feeds on
it."
Phineas adds: "How great are the wonders of
our God! " For further information on botany, see

cum, pine-tree).
Tobia Cohen also deserves mention among Jewish
botanists because he illustrated a variety of the

TRELLI), MOSES.

orchid in his

work

(p. 143a).

The superficiality of the barren period between
Mendelssohn's death and the appearance of Rapoport is shown in the chapter on botany, said to be
written, according to some German
Later
text-book on natural history, by BaDevelop- ruch Lindau for his encyclopedia
ments.
"Reshit Limmudim," Berlin, 1788.
He gives a short article on botany in
forty pages, and, owing to his lack of Jewish learning, makes mistakes in the Hebrew nomenclature of

Di?D''!?XL)

among

FoLK-LoRE, Measukes, Names, Plants.
E. c.

I.

BOTAREL (BOTERELIiO, BOTRIL,

Lo.

BO-

See Moses Botarel.

BOTON

:
Spanish family, which immigrated to
Saionica, Turkey, in 1492, and which has produced
man}- eminent rabbis and Talmudists. Jews bear-

ing the

name are

Saionica, Safed,

be found

to

still

and other

in Constantinople,

The

cities of the East.

following genealogical chart gives the more important members of the family, the figures in parentheses corresponding to the numbers of the biographical notices in the text

Moses
I

(3)

Abrabam Hiyya

(c.

1560-1609)

plants.

Phineas Elijah b. Meir of Wilna (Steinschneider,
"Cat. Bodl." No. 6753; Zunz, "G. S." i. 196) was
more intimately acquainted with the Jewish knowledge of the Middle Ages. He derives his natural
philosophy from Hayyim Vital, and describes the
three powers of the plant soul; viz., those that
nourish, those that promote growth, and those that
propagate.
He knows that modern botany regards
all plants as growing out of the seed, tliough in
many cases this is microscopic in size. He also
mentions that plants have male and female organs
of reproduction that are sometimes united in the
same individual, and sometimes divided betw^een
two, in which latter case the wind carries the pollen
to the female part, though bees also, in collecting
the pollen on their feet, assist in the fertilization of
the blossoms they afterward visit.
The microscope discloses the wonders of God in
natiire, and one sees
as Phineas repeatedly asserts
the wliole plant pictured in the seed.
Not only is
the next generation represented, but, according to
some modern botanists, all the later generations lie
folded up in the seed from the time of its creation.
ThiS; however, has not been proved, and is only a
hypothesis.
It may be, he says, that each generation produces only the seed of the next.
Phineas
adopts the latter view, since experience shows that
the unripe seed is not capable of propagation,
though, in view of the nnnute wonders disclosed by
the microscope, the former can not be called impossible.
As he learns from botany that there are
20.000 known plants, while Jewish tradition counts
only 2,100, heconsiders these latter as so many plant
fmnilu'f:, and subdivides these into many classes.
Then follow some remarks on plants turning toward
Among the plants mentioned are the sunthe sun.
flowers (Dv3 yjIT) and quite correctly the Talmudic
^JNIX (should be -){<) or "mallow." Of the brantgoose he treats earlici- in sp(>aking of luoving plants,
such as the ^3 yjn ^X (" tonch-me-noi " or "Imjiatiens").
But the most striking botanical reference
is the following (xi. 4f, G3a)
"In 1744 it was discovered that when flying insects touch the jdant

—

—

:

(9)

Meir

(6)

(2)

(7i

Jacob

Abraham

Jaoob

(1)

(4)

Aaron

Abraham Hiyya

(d. 1687)

Judah
(5)

Abraham

1.

(xviii. c«nt.)

Judah

(8)

Aaron de Boton: Talmudic

scholar;

rabbi

European Turkey, in the latter part of
tin; sixteenth century and at the beginning of the
seventeenth son of Abraham Hiyya (No. 3).
2. Abraham de Boton: Rabbi at Saionica in
the seventeenth century; son of Jacob (No. 6) and
grandson of Abraham Hiyya (No. 3).
3. Abraham Hiyya de Boton: Talmudi stand
rabbi born about 1060 died between 1603 and 1609.
The name " Hiyya " was given him during adangerous sickness (Hiyya = " life " " may he live "). He
was a pupil of Samuel de ^Medina, and later dwelt
for the most part at Saionica as rabbi and leader of
For a time he was rabbi
a Talmudic academy.
at Polia (Michael, " Or ha-Hayyim," p. 95); in 1601
he lived in Palestine (Conforte, "Kore ha-I)orot,"
pp. 47b, 51a); and in 1603 was at Constantinople
at Gallipoli,

;

;

;

;

(Michael,

!

ib.).

his lifetime Boton was distinguished
Talmudist of wide learning and acumen,
though lie himself di<l not have a work printed. His
chief work is " Lehem Mishneh " (Double Bread; also
Dispute of the Mishnah), Venice, 1609: it bears
It isa conunentary
also the title " .Mishneh Torali."
on Maimonides' Yad ha-Hazakah, or Mishneh Torah.
especially on those passages which ai))>arently conHe not only refers to such pastradict the Talmud.
sages as had been jireviously noticed, but discovers a
At the same time Boton
large number of others.
endeavors to establish harmony bet ween the seeming
discrepancies by every possible method of interpre-

Even during

as

a

tation.

"Lehem

Misiineir" also contains

many

re-

marks (m ".Maggid Mishneh," Don Vidal de Tolosa's
commentary on the Yad ha-Hazakah. The work is
now widely spread, and is incorporated with most

"-

Boton
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editions of the
in the last

"

Yad ha-Hazakali

two

that have appeared

Cloni'orte relates

centuries.

{lb.

\).

45a) that his teacher Mordecai Kalai told him and
other pupils that the " Leheni Mishneh " was the
joint work of Kalai and Boton, who were fellow
students; and Kalai is even reported to have said

Other responsa by Meir were included

Talnuul.
the
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works of

in

his contemporaries.

Conforte, Kore ha-Dorot, pp. 43a, 44b, 48b,
51b; Azulai, S/iem ha-Gedolim, e<i. Benjacob, i. 118; Stein6;i<,)5
Benjacob, Ozar ha-Sefarim,

Bibliography

:

schiieider. Cat. Bodl. No.
p.

;

.J.VJ.

L. G.

Beu.— A.

I.

p.

"

that most of the observations in " Lehem Mishneh
were his own. This aspersion loses force through
the fact that though Kalai lived in the same city,
he never made this claim against Boton publicly.
Another work of Boton 's was " Lehem Rab " (Great

Meal, or Great Dispute), responsa, published
grandson Abraham (No. 4), Smyrna, 1660.
Biblioor.'VPHY
i.

:

The Authorized Version

that in reality signify
" skins
for holding

his

("hemet,"
Gen. xxi. 14 et seq.,
" nod,
for
water
liquids"

lia-Dorot, pp. 37b, 43a, 43b,
ed. Ben7; Micbael, Urlia^Haijiiim, No. 18:i; Uenjacob, Ozar

Slum ha-UedoUm,

Az'ulai,

;

p. 2(i0; idem, Leheni Mi^lmeh, Amsterdam,
The novellaj on Batta Kammn in Abraham Akra's Meharcre Ncmcrini must be the work of another and earlier
Abraham de Boton.

;

ha-Sefnrim,

Judges

1703.

milk;
Josh.

Hiyya de Boton
Emineut
4. Abraham
rabbi; born about 1625 at Galli{)oli, province of
Adrianople; died about 1700 at Jerusalem; son of
Aaron (No. 1) and grandson of Abraham Hiyya (No.
He at one time lived at Smyrna, where he was
3).
a member of Joseph Eskapa's college of rabbis, and
in which city he publi-shed (1660) his grandfather's
" Lehem Rab."
Toward the end of his life he settled
in Jerusalem, accepting the post of rabbi in the divorce court.
Or

Micluiel,

:

Sam.

Azulal,

:

Shem ha-GedoUm,

Jacob de Boton

6.

ii.

79.

Rabbi at Salonica

in the
part of the si.xteentli centuiy or at the beginning of the seventeenth son of Abraham Hiyya
(No. 8).
:

latter

;

7. Jacob de
Salonica, where
grandfatiier,

Boton

Talmudist, and rabbi at

:

father,

liis

Jacob (No.

6),

Abraham (No. 2), and
had held the same posi-

tion; died there 1687.

Jacob was the author of
'Edut be-Ya'akob
(Witness in Jacob), responsa, published in Salonica,
1720, with a supplement entitled " Likkutim " (Fragments), containing Talmudic collectanea and fragments of his lost work on tlie "'Sefer ha-'Ittur" of
Isaac; ben Abba Mari.
'*

Bibi.iogkaphy: Azulai,

Shem ha-Gednlim,

ed. Benjacob,

i.

13,

for

24, x. 3, etc.,

for wine).

The R. V.

corrects this only
sporadically
c o

m

;

pare

I

gin;

Sam.
Ps.

x. 3,

mar-

cxix.

83;

while in Jer. xiii. 12
the marginal reading

:

BiBi.iOGKAPiiv

4,

xvi. 20,

[Hebr. 9],
"ob," Job xxxii. 19,
for wine; "nebel," I

5. Abraham ben Judah de Boton Talmudist
He wrote "Mahazeh
of the eighteenth century.
Abraham " (The Vision of Abraham), Salonica, 1796,

responsa and Talmudic discussions.
The work contains some additions by his son Judah
(No. 8).

ix.

for

19,

Sam.

I

Ivi. 8
for water;

lia-Ilitimini, No. 40.

comprising

iv.

wine; Ps.

:

Bini.iOGHAi'HV

(partly after

example of the Vulgate, which uses "lagena,"
I Sam. X. 3; "laguncula," Lam. iv. 2) introduced
the incorrect translation " bottle " for various words

Karc

Conforte,

:

44a, 45a, 48a, 50b, 51a

jacob,

by

BOTTLE
the

substitutes "jar."

The various words
Mode of

Filli.sc; Jaks Iisum
Water-Bottlks.

in

all

these passages

have reference to the
skin, usually of a
(From a photograph by Ilonfils.)
goat, sometimes of a
The animal is
sheep, in exceptional cases of an ox.
skinned without making a hole in the body; the
four holes where the lower legs have been cut off
are closed by being sewn together, while the hole
caused by the cutting of the head is bound together
and serves as an aperture. The hairy side is frequently the inside, though in other cases it is left
outside.
To keep the skin tight it is greased or
smeared with pitch. (On the habit of smoking it
(Ps. cxix. 83) see Wine.) The mending, i)atching,
and tj'ing up, nece.s.sary with bursting skins, are referred to in Josh. i.\. 4, 13: "bottles old. and rent,
and bound up." The easy bursting ascribed to new
skins with wine (Job xxxii. 19) is, evidently, due to
an error of the text (compare the N. T. saying. Matt.
ix.

\1 et

seq.).

The

further reading

is:

"like skins

i.

80; Steinschneider, Cat. liinll. No. 5513.

with new wine, it is about to burst"
Budde's commentary, ad lor.).

filled

8. Judah de Boton
Talmudist of the second
half of tlie eighteenth century.
Ilewrotesome Tal-

(see

:

The skin
ing nomads,

9. Meir de Boton
Talmudist of the seventeenth century; son of Abraham Hiyya (No. 3).
Meir was rabbi at Gallipoli, and wrote a number of
works, of which only his responsa were published

the most practical vessel for AvanderAvere probably the first to use it.
However, it was in very general use among the
classical nations.
Its employment still survives to
some extent in Spain and Greece, while the custom
in tli(! INIohammedan world has in nowise diminished.
It is questionable whether the translation of tlie
Authorized Version is correct in tiie case of the
"bottle [margin for " vessel "] of potters" (Isa. xxx.
The exiivession " nebel " (rendered "[earthen]
14).

(Smvrna. 1660). together

pitcher." Lam.iv. 2) seems to refer in this i>assage to

mudic essays as an appendi.v to "Mahazeh Abraham" (Salonica, 1796), a work of his father, Abra-

ham

(Xo.

5).

Bibliography

:

Azulai,

Shem ha-Gedolim,

11.

78.

:

witii

some novelhc on the

is

who

a large earthen jar holding perhaps as much as an
ordinary skin. From the present knowledge of the
vessels for storing wine among the various ancient
nations the form of a bottle is certainly excluded.
In Jer. xix. 1 (compare 10), "a potter's earthen botthe word "bakbuk" (Syriac, baghug, perhaps
from a root signifying " to gurgle ") seems to mean a
vessel with a narrow neck. In I Kings xiv. 3 (A. V.,
" cruse, " margin " bottle ") it is used for honey.
The
Septuagint renders this word, however, by fi'moq (a
broad jar with handles and narrow neck) and by
On the other hand, the Greek and
crafivoq (jar).
tle,"

Goatskin Water-Botti.es,
(From

Latin words for bottle
to be of Semitic origin.

{/nyT/voc, lagenn, etc.)

Moreover,

tlie

seem

bottle-form,

which

much

is

known.

Bibliography: Nowack,
Benzinger, Aidi. p. 94.
J. .JR.

hence also D1Dvbl3, (iovAevrt/g = "senator"; Git.
37a; Sem. viii., "the boules or senates of Judea ").
According to Yer. Ned. iii. 2; Shab. iii. 8; Pesik.
H. xli.
Ab. R. N. xx. (ed. Schechter, p. 72), there
were twenty-four boules in the south of Judea,
which passed out of existence on account of the
;

general disregard of the sanctity of the oath. Compare Saniiedrin and PROSBrL.
Bibliography: Briill's Jahrh. i. 41; Levy, yculiehr. WOrterh.; Jastrovv, I>i'cf. s.v. vx'^n, V'i3, and Dion?J: Schiirer,
Buchler, Das Synedrion in JcitmiGe.«c/i., ;!d ed., ii. ~'ll
;

lem, p. 1« (coinimre pp. 57, 332 et seq.), Vienna,

Now

19<)2.

K.

T.

in h.sk in Pai.kstine.

a plintograph by the Palestine ExpUnalioii Fmid.)

glass is specially suitable, was never
used in anticjuity, least of all in the Orient.
The specimens of Egyptian and Phenician glass bottles that have been found seem, on account of the
costliness of glass (compare Job xxviii. 17; "crystal," A. v., parallel with "gold "). all to have been
intended for perfumes. No Biblical mention of them

for
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BOUNDARIES

Limits of a tract of land.
the IIcl)re\v tribes gave up their nomadic life
and settled in Palestine in agricultural communities,
the most important matter was the fixing of definite
boundary-lines to separate the lands of the different
tribes and of the families within the tribes.
Tlie
importance of this is sufficiently shown in the Book
of Joshua (xv.-xxi.), where a careful record is made
of the boundaries of the tribes and their families
:

When

(B. B. 5f)a).
Ilchr.

.irchiiolouic,

pp.

145,

2S2;

W. M. M.

BOULE (^^u, ])lural nv^n and niX^13 Greek,
= "council "): Court of justice, or Saniiedrin
;

Pov?i7f

also the seat of the .senate (Josephus, " B. J." v.

;

i,^2;

The Biblical law does not enter upon the details
of the law concerning boundaries, contenting itself
with expressing in general terms its disap])roval
of the crime of r(nu)ving the boundary marks.
Of
the importanr. braiuli of llie law dealing witli the
details of boundarv-liiies, ])arty lines and walls^

Boundaries
Bourges
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to take care that no landmark be removed ("Bar
Mahwanita," B. B. 68; "Meshoha'ah," B. M. 107b).
The law was likewise inculcated by moral injunction.
Sifre (Deut. 188) after quoting the text, Dent,

and the like, tlie Bible apparently knows
nothing. These form an important part of Talniudic law.
fences,

The

Biblical law solemnly prohibitetl

any tamper-

ing with the landmarks: "Thou shalt not remove
thy neighbor's landmark, -which they
Biblical
of old time liave set in thine inlicritLaw.
ance, which thou shalt inherit in the
land that the Lord thy God giveth thee
to possess it" (Deut. xix. 14); and this
proverbial (Prov. x.xii. 28, xxiii. 10).

Boundary-Slone
(From

SteindorflE,

"

:u

.

Blute/.eit dt-s

.

xix. 10, says

The

aauiia.

Tharaonenreiches.")

princes were

boundary-

among

BOUNDAUY-STONE OK
With
first

to set at

the

naught the ancient law (Hosea

v. 10;

had

'

Thou

to contribute one-half of the

Each

of the parties

strip

on which the wall was built

"^TJ ^r\7^

The rabbinical authorities, however,
2).
They appointed surreestablished and enforced it.
veyors familiar with the boundaries of each estate.

Job xxiv.

said,

Why

does it now
It is to teach that
say, Thou shalt not remove '?
he who uproots the boundary -mark of his neighbor
is guilty of two crimes, robbery and removal of the
landmark. " In a similar strain Maimonides (" Yad,"
Genebah, vii. ll)andtheHoshenMishRemoval pat (376, 1) say: "He who removes
Equal
his neighbor's landmark, and thus appropriates a portion of his neighbor's
to Theft,
property, be it even a finger's breadth,
if he does it with violence is a robber, and if he does
Solomon ben Adret decided
it secretly is a thief."
that a trespasser building on the land of his neighbor may have his house razed because the owner of
the ground is not obliged to part with it or " to take
money for his inheritance," but may insist upon repossession of his ground (Beer Hagolah to Hoshen
Mishpat, lb.).
The greatest care was, therefore, taken to insure
accuracy of measurement in fixing the boundarylines, especially when a field was about to be sold.
The form of conveyance of the field of Makpelah
(Gen. xxiii. 17) shows great care in the formal
terms, and refers to the "gebul," the boundary-lines
In Talmudic times, as stated above,
of the estate.
In measuring
official surveyors were appointed.
two fields the surveyor was not permitted to measure the one in summer and the other in winter, because the measuring-line shrinks in summer (B. M.
61b; Shulhan 'Aruk, Hoshen Mishpat, 231, 18). In
measuring the lines of land to be divided among
brothers or tenants in common, the law enjoins great
care, because in measuring lands the space of a
finger's breadth is as valuable as if it were sown
with crocus (B. M. 107b; Hoshen Mishpat, I.e. 16).
The lines and angles of the field had to be described,
and in the deed the names of the owners of the adjoining laud were given (Hoshen Mishpat, 219, 1-5,
based on B. B. S2a et seq.).
When a division of dwelling grounds held by tenants in common was made, a dividing-wall had to be
built of such material as the local custom prescribed.
(B. B.

i.

1).

When

BY M. ci.kkmont-Ganneau.

Gf:ZKR, DlSCOVKRKl)
the inscription

Has the Bible not already

'

During the time of the Kings the primitive no-

mark disappeared.

*'
:

shalt not rob' (Lev. xix. 13)?

law became

tions concerning the sacredncss of the

342

(''

Lii

lit

of Gezer.")

the owners of two adjoining fields desired to build a
dividing-fence, they built it on the party line, and
each erected a sign on his side to indicate his ownerIf only one of them
.ship up to that point {ib. 2).

Boundaries
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wished to build tlie fence, he had to build it entirely
on his own ground {ib.). The owners of fields were
not compelled by law to build boundDividing-- ary-fences except where local custom
Walls
so prescribed, but the owners of garor -Fences, dens were compelled to do so {ib. Hoshen Mishpat, 158, 1). The prescribed
height of such fences was ten handbreadths, or four
ells (Hoshen Mishpat, ?.e. 3 " Yad," Shekenim, ii. 16),
;

;

Bourg-es

The law of party walls in cities was quite well
developed, its principles being substantially those
prevailing in modern law. A party wall between
two houses might be used by both owners: each
might dig on his side, and put joists into the wall;
but he must take care not to overload it. The
weight of the material laid upon it was determined
by local regulations (B. B. 6a; Hoshen Mishpat, 153,
14, and gloss).
If the wall was owned by one of
the adjoining owners, the other had not the right to
use it (B. B. I.e. Hoshen Mishpat, I.e. 15) but if he
did use it, he might acquire a legal right by prescription (B. B. I.e. Hoshen Mishpat, I.e. 16).
If the wall was owned by one of the adjoiners,
and in building it he had made lioles in it on his
neighbor's side, this did not give Jus neighbor the
right to use them without tlie owner's consent.
They might have been made as a matter of convenience simply so that, if the neighbor was permitted
to use the wall, he need not cut into it, and thus
weaken it (B. B. I.e. Hoslieu Mishpat, I.e. 19). See
;

;

;

;

;

Easements, Neighbors.

I

Bibliography
'Aruk^
J.

:

The subject

l;f<>8hen

Miahpaty

is

developed in detail in Shulhan

147, 148.

D.

SR.

BOURGAS

W.

A.

City of eastern Rumelia (southern
Bulgaria) and port on the Black Sea; six hours distant from Constantinople.
The Jews of Bourgas
came originally from Yambol and Caruabat, the first
family settling in 1879. There are a synagogue, a
Talmud Torah, and a school for girls, with about 80
pupils, under the management of the Alliance Israelite Universelle.
The Presente family of Bourgas is
In 1901, in a total populathe richest in Bulgaria.
tion of 5,000, there were 550 Jews, mostly Greek.
Bibliography

:

:

Bulletin of the Alliance Israflite Universelle,

1886, 1892.

M. Fr.

D.

BOURGES

Babylonian Boundary Stone, dated 1120
(From

J. de

Morgan,

*

b. c.
Rerherches Archeologiqiies.")

and the width was determined by tlie local custom
(Hoshen Mishpat, 157, 4). Such a fence might not
have any opening in it; it must be a dead wall {ib.).
Wlicre the boundary-fence was built to separate
the lands of tenants in common, which laws had been
partitioned, both parties shared the expense; and
if the wall or fence fell, the materials were divided

between them

(//'.

3,

5).

Capital of the department of Cher,
France.
From the beginning of the Middle Ages
Jews dwelt in Bourges. It is recorded that in 568,
and again in 624, attempts were made to convert
them to Christianity ("Gallia Christiana," ii. 13,
folio ed., 1716; "Vita Sulpicii," ii., ch. 3). After an
interval of more than five centuries, during which
little or no trace has been left of their presence in
the city, it is chronicled that the French king,
Phihp Augustus, delivered over to Grand Master
Matthew the house of the Jew Isaac Uradis at
Bourges (Leopold Di'lislc, "Cat. des Actes de
Philippe-Auguste," No. 121; " Hebr. Bibl." xx. 14).
A short time afterward (1204), in a list of the Jews
authorized to reside at Chatelet, near Paris, occurs
the naiTie of Beuedictus Bituricensis, a native of
Bourges, as his name implies (Delisle, ib. No. 890).
Toward the end of the same century the Jews of
:

Bourges had become somewhat numerous, judging
from the many entries against their names on the
royal tax-list (Lazard, in "Rev. Et. Juivcs," xv.
[not xiv. as given by Gross, s.v.] 240, 246, 248, 258),
and were in a prosperous condition.

A decree of Philip V. ("the Fair"), issued to the
magistrates of the province Jan. 24, 1310. regulated
the procedure for the recovery of debts due to Jews
within the bailiwick of Bourges (Simeon Luce,
"Cat. d(s Documents du Tresor de Chartres," in

«

:

Bovo Buch
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Bracelets

ii. 62) as follows. (1) Suit by a
for the recovery of a debt oiilstaiiding twent}*
years or more was prohibited, unless it was established that before the expulsion of the Jews lejral

"Rev. Et. Juives,"

Jew

steps had been taken for enforcing payment;
any record of payment was taken as proof of

(2)

dis-

the simple oath of a debtor
attested by a single witness, was a sufficient answer
before the court from a debtor to his creditor in all
cases wherein tlie debtor was of good repute and
the debt did not exceed ten pounds; (4) no Christian

charge of the debt;

(3)

debtors of Jews were to be imprisoned if they were
willing to mortgage their property for a sum equivalent to their debts and lastly (5) magistrates were
to deal leniently with debtors of Jews appealing
from adverse decisions, and were to receive their
have no record of learned Jews at
appeals.
Bourges. Mention is made of a certain Tosafist
(glossarist of the Talmud) (R. H. 24b), Elia b.
Solomon of J^IJlll Avhich word may possibly be a
mistake for J^'"l:-|^. according to the reading of the
"Kore ha-Dorot," folio lob.
;

We

M.

G.

BOVO BUCH. See Baba Buch.
BOW. See Weapons.
BOWL. See Drixking-Vessels.
BOX-TREE (Hebrew, IICNn) Judging
:

by

S.

Isa.

(A. V. "box") is a tree of
the Lebanon, promised for the rebuilding of the
Temple, together with the "tir-tree and pine."
In Isa. xli. 19 there is a prophecy that the fir-tree,
Ix.

13,

the box-tree

the pine, and the box-tree (R. V., margin, " cypress ")
would flourish in what was then the desert. In
Ezek. xxvii. 6 the Revised Version, adopting a better division of the consonants, translates "boxwood
from the isles of Kittim" as parallel to fir, cedar,
and oak, used for ship-building. In Ezek. xxxi. 3
Ewald emends "the Assyrian" ("ilB'N) to read "a
box-tree" ("l1L^'^<n) ("Behold a box-tree was in Lebanon "). Compare Cornill's Ezekiel, ad loc.
The tree in question is called "te'ashshur," a word

occurring only in Hebrew. That Aquila and Theodotion simply transliterate the word throws a suspicion on the tradition; likewise that the Sepluagint
("cedar," Isa. Ix.) evidently makes a poor guess.
Symmachus, as well as the Vulgate, wavers between the renderings "box-tree" (Isa. xli.) and
"pine" (Isa. Ix.). Peshitta {slturhinta) and Saadia
understand that the sharbin -tree of modern Arabic
This seems to be the shurmenu of the
is meant.
Assyrians, which, according to a geographical list
(Delitzsch, "Wo Lag das Paradies?" p. 101), was
At present
the characteristic tree of the Lebanon.
the sharbin of the Lebanon fcalled a cypress by
some, a kind of juniper bj' other.s) is a pine-tree,
extending its branches widely at a small angle with
the stem, and bearing very small fruit-cones (Seetzen,
I. Low ("Aramilische Pflanzen"Reisen," i. 167).
namen," pp. 887-388) distinguishes this Jnniperiis
o.rycedrus or Pliaiiiccd from Syriac sJtarwaina, Cupressus sempervirens (Targumic slmrhina, Syriac
shurbinta, a differentiation which is followed at present by few writers). Hoffmann (" Ueber Einige Phiinikische Inschriften," p. 21) tries to assimilate the
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Hebrew "te'ashshur" with tlie word "shurbin" by a
But for the testimony in form
series of emendations.
of the traditional view furnished by the Hexaplar,
The identhis identification would be acceptable.
tification with the box-tree, on the other hand, is

supported by Theodotion and the Targumic eshkero'n, which, after the Syriac eshkar'a, is the
Buxus sempervirens (Low, ib. p. 63); not the Buxns
longifoUd, which, besides being too low, is a shrub,
and does not occur in Phenicia. The fact that it
came from Kittim (Cyprus) does not help toward
Possibly
the solution of the difficulties involved.
both branches of the tradition rest only on the
graphic similarity but with the scanty material at
dispo.sal no decision between the two explanations
;

is

See Cypress.

possible.
.J.

W. M. M.

JR.

BOZECCHI or BUZECCHI ("p^vn) Prominent Italian family, the members of which when
settling at Rome called themselves after their native
Traces of
place, Buzecchio, in the province Forli.
the family may be found as far back as the thirteenth century. A synagogue built by members of
a family of this name existed as early as 1240. By
the end of the fourteenth century the name had disappeared and had become incorporated with that of
Anaw, of which family the Bozecchis were an
offshoot.
Four members of tliis family deserve
:

mention

Benjamin ben Judah

1.

Exegete, gramma-

:

and philosopher born at Rome about 1295 died
He was the disciple of Joab ben
there about 1335.
Benjamin ben Solomon. Although his activity lay
in the fields of exegesis and grammar, the poet Immanuel of Rome represents him as an accomplished
He was the author of
scientist and philosopher.
the following works: (1) a commentary on Chronicles and Proverbs, still extant in manuscript (Codex
rian,

;

de Rossi. 308

',

691, 728

;

3;

Paris, 214^; Oxford, 221 ^

364", 714'), in which he endeavors to avoid all haggadic explanations, condemning them and adhering
to the literal interpretation based upon grammar
and lexicography (he frequently quotes Ibn Gannah,
Ibn Ezra, and Kimhi, who served him as models) (2)
a supplement to Isaiah Trani's unfinished commentary on Kings (Codex Angel 1) (3) glosses to the
;

;

greater part of the Bible (compare Berliner, in
"Hebr. Bibl." xiv. 69); (4) "Mebo," an introduction
to a
hi's

Hebrew grammar which, published with Kim"Mohalak," Pesaro, 1560, enjoyed great success,

and was often reprinted.
2. Judah ben Benjamin: Physician, probably
son of the former; lived at Rome in the fourteenth
century. He was the friend of Immanuel, who
praises

him

in his

Menahem

3.

:

"Mahberot"

(xxii. 94).

Probably an uncle of Benjamin:

mentioned by

tlie latter in the glosses to Isa. xxxiii
Praised, to4. Shabbethai ben Menahem
gether with his father, by Immanuel {I.e. xxviii.).
:

Bibliography:

Steinschneider, Behr.

BiU.

xviii. 106 et i>co.-

Zunz, A nalektot, iv. 193 rt xcq.; Berliner, Pcletat Saferiw. pp. 11 (/ tin/.: (iiidemann, Gcxch. dc.'t ErzielmiHixH-excn-'

und

CvKiirdn-Judoi

in Italien,x>P- l?3etseq.; Baclier.
.Tvircx. x. 12:5 et .««'/.; Berjjer, in Berliner
seq.;
et
Vogelstein and Rieger. Gc«cli
207
^fn(|^ziu. l.**!), pp.

in

iter

G.

(In-

Rrv. Et.

Juden

in

Rom,

i.

386-388.

L

Br.

I

;

Bovo
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BOZB.AH (LXX., Bomppa and Buaop, translated
"wall"; Vulgate, " Bosra ").— Biblical Data: 1.
According to Isa. xxxiv. 6, Ixiii. 1; Amos i. 12;
Jer. xlix. 13, 22, one of the principal cities, or perhaps the capital, of Edom. Gen. xxxvi. 33 ( = I
Chron. 1. 44) states that the Edomite king Jobab,
and in accord
son of Zerah, came from Bozrah
ance with Gen. xxxvi. 42, "Mibzar" is perhaps to
be read "from Bozrah." In Micah ii. 12 "the sheep
of Bozrah " has been understood as a proverbial
expression for a great multitude; but the term
admits of other and more plausible interpretations.
Most modern translators understand " Bozrah " here
as "sheepfold," while the Septuagint ("in [their]
crowd") and the Vulgate ("in the fold") interpret the word as a common noun with a prepo.sitiou
prefixed.
Eusebius (" Onomasticon ") locates Bozrah "in the mountains of Idumjea. " Most probably, therefore, it is the modern village Bus^ra
(Buseireh), on the road between Tufile (ancient
Tophel?) and Shobek, with fifty houses and some
;

insignificant ruins (Baedeker-Socin, " Palestine

and

Syria," 2d ed., p. 151).
2. Jer. xlviii. 24 mentions another Bozrah,
side of Kerioth in

Moab, from which

it

Bracelets

dot Gedole Yisrael," n No. 15) has the name in the
corrupt form of D^H ("Dukes" or "Rukes"), from

Bozzolo was a

prolific writer.

Many

of his ha-

throughout the later responsa.
A more extensive work in two volumes,
entitled "Be'er Mayim Hayyim" (Well of Living
Water), the first having the separate title "Ez
Hayyim," the second "Mekor Hayyim," contains
cabalistic explanations of the ritual laws (Salonica,
lakic decisions are scattered

1546).

Bibliography

:

Cat. Bodl. col.

Wolf, Bihl. Hehr. iii.. No. 618 ; Steinschneider,
8.32; Zedner, Cat. Hehr. Books Brit. Mus.

p. 177.

K.

I.

BRACELETS
for

Br.

Ornaments in the form of rings
the arm, worn by the Hebrews, as well as by all
:

Besides serving as ornaments they
and amulets, as a protection against demons (W. R. Smith, "Religion of
the Semites," 2d ed., p. 453), and intended to protect
the upjier arm and the Avrist, on which they were usuThe women commonly
ally worn, from wounds.
adorned themselves thus; but Num. xxxi. 50 and
ancient peoples.

were also worn,

like earrings

by the
would ap-

pear that the place usually known as Bezer is
meant.
Care must be taken not to confound with these,
as has often been done, the great city Bosra (Greek
Bocrpa) in the Hauran, the capital of that region during Roman supremacy (when it was called " Bosra
Nova Trajana"), and even under Arab dominion.
This place now shows considerable Roman ruins. It
is mentioned (I Mace. v. 26, 28) as " Bosora, " a strong
and great city of Gilead, captured by Judas Maccabeus, evidently with the help of the Nabat«ans
ib. V. 25), who at a later period possessed the place.
Bibliography: Buhl, Edomiter, 37; idem, Gengraphie des
Altcn FalUfitina, pp. 231 et scq.; Benzinger, in Pauly-Wissowa, Eeal-Encyclouddie der Clasnischen AltertumnwissenKchaft, V. 789.

ju.
W. M. M.
In Rabbinical Literature
According to
some scholars, there was only one Bozrah and the
J.

:

;

contradiction in the statements that the city belonged
both to Edom and to Moab is explained as follows:
The Moabite Bozrah was the birthplace of the Edomitish king (Gen. xxxvi. 33) when Edom no longer
produced men fit to be rulers. For this reason also,
the Prophets included Bozrah in their prophecies
against Edom because that city furnished kings to
Edom (Gen. R. Ixxxiii. 3). Other scholars, however, among them the Syrian Aphraates (" Homilies,"

Wright, p. 212), distinguish two cities by the
of "Bozrah," the birthplaceof King Jobab thus
being Edomitish (Num. R. xiv. 8). Bozrah is Jo])'s
legendary birthplace or residence (compare Job in
Rabbinical Literature).
Bibliography: Ginzbergr, Die Haggada bei den Kirclu)!ed.

name

vatern,

1900, pp. 134, 125.

L.

G.

Gold Bracelet from Cyprus.
(From the

Ct-snola collection in the Metropolitan

Museum

of Art,

New

York.)

Sam. i. 10 show that men, esiK'cially men of rank,
wore such ornaments. An illustration printed
in Layard's "Nineveh and its Remains" (p. 125,
ed. 1849) shows that both arms were decorated,
as is occasionally the custom with the Arabians
to-da}' (Niebuhr, "Travels in Arabia and the SurThe styles
rounding Countries," 1778, p. 164).
probably varied; and the bracelets may often
have been coiled, like a snake (Wilkinson, "Ancient Egyptians," ii. 342; Richm, " llandworterbuch," i. 115). Three words for "bracelet" occur in the Bible: (1) "ez'adah" (Num. xxxi. 50;
II Sam. i. 10), for which Wellhausen proposes toread "hazzeadah
but compare Nestle, "MarII

also

''

;

BOZZOLO,

HAYYIM OBADIAH BEN

JACOB OBADIAH DI

:

Taliiuulist

and

cabalist

lived at Salonica in the middle of the sixteenth cen-

probably a native of Bozzolo in Italy, whereConforte ("Kore ha-Dorot," ed. Cassel. p. 39a)
calls him " Di Bozzolo," while Nepi-Ghirondi (" Toletury
fore

;

who

defends the Masoretic text
12 probably "hazze'adot " mu.st
be read insU'ad of "luredut"); (2) "zamid" (Gen.
xxiv. 22, XXX. 47; Num. xxxi. 50; Ezek. xvi. 11,
to join, to lie toxxiii. 42; compare "samadu"
gether which seems to denote the bracelet worn
ginalien," p. 15,
(in

II

Kings

—

xi.

—

;

Brafmann
Braham
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around the wrist; while "ez'adah" or "ze'adah"
was worn on the upper arm; compare Gen. xxiv.
30, 47; Num. xxxi. 50); (3) "sherah" (Isa. iii. 19;
compare Targum, "shere yadayya," which does not
mean "necklaces" but "bracelet," like the Arabic
"siwar"). "Slier" in the Mishnah denotes not only
the bracelet worn by men and women, but also the
chain around the neck of a horse. To these may
perhaps be added "rumaz" (Ex. xxxv. 22; Num.
xxxi. 50); compare Arabic "kumzat " = little ball,
and often meaning little golden balls strung together,
which, according to Diodorus Siculus, the Arabs
were in the habit of wearing around the wrist.
Others take it to mean a kind of necklace, which
Diodorus also mentions.
W. N.
J. JR.

BRAFMANN, JACOB:
Christianity
of

born

to

quarter
After having tried
them photograpliy, tui-

in liussia; died in the last

nineteenth century.

the

many

;

Jewish convert

professions,

among

commerce, he embraced Christianity.
Supplied with his certificate of baptism, which entitled him to an official position, he was appointed
professor of Hebrew in the seminary at Minsk, and
at the same time was charged by tiie Holy Synod

and

tion,

to devise

means of spreading Christianity among

Brafmann made his first appearance as a
and at once exhibited the characteristics
which made him notorious among the Russian anti"In the last years," he says in the "WiSemites.
lenski Vyestnik " (1866, No. 149), "there is among
the Jews of Minsk a great religious movement fapublicist,

This remarkable stateto Christianity."
at once brought forth many polemics in the

vorable

Anticipating a conversion en masse

Russian press.

of the .lews of Minsk, the press investigated the
reasons for such an unexpected triumph of Christianity among the Jews. Brafmann, encouraged by
this brilliant debut,
atic

thereupon undertook a system-

of slander against his former coreligpublished a series of articles entitled

campaign

ionists.

created a great sensation

voted

many columns

to

;

and the Russian press deBut impartial critics

it.

dissected the book and discovered that the " transactions" were simple forgeries. Among many proofs

the most interesting is that given
by Shereshevski, who pointed out that a third of
the transactions were dated on Saturdays or feast-

of their falsity

days, when writing is prohibited.
Bnu-ioGRAPHY Shereshevski, O Kni^jye Kahala, St. PetersburK, 1W:J; Brashin, ivdiya Kahala, Wilna, 1870; Vyestnik
l>rroj)i, 1873, pp. 11 et .seq.; Orschanski, Yevreiv RossiUpp.
34()-:5()»; SeiberlliiK, (ie{icn DiafmanrVs Buch dcs Kahal,
:

Vienna, 1881
H. R.

;

Ha-SJiahar,

iv. 031, xi. 242.

:

Family of printers

After the decline of the
fierce rivalry

Br.

I.

BRAGADINI

grew up

at Venice.

Bomberg printing-press a
among the patri-

at Venice

who wished to profit by printing Hebrew
Among these, two distinguished themselves
books.
by the bitterness of their struggles, the Bragadini
and the Giustiniani. The first of the Bragadini
Among the
to engage in the trade was Aloisio I.
consequences of their rivalries were the denunciation of the Talmud and the confiscation of many
Hebrew books in 1553. As Giustiniani ceased to
print in 1552, Bragadini remained master of the field
even in the beginning of the eighteenth century,
cian families

Hebrew books could be printed at Venice only under
name and authority of the Venetian nobleman

the

the Jews.
In 1866

ment
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He

Yevreiskiya Bratstva v GorodakhZapadnoiRossii,"
in which he endeavored to convince the reader that
there existed in every town of western Russia a
Jewish confraternity having for its object the acquisition and exploitation of power over the non-Jews,
and possessing unlimited means to carry out this
ol)jcct("Wilenski Vyestnik," 1867, Nos. 135, 137; rejMintedin book form, Wilna, 1869). This series was
soon followed by a work entitled " Kniga Kahala"
(Wilna, 1869). It is divided into four parts: (1) The
transactions of thekahalof Minsk ("kahal," derived
"

'^nD = "conununity," assumed in
Russian the significance of "board of the community "). The documents, v.'hich Brafmann claimed
to have found in the archives of the board of education of Wilna, extended from 1794 to 1803. (2) Annotations on the transactions, in which the author

from the Hebrew

interpreted them arl)ilrarily, asserting that all tlie
illegalities contained thenjin are in constant vojiuc;
among tiie kahals, and are in consonance wilii the
very principles of the Jewisli religion. (3) Exploitation de jure.
(4) Exploitation de facto.
As its autlior expectetl, the "Kniga Kahala"

Bragadini

("

Stamperia Bragadina

"),

who

received

payment in return for his patronage. The first Hebrew book issued by Bragadini was Maimonides'
"Mishneh Torah " (Venice, 1550), with notes by Mei'r
Katzenellenbogen of Padua. When Giustiniani also
issued an edition of this work in 1550-51, Katzenellenbogen, who at that time was associated with
Bragadini, appealed for protection to Moses Isserles
of Cracow, who decided in favor of Bragadini 's ediAloisio Bragadini continued to print until
tion.
1575, his last work being the "Mishneh Torah,"
published in 1574-75. The first work of his son
Abarbanel's Pentateuch commentary,
he issued an edition of the Bible.
Pietro Bragadini printed an edition of the Mishnah in 1614 and another work as late as 1649. The
presses were idle from 1631 until 1638, but after 1639
The folhis brothers were associated with Pietro.
lowing members of the Bragadini family were also
printers at Venice: Lorenzio, 1615-30. 1639-50;
Aloisio II., 1624-30, 1639-50; Vicenzio I., 1639-49;
Nicolaus, 1639-50; Giacomo, 1639-50; Girolamo,
163i)-67; Vicenzio II., 1697-98, and his brother

Juan was
1579;

in 1614

Aloisio III., who worked alone as late as 1710.
The Christian printers in whose establishments work
was done for the Bragadini, or the " Stamperia
Bragadina" itself printed, were: Gara, Zanetti,
Cajon, Pradoto, Vedelago, Doriguzzi,
Bona, and Paoli.
Bibliography: Steinschneider and Tassel, in

Ambrosini,
Erseli

and Gru-

Knciic. section ji. part 28, pp. .59 ct .vc/.; Steinschneider,
-9:w;{; Perles, Beitriiqr, zur ifcach. (U-.r
Cat. nixll Nos.

ber,

'.»;(.")!

Tlchnlixctunitnd AranUiisclioi Studioi, pp. 225-231, Municli, 1884.

,

„

A. F.
City of Portugal, in the province
In 1250 nineteen of theJews livof 'I'rasdsMoutes.
ing hcrv. were accused of usury. They increased to
such an extent that a few years before their expulMany of the
sion they paid 30,000 reis in taxes.
J.

BRAGANCA
t

:

"

that were expelled from Spuiu went to Bragan^a, which afterward became the home of a large
number of Maranos. Manuel de Pina, Jacob de

Jews

Castro Sarmento, and others were born
Bibliography:
Index,

Kayserlingr, Gesch.

der

Juden

here.

in Portugal,

s.v.

M. K.

G.

BRAGIN

Village of Russia, in the government
of Minsk, having a population (1898) of 4,520, including 2,248 Jews, of whom 256 were artisans and
81 laborers. The Jews maintain three charitable
institutions and a Talmud Torah with 45 pupils.
During the rebellion of Chmielnicki (1648-49) the
Cossacks massacred many Jews of this locality.

Bibliography
H.

:

:

Regesti/

i

Nadpisi,

i.

421.

y.

1?.

J.

BRAHAM, JOHN (the theatrical name of John
Abraham):

English singer; born in London 1774;
died there Feb. 17, 1856.
His parents dying in his
childhood, he became a chorister at the Duke's Place
Synagogue, till one of
his former

companions

the choir, named
Leoni, adopted him.

in

Under

him

Braham

studied and made such
progress that on April

he made his
debut at Covent GarTheater.
den
Two
years later Leoni became bankrupt, and
Braham was thrown
on his own resources
John Braham.
until he met
Abraham Goldsmid, a man of wealth who became his
patron.
Next he went to Bath, where he sang
under Rauzzini till 1796, when he was engaged
by Storace at Drury Lane Theater to sing in his
new opera, "Mahmoud" (April 30, 1796). Here
Braham was so successful that he was at once engaged for the Royal Italian Opera House, as well as
for the annual oratorios and at the Festival of the
Three Choirs at Gloucester.
In 1797 Braham determined to go to Italy to study
singing.
On arriving at Paris he and Nancy Storace
gave a series of successful concerts under the patronage of Josephine Beauharnais, which delayed their
There they
arrival in Italy till the following year.
sang at all the chief cities, including Florence,
Milan, Genoa (where Braham studied under. Isola,
and sang with Marchesi), Leghorn, and Venice,
whence they proceeded to Triest, Vienna, and Ham21, 1787,

burg.
In 1801

from

Brafmann
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Braham reappeared at Covent Garden, and
was an unbroken succes-

this point his career

sion of triumphs.

On

Feb.

9,

1802,

was produced

"The Cabinet," the libretto of which was written by
Thomas Dibdin, and the music by Braham. Then
came "The Siege of Belgrade" (March 15) and
"Family Quarrels" (Dec. 18, 1802), the work of
with the music of Braham, Moorhead. and
Reeve, in both of which Braham appeared. On
Dec. 13, 1803, he sang in "The English Fleet," the
entire music of which was Braham's own composition; in this opera he introduced the duet "All's
Dibdii),

Braham

Well," which has become one of his best-known
works. He wrote also the score of " The Paragraph,"
and on Dec. 10, 1804, sang in "Thirty Thousand," in
the production of which he collaborated with Reeve
and Davy. On March 27, 1806, he appeared at the
King's Theater as Sesto, in Mozart's opera " Clemen za di Tito," the first performance of any of
Mozait's operas in England.
Braham seceded to Drury Lane in 1805, and pro-

duced there most of

Among

his operas.

these were

"False Alarms," on the score of which he was assisted by King (Jan. 3, 1807); "Kais," jointly with
11, 1808); "The Devil's Bridge" (Oct.
Narensky," with the assistance of Reeve
(Jan. 11, 1814); "Zuma," in conjunction with Bishop.
Of other operas may be mentioned " The Americans,
by Braham and King, produced at the Lyceum April
27, 1811, and in which occurred his famous song,
" The Death of Nelson "
" Isidore de Merida " (1827),
and "The Taming of the Shrew," both in conjunction
with T. B. Cooke as librettist, in the following year.

Reeve (Feb.
10, 1812)

"

;

;

In 1810 he joined Mrs. Billington in a tour of the
provinces, and on his return the next year he appeared at the Lyceum. For two years Braham was
engaged with Reeve in composing; and in 1816 he
reappeared in Italian opera at the King's Theater
in Mozart's "Clemenza di Tito," singing his old
This opera was followed by " Cosi fan
part, Seato.
Tutte," by the same composer, in which Braham
sang Ouglielmo. In the same year he married Miss
Bolton of Ardwick, in Lancashire.
Braham published, in concert with I. Nathan, "
Selection of Hebrew Melodies, Ancient and Modern,"

A

in

which Lord Byron wrote

1815, for

his

famous

"Hebrew

Melodies."
Weber's "Freischiitz

When
in

England

(at the

"

was

first

produced

Lyceum July 20, 1824), Braham
Max and in the same composer's

created the part of
"Oberon," presented at Covent Garden Theater
April 12, 1826, he interpreted the part of Sir Hnon,
and was especially strong in the scena "O 'tis a
glorious sight to see! " written expressly forhim.
Braham was also actively engaged at concerts,
oratorios, and provincial festivals, and for more than
a generation was regarded as the national singer.
His voice was of extraordinary power, sweetness,
and compass (19 notes in natural tone, with a falsetto ranging from D to A in alto). Though he could
sing in faultless style and taste, rarely did he resist
the opportunity for sensational effects.
Braham amassed a large fortune during his forty
years of professional life; but he subsequently lost
In 1831 he bought the
it by disastrous speculation.
Colosseum in Regent's Park, London, and four years
Both venlater he built the St. James's Tiieater.
tures proved ruinous; and in 1839 Braham found
himself compelled to return to the stage and concertroom. In 1840 he went to America on a tour which
proved unsuccessful. For several years Braham
continued to sing at concerts and provincial festi;

vals,

and

lie

did not retire until March, 1852.

Diet. National Biograph 11. s.v.; (irove, L»icf.
and Mu.ficians, s.v.; Dnihi Chmtiiclf. July 7, 1887,
London; Anglo-Jewi.fh Historical Exhibition Catalogue,
18.S7, p.
Hervey, Celebrated Musicians, s.v; Transactions of Jew. Hist. Soc of Eng.
G. L.— F. H.
J.
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BRAHE, TYCHO.

BRAHM, OTTO

See Gans, David.

(Loose Leaves)

German

:

and the history of art, at Berlin, Heidelberg, and Strasburg, and was a pupil of Wiliielm
Scherer, the historian of literature.
Among his
writings are "Das Deutsche liitterdrama des Achtzehnten Jaiirhunderts " (1880), and biographies of
lology,

Gottfried Keller (1883), H. von Kleist (1884, 3d ed.,
1892), Ibsen (1887), and Schiller (1888-92). Interested
in the modern so-called "naturalistic" school, he,
in conjunction with several others, established Die
Freie Buiuie, a society designed to promote the
production of the works of Ibsen and his associates.

In connection with this society, Bralim publislied
periodical also entitled " Die Freie Blihne," in
which he defended the views of the modern naturalistic school.
Upon the retirement of L'Arronge
from the directorship of the Deutsches Theater
it was leased to Brahm, who, with a very good
cast, began to produce the works of Ibsen, Gerhard
Hauptmann, Sudermann, Halbe, and Hirschfeld.

a

Gerhard Hauptmann's " Die Weber " was performed
more than one hundred times at this theater.
:

Meyers, Konversations-Lexikon.
J. So.

8.

BRAILA.

See Rumania.

BRAILOV: Town

in

charity at Passover (120 families in 1898).
children attend the Talmud-Torah.
of the

Statistics gathered by the
Jewish Colonization Association.
:

St.

Fifty

Petersburg branch

BRAININ, RUBEN: Hebrew

J.

:

SIMON

BRAININ,
Russian physician; born at
Riga, Livonia, July 15, 1854. He graduated from the
gymnasium of his birthplace studied medicine at the
universities of Dorpat and Berlin; held the position
of physician of the Jewish community of Riga; and
was one of the directors of the community, the last
independent Jewish " kahal " in Russia, until this institution was abolished by the government.
He was
a member of the committee of the government to
investigate the rights of the Jews of the city of
Riga, 1885 delegate from the government of Poltava to the rabbinical conference at St. Petersburg,
1892 and a member of the Society for tlie Promotion
of Culture Among the Jews of Russia.
In 1895 he
:

;

;

;

emigrated to

New

York, where he

practising physician, and

now

is

(1902)

a

member

of the county
medical and German medical societies, of the Harlem
Medical Association, and of the New York Historical Society.
Brainin is the author of: "OrahlaHayyim," a work on popular medicine, in Hebrew,
Wilna, 1883; " Der Aerztliche Fiihrer," Riga, 1885;
"Ueber Kefyr," Vienna, 1886; and many articles in
various periodicals.
H. R.

BRAMBLE A

prickly shrub.
The word serves
as a translation for two Hebrew terms and a Greek
one, all of which, however, should receive other
:

renderings.

Atad

"

(ntJN =• the Assyrian "etidu") figures
Jotham. It is the last tree to which
the other trees came in quest of a king for themIn Ps. Iviii. 10 "atad"
selves (Judges ix. 14. 15).
(1) "

in the parable of

translated "thorns" (compare Gen. 1. 11, "goren
").
The plant is one of the rhamnus group.
(2) "Hoah" (mn) is only once translated "bramble "; elsewhere it is rendered "thorns."
(3) Bdroc, out of twelve times that it occurs,

is

ha-atad

once translated "bramble"

(Luke

vi.

44).

See

Thorns and Thistles.
G. B. L.

and

;

writers.

"Bar

Lippe, BibUographisches Lexicon, s.v.; M.
Schwab, Repertoire, part i., s.v.
H. R.
I. G. D.

E. c.

publicist

biographer born in Russia in the last half of the nineteentii century; is now (1902) living in Berlin.
At
different times Brainin contributed to "Ha-Meliz,"
" Ha-Zefirali," " Ha-Maggid," and " Ha-Shiloah." 'in
1895 he issued a periodical under tlie title "MiMizrah u-Mi-Ma-arab " (From East and West), of
which only four numbers appeared.
Brainin is the author of several pamphlets, the most
important of which are his sketch of ]*erez Smolenskin's life iuu! works, War-saw, 1896; and a translation of M. Lazarus' essay on Jeremiah. Warsaw,
lM!t7.
He has also written about one hundred biographical sketches of modern Jewish scholars and

To "Ahiasaf "

Bibliography

is

S.

s.

Brainin has contributed the follow"Ilane Srak " (Barren Trees) (i. 32);
Halafta" (ii. 71); "Dajipim Mekutta'im

ing articles:

has also contributed

the district of Vinitza,

government of Podolia. The population at the census of 1897 was 8,972, including 3,924 Jews.
Of tlie
latter a few are engaged in agriculture, the pursuit
of which was nearly closed to them by the laws of
1882.
Three hundred and eigiity-nine Jews are
engaged in manufacturing peasants' slioes, whicii
are sold at the markets of the Kherson and Bessarabian governments. Tlie economic condition of these
Jews is getting worse every year, as may be seen
by the increasing number of families asking for

Bibliography

He

120).

same periodical the following biographical
sketches: M. Lazarus (iv. 214); M. Gudemann (iv.
219); Theodore Herzl (v. 222); Israel Zangwill (v.
233); and Max Nordau (v. 247).
to the

(Abrahamsohn)

dramatic critic and manager; born in Hamburg
Feb. 5, 1856. He studied philosophy, German phi-

Bibliography

(v.
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BRAMSON, LEO:

Russian jurist and writer;
born at Kovno April 17, 1869; graduated from the
Moscow University as a " candidatus juris. " He is a
member of the St. Petersburg Pedagogical Society,
secretary of the Jewish Colonization Association
(St. Petersburg branch), initiator and member .if the
S(-hool committee of the Society for the Promotion of
{'ulture

Among

burg Jewisli

the

Jews of Russia,

indu.strial schools,

of the St. Peters-

member

of the Edu-

cational Census, 1895-1900, and of the Imperial Free
Economic Society. He was also the delegate of the
Society for the Promotion of Culture Among the
Jews to the Pan-Russian Exhibition of 1896, and one
of the directors of the reorganized Jewi.sh industrial

schools of St. Peter.sburg.

He wrote: "ORazvitii Russkoi Industrii," ^loscow, 189G; "V Yuzhnykh Yevreiskikh Koloniakh,"

:
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Petersburg, 1894; "K Istorii Pervonachalnavo
Obrazovaniya Russkikh Yevreyev," St. Petersburg,
St.

1896; as well as many articles in " Voskliod " (18911900) on education and Jewish colonization.
He was
one of the editors of the " Sistematicheski Ukazatel

short time in Cleveland,

removed

later

to

but a few }-ears
where he devoted
composition. There, also, he

New

Ohio,

York,

(HA-LEVI) Bohemiiui rabbi and author; died
about 1750 at Jung-Bunzlau, where he was district
His
rabbi and director of a Talniudic academy.
father, Avho was styled "Harif " by his contemporaries, was rabbi at Mayeuce, Germany.
Bezaleel
wrote a collection of festival sermons and homiletic
explanations on the Pentateuch, a work iniblished
at Prague in 1786 by his son, Baruch Judah Brandeis, and entitled "Zedah-Baruk."

himself assiduously to
formed the friendship of Julius Schuberth, the wellknovi^n publisher, who gave him great encouragement, and sent some of his earlier efforts to Schumann and Spohr, both of whom expressed themselves
in highly laudatory terms in regard to the young
composer. About this time he played a sonata of
his own composition at one of the chamber concerts
given by Theodore Thomas. In 1860 he received
the appointment of organist at the Church of St.
John the Evangelist, and, upon the destruction of
that church by tire in 1872, a similar position was
offered to him at St. James's Roman Catholic
Church, which he held until 1886, from which time
until his death he was identified with the Church of
St. Peter and St. Paul.
Brandeis was also organist
of the synagogue Shaaray Tefila (West 44th St.)
from 1879 to 1892, and composed six hymns for the
synagogal service. He was a member of tlie Manuscript Society from its inception; and several of his
productions were performed under its auspices,
among which the song, "Fly Not Thus, My Brow of
Snow " (words by Heine), received the prize offered
by the society for the best composition.
Brandeis produced 104 works in all, of which the
following are generally considered the mo.st popular:
song, "My Love Is Like the Red, Red Rose"
(words by Burns), a beautiful composition which
immediately became popular upon its publication in
the early tifties; trio for violin, piano-, and cello;
funeral march, " Humpty Dumpty," for orclu-stia
(also arranged for piano); " Dause HeroYque, " for
orchestra; polonaise for piano, op. 52; gavot for
piano, op. 53; "The Ring," op. 58, ballad for soli,
chorus, and orchestra; the quartets "Sunken Cloister "and "Echoes," op. 64; song, "Wunsch,"op.
36; "Observe When Mother Earth Is Dry," drinking-song from "Anacreon."
The religious nuisic composed by Brandeis includes the above-mentioned "Six Hymn-Anthems,"
op. 85 (quartet or chorus); "Vesi)ers," op. 9'2, for
soli, chorus, and organ; and "Tantum Ergo," op.
Among his other works may be mentioned:
63.
"Prelude to ^laria Stuart," for orchestra (performed

Bibliography:

by the Manuscript

Russkoi Literatury o Yevreyakh,
Petersburg, 1892.

FERNANDO

BBANDAM,
Marauo and
century;

1708-1889," St.
H. R.

ALVAREZ

]jhysician at Lisbon in the seventeenth

contemporary of Manuel Fernandez de

Villa-Real,
}

Brahe
Brandeis

who

illustre ingenio. "

characterizes him as "insigne y
At the instance of his friend Isaac

Feinando Cardoso, he wrote his

"

em

Tratado

De-

fensa del Color Azul," still extant in manuscript,
which shows wide scholarship.

Bibliography: Barbosa Machado, Bihlioteia Lusitiwia,

li.

17.

M. K.

J.

BARUCH JUDAH

BRANDEIS,
LEVI)

:

Bohemian rabbi and author;

(HA-

lived in the

second half of the eighteenth and the beginning of
the nineteenth century at Prague, where he was
assistant rabbi (dayyan).
He was the sou of Bezaleel
Brandeis, rabbi in Jung-Bunzlau, whose work,
"Zedah-Baruk, " he published.
Brandeis wrote
"Leshon Hakamim," Prague, 1815, in two parts, a
work intended as a reference-book on regulations
governing the reading of the Torah, kaddish, burial
of the dead, and

mourning observances.

The book,

however, is incomjdete and fragmentar}', and
ten in a heavy, ambiguous style.
Bibliography:
BocU.

Furst,

BUd. J ud.

p.

is

writ-

129; Steinschneider, (nt.

col. 799.

L. G.

I.

BRANDEIS,

Bf.I!.

BEZALEEL BEN MOSES

:

jacol),

Banicl)
I,.

(}z(tr

Steinschneider, Cat. BaiU. No. 4590; Bhuha-Sefariiri. p. 50ti; Fiirst, JiHiL Jnd. i. ILII;
Brandeis, Lcaltoii Hahainiin, Preface.

.llidali

(;.

BRANDEIS, FREDERICK:

I.

Bek.

Musician; born
July 5, 1H:!2; died at New York May
He studied at the University of Vienna,
14, 1899.
and received instruction in the piano fjoin Fischhof,
Czerny, and Pyrkert, and in composition from
Rutinatscha. During the Revolution of 1848 Frederick's father, Euiunuel Brandeis (afterward a
prominent teacher in New York; died 187;J), lost
his fortune and emigrated to America.
There the
son was at once thrown upon his own resources.
His talents, however, secured for him the recognition of artists; and he soon received engagements
as a pianist, in which capacity he madesevernl tours
throughout the country, notably one witii William
Vincent Wallace, the famous violinist, in 11^49.
In about the vear 1850 Brandeis setliml for a
at Vieinui

suite for string orches-

Societ}');

Sechs Klavierstiicke " and " The Bards, " duet
for tenor and bass, with orchestral accomjianiment.
In conjunction with F. de Sola Mendes as librettist,
he was writing an oratorio, "Moses in Egypt," when
he died.
tra

"

;

;

Biiii.iOGRAPiiv

Riciiiann,

:

Musik-Lexlkon,

1900.

J.

s.

BRANDEIS, MOSES (surnamcd

So.

Harif = " The

German

rabbi and 'i'almudic
teacher; born about 1685; died June 24, 1761, in

Keen Taiinudisl

'")

:

surname indicates, he was famous
Talmudic dialectician, but he left
no writings. His father, Jacob Brandeis, was ral)bi
in Zorek, Russia Minor (perhajis Zaryechye in the
province of Poltava; see Walden. "Shem ha-Gedolim
Mayence.
ill

As

his

his time as a

]\Ioses studied at the yeshibah
61).
liroda in Prague, and then directed a
yeshil)ah in Flirth, Bavaria, which was supported

-hc-Hadash,"
of

Abraham

i.

Brandenburg
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Brandes, Georgr

his father-in-law, Gabriel ha-Levi, a rich philanAt the same time he perthropist of that place.
formed the functions of a rabbi at Schnittach, a

by

Fl'irth.
In 1717 he went to JungBuuzlau, Bohemia, as chief rabbi, and in 1733

small place near

became rabbi of iMayence.
list,

Moses was

observing strictly the rules of

also a caba-

life laid

down by

Isaac Luria.
His sons were: Bezaleel Brandeis; Gabriel Branand Jacob Brandeis, rabbi in
deis, rabbi in Prague
;

Dlisseklorf.

BiBLiociRAPHY: Kaufmann, in MonaLsschrift, xxxvii. 385 et
seq.\ Baruch Judah Brandeis, Leshon Haliainim, Preface.
Iv.

G.

I.

BeR.

BRANDENBURG:

Province of Prussia. In
documents of the thirteenth century Jews are mentioned as living in the mark of Brandenburg and
carrying on commerce there. In Belitz they were
accused of having desecrated the liost in 1243; and
a similar charge caused a persecution at Pritzwalk
In 1294 the magistrate of Frankfort-on-thein 1287.
Oder issued an agreement between the butchers and
Jews of that city. So many Jews were living at
Stendal by 1297 that a special Jews' regulation was
issued.
The Jews of Spandau are first mentioned
in 1307, in a regulation regarding slaughtering isand Jews are
sued by the margrave Herrmann
;

Brandenburg and Eberswalde
in 1315.
In 1320 the margravine Agnes transferred
to Berlin and Cologne her rights over the Jews in
those cities, and in the same year the dukes of PomThe
erania did the same in regard to Prenzlati.
Jews' tax was regulated at Neu-Ruppin in 1323.
The Jews of the mark were highly favored, and
their number was greatly increased under the rule
similarly mentioned at

Early Settlements.

of the Bavarian margraves, especially
under Lud wig (1323-51). The latter
gave letters of protection to the Jews

at Havelberg, Arueburg, Pritzwalk,
Seehausen, Werben, and Kyritz in 1334, to those at
Salzwedel in 1344, and to those at Perleberg in 1345.
In 1346 he granted to the butchers of Strausberg certain privileges in regard to slaughtering among the
Jews. In 1348 the margrave enfeoffed a citizen of
Luckau with the Jews of Guben, and pledged the
Jews of Luckau with him for 150 marks silver. In
1349 the Jews of Berlin, Stendal, Angermlinde, and
Spandau were severely persecuted by the Flagellants, among whose victims were the rabbis Joseph
and Solomon, sons of Rabbi Jacob. The Jews were
driven from Konigsberg in 1351.
Margrave Ludwig pledged the Jews of Mlincheberg with the city
in 1353; in 1356 he permitted the city of Mittelwalde
to receive four Jews
IMargrave Otto allowed the
city of Rathenow to keep two in 1371.
A Jews'
street is mentioned at Stendal as early as 1369; Jobst
of Moravia presented the site of the former Jews'
school at Salzwedel to the Georgeshospital of that
;

city in 1401.

Margrave Ludwig had granted
1420 by Friedrich I., the first
prince of the house of Hohenzollern, at BrandenConditions changed under his successors.
burg.
In 1446 all the Jews of the mark were suddenly imprisoned at the command of the elector Friedrich II.,
and their property was ccnifiscated. In 1509 thirty-

The

privileges that

were confirmed

in

350

eight Jews of Spandau, Brandenburg, and Stendal
were accused of having bouglit a host from a thief
of Bernau, and were burned at Berlin;
Under the the remainder were expelled from
Hohenthe country.
The elector Joachim
zollerns.
II. again admitted several Jews in
consideration of 400 marks, and 3,000
marks silver paid annually to the mints at Berlin
and Stendal respectively for protection. He especially favored the Jew Lippold; but his successor
had Lippold executed on the pretense of having
poisoned the elector, and again expelled the Jews.
In 1671 fifty Jewish families, who were among the
emigrants from Wiener-ISeustadt, were granted permission to reside in the mark for a space of twenty
years by the great elector Friedrich Wilhelm. They
were exempted from the poll-tax on the pa3'ment of
400 thalers in 1684. In 1685 they numbered eightysix families; there were 116 families in 1690; and
In 1714 King
in 1692 they had increased to 177.

Friedrich

Jews,

I.

issued new regulations for his protected
that time had obtained permanent

who by

residence.

In the beginning of the eighteenth century (1703)
they were much harassed on the accusation of having reviled the founder of the Christian religion
The General Regulations for the
in their prayers.
Jews ("General Juden-Reglement ")of the year 1750
contained a clause to the effect that every protected
Jew should take the oath of allegiance. In 1765
the question of increasing the payment for protec-

Toward the end of the Seven
a number of influential and
wealthy Jews were granted, free of charges, the same

tion

was

considered.

Years' war, and

later,

rights as Christian merchants, on account of their
Frederick the Great used the
services to the state.
Jews arbitrarily for his purposes. In 1779 the Jews
living in the mark numbered 5,782, of whom 3,409

came from Berlin. In 1899 they numbered
See also Berlin; Prenzlau; Prussia.

18,394.

in Steinschneider, Hehr. liibl. xil.
11; Landsberg, ih. xxi. 23; idem, in Monatsschrift, xxxl.
in den PirussLiclini Staaten,
Konig,
AiinaUn
derJuden
'M
Brandcnhurg. Berlin, 1790; Salfeld,
Beso)idersin der

Bibliography: Bresslau,
:

Mark

Marti/rologium, p. 287;
Seine Bekcnner, pp. 1&5

Magazin,

Auerbach,
et seq.;

Das Judenthum und

Kaufmann,

in

Berliner's

xviii. 48 et seq.

A. F.

G.

BRANDES, CARIi EDUARD COHEN
known as EDUARD BRANDES)

erally

:

(gen-

Da

nish author and politician born at Copenhagen, Oct
At the age
21, 1847; brother of George Brandes.
of eighteen he entered the univeisity of his native city, and at first diligently followed courses in
Oriental and comparative philology, devoting Jiimself especially to the study of Persian and Sanskrit.
:

His taste for dramatic

art,

however, soon got the

better of his philological pursuits, and upon graduation from the university he gave himself over entirely to writing, begin.ning his new career by the
Gradtranslation of two dramas from the Sanskrit.

ually he developed an intense interest in politics,
and while he continued to devote himself with undiminished enthusiasm to dramatic art and criticism,
he plunged into an active political life, which resulted in his election in 1880 to the Folkething by
About this time
the Democrats of Rudkjobiug.

"
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appeared his volume of character-sketches and studies on Danish dramatic art, "Dansk Skuespilklinst,"
Copenhagen, 1880, followed by a series on foreign
dramatic art, "Fremmed Skuespilklinst," ib. 1881.
Brandes wrote a number of excellent plays, the
chief merit of which lies in the psychological analyand clever delineation of the characters involved.

sis

The following were

the most successful of his
productions that were performed on the Danish
stage: "Lagemidler," 1880; "Gnygende Grund,"
1882; "Et Besog," 1882 (a second edition of this
play was published in 1884, and was later translated
into German by Hoffory, Berlin, 1889); "En Forlovelse," 1884; "Et Brud," 1885; " Kjarlighed," 1887;
" Overmagt, " 1888 " Under Loven, " 1891 " Asgerd "
;

;

and "Mohammed," 1895; "Primadonna," 1901; besides his dramatization. In 1883, of the Norwegian
novel "Garman and Worse" by A. L. Kjelland.
Brandes is also the author of a novel, "En Politiker," 1889, and of a political review, "Era '85 till
'91," 1891, both of them reflecting the same ultraradical opinions that he as a member of the extreme left
(opposition) was accustomed to express in the Chamber of Deputies. His openly professed atheism gave
a much-discussed incident. Upon the election of Brandes to the Folkething the president of
the Chamber deemed it proper to address the new
member through the channels of a newspaper, asking him if his religious views stood in the way of
his taking the customary oath.
Brandes, Avhile indignantly protesting against this intrusion upon the
privacy of his personal views, expressed a willingness to comply with the custom.
Until December,
1883, he published, in collaboration with HSrup and
Berg, the "Morgenbladet," the organ of the democratic party.
He was also connected with the publication of the " Nineteenth Century," a review of
which his brother Georg was the editor-in-chief
from 1874 till 1875. Since Feb. 1902 he lias been
sole editor of the daily "Politiken."
Bibliography: G. Vapereau Dictionnaire Univerael des
Contempnraws, Paris, 1893; A. de Gubematis, Dictionnaire Internatinnal des Ecnvaiiis du Jour, Florence,
rise to

:

1888; C. F. Bricka, Datisk Biografusk Le.rikon, Copenhagen.

A.

8.

S.

C.

BRANDES, ERNST IMMANTJEL COHEN:
Danish economist; born at CYjiienliagen Feb. 1,
1844; died there Aug. 6, 1892.
He was a brother
of the critic Georg Brandes and of the author Eduard Brandes. His avocation was that of banker,
but he retired soon from that pursuit and devoted
himself to journalistic work. Articles on banking
were written by him in "Politiken," "Tilskueren,"
and, during the last years of his life, in "Borstidmiugen," of which last he was the editor. In 1885
he published an extensive work on social questions,
entitled, "Samfundssporgsmaal," published in two
of

which the

part treats of Multhus'
"E.ssay on Population," and the second of the theory
of value and other economic and social questions.
This latter part especially is characterized not only
by its clear and elegant style, but also by views differing from the current economic ideas and bearing
the impress of the author's individuality.
Bibliography Salmonsen, Store niustrcde Konversatinnsparts,

first

:

leksikon.
s.

A. M.

BrandenburgBrandes, G-eorg-

BRANDES, GEORG MORRIS COHEN:
Danish author and critic; boin in Copenhagen, Denmark, Feb. 4, 1842. He graduated in 1859, and for
a sliort time studied law, but .soon deteimined to devote his life to literature and philosophy. Brandes
gained the university gold medal for his essay "The
Idea of Fate Among the Aiuit-nt'^." in 1863: and the
next year he took the
degree
tus

of
"canditamagisterii."
He

spent the years 1866-67
Paris, and was in
Germany during 1868.
From 1865 onward he
in

had been
of

the

in the
conflict

midst
that

raged around the burning questions of the
day raised by SOren
Kierkegaard and the
Neo-Hegelians. Brandes entered
into
a
three-cornered con-

troversy
between
Bishop Martensen representing orthodoxy as
against

Georg Brandes.

Rasmus Nielsen with

monization of science and

faith,

his

attempted har-

andBiochnercm the

and philosophy.

Brandes sided with
he called his master, and expressed
himself in a pamphlet entitled "The
The Mar- Dualism in Modern Philosophy
tensenThe authorship is Brandes',
(1866).
Nielsen- but the ideas in it are not his own
Brbchner only, but also those of a group of
Centre- younger men, who liad chosen him as
versy.
their spokesman.
The pamphlet reveals Brandes as a declared advocate
of free thought and as a radical opponent of the
current thoughts of the day; it maintains the impossibility of squaring orthodoxy with scieiK'C and
philosoph}', and shows the trend of Brandes' future
work.
In esthetics he did not attain self -consciousness se
quickly.
For many years he could not liberate himself from the ruling esthetic ideas of the day
those
of F. W. Hegel and P. A. Heiberg, H. Hertz, and
Hostrup. Here it was French poetry and criticism
that brought him freedom and clearness of thought.
His practical philosophy, which was utilitarian and
naturalistic, came from John Stuart Mill, whom he
knew personally and greatly admired, and from
positivism.
His method of literary criticism he got
from Hippolyte Taine; but its color is a reflex from
Musset, Merimce, and St. Beuve.
side of science

Br5chner,

whom

—

Studies, controversies, and natural growth brought
Brandes maturity; and in 1870 he took his Ph.D.
degree, liis thesis being "The French Esthetics of
Our Day An Essay on Taine." He lett Denmark
immediately after and spent 1870-71 abroad, vi.siting Taine, IMill, and Renan.
When he returned in
the fall of 1871 he was a mature thinker, a realist,
and a literary revolutionist, entirely free from theological ethics, metaphysics, and romantic notions in
esthetics.
But Brandes was and is more than a
radical.
That he is a reformer in the best sense is

—

Brandes, George
Brandon, Jacob
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proved by his constant demand for truth, by the
evolution of his genius, and by Ins strong personHis history has proved the need of just such
ality.
a person in the Danish comtnunity and in the north
in general.

In the autumn of 1871 he began his famous series
of lectures, " Main Currents in Nineteenth-Century
Literature." Brandes talks much about foreign literature, but aims always at the Danish; charging it
justly as being childish, iuslgniticant, and disconnected with universal literature. As reasons for the
decay, he points frequently to the
political degradation of the countr}^
His
"Main and shows how it has stood still outCurrents." side the main currents of civilization

and has failed in originality. The
charge of lack of originality is not quite correct.
Brandes fails altogether to recognize the value of
the revival of the Old Norse, as that, for instance, was
brought about by Ohlenschlager and Grundtvig.
He ridicules the prevailing German and Thorvaldsen ideas of antiquity, the northern family life and
sex prudery, the state church, and he defines all
things as mere products of climate, time, and race.

shows how completely modern life has
orthodoxy and romanticism. He fights
thought in research, and full sway of the

But he

also

troken

Avith

for " free

human

in art."

Altogether, the lectures Avere a bold presentation
of French radical realism in all its strength and
weakness. They aroused an enormous opposition
from among the orthodox and reactionary, but gave
Brandes a large following, especially of younger
students and academic citizens, who understood the
necessity of turning their thoughts into the univer-

Brandes defended him.self brilliantly
pamphlets and in"Nyt Dansk ISIaanedskrift," wliich he edited together with Vilhelm
Moller, and later in " Det Nittende Aarhundrede,"
which he, together with his brother Eduard, edited
from 1874 to 1877. Brandes represents the introduction of the scientific method into the studj^ of
literature, and the exclusion of the then current socalled moral and esthetic standards represented by
the Church, narrow-minded lawgivers, social conThough the
ventionality, and political tranunels.
lectures suffered considerably from loose statements, fal.se views, and misrei)resentations of historic facts, and though Brandes was not always true
sal currents.

in special

to his

own

genius, they neverllieless

modern Danish

made him

the

and art criticism,
and carried his influence throughout the entire north.
In 1877 Brandes publisiicd a literary characteristic of "Soren Kierkegaard " and a masterly p.sychoIn the same
logical treatise on " Dauisli Poets."
year he left Denmark and settled in Berlin. For the
time being he had become tired of polemics, and was
chagrined because the university had refused him
the chair in esthetics, left vacant by
Considered, tiic death of Ilauch. His farewell was
" a German an ovation and a triumph. In Berlin
of the
Brandes was considered "a German of
Germans." the Germans," and he put himself in
perfect rapport with German "Kultur. "
He contributed to the magazines, wrote
several monographs, sucli as " Lassalle " (1877) and
fatlu^r of

literary
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"Disraeli" (1880), and edited a

German

edition of

his ".Main Currents."

In 1882 he returned to Denmark on the invitation
of friends who had provided funds for a professorConditions proved favorable, and he
ship for him.
saw the seed he had sown in literature, art, and

good fruit. In fact, Danish politics
had assumed a character in perfect harmony with
his teachings, which result must be ascribed lai'gely
to his own influence and to that of his brother Eduard.
But Brandes himself was a different person.
He was as fiery and many-sided as before, but he
politics bearing

paid more attention to the personality of his suband tried less to represent them
as results of the natural environment. The new
views appear in lectures delivered at the university
and published under the title "Young Germany"
(1890); in books like "Modern Representative Men"
(1883); "Ludvig Holberg " (1884) " Impressions of
Russia" (1888); "Impressions of Poland" (1888);
and several collections of essays of the same period.
In all these studies can be seen how the influence of
Mill and Taine has vanished, and how Brandes'
independent study of Lassalle, Renan, Goncourt,
Nietzsche, and others has transformed him and
created in his mind an appreciation of personality
previously entirely lacking. In opposition to the
views of the day, he proclaims himself
Proclaims an aristocrat, and he reveals a wider
Himself an and sounder view of esthetics. The
Aristocrat, natural result of these changed views
was a conflict with several of his
former adherents and friends. Thus, in 1885 he became involved, on the question of marriage, in a
polemical fight with the author of "A View of Life
Founded on Love," a pupil of Mill and Spencer.
In 1887 he was engaged in a similar conflict with
Bjornson; and in 1889 he disputed with Hoffdiug
about Nietzsche.
Brandes has Avritten a large work on Shakespeare, which is translated into many languages,
and is still (1902) a contributor to the magazines,
and his subjects arc most varied. In all his arHe is
ticles he presents new and genial views.
more careful than in younger days, when he often
gave his enemies opportunity to attack him on account of second hand information and defective
memoi'v.
The best estimate of Brandes can be formed from
the numerous congratulations that came to him on
his sixtieth birthday (Feb. 4, 1902), in which he was
characterized as "a genial polemic," an "insurrectionist par excellence," and one who had "given us
freedom to build upon, fresh courage to breathe,
and a light to lighten for us."
By the will of the late Consul Albert Berendscn a
fund was bequeathed for a prize essay on " The Significance of Georg Brandes in Dani.sh Society and
"
Spiritual Life." By royal "patent conferring rank
of May 7, 1902, Brandes was made professc r, a title
which gives him precedence and is a victory for him
of unusual importance.
jects than formerly,

;

C.

s.

BRANDES, LUDVIG ISRAEL
sician

;

born

in

Copeniiagen

:

Oct. 26,

H

B.

Danish phy1821;

died

Brandes, Georgr
Brandon, Jacob
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lu 1839 he entered the Unithere Sept. 17, 1894.
versity of Copenhagen, and was graduated in medi-

in

After having spent some time in forcine in 1845.
eign countries, he studied for two years at the
liospitals of Copenliagen, cliiefly at the Ahnindelig
Hospital, and in 1848 became assistant surgeon during tlie insurrection in Sleswick-Holstein. The same
year he took the degree of licentiate, and in 1850 that
Subseof M.D. at the University of Copenhagen.
quently he became assistant physician at the Almindelig Hospital, and later at the Frederiks Hospital,
and for some years practised medicine in CopenIn 1863 he
hagen, being also district physician.
was appointed chief physician in the first division
of the Almindelig Hospital, and in 1869 received the
title of professor.
Brandes showed the greatest energy in philanthropic work.
He was especially instrumental in
founding, in 1859, the KjSbenhavns Sygehjem, a
home for incurables and the aged of both sexes in
Copenhagen, and was its medical director for a number of years. He also founded a society for seamstresses, which, in addition to giving relief, provided
for the intellectual improvement of its members.
He was for five years trustee of the Jewish congregation of Copenliagen.
From 1873 Brandes endeavored, by means of
classes and lectures, to improve nursing both in the
Whereas formerly only
hospitals and privately.
women in the lower ranks of life had been employed
as hospital nur.ses, Brandes induced those of the
upper classes to take up the work. His paper on
the use and abuse of alcoholic beverages, published
in 1877, has made the restriction of their abuse a
leading question.
The most important of Brandes' scientific works

"Hedda Gabler," and in Paul Hervieu's "Les
Paroles Restent." On Nov. 17, 1892, she went back
to the Theatre Fran^ais.
Henceforth Miss Brandes became the interpreter
par excellence of the plaj's of Dumas the younger
and Paul Hervieu. She excelled in the portrayal
of the modern woman of the world, self-willed and
nervous.
De Curel's " L'Amour Erode " and Parodi's " Reine Juana " (1893) won for her an individual
position as an actress.
Her great successes were in
Pailleron's "Cabotins" (1894) and Hervieu's "Les
Tenailles " (Sept. 28, 1895).
She was elected a " societaire " in 1896, despite some slight opposition.
Her
powers as an actress were further developed in these
years.
She played in Meilhac's "Grosse Fortune,"
Lavedan's "Catherine" (1898), and in most of the
"
stock plays of the Comedie {e.g. Hugo's " Ruy Bias
and " Hernani," Molifere's " Tartuffe," Emile Augier's

his handbook on internal diseases, "Haandbogi
Sygdomsloren," 4 vols., Copenhagen, 1859-66.

is

Bibliography:

Brlcka, Daiisk Biografisk Lexikon, s.v.

A. M.

s.

"Liiiane" (Feb.

"Revoltee"

24, 1891), in Jules Lemaitre'a
(April, 1891), as Helene Rousseau in Ib-

sen's

,

Manage

"L'Aventuri^re," and Beaumarchais's "Le
de Figaro ").

E. A.

s.

BRANDES, MOBDECAI BEN ELIEZEB:
German Talmudist;

lived at Frankfort-onthe-Main
middle of the eighteenth century. Engaged
by the Jewish community as "porsher" (ETiD, one
who extracts from a slaughtered beast those sinews
that are proscribed as food), he published on this

in the

subject a valuable

work (Frankfort-on-the-Main,

and was also the autlior of the works: "Zikron Ma'aseh " (A Memento of the Affair), recon1750);

ciliatory advice to dissenting parties in the congre-

and
gation of Frankfort-on-the-Main (ib. 1753)
" Zikron Teru'ah " (Memorial of the Trumpet), directions in regard to blowing the shofar.
Bibliography: Zedner, Cnt. Hehr. Books Brit. Mn.<. p. 157;
;

Roest, Gat. Rosenthal. Bild.
K.

BRANDON,

i.

238.

Bk.

I.

BENJAMIN

RAPHAEL

DIAS Dutch Talmudist and Hebrew author died
about 1750 at Amsterdam, where he was cantor.
He wrote: "Orot ha-Mizwot " <Lights of the Precepts), on the purpose of the Biblical and the Talmudic precepts (Amsterdam, 1753); and " 'Emek Binyamin " (Valley of Benjamin), on halakic problems
suggested by his friends in Amsterdam (ib. 1753).
In very sharp contrast to the pure and simple language of his works is their content. For instance,
the use of wine at " kiddusli " and " habdalah " is to
Brandon a proof tliat, as wine is a product of much
skilled labor, so the world is not an original essence,
but the work of a master ("Orot ha-Mizwot," 9b).
Brandon wrote also "Keter Torah " (Crown of the
Torah), a poem on the marriage of the Hebrew poet
David Franco-Meudez of Amstenlam.
:

BIlANDi:S, MARTHE (Marthe- Josephine
Brunschwig) French actress; born in Paris Jan.
:

first-.studied design, sculpture, and
music, and, finally, the drama.
Successful in private theatricals, she entered the Paris Conservatoire
and studied under Gustave Worms. In 1882-83 she
won prizes; and Alexandre Dumas ^is was so struck
by her histrionic talent that he engaged her for the
Theatre du Vaudeville. From the first (1884),
through her interpretation of Diane dc Lys, Brandes
became a favorite actress with the Parisian public.
As Georgette in Sardou's play, in the " Renee " of M.
W. Busnacii (1887), and in Moreau's "Gerfant,"
she obtained distinguished successes as a come-

She

81, 1862.

dii-nne.

Brandos'

first

appearance at the Comedie Fran-

^aise (Sept. 27, 1887)

was

in the part of Fi-ancine de

in Dumas the younger's "Francillon."
She excelled also in classical parts, such as in "Andromaque" and "Iphigenie en Aulide," and especially in " Princcsse Georges" (Feb. 27, 1888), Fr.
Coppee's "Passant," and Dumas the elder's "Henri

;

Bibliography: Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. No.
Bibl. Jud. 1. 129.
L. G.

4547; Furst,
I.

Ber.

Rirerolles

III. et sa

Cour"

(Jan. 5, 1889).

Returning to the Vaudeville in 1890, Brandes recreated many parts, and gained splendid triumplis

III— 23

BRANDON, JACOB EMILE i^DOUARD

:

French genre painter; born at Paris July 3, 1831.
A pupil of Picot, Montfort, and Corot, he entered
the Ecole des

Upon

Beaux Arts

his graduation

in that city

April

from that institution he

5,

1849.

once
assiduously devoted himself to the practise of his
art.

at

Brandon
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Bratzlav

Among

the principal works exhibited by Branhave been " La Canonisation de
Sainte Brigitte " (1861) " La Jettatura di Borgo San
" La Deruiere IVIesse de Sainte BriSpirito " (1861)
gitte " (1863) " La Charite de Sainte Brigitte " (1863),
a design in encaustic for the oratory of the Church
of St. Bridget at Rome; "Le Dimanche de la Pl^be
Romaine au Transtev^re" (1865; medal), a watercolor; " Le Baiser de la Mere de Moise " (1866); "Le

don

in the Salon

:

;

;

;

Sermon

dii

sterdam,

le

M. Octave

Talmud"

Daian Cardozo &
23 Juil. 1866

(1867

la
;

Synagogue d 'Am-

medal)

"Le Sabbat"

;

"

Les Fils de

"La Le9on de

Feuillet," portraits (1869);

(1869);

Brandon,

"

(1870).

who

did not exhibit so frequently after
1870, is represented at the Museum of Lille by the
pictures "The Improviser" and "A Scene in the
Campagna." These, in common with his other genre
pictures, are characterized by great fidelity to nature, and a powerful, vivid, though somewhat heavy
coloring.

Bibliography: BelUerde la Chavignerie, Dich'onnaire General de.s Artistes <ie VEcole Franqav<e Seubert, Allgemeines
Kilnstler Lexikon La Orande Encuclopedie.
;

;

J.

S.

So.

BRANDON, JULES BENJAMIN:

French
and scion of an ancient Sephardic family that
went to France from Spain after the exodus of
officer

born Sept. 24, 1833, at Paris; died May 22,
After studying at the College St. Barbe, he
1871.
went to the Ecole Poly technique in 1853, and entered the artiiler}\
He married, in Aug., 1866, the
eldest daughter of Colonel Salvador, nephcAv of the
1492;

Jewish historian Joseph Salvador.
At the outbreak of the Franco- Prussian war (1870) Brandon,
who was then instructor (with the rank of captain)
at the Ecole Polytechuique, immediately requested
to be transferred to active service.

He

joined the

army, was made a prisoner at Sedan, and was sent
to Germany, his wife following him.
As soon as
the armistice was signed, and he received news of
the events of the eighteenth of March and of the
proclamation of the Commune, Brandon was one of
the first to avail himself of the permission granted

He

hastened to
of Versailles.
Though the troops at that time were disorganized, he rapidly reformed his battery; but on
entering Paris, May 22, 1871, he was killed by a
stray ball fired from a window.
General Berkheim
placed the name of Brandon, as one of the best and
bravest officers of the second army corps, at the
head of the list of captains to be read at daily rollcall, in order that this tribute should be "a title of
glory that will be preserved in liis family."
8.
M. Bl.
to the officers to return to P"'runce.

offer his services to the leaders of the

army

BRANDSTADTER, MORDECAI DAVID:
Galician novelist; born P\'b. 14, 1844, in Brzesko,
Galicia.
He received a good Talmudical education,
and after his marriage (at the early age of fourteen)
settled in the home of his wife's parents in Tarnow,
pursuing his rabbinical studies for about six years
During that time he also became acquainted
longer.

with Neo-Hebraic and German literature. At the
age of twenty he established himself in business in

Tarnow, and

is

manufacturers
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now (1902) one of the most prominent
in the district.

attempt at literature was the
Philippson's pamphlet,
"Haben die Juden Wirklich Jesum Gekreuzigt?"
(Berlin, 1865), which was published in the Hebrew
periodical " Ha-Ibri " in Brody.
But his real literary
activity began at the time he visited Vienna in 1869
and there made the acquaintance of P. Smolenskin,
who had just started his monthly, "Ha-Shahar."
Smolenskin recognized Brandstadter's talent and
encouraged him to write novels. The first sketch
from his pen, " Eliyahu ha-Nabi " (The Propliet
Elijah), appeared in No. 1 of "Ha-Shahar," and was
soon after translated into Polish and published in
" Mordecai Kisovitz "
the " Israelita " of Warsaw.
(the story of the life of a Galician Jew) appeared
in the second issue of the same paper, and was later translated into Russian and English.
"Reshit
Madon " (The Beginning of a Quarrel), describing the
Brandstadter's

translation into

first

Hebrew of L.

of the quasi-enlightened Jews of Galicia, appeared the same year, and "Ha-Niflaot me-'Ir Zidutschub " (The Wonders of the City of Zidutschub,
came out in No. 3 of the same periodical. About half
a dozen more short stories were subsequently published in "Ha Shahar" and "Ha-Meliz." Some of
them went through several editions in book form,
life

and several

Avere translated into German and other
languages. His collected novels, "Kol Sippure,"in
two volumes, containing ten short stories in prose
and three in verse, were published in Cracow, 189091.
He has also written several short stories since

that time.

Brandstadter displays remarkable skill in telling
simple humorous stories, and in mercilessly exposing
the weaknesses of the fanatical Hasidim, on the one
hand, and of the conceited progressive aristocracy,

on the

other.

Bibliography:
Memorial),

p.

Novo-Yevreiskaya LUeratura
Warsaw, 1900; Sefer Zikkaron (Book of
Warsaw, 1890; Zeitlin, Bibl. Post-Men-

Jos. Klausner,

xix. Vycka., p. 49,
10,

dels., p. 38.

P.
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BRANN, MARCUS

Wl.

German historian; born
1849; son of Rabbi Solomon
Brann. He studied at the University of Breslau,
attending at the same time the rabbinical seminary
of that city, and was graduated from the university
in 1873 and from the seminary in 1875.
Subsequently he acted as rabbi and teacher in various
places until 1891, when, on the death of Professor
Graetz, he was called to the chair of history and
Biblical exegesis in the Breslau Jewish theological
in

Rawitsch July

:

9,

seminary.

Brann h;is written: " De Herodis Magni Filiis,
Patrem in Iinperio Secutis " (part i., Breslau, 1873)
his doctoral dissertation, of which the second part
appeared in Gorman under the title, " Die Sohue des
Herodcs" (1873); "Geschichte der Gesellschaft der
Brudcr [Hebu.vh Kaddishah] in Breslau," 1880;
"Geschichte der Juden und Hirer Literatur," a textbook of Jewish history (vol. i. 1893, 2d ed. 1896; vol.
"Geschichte des Rabbinats in
ii. 1894, 2d ed. 1899);
Schneidemiihl," 1894; " Ein Kurzer Gang Durcli die
Jiidische Geschichte." 1895; "Ein Kurzer Gang
Durchdie GeschichtederJlidischen Literatur," 1896;
"Lehrbuchdcr Judischen Geschichte " (vol. i. 1900;

—

;

" Geschichte der
ii. 1901; vol. iii, 1902);
in Schlesien," 3 parts, 1895-1901.

vol.

Juden

"Jahrbuch zur Belehrung und Unterhaltung," and
from 1893 until the death of David Kaufmann was
joint editor with him of the " Monatsschrift fiir Geschichte und Wissenschaft des Judenthums," which
had been discontinued for several years since 1899
he is sole editor. In 1900 Brann edited, with F.
Rosenthal, a memorial volume in honor of his colleague, "Gedenkbuch zur Erinnerung an David
;

Kaufmann," Breslau,

1900.

D.

s.

BBANN, SOLOMON:

German

rabbi

;

BRASS

A

:

Bratzlav^

composition of copper and zinc.

The application of the word

Since 1890 Brann has edited a Jewish almanac,

»

Brandon.
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born in

Rawitsch, Nov. 3, 1814. He attended for several
years the yeshibah in Lissa, and continued his studIn 1839 he was elected
ies in the Berlin University.
a member of the rabbinical board of his native city,
where he was a pioneer of German preaching. Since
Brann has
1853 he has been rabbi at Schneidemiihl.
contributed largely to scientific German periodicals,
such as "Orient," "Monatsschrift," and "Jiidisches
His notes on the Talmud YeruLiteraturblatt. "
shalmi are to be found in the Krotoschiu edition of
1866.

D.

6.

in the Bible is uncerinstruments of copper and bronze were often
used where brass is mentioned. Copper, bronze,
and other metals were known to the Egyptians before the Exodus.
In the Old Testament brass is referred to both actually anil symbolically.
In Ex.
xxxviii. 2-8 the altar of burnt offering is overlaid
with brass. All the vessels of the altar are made
of brass.
In Num. xxi. 9 Moses makes a serpent of
In I Sam. xvii. 5 Goliath is clad in an armor
brass.
of brass.
In II Sam. viii. 8 King David takes "exceeding much brass " from Betah and Berothai. In
I Kings vii. 7 is the reference to Hiram, king of
Tyre, "a worker in brass." In II Kings xxv. 13, 14;
Jer. Hi. 17, brazen vesselsand pillars are carried away
by the Chaldeans; and in I Chron. xv. 19 the singers, Heman, Asaph, and Ethan, are appointed to
tain, as

sound with "cymbals of brass."
Brass is often referred to symbolically in Hebrew
Scripture :Deut. xxviii. 23, "Thy heaven thatisover
thee shall be brass" (without clouds and rain); Job
vi. 12, "Is my flesh brass?" (enduring, insensible);
Dan. ii. 32, "Belly and thighs of brass" (expressing
brilliancy); Dan. x. 6, "His feet like in color to
burnished brass."
T. F. S.

E. G. H.

BRASCH, MORITZ

German philosopher and
litterateur; bornatZempelburg. West Prussia, Aug.
18, 1843; died at Leipzig Sept. 14, 1895.
Hew-as
:

educated at the universities of Berlin, Greifswald,
settling at the first-mentioned place on
the completion of his studies.
Finally he went to
Leipsic, where he became (1874-79) the chief editor
of Brockhaus' "Konversations-Lexikon."
Brasch ranked high among the modern philosophical essayists of Germany.
He published the following works: "Benedictus von Spinoza's System
der Philosophic," 1870; "Lichtstrahlenaus Mendelssohn's Schriften nach der Ethica Dargestellt, " 1875;
"Die Klassiker der Philosophic," 3 vols. 1883-86;
" Gesammelte Essays und CharakterkopfezurNeuern
Philosophic und Litteratur," 2 vols. 1885-86; "Philosophic der Gegenwart " (vol. iv. of " Klassiker der
Philosophic "), 1887; " Welt- und Lebensanschauung
Friedrich Uberwegs," 1888; "Philosophie und Politik: Studien liber Lassalle und Joliann Jacoby,"
1890; "Gesch. der Leipziger Universitat von ihrem
Ursprung bis zur Gegenwart," 1890; "Lehrbuchder
Gesch. der Phik)sopliie," 2d cd. 1893; "Wesen und
Ziele der Ethischen Bewcgung," 1894; "Leipziger
Philosophen im 19. Jahrhundcrt— Portrats und Studien," 1894; "Die Facultatenfrage und die Stellung
der Philosophie," 1895.
He edited: Moses Mendelssohn's "Werke zur Metaphy.sik, Religionsphilosophie und Aesthetik," 2 vols. iSBO, 2d ed^lBBl Uberweg's " Schiller als Philosoph und Historiker," 1885;
Schopenhauer's works, 2 vols. 1891 Aristotle's " Politeia " (German transl. with introduction and notes),

and Jena,

;

,

;

1894.

Bibliography: Leipzioer 77?iMfnrte Zeitung, Aur. 10, 1890;
Kohut, BerUhmtc Ti^raeliti>^chf Manner und Frauen, part
14, p. 212; De Gubernatis, Diz. Biog.
8E. Ms.

BRASLAW, NAHMAN.
SlMHAH OF BkASI.AW.

See

Nahman

BRATZLAV or BRASLAVL A town in the
government of Podolia, Russia, situated on the right
bank of the southern Bug. It was founded in the
fourteenth century. It was at different times subject to Poland, Lithuania, Russia, and the Tatars.
In 1479, when the Tatars conquered and destroyed
Bratzlav, more than 600 inhabitants, among them
400 Jews, were slain in one day. In 1551, when it
was besieged by the Crimean khan Devlyet Girei,
and the entire garrison and a large part of the pop:

ulation fled, the Jews heroically defended the town
In 1569, at the time of a religagainst the enemy.
ious uprising of the Cossacks, thehetmans Nalivaiko
and Kossinski repeatedly attacked the city, plunder^
ing and murdering without mercy; the Jews, of
course, not being exempted.

But
when

Jews was

1648,

thj alderman Martin Kalinovski delivered
Bratzlav into the hands of Chmielnicki, who seized
In 1664 the
the town and massacred all the Jews.
Russians slaughtered the Poles and Jews of KameWhed
netz-Podolsk, Miedzybodz, and Bratzlav.
the hetmans Voinaravski and Orlik plotted with the

Tatars against Peter the Great, Bratzlav became
the scene of horrible cruelties perpetrated upon the
Jews. The town has been a place of shelter for the
followers of Shabbetliai Zebi and other sects, especially the Frankists and tlie Hasidim.
In the town of Bratzlav iu 1895 the Jews numbered 2,460, or 39.2 per cent of the total population
and in the district of tiiat name there were 31,000, or
about 15 per cent of the total population. They
have a synagogue and six houses of prayer in the

town.
Shalom-'Alekem, in Yiddische VolksbiblioKiev, 1888; EntzikU)pedich€ski Slovar, iv.,
Petersburg, 1895; Regesty i Nadpisi, !. 464, St. Peters-
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BRAUDES, REUBEN ASHER
novelist

died iu

iitid

jouruiilist

Vit'iiiia

Oct. 18,

;

:

Hebrew

born at Wiliia, Russia, 1851
Educated on tlie usual
1!K)'2.

Talmudical lines, he came earl}' under the influence
of the Masktlim.
In 1868 Braudes became a contributor to "IlaLebanon " (pjl^l), a Hebrew weekly published by
Brill in ^layence, and for several years he devoted
bis pea to topics of the day and to criticism.
It was as a novelist, however, tiiat hcAvas to make
In 1874 he published
a mark in Hebrew literature.
in "Tlie Dawn" (iriK'n), a monthly edited by Smo-

"The MysZcphaniah Family " (n"':DV JT'a nnOD),
a tale of great promise from its style and vivid deThe next year appeared his second
scriptions.
novel, "The Repentant " {2])]}\ HTID), which Avas followed by one entitled "Religion and Life" nTH
This remarkable
D''V"ini), treating of Jewish life.
work was published in "The Morning Light "("ipnn
lenskinat Vienna, hislirst story, entitled
teries of the

Lemberg in 1875.
Another novel of great merit, "The Two E.\tremes" (nilVpH "^D^), appeared in Lemberg in 1885.

"IliO,

In

issued

tliis

by Gottlober

at

book Braudes pictures in vivid colors tlie
and Reformed camps in modern Israel.

OrtJiodo.K

In 1882. at the time of the anti-Semitic riots in
Braudes plunged into the Zionist movement and became one of its foremost advocates. To
foster this idea he went to Rumania, and began the
publication at Bucharest of "Yehudit," a weekly
in Juda^o-German.
At the end of two years, howRus.sia,

Braudes was e.xpelled from the countrj'.
In 1891 he went to Cracow, Galicia, and started a
weekly in Hebrew, "The Time" (pTn). This paper
existed for nine months, when, for lack of funds,
its publication was suspended.
Nothing of inipor
tmce from Braude's pen appeared in recent years.
L. G.
M. Ra.
ever,

ALEXANDER:

BRAUDO,
Russian author;
born in 1804. From 1889 until 1892 he was reviewer
of literature on Russian history for the "Jahresbericht der Geschichtswissenschaft " and the "Istoricheskoye Obo/.renie," published by the University of
St. Petersburg; he translated sources for Russian
history, as Grevenbruch's "Tragoedia IMoscovitica,"
1606 (history of the false Dmitri); and Neuville's
"Relation Curieuse," 1689 (history of the riot of
the Stryeltzy).
lie wrote a number of articles in
" Russki Bibliograticheski Slovar," published by the
Historical Society of the University of St. Petersburg, and a series of reviews in the "Zhurnal Ministerstva Narodnavo Prosvyeshcheniya."
In the
" Voskhod " for 1896 there aj)iieared his reviews of
the works of Bershadski on the history of the Jews.
While secretary of the Society for the Rromotion of
Education Among the Jews of Russia, he succeeded
in directing the activity of that organization

toward

the encouragement and development of elementary
education among the Jews. At present he is a
member of the advisory board of the Jewish Colonization Association.
H. R.

BRAUN, JOSEF:

S.

J.

Austrian journalist, dramaand librettist; born at Budapest. May 5, 1840.
Braun was educated for the profession of medicine
tist,
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at the University of Vienna, but abandoned his medical studies in 1860 to join the editorial staff of Isidor
Heller's " Fortschritt," on which he was trusted with
affairs.
Next he joined the staffs of the
Wanderer," " Morgenpost " (as editor-in-chief)," Debatte," and in 1869 the " Tagespresse. " From 1869
to 1870 he managed the humoristic illustrated paper
" Der Floh " in 1871 he founded the " Bombe," which
he sold to establish, in 1881, the "Wiener Caricatu-

Hungarian
"

;

ren."

Among

his

works

are:

"Emporkommlinge,"

a romance, published in 1874 in the " Bombe " " Lustige Weiber von Wien," 1881; and the following
plays and libretti: "Flotte Bursche," 1861 (music
bySuppe); " Die Pagen von Versailles," 1862; "Die
Keusche Diana," 1864 (the first opera composed by
Millocker); "Carneval in Rom," 1877 (music by
;

Johann Strauss) "Hector in derTinte"; "Bibiana
" In den Flitterwochen "
uud Leodegar "
and
;

;

;

"

Wiihrend der Quadrille."
Bnti.ioijRAPHV Kisenberg, Dax
:

Geistige Wien,

p. 51.

E. Ms.

s.

BRAUN, SOLOMON:

French lieutenant of
artillery;
born at Paris, 1868; died in Togbao,
Sudan, in 1899. His father, a poor pedler, observing Solomon's capacity for learning, made the greatest sacrifices to give him a good education.
Solomon successfully passed the competitive examination
for the Ecole Polytechnique, whence he graduated
In 1897 he obtained peras lieutenant of artillery.
mission from the minister of war to join the perilous

expedition for the exploration of Lake Tchad under
Major Bretonnet. The expedition was surprised,
and every member slaughtered by the Tuaregs.
BiBLiOGR.^rnY

:

Archives JsraiiUes, Feb.

13, 1899.
I.

s.

BRAUNSCHWEIG

ABRAHAM

Bu.

(BRUNSCHWIG),

ELIEZER

Reviser of the rabB.
Bible published by the printer Konig of
Basel in 1619; and assistant to Johannes Buxtorf,
both the father and the son. At the request of
Buxtorf, senior, Braunschweig was permitted to
Upon the circumcision of a son,
settle at Basel.
in 1619, at which several Jews were present, he was
fined 400 fs., Konig and Buxtorf 100 fs. each, and
all the Jews who had been present at tlie celebration
Braunschweig
were imprisoned for some days.
lived later at Lengnau (Aargau) and in Zurich, and
attended the fair at Zurzach. He traded in Hebrew
books, which he obtained on his journeys through
In the correspondence between Johannes
Alsace.
Hottingerof Zurich and Johannes Buxtorf of Basel,
:

binical

Braunschweig took an important part. He was still
Whether he was related to Joseph
living in 1644.
ben Jacob Braunschweig, whose name appears on
the title-j>age of "Sod ha-Neshamah," printed at Basel in 1608, is not known.
BiBLiocRAi'iiv: Preface and colophon to Braunschweig's rabbinical Bible Rev. Ei. Juives, viii. 77 et seq.; Zunz, S. P.
;

p. ;}41.

M. K.

G.

BRAUNSCHWEIG,
German

JACOB

ELIEZER

:

and Talmudic author of the seventeenth and the eighteenth century; died in Vienna
April 16, 1729. Of his life very little is known.
He was rabbi at first in Kanitz, province of Moravia,
Austria, and subsequently in Vienna, where he
rabbi

Braudes. Beuben
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found a Maecenas in Samson Wertheimer, who
engaged him as his chaplain, because the Jews of
Vienna were not permitted to engage a rabbi.
Braunschweig wrote: " Siah 'Abde Abot " (The

pagne to hang the murderer, and in commemoration
of the hanging of Haman the}' selected the day of
Purim. According to Christian reports, they tied
the hands of the murderer behind his back, and after

Language of the Servants of .the Fathers), a concordance to the Tahnud and the Midrashim "Ta'ame ha-Torah " (Tlie Reasons of the Law), an exegetical work on the Pentateucli; "Sefer Sekar
we-'Onesh " (TheBooii of Reward and Punishment),
which seems to have been an index of all Talmudic
" Gematriot
passages bearing on divine retribution
u-Periferaot la-Hokmah " (The Gematria and Peripheiies of Wisdom), a cabalistic work on the Pentateuch and Gematriot on the Torah, both exegetical
and cabalistic, being an index of all Talmudic rabNone of
binical interpretations of the Pentateuch.
his works was published, and, as far as known, only
It is in
the first-mentioned is extant in manuscript.
the Berlin Library, and has been wrongly ascribed
by Steinschneider to Lazar Fried, rabbi at Kanitz.
Braunschweig's family later adopted the name
" Deutsch "
and one of his descendants is Gotthard
Deutsch of Cincinnati.
Bibliography Kaufmann, Samson Wertheimer, Vienna,

having placed a crown of thorns upon his head, led
him through the city, beating him with a stick.
Philip Augustus, king of France, taking advantage,

;

;

;

;

:

Steinschneider, KntaloQ der Berliner Handschriften ;
;
Graeber, Ozar ha^Sifrut, 11. 83 Deborah, 1903, pp. 68 et seq.
1888

;

D.

BRAUNSCHWEIG, MOSES BEN MORDECAI:

He wrote a
known codex

commentary on Jacob Weil's widely
on the slaughtering of animals and the inspection of
slaughtered animals ("Hilkot Shehitot u-Bedikot").
The commentary, which was printed with Weil's
text under the title " Tikkune Zebah " (Prague,
consists of

several sections having special

subtitles.

Bibliography
I,.

:

Steinschneider, Cot. Bodl. cols. 1360, 1785.

G.

I.

BRAVERY.

BeR.

See Courage.

BRAVO, ABRAHAM: A

financier living in

in 1710.
He was a descendant of a SpanishPortuguese family, and one of the earliest AngloJewish poets. Bravo eulogized in English verse the
work, "Espejo Fiel de Vidas (London, 1720), written by his friend Daniel Israel Lopez Laguna, the
Spanish-Jewish translator of psalms.
Another Abraham Bravo, undoubtedly a kinsman
of tiie foregoing, lived in Jamaica in 1773.
Benjamin and David Bravo, who went from London to Jamaica, were naturalized there in 1740.
''

Bibliography:
;

of America)! Jew. Htst.Soc.

I'u}}lirnti<>)is

vi. 1.5i>;

JewMi

Qiinrtrrln Review,

BRAY-SUR-SEINE

xi. .572 et

.sc(/.

M. K.

J.

Small town situated between Piovins and Monti-reau, in the department of
Seine-et-Marne; belonged formerly to Champagne.
In the twelfth century it had an important Jewish
community, including such rabbis as Jacob the
Tosafist, and R. Isaac.
Several commentators were
born here: R. Matathia, Phineas, and Menahem (it
is possible that the latter two arc identical); and there
were also some very rich Jews in the city.
An Israelite having been assassinated in 1191 b}- a
subject of the king of France, liis coreligionists obtained pennissiou of the countess Blanche of Cham:

Bibliography: R\gord, Histoire de Philippe- Artgunte Ephraim of Bonn, in Hebrdische Berichte Uher die Judenverfolgungen WUhrend der KreuzzUge, p. 70; Gross, Qallia
;

Judaica,

p. 133.

G.

I.

BRAZEN SEA.— Biblical
laver of the Mosaic ritual

;

L.

Data The brazen
made by Solomon out of
:

bronze captured b}- David at Tibhath and Chun,
cities of Hadarezer (I Chron. xviii. 8).
It served
the same purpose for the officiating priests of Solo-

mon's Temple as did the laver

for those officers at

The dimensions

of the sea (I Kings
23-26) were as follows: height, 5 cubits; circumference, 30 cubits (consequently it was about 10
cubits in diameter); and a handbreadth in thickness.
It was capable of holding 2,000 "baths"; on the
smallest calculation, about 17,000 gallons.
"Under
the brim of it round about there were knops which
did compass it, for ten cubits compassing the sea
round about; the knops were in two rows, cast when
This great brazen vessel was
it was cast " {ib. 24).
set on the backs of twelve brazen oxen; three of
them facing each cardinal point, and all of them
facing outward see illustration, p. 358.
Tiie humiliation of Ahaz before Tiglath-pileser
III. and his desecration of the Temple and all sacred
things led him to take this sea down from its position on the oxen, and to set it upon a pavement of
stone (II Kings xvi. 17).
It was finally (II Kings
XXV. 13) broken into pieces at the capture of Jerusalem by the Chaldeans, and the material was cartiie

London

V. 3, 111

;

Polish Talmudist; lived about the middle

of the sixteenth century at Cracow.

1604),

perhaps, of the fact that the Christian was his subdomain of the countess of Champagne, placed guards at the gates of the castle of
Bray, and seized the Jews and burned more than
eighty of them at the stake, among whom were
the rabbis Jacob and Isaac aforementioned.
According to a contemporary, R. Ephraim of Bonn, the
attempt had first been made to convert them to
Christianity.
Only children under thirteen years
old escaped the persecution.
This massacre did not put an end to the community, however, for documents show that there were
still some Jews in the city in the twelfth century.
Among the best known may be mentioned Matathia
or Eliab, son of R. Isaac, who died in 1191
Deodatus or (Dieudonne) and Hely, bankers, who were
at the Petit Chatelet in Paris in 1204-6, and in 1221
at Provins.
In that year Thibaut IV., count of
Champagne, was in their debt. All traces of this
community have been lost since the fourteenth century. No Jews live there to-day.
ject invaded the

tabernacle.

vii.

;

ried to Babylon.

Bibliography: Nowack. Lehrhiich der Hehridschen Archdohniir, 1894, 11. 42; Benzlngcr, Arch. 1894, p. 252.
J. .lu.
I. M. P.

In Rabbinical Literature Tlie laver contained water sufficient for IT)!) litual baths (" mikwaot "), if forty seahs be taken as the legal measure
:
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The laver was not cQtircly round,
of such bath.
might be inferred from Scripture (I Kings
vii. 23): the upper two-fifths were round; but the
lower three were square ('Er. 14a, b). Tl)e symbolism of the braz.en sea is described in detail in the
MiDUASn Tadsiie. The sea represented the world
the ten ells of diameter corresponded to li" ten Sefias

;

f

rot;

and

it

was round

at

the top (according to the
Talmud passage above
cited) as the heavens are
round.
The depth of the
sea was five ells, corresponding to the distance
of five hundred years'
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were sent against them, and very many died of their
poisonous bites. On their showing repentance Moses
was bidden to put upon a lofty pole an image in
bronze of such a serpent, which, according to
II Kings xviii. 4, was known as "nehushtan."
The
sufferers, when they looked upon the image from
any jiart of the camp, were healed of their sickness
(Num. xxi. 4-9).
This
" brazen serpent " became
an object of adoration to
Israel, and so remained
until Hezekiah destroyed
it
by breaking it into
fragments (II Kings
xviii. 4).

In Rabbinical LitInasmuch as the
.serpent
in
the Talmud

journey between heaven
and 'earth (compare Hag.
13a).
ells

The baud of

around

it

erature

thirty

corresponded

stands for such evils as
talebcaringanddefamation
of character (Gen. iii. 4, 5),

to theTen Commandments,

to the ten

:

words of God

The Brazen Sea of

Soi.o.mon's

Temple.— With View ok Section.

(Restored according to Calinet.)

at the creation of the world, and to the ten Sefirot:
for the world can exist only when the Ten Commandments are observed; and the ten Sefirot as well

the Midrash finds in the plague of the fiery serpents
a punishment for sins of the evil tongue (Num. xxi.
God said: "Let the .serpent who was the first
5).

as the ten words of God were the instruments of the
Creation.
The two rows of colocynths (knops) below the rim were symbolic of the sun and the moon,

'evil tongue inflict punishment on those
guilty of the same sin and did not profit
by the serpent's example."
One of the complaints in this case was dissatisfaction witli the manna.
Whereas the manna u believed
to have liad any taste desired by the person eating
it, to the ser]K'nt all things had the taste of dust, in
accordance with the words " And dust shalt thou eat
all the days of thy life " (Gen. iii. 14).
It was very
appropriate, therefore, that thej'' who loathed the
food which had given any taste desired, sliould be
punished by means of that creature to which every-

while the twelve oxen on which the sea rested represented the zodiac (" mazzalot ").
It contained 2,000
baths (cubic measures), for the world will sustain him
who keeps the Torah, whicli was created 2,000 years
before the world (Midrash Tadshe ii., ed. Epstein, in
"Mi-Kadmonivot ha-Yehudim," xvi., xvii. Yalk,,
Kings, 185).
.i.'su.
L. G.
;

BRAZEN SERPENT
Data:

An image

(jnC'nj).

— Biblical

up by Moses wliich is said to
have healed those who looked upon it. When the
people of Israel, near the close of the desert wanderings, were marching southward to go around
set

Edom to the east of Palestine,
God and

against Moses.

pents" (compare

they murnuired against

As a punishment

Isa. xiv. 29;

xxx. 6) of

'"

fiery ser-

tlie

region

to offend

by

'

who were

:

tliing

has

tlie

same

taste (Tan.,

xlv. [337]; IMidrash

11.

Num.

ed.

Buber, Hukkat,

xix. 22).

The Mislmali does not take literally the words
"Every one who was bitten by a serpent would look
at the serpent and live," but interprets them symbolically.
The people should look up to the God
of heaven,

brings to

the serpent that either
it is not
or puts to death, but it is God (Mish-

for

life

nah R. H.

In the course of time, however, the
29a).
people lost sight of the symbolical meaning and regarded the serpent itself as the seat of the healing
power, and they made it an object of worship,
so that Hezekiah found it necessary to destroy it

Kings

(II

xviii. 4; see also Ber. 10a).

K.

Hu.

I.

Critical View It is not necessary to discuss
here the nature of the serpents (see Seuaphim) that
attacked the pilgrims in the desert; for it is not
:

tliat one of these, but merely a
"serpent," not further defined, was represented in
bronze.
The question of the form of representation is,
however, of importance as a matter of religious history.
In this narrative ascribed to J and E modern
criticism sees an account of the way in which the
serpent-worship, surviving till the days of Heze-

specifically said

kiah, took its rise.

What was its motive?

Evidently

the serpent in this special cult was regarded as
beneficent, as was frequently the case among the
Semites generally (compare Animal Worship).

But

Brazen Sea
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same time the serpent was becoming
odious, as a type of subtlety and seductiveness (Gen.
iii.), and the two conceptions were felt to be inconat the

The wilderness narrative does justice historically to both of these aspects of serpent nature

sistent.

and the corresponding beliefs. Add to tliis, that all
sorts of image-worship were being discouraged by
prophetic influence.

In this special instance

it

was

particularly obnoxious to tlie reforming party in
Judah; because Isaiah, who was its main inspiration,
had already spiritualized the idea of the "flying

serpent"

(Isa. vi.), seeing in the "seraphim," or
swiftly changing lightning and cloud-shapes of the
sky, a mode of the divine self-manifestation similar

The name "nehushtan"
to that of the Cherubs.
suggests some interesting questions. To j udge from
the form, the name belongs to an old period of the
language, but the explanation of it as a "brazen"
object appears to be due to a species of popular etymology, "nahash" signifying in Hebrew "brass"
as well as "serpent." It is likely that nehushtan
as an object used in the ancient Semitic cult was a
species of totem-pole, surmounted by the reproduction—perhaps in wood— of a serpent, and was
placed before tents or rude dwellings as a means of
driving off evil spirits, who were supposed to be
lurking everywhere.
Bibliography: Smend, AUtei^tnmenUiche Religion, p. 470;
Baudissin, Studien zur Semit. ReligitinKaeschichte, i. 288
et seQ.;
Wellhausen, Reste Arnhisclmn Heidenthums, pp.
137 ct seq.; Kremer, K^dttir(iei<ch. des Orioits, ii. 257 W. R.
Smith, Religion of the Stiniten. 2d ed., p. IXJ; Nowack,
Hebr. Archdologie, ii. 24; Benzinger, Arch. p. 383; Gunkel,
SchOpfung und Chaos, pp. 81 et seq.. Ill et seq., deals with
;

the serpent-myths generally, as also does Baudissin, op. cit.
i. 257 et seq.
See also the commentaries of Cheyne, Delitzsch,
Dnhm on the passages quoted from Isaiah, and the commentaries of Dillmann and Strack.
.1. ju.
J. F. McC.

BRAZIER.

BRAZIL

See Coal.

The largest of the South American
extending from lat. 5° N. to 33° 45' S., long.
35° to 74° W.. with an area of 3,209,878 square
miles.
It was discovered by Vincente Yanez Pinzon
in 1499, and independently in 1500 by Pedro Alvarez
de Cabral, a Portuguese, whose country claimed the
states,

:

Brazil

southeastern coast by right of discovery, and made
the first permanent settlement in 1531.
The history of the Jews in Brazil begins almost
simultaneously with the history of the country itself.
As early us 1548 Jews were banished by the Portuguese Inquisition to Brazil, and in the same year it
is stated that Portuguese Jews transplanted the
sugar-cane from the island of Madeira to Brazil.
The Inquisition was never oflicially established in
Brazil, but it had its agents there from the very
start.
At an early date mention is made of NeoChristians or Maranos being sent back from Brazil
to Europe to stand trial before the Holy Office.
This practise became more frequent after 1580, when

Portugal itself came under the dominion of Spain,
and the Inquisition became supreme in both countries.
The Maranos of the New World were therefore compelled to wear the mask just as they had
in the Old.

As early as 1610 mention is made of the physicians of Bahia in Brazil, who are described as being

who prescribed pork to
the suspicion of the charge of Judaism.
Pyrard, the historian, who visited the place in 1610,
says that a rumor was then afloat that " the king of
Spain desires to establish the Inquisition here, on
which account the Jews are greatly frightened."
Certain it is, however, that these persons did not
mainly Neo-Christians, and

lessen

openly profess their faith.
These secret Jews, besides acquiring wealth, became very numerous at the beginning of the seventeenth century. They were then among the wealthiest inhabitants, some being worth from 60,000 to
" But they were despised by their
100,000 crusados.
narrow-minded countrymen, and were in constant
danger of losing their property through the agents
of the Holy Oflice " (Southey's "Brazil ").
In the second decade of the seventeenth century
the Dutch commenced their ambitious schemes for
the conquest of Brazil.
In connection with some of
the earliest intrigues, special mention is made of one
Francisco Ribiero, a Portuguese captain who is described as having Jewish relatives in Holland.

The

secret

Jews welcomed and

in 1618, particularly as at that

assisted the

Dutch

time they had good

reason to dread the introduction of the Inquisition,
which had recently arrested in Oporto almost all
merchants of Jewish extraction. Many of the victims were engaged in the Brazilian trade, and the
inquisitor-general ap])lie(l to the
sist

the

Holy Office
as might be

government

to as-

to recover such part of their

in tlie hands of their agents
Accordingly Don Luiz de Sousa was
charged to send home a list of all the Neo-Christians
in Brazil, "with the most precise information that
can be obtained of their property and places of
abode." It was the Dutch war alone that prevented

effects

in

Brazil.

the introduction of the

Holy

Office.

It

was

at this

particularly that the Neo-Christians of Brazil
threw off the mask and appeared as distinctive members of the Jewish faith.
l)eri()d

The Dutch

relied

upon

this large

Jewish popula-

when they prepared their plans
for the conquest of the country.
The Dutch West
India Company was formed in 1622 in furtherance of
tion for assistance

the project, and

it

is

significant

that one of the

Brazil
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arguments in favor of the organization was " that
the Portuguese themselves some from their hatred

—

Dutch
and

Th.e

the Jews,

of Castile, others because of their intermarriages with Neo-Christians, and
their consequent dread of the Inquisiwould either willingly join or
tion

—

feebly oppose an invasion, and all that
was needful was to treat them well and give them
liberty of conscience."

The Dutch were not mistaken. When their fleet
was sent against Bahia all necessary information
The city was capwa.s obtained from the Jews.
tured in 1624; and true to the policy mentioned,
Willekens, the Dutch commander, at once issued a
proclamation offering liberty, free possession of their
property, and free enjoyment of their religion to all
who would submit. This brought over about 200
Jews, " who exerted themselves to make others follow their example." Unfortunately for the Jews,
Bahia was recaptured by the Portuguese in 1625;
and though the treaty provided for the safety of
other inhabitants, the Neo-Christians who had placed
such trust in the Hollanders were abandoned, and five
Many of the Maranos
of them were put to death.
seem to have remained, however; for they are menSee B.\kia.
tioned again in 1630.
The Dutch soon gained another foothold and
spread their conquests. The Portuguese city of
Recife, or Pernambuco, was captured by the Dutch
in 1631 and immediately most of the Jews and NeoChristians from Bahia and elsewhere removed to that
city, although it had a large Jewish population of
its own, as it had been principally settled by Jews.
The Dutch endeavored to secure colonists, and appealed to Holland for craftsmen of all kinds. Many
Portuguese Jews of Holland came to Brazil in response to the call for now that the country offered
them full religious liberty, it also gave them the
additional advantage of dwelling among a population where they could speak their own language.
Southey asserts that these Jews made excellent
;

;.

subjects.

"Some
off the

of the Portuguese Brazilians gladly threw
so long been compelled

mask which they had

to wear,

and joined

their brethren of the

The open joy with which they now

synagogue.

celebrated their
ceremonies attracted too much notice: it excited the
horror of the Catholics; and even the Dutch themselves, less liberal than their own laws, pretended
that the toleration of Holland did not extend to
Brazil." The result was an edict by which the Jews
were ordered to perform their rites more privatel}'.
At this period the Jews in Recife alone were
nimibered by thousands; and one of them, Gaspar
Diaz Ferreira. was considered one of the richest
men in the countrj'. Nor was the Jewish population confined to Pernambuco.
Great numbers of
Jews resided throughout Brazil, particularly at Ta
marico, Itamaraca, Rio de Janeiro, and Parahiba.
Recife, however, was the great center of Jewish
population, and soon became famous not only in the
New World, but also in the Old, for its important
congregation and the distinguished scholars numbered among its inhabitants.
An evidence of this is
found in the fact that the author Manasseh ben Israel
of Amsterdam dedicated the second part of his " Con-
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pronunent men of the congregation
Manasseh ben Israel himself at one time
intended going there.
In 1642 about 600 Portuguese Jews 'oft Amsterdam for Brazil; with them were two distinguished
scholars, Isaac Aboab da Fonseca and
Recife
Moses Raphael de Aguilar. The forCenter of mer soon became the hakam, and the
ciliador " to the

of Recife.

Jewish
Popu-

latter the hazan, or reader, for the
congregation at Recife. The congrelation.
gation at Tamarico had at its head
Jacob Lagarto; while one Jacob de
Aguilar is also mentioned as a Brazilian rabbi at

this period.

Among the Jewish writers born in Brazil may be
mentioned Elijah Machorro and Jacob de Andrade
Velosino.

"Among the free inhabitants of Brazil in 1640,"
writes Nieuhoff, " the Jews were the most considerable in number. They had a vast traffic beyond all
the rest they purchased sugar-mills, and built stately
houses in the Recife."
At Bahia, on the other hand, and in that portion
of Brazil retained by the Portuguese, the most intense bigotry prevailed.
After 1631, Jews are met
with at Bahia in isolated cases only, and then. invariably in connection with their transportation for
trial by the Inquisition at Lisbon.
The most famous
instance of this is the case of Isaac de Castro Tartas,
;

who left Dutch territory to visit Bahia in 1646. He
was at once seized and transported for Judaizing,
and was burned at an auto da fe at Lisbon.
When in 1645 Joam FeruandesVieyrawas inciting
the Portuguese to reconquer Brazil, he pointed parPernambuco, or Recife, expressly calling
attention to the fact that " that city is chiefly inhabited by Jews, most of whom were originally futicularly to

from Portugal. They have their open sj'nagogues there, to the scandal of Christianity. For
the honor of the faith, therefore, the Portuguese
ought to risk their lives and property in putting
down such an abcmiination."
When the conspiracy was in its infancy the Dutch
authorities were slow to realize what was happen
iug " but the Jews of Recife were loud in their expressions of alarm." " They had more at stake than
the Dutch they were sure to be masAttempt to sacred without mercy during the insurrection, or roasted without mercy if
Seize
gitives

;

;

the insurgents should prove successThey therefore besieged the
council with warnings and accusations.
Vieyra, too, recognized the importance of the
Jewisli element, for at the very beginning of the insurrection he promised the Jews protection provided
they remained peaceably in their houses.

Recife.

ful."

however, were loyal to the Dutch and
the war was raging, they raised large
donations for th:; service of the state. So influential were they that, when in 1648 the Portuguese
contemplated the purchase of Pernambuco, they

The

,Je\\ s,

in 1640,

:

when

considered the advisability of making the clause concerning the Jews a secret article, before even broach,
ing the subject to Holland.
The war continued unabated and after a desperate struggle of several years the Dutch regime was
;

"
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The story of the sufferings and fortitude
of the Jews of Recife during its terrible siege, when
general famine prevailed, has been told in a poem
written by Isaac Aboab, an eye-witness.
Though the first siege was unsuccessful, Recife
"was again besieged, and when tt became evident
that tlie city could not hold out, the Jews clamored
for a capitulation, knowing that otherwise no mercy
would be shown them. By the terms of the capitulation the Jews were especially mentioned and an
amnesty was promised them by the Portuguese "in
doomed.

;

wherein they could promise it.
More than 5,000 Jews were in Recife at the time

all

Many of these removed to Surinam; while many others, under the leadership of
Aboab and Aguilar, returned to Amsterdam. Some
went to Guadeloupe and other West Indian islands;
while a few of the refugees reached New Amsterdam, as New York was then called.
Despite the ending of the Dutch regime, some
Neo-Christians continued to reside in Brazil. Their
of the capitulation.

Brazil

Breach of PromiBe

published a list of the leading merchants of the various cities in Brazil and these lists disclose a large
number of Jewish names, though most of them seem
;

to be of

German

origin.

The

constitution of Brazil guarantees to the inhabitants liberty both of conscience and of worship;
but in spite of these liberal provisions there are no

Jewish congregations of consequence
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number was

largely increased toward the end of the

when Portugal again banished
Maranos who had become reconciled.

seventeenth century,
to Brazil the

These transportations continued from 1682 to 1707;
and the Jews again came to be known as a distinct
class.
They were closely watched, however, and
many were sent back to Lisbon from time to time,
to be tried by the Inquisition.
Many Jews from
Rio were burned at an auto da fe at Lisbon in 1723.
Several of these martyrs were men of great repute,
the most prominent being the famous Portuguese
poet and dramatist Antonio Jose da Silva, a native
of Rio de Janeiro, who was burned as a Jew at Lisbon in 1739. In 1734, Jews appear to have been
influential in controlling the price of diamonds in
Brazil.

;

A.

L. Hij.

BREACH OF PROMISE OF MARRIAGE
The refusal of either party to a contract of
(DJp)
marriage to fulfil it. In order that there may be a
breach of promise, there must be a contract cognizable by the law.
Unlike the law in many modern
systems of jurisprudence, mere mutual promises of
a man and a woman to marry do not constitute such
a contract in Jewish law, which requires a written
agreement embodying the terms of the contract and
specifying the amount of damages (" kenas ") payable by either party to the other upon
:

Nature
its breach.
Such contracts are comof Contract monly called "shiddukin" or "tenaim
to Marry, rishonim" (first stipulations), and contain explicitly a statement of the
amount of damages payable by either party to the
other in case of breach of the contract.
For the purpose of insuring greater security,
promissory notes are deposited by both parlies with
a third person. These notes are drawn for a specific
sum, to become due and payable upon the non-fulfilment of the contract, and are coupled with the
condition that upon the consummation of the mar-

Toward the middle of the eighteenth century, Jews
or Neo-Christians were again a numerous class in
Brazil, and transportation to Lisbon for Judaizing
had again become so common and was carried on
to such an extent that, as the historian relates, " so
wide a ruin was produced that many sugar-mills at
the Rio stopped in consequence." The influential
Marquis dc Pombal, with all his power, did not
venture to proclaim toleration for the Jews; but he
succeeded in having laws enacted making it penal
for any person to reproach another for his Jewish
origin, and removing all disabilities of Jewish blood,
even from the descendants of those who had suffered
under tiie Inquisition. He prohibited public autos
da fe, and required all lists of families of Jewish extraction to be delivered up, making it penal to keep
such lists. These statutes deprived the Inquisition
of its most important means of accusation and as a
result the Maranos were ultimately absorbed in the
Catholic population of Brazil.
Since then the Jews have not been known as a
distinctive class in Brazil.
Those living there today are not descended from the Neo-Christians, but
are mainly recent immigrants from Germany, Rus-

for the breach even
the formalities have not been complied
with, because an additional consideration enters into
In such
the contract by reason of its publicity.
cases breach of the contract would result in shame
and disgrace to the innocent party and this is sufficient consideration for the recovery of the damages.
If, after the execution of the contract, the parties

Rumania, and otlier European countries. Many
are settled in Rio Grande do Sul.
In 1900 a number of Rumanian Hebrews went to
Brazil, but effected no permanent settlement.
The Bureau of American Republics has recently

nuitually agree to rescind it, there is no breach of
promise, and the parties are released from all obligations to each other: all gifts must be returned
unless there has been a specific agreement to the
contrary; and the parties stsmd in the same relation

;

sia,

riage the notes shall ipso facto become null and
void.
In case the promise of marriage is made secretly it is necessary that all these provisions be
fully complied with in order to entitle the innocent
party to a right of action against the i>arty guilty of
but if the contract is publicly entered
the breach
;

into,

damages may be claimed

though

all

;

Breach
Bread
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though no contract had been enIn case it becomes impossible for one
of the parties to fultii the contract,
Contract the other is released. For instance, if
Be one of the parties has agreed to give
Mutually a certiiin afnount of dowry, and is unRescinded. able to fulfil this condition because of
having become impoverished, the other

to each other as

trust.

tered into.

under

May

party, if not choosing to do so, is not bound to fulfil
Where one of the parties is obliged
the contract.
to remove from the; place where they had intended
to take up their residence, the other is not obliged
to follow, but may declare the contract annulled.
If the near relations of eitlier of the parties, by
reason of misconduct or improper life, bring disgrace upon the family, or if one of the contracting
parties is guilty of such fault, the other party is
and if either party becomes insane, or
released
apostatizes, a like result follows.
The obligations assumed by the respective parties
to the contract are binding upon their heirs.
If the father of the prospective bride has entered
into the contract with tlie prospective groom, and
the girl then refuses to be married, her father is released from his obligation by reason of the impossibility of fulfilling the contract, provided, of course,
there is no fraud or collusion between himself and
his daughter.
It is generally decided by tlie rabbinical authorities
that specific performance of the contract to marry
can not be enforced after the party guilty of the
breach of promise has paid the pecuniary damages
specified in the contract.
In case a pledge is given by either party to tlie
other at the time Avhen the promise to marry is made,
as security for the payment of the
damages that may be recovered for
a Pledge Is the breach of contract, it is necessary
that the delivery of the pledge be acGiven.
companied by an express agreement
specifying that, in case the contract is broken, the
pledgee shall be entitled to a specific sum out of the
proceeds of the sale of tlie pledge. If the party
guilty of the breach of promise can not pay the penalty, recourse may be had to the surety, and if the
latter is obliged to pay the damages, he may have recourse against his principal at any time in the future.
As stated at the beginning of this article, all these
provisions are applicable only in case the promise
of marriage has been reduced to writing, and the
proper formalities liave been complied with. If
there have been merely oral promises with the understanding that the agreement in writing shall be
executed, the parties are at liberty to retract at any
time before the written agreement has been signed
by the witnesses; and, in ca.se of such retraction, no
breach of promise in the technical sense occurs; the
parties are not bound in any way, and are free from
all the obligations and responsibilities of the contract.
;

When
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BREACH OF TRUST

3,

D.

§S

50,

51

;

4; Duschak,

W.

A.

Violation by fraud or
omission of any duty lawfully imposed upcm a
trustee, executor, or other person in a position of
:

It

is
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thus a branch of criminal law, and
be considered in the present

this aspect will

article.

Moral basis for the laws against breaches of trust
be found in such texts as: "Ye shall not steal,
neither deal falsely, neither lie one to another" (Lev.
xix. 11); "Thou shalt not withhold anvthing from
[A. v., "defraud"; R. V.,'" oppress"]

may

Moral

thy neiglibor, neitlier rob liim {ib. 13);
" Ye shall not afflict any widow, or
fatlierless child" (Ex. xxii. 21 [23]);
' Thou slialt not .see thy brother's ox or his sheep
go
astray, and hide thyself from them; thou shalt in
any case bring tliem again to th}' brother. ... In
like manner shalt thou do with his ass
and
with any lost thing of thy brother's, which he hath
lost and thou liast found" (Deut. xxii. 1, 3).
In
these texts may be found the germs of the law relating to the duties of bailees, trustees, and guardians;
''

Basis.

.

.

.

law of trusts, the later Talmudic and rablaw was somewhat hampered in its logical
development by the dominance of these ethical
views. For instance, instead of compelling the
guardian to render an account at the end of the term
of his administration of tlie orphans' estate, the law
required nothing of him except tlie delivery to the
orphans of the balance of the estate in his hands. If
they doubted the integrity of their guardian they
could not compel him to account, but appealed to
In such cases, instead of
his religious sentiment.
giving a legal account, he was required to take
the rabbinical oath of purgation " that he had not
stretched forth his hand unto the goods." And witli
this oath he was discharged (Maimonides, "Yad,"

and

in the

binical

•

Sheluhin, ix. 1; Nahalot, xi. 5, 12; Sliulhan 'Aruk,
Hoshen Mishpat, 93 1 290, 17). There is no doubt
that this appeal to the good faith of the guardian
lias resulted in the conscientious administration of
orphans' estates under the Jewish law (Frankel,
"Der Gerichtliche Beweis," pp. 64, 65).
Tlie only Biblical laws on the subject of breach
of trust are those in relation to bailees (see Bailments).
As stated above, the trustee, at the end of the term
of his administration, is not obliged to account.
When orphans attain their majority, they are entitled to receive their inheritance; and the guardian,
without accounting, gives them the balance of their
estate left in his hands after his maintenance of them
during their minority. If the guardian was appointed by the court, and the heirs have reason to
suspect that he has been guilty of a breach of trust,
he must take the oath of purgation. If he was appointed by the father of the orphans and is what in
modern law would be called a testamentary guardian, he can not, in case of mere suspicion of malfeasance, be compelled to swear (Mishnah Git. v. 4;
"Yad," Nahalot, xi. 5; Hoshen Mishpat, 290, 16).
Later authorities are of the opinion that, inasmuch
as the testamentary guardian need not take the oath,
he may be compelled to render an account (gloss
to Hoshen iNIishpat, tb.): and if the guardian is
appointed by the non-Jewish court, he must render an account of his trust "because that is their
;

law

" (ib. 17).

By analogy with

the case of the guardian, all otlier

"

"

;:

persons in positions of trust are obliged, at the end
of their administration of the trust estate, to take
the oath of purgation if suspected of having been
guilty of a breach of trust. This applies to partners

who rent
farms, paying the rent with a portion of the products
to women having charge of their husbands" business;
to a "son of the house" who manages the father's
affairs (Mishnah Shebu. vii. 8 " Yad," Sheluhin, ix. 1
<at dissolution of the partnership); to those

;

Hoshen Mishpat, 93, 1)
pointe<l to buy or to sell
;

Oath of
Purg-ation.

to agents apfor their prin-

"

Yad," Sheluhin, ix.
5); and to the committee of an idiot or
a deaf-mute (Ket. 48a; Yeb. 113a; " Yad," Mekirah,
cij^als (i6. 93, 4;

xxxix. 4; Nahalot, x. 8; Hoshen Mishpat, 290,27).
son of the house, unless he really manages the
father's estate, can not be compelled to take the oath
to clear himself of a suspicion of breach of trust
(Siiebu. 48b), nor a guardian appointed by the father
(see above), nor a woman who was not a guardian
during her husband's lifetime and who had no charge
of his business after his death (Mishnah Ket. ix. 6;
"Yad," Sheluhin, ix. 4).
Biblical sanction for employing the oath of purga
tion to clear the trustee of the charge of breach of
trust is found in the text: "If a man deliver unto
his neighbor an ass. or an ox, or a sheep, or any
beast, to keep; and it die, or be hurt, or driven
away, no man seeing it: an oath of the Lord shall
be between them both that he hath not put his hand
unto his neighbor's goods" (Ex. xxii. 9 [10] et seq.).
The rabbinical reason for extending theoatii toother
persons standing in a fiduciary position is stated by
Maimonides {I.e. l)as follows: "Because these [various kinds of trustees] excuse themselves [for their
breach of trust by the plea] that what they take of
the property of the owner is due to them becau.se
they were doing business for him and were put to
much trouble, hence the sages ordained that they
were liable to take an oath to meet a charge of doubt
[as to whether they had faithfully accounted for the
property in their possession] so that they should perform all their duties in righteousness and good faith.
The oath of purgation was not administered unless the amount with which the trustee was charged
exceeded the value of two silver meahs (Shebu. 48b).
The predecessors of Maimonides decided that the
heirs of a dead partner could not compel the surviving partner to take the oath, because they could
not be certain as to the amount which the deceased
suspected his partner of misappropriating. But
Maimonides himself was of the opinion, following
other authorities, that in sucii cases of doubt the
heirs could compel the surviving partner to take the
oath ("Yad," Sheluhin, l.c.'d; followed in Hoshen
Mishpat, 93, 3).
The punisiiment for breach of trust on the part of
a bailee guilty of theft is thus stated in the Bible:

A

"Wliom the judges shall condemn, he shall pay
double to his neiglibor" (Ex. xxii. 8 [9]). If he is
guilty of lying or deceit concerning
Punishthe bailment and swears falsely conment.
cerning it, "he shall restore it in tlie
principal and add the fifth part more
and shall bring his trespass-offering
unto the Lord " (Lev. v. 24, 25 [vi. 5. 6]).

thereto

Breach
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.

.

.

The distinction between the
stated in the Mishnah (B. K. ix.

two cases
7, 8)

:

is

thus

If the bailee,

upon being asked to account for the property entrusted to him, pleads that it is lost, and swears to
it, and witnesses then prove that he himself consumed it, he must pa}' the value of the principal
only
but if there are no witnesses and he admits
that his oath was false, he is obliged to pay the principal plus one-fifth, and to bring a trespass-offering.
If he pleads that it was stolen from him and swears
;

to it, and it is then proven that he himself stole it,
he must double its value. If there are no witnesses,
and he admits that his oath was false, he is obliged
to pay the principal plus one-fifth, and to bring the
trespass-offering (for further details see Bailments).
In those cases in which an oath of purgation cannot be imposed in spite of suspicious circumstances,
the court may try to bring pressure to bear upon the
bailee's conscience by proclaiming a general ban of
excommunication on all persons wlio may be guilty
of unlawful conduct in connection with the estate
under consideration. This is implied in the Talmud
where R. Ashi says, concerning the appointment of
a guardian for orplians: "The court selects a man
whose property is not under dispute, and who is of

good repute and law-abiding, and who fears the ban
of rabbinical excommunication, and gives him the
money of the orphans to administer it " (B. M. 70a).
It is clearly expressed by Alfasi (in Shebu. vii.,
end), ISIaimonides ("Yad," Sheluhin, ix. 9), and Bet
Joseph, citing R. Simon ben Adret (gloss to Hoshen
Mishpat, 290, 16)
If a bailee having

tiie

bailment in his possession,

denies having it, and his deceit is proven, he is rendered incompetent to act as witness and to take an
O2it\\(Q.K.\05h ct seq. Hoshen INIishpat, 92; 294, 1).
See B.\iLMENTB, ExECUTOus, Finder of Property,
\

Guardian and Ward, Oaths, Trusts and Trustees.

Bibliooraphy: Maimonides, Yad, Geyiebah, 1v.; Gezelah,
iil.; Sheluhin.. ix.; Nahalot, x., xi.; B. K. pp. 105-107
ShulJmn 'Aruk, Hoshen Mishpat, §§ :i9(), 29:5.
J. SR.
D. W. A.
;

BREAD

(Hebrew, "lehem," occasionally "pat"
from "pat lehem " = piece of bread; Aramean, " rifta ") Bread was the principal article of
food among the Hebrews, while meat, vegetables,
or liquids served only to supplement the meal (Gen.
XXV. 34, xxvii. 17; Ruth ii. 14; I Sam. xxviii. 24;
[piece],

:

Gen.

xviii.

Preparation
of Bread,
Josh. v.

11).

7).

Originally the ears of barley or

wheat were simply roa.sted, and this
primitive custom of using "kali"
(parched corn, Ruth ii. 14; I Sam.
xvii. 17) was retained for the offering
of the firstlings (Lev. ii. 14, xxiii. 14;
The primitive bread of the Hebi-ew. as

Bedouins, was unleavened and was called
"mazzot" (unleavened cakes, Judges vi. 29; Gen.
xix. 3) hence it was retained for the ancient Passover
ritual as " the bread of affliction " (Deut. x vi. 3).
The
ordinary bread consisted of dough ("bazek") mixed
with fermented dough("se'or"), which raised the mass
into ' hamez " (soured bread), while in the " mislieret
(kneading-trough, Ex. xii. 34, 39). The shape of
the bread was round — therefore "kikkar lehem," a

with

all

;

circular loaf of bread (Ex. xxix. 23:

Judges

viii. 5),

;

;:

Bread
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Brdal

'"uggah" (cake. Gen. xviii. 6; I Kings xix.
while -'hallah" (Lev. viii. 26; Num. xv. 20) is
probably a perforated or punctured cake, and "lebibah " (II Sam. xiii. 6) a folded or rolled cake. The
bread was baked by women. It could be taken as
food on a journey (Gen. xxi. 14; I Sam. ix. 7);
when kept too long it became dry and moldy (Josh.
The Showbread was kept for a whole week
ix. 5).
and then eaten by the priests, while the fresh bread
was otTered anew every Sabbath (Lev. xxiv. 8, 9;

said:

6);

eat out of the

Sam.

xxi.

Blessing- of eat bread

"

(Gen.

iii.

19),

he

felt re-

The manna, or
"the bread from heaven," was typical
of the daily bread received by man
hand of God even the sweat of labor was

the Daily
Bread.

from the
not wanting
yassa', 2 and

lieved (Pes.

118a).

;

in the former (IMek., Beshallah,
3).

ket, still says,

7).

of the Universe, must I and my ass
same manger? "; but when God said:
" In the sweat of thy face shalt thou

"O Lord

also

I
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'

"Wa-

He who, having bread in his basWhat shall we eat to-morrow ? is
"

'

In the time of Herod, bakers furnished the people
with bread (Josephus, "Ant." xv. 9, $2), if such
did not already exist in the time of Jeremiah and
Nehemiah (Jer. xxxvii. 21; Neh. iii. 19, xii. 38).
The priests of Bet Garmo possessed special skill in

one of those of little faith," says R. Eliezer of the
first century (Sotah 48b), a saying corresponding
with that of Jesus: "Take no thought for your life
what ye shall eat" (Matt. vi. 25-30), and the prayer:
" Give us this day our daily bread " (vi. 11
compare

baking the showbread, but were blamed for keeping
In Taltheir secret to themselves (Yoma iii. 11).
mudical times the housewife baked the bread for
the week every Friday (Ta'an. 24b, last line; see
Baking).
" Bread " is often used in the Bible for food in general, as in Gen. iii. 19: "In the sweat of thy face
shalt thou eat bread " (compare Gen. xxxix. 6, xlvii.
12; Ex. xxiii. 25; Lev. xxi. 8; Num. xix. 9; Job
xxiv. 5; Ps. cxlvii. 9 [A. V. "food"]; I Sam. xx.
24 et seq. Prov. vi. 8; Isa. Ixv. 25 [A. V. " meat "])
but as a rule "leliem" denotes bread, while in the
Arabic it signifies meat. In Ex. xvi. 8 and I Kings
It is
xvii. 6 it is contrasted with "basar" = flesh.
the " food " which comes forth from the earth (Ps.
civ. 14; Job xxviii. 5; Isa. xxx. 23,
Figurative Iv. 10), and, being solid, sustains (A. V.
" streugtheneth ") man's heart (Ps. civ.
Use of

Ber. 29b).

;

" Bread."

15; Judges xix. 5 [A. V. "comfort"]),
thus becoming a "staff of bread"
(Lev. xxvi. 26; Ezek. iv. 16) or "stay of bread"
(Isa. iii. 1), the "breaking" of which means famine.
On the other hand, "fulness of bread" (Ezek. xvi.
49), or "fatness of bread" (Gen. xlix. 20) is plenty.
Giving or breaking bread to the hungry (Isa. Iviii.
to with7; Ezek. xviii. 7; Prov. xxii. 9) is charity
hold it from the hungry (Job xxii. 8) is inhuman. To
invite the stranger to eat bread and to prepare it for
him quickly is hospitality (Ex. ii. 20; Gen. xviii. 5),
the lack of which meets with due punishment (Deut.
The seed of the righteous
xxiii. 4; Judges viii. 15).
"
shall not " beg bread " nor " be in want of bread
;

xxxvii. 25, cxxxii. 15; Isa. li. 14), whereas
the children of the wicked "shall not be satisfied
with bread" (Job xxvii. 14; compare I Sam. ii. 36;

(Ps.

II

Sam.

iii.

29).

Abstinence from "bread

fasting (II Sam. iii. 35).
special benediction

A

" signifies

was instituted for bread
bringeth forth food out of
The one
the earth," after Ps. xiv. 14 (Her. vi. 1).
who presided at the table broke the bread and
said the blessing (Ber. 46a; Matt. xiv. 19, xv. 36,
xxvi. 26 ctseq.: Acts xxvii. 35); and where three
ate together, grace was also said in common (Ber.
Divine blessing rested on the bread which
50a).
Sarah baked, for she was careful to guard the dough
There is,
against Levitical impurity (Gen. R. Ix.).
however, a mark of divine favor in every piece, for
when Adam heard the words: "Thou shalt eat the
her])s of the field " (Gen. iii. 18), he shed tears and
"Blessed be

He who

;

Simeon ben Yohai said " A loaf of bread and
a rod were handed down from heaven tied together
as if to say: If ye observe the Law, there will be
the loaf of bread for you to eat; if not, there will be
the rod for you to be punished with " (Ber. 29b).
Bread with salt, the poor man's food (Ber. 2b), should
be suflScient for the student of the Law (Abot vi. 4)
of him it is said, "The Lord will bless thy bread"
(Ex. xxiii. 25; B. K. 92b). He should be satisfied
However,
even with barley-bread (Shab. 140b).
bran-bread is not so nourishing as fine wheat-bread
"The tree of
(Pes. 42a), which feeds the intellect.
knowledge Adam ate of was wheat," says R. Judah
It is best eaten with some other kind
(Sanh. 70b).
"The Babylonians who eat bread together
of food.
with pastry are fools" (Bezah 16a). "Herbs together with bread promote the appetite" ('Er. 140b).
Bread should be treated with special regard. Raw
meat should not be placed upon it, nor
Treatment an overflowing wine-cup be allowed
to spoil it; it should not be thrown
of Bread,
across the table nor used to hold up
any other thing (Ber. 50b; Mas. Derek Erez. viii.).
There is an evil spirit of poverty by the name of
Nibbul ( " bread-spoiler " ), who has power over him
who spoils bread; and there is a good spirit by the
name of Nakid ("cleanliness"), who blesses him
with plenty who lets not crums of bread lie on the
ground (Pes. 111b; Hul. 105b).
It was considered improper to hang up bread
" He who hangs his bread-basket hangs
in a basket.
his support," was the common saying (Pes. 111b);
however, to have bread in his bread-basket lessened
"Eat thou not the
one's hunger (Yoma 74b).
bread of him tliat hath an evil eye "(Prov. xxiii. 6).
Whenever Rub Huna broke (or folded) bread for
:

first opened his door and said, "Let
every one in need come and eat " (Ta'an. 20b). The
virtuous woman of the Bibledoes noteat " the bread
of idleness" (Prov. xxxi. 27), and in Talmudical
times she broke her bread to the poor (Ta'an. 23b).
:\Iicah, tlie idolater (Jiidges xvii.), provided the poor
on tiie road with bread, and was therefore not
counted among those who have no share in the

the meal, he

world to come (Sanh. 103b). The men of Sodom
passed a law not to give bread to the needy, and
when one maiden, moved to compassion, handed
some in a jar to the poor, her countrymen on discovering it besmeared her body with honey, and

placed her thus upon the roof, where bees came and
stung her to death, and her cry " made the sin of
Sodom and Gomorrah very grievous before the Lord "
"He who does
(Sanh. 109b, after Gen. xviii. 20).
not leave some crums of bread for the poor deprives
himself of God's blessing; but he must not leave
them to a guardian spirit, after the fashion of the
heathen" (Sanh. 92a). During the Middle Ages the
Jew took an oath by "the bread from God " (Tendlau, " Sprichworter und Redensarten Deutsch-Jii'

'

discher Vorzeit," p. 105).
" Cast thy bread upon the waters, for thou shalt
find

it

after

many days "

(Eccl. xi.

1), is

illustrated

Ab. R. N. iii., ed. Schechter, p. 17, and in Eccl.
by the story of a man who suffered shipwreck
and was saved by a spirit appearing to him personifying his charities; other similar stories are given
in Eccl. R.
A more drastic illustration is given by a
story reproduced by Dukes' "Rabbinische Blumenlese," 1844, p. 78, from Diez, " Denkwlirdigkeiten
von Asien," i. 106, quoting Cabus. A man, in order
to test the truth of this verse, cast each day into the
water several hundred loaves with his name printed
in

R.,

thereon. They reached the son of Calif Mutawakkil
of Bagdad, who, while bathing, had become impris-

oned beneath a rock and remained there for seven
days, feeding on tliese loaves, no one knowing where
he was until he was discovered bj' a diver. Of course,
the man who had thus saved the prince from starvation was richly rewarded.
'

E.
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BR^AL,

MICHEL JULES

ALFRED:

French philologist; born of French parentage at
Landau, Rhenish Bavaria, March 26, 1832. He received his education at Weissenburg, Metz, and
Paris.

In the last-named

city, after his studies at

the Lycee Louis-le Grand were completed, he entered the Ecole Normale.
He continued his studies
at Berlin under Albrecht Weber and Franz Bopp,
the founder of the science of comparative grammar.
Returning to France in 1859, Breal became professor
at the Lycee Louis-le-Grand and afterward an assistant in the department of Oriental manuscripts at
the Bibliotheque Imperiale, Paris, where he succeeded Ernest Renan and remained until chosen in
1866 to fill the chair of comparative grammar at
the College de France, the duties of wliich he had
In 1863 he had
already dischargi'd for two j'ears.
presented two theses to the Faculte des Lettres of
Paris, " Hercule et Cacus " and De Nominihus Porsicus apud Scriptores Graecos," to obtain the title of
Dofteur et Lettres. When the Ecole Pratique des
Ilautos Etudes was founded in 1868. Breal became
director of the section of compaiative grammar, and
seven years later (1875) was elected a member of
the Academic des Inscriptions et Belles-lettres.
From 1879 to 1888 he was inspector-general of
higher education; and the rank of officer of the
Legion of Honor was conferred on him in 1881. He
has been conunander since 18SS.
Breal did not confine his euergy to comparati\c
linguistics, but has written (in the "Reviie des Deu.x

Mondes ") on comparative mythology and pedagogy,
as well as on subjects of more general interest.
As
a linguist he follows his old teacher Bopp, who.se
comparative grammar he translated under the title

Br6al

"Grammaire Comparee des Langues Indo-Europeennes," 5 vols., Paris, 1867-78. This work, to which
the translator added valuable introductions and notes,
is somewhat remarkable as being one of the few instances in which a translation, rather than the original text, is generally regarded as the standard of
reference.
Like many scholars of Latin Europe,
Breal has devoted his attention rather to the psychological than to the mechanical side of linguistics.
This trend of his thought is clearly shown by his
" Les
articles,
Lois
Intellectuelles du
Langage, Fragment
de Semautique," in
" Annuaire de I'Association des Etudes

Grecques," 1883;
" Comment les Mots
Sont

Esprit"
Reudus

("Comptes
de
de

la

dans

Classes

Notre

Seance Annuelle

I'Institut," 1884);

and most of

all

by

important
work, the "Essai de

his

last

Semantique
1897;
also

2d

"

(Paris,

ed.,

translated

1899;
into

Michel

Br(5al.

English by Mrs. Henry Cust, London, 1900), in
which he sets forth the science of the development
of different significations possessed by a word.
In the individual languages of the Indo-Germanic
group Breal's work has been more particularly in

and Italic dialects. It will suffice to menpaper " Sur le Dechiffrement des Inscriptions Cypriotes," in the "Journal des Savants,"
1877; his work on the Euguvine Tablets, published
with texts, translations, and notes as a volume of
the "Bibliotheque de I'f^cole des Hautes fitudes"
(Paris, 1877); and his "Dictionnaire fitymologique
Latin" (Paris, 1885), written in cooperation with
Anatole Bailly, who was also joint author with him
in his "Legons de Mots: les Mots Larins" (1881-82);
while L. Person assisted him in the preparation of
"Les Mots Grecs" (1882). He has done little work
in languages outside the Indo-Germanic group; his
brief note on an "Inscription Etrusque Trouvee a
Carthage," in the "Journal des Savants," 1899,
being almost his only study in this category.
Breal has also contributed much to comparative
religion.
In 1863 he published a memoir, "Etude
des Origines de la Religion Zoroastrienne," which
was crowned b}' tlie French Institute and in his
"Hercule et Cacus," whicli first appeared in the following year, lie sought to show tlie value of linguistics in tlie solution of problems of comparative mythology.
His study, "Sur le Mythe d'(Edipe," in the
" Revue Archeologique." 1863. was an attack on the
symbolic mythologists bj'an adherent of the analogthe Greek
tion his

;

ical school.

Of Breal 'scontril)utions to pedagogics, his essays,
Quelle Place Doit Tenir la Grammaire Comparee
dans I'Enseignement Classique?" (1872), "Del'Enseignement des Langues Anciennes" (1890), "La
Reforme de I'Orthographie Fran^aise " (1890), and
"
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"Quelques

^lots

Frai)ce" (1872;

sur

3tl ed.,

I'lnstruction

Puhlique en
"Excur-

1881), as well as his

" (1882), are especially noteBreal's briefer contributions on linguistic
subjects have appeared chiefly in the "Memoires de
la Societe de Linguistique," of which he has been

Pedagogiques

sions

wortll}^

He has published but
the secretary since 18(57.
one paper outside of France, a contribution "On
the Canons of Etymological Investigation," in the
"Transactions of the American Philological AssociaTwelve of his briefer essays have been
tion," 1893.
reprinted in his "3Ielaugesde Mythologie et de Linguistique" (Paris, 1877; 2ded., 1882).
Bibliography DeGubernatis, Diz. Biog.
:

Univ. des Contemporaiiis,

s.v.;

tied in the gold rings at the top corners of the outer
square of the breastplate, were fastened to ouches

Vapereau, Diet.

L.
:

"beryl"], and a jasper." The exact identification
and the order of these stones, as well as the tribe
represented by each, are matters of speculation.
Tiie breastplate was worn over and fastened to the
ephod. It hung over the breast of the wearer, and
was secured to the shoulders of the ephod by gold
These cords of " wreathen work,"
cords (or chains).

s.v.
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A

H. G.

rendering of the Hebrew

"shiryon" or "siryou," which would be more cor-

The
rectly translated "coat of mail " or "cuirass."
kings of Israel used in warfare (I Kings xxii. 34)
such body-protectors as were in vogue among their
neighbors (compare Goliath's "coat of mail," I Sam.

The character of this piece of armor, as
monuments of Egypt, Assyria, and later
in Rome, would indicate that it was a coat of various lengths, often, if not always, made of overlapxvii. 5).

seen on the

I Sam. xvii. 5; Deut.
protected the breast and the back, and in
some cases reached as far down as the knees. In certain passages (for example, II Chron. xxii. 14; Neh.
iv. 16) the exact character of the armor specified can
It may be that some such piece
not be determined.
of armor served the illustrative purpose of the
Prophet Isaiah (lix. 17) and of the apostle Paul

ping plates of metal (compare
xiv. 9).

(Eph.
J.

It

vi. 14).

JR.

I.

M. P.

BREASTPLATE OF THE HIGH PRIEST

—

Biblical Data A species of pouch,
adorned with precious stones, worn by the high
priest on his breast when he presented in the Holy
"hoslien").

:

Place the names of the children of Israel. The etymological significance of the Hebrew word is uncertain, but the directions for the making of the
breastplate, in Ex. xxviii. 13-30 and xxxix. 8-21,
are sufficiently clear.
This breast piece was to be made in part of the
Tiie directions specify
same material as the Ephod
that it was to be made "of gold, of blue, and of
"
purple, and of scarlet, and of fine twined linen

"Foursquare it shall be, being
(Ex. xxviii. 15).
doubled; a span shall be the length thereof, and a
span shall be the breadth thereof " (ih. xxviii. 16);
thus before it was doubled it was a cubit long and
On the front face of this square
a half -cubit wide.
were set, in four rows, twelve precious stones, on
each of which was engraved the name of one of the
twelve tribes of Israel. These jewels in gold settings were (Ex. xxviii. 17-19): in the first row, "a
sardius [margin, "ruby "], a topaz, and a carbuncle
[margin, "emerald"] "; in the second row, "an emerald [margin, "carbuncle"], a sapphire, and a diamond [margin, "sardonyx"]"; in the third row% "a
jacinth [R. V.: margin, "amber"], an agate, and
an amethyst"; and in the fourth row% "a beryl
[margin, "chalcedony"], and an onyx [margin,

Breastplate of the High Priest.

on the shoulder-pieces of the ephod. The lower part
of the breastplate was fastened to the ephod at some
point below the shoulders by a blue ribbon, which
passed through gold rings at the lower corners of
the inner square.
As well as being a means of securing in its place this most important portion of the
dress of the high priest, these fastenings formed a
brilliant decoration. The term "breastplate of judgment" (Ex. xxviii. 15, 29, 30) indicates that the
name was given to this portion of the priestly dress

because of

UkIM

its

use in connection with the mysterious

.\ND TlU'MMIM.

Bibliography: Commentaries on Exodus; Neumann. Die
Stiftshnttf. 18H1, pp.
wack. Arclu'idlonie,
J.

1.50-1.59
ii.

;

Ewald. Antiquities,

p.

390; No-

119.

L M.

JR.

In Rabbinical Literature

P.

The Rabbis

explain that the breast plate of the high priest is called
in Scripture DDJJ'O |£^'^ ("breastplate of judgment")
because it was intended to work atonement for errors
in

:

pronouncing judgment (Zeb. 88b; Yer.

Yoma

vii.

I

;
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44b; compare also Targ, Yer. to Ex. xxviii. 15;
Philo aud the Septuagint have instead of CDtJTD the
Greek Aoywv or loyelov, which example Rashi follows
in the passage to Ex. I.e., translating tSDK'D by

"raisonnement

"; similarly also

Tobiah

b. Eliezer, in

Lekah Tob on the passage). Aaron and his successors wore the breastplate on the heart (Ex. xxviii.
29) as a reward, because Aaron was " glad in his
heart " (Ex. iv. 14) when Moses returned to Egypt,
and was not envious because his younger brother
was chosen by God to deliver Israel (Shab. 139a
Ex. R. iii., end).
According to the Talmud, the breastplate was
made of the same material as the ephod and in the
following manner: The gold was beaten into a leaf
and cut into threads; then one golden thread was
woven with six azure (n^^D) threads, and another
golden thread with six purple (pJ"iN) tli reads, and
similarly with the scarlet wool (^Jti' nypiD) and the
byssus.
Thus there were four combinations of sixfold threads, with one golden thread woven through
each
and, when these were twisted together the
;

strand consisted of twenty-eiglit threads (Yoma
71b).
The breastplate was fastened to tlie ouches
(niV3£^0 of the ephod by means of threads of woven
gold, passed through rings attached to the right and
left of the upper part of the ephod.
Furthermore,
two rings were attached to the lower ends of the
breastplate, from which azure cords passed through
two rings at the lower points of the two shoulderbands of the ephod, where they joined the girdle;
so tliat the lower part of the breastplate was connected with the girdle of the ephod, and could
neither slide up nor down, nor be detached (Rashi to
Ex. xxviii. 6, in many editions also at the end of

Ex.

;

Maimonides,

"

Yad," Keleha-Mikdash,

ix. 6-9).

The twelve precious stones with which the breastplate was decorated contained tlie names of the
twelve tribes; each name being fully engraved on
one stone, in order that, when the high priest came
before Him, God miglit be mindful of
The Stones the piety of the putriarclis (Ex. R.
xxxviii. 8; Lev. R. xxi. 6).
No chisel
Avas to touch the stones, nor was it

of the
Breast-

permitted to mark the names of the
twelve patriarchs on the stones by
means of paint or ink. The engraving was done by
means of the Shamir, which was placed on the
stone, and had the marvelous power of cutting it
along the linos of tlie letters of the proper names,
which were first traced with ink (Sotali 48b). In
addition to tlie names of the twelve tribes, the
stones also contained, at the head, the names Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and at the end the words:
plate.

p-lltJ'^

"'132:^'

Jeshurun

"

[nSs

h'Z]

" [all these are] the tribes

(Yoma 73b, where

not found, while Yer.

Yoma

the
vii.,

first

two words

of
are

end, 44c has them,

and also ^KIK'^ instead of p-nK^>; Maimonides, I.e. 7,
seems to have used a source diiferiug both from
Bab. and Yer., as his version has the words TV ^tDHK'
= " tribes of God"). These words could not lie
omitted from the breastplate, since the whole Hebrew alphabet liad to be included, in order that, on
consulting the Urim and Thummim, the liigh priest
might be enabled to form words from the different

Breastplate
Brecher, Adolph

colors of the individual letters on the stones of the
breastplate, and hence might be able to answer

questions put to him (Yoma, I.e.).
Even in early times there were various opinions
on the order of the names of the twelve patriarchs
on the stones and Baraitas existed that discussed
the matter.
The latter, however,
Order of have evidently been lost for the opinthe Names ions therein contained are known only
on the
through quotations found in the early
Stones.
authors. A Baraita, quoted by Tobias
"
b. Eliezer in his work " Lekah Tob
on Ex. xxviii. 10, says that the order corresponded
to that given in Ex. i. 2-4, except that Zebulun was
followed by Dan, not by Benjamin, and that the
;

;

last

two names were Joseph and Benjamin (compare

Sotah 36a,

b).
This corresponds in part with the
order in Num. R. ii. 7, except that there Gad precedes Naphtali while Ex. R. xxxviii. 8 and Targ.
on Cant. v. 14 correspond with the above-mentioned
Baraita.
According to the Targ. Yer. on Num. ii.
2etseq., however, the names on the stones of the
breastplate followed in the same sequence as that
observed by the tribes when marching in the wilderness (Num. ii. 2-21).
Targ. Yer. on Ex. xxviii. 17 et
seq. agrees with Josephus ("Ant." iii. 7, § 5) in saying that the names of the twelve patriarchs followed
in the sequence of their ages, while Maimonides
(/.(".) and Tobias b. Eliezer (?.c.) assert that the names
of the patriarclis A^ere engraved on the first stone
and the words 31 n^X ^3 on the last, Bahya b. Asher
and Hezekir.h b. Manoah say, in their commentaries
on Ex. I.e., that each stone contained only six letters,
selected from the name of the respective tribalpatriarch, together with one or more letters of the
names of the three national patriarchs or of the
words pnit*'^ ^L3^E^'• Hence the letters on the whole
of the stones numbered seventy-two, corresponding
with the number of letters in the Shkm ha-MefoRASir.
Compare Ephod, Pkeciotjs Stones, and
;

Urim and Thu.mmim.
Bibliography

:

BeVr ha-GoJah (anonymous work, Mayence,

pp. 93-103: A. Epstein, Mi-Kadmoniuot ha^Yehupp. 83-90; Abraham Portaleone, S/uJ(6 ha-Gibborim,
pp. 44a-49b.
1877),

r7i"m,

J.

L. G.
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BREATH. See SouL; Spirit, The
BRECHER, ADOLPH: Austrian

Holy.
physician;

born at Prossnitz, Moravia, in 1831 died at Olmlitz
He was the son of the physician
April 13, 1894.
Gideon Brecher. Adolph Brecher, after attending
the gymnasia at Presburg and Prague, studied in
Nikolsburg and at the University of Prague, where
he devoted himself first to Jewish studies, then to
In 1859 he took up his resithe study of medicine.
dence at Olmiitz, and jiractised as a physician there
;

until his death.

Brecher was popular and respected as a general
consummate master of diagnosis.
He was physician for all railroads with
Moreover, he took an active
terminals at Olmiitz.
practitioner and as a

aud useful part in the public affairs of the city, serving for twenty years as director of the German
A.ssociation (Deutscher Verein), and sharing in the
management of the musical society. The Jewish

community

at Olmiitz chose

him as

their vice-presi-

Brecher, Gideon
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dent for more than a quarter of a century, and the
Jewish community at Prosanitz made him an honorary

member

in recognition of his

many

services.

Brecher had a noble and richly endowed temperament; he was a clear thinker, a brilliant speaker,
and a sympathetic poet full of sparkling humor and
deep earnestness. He spoke and wrote in several
languages, and developed a prolific and many-sided

Among his publications are

literary activity.

:

a book

of riddles, 'Sphyux," signed "A. B."; and later
some collections of humorous poems, of which the
following met with greatest favor " Bunter Krain "
"In Mlissigen Stunden," Berlin, 1890; and "Im
:

;

He contributed
Berlin, 1891.
Schaukelstuhle,"
In
largely to the " Fliegende Bliilter " of Munich.
his later years he was permanent collaborator of
" Humoristische
Deutschland," edited by Julius
Stettenheim; "Berliner Wespen," edited by the
same; and "An der Blauen Donau," Vienna. In
addition to his contribution of poems to these three
publications he made a number of translations into
German. From the Hungarian he translated Petofi's
poems; from the Czech, Vrchlicky's; and he enriched Jewish literature by an excellent poetical ren-
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with an introduction
by R. Hirsch Fassel of Prossnitz, and an appendix
on "Circumcision Among the Semitic Nations," by
M. Steinschneider, who is a nephew of Brecher.
Brecher also wrote "Die Unsterblichkeitslehre des
Israelitis(!lu'n Volkes," Vienna, 1857, of which a
French trauslatit)n appeared in the same year by
Isidore Cahen and "Eleh ha-Ketubim be-Shemot,"
a concordance of Biblical proper names, part of which
was revised and published after his death b\' his son
Israeliten," etc., Vienna, 1845,

;

Adolpli Brecher.
BiBLioouAPHY M. Duscliak, Gideon Brecher, eine B'marn:

yihixvlic Skizze. Piossiiitz. 1S65; Allg. Zeit. desJud. xxxvii.
Orient, 1840, pp. 45 et neq.; BriiU's Jahrb. iii.
No. 2r,;
19:i, 193; Bodek, Jcachurun, Zolkiev, 1844.

Der

p. AVi.

s.

BREGENZ.

See Tvnor.

B. MOSES Russian
and philanthropist; born in Indura (commonly called by Russian Jews "Amdur"), government of Grodno, in 182G; died in Teplitz, Bohemia,
Sept. 3, 1896.
He was a prominent business man of
Grodno, where he settled early in life, and was
known over Russia as the farmer of the Korobka

BREGMAN, ELIEZER

:

financier

many

of the large cities of the empire.

dition of

(meat-tax) in

Metrisch

The government rewarded him for his various business enterprises and charities with a gold medal

the Psalms into German, "Die Psalmen
He also reUebersetzt," Vienna, 1862.
vised and published the book his father left imfinished on the proper names found in the Bible,

"Eleh ha-Kctubim be-Shemot," Frankfort,
8.

1877.

and with the title of hereditary honorary citizen.
He spent more than 100,000 rubles for charitable

E. N.

institutions.

Bibliography

GIDEON

BRECHER,

B.
ELIEZER) Austrian physician and author; born
at Prossnitz, Moravia, Jan. 12, 1797; died there May
:

14, 1873.

Brecher,

who was

the

first

Jew

of Prossnitz to

study for the medical or any other profession, attained the degree of master of surgery and obstetrics in Budapest in 1824, and the doctor's degree from
the University of Erlangen in 1849, with the thesis
"Das Transcendentale, Magie und Magische HeilHis fame in Jewarten im Talmud," Vienna, 1850.
ish literature rests principally on this work and upon
his lucid commentary on the " Cuzari " of Judah haLevi, which appeared with the text in four parts
(Prague, 1838-1840). Brecher's correspondence with
S. D. Luzzatto about this commentary is published
in part in the second volume of the work itself, and
in part in Mendel Stern's "Kokebe Yizhak" (v. 2834,

vi.

modern

95-100,

77-80).

vii.

in its tone

;

and

The commentary

in the preface the

is

author

openly states that he attempts to explain metaphysical questions in the light of modern philosophy,
and he is not afraid to criticize axioms or formulas
which were accepted at the time of the author of
the "Cuzari," but were shaken or rejected by later

He

researches.

also utters the opinion, bold for his

is the best check to religion,
from degenerating into superstition

time, that philosophy

preventing

and

it

idolatry.

In addition to many contributions to scientific and
literary periodicals and collections, and some important "Gutachteu" (expert opinions) on social and
religious questions submitted to him by imperial and
local government officials, Breclier is the author of a

monograph on

F.pbrati,

(GEDALIAH

circumcision, " Die Beschneidmig der

:

LuahAhiasaf,

Dor we-Unrshaw,

.5658 (1897-98), pp. 317-318; E.
Wiln;i, 1889, pp. 58-59.

P. Wl.

H. M.

BREIDENBACH, MORITZ WILHELM
AUGUST: German jurist; born at Offenbach -on1796; died at Darmstadt April
attended the gymnasium at Frankfort, and then the University of Heidelberg, from
which he was graduated in 1817 as LL.D. After a
supplementary course at Giittingen he began the
In 1831 he
practise of law at Darmstadt in 1820.
became counselor of the treasury in the Ministry of
the Interior, and in 1836 counselor of the cabinet,
in wMiich capacity he officiated as commissioner of
He bethe Hessian government in the Landtag.
came a member of the council of state in 1848, but
was compelled to resign this office upon the outbreak of the Revolution. He was recalled, however,
in 1849 as chief counselor of education, which posiBreidenbach displayed
tion he held until his death.
exceptional ability in every capacity, whether as a
But he
jurist, official, or popular representative.
was frequently oppo.sed by those who admired his
learning, because of his pronounced monarchical
He was the principal author of the penal
views.
code of Hesse, and activelj" participated in framing
the " Allgemeine Deutsche Wechsel- und HandelsHis principal literary work is his commenrecht."
He was the son of
tary on the Hessian legal code.
Wolf Breidenb.\ch.

tlie-Maiu
2,

1857.

Nov.

He

13,

first

Bibliography: Allaemciiie Dentiirhe Biographic; Le
EvanyelMche Judeiiinii<sion, p. 229.
S.

BREIDENBACH, "WOLF:

Roi,

J. So.

German

court

agent and champion of Jewisli emancipation; born
in the village of Breidenbach. Hesse-Cassel, 1751;

—
Brecher. Gideon
Breithaupt
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died in Offenbach Feb. 28, 1829. He went to Frankfort-on-the-Main as a poor boj', and for a time was
a bahur, being supported by otliers wliile he studied
Talmud and rabbinical literature. He also secretly
acquired the knowledge of Neo-Hebrew, German,
and some scientific subjects, besides being the best
This accomplishment atchess-pla3'er in the town.
tracted tlie attention of a wealthy nobleman, who
was so impressed by the j'oung Talmudist's intelligence and honesty that he entrusted him with the
management of his tinancial affairs. Breidenbach
proving himself astute and trustworthy, his employer lent him a large sura of money, with which he
embarked in the banking and in the jewelry business.
He prospered, and gained the confidence of
the small German princely courts with which he had
business, becoming " Hotfaktor " of the elector of
Cassel, and " Kammeragent " of the prince of Isenburg, besides holding similar positions under the
rulers of various other principalities.
Breidenbach used his wealth and influence to benHis untiring efforts
efit his oppressed coreligionists.
an obnoxious toll
to abolish the Jewish "Leibzoll"
which Jews had to pay on entering towns where
they did not dwell or had no special privileges
place him among the foremost champions of Jewish
emancipation. He effected its abolition in Isenburg
April 25, 1803, and in Homburg Nov. 1 of the same
3'ear.
Aschaffenburg, Schonberg, and finally Frank*fort itself (Aug. 24, 1804) abolished the toll through
his exertions; and the princely courts of NassauUsingen, Nassau -Weilberg, Lowenstein, Wertheim,
Leiningen, as well as the court of Ehrbach, followed
their example.
In some cases Breidenbach acted as
the syndic or attorney for various Jewish communities.
He made an unsuccessful effort to induce the
Diet of Ratisbon to abolish by a single act the
" Leibzoll " in all the German states, and only succeeded in having it abrogated in that city itself and

—

paper was suppressed in 1848.
He then
where he soon became a popular
writer of Jewish and Austrian tales.
His Jewish
novels, in addition to the one mentioned, were:
"Die Sendung des Rabbi," "Die Sabbathianer," and
"Alt- und Jung-Israel." He wrote many tales dealing with Austrian history, which are strikingly
until the

settled in Vienna,

most characteristic among
Wien und Rom" and "Kaiser

national in sentiment, the

them being perhaps

"

Joseph."
BiBLiociRAPHY:

Jlldisches

Athejumum,

p. 30, Leipsic, 1851.

A. M. F.

s.

BREITENSTEIN, MAX:

Austrian writer
and translator; born at Iglau, Moravia, Nov. 10,
1855.
He attended the gymnasium of his native
In 1876 he
city and the University of Vienna.
turned to journalism and founded the weekly
"Alma Mater," which he conducted till 1881. Breitenstein compiled: " Akademischer Kalender der
" Kommersbuch
OesterreichiscUen Hochschulen "
der Wiener Studenten," 1880, 3d ed. 1890; "Samralungder Bedeutendsten Reden des Oesterreichischen
Parlaments." He is also the author of several pam;

sketches, and of transfrom the English, and was the editor of the
Wiener Correspondenz " and the " AUgemeine Ju-

phlets, essays, humoristic

lations
"

risten-Zeitung."

Bibliography

:

Eisenberg,

Das

Geistige Wien,

i.

52.

M. B.

s.

BREITHAUPT,

JOHN

FREDERICK

:

Christian Hebraist and rabbinical scholar at the beginning of the eighteenth century aulic councilor
;

Darmstadt (Jan. 19, 1805).
Breidenbach was the friend and protector of the
grammarian and publisher Wolf Heidenheim of
Rodelheim, and is said to have translated several

in

for Heidenheim 's German edition of the
Mahzor.
He had three children one daughter, Sarah, who
married Abraham Gans of Cassel, and two sons,
MoRiTZ and Isaac (Julius), both of whom embraced

hymns

:

Christianity after his death.
The first was a grandducal " Ministerialrath," the second became ambassador in Stuttgart.
BiBLiociRAPHY Gratz, Gesch. der Juden, xi. 230 etscq. and
note 5; M. Silberstein, in Zeitschrift fUr Gesch. der Juden
in Dc.uL'ichland, V 136,335; Ersch arid Gruber, Bdcyc. s.v.
Jxiden, p. 92, and Judenemancipntioii, p. 269 M. Friedlander, Geschichtshilder aus der Nachtalmudisclien Zeit,
:

.

;

iv.

25 ct seq., Briinn, 1887.

P. Wl.

8.

BBEIEB, EDTJARD:

Austrian writer; born at
Warasdin in Croatia Nov. 3, 1811; died at Zaiwitz
near Znaim, Moravia, June 3, 1886. His first novel,
"Der Fluch des Rabbi," published in 1840, was written in eleven da^ys, during his furlough while an
artilleryman.
This work at once brought him into
prominence and caused him to decide to become a
journalist and a writer of fiction. He assumed charge
of the "Prager Zeitnng," which he continued to edit

III— 24

John Frederick Breithaupt.
(From Breithaupt's "

R.a9hi.")

He proto the emperor and to the duke of Gotha.
duced an elaborate edition of Yosipponwith a Latin
version, under the title "Josephus Gorionides"
(Gotha, 1707). The detailed subject-index at the
A still
still renders it of value for reference.

end

;

Sremen
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greater exploit was his Latin translation of the commentary to the whole Bible of Rashi, whom he
calls " Jarchi," which work appeared in three thick
volumes (Gotha, 1710-13). Breithaupt takes note of
tiie various readings of Rasiii's text; and, on the
whole, produced a version of considerable accuracy,
considering the circumstances under which he wrote.
Wolf, BihI. Hehr. i. 1096 (who declares his
ignonince of any details of this writer); Steinschneider, Cat.

Bibliography
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J.

BREMEN

Free city of the German empire
remarkable as one of the places where few Jews
have ever dwelt. A baptized Jew, Paulus, is said
to have taught alchemy there to Archbishop Adalbert about the middle of the eleventh century.
Reference is also made to the Jew Ludbert in 1324.
Even the Jews traveling through Bremen were hampered in their movements. They could remain in.
the city only one night, and had to report to the
burgomaster, and to pay the Jews' tax. Only during the "Freiniarkt" were they allowed to stay
longer and to do business and for this privilege they
:

;

to

pay a special

tariff.

From

the sixteenth cen-

tury, when many of their coreligionists were settling in the districts of Hanover, the Jews made
frequent attempts to obtain permission to live in

Individual Jews were often expelled.
beginning of tiie nineteenth century
Bremen, and also certain villages, received some
Jewish inhabitants; but they, too, were expelled in
1803 on complaints of the merchant gild of the city.
About thirty families settled in the city during the
French occupation (1811-13), a period most favoraBut these also were banished after
ble to the Jews.
the year 1814 in consequence of the Vienna convention, though their expulsion was not totally effected
imtil six years later.

Bremen.
In

the

The citizens became more tolerant after 1848, in
which year a small Jewish community was founded.
In 1864 it numbered only 179 persons in the city and
255 in the whole district of Bremen, or 2 per cent of
At present (1902) there are
the entire population.
947 Jews in the city and 1,057 in the district. M.
preacher of the conunimitj\ The synagogue was inaugurated Sept. 13, 1876. Dr. Leopold
Rosenak was chosen rabbi in 1896.
Bibliography Zeit. filr Deutsche CultU7-gesch. new series,

Levinger

Jews he had it printed in German and in Hebrew, and
the work was successful in refuting the false accusations of Brenz. A new edition of the " Theriak "
in 1680, and a Latin translation
by Johann Wlllfer, together with the Schlangenbalg, was published at Nuremberg in 1681.
Wlilfer strongly defended the Jews against Brenz,
whose crass ignorance, hatred, falsehood, and per-

appeared at Altorf

:

•tti2.i.

T.

had
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is

:

A

the title "Ha-Yehudim," by Alexander ben Samuel,
is extant in manuscript in the library of the University of

Ally. Zeit. des Ju<L 1846, pp. 340-342 ; FUrst,
iii.
46, 537 ; Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl.
Wolf, Bibl. Hehr. i., Nos. 576, 2131.

Bihl. Jud. i. 131,
cols. 805, 2379, 2734;

D.

S.

Man.

BRESCH or BRES, JUDAH LOW BEN
MOSES NAPHTALI (Paulus iEmilius?):
Translator of the Pentateuch into Judaeo-German;
He is
lived in Germany in the sixteenth century.
known only from De Rossi (s.v. "Guida Figlio di
Mose Naftali Bres " Hamberger, s.v. "Bress"), who
credits him with the translation which first appeared
in Cremona in 1560 and was reprinted in Basel in 1583,
and which, besides the Pentateuch, contains a translation of the Haftarot and the five Megillot with exBut the preface
tracts from Rashi 's commentary.
to the translation states plainly that it is the work
of Paulus ^niilius, a converted Jew residing in
Rome it seems probable therefore that this was the
name assumed by Bresch after his conversion, although Steinschneider (" Sitzungsberichte der Phil.Philol. K. der K. Bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaf ten, " 1875, part 2, p. 185) says that the
former Jewish name of Paulus ^milius is not
known. Fl'irst, who probably had no other source
than De Rossi, knows only of Bresch, but the more
critical Benjacob expresses some doubt on the matAccording to some authorities, the translation
ter.
was reprinted in Basel in 1603, and in Prague in
1610, and there is also a quarto edition without
;

;

date,

which appeared

in

Augsburg.

The translation

said to follow closely that of Elias Levita,
first appeared in 1544.

is

which

Bibliography: Furst, Bibl. Jud. 1. 131, il. 81; Benjacob,
Ozar ha-Sefm-im, p. 635: Mormtsschrift, xxv. 362 et seq.;
Gr unbaum, Jildisch-Deutsche Chrestomathie, pp. 10-18, Leip-

BRENZ, SAMUEL FRIEDRICH

Anti Jewborn at Osterburg, Bavaria, in the latter
half of the sixteenth century date and place of death
unknown. He was converted to Christianity in
1610 at Feuchtwangen, and wrote " Jiidischer Abgestreifter Schlangenbalg " (The Jewish Serpent's Skin
Stripped), in which he bitterly attacked his former
coreligionists, whom he accused of hating "the most
pious and innocent Jew, Jesus Christ," and in which
he denounced their religious literature. This book,
divided into seven chapters, appeared at Nuremberg

BRESCIA

:

ish writer;

;

1715.

Against him Solomon Zebi Hirsch of Aufhausen
(not Offenhausen nor Ufhausen) wrote "Der Jiidische Theriak " (The Jewish Theriak or Antidote),
Hanau, 1615. For the use of Christians as well as

P.

G.

A. F.

K.

and

Leyden.

Bibliography:

sic, 1882.

1872, pp. 74 et seq.

in 1614, 1680,

nicious fanaticism, as well as his plagiarism of Pfef
Hebrew translation under
ferkorn, he exposed.

of

Lombardy,

(Hebrew, HEJ'na)
Italy.

:

The Jews

Wl.

City and province
first settled

there

during Roman times. A commemorative stone, dating from the fifth century, probably comes from
a synagogue. In the Middle Ages definite information concerning the settlement of the Jews in Brescia
dates from the period of the Venetian rule over the
cities of Lombardy, beginning in 1426.
As in all its other possessions, Venice permitted
the Jews to live under the same conditions in the
communities around the Garda lake. In 1434 a Jew
was solemnly baptized in Brescia. The population,
however, already unfavorably disposed toward the
Jews, was incited against them by fanatic monks;
and the Senate of the republic was repeatedly called
upon to protect the Jews, especially during the

.

Bremen
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disturbances after the alleged murder of Simon of
Trent in 1475. They were required to wear a badge.
The old statutes of the town refer to them in the column " Maleficiorum Crimiralium," "Statuti Yivili,"
They gained their living by money
Brescia, 1557.
transactions, and, as the Christians complained

Breslau

(1902).

pendently of them and without prejudice (Nos. 14,
Aside from Talmudic questions, the "Pene
63).
Arj-eh " also contains answers to other matters,
which bring out the author's thorough knowledge
of Hebrew linguistics.
The st^ie of the responsa is
simple and clear, the language being that of the
Mishnah Avitli an admixture of pure Hebrew phraseology, without rhetorical flourishes.
The work on
the wliole reveals a serious scholarly mind.
When the French revolutionary army came into
Holland, in 1793, Breslau wrote a series of prayers
for the synagogue, which were translated into Dutch,
and were published with a detailed preface by the
Christian minister Jan Karp.
Some fragments of
Breslau 's posthumous works are still preserved in
the bet ha-midrash of Rotterdam.
A poem that can
hardly be characterized as successful, "Mizmor le
Shabbat " (Psalm on the Sabbath), has recently been
published by Dr. Ritter, chief rabbi in Rotterdam.
Breslau's three sons, who took the family name

in the Riviera of

Lowenstamm, were Abraham,

left to Brescia, in
it was
by the authority of Venice, to permit the
Jews to remain or to expel them. During the short
time of the French rule, 1509-12. the Jews were

about their dealings,
1481,

plundered and then expelled. In 1516 they were
again admitted by Venice but after the battle of
Lepanto in 1571 the Senate determined to expel them,
and since that time it seems that Jews have lived
at Brescia only occasionally, and chiefly as money;

They are mentioned in documents of 1596,
and 1787. Heinrich Heine, in 1844, saw a synagogue there ("Italienische Reise," vol. i., end).
The city has no Jewish community at present

lenders.

1680,

In the province of Brescia there are Jews
Lago di Garda. There was an old
settlement at Sal5, and Jews were also living at
Iseo, Gavardo, Palazzuolo, Gottolengo, Lazzaro, and
Barco.
Brescia

is famous for the printing establishment
which Gershon b. Moses Soncino conducted at that
city and at Barco in the same province (1491-96),

publishing especially celebrated editions of the Bible
(De Rossi, " Annales," i. 39, 41, 46-48, 51 ii. 30. 31).
The Cod. Turin 45 was sold at Brescia in 1509,
Among the places in
shortly before the expulsion.
the province, Sal6 deserves especial mention as the
birthplace of Moses Sefardi b. Abraham of Salo,
1320, and of Nathan da Salo, 1487.
BIBLIOGRAPHY F. Glissentl, GU Ebrei nel Bresciano Sotto il
DomUiU) Veneto, Brescia, 1890 Soave M. Dei, Soncino, 1878.
;

:

;

G.

I.

BRESLAU.
BRESLAU,

E.

See Silesia.

ARYEH LOB BEN HAYYIM

German Talmudist and

:

rabbi; born in 1741 at Bres-

April 22, 1809, at Rotterdam, Holland.
He lived at Lissa, Posen, and later at Berlin,
where he was an inmate of the bet ha-midrash of the
philanthropist Daniel Jafe. From Berlin he Avent
to Emden, Prussia, as city and district rabbi.
In 1781
he was called as chief rabbi to Rotterdam. Breslau
was highly reputed as Talm^udist, as is shown by his
many responsa, and by the fact that such celebrated
men as Phineas Hurwitz, Isaiah Berlin, and David
Tevele Schiff referred Talmudic questions to him.
He was also distinguished by his knowledge of the
He enjoyed great popularity in
secular sciences.
Holland, and his reputation was not confined to Jewish circles, but many Christian scholars and theologians were also among his friends.
He was buried
with great ceremony, many delegates from the various Jewish communities attending his funeral. His
memory is still revered among the Dutch Jews.
Breslau is the author of a volume of responsa,
lau, Prussia; died

"

Pene
which

Aryeh"
is

(Lion's Face), Amsterdam, 1790,
distinguished by its logical method and

knowledge of the Talmud. Recognizing the latter work as the highest authority, he
ahvays applied common sense to the elucidation of
Biblical and Talmudic precepts.
While respecting
the post-Talmudic authors, he w^rote entirely indereveals a thorough

Emden

rabbi in Meseritz,

and

Hayyiin, rabbi at Leeuwarden and
Mordecai, assistant rabbi in Rotterdam, all known
as Talmudistsand Neo-Hebraic writers.
His grandson, Menahem Mendele ben Ha3^yim, w-as chief rabbi
at Rotterdam.
later in

;

;

Ritter in Ozar ha-Sifrut, v. 265 et seq.;
'Roest's Israel itische Letterbwle, iv. 109 ; Ha-Menssef, 1809, p.
209; Alia. Zeit. des Jud. 1837, p. 448; Steinschneider, Cat.

Bibliography
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:

44:^2.

L. G.

I.

BeR.

BRESLAU, JOSEPH

B. DAVID: German
Talmudist and rabbi; born (probably at Breslau) in
died Jan. 22, 1752. at Bamberg.
He was at
a rabbi at Grabfeld near Fulda, then rabbi of
Bamberg, 1743-52, where his brother-in-law, Moses
b. Abraham Broda, had officiated, 1718-33.
Breslau w-rote the following works: (1) " Shoresh Yosef "
(Joseph's Root), Amsterdam, 1730, on the legal term
1691

;

first

MiGGo; (2) "Hok Yosef (Jo.seph's Law), ib. 1730,
a partial commentary on Joseph Caro's Shulhan
'Aruk, Orah Hayyim, on the passages treating of
the Passover; (3) " Ketonet Yosef " (Joseph's Robe),
Fiirth, 1769, pilpulistic Haggadah, arranged according to the weekly lessons of the year. Breslau was
an apt pupil of his father-in-law, Abraham Broda,
like whom he is distinguished for the great acuteHis first work,
ness and wit shown in his writings.
which especially shows these characteristics, may be
considered as the most important Talmudic work
that was produced \>y the school of Abraham Broda.
One of Breslau's sons, Abraham, was a learned
merchant of Mlihlhausen in Alsace. He issued the
posthumous work of his father, to which he added
his grandfather's work, "Toledot Abraham."
Bibliography:

Eckstein, Gesch. der Jxtde.n in
171-173 (contains also Breslau's epitaph

Bamhery,

pp.

)

L. G.

HEYMANN

Author
BRESLAU, MARCUS
and journalist born at Breslau, Germany; died in
London May 14, 1864. He went to London as a youth,
and for a time taught Hebrew and was attaclied to
He then became connected with the
a synagogue.
"Hebrew Review," edited by Dr. M. J. Raphall.
A few years later, when the " Jewish Chronicle " was
:

;

started,

he conducted that periodical for a number

;
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Breslauer
Brest-Iiitovsk

of years, in conjunction with the proprietor, and on
the death of the latter became sole proprietor and
editor, though he sold it a few months afterward.
Being well versed in Hebrew and possessed of considerable energy and activity, he had a share in
nearly every movement of the Anglo Jewish periodical press and in several other literary luidertakings

Some
started by foreign Hebraists in England.
years later he tried to revive the " Hebrew Review,"
but failed, and he then retired from active Avork.
Hebrew granunar and
German he translated devowomen, and copied various He-

Breslau was the author of a

From

dictionary.

;

tional exercises for

the

He
in the collection at Oxford.
helped to translate into English the two volumes
of "Miscellanea" from the Bodleian, edited by H.
Edelmann. Breslau stood forth as the ready scribe
and, to some extent also, the Hebrew poet of the
community. A public subscription and testimonial
were presented him during his later years, in recognition of a thirty-year literary activity.
Bibliography: Jcicisli Chronicle and Jewish World, May
brew manuscripts

20, 18til.
ir.

J.

BRESLAUER, HERMANN

:

Li.

Austrian neuro-

path; born at Duschnik, Bohemia, Nov. 10, 1835.
He was educated at the gymnasium at Pilsen and
the University of Vienna, graduating from the latter
Establishing himself
as doctor of medicine in 1860.
as a phj'sician in the Austrian capital in the same
year, he was assistant to Professor Leidersdorf from
1861 to 1872, when he, with Dr. Fries, founded a
private hospital for mental and nervous diseases at
Inzersdorf, near Vienna.
F. T. H.

s.

BRESLAUER,

MAX

:

German chemist born
;

372

gregation of Kottbus. In 1863 he removed to Berlin in order to take a four-year course in music at
Stern's Conservatory, studying with Jean Vogt and
H. Ehrlich (piano), Fl. Geyer, Fr. Kiel (composition),
H. Schwantzer (organ), and J. Stern (score-reading
and conducting).
For eleven years (1868-79) BresUuir was teacher at
Prof. Th. Kullak's"Neue Akademie der Tonkunst,"
his special department being the pedagogics of
Shortly after leaving the acadpianoforte-playing.
emy he formed a society among the music-teachers
of Berlin, which in 1886 developed into the " DeutBreslaur is also the
scher Musiklehrer-Verband."
founder and director of a piano-teachers' seminary.
work published by Breslaur in 1874, entitled
"Die Technische Grundlage des Klavierspieis," obIn 1888 he
tained for him the title of professor.
was appointed choirmaster of the Informed Synagogue of Berlin, which position he still (1902) holds.
In addition to his contributions as musical critic of
the "Spenersche Zeitung" and the "Fremdenblatt,"
Breslaur has published the following theoretical and
pedagogical works: " Die Technische Grundlage der
Klavierspieis" (1874); "Flihrer Durch die Klavierunterrichts-Litteratur " "ZurMethodischen Uebuiig
des Klavierspieis"; "Der Entwickelnde Untcrricht
"Ueber die Schadlichen
in der Harmonielehre "
Folgen des Unrichtigcn Uebcns " " Klavierschule," 3
vols., 18th ed., 1898; a compilation entitled "Methodik des Klavierunteriichts in EinzeLsatzen"
(1887); "Melodiebildungslehre auf Grundlage des

A

;

;

;

Harmonischen und Rhythmischen Elements " (1896)
" Sind Originale Synagogen- und Volksmelodien bei
den Juden Geschichtlich Nachweisbar" (Breitkopf
and Hartel)— a pamphlet devoted to the discussion
of the melodies of the Jewish liturgy.
Since 1878 Breslaur has published a pedagogical

He
Prussian Silesia, June 19, 1856.
received his education at the universities of Leipsic, Heidelberg, and Breslau, graduating with the
degree of doctor of philosophy. In 1880 he was appointed judicial and police chemist in Lissa, Prussia,
and in 1882 chief of the experimental bureau of
the board of health in Brandenbuig-on-the-Havel.
Four years later he was called to Berlin to fill the
same position on the board of health of the German
capital, which he holds at present (1902).
Breslauer has Avritten many essays and reports in
Among his
the professional journals of Germany.
works may be mentioned: "Einfache Methoden zur
Trinkwasser-Untersuchung, " 1884 " Chemische Untersuchung der Luft filr Hygienische Zwecke," 1885
"Die Anweudung des Lactodensimeters zur Milchkontrolle," 1886; " Practische Anleitung zur Untersuchung der Frauenmilch," 1892; and " Chemische
Beschaffenheit der Luft in Charlottenburg und Ber-

Prague in the second half of the seventeenth century and the beginning of the eighteenth.
In 1795 Bresner published at Prague, under the title
" Iggeret Yizhak " (The Letter of Isaac), an order
of confession, compiled from Gerundi's "Sefer haYirah"and from Isaiah Hurwitz's "Shene Luhot
He
ha-Berit," and now inserted in many rituals.
also published in Judaeo-German a compilation of
maxims entitled "Dibre Musar" (The Words of

lin," 1894.

Ethics), Prague, 1812.

at Trebnitz,

;

Bibliography

:

Kiirschner,

Deutscher Literatur-Kalender,

19(B, S.V.

F.

s.

BRESLAUR, EMIL

T

H.

German musician and
pedagogics; born at Kottbus
May 29, 1836. He first attended the gymnasium in
his native city, and later the seminary at Neuzelle.
Upon his graduation from that institution he became
preacher and religious instructor in the Jewish con-

writer on

musical

:

He edited
periodical entitled "Der Klavierlehrer."
the eleventh edition of Schubert's " Musikalisches
Konversations-Lexikon " (1892), and he is the author
of a number of choruses (several of them for the synagogue service), songs, and pianoforte pieces.

Bibliography: Biemann, Mmik-Lexiknn
ary of Music and Miisiciann.

;

Baker, DictionJ-

s.

So.

BRESNER, ISAAC BEN ELIJAH LEVI
(called

"Melammed"

[teacher]): Austrian educa-

tor; lived at

Wolf, Bihl. Hehr. iii.. No. 1172; Steiaschneider, Cat. Bodl. col. 1097; Fiirst, Bibl. Jud. i. 131.

Bibliography:

I.

s.

Bu.

BRESNITZ, HEINRICH: Austrian author
and journalist; born at Czernowitz, Bukowina,
Austria-Hungary, 1844. In 1867 he established in
Vienna a periodical, " Der Osten," and in 1869 a politFrom 1879 to 1886 he
ical journal, "Der Patriot."
was

the proprietor and chief editor of

the"Morgen-

"

"

He is the author of the followiug political
pamphlets: "Die Verfassungspartei und das Ministerium Hohenwart," and " Betrachtungen ilber den
Ausgleich." In 1893 Bresnitz went to Bulgaria.
M. Co.
s.
Post."

BRESSELATJ,

MEIR ISRAEL:

German

notary and secretary of the Reform congregation of
Hamburg; born 1785 (?); died in Hamburg Dec.
25, 1839.

He was identified with the Reform moveHamburg from its beginning, and when

ment in
the Orthodox party attacked the Hamburger Tempelverein in the pamphlet "Elch Dibre ha-Berit"
(These Are the Words of the Covenant; Altona,
1819), Bresselau

wrote as a reply his polemical work,

"Hereb Nokemet Nekam Berit" (A Sword That
Revengeth the Quarrel of the Covenant; Dessau,
The magnificent Hebrew style of the latter
1819).
publication is praised even by Griltz ("Gesch. xi.
385), and it ranks among the ablest literary productions of the controversy between the orthodox and
reform parties. Bresselau was also joint author with
Isaac Sackel Frankelof "Seder ha- 'Abodah " (Ritual
of the Service), the Hebrew-German prayer-book of
the Hamburg Reform Temple, Hamburg, 1819. But
Filrst ("Bibliotheca Judaica,"

i.

131) errs in ascrib-

ing to him the allegorical drama " Yaldut u-Baharut
(Childhood and Youth; Berlin, 1786), wliich was
written by Mendel Br(:sslau, who died in 1829. Bresselau's successor as secretary of the Temple congregation was Gabriel Riesser.
Bibliography:

Jost's Annaleii, 1840, p. 18; Griitz, Ge.se/i.
der Jtiden, 2d ed., xi. SK'i Steinsc.hneider, Cataloo der Hebr.
Handschriften in der Stadtbibliothck zu Hamhurg, p. 8;
;

Bih. Post-Me}idels. s.v. S^llamith, viii., parts
276; AUgemeine Zcituny des Jtidenthnms, 1840.
Zeitlin,

P.

6.

BRESSLAU, HARRY:
born in

German
Dannenberg, Hanover, March 22,

7, 8, p.

Wl.

historian;
1848.

He

studied history in Gottingen from 1866 to 1869; became teacher of the real-school in Frankfort-on-theMain afterward occupied a similar position in Berlin, and at the same time began his academic career
as privat-docent in the university in that city.
In
1877 he was appointed assistant professor at the
same university, and in 1890 professor at the University of Strasburg, which position he still (1902) occupies. In 1887 he became corresponding member of
the Munich Academy of Sciences.
In 1888 he was
elected a member of the board of editors of the
"Monumeuta Germaniag Historica," a publication
which has for its object the collection of all the ancient sources of German histoiy.
For this scries he
edits the periodical devoted to its interests, the
" Neues Archiv der Gesellschaf t f itr Aeltere Deutsche
;

Geschichtskunde.
Brcsslau also took a very important part in tlie
foundation of the society for the investigation of the

Jews in Germany
Commission flir Gcschichte der Jiideii
Deutschland), whose president he is (1902); and
magazine, "Zeit. fur die Gesch. der Juden in

sources of the history of the
(Histori.sche

in
its

Breslauer
Brest-Litovsk
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;

Deutschland," contains a number of valuable essays
from his pen. The most important are those proving that the story according to which Charlemagne
called

Rabbi Kaionymus from Lucca

chief rabbi of all the Jews,

to Germany as
was a fabrication, and that

Henry IV. given to the Jews of Speyer
A number of valuable works on German history have been written by Bresslau, among
which are: "Die Kanzlei Kaiser Konrads II." (Berthe charter of
spurious.

was

1869); "Diplomatas Centum" {ib. 1872); "Jahrbilcher Kaiser Heinrich II." {ib. 1875); "Der Sturz

lin,

Zweier Preussischer Minister" {ib. 1879); "Jahrbiicher des Deutschen Reiches Unter Konrad II."
(Leipsic, 1879-84); "Handbuch der Urkundenlehre
fur Deutschland and Italien " (ib. 1889).

Bibliography: Meyer. Knnverftations-Lexikon; Kurschner,
Deutsclier Literaiur-Kcdender,

s.v.

D.

s.

BRESSLAU

(al'^..

BRESSLAUER

or

BRES-

LAUER), MENDEL BEN HAYYIM
JUDAH Bookseller at Breslau (died 1829) author
:

;

of articles in the periodical " Ha-Meassef," and of an
allegorical etiiical dialogue, "Yaldut u-Baharut"
(Childhood and Youth), Breslau, 1786.
He also
wrote "Gelilot Erez Israel," a geography of Palestine with two maps (Breslau, 1819), and " Reshit haKeriah," a Hebrew reader and grammar with the
phonetic method (Breslau, 1834).

Bibliography:

Fiirst,

Bihl. Jitd.

Bndl. col. 1743; Zeitliu, BLM.
Zunz, G. S. i. 198.

i.

131: Steinschneider, Ca(40, 41;

Post-Memlels. pp.

D.

BREST-LITOVSK

Man.

S.

Brzese in Russian documents, Brestye, and, later. Berestov
and in Jewish writings. Brisk [pD"'"l3] or Brisk
de-Lita = "Brisk of Lithuania"): A fortified town
in the government of Grodno, Russia, at the junction
of the Mukhovetz river with the western Bug capital of the district of the same name.
The Jewisli
population of the city in 1897 was 30,252, in a total
(in Polish,

;

;

population of 46,542; that of the district (including
was in the same year 45,902, in a total of
218,366, or 21.02 per cent.
Brest was the largest and the most important of
the first five Jewish settlements in Lithuania, dating
from the second Jialf of the fourteenth century, and
continued in that leading position till the rise of
Wilna in the seventeenth century. According to
Bershadski, the well-known charter of Grand Duke
Vitold, dated July 2, 1388, was originally granted
to the Jews of Brest only, and was extended sub.sequently to the other Jewish communities of Lithuania and Volhyuia. Brest-Litovsk soon became
the city)

the center of trade and commerce, as well as of
rabbinical learning, and the seat of the administration of the Jewish communities of Lithuania and

Volhynia.

The fifteenth and sixteenth centuries must be regarded as the golden age in the history of the Jewish
community of Brest. In the charter of Casimir
Jagellou, granted Aug. 14, 1447, to all Jews in Lithuania and Poland, Brest is mentioned, among other
important provincial towns, as controlling many territories.
In 1463 the same king preEarly
sented a Jew named Levan Shalomich
History, with several estates in the district of
Brest, and leased to him certain villages ("Russko-Yevreiski Archiv," i.. No. 5).
When, in 1472, merchandise belonging to Itzek
was arbitrarily
Wilna and six secular

(Isaac) of Brest, collector of taxes,

seized in Prussia, the bishop of
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councilors of the king interceded in his behalf before
the grand master Henry Richtenberg (ib. No. 6).
From the edicts of King Casimir IV., dated May 30,
1487, and May 12, 1489, and of Grand Duke Alexander Jagellon, Oct. 14, 1494, it appears that the customs duties of Brest and its districts were farmed by
Jewsof Brest and Lutzk(«6. Nos. 14-25). During the
reign of Casimir all the important commercial and
financial operations of Lithuania were concentrated
in the hands of the Jews, especially of those of Brest,
among them the brotliers Danke, Pesah, and Lazar
Enkovich {ib. Nos. 34, 46). In 1495 Alexander banished the Jews of Brest and other Lithuanian cities
to Poland, whence they were permitted by him to
return in 1508. During the banishment the synagogue of Brest was presented by Alexander to the
Christian inhabitants of Brest to be used as a hospital ("Slowuik Geographiczny," s.v.); but wlien
the Jews returned it was given back to them.
In 1507 the community of Brest was the object of
the special attention of Sigismund I. and its history
of that period is intimately connected with the
brothers Jesofovich. The eldest of these, Abra;

ham Jesofovich, who embraced

Christianity, tilled

and was secretary of the treasury
under Sigismund during 1510-19. His two brothers,
Michael and Isaac, who remained true to the faith

several high offices

In
of their fathers, also received important favors.
1513 they were farmers of the customs duties of
Brest,

Lutzk, and Vladimir, and afterward held

on salt and wax, fumage (chimney-money), taverns (Mohilev and Vitebsk), and
many other objects of revenue. An event of the
highest importance in the life of the brothers Jesofoleases of the taxes

community of Brest and for
Jews of Lithuania, was the ap-

vich, as well as for the

the

Senior"

pointment (Feb. 27, 1514) of Michael
Jesofovich as the " senior " of all the
Lithuanian Jews (R. Y. A. i., No. 60).
The power of a "senior" was, as Harkavy and Bershadski have shown, of a purely temporal nature the
appointment having been actuated by economic and
utilitarian motives, as the king considered it to be
the best means of securing from the Jews prompt
and regular payment of taxes (Gratz, "Gesch. der
Juden," Hebrew transl.. vii. 313, note 1). In 1519
a certain Aaron the Blind was tried for the murder
of Ivan Pralevich by the Brest city court, because
the Jews of Brest refused to have anything to do
with the accused, who was described as a "tramp
and murderer, who had lost his eyesight througli
stealing grapes." They even would not offer bail
Aaron was accordfor him wlien bail was allowed.
ingly tried by the city authorities. After the trial
Michael Jesofovich and the Brest Jews, realizing the
danger of creating a precedent in relinquishing the
power of jurisdiction granted them by the king,
brought suit against the magistrate and other authorities of Brest for interference in a matter pertaining to their jurisdiction. In 1525 the king raised
Michael to the hereditary nobilitj' an unprecedented honor for a Jew in the sixteenth century.
In 1576 (Dec. 6) King Stephen Bathoii relieved
the Jews of Brest from all taxes on account of serious losses sustained by them through fires ("Akty
Wilenskoi Archeograficheskoi Kommissii," v. 139).
*'

of Brest.

;

—
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About half a century after the death of Michael
Jesofovich there lived in Brest-Litovsk another remarkable personage, named Saul Wahl or Wol, concerning whom authentic information is so scanty
that it is difficult to separate legends from historical
facts.
The identity of Saul Judich, " the king's servant " a most influential Jew under Stephen Bathori
and Sigismund III. with Saul Wahl, the legendary king of Poland who reigned for one night, has,
however, been satisfactorily proved by Bershadski
in his article, "YevreiKorol Polski" (in "Voskhod,"
1889, Nos. i.-v.).
In 1580 the Jewish community of
Brest entrusted him with the conduct of the very
important and complicated case, before the commissioners of the king, against the Christian merchants
of Brest, who would not allow the community the
proportion (one-quarter) of city revenues which had
been granted to the community by charter. For a
detailed account of his activity in the Brest community see Saul Wahl.
From records of the custom-house of Brcst-Litovsk
(published in " Archeograficheski Sbornik," iii. 289322, iv. 252-260) it is evident that
Comthe greatest part of the merchandise
mercial
imported from Germany and Austria
Activity, via Lublin, or exported from Slutzk
via Lublin to Gnesen, in 1583 and the
following years, belonged to the Jews of Brest.
They imported, among other merchandise, wax,
furs, leather, olives, hats and caps, paper, nails, iron,
paint, locks, knives, mirrors, mohair-yarn, cinnamon, muscatel, neckties, and wire; from Hungary,
linen from Glogau, nuts, plums, lead, needles, pins,
ribbons, wine, velvet, black silk, pepper, cards,
bells, sugar, raisins; and from Moravia, cloth.
The
exports consisted of Moscow mittens, soap, furs,
bridles and harness (both black and mounted in
brass), copper belts, lumber, and grain.
From a document dated Dec. 14, 1584, it is evident that Isaac (Isaiko) Shachovich, a Jew of Brest,
visited Moscow on business in 1581, notwithstanding
the prohibition of Ivan the Terrible, and en route
stopped in Mohilev at the house of his friend, the
tax-collector Isaac Jacobovich.
Of the importance of the Jewish community of
Brest, there are many proofs in the official documents
of Lithuania; thus in 1567, when the Lithuanian

—

—

;

Jews were taxed by King Sigismund Augustus with
a special " loan " of 4,000 " kop groschen," the share
that Brest was required to furnish was 1,300 kop
groschen, almost a third of the loan ("Aktovaya
Kniga Metriki Litovskoi: Publichnyya Dyela," No.
7, p. 163; "Russko-Yevreiski Archiv," ii.i No. 265).
However, on the appeal of Jacob Jugilovich and
Rubin Agronovich of Biest, acting in the name of
all the Jewish conmumities of Lithuania, the total
loan was reduced to 3,000 kop groschen ("Aktovaya
Kniga Metriki Litovskoi: Zapisei," No. 48, p. 112;
"Russko-Yevreiski Archiv," ii. No. 266).
From the " Pinkes " (Jewish Archives) of Lithuania
it appears that the Jewish communities of the grand
duchy at that time were indebted to the Jewish
community of Brest to the amount of 2,143 kop
groschen (in 1655 the indebtedness had increased to
32,912 kop groschen, not including interest to the
amount of 14,015 kop groschen). In 1566 Brest-
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Litovsk had 106 Jewish house-owners, out of a total
of 852 (" Aktovaya Kniga Metriki Litovskoi: Perepisei, " No. 15A " Russko-Yevreiski Archi v, " ii. No.
The houses were small, insignificant frame
231).
buildings, although they were inhab,

;

Number

ited

by some families that consisted
(" Litovskie YevThe only synagogue
p. 335).

of Houses, of fourteen persons
rei,"

was also a frame building. In 1569 a brick synagogue and brick houses were built, as appears from
a lawsuit of the contractor against the Jews for not
paying him in time (" Russko-Yevreiski Archi v," ii.,
No. 305). Wealthy farmers of customs, like the
brothers Enkovich, had more commodious residences
on their estates out of town ("Litovskie Yevrei,"
But Brest was the leading

not as regards
wealth alone, but also in learning and refinement;
city,

so that none of the rabbis or representatives of the
other Lithuanian communities would render any
decision of importance without the consent of tlie
Brest community. According to tradition, the ascendency of Brest-Litovsk extended as far as the

Students
sea and the German frontier.
came from Germany and Italy to the yeshibah of
The government held the Jews of Brest in
Brest.
Thus, under Sigismund Augustus
special favor.
the wealthiest farmers of taxes and other revenues,
Isaac BoRODAVKA, Abraham Dlukgach, David and
Lipman Shmerlevich, were Jews of Brest; while
Joseph Shalomich was the contractor of the mint,
and the Isaacovich family was favored with special
privileges by the king.
Baltic

Among the prominent scholars of Brest in the sixteenth century who were not rabbis, the following
may be mentioned: David Drucker, son-in-law of
Saul Wahl; Phoebus, the teacher of Joel Sarkes
("Bah"); Fishel of Brest, author of notes on the
"Turim"; Joseph of Brest, brother of Moses IsSERLES; Moses ben Hillel, grandfather of Hillel ben
Naphtali, the author of "Bet Hillel"; and Samuel
Heller.

The Jewish merchants

of Brest, like those of the

had Russian names and spoke and
wrote the Russian language. They had friendly
intercourse with their Christian fellow-citizens, and
did not need a " speaker " before the courts, as the
German merchants did {ib. p. 395).
With the beginning of tiie seventeenth century
Brest lost some of its importance as the center of
wealthy farmers of taxes and other government
Prominent persons like Michael Jesofovich
leases.
and Saul Wahl were unknown they were succeeded
in the arrangement of Jewish affairs
Decline of by the Lithuanian Council (" Waad
Brest.
ha-Medinah be-Lita"). There were
eminent rabbis, Talmudists, and other
scholars, such as Moses, grandson of Rabbi Heshel
Elijah Lipschlitz, father-in-law of Rabbi Abraham
ha-Darshan; Abraham ben Benjamin Ze'eb Brisker;
Elijah ben Samuel of Lublin, author of "Yad Elijahu" Jacob ben Joel, author of " She'erit Ya'akob"
Zebi-Hirsch ben Eliezer Levi, mentioned in the
"Teshubot Bah." But there were no communal
workers of the type of those named above, to act as
mediators between the Jews and the government, and
rest of Lithuania,

;

;

;

having the power to protect them in cases of emergency. The leaders of the Lithuanian Jews seemed
to be more occupied with religious laws and with
the preservation of the inner life of their community than with general politics. The collecting of taxes and the customs duties was leased to
the secretary of the treasury of the grand duchy of
Lithuania, who, in turn, sublet it for a term of
two years to the Jew Getzko Meerovich (" Akty
Wilenskoi Archi vnoi Kommissii," vi. 308).
In 1638 a lease of the city hall place was granted
by the municipal government of Brest to Nachman
Shlomovich {ib. p. 312). In 1641 the municipal government leased the cellar under the city hall to Simon
Shlomich for three years at an annual rental of thirty
florins

p. 404).

;

Brest-Iiitovsk

{ib.

p. 395).

Of the

forty -two Jewish Lithuanian councils held
from 1623 to 1761, nineteen met at Brest or at one
of tlie cities in its district.

That the Jews were still protected by the king
evident from the privileges granted them by Sigismund III. (March 9, 1615), under which they were
exempt from quartering the Polish nobility and retainers at their houses (i5. v. 141); by John Casimir
(Feb. 17, 1649), confirming privileges granted by
King Vladislaw IV. (Feb. 15, 1633, and Dec. 31,
is

1646);

and by Sigismund

III. (Oct. 10, 1592) {ib.

p.

By an

order issued June 23, 1655, King John
Casimir forbade his subjects to build roadside inns or
mills or to sell liquors, on the ground that the interests of the Brest leaseholders of the king were injured by such practises and he warned them that all
such establishments would be confiscated {ib. p. 153).
By an order dated July 30, 1661, the same king relieved the Jews of Brest from all military duties;
giving as his reason that the city of Brest and the
Jews of that place were ruined by the invasion of
By a second edict (Aug.
the Moscovites (z6. p. 161).
8, 1661) he proclaimed that the Jews of Brest were released from all obligations for four j'ears.
He also
released them from paying rent for the monopoly
of the sale of liquors {ib. p. 162).
In the same edict
the king notified the Voyevoda of Polotzk that, on
account of the losses inflicted on them by the invasion of " the enemy " (the Moscoviies), the Jews of
Brest were not able to pay their creditors, and that
the king gave tiie Jews an " iron " or irrevocable
charter freeing them from the payment of their debts
for three years {ib. p. 163).
That even the factor of King John Casimir, Jonas
Moizheshovich, was not very wealthy, and had to
pawn his jewels and other property to the Christian
merchant Vasili Proskurnich, is evident fi'om an
order issued by the king May 22, 1602, from which
it appears that, having paid lialf of the debt, Jonas
wished to pay the balance and to receive back his
pledge, but that Proskurnich could not be found.
The king considered that Proskurnicli was trying to
avoid the return of the pledge; he, therefore ordered
all the clerical and other authorities to arrest Proskurnich wherever found, that he give satisfaction to
144).

;

Moizheshovich {ib. p. 164).
During the uprising of the Cossacks under
Chmielnicki. 2,000 Jews were killed in BrestLitovsk in 1649; the others escaped to Great Poland
and Danzig (Kostomarov, "Bogdan Chmielnitzky,"

—

"
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341 Hanover, " Yaven Moznlah "). From a report
of Gregory Kunakov, a courier of the czar, it aj)pears that in this year Brest was utPersecuterly destroyed by the Cossacks and
tion Under Tatars, that the Poles and Jews with
i.

;

Chmiel-

their wives and chihh'en were all slain,
and that all the palaces and stone walls
were destroyed, the wooden l)uildings
burned, and the city razed to the ground (" Regesty,
No. 847).

nicki.

From the instructions given to the delegates to
the congress of the nobility of Volhynia, held at
Brest in 1653, it is evident that taxes could not be
collected from the Jews for the reasons above stated,
and because some Jews had become victims of the
pestilence, while others had fled to other countries
During the invasion of Brest by the
{ib. No. 941).
Muscovites in 1660, all the deeds relating to tho privileges and contracts of the Jews were lost {ib. No.
975).

That their relations with their Christian neighbors
were not as friendly as formerly may be seen from
a quarrel between the Christian citizens and the
Jews over property lost by the latter during a fire
at Brest in 1637.
The case was, however amicably
settled on the following conditions: (1) The city government ordered the citizens to return to the Jews
their lost property wherever found, and to declare
the amounts of debts due to the Jews.
(2) Thereafter all lawsuits relating to property or documents
destroyed by the fire, to cease; the Jews to have the
right to take away all of their property wherever
found.
(3) The citizens to assist the Jews in capturing escaped criminals. (4) Both Jews and Christians to have the right to rebuild their stores and
houses, but only on the old sites and according to
the original plans.
(5) To preserve order in the
future, a guard to be organized consisting of Jews
and Christians in equal numbers. (6) Steps to be
taken by the city authorities to quell any future
disorders

("

;

Akty Wilenskoi Archivnoi Kommissii,"

vi. 289).

Another case is cited in 1621, viz. where the Chrismurderer of a Jew was released from prison by a
,

tian

priest in consideration of the present of a casket of

money taken by him from the house of the murThe authorities, by removing the guards

derer.

from the prison, allowed the murderer to escape;
and the many citizens who saw him break away did
not help the Jews to capture him (ib. v. 14).
Lawsuits between Jews and Christiansen accoxint
of property are of frequent occurrence, as is evident-

from the case (in 1639) of Joseph
Zelmanovich of Brest against the merchant Friedrich of Thorn {ib.\i. 324);
of the merchant Matvei Strepkovich against the
deputy of Brest, accusing him of bribery for taking
the part of Jacob Josephovich, a Jew of Brest (ib.
p. o26); and of one Kornilovich against the same
La'wsuits.

deputy, for declining to register in the city records
his complaint of slander against the Jews of Brest
among them Zalaman, the agent of the Kahal (ih.
p. 336).

Of a more serious nature were the conflicts between the Jews and the Catholic and the Greek Orthodox clergy. The education of the Lithuanian Cath-
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youth at that time was practically under the
control of the Jesuits, as had been the case in Poland
for a century.
As a result of the encouragement
olic

among

the pupils of a spirit of mischief directed
against the Jews, the latter were constantly subjected to annoyances by the students from the so
called "Schulergelauf."
The Jews at times retaliated upon the students. On one occasion the rector
and the superintendent of the Jesuit college of Brest
asked that a formal protest might be recorded against
the unbelieving Jews of the city of Brest, who, it
was stated, had, "in their hatred of Christian blood,"
insulted and beaten the students on many occasions.
In 1643 it was alleged that they "had attacked little
children of the officials of the Brest voeyvodeship
with a heavy club, still preserved in the college as
a proof of their insolence." On March 8, 1644, a
student named Nesetzki asserted that he had been
attacked by Jews when passing the house of Pinkes
Samuelovich in the Jewish street, and narrowly es-

caped with his

life (ib. v. 17).

From

a document dated Feb. 10, 1662, it appears
that the general commissioner of the monastic order
of the Augustines directed the return
Church
to the Brest Jews of six yards of
Dispute,
ground taken from them by the father
superior of the monastery (ib. v. 24).
In 1656 the Russian bishop Petei writes to Trotzcovlch, priest of Brest, requesting him to make an
effort to build a church on the ground whereon the
church of Kozmo-Demyan had stood in former
years, and whereon Jewish houses were then located
and to give notice to the Jews forthwith to clear
the ground (ib. iii. 55).
But from a document addressed to the kahal of Brest by the alderman of the
city, it is evident that from ancient times the Jews
had had a lease, at an annual rent of 20 florins, of
the site of the Kozmo-Demyan church, on the Russian street, with the right to build houses (ib. p 68).
Notwithstanding this, the matter was not settled
imtil 1679, when Bishop Zalenski issued a document
stating that " the Jews had the right to build on that
place."

On Aug.

21, 1669, the priest of the

Russian church

made a complaint

against the Jews of Brest for
reconverting to Judaism a baptized
ReJewess of the name of Judith, whose
conversion, baptismal name was Anastasia, a
daughter of Shemuel, at one time
leaseholder of taxes (ib. v. 44).
From a case between the kahal of Brest and some Russian priests
of the city (Dec. 30, 1669) it appears that the latter
caused much damage to the Jews of Brest, and that
during the religious processions riots took place in

A

which Jewish property was stolen and Jews were
murdered or wounded bj^ priests as well as by others
(ib.

p. 41).

Cases of outrages on tlie part of the Polish nobility are not wanting.
On Feb. 10, 1665, a case was
tried in the city court of Brest between the kahal
and Vespasian and Chrysostom Kostiusko and
Voitech Orinovich, the cliarge being that the defendants rode on horseback into the synagogue with
their retainers, followed by a mob with drawn
swords; that they cut almost to pieces the Jew
Jovskei Aronovich, and severely wounded the agent

,;
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The court condemned
of the kabal, Lcib Itzkovich.
the Kostiuskos to death and to a payment of 200
kops for the murdered Jew. Chrysostom did not
appear in court, but sent notice th«t he was called
Tliere is no account of his having been
to the war.
punished

k[*

p

(ib. v.

28, 31).

In 1669 the nobility of Brest instructed their delegates to the Diet to bring in a law
Relations prohibiting Jews from employing
with
Christian servants, "as the working
Nobility, classes, who like easy work, prefer to
be employed by the Jews" {ib. iv. 49).
Tlie hetman of the grand duchy of Lithuania had
to warn his subordinates repeatedly that the Jews
of Brest must be freed from all militar}^ duties and
must not be blackmailed [ib. v. 180). It appears
from another order of the hetman (Aug. 7, 1669)
tliat the city of Brest was cliarged with the duty of
supplying the army with provisions {ib. iv. 70).
The city authorities of Brest also forced tlie Jews to
pay extra taxes and local contributions " in violation
of their privileges and agreements," as is evident
from an edict issued by King Michael Nov. 5, 1669
{ib.

V. 249).

From a

safe-conduct given to the Jews of Brest
(April 2, 1668), it is apparent tliat they were often annoyed, attacked, mobbed,
and robbed. The officials are warned, under a penalty of 10,000 kops, not to do any further harm to

by the aldermen of Brest

the

Jews

{ib.

p. 183).

From a list of the year 1662 of tlie Jewish merchants
of Brest for the apportionment of subsidiary taxes

by the Diet of Warsaw it appears that the
highest valuation of goods in the fifteen stores of
the Jews of Brest was 650 florins; the lowest, 30
The collection from the pedlers is assessed
floi-ins.
at the sum of 150 florins.
From the beginning of tlie seventeenth century
the Jewish community of Brest, like all the other
communities of Lithuania, was obliged to contract
debts; borrowing money from various religious institutions, such as churches, colleges, monasteries,
and religious orders. The loans were mostly perpetual, and were secured by the real estate of the
kahal.
In this way most of the property- of the
instituted

community was under continuous mortgage.
In the middle of the eighteenth century the kahals
became insolvent. When the committee of the Diet began to liquidate the Jewish
debts in 1766, it appeared that the kahal of Brest
then consisted of 3,175 persons; it had a debt of
122,723 florins (Bershadski, "Litovskie Yevrei,"
The chief creditors were the Jesuit college of
p. 8).
Brest, 26,233 florins; the college of Neswizh, 2,800;
the mission of Koden, 9,600; the provost of Kobrin,
400; Alter Shereshveski, 4,000; the Trinitarians of
Brest, 1,000; the Dominicans of Brest,
Debts
11,516 florins, 14 groschen; theAugusof Comtinians of Brest, 32,300; the Bridget
munity. nuns of Brest, 7,700; the communist
priests of Lomaza, 8,000; the Cistercians of Wislitzy, 1,000; the Paulinists, 7,200; the
Bernardines of Brest, 2,300; the Greek Orthodox
Dizunites, 1,000; the Carthusians of Bereza, 3,200;
the provost Chernovitzki, 2.000; in all, 122,723 florof Lithuania

:

ins

{ib.

p. 170).

Brest-Iiitovsk

The total income of the kahal of Brest was then
31,200 florins.
It was derived from taxes on salt,
tobacco, herrings, tar, mills, taverns, breweries, etc.
licenses of Jewish artisans; a certain percentage on
dowries, and from the meat monopoly {ib. p. 9).
The expenses were; salary of the superintendent or
agent, wlio received, in addition, certain articles in
kind, such as meat, fish, sweets, etc. salaries of the
rabbi and judges; supplies for the army during its
movements through the district of Brest, consisting
of candles, oil, paper, sealing-wax, meat, fish, etc.
When the nuncio of the pope visited the city, the
kahal presented him witli a hogshead of sugar. The
officiating priest received a pound of sugar; the
clerk, a flask of liquor.
With the fall of the Polish-Lithuanian kingdom
the decline of Brest was hastened.
Frequent fires,
wars, and the plunder of the armies utterly destroyed the city.
With the second partition of
Poland, Brest, which had been rebuilt, came into
tlie possession of Russia, and in 1796 was made a
district town of the government of Slonim.
In 1797
it was annexed to the Lithuanian provinces, and in
1801 was made a district town of the government of
Grodno. In 1802 a fire destroyed a large part of the
Jewish quarter. In 1828 fire also destroyed a great
number of the Jewish buildings of Brest, among
them five houses of prayer.
In the first half of the nineteenth century Brest
had not improved, owing to the competition of other
Jewish communities of Lithuania which had developed rapidly. By order of Nicholas I.
Nineteenth Brest, in 1832, was made a first-class
Century, fortress, in consequence of which
many historical buildings in the Jewish quarter and the ancient synagogue had to be
demolished, others being erected on new sites, the
government making partial compensation. By order
of Rabbi Jacob Meir Padua, a descendant of Saul
Wahl, the architect Ferdinand Schafir made a sketch
of the old synagogue, which was presented to Dennis Samuel of London, also a descendant of Wahl.
In the course of work on the fortress the cemetery
was destroyed and the monuments, when removed
to the new cemetery, could not be deciphered.
In 1838 the Jewish Hospital, with forty beds and
It then had an income of
a pharmacy, was erected.
five hundred rubles from the meat-tax and from voluntary contributions. In 1851-61 the new sj'na;

;

gogue was built; and in 1866 an asylum for widows
was founded by Rabbi Orenstein. In 1877 a dispensary, poorhouse, and lodgings for the poor were
All
built; also a Talmud-Torah for 500 pupils.
tliese institutions are still (1902) maintained by voluntary contributions.
Notwithstanding numerous conflagrations, Brest,
in 1860, contained 812 houses and 19,342 inhabitants.
In 1889 there were 2,063 buildings and 41,615 inhabitants, of whom 27,005 were Jews; of the latter,
4,364 were artisans, 1,235 licensed merchants, and
1,000 employed in manufacturing.

At present the Jews control most of the trade and
industries of Brest. There are four tobacco factories.
The main articles of export (mostly to Danzig) are
grain, flax

On May

and

and cattle.
on the occurrence of another

flaxseed, tar, lumber,

17, 1895,
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the Jewish working classes were in great
and the minister of ways and connnunications permitted them free passage on the railroads
for twelve days, to seek employment.
large

fire,

distress;

On May 11, 1901, another disastrous tire took place,
resulting in a serious loss of life and property.
In
consequence the number of Jewish poor was largely
increased.
Among prominent Jews of Brest, besides rabbis,

may

be mentioned; in theeigiiteenth century, Jacob
Levi, author of " HiddusheMahari " Jekuthiel ok
WiLNA, physician, pupil of Rabbi Moses Hayyim
Luzzatto; Mordecai, author of "MayProminent vim-'Ammukkim"; Joel, grandson of
PerJoel Sarkes, and pupil of Lipman
soualities. Heller; in the nineteenth century,
Aaron ben Meir, author of "MinhutAharon " Meir ben Aaron, author of " Tebuat Shemesh " on Maimonides, Abraham Isaac ben Joseph,
author of " Pesher Dabar " Abraham Isaac, author of
'"Arba'Kosot"; Samuel Pusitz (died 1838); Iser-Judel ben Nehemiah, author of "Nehamat-Yehudah,"
chief dayyan with Jacob Meir Padua (died in Jerusalem); Isaac ben Hayyim of Kamenetz, chief da}'yan with Zebi Orustein (died 1878); Isaac ben Aba,
author of " Me 'ore bet- Yizhak " Lipman ben David,
author of " Ma'agalot Or " Zebi-Hirsch Berls, author
of "Or ha-Zebi"; Judah Epstein, author of "Kinamon-Bosem''; Meir Jonah, chief dayyan, author
of "Sha'ar h(! Hadash," on Isaac b. Abba Marl's
"Ittur."
The following is a list of the rabbis wlio officiated
in Brest-Litovsk:
;

;

;

;

;

;

Aaron Luria. said to have officiated about 1470,
but. probably was only a private sctiular then.
Moses Uaskovich, about 1.5U; wanted to marry his daughter
to the son of a rabbi of Cracow, but King Sigisinund prohibited
the match because the prospective bridegroom was under suspicion of having been mixed up in political affairs, and the latter
was banished from Poland.
Mendel Frank, 1529.
Joseph ben Moses, 1.546.
Rabbi Kalonymus, about 1560; mentioned in the ({esponsa of
Solomon Luria, No. 36. Mordecai Reiss and Rabbi Siuion were
at the head of the yeshibah at the same time.
Solomon Luria (d. 1.574).
Naphtali Hertz, called "Hirtzder Brisker" (compare Naph-
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Aaron Samuel Kaidanover (about 16.57-60).
Joshua Heshel ben Jacob.
'/A'bi Hirsch ben Moses Jacol)
last signature In the Pinkes
under 1664.
Judah of Tropau
his signature in the Lithuanian Pinkes
under lti64.
Mordecai Giinzburg otllciated at Brest until 1685.
Mordecai Siisskind ben Moses Rothenburg his last signature
;

;

;

;

in the Pinkes,

lt)91.

Saul ben Heshel, from 1691

;

last

signature in the Pinkes,

1695.

Saul ben Moses of (holm, grandson of Meir
rabbi at Pinczov.

Wahl

Judah Liwa ben Obadiah Eilenburg, 1570.
Loeb, rabbi of Brest and of all Lithuania.
Moses Lipschiitz, author of " Zikkaron Mosheh " (Lublin,
about 1.569.
Belnush Lipschiitz, son-in-law of Saul Wahl (possibly he was
the son of Moses Lipschiitz).
Hirsh Shor (or Hirsh Elsiisser).
1611),

Ephraim Solomon Shor.
In 1618 he left Brest for Cracow.
Ze'eb-Wolf, son-in-law of Saul Wahl
previously rabbi of
Lornaz.
Joel Sarkes.

;

Joseph Casas, .son-in-law of Wahl.
Abraham (Abrashky), son of Saul Wahl; was president of
the yeshibah.
Meir Wah!, son of Saul Wahl ; offlctiated till 1631. He founded
the Lithuanian Council in 16;i;S, by permission of Sigismund III.,
of whom his father was a favorite.
Jacob ben Ephraitn Naphtali Hertz.
Abraham ben Meir Epstein, 1637.

Abraham ben Benjauiin Aaron Solnik, 1639.
Joshua ben .loseph, author of "' Magine Shelomeh."
Solomon Zalman, son of Jeremiah Jacob. His last signature
In the Lithuanian Pinkes occurs under date of 1646.
Jacob Rahana, president of the yeshibah.
Jacob ben Ephraim Solomon Shor; last signature in the
Pinkes under 16.55.
Moses ben Judah Lima. Died before 1657.

formerly

Moses ben Pesah ben Tanhura of Cracow, grandson of the
author of " She'erit Joseph," and son-in-law of Meir Wahl.
Moses ben Mordecai Siisskind Rothenburg.
Menahein ben Benjamin Katz.
David Oppenheim accepted the rabbinate of Brest in 1698,
but (lid not officiate there.
Judah-Lob, grandson of Joel Sarkes.
Abraham ben Solomon, 1711.
Samuel Zebi Hirsch ben Aryeh Loeb, about 1714.
;

Nahman ben Samuel

Zebi Hertz, Sirkin, 1718-53.

ben Moses. 1757-60.
Abraham ben David Katzenellenbogen of Kaidan was rabbi
at Slutzk, 1752. In Brest he officiated for forty-four years
Israel Isser

;

(1760-1S04).

Joseph ben Abraham Katzenellenbogen,

Nahman

1804.

Heilprin.

Aryeh Lob ben Joseph Katzenellenbogen, 1798-1837.
Isaac ben Israel of Pinsk, 1837-40.
Jacob Meir Padua, 1840-.55.
Zebi Hirsch Orenstein, 1855-64. Was expelled from Russia as
a foreign Jew, he having been born at Lemberg.
Joshua Lob Diskin, 1864-67.
Joseph Bar Soloveitschik, 1869-92.
Hayyim Soloveitschik, son of Joseph Bar; is now (1902) officiating as rabbi.
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BRESTOVITZA Town in

the district and government of Grodno, Russia, about forty miles south
of the capital.
From a record of a lawsiut between
Paul Moskovich, parson of Brestovitza (Berestovec),
and the Jew Moisei Isaacovich Khoroshenki of
Grodno, biought before the court on Feb. 24, 1541,
:

evident that Jews lived there before
The Jewish population in 1890 was 665.
it is

Bibliography
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that date.

Akty Wilenskai Archengraflcheskoi Kom-

284 ; Entziklopedicheski Slovar, vol.
Petersbufg, 1895.

mis.sii, xvii.

iv.,

St.

H. R.

BREUER, JOSEPH:

Austrian physician; born
Jan. 15, 1842, at Vienna.
He studied medicine at
the University of Vienna, whence in 1863 he graduated with the degree of doctor of medicine and
surgery.
The same year he entered the service of
the Vienna General Hospital {Allgemeines Krankenhiius); remaining there until 1866, when he was apFive years' later he
l)()inted assistant to Oppolzer.
resigned that position, and soon after became privatdocent at the University of Vienna.
In 1890 Breuer gave up his docentship to devote
himself entirely to the practise of his profession and
to writing on medicine.
He has been a frequent
contributor to the medical and physiological journals of Austria and Germany; his special subject of
study having been the physiology and pathology of
the nervous system.
Jointly with Hering he wrote
" Die Selbststeuerung der Athmung Durch den Nervus Vagus" (in the "Sitzimgsberichte der Wiener
Akademie der Wissenschafteu, " 1868, Iviii.). In 1873

;;

his monograph on the function of the semicircular
canals in the labyrinth, "Ueber die Function der
Bogengange des Ohrlabyrinthes," appeared in the
"Wiener Medicinische Jahrbllcher.'' In this monograph he broached a complete theory of equilibrium
maintaining that the peripheral apparatus of the
sense of equilibrium has its seat in the semicircular
canals.
He has contributed to the literature of the
static sense, in "BeitrSge zur Lehre vora Statisclien
Sinne." Breuer has also written a number of arti"
cles that have appeared chiefly in Pfluger 's " Archi v
and other medical papers, and jointly with Sigmund
Freud he published "Studien liber Hysteric," Leipsic

and Vienna,
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BRIBERY

li.

52.

S.

The offer or receipt of anything of
value in corrupt payment for an official act done or
to be done.
The moral basis for the Jewish law against bribery
is clearly expressed in Deut. xvi. 19-20; see also
Ex. xxiii. 8. Divine sanction for the injunction
against bribery is found in another passage in Deuteronomy, wherein God is described as the perfect
Judge who regardeth not persons, nor taketh reward, and who executes the judgment of the orphan
and the widow (x. 17-18).
These general statements are applied clearly and
forcibly by King Jehoshaphat in his charge to the
new judges whom he appointed to
In the
preside in the courts of the various
cities of Judah
Bible.
Take heed what ye
do, for ye judge not for man but for
the Lord who is with you in the judgment; wherefore, now let the fear of the Lord be upon you
take heed and do it; for there is no iniquity with
the Lord our God, nor respect of persons, nor taking
of bribes" (H Chron. xix. 6, 7); and in a similar
spirit he charged the Levites and the priests and the
chief of the fathers of Israel {ib. 9).
Tliese admonitions seem to be a reflection of the words of Jethro
in the plan wliich he offered to Moses for the constitution of courts, to assist the latter in judging the
people.
He sums up the qualifications of the judges
in these words: "Tliou shalt provide out of all the
people able men, such as fear God, men of truth,
hating gain" (Ex. xviii. 21).
The Biblical law nowhere provides a penalty for
It is mentioned among the crimes for
this crime.
which the curse was pronounced on Mount Ebal
According to -the later law it
(Deut. xxvii. 25).
was punished by the infliction of thirty-nine stripes,
following tlie general maxim that wherever the
punishment for a crime is not specifically mentioned in the Bible, corporal punishment is to be
:

''

:

inflicted.

It is well known that the temptation to bribery is
especially strong in Oriental countries, where public
opinion is not well organized and where great, al-

most
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power

lodged in the hands of
the judges; and it appears from numerous passages
in the Bible that the judges and tlie princes of Israel,
especially during the period of kingship, freely sold
judgment for money. It needs but one quotation
irresponsible,

is

to illustrate this condition of things:

"Thy

princes

are rebellious, and companions of thieves; every
one loveth bribes and foUoweth after rewards; they
judge not the fatherless, neither doth the cause of

the

widow come unto them

" (Isa.

i.

23, v. 23, xxxiii.

Other prophets accuse them of taking bribes
even to shed blood (Ezek. xxii. 12; Amos v. 12;
15).

iii. 1, vii. 3).
The bribe-taker is condemned
not only by the Law and the Prophets, but also by
the Psalmist (Ps. xv. 5) and the proverbial wisdom
of the people (Prov. xvii. 23).
The only case of actual bribe-taking recorded in
the Bible is that of the sons of Samuel, of whom it
" His sons walked not in his ways, but turned
is said
aside after lucre and took bribes, and perverted

Micah

:

judgment"

(I

Sam.

viii. 3);

and

appears that

it

this

condition of things was the cause of the gathering
of the elders of Israel for the purpose of electing a
king wlio, the people fondly hoped, would put an
end to this and other evils existing in the common-

wealth

(lb. iv. 22).

The Talmudic law went beyond the
in its condemnation of bribery

and

Biblical

law

in its regulations

concerning it. The case of Kama, a
criminal judge of Babj'lonia (contemporary of Rab and Samuel), appears
to have been the leading case on the
question of the right of a judge to be paid for his
services.
Kama took a stater from each of the parties before he tried a case, to pay him for his loss of
time; and the Talmud, after considerable argument
for and against, justifies his action on that ground
(Ket. 105a).
Rab Huna similarly would not try a
case until the litigants had furnished a substitute to
do his work while he was acting as judge (ib.).
The Mishuah laj^s down the broad rule that if
a judge takes pay for rendering a judgment, the
judgment is void (Mishnah Bekorot iv. 6). This,
according to the reasoning in Kama's case, seems

Talmudic
Law.

mean that if pay is taken after tlie judgment is
rendered, or if it is taken from onl^^ one of the parties litigant, the judgment is void; and such a view
may be harmonized with the view of the Talmud,
that the judge is entitled to be paid for his loss of
time, provided that both of the parties contribute,
and provided the money is paid to him before he
to

tries the case.

The moral sense of Talmudists is illustrated by
the following statement in the Sifre to Deut. xvi.
19: " Thou slialt not take a bribe is not an injunction against taking it for the purpose of clearing
the guilty and convicting the innocent; this wrong
Thou shalt not wrest
is covered by the prohibition
judgment,' but even to convict the guilty and acquit
the innocent, thou shalt not take a bribi; " (see also
'

'

'

Mek., Mishpatim, 20;

Rabaasked,

Maimonides, "Yad," Sanh.

"Why

is it forbidden to take
a bribe to free the innocent?" and he answers the
(juestion himself, saying: "As soon as one accepts a
bribe, he inclines to favor the donor and considers
himself one with him '; and no man will find himAs it is impossible to deself guilty " (Ket. 105b).
termine judicially who is innocent and who is guilty,
before the trial has taken place, the acceptance of
the bribe before the trial, for the purpose of acquit-

xxiii. 1).

'

ting the innocent,

ing

who

is

is in itself

tantamount to declar-

innocent witliout going through the

;
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formality of a trial. This would seem to be the meaning of Raba's answer.
Raba's statement that tlie person accepting the
bribe considers himself as one with the briber, leads
the Talmud to a fanciful interprettxtion of the word
TniK* (" bribe "). Tmc^ is compounded of two words,
Tn XinB'C'he is one"; that is, he, the judge, "is
" with the litigant, Ket. ib.).
Rab Papa expresses this thought in other words: "A judge
should not try the case of one whom he loves or
hates, because he will find no guilt in his friend and

one

no innocence

in his foe" (Ket.

ib.).

The Talmud

number

of instances where judges refused to
try cases in which the parties litigant were persons
who had befriended them. There Avas no question

cites a

of bribery in the form of money involved in such
cases, but the judges refused to try them upon the
broad ground that one might be bribed, by kind
words or by feelings of friendship, to
Cases
incline the scales of justice in favor of
Cited in the one of the parties; and that therefore,
Talmud, in order to preserve absolute impartialitj', the judge should not stand on
intimate footing with either of the parties litigant.
Abba Arika refused to try a case in which the innkeeper at whose inn he usually lodged was a party,
and appointed another to try it (Sauh. 7b) Mar Samuel declined the case of a man wl;o gave him his
;

hand

to assist

him

in lauding

from a

Ame-

ferry.

mar

refused to act as judge for a man who had
picked a feather from his hair tUat had been lodged
there by the wind; and Mar 'Ukba, for a man who
had trodden his spittle in the dust. The Talmud
their

justifies

The law

is,

"

views upon

strictly legal

Thou shalt not take a bribe, "

shalt not take gain or

money "

bribed even by kind words.
The most interesting case

was

is

;

grounds.

not, "

hence one

Thou

may

be

that of R. Ismael bar

custom to receive every Friday
from his own garden a basket of fruit, which his
gardener earned to him. On one occasion the gardener brought the fruit on Thursday, that being
court da3^ When R. Ismael asked him why he
brought it on Thursday instead of the accustomed
day, the gardener replied, " I have a lawsuit to-day,
and I thought I would bring the fruit with me,"
presumabl}'^ as a matter of convenience to save him
the journey on the following day.
But R. Ismael
refused to act as judge in his case, appointing two
other rabbis to try it. During the progress of the
Jose.

It

his

case he thought, "If my gardener will only say
thus and so, he will win his case," whereupon he
said, "May the souls of those who take bribes be
destroyed.
If I. who did not even take the basket
of fniit, and who would after all only have been
taking my o'vn property, am so prejudiced in favor
of this man, how much more partial must be the

judge who really accepts a bribe" (Ket. 105b).
Maimonides states the matter broadly in these
words: "A judge may not sit to try the case of one
to whom he is favorably inclined, even though such
person may not be a relative or an intimate friend,
nor may he try the case of one whom he dislikes,
even though such person may not be his enemy nor
does not seek to do him harm; for both litigants
must stAnd equal before the judge, and must be
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considered equal in heart" ("Yad," Sanh. xxiii. 6).
An offensive practise of the judges, of conducting
their business so that the fees of the court attendants and scribes were unduly increased, was considered a species of bribe-taking, and was condemned
as such (Shab. 5Ga; "Yad," Sanh. xxiii. 3; Shulhan
'Aruk, Hoshen Mishpat, 9, 4).
If the judge nevertheless tries the case of a person
who has sent him a gift before the summons issued,
the other party can not attack the jurisdiction of the
court on this account, for the judge is not legally
disqualified from acting in such a case.
It is, however, his duty, under the opinions expressed by the
authorities, to refuse to try the case because of a
possible prejudice in favor of the person who sent
him the gift {ib. 9, 2). If a judge has borrowed
something from a person who afterward appears before him as a litigant, he is not permitted to try
the case, unless it appears that he is a man of means
or has property which the lender maj' borrow from
him ("Yad," Sanh. xxiii. 4; Shulhan 'Aruk, Hoshen
Mishpat, 9, 1).
The bribe-giver and the bribe-taker are equally
guilty before the law {ib.; "Yad," Sanh. xxiii. 2);
and the bribe must be returned if the donor demands
ShuUian 'Aruk, Hoshen Mishpat,
it {ib. xxiii. 1
ib.).
The difliculty which formerly existed by reason of the fact that judges were not paid for their
services, was removed under the later
Under the law. An annual tax was levied on the
Later Law. community for the purpose of paying
the judges a proper salary for their
services; and the moneys given or bequeathed for
sacred uses were likewise appropriated to this purpose {ib. 9, 3). R. Moses Isserles thought it was best
to levy these taxes for payment of the judges' salaries at the beginning of the year, in order that they
might be assured of their support for the entire period, and that they need not be beholden to any person (gloss, ib.).
The frequent allusion in the Law to the fact that
bribe-taking has the effect of blinding the eyes, of
the wise, did not escape the attention of the haggadists, who said: "Every judge who takes a bribe
and perverts judgment will not die before his eyes
have grown dim, as it is written: For a bribe blindeth the eyes of those who can see " (Mishnah Peah
viii. 9; see also Midrash Tan., Shofetim, 8).
Maimonides summarizes the question of bribery
most impressively in the following words: "The
judge must conduct himself as though a sword were
lying on his throat and Gehinnom open at his feet
he must know whom he is judging, before whom he
is judging, and who will demand an account from
him as to the justice of the judgment" ("Yad,"
Sanh. xxiii. 8). See Judge; Justice and Equity,
;

Pkinciples of.
D. W. A.
c.
[The following example is given in the Talmud of
the venality of the non-Jewish judges Imma Shalom,
R. Gamaliel's sister, wishing to expose a judge (probably a Christian) who had the reputation of being
proof against bribes, presented him with a golden
candlestick, with the request to award to her a portion of her parents' estate. His decision was: " Since
you [the Jews] have been banished from your counE.

:

;

law of Moses is no longer applicable, but
law has been given that says: The son and
the daughter shall inherit equally.'" On the following da}', however, alter R. Gamaliel had presented the judge with a Libyan ass, the judge said:
"I have been looking over the conclusion of the
new law, where it says: I am not come to destroy
the law of Moses, but to complete it [see Matt. v.
17], and there it is .said, 'A daughter shall not inherit with the sou.'"
Imraa Shalom then said to
the judge: "Let your light shine like a candlestick,"
reminding him of her present but R. Gamaliel answered, "An ass came and overthrew the candletry, the

anotlier

'

'

'

;

stick " (Shab. 116a, b

and
the
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;

see also Pesik. xv. 122b et seq.,

parallels in Ruber's notes).

Talmud

it

In one passage of

said that the Persians, especially

is

the Ghebers, took bribes and relented in the execution of discriminating laws against the Jews if they

were paid for

(Yeb. 63b; compare also B. K.

it

117a).

The Halakah with reference to not taking fees
frequently gave rise to violent controversies in the
Middle Ages, when the communities began to appoint permanent rabbis with .salaries; since it was
considered unlawful to pay a rabbi who was also
judge. See Fees; see also GiUlemann, "Religionsgeschichtliche Studieu," pp. 65-88.]
J. SK.
L. G.

BRICHANY
sarabia, Russia,

Town

:

with

government of Bes7,303 Jewish inhabit-

in the

(in 1898)

ants in a total population of 8,094.
The Jewish
number 972, most of whom are furriers who
export fur overcoats and caps to the extent of 25,000
per annum. About twenty-five families are occupied in the culture of tobacco and in gardening.
About 700 Jews are day laborers, earning from 10 to
30 copecks per day.
artisans

H. K.

S. J.

BRICK: The

expression "brick" (njni'; translated once "tile" in A. V., Ezek. iv. 1) designates
both the burnt and the sun-dried brick. However,
there is only one certain passage in which the first
kind is referred to viz.. Gen. xi. 3 and there the
Babylonian custom of "burning brick thoroughly "
(thus A. V. " thoroughly " should be omitted) seems
to be treated as not less foreign to Palestine than is
Apparently,
the use of bitumen (R. V.) for mortar.
all other passages mean the unburnt mud -brick,
This practise is current
dried solely by the sun.
in the ancient Orient and in the modern East
likewise, which still has in geneial a great preference for unbaked clay as building material. The
A. V. in II Sam. xii. 31; Nahum iii. 14; Jer. xliii.
9, speaks of the brick-kiln, but the rendering is not
The first passage which was formerly
correct.
considered as a strong proof of the barbarous cruelty
of David's time is most likely to be translated,
"David made them [the captives] labor with the
brick-mold" (compare R. Y. margin on this slight
emendation). Similarly, R. Y. margin in Nahum,
in accordance with the Peshitta.
In Jer. xliii. 9 the
R. Y. substitutes " brickwork " (margin, " pavement
or square "
the
so also the Pesh. and Hoffmann
former translation was defended by Hitzig and
others).
No version offers any support to the idea

—

—

;

—

—

;

;

of a kiln in these passages (see G. Hoffmann, in
Stade's "Zeitschrift," 1882, ii. 53 et seq.).
Indeed, burnt bricks in Oriental ruins seem to

—

from Roman times. Egypt in which the sundried brick from Nile mud formed the material for
all .secular buildings and even for many tombs (in
earliest time, for all the royal tombs and pyramids)
seems to furnish the best analogue. The only
means employed b}' the Eg^'ptians to give greater
durability to this material was the admixture of
straw and stubble with the clay mentioned in Ex.
v. 7.
This seems to have been a purely Egyptian
custom. On Egyptian monuments there are found
scenes representing brickmaking; and among these
.some showing captive Semites at work with the
brick-mold, who have often erroneously been taken
for Israelites.
In Babylonia (see above on Gen. xi.) burnt bricks
were often employc-d for the outer layers of important public constructions, because of the copious
winter rains of the country. This led to a high development of the ornamentation of buildings with
glazed and painted bricks and tiles: so, for example,
Nebuchadnezzar's palace at Babylon. In Egypt
only a few instances of the employment of such
methods can be found (Tell el-Amarna, Tell elYehudiye); while the Persians still used such bricks
in the Babylonian manner, for instance, in the palace
of Susa.
But, by the side of this, the unburnt
brick always played the greater part.
It may be
mentioned that the size of Babylonian and Egyptian
bricks was larger than that of the modern brick, often
enormous. In both countries the brick-mold that
is, the open box with a handle
often furni.shed a
royal or official stamp for the bricks, stating the
date, and the building for which the bricks were
determined, etc. Of none of these higher developments of brick-manufacturing have examples been
found in Palestine, which countr}- oft'ered rich material in stones for public buildings.
The imburnt
bricks of which the Palestinian mounds exhibit numerous examples seem to have formed the principal
building material for private houses, except for a
few of the most wealthy (Isa. ix. 9; Amos v. 11).
See Clay; and on the use of a "tile " for sketching
(Ezek. iv. 1) sec Writing.
(late

:

—

—

J.

W. M. M.

JR.

BRIDE.— In Mystic

Lore:

The

allegorical

use of the name "Bride" for "Israel" is based upon
Hosea ii. 19-20: "I will betroth thee forever," and,
in conjunction with Ezek. xvi. 8, gave rise to the
allegorical interpretation of the Song of Solomon as
typifying the espousal of God as the King of Peace
(Solomon) and Israel (the Shulamite), at the redemption from Egypt and the erection of the tabernacle
(see Pesik. la, 6a; Pesik. R., ed. Friedmann, v.
17b, 21b; Cant. R. to Iv. 8-12, where the expression

"kallah" [bride] is referred to Israel). However,
according to Ori gen ("Cantic. Canticor." Homily iv.
compare also "Tehilat Perush Shir ha-Shirim" in
" Steinschneider Festschrift " and Ai,leoorical InTEKPitETATiON), the Palestinian Jews gave the Song
of Solomon a mystical interpretation, allowing it to
be studied only hy men of mature age. This would
indicate that, like the " merkabah " of Ezekiel and

—
Bridegroom
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the Creation story, the Song of Solomon served as a
basis for Gnostic mysteries such as Paul suggests in
Eph. V. 32, where he finds in the union of husband
and wife "a sacred mystery," obviously of cosmoAccordingly, the bride and bridelogical character.
groom were important in the Gnostic mysteries. See

"Adversus Hareses,"

Irenaius,

i.

vii. 1:

"

Ilakamot

(Sophia), the mother, after all her seed had been perfected, enters the pleroma as bride and receives the
Savior or Demiurge as her spouse," which "mystery
of conjunction " these heretics dramatically imitated
in their illicit marriages.

Yet these mysteries borrowed the anthropomorphic form of the Deity from the Song of Solomon
(Schmidt, "Gnostische Schriften in Koptischer
Sprache," 1893, pp. 279-281, where Cant. iii. 11 is
quoted), exactly as did the Jewish cabalists when
measuring the dimensions of the Deity in the " Shi'ne

Komah"

(Gaster, "Monatssclirift," 1893, p. 216).
In conformity with this idea Malkut, " the Kingdom," the lowest of the Ten Sefirot, is called the
bride, because she desires, but has not attained, the
union with Ze'er Anpin, the creative power or
" Microprosopus " (the Lesser Countenance) whereas Binah (" the Intelligence "), as the Mother Supernal, is actually united with the Father, "the Ancient
One," the Erek Anpin ("the Vast Countenance," or
"Macroprosopus") in the Upper Sphere of the Ten
See
Sefirot (Zohar, in Idra Zutta, pp. 267-279).
;

Sefikot.
The union therefore of the bride or matron
(" matronita ") with her celestial spouse, that is to lift
the created world into the sphere of the supreme
fulness of glory (the pleroma of Paul in Eph. iii.
19), by doing works of goodness and holiness, is the
object of life, according to the cabalists a truly
spiritual view in itself, yet one which led the erring
to all sorts of abuse, exactly as the ancient Gnostic

—

mystery of Si.mon Magus and many Christian heretics had done in the second and third centuries.
Shabbethai Zebi and his followers in the seventeenth
century were entangled in sensualism of the worst
character. Compare S.\bbath. See also Betijothal.
K.

AND

BRIDEGROOM
FRIENDS.

See

Betkotual

BRIDEGROOM
Bereshit).

See

BRIDEGROOM'S
;

Marriage.

OF GENESIS

Bridegroom of the Law.

BRIDEGROOM OF THE LAW
Torah)

(Hatan

(Hatan

somewhat

poetic designation of Bridegrooms of the Law and of Genesis are given to the
persons called up in the synagogue to the reading of
the chapters ending and beginning the Pentateuch respectively (Deut. xxxiii. 27-xxxiv. 12;Gen. i. 1-ii. 3).
This takes place on Simhat Torah, or the Rejoicing
of the Law festival, which is the second day of the
Shemini Azeret, or Eighth Day of Solemn Assembly,
:

Tiie

'

communities

which the second-day fesconsidered a privilege to be
the one to whom the concluding or the opening portion of the Law is read and those persons upon whom
the choice of the congregation falls are esteemed as
specially honored.
The honor of the bridegroom
of the Law is greater than that of the bridegroom

in those

tival is observed.

in

It is

;
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of Genesis.
Other privileges are conferred upon the
recipients of these dignities in order to increase the
distinction of their station.
They are not called to
the Law by the ordinary formula, " Ya'amod " (Let

N. N.

arise)

— which

is

otherwise used

— but

by a

special, poetic invocation, beginning (in the Ashkenazic ritual) witli the Avords "Tu^n ^iljn ^SH niL'no
N'njn("by i)ermission of the great, almighty, uiid

tremendous God

Hatan Torah; and jyWin^
("by permission of Him
who is exalted above all blessing and song") for
tlie Hatan Bereshit.
The bridegrooms of the Law
and of Genesis usually make large money offerings
") for

nann b^ bv

nT»5ri

the

DCnO

synagogue, in recognition of the honor conupon them, and entertain the congregation at
a more or less elaborate banquet, either in the meeting-room or the basement of the synagogue or at
their private residences.
See Tabernacles, and
Simhat Torah. For the origin of the name and
the custom see Crown of the Law.
to the

ferred

BiBMOGRAPHY: Miclvash Shir ha-Shirim,
Miiihaginu
Hanyini, §

n-\ip rncs;'
ti«J9;

'^Z'

i.

9; Sefer ha-

Shulhan "Anik, Ornh
in the Middle
in Sijnanogue and Home,

jnjc;

Abrahams,

JewMi Life

Afies, p. 29; Dembitz, Sei'vices
p. 283.

B. D.

A.

BRIDEGROOM OF THE TORAH.

See

Bridegroom of the Law.

BRIDLE

A

term used in the English versions
of the Bible interchangeably with bit to represent
the three Hebrew words }D"). JnO. and DIDPID, which,
however, do not as a rule denote the usual liead:

gear of a horse or other beast of burden, consisting
In many passages
of a head-stall, a bit, and reins.
" halter "
i.e., a simple rope or leathern strap wherewith to hold the animal in check would seem to be
the more appropriate rendering.
No description of the head-harness is found in the

—

Hebrew

Bible.

As

horses

came

into use only at a

and then more for purposes of luxur}'^
than utility, the pictures of steeds with elaborate
head-gear foimd on the Assjrian monuments (see
Layard, "Nineveh") can not be held to throw any
light on the contrivances employed by the Hebrews,
though the arrangement with bells mentioned in Zech.
xiv. 20 was in all probability adopted in imitation
late period,

The ox, the ass, as well as the
extent the camel, took the place
To guide and control the first-menof the horse.
tioned animal the goad sufficed; and, if Arabic custom may be supposed to retain the primitive habits
of the ancient Hebrews, the camel was led by a rope
attached to a ring of either copper ("burrah "), or
of Assyrian fashion.

mule, and to a

hair

("

hizamah

less

"),

which was passed through one of

the nostrils.
Still, bridles were not altogether
distinct

names

for

unknown, as
them were employed according

These
as they were used for the horse or the camel.
bridles were verj' simple affairs, often made of mere
twine; while the bits were, at least in pre-Mohammedan days, of wood ("sajarah "). Even among the

modern Arabs the iron bit passes underneath the
chin (jaws) of the horse, or is in front of the mouth
(see Socin, "Diwan aus Central- Arabien," i. 288).
This arrangement explains some passages in which
the usual translation by " bridle " has produced

<
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confusion. Job xxx. 11, R. V., "tliey have cast off
the bridle," refers to the slipping of the halter.
Isa.
xxx. 28, "bridle in the jaws" should be rendered
" halter (or bridle with iron) on the jaws."
bridle
with a ring arrangement through tlie nose is meant
in II Kings xix. 28 by the Hebrew word ^nn ("in
thy nose"), to which 'jno ("over thy lips") is a
parallel.
See also Prov. xxvi. 3; Isa. xxxvii. 29,
A. V. Ps. xxxii. 9, R. V., "bit and bridle"; more
accurately, "bridle and halter."

A

;

In Ps. xxxix. 2 (A. V., 1) DIDnO is properly translated in the Revised Version by "muzzle."
The
allusion there is to the use of a basket-like network
which was passed over the head of the animal and
fastened behind the ears and around the neck; enveloping the mouth as with a bag, to prevent the
bearer biting the yoke-mate or other animals in the
caravan. In the psalm it is the tongue which thereby
is hindered from "biting."
As this "muzzle" also
interfered with the taking of food, the humane law
of Deut. xxv. 4 forbade its being put over the
mouth of the ox while on the threshing-floor.
E. G. H.

BRIEG

Town

:

in Silesia;

formerly the capital

duchy of the same name. Jews settled there
about 1324, chiefly because it was situated on the
commercial route to Breslau, in which place a colony of Jews had long resided. The Jewish commiinity of Brieg had its separate place of worship
of the

from early times. In tlie fourteenth century the
of Brieg were persecuted on account of their

Jews

usurious practises; and in 1392 it was claimed that
all debts of the duke had been discharged by the
payments to Jacob, the sou of jNIoses, a Jew of
Brieg, of a certificate of indebtedness.
In 1398 the
Brieg Jews bought a letter of protection from the
duke, whereby they were guaranteed the peaceful
pos.session of their privileges.
But in 1401 they
were driven from the city, except Jacob and Seman von Reichenbach, who had received a patent
of protection from the duke's coimcil for six years
from May 1, 1399. Solomo, a capitalist, lent large
sums of money to royal houses in the fifteenth
century.
With the decline of Breslau as a trade center, the
Jews of Brieg became little more than an isolated
community and in modern times they shared the lot
of the other SilQsian Jews.
They carried on insignificant trade operations as a rule.
The conquest of
Silesia by Frederick the Great wrought but slight
;

change

in their condition.

At the present lime

graduate course at Vienna and Berlin, he became
assistant at the private ophthalmic hospital of Cohn
at Breslau, at the same time studying under Cohn-

heim at the pathological institute of the university.
Leaving Breslau in 1876, he went to Bern as assistant to Quincke at the ntedical hospital of the
university.

From Bern, Brieger removed in 1878 to Berlin,
attending the physiological laboratory. In 1879 he
became assistant

to Frerichs, and later to Leyden at
the First Medical Hospital, Berlin.
From 1881 he
was privat-docent, and from 1887 titular professor
in the University of Berlin.
In 1890 he opened a
private dispensary and hospital.
The same year he

was elected assistant professor, and in 1891 was appointed chief physician of the university hospital
and dispensary for contagious diseases. In 1897 he
occupied the chair of pathology and therapeutics
as substitute for Professor Ehrlich.
Since 1899 he
has occupied the chair of general therapeutics. The
following year he received the title of " Geheimer
Medizinalrath."
Brieger is a contributor to numerous medical
journals, and has written many essays and books
dealing with pharmacology, pharmaceutical chemistry, bacteriology, pathology, and therapeutics, and
is considered an authority on each of these subjects.
Of his many essays and books the following may
be mentioned: (1) "Zur Physiologischen Wirkung
der Abf iihrmittel, " in " Archiv f ilr Experimentale Pathologic undTherapie," 1877;
tischen Producte der Faulniss

;

;

mung,"

in "Zeitschrift fiir Klinische Medizin," 1881,

pp. 121 et seq. (7) " Ueber Febris Recurrens,"in the
"Charite Annalen," 1881, pp. 136-150; (8) "Ueber
Spaltungs Producte der Bacterien," in "Zeitschrift
fiir Physikalische Chemie," 1884; (9) "Ueber Ptomaine," Berlin, 1885-86 (in this work, consisting of
three volumes, the author proves that the bacteria
develop their injurious qualities through a specific
poisonous product of the toxins and toxalbumins);
(10) "Ueber das Vorkommeu von Tetanic bei einem
;

Bemerkungen

A. M. F.

D.

BRIEGER, L.UDWIG German physician and
medical writer; born at Glatz, in Prussian Silesia,
July 26, 1849. He received his education at the
:

gymnasium
sities

of his native town and at the univerof Breslau and Strasburg.
From the latter

he was graduated as M.D.

in 1875.

After a post-

in " Zeit-

;

seq.

Jahrb. des Dcut->!ch-JsraeUtischen Gemeindelmndes.

Ueberdie Aroma-

Chemie," 1879; (3) "Zur
Kenntnissnahme des Physiologischen Verhaltnisses
des Brenzcatechin, Hydrochinon, und Resorcin
in Du Bois-Reymond's "Archiv fiir Physiologic,"
1879 (4) " Beitrage zur Lehre von der Fibrosen Hepatitis," in Virchow's "Archiv fiir Pathologische Anatomic und Physiologic und fiir Klinische Medizin,"
1879 (5) " Ueber Einige Bestandtheile des Jauchigen
Eiters des Menschen," in "Zeitschrift fur Physikalische Chemie," 1881
(6) "Beitrag zur Schrecklah-

Brieg

included in the union of congregations of
the districts of Breslau and Liegnitz.
Bibliography: Brann, Gesch. der Juden in Schlesien;

(2) "

im Eiweiss,"

schrift fiir Physikalische

(1902) Brieg has a Jewish community of 310 souls, of whom 55 are house-owners.
Three charitable societies exist, for the care of the
poor, for burying paupers, and a woman's league.
is
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am Wundstarrkrampf Erkrankten

Individuum,"

in

"Berliner Klinische Wocheuschrift," 1888, pp. 329 f«
;

(11)

withStadthagen,

losus Werlhofii,"
(12)

with C.

teriengifte,"

"

Ueber Cystinurie, Nebst
von Morbus Macu-

fiber einen Fall
ib.

1889, pp. 344 et seq., 455 et seq.
" Untensuchungen ilber Bak;

Frjlnkel,
ih.

1890, pp. 241 et seq., 268 et seq.

;

(13)

Ueber die Uebertragung der Immunitat Durch Milch," in "Deutsche Mediziuische
Wochenschrift." 1892, pp. 393 c< se?.
(14) "Ueber
die Klinische Bedeutung des Elsnerischen TyphusNachweises," ib. 1895, No. 50; (15) "Klinische Beobachtungen an Zwei LeprOsen," in "Berliner Klinische Wochenschrift," 1896. pp. Wmetseq. and (16)
with Ehrlich,

"

;

;

;
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"

Ueber VcTsuche der Uebertragungder Syphilis auf
uud liber Serumtherapie bei Syphilis," in

Tliiere

"Klinischcs Jahrbuch," 1899.
Bibliography

Hirsch, BiooraphischeH Lexikon, s.v., Vienna,
1881; Pitgel, BifHjrnphisches Lcxiknn, s.v., Vienna, 1901.
:

F. T. H.

s.

BRIELI

or

BRIEL.

(^3X^3),

BEN ELIEZER (also know

11

in

JUDAH LEON
rabbinical litera-

MaHaRIL)

ture iincU'r the contraction
Mantua; born about 1643; died in 1722.

:

Rabbi

in

besides being a high Tahnudical authority,
in the responsa of his contemporaries
Ishmael Coen, Morpurgo, and others who asked his
opinion on halakic questions, was well versed in
the secular sciences, which he zealously cultivated.
Being highly esteemed by the Sephardic community
of Amsterdam on account of his learning, his character, and his great age. he was asked by Zebi Ashkenazi (Hakain Zebi) and his followers for his support in their campaign against H.wyun and his
Brieli, who was opposed to the
cabalistic vagaries.
Brieli,

as

is

shown

Cabala in general, could have but little sympathy
with Hayyun. He accordingly addressed two letters to Hakam Zebi (tlie first was published in

two to the
board of the Amsterdam community, and one to
Benjamin Finzi, in all of which he condemned Hayjain and approved the suppression of his book.
"Milhamot Adonai

three to Ayllon,

"),

pamphlet against Hakam Zebi, entiZebi," sa5's that Brieli is a Latinistand
philosoplier, but knows nothing about the Cabala;
that he (Brieli) denies to Simeon ben Yohai the au-

Haj'vun
tled

in his

"Ha-Zad

thorship of the Zohar; that he (Brieli), contrary to
the Jewish law, has never married, and wears no
beard.
Brieli was the author of the following works; (1)
"Shefer Kelale ha-Dikduk " (The Beauty of the

Grammatical
"Hassagot 'al
Books of the
gannata dagli

a

Rules),

Hebrew grammar;

SifrehaSheluhim
Apostles);

(3)

(Criticisms on the
"La Sinagoga Disin-

Inganni del Padre Pinamonti " (4)
Esame delle Riflessioni Teologiche, " on the miracles.
Of these only the first-named was published (Mantua, 1724); tlie others are still extant in manuscript
(Dei Rossi, Nos. 22, 23; Neubauer, "Cat. Bodl. Hebr.
;

Brieli also translated into

Hebrew

the

Seneca ("Kerem Hemed," ii. 119).
An elegy on Brieli was published by his pupil
Cohen Modon, under the title "Zir ha-Zirim," in
which Brieli's knowledge of mathematics, logic,
and natural history is highly praised.
Bibliography: Aziilai, Shem ha-Oeclolim, i. 33; Nepi-Ghiletters of

rondi, Tolcdnt Gerlole Fisrael, p. 137 ; Dei Rossi, Dizionario
Storico, p. 75 ; Gratz, Geseh. der Juden, x. 487, 488 ; Steinsohneider. Cat. Bodl. col. 1299 Mortara, in Corriere Israe;

litico,

i.

161 et seq.
I.

h. G.

BRIER. See Br.\mble.
BRIGHT, JOHN English

Bk.

statesman and oraborn at Greenbank, Nov. 16, 1811; died in
Rochdale March 27, 1889. It has been stated that
his mother, Martha Jacobs, was a Jewess; but this
statement is erroneous, such Biblical names being
not uncommon among the English peasantry. During his long public career he more than once distinguished himself as an unflinching advocate of the
political emancipation of the Jews of England, on
:

tor;

IIL— 25

the ground of what he designated "justice to the
Jewish population of the country." On Ma}' 14,
1849, on the introduction of the Parliamentary
Oatlis' Bill
which dealt with the question of thre
riglit of Jews to sit in Parliament
Bright delivered
a powerful speech in the House of Commons, fervently advocating the claims of the Jewish race and
declaring that he "should vote for the bill, as far as
it goes, because it admitted Jews into Parliament."
On many other occasions he took the same position,
as, for instance, in 1851, when the question of Jewish disabilities was raised in Parliament by the action
of Alderman Salomons.
But in his speech delivered in the House of Commons on April 15, 1853,
during the debate on the Jewish Disabilities
Bill, Bright gave the most vigorous expression to

—

—

his principles of religious equality as applied to the

His attitude toward the Jews was independent of any personal feeling, and was a direct outc(mie of his religious and political principles.

Jews.

Bibliography: Jewish Chronicle, March 29, 1889, p. 9; April
5, 1889, p. 8; Briqhf's Speeches on Qne,-<tion.s of Public
Policy, edited by James E. Thorold Rogers, ii. 487-495, London, 1868.

B. B.

J.

BRILL, AZRIEL

:

Hungarian rabbi and author

half of the nineteenth century;
He
(dayyan) at Pest, Hungary.
wrote " Hadrat Kodesh " (Beauty of Holiness), containing the Mishnah treatises, Rosh ha-Shanah, and
Yoma, with a commentary and German translation
a collection of the prescriptions and prayers for the
ten penitential days; also an essay on the Temple
ritual for the Day of Atonement, and a Jewish calendar up to 6000 (Ofen, 1827).
lived in the

first

assistant rabbi
:

Bibliography
Bihl. Jud.

i.

:

Steinschneider, Cat. Bndl. No. 4469

132

;

Benjacob, Ozar ha-Sefarim,

L. G.

;

Fiirst,

p. 134.
I.

BeR.

(2)

"

"

MSS."s.'B.).

Brieg
Brill

BRILL, JEHIEL:

Russian journalist.
According to Zeitbn he was born in 1836 in Tultschin, Russian Poland; but Fuenn, who kncAv him
He
well, states that he was born in British India.
Taken to Constandied in London Nov. 12, 1886.
tinople when quite young, and later brought to
Jerusalem, he grew up in the latter city and there
received a Talmudical education and the strictly
Orthodox training common to natives of Russia living in Palestine. In 1863, with the assistance of his
father-in-law, the traveler Jacob Safir, he established the Hebrew monthly "Ha-Lebanon," which,
after the appearance of the twelfth number, was
After
suppressed by the Turkish government.
man}' tribulations Brill went to Paris, where he
again commenced to publish the "Lebanon," first as
a semi-monthly (18G5-G8), and later as a weekly
The Franco- Prussian war and the siege
(1868-70).
of Paris, by cutting off comnuiuication with his
readers practically all of whom were outside of
France forced him to suspend the publication of his
He went to Mayence,
journal for the second time.
where he established a Hebrew printing-office and
renewed the publication of the weekly "Lebanon,"
this time as a Hebrew edition of the " Mainzer Israelite," edited by M. Lehmanu, who occupied in German Jewry a position corresponding to the one occupied by Brill among the Jews of eastern Europe.

—
—

;

In Mayence the publication of the " Lebanon " was
continued from 1872 to 1881. This journal became
the acknowledged organ of ultra-conservative Jews;
and many pious rabbis contributed to and took an
interest in its Talmudical literary department, the
" Yarkete Lebanon."
During part of this time Brill
also edited and published a Yiddish or Juda;o-German weekly entitled "Ha-Yisrael," which, like his

Hebrew publication, circulated mainly in Russia.
The Orthodox class, however, never evinced sufficient interest in journalism in general to make its
organ a financial success; and the "Lebanon" had
for the third time to be discontinued.
When the movement to establish colonies in Palestine or its vicinity was inaugurated, after the outbreak of persecutions in Russia, Brill, who was well
acquainted with the Holy Land and with the lan-

guages spoken there, was, through the recommendation of Rabbi Samuel Mohilever, chosen by the Alliance Israelite Universelle and by Baron Edmoud
de Rothschild to conduct from Russia to Palestine a
small group of experienced farmers, who were to be
established in or near the Alliance colony, Mikweh
He started from Rosinoi, Russian Poland,
Israel.
with eleven men ten farmers and a "melamed"
Nov. 21, 1882, and arrived at Palestine
(teacher)

—

—

The story of his journey and
the following month.
of its results is given in detail in his work,
" Yesod ha-Ma'aleh " (The Base of the Slope), which
published in 1883 in Mayence, whither he had
returned a sadly disappointed man. In 1884 Brill
settled in London, and there established a new Yiddish weekly newspaper, the "Sulamith." In 1886
he started, for the fourth time, to publish the "Lebanon," but was forced to announce its suspension
He died
after the publication of a few numbers.
suddenlj" in London the same year.
"Yesod ha-Ma'alah" is the only book written by
Brill.
He published, while in Paris, three works
containing inedited manuscripts from the library of
Baron Glinzburg, which are described in Zeitlin,
"BibliothtcaHebraicaPost-Mendelssohniana,"p. 42.
He also published, with an introduction, an old
anonymous manuscript, "Be'er ha-Golah," on Jewish archeology (Mayence, 1877), with notes by Jacob
Tarpower and Reuben Rapoport.
BIBLIOORAPHY Fuenn, Keneset Yisrael, pp. 520, 521 Idem,
Zeitlin, Bibliotheca Hebraica
In Ha-Zefirn, 1886, No. 172
Brill

:

;

;

Post-M'endebisohniana, pp.

41, 42.

P.

8.

BBILIi, JOEL.

BRILL,

See

JOSEPH

pseudonym of

Wl.

Loewe, Joel.
(also

known under

the

[3VX contracted from Ani
Russian teacher and Hebrew writer
"

Ayob

"

Joseph Brill])
born at Gorki, near Mohilev, on the Dnieper, 1839.
He studied Talmud at the yeshibot of Shklov and
Vitebsk, and later settled in Minsk, where he opened
a school for Jewish boys, and in which town he is
still active as teacher and writer.
Brill's first articles appeared in the early sixties in
the Hebrew periodicals "Ha-Maggid," "Ha-Meliz,"
and "Ha Kannel." An excellent Hebrew style and
:

a fine
tings
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Brill

Bristol

humor

are the chief characteristics of his wriBesides numerous articles in Hebrew year-

books and periodicals, he has published: "Lsh
Jehudi " (The Jew), a translation from the English

drama by Richard Cumberland,
Kizzur Shulhan 'Aruk" (Satirical
Instructions for Teachers and Pedagogues), in the
collection "Ozar ha-Sifrut," Cracow, 1890; "Midrash Soferim," satirical characteristics of contemporary Hebrew writers, in "Ha-Shahar," Vienna, 1879;
" Lefanim " (In Times of Old), a sketch in " Ozar
the

of

five-act

Wilna, 1884;

"

He has prepared for publicaha-Sifrut," 1892, iv.
tion a volume of poems, a volume of aphorisms,
Some of his
proverbs, and a volume of stories.
correspondence with Hebrew writers is published
H. Rosenberg's "Ozar Miktabim we-Sippurim,"

in
St.

Petersburg, 1882.

Bibliography: Ozar ha-Sifrut,

iv. 643-650,

Cracow,

1892.

H. R.

BBILL, SAlVrUEL LOW: Hungarian rabbi
and Talmudical scholar; born Sept. 14, 1814, in
Budapest; died April 8, 1897. He was carefully
educated by his father, Azriel Brill (1778-1853), who
was teacher and associate rabbi at Pest, and the
author of several works in the Hebrew language.
After having been carefully grounded at home in
Hebrew studies, and graduating with honors from
the Protestant Lyceum of his native city, he attended
the Talmud schools at Eisenstadt (1882) [under M.
J. Perls], Presburg (1834-85) [under Moses Sofer],
and Prague (1836), where he obtained, at the age of
twenty-two, his rabbinical degree. In 1842-43 he
was registered in the University of Berlin, where he
attended the courses of famous teachers, such as
Boeckh, the classical philologist; Ritter, the geographer Leopold Ranke, the historian Schelling, and
;

;

others,

and associated with Leopold Zunz and

Michael Sachs.

Returning to his native city, he was appointed
assistant rabbi in 1843, and associate rabbi in 1850.
Although he did not come before the public at large
either in print (his only publication was an anonymous necrology of his teacher Moses Sofer, in the
" Allg. Zeit. des Judenthums," 1838) or on the plat-

form, he soon became widely known by his Talmudic lectures, which he enlivened with material
drawn from Hebrew and general literature. Among
his earliest pupils were W. Bacher and I. Goldziher.
Brill was highly esteemed not only by his coreligionists, but also by the Hungarian government, and
was its first counselor when it was preparing to
institute a rabbinical seminary (see Moritz Bloch
[Ballagi]). He was also one of the founders of
the Jewish Theological Seminary (" Landesrabbinerschule "), inaugurated in 1877, in which institution
he held the position of teacher of Talmud from 1877
having previously (since 1872) been presitill 1887,
dent of the rabbinical college of Budapest. He
also took part in the Israelitic county-congress of
1868-69.
During Brill's lifetime a number of subtle
extracts from his Talmudic glosses were published in
the "Monatsschrift," 1896-97, and the "Magyar
Zsid6 SzSmle," of the same years, by Ludwig Blau.
few sermons have also been printed in the last-

A

named

periodical.

valuable Hebrew library
erty of the seminary at Budapest.
Brill's

Bibliography:

L. Blau,

Samuel L6w

became the propBrill: His lAfe

Character, in Hungarian, with portrait, Budapest,
s.

and

1903.

L. B.

Brill
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BBIMSTONE

:

Sulfur in a solid state.

It is

Bristol

Oxford, others

to

to

Nottingham and London.

found in Palestine, in the region along the banks of
the Jordan and around the Dead Sea, both in combination with other elements and in its pure state.
In the latter condition it is still employed medicinally for skin-diseases by the wandering Arab tribes,

When, however, John imprisoned and fined all the
Jews of England in 1210, it was from a Jew of Bris-

who make

Paris,

further use of

it

in the preparation of

Brimstone is also found in the hot
springs that line both shores of the Dead Sea. In
one of these springs (at Callirrhoe), Herod took baths
in the hope of finding a cure for his ailment (Josephus, "Ant."xvii. 6). Besides these two sources
there was still a third which was known in Bible
The two passages in Isaiah (xxx. 33, xxxiv.
times.
9) point clearly to sulfur produced by volcanic
Sulfur is very inflammable; and this
eruptions.
accounts for the fact that it is nearly always mentioned in connection with fire (Gen. xix. 24; Deut.

gimpowder.

xxix. 23; Ps. xi. 6; Ez. xxxviii. 22).
Biblical writers do not refer to the useful qualities
of brimstone; whenever it is mentioned it is always
as an instrument of God in exacting the penalty
from the wicked (besides the above passages see Job
xviii. 15); and this idea is continued in the New
Testament (Rev. xiv. 10, xix. 20, xx. 10). This
may be due in a measure to the recollection of the
traditions of the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah the large quantities of brimstone found in the
region suggesting it as the agent of destruction.
G. B. L.
J. JR.

Abraham, that he extorted no less than 10,000
marks by extracting the victim's teeth successively
till he consented to give up his wealth (Matthew
tol,

"Chronica

Ma jora,"

ed.

Luard,

ii.

528).

on the quay between
Broad street and Small street, outside the inner but
within the outer wall of the city. The synagogue

The Jewry was

situated

;

BRINDISI

Seaport on the
coast of Calabria, Italy, whence the ancient Romans

(Hebrew,

D^D''n:"lS)

Jews undoubtedly settled
In the Talmud ('Er.
period.

embarked for the East.
there at a very early

iv. 1) it is recounted that four illustrious Mishnaic
doctors (tannaim), among whom was R. Gamaliel,
returned from this city to their home. Benjamin
of Tudela says that at his time ten Jewish families
were living there, all engaged in the art of dyeing.

Hebrew inscriptions explained by Graziado
Ascoll in reports of the congress of Orientalists of Florence,
1894 ; Guerrieri, Gli Ebrei a Brindisi e a Lccce, Turin, 1901.

Bibliography

:

AARON

B.

MEIR.

See

Aaron

MEifR OP Brest.

BRISTOL

Commercial seaport city in the counJews
ties of Gloucester and Somerset, England.
settled very early at Bristol, which was the^ center
of the slave-trade between England and Ireland,
until its discontinuance, under the influence of St.
Winibald, ( ?) in 1172, after the conquest of Ireland by
Henry II. The names are known of no fewer than
eighteen Jews of the twelfth century who lived in
Of these the most important was Moses of
Bristol.
:

Yom-Tob, the author
of "Sefer ha-Tannaim," and grandson
History, of Rabbi Simon of Trier (Treves), a
martyr of the Second Crusade. In
Richard of Devizes' account of English cities, as
given by a French Jew, Bristol is described as a
city of soap-boilers (Jacobs, "Jews of Angevin England," p. 149).
After tlie decline of the slave-trade
in Bristol, many Jews left the town; Moses going
Bristol, father of

Early

"

Bristol.")

was in Small street, under the building which was
afterward St. Giles's Church. As far as can be ascertained, no Jews were in Bristol at the time of the
Expulsion, no houses of Jews falling into the king's
power at that time. On the other hand, Jews resided there during a considerable portion of the thirteenth century, as an Arciia was retained there to
hold their deeds.
Bibliography: Jacobs, Jews of Angevin England, p. 374;
Hunt, BrMnl, pp. 27-30; Seyer, Bristol, i. 527-529; Pryce,
Bristol, pp. 72-73.

J.

There is no record of congregational life earlier
than about the middle of the eighteenth century.

See Brest-Litovsk.

BBISKEB,
B.

(After William Hunt,

V. C.

G.

BBISE.

Plan of City of Bristol, Showing Position of Jewry, About 135C c.E.

:

At that time the congregation, which included not
a few families whicli since then have become most
eminent in the English Jewry tliat of Jessel, for
instance was able to build a synaSince the gogue which was regarded as one of
Eighteenth the ornaments of the old town. It
Century, was situated in tlie very center of the
present city, in the main thoroughA local topographical descripfare. Temple street.
tion, dated 1794, states that " the Jews' synagogue
is verj' well fitted up, painted, and furnished with
altar-piece, branches, candlesticks, etc., in such a
style that though it is not one of the largest, it is
one of the handsomest places of worship in Bristol."
The present synagogue is situated in Park row,
and is a commodious and well-fitted building. It

—

—

was opened

in 1870.

In the middle of the nineteenth century Bristol
was one of the foremost provincial congregations in
the British Isles, and it has been served by a succession of able ministers, many of whom have since

Bristol
British
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Museum

achieved distinction in larger spheres of work. Tlic
earliest known of these were the Rev. David M.
Isaacs (afterward minister and proRabbis,
fessor at Liverpool and Manchester)
and the Rev. Abraham Barnett (afterward of the New Synagogue, London).
The Rev. Aaron Levy Green, afterward eminent
as minister of the Central Synagogue, London, was
stationed at Bristol from 1838 to 1851, taking locally
a share in theenuincipation struggle which attracted
the notice of Sir Moses IMontefiore, and preaching
occasional English sermons, at that time a verj' rare

Among other
feature of Anglo-Jewish devotions.
Jewish divines attached to the congregation may be
mentioned the Rev. Isaac Samuel (now minister of
the Bayswater Synagogue, London); the Rev.
Meyer Mendelssohn (afterward minister at Kimthe Rev. Burman Berliner
berly, Cape Colony)
(afterward minister of the St. John's Wood Synagogue, London); the Rev. Joseph Leonard Levy,
B.A. (lately attached to Congregation Keneseth
Israel, Piiiladelpliia, and now rabbi of Congregation Rodeph Shalom, Pittsburg); the Rev. Moses
Hyamson, B.A., LL.B. (afterward minister of the
Dalston Synagogue, and now dayyan of the United
Synagogue, London); the Rev. Lewis Mendelssohn,
and the Rev. Joseph
B. A. (afterward of Dublin)
;

;

Abelson, B.A., the present minister.
Of recent years, and concurrently with the revival
of the West-Indian trade and the enterprising enlargement of the port, an increase of the Jewish
population has become evident, and much activity
is again being brought to bear on communal work.
In addition to the Ladies' Benevolent Society, dating
from about 1860, there exist a board of guardians
(founded 1894); a Hebrew school (founded 1890),
the classes of which are attended by seventy children; a literary and social society (founded 1894),
with fifty-one members; and a Zionist association
Jewish organization is not confined to the
(1899).
At the great public
residents in the city itself.
school, Clifton College, situated in the suburbs,
there has been for some years a Jewish house that
is, one of the residences forming part of the collegiate buildings the domestic life of which is carried
out in accordance with Jewish custom. The master
presiding over this house is the Rev. Joseph Polack,
B.A., previously minister of the Liverpool (Old)
congregation.
It has existed long enough to form
a tradition in the college and its first generation of
students has already taken a leading position in

—

—

;

Anglo-Jewish communal

life.

Bnii.iOGR.\PiiY: Marpoliouth, Jeivs of Great Britain, iii. 132IM; Jew. Chron. Marfli 18, 188:5; Jacob.s, Jewish Tear

Book, MK),

p. !H);

Harris,

Jewish Year Rook,

5662, p. 121.

F. L. C.
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BRITISH MUSEUM, London

:

Chief library

and museum of the United Kingdom. It contains
many books and objects of Jewish interest.
The Hebrew MSS. The Hebrew manuscripts
:

Museum

already fully catalogued or
described number about 1,200. This total
includes fifty recently assigned to fragments belonging to the collection brought from Cairo. Between
eighty and a hundred additional ones are likely to
be obtained from the remainder of the same interestin the British
briefl}'

ing collection.
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There are also thirty Hebrew char-

deeds of the Anglo-Norman period) in
the M\iseum; and if the seventy-one Samaritan
manuscripts and the very ancient Aramaic papyrus
(marked cvi.*, 2d century B.C.) be treated as part of
the Hebrew collection, the entire library may be
estimated to contain close; upon 1,400 numbers.
Of these over 1,050 are brietly described in the
Descriptive List of Hebrew and Samaritan MSS. iu
lie British jNIuseum," which appeared in 1893.
A
rough classification into subjects shows that in the
total just mentioned Biblical texts are represented
by 165 numbers; Biblical commentaries by 175;
Alidrashim and Midrashic discourses by 45; Talmud
ters (business

I

and Halakah by 190;

liturgies

by 115;

cabalistic

manuscripts by 130; ethics, philosoClassiphy, and poetry by an aggregate of
fication of 84; philology, mathematics, and astronomy by 75; medicine by 20; misMSS.
cellaneous manuscripts by 73; charThe
ters by 30; and Samaritan literature bj'^ 64.
later acquisitions may be assumed to show a similar
proportion of subjects, with the very notable additions, however, of a large number of letters and
other historical documents forming part of the collection brought from the Cairo Genizah.
The distribution of Hebrew manuscripts among
the earlier

Museum

collections is as follows:

The

Sloane and Harley collections, which formed the
nucleus of the British Museum at its opening in
1753, respectively contained twelve and ninetj'-five
Hebrew manuscript volumes. The Old Royal Library, presented to the Museum by King George
II. in 1757, included seven Hebrew numbers.
like contingent was contributed by the great library
collected by Thomas Howard, earl of Arundel, SurThree Hebrew manuscripts
rey, and Norfolk.
were presented (together with a much larger number of printed books see below) by
Solomon da Costa in 1759, and two
Sources
other numbers of the collection have
of the
Collection, been filled up with his own catalogue
of the printed books and manuscripts
thus presented. The Lansdowne collection (purchased in 1807) and the library formed by King
George III. (presented to the nation by King George
IV. in 1823) contained one Hebrew volume each;

A

;

and the Egerton collection (liequeathed in 1829) included three Hebrew numbers.
Of the 520 Hebrew volumes embodied in what is
known as the Additional Series of manuscripts, no
less than 323 came from the famous collection of
Joseph Almauzi; and the few Hebrew manuscripts
which form i)art of the Rich collection (acquired iu
1829) are also included in the total of 520 just menThe series which followed the Additional,
tioned.
and into which fresh acquisitions are now constantly
being incorporated, is the Oriental. The latter now
contains about 550 Hebrew numbers. A large prol)ortion of these (not less than 260 volumes) was
purchased from 31. AV. Suapika between the years
The rest came to the Museum in
1877 and 1883.
smaller consignments through the agency of the
late Fischel Hir.sch and other booksellers.
The sources from which the Mu.seum collection
became from time to time enriched also include man-

—
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uscripts purchased at tlic duke of Sussex's sale in
1844; the collection of ten important Biblical manuscripts which were in the possession of the families

of Schultens, John van der Hagen, and Dr. Adam
Clarke successively four Megillah scrolls once the
property of Sir Moses Montetiore; and several numbers formerly owned by Dr. Adolf Neubauer, Dr.
C. D. Giusburg, F. D. Mocatla, audS. J. A. Churchill (British consul at Teheran).
It Avill now be useful to note some of the more
important features of the collection, and in doing so
the classified order adopted in the "Descriptive
List" published in 1893 will be followed.
I. Biblical Texts.
(a) Sovlla : None of these is,
unfortunately, of any great antiquity, the oldest
(MS. Harley, 7G19) probably belonging to the fourteenth century. Mention should, however, be made
of a number of Yemenite Pentateuch rolls exhibiting what are technically called "dry points," employed to mark pauses, and to distinguish some
words of equal spelling but dissimilar pronunciation.
As the writing of synagogue scrolls is strictly
limited to the consonantal text, this device of impressing a small inkless circle was adopted (with the
permission of the Yemenite rabbis?) as a help to the
reader.
One roll of the collection (Add. 19,250) was
written (probably in the eighteenth century) for the
use of the JeA-s at Kai-Fung-Fu in China.
{b) Biblical Texts in Book Form : Special mention
may be made of MS. Or. 4445, which was brought
from Teheran, and probably belongs to the ninth
century.
It is at any rate not later than
the
famous codex of the Prophets preserved at St.
Petersburg, which is dated 916 c.e. This Museum
manuscript contains, however, only the Pentateuch.
The oldest dated copy of the entire Bible in the
Museum (Or. 2201) belongs to a.m. 5006 (1246 c.e.),
very fine specimen
and was written at Toledo.
of Spanish calligraphy and marginal illumination is
the Bible in three volumes, numbered Or. 2626-28.
It was written in 1483.
Of very considerable interest and importance are a number of codices (mostly
Yemenite) exhibiting what is known as the superThe collection
linear, or Babylonian, punctuation.
generally contains excellent specimens of almost all
styles of writing and all Masoretic schools (Spanish,
One codex
Italian, German, North African, etc.).
of the Pentateuch (Or. 2451) was written at Kum in
Persia A. gk. 1794 (1483 c.e.).
Of the Karaite codices special attention siiould be directed to Or. 2540,
belonging to the tenth century. The Hebrew text
is there written in an archaic form of the Arabic
character, the Hebrew vowel-points and accents
being added in colored ink. This manuscript is also
provided with ancient Oriental ornamentations.
II. Biblical Commentaries
In this section a great
wealth oi material for the study of early Karaite
literature will be found.
Special mention may be
made of commentaries on the Pentateuch and other
;

A

:

by Abu Yusuf Ya'akub al-Kirkisani,
Salmon b.Jeroham, David b. Boaz, and Abiial-Faraj
Furkan ibn Asad. Japheth is most amply represented.
Noteworthy is the fact that a copy of his
commentaries on Ruth and the Song of Songs (Or.
2554) is dated Ramlah, a.h. 395 (1004-5 ce^. and
that the reference to Japheth in the colophon shows

Biblical books

Bristol
British

clearly that the manuscript
thor's lifetime.

was written

Museum

in the au-

The collection of Rabbinite commentaries is also
a very good one. The principal unique texts are:
(1) the commentary on the Second Book of Samuel
by Isaac b. Samuel ha-Sefardi (eleventh to twelfth
century); (2) a commentary on the Pentateuch by
Rabbi Meyuhas b. Elijah (probably a Greek writer
of the twelfth century); and (3) fragments of a
Persian commentary (Hebrew character) on a portion
of the Prophets.
III. Midrashim and Midrashic Discourses
These include copies of the three important Yemenite Midrashic compilations known as the "Midrash haGadol," " Midrash ha-Hefez," and "Nur al-Zulum."
Unique are the texts contained in Add. 27,292, and
probably also Harley 5704 (containing a Midrash on
the Minor Prophets in the style of the Yalkut haMakiri).
One may notice, besides, Midrashic discourses by David b. Abraham Maimuni and Sa'id
ibn Da'ud al-'Adani.
IV. Talmud and Halakah
In the older British
Museum collections only one volume of Talmudic
texts of the twelfth and another of the fourteenth
century are contained; but by the latest acquisitions from the Cairo Genizah three other important
fragmentary numbers have been added to the
library.
Of the Jerusalem Talmud the Museum
possesses three volumes of the sixteenth century,
with the commentary of Joseph Syrillo. Noteworthy for its antiquity is a volume containing
Rashi's commentary on BabaMezi'a, dated 1190 c.e.
The Halakah portion of this section is very rich
in interesting and valuable codices, including five
copies of the Yad ha-Hazakah of Maimonides, important copies of the JOD, the pOD, Alfasi, and various responsa. As unique may be noted the additions
of Samuel b. Meir (RaSHBaM) to Alfasi. contained
in Add. 17,049-50 (mistaken by Leopold Dukes for
notes by Samuel Schletstatt).
fine specimen of
richly illuminated titl"-pages and headings is presented by Harley 5698-99 (Maimonides, "Mishneh
:

:

A

Torah

").

Karaite

Yusuf

Halakah

is

also

represented;

e.g.,

by

and Answers," Kirkisani's "Book of Commandments," and Samuel alMaghrebi's " Al-Murshid," not to mention several
other works which still await a thorough investial-Basri's "Questions

gation.
V. Liturgy

This section is also a verj' rich and
important one. It includes very fine specimens of
almost all important rites. Margoliouth's study of
a number of these manuscripts has revealed many
features that were unknown to the great liturgioloVery many hymns will have to
gist Leopold Zunz.
be added to the known list when these mauu.scripts
Special mention may here be
are fully (catalogued.
:

of several fine copies of the illustrated HagSpanish school of the fourIt may also be noted that a fine
tcentli century.

made

gadali, belonging to the

North African Liturgy (Or. 5600) was
recently acquired by the trustees at the sale held at
Amsterdam of the late D. H. de Castro's library.
The Karaite ritual is also fairly well represented.
VI. Cabala
It has already been stated that this
It insection contains no less than 130 numbers.
(;opy of the

:

:;

British Mus-aoi
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Brociner

Abraham Abulafia's commentary on the
"Moreh Nebukim" (perhaps unique), and works by
Joseph Gikatilla, Moses b. Shem-Tob of Leon,
eludes

Moses Cordovero, and Moses Hayyim Luzzatto (Add.

Some interesting
27,110 being his autograph).
additions to the section are supplied by the Cairo
Genizah.
VII.-IX. Ethics, Philosopliy, and Poetry These sec:

tions are small; but specialists ^vill no doubt find
in them a number of interesting codices for collation.

The most noteworthy manuscripts are: in ethics, the
unique "Ge' Hizzayon " of Abraham b. Jacob, and
two copies of a Persian version in Hebrew characters
"
of Abraham b. Hasdai, " Ben ha-Melek we-ha-Nazir
(Balaam and Josaphat); in philosophy, four manuscripts of early Karaite speculations, besides some
important codices of well-known Rabbinite works
in poetry, a copy of Al Harizi's "Tahkemoni," dated
1282 C.E., a unique volume of poems by Joseph b.
Tanhum Yerushalmi, and Bible stories in Persian
verse (Hebrew characters) by Mollah Shahin.
This section contains fifty -three
X. Philology
numbers. Noteworthy are a fine early copy of Abu
al-Walid's "Kitab al-Usul " (which came from Yemen), several good though fragmentary copies of
:

Nathan b. Jehiel's "Seferlia-'Aruk," two early copies
of the "Mahberet" of Menahem b. Saruk (1091 and
1189 C.K.), and the " Mushtamil " of the early Karaite
grammarian Abu al-Faraj Harun.
'

XI. -XIII.

Mathematics, Astronomy,

and Medicine

These sections can, of course, be properly appreOn account of the lanciated by specialists only.
guage in which it was written, Add. 7701 may be
noted here, containing works on astronomy and the
calendar in Persian (Hebrew characters).

XrV. Miscellaneous MSS.

:

This section

is

full of

Special meninteresting matter of various kinds.
tion should, perhaps, ])e made of the controversial

works (Jews and Christians, Rabbinites and KaBut the gem of the section is no doubt Add.
raites).
11,639, containing a great variety of works written
partly in the body of the page and partly on the
margin. It is accompanied by fine pictorial illuminations of the French school of the thirteenth
century (latter half).
Of the charters it need only be said that they
nearly all belong to the thirteenth century (some
few being earlier), and that besides throwing some
light on the circumstances of the time immediately
preceding the expulsion of the Jews from England
in 1290, they give a good idea of Anglo-Hebrew
caligraphy of the time.

The latest noteworthy addition to the interesting
and important Samaritan collection is a fine copy of
the Samaritan liturgy, dated 1258 c.E.
The collection of HeThe Printed. Books
brew printed books in the Museum now consists of
about 15,000 volumes. Of these upward of 10,100
are described in Zedner's " Catalogue of the Hebrew
Books in the Library of the British Museum," published in 1867, and the greater part of the remainder
are entered in S. Van Straalen's "Catalogue of
Hebrew Books in the British Museum Acquired During the Years 1868-92."
The distribution of volumes among the more important classes of books described in Zedner's cata:
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is as follows: Bibles, 1,200 volumes; commenon the Bible, 510; Talmud, 730; commentaries
on the Talmud, 700; codes of law, 1,260; grammars
and dictionaries, 450 poetry and criticism, 770.
Of the 4,650 volumes described in Van Straalen's
catalogue the greater part was published within the
lS.st fifty years.
This large contingent is rich in
specimens of works in the Judseo-German dialect,
and in modern Hebrew belles-lettres, such as the
publications of Mapu, Smolenskin, Gordon, and
Lebensohn, and also Hebrew translations of works

logue
taries

;

by Shakespeare, Milton, Schiller, Lessing, and other
European writers. The numbers of volumes to be
assigned to the classes mentioned above must, therefore, necessarily be smaller in proportion than those
given in connection with Zedner's catalogue.
The history of the acquisition of the printed
books is naturally not so varied as that of the manuscripts.
In 1753, when the Museum
Printed
was first opened to the public, the
Books,
editio princeps of the Talmud was the
Whence only Hebrew work in the collection,
Acquired, forming part of the royal library presented by King George II. But Solomon da Costa, a Jewish merchant who had immigrated from Holland, and whose name has already
been mentioned above in the account of the manuscripts, presented to the Museum in the same year a
collection of no less than 180 volumes, containing
some of the most valuable works of Rabbinic literature.
From the preface to Zedner's catalogue we
further learn that "during the succeeding eightynine years the Hebrew books increased to about
600." But the great importance of the Hebrew
library dates from the j'ear 1848; for it was then
enriched by the addition of 4,420 volumes purchased
from the famous collection of H. J. Michael of Hamburg.
" This acquisition gave," to use the words of
the preface of 1867 just mentioned, "an impetus to
this branch of the library, which has been constantly
maintained" ever since, "and has resulted in making
the national collection of Hebrew books the largest
in the world."
The next notable addition to the library came
from the collection of the late Joseph Almanzi,
which had first passed into the hands of Asher of
Berlin, and from which the trustees of the British

Museum were able to select such works as were not
already in the Museum library. The books acquired
since that time came to the Museum gradually
through the ordinary medium of booksellers, among
whom the late Fischel Hirsch of Berlin was one of
the most frequently employed.
The list of early printed books and other rare
works in the collection is a pretty large one. The
following statement relates to the books described
in Mr. Zedner's catalogue:
1.

Of works of the fifteenth century, mentioned by De

Rossi,

were then 6.5 in the Museum.
Of works printed from 1.500 to 1540, mentioned by De Rossi,

there
3.

there were 237.
3.

Of works printed from 1480

Rossi.
4.

to 1540, not

mentioned by De

S'Z.

Of books of which no other copy, or only one or two copies,

was known

to exist, 38.

has already been stated that the greater number
of books described in Van Straalen's catalogue were
It

;

printed in recent times.

The proportion

of early

books must, therefore, be necessarily small. There
are, however, to be noticed such works as Jacob b.
Asher's code, printed at Mantua in 1476 (with MS.
notes by G. B. de Rossi); the Pentateuch, printed
at Bologna in 1482 (also with MS. notes bj^ De
Rossi)
the Talmudical tractate Bezah, printed at
Soncino in 1483; the Pentateuch, printed at Faro in
1487; the books of Isaiah and Jeremiah, printed at
;

Lisbon in 1492.
It may finally be mentioned that the trustees recently acquired a rather curious copy of the Tal-

mudical tractate Ketubot which probably belongs to
the sixteenth century, and appears to have been
printed at Salonica. It is specially noteworthy that
the foliation of this copy differs from the uniform
arrangement adopted in the editions generally.
antiquities contained in the Museum also inobjects of Jewish interest, notably a
fine series of ancient Jewish coins in the department
of coins and medals.

The

clude

many

Bibliography: For the printed books, Zedner, Cat. Hchrew
Bonks British Mitseum, Preface, 1867; S. Van Straalen, Cat.
Hebrew Boohs British Museum, Preface, 1901 for the man;

Margoliouth, Descriptive List of the Hebrew
at the British Museum,
London, 1893; Idem, Catalogue, vol. i. ; C. D. Ginsburg, Int7-oduction to the Hebrew Bible, London, 1897.
uscripts, G.

and Samaritan MSS. Preserved

G. M.

J.

BRITTANY

(French, Bretagne)
Ancient
province of France corresponding to the present departments of FinistSre, C6tes-du-Nord, Morbihan,
Tie

et

British Uuseum
Brociner
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Vilaine,

make

sure of their complete riddance of these credthey massacred most of the Jews in 1236, soon
after Easter.
Three years later, at the request of
the barons and prelates, Duke Jean le Roux issued
a decree enacting the following: (1) the banishitors,

ment

Jews from Brittany, and prohibition

of the

of

their entering his lands or those of his subjects; (2)
the abolition of all debts, of whatever nature, con-

tracted with Jews; (3) the return to the debtors or
their heirs of both personal property and real estate
given in pledge; (4) the interdiction of commitment
for trial on the charge of having murdered a Jew
(5) the confirmation of this decree by the king of
France. The duke engaged himself by an oath to

observe the provisions of this decree during his life,
his successors to a similar fulfilment.
Some years later, however, it seems that Jews
again settled in Brittany, and were banished thence
only in 1391, when Brittany became a definite French
province.
In the early part of the seventeenth
century, Jews, and especially Portuguese Maranos,
sojourned there notwithstanding the decree of their
banishment issued April 23, 1615, by Louis XIII.
Bibliography: Depping, Histoire des Juifs au May en Age,
p. 200; Gratz, Gesch. der Juden, vli. 308; Biunswig, In Rev.

and bound

Et. Juives, xiv. 80 et seq., xvll. 125 et seq., xix. 294 et seq.;
Gross, Oallia Judaica, pp. 136-128.
o.

I.

Br.

BRIVIESCA (not Birviesca or Briviasca):

The

:

and Loire-Inferieure.

The name

occurs in Hebrew writings under various forms,
such as n''''Jt3-|"'3. n"'JXt3"l"'2, n''"'JKt3''"ia. Little information can be gathered concerning the epoch of
the settlement of Jews in Brittany, where they were
never numerous. The first official documents referring to the Jews there date from the beginning of
the thirteenth century. These are two charters,
one datefi April, 1309, and the other March, 1235.
In the first the Jews are indirectly mentioned as
creditors of Guillauine de Mareil; the second is
a receipt delivered to the prior of Donege discharging him from all debts to the Jews Creisson and

Bonastru of Guerande.
There were Jews also at Clisson, Aucenis (where
a street still exists called " Rue de la Juiverie "),
Segre, and Nantes, the last-named place being, according to Michael Guimar, the center of the Jews of
Brittany. There they possessed a large synagogue in
the street above-mentioned, and their own tribunal,
where disputes among themselves were adjusted
according to the Mosaic law. The chief occupation
of the Jews of Brittany was money-broking, and
many interested parties eagerly sought a pretext to
rid themselves of their creditors.
This pretext soon
presented itself in the new crusade preached by
Gregory IX. in 1235. In order to win believers,
Gregory granted the crusaders and the promoters of
the crusade full indulgence, and forbade their creditors, both Jews and Christians, to take any interest
from them. The crusaders of Brittany, however,
not willing to pay even the principal, demanded the
banishment of the Jews. They not only forbade
them to claim whsit was due, but forced them to
return the goods given in pledge; then, in order to

ancient Virovesca; city in Old Castile, not far from

Burgos.
in 1290

A

Jewish community dwelt

was taxed

there,

which

At

11,700 maravedis.

the request
of his sister, the Infanta Dofia Berenguella, Don
Ferdinand III. of Castile presented to the convent
San Maria la Real of Burgos, in perpetuity, the taxes
of several Jews living in the quarter San Csecilia in
Briviesca, including those of Abraham del Bao,
Judah Mocaniz, and Moses, his son in-law, and
others, and their descendants.
In the internecine
war between Don Pedro and Henry of Trastamare
the Jews valorously defended the walls of the city,
until they were attacked in the rear by the troops of
Bertrand du Guesclin, and were either killed or taken
prisoners.
According to Samuel Zarza's account
not a single one of the two hundred heads of families
" their corpses
tiiat had lived there remained alive
became food for the birds of heaven and the beasts
of the field." In 1455 Don Mosse was living at
Briviesca as farmer of taxes.
;

Bibliography
en Espaila,
Guesclin,

:

J.
i.

Amador de
485,

p. 101 Paris,

los Rios, Historia de los Jitd.
132; Histoire de BeHrand du
1666; Samuel Zarza, in Appendix to

iii.

Shebet Jehudah, ed. Wiener,

p. 131.

M. K.

G.

BROCINER, JOSEF

B.
President of the
Union of Hebrew Congregations of Rumania; born
in Jas.sy, Rumania, Oct., 1846.
From 1864 to 1866
he studied law at the university of his native city,
and during that time cooperated with Dr. Landesberg and others in founding the Unimea Israelita,
a Jewish defensive publication society. In 1867
Brociner settled at Galatz as a merchant. He joined
(1868) the Galatz Lodge of the Masonic Order
(Grand Orient de France), and as a Freemason was
active in bringing about a modification of rituals,
:

finally obtaining for himself the thirty-third degree.

Up

to the present time (1902) he

is

the only

Jew

-

Brociner
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among

the eighty-four Freemasons of the Grand
Orient -who has attained this degree.
In 1873 Brociner was chosen president of the
local committee of the Alliance Israelite Universelle.
Together with Dr. Leopold Stern of Bucharest,
he was delegated in 1876 to represent Rumania
at the conference of the Alliance Israelite Universelle for the defense of Jews in the Orient, held
under the chairmanship of Adolphe Cremieux at
During the war of Russia and Rumania
Paris.
against Turkey in 1877, Brociner was secretary of
the committee for maintaining ambulances on the
battle-field; and in April and May, 1878, he accompanied Dr. Adoiph Stern to Budapest, Vienna, and
Berlin to obtain the cooperation of their coreligionists in championing the cause of the Rumanian
Jews at the Berlin Congress. In June he was a
member of the commission sent to Berlin to furnish the congress of the European powers with information on the Rumanian question. In August,
1878, with the late Benjamin F. Peixotto, American consul-general at Lyons, he represented the
Rumanian Jews at the second conference of the
Alliance Israelite Universelle, held at Paris.
Brociner accompanied his brother. Dr. Marco
Brociner (another brother, Maurice, is secretary to
King Charles of Rumania), to Vienna, Berlin, and
Paris (1879), in order to further the interests of the
Rumanian Jews in these cities. At that time he obtained from Professor Bluntschli of Heidelberg the

famous

juristic

brochure "L'Etat Roumaiu," in

fa-

vor of the Rumanian Israelites. He was president
of the Jewish community of Galatz in 1874, 1878,
In 1884 he was vice-president of the
1884, and 1893.
Galatz committee for establishing the colonies in
Palestine which were afterward taken under the
protection of Baron Edmond de Rotli.schild of Paris.
The Union of Rumanian Jewish Congregations
was due to Brociner's initiative, and in recognition
of his services

lie

dent. In addition

was unanimously

elected

first presi-

tomany articles on the Jewish

ques-

and various reports published by the B'naiB'rith
Lodge, Brociner wrote a pamphlet entitled "Law of
Moadim " (Days of Meeting), for the Independent
Order of B'nai B'rith, which was well received.
Bibliography Menornh Mnnthly, Oct.. 1893 Bloch, Oestertion,

;

:

reichUiche Woclienndtrift, March 21, 1902.

M. W.

S.

ABRAHAM

L.

BEN SAUL:

BRODA,
Bohe
mian Talmudisl; born about 1640 at Buuzlau; died
April

11,

1717,

at

Frankfort -on-the-Main.

Saul

Broda sent his son to Cracow to pursue his Talmudic
studies with Rabbi Isaac ben Ze'eb Harif of that
city, in order to withdraw him from the evil influences of Shabbethaism, at that time spreading
throughout Bohemia. After receiving his rabbinical diploma, Broda returned to his native city, but
was soon called as rabbi to Lichtenstadt, aud thence

Even tlien his reputation was so great
that Shabbethai Bass asked for his approbation to a
book that Bass had written. Hence, when the office
of chief rabbi of Prague became vacant about 1693,
it was offered to Broda, who accepted it, although

to Raudnitz.

was probably not very remunerative in consequence of the great fire of 1689, which impoverisiied
many members of the congregation. This oftice.

it
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from which he had doubtless expected much pleasure, involved him, on the contrary, in many difficulties; for when a difference arose between Broda and
Zebi Ashkenazi in regard to a ritual question, all
the rabbis of Prague took sides against the former.
It was probably this that induced Broda, who
disliked quarrels, to seek another position.
He was
called to Metz.
The documents available are conflicting as to the date of his entry into office but the
contract of the community of Metz with Broda, dated
Oct. 30, 1708, has been discovered by Kaufmann, from
which it is evident that Broda went to Metz in 1709,
as claimed by Carmoly, and not in 1703, as Cahen
assumed. Here, as at Raudnitz and Prague, Broda's
chief activity consisted in founding and directing a
yeshibah it is said that he had an excellent method
;

;

of initiating into the style of the Talmud those who
had never before pursued such study. His stay
at Metz was of short duration; for in 1713 he

was

called to Frankfort-on-the-Main, where, also, he
founded a yeshibah. This had a large attendance,
many of his pupils becoming eminent rabbis.
Broda's collected works appeared after his death.
They include: (1) " Hiddushe Geonim " (Offenbach,

of scholia to the treatises Baba
Mezi'a, and Sanhedrin; (2) "Hid-

1723), consisting

Kamma, Baba

dushe Halakot," on Gittin, Waudsbeck, 1731;' (3)
" Shema'ta Hadta," on Ketubotand Gittin, Frankforton-the-Main, 1722; (4) "Eshel Abraham," on Pesahim, Hullin, Baba Batra,

Frankfort-on-the-Main.

"Toledot Abraham," on Kiddushin and
Ketubot, Fiirth, 1764; (6) "Hallkot '01am," the
Jewish laws in the German language, Budapest.
Aside from these works written by him, many of
his explanations of difterent questions are found
1747;

in the

(5)

works of other scholars, as in Nathaniel Weil's
Carlsruhe, 1755; and Zebi Ash

"Korban Netanel."

kenazi's "Hakam Zebi," et seq.
BIBLIOGRAPHY: Ab. Cahen, in Rev. Etudes Juives, vlU. 260;
David Kaufmann, ih. xix. 120; idem. Die Memoiren der
GJilchel von Hamdn, p. 267, Frankfort, 1896; Bernhard
Friedberg,

Hashkafah

Luhot Zikkarnn, p.
Al>. Broda (Hebrew

21, Drohobicz, 1897; idem,
biography), ib. 1892.

A. Pe.

L. G.

BRODA,

ABRAHAM

B.

SHALOM:

Rus

born in Wilua about the beginning of the nineteenth century; died there after
1860.
His father, R. Shalom b. Aaron, -wlio was
quite young at the time of his death (1805), was one
of the leaders of the community (.see R. Israel Ginzburg's approbation to " Bet AVa'ad "). R. Abraham is known as the author of two works: "Bet
Wa'ad," a collection of regulations which refer to
sitting down and standing up during various religious exercises, with an appendix relating to weights
and measures, Wilna, 1832; "Bayit ha-Gadol," a
commentary on Pirke R;ibbi Eliezer, which is pubAt the end
lished with the text, Wilna, 1838.
of the work the author states that he has also written a commentary on the Mekilta, but does not posThe commentary has
sess the means to publish it.
no distinguishing feature except the numerous corrections made in the original text, which had been
corrupted by various copyists and printers.
Bibliography: Faenn, Kirm^i Ne'emanah, p. 230: Zedner,
Wiener, Bibliotheca
Cat. Hehr. Books Brit. Mus. p. 159
sian rabbinical author;

;

Fricdlandiana,
L. G.

p. 163, St.

Petersburg, 1895.

P.

Wl.

:

;

BBODA, BENJAMIN

B.

AARON:

Lithua-

1, 1818, at
nian rabbi and Tahnudist; died
Grodno. He was tlie best-known Talmudist of the

Sept.

Aaron Broda, an eminent Talmudist and
rabbi of the old Polish community of Kalvarien.
Owing to his wealth and family connections— he
was a direct descendant of the famous Abraham b.

five sons of

Saul

Brociner
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Broda—Benjamin, in

decided, in order to avoid a recurrence of similar
quarrels, to leave the office of the chief rabbi forever
Among Broda's sons, Hayyim Broda
vacant.
may be mentioned, the author of the work " Torah
Or we-Derek ha-Hayyim " (Grodno, 1823), a detailed
commentary to the sixty chapters of Caro's " Yoreh

De'ah."
BiBLiOGRAF'iY

:

Friedenstein, 'Ir Gibbortm, pp. 55,

5(5, 73.^

L. G.

BBODSKI A family which
:

has produced

many

rabbis and notable men in the last three hundred
Meir
years.
It is a branch of the ScnoR family.
Schor of Brody, Galicia, married and settled in
Zlatopol, government of Kiev, Russia, where he as-

sumed the name "Brodski" (from Brody). His
father, Alexander Hayyim Schor, was a son of
Deborah Babad, daughter of R. Alexander Schor,
author of "Simlah Hadashah," who lived in Zolkiev
Meir
in the latter part of the seventeenth century.
had five sons, all of whom became very wealtliy
and the Brodskis are now considered the richest
Jewish family in Russia. Israel (b. 1823; d. 1889),
who surpassed his brothers in wealth and philanthropy, settled in Kiev, where his sons, Lazar and
Leon, who are practically at the head of the sugar
industry in Russia, now reside. Tliey own 22 sugar
They are both counfactories, including 3 refineries.
cilors of commerce, and have been decorated by the
Russian government and by the French government
with the order of the Legion of Honor.
The best known of the other sons of Meir was
Abraham, who was born in 1816 and settled in

Odessa in 1858. He, too, was prominently identified with the sugar industry and other large enterfor many years tlie most infiuential
of the city council of Odessa, occupying for
He, like
a long time the position of vice-mayor.
his brother Israel, distributed large sums for various
charitable and educational purposes, and founded
prises,

and was

member

important benevolent institutions in Odessa and in
His son
Zlotopol, where he died Oct. 28, 1884.
Samuel (b. 1846; d. Dec. 28, 1896) married a daughter of the journalist and author Ossip (Joseph)
Rabiuovitch. He was also a member of the Odessa
city council (by appointment, for no Jew can be
elected to that position).

:
H. D. Friedherg. Toledot Mishpalfnt ScUnr,
pp. 19-20, Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1901; Aliiasaf, ^*i58: Ozar
ha-Sifrut, v. :J27-328; Hci-Agif, ii. 78, 755; Ha^Melif, xlv.
No. 9, XX. No. 84 Efrati, Dor we-Dorshaw, p. 45, Wilna,
1889; AlUi. Zeit. des Jud. 1878, p. 297; Jewish Messenqer,
March 14, 1902. A genealogy of the family is presented by
Wolf Kratuschinsky in his "Aterct Tiferet Israel, Vienna,
1883: but it deals only with Israel, not even mentioning the
other brothers. The work Is imperfectly done.
P- Wl.
H. R.

Bibliography

;

BRODSKY, ADOLPH

1791, secured appoint-

ment to the rabbinate of Grodno, one of the oldest
and most important communities of Lithuania, as
successor of R. Eliezer b. Zebi, who had recently died.
Although the letters of appointment had been
signed by the king Poniatowski himself, Broda's
nomination gave rise to a warm dispute in the community; many members having favored the appointment of R. Tanhum, son of the late Rabbi
" (head
Eliezer, who had officiated as " rosh bet-din
The
of the court) even during his father's lifetime.
quarrel, which lasted until almost the end of Broda's
incumbency, was so bitter that at his death it was

Brody

in

Taganrog March

21,

:

Russian violinist born
At the age of nine
;

1851.

he played in a concert at Odessa, attracting much
He received his musical education from
attention.
Processor Helmesberger in Vienna, where he played
in his teacher's quartets and in the Vienna court
After a concert tour in Russia he was
orchestra.
appointed (1875) professor at the Moscow ConservaIn 1879 he directed the symphony
tory of Music.
concerts in Kiev and since 1882 has been professor
The quartet comat the Conservatory of Leipsic.
posed of Brodsky, Hans Becker, Xovacek, and
In 1891
Julius Klengel has a wide reputation.
Brodsky went to the United States, where he toured
Returning to Germany, he acfor three seasons.
cepted the position of head teacher at the Manchester
Royal College of Music and leader of tlie Halle conAfter Sir Charles Halle's death in 1895,
certs.
Brodsky was appointed his successor as princiThe quartet arranged by
pal of that college.
;

him, and comprising himself, Rawson Briggs, 8.
Speelman, and Carl Fuchs, has become well known
in England.
Bibliography

:

EntziklopedichesUi SU)vary vol. iv., s.v., St.
Ehrllch-Legge, Celebrated Violinists, s.v.,
;

Petersburg. 1895

London,

1897.

H. R.

BRODY,

See Galicia.

Austrian rabbi; bom
Ungv^r, Hungary; descendant of
Abraham Broda. Educated in the public schools
of his native town, and at the rabbinical colleges
of Tolcsva and Presburg, Hungary, Brody also
studied at the Hildesheimer Theological Seminary
and at the University of Berlin, being an enthusiastic scholar of tlie Hebrew language and lit-

BRODY, HEINRICH:

ISIav 21, 1868, at

erature.

for some time secretary of the literary
Mekize Nirdamim, and in 1896 founded

He was
soci(!ty

"Zeitschrift fur Hebrilische Bibliographic," of
is coeditor with A. Freiman.
Brody is now (1902) rabbi of the congregation of
Nachod, Bohemia. He has taken great interest in

tlie

wiiich he

the Zionist movement.
Brody is author or editor of the following works:

Imm. Fran-

von
"DTID::' pnO. HebriUsche Prosodie
mit P^inlfitung uud Anmerkungen," Cracow,

ces,

1892; "riD^C'n D, Haschlamah zum Talm. Tractat
Berachot,vouR. Meschullamb. Mose," Berlin, 1893;
"
zu Salomo da-Piera's
n"l''{<''DXT nr:h^ "l. Beitrage
uiul Wirken," Berlin, 1893; "Tl nn^in
Cracow, 1893;
PDXP, David Cassel's Biographic,"
"
Dialog von Imm. Frances,"
"•yOK'l ""Jn^ ni31. Ein
Cracow, 1893; "OlTener Brief an Herrn Prof. M.

Leben

Ilartmann." Berlin, 1894; " DnnD?D ^JirODJO- Literar1894; "Stuliistor. Mitteilungen." No. 1, Cracow,
dien zu den Dichtungen Yehuda ha- Levi's," i.
"
Ueber die Metra der Versgedichte," Berlin, 1895;

Br6dy
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'ya'OI 'n^K'D niTK' "15J*y. Zelm Gcdichte aus dem
Diwan Moses ibn Esra," Leipsic, 1896; "jKVn, Der
Diwan des Yehuda ha-Levi," vols. and ii. 1, 1894i.

1901; "D'TKTI TK*. Weltliche Gedichte des Abu'
Ajjub Soleiman b. Yalija (Solomon) ibn Gabiro!,"
No. 1-2, Berliu, 1897-98; "{Tip XipO, Arnold B.
Ehrlichs, Mikra ki-Peschuto Kritisch Beleucbtet,"

Cracow, 1902; "'Mikra Kodesch," 1902.
He has also published, under the assumed name of
Dr. H. Salomonsohn, " Widerspricht der Zionismus
Unserer Religion?" 1898, and is a contributor to
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Hungarian literature in the form of critIn 1859-60 he wrote
studies and translations.
some poems, as well as a number of hymns for the
Jewish congregation which are still in use. As collication of

ical

laborator on the "Magyar Sajto, " he became very
widely known as a journalist of the first rank.

After the compromi.se with Austria (1867), Brody
associated with Sigmund Kemeny as editorial
writer on the " Pesti Naplo " and this was the most

was

;

"Ha-Maggid,"

sound
and comprehensive views being especially
noticeable. In 1872 he became secretary at the Min-

gazin

istry of the Interior,

"Israelitische Monatsschrift," "Madie Wissenscliaft des Judenthums," "Monatsschrift f iir Geschichte und Literatur des Judenfiir

"AUgemeine Zeituug des Judenthums,"
"Evkonyv," "Ha-Eshkol," "Ha-Shiloah," etc.

thums,"
8.

F. T. H.

"

BR(5DY,

SANDOR:

Hungarian author and

After attendjournalist; born at Erlau in 1863.
ing the schools of that city he devoted himself enFrom 1888 to 1890 he was editor
tirely to literature.
of the "Erdelyi Hirado," published at Klausenburg,
and was also connected with the "Erdelj'i Kepes
Ujsag " and the political daily " Magyarsag. " Since
1890 he has been a member of the "Magyar Hirlap,"
and since 1882 a prolific contributor of articles,
feuilletons, stories, and novels to the leading literary
In his works he depicts
publications of Hungary.
the dark side of life, and is a disciple of the modern

French

realistic school.

The following are his principal works: "Regenytargyak," tales, 1892; " AKetlelkii Asszony," novel,
1893; "Az Egri Diakok," 1894; "Nyomor," stories,
1884; " Faust Orvos," novel, 1888-90; "Don Quixote
Kisasszony," novel, 1888; "Emberek," stories, 1888;
"Szineszver," stories, 1891; "Hofeherke," novel,
1894; "Apro Regenyek," 1895; "Ket Szoke Aszszuy," novel, 1895; ""Ejszaka," stories, 1895; "Rejtclmek," stories, 1895; "Az Asszonyi Szepseg,"
1897; "Tliuder Iloua," novel, 1898; "Az Eziist
Kecske," deluxe edidon, 1898; "Egy Ferfi Vallomasai," 1899; "Feher Konyv," 1900-01. Brody
All his works have
justly enjoys a wide popularity.
been translated into German, and many of his shorter
productions have also appeared iu French, English,
Danish, Croatian, Rumanian, and Servian newspapers and other periodicals. His contributions to
the " Magyar Hirlap " are mostly of a political or
In 1901 he essayed the drama in his
critical nature.
preparation of a play founded upon his novel "Hofeherke " this has been frecjuently performed with
marked success at the National Theater at Budapest.
;

Bibliograpy: Szinnyei, Maguor Irok Tdra; Pallas
Lexicona, s.v.
8.

Nagy

M. W.

Br6dY, SIGMTJND:

Hungarian journalist,
and member of the Upper House of the Hungarian
Parliament; born Nov. 15, 1840, at Miskolcz. He
attended the gymnasium at Budapest, and late
studied law at the university.
He began his journalistic activity early in life, and in 1859 published

As early as 1860 he occupied the
post of editor of the "Pesti Holgydivatlap," and in
conjunction with KarolyGrosz founded the German
periodical " Pannonia," wiio.se purpo.se was the pubhis first leader.

brilliant period of his career as publicist, his

logic

but voluntarily resigned this
purchased the "Neues
Pester Journal," which paper under his management
attained an unprecedented circulation throughout
position; a year later he

the country.

Brody is also a distinguished philanthropist, and
on the anniversary of his fiftieth birtliday he donated
100,000 gulden to journalistic institutions. Further
donations to the amount of 250,000 gulden were
made in memory of his wife. In 1896 he was appointed a life member of the Hungarian Upper
House.
Bibliography:
Lexicona, s.v.

Szinnyei,

Magyar

Iiok Tata; PaUaj<

BROGLIE, VICTOR-CLAUDE,

DE

Nagy

M. W.

s.

PRINCE

French statesman opponent of Jewish emanborn at Paris, 1757 beheaded in 1794 for
cipation
He
intriguing against the French Revolution.
wrote "Opinion sur I'Admission des Juifs a I'Etat
Civil" (Paris, 1791), in which he argues against the
admission of the Jewsinto French citizenship simply
because the reformed Jewish oath is sufficient proof
of the complete renunciation of the rights of cidzenDe Broglie found a vigorous and bitter oppoship.
nent in the representative Prugnan, who signally
;

:

;

;

defeated his exclusion

bill (Sept. 27, 1791).

Prugnan's chief argument against his opponent
was that the civil laws of the Jews were identified
with their religious laws, and, consequently, that
their reformed oath had absolutel}' nothing to do
with the conditions necessary for French citizenship,
which were fixed by the constitution. After De
Broglie 's death a legend circulated among the Jews
of Avignon, Dijon, and Carpentras to the effect that
De Broglie had been beheaded soon after having issued his book against the Jews, and that, in the last
moments of agony, he had asked forgiveness for his
anti-Jewish sentiments. There is no historical basis
for this legend, which the present writer heard for
the first time in 1881 from Lazare Isidor, the
grand rabbi of France, and from Michel Erlangcr.
Bibliography: I>rumouU La France Juive, ii.. Index; UnU
vers lurai'lite, Jan., 1882.
G.

BROKER
seller

G. Sk.

One who acts as middleman between
and buyer, or makes it his business to bring
;

buyer and seller together; also one who acts as
agent for hire. The Neo Hebrew word for broker is
" .sirsur. " It occurs with the former and more proper
meaning in the Mishnah (B. B. v. 8, very briefly
commented on in the Babylonian Gemara87a), where
the case is put of a package of oil or wine breaking
while being measured, and "if a broker stands be-

tween the parties the loss falls on him," by reason
of the doubt whether title to the goods has passed
from the seller to the buyer. In the codes the word
sense that of one who
is defined in the latter
acts as agent for hire; and illustrations are given
as well of purchasing agents as of men employed
This occupation of a paid agent was rather
to sell.
infrequent, in Palestine and Babylonia, in the time
when the Mishnali and Gemara were evolved, as
the nation was still mainly engaged in farming and
grazing; hence the references to the Talmud made
by the codes on this subject are rather far-fetched.
The broker (says Maimonides in Hilkot Sheluhin
ii. 6) is a paid agent; hence, if he deviates from the
intent of the owner, he must make good the loss
caused. Thus, if yl gives an article to B, the broker,
and says, "Sell this for me for not less than a hunsells it for fifty, he must make up
dred zuz," and
the other fifty from his own pocket; but if he sells
it for two hundred, the whole belongs to A (see also
Shulhan 'Aruk, Hoshen Mishpat, 185, 1 et seq.).
According to R. Moses Isserles (gloss to ib.), a mere
present sent to a buying or a selling agent turns him

—

B

into a broker.

;

refers to the

Brokers

some of which the fee is due as soon as the terms as
to dowry, etc., are made (see Betrothal), while in
others it becomes due only upon the marriage.
The
absence of older authorities indicates that the trade
of the Jewish match-maker is comparatively modern.
The rights of third parties growing out of the acts
of a broker or paid agent are the same as if he were
acting without compensation. These are defined

under Agency.

The word

" safsar "

or " safsira " also occurs (B. M.

42b, 51a, 63b): once in the sense of a purchasing
agent, and once in that of a commission mercliant.
J.

L. N.

SK.

JEW

D.

BROKERS,
A term used to indicate the
Jewish merchants who had the right of trading at
the Royal Exchange, London.
The word " brokers "
was first applied to traders, merchants, and middlemen in the time of Edward III. but it was not until
the resettlement of the Jews in England (1656) that
the term was used in connection with the Jews resident in London and doing business there. Much
:

;

Jews was then manifested, especoncerning the privilege of trading as brokers; but the important position occupied by them
through their manifold connections in the East and
West Indies, made them too powerful to be ignored.
At that time wholesale trade was carried on
mainly through the Royal Exchange, from which
Jews were excluded. This proved so troublesome
to the traders that in 1657 Solomon Dormido, a
nephew of Manasseh ben Israel, applied for membership in the Exchange.
His appliJews
cation was favorably considered by
Admitted the court of aldermen, who purposely
refrained from asking questions and
to Royal
opposition to the

cially

When a dispute arises about the instructions, there
being no witnesses, and the broker insisting that lie
was permitted to sell at tlie price which he realized, he
may clear himself by his oath. On the question when
the " oath of the Torah " or wiien the rabbinic oath
is required see Oath.
The broker can not sell to himself, thus gaining
the ownership of the article entrusted to him but
when he is limited to a price at which he maj' sell,
and he pays that price to the principal, who accepts
it, the latter can not afterward object to the broker's
keeping the article. If the owner offers to the broker
the surplus over a named price as the reward for his
trouble, the mere silence of the broker is deemed
an acceptance of these terms: and he may upon a
sale retain such surplus accordingly {ib. 125, 5).
When an article entrusted to a broker is lost or
stolen from him, even on the way, being a hiied
keeper (see Bailments), he is bound to make it good.
Should he lose a precious stone out of a ring or
other jewel, he should swear that he has it not in
his possession, and what it is worth, and make good
Where a broker is entrusted with
its value {ib. 8).
goods for the purpose of pawning them, and he
claims not to know to whom he has pawned them,
this is an act of faithlessness, and he is answerable
If he has pawned the goods as directed
at once.
and discloses the pawnee, and the latter denies having received them, the broker, in the opinion of
Joseph Caro (i.e., the text of the Hoshen Mishpat,
ib. 9), goes free; but other authorities (dating back
to Alfasi) hold him liable, as it was his duty to liave
proof by witnesses or otherwise to the act of pawning (see "Beer ha-Golah," ckZ loc). If the broker
gives an article to a purchaser on trial, and it is not
returned, or if he sells it on credit and can not collect
the price, he must answer to the owner, unless he has
acted as he did with the latter's assent {ib. 10).
It may be noticed that R. Moses Isserles, in his
note on Hoshen Mishpat, I.e., mentions the "shadkan" or match-maker as a lawful species of broker,
and
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customs of different countries,

in

Exchange, from

forcing him to take the oath, because of its doctrinal character. Tliere
were in England at this time a number of influential
Jews, trading as brokers under assumed names.

Don Antonio Fernandez Carvajal, or Antonio
Fernandez, was for some years a contractor for corn
In 1650 he and Don
for the English government.
Rodrigues sued a Captain Peters in the Admiralty
Court for a shipment of goods that had not been
delivered; and in the same year, under the name
"Don Antonio Fernandez Carvagall," he petitioned
the Admiralty committee to consider his claim for
the seizure of certain shipments to Francisco Botelio
Chacone and Botelio Silveria in Portugal, which,
because of the unrest in the country, had been
ordered shipped to Holland instead. All the names
mentioned in these suits were those of founders of
the Bevis Marks congregation.
The first documentary mention of Jew brokers,
so far as is known, is in the Rawlinsonian manuscripts
of the Bodleian Library, and occurs in
First Jew a rough slip similar to that used at the
Brokers,
present day by the brokers and underwriters at Lloyd's.

Particulars

given of the risk accepted on the cargo of

"

are

Augus-

Jue. in the Yonge Tobias,
the 6th June, 1655, from London to Lixbo," the premium being 2i per cent, and the policy being untin Coronell, the Littell

in "Thridnedel Stret" (Threadneedle
Another risk was effected upon the cargoes

derwritten
Street).

Brokers
Brotherly Love
of the
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"Dominego Vass and de

breto, the 9th

Ma}%

1655, from Loudon to Barbadoes in the Jno. Cli. at
3^."
Coronel and De Brito (whose names are incorrectly spelled in the premium slip) were also Jews.

judicial mention of a Jew acting
as a bill-broker at the period of the Commonwealth
is in the year 1656, when Lady Hall gave evidence
before the commissioners of the protectorate respect-

Probably the

sum

Costa, a great merchant in London, who
hath, and is presently to receive, the sum of £4,000
for the use of Charles Stewart," which sum was to
be returned to Da Costa by Mr. Lcger of New-

named Da

castle.

The admission of Solomon Dormido to membership
Royal Exchange, as mentioned above, led to
a suspension of the law excluding Jews; and soon
they entered in such numbers that
"Jews'
a special space, known as tlie Jews'
Walk" in Wai^k, was allotted to them. As the
the Royal law had been abrogated for the Jews,
Exchange, a similar suspension as regards the
taking of the oath had to be generally
adopted; and in consequence the Exchange was
soon overrun with doubtful characters. Abuses
grew so rapidly that public clamor resulted in a reorganization of the Exchange and its laws in 1697.
The "Post Boy" of April 27 of that year records
that " the Lord Mayor and the Aldermen have been
busy this week in receiving petitions from a great
number of persons, who put in to be Exchange
brokers: they are to be 100 in number, 80 of whom
are to be Englishmen and the rest foreigners and
Jews, each of whom is to carry a medal in his pocket
in the

with his name on it, tlie King's effigy on one side
and the city arms on the other, and they are to show
it on the making of any bargains."
According to tlie archives contained in the Guildhall Library, London, the number of Jew brokers or
alien brokers

was

limited to twelve,

the election

being the prerogative of the lord mayor and the
An entrance-fee of forty shilcourt of aldermen.
lings w^as charged, with an annual payment of a simiIn addition, tlie broker had to give
lar amount.
surety in two bonds of £500 ea(;h, as
The
a guaranty of the faithful performWhen these conBrokers'
ance of his duties.
ditions had been complied with, the
Medals.
applicant received Iiis medal, wliich,
in the case of a

Jew

broker,

was

transferable.

The

purchase of brokers' medals caused much competition, the usual purchase price ranging from £1,000
to £1,500.
In the event of a Jew broker dying before a transfer could be made, the privileges accruing
from the sale became perquisites of the lord mayor.
The last recorded sale of a broker's medal took place
in 1826, wlien Joseph Barrow Montefiore paid 1,500
guineas to Sir William Maguay, the then lord mayor,
for a medal which had lapsed through the death
of its owner.
In 1828 the corporation removed the
limit on the number of Jews admitted to the Exchange, and abolished the purchase of the medal and
the heavy entrance fee.
Lender an old charter of
Edward III. English brokers were forced to be free-

it was not until 1832 that the freedom
was extended to the Jews.

men, but
the city

Bibliography
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BROMBERG. See Posen.
BROOCH or BUCKLE A
:

in

Mace.

I.

tiie

of

i.

J.

first

of £4,000 lent to Charles Stewart on a
According to the Thurlow state
bill of exchange.
papers, Lady Hail declared " that there is a Jew

ing a
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Greek

made

term which occurs

x. 89, xi. 58, xiv. 44, as the translation of
TvdpTrij;

Latin, fibula.

of metal (often gold)

and

This was a ring
with precious

set

pin.
It was used,
of the modern safety-pin, to fasten
By the Romans
the overgarment to the shoulder.
brooches w^ere often given as presents; and in the

stones,
in the

through which passed a

manner

army they were bestowed

as marks of distinction or

rewards for meritorious service, like modern orders
and decorations. When of gold, they resembled the
epaulets now worn by the higher military officers.
From the passages quoted above it is evident that in
the East kings or high dignitaries (priests) were exclusively the recipients; something of the ancient
Taboo apparently surviving in this restricted use.
In Ex. XXXV. 22, R. V., "brooch" is the rendering
of the Hebrew nn, which, however, was a nose-ring
(see

Bridle; compare

II

Kings

xix. 28).

E C

BROOKLYN.

H

New

York.
BROTHER Son of the same father and mother
(or of either), but principally son of the same father
and mother (see Gen. xlii. 3, 4, 5, 13; xliv. 11, 23, 29;
Judges ix. 3). The brother
II Sam. xiii. 4 et seq.
was expected to give his consent to his sister's marThe
riage (Gen. xxiv. 50-55, xxxiv. 11 et seq.).
See

:

•

Mosaic law declares the marriage of brother and sister, wliether the latter be the daughter of the same
father or of the same mother, to be incestuous (Lev.
whereas in tlie patriarchal time, and
xviii. 9, XX. 17)
even later, it was not considered unlawful to marry
the daughter of the same father (Gen. xx. 12; II
Sam. xiii. 13). To marr}-- the brother's wife was
incest (Lev. xviii. 16, xx. 21); but if a brother died
childless, then tlie surviving brother Avas enjoined
to marry the widow, and the first born son of this
marriage bore the dead brother's name and was his
;

In case of the refusal of the brother-inher, the widow was required to summon him before the city elders and loose his shoe
from off his foot, saying: "So shall be done \into
"
that man that will not build up his brother's house
(Dent. XXV. 5-9; see H.\lizau and Lkvihate).
The nearest relative occasionally took tiie place of
The brother was
the brother (Ruth iv. 13; v. 3, 4).
tlie first, as Goel, to redeem the property sold by an
impoverished man, and to avenge the murder of
a brother (Lev. xxv. 48; Ps. xlix.). It is probably
due to this primitive idea of kinship that the name
"brother" came to have the following significations:
Thus, Lot, the nephew of Abra{n) A kinsman.
ham, and Jacob, the nephew of Laban, are each called
"brother" (Gen. xiii. 8, xiv. 14, xxxix. 15). Furthermore, inasmuch as the whole tribe formed in this
sense one family, the name "brother" became also
the designation for
(b) A tribesman (Lev. xxi. 10; Deut. xviii. 7; II
Sam. xix. 13 [12]) or one belonging to the same
nation (Ex. ii. 11, iv. 18; Num. xxxii. 6; Deut.
X. 9, xvii. 20, xxiii. 19, xxiv. 7; Jer. xxxiv. 14).
legal heir.

law to marry

"

(c) Kiuured tribesmen, who are also called "brothers" (Num. XX. 14; Deut. ii. 4, 8; xxiii. 7; Amos
i.

11).

Frieuds by concludiug a covenant become
((/)
actual brothers (II Sam. i. 26; Amos i. 9 "berit
ahim " [covenant of brothers]; compare "ahavah"
[brotherhood], Zech. xi. 14); although, according to
Prov. xviii. 24, " there is a friend that stick eth closer

—

than a brother.

Why

morning:

love, with the preceding sentence, "Thou shalt not
avenge nor bear anj' grudge against the children of
thy people," may originally have referred, and has
by some scholars (Stade, " Gesch. des Volkes Israel,"

"May He who

dwelletli in

this

house

plant brotherliness and love, peace and friendship,
among-styou" (Yer. Ber. i. 3c; compare iv. 7d, a
similar prayer by R. Johanan).
"Years of plenty
and prosperity make of the creatures brothers to
each other" (Gen. R. Ixxxix.
Midrashic explanation of iriN, Gen. xli. 2).
In a far higher sense
Abraham bj^ his piety and philanthropy "made
brothers" of the whole world (Gen. R. xxxix.
see
;

;

Brotherly Love).
" Brother " is also used in the sense of " friend "
(g)
as a form of politeness (Gen. xix. 7), and (?i) figuratively in the sense of "companion": "He that is
slothful in his work is brother to him that is a great
waster " (Prov. xviii. 9) "I am a brother to dragons,

Command.

"

(Job xxx.

K.

E. c.

BROTHERHOODS. See Fraternities.
BROTHER-IN-LAW. See Levirate.
BROTHERLY LOVE The love for one's fel:

low-man as a brother. The expression is taken from
tlie Greek word <pL7ia6t'X(pia (" love of brothers "), which

Rom.

xii.

10;

I

Thess.

iv. 9;

and

John

communities.

xiii.

35;

1

John

Peter iii. 8, v. 9 express the idea of Christian fellowsliipand fraternity.
It originated among the Essene brotherhoods, who

ii.

9,

iii.

12, iv. 7, v. 1

;

.

.

:

womb?"

the

The

principle of brotherly love, including all men,
plainly stated in the Book of Wisdom i. 6, vii. 23,

is

19: '

xii.

Wisdom is man-loving

I

practised brotlierly love as a special virtue (Josephus, "B. J." ii. 8, § 2; Philo, "Quod Omnis Liber
Probus," ^ 12). Brotherly love is commanded as a
universal principle in Lev. xix. 18: "Thou shalt
love thy neighbor as thyself," the preceding verse

containing the words: "Thou shalt not hate thy
brother in thine heart."
This commandment of

" (0(/'idi'^/)w-ov);

"the

righteous must be man-loving." The Testaments of
the Patriarchs (Issachar v., vii.) teach the love of
God and love of all men "as [His?] children." Commenting upon the command to love the neighbor
(Lev. I.e.) is a discussion recorded (Sifi'a, Kedoshim,
iv.
compare Gen. R. xxiv. 5) between Akiba, who
declared this verse in Leviticus to contain the great
principle of the Law ("Kelal gadol ba-Torah "), and
Ben Azzai, who pointed to Gen. v. 1 ("This is the
book of the generations of Adam in the day that
God created man, in the likeness of God made he
him"), as the verse expressing the leading principle
of the Law, obviously because the first verse gives
to the term " neighbor " its unmistakable meaning
as including all men as being sons of Adam, made
Tanhuma, in Gen. R. I.e., exin the image of God.
plains it thus: "If thou despisest any man, thou
;

;

despisest

God who made man

Hillel also took the Biblical

in

His image."

command

in this uni-

heathen who
requested him to tell the Law while standing before
him on one foot: "What is hateful to thee, thou
This is the whole
shalt not do unto thy neighbor.
of the Law, the rest is only commentary " (Shab.
The negative form was the accepted Targum
31a).
interpretation of Lev. xix. 18, known
The
alike to the author of Tobit iv. 15 and
Golden
to Philo, in the fragment preserved by
Rule.
Eu.sebius, "Preparatio Evangelica,"
versal spirit

when he responded

viii.

handlungen," 1885,

29).

trait distinguished the early Christian

;

you
and thou shalt love him as thyself." In
Job xxxi. 13-15 it is declared unjust to wrong the
servant in his cause " Did not he that made me in
the womb make him? and did not one fashion us in

;

a companion to owls

510a) been exclusively referred, to
the Israelitish neighbor but in verse
34 of the same chapter it is extended
to " the stranger that dwelleth with

i.

A Biblical
.

The name

"brotlier" has a liighcr meaning,
and implies brotherly sentiment, in such verses as:
"Open thine hand wide unto thy brother, to thy
poor" (Deut. xv. 11); "Lest bj' exceeding the number of stripes thy brother sliould be vilified imto
thee" (Deut. xxv. 3, Hebr.); "Fear thy God that
thy brother may live with thee " (Lev. xxv. 36).
Indeed, proverbial wisdom states as an experience
of life among the Jewish people that "a brother is
born for adversity" (Prov. xvii. 17); that is to say,
mere sight of distress rouses brotherly compassion.
(/) Finally, the word "brother" means a fellowman as son of the same God and Father: "At the
hand of every man's brother will I require life"
"Have we not all one father? hath
(Gen. ix. 5).
do we deal treachernot one God created us?
ously every man against his brother " (Mai. ii. 10).
"Thou shalt not hate thy brother in thine heart"
(Lev. xix. 17).
The feeling of brotherly union which
gave rise to Ps. cxxxiii., "How good and how pleasant it is for brethren to dwell together in unity,"
prompted also the prayer recited intlie Temple every
{e)

Brokers
Brotherly Love
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7 (Bernays'

to the

"Gesammelte Ab-

274 et seq.); to the Didache, i.
Didascalia or Apostolic Constitutions, i. 1, iii. 15;
1
Clementine Homilies, ii. 6; and other ancient patristic
writings (Resch, " Agrapha," pp. 95, 135, 272). That
this so-called golden rule, given also in James ii. 8,
was recognized by the Jews in the time of Jesus,
may be learned from Mark xii, 28-34; Luke x. 2528; Matt. vii. 12, xix. 19, xxii. 34-40; Rom. xiii.
9; and Gal. v. 14. where the Pharisaic scribe asks
Jesus in the same words that were used bj' Akiba,
i.

;

" What is the great commandment of the Law ? " and
the answer given by .Jesus declares the first and
great commandment to be the love of God, and the
second the love of " th}' neighbor as th}'self." To
include all men, Hillel used the term "beriot"
(creatures [compare a-'Vt^c] Mark xvi. 15; Rom. viii.
19) when inculcating the teaching of love: "Love
Hatred of fellowthe fellow-creatures " (Abot i. 12).
creatures ("sinat ha-beriyot") is similarly' declared
by R. Joshua b. Ilanauiah to be one of the three
;

—"

—
Brotherly Love
BroydS, Isaac
things that drive

;
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out of the world (Abot

ii.

11

compare I John iii. 15).
That brotherly love as a universal principle of
humanity has been taught by the Jewish rabbis of
old, is disputed by Christian theologians, who refer
to the saying attributed to Jesus in Matt. v. 43:
" Ye have heard that it was said, Tliou shalt love thy

neighbor and hate thine enemy, but I say unto you.
Love your enemies," etc. This statement, however,
lacks all foundation in Jewish literature (see Gratz,
"Gesch. der Juden," iii. 312, note).
Glidemaun
thinks that Jesus' words had a special

Hate Thy political meaning, and that they refer
Enemy, to a view expressed by the zealots who
Un- Jewish, wanted to exclude dissenters from the
command of love by such teaching as
is

"

in Abot R. N. xvi., ed. Schechter, p. 64:
shalt not say, I love the sages but hate the

found

Thou

Law but hate
the 'amha-arez [ignoramuses] thou shalt love all, but
hate the heretics ["minim"], the apostates, and the
informers.
So does the command, Thou shalt love
disciples, or I love the students of the
;

'

thy neighbor as thyself, refer only to those that act
as one of thy people but if they act not accordingly, thou needst not love them." Against this
exclusive principle. Jesus asserted the principle of
brotherly love as applied by the liberal school of
Hillel to all men.
Indeed, the Talmud insists, with
reference to Lev. xix. 18, that even the criminal at
the time of execution should be treated with tender love (Sanh. 45a). As Schechter in "J. Q. R."
X. 11, shows, the expression "Ye have heard
."is
an inexact translation of the rabbinical formula
'3N liD)^, which is only a formal logical interrogation introducing the opposite view as the only
correct one: "Ye might deduce from this verse
that thou shalt love thy neighbor and hate thine
enemy, but I say to you the only correct interpretation is, Love all men, even thine enemies."
The story of the good Samaritan, in the Pauline
Gospel of Luke x. 25-37, related to illustrate the
meaning of the word "neighbor," possesses a feature which puzzles the student of rabbinical lore.
The kind Samaritan who comes to the rescue of the

398

Deut. 82). Aaron b. Abraham ibn Hayyim of the
sixteenth century, in his commentary to Sifre, I.e.
Hayyim Vital, the cabalist, in his "Sha'are Kedushah," i. 5; and Moses Hagis of the eighteenth century, in his work on the 613 commandments, while
;

commenting on Deut.

teach alike that the

xxiii. 7,

law of love of the neighbor includes the non-Israelite as well as the Israelite.
There is nowhere a
dissenting opinion expressed by Jewish writers.
For modern times, see among others the conservative opinion of Plessuer's religious catechism, " Dat
Mosheh we-Yehudit," p. 258.
Accordingly the synod at Leipsic in 1869, and the
German-Israelitish Union of Congregations in 1885,
stood on old historical ground when declaring (Lazarus, "Ethics of Judaism," i. 234, 302) that "'Love
thy neighbor as thyself
is a command of allembracing love, and is a fundamental principle of
the Jewish religion " and Stade, when charging with
imposture the rabbis who made this declaration, is entirely in error (see his " Gesch. desVolkes Israel, "i.e.).
'

;

Bibliography: Gudemann, NOchstenliebe,

DM.

1890; HastinKs,

Bible, s.v.

'

K.

;

.

men

that

had

among

fallen

the robbers,

is

.

contrasted

with the unkind priest and Levite whereas the third
class of Jews
i.e., the ordinary Israelites who, as a
rule, follow the Cohen and the Levite
The Good are omitted; and therefore suspicion
Samaritan, is aroused regarding the original form
of the story.
If " Samaritan " has been
substituted by the anti-Judean gospel-writer for the
original "Israelite," no reflection was intended by
Jesus upon Jewish teaching concerning the meaning
of neighbor; and the lesson implied is that he who
is in need must be the object of our love.
The term "neighbor" has at all times been thus
understood by Jewish teachers.
In Tanna debe
Eliyahu R. xv. it is said " Blessed be the Lord who
is impartial toward all.
He says: Thou shalt not
defraud thy neiglibor. Thy neighbor is like thy
brother, and thy brother is like thy neighbor.
Likewise in xxviii. "Thou shalt love the Lord thy
God " that is, thou shalt make the name of God
beloved to the creatures by a righteous conduct
toward Gentiles as well as Jews (compare Sifre,
;

:

'

'

:

;

BROTHERS, RICHARD:

English visionary
born Dec. 25, 1757,

and founder of Anglo Israelism
at Placentia, Newfoundland
died at London Jan.
He entered the British navy in 1771, but
25, 1824.
was discharged as a half-pay lieutenant in 1783. In
1790 he refused to draw his pension on account of
the oath which he was required to take; and two
years later he began his prophetic career by declaring he had a divine mission to announce the fulfilment of Dan. vii. Brothers described himself as the
"nephew of the Almighty," because he considered
that he was descended from one of the brothers of
Jesus, and claimed that on Nov. 17, 1795, he would
be revealed as the prince of the Hebrews and ruler
of the world.
Before that date, however, he had
been removed to a lunatic asylum, where he wrote
;

;

his " Revealed
"

A

Knowledge of the Prophecies " (1794),

Description of the

New

Jerusalem

" (1801),

and

The New Covenant Between God and His People
(a posthumous work, 1830).
"

"

Brothers seems to have been the first person to
claim that the English are descendants of the Lost
Ten Tribes; and his views are still referred to with
respect by the adherents of Anglo-Israelism.
His
" Description of the New Jerusalem " contains a
series of plates of the various officials of the new
kingdom which was to be restored in Palestine under
his leadership.
These officials are all dressed in the
court costume of George III.
Bibliography Dictionary of National Biography, s.v.
:

J.

BROUGHTON, HUGH:

English Christian divine and rabbinical scholar; born 1549 at Oldbury,
Shropshire died at Tottenham, near London, Aug.
;

Broughton was entered at Magdalene College, Cambridge, where he began his Hebrew studies
under the French scholar Chevalier. He graduated
as B. A. in 1570, and subsequently went to London,
where he distinguished himself in the pulpit as a rep4,

1612.

representative of Puritan sentiment.
In his first
work, "A Concent of Scripture," which appeared in
1588, he made an effort to determine the Biblical

profane writers
chronology, as well as to correct the
to convert
In the course of his
the Jews to Christianity.
started at the end
travels in Germany (he probably
he engaged
of
1590)
beginning
the
at
or
of 1589
In Frankdiscussions with several Jews.

^Broughton seems

to

have been anxious

m

and several additional treatises by Maimonides and
his
Abravanel, also from Latin translations; for
veryfamiliarity with Hebrew seems to have been
The work is of more interest to the biblilimited.

disputed in the synagogue
fort early in 1590, he
a letresulted
with " Rabbi Elias." This dispute
Reuben, written
Abraham
Rabbi
certain
a
from
ter
and transmitted to Broughin 1596 at Constantinople
disciple " Top.'
ton in Germany by his (Broughton's)

m

discusBroughton anticipated good results from his
to his disputareferred
often
and
Jews;
with
sions
He was desirous
tions with Rabbi David Farrar.
Testament into Hebrew;
of translating the New
he translated the
but, receiving no encouragement,
Apocrypha only.
in
Broughton was one of the chief instruments
about the Authorized Version of King

bringing

overlooked

James but, keenly disappointed at being
the
bv the king when the latter appointed
;

learned

men

fifty-four

to undertake the revision (July 22, 1604),
vigorously the new translation.

Broughton attacked
while marked
His own versions of the Prophets,
of expresby all his peculiarities, have a majesty
known.
belter
be
to
them
entitles
sion which
BinKiniioGRAPHY: Diet. NaWmal Bwgraphy; General
McClintock and Strong, Cyc.
nramcDicl
Universel.
Brtt.\ P. Larousse, Diet.
vii.;

;

ographer than to the student.
BisLiOGRAPHY

BROWNING, ROBERT:

earn their
chair factories.

,

charitable institutions consist ot a
poor, a home for the aged, and a
the
hospital for
educational needs
few similar establishments. The
are supplied by 12 " heof the Jewish community
pupils),
darim " (136 pupils) and a Talmud-Torah (28

The Jewish

n

^-

K.

See under

BROWN,
BROWN, WILLIAM:
SATJL.

Nkw

'^•

York.

Scottish clergyman;
years minister

born 1766; died 1835; for forty-three
He is the author of
of Eskdalemuir, Scotland.
from
"Antiquities of the Jews Carefully Compiled
Illustrated
Authentic Sources, and Their Customs
volumes, with a map
from Modern Travels," in two
(London,
the ground-plan of the Temple

showing
1820- 2d

The work is
edition, Edinburgh, 1826).
and English
compiled mostly from Latin, French,
-'Aaron," Calmet's
sources, such as AriusMontanus'
Aaron," Owen s
dictionary, Goodwin's "Moses and
De
Buxtorf s
Hebrews,"
the
on
"Exercitation
He
Svuagoga Judaica," and Basnage's history.
'"Prospect of
borrowed much from Dr. Lightfoot's
but states in
the Temple" and "Temple Services,"
"
range
of his work that he takes a wider
the preface
than Dr. Lightfoot,

icalleaming."

who

professes to despise rabbin-

vlt.

36.

Wl.

English poet; born

acquainted
with whom the poet was personally
poems
throughout his life. Several of Browning's
Cross Day
"Holy
subjects.
Jewish
with
deal
Roman ghetto
gives the soliloquy of a Jew of the
who was unwilling to attend the sermons of a
The concluding lines state the
Dominican friar.
case forcibly of the

Jew

against Christian persecu-

tion:
"

:

were
trade is
lowed various handicrafts. The prevailing
Besides,
engaged.
are
Jews
102
which
in
tailoring,
and 75 persons who
there are 22 Jewish day -laborers
livelihood in the local cigarette, tar, and

Dictionary of National Biography,
P.

died at Venice Dec.
in Clerkenwell, London, 1812;
From his somewhat Jewish appearance,
12, 1889.
knowledge of Hebrew, and sympathy with Jews, it
was of
was for a long time thought that Browning
by the
Jewish descent, but this has been disproved
His inFurnivall.
tracing of his genealogy by Dr.
be due to the fact
terest in Jews may to some extent
in the Bank of
position
a
obtained
father
that his
England through the influence of the Rothschilds,

Encyc.

Small town in the government of
Jewish inChernigov, Russia. In 1898 it had 1,344
Most of them
habitants in a population of 5,166.
engaged in mercantile pursuits; while 258 fol-

:

,,

T.

BROVARY

Broydtf, Isaac

For the improvements in the second edition Brown
Mishnah
used Surenhusius' Latin translation of the

religious

,

Brotherly Love
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age.
By the torture, prolonged from age to
By tlie infamy. Israel's heritage.
By the Ghetto's plague, by the garb's disgrace.
By the badge of shame, by the felon's place,
By the branding tool, the bloody whip,
And the summons to Christian fellowship—
We boast our proof that at least the Jew
^^
Would wrest Christ's name from the Devil's crew.

"Rabbi Ben
His principal Jewish poems were
givEzra" and "Jochanan Ha^^adosh," the former

who may

ing the life-philosophy of a Jewish
Ezra it is
perhaps be identified with Abraham ibn
"Jochanan Hakkafull of true Jewish optimism.
who obtains the
dosh" is an account of a great rabbi
of life given up
privilege of additional months
pupils, through whose experience he
sage,

;

to

him by

passes

his

He

declares that

all

is

vanity, after three

married lover, of
months' experience of the life of a
a statesman. But by
a warrior of a poet, and of
the gift of three
accident he has also obtained
this expemonths from the life of a little child, and
and enables
rience harmonizes all the discrepancies,
altogether in vain.
the sage to feel that life is not
interest are: "lilippo
Jewish
of
poems
Other
and "Ben
Baldunecci on the Privilege of Burial"
extension of the
Karshook's Wisdom"— the latter an
day before your
saying in Pirke Abot, "Repent the
death."
.,„
,,.
,
his sympathy
Besides his poems. Browning showed
to the
memorial
the
1881,
in
with Jews by signing,
to protest against
lord mayor to summon a meeting
Russia; and by pinthe persecution of the Jews of
Exhibition
ing the Council of the Anglo-Jewish

m

1887.

bibliography: Joseph Jacobs. Jewish

Ideals, pp. 84-95.

^

born
BROYDl^ ISAAC:
Grodno, Russia, Feb.
of
government
Porozowo,
at
Grodno
After attending the gymnasium at
Si3 1867.
Russian Orientalist;

;

Bruchsal
Briill,
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Adolph

he went in 1883 to Paris. Tiiere he studied at the
Sorbonue, receiving his diploma from Ihe Ecole des
Langues Orientales in 1892, and from the Ecole des
Hautes Etudes, Section des Sciences Historiqnes et
From 1890 to 1895 he was
Philologiques, in 1894.
secretary to Joseph Derenbourg, and on the death
of the latter, in 1895, was appointed by the publication committee of the Alliance Israelite Universello
one of the collaborators to continue the publication
of Saadia's works, which Derenbourg had commenced. In 1895 Broyde was appointed lil)rarian to
the Alliance Israelite Universelle, which position he
He then went to London, and
resigned in 1900.
during his short stay there catalogued the library of
Elkan Adler. The same year he went to New York

and joined the

editorial staff of the

Jewish Ency-

CLOPEDI.\.

Broyde

is

the author of the following works:
Reflexions sur I'Ame de Bahya ben

"Resume des

Joseph ibn Pakuda," Paris, 1894; "Torat haNefesh": "ReHexions sur I'Ame de Bahya ben
Joseph ibn Pakuda," translated from the Arabic
into Hebrew, with notes and an introduction, Paris,
1894; "La Prise de Jerusalem par les Perses, sous
Heraclius," Orleans, 1896, translated from an old
Arabic manuscript in Count Couret's collection of
documents relating to the Crusades. He has also
contributed several articles on Jewish subjects to
"Tlie Jewish Quarterly Review " and the "Revue
des Etudes Juives."
F. T. H.
s.

BRUCHSAL:

City in the grand duchy of
Baden. Jews resided here as early as the beginning
In 1337 the Jews of Bruchof the twelfth century.
sal joined with those of a number of other places in
paying an annual tribute of 700 marks (in lieu of
They
the taxes levied) to the bishop of Speyer.
also lent various sums to the bishop, which money
was credited against the tribute due. At the time
of the Black Death (1348-49) many Jews of BruchDuring the Middle Ages and
sal were raariyred.

Jews of Bruchsal suffered in
with their coreligionists throughout Germany. Until the French Revolution the Jewish community numbered only one or two hundred persons;
and there were never so many as at the pjesent
time (1902), when about 100 families are to be found
the Reformation the

common

in the place.

The most famous
berg of Mosbach,

of the rabbis

who

was David Fried-

otficiated in

Bruchsal from

and Hebrew. A Hebrew transFrench novel by L. Z
ski
which had
been publi-shed in the "Archives Israelites" was
made bj' him under the title of " Hatan Damim,"
Lemberg, 1878. The novel portrays the life of the
periodicals, Russian

Jews

:

Salfeld,

in Russia.

zatrl. etc.

H. R.

BRUCK, JACOB Hungarian physician and
author; born at Papa Oct. 20, 1845; died at Budapest 1901 brother of Lajos Bkuck.
He studied at
the gymnasium and at the Universit}' of Budapest;
and graduated as doctor of medicine in 1870. He
began to practise at Budapest in 1874, and in 1875
became consulting physician at the Erzsebet saltwater l)aths of the city, which position he held till
liis death in 1901.
He was one of the judges at the
National Exposition of 1885, and notary of the sanitary department; subsequently he Avas appointed
a member of the National Sanitary Council. He
was also a member of the committee of arrangements for the Millennial Exposition of 1896. His
literary works, principally on the treatment of female diseases and hydropathy, appeared in the
medical journals "Gyogj'aszat," "Fi'irdoi Lapok,"
and "Pester Medicinische Presse," of which lastmentioned publication Bruck was for a time editor.
:

;

Bini.iOGRAPHY

A. M. F.

BRUCK,

ABRAHAM JACOB

:

Russian edu-

author of works in Hebrew and in Ru.ssian
born in the district of Rossienny 1820; died in
Yekateriuoslav 1893. He received liis education at
the yeshibah of Volozhin, but studied Hebrew
grammar and tiie Russian, German, French, and
English languages without the aid of a teacher.
For many years he was instructor in Hebrew at the
government school for Jewish boys in Kherson,

cator;

for Jewish
which the government subsidized. For his
zeal as an educator he was awarded a medal by the
government. He contributed extensively to Jewish

and

girls,

:

PaU4Vi Nagji Lcricnna.

M. W.

s.

BRUCK, JULIUS

later established a private school

German

:

dentist

and writer

on dentistry; born at Breslau Oct. 6, 1840; died
He studied dentistry and
there, April 20, 1902.
medicine at the universities of Breslau, Berlin, Bonn,
and Paris; receiving his diploma as dentist from
Berlin in 1858, and as doctor of medicine from Breslau
University in 1866. In 1859 he became assistant
to his father, Dr. Jonas Bruck, a dentist in BresIn 1871
lau, and succeeded him in his practise.
he was admitted to the medical faculty of the Breslau University as privat decent, receiving the honof professor in 1891.
the author of: "Die Krankheiten des
" Beitrage zur Pathologic und HisZahnfleisches "

orary

title

Bruck

is

;

"
" Ueber Angeborene und
Erworbene Defekte des Gesichts und des Kiefers";
" Das Urethroscop und Stomatoscop Durch Galva-

tologic der

Zahnpulpa

;

nisches GUihlicht."
:

Ji((7.

Paget, BioQ- Lex. s.v., Vienna, 1901;

May 2,

AUg.

ItXtt.

Marturologinin, pas.sim.

D.

—

BiRLior.RAPiiv: Ahiasnf, 1893-94; on his articles in Russki
i'ei'rei and other periodicals
see Sistematicheski Uka,-

Zeit. rfes

KiBLiO(iFiAPHY

—

lation of a

BiBMOGRAPHY

1857 to 1871.
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BRUCK, LAJOS:

F. T. H.

Hungarian painter; born
county of Veszprim, Nov., 1846. Though
his father intended him for commercial life, he early
showed a liking for drawing and painting, and
He frequented the
resolved to become an artist.
Academy of Art in Vienna, and made portraits in
private; this latter occupation absorbing his time to
such an extent that often he had to miss the lectures
and go to Budapest and Erlau in oi-der to complete
In 1871,
the portraits which had been ordered.
after having received a stipend from the government, he went to Italy to study the masterpieces of
art.
He remained two years in V^enice, and then
at Papa,

proceeded to Rome aiid Naples, everywhere producing a large number of sketches and studies. An
outcoraeof this journey was the picture with which in
1873 he first came before the public, "The'Rialto at
Venice." On his return from Italy he completed his
sketches, but succeeded in finding only a single
patron, General Tlirr, who purchased three of his
pictures.
As a consequence he undertook another
pilgrimage, visiting the cities of Salzburg, Munich,
Augsburg, Heidelberg, Cologne, Rotterdam, Amsterdam, Antwerp, Brussels, Ostend, and London.
In 1874 he went to Paris, where he was subjected
to many struggles, his German style not appealing
to the French taste.
Hitherto his style had inclined
'*

to idealism and sentimentalism, while Paris demanded
the forceful representation of actual life.
His first
notable painting, "On the Edge of the Wood," was
exhibited in the Salon in 1876.
This was followed
by " The Departure for the City " exhibited at the
Salon, 1877 which made him widely known.
Since
that time he has been a regular annual exhibitor of
pictures treating of Hungarian folk-life, such as
"The Letter from the Absent One," "Deserted,"
"The Emigrant," and "In the Forge." These pictures have become widely known through engravings and photographs, which have found many purchasers in America.
Bruck recently removed from
Paris to London, where he ranks among the most

—

—

f.*

BuiLiOGKAi'iiY Pallas
tratcU News, 1899.
:

Nagy Lexicona

:

Fii/fuo, 1877

;

lllus-

M. W.

s.

BRUCK,

MAX

(Miksa): Hungarian

painter;

born at Budapest 1868 a brother of Lajos Bruck.
He graduated from the schools of his native city,
and when still a pupil at the Realschule showed a
predilection for drawing.
He continued ins studies
at the National Academy of Design, where he occupied himself with wood-carving.
In 1880 he accompanied his brother to Paris, where he remained for
several years.
He also spent three years in Munich.
On his return to Budapest he entered Benczur's
School of Arts, and is to-day professor at the Acad;

of Painting.

His best-known

pictures

are

"Zwei Liebespaare," "Nach Hause," "Im Walde"
(which are at the imperial castle at Vienna); "Bis

Wir Alt Werden " (in the imperial castle at Budapest);
"Am Rande der Theiss," "Das GilnseMadchen."
Bibliography

Volkssitten und Ritualien " are of great
value to the student of Jewish customs and practises, and were favorably criticized by Geiger (" Wis-

siiische

senschaftliche Zeitschrift,"
Zeit.

des Judenthums,"

i.

iii.

426)

324),

and Flirst (" AHg.
and were widely

read.
L. V.

s.

BRUCK, SOLOMON
trian Hebraist;

born

i^YYIM

B.

Selbsthiographie

;

Aus-

eenth century died about 1846. He is the author
of " Hakirat ha-Emet " (Altona, 1839; 2d ed., Vienna,
1842), a volume of collectanea, including in the first
edition a sermon which he delivered in England in
the English language, and which was excluded by
the Austrian censor from the second edition.
His
otiier work, " Hezyone Layil," was published posthumously by his son, Isaac Levi Brlick (born 1817), a
veteran of the Italian wars under Radetzky. In a
German preface which he appended to his father's
work, Isaac Levi tells his own interesting biography
and his experiences with Samuel David Luzzatlo
while he was stationed at Padua. The work consists of a series of imaginary dream-visits to the other
world, in which the manners and conduct of certain
;

classes are severely ci'iticized.

Bibliography:
Sefarim,

p.

Fiii-st,

300

;

Blbl. Jiid.i. 134: Benjacob, Oza7- ha-

Zeitlin, Bibl.

Post-Mendels.

p. 43.

P.

BRUCKMAN, HENRIETTA

(nee

Wi.

Kahn)

:

Founder of the first Jewish women's lodge in America; born in Bohemia April, 1810; died in New York
city April, 1888.
She married Dr. Philip Bruckman,
and, about the year 1842, came with him to the
United States, settling in New York city. Dr.
Bruckman and his wife did much to assist their
fellow-countrymen who emigrated to New York,
the former winning the sobriquet of "Der Bohmische Vater."
Mrs. Bruckman conceived the idea of organizing a
women's lodge and broached the subject to several
ladies of the Congregation Emanu-El. An informal
meeting was held at her house in 1846, resulting in
the foundation, on April 21 of that year, of the
" Unabhangiger Orden Treuer Sch western " (Independent Order of True Sisters), a secret benevolent
society.

Bibliography

New

York,

:

Buch

des Goldenen

JubMums

(

U. 0. T. S.),

189C.

C. Bii.

Pester Lloyd, 1899.

M. W.

s.

BRUCK, MOSES:

:

in the latter part of the eight-

A.
:

Adolph

Briill,

s.

popular painters.

emy

Bruchsal
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Hungarian theological wri-

born about 1812 in Prerau, Moravia; died in
1849.
He studied at Prague, and, as he could find
no position as tutor in Moravia, went to Hungary.
On the outbreak of the Revolution of 1848 he enlisted in Gross- Becskerek on the side of Hungarian
independence, became a Honved ofiicer, died at HodMezo-Vasarhely, and was buried with full military
honors in the Jewish cemetery there.
Bruck was one of the most enthusiastic supporters

BRUHL, LUCIEN LEVY.
BRUHL,

L. S.

See

See Levy-Buuhl.

Levy Bkuhl.

ter;

Reform movement, and was among the pioneers
modern Jewish theological literature. He wrote
"Die Reform des Judenthums" but especially liis
"Rabbinische Ceremonialgebriluclie " and "Phari-

of the
of

;

IIT —'26

ADOLF

BRtTLL,
German writer and theologian; born in Kojctein, Moravia, April 27, 1846;
son of Rabbi Jakob Bkijll. He was educated at
Kremsier and at the universities of Vienna, Prague,
and Breslau, and received his theological training at
the Jewish Theological Seminary at the la.st-named
city.
In 1871 he received a call as teacher at the
Philanthropin in Frankfort-on-the-Main. Here he
founded (1879) the Mendelssohn Society and edits
the " Popular- Wissenschaftliche Monatsbl alter."
He is the author of " Frcmdsprachliche Redcnsarteu uiul Ausdrlicklich als Fremdspraciilicli Bezcich:

-

;

Igmaz
Brunetti

THE JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA

Brtlll,

nete Worter in deu Talmuden und Midrascliini,"
Leipsic, 1869; "Trachten der Judcn im Nachbiblischen AJterthume," part i., Frankfort-on-lhe-Maiii,
1873; "Das Samaritanische Targuni zum Penta-

zum

Ersten Male iu Hebraischer QuadratNebst einem Anbauge Textkritischen Inhaltes Herausgegebeu," ib. 1875; "Zur Geschichte
und Literatur der Samaritaner," ib. 1876; "Bei-

teuch,

schrift

zur Kenntniss dor J iidisch-Deutschen Litera-

trftge

tur," in Brail's " Jahrbucber," 1877,

BRtrLIi,

IGNAZ

S.

iii.

Austrian composer

:

;

born

In 1848 his
at Prossnitz, Moravia, Nov. 7, 1846.
parents removed to Vienna, where he became a pupil
of Epstein (piano-

402

partment of composition in which ho has been actIn his chamber-music he reveals the influence of Schumann and Mendelssohn, but finds in
the field of opera a wider scope for his inventive
powers. " Das Goldene Kreuz " to-day occupies a
position imapproached by any other modern production in the field of popular German opera, not
excepting Nessler's "Trompeter von Sakkingen."
Brilll is an excellent pianist, and has especially distinguished himself as an interpreter of the compositions of Brahms, with whom he was on terms of
ive.

intimate friendship.
Bibliography: Baker, Biographical Diet, of Musicians;
Riemann, Musik-Lexihon Hanslick, Die Moderne Over,
;

1875.

J.

s.

forte),

Rutinatscha

(composition), and
Dessoif (instrumen-

In

tation).

Epstein

1861

played

with great success
a pianoforte - concerto composed by
his youthful pupil.
A^fter giving piano-

forte-recitals at
Vienna, at which
he played principally his

own com-

positions,

Brlill

made extensive
tours through

/^7^

/

{i

~

V

/7

/^/^ Germany and Eng-

i

"

(/

orchestral
serenade of his, performed at Stuttgart

spread his fame, and in 1873 he
was appointed professor at the Horak Institute,
Vienna.

in 1864, served

to

Der Bettler von Samarkand "
was never played but the second, " Das
Goldene Kreuz " (Berlin, 1875), rapidly became
very popular in Germany and abroad. At its first
performance at the Imperial Opera House in Berlin,
Brilll 's first opera, "

(1864),

;

the emperor, William I., personally complimented
The opera was also
the composer on his success.
given in English by the Carl Rosa Company, and
was very favorably received in London. It was
followed by "Der Landfriede " (Vienna, 1877);
"Bianca" (Dresden, 1879); "K5nigin Mariette"
(Munich, 1883); "Das Steincrne Herz " (Prague,

Gringoire " (one act, Munich, 1892) " Schach
(Munich, 1893); and a two-act comic
opera, "Der Hussar" (Vienna, March 2, 1898), a
work which has met witii great success. The other
compositions of Brilll include: "Im Walde" "JagdOuverture fiir Orchester": 3 orchestral serenades;
overture to " Macbeth" a dance-suite for orchestra
2 pianoforte-concertos; a violin-concerto; a suire
and 3 sonatas for piano and violin; a trio; a sonata for violoncello and pianoforte; a sonata for
two pianos; songs, part-songs, and pianoforte
1888)

;

"

;

dem K5nig"

;

;

pieces.
Brlill is one of the ablest and most diligent composers of the present day he has exercised a most
;

wholesome and

fruitful influence

upon every

de-

JAKOB

So.

BRtJLL,
Austrian Talmudist and author; born at Neu-Raussnitz, Moravia, Nov. 16, 1812;
died at Kojetein Nov. 29, 1869. He attended the
yeshibot of Bonyhad, Presburg, and Budapest. After
serving as assistant rabbi in his native city, he was
:

elected rabbi at Kojetein (1843),
his death. Among

where he remained

till

were his
two sons, Nehemiah
and Adolf Brilll, as
well as David Kaufmann.
his pupils

Brilll w^rote

schungen

''N"^?r;^

"For-

iiber Tar-

gumim und Midraschim" (1852);
"Die Mnemonik des

Talmud"

(1864);

"Mebo ha-Mishnah"
(2 vols.,

1876, 1885);

and a week before
his death he published "Ben Zekunim " (A Child of Old
Age). He contrib
uted to Low's "Ben

and

Chananja"

"Bet-Talmud." His writings are characterized by extensive learning and critical insight.
Weiss's

S.

BRTTLL,

NEHEMIAH

varied attainments
Raussnitz, Moravia;
;

fort-on-the-j\Iain.

Rabbi and scholar of
born 3Iarch 16, 1843, at Neu:

died Feb.

5,

1891, at Frank-

Brilll received his rabbinic-Tal-

mudic education from his father, Jakob, who cojnbined wide Talmudic knowledge with acute historical
perception.
He then studied classical and Oriental
languages and history at the University of Vienna,
having at the same time a good opportunity to continue his Talmudic studies at the Vienna bet haMidrash, then under the direction of men like I. H.
Weiss, M. Friedmann, and Adolf Jellinek. Here,
too, Brull, the son of a conservative rabbi, and the
grandson of the arch-Orthodox chief rabbi, of Moravia, Nahum Trebitsch, developed into a decided
Reformer and a disciple of Geiger.
Brilll was called as rabbi to Bisenz, one of the Reform communities of Moravia, an office that be resigned in 1870 in order to take charge of the rabbinate

Brtill, Ignaz
Brunetti
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He owed this appointof Frankfort-on-the-Maiu.
ment to Abraham Geiger, who drew the attention of
his native community to the young Moravian rabbi,
lirull remained with this ancient community until
his death, although his position was fraught with
a result of the movement inaugurated by S. R. Hirsch at Frankfort, even the
circles that were not Orthodox tended gradually
toward the conservative party. Briill cared as little
An
for compromise as did his opponent Hirsch.
enthusiastic representative of the Reform

disappointment.

As

movement, for

relig-

ious as well as scientitic
reasons, he was
decidedly opposed to
any attempts at recon-

between Reform and Orthodoxy.
Yet he was not the

ciliation

man

intluence

the
sermons,
less effective from the
pulpit, had to be read
in order to be apprecito

masses:

his

Not until he
saw that all his efforts
were in vain, and he
had been personally attacked (compare Fkankfortated.

Nehemiah

Briill.

on-the-Main), did he
studies, greatly to the

retire to devote himself to his
honor and advantage of Jew-

ish learning.

BruU's researches ranged over almost all the
branches of Jewish science, including Bible exege-

and grammar, Jewish history and literature, the
Apocrypha, Biblical Halakah, casuistics, responsa,

sis

general

BrUll's
Scientific

history,

philology,

poetry,

and he

Jewish-German

literature;

contributed to

these bj' original in-

all

No less a man than Adolf
" His range of
Jellinek says of Briill
reading in Jewish literature was hardly
paralleled, and he evinced a peculiar acumen found
in no other scholar of modern times " (in Adolf
Brull collected the
BriiU's " Monatsbliltter, " xi. 50).
Im-

vestigation.

portance.

:

volumes of

his

"Jahrbucher"(Frankfort-ontlie-Main, 1874-90).

He

results of his scholarship in the ten

contributed almost the entire material to these
" Jahrbiicher "
the longer and shorter essays as
well as the numerous criticisms on new books.
Many of these es.says have also been printed sepaFollowing is a list of the more important of
rately.
them, arranged according to subjects Bible: "Beitrage zur Erklarung des Buches Hosea " ("Jahrb."
" Historische Basis des Buches Ruth "
v.-vi. 1-62)
(v.-vi. 63-70); "Das Apokrj'phisclie Susannabucli "
(iii. 1-69);
"Die Epistolischen Apokryphen und die

—

—

;

Apokryphischen Zusatzezum Buche DanieL" Talmud: "Die Talmudischen Traetale liber Trauer um
Verstorbene " (i. 1-57); "Frenidsprachliche Winter
indenTalmudenundMidraschiin"(i. 123-210); "Die
Entstehungsgeschichte des Babylonisehcn Talmuds
als Schriftwerkes " (ii. 1-123); "Verschollene Baraitas und Midraschim " (ii. 124-133); "Entstehungund
Ursprunglicher Inhalt des Tractates Abot " (vii.
1-17); " Eingeschaltete Partien im Babylonischen

Talmud

" (viii.

History

59-60).

:

"

Adiabene

"

(i.

58-

Das Geschlecht der Treves " (i. 87-122) " Die
Polemik fllr und gegen Maimuni im Dreizehnten
Jahrhundert" (iv. 1-33); "Zur Gesch. der Jildischb6)

;

"

;

Ethischen Literatur des Mittelalters " (v.-vi. 71-93);
" Sprilchworter in der Nachtalmudischen Literatur
des Judenthums" (vii. 18-30).
BrilU's extraordinary range of reading and critical
insight constituted him an almost unexcelled reviewer of new books in the field of Jewish science.
His "Jahrbiicher " contain 183 reviews, all of which
illuminate more or less the subjects with which they
deal.
In 1890 Briill undertook a continuation of the
Hebrilische Bibliographic," edited by Steinschneider, under the title " Central-Anzeiger
Bibliof ilr Jildische Literatur "
but only one
graphical volume appeared (Frankfort-on-theWorks. Main, 1891), as the undertaking was
cut short by BrilU's death. At the
instance of Steinschneider, the Zunz-Stiftung hail
commissioned Briill to add a supplement to Zunz's
"Gottesdienstliche Vortriige," the basic work of
modern Jewish science. Steinschneider remarked iii
his preface to the second edition of the work in
question (xvi.): "Dr. BrllU appeared to me to possess the rare combination of ability and leisure,
zeal and perseverance, requisite for editing such a
supplement." Briill had intended to devote his
whole scholarship to this undertaking. The scattered notes that were found in his papers after
his death were in part incorporated in the second
edition of the "Gottesdienstliche Vortrage" {ib.
BrllU was among the few German scholars
1892).
who also WTote in Hebrew, as may be seen by his
many contributions to the Hebrew periodicals " Bet"

;

Talmud," "Bet ha-Midrash," "Ha-Karmel," and
"Ozar ha-Sifrut." Of these, "Toledot Shabbethai
Zebi"(Wilna, 1879) and "Ner la-Maor," a biography of Aaron Worms, in " Ozar ha-Sifrut," ii. 20-31,
deserve special

mention.

BrllU

sermons (1869) and addresses

also printed his

"Grabreden"

(1878).

(Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1895) and "Trauungsreden"
{ib. 1891) were published posthumously.
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BRUNA, ISRAEL.

See Israel

ben Hayyim

OK BhT'NN.

BRUNETTI, ANGELO
ciruacchio)

:

Popular

(better

Roman

known

leader,

as Ci-

and advocate

of the emancii)ation of the Jews born in Rome 1800;
Ins])ired by tlie jmtriot
died there Aug. 10, 1849.
Mazzini, Brunetti labored not only for the deliverance of liis native city, but also for the unhappy
He utilized the
inhabitants of the Roman ghetto.
great influence he had gained during the prerevolutionary epoch, in effecting a reconciliation between
On
the Jews and their Christian fellow-citizens.
July 8, 1847, lic^ won over the inhabitants of Regola, a suburb of Rome, and a week later an immense mass meeting in favor of the Jews was held
On the evening of that meeting
in the capital itself.
(July 15) 6,000 Roman citizens went to the ghetto
and fraternized enthusiastically with its inhabitants.
When on April 17, 1848 (the first day of Pesah), the
;
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order of Pius IX. to tear down the wails of the ghetto
was made public, Ciciruaccbio hastened thither with
a large number of his friends, and they were the
In tlie folfirst to begin the work of demolition.
lowing year Ciciruaccbio, together witb two of
his sons, was killed in a riot in the streets of Rome.
Tile Jewish congregation of Rome erected in its

has designed and erected many buildings, notably
the new United States post-office, custom-house,
and court-house at Cleveland, Ohio, won in competition.
He was also the architect of the Temple Beth-El, the synagogues of the congregations
Shearith Israel and Shaaray Tcfila, the Educational
Alliance Building, tbe Mt. Sinai Hospital, the Clara

council-room a tablet to bis memory, with an- inscription recording his great services in tbe emancipation of the Jews of Rome.

de Hirsch

Boni, La Conjura di Roma e PU> IX., Lausanne, 1847; Berliner, Gei^ch. der Jiiden in Rom, li. 149;
Vogelstein and Rieger, Gesch. der Juden in Rom, li. 370,

Bibliography
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BRtJNN

Capital of Moravia.

:

Jewish community as early as the

It

E.

possessed a

twelftli century.

tbe instigation of Capistrano, tbe Jews were expelled from Brlinn July 27, 1451, by King Ladislaus,
the posthumous son of the fanatical Albi-ecbt II.
Among the exiles was Israel Bruna, author of a
well-known set of responsa. Not until tbe begincing of tbe nineteenth century did tbe Jews attempt
In obedience to a
to found a new community.
royal decree of Sept. 5, 1811, they paid 50 florins a
year, and 13 florins into tlie poor fund, for permission to have a small Torab (law-scroll) in their posDavid Asiikenazi, whose son, Joel Deutsch,
session.
was director of the institute for deaf-mutes, offici-

At

ated as rabbi, although be was only allowed to assume tbe title of meat-inspector. In 1852 the Jews
were permitted to lay out a cemetery, and in 1853
Tbe statutes of a religious
to build a synagogue.
society formed in 1853 were provisionally confirmed
Sept. 1 of that year but not until Feb. 7, 1859, did
tbe ministry give permission to organize a provi;

On March 15, 1860,
religious community.
Jews living at Briinn were released from paying the communal dues of their several communities,
and on Nov. 7 of the same year tbe protest of the
district community against this decree, that injured
Dr. B. Placzek, who
it in its finances, was refused.
was chosen rabbi in the same year, was appointed
district rabbi by the ministry May 5, 1885.
Tiie Jewish-Moravian orphan asylum and the prosional
all

the

seminary are at Brlinn; the city is the center for tbe
Moravian general fund ("Landesmassenfonds ") deThis fund, which bad been
rived from tbe excise.
used for Jewish educational purposes since the time
of Joseph II. w^as handed over to tbe management of
the Jews of Moravia by Emperor Francis Joseph I.
Sept. 28, 1869.
At present (1902) Briinn has about
A. F.-G.
8,000 Jews.
,

BRUNNER, ARNOLD WILLIAM

:

Ameri

can architect; the son of William Brunner and Isabelie Solomon; was born in New York city Sept.
He was educated in Manchester, England,
25, 1857.
and in New York, and is a graduate of tiie special
architectural course in the Massaciiusetts Institute
Brunner was one of the founders
of Technology.
of tiie Architectural League of New York (1881), is
a member and vice-president (1898) of the New
York Chapter of tbe American Institute of Architects, a fellow of tbe Institute, and (1902) a member
of tbe Board of Education of New-

York

city.

He

Home for Working Girls, the Jewish
Theological Seminary of America, all in New York,
and of the Temple Misbkan Israel at New Haven,
Conn. and tiie Frank Memorial Synagogue at Phil,

adelphia.

Brunner has written a work on "Cottages," another on "Interior Decoration," and is a contributor
to tbe "Encyclopedia of Architecture," edited by
A.
Russell Sturgis.

BRUNNER, SEBASTIAN
tlieoiogiau,

editor,

Dec. 10, 1814, in
Vienna, Nov. 26, 1893.
in 1838,

and after

:

Austrian Catholic

and anti-Jewish writer; born
Vienna; died in Wahring, near

He was

ordained as priest

officiating in various parts of the

diocese of Vienna, was employed by Metternich
(1843-48) in arranging all reports on religious and
political movements that came into the minister's
In 1846 be was sent by the chancellor to
office.
France and Germany to report tbe situation in those
countries.

Brunner founded in 1848 tbe " Wiener Katholische
Kircbenzeitung," which he edited until 1865, making himself notorious by his rabid attacks in its
columns on Jews and Judaism. Citing the actions
of David and Elijah, be insisted that tbe Old Testament was permeated by a spirit of vindictiveness,
and for this reason he maintained that the Jewish
morals endangered those of the Christian neighbors
For a
of Jews ("Kircbenzeitung," 1860, p. 12).
long time tiie Jews ignored his denunciations; but
finally, in 1860, Ignaz Kuranda, editor and publisher
of the "Ostdeutscbe Post," took up the cause of his
coreligionists, calling attention to the fact (Jan. 28,

1860) that Bruuner's attacks were for the most part
mere repetitions of the charges made by Eisenmenger
and Pfeffcrkorn,and that, moreover, they were undertaken by Brunner not in a spirit of zeal for the
Church, but in tbe hope of increasing the circulation
of his paper.

Brunner sued Kuranda for libel April 27, 1860;
trial the latter was acquitted as having

but on

sustained every item of his charges against Brunner,
who in addition was severely rebuked by the preThe
siding judge for conduct unbecoming a priest.
importance wbicii the Jews attached to the result
of the trial may be seen from the fact that a stenographic account of its proceedings was printed in
pampiilet form in both Hebrew and German for the
purpose of commemorating Kuranda's victory over

Brunner.

Brunner held several high

offices in tbe

Catholic

Ciiurch.

Bibliography: Meyer, Konversations-Lexikon, 5th ed., vol.
iii.:
La Grande Encydopedie, vol. vili.; David Gordon,
Milhemet ha-Hoshek weha-Or.
A. R.
D.

BRUNSWICH, Ll^ON L^VY
Lherie):
20,

1805;

(known as
Frencli dramatist; born at Paris April
died at Havre April 29, 1859. Favorite

":
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collaborator of Ad. de Leuven, lie wrote together
with him, as well as with Dumersan, Dupeuty de
Beauplan, etc., many vaudevilles and comic operas,

binical conference for the discussion of questions
affecting Judaism, to meet at Brunswick early in
1844.
The sessions lasted from June 12 to June 19,

among which were "Gothon du Passage Delorme,"

and were attended by twenty-two, and later by
twenty-five rabbis, who worked to improve the
Jewish ritual and to preserve the religious instinct
in the Jews themselves.
One of the results of the
conference, which drew attention to the position of

:

a parody on Victor Hugo's " Marion Delorme "
"Faublas," 1833; "Le Postilion de Longjumeau,"
1837; "Le Brasseur de Preston," 1838, the last
two set to music by Adolphe Adam; "Le Mariage
du Tambour," 1843; "Gibby la Cornemuse," 1847,
" La Foire aux Idees,
to the music of Clapisson
1849; "Le Roi desHalles," 1853; "Dans les Vignes,"
1831,

;

;

1856.
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BRUNSWICK

(German,

W.

Braunschweig)

Duchy

of Germany, the capital of which has the
same name. The first settlement of Jews in the
duchy was at Blankenburg for a record states that
in 1241 the abbess of Quedlinburg owed Jacob, a
Jew, probably the first one in Brunswick, 213 pounds
of silver; some of the lands of the nunnery were
sold to extinguish this debt.
At auotiier time a
payment of eighty pounds of silver between the
same parties is mentioned. In 1247, Jews were settled at Helmstedt.
The abbot of Verden was their
lord.
At the time of the Black Death in 1349, the
Jews of Brunswick were persecuted and in 1540,
by reason of Martin Luther's polemics, anti-Jewish
outbreaks occurred.
In the eighteenth century
Israel Jacobson, a noted Jewish financier, lived in
Brunswick. Meudel.ssohn often visited the ducal
family, with which he was on intimate terms.
The Jews at the beginning of the nineteenth century were barely tolerated in Brunswick. However,
their condition was gradually ameliorated; for, by
the laws of Oct. 29, 1821, Jews were permitted to
become apprentices in all trades. On dissolving the
Chambers July 11, 1823, the duke of Brunswick
announced that steps to relieve Jews of their disabilities were contemplated.
Again, in 1831, the
Jews petitioned Duke William of Brunswick to
change the laws affecting them. As the Jews had
always fulfilled their duties as citizens, they demanded to be admitted to full privileges as such.
This petition was unsuccessful.
On Oct. 12, 1832, measures for the relief of the Jews
were passed. It was enacted that those who had
the legal right to reside in Brunswick were to be
regarded as inhabitants and native residents. It was
ordained that right of residence did not depend on
religious convictions, but rather on the possession
of some means, or of freedom from criminal acts.
The Jews were allowed to vote for and act as depiities and as minor officials.
As late as 1820 the.se
rights were exclusively enjoyed by the Christians.
It is to be noted that in 1833 tlie director of the
Samson Free School in Wolfenbiittel was a candidate for the office of deputy and was defeated by
one vote. The Jews had, however, no extensive
property rights; for they could buy land only with
the permission of the government.
Tiiey were permitted to act as attorneys, but not as procurators or
;

the Jews, was the repeal of the Jews' oath, "More
Judaico," May 16, 1845. In 1850 permission was
granted to Jews to become officers in the army and
to marry Christians without first being baptized.
At the beginning of the nineteenth century S. L.
Eger was rabbi in Brunswick. In 1840 Dr. Herzfeld was the rabbi, the government having full
power to appoint.
In the ducliy two famous institutions now flourish: (1) the Samson Free School at Wolfenbiittel,
mentioned above, founded in 1733 by Gumpel Moses
(also known as Marcus Gumpel Moses Fulda), the
first Jewish resident of Wolfenbiittel
and (2) the
Jacobson Free School and Asylum at Seesen, of
which Immanuel Wohlwill was superintendent in
;

1838.

In 1840 the Jews of Brunswick numbered 1,300.
latest figures give 2,000 Jewish residents in the

The

duchy.

;

notaries.

In 1843 and 1844, through the " Allg. Zeit. des
Judenthums," Ludwig Philippson summoned a rab-
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Martyrologium, p. 269. For the later period,
Neucre, Gesch. de?' Isi'aeliten vo7i 1S15 his 18U5, Berlin,
passim. For the conference, ProtokoUe der Ersten
Rabhiner-Versammlung, Brunswick, 1844. For the Samson
Free School, Orient, Lit. 1844, Nos. 5-8.
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BRUSA

City of Anatolia, 54 miles from Constantinople and 21 miles from the port of Moudania.
According to some chroniclers, the Jews of Brusa
were the first to enter into relations with the Ot:

toman Turks and

come under their dominion.
Sultan Urkhan, on capturing
Bru.sa (1326), drove out all the inhabitants, and, in
order to repeople it, imported Jews from Damascus,
Aleppo, and other places in the Byzantine empire.
Hence Brusa was the first Jewish connnunity of
Turkey. Sultan Urkhan, in consideration of a polltax called "kharaj," granted to the Jews a firman authorizing them to live in a special quarter
(Yahudi-Mahalesi), to build a synagogue there
(that of 'Ez Hayyim), and to have a chief rabbi.
The Jewish magistrates ("meniunnim "), popularly
called "kharajios," receivers of the kharaj or tax,
collected this tax and delivered it to the governor,
under oath upon the roll of the Law.
According to the historian Ubicini, persecutions
obliged Spanish Jews to leave their country in 1415.
"When they arrived at Brusa, the
According

to

to others.

Historical

beauty of this Oriental city, the freshness of its waters, the multitude of its
palaces and gardens tliat reminded
them of Granada and Andalusia, induced them to
settle here. " Upon the great expulsion of 1492 other
Spanish Jews settled in Brusa, and founded two new
synagogues named, respectively, " Kaiial Kadosh
Mayor" and "Kahal Kado.sh Gerushah."
Toward the end of the sixteenth century and at
the beginning of the seventeenth there existed in

Data,

—
;:

Brusa
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Brusa an important yeshibali, from whicli proceeded the well-known family of rabbis Algazi
At this time Solomon Algazi I., "the
or Al-Gazi.
Elder," author of thirteen rabl)inical works; his
brother Moses Algazi, also an author; and Joseph

The chief rabbi of Brusa in 1901 was David Pappo
of (Constantinople.
This official presides at the com-

Gansou (1628), teacher of the Algazis, flourished here.
As one of the remarkable events of the period 1600-

wine and the rent of some real estate
an oven, and some shops). As
formerly, the Jews still pay to the government a tax
for exemption from military duty, called "bedele."
When the notables are short of funds and unable to
pay this tax, the conuiiunal council draws upon the
treasury of the three synagogues.
These are governed by syndics ("gabba'im ").
As a matter of fact the majority of the Jews are
generally poor.
Among them are two or three mercliauts, about fifteen money-changers, and a large
number of small shopkeepers, pedlers, and dealers
in tin ware.
Although the silk industry is a specialty
there, no Jews are engaged in it. be^-ond some two
hundred Jewish w'omen working as operatives in
the mills.
The Alliance Israelite maintains at Brusa
a system for apprenticing boys as carpenters, black-

1800 a coiitlagration is reported toward the end
of the eighteenth century that destroyed half the
city as well as the Jewish quarter.
The rabbis of
Brusa during the nineteenth century have been, in
chronological order: Abraham Shilton; his son Elijah Shiltou; David Caras.so from Salonica; Abraham Habib from Bosnia; Rab Shabbethai Halevy,
brother of the grand rabbi Moses Halevy of Constantinople; a rabbi from Ismid; and R. Uzziel
from Constantinople.
The older Jews of Brusa tell the following legend
At the end of the eighteenth century a learned rabbi
came incognito to that city from SaXiegend.
lonica.
He fell ill and died almost
:

immediately upon his

arrival,

and was

buried like any ordinary man. But a strange light
was seen to hover over his grave for several nights
in succession, which greatly excited the community.
Upon inquiry it was learned that the stranger was a
very pious and learned rabbi, Rab Segalia by name
and the people then decided to render him the last
honors due to his position, by erecting a fine tombstone over his grave. The stone, accordingly, was
placed on the mound. The next morning, however, it was found thrown down some distance
away. It was restored, but again mysteriously removed overnight, and now the people no longer
<lared to replace it.
At this tomb of Rab Segalia
the people were wont to pray for rain in times of
drought. Every trace of the tomb has now disappeared, owing to the construction of a road to the
railway station.
In 1901 the Jewish population of Brusa numbered 3,500 in a total of 100,000 inhabitants. The
community possesses three very handsome synagogues, belonging to the congregations 'Ez Hayyim. Mayor, and Gerushah. Of Jewish antiquities,
there is in the synagogue 'Ez Hayyim a scroll of
the Law more than 160 years old; and
Population in that of the Gerushah congregation
and Ina unique old "rimmon "(a silver pomestitutions. granate forming part of the ornaments
of the Torah scroll the mate of this
rimmon was stolen), dating back to the first half of
the eighteenth century; and the Shilton family possesses some old manuscripts written by rabbis of
that name.
The notable families of Brusa arc
Baraza, Caraco, Shilton, Franco, Saban, and Se;

villa.

The Brusa community has the following philanthropic societies: Haknasat Orahim, 'Ozer Dallim,
Bikkur Holim, 'Ose Hesed. The Jews of Brusa are
very benevolent, and visit the poor in their own
homes. There is not a single beggar in the city.
In 1901 there were four hundred Jewish pupils
namely, one hundred and twenty-eight boys and
seventy-two girls in the two schools supported by
tlie Alliance Israelite Universelle, and two hundred
in the Talmud Torah.

—

munal council

Communal
Admin-

elected by the notables
of the city.
The revenues of this
council consist of taxes upon meat and

istration.

(a bath,

smiths,

tinsmiths,

compositors, and

teaching
subordinate positions in European business houses and
banks established at Brusa. No Jews are employed
by the government, nor are any engaged in the progirls to

for

Some young Jews occupy

weave.

fessions.

In the neighborhood of Brusa there are some
places containing a small number of Jews originally
from Brusa, as Climasti-Cassaba, Yeni-Yol, YeniShehir, Eski-Shehir, and Yeumlek.

BIBLIOGRAPHY:

Azulal, S/i€m ha-Oedolim BxiUetin deV Alliance IsrneUte Universelle, 1899; Ubicini (reported in El
Dia, a Jewish journal of Phllippopolls).
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BRUSILOV

:

Town in the government of Kiev,
Russia, with a Jewish population (1898) of 2,800, in
a total of 6,500. Of the 541 Jewish artisans, 112 are
:

and 206 tanners.
ceive alms at Passover.
tailors

About eighty

families re-

There is a Talmud Torah,
attended by more than one hundred children. Brusilov has also twenty-two private schools, a hospital,
a poorhouse, and a " Gemilut Hesed " (society for
lending money without interest).
II.

K.

BRUSSELS

S.

J.

(French, Bruxelles)
Capital of
Belgium. There are no records as to the date when
Jews first settled in Brussels; but as many of them
were scattered over the province of Brabant at the
time of the Romans, it may be assumed that they
established themselves at Brussels as soon as it was
founded by St. Gery, bishop of Cambray, in the seventh century. The Jews of Brussels underwent all
the vicissitudes of their Belgian coreligionists.
The
Crusaders left many sanguinary traces of their pasDuring the thirteenth century
sage at Brussels.
and at the beginning of the fourteenth the Jews of
Brussels, protected by the subsequent rulers, attained, in coininon with those of other communities
of Brabant, a high degree of prosperity.
The calamities which culminated in the massacre and banishment of the Jews of Brussels in 1370 began with the
spreading of the Black Death throughout Europe.
A chronicler of that time, Li Muisis, gives an account of this tragedy, for which see Belgium.
:
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This catastroplie, which took place ia 1349, was
followed twenty-two years later by a similar one.
A banker of Enghien, distinguished by his wealth as

cemetery for the Jews the old one, situated near
the Porte de Namur, having disappeared in consequence of the dismantling of the fortress.
;

Many families
of position from

by his
philanthropy,
was assassinated
well as

in his

own

den.

His wife

Germany

Filrths, the
Hirschs, and the

assassins

spread
port

re

Simons,

the

in Brussels.

The

stolen

Jews were
subjected

still

the
that

Jews had

and

Holland, such as
the Landaus, the
Lipmanns, the

gar-

and son took refuge in Brussels.

The
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from a church
consecrated wa-

settled

was only

fers in order to

It

pierce them with
poniards.
Tliis

after 1794,

of Belgium, that

Jews

of

Jews at Brussels
(May 22, 1370)
and a general

settle

is

locally

miracle

in

An

citizenship.

imperial
edict
dated March 17,
1808, divided the

known
as
of

could
freely

Brussels and enjoy the rights of

banishment from
The
Belgium.
event

when

the
French
became masters

brought
about
the burning of

hundreds

to

special imposts.

the

Jews living in
French coun-

St.

Gudule, and was

commemorated

tries into consis-

by

tories.

an

annual

Brussels

festival.

was included

een

the consistory of

Eighttableaux,

in

On the

which repre-

Crefeld.

sented the piercing of the host
and the miracle
of tlie spurting
blood,
of
the
were
painted
and these paintstill
ings
are
preserved in tlie
Church of St.

overthrow
Napoleon,

gium was

of
Beluni-

Holted with
land
and the
;

Jewish CO mmuuity of Brussels became the
head of the

fourteenth religof
Holland. After
the Jewish side,
the revolution of
the martyrs of
1830 Brussels beBrussels
were
Jews Represented as Transll.Ning Hosts.
the head
came
commemora(After the Gobelin Tapestries in the Cathedral of St. Gudule, Brussei:*.)
of the Belgian
ted in the
The
consistories, and a chief rabbi was nominated.
"Memorbuch " of Mayence and in a Hebrew elegy.
chief rabbis have been: E. Carmoly, Henri Loeb,
From 1370 till the end of the Spanish domination
Aristide Astruc, Abraham Dreyfus, and the present
over Belgium, there is no trace of Jews at Brussels.
The government conTheir reappearance there dated probably from the
(1902) rabbi, Armand Bloch.
tributes largely to the support of Jewish worship.
Peace of Utrecht (April 11, 1713), when Belgium
In 1890, according to the official statistics, Brussels
became part of Austria. A decree banishing Jews
had 150 registered Jewish households.
from Brussels was issued July 18, 1716;
Brussels has t he following Jewish communal instiAfter the but it was not enforced: a gift to the
tutions Societe de Bienfaisance Israelite, Societe des
Peace of crown overcame all difficulties. AsimSecours Efflcaccs (Dames), Societe des Meres Israelites
XJtrecht.
ilar decree issued forty years later had
the same result.
et Ecole Gardienne, Orphelinat, Comite d'ApprentisSeveral Jews received the right of citizenship in Brussels. Among
sage de la Jeunesse Israelite, Maison de Retraite pour
them was one named PJiilip Nathan, who, in 1783,
les Vieillards. Hakeneset Kallah, Cercle des Amis Israrequested the government to assign a place for a new
elites, I'Egalite (mutual aid), and Menahem Abelim.

Gudule.

On

ious district

:

:

For the earlier period Carmoly, Revue Orii. 42 et seq.; Emile Ouverleaux, Notes et Documents
Juifs de Beluique, in Rev. Et Juives, vii. 117 et seq.,
252 et seq., viii. 205, ix. 246 et seq. For modem times [H.
Sommerhausen], Briefe aus Belakn, in Monatsschrift, i.
499, 541 et seq.: idem, Briefe atts Brllssel, in Monatsschrift,
ii.2!70etseQ.; Verorde7ii7ige7i voor het Israelitisch Kerkyenootsctiap binnen het Koningrik der Nederlanden, The
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BRUTISH

(nyn)

:

A

Br.

term applied by the Bib-

writers to men whose disposition or spirit was
It is used in close conjunction
like that of beasts.
with "foolish" (Jer. x. 8; Ps. xlix. 10, xciv. 8), and,
as indicated in the Hebrew, may mean "stupid."
In a few instances it seems to indicate that the persons under consideration are both ignorant and recklical

Again,
li. 17; Ps. Ixiii. 22, xcii. 6).
brutishness, or beastlikeness, implies not a passive
but an actively dangerous quality of character
less (Jer. X. 14,

(Ezek. xxi. 31). The man who is persistently ignoThe
rant is also called "brutish" (Prov. xii. 1).
prophets who did not call upon the Lord, to inquire
of Him, were included in the same category (compare Jer. X. 21). To sum up, "brutishness" in the
Old Testament is descriptive of a foolish, stupid,
recklessly and persistently ignorant, and dangerous

man.
J.

Brussels
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in 1868.
A synagogue was built in
and the cemetery was dedicated in 1878. The
prosperity, harmony, and high standing of the congregation are due primarily to its able and public-spirited leader, Joseph Spitz, who took charge in
1885. The following associations may be mentioned
The Hebrah Kaddishah, the Hebrew Women's Benevolent Society, and the Kronprinz Rudolf Stiftung
for poor wayfarers.
There are, besides, the Kaiser
Franz Joseph Jubilaums-Stiftung, for poor Hebrew
artisans, and a Ludwig Bloch Stiftung.
A pension
fund for the Jewish clergy is to be founded. Adam

was founded
1873,

Sattler, for

:

Russian writer; born 1870 at Polangen, in the government of Courland studied at the gymnasium and
University of Moscow, from which city his family
was expelled in 1892. He received his diploma
Brutzkus took part in the
as physician in 1894.
Russo-Jewish bibliographical work, " Sistimaticheski
Since 1895
Ukazatel Literatury o Yevreyakh."
he has contributed to the Russo-Jewish periodical
" Voskhod "
and in 1899 he was appointed assistant
editor on that periodical.
II. K.
V. R.
;

BRiJX Town of Bohemia, 14 miles north of
Documents prove that, as early as the fourSaaz.
teenth century, Jews were living at Briix.
In 1893
Borso the Younger, of Riesenburg and Petschau,
gave his note for fifty schock of Prague groschen
to the Jews Isaac and Asher of Brilx and similar notes were given in 1394, 1413, and 1419 to the
Jews Eberleyn and his wife Esther, Michael and
Heyneman, Michael the Larger, and Michael the
Smaller.
In a document dated Feb. 17, 1456, a
Jewish cemetery of Briix is mentioned, which Frederick, duke of Saxony and margrave of Meissen,
gave to a certain Hans Wickart. According to a
:

;

Latin document, dated June 20, 1464, the king of
Bohemia, George Podiebrad, forbade the Jews to
reside at Briix or within a mile of it, for which the
city had to pay an annual tribute of six shocks of
Prague groschen to indemnify the king for his loss
of the Jews' annual toleration tax {Schutzgeld).
For
four hundred years there was no Jewish community
;

in fact, since the sixteenth

j'cars religious instructor in the

and at the gymnasium, on being
pensioned was decorated with the Golden Cross of
Merit.
Among the rabbis and religious teachers at
the public schools and the gymnasium maybe mentioned: Alexander Kisch, 1874-1877; I. S. Bloch,
1877-80, editor of the " Oesterreichische Wochenand at one time a member of the Reichstag; Jacob Tauber, 1880-86; Gotthard Deutsch,
1887-91, later professor in Cincinnati; and, since
1891, Adolf Biach.
The Jewish population of about 1,000 one-twen-

schrift,"

tieth of the entire population

—
— speak German.

There

merchants.

century Jews

were not permitted to live in the mining towns of
Bohemia.
Jewish congregations existed in Harreth and Lisch
nicz (about one hour's distance from Briix), and these
became parents of the congregation of Brilx, which
-

A. Bi.

D.

BRYANSK

;

at Brii.x

many

public schools

are among them 10 lawyers, 5 physicians, and 2
clerks of the court; but the larger number are

P.

BRUTZKUS, JUDAH LOEB BEN DAVID

Suber

:

Town in the government of Grodno,

Russia, with a Jewish population (1898) of 2,365, in
a total population of 6,342. Of the Jews 525 are
artisans and 85 gardeners and farmers.
11.

S.

R.

BUBER, SOLOMON

J.

Galician scholar and editor of Hebrew works; born at Lemberg Feb. 2,
His father, Isaiah Abraham Buber, was
1827.
versed in Talmudic literature and Jewish philosophy, and was Solomon's teacher in the latter subject; but for his son's Biblical and Talmudic studies
lie carefully selected competent professional teach
:

The desire was soon aroused in Solomon to
make independent research and to put the result of
his work into literary form — a disposition which
ers.

proved of the utmost value to Jewish literature.
At twenty years of age Buber married and entered
commercial pursuits.
He rose by rapid degrees
until he became "Handelskammerrath," and auditor
of the Austro-Hungarian bank, the national bank,
and the Galician savings-bank. Tliis last position

Buber is also president of the
still (1902) retains.
"Geschilftshalle," vice-president of the free kitchen,
and honorary member of a working

he

For more than a quarceutuiy he has been one of the
directors of tlie Lemberg congregation
he is on the committee of tlie
Bernstein foundation, and takes a leading part in
various philanthropic associations.
Wliile active in public life, Buber has also devoted
The Midrash literature
himself to learned research.
Bio-

graphical
Data.

men's union.
ter of a

;

had special attractions for him; and his activity in
Its first
tliis field lias been remarkable in extent.
result was an edition of tiie so-called " Pesiktii deRab Kahaua," with an elaborate commentary and

Buber
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Bucharest

introduction which exhaustively discuss all
questions pertaining to the history of tills old llag-

an

Midrash
Editions,

Tlu; book appeared
gadali collection.
as a publication of the society known
under the uame of "Mekize Nirdaniiin," Lyck, 1868.
Biiber's method

of dealing with the dilHcult undertaking was
to scientific literature; and both introduction

new

and
commentary received the unstinted praise of the
scholarly world.
The introduction was translated
into German by Aug. Wlinsche, and published
by him witli his translation of the Midrash, Leipsic,
1884.

Other Midrashic works edited on a similar method
and scale by Buber are: collectanea from Midrash
Abkir, Vienna, 1883; Tobiah b. Eliezer's Midrash
l>ekah Tob, Wilna, 1884; the original Midrash Tan
liuma, Wilna, 1885; collectanea from Midrash Eleh
lia-Debarim Zutta, Vienna, 1885; Sifre d'Agadta,
short Midrashim on the Book of Esther, Wilna, 1886;
Midrash
Tehillim,

Wilna. 1891; Midrash Mislile, Wilna,
1893; Midrash Sliemuel, Cracow, 1893,

Midrash

Agada, an

anonymous haggadic
commentary on the
Pentateuch, Vienna,
1894; Midrash Zutta.
on the Song of Solo
mon, Ruth, Lamen
tations. and Ecclesi
Berlin,

astes,

1894,

A ggadat Esther, haggadic treatises on tlie
Book of Esther, anon-

ymous,

Cracow,

1897; Midrash Ekah
Rabbati, Wilna, 1899;

Yalk Makiri, on the
P.salms,

1899;

Berdj'^chev,

Menahem

b.

Solomon's Midrash Sekel Tob, on the Books of
Genesis and Exodus, ii. vol. 2, Berlin, 1900-02. This
last work is also published by the society Mekize
Nirdamim.
As tliis arra}' of publications shows, Buber is a
prolific writer; yet tlie scientific quality of his work
does not suffer on this account. At the outset he
adopted a certain system to which he has consistently adhered.
For a deteiniination
Method as of the reading of the text he avails
Editor.
himself of all accessible manuscripts
and printed works and everything
is accessible to him, as he spares no expense in obtaining copies of manuscripts and the rarest printed
he conscientiously records the various
editions
readings in foot-notes, and he bestows special care,

—

;

Midrashim, on the correction and
explanation of words in the text borrowed from the
Greek and the Latin. In the introductions, which
almo.st a.ssume the proportions of independent works
(the introduction to the Tanhuma embraces 212 pages
octavo), everything that bears upon the history of
the wor-k under consideration is discussed, and a

chiefly in the older
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He was edu1828; died at London June 4, 1900.
cated at the University of Vienna, whence he resettled in Paris; but
ceived tlie degree of Pli.D.
after 1853 removed to London, wliere he lived till
In 1863 Buchheim became professor in
his death.
King's College. He was also examiner in German
to the universities of London (1875-90), Oxford, and
Cambridge, and at one time was German tutor to
the children of the Prince of Wales (afterward King
;

Edward VII.).
Buchheim was the author of several critical works
on German writers. He translated several of Dickens's novels into German, and published, through
the Clarendon Press, annotated editions of a large
number of German classics. In the " Golden Treas-

ury Series " he published the popular " Deutsche
Lyrik,"1875; "Balladen und Romanzen," 1891 and
Heine's "Lieder und Gedichte," 1897. Of a more
;

scholarly nature is his work "First Principles of
the Reformation," which he published, conjointly
with the Rev. Dr. Wace, in 1888.
In recognition of his learning and services the
University of Oxford in 1898 bestowed on Buchheim
the honorary degree of M.A.
Bibliography Athenceum, June 16, 1900, p. 753 The Ititcrnational Year Book, 1900 The Annual Register, 1900.
A. R.
J.
;

:

;

BUCHAREST:

Ancient capital of Wallachia,

and the present capital of Rumania. The oldest
Jewish tombstone is dated 1682; but Jews settled in
In 1573 a Jew, Isaiah b.
the city much earlier.
Joseph, was secretary to Prince Alexander Mircea.
When Michael the Brave rose against Turkey in
1594, all the Jews of Bucharest were massacred.

Not much

is known of Jews resident here during the
seventeenth century, except that they were engaged
in commerce and in the manufacture and sale of
liquor, while a few practised medicine.
Un<^er Constantin Brancovan (1689-1714) a Jew surnamed " Sali
trariul " (maker of saltpeter) furnished that prince
with the gunpowderneeded in the army. The Jews
formed a corporation of their own with a " staroste "
(provost) at their head, and were restricted to one
suburb, as were also the Armenians. In addition to
their personal taxes, special assessments were levied
upon them as a corporate body, out of all proportion
to those imposed on other organizations of the city.
In 1695 they were assessed 150thalers to support the
Turkish army in the war against Austria, and 100

thalers for boats.

In 1715 Stephen Cantaciizene ordered the

s\'na-

gogue to be demolished. This led to a riot, during
which the Jewish provost was killed. Upon payment of a heavy sum the Jews were permitted to
rebuild their synagogue and resume worship.
Better times came with the enlightened Prince Nicholas
Mavrocordato
This ruler maintained
The
most friendly relations with the phyEighteenth. sician Tobias Cohen of Constantinople,
Century, and with Daniel de Fouseca who was
physician to the sultan as well as to
the French ambassadors at Constantinople, with
whom he was on terms of intimate friendship
Nicholas in 1719 established De Fonseca at his
court in Bucharest, and lent him his influence.

Nicholas also favored Mentech Bally, banker of the

grand

vizier,

Bucharest

upon whom he conferred valuable

privileges

Under the successors

of INIavrocordato the

Jews

were again more or less persecuted. Michael Racovitza (1730-31 and 1741-44), taught by the loss of his
Moldavian throne in consequence of his difficulties
with the Jews, did not oppress them more than he
His son Constantine even
did his other subjects.
renewed the privileges of the "haham bashi " of
Moldavia, recognizing the latter's authority over the
Jews of Wallachia, and granting them the right to
have a deputy at Bucliarest (1764).
The number of Jews increased after the AustroTurkish wars, so that it became necessary to open
a second synagogue in a central part of the city.
Alexander Ghika (1764-66) demolished it upon the
advice of the patriarch Ephraim of Jerusalem, who
was passing through Bucharest. The Jews opened
a new synagogue during the Russian occupation
(1769-74), but this also was destroyed by Alexander
Ypsilanti (1774-82). Not until 1787 did they receive
permission from Peter Mavroyeni (1786-89) to have
a new synagogue, on condition that it was located
During the Russo-Turkish war
in a distant suburb.
(1769-74) the Jews suffered from the violence and
spoliation of the janizaries.
In 1770 they were unexpectedly attacked by the populace; many perished, but the greater number were saved by the
boyars.
Urged by the need of money, Mavrogyeni,
though not unfavorably disposed toward the Jews,
pressed them hard. On pretense of taxing them, he
made the Jewish tailors, furriers, and jewelers of
Bucharest work for the Turks, who were then at
war with Austria. The plague, which broke out in
1792, under Michel Sutzu, brought disaster to the
merchants already ruined by the Austrian occupa-

The

tion (1789-91).

distilleries,

which were mostly

owned by

the Jews, were also closed.
Alexander Moruzi (1793-96) closed the synagogue
which had been opened in 1790 in the center of the
city, and punished the Jews who had defended themselves against their oppressors.
Encouraged by the
attitude of their prince, the populace heaped indignities upon the Jews; so that Moruzi found himself obliged
for a consideration in money
to direct
the authorities to defend them he even had to condemn to the bastinado and to exile a Christian

—

—

:

tailor

who had

forcibly baptized a Jewish child.

Under pretext of sumptuary laws, Moruzi forbade
the Jews to sell cosmetics.
At the same time the
reappearance of the plague crippled the business of
the second-hand dealers, pedlers, retailers, and even
Constantine Hangerli (1797-99)
of the artisans.
treated the Jews somewhat better; giving tliem a
tract of land on which to erect distilleries, granting
privileges

to

taxation.

But

artisans,

the

and exempting them from
that had become en-

plague,

demic, paralyzed all business.
In spite of the obstacles put in the Avay of the
Jews at Bucharest, the artisan class especially developed during the eighteenth century its members
often occupied exceptional positions, owing to their
skill and the services which they rendered to the
princes, the boyars, and even the people. The provost
of the Jews occupied under several princes the position of "kuyunju paeha" (grand provost of silver;

Bucharest
Buchholz
smiths).
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In 1787 he gave

six years later the position

Develop-

ment

tain

to a Cliristian; but

Eleazar, who bore the title of "jevahirji-pasha" (grand provost of jewelers).

of Artisan
Class.

way

was again held by a Jew,

There were also among the

Jews manufacturers of pipes, potash,
and rackets; also excellent engravers,
lace-makers, and bookbinders.
Cer-

Jews attached

to the court obtained privileges

and were exempt from taxes; and they acquired influence with the princes, the high dignitaries, and
the boyars.

The populace was still hostile to them, and tiie
nineteenth century opened with a bloody massacre.
The Jews were accused of espionage and of ritual
murder; and on April 8, 1801, the rabble, aided by
some soldiers, pretending to possess orders from the
authorities, fell upon them, maltreated them, pillaged their houses, and massacred 128.
Massacre Alexander Moruzi, who in 1799 had
again come into power, being frightof 1801.
ened by the massacre and his responsibility to the Porte, condemned the ringleaders to
the salt-mines for life.
The Jews had hardly recovered from this terrible
blow, when they were obliged to leave Bucharest
hastily, together with the rest of the population, on
account of the invasion of Pasvan Oglu, the rebel
pasha of Rustchuk (1802). When they returned to
their homes the specter of ritual murder again confronted them, so that Constautine Ypsilanti was
obliged to request the metropolitan to instruct the
priests to proclaim from their pulpits the falsehood
of the accusation, which had been spread by persons whose only purposes were riot and pillage
Nevertheless, the populace had their way
(1804).
two years later (Dec, 1806). When the RussoTurkish war recommenced Ypsilanti abdicated just
as the Russians were approaching Bucharest.
The
populace drove out the Turks, and, taking advantage of the disorder, fell upon the Jews, pillaged
them, massacred a considerable number, and penned
up the remainder in a certain locality, giving them
a few days in which to choose between baptism and
massacre.
The entrance of the Russians rescued the
Jews from

this terrible plight.

Their fate during the Russian occupation (18061812) was not an enviable one.
The well-to-do families removed to Transylvania;
and the less fortunate ones who remained behind were subjected
to heavy taxes, in which, however, they were not
treated differently from the Cliristian merchants.
Jews were forbidden to open their shops on the
Christian festivals, and even to work at home during these days. Certain manufacturers of potash
were driven from their factories, and pedling was

The Jews lived in continual tear of
being accused of ritual murder, and finally, in order
to extort money from them, tlieir provost was imprisoned, and his o'lice given to a German Catholic.
Later the provost was liberated and restored to office.
The Russian Jews residing at Bucharest only
received a certain amount of liberty and a few
interdicted.

privileges.

The impecunious prince Jean Caradja
in order to extract mone}-

(1812-18),

from the Jews, revived the
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order forbidding them to employ Christian minors
buy shops in the vicinity
of churches.
fresh and violent outPosition at break of the plague furnished a preBeginning text to Caradja, who accused the Jews
of
of living in filth and of thus spreadNineteenth ing the pestilence. Various measures
Century, taken by the authorities completely
paralyzed the business of the merchants, pedlers, brokers, and others. In order to
increase his revenues and to tax foreign .Jews who
should have been exempt, Caradja granted to the
native Jews the exclusive privilege of establishing
Jewish butcher-shops. Alexander Sutzu (1818-1821)
as servants, or to rent or

A

confirmed this privilege.
During the first quarter of the nineteenth century
the situation of the Jews of Bucharest was not enviable, in spite of the considerable influence which
some of them enjoyed. They were treated worse
than the gipsies, and were continually exposed to

the insults of the populace.

They could not venture

into certain streets without risking their lives.

domestic

was

life

Their

was exemplary; but the communal

life

with quarrels, originating with Polish or
Russian rabbis of mediocre attainments, who did not
know much more than their flocks, and who were
driven from office as soon as the opposing party
gained the upper hand.
The death of Alexander Sutzu precipitated the
Heta'ria (Greek insurrection) and the rising of TheoPanic reigned at Bucharest.
dore Vladimirescu.
The well-to-do Jews fled to Cronstadt, while others
sought refuge in the neighboring monasteries, where
they camped in the courtyards in tents or on mats.
Business was suspended, and the workmen were enThe Jews suffered untold mistirely out of work.
ery, for the entry of the HettBrists into Bucharest
was marked by the pillage of the Jewish quarter.
The Turkish occupation that followed was a period
For a Jew to venture into
of unlimited oppression.
The merthe streets meant almost certain death.
chants closed their shops and left the country. On
March 7, 1822, the Turkish soldiers, after a quarrel,
charged upon the people, killed and wounded fifteen
Christians and sixty Jews and Armenians, and looted
filled

the shops.
In the second year of the reign of Gregory Ghika
(1822-28) a fire destroyed the Jewish synagogue and
one hundred and fifty houses inhabited mainly by
Jews, many of whom lost all their possessions. In
the same year the populace fell upon the Austrian
Jews, who, on repelling the attack, were arrested by
the police. The plague again offered an opportunity for extortion; the Jews, being
Further declared infected, were driven from
Difl&the city, and allowed to return only
on payment of a sum of money. The
culties.

anti-Semitic feeling also showed itself
forbidding Moldavian Jews to settle
The decree became a dead letat Bucharest (1827).
ter when the Russians again occupied those principalities (1828-34), bringing with them a number of
in the decree

Russian and Moldavian Jewish traders. During this
occupation the Jews of Bucharest experienced better times.

The communal quarrels in the mean time continued

the followers of the German and the Portuand among the native Russian, Austrian, and Prussian Jews, not abating even after the
reorganization of the conimunit}-, which was granted
by the authorities in 1833. Rabbis were installed

among
guese

ritual,

and deposed by the

different parties, thus causing

embarrassment to the government, the all-powerful consuls, and the boyars, each of whom had a
Further, the populace here and there
favorite Jew.
brought up the accusation of ritual murder (1834).
Nevertheless, the importance and the influence of
the Jews increased; their provost was named grand
provost of the gild of tinmen; and their artisans and
merchants were sought and honored by the boyars.
Some among them were appointed to remunerative
and honorable positions. The cashier of tlie Bucharest prefecture of police from 1839 to 1848 was a
Jew. The banker Hillel Manoah, on being knighted,
was made a member of the commission appointed

by the prince in 1847 to aid the suffering Jews,
and in the following year he was elected to the
municipal council. The physician Barasch was appointed a professor at the college in 1852. The Jews
owned houses, vineyards, and estates. They were
readily permitted to build synagogues, and in order
to reduce the

number

of these they decided in 1845

to build a large one.

Tiie Jews of German origin especially took an active part in the revolution of 1848, sacrificing themselves for it.
The painter Daniel Rosenthal Avas

naturalized and devoted himself heart and soul to
his country.
This epoch marks the beginning of
the real regeneration of the Jews of Bucharest.
The
native Jews as well as the Austrian and Prussian
subjects founded modern schools (1852), and took
the initiative in reforming divine worship; erecting
a temple with modernized service in 1857. Physicians increased in number; and young men turned
to the higher studies.
This progress did not cease
even when the anti-Semitic spirit began to show
itself,

about 1866.

The Sephardim, who

are called "Spaniards" in
Rumania, were at first united with the rest of the
Jews; but as early as 1818 they built their own
synagogue and were subsequently recruited in numbers by Turkish immigrants.
During the reign of
Alexander Ghika (1834-43) they completely separated themselves from the other congregations, even
having their special cemetery. This separation,
however, while profitable to them materially, injured
them morally, retarding their spiritual progress.
After 1866 the two communities were no longer officially recognized.
Yet the Sephardim, although
less numerous, were able to maintain their organization
while that of the Ashkenazim was dissolved.
All the educational and philanthropic institutions
and agencies have been supported solely by societies
or committees appointed for raising funds, since the
salt-tax, which was a profitable source of income,
was abolished.
The Jewish population of Bucharest, numbering
between 4,000 and 5,000 at the beginning of the
nineteenth century, had risen to 43,274 in 1899, according to the census of that year. The Sephardim
have two synagogues; the Ashkenazim, a large
number in addition to the Temple. The only con;

Bucharest
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gregation organized by the Ashkenazim is that of
the Temple using the western ritual, with M. Beck
at its head as rabbi and preacher.
Present
Since the law of 1893 practically exCondition, eluding their children from the public
schools, the Jews of Bucharest have
maintained six primary schools for boys and two for
girls, a professional school for boys and one for girls,
a business school, and a gymnasium. They also have
a hospital, two homes for the aged, two burial societies (hebrah kaddishah), and a large number of
philanthropic societies and institutions. See also

Rumania.
Bibliography: See Rumania.
D.

E. Sd.

BUCHBINDER, BERNHARD

(pen name,
Gustav Klinger) Austrian journalist; born July
6, 1854, in Budapest, where he received his education, being destined for a mercantile career.
A one:

which he wrote after he left school, and
which was played successfully in Budapest, decided
his future.
Both of his parents having died when
he was very young, and his father having been but
a poor petUer, Buchbinder had to care for his
younger brothers aud sisters. Under great hardships and privations he adopted the profession of
journalist and became very successful as a Lovelist
aud dramatic writer.
Among his numerous works may be mentioned
the novels, " Vergcsseu im Armenhause," 1882;
"Vater und Sohne,"1885; "Bettelstudent," 1886;
"Freimanu," 1891; "Eine Wiener Theaterprinzessin," 1894, and the dramas " Herrgotts Morder,"
" Vater Dcak, " " Wer 1st der Herr im Hause, " " Griifin
von der Strasse," "Die Fluchtlinge," "Heirat auf
act comedy,

Probe," "Heiratsschwindler," "Der Schmetterling,"
"Gottin der Vernunft," "Verlogenes Volk," "Leute
von Heute," "Die Diva." Rother Schnabel," "Die
Dritte Eskadron," "Grubers Nachfolger," and "Er
und Seine Schwester."
F. T. H.
s.

BUCHHOLZ, CARL

AUGUST:

German

Christian lawyer and author; born in the latter half
of the eighteenth century; died at Li'ibeck Nov. 15,
1843.
He was a doctor of laws and of philosophy,
and, at the time of his death, occupied the position
Although
of second "Stadt-Syndicus" of Llibeck.
that city was notorious for its hostilit}' to the Jews,
both before and after the Napoleonic wars, Buchholz, who was one of its leading citizens, volunta-

undertook to champion their cause in a work
Ueber die Aufnahme der Jiidischen Glaubensgenossen zum Burgerreclit " (Llibeck, 1814; 2d
rily

entitled "

Tiiis led to his being selected by
the Je\\ ish communities of the three Hanse towns
(Llibeck, Hamburg, and Bremen) as their representative at the Congress of Vienna (1815), where he rendered valuable service. He was also sent as representative of the foregoing Jewish communities to the
German Diet at Frankfort. At that time appeared
his " Actenstilcke, die Verbesserung des Burgerlichen
Zustandes der Israeliten Betreffend " (Stuttgart and
Tubingen, 1815), a collection of laws and decrees
concerning the Jews, issued by various princes and
commonwealths of Germany. It is preceded hy an
ed., Leipsic, 1816).

""

Buchholz

TliE

Buda
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introduction of about 75 pages, which forms one of
the best aud most comprehensive pleas for Jewish
emancipartiou advanced by a Christian in that period
Tliis work, which may be considered
of reaction.
as a brief, showing liis capacity as defender of the
rights of the Jews of Germany, is alike creditable to
his erudition, to his logical mind, and to his love of
Bibliography: Sukimith,
V. 468-47:i

Furst, Bihl.

;

ix.

Jud.

1.

92: Gratz, Gesch. der Juden,

xi. 134.

P.

S.

BUCHHOLZ,

Wl.

German rabbi born Oct. 2,
P.
He
1837; died iu Emdeu, Hanover, Sept. 20, 1892.
became rabbi of Miirkisch-Friedlaud in 1863, where
he remained till 1867, in which year he was called to
In 1875 he
the rabbinate of Stargard, Pomerania.
became chief rabbi of Friesland, which position he
filled

mer des Jerusalemischeu Tempels," ib. 1902. He
has also contributed some essays to the "Jewish
Quarterly Review," the " Monatsschrif t," the "Revue des Etudes Juives," and other periodicals, mainly on the last days of the Second Temple, which
es.says have attracted much attention on account of
their originality.

BtJCHLER,

justice.

:

;

with ability and distinction until his death.
a good Talmudical scholar and well versed

He was

modern philosophy.
Buchholz was the author of a small work on the
legal and moral lelations of the family according to
Jewish law, " Die Familie iu Ilechtlicher und Moralischer Beziehung nach Mosaisch-Talmudischer
Lehre" (Breslau, 1867); and some of his more important speeches and lectures were published by
in

He has also written a numor by his friends.
ber of articles on historical and other scientific subjects in the Jewish periodicals of Germany, of which
his " Historischer Ueberblick liber die Mannigfachen
Codificationen des Halachastoffes " (" Monatsschrif t,
him

1864, pp. 201-241) and " R. Azaria Figo und Seine
Predigtsammlung Binah la-'Ittim" (Beilage zur
"Isr. Wochenschrift," 1872, Nos. 4-9) are

probably
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ALEXANDER:

Born in Fillek,
of the Talmudist rabbi

Hungary,

in 1869; son
Phiueas Blichler of Moor. He was educated at the
gymnasium in Szekesfehervar and at the university
and the seminary of Budapest he received the degree of Ph.D. in 1893, and was ordained as rabbi in
1895.
In 1897 he was called to Keszthely.
Blichler's works include essays on the history of
the Jews in Hungary, published in the "Magyar
Zsido Szemle " and the " Oesterrcichische Wochenschrift," and the following books: "Niederlassungen der Juden in Europa im XVI. und XVII.
Jahrhundert, mit Besonderer Rllcksichtauf Ungarn,"
Budapest, 1893 (in Hungarian); "Schay Lamoreh,"
"Kolel Miktebe Hakme Yisrael," Budapest. 1895 (in
Hebrew); and "History of the Jews in Budapest,"
1901 (in Hungarian).
;

L.

s.

BTJCHNER,

KOHEN

WOLF

born at Brody in the
century and lived into
In his boyhood Buchner enjoyed
the nineteenth.
the hospitality which every Talmud student found
in those days in the bet ha-midrash, and during
traveled with Hebrew books
his manhood he
through Germany, Galicia, Poland, and Lithuania
:

Hebrew

stylist;

latter half of the eighteenth

the most important.

(Letter 83).

Lippe, Biblioffraphisches Lexicon, pp. 58,
Bibliography
59; Der IsraeUt (Mayence), 1892, Nos. 79,80; Winter and
Literatur, lii. 769.
Jildische
Wiinsche,

for

At times he earned

P.

BTJCHLER, ADOLF

:

Wl.

Austrian historian and

theologian born Oct. 18, 1867, at Priekopa. Hungary. In 1887 he began his theological- studies at
the Budapest Seminary, and at the same time studied in the department of philosophy of the university
under Goldziher and Karman. Bilchler continued
his studies at the Breslau Seminary, and in 1890 was
graduated as Ph.D. at Leipsic University, his dissertation being "Zur Entstehung der Hebraischen
Accente," which was afterward published in the
"Sitzungsberichte der Wiener Akademie der Wissenschaften " of 1891.
Blichler returned to Budapest to finisli his theological studies, and was graduated as rabbi in 1892.
He then went to O.xford for one year, where he
worked under the direction of his uncle. Dr. Adolf
Neubauer, and published an essay, "The Reading
of the Law and Prophets in a Triennial Cycle
The same
(In "Jew. Quart. Rev." April, 1893).
year he accepted a call as instructor at the Vienna
Jewish Theological Seminary, where he still (1902)
;

teaches Jewish history, Bible, and Talmud.
Bilchler has published the following works: "Die
Priester und der Cultus im Letzten Jahrzehnt des
Tempelbestandes," Vienna, 1895; "Die Tobiaden
und die Oniaden," ib. 1899; "Das Grosse Synedrion
in Jerusalem und das Beth-Din in der Quaderkam-

illiterate

people.

by writing letters
publications were

his livelihood

:

B.

V.

DAVID HA-

B,

His

own

another source of income to him (ib.). He corresponded with Baruch Jeiteles (Letter 72); Jacob
Landau, son of Ezekiel Landau (Letter 81); and
Beer Ginzburg, the Galician poet and friend of
(Letters 3, 82, 83).
He suffered
through foreign countries,
and in Berlin he sustained an injur}^ which cost
him the sight of his right eye (Letters 19, 20). As
he never speaks in his letters of wife or child, it is

Nahman Krochmal
very

much

in his travels

impossible to

tell

His works are:

whether he was married.

"Zebed ha-Melizah," an imita"Tahkemoni," written in 1770,

(1)

tion of Al-Harizi's

but published (Prague, n.d.)not earlier than 1794,
the date of the censor's approbation; (2) "Zebed
Tob" (lb.), a collection of poems; (3) " Keter Malkut " (Lemberg, 1794), a hymn in imitation of Gabirol's; (4) "Shire Tehillah ""(IVrlin, 1797), hymns and
parodies; (5) "Zahut ha-Mclizah " (Prague, 1805),
The " Shir Nifia "
a collection of his private letters.
(Frankfort-on-the-Oder, 1802) and "Shir Yedidut"
(ib. 1810) are to all appearance partial reprints from
His parodies of the marriage
the "Shire Tehillah."
and betrothal contracts were later abridged and published separately (" Seder Tenaim Rishonim me-Hag
haPesah," Lemberg, 1878) and wrongly ascribed to

Nagara.
is one of the modern representatives of
the medieval school of artificial poetry.
His prose
is flowery and full of conceits; while his poetry
Israel

Buchner

;

devotes more attention to the number of letters in
the words than to the sense which the words are
supposed to convey.
He endeavored to imitate
Gabirol, Al-Harizi, and Bedersi but he had not the
depth of the first, the invention of the second, or the
force of expression of the tiiird.
He showed a pre;

dilection for similitudes (pCJ'O)
but his arguments
are generally encumbered rather than strengthened
by these. Though his works had considerable vogue
in his da}', and went through several editions, they
have fallen into oblivion.
Bibliography: His letters (nic^cn nnx); Zeitlin. Bihl.
;

Post'Mendels. s.v.;
Keneset YisraeU P-

Delitzsch,

Zur

Gesch.

86;

p.

Fuenn,

301.

L. G.

I.

BirCHSBAXJM

D.

Family of Jewish physicians of
Frankfort-on-the-Main, whose activity extended over
a century. Its prominent members were:
1 Amschel Gutman Buchsbauin
Son of
Gutman Wolf (No. 3). He graduated from the Uni:

versity of Giessen in 1729; died 1743.
2. Benjamin
Levi or Wolfgang

baum

:

Born

devoted

at Frankfort 1645; died

many

June

Buchs26, 1715.

years to the study of medicine

and philosophy at the universities of Heidelberg,
Vienna, Pisa, and Padua, and graduated from the
last-named in 1669. The same year he returned to
his native town, where he was given permission to
practise medicine, and enjoyed a high reputation
among both Jews and Christians.
3. Gutman "Wolf Buchsbaum
Born 1678;
died 1770; a son of Wolfgang (No. 2).
He graduated from the University of Leyden in 1697, and re:

turned to Frankfort to practise.
position in the

4.

He held a respected

community.

Lipman Buchsbaum

:

Brother of

Gutman

Wolf (No. 3); born 1677; date of death unknown.
With his brother he graduated from the University
of Leyden in 1697, and returned to Frankfort to

He also held a high position in
the community.
Confined for a time in the tower
of Bornheim on account of false accusations brought
against him, he utilized his imprisonment b}' writing
practise medicine.

a long treatise on medicine.
Bibliography: D. Kaufmann, Ein Jahrhundert Einer
Frankfurter Aerztefamilie, in Monatsschrift, xli. 128-133;
Horovitz, Jild. Aerzte in Frankfurt-am-Main, pp. 33, 34
Landau, Geschichte der Jildischen Aerzte,

p. 124.

Bucuresteanu's life was a wild one; insatiable
love and furious jealousy soon deprived him of his
wife, and brought him to the grave, a victim of
physical suffering and remorse.
His songs are to be
in numerous popular collections; but he himpublished only "Urdubelea si Norocul," Bucharest, 1873, and "Buchetul, Culegere de Anecdote,"
Bucharest, 1874.
As Jew and philanthropist, he has to his credit
the foundation of the Zion Society, which assumed
large dimensions, and became an integral part of
the American B'nai B'ritli in Rumania, under the
name "Zion Grand Lodge."

found
self

Abram Cohen

Bibliography: M. Schwarzfeld,
teanu, in the

Anuanil Pent)~u

See Shield.

BUCURESTEANU (BUCURESHTEANU),

ABRAHAM COHEN

:

Bucures-

Imaelitzi, vol. x.

M. SCHW.

8.

BUCZACZ,

ABRAHAM DAVID B. ASHER

ANSHEL:

Galician Talmudist; born 1770 at Nadworna died 1840 at Buczacz. Even as a boy he attracted, by his acuteness in Talmudic knowledge,
the attention of the leading Talmudists to such a
degree that Zebi Hirsch. the author of ''Neta' Sha"shu'im," cho.se him in his tenth year as a son-in-law.
At the age of twenty he was ready to accept the
ofl3ce of rabbi at Goslowitz.
The chief event of his life was the struggle awakened in him by the opposition between the Talmud
and the Cabala. Unacquainted with the tendencies
and modes of life of the Hasidiin, Buczacz did not
;

and his wife
persuading him
to take his sick son to a Hasidic rabbi, Levi Isaac
of Berdychev.
The latter, however, influenced him
to take up the study of the Cabala; but in trying to
reconcile these new views so utterly antagonistic
to those of the extreme Talmudists, which he himself had hitherto held— he nearly became insane.
The Hasidic rabbi Levi Isaac of Berdychev helped
him through this struggle and won him over, to the
great joy of the Hasidim, who feared his wide
Talmudic learning. Buczacz adopted the Hasidic
mode of living; but in his decision of halakic questions was guided, not by cabalistic, but by purely
Talmudic, principles. In 1813 he succeeded his late
father-in-law as rabbi of Buczacz, and remained in
believe in the miracles of their rabbis;

and friends had great

difficulty in

—

office until his death.

A. R.

D.

BUCKLER.

Buda

:

.

He

Buchholz
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Kumauiaii publicist; born

at Bucharest 1840; died there Jan. 24, 1877.
From
his earliest j'outh he was passionately fond of the
theater, and obtained some success on the stage;
but by the advice of his family he devoted himself
to commerce.
At the same time, being gifted with
spirited wit and having an inordinate fondness for
puns and repartee, he composed a number of satirical poems and epigrams, love-songs, theatrical skits,
and anecdotes, which were most favorably received
by the public (1860-74). His songs were favorites
alike in the parlors of the wealthy and the hovels of
the poor, and, although mediocre, are still (1902) to
be heard in Bucharest. The best known among
them are: "S'o vezi Mama n'o maiiu'tS"; "Gandul
meu la tine sboara"; "Cu Chimir."

Buczacz is the author of the following works: (I)
"Da'at Kedoshim," to the Shulhan 'Aruk, Yoreh
De'ah, Lemberg, 1870; 2d ed., ib. 1879; (2) "Dibre
Abot," commentary on Abot, t6. 1879; (3) "Eshel
Abraham," annotations to the Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah
Hayyirn, i6. 1885; (4) " Birkat David," cabalistichaggadic commentary on Genesis, Zolkiev (date
1766, given on title-page, wrong); (5) "Mahazeh
Abraham," commentary on the Pentateuch, and
"Hozeh David," on the other Biblical books, Lemberg, 1871; (6) "Aniarot Tehorot," on the purification of Niddah and vessels, in Judaeo-German, ib.
1878; (7) "Tefillah le-David," on benediction and
prayer, ib. 1886: Kolomea, 1887; (8) "Tehillah leDavid," on the Psalms, ib. 1872.
Bibliography:

E.

Z. Shmerler,

Toledot

ha-RABD, Lem-

berg, 1890.

A. Pe.

L. G.

BUDA.

See Budapest.
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PURIM

OF: In 1684 the Christian
BTJDA,
armies laid siege to Buda (Ofen) to drive out the
Turks, who had lield possession of tlie city from
their design was, liowever, frustrated by the
1541
stout resistance of the Turks and Jews. The participation of the latter in this opposition to Christian
forces was followed by great embitterment against
the Jews, particularly in Italy, where in Rome they
could not venture into the street without a guard
from the pope's troops; an}' not thus protected
being sure of immediate assault and possibly murder.
The towns of Monceliis, Montaniaua, CastelFranco, and Citadella followed the example of
Rome; and in Padua, where Jews and Christians
had lived side by side for many centuries, a sharp
outbreak of anti-Jewish feeling was felt in 1670.
The outbreak in that city was the outcome of commercial jealousy, brought to a head by a calumnious
publication whicli was widely circulated among the
people.
Although the publication was interdicted
by the authorities, it nevertheless implanted deep
animosity against the Jews; and when the news
came of the part which they had taken in the defense of Buda, the latent hatred broke into flame.
The Capucliin Marco d'Aviano, wiio had passed
two months with tlie besieging armies outside Buda,
when asked concerning the part which the Jews
had taken in bringing disgrace upon tlie Christian
;

armies, replied truthfully that the

Jews of Buda

were not blameworthy. The populace, however,
refused to accept this generous estimate, and pictures of Buda in which the ghetto was over-prominent were widely circulated, greatly increasing the
popular resentment.
On the Ninth of Ab the Jews of Padua gathered
as usual to celebrate their annual fast-day commemorating the destruction of the Jerusalem Temple;
but no explanation would convince
Jews of the people that the object of the fast
Padua
was other than to implore divine asBesieged, sistance in belialf of the Turks and
Jews then besieged in Buda, and to
offer prayers for the defeat of the imperial troops.
Altliough tlie Jews notified the authorities of this
cruel misconception on the part of their Christian
fellow-citizens, no weight was attributed to their
statement.
On Sunday, Aug. 20, 1684, the news
was passed from mouth to mouth that Buda had
at last been captured.
It appears that a special
messenger had arrived at Venice from Buda the day
before, and the people had erroneously taken him to
be the bearer of tidings of victory.
The Padua
populace, joined presently by armed men, gathered
in the vicinity of the ghetto, and, in exultation over
the supposed victory, bombarded the Jewish dwellings with stones and attempted to break down the
barred gates of the ghetto. The authorities who tried
to pacify the mob were silenced with volleys of stones;
all who endeavored to make peace were assailed with
reproaches of having been bought by the Jews.
The Jews themselves attempted to pacify the raging
people with gifts of money and food; but to no
purpose. The magistrates threatened the severest
punishment to any who should assault or despoil
Jews, but their warnings availed only for tlie moment. The Jews decided to send an appeal for help

416

doge of Venice, but when the ghetto-gate
was opened to give egress to the messenger, the
mob poured in by thousands, broke open warehouses, and destroyed the windows of the synagogue. The besieged barricaded the doors of their
dwellings and awaited their fate. Finally a detachment of Italian and German cuirassiers cleared the
ghetto of the rioters, wounding several of them.
This still further incensed the populace, and two
cuirassiers were slain by the mob.
When a wicked
woman, with a terrible outcry, announced that the
Jews had stolen her only child to use its blood, popular fury knew no bounds.
The riotous mob rushed
with the woman to the city hall, demanding the
heaviest punishment for the offenders. In vain did
to the

the educated and respectable element of the city
government endeavor to pacify them. It was only
by tlie lavish use of gold that any impression was
made upon the mob, which presently dispersed.
When, some time later, the Jews offered to repay the
sum thus disbursed by the burgomaster, he refused
to accept

it.

At the request of
withdrawn from the

the people the military was
ghetto.
No sooner had this

taken place, however, than the fury of the people
broke out afresh the ghetto was again assailed and
its massive doors attacked with fire and sledgehammers. The Jews passed the night in consummate terror; distrusting the guards who had been
assigned for their protection, some crawled on ladders into the houses of their Christian friends outside the ghetto.
Deliberate attack was prevented
by the proclamation of the authorities that death
awaited any man who harmed the Jews, and the
next day stringent orders came from Venice com;

manding immediate

Popular
cessation of the riot.
was forced to content itself
in effigy at the stake.

indignation therefore

with burning Jews
These anxious days are

still

commemorated by

the Jews of Padua, who on Elul the 10th annually
celebrate a festival called the Buda (Ofen) Purim,
in memory of the valiant deeds of their ancestors in
that city, the sufferings brought by it upon the
Jews of Padua, and their deliverance therefrom.
I. H. Cantarini, Pal^ad Yizhak, Amsterdam,
1685; Dr. A. Buchler,
Szidok Tfirli'iietc BwJapesten
Dr. Samuel Kohn, Heber Kutforrdsok ; Antonio Ciscatx), Git
Ehrei in Pculnva, pp. 202 et seq. , Padua, 1901 ; Gratz, Gesch.
der Juden, 3d ed.. x. 257 et seq.
D.
A. BiT.
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BUDAPEST

A

The capital of Hungary. Of the
several congregations within this tripartite city,
Buda (Ofen), 6-Buda (Alt-Ofen), and Pesth, that at
:

Buda is the oldest (see Alt-Ofen) Jewish population
was 166, 198. The first mention of the Jews of
;

in 1900

Pesth dates back to 1406, in which year Saul of Pesth
and Saul of Ofen obtained from Bela IV. certain
privileges which were countersigned by the chapter
of Stuhlweissenburg, when they settled in the lastnamed city. In 1504, Jews owned houses and lands
at Pesth.
At the time of the Turkish rule their
cemetery was situated in the present Leopoldstadt.

After 1686, in which year the Turks were driven
from Pesth, no Jews were allowed to live there for
nearly a century and the magistrate of Pesth collected a tax of thirty kreutzers from every Jew
traveling through the city, and one thaler from
;

"

;;;

every

Buda, Purim of
Budapest
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Jew remaiuiug

in

it

overnight

—a

riglit tliut

by virtue of the letter of privileges
granted by King Leopold I. Oct. 23, 1703, according
to which it was left in the hands of the municipal
council to admit Jews or to refuse them admission.
When the governor enrolled the Jews of Hungary
Pestli claimed

in 1735, the city of Pesth decreed that neither a
heretic nor a Jew could live or settle there in future
but they were allowed to visit the markets of the
city from the sixth decade of the eighteenth century.

In endeavoring to gain a permanent residence in
the city, the Jews were always frustrated by the
magistracy. The latter in 1762 even begged the
prince primate. Count Franz Barkoczy, who had become the protector of the city, to exelude the Jews. This resistance of
TJnder
Joseph II. the city authorities was finally over-

Jews lived amicably with Christians in every poit
and emporium of Europe, and that in those cities in
which they were

commerce, such as
Berlin, they even
owned their houses while in places where a special
Jewry was assigned, the more prominent merchants
were allowed to live in open places outside of the
ghetto.
The Jews warned the city not to carry out
Trie-st,

influential in

Hamburg, Dresden, and
;

intentions, pointing out the damage that the
Leopoldstadt would suffer if they were expelled
from it, and directing attention also to the formidable increase which would ensue in rents if the
its

come by the emperor, Joseph II., after
whose decree of March 31, 1783, Jews slowly began
The first arrivals came from Altto settle at Pestli.
Ofen and settled generally in the Theresienstadt,
which at the present time (1902) is most thickly
The city of Pesth would
populated by Jews.
not allow them to live elsewhere, and would have
transformed the Theresienstadt into a ghetto, but
failed to do so when Israel Abraham Offenheim,
with the permission of the authorities, rented a
house and a store in the inner city itself in 1786.
Jews were allowed to live in the city only with the
permission of the king, and those who bought this
right for large

sums were

called " tolerated

Jews "

who were

only temporarily received by the
city were called " Commoranten " (sojourners).
In
1787 fourteen tolerated Jews were living at Pesth
the settlement numbering 114, including servants.
At first they were not allowed to have their own
butcher-shop, the kosher meat being cut up twice a
week by the municipal butcher. Jews staying temporarily in the city or those traveling through it had
to obtain their food and drink at the public cookshop, the high rent paid for the same being a large
source of income for the city. At first travelers
were allowed no lodging except in this cook-shop.
When Joseph II., on his death-bed (Jan. 28, 1790),
revoked all his decrees, the citizens of Pesth determined to expel the Jews, who competed Avith them
in business and the magistracy had alAfter
ready fixed ujion the first of May as the
Joseph II. day of expulsion, when the Diet intertho.se

;

Being compelled to endure
the presence of the Jews, the city endeavored to
fered.

make

their residence unpleasant.

The Commoranten

and only those were allowed
to stay in the city who had a toleration-permit.
The city forbade them to organize a community or
In 1804 it attempted several times
to use a seal.
to drive them from various parts of the city and to
concentrate them in the Theresienstadt. The Jews,
stung by this animcsity and conscious of the commercial services they were rendering to the couuiiunity, pointed out that the creation of a ghetto would
be the surest means of in j uring the commerce of Hungary, which was then in its infancy. They claimed
that nowhere else had Jews been so instrumental in
developing trade as in Pesth; and that they did not
were often expelled

deserve insult

;

as a reward.

nr —27

They declared

that

The Tabakgasse Synagogue

at Budapest.

(From a photograph.)

owners of the houses in the Theresienstadt had the
monopoly of renting to Jews.
A most severe decree against the Jews of Pesth
was issued in 1808: it forbade any foreign Jew to
settle at Pesth, even though he marForeign
ried the daughter of a tolerated Jew.
Jews
The parent's right to trade and to

Forbidden be tolerated passed by inlieritance
Entrance, only to one male descendant; while
all the other children were regarded
1808.
merely as Commoranten and as assistIn 1828 the Jews
ants in their father's business.
addressed a petition to the king requesting the abro" Out of love to our children,
gation of this decree.
thus wrote the community, "we wish to die with
the assurance that Ave may leave to our descendants
at least an assured home, the honest means of gaining a livelihood, and independence, if not wealth."
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If the father died all the children who had been
working with liim as •' assistants " had to emigrate,
with the sole exception of the tolerated son. It hap-

pened often that the only available husbands for
daughters were shiftless and undesirable Jews,
whose sole merit was that they possessed the right
Honest and industrious strangers were
of toleration.
out of the question because they were forbidden to
remain at Pestli or to engage in commerce.
That all these endeavors to place difficulties in
the way of Jews intending to settle at Pesth were
futile may be seen by the fact that of 1,346 Jewish
their

Progress
of

Com-

munity.

families living there in 1833, only 530
had the rigiit of toleration or were

Commoranteu.

The community

of
Pesth, increasing in numbers, wealth,
and education, thus became from 1839

the foremost of the Hungarian-Jewish communities;
working as such for tlie emancipation of Hungarian
Judaism, and often convoking gatherings of representative Hungarian Jews for that purpose.
It was due to the energetic interposition of the
community of Pesth that King Ferdinand V. (18351848) abrogated the toleration tax by. which the
for a century. The Jews of
Pesth sympathized with the nation at the time of the
Hungarian struggles for liberty. Although the populace attacked and plundered the Jews on the second day of Passover, April, 1848, and the intolerance of the people excluded them from the national
guard, the Jews were not long discouraged. The

Jews had been branded

rabbi

Schwab

stirred

up

their patriotism, for

which

he was arrested after the uprising had been quelled.
Tlie Jews were so enthusiastic in the cause of Hungary that they even offered to sacrifice the silver
paraphernalia of the temple and of the Hebrah Kaddishah and all Jews entering the revolutionary army
;

received their full equipment from the community.
Haynau punished them for this patriotism with a
heavy war-tax, part of which, however. King Francis
Joseph I. remitted.
Emperor Joseph sought to forbid the Jews to engage in retail business and in pedling, for which
reason in 1788 he decreed that tolerated
Jews should be received in Pesth only
Occupations. when they established a wholesale
house or some manufacture. Within
the community they were allowed to deal only in
such goods as the Christian population lacked or in
which they could not compete with Christian dealers.
Only wholesale merchants were allowed to keep an
open shop. Many Jews, therefore, who did not wish
to engage in pedling, petitioned for the rights of
a wholesale dealer, although they had neither the
money nor the capacity for such business. Their

were curtailed by visiting dealers, who came
from near and far to the markets there were heavy
taxes and living expenses; and the shops had to be
closed not only on the Jewish, but also on the Chris-

profits

;

tian, holidays.
all these drawbacks the Jewish business
of Pesth materially aided the development of
the city. Noteworthy among the many eminent merchants is the Ullmann family, a member of which,
the apostate Moritz, who was ennobled, was the first
to propose the organization of the Commercial Bank

Yet with

men
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of Pesth he also originated the plans for the railroad
from the Austrian frontier to Pesth and thence to
Debreczen. Not only Jewish merchants, but artisans
also settled at Pesth, among them the lace-maker
Joel Berkovits, a descendant of Kabbi Heilmanu of
Metz, who had learned his trade with a relative,
;

Ephraim Kossmann, at Berlin. Berkovits was also
skilful in making Turkish fancy boxes.
Although the gilds largely interfered with the development of Jewish industry, the Jewish conununity of Pesth encouraged many young men to learn
trades.
It instituted a fund to aid JcAvish youths
who followed laborious handicrafts, and with the
assistance of Jacob Kern it was instrumental in
founding in 1842 the Hungarian Israelitish Trades
and Economic Association, which had benefited many
Jews. Thus in due time the Jews contributed to the
industrial development of the city, as well as to its
culture, through the many teachers and university
professors, judges, physicians, lawyers, and engi-

neers they furnished to the community.
Immediately after their settlement the Jews organized a place of worship in the Hausler homestead
in the Konigsgasse, paying a rent of 200 gulden for
The necessary Torah -rolls were
their synagogue.
On
lent to them by the community at AltOfen.
Aug. 17, 1787, the government gave them a permit
to continue worshiping quietly in pri-

Worship.

vate houses of prayer without a rabbi.
In 1796 they rented a room for a new
synagogue in the house owned by Baron Orczy, an
immense building that is still called the " Judenliof."
In the year 1800 there were, in addition to the Orczy
temple (called the " large temple "), a Polish temple,
and a separate house of prayer belonging to the
Sephardim. The first place to adopt an improved
(moderate Reform) manner of Avorship was the temple of the Hesed Ne'urim association, in the house
It was conof the " White Goose " (" Feher Lud ").
sidered merely as a private synagogue; but when
all private and association temples were dissolved in
1830, the community included this temple among its
institutions, and transferred it also to the Orczy
house, adjoining the "large temple." The communal temple was transferred in 1859 to the present
magnificent building in the Tabaksgasse. In the
seventies a synagogue was organized for the Conservatives in the Rombachgasse, while their temple
in the Orczy house was rented by the Orthodox conThe
gregation, which still worships there (1902).
temple of the Reform Society was from 1848 to 1852
in the

Valero house in the Konigsgasse.

The Jews of Pesth at first buried their dead in
Alt-Ofen. The city in 1788 assigned to theni a
free cemetery, which was situated on the plot now
occupied by the Westbahnhof. A
Cemeteries, new cemetery was given to them in
1808 behind the city dike, in the Weitzin 1839 their
Gravestones with sculp(lead and their tombstones.
tured images of men and women were erected in
this cemetery as early as 1832, a practise against
which Mo^es Sofer, rabbi of Presburg, vigorously
protested.
As this cemetery proved to be too small,
a new one was assigned to them near the KereLately the community bought for
pesersrrasse.
nerstrasse,

and they transferred thither
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burial puiposes a large plot of

ground

beliind

Ko-

bauya.

The Hebrali Kaddishah was founded

in 1790.

Il;

one of the largest benevolent soeieties, its budget
In 1800 Israel Walirfor 1902 being 511.671 crowns
The hospital
niann founded the Shi'ynr society.
was organized in 1805. There are also the folioAViug associations: Hesed Neuriin, Bikkur Holini,
Menahem Abeliin, and Tonike Yetomini; tlie Women's Society, founded
Philis

anthropic

Associations.

which owes

its success largely
noble Johaiuia Bisehitz de
Heves; the People's Kitchen, the hos-

in 1806,

to

the

Adela Brody CiiiUlreu's Hosan orphan asylum for
girls, and one for boys, which was founded by a philanthropist named Fochs; the new buihling of the
last-named, inaugurated in 1901, is a monument to
Many Jews have perthe labors of Jacob Deutseh.
petuated their names by large foundations, among
them Wolf Ilolitscher, Solomon Taub, Alexander
Wahrmann, Philip Kunewalder, and Moses Ehrlich.
The Jews of Pesth have always been i)ublic-spirited
and philanlln-opic. During the cholera epidemic of
pital, the

pital,

named

after its founder;

1831 they not only relieved Jews, but also furnished
daily rations to eighty-two Christian families, earning the gratitude of the count palatine Joseph.
They are, in addition, liberal contril)utors to the

general philanthropic institutions of the country.
The religious life of the community was at first
under the supervision of the rabbinical council of
AltOfen, and, beginning with 1789, under Moses
Milnz, rabbi of that city.
When Rabbi Wolf Boskovitz settled at Pesth in 1793, tlie
Earlier
community elected him rabbi. The

Rabbis.

government, however, deprived him
of his

office

Dec.

27, 1796, in

con-

sequence of the intrigues of ]\Io.ses ]\[luiz, and ordered the community to elect any one it chose to
conduct its religious affairs, with the exception of
Mixnz.
In the spring of 1799 it elected Israel ben
Solomon Wahrmann, rabbi at Bodrogh-Keresztur,
against wliom Miinz again began to plot. In the following 3'ear the government ended these intrigues,

and the enlightened Wahrmann was able peacefully
to conduct the affairs of the community.
He died
June 24, 1826 at the age of seventy. His dayyanim
were Simon, Oppenheimer, Azriel Brill, and Moses
Kunitzer. After

Wahrmann 's death certain educated

and wealthy members of the community, delighted
with the organization of the new Vienna temple and
the sermons of its preacher, Noah Mannheimer, proceeded to introduce Keformed worship at Pesth and
to elect a pieacher.
They chose Joseph Bach of AllOfen as preacher, and Edward Karl Denhof, also of
Alt-Ofen anda pupil of Sulzerof "Vienna, as jirecentor.
This temple, or "choir synagogue," as it was
also called, was for a time a bone of contention in the
community. Attempts weie made to prohibit worship in it; and only the endeavors of the i)resi(lent
of the community, Gabriel Ullmann, preserved it

from tlie fanatics.
These changes in the

life

of the

community made

imperative that a man should officiate as rabbi
could meet the demands of the C!onservatives
as well as of the Reform party.
In 1829 the comit

who

Budapest

munity elected David Joseph Wahrmann, son of
the deceased rabbi; but as he delayed his coming.
Low Schwab, rabbi at Prossnitz, was called instead.
Entering upon office in Jan., 1836, Schwab's incumbency was a blessing not only to the community of
Pesth, but also to the entire Hungarian Jewry.
He
fostered the development of all culture and religious
institutions, acting

His

always with

tact

and avoiding

rabbinical council included

the
scholarly Samuel Low Brill (b. 1814; d. 1897), later
professor of the Talmud at the rabbinical seminary at Budapest, and Judah Wahrmann, author
of the "Ma'areket ha-Ha'takot" (Ofen, 1831), on
Hebrew punctuation ("trop"), and cf an ethical
book, " Dat Yehudah." Schwab's literary activity
dissensions.

included sermons, and works in which he defended
Judaism against the slanders of Gasparich Kilit,
translated into Hungarian by Moritz Bloch, a convert; a religious book, "Erinnerung an den Erhaltenen Religionsunterricht

man and Hungarian

;

"

(Pesth, 1846), in Ger-

and a responsum directed

against the Jewish Reform Association at Pesth.
This association had been called into life by the
Hungarian struggles for liberty in 1848.
Its first
rabbi was Ignatz Einhorn, who subsequently became secretary of state in the Hungarian ministry
under the name of Eduard Horn. When Horn lied
from Hungary, after the Revolution had been put
down, his place was taken in 1852 by Dr. David
Einhorn, district rabbi of ]\Iecklenl)urg-Schwerin.
However, he officiated for only a short time, as tliegovernment dissolved the Reform Association in
1852 in consequence of the remonstrances of Rabbi.
Schwab, the members going back to the original
congregation.
After Schwab's death, April 3, 1857, the community extended an invitation to Dr. Michael Sachs of
Berlin but as he refused the call. Dr.
Successors W. Alois Meisel was chosen May 11,
of Schwab. 1859. This preacher was much hampered in his activities not only by the
r sidcnt of the community. Dr. Ignatz Hirschler,
but ;dso by the rivalry between the Hungarian and
the German element.
It was in consequence of the
strengthening of the Hungarian element that the office of a preacher in the Hungarian language was created. Dr. Samuel Kohn being called to till it.
His
icsearches contributed largely to the .systematization
of the history of the Hungarian Jews. After Mei.sel's death (Nov. 30, 1867), the position of chief rabbi
remained vacant, and the office of a German preacher
was created. Dr. M. Kayserling being chosen to till
it.
Rabbi L. Poliak was called to the temple in the
Rombachgasse. Dr. Julius Weissburg has been assistant rabbi since 1895.
After Brill's death the
position of chief of th(! "bet din" was filled in
1901 by Moses Feldmaun, rabbi at Galantha.
The
fii'st rabbi of the Orthodox congregation founded
in the seventies was Joachim Schreiber, after whose
death Koppel Reich was elected (still officiating in
;

1

1902).

The education of .lewisli children was at first in
the hands of jirivate teachers.
In Aug., 1787, the
government decreed that all the Jewish children of
Pesth should attend the (.'hri.stian schools, and that
there slioidd be no private instruction except that.

-
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Bildinger devoted himself from 1847 to 1851 to the
study of history at the universities of Marburg,
Bonn, and Berlin. In 1857 he became privat-docent
of history at the University of Marburg; but seeing
no prospect of attaining a professorship, on account
of ids Jewish faith, he soon left this position and
went to Vienna. In 1861 he received a call to the UniFrom 1872
versity of Zurich as professor of history.
until his death in 1902 he occupied the chair of hisIn 1887 he was
tory at the Univer.sit}- of Vienna.
elected a member of the Vienna Academy of Sciences.

Some of these private
of one religious teacher.
teachers contributed to Hebrew literature, among
others I. L. LOwinger, Joseph Rotten
Education, bauer, Adolf Pevani, L. Moses Fochs,
Filipp Weil, Leopold Breuer, and
Karl Kohlmann, who, after renouncing Judaism,
was appointed censor of the Hebrew books printed
Ofen. A public school was opened through
at
the endeavors of Rabbi Israel Wahrmann, through

whose influence the pupils of the gymnasium reRabbi Schwab proceived religious instruction.
cured royal protection for the school, and also
induced the conm\unity to organize an infantschool.
After the Revolution, during the Germanizing regime of Bach, the school became the nurIgnatz
sery of the Hungarian national spirit.
Reich, the enthusiastic Hungarian teacher, was
He is the author of "Bet
active at this time.
El," a work containing the biographies of eminent
Hungarian Jews. The community of Pesth did
much for its schools. In addition to the elementary
schools for boys and for girls, it has a secondary
The reschool for them, with capable instructors.
ligious instruction in the municipal schools, as well
as in all the intermediate .schools (Mittelschulen), is
provided by the congregation, and consists of a staff
of religious teachers, some of wiiom are graduate
The supervision of all the schools at presrabbis.
ent is in the hands of B. Munkacsi, appointed by
the congregation.
Ever since the Jews settled at Pesth their governing board has consisted of the seven members of the
so-called "Deputation," which original!}- regulated
The arbithe rents derived from Jewish taverns.
trary proceedings of this board were restricted by
the statutes of 1800, according to which
Internal twelve members in addition to the
Govseven directors supervised the affairs of
ernment. the community. New by-laws were
imposed upon the community by the
It had no constitution concity in 1816 and 1828.
firmed by the government until 1833. Since this date
the Jews of Pesth have formed an officially recognized

drew up new by-laws in 1861, when
Dr. Ignatz Hirschler was chosen as president, by
whom the institutions of the community were reorganized.
He was succeeded as president by
Montz Wahrmann, who was the first Jewi.sh deputy
The
in the Hungarian House of Representatives.
present president of the congregation is Sigmund
Kohner; its secretary (since 1874), the well-known

community.

Orientalist Ignaz Goldziher.

See Ai.t-Ofen.

Dr. Alexandfr Buchler,

Budaiifnten, Budapest,

A

Zsufo/c FGrtenete

1901.

A. Bu.

D.

BUDEK

Bildinger was the editor of two series of historic
essays written by his pupils under his direction: (1)
" Untersuchungen zuv Romischen Kaisergeschichte,"
in 3 vols. Leipsic, 1868-70 and (2) " Untersuchungen
zur Mittleren Geschichte," in 2 vols., ib. 1871. He
is the author of
the following works: (1) "Zur
Kritik Altbayrischer Geschichte," Vienna, 1857; (2)
"Zur Kritik Altbohmischer Geschichte," ib. 1857;
(3) " Oesterreichische Geschichte bis zum Ausgang
des 13. Jahrhunderts," Leipsic, 1858; (4) " Konig
Richard III. von England," Vienna, 1858; (5) "Die
Koniginhofer Handschrift und Ihr Neuester Verteidiger," ib. 1859, where he proved the spuriousness

Polish Catholic priest canon of Wisbeginning of the fifteenth century, and
one of the most vigorous Jew-baiters of his time.
It was he who instigated the attack on the Jews of
Cracow on the third day of Easter (March 27), 1407;
charging them with the murder of a Christian boy
and with having attacked a priest who was carrying
II. R.
the sarramont (sec Chacow).
:

;

lica at the

BXJDINGER,

MAX

Austrian historian born
April 1. 1828. at Cassel, Germany; died at Vienna
Feb. 23, 1902, son of Moses Mordecai BtJDiNGER.
:

;

,

Old-Bohemian literary monument;
"Nachrichten aus Altrussischen Jahrblichern,"
ib.
1859; (7) "Ein Buch Ungarischer Geschichte,
1058-1100," Leipsic. 1866; (8) "Wellington,"
1869;
(9) " Lafayette, "zZ». 1870; (10) " AegyptischeEinwirkuugen auf Hebriiische Kulte," Vienna, 1872-74;
(11) "Zur Aegyptischen Forschung Hcrodots," ib.
1873; (12) "Lafayette in Oesterreich," ib. 1878:
(13) "Vorlesungen liber Englische Verfassungsgeschichte," ?*. 1880; (14) "Cicero und das Patriziat,"
ib.
1881; (15) "Poesie und Urkunde bei Thukyof this pretended
(6)

^•^).

dides," in 2 vols.,

Haft und Tod,"

"Don
He embraced

1890-91; (16)

ib.
ib.

1891.

Carlos'

Protes-

tantism.

Bibliography:

La Grande

Kmiversations-LexUion,

Ejicj/cfop^^Jie,

lii.

vlii.

355; Meyers,

W9.
I.

s.

Bn.

BUDINGER, MOSES ISRAEL BEN
ISAAC Teacher at Metz at the end of the eight-

It

Bibliography:

420

:

,

eenth century and the beginning of the nineteenth.
He devoted himself to Hebrew grammar and literature and trained a large number of grammarians
and writers of elegant Hebrew. Blidinger was the
author of the following works, all published at
.Metz: "Em le-Mikra" (Mother of Reading), a manual of the Hebrew language, compiled from various
elementary books, 1816; "Hanok le-Na'ar" (Train
up the Ciiild), an extract of the preceding work,
1816 " Iggeret Piirim " (Essay on Purim), the ritual
laws concerning the Feast of Purim, together with
the roll of Esther, 1816; "Mahzor," a commentary
on the festival prayers, together with the text
;

translaticm by Prosper d'Alsace,
1817; " Derush le-Bar Mizwah " (Lecture for a Confirmee). Avith a German translation
by Prosper d'Alsace. 1819: " Selihot." a commentary on the penitential prayers, together with the

and a German
in 9

vols.,

1822.
In addition, Blidinger reedited the ethical

tex't,

;

work

Aboab, "Menorah ha-Maor," with the
Hebrew commentarv, "Nefe.sh Yehudah," and a

of

Isaac

s
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BUDNY, SIMON:

Judaeo-Gerinan translation by Moses Frankfurter,
Metz, 1769.

in the sixteenth century;

Bibliography

of the Budnians,

Fflrst,

:

Zeit. dcx Jud. Supplement, 1839, No. 2;
1SJ5; Zeitlin, Dihl. roxt-Meudeh. p. 48.

AUu-

BihJ. Jud.

i.

8.

I.

BTJDINGER, MOSES MORDECAI
educator;

:

Bk.

German

boni at Maidorf, a village in Hessen,

Jan., 1783; died at Cassel Jan. 31, 1841.
At the age
of twenty he became a servant in the house of a
petty Jewish merchant, and later, by dint of indefatigable zeal, became shohet, hazan, and religious

teacher

in a
small congrega-

Calvinist priest of Lithuania
founder of the Polish sect

who were surnamed " Half-Jews "
("Semi-Judaizantes "). He studied at the Academy
of Cracow, where he became acquainted with some of
the disciples of Socinus, Blandrata, and otiier Unitarians, who, being outlawed by Catholicsand Reformers alike, had found shelter in Poland, where they
could live and speak freely. Budny was invited by
Prince Nicholas Radziwill in 1562 to take the place
of pastor in the newly built Calvinist church at
Kleck.
Here he
began

After
tion.
making the necessary

was

published
Nieswicz in
1572.
He then
turned to the

prepara-

in

four

his

years' residence

Naumburg,
he was

in

and

Sociiiians,

was one of

where

s

Lithuania.

Budny associmuch with

ated

Jewish scholars,
and was a great

ily of the court

banker Kaalla,
in Stuttgart.
From 1824 he
with
occupied

friend

of

Jews.

He was

the

somewhat familwith the Hebrew language
and
literature.
Hezekiah David
Abulafia
mentions him in his
iar

great distinction
the position of
principal teach-

Jewish

pedagogical
seminary at Cas-

work "Ben

Blidinger
was also a prominent preacher,
and very often

kun

sel.

delivered

lec-

tures in the

little

their

most ardent misi o n a r i e s
in

private teacher,

he went to the
University
of
Marburg. In
1820 he became
tutor in the fam-

er of the

of

which

the Bible,

tory studies dur-

ing

his Polish

translation

m

i

Ze-

in

"

following

the

words

:

"

There

another wise
the
man,
by

is

name

Simon

of

at-

Budny, who

tached to the

praises the Tal-

synagogue

much

seminary, on

mud

moral and

and considers

relig-

ious subjects.

to

Ill

him the degree Ph. I),

Synat'ogiie at

Budweis (Pointed

Redcn"

(Stuttgart, 1821).

:

tima. 1844.
6.

it

the best
of all lit-

eratures.

"

The exact date
Budny
of
'

for his " Leitfadeu

Steinlieim, yToftcii Mordccai Blldinijer : Lehrntibf^fchrcihuna eines IsraelitischeH Schidmaioies, Al-

BiBLiocKAPiiY

Style)

(After a photograph.)

beim Uuterrichte der Religion."
The government rewarded
him by appointing him member of the "Landrabbinat." His only son was the historian 3Iax Blidinger.
Biidiuger's first work was " Derek Emunah, oder
die Kleine Bibel " (1823), which was introduced as
a text-book in many schools.
Of his numerous sermons and addresses may be mentioned "Zehn Geistliche

be

work

1830 the philosophical faculty
of the University
of Murburggave

very

M.

Si.

died before Faustus Socinus— according to Gratz in 1584. His works are
very rare, the Catholics having collected and
buined all that they could obtain.

death

is

unknown; but he

Bibliography: Bock, lUstoria Antitrinitai'ioinini: Hoefer,
NouveUe Biographic U^iiverselle. vii. 729, Paris, 1853; Krasinslji. Historical SI.etch of the Reformation in Poland, ii.;
A. Hiirkavy, Not« in S. P. Ilabbinowicz's Hebrew translation
of Griitz's Ocsch. der Judcn, vii. aWi, Warsaw. 1899.
H R.

BUDUSHCHNOST ("The Future'") RussoJewish weekly, established (1900) and edited by S.
Like tlic " Voskhod," it gives valO. Gruzcnberg.
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Bud-«reiB
Buffalo

uable information concerning

tlic

history of the

Jews

and their social life and institutions; but wiiile tlie
former periodical is in favor of assimilation, the
Most of the leadlatter is of a Zionistic tendency.
ing Zionist writers of Russia are among its contribuThe "Budushchnost" publishes a "sbornik,"
or literary annual, as a supplement.

tors.

BXJDWEIS

City of Bohemia. Jews were settled there in the Hrst half of the fourteenth cenIn 1337 the community was
tury, possibly earlier.
In 1341 King John I.
destroyed by the Flagellants.
of Bohemia again admitted two Jews, who were
granted remission of taxes for a period of ten years.
They were compelled, however, to pay an impost to
the city, which was set rpart to cancel* its debts to
They also erected a synagogue,
foreign Jews.
which fact shows tliat many other Jews joined
In 1390 a Jews' quarter ("vicus Juda^othem.

rum")

is

David Bueno: Lived at Leghorn in tiie sevenHe was wealthy and fostered Jewish science.
He directed that Solomon Adret's collection of respdiisa ("'Toledot Adam"^ be printed at
his own expense at Leghorn in 1657, but died at an
teentii cciituiy.

advanced age before the work was completed.
David Bueno de Mesquita: Lived in Amster-

dam

M. R.

H. K.
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in the s<'V('iit('ciitii century.
He was the husband of a granddaughter of Francisco Fernandez de

:

mentioned;

it

was situated

close to the

Mora. He was the " resident " of Duke Christian
Ernst of Brandenburg-Bayreuth, and in 1684 served
as agent-general of the dukes of Br\inswick-Liineburg (De Barrios, " Aumento de Israel," p. 172).

David ben Raphael Hayyim Bueno
in Venice;

from 1704

:

Editor

to 1732.

Ephraim Hezekiah Bueno Died at Amsterdam Nov. 8, 1665; son of Joseph Bueno. Accord:

ing to the inscripticm placed beneath a portrait of
iiim painted by llembraiidt about 1647 and engraved
bv Lvrius, he was "Alter Avenzoar, magnusin mcdi-

parsonage, because the Jews, on account of their
financial and commercial importance, had to be
near the authorities.
A responsum concerning the Jews of Budweis is
recorded in the fifteenth century. In 1506, Jews
were expelled from Budweis. and were not permitted even to visit the annual fairs. Hence the
" persecutions in Budweis" in 1505, during which
thirteen Jewish women drowned themselves, and
those of 1564, which are mentioned in the Nachod
"Memorbuch," can not refer to the Bohemian city
of Budweis.
Since 1848. Jews have again lived at Budweis, and
they have had an incorporated congregation since
The cemetery was laid out in 1866; the syna1859.
gogue (see p. 421), a building in the pointed style of
architecture, was built by Max Fleischer of Vienna.
There is also an organization of Jewish artisans in
the city. The district rabbi is (1902) Adam Wunder.
The nineteen comnninitiesof the district of Budweis
include 252 fannlies, numbering 1,263 persons.
Bibliography:

Salfeld.

lunuen des Verrin.s

fl)r

MnrtyroU)aium, p. 241; MittheiGesrh. der Deutschen i7i B6hmen,

269; Wertlieimer, Jnde/nin Oesterreich,
Ilechtsipitacliteu, Nos. 79-81; Low, in
Busch's Kalfnder, "1847, pp. 81, 84 Schiidt, Jlldhiche Merk
iHlrdigkeiten. i. *'^^- Poziiaiiski, in J lid. Clu-onih, ed. Kurxvlii. 201 ; xxii. 2Hfi,
Lefpslc, 1843, p. 177

;

;

rein,

1.

A. F.
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BUENA ESPERANZA, LA
Hope"):

Title of a

Judfeo-Spanish and
since 1874.

Good

Jewish weekly, published

in

Smyrna
name " La

in rabbinic characters at

appeared under the
Aaron de Josepli Kazan has been

It first

Esperanza."
editor

("Tiie

its

from the beginning.

M

G.

BUENO (BONUS)
members

Fk.
Kpliraiiii

:

Family of Spanish

of which, including

origin,

Orient.

Abraham Bueno

:

c.f Ihi-

" Jewish D". l"r.")

many

physicians and
scholars, have settled in southern France, Italy,
Holland, England, and America, as well as in. tlu'

where he died

llfzekUili liueno.

(KriHii Remlrranill's iiaiiitiii;;

Physician

in

Amsterdam,

in 163:}.

Benjamin Bueno de Mesquita Died in New
York, Nov., 1683. The nioiniinent erected to his
memory is one of the oldest in that city ("Publications Am. Jew. Hist. Soc." i. 91 et seq.).
:

magni discipulus patris " (a second Avenzoar,
a distinguished physician and pupil of his celebrated
In 1650, in conjunction with Jonah Ann.vfather).
VANKL, he published several liturgical works, among
which were a Spanish translation of the Psalms,
entitled "Psalterio de David, en Ilebrayco Dicho
CIS,

Tninsladadocon TodaFidelidad Verbode
Verbo del Ilebrayco," Amsterdam, 1650. and "Peiie
Rabbali" (162S), the first Avork of Manasseh ben
Tlu'Iiylim,

Budweis
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Israel, with whom he, as well as his father, was on
terms of intimate friendship.
In 1656 Bueno, together with the pious and char-

itable

Abraham Pcreira. founded
Or" in Amsterdam.

the scientific soci-

ety "Torali

Buffalo

and northern Africa.
writers have tried to identify the buffalo with
the " re'em " (DN"» of the Bible, and Gesenius (" Thesaurus," p. 1249) was one of them. This theory of
ideniity, however, is now generally abandoned. The
Asia, Greece, southern Italy,

Some

Isaac Bueno Hakam in Jerusalem about 1685.
He was the author of dialectal notes on the codes
Orah Hayyim and Yoreh De'ah, entitled "Shulhan iMelakim" (The Kings' Table; Azulai, "Shem

re'em appears to have been a much wilder animal,
an animal utterly impossible to domesticate (Job
xxxix. 9-12).
Besides it seems established that the
buffalo was not introduced into wectern Asia until

ha-Gedolim,"

shortly before the common era. Hence the re'em,
identical with the Assyrian "rimu," is now generally
regarded as the wild ox of the mountain.
Bibliography Hommel, Die Namen der SUugethiere,p.
229; Lydekker, Wild Oreii, Sheep, atid Goats, p. 123;
Wood, Animals of the Bible, p. 55 Tristram, The Natural
Hiatnru of the Bible, pp. 56 and 72.

:

«.?-.).

Jacob Bueno

Physician died at Amsterdam in
1661 ])robably a son of Abraham Bueno.
Joseph Bueno : Physician died at Amsterdam
Aug. 8, 1641 father of Ephraim Bueno. After having received his degree of doctor of medicine in
Bordeaux, he went to Amsterdam some time before
1625.
In that year this "new Jewish physician," as
the French ambassador D'Espesses states, was summoned to the sick-bed of Prince Maurice of Orange.
"The Jewish physician," he continues, "Joseph
Bueno, has made the prince of Oi'ange take some
powders, and will not allow any one to despair of his
life." But Bueno had been deceived in his hopes, for
the prince died April 23, 1625.
According to Daniel Levi de Barrios, Bueno was
also a poet, and celebrated the " Conciliador " of his
friend Manasseh ben Israel in a Spanish sonnet.
Sarali, Bueno's wife, died May 15 (not 25), 1654.
:

;

;

;

;

Joseph Bueno

Poet

:

;

lived in AuLsterdam in the

seventeenth centur\^ In the martyrology entitled
"Elogios que Zelosos Dedicaron," etc., he celebrated

who was burned at Cordova May
From the fact that this composition was of
known as a "silva," Wolf ("Bibl. Hebr."

the martyr Bernal,
1655.

3,

kind

tlie

and Steinschneidcr ("Hebr. Bibl." iv. 91)
have erroneously called him "Bueno Silva."
Joseph Bueno: Went, probably from London,
to New York about 1680.
In the latter city he became a highly respected merchant, and in 1681 purchased land for a Jewish cemetery (" Publications of
the Am. Jew. Hist. Soc.'" \. 9\, ii.'si et seq., Srt et seq.).
Joseph Bueno de Mesquita Rabbi in the
Orient; mentioned by Sanuiel Zarfati in his "Nimuke Shemuel" (Nepi-Ghirondi, "Toledot Gedole
iii.

385)

:

Yisrael," p. 168).

Joseph Morenu Bueno
dam.

:

Physician in Amster-

He

possessed extraordinary talent, and died
at the early age of twenty, Sept. 16, 1669.
Samuel Bueno A contemporary of Solomon
Alkabez, and, like him, devoted to the study of
mysticism; lived in Safed, Palestine, about 1550.
:

Solomon

Bueno:

where he died

Physician

in

Amsterdam,

1681.

Solomon ben Jacob Bueno

:

Editor in Cremona,

Italy, in 1576.
""
T). H. De Castro. Kcur v. Grafsteeneiu PP87 ft srrj.; Kcienen. (iesch. der Jndeii in Nederland,
pp. 208, 433; Kayserling, Bibl. Esp.-Port.-Jud. pp. 31 et seq.

Bini.ioGRAPHY
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:

.se'/.,

M. K.

D.

BUENOS AYRES. See South Amekic.\.
BUFFALO A name common to different species

:

;

J.

H. H.

JR.

BUFFALO

The second

city in

New York state.

connection with the history of the Jews oc-

Its first

1825, when Mordecai M. Noah laid the
corner-stone of his projected city of Ararat in one
of its churches.
Though a flourishing city of over 15,000 inhabitants, Buffalo in 1835 contained but one Jew, named
Flersheim, from Frankfort-on-the-Main he gave private instruction in German.

curred

in

;

The earliest Jewish arrivals were German, and one
The first attempt at a religious organization was the holding of the Passover services, in
Englishman.

the spring of 1847, in Concert Hall, on the southwest corner of Main and Swan streets. On Oct. 3,
in the .same year, the Jacob.sohn Society was organized it di.sbanded five years later. The society pur;

chased a piece of land for burial purposes on Fillmore avenue, which has been unused since 1861.
In 1847 the first congregation, Beth-El, was established, under the presidency of Mark Moritz, and
had as its reader the Rev. Isaac M. Slatky. Services
were held for more than two years on
First
the tiiird floor of the Hoyt Building,
Congrega- at the corner of Main and Eagle streets.
tion,
In 1850 this congregation bought a
Beth-El. schoolhouse on Pearl street, near Eagle,
whicli it converted into a synagogue,
and dedicated July 22 of the same j'ear. In 1874
this congregation, which uses the Polish liturgy,
built its

own synagogue, which

it still

occupies.

The German element in Buffalo organized in Nov.,
1850, the

Beth Zion congregation, which found great
maintaining itself, but continued to

difficully in

when it merged into the newly
Reform congregation. In 1863 a number of Jews requested the Rev. Isaac M. Wise of
Cincinnati to send them a minister to conduct the
services of the New- Year and the Day of Atonement
according to the Reformed liturgy. These services
were held in Kremlin Hall. The following year, at
a meeting held (Oct. 9) in Kremlin Hall, at which
Leopold Kaiser presided, the congregation Temple
Beth Zion was organized. A year after its organiexist until -1864,

established

zation the congregation purchased for its place of

worship a Methodist church in Niagara

:

of B<>ri(he.
The best known is the Biibaluabiiffelus,
or Bos hubnluH, generally called in Eastern countries
jiviiooH or cJumioosh, a word of Persian origin, meaning "ram-cow." From India, its native home, the
buffalo has been gradually introduced into western

:

New
Temple.

May

25, 1865,

building was dedicated
and the Rev. I. N. Cohn

was

elected

minister.

street.

Tiiis

He was

suc-

ceeded in 1866 by tiie Rev. Samson Falk, who continued his ministration imtil his death, Dec. 24, 1886

Buk
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The congregation

called as his successor

Aaron, D.D., then at Fort Wayne, Ind.,

Rabbi

Israel

who was

in-

May 1, 1887. During his incumbency a new
and more conunodious temple was erected on Delaware avenue.
The influence of this congregation in promoting
stalled

fellowship

among

been very great.

the religious bodies of Bullalo has
Upon the walls of the temple are

tablets recording the sentiments of Episcopalians

and Baptists. Its minister has been invited to preach
in most of the principal churches of the city.
The educational and social-settlement work of the
congregation i.s managed by the Sisterhood of Zion,
founded in April, 1891, by Dr. I. Aaron. This body
of women owns, free of debt, Zion House, a busy
center in the heart of that section of the city inhabited

by Russian Jews.

There

is

a large colony of Russian

Jews

in Buffalo,

synagogues. Among
Russian their rabbis have been several Hebrew
Jews
scholars and writers of note e.g.. Rev.
at BuflFalo. Harry Singer, author of " Sefer Zikkaron basefer," published in Wilna.
There are a number of benevolent societies in
Buffalo, but the chief work is under the efficient
supervision of the Hebrew Board of Charities, which

who own

tive

;

represents several organizations, and receives into
its treasury nearly all funds for the relief of the
poor.
Buffalo is associated with Rochester and Syracuse
in the support of the Jewish Orphan Asylum of
western New York, situated at Rochester.
The Union of American Hebrew Congregations
held its second council in Buffalo in 1875, at which
it was finally determined to open a Hebrew Union
College.
In 1900 the Central Conference of American Rabbis met in Buffalo.
The present (1902) Jewish population is estimated
at 7,000.
Among the Jews of Buffalo who have
held public positions are R. Wolfsohn, United States
consul at Mannheim Hon. Louis W. Marcus, judge
of the surrogate court; and Simon Fleischmann,
president of the common council.
;

A.

I.

BUK

Aa.

Town in Prussia, province of Po.sen,
which, after the second partition of Poland, in 1793,
passed under Prussian rule. Jews then began to
settle in the place, which, as an old episcopal town,
had hitherto excluded them. By 1820 many Jews
were living there. The Hebrah Kaddisiiah Gomle
Hasidim, an association for nursing and burial which
is still flourishing, was founded in that year.
The
:

synagogue was built in 1846-47.
The year 1848 was disastrous to the Jews of Buk.
Their synagogue was almost completely demolished
during an uprising of the Poles, and several Jews
were killed. After order was restored, the synagogue
was renovated, and in 1894 it was entirely rebuilt.
At present (1902) there arc about 250 Jews in Buk.
D.

:m

BUKKI

l.

b.

1. Son of Jogli, prince of the tribe of
represented his tribe in the division of the
land (Num. x.xxiv. 22). 2. Son of Abishua' and
father of Uzzi, a priest, the fourth in line from

Dan,

who

:

Aaron

(I

v. 31), and ancestor of Ezra (Ezra
the Apocrypha his name is given as
Esd. viii. 2) and Borith (II Esd. i. 2).
G. B. L.

Chron.
In

vii. 4).

Boccas
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(I

J. .iH.

BUKOWINA. See Galicia, Czernowitz,
DAUTZ, SeRETII, SuCZAWA.

R.\.-

BTJL
The name of the month in which the
building of Solomon's Temple was completed, as
mentioned in I Kings vi. 38. It would seem that at
the time of the writing of that passage the name
was obsolete; for the writer found it necessary to
The name is
define "Bui "as the eighth month.
Canaanitish, occurring in the Phenician inscriptions,
on the Eshmunazar tablet ("C. I. S."i. 3, line 1), on an
:

from Cyprus {ib. i. 10, line 1), and on one
from Idalium {ih. i. 90, line 2). It was adopted by the
Israelites on their entrance into Canaan, and was
retained by them during preexilic days.
In post(;xilic times pn, along with the names of three other
months, "Ziv " (I Kings vi. 37), " Abib" (Ex. xiii. 4,
xxiii. 15; Deut. xvi. 1), and "Etanim" (I Kings
viii. 2), was supplanted by the names current in
This
Babylonia, and "Bui" became "Heshwan."
could only have been an approximation, however;
for the old ca'endar of the Canaanites was solar and
was adapted to an agricultural people, whereas the
Assyrian calendar was lunar, with compensations to
harmonize with the solar year.
The etymology of the word is still in doubt. The
Septuagint simply transliterates Bad^. The Targum
attempts an etymology in its translation N^33N PjD^D
inscription

("destroying the crops"), pointing clearly to the
root ^3J ("to destroy").
This derivation is also
given by the Rabbis (Yer. R. H. i. 56d): "The
month in which the leaf is destroyed and the earth

becomes

full of clods," referring to the great rains

month. A somewhat fanciful explanation
fastens on ppi ("to provide"; Judges xix. 21).
"It is the month in which they provide food for
the cattle from the house" (Tan., Noah, 11), the
fields being waste.
in that

BiblioPtRaphy
Jastrow, Dirf. s.v.; Lldzbarski, Handlyach
der yoTcl'iemitUcfioi Epifirafihik, pp. 417, 420, 421: Nowack. Arch. p. 215; Uenzinger, Arch. p. 201.
E. G. II.
G. B. L.
:

BULAH, RAPHAEL MOSES BEN JOSEPH

DE

:

Palestinian Talmudistand rabbi

;

died at Jeru-

salem March 23, 1773, where he had been rabbi, and
had conducted a Talmudic school. He wrote the
"Get Mekushshar" on the divorce laws, Constantinople, 1767; "Hayye '01am" (Eternal Life), homiletic essays on the first and second books of the
Pentateuch, ib. 1752; and "Zekut ]\Iosheh," methodology of the Talmud and divorce laws.
BlBt.iOGRAPHY: Azulai, S/iem ?irt-Grdo?im, 1. 1.33, ii. 52
Bibl. Jiid. 1. 1(K); Hazim, Hdina'ulot U-Shelomo}t,
Liinez, Jcriiiink))!,
I.,

i.'

Fiiixt,
p. .53b;

;

129.

o.

BULAH, SOLOMON BEN
MOSES DE: Turkish Tulmudi.st;

I.

Bk.i{.

RAPHAEL
born at Jerusa-

lem, where his father, Raphael Moses ben Joseph de
Bri.Aii, was rabbi; died 1786 at Saloniea. Solomon
settled at Saloniea.
lie was the author of " Lehera
Shelomoh " (The Bread of Solomon), a halakic work
in three divisions, referring to the laws on acquisi-

by purchase, on real estate, and on divorce (SaThe other works of Bulah, among
them a commentary on Jacob ben Aslier's "Tur,"
tion

lonica, 1795).

have not been printed.
Bibliography

:

Hazan, Hama'alot li-Shelomoh,

p. 53b.

h. G.

Bek.

I.

BXTLAN

King

:

of the Chazars,

who

in 620 era-

braced Judaism. Joseph, " Cliaghan " (king) of the
Chazars, in answer to a letter from Hasdai ibn
Shaprut (960), informs him that 340 years earlier
one of his ancestors, Bulan, became ruler of the
Chazars. To him the Lord appeared in a dream,
promising him might and glory. Bulan went by
the Daralan road (Caucasus) to Aradavil (Ardebil),
the capital of Adherbaijan in Armenia, and gained
He then determined to adopt the
great victories.

Jewish

religion.

The Byzantine emperor and

the

Ismael each sent to him deputations with
valuable presents and wise men versed in religious
matters to convert him to their respective religions.
Bulan summoned wise men of Israel also, and examined them all. As both the representatives of the
religion of the Nazarene and those of Islam referred
to Judaism as the foundation of their faiths, Bulan
declared that they, the opponents of Judaism, had
themselves made an impartial avowal of the excellence of the Jewish religion; and he therefore accepted it. See Chazars.
calif of

Bibliography: A. Harkavy, SoohshcTieniya a Chazarakh, in
YeDreiskajia Biblioteka, vii. 1.5ti-159 idem, Der Name Bulan, In Geiger's JUd. Zeitschrift, iii. 207 idem. In Russische
;

;

Revue,

1874.

H. R.

ABRAHAM

BULAT
mudic
tury.

IBN: Tal
(LiNisU),
scholar; lived in Spain in the fifteenth cenHe was the disciple of Isaac de Leon, and in

a vigorous dispute of the latter witli Isaac Gayyal
concerning a halakic decision, Balat took the part of
his master and wrote a booklet demonstrating that
Gayyal's decision was against the law\ This booklet
was published, together with the arguments of Isaac
de Leon and Isaac Gayyal, in the miscellany " Shib'a

'Enayim" by Jacob Loudon and Abraham Meldola
(Leghorn, 1745).
Azulai, Shcm ha-Gedolim,
schneider. Cat. Bodl. cols. 643 and 671.

Bibliography:
I,.

Euk
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ii.

G.

138;
I.

stein-

Br.

Bulgaria

Bulat, possessing a thorough knowledge of the
Talmud, depth of thought, and excellent judgment,
opened up new methods in Talmudic study. He
became aware of the fact that the method of Talmud
interpretation practised by some of his contemporaries was contradictory to the real meaning of the
Talmud. It was their custom to regard every opin-

even every sentence, in the Talmud as a binding
and they went so far as to look upon every
posek " (post-Talmudic Halakah) in the same way.
Consequently, a vast number of new "humiot"
(intensifications of the Law) continued to be introduced; and it was considered a duty of the pious ta
refrain from acts tabooed by their predecessors,
though only by a few of them.
ion,

rule;
•'

Similarly, the theoretical opinions of earlier Talcommentators were studied in a receptive, uncritical spirit.
Bulat, however, returned to the Tal-

mud

mud itself. He distinguished between the decision*
arrived at in the Talmud, that should be regarded
as standard, and the opinions of individuals, which
might be disregarded.
He sought for the true
meaning, the motives and aims of the Talmudic controversies and Halakot
and he considered needless
intensifications of the Law, especially in marital and
juridical questions, as criminal.
He maintained that
whoever was unable to find in the Talmud a true
solution of new circumstances, by means of logic
and analogy, was not worthy to work in the provand that investigations into the
ince of Halakah
meaning of " poskim " as a rule lead to nothing.
"Many times," said Bulat, "the reader is perplexed
because of the disagreement between the various,
writers; and often the different parts of a poseh:
contradict one another, thus perplexing and completely bewildering the reader. For this reason the
true rendering of the text must be sought in the
;

;

original

source"

in^nnn

BULAT

(LDX^n),

JUDAH BEN JOSEPH

Spanish Talmudist and rabbi; born at the
end of the fifteenth century at Estella, Navarre;
He
died probably at Constantinople about 1550.
was the author of " Kelal Kazer mi-Kol ha-Kashum
Beketab " (Short Abstract of All That Has Been Pubcontaining a short compendium of rabbinic
theology, Halakah, morals, ethics, jurisprudence,
lished),

and

political science.

The book appeared

script at Constantinople in 1530,

in

manu-

and could be ob-

tained from the author only for a limited time, on
At
the payment of one florin as a fee for perusal.
Besides, Bulat pubpresent, also, the work is rare.
lished the Talmud methodology "Halikot '01am"
of Joshua ben Joseph (Constantinople, 1510).
Tam
ibn Yahyah, in liis work "Tummat Yesharim," and
Elijah Mizrahi, in his responsa, both colleagues of

Bulat at Constantinople, cite some of his responsa.

("Tummat Yesh-

38).

Bibliography

:

Conforte,

Karc

lia-Dorot. pp.

33(j,

34a

;

Azu-

Steinsehneidtr, Cat. Bodl.
Slicm hn-Gedolim, p. tu
1299. 1393; Dukes. Nahal KidvDiim, i. 61; Tam ibn
Yahyah, Tiunmat Yeshar-im. part i., Venice, 1622; Ohole
Tam, Nos. 7, 34-39, 46-49 (in No. 34 is given one of Ibn Bulafsresponsa, which dates from l")2r), containing an exposition
lai,

IBN:

'\'\p'02

arim," No. 34).
It was natural that in his endeavor to carry his
views into practise he should meet with the opposition of his colleagues at Constantinople (ib. No. 39).
Nevertheless, even liis opponents respected him;
and one of them, Tam ibn Yahyah, used to addresshim with the most tlatteiiuii' epithets {ib. Nos. 35,

;

cols.

of Bulat's principles).
I,.

G.

I.

BULGARIA

:

BeR.

Principality of southeastern

Eu-

under the suzerainty of Turkey. AccordingJosephus ("Ant." xxii.) and Belloguet ("Les-

ro])e,

to

Cimerieux,"

name

p.

24) the

Jews knew of Mcesia

(old

for the Balkan peninsula) at a very early age.

But the first Jewish community of Bulgaria was
founded at Nicopolis under Trajan, after the victories gained over the Dacians.
The Bulgarian czar
Ivrum brought some Jews among the 30,000 prisA large
oneis carried away from Tliessaly in 811.
number of Byzantine Jews established themselves,
Nicopolis, Widdin, Silistria,
ill Bulgaria in 967, at
and Sofia (compare Solomon Abraham Cohen,

THE JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA

Bulgraria

Bulrush

Responsa, Leghorn, 1592). The rabbinical authors
them Romanim Jews. They preserved their
Greek customs, one of these being to
choose a chief rabbi from without their
Early
own city, and another to close their
Jewish.
shops on the day of a burial this latSettlements. ter custom liaving been observed until the year 1720 ("Mayim Rabbim,"

called

;

Amsterdam,

1637).

In 1189 the two brothers Assen and Peter founded
the Bulgarian kingdom, this being the second
They entered into relations with
foundation.
As the majority of
Venice, Ragusa, and Geneva.
the merchants in these cities were Jews, offices were
established by them (according to Ubicini, " Provinces Danubiennes") in the ports of Bulgaria on
Under the czar
the Danube, especially at Widdin.
Assen II. (1218-41), the successor of Assen I., the
number of Jews increased. The pope in a letter to
Bela IV., king of Hungary (1238), complains that
the above-mentioned czar received heretics into his
dominions (Gh. Sincat, "Cronica Romanilou," p.
The Tatars invaded Bulgaria
262, Jassy, 1853).
about 1290, under their chief. Khan Tchoca. who
was killed by a Jew at the siege of Tirnova. Muralt
(ii. 402) places this event in 1293, other historians, as
Hammer-Piirgstall (" Goldeue Horde"), in 1299.
An anonymous w^ork, printed by R. Jonah of Constantinople in 1743, mentions the communities at
Philippopolis (1344), at Zagora (1344), and at Nicopolis and Silistria (1377), as existing at the time
when Bulgaria fell into the hands of the Turks.

When Czar

Ivan Alexander came to the throne, in
was a widower, and father of two children,
Michel-Assen and Dobritch. The following year he
married his second wife, the daughter of a woyewode,
by whom he had one son, Ivan Strach1330, he

The

enir.

Jewish.
Czarina.

wife,

After a time he repudiated this
and married in 1335 a beautiful
Jewess of Tirnova, Sara by name, who

was converted toChristianit}' (Jirecek,
"Gesch. der Bulgaren," p. 312, Prague, 1876).
or

The new czarina received the name of Theodora
"Newly Enlightened Czarina and Sole Support

of all the Bulgarians and Greeks." Gifted with a
remarkable intelligence, according to the historians,
But when
she aided the czar in all affairs of .state.

Ivan Alexander grew

old,

Theodora, wishing to

secure the future of her children, Ivan Chichman
and Tamar (or Mara or Marie), divided the kingdom
in 1355, Ivan Chichman receiving one part, with
Tirnova as the capital, Dobritch receiving the Dobroudja, and Straeltcnir the province of Bdin or

Widdin.

Thus Theodora, moved by maternal

sen-

timent, made the mistake of enfeebling the land by
dividing it. Ivan Chichman, the son of the Jewess,
succeeded his father in 1346, and in 1367 he hospitably received the Jews who had been driven from
Hungary and had settled at Nicopolis, Plevna, and

Widdin.
stadt,

Mention

who

is

settled at

made

of R.

Widdin.

Shalom of Neu-

The community

of

formerly called Stredetz, and founded by
Byzantine Jews at the end of the tenth century,
erected a synagogue, which is still known under the
name "Kahal de los Gregos." Ashkenazic Jews estabhshed themselves at Sofia in 1360. The BulgaSofia,
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Jews were then divided into the following four
(1) Bulgarian Jews properly so called; (2)
Italian Jews from Venice
(3) Roman or Byzantine
Jevvs; and (4) Ashkenazim, of German origin.
It appears that after the death of Ivan Chichman
a reaction was felt against the Jews of Tirnova,
which led to their emigration to Nicopolis. The
Spanisli Jews who arrived in that city in 1492 found
there a Jewish community, having at its head Hayyim b. Albalgui or Albalgri (the Bulgarian). Among
the immigrants were Ephraim Caro and his son

rian

rituals:

;

Joseph, from Toledo; the latter married the daugh-

and later became famous by his
Shulhan 'Aruk. Widdin is also an
ancient settlement, judging from a manuscript of
ter of this rabbi,

work, the

the beginning of the fifteenth century, entitled
" Perush we-Tosafot," by R. Dossa b. Moses of Widdin.
Bazarjik, or Tatar Bazarjik, received its first
Jewish settlement about 1500, with the arrival of
some Spanish refugees, Aobi being its first rabbi.
Under Turkish rule the Jews of Bulgaria were
little known
all Jewish life seems to have centered
in the communities of Constantinople, Salonica,
Smyrna, and Adrianople. All that is known is that
from time to time they were severely oppressed by
rapacious Turkish officials as well as by the Greeks.
During the next three centuries and a half (15001876) the only distinguished Jewish name is that of
Joseph Caro. It was not until the Russo-Turkish
war of 1877-78 that the Jews of Bulgaria came into
notice.
Goaded by the insolence of the peasantry
who were in rebellion against the sulThe Russo- tan, they did not know whether to faTurkish,
vor the movement for the emancipa;

War.

remain faitlif ul to
Their hesitation cost them
much suffering. As soon as the Russian forces
appeared before a town, the Bulgarians would denounce the Jews as hostile, and would set about to
punish tliem. They were expelled in a body from
Kezanlik, Zagora, Widdin, Shipka, and elsewliere,
plundered of all their property, and forced to take
Their sufto the road under miserable conditions.
ferings aroused a cry of horror throughout Europe,
reaching even to America (see "Bulletins" of the
Alliance Israelite Universelle)'; thousands took refuge
in Constantinople, where their needs were looked
after through the munificence of Baron Maurice de
tion of Bulgaria or to

the Turks.

Hirsch.

Upon the close of the war the Jews of Bulgaria
enjoyed comparative repose for the space of fourIn 1877, when the Turks set
teen years (1878-92).
fire to the city of Sofia, it was the Jews and Jew-

according to Bianconi ("Carte Commerciale
published by Chaix, Paris),
who fought the flames, and, armed with whatever
Aveapon came to hand, beat off the soldiers employed
Thus the Bulgarian
in setting fire to the buildings.
capital owed its preservation to its Jewish inhabitants, and, in recognition of their bravery. Prince
Alexander decreed in 1879 that the fire-brigade
should be chosen exclusively from Jewish citizens;
and on all occasions of reviews, processions, etc.,
the Jewish firemen have the place of honor next to
When,
the i^icked troops of the Bulgarian army.
in 1885, Bulgaria was waging war against Servia,

esses,

de

la Bulgarie," p. 12,

Bunzlau

They

Present
Condition,

They

are subject

and liave the riijht of military
Each Jewish community is governed

to military service

promotion.

by its " synagogal committee," wliich levies a tax
upon each individual. From this revenue, together
with the voluntary offerings oi the faithful, the
committee, whose members serve three 3'ears and
are officially recognized l)y the prince, provide for
all the comiruuial expenses as well as for the maintenance of Jewish schools. The liberality of the
new constitution was at once received with enthusiasm by the Jews. Three graduates of the military school of Sofia attained the rank of major.
They are Mochonoff Garte of Philippopolis, Moreno Graziani of Shumla, and Behdjet, or Bchdjetoff, of Rustchuk; the last has recently resigned
his commission.
Since 1890, however, anti-Semitism has made its
appearance in Bulgaria, so that both elementary and
high schools have become almost closed to Jews by

Canete at Rustchuk.
In a total popidation of three and a half million
inhabitants tliere are 30,000 Jews, and these are divided into thirty-five communities, nearly all of
which observe tlie Sephardic ritual. Some cities,
among them Sofia, Rustchuk, Philippopolis, Varna,
Widdin, and Bourgas, have, in addition to the
Sephardic community, also a small
group of Ashkenazic Jews. FollowPopulation.
ing is an exact list of the places in Bidgaria inhabited by Jews, and the Jewish population of each Ai'thos, 45 Jews Bercootza
250; Bourgas, 550; Bazarjik (Tatar), 1,700; Carlova
200: Carnabat, 400; Dobritz, 200; Dubnitza. 1,100
Ferdinand, 160; Haskovo, 465; Kustendil, 1,000
Kezanlik, 200; Lom-Palanka, 325; Nova-Zagora
180. Novi-Bazar, 20; Nicopolis, 150; Philippopo
Pleven or Plevna, 405; Pravady, 250
lis, 3,075;
Rasgrad, 200; Rustchuk, 3,000; Shumla, 1,000; Sis:

proved their innocence
("Bulletins" of the Alliance Israelite Universelle).
Anti-Semitism has developed to such an extent in
Bulgaria tliat the Jews are now emigrating in large
jurist Stoiloff (later minister),

numbers to Turkey in Asia.
The Jews of Bulgaria liave not contributed to the
national literature; they have written nothing in

tov (Svitchov), 135;

280; Slivno, 225; Sa-

Stanimaka, 140; Sofia, 8,000; StaraZagora, 520; Tchirpan, 200; Tozztrakan, 50; Varna,
1,050; Widdin, 1,950; Wratza, 75; Yambol, 1,010.

the Bulgarian language up to the
They have four
present time (1902).
journals: one, which might be called
peripatetic, "El .Amigo del Pueblo," is iiublished
alternately at Sofia and at Rustchuk; the others

Total, 29,860.
Jire(,'ek, Dni< Fllrstenthum Bulqarien, LeipVienna, 1880; Blauconi, GhiQraphie Coinmerciale de la
BiiJl€ti7J8 of the Alliance Israelite Univer-

15IBLI0GRAPHY
sic.

:

Thrace, Paris;

are:. "El Eko Judaico," "La Verdad," and " HaShofar."
A Ju(heo-Spanish journal, "El Dia,"
was publisiied at Philippopolis in 1897, and a
Judfeo-Spanish review, " I^a Alborada," at Kust-

selle; Schwarzfelii, in

M. Franco, Histoiit

i/t>'

Aiiuarid I'entml

Israelitzi,

1888;

Ii<raiiite.

M. Fr.

n

BULL.

uirnal in the
same year. A Jewish
Bulgarian language appeared for the first time at
Pliilippopolis for some months in 1899, under the
name "Tcheweschky-Prava " (The Rights of Man).

Ox.

BULL WORSHIP AMONG ANCIENT HEBREWS. Sec Cai,k, Gui.dkn.

;[

BULLOCK. See Cattle.
BULLS, PAPAL, CONCERNING JEWS.

The

Alliance Israelite Universelle has fifteen schools
in Bulgaria, nine for boys, with 3,285 pupils, and
From the year 188G the
six for girls, with 1,760.
Jews of Sofia evinced the desire to be worthily represented in the person of their chief rabbi, and, no
longer content with a simple Tahnudist, more or
less learned in rabbinical matters, they called Dr.
Dankowitz that year to be their spiritual head, a
widely read scholar, linguist, and possessor of

Silistria.

;

makoflf, 1,350;

Literature,

the

Bohemia, and remained until 1895, when

;

M.
reason of the hostility of the Christian students.
Gabbe, a certain large landed proprietor, was elected
to the Ciiamber of Deputies, whereupon his Christian colleagues made their utmost endeavors to in
validate the election because of his Jewish race.
An accusation of murder for ritual purposes was
made against the Jews of Wratza in 1891. but the

in

in

he died while on a visit to London. Griinwald instituted pastoral tours, visiting the Jewish communities in turn over the entire country.
Since 1890
the Jews of Bulgaria, on account of communal dissensions, political troubles, and possibly the Zionistic agitation, have been without any chief rabbi or
official defender, until quite recently, when Dr.
Ehrenpreis was appointed to the position.
Until 1880 the Jews of Bulgaria, like those of
other portions of Turkey, occupied themselves exclusively with trading but since the foundation of
trade-schools by the Alliance Israelite,
Industries, there have been among them carpenters, blacksmiths, coppersmiths, typeThe most
setters, leather- workers, and furriers.
prominent Jewish families of Bulgaria are those of
Presente at Bourgas, Davitchon Levi at Sofia, and

are electors, are eligible to office,
and are to be represented in every
municipality by one or two members.
They may become members of the

Sobranje (Chamber of Deputies).

Bulrush

He warmly defended the
administrative capacity.
interests of his constituents with word and pen, particularly in the Wratza affair; but, owing to the
machinations of some of hisfiock, he resigned in 1889.
In 1891 Dr. Moritz Griinwald was called from Jung-

the Bulgarian Jews distinguished themselves so
highly in the battles of Pirot and Slivnitza that
Prince Alexander publicly thanked them, calling
them "true descendants of the ancient Maccabees."
The Bulgarian constitution accords all civil rights
to Jews, in obedience to the Treaty of Berlin (1878).

chuk

Bulgaria
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See Poi'Ks.

BULRUSH: A

rush or reed. The term "bulthe Bible occurs once as a translation for
"agmon"(Isa. Iviii. 5) and twice for "gome " (Ex.

rush
{

" in

Both of these words occur else3; Isa. xviii. 15).
where in the Bible, where they are trarkslated "rush."
"
Both in Hebrew and in English th(; words " bulrush

ii.

—

"

"

;

Bulwark
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Burgrel, Elijah

" rush " seem to boused interchangeably.
According to Isa. Iviii. 5, bulrushes grew quite liigh
and had a large flower tliut, because of its weight,

and

drooped over. The plant was peculiar to swampy
By this descripplaces (Isa. xxxv. 7; Job viii. 11).
tion any one of the water-rushes might be meant, but
The anthe Ti/pha elephantiiia comes nearest to it.
They made
cients put bulrushes to various uses.
boxes (Ex. ii. H) and even boats of them (Isa. xviii.
The bulrush was naturally used as fuel (Job xli.
2).
12); and it would appear that it was used as a pier
cing-tool (Job xl. 2'>).
Sec Keeds.
J.

G. B. L.

JK.

BULWARK. See War.
BUN As a personal prenomen
"

abridgment of

Abun

" ("

name

is

Abin," "Rabin

a
"

"Dictionary," 147a; compare Pesik.
XXX. 192b; Yer. Hag. i. 76c; Yer. Suk. v. 55d), and
appears exclusively in Palestinian literary sources
(Yer. Ter. viii. 45c Yer. Pes. iii. 29d Yer. Shek. iv.
48b; Yer. Yeb. iii. 4c). Several amoraim so cited
are mentioned under the full name as it appears in
the Babylonian Talmud (see, for example, Abin b.
HiYY.\, Abin b. Kahan.\); and a Palestinian scholar
of the fourth century is cited once under the name
of Bun b. Bisna " (Yer. Yeb. iv. 7b), and once {ib.
i. 2d) under that of "Abun b. Bizna."
see Jastrow,

;

;

•'

J.

su.

S.

BUNNEY, EDMUND

M.

English preacher anil
Hebrew scholar; born at Vache, near Chalfont, St.
Giles, Buckinghamshire, in 1540; died at Garwood,
He was made
Yorkshire, Feb. 26, 1618 or 1619.
prebendary of Oxgate, St. Paul's, London, in 1564;
and in 1565 master of arts of Oxford, and in the
same year a fellow of Merton College. At Bolton
Percy Rectory he was made subdean but after 1579
he turned itinerant preacher. His principal works
:

;

"The Whole Summe of Christian Religion,"
1576; "The Scepter of Judah; or. What Manner of
Government It Was That imto the Commonwealth or
Church of Israel Was by the Will of God Appointed,
1584; "The Coronation of David: Wherein Out of
That Part of the Historic of David That Showeth
How He Came to the Kingdome Wee Have Set
Forth unto Us Wiiat Is Like to Be the End of These

are:

Troubles That Daylie Arise for the Gospel's Sake,"
Bunney's work on the Hebrew polity
etc., 1588.
was an indication of the Puritan tendencies toward
a commonwealth, which were afterward to be put
into practise.

Bibliography:

NaiUmal Biogrnphu,

Dixit.

Siirveu

Willis,

Calainy,

of

the

Abridgment,

CathedralK,

ii.

89,

vii.
18(),

271-272;
1742;

308,

vi. 1713.

E. Ms.

J.

BUNZLAU.

See Jixc-Bunzlau.

BUNZLAU (BUMSLO), MEIR BEN

EPHRAIM FISHEL

(called also Meir Fishels
Fisheles)
Bohemian rabbi and Talmudist; bom at Bunzlau (Jewish-German, "Bumslo"); died Nov. 23, 1770 at Prague, wliere he had
been for forty years "rosh bet din " and director of
His works were never puba Talmudic academy.
lished, since all the inanuscripts were destroyed by

and Meir

tire in

1754.

:

The epitaph of Bunzlau testifies to the unbounded
love and admiration which he enjoyed among his
contenii)oraries.
In addition to his study of the
Tahnud he devoted himself to the Cabala, and, it is
said, was also well versed in secular sciences.
He
was reputed to be an eminent preacher, his popularity not being confined to his own communit}-,
since his fame as a Talmudist had spread abroad.
very important decision of Bunzlau concerning
the treatment of a first-born animal has been preserved in Ezekiel Landau's "Noda' be-Yehudah
(Yoreli De'ah, §§ 82 and 83).
Two of his responsa
in the "Noda' be-Yehudah" I.e. (%^ 72 anil 89)
testify to his humane disposition and true scholar-

A

ship.
this

:

dialectic
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Liebon, Gal 'Ed, pp.

:

Gedolirn hc-Hadash,

s.v.

t>0-61

;

Walden,

Shem

ha-

Meir.

L. G.

I.

Be1{.

BUOL - SCHAUENSTEIN, JOHN RUDOLPH, COUNT VON Austrian diplomat; born
:

died Feb. 12, 1834, in Vienna.
He
entered the diplomatic service, and was sent as ambassador to The Hague in 1790, to Basel in 1792, and
finally to Dresden.
In 1816 he was elected president
of the Bundesrath which convened in Frankfort on
Nov. 5 of that year, and evinced his liberalism by
embracing the cause of the Patriots. At the outbreak of the riots against the Jews of Frankfort,
Aug. 9 and 10, 1819, Buol summoned a conference of
the members of the council, and called out the federal troops to protect the Jews, as the city militia
could not be relied upon. As a result of his liberal
views the count came in conflict with Metternich,

Nov.

21, 1763;

and was recalled March

20, 1823.

Bibliography: Allg. Deutsche Biographic,

111. 553; BrockKonversation--i-Lexikon, ill. 743; Graetz, Historn of
the Jews, v. 530; Gervinus, Geschichte dcs lOten Jahrhun-

t\a.us,

dcrt^,

ii.

501

;

vii. 1.34, 144.

A. R.
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BURDEN OF PROOF

In law, the obligation
or other of the parties to a suit to
bring proof of a fact when the opposite party alThe Talmudic phrase is " 'alaw
leges the contrary.
Of course, the
ha-rayah " (on him is the proof).
plaintiff who seeks to make out a case for relief
:

upon one

resting

states his side first; and whatever the defendant
admits need not be proved. But in the jurisprudence of the Talmud there is a broad exception for
everything in the nature of a penalty ("kenas")
e.g., the twofold, fourfold, and fivefold compensacan only be adjudged upon the
tion in case of theft
testimony of witnesses. An acknowledgment by
the defendant may be of no use, or may even result
In an ordinary suit for
in averting the penalty.
debt, the plaintiff would first prove by witnesses,
or by the production of a bond, that the defendant
owes him a given sum for a loan or on a credit-sale;
and the defendant would then have to produce his
;

—

acquittance in writing ("shober"). or the witnesses
in whose presence either the debt was repaid or the
creditor

acknowledged

So far there is no
more complex; and
plied:
(lie

discharge.

to these

But some cases are
two maxims are ap-

"hammozi me-habero 'alaw ha-rayah"
away from his neighbor (that is. who
judgment for money or property], on him is
(1)

who

asks a

its

difiiculty.

takes

—

tlie proof), and (2) "nekasini be-hezkatan " (propthat is, no clmnge in
erty [abides] in its status)
rights is presumed unless proved.
The tirst maxim is illustrated in a case where two
of the defendant's oxen, one "forewarned " and the
other "innocent," have pursued the plaintiff's ox,
and one of them has killed the latter, but the witnesses can not say which of the two caused the
death.
It will be presumed that the "innocent " ox
did it; and the plaintiff will recover only lialf-damages.
As half -damages are paid only out of the
price of the injuring animal, if both the defendant's
oxen were "innocent," it will be presumed that the
injury was committed by the less valuable of the
two (B. K. iii. 11, where other instances of the same
;

rule are also found).

The

other

is illustrated where a man and
by one and the same accident,

maxim

his father are killed

and it can not be shown who died

first.

The

father's

the son's creditors say
According to the opinion of

heirs say the son died tirst;

the father died first.
the school of Hillel, which prevails, the property
goes to the heirs upon the ground that " property
abides in its status " though here the other maxim
would lead to the like result. If a man and his
wife die together, the maxim of the abiding status
gives the property brought into the marriage by the
wife, not assumed by the husband at a fixed value
and which is still on hand, to the wife's heirs, but
frees the husband's heirs from paying her jointure
(B. B. ix. 8, 9).
In cases of doubt which can not be solved by these
rules for instance, where husband and wife die to"
gether, as to the disposal of the " iron flock property
(that is, such part of the dowry as the husband has
converted to his own use and is personally bound
for)
the only rule is, divide into halves.
In such a
case the husband's heirs would take one-half, and
the wife's heirs one-half (see Gemara on last-cited
section, 158b et seq.).
It will be seen that no allowance is made for circumstances that would raise a greater likelihood on
behalf of one of the alternatives e.g., that the "forewarned " ox rather than the " innocent " one had
done the mischief, the larger ox rather than the
smaller one.
And where two persons die through
one and the same accident, no presumption is indulged, as in the Roman law, that the one who by
age or sex had the greater power of resistance lived
the longer.
;

—

—

A

Another maxim may be mentioned here.
has no proof but B's admission for one

When
fact,

BURG, MENO: German
1853.

in

Berlin

Oct.

9,

1789;

Burgel, Elijah

S. Sachs, had secured an official position as government building inspector, and received
the boy as apprentice.
In 1807 Burg was advanced

but his cousin,

to the position of field-surveyor.

At the outbreak of the Napoleonic wars. Burg
wished to join the army; but his application at
Breslau to serve in the Guards was refused on account of his being a Jew. His acquaintance with
Prince August, however, secured for him admission
to the artillery
but his desire to go to the front was
not fulfilled, and he had to be content with service
in the fortresses.
At tiie end of the war he was ap;

pointed instructor at the provisional militar}- school
Danzig and when the school at Berlin was es-

at

;

was transferred thither. Burg's
principal subject of instruction was geometry, on
which science he wrote a text-book that attained
great popularity, being frequently republished and
translated into many modern languages.
He was
tablished, in 1817, he

promoted to a first lieutenancy, and in due course
became eligible for a captaincy but the appointment was withheld by the king, who expressed the
wish that Burg should first adopt Christianity.
Burg, who was supported by Prince August, demurred, and defended his course with such courage
and vigor that the king finally conceded the point
and sanctioned the promotion.
Burg was honored with the Medal for Merit, the
Gold Medal for Art and Science, and the Order of
the Red Eagle.
In 1847 he became a major. During the years 1847-49 Burg was engaged in writing
his autobiography, which was published in 1854 in
Berlin under the title "Geschichte Meines Dienst;

lebens."

For a year Burg was one of the elders of the Jewand was active on vari-

ish congregation in Berlin,

ous committees.
Bibliography

:

L. Geiger, Gesch.

derjudenin

Berlin,

p. 197.

M. Co.

s.

BURGDORF:

Town in the canton of Bern,
Switzerland.
It contained a few Jewish inhabitants
in the fourteenth century.
In 1347 Simon, a Jew
living there, loaned to the cathedral provost Ulrich
forty pounds of pennies.
On Feb. 16, 1349, the
poverty-stricken Eberhard von Kiburg drove all the
Jews out of Burgdorf in the night. After effecting
this, " because of their wrong-doing, " as he professed,
he seized their possessions. In 1900 a few Jews still
lived at Burgdorf, though not forming a congregation.

he

must give B credit for such other fact as the latter
chooses to couple with it. For instance (Ket. ii. 2),
B says to A, "This field in my possession belonged
to your father, but I bought it from him."
If A
has no other proof of his father's title, lie must admit the purchase; for "the mouth which bound is
the mouth that loosed." But if A has witnesses of
his father's title, then B must bring proof of his
purchase.
J. SR.
L. N. D.

born
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military officer: was
died there Aug. 26,

His father was in very poor circumstances,

Bibliography: Huber, Schiveizeraeschichte,
dex HU<torischen Vereins,
«.

BURGEL

p.

167;

Archiv

xii. 343, 359.

M. K.

(BURGIL), ELIJAH HAI VITA:

Rabbi of Tunis; son of Nathan Burgel. He is the
author of " Migdanot Natan," a work in two parts.
The first part, printed with a literary production by
his father (Leghorn, 1778), contains a commentary
on the tractate Baba Mezi'a and notes on several
tracts of the Babylonian and Jerusalem Talmuds and
on the Yad ha-Hazakah. The second part (Leghorn, 1785) contains iiovellae on various treatises and
a funeral oration.
M. K.
L. G.

Joseph

Burgrel,
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Burgros

BUBGEL, JOSEPH: Rabbi of Tunis; son of
Elijah Hai Burgel born in 1791 died at Tunis in
1857.
He was the author of "Zar'a de-Yosef," on
the Tosafot (Leghorn, 1849), and of " Wa-Yiken
Yosef," various responsa (Leghorn, 1852).
M. K.
L. G.
;

;

BURGEL,

NATHAN BEN ABRAHAM:

Kabbi at Tunis about 1750;

Lu.m-

{lupil of Isaac

Considered a rabbinical authority, people
from far and near brought him cases difficult to
When he was an old man he went to Jerudecide.
salem, where he died soon after his arrival, in Dec,
1791.
He is the author of |riJ pn. containing nothe Mishuaic order Kovellae, explanations on
dashim, of the treatise Horayot, etc. (Leghorn,
This was reprinted in the edition of the
1776-78).
Talmud, Wilna, 1895-97.
BKOSO.

Bibliography: D. Cazes, Notes BiblUygraphi^jues xur
Litteratnre Juive-Tunisiennc, pp. 42, 60, 65,
Books British Mus. p.

1893; Zedner, Cat. Hchr.

la

Tunis,

etc.,
163.

BURGER, HUGO

(pen-name of Hugo LubGerman dramatist; born in Breslau April

liner)
22, 1846 now (1902) living at Berlin. He came to Berlin at the age of twelve, and at seventeen began to
produce short dramatic works, one of which, a oneact comedy entitled " Nur Nicht Romantiscli " (1865),
was well received. He became the proprietor of a textile establishment, and traveled in Belgium, France,
and Italy, in the interest of his business. But the
great success of his three-act comedy " Der Frauenadvokat" (1873) induced him to devote himself enThat comedy, presented on
tirely to the theater.
all the German stages, and the following four-act
comedy, "Die Modelle des Sheridan," were published together under the title "Theater" (Berlin,
:

;

1876).

Between the years 1876 and 1891 Lubliner wrote
about fifteen comedies and dramas, and was also
joint author with G. v. Moser of the comedy " Gliick
bei Frauen" (1884), and with P. Lindau of the

drama "Susanne" (1885). A collection of his dramatic works appeared in four volumes in Berlin,
1881-82.
He also published two novels, under the
collective title "Berlin im Kaiserreich," of which
the first, "Die Glaubigerdes Gliicks," went through
numerous editions (Olh ed., Breslau, 1886), and tlie
second, "Die Frau von Neunzehn Jahreu," also appeared in Breslau (1887). Some of his best-known
dramatic works are " Die Florentiner " (1876), " Die
Adoptierten" (1877), "Gabriele" (1878), "Der Jourfix" (1882), and "Die Mitblirger" (1884).
Of his
:

later productions,

"Gritfin

Lambach," "Gold und

Eisen," "Im Spiegel," and "Der Kommende Tag"
have attracted considerable attention. Lubliner's
mastery of stage effects makes his plays almost uniformly successful, while his knowledge of the world,
and the ability with which he exposes the weaknesses of modern social life, have added several
works of lasting value to the German repertoire.

Bibliography: Meyers, Kouvenfations-Lexikon.
ner;

La

(}randc Encuclopedie,

s.v.

Bt^RGER,
RoHCJKK.

Lubli-

s.v.

Bllrger.

P.

s.

\Vl.

SOLOMON BEN DAVID.

Solomon

iu:.n

David.

BUHGER, THEODOR

(pen name of Daniel
Pillitz)
Habbi and preacher in Szegedin, Hungar}', 1843-47.
Two years after entering upon his
otfice he published a book, "Der Talmud und die
Perfectibilitilt des Mosaismus vom Standpunkte der
Reform," in which he completely denied the authority of the Talmud. The theme of this work caused
some sensation. In spite of the pen-name the authorship was at once traced to him, and he was forced
to resign his office of rabbi.
He left his congregation and retired to private life, after first holding
memorial services for Archduke Joseph Feb. 7, 1847.
In 1849 he published a praj'er-book, " Andachtsstundcn fiir Israeliten Beiderlei Geschlechtes."
:

Bibliography

:

Immanuel Low and

See

Sig. Kulinyl,

A

Szgedi

ZsiiU'ik, p. 168.

L. V.
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BURGLARY.— Biblical Data

In English and
:
the ottense of breaking
into a dwelling-house at night, with the intent to
commit a felony, generally with the intent to steal.
The Biblical passage on the subject (Ex. xxii. 1-2

American law burglary

M. K.

L. G.

430

is

[A. V. 2-3]) reads thus " If the thief be found breaking in ["be-Mahteret," literally, "in the breach"]
and be smitten that he die, there shall be no bloodguiltiness for him. If the sun be risen upon him,
there shall be blood-guiltiness for him: he should
make restitution; if he have nothing, he shall be
:

sold for his theft."

The offense of breaking into a house
deemed graver than simple theft only

at night is
in so far as

the offender exposes himself to death at the hands of
the inmates; but no greater punishment can be
inflicted by the judges.
Of the old Jewish versions the Scptuagint renders the first half of the
second verse thus: "If the sun rise upon him, he is
guilty and should die in return." But Onkelos, in
the spirit of the tradition, says: "If the eye of the
witnesses has fallen upon him, there is blood-guiltiness."
Among the commentators, Rashi, as is his
usage, gives to the verse a construction found in
the Mekilta and in the Talmud but Ibn Ezra holds
to the literal meaning of the text, and maintains that
the word ("inahteret " ) used for "breaking in," like
the English word " burglary," implies breaking in
at night.
The word "mahteret" also occurs in Jer. ii. 34,
where the prophet complains that he found at Jerusalem the blood of innocent poor men, killed, but
not in the act of housebreaking an indication that
violent death to the housebreaker had become a
common occurrence.
In Rabbinical Law: The Mekilta on the passage in Exodus (Mishpatim xiii.) treats the shining of
tiie sun as a mere figure of speecli, signifying that it
was clear as the sun that the housebreaker meant to
do no harm to the inmates. The Mislmah treats of
;

—

among capital
who comes through the
burglary

offenses (Sanh.

viii. 6):

"He

judged on account
of his latter end [i.e., on account of
Capital what he is expected to do in the end].
Ofifense.
If one has come through the breach
and broken a jar, if there is bloodguiltiness for him, he is bound to pay damages: if
This is ruled on
not, he is free from paying them."

A

breach

is

;
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the principle that where an act is punishable with
death (though only with death at the hands of the
injured party), the actor does not pay damages.
In the discussion of this Mishuah some of the
Babylonian sages (Sanh. 72a) go so far as to claim
that even when the burglar has carried the goods
away, he can not be held to double restitution, except in the cases where the figurative light of the
sun that is, the certainty of his not intending harm
would raise blood-guiltito the person in the house
ness for his death.
The apparent result of the discussion is that single restitution is to be made even
by the burglar, who has taken his life in his hands
that he has not "with his life" acquired the stolen
goods; but at any rate he seems not to be liable to
double restitution like the ordinary thief.
As to estimating the intent of the burglar, the
Gemara, by way of illustration, puts the case of the
father breaking into tlie house of the
Proof of son, where it may be taken for cerIntent.
tain that the housebreaker would not
kill the owner, even if the latter should
stand up for the retention of his goods (Sanh. 72d et

—

—

One argument for this figurative meaning of
is drawn from the words:
"If the sun rise
upon him, " as though the sun shone on him alone
and not on all alike; hence the light cast upon him
by the circumstances must be meant (Mek. I.e.
seq.).

the text

;

Sanh. 72d Yer. Ket. iv. 28c).
The question is also raised (Sanh. 72b) whether
any one other than the master of the house is justified in kilHng the burglar
and it is solved in the
affirmative, as the text says, "and be smitten," in
the passive, not defining who smote him.
Also,
whether there must be a breaking into the house
proper, or whether coming into another man's courtyard or stable, or upon his roof, would constitute
burglary; and the decision is that it would (Sanh. I.e.
Yer. Sanh. viii. 26c; Maimonides, "Yad," Genebah,
ix. 7-12).
Except Maimonides, the codifiers have
taken but little trouble to clear up these points or
to decide what the true Halakah is, as questions of
criminal law had long ceased to be of practical value (Tur. Hoshen Mishpat, 351, 2; Shulhan 'Aruk,
Hoshen Mishpat, 425, 1, gloss).
J. SR.
L.
D.
;

;

;

K
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BURGOS

(^"'JIU) : City of Old Castile, having a
long-established, large, wealthy, and cultured Jew-

community up to the time of the expulsion of
the Jews from Spain in 1492.
It is reported that
the Jews of Burgos, who as early as 1070 had made
a loan to the Cid, organized a large squadron in
1123, and fought bravely against Sancho Aznar, as
faithful subjects of the king of Castile (Sandoval,
"Historia de los Reyes de Castilla," p. 132a, Pamplona, 1634).
The Jews of the city, "in sustentatione paupeish

rum," were compelled to make an annual donation
of two solidos and one denar to the hospice presented by the king of Castile to the church there
"Espaiia Sagrada," xxvi. 472).
Special
privileges, and immunities against the arbitrary
acts of officials, were granted to the Jewish residents
by Ferdinand III. and Alfonso X. (the Wise), and
were again confirmeil by D. Sancho el Bravo on
(Florez,

Burg-el,

Joseph

Burg-OS

April 23, 1295. The era of greatest prosperity extended from the close of the thirteenth century ta
the middle of the fourteenth
the taxes in 1290
amounting to 87,760, and the various other imposts
to 22,161, maravedis.
The Cortes assembled in thisancient diocese in 1301, 1315, and 1345 gave considerable attention to the charges of usury brought
against the Jews, who were occupied as merchants,
tradesmen, and mechanics.
In the civil war between King Pedro the Cruel
and Henry de Trastamare, the Jews of Burgos remained faithful to the king. The story goes that
when the archbishop proposed to surrender Pedro
on the ground of the latter's devotion to Judaism,
the Jews of the city agreed, declaring that the inclination of a Christian for Judaism is as much a
defection as is the conversion of a Jew to Christianity.
This story, however, is a pure invention. In
reality they offered obstinate resistance to Henry de.
Trastamare; fortifying themselves in their quarters
(Juderia), and replying to Henry, when summoned
to surrender, that they could recognize no ruler
other than their legitimate sovereign, for whom they
were willing to sacrifice their lives (Aboab, "Nomologia," p. 290).
This fidelity to the vanquished
ruler met with the frank admiration of the victor
Henry, who nevertheless, according to the reports
of both Jewish and Christian chroniclers (Ayala,
" Cronica," year 18, ch. xxxv. Samuel Zarza in " Shebet Yehudah," ed. Wiener, p. 131), imposed a fine
of 50,000 doubloons, or 1,000,000 maravedis, which
reduced the Jcavs to such extremity that they were
compelled to sell the crowns and ornaments of the
scrolls of the Law.
Those unable to pay their contribution were sold into slavery, and all debts payable to Jews were ordered to be canceled.
On the day of the coronation of Juan I. (1379),
YusaphPichon, the chief tax-collector of Henry II.,
was executed by the Jews as a " malshin " (slanderer).
The king, whose authorization had been surreptitiously obtained, was incensed at this act, and ordered the death of the Jewish executioners, Zulema and Zag, as well as of the "Merino Rabbi
Mayor [chief rabbi] de la Juderia Burgalesa." This
unauthorized act on the part of the Jews produced
a very bad impression over all Castile, and was used
to good effect by Ferrand Martinez, archbishop of
Ecija.
In the same year the king ordered that, on
payment of a stipulated sUm, the Jews of Burgos were to be relieved from tlie obligation of gratuitously furnishing raiment and bedding to the
;

;

court.

During the great persecution of 1391 the Jews of
Burgos w-ere subjected to much suffering; among
those who accepted baptism on that occasion was
the rich and scholarly Solomo ha-Levi, who, as Paul
de Burgos, or de S. Maria, became primate of Spain
and an arch-enemy of the Jews. Burgos was the
birthplace of Abner de Valladolid, or de Burgos.
The community, once so rich and great, sank into
ever greater poverty, so tliat in 1474 it w-as capable of paying only 700 maravedis in taxes; the
wealthiest resident at that time being R. Ephraim,
who left the country in 1492. There was a famous
scroll of the Law at Burgos, to Avhich pilgrimages
were made ("Jew. Quart. Rev." xiii. 257).

BurgTindy
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BURIAL Placing the corpse in the earth or in
caves of llie rock, the chief modes adhered to by the
Jewish people of disposing of the dead (Gen. xxiii.
19, XXV. 9, XXXV. 8, xlix. 29 et seq.
Dent, xxxiv.
6; Josh. xxiv. 30; Judges viii. 32; I Sam. xxv. 1,
and elsewhere). The burning of the bodies of Saul
and his sons was exceptional, and is explained in
different ways (see I Sam. xxxi. 12, and the commentaries; also Schwally, "Das Leben nach dem
Tode," p. 48); the same is the case with the allusion
to burning in Amos vi. 10 (see commentaries, and
Schwally, I.e.). The burning of the body so that
even the bones were consumed was considered a disgrace (Amos ii. 1); and was inflicted as a punish:

;

ment

(Josh.

"They

[the

vii. 25.

Compare

Tacitus, "Hist." v. 5:

Jews] bury rather than

burn

their

dead." See, also, Cremation.
To be denied burial was the most humiliating indignity that could be offered to the deceased, for it
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"Hypothetica," ed. Mangey, ii. 629; Bernays,
"GesammelteSchriften,"i. 211 et seq., who shows this
to have been also an old Athenian law of Buzyges).
The Rabbis call it niVO nD("an obligation to the
dead claiming the service of the finder") (Massek.
Sem. iv. 29; Sifra, Emor, Introduction; Sifre, Num.
26; Meg. 3b; Naz. 43b, 47b, and elsewhere).
Tobit devoted himself entirely to the task of burying the unclaimed bodies of the slain (Tobit i. 17, ii.
According to Josephus, " B. J. " iii. 8, § 5, a sui7).
cide was not buried before sunset; but Ahithophel,
who committed suicide, was placed in his grave in
the usual manner (II Sam. xvii. 23; see Shulhan
'Aruk, Yoreh De'ah, 345, and "Sifte Kohen,"
thereon see Suicide).
In Sanh. 46b the law of burial is derived from
Deut. xxi. 23, "Thou shalt bury him on that day,"
which is construed as a law affectObject
ing all men. Still in the Talmudic
of Burial, passage the question is discussed
whether burial is to prevent disgrace
of the body, or is a means of atonement for the
soul for sins committed during lifetime that is to
say, a means of reconciliation of the shade, which
finds no rest before being united with the body
under the earth (see Schwally, I.e. pp. 52, 53). The
process of decay in the grave was believed to be
painful to the body, and therefore to be the means
of atonement (compare Ber. 18b; Tosef., Sanh.
46b; Sanh. 47b). Atoning power of the ground per
;

—

se (Ket.

Ilia)

was attributed

to

Palestine exclu-

(compare Tosef., Sanh. 46b; Sanh. 47b).
This view concerning the atoning effect of the decaying process induced some to bring the body into
close contact with the earth by either having the
coflin perforated or by dispensing with the coffin
sively

altogether (Yer. Kil. vii. 32b, top; R. Nissiin to
Sanh. 46b; Tur, Yoreh De'ah, 362).
Earth of the
Holy Land, as based upon Deut. xxxii. 43, imi
" the earth shall atone for his people,"
icy inonx
is therefore often put under the body in the cotfin
to accelerate the dissolution and the ceasing of the
pain (see Isserles to Shulhan 'Aruk, Yoreh De'ah,
363, 1), if not on account of the Resurrection (see
Yer. Kil. ix. 32c).
According to Pirke R. El. xxi., Adam and Eve
learned the art of burial from a raven whom they
saw bury one of its kin in the sand (Tan., Bereslxit,
10, has "two clean birds" instead; Gen. R. xxii.,
"clean birds and beasts buried Abel," is probably in-

=

i'lacing the
(•'itHii Uudt-iLS. h.itz,

meant
XX viii.

" to

Body

In the Coffln.
" Kirchliche Verfassung.'*)

become food for beasts of prey " (Dent.
Kings xiii. 22, xiv. 11, xxi. 24; II Kings

26; I

34-37; Jer. vii. 33; viii. 1, 2; ix. 21 [22]; xiv. 16;
Ezek. xxix. 5; Ps. Ixxix. 2, 3).
The law, therefore, requires even llie criminal to
be buried who has been put to death (Deut. xxi. 23).
So, too, tlie slain enemy was buried
Duty
(I Kings xi. 15; Ezek. xxxix. 15), not
of Burial, merely because the dead body defiled
the land, but from a feeling of compassion, as is seen in the case of Rizpah (II Sam.
xxi. 10; compare Josephus, "B. J." iv. 5, § 2).
While it was incumbent upon the relatives to bury
their dead (Gen. xxiii. 3, xxv. 9, 1. 7; I Mace. ii.
70; Tobit vi. 15, xiv. 11), it was regarded as one of
the laws of humanity " not to let any one lie unburied" (Josephus, "Contra Ap." ii. 29 [30]; Philo,
ix.

correct; see Abel).

Although the law in Deut. xxi. 23 refers only to
the culprit exposed on the gallows, the rabbinical
interpretation derives from it that "no corpse is to

Time
of Burial.

remain unburied overnight" (Sanh.
vi. 4, 46a, b; Maimonides, "Abel," iv.
Shulhan 'Aruk, Yoreh De'ah,
8;
357,1).

With reference to Num. XX.

1,

even urged that burial should follow death
closelj^ (M. K. 28a; compare Acts v. 6-10; and see
Tobler, "Denkblatter aus Jerusalem," 1853, p. 325,
it

is

as to the present usage: "The burial takes place
within as few hours after death as possible "). " To
keep the dead overnight was not permitted in the
city of Jerusalem" (Tosef., Neg. vi. 2; B. K. 82b;
Ab. R. N. XXXV.). Whether this was due to the

Ill—28

;
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climate, wliich causes decomposition to ensue rap-

idly

— compare

Abraham's words:

my

dead out of

my

siglit "

"Let me bury

(Gen. xxiii. 4)

— or to the

(Num. xix. 11-14), the
generally accepted view was that the acceleration
of the burial was a praiseworthy act unless preparations for the honor of the dead made delay desirable
(M. K. 22a; ]\Iaimouides and Yoreh De'ah, I.e.).
The tomb, however, was not immediately closed
over the dead. During the first three days it was
defiling nature of the corpse

Early
Burials,

customary for the relatives to visit the
grave to see whether the dead liad
come to life again (Massek. Sem. viii.
see

"Leichenfeierlichkeiten,"
Jahrb." 1. 51). In the course of

Perles,

and Brilll, "
time the Mishnaic law was
p. 10,

insisted upon, notwithstanding the altered conditions, and quick burials
involved the danger of entombing persons alive.
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been adopted by all modern rabbinical authorities,
tliough the Eastern Jews still adhere to the old custom with its abuses (see Altschul, " Kritisches Sendschreiben liber das Bisherige Verfahren mit den
Sterbenden," 1846, and David Einhoru, "Leber die
Nothwendigkeit der Einrichtung von Leichenhausern," in "Sinai," 1862, pp. 213 et seq., 243).

Embalming, practised
in

in

Egypt

(Gen.

1.

2,

26)

and

thccaseof Aristobulusin Rome(Josephus, "Ant."

xiv. 7, § 4), W'as unknown, or at least
Spices and exceedingly rare, in Judea. But unPlants
doubtedly with the view of removing
at the
the odor spices were put on the coffin

—

—

Burial.

or otherwise used at funerals (Ber.

John

6;

xii.

7,

xix. 39),

viii.

and myrtles

and aloes (in liquid state) were carried in the procession (Bezah 6a; John xix. 39).
In honor of dead
kings "sweet odors and diverse kinds of spices"

Caruyino a Body to a Grave.
(From

When,

Boilenschatz,

" Kirchliche Verfassung,"

therefore, in 1772, the ^Mecklenburg government, in prohibiting such burials and insisting that
three days shoidd intervene between death and interment, provoked great opposition on the part of
the rabbis, who considered it an infringement upon
Jewish law and custom, Moses Mendelssohn, who
was asked to intercede, justified the governmental
measure, declaring the Jewish custom to be in conflict with the ancient view and practise (see Kayserling, " Moses Mendelssohn," 1862, pp. 276 et seq., and
the "Meassef" of the year 1772).
This view has

1748.)

were burned

(Jer. xxxiv. 5; II Chron. xvi. 14, xxi.
together with the bier and the armor (see 'Ab.
Zarah 11a), or carried along in the procession (Josephus, "Ant." XV. 3, § 4; xvii. 83; idem, "B. J." i.
Onkelos (Aquila), the proselyte, burned
33, § 9).
80 manehs of balsam in honor of R. Gamaliel the
Elder (Sem. viii.
'Ab. Zarah 11a).
Later practise
added an infusion of the spices to the water with
which the dead was washed (see Taharah).
As soon as the last breath was drawn, the eyes of
the dead were closed bv the oldest or the most dis19),

;

'Ml
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tinguished son or next relative (Gen. xlvi. 4), the
shut, and kept in position by a band on
tlie clieek-bonos, and the body placed
Prepara- upon sand or salt on the floor to retard
decomposition, metal or glass being
tion
for Burial, put upon the navel to prevent swellThen the body was washed and
ing.
anointed with aromatic unguents, and wrapped in
linen clothes (Shab. xxiii. 5; Sem. 1. 2, 3; Acts ix.
37; John xi. 44, xii. 7, xix. 39 et seq., xx. 6 et seq.
Matt, xxvii. 59; Mark xv. 46 et seq. Luke xxiii. 53

mouth was

;

;

etseq.;

Testament of Abraham,

xx.).

In Biblical times persons, especially of high rank,
were arrayed at burial in the garments, ornaments,
and weapons which they had worn in life (I Sam.
xxviii. 14; Isa. xiv. 11; Ezek. xxxii. 27; compare
Josephus, "Ant." xv. 3, § 4; xvii. 8, § 3; "B. J." i.
To be
33, § 9; and "Ant." xiii. 8, § 4; xvi. 7, § 1).
buried without garments was considered a disgrace
(Shab. 14a; compare Spiegel, "Avesta," ii., Introduction, p. xli.). As a token of honor, it wascustomary to cast the most costly garments and ornaments
upon the bier of a dear relative or friend, and as
such objects could no longer be used for other purposes, nSJn^ "IIDN. the Rabbis deprecated such pracSauh. 48a et seq.). In fact, since
tise (Sem. ix.
;

funeral expenses became common extravagances and
an object of alarm to the relatives, R. Gamaliel II.
set the example by the order he gave for his own
funeral, and thus introduced the custom of burying
the dead in simple linen garments (Ket. 8b; M. K.
In the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs,
27b).
Judah enjoins his sons " not to bury him in costly
garments nor to cut open his body " (for embalming), as is done to kings (Judah xxvi.
compare
;
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placed in the coffin face upward, tlie hands folded
across the breast, and the feet stretched out; a
curved or bent-over position Avas deprecated (Yer.

Naz. ix. 57d; Bab. Naz. 65a; B. B. 74a, 101a, 1);
Tur. Yoreh De'ah, 362).
Coffins, though used in Egypt (Gen. 1. 26), were not
in general use in Biblical times in most cases the dead
were carried out to the burial-place
Coffins
upon a bed or bier ("mittah," II Sam.
Ber. iii. 1; Josephus, "Ant."
or Biers,
iii. 31;
xvii. 8, § 3, li'Aivri; compare II Kings
;

xiii. 21, and the story of the sham funeral of Johanan ben Zakkai, Git. 56a). Occasionally coffins
were used, either of wood or of stone (M. K. 8b Yer.
M. K. 1. 80d), those of wood suggestive of the tree
which brought death to man (Gen. R. xix.); cedarwood, "which does not decay," being preferred
(Test. Patr., Simeon, 8; compare Levi, 19; Zebulon,
In France it became customary to use for the
10).
coffin-boards the table upon which food for the poor
had been served (Bahya b. Asiier, commentary to
;

Ex. XXV.).

At

first

the bier used for the rich

was more

elabo-

rate than that used for the poor; later, simplicity
and equality became the rule (M. K. 27b).

The bearers, who carried the bier on tlieir shoulders (hence their name, "kattafim" [shoulderers]),
walked barefooted, one set of bearers
Funeral changing with another from time to
Procession, time to give as many as po.ssible au
opportunity to honor the dead (Ber. iii.
In the case of a child under
Yer. Naz. vii. 56a).
1
twelve months, the coffin was carried by the handles
(Sem. iii. 2; M. K. 24b). The women went, as a
rule, in front of the bier, the reason given (Yer.
;

Josephus, "Contra Ap." ii. 27).
In R. Papa's time cheap clothes became the rule
White garments, which were the robes
(Ket. 8b).
of state (Yer. R. H. i. 57b; Eccl. ix. 8), were at all
times preferred.
R. Jannai, however some verwished to be buried in
sions have "R. Johanan"
colored garments, saying: "Not in
Simplicity black, lest I appear as a mourner
among the righteous who are clad in
of
Funerals, white in paradise, nor in white, lest I be
clad in festal garments when I should
bewail my sad lot" (Yer. Kil. ix. 32b; Shab. 114a;
Gen. R. xcvi., and elsewhere). R. Jeremiah said (Yer.
Kil. I.e.
Gen. R. c): "Dress me in white garments
with sleeves, put on my slippers, and place a cane in
my hand and mj' sandals by my feet, and set me by
the high road so that I may be ready when the Resurrection call comes."
The use of the shroud, or
S.vRGENES, is a late-r custom.
Objects used or
favored by the dead, such as a writing-tablet, a pen

Sanh. ii. 20b; Gen. R. xvii.) being tliat "woman
brought death upon the world " in reality because
the mourning women singing the dirge and beating
the drum led the funeral procession, as they still do
in the East (Jer. ix. 16; M. K. iii. 8-9; Kelim xv.
6; Schwarz, "Das Heiiige Land," p. 342), though at

or inkstand, a key or bracelet, were often put into
the cottin or grave (Sem. viii.).
Formerly the face
was covered only in case of disfigurement in course
of time, when long privation caused the poor to
look disfigured and the rich only seemed to enjoy
the privilege of having their faces uncovered, it became the rule to cover the faces of all the bridegroom alone, whose death appealed to universal

Family unto his people " and " to lie with his
Sepulcher. fathers" (Gen. xlix. 29; Num. xxvii.
to
13; Judges ii. 10, and elsewhere)
be buried in the grave of his father and mother was
Ills fondest wish (II Sam. xix. 38, xxi. 14; Tobit iv.
3-4, xiv. 10-12).
Thus the cave of Makpelah be-

—

—

;

;

;

sympathy, being excepted (Sem. I.e. M. K. 27a).
Brides had their hair loosened (Sem. I.e.). As a
rule, the hair was cut CS\. K. 8b).
The body was
;

;

times they follow the bier (Lane,
Egyptians," ch. xxviii.).

"

Customs

the

frf

Besides the relatives and friends (Gen. 1. 7>, any
stranger was also expected to follow when he saw
the dead carried to the grave, lest it be said of him
"the one who mocketh the poor reproacheth his
Maker" (Ber. 18a, after Prov. xvii. 5). A teacher
of the Law was honored by having a scroll of the
Law placed upon the bier, or carried alongside of
in the tomb (B. K. 17a).
burial-place received its chief sanctity from
the fact that it was the resting-place of the memTo the ancient
bers of the famil3\
The
Hebrew, to die was "to be gathered

it.

and placed

The

;

came

the family sepulcher of the Patriarchs (Gen.
The kings were buried in a
29-31).
family sepulcher (II Kings xxi. 18, 26; xxiii. 30).
These sepulchers were either dug in the ground in
xxiii., xlix.

the neighborhood of the family dwelling

(I

Kings

;

ii. 3-4: I Sam. xxv. 1, xxviii. 3) or liewu out of the
rock, often during one's lifetime (Isa. xxii. IG; II
Chron. xvi. 14; see also for tlie thirteenth century

Isaac
Perles,

b.
l.

Slieshet,

c

p. 29).

Responsa, No. 114, quoted by
In the one case, stone buildings in

the shape of liouses oi' cupolas, after PiieniciaM custom called t;'SJ(" the soul or" "'bird-house ")('Er. v. 1
Slick, ii. 5), were erected over the graves; in the
other case, either caves (miyn) (B. INI. 8r)b;M. K. 17a;
Judith xvi. 23) were selected, or the rocks were so excavated as to furnish compartments or galleries with
as

Burial
Burial Society
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many vaults

("'

kokim," D"'30) at the three sides as

Into these vaults the coi'pse
family required.
could be horizontally moved, the stone rolled upon
the entrance forming the cover or door, while the
porch on the fourth side was large enough to afford
room for the bier and the visitors (B. B. vi. 8; Yer.
B. B. iii. 13d Ket. 84a M. K. 8b). While the kings
claimed the privilege of being buried in the Holy

See also Ckmktkries,
1).
DiSINTEUMENT, FUNEKAL RlTES, MoURNING, To-

'Aruk, Yoreh De'ah, 362,
ll. \R.\H.

HiBr.KKiRAi'iiy Hastings, 'Did. nihlr. s.v. liw-inl: Biblical
dictionaries of Winei-, Kiehiiier, Haiick, respectively, s.v. ]iegrilhtiixn; Hamburger, II. B. T. s.v. liferditjung\ Schwally,
Das Lchcit nach <lem Tade Beiizinger, fiehr. ArchiiolnyiV, pp. Si, !(;;{ et ycq.; Nowack, Hchr. Aichaologie, i. 'i'.i,
V.)2 ci .st'(/.; I'erles, Did Lck-hr,nfeierlidikcitcn des NachhihJinchen Judeit1hinn.% reprint ifrom Mnnatssrhrift.liiGO; h.
(ieiger, Zcit.fVir die (ie.^ch. drr Jndrn in Devtscldfind,
Iiite.'<,and
iii. 'Zll ct fieq., iv. 151.5, v. 375; Bender, Beliefs,
Customs of the Jews (Connected xvith Death, Bvrial, and
Moiirnini), in Jewisli Quarterln Urrieir, 18!l{ and 189.");
Wiesner, Die Leiche)ihei<tatt%inu in Tlialmvdisrher vixl
Nacldhalmiiilischcr Zeit, in Be)i Cliaxanja, 1861, pp. 2V7:

:

281,

40.5.

tlie

;

;

BURIAL SOCIETY:
ding proper
tion of

Oiganization for provi-

There is hardly a congregathe world without an association spe-

iturial rites.

Jews in

cially organized for the following purposes: to con-

duct the burial service without charge; to be present
at the death of a member; to watch over the corpse,
to cleanse and shroud it, and to accompany it "with
funeral procession and to bury the body with re;

The members are called D''ptOynD
attendants, undertakers; (M. K.
("holy
society is known as XC'np

ligious ceremonies.

("mit'askim"

The

24b).

=

man

association"), also as

miin
or DOK b^ IDH

D^TDD

(".society

nv''?3J

mutual benevolence "),
PI (" of
"i
true mutual benevolence"), deiived from the last
words of Jacob to Joseph: "1 ])ray thee
deal
kindly and truly [nONI IDn]
and bury me,"
for

.

.

etc.

(Gen. xlvii. 29,

DHDn
8b).
A

called

Ket.

The members

30).

.

.

.

are also
"^

''b^M ("interchangers of kindness,
burial society bearing this name is

(luoted in the Responsa of Simon b. Zemah Duran,
No. 13 ()^"3K^n. 1361-1444). The existence of a

iii.,

bui'ial

society

is

mentioned

Judah commanded that

Mourners Throwing Grass Behind Them as They Leave
the Cemetery.
(From Bodenschatz, " Kjrchliche Verfassung.")

City and so near the Temple as to provoke the protest of the prophet (Ezek. xliii. 7-9), the rule was
that the burial-place should be at least fifty cubits
distant from the city (B. B. ii. 9; Luke vii. 12); but
it was often placed in a garden (John xix. 41), with
flowers planted around (Toh. iii. 7).
In those old

family sepulchers of Palestine the interment did not
take place immediately, but the body was left in the
sepulchral chamber for some time until it was reduced to a mere skeleton, and then the bones were
collected

anew,

wrapped in linen clothes, tied
mummies, and then solemnly

closely together like

M. K. i. 80d; Sem. xii., xiii.).
disturb the rest of the dead by removing the
body or the bone-remnants from one place to another
was considered a great wrong but it was allow^ed for
the benefit of the dead in the case of a transfer of
the body to the family plot, or when the place of
burial had become unsafe from desecration or elementary ruin (Sem. xiii. Yer. M. K. ii. 81b; Shulhan
interred (Yer.

To

;

;

all

in

tlie

Talmud. R.
work ia

citizens suspend

order to honor and bury the dead.
When R. Hamnuua went to Daromta and observed that some of
the people attended to their usual vocations in the
event of a death, he wanted to excommunicate
them, but accepted the excuse that there was a society in the town to render such services (M. K. 27b).
It seems that the people were divided into two sections; the one attending the burial dtities on certain
days, while the other was relieved (Tur and Shulhan 'Aruk, Yoreh De'ah, Abelim, 343).
Burial has always been considered by the Jews as
the greatest act of benevolence.
R. Haina b. Haniuasaid: " Walk after the Lord your
Sanctity God' [Deut. xiii. 5] means 'Follow
of Burial, the path of God
and
bury
the dead, even as He did bury Moses
in the valley of Moab' " {ib. xxxiv. 6; Sotah 14a).
The object of the burial societies in the Middle
Ages is thus described in the i-esjionsa of R. Aslier
b. Jehiel (K^'XTPI): to be with the mourner on the
night of the death; to accompany the funeral; to
assist in the Inirial
to furnish consolation meals
(nX"l3n miyO) to the mourners; to pray in the
house of mourning (Responsa, Rule 13, No. 12). The
membership was apparently limited, and a deceased
member could be replaced by a sou over thirteen
years of age (ib. Rule 13, No. 13).
The first burial society of later times was organized by R. Eliezer Ashkenazi in 1064 at Prague,
'

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

-

Burial Society

Burnt
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witli rules, rpgulatioiis, anduiiuMKlmeiits

Moln

(7^~in?D)

ill

1573.

It

received

by K. Moses

tlie sauctioii

of

tlie Austrian irovernment on June 1, 1742 (Preface to
jnriN DV^ jn^r, Prague, 1828). Some of the societies, however, exercised arbitrary power in tlie
connnunities.
They virtually owned
Early
the cemeteries and usurped the right
Burial
to dispose of the i)lots as they i)leased.
When the ground became e.xptiiisive
Societies.
and government taxes burdensome, it
was customary for the rich to pay for their burial
plots, the income so derived being employed to defraj" the burial expenses of the poor.
Often the societies exacted exorbitant sums from
the rich, and even from the middle classes.
To
remedy this abuse a conference of the Council of
Four Lands (niVIN ymx) assemltled at Gramnitz in
1683, and passed resolufions to nullify the ])ractis(,'
of the societies in dealing unjustly botli with the
dead and the living b}^ delaying burial till the
payment of a compidsory compensation was settled.
The conference passed a decree excommunicating and Imposing a fine of fifty ducats upon the
leaders of anj^ congregation which permitted the
members of a burial society to extort more than IHO
gulden for the burial of a rich man and the approbation of the leaders and the chief rabl)i was to
be obtained before payment Avas made of the minisum of 30 gulden, or upward. This decree
;

mum

lenewed and promulgated on market-day in
every congregation at Biero.slav in 1698, and was
w^as

registered in the congregational record (DpJQ).
The
society, in order to prevent abuses, api)ointed one
daj- in the year as a fast-daj', to be devoted topraj'er
and to visiting the cemetery, to attend to necessary

and headstones, and to be followed at night by a sacred feast, to which every
repairs of the graves

member was invited

(.see in G. Wolf, " Die Judischen
Friedhofe und die Chewra-Kadischa in Wien," an inA'itation from the seven Jewish town councilors to
the members of the holy association to partake of
the sacred banciuet on Tuesday in the week of the
sidra Shemini, in the year 5080 = 1320).

On

Vienna burial society was
reorganized by R. David Wertheim; and among the
rules adopted was one fixing the annual fast-day for

Adar

]\Iay

A

5,

1764, the

7.
proviso was inserted that the feast after
the fast must not be too costly.
One of the largest- Hebrah Kaddishahs is the one
in Budapest, w-hich includes several .societies.
It
has a yearly budget of half a million crowns.
burial society was organized in 1793 at Kiev,
Russia.
The burial charge for members and dependent persons was ten gulden
The members
were granted certain privileges in the synagogue,
such as leading in prayer and reading the Torah on
Hoshanah Kabbah and Shenuni 'Azeretin the Tabernacle festival.
On the former day the election of
the officers took place.
The annual fast and feast
were held on Kislew 15, which is the day observed
by most of the societies. On reorganizing tlie Hebrah Kaddishah of Odessa in 1878, the maximum
price ff!r a rich burial was 60 rubles, the mininuini
for middle classes 12 rubles, and free burials for the
poor ("Ha-Zefirah," 1878, v., No. 48).
In Nevf York the oldest burial society, Hebrah

A
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Hesed ve-Emet (" loving kindness and truth"), was
by the Portuguese-Jewish congregations

established

1802.
The society recently celebrated its one
Inindredth anniversary at the Shearith Israel synagogue. The German-Jewish conuuunitiesall tluough
in

America organized

In
America,

free buiial

soci-

following the exam])le of their
brethren in Europe; and these were,
or are being, in the course of time
merged into the united Hebrew relief societies of
each town. Tlu; Hebrah Kaddishah of the RussianAmerican congregation Beth Hamedrash Hagadol
was organized in 1859. The Agudat Ahim Hesed
Shel Emet ("Society of Friends for True Benevolence "), managed by Russian Jews on the East Side
of New York and incorporated in 1889, has 2,200
members, and up to Jan. 1, 1901, had given free
eties,

burials on 8,263 occasions.
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1891; Isaac Eben, mcvi pTi n^-npn m^ni, in J/rt-iVf(•;.^.
1891. xxxvi., Nos. 179, 184; Israel N. Dorewski, in Talpict.'i.
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No. 3;

I.

J.

iv.,

Nos. 11
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AVeissberg. 3'-icn rhx'^, in Ha-Boher Or, 1880,
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BURMANIA, BARTHOLD DOWE

D. E.
:

Dutch

statesman and ambassador to the court of Vienna;
He was a man of
lived in the eighteenth century.
broad humauitari;^n sympathies and an especially
stanch friend of the Jews. When, on Dec. 18, 1744,
jNIaria Theresa ordered the expulsion of the Jews
from Prague (to take place before the end of Jan.,
1745) and from all I'ohemia (before the end of June,
1745) Burmania, at the request of the Jewish communities of Amsterdam, Rotterdam, and The Hague,
exerted all his inlluence at the court to have the
He was assisted by the English
edict revoked.
The result of his
minister. Sir Thomas Robinson.

was the postponement of the date of exile to
Again the Jewish comthe last day of Feb., 1745.
munities of Holland appealed to Burmania, and
again he pleaded, urged, and remonstrated with the
Austrian Reichskanzler, that "sovereigns, more than
other persons, are responsible to God and man for
efforts

Another month of grace was granted,
but on March 31, 1745, the Jews of Prague were
Thereupon, Burmania, upheld b}' the amexiled.
bassadors of England, Poland, and Turkey, directed
his energies toward averting a still greater impending catastrophe the expulsion of the Jews from the
Avliole of Bohemia, which was to take place in June.
A royal edict was issued April 8, 1745, ordering
all Jews of Moravia also to emigrate within a short
Again Burmania pleaded for the unfortimate
time.
peojile, and the edicts were modified (Mav 15, 1745),
the Jews being allowed to remain in Bohemia and
Moravia " until further orders." Burmania endeavtheir deeds. "

—

ored to have the edict repealed which was issued
June 25, 1746, prohibiting all Jews from coming
within two hours' distance of Prague; but he was
not successful. For two years the condition of tlie
Bohemian Jews was miserable. Finallv, however
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(July 14, 1748), Maria Theresa revoked the edict of
Dec. 18, 1744, "on account of the pressure from the
foreign ambassadors," and the Jews were allowed to
return to Prague.
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BURNING BUSH. —Biblical Data The name
fdinmoniy given to the tree from which the angel of
Jehovah manifested himself to Moses in a flame of
:

fire; the di.stinctive feature of the revelation being
that the tree was not consumed (Ex. iii. 2-4).
In Rabbinical Literature The discrepanc}"
between Ex. iii. 2, where it is said that an angel appeared to Moses in the burning bush, and verse 4,
where it is stated that God spoke to Moses out of
the bush, is answered in various ways by the MidAccording to one opinion, an angel appeared
rash.
first and after him the Shekinah wdiile according to
others the appearance of the angel merely indicated
to ]Moses that the Shekinah was near, and this angel
:

;

View

Critical
(riJD) is

Burial Society

Burnt Offering

xx.xiii. 16,

The word rendered

:

found only

this

in

where, however,

"

bush

"

passage and in Dent,

is possible that the
generally held that a
thorn-bush of some sort is meant
but the exact
species has not been determined.
The ground about
tlie bush was holy (verse 5), showing that the place
was a residence of the Deity.
The main purpose of the Iheophany is made plain
by the context. Yinvii, whose seat was in Mt.
Sinai, was about to take the Israelites as a people
under His direct protection and to deliver them from
bondage; and after their deliveiance they were to
enter into a covenant with Him at this sacred spot
(iii. 7-12).
The motive of the special mode and form
of the apparition may be arrived at as follows God's
self-manifestation in fire is a familiar episode in
ancient Israel.
Indeed, this appearance to Moses
has its counterpart in the greater display of lightnings and thunderings in the same region in the presence of the whole of Israel, when the covenant was
actually made.
On the latter occasion, and in the
other thcophanies(Ps. xviii. 8, 12 et seq. 1. 3; Micah
i. 4;
Ilab. iii. Set i<eq.; compare Dent. iv. 24; Heb.
xii. 29), the fire is destructive; whereas here it is
shown to be harmless by the preservation of the tree
that was enveloped in its flames.
The explanation is found in the particular design
of the revelation.
Fire is an emblem of the purity
or holiness of God; while, ordinarily, this attribute
is represented as being visiblj' displayed when God
intervenes in the way of judgment and retribution,
the object here is to show that Ytiwii brings Israel
into a sure relation to Himself, which means preservation or salvation.
The sacred tree has not an equal significance.
The burning bush is not to be compared with the
.sacred terebinths and other trees which play so large
a role in the earlier histoiy of Israel, and which have
a permanent sanctity of their own.
It was, however, a living thing, the onlj' object on Sinai that liad
life in it
and it belonged, moreover, to a class of
objects often made the abode of divinity.
The explanation often given, that the bush S3^mbolized the
peojjie of Israel tmconsumed by the oppression of
Egypt, can not have been the primary meaning of
the ])hcnomenon.

right reading

is

"Sinai."

it

It is

;

:

;

;

"Moses
(From

was Michael

the

at the Burning Bush."
Sarajevo Haggadah, 14th century.)

(or, as some say, Gabriel), the constant
attendant of the Shekinah.
When Moses beheld this
heavenly apparition other persons were with him,
who did not, however, perceive anything. According to Joshua b. Karhah (Rabban Gamaliel, Num. R.
xii. 4) God revealed Himself to Moses for the first
time in a thorn-bush to prove to him that "nothing"
not even such an insignificant plant as the thornbush "is void of the Shekinah." Tlie thorn-bush
itself receives various
symbolic interpretations.
Thus, as this shrub is among the least of the plants,
so Israel occupied a lowly and despised i)osition in
Egypt. As the thorn-bush is used for a hedge, so
Israel is a fence and protection for tlie other nations.
The burning but not consuming fire of the bush indicated to Closes that Israel would successfully endure all the sorrows and pains inflicted upon it bj"^
tlie Egyptians.
It was "heavenly fire" (compare
Darmesteter, in "Rev. Etudes Juives," i. ISQ etseq.),
that burns and consumes not (Ex. R. ii. 5).
J. SK.
L. G.

— —

W. R. Smith, Rclioion of the Srmifrs-. pp. 193
ft .s('(/.;
Baudissin, Stvdicn zur Sotiitischcn lielininnsge^chlchie, 11. 22;{
Georg Jacol), Attaratmche ParaUelen
znm Alien Testament. Berlin, 1897; Low, AiyDiulische
Pttanzeniiameii, Nos. 219, 27."); and the coiinnentaries on
E.iddiis of Dilhnann, Keil, Holzingef, anil Straok.
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BURNING OF THE DEAD.

See

McC.

Cuema-

TIO.N.

BURNT OFFERING.— Biblical
ordinary translation

brew

" 'olah"
(ilpi!).

in

Data: The

modern versions of the He-

This term does not mean

"burnt olfering," but "what

is

literally

brought up" or pre-

sented to the Deity. The name is a translation of
the Septuagint rendering, which is itself based upon
the descriptive phrase often attached to "'olah" in

"an offering made by

the ritual prescriptions:

unto the Lord" (Lev.

i.

9

et scq.).

A

fire

synonym

is

;
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^'^3,

whifli dffiiu'S the olTeriiig as complete;

/.r.,

placed upon the altar, to distiuguish it
from the other forms of animal sacritice (see I Sam.
The burnt olTering was
vii. 9; compare Ps. li. 21).
the highest order of sacritice in the Old Testament
The bloodless offerings were made only in
ritual.
connection with it.
The following is a concise statement of the Levitical law concerning burnt offerings:
The Oflferings These as ere wholly animal, and

when

it

is

:

They nught
the victims were wholly consumed.
be from the herd or the flock, or in cases of poverty
The offerings acceptabirds might be substittited.
ble were: {a) young bullocks; (A) rams or goats of
the first year; (c) turtle-doves or young pigeons.
Tiies(! animals wen; to be free from all disease or
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All of the sacrifices were to be made under priestly
auspices; and even when a private offerer killed the
victim the main parts of the ceremonv were performed by the ju-iests. Yet both before and after
the time of Moses the 'olali was offered by laymen
without distinction of persons and without restriction as to mode or measure— ^'..'7. Gen. viii. 20, xxii.
2 et neq. (compare xv. 17); I Sam. vi. 14; Amos v.
22; Isa. i. 11; Hosea vi. 6; Job i. .5. xlii. 8— not to
speak of the more or less heathenish otTering of
human victims (Judges xi. 31 II Kings iii. 27; Jer.
,

;

xix. 5).
J. ju.

for burnt offering is explained

Some

F. yicV.

J.

In Rabbinical Literature
scholars take

it

:

The name

n?"iy

vaiious ways.
to be an offering of atonement
in

They were to be brought to the door of
blemish.
the tabernacle, and the offerer was to kill them on
the north side of the altar (if a burnt offering), except in the puljlic sacritices, when the priest put the
victims to death, being assisted on ocMode of casion by the Levites (II Chron. x.xix.
The blootl was then sprinkled
Sacrifice.
34).
around the altar. The victim, if a
large animal, was flayed and divided; the pieces
being placed above the wood on the altar, the skin
If the offering was a
only being left to the priest.
bird a similar operation was performed, except that

thoughts that steal over one, ini~l ?)J TV^^V("ascend in his mind," Tan., Lek Leka, ed. Bube'-,
Lev. H. vii. 3); others derive the name from
i. 71;
jvi^yC'to the Highest"), because it is entirely intended for God, the Most High, men taking no part
therein (Tan., ed. Buber, iii. 1.3).
The "olah is the only offering which may be accepted in the Temple from non-Jews, the drink-offeiing appertaining to it being in such cases furnisheil
Tern. 2b
at the cost of the community (Men. 73b
compare Maimonides, "Yad,"Ma'ase ha-Korbanot,

which
consumed the offerings was never allowed to go out,
since they were slowly consumed; and the several

even the horns of the animal and the beard of the
goat not being removed (Zeb. ix. 3, 85a; " Yad," I.e.
Before being offered upon the altar the
vi. 2).
carcass was cut into pieces, not at haphazard, but
according to the detailed directions given in the
Talnuid (Tamid 31). The several pieces were then

the victim

was not

entirely divided.

The

fire

kinds of sacrifice furnished constant material for the
Every morning the ashes were conveyed by
flames.
the priest to a clean place outside the camp (Ex. xxix.
38-42; Lev. i., vi. 8-13, ix. 12-14; Num. xv.).

Kinds and Occasions of Burnt Offering:

('<)

Stated Offerings were; (1) The Daily Burnt Offering,
presented at the time of the morning and the evening
prayer (the third and ninth hours). The victim was
This was always accoma lamb or kid a year old.
panied by a vegetable offering ("minhah") and a
libation of wine (Ex. xxix. 38-42 Xum. xxviii. 3-8).
(2) The Sabbath Burnt Offering, which
Stated and included double the amount of all the
Occasional elements of the ordinary daily sacrifice
Offerings. (Xum. xxviii. 9, 10). (3) The Festal
Burnt Offerings, celebrated at the new
moon, the Pa.ssover, Pentecost, the Feast of Trumpets, the Day of Atonement, and the Feast of Taber;

On

these occasions, especially on the lastnamed, the number of victims was increased (Num.
nacles.

xxviii.

U-xxix.

39).

Occasional Offerings: (1) When a priest was
consecrated (Ex. xxix. 15; Lev. viii. 18, ix. 12);
(2) at the purification of women (Lev. xii. 6-8); (3)
at the cleansing of lepers (Lev. xiv. 19, 20); (4) at

the purgation of ceremonial defilement (Lev. xv. 1.5,
30");" (5) in connection with the vow of a Nazarite
vi. 11, 16).

were prescriptive and obligatory;
but voluntary burnt offerings might
Voluntary also be made. Some of them are reOfferings, corded which involved the immolaThese

sacrifices

tion

of

a large

number

of

victims

vii.
I Kings viii. 64).
These were the regulations of the Levitical

(Xum.

;

iii.

2, 5).

upon

laid

;

ritual.

The

'olah

was

the altar, the

laid entire

number

upon the

altar,

of priests officiating

being eight, eleven, or twenty-four, according as the
animal was a sheep, ram, or ox (Y^oma 261)). This,
however, applies only to the 'olah offered by the
whole congregation, not to the individual 'olot,
which could be cut up into any number of pieces,
and be offered by any number of i)riests {I.e.). The
skins of these animals belonged to the priests, who
divided them among themselves every Friday, provided the offering had not proved unfit (piDD) be-

As
xii. 3; Tosef., Men. xiii. 18).
the more prominent priests forcibly took possession
of the skins, it was decreed that the latter should be
sold and the proceeds be given to the Temple (To.sef.,
fore .skinning (Zeb.

I.e.

19).
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Maimonides, Yad, Ma'ase ha-Koibannt,

vi.
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(b)

(Num.

for the evil

L. G.

Critical View: What most obviously requires
explanation is the fact that while the Levitical law
insists on the observance of minute prescriptions
relating to the burnt offerings and other bloody
.sacrifices, defines the several occasions, and provides
a special ritual for each, these Avere not conformed
to during the greater portion of the history of Israel.
This is a matter of too general a character to be
Suftice it to say that the difficulty is
treated here.
satisfactorily met by the hypothesis, now accepted

by most modern scholars that the prescriptions themselves were of late origin, and formed part of a rigorous and comprehensive system of worship designed
for the community of Israel under the Second Temple.
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Only by cutting loose this tinal coremonial law from
and monarchical history of the Hebrews
can one gain any rational conception of their sacrifiWith this general principle in view one
cial usages.
is in a position to answer the two questions of most
immediate concern: (1) What was the origin of
burnt offerings in Israel? and (2) What were the
historical occasions and modes of these sacrifices V
There seem to be three stages or phases in the development of sacrifice as representing tlie relations
between the worshipers and the Deity.
Aspects
In the first, communion is prominent:
of Sacrifice, in the second, homage or devotion in
the third, expiation.
The most primitive notion was that of communion with the object
tbu rribal

:

of worship, held to be akin to his votaries,

took of his

who

par-

The Deity, however, was also a
It was from Him that the various kinds

life.

benefactor.
of olferings, animal and vegetable, as the produce of
the land, came to the offerers.
Hence, on the one
hand, a sacrifice was a part of a social feast a family meal in a wider and deeper sense.
On the othei'
hand, it was the giving back to the beneficent Deity
of a part of what He had bestowed
it was in fact
the most tangible and obvious mode of rendering
homage to one's God.
Only a part of the whole was at first offered other
wi.se there would have been no sacrificial feast, no
communion with the Divinity. But what should be
chosen as the offering? and how should it be rendered? The Deity, being invisible, would be most
.suitably entertained by a more ethereal form of
nourishment than solid food. Hence arose the custom of burning certain port ions of the
Origin of animal offerings or materials of the
The most appropriate of all
Burnt
feast.
Sacrifices, were the fatty parts of the animal,
which in general among ancient people.s, as among the Hebrews, were consumed by
fire, while the remainder of the flesh was eaten by
This was the " zebah," the
the human participants.

—

fundamental animal offering.
From this universal type of sacrifice the 'olah
was differentiated. The " wholeness " of the oblation was what distinguished it from
Character- other fire-offerings, at least in outward
But this wholeness was not
form.
istics of
the
an exclusive mark of burnt offerings
Oblation, among sacrifices in general; for it
merely implied that no part of the oblation was lo be consumed by any one except the Deity,
Among varito whom it was wholly surrendered.
ous peoples it may be observed that offerings of any
sort of vegetables were given unconsumed by the
offerers
and among the Hebrews even some forms
of the fire-offerings were wholly consumed on the
altar.
Thus the " minhah," or cereal-offering, when
offered by a priest, was to be entirely burned (Lev.
;

Also the bullock of the sin-offering,
the offense had been committed either by a
priest or by the whole people, was burned entire
outside the camp (Lev. iv. 3-21), even the skin being
consumed, which was not the case with the burnt
vi.

20

et seq.).

when

offering.

What, then,

is

burnt offering?

the distinctive
It is plain

meaning of the whole
it was not of a sac-

that

Offering-

ramental character, implying a communion with the
object of devotion; for it is expressly distinguished
from those in which the elements were
Distinctive portioned out between the Deity and

Character
of Burnt
Olferings.

the worsliipers.
Nor was it, in any
sense or degree, a festal ceremony.
Was, it then, iiiacular or expiatory?
Not distinctively so, according to

the Levitical ritual, though it must be borne in mind
that the idea of expiation was probably never wjjully

absent from the stated order of animal

.sacrifice in

the final legislation.
From the special occasions of
its celebration as given above, it may be inferred
that it was honorific and devotional, implying homage to Yiiwii and a complete surrender to His service.
Was this always the case in Israel? Some lights may
\h\ thrown upon this question from the Biblical
statements as to the occasions of such sacrifices in
the earlier history, and from the details which are
to some of the accounts.

added

Piacular sacrifice seems historically to have begun
with human inunolations. This is the view taken
by the writer of Gen. xxii. (E), where the burnt offer-

:

;

Burnt

Piacular

Human
Sacrifice,

ing of Lsaac by Abraham is commuted
by the sacrifice of a ram. The sacrifiee by Mesha, king of Moab, of his
eldest son (II Kings iii. 27) was expia-

tory; for, in the view of the narrator,
wrath " of the offended deity was diverted upon
Israel.
Such were also the horrible sacrifices made
These
to Moloch in the later days of the kingdom.
practises are ampl}' illustrated from other ancient
But not all Old Testament human sacrinations.
Agag was not burned
fices were burnt offerings.
(1 Sam. XV. 33); nor were the seven sons and grandBoth of these
sons of King Saul (II Sam. xxi. 8, 9).
executions were made "before Ynwir," and were
the

"

therefore real sacrifices, the latter being expressl}^
stated to be expiatory.
When animals took the place of human offerings
a motive for the immolation of the whole victim was

not present, or at least not urgent.
the sacrifice was representative
Offerings the shedding of the blood of the vicof Various tim was in general a sufficient expresMotives. .sion of a sen.se of guilt, and as animal
oblations were already made fi'ora
other motives, burnt offerings also, of which the
sprinkling of blood formed in any case an essential
part, naturally came to have a varied use and significance. Accordingly, while, on the whole, animal
burnt offerings were mainly honorific and devotional in the latter legislation, they were often piacular in the earlier history {e.;/., I Sam. vi. 14; vii. 9

Animal

When

et seq.).

There are some interesting passages which seem
show the development of the principle and pracThey
tise of whole burnt offerings.
Develop- were written in the eighth and seventh
ment of centuries «.c. In Judges vi. 19 etseq.
the Whole Gideon's sacrifice of a kid and unleavBurnt
ened cakes is wholly consumed by tire
Oflfering.
from heaven (compare vs. 26 et seq.).
Still more significant is Judges xiii. !'>
et seq., where Manoah, who had intended to present
a kid for food to the aiiirel of Jehovah, is comto

—
Bury St. Edmunds
Busnash
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Thus wc
to make of it a burnt offering.
observe the development of tlie zebah into the
'olah. Jeremiah, when lie says: " Add your burnt offerings to your [ordinary] sacrifices" (vji. 21), seems
to have in mind the ritual tendency just indicated.
It may be observed, tiually, that by the very nature of the case private offerings, which were an
essential part of the every-day life of the normal
Israelite, were very seldom liolocausts, and that the
more fixed and statutory the public ritual became,
the larger was the place given to the burnt offering.
As early as the time of Ahaz, in 782 B.C. (II Kings
xvi. 1.-)), a morning burnt offering was part of the
See S.vcuikice.
stated ritual.

mandcd

may

Besides the commentaries on the relevant
passages, Uie tollDWing maybe consulted Outram, De SacriUriis. ir>«8; Spencer, JJc Lcyitius Hcbrcvuruiiu ItWtt; Hengstenberg. Die Ot>fcr (lev HeilUien Sch)-ift, 18.39; Kurtz, Dcr
Alttetttaiiienti.'^clie OpfcrcultUfi, 18(i3: Evvald, Alterihluner
dcs roites 7smcf, pp.'ll ct seq.; De Wetle, Heh/at-sc/i-Judixche Arch doll Hiie., ed. Raebiger, t8(i4, pp. 28(1 et scq.; Benzinger, Hehr. ArchUobxiic. pp. 4;?1 ct xeq.: Nowack, Hehr.
Ardiiiolouii'^ ii- 2()3cf .vc/.; F. VV. Scluiltz,in Ziickler's Hand-

ISnu.KXiR.vpnY

:

:

Thciil. ]Vix><n)t<cliaftrn. i. ;Ut3 cf .<C'/.; Smend, Altft srij.; W. R. Smith, RcUnion of the
ed.. pp. -tilt et seq. (see Inde.xi. and Snci'ifice, in
~d
Semites,
Enciir. Brit. iUli ed.; compare Wellhaiisen, Reste Arahi.-<chen Heideiitmties. pp. IWetseq.; (ioodspeed, in Bdilieal
World (art. Atii)ieiiie)it in Xoii-Oiristiaii Reliiiions), .Jan.-

J)uc)t

dcr

teM. lidigio)!. pp. ]22

April, 1901
.1.

;

Frazer's (ioldeit Bont/li,

~'d

ed., 1901.

J.

.IK.

BURY

ST.

EDMUNDS:

Town

F.

of

McC.
Suffolk,

England, and seat of a monastery the ruins of which

Under the rule of Abbot Hugh (1173-80)
the monastery fell deeply into debt to the Jews,
especially to Isaac Fil Joce, Benedict of Norwich,
still exist.

and Juruet of Norwich,

The Jews

.£8,025.

to

an amount exceeding
by the

were; accordingly favored

sacristan William, who used to take charge of their
deeds and money in times of war (Jocelin de Brake-

The town was
lond, "Cronicou," pp. 1, 2, 4, 8).
the site of a case of blood accusation in 1181, when
a boy named Robert was

.said to

have been martyred

No details are extant as to this
pp. 12, 114).
Abbot Samson, who was the
alleged martyrdom.
rival candidate for the position of abbot with William, the sacristan, on succeeding Abbot Hugli in
1182, found great difficulty in freeing tiieabbey from
(lb.

indebtedness to the Jews, but succeeded in doing so
within twelve years of his accession. On March 18,
1190, fifty-seven Jews were slaughtered at Bury,
and almost immediately afterward Abl)ot Samson obtained their expulsion from the town on the ground
"
i.e., vas
that a man of the town had to be a " man
sal

— of

St.

Edmund

(ih.

p. 88).

Bury a building which is
Moyse Hall and is supposed to have been
It is of late
a former synagogue of the Jews.
There

known

exists at

still

as

Norman or Transition character, and therefore its
date is probable; but no continuous evidence of
a ti'adition associating it with Jews can be obtained, and a careful inc^uiry made by the Jewish
Historical Society of England negatives its identification.

Bibliography Carlyle, Pn.'^t and Pi-exent, ii. is, x. Jacobs.
Jews of Angevin England, pp. 59-61, 75, 7S, 141, 385 Transactiom Jewish Historical Socichy of Eiigland. ii. 116-122.
:

;

;

J.

BUSH.

See

Burning Busn.

BUSH
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(BUSCH), ISIDOR:

Litterateur, pubPrague, Bohemia,
Jan. 15, 1822; died in St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 5, 1898.
His maternal great-grandfather was Israel Honig,
Edler von Ilonigsberg, the first Jew raised to nobility
in Austria (see Kompert, "Oesterreichische AdelsWhen seven years old Bush
halle fiir Israeliten '').
was seriously burned at a confiagration, suffering all
his life from the effects, but rising superior to the
consequent physical infirmities through an iron will
and a naturally strong constitution. Bush received
his education from private teachers, and owed his
literary bent to the cultured circles and rare minds
(such as Leopold Zunz and Michael Sachs) with
which he came in contact from boyhood.
When fifteen years of age, he entered Schmid's
Oriental printing establishment in Vienna, which
Tlie Talmud published
liis father had acquired.
with the imprint of Von Schmid and Bush is still
For six years (1842-47)
prized for its exactness.
Bush edited and published the "Kalender und JahrIts plan was the
l)uch fur Israeliten " (Vienna).
presentation in the same book of the productions of
leading Jewish scholars of divergent
licist,

and

viticulturalist;

His " Jahr-

born

in

Among these were Leopold
Zunz. S. L. Rapoport, S. D. Luzzatto,
Gotthold Salomon, Ludwig Philippson, Michael Sachs, Noah Mannheimer, Joseph
Wertheimer, Leopold Stern, Theodor Creizenach,
Ludwig August Frankl, Leopold Kompert, Leopold
views.

biicher."

Low, and Simon Szanto.

Some

of these

made

their

appearance as writers in the pages of the
In 1844 he edited "Mesillat ha"Jaiirbucher."
Limmud " (Way of Instruction), which was published by his father after Bush had left for America.
Liberal in politics, he edited the " Organ fur Glaubensfreiheit," and other revolutionary papers issued
from his press. When the Revolution of 1848 failed
he had to flee to New York, where he arrived Jan. 8,
1849. There Bush opened a store for the sale of newspapers and stationery, and on IMarch 30, 1849, pub-

first

lished the initial

number

of "Israel's Ilerold," the

United States, which, howHe was assisted in
ever, lived only three months.
producing it by leading members of the Order
first

Jewish weekly

in the

In the summer of 1849 Bush went to
where he conducted a general store for
In 1857 Bush was made president of the
six years.
When the Missouri ConPeople's Savings Bank.
vention was called to determine whether the state
should join in the secession movement, Bush was
chosen a member on the Unconditional Union ticket,
and was made a member of the Committee of Nine,
to which most important matters were referred.
When Fremont took command in 1861, with headquarters in St. Louis, Bush was made his aide-decamp, with the rank of captain. He
Military submitted to Secretary of the Treasury
Chase a plan for a government loan
Career.
of one hundred million dollars, similar
to the famous Rothschild premium loans of Austria.
Mr. Chase feared its rejection by Congress, but was
impressed with Bush's financial genius, and offered
him a Treasury clerkship. Bush returned shortly
afterward to St. Louis, and became for six years
general freight and passenger agent of the St. Louis
B'nai B'rith.
St. Louis,

—

and Iron Mountain Railroad Company. He

assisted

forming Congregation B'ue El in St. Louis and
in establishing the Independent Order B'nai B'ritli
in the West, and was heneeforth prominently iden
titled with the Order, rendering invaluable .service,
especially in connection with its endowment or insurance feature, and in forming the Cleveland Jew
His interest in tiie society led
ish Orphan Asylum.
him to become an insurance actuary.
Bush was cliosen member of the state convention
called to abolish slavery and to form a new conin

stitution.
He was elected a member of the Missouri state board of inunigration to repair losses in
population resulting from the war, which post he

retained for twelve years.
Later in life Bush be<?ame interested in viticulture.
He purciiased a tract
of land (named bj' him "Bushberg") outside the
•city, which became noted for its products; and he
even sent large quantities of cuttings from his vine3'ards to France to replace ravages by phylloxera.
Bush, after years of preparation, published a catalogue of grapes, "The Bushberg Catalogue," which
has gone through several editions and has been
translated into several languages.
A.
P. Co.

BUSH, LEWIS: American .soldier; born in
Philadelphia; died 1777; member of the well-known
Bush family, Jewish merchants of Philadelphia.
He received the commission of lirst lieutenant of the
Si.xth Pennsylvania Battalion Jan. 9, 1776, and was
made captain of the same June 24, 1776. He was
transferred on Jan. 13, 1777, to Col. Thomas HartOf this troop
ley's additional continental regiment.
Bush was connnissioned major March 12, 1777. He
was a brave .soldier, serving with distinction during
many engagements. At the battle of Brandywine,
Sept. 11, 1777, he received a fatal wound and died
shortly after.
Bibliography

:

h.

S.

Philadelphia, 1894

Snc.

iii. ;i9

;

series, x. 8,
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;

Morals, The Jews of Pfiiladelphia, p. 4.58,
PublicatioHii of the Am. Jeu\ Hist.

Linn and Egle, Pennsylraiiia Archives, second
185, 780, Harrisburg, 1880; Wolf, Tlie American

as Patriot, Soldier,

and

Citizen, pp. 43-47, Philadel-

phia, 1895.

A. M. F.

.\.

BTJSH,

SOLOMON:

soldier; born in

1765).

Solomon Bush was an

On

aiy soldiers.
BIBLIOGHAPHY

H. S. Morais, Tlic Jews of Phdadclpliia, 1894,
pp. 2'^, 4.").")-457 ; Pubtications of the Am. Jew. Hist. .Soc. v.
'M2; Pcniisi/lvania Colo)iial Becords. xi. 240; xii. 140, 151;
xiv. .W), .'i'l
Wolf, Tlte American Jew as Patriot, Soldier,
and Citizen, pp. 4.")-47, Philadelphia, 189,").
A.
.\. M. F.
:

;

WILLIAM

BUSNACH,

BERTRAND

:

Frencii dramatist; born in Paris March 7, 1882;
nephew of the composer Fromental Halev}-. His
father was associated with Bakui, to whom France

was indebted to the amount of some twenty-odd
million francs for provisions furnished to Bonaparte
Egypt. The lawsuit lasted for more than fifty
and Busnach and his partner were not paid in
full at the end.
The elder Busnach, an Algerian
Jew, became a naturalized Italian in the time of the
(leys, and was the first interpreter of the French
army. He established himself at Paris in 1835.
William an Italian Jew born in France of an Algerian father, with a German surname and an English
given name was at first employed in the customs
department. He subsequently devoted himself to
dramatic work, writing man}' plays, a number of
which have been successful. The following may be
mentioned here: " Les Virtuoses du Pave," 1864;
"Premiere Fraicheur, Paris-Kevue," 1869; "Heloise
et Abelard," with music by LitolfF, 1872; "Forte en
Gueule," "La Li(iueur d"Or," in collaboration with
A. Liorat, ma.sic by Laurent de Rille, 1873; "Kosiki," with Liorat, music by Lecocq, 1876.
in

years,

—

—

In 1867 Busnach assumed the direction of the
Athenee, where several of his operettas ("Fleur do
The," etc.) were performed. His greatest successes
he achieved, however, with his adaptation of celebrated novels for the stage; for example, "L'Assommoir." 1881 "Nana," 1882; " Pot-Bouille." 1883.
all by Emile Zola; "Le Petit Jacques," by Jules
Claretie, 1885; "La Marchande des Quatre Sai.sons,"
;

etc.

Busnach

theauthorof the following novels:
de M. Lecoq," 1886; "Le Petit Gosse,"
1889; "Cyprienne Guerard," 1895, etc.

"La

isalso

Fille

Bibliography: Lennina, Dictioimaire Biooraphifpir lUus-

American

Philadelphia; son of Matthias Bush, one of the
signers of the nonimportation agreement (Oct. 25,

militia, 1777-87.

sion be jiaid him for his meritorious services.
His
brother. Jonas Bush, was on the roll of Revolution-

Pennsylvania
he was appointed

officer in the

Julj' 5, 1777,

deputy adjutant-general of the state militia by the
supreme council of Pennsylvania. In Sept., 1777,
he was dangerously wounded in the thigh during
a skirmish, and had to be taken to Philadelphia.
When the British captured the city in Dec, 1777, he
was taken prisoner, but leleased on parole. As he
could not earn his living, being kept, on account of
his wound, at his father's home (Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia), the council passed a series of resolutions,
Oct. 20, 1779, respecting him, and on Oct. 27 of that
year he was promoted to lieutenant-colonel, with
pay in accordance with the rank. Bush was in destitute circumstances in later years, ancl on Nov. 5,
1785. the council of Pennsylvania, under the jiresidency of Benjamin Franklin, ordered that a pen-

tre;

La Grande

Kncticlopedie.
J.

s.

BUSNASH, NAPHTALI

W.

Chief of the Algerian Jews and statesman; boin at Algiers in the
middle of the eighteenth century; assassinated June
28,

1805.

:

He was engaged — first

alone,

and

later

—

with Bakri Brothers in the grain trade, of which
the de\' Hasan, with whom Busnash was on friendly
terms, granted him a monopoly.
The firm of Bakri
A: Busnash soon attained a wide reputation, iind
Busnash became the most influential man in Algeria.
In 1800 he was appointed by the dey jNIustapha
whom he had helped to attain to power chief of the
Algerian Jews, a post to which was attached the
office of broker to the dey, and the consul generalship of Hagusa.
In this position Busnash displayed
.so much ability that he won the entire confidence of

—

the dey, who practically left the government in his
hands.
It was he who received the consuls and
foreign
settled differences between Algeria and
countries.
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His power did not, Iiowcvit, hist. Tlie janizaries
and the fanatical Moslems reluctantly submitted to
the domination of a Jew; and Busnasli, afterliaving
escaped several attempts on his life, was at last
shot dead by a janizary at the gate of the dey's
palace.

in the

propagation of education and culture amtuig
See Czacki and Poland.

the Jewish youths.

T. Korzon, Wrwnctrznc Dzic.jc PoUki za
BiBi.ior.RAiMiv
Stani.tlnira Aiiunxta. vol. i., War.saw. 1897; Pixma HiKlnryKm. S
n. Iz IslorU Ycnriii r v
czni; vol. ii., 1901
Pn!sh>ic, in Vn^kluid. 1897, \. Ri; S. M. Dubnow, Yerrrixkaiia
istoriya (after P.rann and Biick), ii. 418; S. Orgelbrand,
:

;

E)iciicl(>iic(ija Piiiiwzecliiut.U.^s.c,

Bibliography:

Blocb, Inscriptions

Tumidaires, pp. 90

seq.
I.

D.

BTJSTANI.

Warsaw,

isns.

H, R.

et

Br.

See Bost.\n.\i.

BUTTE, MONTANA.

See :M<)Ntana.

BUTT.ENWIESER, LAEMMLEIN German
:

BUTCHERS. See SuEHiTAn.
BTJTRYMOWICZ, MATHEUS

Talmudist and linguist; born
Bavaria, Jan. 16, 1835; died in

Polish statesman and landlord of the eighteenth century; a descendant of one of the oldest families of Lithuania
and Samogitia, and one of the most enlightened
:

of the Diet assembled in Warsaw from
1788 to 1792.
He took a special interest in the development of
the industry and connnerceof Poland and Lithuania,
and to this end considered it of the utmost importance to utilize the energy and the abilities of the
Jewish inhabitants. Together with Castellan Yezierski and other Lil)eral members of the "last" Polish
Diet, he endeavored to prove to the Polish representatives how harmful to the welfare of the country was
the abnormal position of the Jews, and urged the
taking of measures leading toward their emancipaIn 1789 he elaborated a plan for transforming
tion.
the Jews into useful citizens, which lie set forth in

members

a pamphlet entitled " Sposob Uformowania ^ydow
"
Polskich w Pozytecznych Krajowi Obywatelow
submitted
Stanislaus
which
he
to
and
(Warsaw),
Poniatowsky at the session of tlie Diet of Dec. 4,
asking the king to favor it with his support. In
this pamphlet he points out that the Polish law does
not include the Jews in the three estates of the realm
(the nobility, country gentry, and burgesses); that
the Polish legislation had always regarded the Jews
as a foreign element, and, though burdening them
with exceptional taxes, had not granted them the
rights of citizens, while Polish society had treated

them with contempt, defamed their religion, and
would not tolerate the notion that a Jew could be a
son of his fatherland.
"

He

adds:

after all this, you demand from the Jew that he shall
be useful to the country which does not profess to be his fatherland, that he shall he faithful and devoted to those who conThe Jew did not take to agriculture, bestantly oppress him
cause he did not care to exchange one kind of misery for another; the law would not permit him to own land, and he had
no desire to become a serf and to work for others. He showed
strong inclinations to trade and industry but the towns either
would not admit him at all to these pursuits, or at best allowed
him to be only a haberdasher. It was a constant struggle between the Jews and the Christian merchants : and therein lies
the cause of the decay of trade and the impoverishment of the

And

towns."

When the Diet appointed, in June, 1790, a committee "to reform the condition of the Jews," Butrymowicz was one of its most active members. He
pleaded in behalf of the inviolability of the Jewish
faith, and of the union of "the peoples " (the Christians and the Jews) by the reception of the latter into
the national organism through mutual concessions,
through the abolition or the reorganization of the
Kahal, and even through the influence of the courts

New York

city Sept.

He was

descended from a well-known
family of German rabbis, his father being rabbi of
Wassertrlidingen, and his grandfather and greatgrandfather having been rabbis at Buttenwiesen,
Germany. Buttenwieser received his education at
the gymnasium at Asehaft"enhui-g, where he studied
Talmud under Rabbi Adler, and at the universities
While attending tiie
of Wurzburg and Prague.
universities he also studied for tlie rabbinate: and lie
received his diploma as rabbi from Judah L(')b
Seligman Bar Bamberger of Wurzburg, from Rapoport and Samuel Freund of Prague.
In 1854 Buttenwieser emigrated to America, au<l,
not liking tlie conditions of tiie ministry, became a
He taught in the Talmud
teacher of languages.
Yelodim School in Cincinnati, and in 1867 became
instructor in the Hebrew Education Society of

33,

1901.

Philadelphia and in the Maimonides College at that
He went to New Y^ork (1873) as a private

place.

tutor in

Hebrew and Talmudic

The same

studies.

year Buttenwieser was appointed teacher of languages in the New York public schools, which jiosition he held until 1886, when he resigned.

New York

Bibliography The
Jewish Messenger,
:

Sept.

:i7,

Timci, Sept.

34, l!H)l,

F.

BUXTORF

(

and The

UK11.

p.

BUXTORFF),

T.

H.

JOHANNES

(usually called " Father," or " the Elder ") The i)rineipal founder of rabbinical study among Christian
scholars; born Dec. 25, 1564, at Kamen, Westphalia;
died Sept. 13, 1629, at Basel. He studied at Marburg
and afterward at Herborn, where Johann Piscator
persuaded him to study Hebrew. He continued his
:

studies at Basel in 1584, where he
friend and tutor of the children of

daughter

!

;

in Wassertrlidingen,

Appointed

IVIargaret

became the close
Leo Curio, whose

he afterward mar-

In Aug., 1590, he graduated as
Professor doctor of philosophy, and in the folof Hebrew, lowing year was appointed professor
of Hebrew at the University of Basel,
which position he continued to fill until his death.
ried.

Buxtorf displayed

remarkabh; enthusiasm

and

In
diligence in the investigation of Jewish science.
order to obtain a thorough knowledge of the Bible
whicli book lie chose as his basis of inquiry— he
was led to the study of the Masorali, the Talmud,
and the Targum; and as many books were requisite

—

to thisend,

he gradually acquired a valuable Hebrew

library, and,

unconsciously, obtained a knQwlcdge

of bibliography which eventually carried him to the
threshold of post-Biblical Hebrew literature. Bv the
publication of a catalogue of his Hebrew books, he

;

made one of the first attempts in tlic wide field of
Jewish bibliof^raphy. For the eorreetion of his edition of tiie Bible, as well us

foi-

his personal instruc-

he employed from 1617 onward the services of
two Jews, one of whom was the learned Abraham
ben Eliezer BuAUNscirwEio. These men naturally
were compelled to live in the neighborhood of BuxAs. however, since the year 1557 " ths
torf "3 house.
Jews had been absolutely forbidden to enter Basel
during the merchants' fair and at other times,"
Buxtorf was compelled to secure a special permit
When, in
for them from the municipal authorities.
1619, a son was born to Abraham Braunschweig,
curiosity and zeal for investigation induced Buxtion,

torf,

Bustani
Buxtorf
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Buxtorf's work as a lexicographer began with the
"Epitome Radicum Hebraictaruni et Chaldaicarum" (Basel, 1607, not 1600). afterward published
in numerous editions at Basel (1615-1735), Amster-

dam

London

(1646), and Franeker (1653-54),
under the title " Lexicon Hebraicum et
LexicoChaldaicum. " An extract from it also
graphical appeared at Basel (1612 6tli ed. 1658),
under the title, "Manuale Hebraicum
"Works.
et Chaldaicum." As especially important may be mentioned his "Concordance." based
upon the older work of Isaac Nathan ben Kalonymus, and published after Buxtorf's death by his son
and his "Lexicon Chaldaicum Talmudicum," begun
(1645).

;

,

accompanied by his son-in-law, the printer
K5nig, and the sergeant of the com-

Fined

for

mon

coiuicil,

to attend the circum-

Attending- cision. For this offense Buxtorf and
Konig were fined each 100 gulden.
a Circunicision. Though Buxtorf was not a friend of
the Jews, as is evident from his " Synagoga Judaica," he nevertheless maintained a correspondence with a number of Jews in Germany, Amsterdam, and even in Constantinople. His eulogists
(U'clarethathiswritings were welcomed and extolled
iu synagogues in every part of the world, and that
Jews everywhere were accustomed to regard him as
their leading oracle even on the most subtle quesBut this statement is undoubttions of their belief.
edly an exaggeration. Tlie mainspring of his activity in the domain of Jewish literature was his
polemical zeal against Judaism, the ultimate object
which was the conversion of the Hebrews. Hence
it comes that his first work was the abo've-mentioned
"Synagoga Judaica," which, under the title of
" Juden-Schlil" (Basel, 1603), appeared

of

His Zeal
Against

in

Judaism,

and Latin. Even Buxtorf 's contemporaries condemned the superficial

several editions (witii additions.
and was translated into Flemish

1664),

and malicious character of the book and
ous intentional distortions of

fact.

its

numer-

the work as "tres pen judicieux, et il s'y est trop
attache si des bagatelles, et a ce qui peut rendre les
Juifs trop ridicules." Buxtorf 's attention was constantly directed toward the conversion of the Jews;
and from 1615 on he entertained the design of editing again the notorious "Pugio Fidei Contra Mauros
et Judffios" (" Judendolch"), or "Dagger [Defense]
of the Faith," of the Dominican Raymund Martin, a manuscript coi)y of which had been sent
to Buxtorf by Philipp Mornay-Plessis of Saumur.
This design was defeated by his death.
The most noteworthy of Buxtorf 's publications is
his rabbinical Bible, containing the Hebrew text,
the Masorah, and various commentaries, jniblished
in two folio volumes (Basel, 1618-19), together with
a supplement entitled "Tiberias, Commentarius

Masorethicus

"

(1620),

which

best work of its kind.
work of Buxtorf was the

tiie

for a long time

was

The

best grammatical
" Prteceptiones Gram-

matical de Lingua Hebraa" (Basel, 1605). later published under the title "Epitome Grammaticaj He-

and afterward successively edited about
sixteen times by Buxtorf 's son and others, and translated into English by John Davis (London, 1656).

bntfle,"

Johannes Buxtorf

I.

Moreri criticizes
in 1609, and completed by his son in
This
1639, after nine years of indefatigable labor.

by Buxtorf

despite its numerous imperfections and
became an indispensable guide to specialists;

lexicon,
errors,

a

new but very imperfect edition was published as
As the "Bibliotheca Rabbinica"—

late as 1866.

containing about 324 rabbinical writings arranged
according to the Hebrew alphabet was the first
serious endeavor toward a compilation of a Jewish
bibliography, so the "De Abbreviaturis Ilebraicis,"
which was first published about the same time
(Basel, 1613, 1640; Franeker, 1696; Herborn, 1708),
and is still useful, furnished the basis for a knowledge of the Hebrew abbreviations. Finall}-, it is
necessary to mention Buxtorf's "Institutio Epistolaris Hebraica, sive de Conscribcndis Epistolis Hebraicis Liber, cum Epistolarum Hebraicarum Centuria" (Basel, 1610; "Cum Append. Variarum

—

Excell.
Epistolarum R. Maiemonis et Aliorum
Rabbinorum," Basel, 1629), a work containing over
one hundred family and other letters, partly supplied with vowels, and partly translated into Latin
and furnished with explanations of words; the
letters being taken from the epistolary guide.
.

.

.

"

"

Buxtorf, Johannes
Byelostok
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"MegillatSofcT"(VLMiict', 1552), the " li^^garot Sliclo"
1603). and the " Ma'ayan Ganuini
of Archevolti (Venice, 1553).

mim" (Augsburg,

Bibliography: Buxtorf-Falkeisen, Jo7i. Burtorf, Vatcr, Erhannt au.-< Sei)iein lirieficcch^d, Basel, ISGO; E. Kaiitzsoh,
Jolt. Buxtorf iler Aelterc, Rcctotdts-Rcdc. Basel, 1K79;
Steinschneider. Biblioqrnph. H(t)idhucli ilbcr die Theor.
uiid Piakt. Litcratur dcr llchr. ^prnthe, pip. 28 r? .vf'/.,
Lcipsic, 18.59; Kiirst, Biblivtiteca Jiukiica (.comaining many
inaccuracies), is.r.

M. K.

T.

BUXTORF, JOHANNES:

Jolianncs Buxtorf,

tlie son of the elder; known as Johannes Buxtorf
II.; Christian Hebraist; born at Basel Aug. 13,
Before the age of
1599; died there Aug. 16, 1664.
thirteen lie matriculated at tlie University of Basel,
and in Dec, 1615, graduated as master of arts from
He then went to Heidelberg, where
that institution.
he continued liis studies under David Pyraus, AbraIn 1618 he atliam Scultetus, Alting, and others.
tended the synod at Dordrecht [Dort], where lie
formed a friend.sliip with Simon Episcopius, Ludwig
He succeeded his father, after
Crocius, and others.
the death of the latter, in the chair of Hebrew at the
university and so closely did he follow
;

Becomes

in his father's footsteps that

Professor of proverbial to say,

Hebrew.

similius

quam

became

it

"Xon ovum ovo

Bu.xtorf pater et

tilius.

He

gained an almost equal reputation
Although he rein the same domain as his father.
ceived offers from Groningen, Leyden, and various
other places, he preferred to retain his position at
Basel.
He was four times married, and in his latter
jears experienced many sorrows.
Like his father, Buxtorf maintained relations with
He employed Abraham
several learned Jews.
Braunschweig (see Johannes Buxtorf) to purchase
Hebrew books for him; and for many years lie corresponded with the scholarly Jacob Roman of Constantinople regarding the acquisition of certain Hebrew manuscripts and rare printed w^orks. For

Buxtorf was also engaged

in the sale of

Hebrew books

in

Italy; with the

Menahem

Zion Porto Cohkn of Padua,
Buxtorf did not treat in a very
friendly manner; witii .Manasskii n. IsHis
Eminent rael; David Cohen de Lara of HamCorreburg; .Lacob Abendana of Amsterspondents. dam, for whose " Miklol Yofi " he wrote
an approbation; Isaac Abendana,
brotlier of the foregoing Joseph Del.medioo, with
whom he was personally acquainted; and many
learned rabbi

whom

;

others.

Buxtorf prepared new editions of several of his

works

[especially the "Tiberias"]; and, as

case of the

"'

Concordance

'"

and the

"

Talmudic-

Rabbinical Lexicon," completed and prepared for
publication those that had been left untinished.
Nineteen years after the death of his father he became involved in a controversy with Louis Cappellus regarding the auti(juity of the Hebrew vowelsigns; andalLiiough the (question was one purely historical, it nevertheless contained a substratum of
tlogma, and in a number of polemical writings was
conducted with great intensity and bitterness on both
The following original works of Buxtorf
sides.
were published. " De Lingu;e llebraica; Origine et
Antiquitate " (Basel, 16-44; not as Herzog, 1643);
Florilegium Hebraicum Continens Elegantes Sentencias, Proverliia, Apophthegmata
ex Optimis
Quibus(iue Maxime vero Priscis Hebra'orum ScriptoribusCoUectumet
Alphabetice Dispositum"
Especially noteworthy also are Bux(Basel, 1648).
torf 's Latin translations of the " Moreh'^
His
of Maimonides, " Doctor Perplcxorum " (Basel, 1629), and the " Cuzari "•
Orig-inal
of Judah ha-Levi, " Liber Cosri " (BaWorks.
Buxtorf also wrote a long
sel, 1660).
series of dissertations on the writings of Abravanel,
among which may be mentioned " De ri"l3 Sive de
Excitii Poena," "De Longa Vita Primorum Parentum," " De Statu et Jure Regio," "De Mosis Nomine." All these first appeared singly, and then
either as " Dissertaciones Philologo-Theologicte
(Basel, 1662), or in Ugolino's "Thesaurus" (xxv.);
while several others, such as " De Lepra Vestimentorum et ^diuni," "De Poesi Veteri Hebraica in
Libris Sacris Usitata," "De Principio Anni," etc.,
were appended to the translation of tlie "Cuzari."
•'

;

.

.

.

Revue Etudes Juives, viii. 74-9-5, xiii. 260Rich biographical material on Buxtorf the Younger may
be found in his unpublished correspondence, and also in that
addressed by him to Hotfinger (which is preserved in the pub-

BiBLiOGR.\PHY

:

276.

lic libraries

at Basel

and Zurich).
iM.

T.

Hebrew

books; among his purchasers being the commercial
representative of Cardinal Richelieu, Stella de Tery
et Morimont, who occasionally sojourned at Basel,
and Job. Heinricli Hottixger. a professor of Zurich,
with whom Buxtorf was on terms of close friendship.
He also frequently furnished Hebrew books
to the Zurich library.
Buxtorf corresponded not
only with Jacob Roman and Leon Siau of Constantinople (the latter of whom afterward embraced Christianity and became physician-in-ordinary to a Transylvanian prince), but with the tciiciier So/onion Gai,
and with the friend of the latter, Florio Porto of
Mantua, botii of whom were commissioned by Buxtorf to purchase

faliicr's
in the
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BUXTORF, JOHANNES

B.

hannes Jakob Buxtorf; born Jan.
19, 1732.

:

8,

Nephew

K.
of Jo-

1663; died June

He was professor of Hebrew

at Basel,

and

published "Specimen Phraseologiae V. T. Hebr."
(Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1717).
M. K.
T.

BUXTORF, JOHANNES JAKOB

Professor
son of Johannes Buxtorf II. by
his fourth wife; born Sept. 4, 1645; died April 4,
According to a letter written byliis father to
1705.
Coccejus ("Op. Anecd." ii. 738) in 1663, he was able
at eighteen to read the Hebrew text of the Bible and
of

Hebrew

at Basel

:

;

Targums and he is said also to liave had some
acquaintance with the Rabbinic and the Syriac.
After his death the library collected by the three
Buxtorfs (I., II., and HI.), and valued at 300 louis
d'or, was secured for 1,000 thalers by the public
library at Basel, where it still forms a separate
department.
M. K.
T.
of the

;

BUXTORF, JOHANNES RUDOLPHUS

:

born at
Great-grandson of Johannes Buxtorf I.
After completing
Basel Oct. 24, 1747: died 1815.
his studies in his native city, he became private tutor
;

in the family of the count of Schaumburg-Lippe.
On his return to Basel he became professor of rhetHe also
oric and theology at the university (1798).

lectured and wrote on Biblical archeology.

M. K.

T

Second son of Nahor (Gen. xxii. 21). From
the language of the genealogical lists, however, it
tribe;
is to be inferred that the name applies to a
and from Jer. xxv. 23 it is clear that it was an AraIt is probable that Elihu, the friend of Job
bic one.

BUZ

:

(Job xxxii.
J.

Buxtorf, Johannes
Byelostok
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2, 6),

was

of this tribe.

G. B. L.

JH.

BUZAGLIO,

BUZAGLI,

BUSAGLO,

or
Cabalist; born in

SHALOM BEN MOSES:

Mo-

rocco (where his father was rosh yeshibah ") at the
beginning of the eighteenth century; died in 1780.
He was a disciple of the cabalist Abraham Azulai,
"

rabbi of Morocco, and

Owing

to

voyages

filled

the position of dayyan.
made in his capac-

in the Orient

alms for the relief of the poor
became acquainted with the chief
He also visited Europe, and
cabalists of the period.
sojourned some time in London.

ity of collector of

in Palestine, he

Buzaglio

published

the

following works:

(1)

"Mikdash Melek" (The Sanctuary of the King), a
commentary on the Zohar, published by Meldola (4
" Had rat Melek" (The
vols., Amsterdam, 1750); (2)
Beauty of the King), a commentary on the Zohar,
compiled from Isaac Luria and Hayyim Vital (2
vols., Amsterdam, 1766; London, 1772); (3) "Kisse
Melek " (The Throne of the King), annotations on
the Tikkune Zohar (Amsterdam, 1769); (4) "Hod
Melek " (The Majesty of the King), commentary on
the book Zeni'uta of the Zohar (London, no date);
"Sefer ha-Zohar," notes on the Zohar, published
together with the text (London, 1772); (6) " Kebod
Melek " (The Honor of the King), a collection of
cabalistic derashot (London, no date); (7) "Ma'aseh
(5)

she-Hayah Kak-Hayah" (What Happened

Was

in

This Fashion), report of the proceedings of a law(8) " Kuntras Ma'aseh Adonai
suit (London, 1774)
Ki Nora Hu " (Fascicle on the Work of God, Which
Is Majestic), an appeal to the public concerning
the authority of Buzaglio's judgment in a lawsuit,
in Hebrew and Judc-eo-German (London, 1774);
"
(9) " Tokahat le-Shobabim we-Takkanah le-Shabim
(Admonition for Transgressors and Rehabilitation
;

for the Repentant), consisting of two letters to Israel
MeshuUam Solomon, also concerning Buzaglio's

lawsuit (London, 1774).

Although these cabalistic works bear his name on
the title-page, they are merely compilations of teachings attributed by Azulai, his teacher, to Luria and
Hayyim Vital. Buzaglio took part in the discussion
that arose

among many

cabalists,

whether Jews

should be allowed to undergo vaccination, discovered shortly before that day. Buzaglio pronounced
himself in favor of vaccination, but disputed the
priority of Jenner in regard to its discovery.
Bibliography Walden, Shem ha-GedoUm he-Hadash,
:

letter.

Sbin 16 Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. col. a')ll Benjacob, Ozar
ha^Sefarini, pp. 134-135, 245; Srhechter, SUulies inJudahni,
p. 377 ; Fiirst, Bihl. Jud. i. V27-VZH ; Zedner, Cat. Hebr. Boohs
Brit. Mus. p. 163 ; Jacobs and Wolf, Bibl. Anglo-Jud. pp.
;

;

Ill, 112.

K.

I.

Br.

WILLIAM:

English inventor and
BUZAGLO,
His first claim to
empiric; died at London in 1788.
distinction was his introduction of stoves made on a
new plan, and intended for the heating of large pubHe afterward practised medicine and
lic buildings.
professed to be able to cure the gout without drugs,

by muscular exercise

alone.

Whatever may have

been the real efficacy of his method— which seems
analogous to the modern massage— he was generally
regarded as an empiric because of the nature of his
advertisement, abounding, as it did, in self-laudaHis manifesto was humorously parodied by
tion.
Captain Grose in a handbill, given with a caricature,
entitled "Patent Exercise, or Les Caprices de la
Goutte."
Bibliography

Lysons,

:

Environs of London,

ill.

479.

G. L.

J.

BUZECCHI.

See Bozecciii.

BYELAYA TZERKOV

(called

in

Hebrew

of Kiev, Russia.
pi5 mtJ') : Town in the government
Its Jewish settlement must have been formed after
1550, when the waywodeof Kiev, having built there

a castle, attracted many inhabitants to the town by
granting them numerous privileges.

The Jewish community of Byelaya Tzerkov is
mentioned in the list of those given by Nathan Nata
of Hanover as having been destroyed by the hordes
of Chmielnicki in 1650 ("Yawen Mezulah," ed. DyAs the town, however, was the
hernfurth, p. 3b).
stronghold of the Cossacks before 1648(Kostomarov,
" Bogdan Chmielnicki," i. 24 et seq.), it is hardly probable that the Jews could have remained until the
Samuel Phoebus of Yieona,

arrival of Chmielnicki.

acount of the Chmielnicki persecutions ("Tit ha-Yawen"), mentions that 600 Jewish
families were slain at Byelaya Tzerkov, which
proves that the Jewish community in the town was
From 1651 till occupied by the Rusimportant.
sians in 1793, Byelaya Tzerkov was dominated
alternately by the Cossacks and by the Poles, and
could scarcely have had a large Jewish population.
Its importance as a Jewish community dates from

however,

in his

the end of the eighteenth century, when it numbered
about 12,000 Jews in a population of 20,700. In

1817 a

Hebrew

printing-office

was

established there,

from which many Hiibrew books were issued. The
for
first work published was a book of sermons
Hanukkah and Purim, entitled "Or he-Hadash."
Byelaya Tzerkov now (1902) has a synagogue and
seven houses of prayer, the greater part of its Jewsbelonging to the Hasidic sect. The Jewish population in 1898 was about 9,000 out of a total of 22,703.
Gurland, Le-korot ha-Gezerot he-Yisrad,
BiBt.ioGRAPHY
8<o;
in Ozar ha-Sif rut. yo\i>. iii., iv., v.; Hcuesty, 1648, No.
llarkavy, in Stmrnih, 18!)6, p. 10"); Semeniw, s.v.
:

11.

I-

K.

BYELAYA VEZH.

Bn.

See Sarkkl.

Town in
(Polish, Bialystok)
government of Grodno, Russia; by rail 52
miles southwest of Grodno; one of the youngest in

BYELOSTOK

:

the

Lithuania.

Little

is

known

There is
Jev.ish comnuinity.
Kol," i., Nos. 41 et seq.) that
its incorporation into Russia,
Branitzky— at whose instance

of the history of its
a tradition (see "Haits last owner before
the

waywode Count

in 1749

King Angus-
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JByelostok

Byk

of Poland raised the proprietary village to
dignity of a town invited Jews to settle there
in houses and stores which he built for
them at liis own expense. He also
Early
a
Tradition, erected for tiiem a synagogue
wooden structure which is to-day one
There is no record of
of the curiosities of the city.
the effect which the transition from Polish to Prussian dominion in 1708, and later from Prussian to
Russian rule after the Treaty of Tilsit in 1807, had

tus

III.

—

tlie

—

on the Jewish community, which must have been

But there is reason to
considerable in those times.
believe that the short lived German rule helped to
stimulate commerce and industry and was the cause
of German predominance in the business affairs
of Byelostok at tlie beginning of the nineteenth
century.
Rabbi Kalonymus Kalnian Lichtenstein, brother
of R. Abraham Yekutiel, author of "Zer'a Abra-

ham" on

After Ze'eb's death there was an interregnum,
during which R. Eliakim Getzel acted as rabbi without having the title, until about 1860, when R. YomTob Lipnian Heilprin of Meseritz was called to
Byelostok. Heilprin, who in his former community
had had many quarrels with the Hasidim about his
ciusade against smoking in the synagogue, encounHis
tered many difficulties in his new position.
refusal to officiate at a wedding ceremony in the
"chorschul," or quasi-Reform synagogue, caused
him to be imprisoned at Grodno; and he was freed
only after a long and expensive struggle. After his
death in 1878, his son, R. Hayyim Herz

Eminent

work

who

edited

liis

father's

voluminous work of responsa, "'Oneg
Yom-fob, " was acting rabbi for about
five years, until R. Samuel Mohilever of Radom
was elected to the rabbinate in 1883 (see Samuel
After the death of Mohilever in
MoHir.KVF.ii).
1898, R. Hayyim
Herz Heilprin
again became

Sifn;

who,

1811),

(born 1850),

Rabbis.

(Dyhernfurth,
the
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in

acting rabbi.
Meir Marcus, a

of his

grandson, Rabbi
of
Abraha

m

enti-

graduate of the
rabbinical sem-

"Ha-TorahAve-ha-Mizwah"

has been the gov-

(Wilna. 1820),

is

ernment rabbi

as
rabbi of Byelos-

of Byelostok for
more than thirty

Prossnitz,

inary of "Wilna,

tled

referred

to

probably

vears

the first rabbi of

1900).

tok, is
tlie

of

Byelostok was
always an industrial city
and

community

whom there is

any

record.

In

;

the material con-

"Sheni haGedolim he-Hadash " mention
the

is

also

made

Dec.

(d.

dition

o

f

i

inhabitants

ts
is

supethat of

therefore

of

to

Rabbi Solomon
Bj'elostok

rior

of

the

(second half of
eighteenth
the
century), and of
his successor, R.

of other cities in

poverty-stricken
Lithuania.
Its
chief industry,

The Old Synagogue

Aryeh Loeb b.
Baruch Bendet,
author

of

(From a

the

work "Shaagat Arveh," on tiie tractate Makkot
Then
of the Babylonian Talmud (Byelostok, 18U5).
probably came Rabbi Nehemia, whose responsum
u]ion

the reading of the "ketubah," or marriage

contract, at weddings, written

population

by him

in 1885,

was

published by Beuzion Zechnilopovitch of Russia, in
Vienna (printed by Adalbert della Torre, 1 859). The
existence of this Rabbi Xehemia is known only
through that responsum, and is doubted by botli
Benjacob and Zedner, who seem to believe that Zechnilopovitch printed it under an assumed name.
This would agree with Fuenn's statement ("Keneset
Yisrael, " p. 301) that Rabbi Moses Ze'eb became rabbi
Moses Ze'eb was the author
of Byelostok in 1824.
of "Mareot ha-Zobeot," a work on abandonment
(Byelostok, 1810), and of "'Aggiidat Ezob," sermon?
{ib. 1824), and formerly rabbi of Tiktiu.

the manufacture
of cloth, was up
to the middle of
the nineteenth century mostly in the hands of Germans, who, however, relied largely on Jewish capital.
Nahum Mintz and Sender Bloch were the first Jews
to engage in the manufacture of cloth
Jewish
(1850); Mintz being also the first to
Manuemploy the steam-engine in that infacturers. dustry at Byelostok. Among the other
of Byelostok.

ph'>l'>graph.)

pioneer Jewish manufacturers were J.
Breinin & Zabludovsky, and A. Halberstamm; the last-named being the father of the prominent banker Henry Halberstamm, who went to
Germany to study the system of manufacturing in
western countries. At present the Jews equal, in
some points even excel, the Germans in cloth-making.
The growth of the population and the prosperity
of Byelostok for the last forty years must be attributed almost entirely to the Jews. There does not
S. Barish,

"

have been any increase of the Gentile popuduring that period. Semenov, " Geographical
and Statistical Dictionary of the Russian Empire "
(i. 372), gives the Jewish population of Byelostok in
In
1860 as 11,288 in a total population of 16,544.
1889, according to " Entziklopedicheski Slovar,"

seem

to

lation

1896 (the latest official authority available), it was
48,552 in a total population of 56,629.
S. R. Landau, in his excellent description of the Jewish community of Byelostok at the present
Vital
time says, in his " Unter Jlidischen ProStatistics, letariern" (Vienna, 1898), pp. 45-58,
that there are hardly 5,000 Christians among its 65,000 inhabitants.
Semenov mentions only 3 cloth-factories in Byelostok in 1860 the
present number, according to Leonty Soloweitschik
;

("Un

Proletariat Meconnu," p. 100, Brussels, 1898),
besides about 20 establishments of allied industries.
The number of Jewish weavers, according to
Landau, is in round numbers 2,000. Almost all
other industries and trades, as well as commercial
is 60,

Jewish hands. The tobacco industry, which in Byelostok is second in importance
only to the cloth industry, is entirely in the hands
of Jews. In the earlier part of the nineteenth cenenterprises, are in

Hebrew printing-office, from
which the first book known to have been printed
was issued in 1805 and the last in 1824.
The Jewish community of Byelostok is tho most
prosperous in Lithuania, and its communal institutions are models of their kind
The Korobka (meattax) and the yearly quota of conscripts to the array,
which are the cause of much trouble in most RussoJewish communities, are dealt with here in a spirit
of justice which satisfies all parties concerned. Byeltury Byelostok had a

.

ostok has one large synagogue, or "schul," one
"chorschul," four or five large "batte midrashim,"
and about twice as many small ones, or "minyanim." It has also one of the finest Jewish hospitals
in the empire, a home for the aged, two " gemilut
hasadim," or free loan institutions, a Talmud-Torah
with about 500 pupils, and many other benevolent
societies.

The number of distinguished Jews born or who
have made their home in Byelostok is considerable.
Isaac Zabludovsky, the ancestor of the most influential family in Byelostok, is said to have been the first
Jewish millionaire in Russia. Michael Zabludovsky
(1803-69), author of a work, "Mish'an Mayim," on
the rational interpretation of the Haggadah, and
Professor Zabludovsky, specialist in
Notable massage at the University of Berlin,
Jews.
belong to the same family. Eliezer
Halberstamm, the wealthy scholar and
author, was connected with them by marriage.
Jacob Bacharach, who corresponded with Rapoport,
Zunz, Luzzatto, and other great scholars of the century, and wrote on the Hebrew alphabet and other
subjects, lived in Byelostok.
The Nestor of modern Hebrew literature in Russia, A. B. Gottlobek,
spent his last years in Byelostok, and is buried there.

The poet M. M. Dolitzki; Arthur Freeman, son of
the Hebrew writer; A. D. Liebekm.\n; and Leo

Wiener

of Harvard University, Massachusetts, U.
were born there. J. Chazanowicz, the noted
Zionist, who devotes his energy and almost his entire
III.—29
S. A.,

Byelostok
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;

Byk

income to the national library which he founded in
Jerusalem, is one of the interesting characters of
Byelostok. Lazar Atlas, the critic, and formerly
editor of the " Ha-Kerem, " has been a bank official
in the city since 1895.
Bibliography
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BYELSE Town
:

Russia.

in the

Wl.

government of Grodno,

impossible to

name

the exact date
In the sixteenth century, during the reign of Sigismund Augustus, the
Byelsk Jews were accused of ritual murder, but
were acquitted. This trial, together with a similar
one at Narva, resulted in the promulgation of a
royal edict, termed "Privilegia," forbidding the torture of Jews accused of using Christian blood for
their ritual.
The king himself was to try these
cases
and the accusation had to be proved in the
manner mentioned in the " Privilegia.
Byelsk has a total population of 7,461, including
(in 1898) 5,500 Jews.
The economic conditions of
the latter are generally poor.
There is tierce competition among the petty shopkeepers, constituting
about 75 per cent of the Jewish population. About
440 Jews are engaged in tailoring, baking, shoemaking, etc., while 60 are laborers. The increase
of poverty is manifested by the number of applicants for charity at the Passover. These increased
from 95 in 1894 to 195 in 1898. The committee of
charities, numbering 300 members, collects annually about 2,000 rubles for the poor.
There is a
Talmud-Torah with 113 pupils, and an elementary
public school having two classes.
It

when Jews

is

first

settled here.

;

Bibliography

:

Regesty,

i.

240, 247.

H. R.

S. J.

BYESHENKOVICHI Town in

the district of
Lepelsk, government of Vitebsk, Russia. In 1898, in
a total population of 5,000, about 4,000 were Jews,
of whom 576 were artisans. They had a synagogue,
many houses of prayer, three benevolent societies,
and numerous religious schools.
:

S.

8.

BYK, EMIL
born Jan.

14,

J.

Austrian lawyer and deputy
1845, at Janow, near Trembowla, in
:

Galicia.

In 1885 Byk was chosen chairman of the charity
committee of the Cultusrath of Lemberg, and is now
(1902) president of the Jewish community there; in
1890 he was a " Stadtverordneter " and president of
the Shomer Israel Society in 1891 he was elected to
represent Brodyand Zloczowin the Reichsrath; and
he was reelected at every subsequent election. Byk
has served on several important committees of the
Reichsrath, such as the Volkswirthschaftsausschuss
and Justizausschuss. Some of his more important
speeches in that body are: an address in 1893 against
Prince Lichtenstein on the establishment of a Jewish theological seminary; an address. May 4, 1898,
against the proposition that the sittings of the committee to consider the charges against ex-Prime Minister Badeni should be public and a stirring address,
Nov. 24, 1898), on the " Ausnahmszustand " in GaByk is promilicia, which was very well received.
;

;

Bykhov
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Byzantine Empire

nent iu the legal profession, and takes a leading part
in Jewish affairs not only in Lemberg but in Galicia
generally.
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liXX),

Bloch, Oest. Wuchenschrift, 1886, No.

:

No. 43

ordnetenhauses,

;

Stenographische Protokolle

1898, 1899,

1
iles

P.

:

was

Wl.

town in the government of
At the census of 1898 the total pop-

District

Mohilev, Russia.
ulation

1894,

Index.

B.

BYKHOV

;

Abye-

6,536, including 3,172 Jews, of

whom

587 were artisans. Most of the Jews are extremely
poor, and at times they lack the simple necessities
life.
One hundred and twenty-seven families
There are
had to apply for relief at the Passover.
a " bikkur holim " society (for the visitation of the
sick), a " linat ha-zedek " (poorhouse), and a " kibbud yom-tob " society (an organization for providing
help during holidays).
In the vicinity of Bykhov
are situated Sapezhinka (a village where 44 Jewish
families own 357 deciatines of land) and an agricultural colony, Vynn (with 20 Jewish families who

of

own

a tract of 200 deciatines).

H. R.

S. J.

-Historical Data: During the uprising of the
Cossacks under Bogdan Chmielnicki, 1648-49, the
greater part of the Jews of Bykhov, who did not
embrace Christianity, were killed. From a report
of the Polish agent Voisha to King Jan Cazimir
(dated Mohilev on the Dnieper, Aug. 25, 1662) it is
evident that the Jews of Bykhov who were forcibly
baptized did not become true adherents of the Greek
Orthodo.x Church, and that they gave their support
to the Polish commander Grochowski, who had been
captured by the Russians on the Bykhov road and
imprisoned. At the same time Major Jacob Shtreg,
an engineer from Moscow, who was dissatisfied on
account of the humiliation he received from the Russians during the siege of Smolensk and Bykhov, reported that he would soon come to Mohilev in the
service of the Polish king, together with the Jews
of Bykhov, wnth whom he had made arrangements
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account of the deplorable condition of its inhabitants, who had been utterly ruined by the attacks of
the Cossacks and the Muscovites.
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BYRON, GEORGE GORDON, LORD

:

Kos-

R.

Eng-

poet; born in Halles street, London, Jan. 22,
1788; died at Missolonghi, Greece, April 19, 1824.
The only one of his works which has any relation
to Jewish topics is his "Hebrew Melodies," some of
which have proved as popular as any of his lyrics.
These melodies were written to oblige Byron's friend
Douglas Kinnaird. Their meter lacks spontaneity;
the subject-matter has often nothing whatsoever to
lish

do with anything Hebraic; and their imagery is
" She Walks
often conventional and unpicturesque.
in Beauty," for example, might be Irish as well as
Hebrew. It was written on Byron's return from
a ball, where he had seen and admired Mrs. (later
Lady) Wilmot Horton, wife of the poet's relative,
She appeared at the ball,
the governor of Ceylon.
dressed in black and covered with spangles.
Much the same may be said of "It Is the Hour
When from the Boughs. " On the other hand, " Oh
Weep for Those " is essentially Jewish in its subjectmatter, and is written in a strain worthy of it«

The

author.

last verse is

known:

well

" Tribes of the wandering foot and weary breast.

How

shall ye flee away and be at rest ?
The wild dove hath her nest, the fox his cave,
Mankind their country— Israel, the grave."

Another poem, symbolic of Judaic history, " The
Assyrian Came Down Like a Wolf on the Fold," is
not written, however, in Byron's usual smooth and
euphonious

The

"

style.

Hebrew Melodies " never

satisfied their au-

Twitted on the subject by Moore, he exclaimed
"Sunburn Nathan! [the composer who had set them to
music] Why do you always twit me with his Ebrew nasalities ?
thor.

:

I not already told you it was all Kinnaird's doing and
"
exquisite facility of temper?

Have

my

for the occasion.

own

The Russian archimandrite, Vasilevich of Slutzk
(Lithuania), in a letter addressed to Prince Radziwill,
lord of the manor, complained of the great losses he

The poems constituting the "Melodies" were written in 1814 for music composed by Isaac Nathait,
who had been introduced to Byron two years previThe music was mainly " a selection from the
ously.

—

had sustained by the Jews not the old settlers of
Slutzk, but those who emigrated from Bykhov and
from the Ukraina, among whom there were many
who had been converted to the Greek Orthodox religion and had now turned back to Judaism.
Thus,
for instance, a Jewess from Russia who had been
converted to Christianity more than ten years before,
and who had married a Muscovite Christian, persuaded him to remove to Slutzk, where she and
the sister and children of her husband, as well as her
own children, changed their faith to Judaism.
Owing to an application of Abraham Wolfovich,
a Jew from Bykhov, a copy of a document of the
city records of Orsha, given to Isaash and Abraham
Wolfovich of Bykhov, was entered Aug. 13, 1671,
in the city records of Brest-Litovsk.

contained a
privilege granted by King Michael to the city of
Old Bykhov, Oct. 20, 1669, releasing the community from the payment of taxes for twenty years on
It

favorite airs

sung

in the religious

Jews" ("Nathan's Fugitive

ceremonies of the

Pieces," p. ix., ed. 1829,

and Kinnaird, who was a dilettante, induced
Subsequently John
supply the words.
Bkaham arranged and sang the songs, but did not
assist in composing them.
p. 144);

Byron

to
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BYZANTINE EMPIRE
eastern division of the

Roman

:

Name

empire.

given to the

On May

11,

became the capital of the Roman
empire, and the Greek Orient thereafter developed
330, Constantinople

independently. In these countries of the Eastern
empire, including Palestine, the Jews lived in great

"

masses, so that the fate of the Jewish people was
decided in Constantinople.
The association of " navicularii " (ship- and cargoowners) of Constantinople had attempted to force
the Jews and the Samaritans to join them and to
but a decree
share in the burdens of the society
dated Feb. 30, 390, bearing the names of the emperors Valentinian II., Theodosius, and Arcadius,
decided that the communities of the Jews and the
Samaritans could not legally be forced to join the
navicularii, and that at most their wealthy mem;

bers only could be taxed ("Codex Theodosianus,"
This decree was most important to the
xiii. 5, 18).
Jews, for many of them were ship-owners, and more
than one-half of the shipping in Alexandria was
While
controlled by Jews (Synesius, "Epist." iv.).
in the Western empire the Jews were
Privileged compelled to till civic otlices, the EastPosition, ern empire accorded certain privileges
at least to the elders (" viri spectabiles") and to the patriarchs of the community
("Cod. Theod." xvi. 8, 14). The rule of Auc.\dii's
was on the whole favorable to the Jews, and these
privileges of the patriarchs were renewed Feb. 3, 404.
In 412, disturbances of the Jewish service and the
confiscation of Jewish synagogues were forbidden
In 438 Theodosius II. had all laws
{ib. xvi. 8, 21).
codified and published relating to the Jews (" jSTovells Theod." title iii.).
In the mean time several events had occurred to
disturb the relations between Jews and Christians.
In 343 a riot is said to have broken out among the
Jews of Palestine, duiing which they killed many

among other cities, Lydda and Tiberias,
which were completely destroyed. The leader of
the rebellion is called by the Romans "Patricius,"
and in Jewish sources " Natrona " the latter, however, seems to be an assumed Messianic name, like
that of Nehemiah ben Hushiel, who, according to
an obscure passage of the Midrash (on Ps. Ix. 3),
died before the gates of Jerusalem in the war
rising, and,

;

against Constantinople.
Among other severe penalties, Constantius renewed tlie law which forbade
the Jews to enter Jerusalem (Sozomen, ii. 9, iii. 17).
The severe measures against them were somewhat
relaxed during the short reign of Julian the
Apostate, but as early as the reign of Theodosius I. outrages were committed upon
Ill-Feeling' them, the bisliop of Callinicus burnBetween ing the synagogue in Osrhoene (AmJews and brosius, "Epist." xxix.
see AmChristians. brose).
Though in 402 Atticus,
bishop of Constantinople, cured a
paralytic Jew^ by baptizing him (Theophanes, I.e. p.
223), Arcadius did not encourage such baptisms, and
issued a decree "de his qui ad ecclesias confugiunt
("Cod. Theod." 1. 2).
;

Byzantine Empire

But under the bigoted Theodosius II. the clergy
a free hand in Jew-baiting. In Alexandria,
through the fanatic bishop Cyril, open hostility
broke out between the Jews and the Christians, and
Cyril succeeded in cruelly expelling the Jews from
iiad

the city in 415 (Socrates, "Hist. Eccl." vii. 15; Theophanes, I.e. p. 223). The prefect of the city complained, but at Constantinople the bishop was supported; nor did the authorities there interfere when
On the other
the Jews were driven from Crete.
hand, Theodosius II., with perfect justice, threatened punishment to the Jews for insulting the Christian religion by some Purim joke ("Cod. Theod."
xvi.

8,

IS, 21).

According

to a report falsely ascribed to Atliana-

Jews

of Beirut are said to have insulted the
image of Jesus (Leo Diaconus, "Hist." x. 5, ed.
sius, the

Migne, cxvii.

896).

Immum, a little
Chalcis, a similar occur-

In Imnestar or

town between Antioch and

is said to have caused the death of a Christian
boy; and the perpetrators of the joke were of course
severely punished (Socrates, I.e. vii. 16; Theophanes.
In consequence of this event the ChrisI.e. p. 227).
tians of Antioch took away from the Jews their
synagogues (423). Tlie emperor himself did not respect the property of the Jews, for in 429, after the
extinction of the patriarchate, he seized its tax, which
formerly went to the patriarch, for the imperial
treasury ("Cod. Theod." xvi. 8, 29).

rence

It

was Theodosius,

also,

who

expelled the Jews

from Constantinople proper, assigning them to a
district on the other side of the Golden Horn above
Galata, called

and

Samaritans (Theophaues, "Chronographia," ed. Migne, cviii. 139); and similar events
are reported in the " Chronicon " of Jerome (compare Theodoret, iv. 6) as occurring in the fifteenth
year of Constantius' reign (352). In fact, even Talmudic sources speak of the hardships inflicted upon
the Jews under Caisar Gallus at the hands of his
The Komau army captured Digeneral, Ursicinus.
ocajsarea (Sepphoris), the stronghold of the up-

Greeks

Bykhov
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Stenum
(but

In

deca), in

Constantinople.

(iTevdv), Stanor, or

now changed

Stanayre

to Juderia or Ju-

which was

also their ceme-

Hitherto they had occupied in
the city itself a special quarter, the
tery.

copper market

(xa^iiOTrpaTeia),

contain-

ing their synagogue, which was turned later into a
They were now under the jurisChristian church.
diction of a special strategus but Manuel Comnenus
again put them under the municipal authorities (Du
Fresne, "Histoire Byzantine," ii. 167, Paris, 1680).
Benjamin of Tudela, also, did not "find the Jews in
;

but across the inlet. A staircase,
led to the Jewish cemetery, was
called 'E/3pa(/cr) (TKo/ia (Ducange, "Notae in Alexiadem," ad 161 D.). Jews and Samaritans here held
such large manufacturing interests tiiat merchants
in general were called "Samaritans" (Schwarz, "Sathe city

itself,

which probably

marit. Pentat." p. 42).
The feeling of Emperor Zeno (474-491) against the
Jews is illustrated by a remark at the races of An-

The " Party of the Green " murdered many
tioch.
Jews, threw their corpses into the fire, and burned
their synagogue. " They should have burned the living ones also, "said tlie emperor (Malalas, "ChronoThe charioteer Kalligrapliia, " ed. Bonn, p. 389).
opas, whohadcometo Antioch from Constantinople,
also caiised a massacre of the Jews, July 9, 507
(Malalas, ib. p. 396).
Small wonder that there was
a baptized Jew, Bassus, even in the Palestinian city
Paneas (idein, p. 239). Palestine suffered much in
tho.se (lays; Acre and Ptolemais,were destroyed by
earthquakes; and in Beirut the synagogue fell
(Joshua Stylites, ch. xlvii.). In 523 Justin renewed

;;
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the decree of Theodosius the Younger, forbidding
the Jews and the Samaritans to hold positions of
honor ("Codex Justinianus," i. 5, 12). Altliough
nominally no difference was made beSamari- tween Jews and Samaritans, the latter
were even more oppressed, since they
tans.
could not act as witnesses, nor will
away their property. During the reign of Zeno,
in 490, at Pentecost, the Samaritans of Nablus fell
upon the Christians, maltreated tlieir bishop, and
desecrated their church as a punishment the emperor tooli away their holy mountain, Gerizim, pre;

sented

it

to

the Christians,

and

a church

built

there.

Under Justinian (527-567) the Samaritans rose
again, chose Julian b. Sahar for their king (June,
530), fell upon the Christians, and burned their
churches. The emperor's troops suppressed the
riots, killed 20,000 Samaritans, and executed the

Many Samaritans thereupon were conthe others remained at Nablus and in the
vicinity of Mt. Gerizim (Theophanes, I.e. p. 411
"Chron.
Procopius, "Historia Arcana," ch. ii.
Paschale," ed. Bonn, p. 619). Tlie Jews did not
take part in this riot (Malalas, I.e. p. 445), the immediate cause of which was a quarrel at an athletic
game. It is known that Jews and Samaritans were
employed as charioteers {ib. p. 446). During a race
at CiJesarea in Palestine both the Jews and the
leaders.

verted

;

;

Samaritans engaged in a riot (Theophanes,

I.e.

ad

555) against the Christians, pulled down
and killed Stephen, the prefect of
Tlie emperor had the rioters severely
the city.
punished by Amantius, or Adamantius (Procopius,

annum

their churches,

It was perhaps in mocked. Bonn, pp. 150-152).
ery of the Jews that there was in the circus of Constantinople the inscription TialaiaTivapxm ("Ruler of
Palestine ") as the name of a horse (Kumanudes,
"Lwayuyrj 'Afffwv Adr/aavp'iaruv, p. 248, Athens, 1883).
On the other hand, the Jewish era("8era niundi ")
is found on an inscription from the year 858, at
Nicaa in Bithynia (" Byzantinische Zeitschrift," i.
The Jews had always defended the Persians.
77).
When Telia in Mesopotamia was besieged by Kobad
in 505, the Jews, through treachery, fell into the
hands of the Greeks, and were all massacred by the
Greek general Leontius (Joshua Sty lites, ed. Wright,

I.e.

ch.

Iviii.).

Justinian

emperor who not only curJews, but interfered
religious customs and traditions.
He

was

the

first

tailed the civic rights of the

also in their

forbade the celebration of the Passover if it fell before the Christian Easter (Procopius, I.e. ch. xxviii.),
because a Christian sect, the Quartodecimani, still
celebrated this festival together with the Jews.
An anonymous writer violently attacks both tlie Jews

and the Quartodecimani for this (Photius, " M}'riobiblon," ed. Migne, ciii. 390).
The ancient community of Barion in northern Africa was even forced
into baptism by Justinian (Procopius, "De ^dificiis," vi. 2), perhaps because it had resisted Belisa-
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Jerusalem (Procopius, "Bellum Vand." ii. 9). The
Jews, having good reason to stand by the Goths,
heroically defended Naples in southern Italy against
Belisarius in 536 (Procopius, "Bellum Goth." i. 8).
It was an evil day for the Jews of Italy when they
too came under Byzantine rule.
Under Mauritius,
in 584, a church in Jerusalem fell; the emperor sent
Jews from Constantinople to restore it.
Under Phocas occurred the bloody uprising of the
Jew^s of Antioch.
Pliocas liimself was murdered,
but his successor, Heraclius (610-642), also waded
in the blood of the Jews.
During his reign important events took place in Palestine, which are differently reported in the various chronicles.
In the
fourth year of Heraclius' reign, according to a
Syrian source ("Rheiuisches Museum fiir Classische
Philologie," xlviii. 164), Sahrparz, general of Chosroes II. of Persia, conquered Damascus, in the following year Galilee, and in the year after Jerusakilling 90,000 persons there.
"The Jews
bought the captive Christians for a small sum, and
in their wickedness put them to death"; but the
source of this remarkable statement. Bar Hebrseus
Abulfaraj, is careful to qualify it by adding that
" most of the Christians were killed by
War
the Persians and only a small number
Between by the Jews." Eutychius (Ibn BatRome and. rik), however, asserts that the Jews

lem,

Persia.

helped the Persians in this massacre
of countless Christians, and George
the Monk speaks of myriads of Christians murdered bj' the Jews at the bidding of the Persians,
which statement is corroborated by Theophanes
(" Byzantinische Zeitschrift, " iii. 343).
At all events
the Jews dealt cruelly with the Christians, thereby
hoping to induce the Persians to cede Jerusalem to
them. According to the Syriac source the hope was
not realized; on the contrary, all Jews from that
city and the vicinity w^ere exiled to Persia.
When,
after fourteen years, Heraclius came as victor into
Palestine, the Jews of Tiberias and of Nazareth,
under the leadership of Benjamin of Tiberias, joined
him as allies; the emperor would have kept peace
with them had not fanatic monks instigated him to
a massacre. Only a few Jews escaped into Egypt
or sought refuge in caves and in forests (Eutychius,
ii.

241).

In atonement for the violation of an oath to the
Jews, the monks pledged themselves to a fast, which
the Copts still observe; while the Syrians and the
Melchite Greeks ceased to keep it after the death of
Heraclius; Elijah of Nisibis ("Beweis der Wahrheit
des Glaubens," translation by Horst, p. 108, Colmar,
Heraclius is said to
1886) mocks at the observance.
have dreamed that destruction threatened the ByHe
zantine empire through a circumcised people.
therefore proposed to destroy all Jews who would
not become Christians and he is reported to have
counseled Dagobert, king of the Franks, to do the
same (Pertz, "Monumenta Germanise
;

Heraclius.

Historica," i. 286, vi. 25; compare
Joseph ha-Kohen, "'Emek ha-Baka,"

rius in his expedition against the Vandals.
After
Belisarius had conquered the empire of the Vandals

tr.

he carried to Constantinople the venerated treasures
of the Temple, which they had taken from Rome
but, on the advice of a Jew, Justinian sent them to

converted in one hundred and twenty years, seems

Wiener, p. 5). The saving of the Tiburtine sibyl
(Sackur, " Sibyllinische Texte," p. 146, Halle, 1898),
that the Jews of the Byzantine empire would be
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to refer to these occurrences, since about one hundred and twenty years elapsed from the time of the
Persian war under Anastasius, in 505, to the victory
It has been thought that a
of Heraclius in 628.
Jewisli apocalypse also refers to this expedition
of Heraclius against the Persians (Buttenwieser,
"Elias-Apokalypse," Leipsic, 1897; see Apoca-

lyptic Literature, Neo-Hebraic; see, however,
"Jew. Quart. Rev." .xiv. 359). No further persecutions of the Jews under Heraclius are reported. But
the Jews again showed their warlike spirit when, as
Nicephorus narrates, they stormed the Church of
St. Sophia at Constantinople, which at that time
was protected by the empress Martina and her son
Heraclius' dream was fulfilled in an
Heracleonas.
unexpected way. Judea, Syria, and Egypt fell into
the hands of the circumcised Arabs and ceased to
exist for the Byzantine empire; and the Jews were
no longer excluded from Jerusalem.
The Byzantine empire was now considerably
smaller, but all the more bitter were the persecutions
originating there.
It is said that Leo the Isaurian
(718-741) as an itinerant pedler met some Jewish
fortune-tellers, who predicted that he would win the
Roman empire if he abolished idolatry (Glycas, " Annal. " i. 280 Gibbon, " Decline and Fall, " v. 185). The
iconoclasts, of whom Leo was the first, were nicknamed "Jews," as the pure Jewish religion forbade
image-worship. The sentence of a wise man was
frequently quoted: "You have often heard that the
Hebrews and Samaritans condemn images, hence all
those who condemn them are Jews " (Mausi, " Sacrorum Conciliorum," etc., xiii. 167). The reading of
Isa. xl. 18, at Christmas, 814, so afThe Icono- fected Emperor Leo V., the Armenian,
clasts.
that he turned iconoclast.
The same
maybe supposed of the Isaurian, who
was acquainted with Jews and Arabs. Nevertheless
he forced the Jews of his empire to be baptized (723),
many submitting, but at the first opportunity returning to their ancient faith. Others fled to freer
countries, a number of Greek Jews going to the
Crimea, to the Caucasian districts, or to the kingdom of the Chazars, where they effectively planted
the seeds of Judaism.
The former comrade inarms of Leo the Armenian,
Emperor Michael II., stood in peculiar relations to
Judaism. Many Jews were living in Amorion, a
city in upper Phrygia.
The Greek inhabitants belonged to a sect which, while believing in baptism,
lived according to the Mosaic law in all things except circumcision. In spiritual as well as in temporal affairs it had as its leader a man or a woman
who must have been born a Hebrew. Michael the
;

Phrygian in his youth had belonged to this sect.
Thus he had been ruled by Jews before he in turn
ruled them (Additions to Tiieoplianes, ed. Migne,
cix.

56).

The

may

be

des Juifs."

v.

so-called " Attingaiies" also

regarded as Jews (Basnage,

"Ili.stoire

Basil I., the Macedonian (867-886). third
ruler after Michael, affected the lot of the Jews as
1482).

no other Greek emperor had done. Knowing well
that the religious disputations which he convoked
between Jews and Christians led to no results, he
promised relief from the burdensome taxation, and
honors and offices to all Jews who should elect to

Byzantine Empire

be baptized. Perhaps by threats rather than by
promises, he induced many Jews to be converted, although, as the source expressly adds, they returned
to Judaism immediately after the emBasil I.
peror's death {ib. p. 341
Simeon
Magister, ib. p. 690; Georgius Monachos, ib. p. 842; Cedrenus, in the "Compendium,"
The Chronicle of Ahimaaz (Neubauer,
p. 241).
;

"Medieval Jewish Chronicles," vol. ii.) shows the
far-reaching consequences of the emperor's edict.
From Otranto the terrible news spread even to the
Byzantine provinces of southern Italy, and it Avas
only through a miracle, when Shephatiah b. Amittai
cured the insane daughter of the emperor, that five
Jewish communities there were saved while more
than one thousand communities were forced to submit to baptism. Shephatiah expressed his sorrow in
touching penitential songs; and this characteristically Byzantine act became the subject of Mahzor
commentaries. The Chronicle of Ahimaaz says that
Basil's son, Leo VI., the Philosopher, restored religious freedom to the Jews; this agrees with the statements found in the continuation of Theophaue.s.
However, the "Basilica," that "corpus juris " whicli
was begun by Basil and continued and completed
by Leo VI. and Constantine VII. Porphyrogenitus,
contains some stringent measures in regard to the
Jews. But more rigidly than the.se imperial edicts
were the edicts of the Church enforced.
The heretical patriarch of Constantinople, Photius,
who had for his teacher a Jewish necromancer, and
who was himself the tutor of the imperial philosopher, collected the ecclesiastical laws into the nomocanon.
The sixth ecumenical council (680-681),
which was the third convened at Constantinople,
prescribed in Tit. iv., canon 78, that the Samaritans,
with whom there had been trouble, should not be
admitted too hastily to baptism. The seventh ecumenical council, the second held at Nicaea, in 787,
dealt in the eighth canon with the same subject;
this time, however, in regard to the Jews, who, it
said, ought to remain Jews rather than mock at
Christianity under the mask of Christians.
Emperor
Constantine VIII. in 1026, added to these laws a
regulation for a special Jew's oath.
Soon afterward the Byzantine Jews were stirred
by events of world -historic importance. At the
time of the first crusade (1096), Messianic hopes
filled both the Germanic and the Greek Jews, who
expected no less than that Palestine would be reletter found in the genizah
stored to the Jews.
of Cairo ("Jew. Quart. Rev." ix. 27-29), which was
sent from Tripolis to Constantinople, seems to indicate that Emperor Alexius Comuenus
Messianic and the Patriarch (this is the interpretation of the "great Hegemon ") exHopes.
empted the Jews, perhaps only those
of Salonica, from taxation, either because they were
unable to pay taxes on account of the stress of the
time, or because the emperor, fearing lest they
should sympathize with the Latin crusaders, tried
to secure their loyalty.
Signs were reported from
Salonica which were taken to announce the advent
of the Messiah. These hopes, however, were deceptive; the Jews suffered untold misery at the hands
of the crusaders, and Palestine, wrested from the
;

,

A
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not even allowed to be the sanctuary of Jewish piety Hb. x. 139-151).
About the year 1000 Elijah of Nisibis ("Beweis
der Wahrheit," p. 42) gave the following description
of the Byzantine Jews: "The Romans tolerate many
Jewish inhabitants within their borders, protect
them, permit them to worship in public, and to
build synagogues. The Jew in his country openly
lie cherishes his religion,
I am a Jew.
declares:
prays in public, is not called to account for it, nor is
he prevented from observing it, and no difficulties
are put in his way." The Nestorian metropolitan
here shows how much better was the condition
of the Jews than that of the Christian heretics.
Moreover, it appears that the Greek Jews were more
favorably circumstanced than their brethren in most
of the otiier countries of Europe; the Greeks found
the conduct of the Latins toward the Jews unjust
and abhorrent (Basnage, "Hisloire des Juifs," v.
Therefore it is an error on the part of the
1749).
traveler Pethahiah to speak of the bondage of the
Jews in Greece. He himself testifies at the end of his
work that there were a great many Jewish communities in Greece consequently they could not have

Mohammedans, was

'

'

;

The traveler Benjamin of
Tudela (about 1170) also tcstities to the peace and
In Otranto,
prosperity enjoyed by the Greek Jews.
been so badly treated.

In
Eleventh

and

the last town in southern Italy that
remained imder Byzantine rule, there
were 500 Jews, but in Corfu only one
Sicilian Jew in Arta (or Larta), 100
;

whose leader was signifiCenturies. cantly called "Rabbi Heracles"; in

Twelfth

families,

Achelaos were 2 Jews; in Patras, 50;
in Lepanto, 100; in Krisso near Mt. Parnassus, 200
Jews, engaged in agriculture; in Corinth, 300; in

Thebes, 2,000. A Jew from Thebes is mentioned in
the Messianic letter from Tripolis, and Judah al-HaIts Jewish scholars
also mentions this city.
stood second only to those of Constantinople, and
the best silks and purple stuffs of the whole Byzantine empire were manufactured by its Jews. Silkculture had been quickly learned by the Byzantine
Jews, who became masters of the art, some of them
being transported to Sicily by Roger, king of Naples.
In Eubwa there were 200 Jews; in Taburtrissa, 100;
in Rovinaca, 100; in Armiros, a great commercial
city, 400; in Vissena, 100; in Salonica, 500; in Mitrizi

rizzi, 20; in Drama, 140; in Christopolis, 20; in RoIn Zeidosto, 400; in Gallipoli, 200; in Kilia, 50.
tum, on the borders of Wallacliia, Benjamin found

50 Jews. The Wallachians pillaged the Greeks, but
did not molest the Jews; they even gave to their
children Jewish names, and called themselves brothIn Constantinople that is, across
ers to the Jews.
the inlet— lived 2,000 Rabbinite and 500 Karaite
Jews, separatetl by a wall. In addition to celebrated
teachers, there were silk-workers, merchants, and
bankers; they were often disturbed by the tanners
near whom they lived. On the Greek islands also
were many Jews on Mitylene were 10 communities,
on Chios 400 families, on Samos 300, on Rhodes 400,
and on Cyprus several communities, among whom

—

:

were some

heretics.

Benjamin of Tudela, and Justinian in his one
hundred and forty-sixth novella, describe quite
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accm-ately the communal affairs of the Jews of the
Eastern empire. Since the extinction of the patriarchate they had no central authority. In the several communities the heads of the academies (" reshe
pirke," apxift-peniTaC) managed the affairs, assisted by
In
the elders {npeafivrEpoi) or masters ("magistri ").
Palestine the rabbis were designated
Internal
by the Greek expression "wise men"
(<yo(poi),
Cona title that survived in the
stitution. Sicilian communities during the whole
Middle Ages ("Jew. Quart. Rev." vi.
235).
The delegates to the communities were called
aTTdaToloi.
Tlie "Cod. Theod." xvi. 8, 10 also menWhen Benjamin of
tions the primates of the Jews.
Tudela visited the Jews at Salonica, they had their
own mayor {eipopog). This was during the reign of
Manuel Comnenus (1143-80), who, as has been said,
put the Jews of Constantinople under the jurisdicHe permitted his phytion of the common courts.
At
sician, Solomon the Egyptian, to ride a horse.
Corfu, where the Jews were increasing, the Jewish
syndics dressed like the Christian syndics, but were
not permitted to carry a sword. Here the Jews
retained their old constitution even under Venetian
rule (Romanos, in " Ilestia," Athens, 1891 " Rev. Et.
Juives," xxiii. 69-74; concerning the Jewish community of Corfu see Romanos, I.e.).
The once powerful Byzantine empire grew ever
weaker, Arabs, Bulgarians, Venetians, and Turks
despoiling it of its most beautiful provinces. There
came a time when Jewish funds helped to sustain
the weakened realm. In 1237 the pope, Gregory
IX., permitted the king of France to send money
obtained from the Jews to the Byzantine empire
(Stern, "Stellung der Piipste zu den Judcn," Nos.
Under the Bulgarian czar, Jo198-200, Kiel, 1895).
annes Alexander (1331-65), who married a Jewess
called after baptism "Theodora," the Jews are said
to have made themselves obnoxious and to have created disturbances (Jirecek, "Gescli. der Bulgaren,"
In Bulgaria the Jews were
p. 312, Prague, 1876).
employed as executioners {ib. p. 380). This was a
Byzantine custom, as may be learned from a letter of
;

R. Jacob de Venice to Fra Pablo Christiani (Kobak,
"Ginze Nistaroth," 1868, pp. 1-31 compare "Monatsschrift," 1870, p. 117). The spirit of intolerance
in

;

permeated the polemical work of Emperor Joannes Cantacuzenus (1347-55), which was, however,
directed against the Mohammedans rather than the
Jews (ed. Migne, cliii., cliv.); a century later this
One often meets polemspirit entirely disappeared.
ical writings against the Jews (Jahn, "Anecdota
Grffica Theologica," p. xvi., Leipsic, 1893), and the
Greek opponent declares that he uses the Jewish
still

language

{ib.

p. 1).

The

beautiful city of Constantinople fell into the
hands of the Turks in 1453, and, curiously enough,
the Greeks mourned with songs patJewish
terned after the Hebrew Threni.
Relics at Countless monuments of art, many
Constanti- pertaining to Judaism, were destroyed,
nople.
Nearly all the personages of the Old

Testament had statues here, which
were reverenced by the Jews, even though they
served Christian purposes. The staff of Moses, and
the cross, both brought by Constantine the Great

"

;;
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from Jerusalem, were considered the most precious
Until 1204 the statue of a
treasures of the empire.
rider with winged feet stood in the cattle market
("forum tauri"), representing Bellerophon, though
the people regarded it as Joshua when he bade the
sun stand still. Abraham Zacuto lield the characteristic if erroneous opinion that Job was buried in

The
Constantinople " (Yuhasin," ed. London, p. 6).
Midrash books, most of which received their final
form in the Byzantine empire, often spealc of the
new Rome, or Babel, as it is also called, especially
in regard to the size of tliiscity (Midr. Teh. xlviii. 4
B. B. 75b; see also Berliner's "Magazin," xix. 239).
In a late Midrasli the throne and circus of Constantinople are discussed, and Benjamin of Tudela deUnder the name " Kostantine "
scribes the throne.
the city is often mentioned in the later Midrash and
Targum, and even more frequently in the Jewish
Aside from its
literature of the later jMiddle Ages.

as" 'Uz," " Buz," "Magdiel,"
the Byzantine empire is usually called "Romania," for the Byzantines always considered themselves Romans.
The name is especially applied to
the ritual, and mention is frequently made of a
Roman or Grecian ritual (Zunz, "Ritus," p. 79) and
of a Roman Mahzor (ed. princeps,
Liturgy. Constantinople, 1510). Affinity to the
Greek ritual is shown not only by those
of Corfu and of Kafia (a city of the Crimea, which
like many others was influenced by Constantinople),
but also by those of Germany, France, and Italy,
into each of which, the Byzantine empire being the
medium, the Palestinian ritual was introduced
while Spain and the farther Orient were guided by
the Babylonian ritual.
Technical terms for the
liturgical poetry in Hebrew (as "keroba") and espefigurative names, such

etc.,

Greek (as "piyyut," from TvoiTjTijq, Troir/aic,
from TiECTovpyia, p*lJD from crwrfi/cof or ahvTFKvnQ,
}"IDTD from TpaX/xoc) spread from here to the European
countries.
The influence of the Byzantine Jews on
Judaism in general is in fact much greater than has
heretofore been acknowledged.
As long as the academies of Babylonia flourished
they were much frequented bj' Greek Jews, especially by Jews from Constantinople, whose knowledge of the Greek language was often of advantage
to the Geonim (Harkavy, "Teshubot ha-Geonim,"
Hai Gaon learned Greek from them
pp. 24, 105).
for his lexicographic work.
Even Nahmanides in
Spain studied under a Greek scholar (on B. B. 8a).
Matthew of Edessa (1136) mentions in his chronicle
a great Hebrew scholar of Cyprus, named Moses,
who even in matters of religion judged between
Greeks and Armenians (Wiener, in "Hebr. Bibl."
vi. 116).
Ibn Ezra mentions "the wise men of Israel
in the land of Javan " (on Jonah i. 2).
In his introduction to the commentary on tlie Pentateuch he
speaks of the Greeks as forming a special scliool
of Bible exegesis.
Their method is the so-called
"Derush," though they held it superfluous to compile older Midrash works.
Two eminent representatives of this method, both from Castoria in Bulgaria, are Tobiah b. Eliezer, author of " Lekah Tob "
(edited by S. Buber), and his pupil Meir, author of
"Or 'Enayim." Tobiah also took part in the Messianic movement of 1096, mentioned above, and both
cially in

J"lt3?

Byzantine Empire

are cited by their countryman Judah (Leon) Mosconi of Ochrida in Bulgaria (about 1360; Berliner's
"

Jewish
Authors.

Magazin,

'
'

iii.

95),

who in recent times

became known as the owner of a

val-

uable library ("Rev. Et. Juives,"

The work

"

xl.

Kebod Elohim "

of
preserved in manuscript.
Joseph "the Greek" is known as a translator.
In the sphere of this Greek learning were also
the Jews of southern Italy and of Sicil3\ prominent
among whom was Shabbethai Donnolo (about 970)
of Oria, physician to the Byzantine viceroy Eupraxius.
The well-known Isaiali di Trani also lived in
Greece, and from his responsa may be gleaned the
fact that some rabbinical observances were neglected
by the Greek Jews ("Jew. Quart. Rev." iv. 99).
Whether Hillel b. Eliakim, tlie Midrash commentator, lived in Greece or in southern Italy is not
known. Tlie Mishnah commentator Isaac Siponto
also deserves mention, and a certain R. Baruch from
the land of Javan is named as a Talmudic authority.
Shemariali b. Elijah Cretensis, in Spain called simply
"the Greek," a philosoplier and grammarian, was
prominent in the fourteenth century. The " Greek "
Zerahiah (fourteenth century) is the author of "Sefer
ha-Yashar." Besides these there were in Greece
several liturgic poets; but they were unfavorably
criticized by the competent judge Judah al-Harizi,
who singles out for commendation only the poet
i\Iichael b. Kaleb of Thebes.
Since Abraham ibn
Ezra and Maimonides ("Nit'e Na'amanim," 17b) also
pass adverse judgment on the scholars of Greece,
the intellectual endowments of the latter must have
been mediocre.
63).

R.

Abraham Cohen

But
classic

of Patras

is

the Byzantine empire was and remained the
land of the Samaritans and the Karaites.

The frequent uprisings
been mentioned. The
raites is

of the former have already
literary activity of the Ka-

most noteworthy.

They seem

to

have had

a systematic organization, for Aaron b. Judah Kusdini (about 1120) is named as the leader of the Karaite communities of the Byzantine
Karaites, empire (Fiirst, "Gesch. des Karaerthums," i. 211). Distinction was attained by the "Jew" Assaf, probably a Karaite
(time uncertain), and by the polyhistor Caleb Afendopolo (fifteenth century), a distinguished botanist,
this being a rare attainment among the Jews of the
]\Iiddle Ages.
In Constantinople lived also Judah
Hadassi (twelfth century), the greatest Karaite
scholar.
Most of the Karaite books were destroyed
in the frequent conflagrations at Constantinople
(Wulfer, in "Theriaca Judaica," p. 289).
In the writings of the Rabbiniteas well as in those
of the Karaite Jews, Greek, the mother tongue,
often has the ascendency, to the extent of entire

Greek glosses
ii.

570-584).

(Perles, in

"Byzantinische Zeitschrift,"

But such words as IDJDn

for "

Roman,

and 'J'OJtDL'^ip for "Byzantine coin," arc also found
in Western authors; the Jews also u.sed Greek money
in Turkish times (}'ear-book "Jerusalem," v. 167).
Jerahmeel, who, probably in the eleventh century,
made an epitome of the Yosippon, also gives evidence of the thoroughly Greek culture of the Byzantine Jews.
"It is certain that in Magna Grfeca,
Constantinople, Greek was the vernacular

as in

;
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"
language, and would therefore be used by the Jews
(Neubauer, in "Jew. Quart. Rev." xi. 367). Two
facts, both relating to the religious service, especially
illustrate how deeply the Jews were steeped in Greek
Emperor Justinian was requested by a
culture.
party of the Jews to liave the weekly portions from

He willingly conthe Torah translated into Greek.
hoping that thereby tlie Jews might be converted he issued, in rtr^'S, a decree ordering the Jews
to use either the Septuagint translation or that of
Aquila. But the Jews reconsidered the matter betimes and retained their old custom. Even more
remarkable is the fact that in Candia the Haftarah
for the afternoon of the Da}'^ of Atonement the
Prophet Jonah was recited in Greek (Elijah Kapsented,

;

—

—

CABALA.— Name and Origin (Hebrew form
Kabbalah [nblp, from ^ap = " to receive " literally,
;

" the received or traditional lore"])

:

The specific term

for the esoteric or mystic doctrine concerning God and
the universe, asserted to have come down as a revelation to elect saints *''om a remote past, and preserved
only by a privileged few. At first consisting only of

empirical lore, it assumed, under the influence of Neoplatonic and Neopythagorean philosophy, a specuIn the geonic period it is connected
lative character.
with a Mishnah-like text-book, the "Sefer Yezirah,"
and forms the object of the systematic study of the
elect, called "mekubbalim" or "ba'aleha-kabbalah"
These re(possessors of, or adepts in, the Cabala).
ceive afterward the name of "maskilim" (the wise),
after Dan. xii. 10; and because the Cabala is called
the hidden
mriDJ riDDH ("hokmah nistarah "
wisdom), the initials of which are |n. they receive
also the name of j n 'yiV ("adepts in grace") (Eccl.
From the thirteenth century onward
ix. 11, Hebr.).
the Cabala branched out into an extensive literature,
alongside of and in opposition to the Talmud. It
was written in a peculiar Aramaic dialect, and was
grouped as commentaries on the Torah, around the
Zohar as its holy book, which suddenly made its
appearance.
The Cabala is divided into a theosophical or theoretical system. Kabbalah 'lyyunit (n^JVy nP3p)

=

and a theurgic or practical Cabala, n^K'yo ilhlp.
In view of the fact that the name " Cabala " does not
occur in literature before the eleventh century (see
Landauer, "Orient. Lit." vi. 206; compare Zunz,
"G. V." p. 415), and because of thepseudepigraphic
character of the Zohar and of almost all the cabawritings, most modern scholars, among whom
are Zunz, Grfttz, Luzzatto, Jost, Stcinschneider, and
listic

Munk

bibliography below), have treated the
Cabala with a certain bias and from a rationalistic
rather than from a psychologicohistorical point of
view applying the name of " Cabala " only to the
speculative systems which appeared since the thirteenth century, under pretentious titles and with
fictitious claims, but not to the mystic lore of the
;

(see
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ed. Lattes, p. 22).
This text, dating from the
twelfth or the tliirteenth century, is considered by
many to be the oldest extant specimen of the Greek
vernacular.
A complete translation of the Bible into
Greek, for the use of Jews, exists in several manuscripts.
Such a translation, together with an Aramaic and Spanish translation, was first printed at
Constantinople in 1547.
As Greek culture had well-nigh disappeared before the invention of printing, the intellectual products of the Byzantine Jews are to a great extent
unknown here, as well as in the political history
of the time, new investigations may lead to fresh
sali,

;

discoveries.
G.

S.

Kr.

geonic and Talmudic times. Such distinction and
partiality, however, prevent a deeper understanding
of the nature and progress of the Cabala, which, on
closer observation, shows a continuous line of development from the same roots and elements.
Cabala comprised originally the entire traditional
lore, in contradistinction to the written law (Torah),
and therefore included the prophetic and hagiographic books of the Bible, which were supposed to
have been " received " by the power of the Holy
Spirit rather than as writings from God's hand (see
Ta'an. ii. 1 R. H. 7a, 19a, and elsewhere in the Talmud compare Zunz, " G. V." 2d ed., pp. 46, 366, 415,
and Taylor, "Early Sayings of the Jewish Fathers,"
Each "received"
1899, pp. 106 etseg., 175 et seq.).
doctrine was claimed as tradition from the Fathers
"masoret me-Abotenu" (Josephus,
Meaning "Ant."xiii. 10, § 6; 16, § 2; Meg.
of the "Word 10b; Shek. vi. 1) to be traced back
"Cabala." to the Prophets or to Moses on Sinai
;

;

—

—

(compare " mekubbalani " in Peah ii. 6
So the Masorah, " the fence to the
Torah" (Ab. iii. 13) is, as Taylor (I.e. p. 55) correctly
'Eduy.

viii. 7).

a correlation to Cabala. " The chief characCabala is that, unlike the Scripture.^,
whereit was entrusted only to the few elect ones
fore, according to IV Esdras xiv. 5, 6, Moses, on
Mount Sinai, when receiving both the Law and the
knowledge of wondrous things, was told by the
states, "

teristic of the

;

Lord

:

"

These words shalt thou declare, and these
Accordingly the rule laid down

shalt thou hide."

for the transmission of the cabalistic lore in the
ancient Mishnah (Hag. ii. 1) was "not to expound the
Chapter of Creation ("Ma'aseh Bereshit," Gen. i.)
before more than one hearer; nor that of the Heavcompare I
enly Chariot ("Merkabah," Ezek. i.
Chron. xxviii. 18 and Ecclus. [SirachJ xlix. 8) to any
but a man of wisdom and profound understanding "
;

that is to say, cosmogony and theosophy were regarded as esoteric studies (Hag. 13a). Such was the
"Masoret ha-Hokmah " (the tradition of wisdom,
handed over by Moses to Joshua (Tan., Wa'ethanan,
ed. Buber, 13) and likewise the twofold philosophy
;
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of the Essenes, "the contomplation of God's being
and the origin of the universe," specified by Philo
("Quod Omnis Probus Liber," xii.). Besides these
that is, the secrets of tlie
there was the eschatology
place and time of the retribution and the future

—

redemption (Sifre, Wezot ha-Berakah, 357); "the
chambers of tiie behemoth and leviathan"
the secret of tlie calendar (" Sod ha(Cant. R. i. 4)
secret

;

—

'Ibbur ") that is, the mode of calculating the years
with a view to the Messianic kingdom (Kct. 111a112a; Yer. R. H. ii. 58b); and, finally, the knowledge
and use of the Ineffable Name, also "to be transmitted only to the saintly and discreet ones " (Zenu'im
or Essenes; Kid. 71a; Yer. Yoma iii. 40d; Eccl. R.
111. 11), and of the angels (Josephus, "B. J." ii.
8,
§ 7). All these formed the sura and substance of
"
the Mysteries of the Torah, "Sitre or Raze Torah
(Pes. il9a; Meg. 3a; Ab. vi. 1), "the things spoken
only in a whisper " (Hag. 14a).
How old the Cabala is, may be inferred from the
fact that as early a writer as Ben Sira warns against
"Thou shalt
it in his saying: niiriDJa poy ll? pN
have no business with secret things " (Ecclus.
[Sirach] iii. 22; compare Hag. 13a; Gen. R. viii.).
In fact, the apocalyptic literature belonging to the
second and first pre-Christian centuries contained
the chief elements of the Cabala; and

=

Antiquity

according to Josephus (^.c), such
writings were in the possession of the
Essenes, and were jealously guarded
by them against disclosure, for which
they claimed a hoary antiquity (see Philo, " De Vita
Contemplativa," iii., and Hippolytus, "Refutation
of all Heresies," ix. 27), the Essenes have with sufficient reason been assumed by Jellinek ("B. H."
ii., iii., Introductions and elsewhere), by Plessner
("Dat Mosheh wi-Yehudit," pp. iv. 47 et seq.), by
Hilgenfeld ("Die Jiidische Apokalyptik," 1857, p.
257), by Eichhorn ("Einleitung in die Apoc. Schriften des Alten Testaments," 1795, pp. 434 et seq.), by
Gaster(" The Sword of Moses," 1896, Introduction),
by Kohler ("Test. Job," in Kohut Memorial Volume,
pp. 266, 288 et seq.), and by others to be the originators of the Cabala.
That many such books containing secret lore were
kept hidden away by the " wise " is clearly stated in
IV Esdras xiv. 45-46, where Pseudo-Ezra is told to
publish the twenty-four books of the canon openly
that the worthy and the unworthy may alike read,
but to keep the seventy other books hidden in order
to " deliver them only to such as be wise " (compare
Dan. xii. 10) for in them are the spring of understanding, the fountain of wisdom, and tiie stream of
knowledge (compare Sotah xv. 3).
study of the
few still existing apocryphal books discloses the fact,
ignored by most modern writers on the Cabala and
Essenism, that " the mystic lore " occasionally alluded to in the Talmudic or Midrashic literature
(compare Zunz, "G. V." 2ded., pp. 172 et seq. JoGl,
" Religionsphilosophie des Sohar," pp. 45-54) is not
only much more sj'stematically presented in these
older writings, but gives ample evidence of a continuous cabalistic tradition inasmuch as the mystic
literature of the geonic period is only a fragmentary reproduction of the ancient apocalyptic writings, and the saints and sages of the tannaic period
as,

of the
Cabala.

;

A

;

;

Cabala

take in the former the place occupied by the Biblical
protoplasts, patriarchs, and scribes in the latter.
So, also, does the older Enoch book, parts of
which have been preserved in the geonic mystic literature (see Jellinek, I.e., and "Z. D. M. G." 1853,
p. 249), by its angelology, demonology, and cosmology, give a fuller insight into the "Merkabah " and
"Bereshit" lore of the ancients than the "Hekalot,"
which present but fragments, while the central figure of the Cabala, Metatron Enoch, is
Cabalistic seen in ch. Ixx.-lxxi. in a process of
Elements transformation. The cosmogony of
the Slavonic Enoch, a product of the
in the
Apocfirst pre-Christian century (Charles,
rypha.
"The Book of the Secrets of Enoch."

showing an advanced

1896, p. XXV.),

stage compared with the older Enoch book, casts
a flood of light upon the rabbinical cosmogony
by its realistic description of the process of creation (compare ch. xxv.-xxx. and Hag. 12a et
Yer. Hag. ii. 77a et seq. Gen. R. l.-x.).
Here
seq.
"
are found the primal elements, " the stones of fire
out of which " the Throne of Glory " is made, and
from which the angels emanate; "the glassy sea"
(N^"*© X"0), beneath which the seven heavens, formed
of fire and water (D"'?D1 K'XO
D^DU'), are stretched
out, and the founding of the world upon the abyss
(n^ntJ' px); the preexistence of human souls (Plato,
"Timsus," 36; Yeb. 63b; Nid. 30b), and the formation of man by the Creative Wisdom out of seven
substances (see Charles, note to ch. xxvi. 5 and xxx.
8, who refers to Philo and the Stoics for analogies);
the ten classes of angels (ch. xx.); and, in ch. xxii.,
version A, ten heavens instead of seven, and an
advanced chiliastic calendar system (ch. xv.-xvi.,
Its cabalistic character
xxxii.
see Milt.ennium).
is shown by references to the writings of Adam,
Seth, Cainan, Mahalalel, and Jared (ch. xxxiii. 10,
and elsewhere).
More instructive still for the study of the development of cabalistic lore is the Book of Jubilees
written under King John Hyrcanus (see Charles,
"The Book of Jubilees," 1902, Introduction, pp. Iviii.
which also refers to the writings of Jared,
et seq.)
Cainan, and Noah, and presents Abraham as the renewer, and Levi as the permanent guardian, of these
ancient writings (ch. iv. 18, viii. 3, x. 13; compare
;

;

=

;

—

"B. H."

Jellinek,

A

iii.

155, xii. 27, xxi. 10,

— because

xlv. 16)

as early as a thousand years prior to the supposed date
of the "Sefer Yezirah," a cosmogony
based upon the twenty-two letters of
the Hebrew alphabet, and connected

Contin-

uous Tradition.

it offers,

with Jewish chronology and Messianology, while at
the same time insisting upon the heptad as the holy
number rather than upon the decadic system adopted
by the later haggadists and the " Set'er Yezirah " (ch.
ii. 23; compare Midr. Tadshe vi. and Charles's note,
vi. 29 et seq.
Epstein, in "Rev. Et. Juives," xxii.
11; and regarding the number seven compare Ethiopic Enoch, Ixxvii. 4 et seq. [see Charles's note] Lev.
Philo, "De Opificios Mundi," 30-43, and
R. xxix.
Ab. V. 1-3 Hag. 12a). The Pythagorean idea of the
;

;

;

;

creative powers of numbers and letters, upon which
the "Sefer Yezirah" is founded, and which was
known in tannailic times compare Rab's saying:

—

"
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"Bezalel

knew how

to

combine

the letters

[cilT'V]

by which heaven and earth were created"

(Ber.

and tlie saying of R. Jiulah b. 'Ilai (Men. 29b),
quoted, with similar sayings of Kab, in Baclier,
" Ag. Bab. Amor." pp. 18, 19— is here proved to be
an old cabalistic conception. In fact, the belief in
the magic power of the letters of the Tetragrammatou and other names of the Deity (compare Enoch,
Prayer of Manasses Kid. 71a; Eccl.
\x\. S et seq.
55a),

;

;

R.

11; Yer.

iii.

Hag.

ii.

77c)

seems to have

nated in Chaldea (see Lenormant,

"

origi-

Clialdean Magic,

Whatever, then, the tlieurgic Cabala
pp. 29, 43).
"
was, which, under the name of " Sefer (or " Hilkot
fourth
the
rabbis
of
Babylonian
Yezirah," induced
century to "create a calf by magic" (Sanh. 65b,
67b; Zunz, "G. V." 2d ed., p. 174, by a false rationalism ignores or fails to account for a simple though
strange fact!), an ancient tradition seems to have
coupled the name of this theurgic "Sefer Yezirah"
with the name of Abraham as one accredited with
the possession of esoteric wisdom and theurgic

powers (see Abraham, Apocalypse of, and Abraham, Testament OF; Beer, "Das Leben Abrahams,"
and especially Testament of Abrapp. 207 et seq.
ham, Recension B, vi., xviii. compare Kohler, in
"Jew. Quart. Rev." vii. 584, note). As stated by
Jellinek ("Beitriige zur Kabbalah," 1. 3), the very
fact that Abraham, and not a Talmudical hero like
;

;

introduced in the "Sefer Yezirah," at the
Wisdom of the Alphabet,
indicates an old tradition, if not the antiquity of the

Akiba,

is

close, as possessor of the

book

itself.

of the Creative Wisdom" can also
be traced from the " Sefer Yezirah," back to Ben Sira,

The "wonders
Enoch,

I.e.;

xlii.

1,

xlviii. 1, Ixxxii. 2, xcii. 1; Sla-

3 (see Charles's note for
further parallels) IV Esdras xiv. 46; Sotah xv. 3;
and the Merkabah-travels to Test. Abraham, x. Test.
Job. xi. (see Kohler, in Kohut Memorial Volume, pp.
282-288); and the Baruch Apocalypse throughout,

vonic Enoch, XXX.

8, xxxiii.

;

;

and even II Mace. vii. 22, 28, betray cabalistic traditions and terminologies.
But especially does Gnosticism testify to the an-

Of Chalilean origin, as sugtiquity of the Cabala.
gested by Kessler (see "Mandaeans,"

Gnosticism

and

in

Herzog-Hauck, "Real-Encyc.")and

definitively

shown

by Anz ("Die

Frage nach dem Ursprung des Gnostizismus," 1879), Gnosticism was Jewcharacter long before it became Christian (see

Cabala.
ish in

"Blicke in die Religionsgeschichte," etc., 1880,
Honig, "Die Ophiten," 1889; Friedlander,
" Der Vorchristliche Jildische Gnostizismus," 1898;
that is,
idetn, "Der Antichrist, "1901). Gnosticism
the cabalistic "Hokmah" (wisdom), translated into
" ^landa' " = knowledge
" Madda' " (Aramaic,
of
things divine) seems to have been the first attempt
on the part of the Jewish sages to give the empirical
mystic lore, with the help of Platonic and Pythagorean or Stoic ideas, a speculative turn hence the
danger of heresy from wliich Akiba and Ben Zoma

Joel,
1.

"

203;

—

—

;

strove to extricate themselves, and of which the
systems of PniLo, an adept in Cabala (see " De Cheru-

bim," 14; "DeSacrificiisAbelisetCaini,"15; "DeEo
Quod Deterius Potiori Insidiatur," 48; " Quis Rerum
Divinarum Heres Sit,'' 22), and of Paul (see Matter,
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History of Gnosticism," ii.), show many pitfalls (see
It was the ancient Cabala
Gnosticis.m, Minim).
which, while allegorizing the Song of Songs, spoke
of Adam Kadmon, or the God-man, of the "Bride
of God," ai!.d hence of "the mystery of the union of
powers" in God (see Conybeare. "Philo's Contemplative Life," p. 304), bef(jre Philo, Paul, tlie Chris"

and the medieval Cabala did. SpecuCabala of old (IV Esd. iii. 21; Wisdom ii. 24)
spoke of "the germ of poison from the serpent transmitted from Adam to all generations " (^5^^ nomT
t^'nj) before Paul and R. Johanan ('Ab. Zarah 22b)
And while the Gnostic classification
referred to it.
of souls into pneumatic, psychic, and hylic ones can
be traced back to Plato (see Joel, I.e. p. 132), Paul
was not the first (or only one) to adopt it in his system (see Hag. 14b; Cant. R. i. 3, quoted by Joel;
compare Gen. R. xiv., where the five names for the
soul are dwelt upon).
The whole dnalistic system of good and of evil
powers, which goes back to Zoroastrianism and ultimately to old Chaldea, can be traced through Gnosticism; having influenced the cosmology of the anSo
cient Cabala before it reached the medieval one.
is the conception underlying the cabalistic tree, of
the right side being the source of light
Cabalistic and purity, and the left the source of
Dualism, darkness and impurity ("sitra yemina
we sitra ahara), found among the Gnos11,
tics (see Irenffius, " Adversus Hsereses," i. 5, § 1
§ 2; ii. 24, § 6; Epiphanius, "Hares," xxxii. 1,2;
"Clementine Homilies," vii. 3; compare Cant. R. 1.
9; Matt. xxv. 33; Plutarch, "Delsike," 48; Anz,
The fact also that the "Kelippot" (the
I.e.
111).
scalings of impurity), which are so prominent in the
medieval Cabala, are found in the old Babylonian
incantations (see Sayce, "Hibbert Lectures," 1887, p.
472; Delitzsch, "Assyrisches Worterbuch,"s.t'. Vpp),
is evidence in favor of the antiquity of most of the

tian Gnostics,
lative

;

cabalistic material.
It stands to reason that the secrets of the theurgic

Cabala are not lightly divulged and yet the Testament of Solomon recently brought to light the whole
system of conjuration of angels and demons, by
which the evil spirits were exorcised; even the
magic sign or seal of King Solomon, known to the
medieval Jew as the Shield of David, has been
resurrected (see Conybeare, in "Jew. Quart. Rev."
xi. 1-45; also Exorcism).
To the same class belongs the "Sefer Refu'(>t
(The Book of Healing), containing the prescriptions
against all the diseases inflicted by demons, which
Noah wrote according to the instructions given by
the angel Raphael and handed over to his son Shem
(Book of Jubilees, x. 1-14; Jellinek, "B. H." iii.
;

155-160; Introduction, p. xxx.).

It

was

identified

with the " Sefer Refu'ot " in possession of King Solomon and hidden afterward by King Hezekiah (see
"
Pes. iv. 9, 56a; "B. H." I.e. p. 160; Josephus, "Ant.
viii. 2, § 5; compare idem, "B. J." ii. 8, § 6, and the
extensive literature in Schiirer, "Gesch. des Volkes
Israel," 3d ed., iii. 2, 99 et seq.), whereas the secret
of the black art, or of healing by demonic powers,
was transmitted to heathen tribes, to "the sons of
Keturah " (Sanh. 91a) or the Amorites (compare
Enoch, X. 7).

"
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So striking is the resemblance between the Sni'uK
KoMAir and tlie anthropomorphic description of the
Deity by the Gnostics (see Irenaeus, I.e. i. 14, § 3) and
the letters of the alpliabet laid across the body in Atbash (K'^DX), or Alpha and Omega order, forming
the limbs of the Macrocosmos, that the one casts light
upon the other, as Gaster (in "Monatsschrift," 1893,
But so have "the garments of
p. 221) lias shown.
light," " the male and the female nature," " the double
face," the eye, hair, arm, head, and crown of "the
King of Glory," taken from the Song of Solomon,
I Chron. xxix. 11; Ps. Ixviii. 18, and other familiar
texts, even " the endless " {E)i-Sof= 'A-fpavrng), their
parallels in ancient Gnostic writings (see Schmidt,
Gnostisclie Schriften in Koptischer Sprache," 1892,
''

On the other
pp. 278, 293, 310, and elsewhere).
band, botii the mystic Cuoss (" Staurus "
X the
letter tao of old see Jewish Encyclopedia, i. 612b;
Irenaeus, I.e. i. 2, §3; Justin, " Apology, "i. 40; and
Joel, I.e. p. 147) and the enigmatic primal '" Kav lakav," or "Kavkav," taken from Isa. xxviii. 10, receive strange light from the ancient cabalistic cosmogonj% which, based upon Job xxxviii. 4 etsfq.,
spoke of " the measuring-line " Kav, the inn "Ip
(Isa. xxxiv. 11; compare
njp. Gen. R. i. after
Ezek. xl. 3)— drawn "crosswise "—myi ^flK' (see
Midr. ha-Gadol, ed. Schechter, 11; compare pD3
^nB> ^KTlVypD, Hag. xii. 1, and Jo6l, I.e.), and consequently applied also the term "Ip!? Ip (Kav le-kav),
taken from Isa. xxviii. 10, to the prime motive
power of creation (see Irenaeus, I.e. 1. 24, §§5, 6;
Schmidt, I.e. p. 215; compare Matter, "Gnosticism,"
ii. 58; Joel, I.e.
This was to express the
p. 141).
divine power that measured matter while setting it
in motion; whereas the idea of God setting to the
created world its boundary was found expressed in
the name ntJ' ("the Almighty"), who says to the

=

=

;

—

mDH

world

n

"(This sufficeth

").

With

the scanty materials at the disposal of the
student of Gnosticism, it seems premature and
hazardous at present to assert with certainty the
close relationship existing between it and the ancient
Cabala, as Matter, in his "History of Gnosticism,"
1828 (German translation, 1833 and 1844), and
Gfroerer, in his voluminous and painstaking work,

"Gesch. des Urchristenthums," 1838, i. and ii., have
Nevertheless it may be stated without hesitation that the investigations of Gratz ("Gnosticism

done.

und Judenthum," 1846), of Joel ("ReligionspliiloSophie des Sohar," 1849), and of other writers on the
subject must be resumed on a new basis. It is also
certain that the similarities, pointed out by Siegfried
("Philo von Alexandria," pp. 289-299), between the
doctrines of Philo and those of the Zohar and the
Cabala in general, are due to intrinsic relation rather
than to mere copying.
As a rule, all that is empiric rather than speculative, and that strikes one as grossly anthropomorphic
and mythological in the Cabala or Haggadah, such
as the descriptions of the Deity as contained in the
" Sifra de Zeni'uta " and " Iddra Zutta " of the Zohar,
and similar passages in " Sefer Azilut " and " Raziel,
belongs to a prerationalistic period, when no Simon
ben Yohai lived to curse the teacher who represented the sons of God as having sexual organs and
committing fornication (see Gen. R. xxvi. com;

Cabala

pare Vita Adae et Evse,
seq.

;

also

Jubilees,

iii.

4,

with Enoch,

compare Test. Patr., Reuben,
v. 1, and particularly xv. 27).

5;

vii. 1 et

Book

of

Such mat-

ter may with a high degree of probability be claimed
as ancient lore or Cabala (= "old tradition ").
And as to speculative Cabala, it was not Persia
with her tenth-century Sufism, but Alexandria of
the first century or earlier, with her strange com-

mingling of Egyptian, Chaldean, Judean, and Greek
culture, that furnished the soil and the seeds for that

knew how to blend the
the folly of the ages and to lend to
every superstitious belief or practise a profound
meaning. There sprang up that magic literature
mystic philosophy which

wisdom and

which showed the name of the Jewish God (ni"l3TX)
and of the Patriarchs placed alongside of jnigan
deities and demons, and the Hermes books (nSD
DIT'Dn,

as

copyists' Avrote

"Homeros" — see Kohler,

for

DID"1\T

"'^QD

— not

"

Jew\ Quart. Rev." v. 415,
note), which, claiming an equal rank with the Biblical
writings, enticed also Jewish thinkers.
But above
all it was Neoplatonism which produced that state
of enthusiasm and entrancement that made people
" fl}^ in the air " by " the wagon of the soul "
(HQDIO)
and achieve all kinds of miracles by way of hallucinations and visions.
It gave rise to those Gnostic
songs (""jr ")Dt; Hag. 15b; Gratz, I.e. p. 16) which
flooded also Syria and Palestine (see Gruppe, "Die
Griechischen Culte und Mysterien," i. 1886, pp. 329,
Von Harless, " Das Buch von
497, 659
den ^gyptischen Mysterien," 1858, pp. 13-20, 53443, 494,

;

and Dieterich, " Abraxas," 1891). The whole
principle of emanation, with its idea of evil inherent iu
matter as the dross (DID^^p) is found there (see Von
Harless, I.e. p. 20), and the entire theurgic Cabala
66, 75,

developed there;
even the spirit-rapping and table-turning done in
the seventeenth century by German cabalists by
means of "shemot" (magic incantations; for the
literature see Von Harless, I.e. pp. 130-132) have
there their prototypes (Von Harless, I.e. p. 107).
(n^EJ'VD n^sap) is in all its detail

K.

-History and System
This remarkable product of Jewish intellectual activity can not be
satisfactorily estimated as a whole unless the religioethic<'"l side of the Cabala is more strongly emphasized than has been the case heretofore. It constantly
falls back upon Scripture for its origin and au:

thenticity,

and for

its

ticism in general

is

religious feeling,
ish

mysticism

is

and
While mys-

speculative-pantheistic

anthropomorphic-prophetic tendencies.

the expression of the intensest

where reason

lies

dormant, Jewharmonize

essentially an attempt to

universal reason with the Scriptures; and the allegorical interpretation of the Biblical writings b}' the
Alexandrians as well as by the Palestinians (see
Allegorical Intekpketation) may justly be regarded as its starting-point These interpretations had their origin in the conviction tliat the
truths of Greek philosophy were already contained
in Scripture, although it was given only to the
select few to lift the veil and to discern them beneath the letter of the Bible.
In Talmudic times the terms "Ma'aseh Bereshit"
(History of Creation) and "3Ia'aseh Merkaoah"

—

;
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(History of the Divine Throne = Chariot Hag. ii. 1
ib.) clearly indicate the Midrashic nature of
these speculations; they are really
Mystic
based upon Gen. i. and Ezek. i. 4-28;
Doctrines while the names "Sitre Torah " (Hag.
in
13a) and "Raze Torah" (Ab. vi. 1)
Talmudic indicate their character as secret lore.
In contrast to the explicit statement
Times.
of Scripture that God created not only
the world, but also the matter out of which it was
made, the opinion is expressed in very early times
that God created the world from matter He found
ready at hand an opinion probably due to the influence of the Platonic-Stoic cosmogony (compare
:

Tosef.,

—

Philo.

"De

Opiliciis

Mundi,"

ii.,

who

states this as

a doctrine of Moses; see Siegfried, "Philo von Alexandria," p. 230). Eminent Palestinian teachers hold
the doctrine of the preexistence of matter (Gen. R.
i. 5, iv. 6), in spite of the protest of Gamaliel II. {ib.
i.

9).

A

Palestinian Midrash of the fourth century (see
Epstein, in "Rev. Etudes Juives," xxix. 77) asserts
that three of the elements namely, water, air, and
existed before the creation of the world that
fire
water then produced the darkness, fire
The Six produced light, and air produced wis"air "
"wisdom"), and
Elements. dom (nil
the whole world thereupon was made
by the combination of these six elements (Ex. R. xv.
22). The gradual condensation of a primal substance
into visible matter, a fundamental doctrine of the
Cabala, is already to be found in Yer. Hag. ii. 77a,
where it is said that the first water which existed
was condensed into snow; and out of this the
earth was made. This is the ancient Semitic conception of the "primal ocean," known to the Babylonians as "Apsu" (compare Jastrow, "Religion
of Babylonia "), and called by the Gnostics ^vdog
^n3 (Anz, " Die Frage nach dem Ursprung des
Gnostizismus," p. 98). Rab's enumeration of the
ten objects created on the first day namely, heaven,
earth, tohu, bohu, light, darkness, wind, water, day,
and night (Hag. 12a) [the Book of Jubilees (ii. 2) has
shows the conception of "primal subseven.
k.]
stances " held by the rabbis of the third century.
It
was an attempt to Judaize the un- Jewish conception
of primal substances by representing them also as
having been created. Compare the teaching " God
created worlds after worlds, and destroyed them,
until He finally made one of which He could say,
This one pleases Me, but the others did not please
Me' " (Gen. R. ix. 2). See also " Agadat Shir ha-Shirim,"ed. Schechter, p. 6, line 58.
So, also, was the doctrine of the origin of light
made a matter of mystical speculation, as instanced
by a haggadist of the third century, who communicated to his friend "in a whisper" the doctrine
that " God wrapped Himself in a garment of light,
with which He illuminates the earth from one end
to the other" (Gen. R. iii. 4; see Abraham, Apocalypse of; compare Ex. R. xv. 22: "After He had
clothed Himself in light. He created the world ").
Closely related to this view is the statement made
by R. Mei'r, "that the infinite God limited or contracted Himself [DVJDV] in order to reveal Himself "
(Gen. R. iv. 4; Ex. R. xxxiv. 1). This is the germ of

—

—

;

=

=

=

—

—

:

'
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"Zimzum,"

the Cabala doctrine of the

in idea as well

as in terminology.

God and the uniTalmudic period asserted,

In dwelling upon the nature of
verse, the mystics of the

God in the
Theosophy

in contrast to Biblical transcendentalism, that " God is the dwelling-place

of the universe; but the universe is
not the dwelling-place of God " (Gen.
Talmud. R. Ixviii. 9; Midr. Teh. xc. Ex. xxiv.
Possibly the designation
11, LXX.)
DlpO ("place ") for God, so frequently found in Tal-

of the

;

is due to this concepcommenting on Gen. xxviii.

niudic-Midrashic literature,
tion, just as Philo, in

(compare Gen. R. i.e.) says, "God is called 'ha
[place] because He encloses the universe,
but is Himself not enclosed by anything" ("De
Somniis," i. 11). Spinoza may have had this passage in mind when he said that the ancient Jews
This condid not separate God from the world.
ception of God is not only pantheistic, but also
highly mystical, since it postulates the union of
man with God (compare Crescas, "Or Adonai,"
i.); and both these ideas were further developed
Even in very early times
in the later Cabala.
Palestinian as well as Alexandrian theology recognized the two attributes of God, "middat hadin," the attribute of justice, and " middat ha-raha11

makom

'

mim," the attribute of mercy (Sifre, Deut. 27 Philo,
" De Opificiis Mundi," 60) and so is the contrast between justice and mercy a fundamental doctrine of
;

;

the Cabala. Even thehypostasizationof these attributes is ancient, as may be seen in the remark of a
tanna of the beginning of the second century c.e.
(Hag. 14a). Other hypostasizations are represented
by the ten agencies through which God created the
world namely, wisdom, insight, cognition, strength,
power, inexorableness, justice, right, love, and
mercy (Hag. 12a; Ab. R. N. xxxvii. counts only
seven, while Ab. R. N., version B, ed. Schechter,
xliii., counts ten, not entirely identical with those
While the Scfirot are based on
of the Talmud).
;

these ten creative potentialities, it is especially the
personification of wisdom (nODn) which, in Philo,
represents the totality of these primal ideas; and
the Targ. Yer. i., agreeing with him, translates the
first verse of the Bible as follows: "By wisdom God
created the heaven and the earth." So, also, the
figure of Metatron passed into the Cabala from the
Talmud, where it played the role of the demiurgos
(see Gnosticism), being expressly mentioned as

God

(Sanh. 38b

Mention

may

;

compare Antinomianism, note

also

be

made

1).

of the seven prein an old Baraita;

things enumerated
namely, the Torah (="Hokraah"), repentance ( =
mercy), paradise and hell (= justice), the throne of
God, the (heavenly) Temple, and the name of the
Messiah (Pes. 54a). Although the origin of this
doctrine must be sought probably in certain mytho-

existing

logical ideas, the Platonic doctrine of preexistence
has modified the older, simpler conception, and the
preexistence of the seven must therefore be understood as an " ideal" preexistence (see Ginzberg, " Die
Haggada bei den Kirchenvatern," etc., pp. 2-10),
a conception that was later more fully developed in

the Cabala.

The attempts

of the mystics to bridge the gulf

—a
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between God and the world are especially evidenV
in the doctrine of the preexistence of the soul [compare Slavonic Enoch, xxiii. 5, and Charles's note.

God before it enters the
doctrine taught by the Hellenistic
sages (Wisdom viii. 19) as well as by the Palestinian
rabbis (Hag. 12b; 'Ab. Zarah 5a, etc.).
Closely connected herewith is the doctrine that the
K.]

and of

its

close relation to

human body — a

pious are enabled to ascend toward God even in this
life, if they know how to free themselves from the trammels that bind
The
the soul to the body (see Ascension).
Pious.
Thus were the first mystics enabled
Acto disclose the mysteries of the world beyond.
cording to Anz, I.e., and Bousset, "Die Himmelreise
der Seele," in "Archiv fiir Religionswissenschaft,"
iv. 136 et seq., the central doctrine of Gnosticism
movement closely connected with Jewish mysticism
was nothing else than the attempt to liberate the
soul and unite it with God. This conception explains the great prominence of angels and spirits in
both the earlier and the later Jewish mysticism.

—

—

Through
names of

the

employment of

mysteries, incantations,

angels, etc., the mystic assures for himself

the passage to God, and learns the holy words and
formulas with which he overpowers the evil spirits
that try to thwart and destroy him.
Gaining thereby the mastery over them, he naturally wishes to
exercise it even while still on earth, and tries to
make the spirits serviceable to him. So, too, were
the Essenes familiar with the idea of the journey to
heaven (see Bousset, I.e. p. 143, explaining Josephus, "Ant." xviii. 1, § 5); and they were also masters of angelology.
The practise of magic and incantation, the angelology and demonology, were
borrowed from Babylonia, Persia, and Egypt; but
these foreign elements were Judaized in the process, and took the form of the mystical adoration
of the name of God and of speculations regarding
the mysterious power of the Hebrew alphabet (see
Ber. 65a; compare Pesik. R. 21 fed. Friedmaun,
p. 109a], "the name of God creates and destroys
worlds"), to become, finally, foundations of the philosophy of the "Sefer Yezirah."
Another pagan conception which, in refined form,
passed into the Cabala through the Talmud, was
the soicalled Jlin TID ("the mystery
The
of sex").
[Compare Eph. v. 33,

Syzygies. and Bride, and

JoKl,

I.e.,

—

pp. \b%

et

seq.
K.] Possibly this old conception
underlies the Talmudical passages referring to the
mystery of marriage, such as " the Shekinah dwells
between man and woman" (Sotah 17a). An old
Semitic view (see Ba'al) regards the upper waters
(compare Slavonic Book of Enoch, iii. Test. Patr.,
Levi, 2; Abraham, Testament op) as masculine,
and the lower waters as feminine, their union fructifying the earth (Gen. R. xiii. Wertheimer, "Batte
Midrashot," i. 6. Compare the passage, " Everything
that exists has a mate [31T p] Israel is the mate of
the Sabbath while the other days pair among themThus the Gnostic theory
selves," Gen. R. xi. 8).
;

;

:

;

of syzygies (pairs) was adopted by the Talmud, and
was developed into a system by the Cabala.
The doctrine of emanation, also, common to both
Gnosticism and the Cabala, is represented byatanna

later

;

Cabala

of the middle of the second century c.e. (Gen. R.
iv. 4; R. Meir, "Parable of the Spring ").
The idea
that " the pious actions of the just increase the heavenly power" (Pesik., ed. Buber, xxvi. 166b); that
"the impious rely on their gods," but that "the just
are the support of God " (Gen. R. Ixix. 3), gave rise
to the later cabalistic doctrine of man's influence on
the course of nature, inasmuch as the good and the

man reenforce respectively the
or the evil powers of life.

evil actions of

good

The heterogeneous elements of this Talmudic
mysticism are as 5'et unf used the Platonic- Alexan;

Oriental-theosophic, and Judaeo-allegorical
ingredients being still easily recognizable and not
yet elaborated into the system of the Cabala. Jewish monotheism was still transcendentalism.
But as
mysticism attempted to solve the problems of creation and world-government by introducing sundrj'^ intermediary personages, creative potentialities
such as Metatron, Shekinah, and so on, the more
necessary it became to exalt God in order to prevent
His reduction to a mere shadow; this exaltation
being rendered possible by the introduction of the
pantheistic doctrine of emanation, which taught
that in reality nothing existed outside of God.
Yet,
if God is "the place of the world" and everything
exists in Him, it must be the chief task of life to
feel in union with God
a condition which the
Merkabah-travelers, or, as the Talmud calls them,
"the frequenters of paradise," strove to attain.
Here is the point where speculation gives place to
imagination. The visions which these mystics beheld in their ecstasies were considered as real, giving
rise within the pale of Judaism to an anthropomorphic mysticism, which took its place beside that of
the pantheists.
Although Talmudic-Midrashic literature has left few traces of this movement (compare, e.g., Ber. 7a, Sanh. 95b), the Rabbis opposing
such extravagances, yet the writings of the church
fathers bear evidence of many Judaizing Gnostics
who were disciples of anthropomorphism (Origen,
drian,

—

"De Principiis,"
SAiTES, Minim).

i.

;

compare Clementina, Elce-

The mystical literature of the geonic period forms
the link between the mystic speculations of the Talmud and the system of the Cabala
Different originating in the one and reaching

Groups of
Mystic

completion in the other. It is extremely difficult to summarize the
Literature, contents and object of this literature,
which has been handed down in more
or less fragmentary form.
It may perhaps be most
conveniently divided into three groups: (1) theosophic (2) cosmogenetic (3) theurgic. In regard to
its literary form, the Midrashic-haggadic style may
be distinguished from the liturgic-poetic style, both
The theosophical
occurring contemporaneously.
speculations deal chiefly with the person of MetaTRON-Enoch, the son of Jared turned into a fiery
angel, a minor Yhwii a conception with which,
as mentioned before, many mystics of the Talmudic
age were occupied. Probably a large number of
these Enoch books, claiming to contain the visions
;

;

—

of Enoch, existed, of which, however, only fragments

remain

(see

"Monatsschrift,"

Enoch, Book

of).

viii.

68 etseq., and

—

;
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Curiously enough, the arithropomorpliic descrip-

God

Ko.mah) whs brought into
connection with Mctatron Enoch in the geonic mysticism.
This vexatious piece of Jewtion of

(see Shi'uii

**Metatroii- ish

Enocli."

theosophy, wliich alt'orded to
Christians as well as to Karaites (com-

pare Agobard; Solomon b. Jeroham) a welcome opportimily for an attack upon
rabbinical Judaism, existed as a separate work at the
time of the Geonim. Judging from the fragments
ofShi'ur Komah" (inJellinek, "B. H." iii. 91; ii.
41; in Wertheimcr, "llekalot," ch. xi.), it represented God as a being of gigantic dimensions, with
limbs, arms, hands, feet, etc.
The " Shi'ur Komah "
must have been held in high regard by the Jews,

—

since Saadia tried to explain it allegorically
though
he doubted that the tanna Ishmael could have been
the author of the work (as quoted by Jvulah b.
Barzilai in his commentary on "Scfer Yezirah," pp.
20-21) and Hai Gaon, in spite of his emphatic
repudiation of all anthropomorphism, defended it
("Teshubot ha-Geonim," Lick, p. 12a). The book
probably originated at a time when the anthropomorphic conception of God was current that is, in
the age of Gnosticism, receiving its literary form
only in the time of the Geonim. The Clementine
writings, also, expressly teach that God is a body,
with members of gigantic proportions; and so did
Marcion. Adam K.\.d.mon, the " primal man " of
the Elcesaites, was also, according to the conception
of these Jewish Gnostics, of huge dimensions; viz.,

—

—

ninety-six miles in height and ninety-four miles in
breadth being originally androgynous, and then
cleft in two, the masculine part becoming the Messiah, and the feminine part the Holy Ghost (Epi;

phanius, "Haeres." xxx. 4, 16, 17; liii. 1). According
to Marcion, God Himself is beyond bodily measurements and limitations, and as a spirit
** Shi'ur
can not even be conceived; but in
Komah." order to hold intercourse with man.
He created a being with form and
dimensions, who ranks above the highest angels.
It was, presumabl3% tiiis being whose shape and
stature were represented in the "Shi'ur Komah,"
which even the strict followers of Rabbinism might
accept, as may be learned from the " Kerub haMeyuhad " in the German Cabala, which will be discussed later in this article.
The descriptions of the heavenly halls (" Hekalot ")
in treatises held in high esteem at the time of the
Geonim, and which have come down in rather incomplete and obscure fragments, originated, according to Hai Gaon, with those mystagogues of the
Merkabah (na3"lD mV), " who brought themselves
into a state of entranced vision by fasting, asceticism, and prayer, and who imagined that they saw
the seven halls and all that is therein with their
own eyes, while passing from one hall into another
(compare Ascension, and for a similar description
of the Montanist ecstasy, Tertullian, " De Exhortatione Castitatis," x.).
Although these Hekalot visions were lo some extent productive of a kind of
religious ecstasy, and were certainly of great service
in the development of the liturgical poetry as shown
in the Kedushah piyyutim, they contributed little to
the development of speculative mysticism.
This
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element became eifective only in combination with
the figure of Metatron or Metatron-Euoch, the
leader of the Merkabah-travelers on their celestial
journeys, who were initiated by him
The
into the secrets of heaven, of the stars,
Heavenly of the winds, of the water, and of the
Halls.
earth, [see Metatron, and compare
Mithras as driver of the Heavenly
Chariot in "Dio Chrysostomus," ii. 60, ed. Dindorf
Windischmann, " Zoroastrische Studien," 1863, pp.
309-312; and Kohler, "Test, of Job," p. 292.— k.].
Hence, many cosmological doctrines originally contained in the books of Enoch were appropriated, and
the transition from theosophy to pure cosmology
was made possible. Thus, in the Midr. Konen (Jellinek, "B. H." ii. 23, 27), which is closely related
to the " Seder Rabba di-Bereshit " (in Wertheimer,
"Botte Midrashot," i. 18), the Torah, identical with
the " Wisdom " of the Alexandrians, is represented
as primeval and as the creative principle of the
world, which produced the three primal elements,
water, fire, and light, and these, in their turn, when
commingled, produced the universe.
In the description of the "six days of creation," in
the Midrash in question, the important statement is
made that the water disobeyed God's command
an old mythological doctrine of God's contest with

matter (here represented by water),
Cosmolog'- which in the later Cabala serves to acical
count for the presence of evil in the
Theories, world. In "Seder Rabba di-Bereshit,"
however, the contest is between the
masculine and feminine waters which strove to unite
themselves, but which God separated in order to
prevent the destruction of the world by water;
placing the masculine waters in the heavens, and
the feminine waters on the earth {I.e. p. 6).
Independently of the creation, the "Baraita de-Middot
ha-'Olam " and the "Ma'aseh Bereshit" describe the
regions of the world with paradise in the east and
the nether world in the west. All these descriptions
some of them found as early as the second preChristian century, in the Test, of Abraham and in

—

Enoch

;

and, later on, in the Christian apocalyptic
are obviously remnants of ancient Es-

literature

—

sene cosmology.

The mysticism of this time li^ a practical as well
Any one knowing the names
as a theoretical side.
and functions of the angels could control all nature
and all its powers (compare, for example. Lam. R.
and Hananeel in Rabbinical Literature).
ii.
8
;

Probably entrusted formerly only to oral tradition,
the ancient names were written down
Theurgic by the mystics of the geonic period;
and so Hai Gaon (in Eliezer AshkeCabala.
nazi's collection, "Ta'am Zekenim,"
p. 56b) mentions a large number of such works as existing in his time: the " Sefer ha-Yashar," "Harba
de-Mosheh," " Raza Rabbah," " Sod Torah," " HekaOf all these
"Hekalot Zutrati."
lot Rabbati,"
works, aside from the Hekalot, only the "Harba
de-Mosheh " has recently been published by Gaster
("The Sword of Moses," in "Jour. Royal Asiatic
This book
Soc." 1896; also printed separately).
consists almost entirely of mystical names by means
of which man may guard himself against sickness,
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enemies, and otlior ills, and may subjugate nature.
These and other works later on formed the basis of
The amplifications upon parathe theurgic Cabala.
dise and hell, with their divisions, occup)' a totally
independent and somewhat peculiar position in the
geonic mysticism. They are ascribed for the greater
part to the amora Joshua b. Levi; but, in addition
to this hero of the Haggadah, Moses himself is alleged to have been the author of the work " Ma'ayan
Hokmah " (compare Sotah ix. 15, which gives an
account of heaven and the angels).
Aside from the " Sefer Yezirah," which occupies a
position of its own, the following is nearly a complete
list of the mystic literature of the time of the Geonim,
as far as it is preserved and known to-day (1) " Alfa
Beta de Rabbi Akiba," in two versions (Jellinek,
"B. H." iii.); (2) "Gan 'Eden," indifferent versions
"
(Jellinek, I.e. ii., iii., v.); (3) " [Maseket] Gehinnom
(Jellinek, ^.c.i.); (4) "Harbade-Mosheh,"ed. Gaster,
1896, reprinted from "Jour. Royal A.siatic Soc,"
:

1896;

(5)

"Hibbut ha-Keber"

(Jellinek,

I.e. i.);

(6)

"Hekalot," in several recensions (Jellinek, I.e. ii.,
iii.; Wertheimer, "Jerusalem," 1889, the text varying considerably from that of Jellinek: the Book
of Enoch is likewise a version of "Hekalot"); (7)

"Haggadot Shema'

Yisrael " (Jellinek,

I.e.

v.; also

belonging probably to the time of the Geonim); (8)
" [Midrash] Konen " (printed several

Mystical

times;

also in Jellinek.

I.e.

i.);

(9)

Literature " Ma'aseh Merkabah " (in Wertheimer,
in Geonic "Botte Midrashot, " ii., a very ancient
" Hekalot " version) (10) " Ma'aseh de
Times.
Rabbi Jo.shua b. Levi," in different
recensions (compare Apocalyptic Literatuke,
Neo-Hebraic, No. 5); (11) "Ma'ayan Hokmah"
(Jellinek, I.e. i.); (12) "Seder Rabba di-Bere.shit,"
in Wertheimer, I.e. i.); (13) "Shimmusha Rabba
we-Shimmusha Zutta " (Jellinek, I.e. vi.).
Mystical fragments have been preserved in Pirke
R. El., Num. R., and Midr. Tadshe; also in the
"Book of Raziel," which, though composed by a
;

German

cabalist of the thirteenth century, contains

important elements of the geonic mysticism.
Eleazar of Worms' statement that a Babylonian
scholar, Aaron b. Samuel by name, brought the
mystic doctrine from Babylonia to Italy about the
middle of the ninth century, has been found to be
actually true.

Indeecl, the doctrines of the "

Kerub

ha-Meyuhad," of the mysterious power of the letters
of the Hebrew alphabet, and of the great importance
of the angels, are all found in the geonic mystic lore.
Even those elements that seem later developments
may have been transmitted orally, or
Origin
may have formed parts of the lost
of the
works of the old mystics. If, now.
Speculative the German Cabala of the thirteenth
Cabala, century is to be regarded as merely a
continuation of geonic mysticism, it
follows that the speculative Cabala arising simultaneously in France and Spain must have had a
similar genesis.
It is the Seper Yezirah which
thus forms the link between the Cabala and the
geonic mystics.
The date as well as the origin
of this singular book are still moot points, many
scholars even assigning it to the Talmudic period.
It is certain, however, that at the beginning of

Cabala

the ninth century the work enjoyed so great a
reputation that no less a man than Saadia wrote a
commentary on it. The question of the relation between God and the world is discussed in this book, the
oldest philosophical work in the Hebrew language.
The basic doctrines of the " Sefer Yezirah " are as
follows: The fundamentals of all existence are the
ten Sefirot.
These are the ten princiThe
pies that mediate between God and
"Sefer
the universe.
They include the three
Yezirah." primal emanations proceeding from
the Spirit of God: (1) ni"! (literally,
"air" or "spirit," probably to be rendered "spiritual
air"), which produced (2) "primal water," which,
in turn, was condensed into (3) "fire."
Six others
are the three dimensions in both directions (left and
right); these nine, together with the Spirit of God,
form the ten Sefirot. They are eternal, since in
them is revealed the dominion of God. The first
three preexisted ideally as the prototypes of creation
proper, which became possible when infinite space,
represented by the six other Sefirot, w^as produced.
The Spirit of God, however, is not only the begining but is also the end of the universe for the Sefirot
are closely connected with one another, "and their
end is in their origin, as the flame is in the coal."
While the three primal elements constitute the
substance of things, the twenty-two letters of the
Hebrew alphabet constitute the form. The letters
hover, as it were, on the boundary-line between the
spiritual and the physical world; for the real existence of things is cognizable only by means of
language, i.e., the human capacity for conceiving
thought. As the letters resolve the contrast between the substance and the form of things, they
represent the solvent activity of God; for everything
that is exists by means of contrasts, which find their
solution in God, as, for instance, among the three
primal elements, the contrasts of fire and water are
resolved into ni"l ("air" or "spirit").
The importance of this book for the later Cabala,
overestimated formerly, has been underestimated in
modern times. The emanations here are not the
same as those posited by the cabalists for no graduated scale of distance from the primal emanations
is assumed, nor are the Sefirot here identical with
those enumerated in the later Cabala.
But the agreement in essential points between the later Cabala
and the " Sefer Yezirah "must not l)e overlooked.
Both posit mediate beings in place of immediate
creation out of nothing
and these mediate beings
were not created, like those posited in the various
cosmogonies, but are emanations. The three primal
elements in the "Sefer Yezirah," which at first existed only ideally and then became '.nanifest in form,
are essentiall}' identical with the worlds of Azilut
and Beriah of the later Cabala. In connection
with the " Sefer Yezirah " the mystical speculations
of certain .Jewish sects must l)e menMysticism tioned, which, toward the j'ear 800,
of Jewish began to spread doctrines that for cenHeretics. turies had been known only to a few
;

;

;

initiated ones. Thus the Maghariyites
taught that God, who is too exalted to have any attributes ascribed to Him in Scripture,created an angel to
be the real ruler of the world [compare the D7iyn ")L''

—
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and Metatron in the Talmud.

k.];

and to

this

angel everything must be referred that Scripture
recounts of God (Kirkisani, extracts from his manuscript quoted by Harkavy in Rabbinowicz's Hebrew translation of Gratz's "Gesch. der Juden," iii.
496; separately under the title "Le-Korot ha-Kittot
be-Yisrael "). This Jewish form of the Gnostic Demiurge, which was also known to the Samaritans
(Baneth, " Marquah, on the twenty, two Letters of the
Alphabet," pp. 52-54), was accepted with slight modifications by the Karaites (Judah Hadassi, "Eshkol
ha-Kofer,"25c, 26b) as well as by the German caba-

Benjamin Naas will be shown further on.
hawendi seems to have known of other emanations in
addition to this Demiurge (see Harkavy, ^.c. v. 16).
These, of course, were not new theories originating at
this time, but an awakening of Jewish Gnosticism,
that had been suppressed for centuries by the increasing preponderance of Rabbinism. and now reappeared
not by chance, at a time when Sadduceeism, the old
enemy of Rabbinism, also reappeared, under the name
of Karaism. But while the latter, as appealing to the
masses, was energetically and even bitterly attacked
by the representatives of Rabbinism, they made allowance for a revival of Gnosticism. For, although
the cabalistic treatises ascribed to certain geonim
were probably fabricated in later times, it is certain
that numbers of the geonim, even many who were
closely connected with the academies, were ardent
lists,

The father of the German
now known, a Babylonian (see
Samuel ha-Nasi), who emigrated to Italy

disciples of mystic lore.

Cabala was, as

Aaron

b.

is

whence the
teachings to Ger

in the first half of the ninth century,

Kalonyraides later carried their
in the thirteenth century an esoteric

many, where

w ith that which prevailed in Babylon about 800, is accordingly found.
While the branch of the Cabala transplanted
to Italy remained untouched by foreign influences,

doctrine, essentially identical

the reaction of Greco-Arabic philosoph yon Jewish
mysticism became apparent in the Arabic-speaking
countries.
The following doctrines of
Influence Arab philosophy especially influenced
of Greco- and modified Jewish mysticism, on acArabic Phi- count of the close relationship between
lo80phy. the two. The " Faithful Brothers of
Basra," as well as the Neoplatonic Aristotelians of the ninth century, have left their marks
on the Cabala. The brotherhood taught, similarly to
early Gnosticism, that God, the highest Being, exalted above all differences and contrasts, also surpassed everything corporeal and spiritual hence, the
world could only be explained by means of emanations.
The graduated scale of emanations was as
follows: (1) the creating spirit (vovc:); (2) the directing spirit, or the world-soul (3) primal matter (4)
active nature, a power proceeding from the world
soul
(5) the abstract body, also called secondary
matter; (6) the world of the spheres; (7) the elements of the sublunary world; and (8) the world of
minerals, plants, and animals composed of these elements. These eight form, together with God, the
absolute One, who is in and with everything, the
F ale of the nine primal substances, corresponding
to the nine primarj- numbers and the nine spheres.
These nine numbers of the " Faithful Brothers " (com;

;

;

—

-

;
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pare De Boer, "Gesch. der Philosophic im Islam,"
p. 84 Dieterici, " Die Sogenannte Theologie des Aristoteles," p. 38; idetn, " Weltseele," p. 15) have been
changed by a Jewish philosopher of the middle of
the eleventh century into ten, by counting the four
elements not as a unit, but as two ("Torat haNefesh," ed. Isaac Broyde, pp. 70, 75; compare,
also, Guttmann, in "Monatsschrift," xlii. 450).
Solomon ibn Gabirol's doctrines influenced the
development of the Cabala more than
Gabirol's, any other philosophical system and
Influence his views on the will of God and
upon the on the intermediate beings between
Cabala.
God and the creation were especially
weighty. Gabirol considers God as
an absolute unity, in whom form and substance are
identical; hence, no attributes can be ascribed to
God, and man can comprehend God only by means
Since God is
of the beings emanating from Him.
the beginning of all things, and composite substance
the last of all created things, there must be intermediate links between God and the universe; for
there is necessarily a distance between the beginning
and the end, which otherwise would be identical.
The first intermediate link is the will of God,
the hypostasis of all things created; Gabirol
meaning by will the creative power of God
manifested at a certain point of time, and then
proceeding in conformity with the laws of the
emanations. As this will unites two contrasts
namely, God, the actor, and substance, the thing
acted upon it must necessarily partake of the nature
of both, being factor and factum at the same time.
The will of God is immanent in everything; and
from it have proceeded the two forms of being,
" materia universalis " {v^rj) and "forma universalis."
But only God is " creator ex nihilo " all intermediary beings create by means of the graduated emanation of what is contained in them potentially.
Hence, Gabirol assumes five intermediary beings
(nvyVDS) between God and matter; namely: (1)
will; (3) matter in general and form; (3) the universal spirit ('^^Jan )>3^) (4) the three souls, namely,
vegetative, animal, and thinking soul; and (5)
Gabirol
the nature, the motive power, of bodies.
(quoted by Ibn Ezra, commentary on Isa. xliii. 7)
also mentions the three caba^stic worlds, Beriah,
Yezirah, and 'Asij'ah while lie considers Azilut to
be identical with the will. The theory of the concentration of God, by which the Cabala tries to explain the creation of the finite out of the infinite, is
found in mvstical form in Gabirol also (see Munk,
" Melanges," pp. 284, 285).
Still, however great the influence which Gabirol
exercised on the development of the Cabala, it
would be incorrect to say that the latter is derived
The fact is that when Jewish
chiefly from him.
mystic lore came in contact with Arabic-Jewish
philosophy, it appropriated those elements that appealed to it; this being especially the case with
Gabirol's philosophy on account of its mystical character.
But other philosophical systems, from Saadia
;

;

—

:

;

;

Maimonides, were also laid under contribution.
the important German cabalist Eleazar of
Worms was strongly influenced by Saadia; while
Ibn Ezra's views found acceptance among the Gerto

Thus

"
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man as well as the Spanish cabalists. Possibly even
Maimonides, the greatest representative of rationalism among the Jews of the Middle Ages, contributed to the cabalistic doctrine of the "Eu-Sof " by
his teaching that no attributes could be ascribed to
God [unless it be of Pythagorean origin (see Bloch,

Winter and Wilusclie,

in

" Jiidische

Literatur,"

iii.

241, note 3).— k.].
The esoteric doctrines of the

Talmud, the mysticism of the period of the Geonim, and Arabic Neoplatonic philosophy are thus the three chief constituents of the Cabala proper as it is found in the thirteenth century. These heterogeneous elements also
explain the strange fact that the Cabala appeared at
the same time in two different centers of culture,
under different social and political conditions, each
form being entirely different in character from the
other.
The German Cabala is a direct continuation
of geonic mysticism.
Its first repreThe
sentative is Judah the Pious (died
German 1217), whose pupil, Eleazarof Worms,
Cabala.
is its most important literary exponent.
Abraham Abulafia was its last
representative, half a century later.
The correctness of Eleazar's statement (in Del Medigo's "Mazla-Hokmah," ed. 1890, pp. 64, 65), to the effect
that the Kalonymides carried the esoteric doctrines
with them from Italy to Germany about 917. has been
ref

Till the time of Eleazar
these doctrines were in a certain sense the private
property of the Kalon3'mides, and were kept secret
until Judah the Pious, himself a member of this

satisfactorily established.

family, commissioned his pupil Eleazar to introduce
the oral and written esoteric doctrine into a larger
circle.

The

essential doctrines of this school are as fol-

lows: God is too exalted for mortal mind to comprehend, since not even the angels can form an idea
In order to be visible to angels as w ell as
of Him.
to men, God created out of divine fire His 1133
("majesty "), also called "inVDH nil^, which has
size and shape and sits on a throne in the east, as the
actual representative of God.
His throne is separated by a curtain (TiJiS) on the east, south, and
north from the world of angels the side on the west
being uncovered [compare, however, God's Shekinah dwelling in the east ("Apostolic Constitutions,"
ii. 57).
K.], so tliat the light of God, who is in the
west, may illuminate it.
All the anthropomorphic
statements of Scripture refer to this " majesty
(1123), not to God Himself, but to His representative.
Corresponding to the different worlds of the
Spanish cabalists, the German cabalists also assume
four (sometimes five) worlds; namely: (1) the world
of the "glory" (1133) just mentioned; (2) the world
of angels; (3) the world of the animal soul; and (4)
the world of the intellectual soul.
It is easy to discern that this curious theosophy is not a product of
the age in which the German cabalists lived, but is
made up of ancient doctrines, which, as stated above,
originated in the Talmudic period.
The Germans,
lacking in philosophical training, exerted all the
greater influence on the practical Cabala as well as
on ecstatic mysticism. Just as in Spain about this
time the deeply religious mind of the Jews rose in
revolt against the cold Aristotelian rationalism that
;

—

111—30
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had begun

to dominate the Jewish world through
the influence of Maimonides, so the German Jews,
partly influenced by a similar movement within
Christianity, began to rise against the traditional
ritualism.
Judah the Pious (Introduction to " Sefer
Hasidim ") reproaches the Talmudists with " poring
too much over the Talmud without reaching any
results."
Hence, the German mystics attempted
to satisfy their religious needs in their own way;

namely, by contemplation and meditation. Like the
Christian mystics (Preger, "Gesch. der Deutschen
Mystik," p. 91), who symbolized the
Christian close connection between the soul and

and Jewish God by

the figure of

marriage, the
the highest

Mysticism. Jewish mystics described

degree of love of man for God in
sensuous forms in terms taken from marital life.
While study of the Law was to the Talmudists
the very acme of piety, the mj'stics accorded the
first place to prayer, which was considered as a
mystical progress toward God, demanding a state of
ecstasy.

It

was the chief task of the

practical

Cabala to produce this ecstatic mysticism, already
met with among the Merkabah-travelers of the time
of the Talmud and the Geonim hence, this mental
state was especially favored and fostered by the
Germans.
Alphabetical and numeral mysticism
constitutes the greater part of Eleazar's works, and
is to be regarded
simply as means to an end;
namely, to reach a state of ecstasy b_v the proper
emjiloyment of the names of God and of angels, "a
state in which every wall is removed from the spiritual eye" (Moses of Tachau, in "Ozar Nehmad,"
iij. 84; compare Gildemann, "Gesch. desErziehungs;

wesens," i. 159 etscq.).
The point of view represented by the anonymous

book

"Keter

Shem-Tob"

(ed.

Jellinek,

1853),

ascribed to Abraham of Cologne and certainly a
product of tlie school of Eleazar of Worms, represents the fusion of this German Cabala with the

Provencal-Spanish mysticism. According to this
work, the act of creation was brought about by a
primal power emanating from the simple will of
God. This eternal, unchangeable power transformed
the potentially existing universe into the actual
world by means of graduated emanations. These
conceptions, originating in the school of Azriel, are
herein combined with Eleazar's theories on the
meaning of the Hebrew letters according to their
forms and numerical values. The central doctrine
of this work refers to the Tetragrammaton
the
author assuming that the four letters yod, he, vaw,
and he (n IH^) were chosen by God for His name
because they were peculiarly distinguished from all
other letters. Thus yod, considered grapliically, appears as the mathematical point from which objects
were developed, and tlierefore symbolizes the spirAs
ituality of God to which nothing can be equal.
its numerical value equals ten, the highest number,
so there are ten classes of angels, and correspondingly the seven spheres with the two elements fire
cohering with air, and water with earth, respectively
and the One who directs them all, making together
In this way
ten powers; and finally the ten Sefirot.
the four letters of the Tetragrammaton are explained
;

—

—

in detail.
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A

generation later a movement in opposition to
the tendencies of this boolv arose in Spain; aiming to
supplant speculative Cabala by a prophetic visionary one. Abraham Ahui-afia denied the doctrines
of emanations and the Setirot, and, going back to
the German mystics, asserted that the true Cabala
consisted in letter and number mysticism, which S3'stem, rightly understood, brings man into direct and

ing there its highest development in the eighth and
ninth centuries, could not but influence Jewish
thought. Gabirol, as well as the author of "Torat
ha-Nefesh," bears evidence of this influence on Jewish philosophy; while the Cabala lookup the mystic
elements of Neoplatouism. The Cabala, however,
is not a genuine product of the Proveiigal Jews;
for just thos(! circles in which it is found were
averse to the study of philosophy. The essential
portions of the Cabala must, on the contrary, have
been carried to Provence from Babylon; being
known only to a small circle until Aristotelian ism
began to prevail, when the adherents of the speculative Cabala were forced to make their doctrine

close relations with the "ratio activa" (isyisn ^;dK'),
the active intelligence of the universe, thus endow-

ing him with the power of prophecy. In a certain
sense Joseph b. Abraham Gikatilla, a cabalist eight
years younger than Abulafia, may also be in-

cluded in the German school, since he developed
the letter and vowel m3'sticism, thereliy introducing
the practical Cabala into many circles.
Yet Gikatilla, like his contemporary Tobias Abulafia, still
hesitates between the abstract speculative Cabala of
the Provencal-Spanish Jews and the concrete letter
symbolism of the Germans. These two main move-

public.

The

product of the speculative
the work "Masseket Azilut," which contains the doctrine of the four graduated worlds as
well as that of the concentration of the Divine Being.
The form in which the rudiments of the Cabala are
presented here, as well as the emphasis laid on keeping the doctrine secret and on the compulsory piety
of the learners, is evidence of the early date of the

Cabala

ments are

finall}' combined in the Zoharistic books,
wherein, as Jellinek rightly says, "the syncretism of
the philosophical and cabalistic ideas of the century

appears complete and

the cabalists of Spain and southern
France were obliged to admit that
The
they could trace their doctrines, which
Cabala in they designated as "the tradition"
Provence. ("Kabbalah"; thus an Oriental scholar
as early as 1223; compare Harkavy,
Hebrew transl. of Griltz's "Gesch. der Juden," v.
47), to authorities no older than the twelfth century.

;

The modern historian has greater difficulties in determining the origin of the Cabala in Provence
than the cabalists themselves had; for they agreed
that the esoteric doctrines had been revealed by the
prophet Elijah, in the beginning of the twelfth cen-

who

initiated

Abraham

b.

David of Posquieres, whose son, Isaac the Blind,
transmitted them further. But Isaac the Blind can
not possibly be credited with being the originator of
the speculative Cabala, for it is far too complicated
to be the work of one man, as is evident by the writings of Azriel (born about 1160), the alleged pupil of
Azriel, moreover, speaks of the Sefirot, of
Isaac.
the En-Sof, and of the cabalists of Spain (in Sachs's
"Ha-Palit," p. 45); and it is absolutely impossible
that Isaac the Blind, who was not mucli older than
Azriel (his father Abraham b. David died in 1198),
could have founded a school so quickly that Spanisli
scholars would be able to speak of the contrast between cabalists and philosophers as Azriel does. If
there be any truth in this tradition of the cabalists,
it can only mean that the relation of Isaac the Blind
to the speculative Cabala was the same astliat of his
contemporary Eleazar of Worms to German mysticism; namely, that just as the latter made the eso-

;

—

—

time into larger circles.
It may furthermore be assumed that the speculative plulosopliy of Provence, like German mysticism, ori-ginated in Bal)ylon: Neoplatonism, reach-

—

—

which were for centiiries in the
possession of one family, or at any I'ate of a veiy
small circle common i)roperty, so Isaac introduced
the doctrines of the speculative Cabala for the first
teric doctrines

is

The

refer to authen-

tic traditions,

tury, to Jacob ha-Nazir,

earliest literary

work.
At the time when " Masseket
Azilut " was written the Cabala had
Treatise on not yet become a subject of general
Emana- study, but was still confineil to a few
tion.
of the elect.
The treatment is on the
whole the same as that found in the
mystical writings of the time of the Geonim, with
which the work has much in common hence, there
is no reason for not regarding it as a product of that
time. The doctrines of Metatron, and of angelology
especially, are identical with those of the Geonim,
and the idea of the Sefirot is presented so simply and
unphilosophically that one is hardly justified in assuming that it was influenced directly by any philosophical system.
Just as in the "Masseket Azilut" the doctrine of
the ten Sefirot is based on the "Sefer Yezirah " (ed.
Jellinek, p. 6, below), so the book Bahiu, which,
according to some scholars, was composed by Isaac
the Blind, and which in any case originated in his
school, starts from the doctrines of the
"Bahir." "Sefer Yezirah," which it explains
and enlarges. This book was of fundamental importance in more than one way for the development of the speculative Cabala. The Sefirot
are here divided into the three chief ones primal
light, wisdom, and reason
and the seven secondary
ones that have different names. This division of
the Sefirot, which goes through the entire Cabala, is
found as early as Pirke R. Eliezer III., from which
the "Bahir" largely borrowed but here for the first
time the doctrine of the emanation of the Sefirot is
clearly enunciated.
They are conceived as the intelligible primal principles of the universe, the primary emanations of the Divine Being, that together

fini.shed."

While the German mystics could
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|

constitute the 73 (rd7rnv = "the universe").
The
emanation is regarded, not as having taken place
once, but as continuous and permanent; and the
author has such an imperfect conception of the import
of this idea that he regards the emanation as taking
place all at once, and not in graduated series. But
this assumption annihilates the whole theory of emanation, which attempts to explain the gradual transi-

:
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from the infinite to tlie tiuite, comprehensible
tlie form of a graduated series.
On the wliole, the contents of the boolt which
seems to be a compilation of loosely connected
thoughts justify the assumption that it is not the
work of one man or the product of one school, but
the first serious attempt to collect the
Opposition esoteric doctrines that for centuries had
tion

only in

—

—

to
Aristoteli-

anism.

circulated orally in certain circles of
Provence, and to present them to a
larger audience.

The work

is

impor-

tant because it gave to those scholars
to do with the philosophy
then current namel3% Aristotelianism the first incentive to a thorough study of metaphysics. The
first attempt to place the cabalistic doctrine of the

who would have nothing

—

—

Sefirot on a dialectic basis could have been made
only by a Spanish Jew, as the Provencal Jews were
not sufficiently familiar with philosophy, and the
few among them tliat devoted themselves to this
science were pronounced Aristotelians who looked
with contempt upon the speculations of the cabalists.
It was Azriel (1160-1238), a Spaniard with
philosophical training, wlio imdertook to explain
the doctrines of the Cabala to philosophers and to
make it acceptable to them. It should be noted par-

ticularly that Azriel (in Sachs, " Ha-Palit," p. 45) expressly says that philosophical dialectics is for him

only the means for explaining the doctrines of Jewish mysticism, in order that " tliose also who do not

but ask to have everything proved, may convince themselves of the truth of the Cabala." True
disciples of the Cabala were satisfied with its doctrines as they were, and without pliilosophical additions.
Hence the actual form of the Cabala as presented by Azriel must not be regarded as absolutely
Starting from the
identical with its original one.
doctrine of the merely negative attributes of God,
as taught by the Jewish pliilosophy of the time (see
Attributes), A/.riel calls God the
"Eu-Sof " (filD |''X), the absolutely InAzriel.
finite, that can be comprehended only
From this definias the negation of all negation.
tion of the En-Sof Azriel deduces the potential eterthe world with all its manifold
nity of the world
manifestations was potentially contained within the
En-Sof; and this potentially existing universe became a reality in the act of creation. The transition
from the potential to the actual is a free act of God
but it can not be called creation; since a "creatio
ex niliilo" is logically unthinkable, and nothing out
of which the world could be formed exists outside
of God, the En-Sof. Hence, it is not correct to say
that God creates, but that He irra<liat('s; for as the
sun irradiates warmth and light without diminishing its bulk, so the En-Sof irradiates the elements
of the universe without diminishing His jiowcr.
These elements of the universe are the Sefirot, which
Azriel tries to define in their relation to the En-Sof
Although there; are conas well as to one another.
tradictions and gaps in Azriel's system, he was
the first to gather the scattered elements of the
cabalistic doctrines and combine them into an organic wliole. Casting aside the haggadicniystic
form of the cabalistic works preceding lum, Azriel adopted a style that was equal and at times
believe,

,

—

Cabala

superior to that of the philosophic writers of the
time.

AsHER BEN David, a nephew and pupil of Isaac
the Blind, a cabalistic contemporary of Azriel, and
probably influenced by him, added little to the development of the Cabala, judging from the few
fragments by him that have been preserved. On
the other hand, Isaac ben Shesiiet of Gerona, in
his "Sha'ar ha-Shamayim," made noteworthy additions to the theoretical part of Azriel's system.

The

author of "Ha-Emunah we-ha-Bittahon," erroneously ascribed to Nahmanides, must also be included
in the school of Azriel; but, desirous only to give a
popular presentation of Azriel's doctrines, with a
strong admixture of German mysticism, he contributed little to their development. More important
is "Sefer ha-'Iyj'un " (the Book of Intuition), ascribed to the gaon R. Hamai, but really originating in the school of Azriel.

The cabalists themselves consider
as the most important pupil of Azriel

Nahmanides

—a

statement
not supported by Nahmanides' works; for his commentary on the Pentateuch, although permeated by
mysticism, has little that pertains to the speculative
Cabala as developed by Azriel. NahNahmauides, on the contrary, empliasizes
manides. the doctrine of the "creatio ex nihilo,"
and also insists that attributes can be
ascribed to God; while Azriel's En-Sof is the result
of the assumption that God is without attributes.

Yet Nahmanides' importance for the development
The greatest
of the Cabala must be recognized.
Talmudic authority of his time, and possessing a
large following of disciples, his leaning toward the
Cabala was transmitted to his pupils, among whom
David ha-Kohen, R. Sheshet, and Abner are especially mentioned.
The brothers Isaac b. Jacob and
Jacob b. Jacob ha-Kolien also seem to have belonged
His most important
to the circle of Nahmanides.
pupil, however, and his successor, was Solomon ben

Abraham ibn Adret, the great
mud, who also had a strong

teacher of the Talleaning toward the
Cabala, but apparently gave little time to its study.
Among his pupils were the cabalists Siiem-Tob b.

Abraham Gaon,

Isaac op Acco, and B.^hya

b.

AsHEii, the last named of whom, by his commentary on the Pentateuch, contributed mucli to the
spread of the Cabala.
Isaac ibn Latif, who flourished about the middle
of the thirteenth century, occupies a peculiar and
independent position in the history of the Cabala,
owing to liis attempt to introduce Aristotelianism.
Although he founded no school, and althougli the
genuine cabalists did not even consider him as belonging to their group, many of his opinions found
With ]\Iaientrance into the Cabala.
Ibn Latif. monides he uplield the principle of
the beginning of tlic world; his statement, God has no will because He is will, is borrowed from Gabirol; and in addition he teaches the
He conprinciple of the emanation of tlie Sefirot.
ceives of the first immediate divine emanation as the
"first created " (pti-'Nin X13J). a godlike, absolutely
simple Being, the all-containing substance and conTlie other Sefirot prodition of everything that is.

ceeded from this

in

gradual

serial

emanation, grow-

—
;
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ing more coarse and material as their distance increased from tiieir purely spiritual, divine origin.

The

relation

between the

" first

created

"

and

all

that

has since come into existence is like that between
the simple geometrical point and the complicated
geometrical figure. The point grows to a line, the
line to a plane or superficies, and this into a solid
and just as the point is still present as a fundamental
element in all geometrical figures, so the "first
created" continues to act as the primal, fundamental
element in all emanations. This conception of the
first Setirah as a point, or numeral unit, within the
imiverse reappears with special frequency in the
presentations of the later cabalists.
The real continuation of Azriel's doctrines, however, is to be found in a number of pseudepigraphic
works of the second half of the thirteenth century.

been preserved only
fragmentarily, and has not yet been criticall}' edited

Although

this literature has

to any extent, its trend nevertheless may be clearly
discerned.
Such works represent the attempt to
put the doctrines of "Baliir" and of Azriel into dogmatic form, to shape and determine the old cabalis-

and not to bring forward new ones.
the important products of this dogmatic

tic teachings,

Among
Cabala

in the first place, the little

is,

ha-Temuuah

work "Sefer

"

(Book of Form), which endeavors to
illustrate the principle of emanation by means of
Here for the first
the forms of the Hebrew letters.
time the conception of the Sefirot is laid down in
definite formulae in place of the uncertain statement
that tliey were to be considered as powers (ninS) or
as tools (D'^3 ) of God. The Sefirot, according to
this book, are powers inhering in God, and are related to the En-Sof as, for instance, the limbs are to
the human body. They are, so to speak, organically
connected with God, forming one indivisible whole.
The question that long occupied the cabalists
namely, how the expression or transmission of the
will may be explained in the act of
*' Sefer ha- emanation
is here solved in a simple
Temunah." way: for all the Sefirot, being organically connected with the En-Sof, have
but one common will. Just as man does not communicate his will to his arm when he wants to move
it, so an expression of the will of the En-Sof is not
Another imnecessary in the act of emanation.
portant principle, which is much in evidence from
the Zoliar down to the latest cabalistic works, is
likewise clearly expressed for the first time in the
"Sefer ha-Temunah"; namely, the doctrine of the
double emanation, the positive and negative one.
This explains the origin of evil; for as the one, the
positive emanation, produced all that is good and

—

beautiful, so the other, the negative, produced all
that is bad, ugly, and unclean.

The

form was given to Azriel's Cabala by
Ma'areket ha-Elohut " in which Azriel's
system is presented more clearly and definitely than
in any other cabalistic work.
The fundamental
principle of the Cabala herein is the potential eternity of the world hence the dynamic character of
the emanations is especially emphasized. The treatment of the Sefirot is also more thorough and extended than in Azriel.
They are identified with
God; the first Sefirah, "ins ("crown"), containing
final

the work

"
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in potetitid all of the subsequent nine emanations.
The doctrine of double emanations, positive and negative, is taught in "Ma'areket," as well as in "Sefer
ha-Temunah," but in such a way that the contrast,
which corresponds exactly with the syzygy theory
of the Gnostics, appears only in the third Sefirah,
Binah ( " intelligence "). The author of the "Ma'areket " proceeds as the " Bahir " in the separation
of the three superior from the seven inferior Sefirot,
but in a much clearer way: he regards only the
former as being of divine nature, since they emanate immediately from God while the seven lower
ones, which were all produced by the third Sefirah,
are less divine, since they produce immediately the
lower world-matter.
A contrast which rules the
world can therefore begin only with the third Sefirah for such contrast can not obtain in the purely
spiritual realm.
This point is an instructive illustration of the
"
activity of the cabalists from the time of the " Bahir
(end of the twelfth century) to the beginning of the
fourteenth century. Within this period the disjointed mystico-gnostic conceptions of the "Bahir"
were gradually and untiringly woven into a connected, comprehensive system.
Side by side with this speculative and theoretical
school, taking for its problem metaphysics in the
namelj', the nature of
strict sense of the word
God and His relation to the world another mystical
movement was developed, more religio-ethical in
nature, which, as Gratz rightly says, considered
"the ritual, or the practical side, to call it so, as the
more important, and as the one to which the theosophical side served merely as an introduction."

=

;

;

—

Both these movements had

—

their

common

starting-

point in the geonic mysticism, which introduced
important speculative elements into practical mysBut they also had this in common,
ticism proper.
that both endeavored to come into closer relationship with God than the transcendentalism of Jewish
philosophy permitted, colored as it was by AristoPractical mysticism endeavored to make
telianism.
this union possible for every-day life; while speculative thinkers occupied themselves in reaching out
toward a monistic construction of the universe, in
which the transcendence of the primal Being might
be preserved without placing Him outside of the
universe.

Both of these movements, with a common end in
view, were ultimately bound to converge, and this
actually occurred with the appearance of the book
called ZoHAU ("iriT = " Splendor "), after Dan. xii. 3,
yp-in -inT3 n^nr D"'f5"'Dtwni (= "The wise shall be
resplendent as the splendor of the firmament ">
showing that it had the " Bahir " (= Bright) for its
model. It is in the main a commentary on the Pentateuch, and R. Simon ben Yohai is introduced as
the inspired teacher who expounds the theosophic
It first
doctrines to the circle of his saintly hearers.
appeared therefore under the title of Midr.a.sh R.

BEN YOHAI.
The correspondence to the order
very loose, even more so than is

Sl.MON

;

is

of the Scripture
often the case in

The Zohar
the writings of the Midrashic literature.
many instances a mere aggregate of heterogeneous parts. Apart from the Zohar proper, it coo
is in
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tains a dozen mystic pieces of various derivations
and different dates that crop up suddenly, thus entirely undoing the otherwise loose texture of the

Zohar.
Distinct mention is made in the Zohar of excerpts
from the following writings: (1) "Idra Rabba";
(2) "IdraZutta"; (3) "Matnitin"; (4) "Midrash ha-

Ne'elam

"

;

(5) "

Ra'aya Mehemna

"
;

(6) "

Saba

"

(the

Old); (7) "Raze de-Razin"; (8) "Sefer Hekalot";
" Sitre Torah "
(11)
(9) "Sifra de-Zeni'uta"; (10)
;

"Tosefta"; (12) and lastly. " Yanuka."
Besides the Zohar proper, there are also a " Zohar
Hadash" (New Zohar), Zohar to Cant., and "Tikkiinim," both new and old, which bear a close relation
to the Zohar proper.
For centuries, and in general even to-day, the
doctrines contained in the Zohar are taken to be
the Cabala, although this book represents only the
union of the two movements mentioned above. The
Zohar is both the complete guide of the different
cabalistic
cabalists.

and the canonical book of the
After the Zohar, which must be dated

theories

about the beginning of the fourteenth
Zoliar century, and which received its presLiterature. ent shape largely from the hand of
MosES DE Leon, a period of pause
ensued in the development of the Cabala, which
lasted for more than two centuries and a half.
Among the contemporaries of Moses de Leon must
be mentioned the Italian Menahem Recanati, whose
cabalistic commentary on the Pentateuch is really a
commentary on the Zohar. Joseph b. Abraham
iBN Wakar was an opponent of the Zohar; his
Introduction to the Cabala, which exists in manu-

The

by Steinschneider as the
was some time before the Zoliar was recAbraham b. Isaac of Granada
ognized in Spain.
speaks in his work "Berit Menuhah" (The Covenant
of Rest) of "the words of R. Simon b. Yohai," meanscript only, is considered
best.

It

ing the Zohar. In the fifteenth century the authority of the Cabala, comprising also that of the Zohar,
was so well recognized in Spain that Shem-Tob
BEN Joseph ibn Shem-Tob (died 1430) made a
bitter attack on Maimonides from the standpoint
Moses Botarei. tried to serve the
of the Zohar.
Cabala by his alleged discoveries of fictitious authors
and works; while the pseudonymous author of the
Kanah attacked Talmudism under cover of the
Isaac Arama and Isaac Abrafollowers of the Cabala in the second
half of the fifteenth century, but without contribuNor does the
ting anything to its development.
cabalistic commentary on the Pentateuch of Menahem Ziom B. Meir contribute any new matter to
the system, although it is the most important cabalistic work of the fifteenth century.
Judah Hayyat
and Abraham Saba are the only noteworthy cabalists of the end of that century.
The happy remark of Baur, that a great national
crisis furnishes a favorable soil for mysticism among
the people in question, is exemplified in the history
The great misfortune that befell the
of the Cabala.
Jews of the Pyrenean peninsula at the end of the
Among the
fifteenth century revivified the Cabala.
fugitives that settled in Palestine MeYr b. Ezekiel
IBN Gabbai wrote cabalistic works evincing an acute

Cabala about 1415.

VANEL were

insight into

the

Cabala

speculative Cabala.

A

Sicilian

Joseph Saragoza, is regarded as the teacher
of David ibn Zimra, who was especially active in
developing the Cabala in Egypt. Solomon Molcho
and Joseph della Reina (the history of his life is discabalist,

by many legends) represent the reviving
Deliverance from national suffering
mysticism.
was the object of their search, which they thought
Solomon Alkato effect by means of the Cabala.
Biz and Joseph Caro, who gradually gathered a
large circle of cabalistic dreamers about them, endeavored to attain a state of ecstasy by fasting,
torted

manner of stringent asceticism, by
which means they thought to behold angels and
Of their number, too,
obtain heavenly revelations.
was Moses Cordovero, rightly designated as the
w^eeping, and all

last representative of the early cabalists,

to Azriel, the

and, next

most important speculative thinker

among them.
The modern

cabalistic school begins theoretically
as well as practically with Isaac Luria (1533-72).
In the first place, its doctrine of appearance, according to which all that
Luria's
Cabala.
exists is composed of substance and
appearance, is most important, ren-

dering Luria's Cabala extremely subjective by teaching that there is no such thing as objective cogniThe theoretical doctrines of Luria's Cabala
tion.
were later on taken up by the Hasidim and organLuria's influence was first eviized into a system.
dent in certain mystical and fanciful religious
exercises, by means of which, he held, one could
become master of the terrestrial world. The writing
of amulets, conjuration of devils, mystic jugglery
with numbers and letters, increased as the influence
Among Luria's pupils Hayof this school spread.
yim Vital and Israel Saruk deserve especial mention,
both of them being very active as teachers and propagandists of the new school. Saruk succeeded in
winning over the rich Menahem xVzariah of Fano.
Thus, a large cabalistic school was founded in the
sixteenth century in Italy, where even to-day scatHertered disciples of the Cabala may be met.
RERA, another pupil of Saruk, tried to spread the
Cabala among Christians by his "Introduction,"
written in Spanish. Moses Zacuto, Spinoza's fellowpupil, wrote several cabalistic works strongly tinged
with asceticism, which were not without influence
on the Italian Jews. In Italy, how^ever, there appeared also the first antagonists of the Cabala, at a
time when it seemed to be carrying everything beNothing is known of Mordecai Corcos'
fore it.
work against the Cabala, a work that was never
printed, owing to the opposition of the Italian
Joseph del Medigo's wavering attitude
rabbis.
toward the Cabala injured rather than helped it.
Judah de Modena attacked it ruthlessly in his work
"Sha'agat Aryeh " (The Lion's Roar); while an enthusiastiic and clever advocate appeared, a century
A
later, in the person of Moses Hayyim Luzzatto.
century later still, Samuel David Luzzatto attacked
the Cabala with the weapons of modern criticism.
But in the East, Luria's Cabala remained undisturbed.
After Vit<ars death and that of the immigrant
Shlumiel of Moravia, who by his somewhat vocifer-
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Gus methods contributed much to the spreading of
Lurja's doctrines, it was especially Samuel Vital, Hayyim Vital's son, together with Jaecjb

Zemah, and Abraham AzuLAi, who entlie mode of life
(nijnjn) and the mystical meditations
prayer (niJ13) advocated by Luria. Frequent

In the
Orient,
for

deavored to spread

bathing (nv''3L3). vigils on certain nights, as well as
midnight (see Hazot), penance for sins, and similar
disciplines, were introduced by this aftergrowth of
the school of Luria.
It must be noted in their favor
that they laid great emphasis on a pure life, philanthropy, brotherly love toward all, and friendshipThe belief that such actions would hasten the Messianic time grew until it took concrete form in the
appearance of Sliabbethai Zebi, about 1665. Shabbethaism induced many scholars to study the speculative Cabala more thoroughly; and, indeed, the
Shabbethaian Neliemia Hayyun showed in his heretical cabalistic works a more thorough acquaintance with the Cabala tlian his opponents, the great
Talmudists, who were zealous followers of the
Cabala without comprehending its speculative side.
Shabbethaism, however, did not in the least compromise the Cabala in the eyes of the Oriental Jews,
the majority of whom even to-day esteem it holy
at

and believe in it.
While the Cabala in its different forms spread
east and west within a few centuries, Germany,
which seemed a promising field for mysticism in
the beginning of the thirteenth century, was soon
There is no cabalistic literature proper
left behind.
among the German Jews, aside from the school of
Eleazar of Worms.
1400,

In

Germany
and
Poland.

Lippman Muhlhausen, about
was acquainted with some fea-

tures of the Cabala; but there were no
real cabalists in Germany until the
eighteentli century, when Polish scholars invaded the coimtry.

In Poland
the Cabala was first studied about
the beginning of the sixteenth century, but not
without opposition from the Talmudic authorities,
as, for instance, Solomon b. Jehiel Luria, who, himself a devout disciple of tlie Cabala, wished to have
its study confined to a small circle of the elect.
His
friend Isserles gives proof of wide reading in cabalistic literature and of insight into its speculative
part; and the same may be said of Isserles' pupil
Mordecai Jaffe. But it is perhaps not a mere chance
that the first cal)alistic work written in Poland was
composed by Mattatiiias Delacrut (1570), of south
European descent, as Ids name indicates. Asher or
Anschel of Cracow at the beginning of the sixteenth
century is named as a great cabalist, but the nature
of his doctrine can not be ascertained.
In the seventeenth century, however, the Cabala spread all
over Poland, so that it was considered a matter of
course that all rabbis must have a cabalistic training.
Nathan Spiro, Isaiah IIokwitz, and Naphtali
b. Jacob Elhanan were the chief contributors to the
spread of Luria's Cabala in Poland, and thence into
Germany. Yet, Avith the exception of Horwitz's
work " Sliene Luhot ha-Berit " (The Two Tablets of
the Covenant), there is hardly one among the many
cabalistic works originating in Poland tliat rises in
any way. above mediocrity. In the following cen
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tury, however, certain important works appeared
on the Cabala by Eybeschutz and Emden, but from
different standpoints.
The former contributed a
monumental work to the speculative Cabala in his
•'Shem '01am" (Everlasting Name); the latter became the father of modern Cabala criticism by his
penetrating literary scrutiny of the Zohar.
The real continuation of the Cabala is to be found
in Hasidism, which in its different forms includes
both the mystical and speculative sides. While the

doctrines of the HaBaD have shown that the Lurianic Cabala is something more than a senseless playing with letters, other forms of Hasidism, also derived from the Cabala, represent the
Hasidism. acme of systematized cant and irrational talk.
Elijah of Wilna's attacks
on Hasidism chiefly brought it about that those
circles in

Russia and Poland which oppose Hasidism

domain of the
Although Elijah of Wilna himself was a
follower of the Cabala, his notes to the Zohar and

also avoid the Cabala, as the real

Hasidim.

other cabalistic products show that he denied the
authority of many of the works of the Lurianic
writers: his school produced only Talmudists, not

Although "Nefesh ha-Hayyim" (The
Soul of Life), the work of his pupil Hayyim of
Volozhin, has a cabalistic coloring, it is chiefly ethical in spirit.
Hayyim 's pupil, Isaac Haber, howcabalists.

works much insight into the
older Cabala.
The latter also wrote a defense of
the Cabala against the attacks of Modena.
The
non-Hasidic circles of Russia in modern times,

ever, evinces in his

though they hold the Cabala
study

in reverence,

do not

it.

The critical treatment of the Zohar, begun by
Emden, was continued toward the middle of the
nineteenth century by a large group
Critical
of modern scholars, and much was

Treatment
of the

Cabala.

contributed in the course of the following period toward a better understanding of the Cabala, although more
still remains obscure.
The names of

Adolf Franck, M. H. Landauer, H. Joel, Jellinek,
Steinsclmeider, Ignatz Stern, and Solomon Munk,
who paved the way for the scientific treatment of

may be noted. Many obscurities will
probably become clear as soon as more is known
about Gnosticism in its different forms, and Oriental
theosophy.
This historical survey of the development of the
Cabala would not be complete if no mention were
the Cabala,

made

of its relation to the Christian world.
The
Christian scholar who gave proof of his acquaintance with the Cabala was Raymond Lulli
(born about 1225; died June 30, 1315), called "doctor illuminatus " on account of his great learning.
The Cabala furnished him with material for his " Ars
first

Magna," by which he thought to bni g

The Cabala about an entire revolution
in the

Christian

ods

of

scientific

in the methinvestigation, his

means being none other than letter
and number mysticism in its different
varieties.
The identity between God
and nature found in Lulli's works shows that
he was al.so influenced by the speculative Cabala.
But it was Pico di Mirandola (1463-94) who in-

World.
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troduced the Cabala into the Christian world. The
Cabala is, for liim, the sum of those revealed religious doctrines of the Jews which were not originally written down, but were transmitted by oral
tradition.
At the in.stance of Ezra they were written down during his time so that they might not
Pico, of
be lost (compare II Esdras xiv. 45).
course, holds that the Cabala contains all the doctrines of Christianity, so that " the Jews can be refuted by their own books" (" De Hom. Dignit."
He therefore made free use of
pp. 339 et scq.).
cabalistic ideas in his philosophy, or, rather, his
philosophy consists of Neoplatonic-cabalistic docThrough Eeuchlin (1455trines in Christian garb.
1522) the Cabala became an important factor in leavening the religious movements of the time of the
Reformation.
The aversion to scholasticism that increased especially in the German countries, found a positive
support in the Cabala; for those that were hostile
to scholasticism could confront it with another S3'Stem.
Mysticism also hoped to confirm its position
by means of the Cabala, and to leave the limits to
which it had been confined by ecclesiReuchlin. astical dogma. Reuchlin, the first important representative of this movement in Germany, distinguished between cabalistic
cabalistic art,

doctrines,

and

cabalistic perception.

him, was the Messianology,
other doctrines grouped them-

Its central doctrine, for

around which

all its

And

as the cabalistic doctrine originated in
divine revelation, so was the art cabalistic derived
immediately from divine illumination. By means of
this illumination man is enabled to get insight into
selves.

the contents of the cabalistic doctrine through the
symbolic interpretation of the letters, words, and
contents of Scripture; hence the Cabala is symbolWhoever would become an adept in
ical theology.
the cabalistic art, and thereby penetrate the cabalistic secrets, must have divine illumination and inspiration.
The cabalist must therefore first of all
purify his soul from sin, and order his life in accord
with the precepts of virtue and morality.
Reuchlin 's whole philo.sophical system, the doctrine of God, cognition, etc., is entirely cabalistic,
Reuchlin 's contemporary,
as he freely admits.
Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa of Nottesheim (14871535), holds the same views, with this difference, that
he pays especial attention to the practical side of
the Cabala namely, magic which he endeavors to
develop and explain thoroughly. In his chief work,
"Dc Occulta Philosophia," Paris, 1528, he deals
principally with the doctrines of God, the Sefirot
(entirely after the fashion of the cabalists), and the
three worlds.
The last-named point, the division
of the universe into three distinct worlds— (1) that
of the elements; (2) the heavenly world; and (3) the

—

intelligible

sliaped

—

world

upon

—

is

Agrippa's

own

cabalistic patterns,

conception but

by which he

also

tries to explain the meaning of magic.
These worlds
are always intimately connected with one another;
the higher ever influencing the lower, and the latter
attracting the influence of the former.
Mention nuist also be made of Francesco Zorzi

(1460-1540), whose theosophy is cabalistic,
refers to the "HebrtEi" (" De Harmonia

and who
Mundi,"

cantus
soul

the

Cabala

His doctrine of the threefold
1, ch. iii.).
especially characteristic, as he uses even

iii.

is

Hebrew terms "Nefesh, "Ruah,'" and "Nesha-

mah."

Natural philosophy in combination with
Cabala is found in the works of
the German Theophrastus Paracelsus
Natural
(1493-1541), of the Italian HieronyPhilosmus Cardanus (1501-76), of the Hol-

the Christian

ophy.

lander Johann Baptist von Helmont
(1577-1644), and of the Englishman
Robert Fludd (1574-1637). Natural science was
just about to cast off its swaddling-clothes
a
crisis that could not be passed thiough at one
bound, but necessitated a number of intermediate
steps.
Not yet having attained to independence
and being bound up more or less with purely
speculative principles, it sought support in the
Cabala, which enjoyed a great reputation.
Among
the above-mentioned representatives of this peculiar syncretism, the Englishman Fludd is especially noteworthy on accoimt of his knowledge of
the Cabala.
Almost all of his metaphysical ideas
are found in the Lurianic Cabala, which may be explained by the fact that he formed connections with
Jewish cabalists during his many travels in Germany, France, and Italy.
Cabalistic ideas continued to exert their influence
even after a large section of Christianity broke with
Many conceptions
the traditions of the Church.
derived from the Cabala may be found in the dogmatics of Protestantism as taught by its first repre-

—

Luther and Melanchthon. This is still
more the case with the German mystics Valentin
Weigel (1533-88) and Jacob Bohme (1575-1624).
Although owing nothing directly to the literature

sentatives,

of the cabalists, yet cabalistic ideas pervaded the
whole period to such an extent that even men of
limited literary attainments, like Bohme, for inIn addition
stance, could not remain uninfluenced.

who took up the docCabala and essayed to work them over
in their own way, Joseph de Voisin (1610-85), Athanasius Kircher (1602-84), and Knorr Baron von
RosENROTH endeavored to spread the Cabala among
the Christians by translating cabalistic works, which
they regarded as most ancient wisdom. Most of
them also held the absurd idea that the Cabala conto these Christian thinkers,

trines of the

In modtained proofs of the truth of Christianity.
ern times Christian scliolars have contributed little
to the scientific investigation of cabalistic literature.
Molitor, Kleukcr, and Tholuk may be mentioned,
although their critical treatment leaves much to be
desired.

Teachings: The name " Cabala " characterizes
the theosoi)ln(' teachings of its followers as an anci(!nt sacred "tradition " instead of being a product
This claim, however, did not
of human wisdom.
prevent them from differing with one another even
on its most important doctrines, each one interpreting the "tradition" in his own way. A systematic
review of the Cabala would therefore have to take
into account the.se numerous different interpretations.
Only one system can, however, be considered
here; namely, that which has most consistently carLeavried out the basic doctrines of the Cabala.
ing Hasidism aside, therefore, the Zoharistic system

—

"
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as interpreted by Moses Cordovero and Isaac Luria,
has most consistently developed these doctrines,
and it will be treated here as the cabalistic system
par excellence. The literary and historical value
of its main works will be discussed in special

material,

and simplicity on the one side, and the
composite objects of the world on the

other?

No less puzzling than Providence is the existence
of evil in the world, which, like everything else,

The Cabala, by which speculative Cabala (r02p
n^JVy) is essentially meant, was in its origin merely
a system of metaphysics; but in the course of its
development it included many tenets of dogmatics,
God, the world, creadivine worship, and ethics.
tion, man, revelation, the Messiah, law, sin, atonement, etc. such are the varied subjects it discusses

—

doctrine of the En-Sof

the starting-point
is the infinite, imlimited being, to whom one neither can nor may
ascribe any attributes whatever; who
can, therefore, be designated merely
God.
all

Infinite

" without end,"
as En-Sof (C|1D pK
Hence, the idea of G^d can be

").

:

;

:

all

Aristotle,

who

followed by the Arabian and
(see Munk's note to his

is

Jewish philosophers, taught
translation of the

"Moreh Nebukim,"

are absolutely united.

is

postulated merely negatively it is known what God
All positive ascriptions
is not, but not what He is.
are finite, or as Spinoza later phrased it, in harmony
with the Cabala, " omnis determinatio est negatio.
One can not predicate of God either will or intention
or word or thought or deed (Azriel, in Meir ibn Gabbai's "Derek Emunah," ed. Berlin, p. 4a).
Nor can
one ascribe to Him any change or alteration for He
is nothing that is finite: He is the negation of all
negation, the absolutely infinite, the En-Sof.
In connection with this idea of God there arises
the difficult question of the creation, the principal
problem of the Cabala and a much-discussed point
in Jewish religious philosophy.
If God be the EnSof that is, if nothing exists outside of God then
the question arises, How may the universe be explained? This can not have preexisted as a reality
or as primal substance; for nothing exists outside of
God the creation of the world at a definite time
presupposes a change of mind on the part of God,
leading Him from non-creating to creating.
But
a change of any kind in the EnCreation. Sof is, as stated, unthinkable; and
all the more unthinkable is a change
of mind on His part, which could have taken
place only because of newly developed or recognized
reasons influencing His will, a situation impossible
in the case of God.
This, however, is not the only
question to be answered in order to comprehend the
relation between God and the world.
God, as an
infinite, eternal, necessary being, must, of course,
be purely spiritual, simple, elemental. How was
it possible then that He created the corporeal, compounded world without being affected by coming in
contact with it? In other words, how could the
corporeal world come into existence, if a part of
God was not therein incorporated?
In addition to these two questions on creation and
a corporeal world, the idea of divine rulership of the
world. Providence, is incomprehensible. The order
and law observable in the world presuppose a conscious divine government.
The idea of Providence
presupposes a knower; and a knower presupposes
a connection between the known and the knower.
But what connection can there be between absolute

—

is

assumption:

The

God

cabalistic speculation.

=

" the

through God.

who

cause of evil? The Cabala endeavors
these questions by the following

answer

to

How can God,
absolutely perfect, be the

exists

"World.

68) that in

i.

God, thinker, thinking, and the object thought of

and describes.

The

472

spirituality

articles.

of

—

—

adopted

Primal

The

cabalists

this philosophic tenet in all

and even went a step
by positing an essential difference between God's mode of thinking
and man's. With man the object thought of remains abstract, a mere form of the object, which has
only a subjective existence in the mind of man, and
its significance,

Will.

further

not an objective existence outside of him. God's
thought, on the other hand, assumes at once a
concrete spiritual existence. The mere form even is
at once a substance, purely spiritual, simple, and
unconfined, of course, but still concrete; since the
difference between subject and object does not apply to the First Cause, and no abstraction can be
assumed. This substance is the first product of the
First Cause, emanating immediately from Wisdom,
which is identical with God, being His thought;
Iience, like Wisdom, it is eternal, inferior to it only
in degree, but not in time and through it, the primal
will (Dnpn |1V"l), everything was produced and
everything is continuously arranged (Azriel, I.e. 3a;
this point is discussed in detail in Eybeschlitz,
" Shem '01am," pp. 50 et seq.).
The Zohar expresses
this thought in its own way in the words: "Come
and see! Thought is the beginning of everything
that is; but as such it is contained within itself and
;

unknown.

.

.

.

nected with the

=

The
px

real

[the

[divine] thought is con-

"Not";

the

meaning of the words

and His name

The Zohar,

is

one

'

Zohar px

in the

"En-Sof"], and never separates from
(Zech. xiv. 9)
" (Zohar, Wayehi,

'

it.

This

God

is

i.

is

one,

246b).

may be

seen here, uses the expression " thought " where other cabalists use " primal
will "
but the difference of terminology does not
imply a difference of conception. The designation
" will " is meant to express here merely
Its
a negation namely, that the universe
Wisdom, was not produced unintentionally by
the First Cause, as some philosophers
i.e., the wisdom
hold, but through the intention
of the First Cause.
The first necessary and eternal,
existing cause is, as its definition " En-Sof " indicates,
the most complete, infinite, all-inclusive, and ever
But it can not be even
actuallj' thinking Wisdom.
approached in discussion. The object of its thought,
which is also eternal and identified with it, is, as it
were, the plan of the universe, in its entire existence
as

;

;

and

its

duration in space and in time.

That

is

to

say, this plan contains not only the outline of the

construction of the intellectual and material world,
but also the determination of the time of its coming

;
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of the powers operating to tliat end in
of the order and regulation according to fixed
norms of the successive events, vicissitudes, deviations, originations, and extinctions to take place in
it.
The Cabala sought to answer the above-mentioned questions regarding the creation and Providence bj'' thus positing a primal will. The creation
of the world occasioned no change in the First Cause
for the transition from potentiality to reality was
contained in the primal will already.
The primal will contains thus within itself the
plan of the universe in its entire infinity of space
and time, being for that reason eo ipso Providence,
and is omniscient concerning all its innumerable details.
Although the First Cause is the sole source of
into being

,

it;

,

knowledge, this knowledge is only
most general and simple nature.
The omniscience of the First Cause
does not limit the freedom of man because it does not occupy itself Math details; the
omniscience of the primal will, again, is only of a
hypothetical and conditional character and leaves
all

Providence.

of the

free rein to the

The
means

human

will.

act of creation was thus brought about by
of the Primal Will, also called the Infinite

Light (Fi"iD px TIN)- But the question still remains
unanswered: How is it possible that out of that

—

which is absolute, simple, and indeterminate it being identical with the " First Cause " namely, the
" Primal Will "
there should emerge determinate,
composite beings, such as exist in the universe ? The
cabalists endeavor to explain tlie transition from
the infinite to the finite by the theory of the Zim-

—

—

zum;

i.e.,

The phenomenon, that
a limitation of what is originally

contraction.

which appears,

is

infinite and, therefore, in itself invisible

and imper-

ceptible, because the undefined is insensible to
sight.
"The En-Sof," says the Cabala,

touch
"contracted Himself in order to leave an empty space in
the world." In other words, the infinite totality
had to become manifold in order to appear and be-

and

come

visible in definite things.
The power of God
unlimited: it is not limited to the infinite, but includes also the finite (Azriel, I.e. p. 2a).
Or, as the
later cabalists phrase it, the plan of the world lies
within the First Cause; but the idea of the world
includes the phenomenon, which must, therefore,
be made possible. This power contained in the
First Cause the cabalists called "the line " (lp) [compare the Gnostic " Kaw la-Kaw " mentioned above.
K.] it runs through the whole universe and gives
is

—

it

;

form and being.
But another danger

arises here.

If

God

is

imma-

—

nent in the universe, the individual objects or, as
Spinoza terms them, the " modi " may easily come
to be considered as a part of the substance.
In order

—

to solve this difficulty, the cabalists point out, in the
first place, that one perceives in the accidental
things of the universe not only their existence, but

an organic life, which is the unity in the pluralthe general aim and end of the individual things
that exist only for their individual aims and ends.
This appropriate interconnection of things, harmonizing as it does with supreme wisdom, is not inherent in the things themselves, but can only originate
in the perfect wisdom of God.
From this follows

also
ity,

Cabala

the close connection between the infinite and the
the spiritual and the corporeal, the latter being
contained in the former. According to this assumpfinite,

would be justifiable to deduce
and infinite from the corSubstance poreal and finite, which are related
tion

Identity of the

and Form,

it

spiritual

to each other as the prototype to its
copy. It is known that everything

is finite consists of substance and form; hence,
concluded that the Infinite Being also has a form
in absolute unity with it, which is infinite, surely
spiritual, and general.
While one can not form any
conception of the En-Sof, the pure substance, one
can yet draw conclusions from the "Or En-Sof"
(The Infinite Light), which in part may be cognized
by rational thought that is, from the appearance of
the substance one may infer its nature.
The appearance of God is, of course, differentiated from
that of all other things; for, while all else may be
cognized only as a phenomenon, God may be conceived as real without phenomenon, but the phenomenon may not be conceived without Him (Cordovero,
"Pardes," xxv., "Sha'ar ha-Temurot"). Although
it must be admitted that the First Cause is entirely
uncognizable, the definition of it includes the admission that it contains within it all reality, since
without that it would not be the general First Cause.
The infinite transcends the finite, but does not exclude it, because the concept of infinite and unlimited can not be combined with the concept of exclusion.
The finite, moreover, can not exist if excluded,
because it has no existence of its own. The fact

that
it is

;

that the finite

is

rooted in the infinite constitutes the

beginnings of the phenomenon which the cabalists
designate as riNnn n^'Piaa -nN("the light in the
test of creation "), indicating thereby that it docs
not constitute or complete the nature of God, but is
merely a reflection of it. The First Cause, in order
to correspond to its concept as containing all realities, even those that are finite has, as it were, retired
into its own nature, has limited and concealed itself, in order that the phenomenon might become
possible, or, according to cabalistic terminology,
that the first concentration (p^'XIH D1VOV) might
take place. This concentration, however, does not
represent the transition from potentiality to actuality, from the infinite to tlie finite; for it took place
within the infinite itself in order to produce the
infinite light.
Hence this concentration is also designated as ny'p3 (" cleavage "), which means tliat no
change really took place within the infinite, Just as
we may look into an object through a fissure in its
surface while no change has taken place within tlie
It is only after the infinite liglit has
object itself.
been produced by this concentration, i.e. after tlie
that a beFirst Cause has become a phenomenon
ginning is made for the tran.sition to the finite and
determinate, which is then brought about by a second concentration.
The finite in itself has no existence, and the iiitinite as such can not be perceived:
Cononly through the light of the infinite
centration. does the finite appear as existent; just
as b}' virtue of the finite the infinite
Hence, the Cabala teaches
becomes perceptible.
that the infinite light contracted and retired its infin-

—
—

—

;
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;

n^J?D

will (DHpn pvi) of God, and is differentiated from
the En-Sof, as explained above, only as being the
This
first effect, while the En-Sof is the first cause.
first Sefirah contained within itself the plan of the
imiverse in its entire Infinity of time and space.
Many cabalists, therefore, do not include the Keter

Tlie first as well as the second concentration
takes place only within the confines of mere being;
and in order that the infinite realities, which form an
things.

may appear in their diversity, dynamic tools or forms must be conceived, which produce the gradations and differences and the essential
absolute unity,

the Sefirot, as it is not an actual emanation
of the En-Sof; but most of them place it. at the head
From this Keter, which is an absoof the Sefirot.
lute unity, differentiated from everything manifold
and from every relative unity, proceed two parallel

among

distinguishing qualities of finite things. This leads
to the doctrine of the Sefiuot, which is perhaps the
most important doctrine of the Cabala. Notwithstanding its importance, it is presented

The

ver3'

differently

While some

in

different works.

principles that are apparently opposed, but in reare inseparable: the one masculine, active,

cabalists take the Sefirot

to be identical, in their totality,

with

ality

the Divine Being i.e., each Sefirah representing
only a dillerent view of the infinite, which is comprehended in
this

(comMa'are-

"

called

DK

DN

Dtt

= " wisdom") the other femiBinah (nj'2 = " intellect"). The
union of Hokmah and Binah
produces Da'at
(nyi = " r e a-

Hokmah (nOSH

nine, passive, called

*?D

way

pare

first Sefirah, Keter (iriD = "crown," or Dn
= " exalted height"), is identical with the primal

The

ity in order that the finite might become existent or,
in other words, the infinite appears as the sum of finite

Sefirot.
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Cft

ket." p. 8b, be-

;

— others

low)

that

son");

is,

the
Sefirot merely as
tools of the Di-

the contrast between subjectivity and objec-

vine power, superior creatures,
that are, howtotally
ever,

tivity

upon

look

the

Primal Be-

ing

(Recanati,

"Ta'ame
wot,"

in

by which
or
cognition
knowledge be-

comes possible.
Those cabalists
who do not in-

Miz-

elude Keter

passim).

The

its

reason,

from

different

finds

solution

among

following

the Sefitake Da'at

definition of the

rot,

Sefirot, in agree-

as the third
Sefirah; but the

ment with Cor-

dovero
Lur

i

a

,

and
may,

merely
as a combination

however, be regarded asa logicis

Hokmah and
Binah and not
as an independ-

imma-

nent

in the
Sefirot, but He
is Himself more
than may be perceived

ent Sefirah.

The
Relation of

these
Just as, according to Spiforms of idea and being
noza, the primal substance has infinite attributes, but
manifests itself only in two of these namely, extent
and thought so also is, according to the conception
of the Cabala, the relation of the Sefirot to the En-Sof.
Tiie Sefirot themselves, in and through which all
ciianges take place in the universe, are composite in
so far as two natures may be distinguished in them

—

(1) that in and through which all change
takes place, and (2) that which is unchangeable, the
light or the Divine power.
The cabalists call these
two different natures of the Sefirot " Light " and" Vessels" (D^^3. TIX).
For, as vessels of different color
reflect the light of the sun differently without producing any change in it, sothe divine light manifested in
the Sefirot is not changed by their seeming differences
(Cordovero, I.e. "Sha'ar 'Azamot we-Kelim," iv.).

namely,

first

three

Keter,

Sefirot,

Cabalistie Spheres.
(From Horwitz, " Shefa' Tal," 1612.)
tlie

in

—

it

of

ally correct one:

God

con-

majority
sider

Hokmah,

and
form a
unity among themselves; that is, knowledge, the
knower, and the known are in God identical, and
thus the world is only the expresBinah,

The

First

the absolute
the idenSefirot.
tity of thinking and being, or of
the real and ideal, is taught in the
Cabala in the same way as in Hegel. Thought
manifestation again produces
threefold
its
contrasting principles; namely, Hesed (TDPI
"mercy"), the masculine, active principle, and Din
" jtistice "), tlie feminine, passive principle,
(jn

Three

sion

of

the

ideas

forms of intelligence.

or

Thus

m

=

=

also called

Pahad

(iriD

=" awe ") and Geburah (mn3

= " might"), which combine in a common principle,
Tif'eret (mNDn= " beauty ").
The concepts justice
and mercy, however, must not be taken
literal

sense,

in their

but as symbolical designations for
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expansion and contraction of tlie will the sum of
The lastboth, the moral order, appears as beauty.
;

named

trinity of the Sefirot represents

dynamic na-

namely, the masculine Nezah (n^J=" triumph ") and the feminine Hod (lin = " glory ") the
former standing
for increase, and
ture,

;

;

Cabala

Kadmon, because the figure of man is employed in
symbolic representation of the Sefirot, the Sefirot are
conceived merely as conditions of the finite that is
to be; for their activity only begins in the other socalled three worlds; namely, (1) the world of crea-

tive
ideas
(nxnan D^iy),
(2) the world of
creative formations (riT'VM y),

the latter for the

from

force
which

proceed

and

produced in the

(3) the world
of creative mat-

universe. Nezah
and Hod unite

The

ter

produce

to

Yesod
"

forces

the

all

foundation

"

de-

worlds

is found
Masseket
Azilut."
The

),

in the "

the reproductive
element, the root
of all existence.

These three

first Azilutic
world contains

the

the Sefirot (T)33

of

trinities

Sefirot are

also

in this passage

designated as

(nsm)

world

,'

corre-

it,

voTjTog

of

pious, the divine
throne, and the

!

divine

;

sponding to the
Kda/iog

and in the Beriatic
world are the
souls of the

',

or ^D:^'^ d^iv, as
Azriel [i.e. p. 3b]
calls

The

'

we have

the absolute identity of
being and thinkseen,

'

;

changed

triad of the Sefi-

rot

is

world,"
later

the

fire

and

while

'

of

men.

1

that receive the prayers
and control the
actions of men,
a-igels

;

.:Uiiill.ihi:li!i:l!itl.iii:iiihin.U:,i.

The

and w^age war
against evil or

Seflrot In Relation to One Another.
(From "Asia Rimraonim," 1601.)

(yntSinn D'Piy, or, as in Azriel [I.e.], C)ijn D^iy, and
in the terminology of Spinoza " natuva naturata ").
The tenth Sefirah is Malkut(n"lD^rD = "dominion"),
that in which the will, the plan, and the active forces
become manifest, the sum of the permanent and
immanent activity of all Sefirot. The Sefirot on
their first appearance are not yet the dynamic tools
proper, as it were, constructing and regulating the
world of phenomena, but merely the prototypes of

them.
In their own realm, called ni^^VKH D^iy (" realm
of emanation " see Azilut), or sometimes Adam
;

into

there

Inthe'Asiyyatic
(iT'C^y) world are
lie ofanim, the

sensible

the third triad
constitutes
the
natural
world

and

spirits

[

cabalists

world");

;

are also the

moral in

character; hence
Azriel (I.e.) calls
the
it
"soul-

by Metawho was

over
tron,

The second

ing.

is

the seat of the
ten classes
of
angels with their
chiefs, presided

nists), represent-

ing, as

halls.
Yeziratic

(m^V^) world

(

Neoplato-

the

5a, says),

el, I.e.

three Sefirot
form the intelfirst

ligible

=

niT'QD, as Azri-

follows: The

("

y).

earliest

scription of
these four

=

(niD''

(,Tc^•y^

Samael (" Mas"Ginze Hokmat haKabbalah," pp. 3-4). Although there is no doubt
that these four worlds were origiseket Azilut,"

in

Jellinck,

The Four

nally conceived as real, thus occasioning the many fantastic descriptions
of them in the early Cabala, they
were subsequently interpreted as being purely ideal-

Worlds,

istic.

The later Cabala assumes three powers in nature,
the mechanical, the organic, and the teleological,
which are connected together as the result of a general, independent, purely spiritual, principal idea.

;
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Tlie corTh(>y arc s3'inboHze(l by the four worlds.
poreal world (T]''^]}T] y) is perceived as a world subAs this can not be derived
jected to mecbauism.
from a body or corporeality, the Cabala attempts to
for even
find the basis for it in the noncorporeal
the 'Asiyyatic world
has its Sefirot; i.e.,
non-corporeal powers
that are closely related to the monads
of Leibnitz. This as;

sumption,

however,

explains only inorganic nature; while
organic,
formative,
developing
bodies

ini

piJo

'-'^

'an

Tu iw

1J3

'

''''*'''''

activity

"""^

merely, but also wise
activity, the cabalists
call this intelligence

manifested in nature
the realm of creative
Since,

ideas.

ever, the

ideas

how-

intelligent

which are man-

ifested in nature pro-

from

ceed

eternal
are independent of existing
nature,
there
must necessarily exist

that

truths

Seflrot in the Form of a Menorah.
(From " Asis Rimmonim," 1601.)

the

realm of

eternal

truths,

these
the

Azilutic world.
Hence the different worlds are essentially one, related to one another as prototj'pe
and copy. All that is contained in the lower world

found in higher archetypal
form in the next higher world.
Thus, the imiverse forms a large
is

;

:

the soul

is

of course different.

Neshamah proceeds

from divine Wi.sdom, Ruah from the Sefirah
Tif'eret ("Beauty "), and Nefesh from the Sefirah
Malkut ("Dominion"). Aside from this trinity of
directly

whole, a living, undibeing, that consists of
three parts enveloping one another successively; and over
them soars, as the highest archetypal .seal, the world of Azilut.
The psychology of the Cabala is closely connected with

vided

its

metaphysical doctrines.

in

the

As

Tbe Aleph

as

a

Symbol of the
Four Cabalistic
Worlds.
(From

*'A3is Rimmonim,"
IBOl.)

Cab-

in the

man is represented as the sum and the highproduct of creation. The very organs of his
body are constructed according to the mysteries
of the highest wisdom: but man proper is the soul
for the body is only the garment, the
Man.
covering in which thp true inner man
appears.
The soul is threefold, being
composed of Nefcsh, Ruah, and Ncshamah Nefesh
(K'DJ) corresponds to the Asiyyatic world, Ruah
ala
est

;

'

has

its seat in

the heart.

But

as these last

two

ele-

ments no longer form part of the spiritual nature of
man, they are not included in the divisions of the
soul.
The cabalists explain the connection between
soul and body as follows: All souls exist before the
formation of the body in tlie suprasensible world
(compare Preexistence), being united in the course
of time with their respective bodies.
The descent
of the soul into the body is necessitated by the finite
nature of the former: it is bound to unite with the
bod}^ in order to take its part in the universe, to
contemplate the spectacle of creation, to become
itself and its origin, and, finally, to rehaving completed its tasks in life, to the
inexhaustible fountain of light and life- God.
While Neshamah ascends to God, Ruah enters
Eden to enjoy the pleasures of paradise, and Nefesh
remains in peace on earth. This statement, how-

conscious of

turn, after

—

ever, applies only to the just.
At the death of the
godless, Neshamah, being stained with sins, en-

counters obstacles that make it difficult for it to return to its source; and until it has
Imreturned, Ruah may not enter Eden,
mortality, and Nefesh finds no peace on earth.
Closely connected with this view is
the doctrine of the transmigration of the soul (see
Metempsychosis), on which the Cabala lays great
stress.
In order that the soul may return to its
source, it must previously have reached full devel-

opment of

unitied

Talmud, so

to the Yeziratic,

the soul there is also the individual principle; that
the idea of the body with the traits belonging to
each person individually, and the spirit of life that

'*

Dip

and Neshamah (noc'J) to the
Nefesh is the animal, sensitive principle
in man, and as such is in immediate touch with the
body. Ruah represents the moral nature being the
seat of good and evil, of good and evil desires, according as it turns toward Neshamah or Nefesh.
Neshamah is pure intelligence, pure spirit, incapable
of good or evil
it is pure divine light, the climax
of soul-life.
The genesis of these three powers of
(nn)

Beriatic.

is,

must proceed from
a power that operCorrect Order of Setirot Arranged
from
ates
within
in a Circle.
(From Asis Rimmonim," 1601.)
and not from without.
These
inner
powers that form the organism from within, represent the Yeziratic woi'ld, tlie realm of creation.
As
there is found in

^'tsTk^V
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all its

perfections in terrestrial

life.

If it

has not fulfilled this condition in the course of one
life, it must begin all over again in another body,
continuing imtil it has completed its task. The
Lurianic Cabala added to metempsychosis proper
the theory of the impregnation (Tl3y) of souls; that
is, if two souls do not feel equal to their tasks God
unites both in one body, so that they may support
and complete each other, as, for Instance, a lame
man and a blind one may conjointly do (compare
the parable in Sauli. Ola, b).
If one of the two souls
needs aid, the other becomes, as it were, its mother,
bearing it in its lap and nourishing it with its own
substance.
In regard to the proper relation of the soul to God,
as the final object of its being, the cabalists distinguish, both in cognition and in will, a twofold gradation therein.
As regards the will, we may fear God
and also love Him. Fear is justified as it leads to
love.
"In love is found the secret of divine unity:
it is love that unites the higher and lower stages.

——

—
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everything to that stage where all must
(Zohar, wa-Yakhel, ii. 216a).
In the same
way human knowledge may be either
the reflected or intuitive, tlie latter again

and that
be one

Love,

—a

"

lifts

Highest

being evidently the higher.

The

soul

Helation to must rise to these higher planes of
knowledge and will, to the contemGod.
plation and love of God; and in this
way it returns to its source. The life beyond is a
life of complete contemplation and complete love.
The relation between the soul and God is represented in the figurative language of the Zoharistic
Cabala as follows " The soul, Neshamah [which proceeds from the Sefirah Binah, as mentioned above],
comes into the world through the union of the king
with thematrona
king meaning the Sefirah Tiferet and 'matrona' the Sefirah Malkut and thereturn of the soul to God is symbolized by the union
of the matrona with the king." Similarly, the merciful blessing that God accords to the world is symbolized by the first figure; and by the second, the
spiritualizing and ennobling of what is material and
common through man's fulfilment of his duty.
It is seen hereby that ethics is the highest aim
of the Cabala; it can be shown, indeed, that metaphysics is made subservient to it. The cabal ists of
course regard the ethical question as a part of the
religious one, their theory of influence characterizing tlieir attitude toward ethics as
Ethics of v/ell as law. " The terrestrial world
the Cabala, is connected with the heavenly world,
:

—

'

'

—

heavenly world is connected
a doctrine frequently
recurring in the Zohar (Noah, i. 70b). The later cabalists formulate this thought thus:
The Sefirot
impart as much as they receive. Although the
terrestrial world is the copy of the heavenly ideal
world, the latter manifests its activity according to
the impulse that the former has received. The connection between the real and the ideal world is
brought about by man, whose soul belongs to
heaven, while his body is earthy. Man connects the
two worlds by means of his love for God, which, as
explained above, unites him with God. The knowledge of the law in its ethical as well as religious
aspects is also a means toward influencing the
higher regions; for the study of the law means
the union of man with divine wisdom.
Of course,
the revealed doctrine must be taken in
The
its true sense i.e., the hidden meaning
Doctrine of of Scripture must be sought out (see
Influence. Jew. Encyc. i. 409, s.v. Allegorical
Intekpretation).
The ritual also
has a deeper mystical meaning, as it serves to preas

with the

tlie

terrestrial one," is

;

serve the universe and to secure blessings for it.
Formerly this was the object of the ritual sacrifices
in the Temple; but now their place is taken by prayer.
Devout worship, during which the soul is so exalted that it seems desirous of leaving the body in
order to be united with its source, agitates the heavenly soul; that is, the Sefirah Binah. This stimulus
occasions a secret movement among the Sefirot of all
the worlds, so that all approach more or less to their
source until the full bliss of the En-Sof reaches the
last Sefirah, Malkut, when all the worlds become
conscious of a beneficent influence. Similarly, just

as the

on

Cabala

good deeds of man exert a beneficent influence

the worlds, so his evil actions injure them.
as to what constitutes evil and what
good, the cabalists answer as follows:
In discussing the problem of evil, a distinction
all

The question

must be made between

evil itself,

and

evil in

human

nature.
Evil is the reverse of the divine NiriN i<"lt3D
[the left side, while the good is the right side—

Gnostic idea (see above). k.]. As the divine has
true being, evil is that which has no being, the unreal or the seeming thing, the thing as it appears.
And here again distinction must be made, between
the thing which appears to be but is not i.e., the appearance of a thing which is unreal
The
and the appearance of a thing which
Problem of is what it appears to be i. e. as a being
Evil.
of its own, having an original type of
existence of its own. This "appearance of an appearance " or semblance of the phenomenon is manifested in the very beginnings of the
finite and the multiform, because these beginnings
include the boundaries of the divine nature; and the
boundaries of the divine constitute the godless,
the evil.
In other words, evil is the finite. As the
finite includes not only the world of matter, but, as
has been shown above, also its idea, the cabalists
speak of the Beriatic, Yeziratic, and Asiyyatic worlds
of evil, as these worlds contain the beginnings of the
finite.
Only the world of the immediate emanations
,

'

(nv'VKn D?iy), where the finite is conceived as without existence and seeking existence, is free from
evil.
Evil in relation to man is manifested in that
he takes semblance for substance, and tries to get
away from the divine primal source instead of striving after union with it.
Most of the post-Zoharic cabalistic works combine
with this theory of evil a doctrine on the fall of
man resembling the Christian tenet. Connecting
with the ancient view of Adam's corporeal and
spiritual excellence before the Fall (see Adam in
Rabbinical Literature), the later cabalists assert
that originally all souls were combined into one,
forming the soul of Adam. Man in his original
state, therefore, was still a general being, not endowed with the empirical individuality with which
he now appears in the world; and together with
man the whole lower creation was in a spiritual,
glorified state.
But the venom of the serpent entered into man, poisoning him and all nature, which
then became susceptible to the influThe Fall of ence of evil. Then human nature was

Man.

darkened and made coarse, and

man

received a corporeal body
at the
same time the whole 'Asiyyatic world, of which man
had been the lord and master, Avas condensed and
coarsened. The Beriatic and Yeziratic worlds were
also affected influenced by man, they sank like the
'Asiyatic world, and were also condensed in a proportionately superior degree.
By this theory the
cabalists explain the origin of physical and moral
evil in the Avorld.
Yet the Cabala by no means conThe greatest sinsiders man as lost after the Fall.
ner, they hold, may attract the higher heavenly
power by penitence, thus counteracting the poison
The warfare beof the serpent working in him.
tween man and the satanic power will only cease
:

;

—
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when man

again elevated into the center of divine
is in actual contact with it.
Tills original glory and spiriUiality of man and
of the world will be restored in the Messianic age,
when heaven and earth will be renewed, and even
Satan will renounce his wickedness. This last point
has a somewhat Christian tinge, as indeed other
Christian ideas are al.so found in the Cabala, as, e.g.,
light,

is

and ouee more

the trinity of the Seiirot, and especially of the first
triad.
[But on three powers in the one God compare Philo, "De Sacrificio Abelis et Caini," xv.
idem, "Cyiua'stio in Genes." iv. 2; and F. Couybeare,
"Philo's (Contemplative Life," 1895, p. 304.— k.]
But although the Cabala accepted various foreign
elements, actual Christian elements can not be definitely i)ointed out.
Much that appears Christian is
in fact nothing but the logical development of certain ancient esoteric doctrines, which were incorporated into Christianity and contributed much to
its development, and which are also found in Tal;

mudic works and

Talmudic Judaism.
In forming an opinion upon the Cabala one must
not be prejudiced by the general impression made
on the modern mind by the cabalistic writings, especially

tlie

in

often repulsive Zoharistic Cabala.

In

former centuries the Cabala was looked upon as a
divine revelation; modern critics are
Opinions inclined to condemn it entirely owing
on the
to the fantastic dress in which most
Value of cabalists clothe their doctrines, which
tlie Cabala, gives the latter an entirely un-Jewish
appearance. If the Cabala were really
as un-Jewish as it is alleged to be, its hold upon
thou.sands of Jewish minds would be a psychological enigma defying all process of reasoning.
For
while the attempt, inaugurated by Saadia, to harmonize Talmudic Judaism with Aristotelianism failed
in spite of the brilliant achievements of Maimonides
and his school, the Cabala succeeded in being merged
so entirely in Talmudic Judaism that for half a century the two were almost identical. Although some
cabalists, such as Abulafia and the pseudonymous
author of "Kanah," were not favorably disposed

toward Talnuidism, yet

this exception only

proves

the rule that the cabalists were not conscious of any
opposition to Talmudic Judaism, as is sufticiently
clear from the fact that men like Nahmanides, Solo-

mon ibn Adret, Joseph Caro, Moses Is.serles, and
Elijah b. Solomon of Wilna were not only supporters
of tile Cabala, but even contributed largely to its
development. As these men were the actual representatives of true Talmudic Judaism, there must have
been something in the Cabala that atThe Cabala tracted them. It can not have been its
and the
Talmud,

metaphysics; for Talmudic Judaism
was not greatly interested in such

speculations.
It must be, tiieii, that
the psychology of the Cabala, in which a very higli
position is assigned to man, appealed to tlie Jewish
mind. Wliile Maimonides and liis followers regarded
philosophical speculation as the highest duty of
man, and even made the immortality of the soul de-

pendent on

it; or, speaking more correctly, while immortality meant for them only the highest development of "active intellect" Csyisn h'2^) in man, to
which only a few attained, the Cabalists taught not
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only that every man may expect a great deal in the future world, according to his good and pious actions,
but even that he is the most important factor in
nature in this world. Not man's intelligence, but
his moral nature, determines what he is.
Nor is he
merely a spoke in the wheel, a small, imimportant
fragment of the universe, but the center around
which everythintr moves. Here the Jewish Cabala,
in contrast to alien philosophy, tried to present the
true .Jewish view of life, and one that appealed to
Talmudic Judaism.
The Jew as well as the man was recognized in tlie
Cabala. Notwithstanding the strongly pantheistic
coloring of its metaphysics, the Cabala
The
never attempted to belittle the imporCabala and tance of historic Judaism, but, on the
Phicontrary, emphasized it.
Like the
losophy. school of Maimonides, the cabalists,
also interpreted
Scripture allegorical ly yet there is an essential difference between the
two. Abraham and most of the Patriarchs are, for
both, the sj'inbols of certain virtues, but with this
difference; namely, that the Cabala regarded the
lives of the Patriarchs, filled with good and pious
;

actions, as incarnations of certain virtues

e.g., the
of Abraham as the incarnation of love while
allegorical philosophy sought for exclusively abstract ideas in the narratives of Scripture.
If the

—

life

Talmudists looked with horror upon the allegories
of the philosophical school, which, if carried out
logically and there have always been logical
thinkers among the Jews would deprive Judaism

—

—

of every historical basis, they did not object to the
cabalistic interpretation of Scripture, whicla here also
identified ideality

with

reality.

The same holds good
cabalists

in regard to the Law.
The
have been reproved for carrying to the ex-

treme the allegorization of the ritual part of the
Law. But the great importance of the Cabala for
rabbinical Judaism lies in the fact that it prevented
the latter from becoming fossilized.
It was the
Cabala that raised prayer to the position it occupied
for centuries among the Jews, as a means of transcending earthly affairs for a time and of feeling oneself in union with God.
And the Cabala achieved
this at a period when prayer was gradually becoming a merely external religious exercise, a service of
And just as prayer
the lips and not of the heart.
was ennobled by the influence of the Cabala, so did
most ritual actions cast aside their formalism, to become spiritualized and purified. The Cabala thus
rendered two great services to the development of
Judaism: it repressed both Aristotelianism and Tal-

mudic formalism.
These beneficial influences of the Cabala are, however, counterbalanced b}"- several most pernicious
ones.
From the metaphysical axiom,

Noxious tliat there is nothing in the world
Influences, without spiritual life, the cabalists
developed a Jewish Magic.
They
taught that the elements are the abode of beings
which are the dregs or remnants of the lowest spiritual life, and which are divided into four classes;
namely, elemental beings of fire, air, water, and
earth; the first two being invisible, while the last
two may easily be perceived by the senses. While

;;,;

the latter are generally malicious imps who vex and
the former are well disposed and helpful.
Demonology, therefore, occupies an important
position in the works of many cabalists; for the

mock man,

imps are related to tliose beings that are geuerallj"
designated as demons (D^TK'). being endowed with
various supernatural powers and with insight into
the hidden realms of lower nature, and even occasionally into tlie future and the higher spiritual
world. Magic (DHK' HK'yD) may be practised with
the help of these beings, the cabalists meaning
white magic in contrast to F|'itJ'^3 Ht^'yo ("' the black
art

Cabala
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").

Natural magic depends largely on man himself;
for, according to the Cabala, all men are endowed
with insight and magical powers which they may
develop. The means especially mentioned are:

=

"Kawwanah" (nj13)
intense meditation, in order
to attract the higher spiritual influence; a strong
will exclusively directed toward its object; and a

Caballeria

ih. 1854; Isaac ibn Latif, Ginzc ha-Mclck. in
xxvlii.; Zuvatha-'Olain, Vienna, 18ij;i;

Rah

Kokbe YizhMk,
Pe'alim, hem-

berg, 1885; Ma'areket ha-Elahut (alleged author, Pharez),
Ferrara, 1557 ; Joseph b. Abraham GikatlUa, Sha'are Orah,
Mantua, 1561 ; Moses b. Shem-Tob de Leon, Sefer Nefesh
ha-Hakarnah, Basel, 1608; Zohar, alleged author, Simon b.
Yohai, Mantua, 15.58-60; Cremona, 1558; Shem-Tob ben ShemTob, Sefer ha-Emunot, Ferrara, 1556; Meir ben Ezekiel ibn
Gabbai, Derek Emunah, Padua, 1562; Moses b. Jacob Cordovero, Pardes Riinnionim, Cracow and Novydvor, 1591, the
best and most profound treatise upon the Cabala by a cabalist.
Isaac b. Solomon Luria's doctrines are discussed In the
works of his pupils, especially in Hayyim Vital, Ez Hayyim,
Korez, 1784 ; Abraham Herrera, Sha'ar ha-Shani'ayim, Amsterdam, 1665 also in Latin, Porta Cwlorum, Sulzbach, 1678
;

Isaiiih b. Abraham Horwitz, Skene Luhot ha-Berit, Amsterdam, 1649; Joseph Ergas, Stiomer Em'unim, Amsterdam,
1736, a readable discussion of important cabalistic doctrines
Moses Hayyim Luzzatlo, Hoker u-Mekabhel, Shklov, 1785;
German transl. by Freystadt, Konigsberg, 1840; Sefer n-pS.
Pithe Hokmali, Korez, 1785, the last and best introduction to
the Cabala by a cabalist
Jonathan Eybeschiitz, Shcm 'Olam,
Vienna, 1891, on the geonic mystical literature (see page 463
;

of the

Jkw.

E.ncyci.., vol.

ii.).

Sources: A. Adler, in Nowack, Ja7uhUc/!er der Philosoj:>hie,
1846-47; Bernfeld, Da'at Eloliim, pp. 335-399; Sam. A. BinIon, T)te Kabbalah, in Library of the ^y(lrld's Best Literature, ed. C. I). Warner, pp. 842.5-8442 Bloch, I>!e JWdfecZ/e
Mystik und Kabbala, in Winter and Wiinsche, JUdische
Literatur, lii., also separately Buddeus. Intrnductio ad
;

;

vivid imagination, in order that the impressions
from the spiritual world may enter profoundly into
the soul and be retained there.
From these principles

many

cabalists developed their theories

on

casting of lots, Nechomancy, Exorcis.m, and many
other su])erstitions.
Bibmomancy and the mysti-

cism of numbers and
complete systems.

letters

were developed into

The metaphy.sical conception of the identity of
the real with the ideal gave rise to the mystical conception that everything beheld by our senses has a
mystical meaning; that the phenomCabalistic ena

Super-

may

instruct

man

as to

what takes

place in the

divine idea or in the
stition.
human intellect. Hence the cabalistic
doctrine of the heavenly alphabet,
whose signs are the constellations and stars. Thus
Astrology was legitimized, and bibliomancy found
its justification in the assumption that the sacred
Hebrew letters are not merely signs for things, but
implements of divine powers by means of which
nature may be subjugated. It is easy to see that all
these views were most pernicious in their influence
on the intellect and soul of the Jew. But it is
equally true that these things did not originate in
the Cabala, but gravitated toward it.
In a word,
its works represent that movement in Judaism
which attempted to Judaize all the foreign elements
in it, a process through which healthy and abnormal
views were introduced together. Compare Adam

Kadmon, Allegorical Interpretation, Amulets, Ascension, Azilut, Cheation, Emanation,
Metempsychosis, Sefirot, Syzygies, Zohar; and,
on the relation of the Cabala to non- Jewish religions,

Gnosticism.
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K.

CABALLERIA, DE LA:

L. G.

Marano family

of

Aragon, Spain, widely ramified, and influential
through its wealth and scholarship, especially in
Saragossa. The family descended from D. Solomon ibn Labi de la Caballeria, who had nine sons.
The eldest, Bonafos de la Caballeria, was baptized, and all the others followed his example except Benveniste. Bonafos and Samuel took the
naine "Pedro" CMicer Pedro). Samuel Pedro attained to high clerical offices, while liis brotlier AhabFelipe became a leader in the Cortes, tind Isaac Fernando was assistant curator in the University of
Saragossa.
The yoimgest brother, Luis, who was
baptized as a little ciiild, was appointed tesovero
mayor, or chief treasurer, b.v Don Juan of Navarre.
The sons of Isaac Fernando were engaged in farming the public taxes, and through their wealth secured high positions in the state. Pedro de la Cabal-

:

:

Caballeria
Caceres
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negotiated the marriage of Queeu Isabella of
Don Ferdinand of Aragou, and had the
honor of presenting to the royal bride a costly necklace, valued at 40,000 ducats, defraying part of the
Beuveuiste's son, Vidal de la Caballecost himself.
ria, and his wife Beatrice also embraced Christianity,
taking the name "Gonzalo." One of Benveniste's
daughters became the wife of the rich landowner
Don Apres de Paternoy, a Marano of Verdun, and
their descendants were important in Spanish history.
Notwithstanding the high offices which this family filled, several of its members suffered from the
persecutions of the Inquisition. Alfonso de la
Caballeria of Saragossa, who still maintained his
connection with the large synagogue there, took
part in the conspiracy against the inquisitor Arbues.
The remains of Juan de la Caballeria were burned
in Saragossa, at which place, in 1488, Luis de la
Caballeria, as well as his son Jaime and several other
members of the famil3% was made to do public

Bibliography Amador de los Rios, Historia de lo8 Jxtdim
en E)<j)ana, lil. 102 et seq.; Kayserling, Christopher Colum-

penance.

the boundary -line of Asher
with the modern Kabul
Josephus ("Vita,"
(Buhl, "Geographie," p. 221).
§ 43) refers to it as " the village of Chabolo situated
The name was apin tiie confines of Ptolemais."
plied also to an entire district which included twenty
cities given by Solomon to Hiram, king of Tyre
Josephus (" Ant. " viii. 5, § 3) inter(I Kings ix. 13).
prets "Cabul" as meaning, in Phenician, "what
does not please " but doubt has been cast on this
interpretation of the term.
.T. JR.
G. B. L.

leria

Castile to

:

bus, pp. 26 et seq., Newr York, 1894.

M. K.

G.

CABRET
JXJDAH

:

CABRIT, JACOB BEN

or

Spanish translator

;

lived in Spain toward

the end of the fourteenth century. The surname
"Cabret" or "Cabrit," borne by several persons, is
derived, according to Gross ("Gallia Judaica," p.

from a Spanish locality, Cabreta or Cabrita.
Cabret translated from the Latin into Hebrew and
abridged the work of Arnaldus of Villanova, "De
Judiciis Astronomise," or "Capitula Astrologise," on
the application of astrology to medicine. The translation made at Barcelona in 1381 is still extant in
manuscript (Neubauer," Cat. Bodl. Hebr. MSS." No.
474),

2042).

Bibliography: Loeb,

in

Rer.

Et. Juives,

Iv.

71;

Steln-

schneider, Hebr. Uebers. p. 783.

L Br.

G.

CABUL A city on
:

BuiLTOGRAPHY
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Libra Verde,

in Revista de

Espana,

vol.

xviii.

G.

CABALLERIA, BONAFOS

M. K.

(DIDJU)

DE

LA:

Anti-Jewish writer of the fifteenth century;
sou of Solomon ibn Labi de la Caballeria of Saragossa; assumed the name of "Micer Pedro " on becoming a convert to Christianity. From early youth
he devoted himself to the study of the Hebrew,
Arabic, and Latin languages, and gradually acquired a profound knowledge of civil and canonical
law.
He won the favor of Queen Maria, who appointed liim commissioner of the Cortes which convened at Monzon and Alcafiiz (1436-37); and all the
liberties and privileges which the Caballeria family
had enjoyed for a long time were confirmed to him
and his descendants. Caballeria was twice married
first (before his conversion) to the former wife of
Luis de Santangel, who obstinately resisted baptism,
and then to Violante, a daughter of the wealthy
Alfonso Ruiz of Daroca, who, like Caballeria, was
a convert to Christianity.
In the year 1450 Micer Pedro began his " Zelus
Christi Contra Juda^os et Sarracenos,"a book full of
malevolence against his former coreligionists. This
work, upon which lie was engaged for fourteen
years, was published at Bologna in 1592 by Martin
Alfonso Vivaldo. who added numerous annotations
showing his hostility to the Jewish race. Soon after
the completion of this work, in which he falsely acciised the Jews of every imaginable vice, branding
them as a cursed seed and a hypocritical, pestilential, and abandoned race, Pedro was murdered (1464),
tiie deed having been committed, it is believed, at
All the sons of Pedro
the instigation of Maranos.
occupied high positions in Aragon; Alfonso being
vice-chancellor, Luis confidential adviser of King
Juan, and Jaime counselor and confidential adviser
of Don Ferdinand, accompanying the latter on his
first visit to Naples, and traveling by his side in
princely splendor.
Nevertheless, Jaime in 1304
became a victim of the Inquisition, and was sentenced at Saragossa.
Another member of the family, Martin de la Caballeria, was invested with
the coiiimand of the fleet at Majorca.

(Josh.

xix.

27), identical

;

CACERES

(Tn''DNp; also spelled Caceras, Carceres, Carcerts, Casares, Casseras, Cazares)
family, members of which have lived in Portugal,
Holland, England, Mexico, Surinam, the AVest InThey came, probably,
dies, and the United States.
from the city of Caceres in Spain.
The first reference to any person bearing the name
is in a list of heretics, posted according to custom in
the cathedral in the city of Mexico, where the names
of Antonio Dias (or Diaz) de Caceres and Catalina de Leon, his wife, occur as " Judaizers " the latter doing penance at an auto da fe, celebrated on
Feb. 24, 1590, in that city. Their daughter Dona
Leonor de Caceres was denounced as a "Judaizer"
by her aunt, Dona Mariana Nunez de Carabajal (see
Carabajal), before the tribunal of Mexico. Her
testimony (see Cyrus Adler, in "Publications Am.
Jew. Hist. Soc." iv. 45, 47, 63) gives these data: Antonio Dias de Caceres and Jorge de Almeida (Adler,
ib. pp. 29-79) married on the same day, in the city
of Parmco, Mexico, Catalina and Leonor de Carabajal, sisters of the deponent, and, after a visit to
Spain, moved to the district of San Paolo in the city
of Mexico.
Antonio appears to have lived in another district,
in a house which served as a gathering-place for
fasting and prayer and although they all attended
mass, and otherwise observed the rites and ceremonies of the Roman Church, they practised their
Jewish rites in private. This was soon discovered;
the deponent, her mother, and brothers were arrested bj' order of the Inquisition and Antonio Dias
de Caceres, fearing a similar fate, went to China.

A

;

;

;

;
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There he lived three years, came back to Mexico,
feigned at first estrangement from his wife, because
she was a "Judaizing" penitent, and finally, seeming to yield to the entreaties of friends who sought
to bring them together, became nominally reconciled
to her and set about in earnest to obey the behests
Antonio observed caution,
of the Mosaic law.
dreading the arm of the Holy Office, but persisted,
together with his family, in keeping the Sabbath at
home. Prayers were recited at home out of a Hebrew book, said to have been written in verse, and
the Psalms, without the required Gloria Patri, were
chanted by all. His daughter, the above-mentioned
Leonor de Caceres, figured as a penitent at an auto

March

25, 1601.

dated Sept.
taining an account of her trial, is given in
"Publications Am. Jew. Hist. Soc."

1608, con-

da fe held

in the city of Mexico,

A facsimile of a document,

6,

vol. iv. of

Isabel Caceres A victim of the Inquisition in
Toledo in 162;'3; wife f'f Luis Baez.
Jacob (Yahacob) Rodriguez Caceres Martyr, who died at the stake in 1665, at Cordova.
Daniel Levi de Barrios celebrates him in verse in the
prologue to his allegorical comedy " Contra la Verdad
BO ay Fuerga. Panegirico a los tres biena venturados
martires Abraham Athias, Yahacob Rodriguez Caseres, y Raquel Nufiez Fernandez, que fueron queniados vivos en Cordova por santificar la unidad
divina, en 16. de Tammuz, aiio de 5425 (1665)," Amsterdam (no date).
Moseh de Caceres One of the founders of the
Portuguese community in Amsterdam, who flourished about 1600.
:

Francisco (or Jacob) had, so far as it can be determined, five sons:
Writer of the seven(1) Daniel de Caceres
He held
teenth century son of Jacob de Caceres.
the degree of master of arts.
Caceres was a friend of Manasseh ben Israel, upon
whose works, " The Conciliator " and " On Human
Frailty" (written about 1642), he wrote approbations.
He also wrote a eulogy on Saul Levi Mor:

;

teira's5?'iKJJ'

ny33 (Amsterdam,

1645).

A. R.

D.
(2)

Pavid de Caceres, who,

serling, died Oct. 18, 1624, at
ling,

I.e.

according to Kaj'-

Amsterdam (Kayser-

p. 32).

(or Henry) de Caceres, who lived
England c. 1650, probably the same who, with
Benjamin de Caceres, petitioned the king (April 8,
1661) to permit them to live and trade in Barbados
and Surinam ("Publications Am. Jew. Hist. Soc."
v. 47, 62; Jewish Encyclopedia, ii. 523b).
(3)

Henrique

in

:

:

G. A. K.

J.

Writer of the seventeenth century son of Daniel de Caceres of AmHe translated from Italian into Spanish
sterdam.
the "Vision Deley table y Summarico de Todas las
Sciencias," a work written by Alfonso de la Torre
and translated into Italian by Domenico Dolphino.
The translation of Caceres, published at Amsterdam
in 1663, and dedicated to D. Emanuel, prince of

Francisco de Caceres

:

1

Portugal, consists of two parts, the first dealing
with the various sciences, the second with moral
philosophy. Of the first part, ch. i. treats of the
"evil of things, and the confusion in the world "
the following six chapters treat of logic, rhetoric,
arithmetic, geometry, music, and astrology, and the
remaining chapters treat of metaphysics, pneuPart ii. discusses ethics and
matics, and physics.
politics.
iii. Nos. 903, 1854h) makes
de Caceres the author also of " Dialogos Satiricos," published at Amsterdam in 1616.
Kayserling ("Bibl. Esp.-Port.-Jud." p. 32), however,
ascribes that work to (2) Francisco or Jacob de
Caceres who was probably a son of Moseh de Caceres, one of the founders of the Jewish-Portuguese

("Bibl. Hebr."

this Francisco

community of Amsterdam.

The

latter

Francisco

translated into Spanish "Los Siete
Dias de la Semana Sobre la Creacion del Mundo," a
work by Bastasi, dedicated to Jacob Tirado. As
the " Dialogos Satiricos " was published as early as
1616, it is not probable that the author was the

or Jacob also

former Francisco de Caceres.

HI.— 31

Samuel de

Dutch

poet and
(4)
preacher; and brother-in-law of Benedict Spinoza;
He was a pupil of
died Nov., 1660, at Amsterdam.
Rabbi Saul Levi Morteira of Amsterdam. The title
"Poeta, Predicador, y Jaxam, de la Ley Sancta Escritor" (Poet, Preacher, and Cantor, Writer of the
Holy Law), given to Caceres by his contemporaries,
shows the eminent position which he occupied in

Caceres

:

" De la Ley
the Jewish community of Amsterdam.
Sancta Escritor" refers to the Spanish translation
of the Bible, which he edited, revised, and corrected,
andwhich was published in 1661, soon after his death.

A. R.

D.

.

;

Wolf

G. A. K.

J.

(5)

Simon de Caceres

:

Military

strategist,

merchant, and communal leader; flourished in the
middle of the seventeenth century. He was prominent in mercantile afl'airs in Hamburg, London,
South America, and the West Indies; and his transactions extended to many parts of the world.
Caceres is described as a chauvinist Jew, boastful
of his Jewish descent (see Lucien Wolf, "TransacHe joined
tions Jew. Hist. Soc. Eug." i. 56, 73).
Antonio Fernandez Carvajal in the acquisition of
the Bet Holim cemetery in London, and was one of
the petitioners who signed the document presented
to Cromwell by Manasseh ben Israel in March, 1656.

Queen Christina of Sweden is known to have interceded with Cromwell on his behalf for certain commercial privileges in Barbados (Rawlinson MS., A.
26, fol. 388); and at a later date the king of Denmark gave Caceres' brother a letter of reconnneudation to Charles II., which was instrumental in procuring for the Jews in the West Indies an extension
of commercial facilities (" Calendar of State Papers,"
Simon was one of
Colonial series. 1661-68, p. 49).
Cromwell's intelligencers; and there are atlea^ttwo
documents among the Thurloe papers which show
that his experience w&s utilized by the lord protector.
The one is called "A Note of What Things Are
Wanting in Jamaica" ("Thurloe Papers," ed. Th.
Birch, pp. 61,62, London, 1742). It is a memorandum
containing minute advice with regard to fortificaFrom a passage in " Cromtions and implements.

.

:
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(where, amonir other errors, the convert John Xeres
p. 2737] is converted into "'Joch. de Cazeres");
Michael MS. No. 351. 2. p. 29 Jacobs and Wolf,
Angln-Jud. pp. 39, 40, 4.5, London. 1888; Kayserling,
Esp.-Fo7-t.-Jud. p. 32, Strasburg, 1890

well's Letter and Speeches," ed. Carlyle (iii. 131), it
that his recommendations were followed,

BorfL

would seem

needed supplies were forwarded.
Togetlier with this memorandum Caceres submitted to the protector a remarkable scheme for the
conquest of Chile (printed in Birch's ed. of the
"Thurloe Papers," I.e. pp. 62, 63; see also bibliography below), wherein he proposed to enlist "men
of his own nation " (meaning Jews), and offered to
In his letter of inlead the expedition in person.
structions Cromwell refers to the desirability of
hindering the Spanish trade with Peru and Cartagena, and of striving with the Spaniard for the masAt a later date
tery of all those seas (see Chile).
Caceres presented another plan to Cromwell, Avhich
provided for the protection of the Barbados trade
and for improving the administration of the navigaThis doction act (Rawlinson MS., A. 60, fol. 131).
ument seems to have been unauthorized, and turns
out to be a personal application for an office he desired to have created for himself.

Ingiie

for the

Bibijography: Lucien Wolf, in several papers published in
the London Jeimsh ChrDnicle, especially his Cro/Jiwc/rsJeici^h InteUUioiceJS and American Elfinentft in the Resettlement (each published separately); idem, in the Tranmcti(ms of the Jew. Hi.tt. Soc. En\j., i., ii., iii.; G. A. Kohut,
Simon de Caceres and His Plan far the Conquest of Chili,
New York, 1W)9 (reprinted from the American Hehreu\
June 16, 1899) ; besides the sources cited in the text.

Daniel (see above) had two(?) sons
(1) Francisco de Caceres. (2) Samuel ben Daniel de Caceres, whose name, if he is not Daniel's son, remains a
"crux interpretum." It is more than probable that
the two Samuels have been confounded by bibliogSamuel, tlie ])oet and preacher, had a son
raphers.
named David de Caceres, who was printer in Amsterdam in 1661. Another person bearing that name
was rabbi at Salonica, and afterward (c. 1650) at
Hebron, Palestine. The following is a tentative
genealogical sketch of the Amsterdam branch of the
;

Caceres family
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;

CADENET

:

A

Moyen Age," p. 197).
In 1385 a remarkable lawsuit arose in Aries, relating to an alleged marriage (described in all its details by Gross, in "Monatsschrift," 1880, pp. 404 et
The plaintiff was Maestro Diiiau of Cadenet.
seq.).
In order to be revenged on Meirona, daughter of
En Salves Cassin of Aries, who had refused hiin,
Duran declared that he had married her in the presence of two witnesses, Vidal Abraham of Bourrin
and Bonfilh or Bonfils Cregud. These witnesses
were later convicted of perjury.
The case was taken in turn before the rabbinical
colleges of Aries, Nlmes, Montpellier, and Perpignan, and in the last in.stance, upon the demand of
Don Salemias Nasi of Valence, Avas submitted to R.
Isaac ben Sheshet, Avho pronounced severe judgment
le

against

Duran and

his fellow-conspirators,

community

and

bit-

had
not done its utmost to prevent such a scandal from
becoming public. A Jcav, Mosson of Cadenet by
name, lived at Carpentras in 1404 ("Revue Etudes
Juives," xii. 196); and two others, Salvet of Cadenet and Vidalon of Cadenet, Avere sheriffs of that
terly reproached the

community

in 1460
:

(^ib.

of Aries that

it

p. 176).

Gross, Gallia Judaica. p. 548.
S.

C^CILIUS

Francisco or Jacob

Bitil.

Small village in the department of
Vaucluse, France. Like all places situated along
the river Durance, Cadenet had a Jewish commudocument of the ,year
nity in the Middle Ages.
1283 states that this communit}^ together Avith those
of Aix, St. Maximin, Lambesc, Pertuis, Istres,
Tretz, and Lanson, was permitted to have a synagogue and a cemetery on paying an annual tax
of two pounds of pepper to the archbishop of Aix
(Charier of 1283; compare Deppiug, "Les Juifsdaus

G.

(c. 1600)

Bihl.

G. A. K.

J.

Bibliography
Moses de Caceres

[Cat.

Cata-

OF CALACTE:

K.

Rhetorician,

flourished in the first century
Calacte, a tOAVu on the northern coast of
Sicily.
He was the first Jew noted for literary activLittle is knoAvn of his life.
He Avas
ity at Rome.
born a slave, and Avas named " Archagathus." His
As
parents were either of Sicilian or Syrian origin.
a freedman he bore the name "Csecilius," perhaps
after one of the Metelli, the ancient patrons of
Sicily.
He went to Rome and devoted himself to
critic,

and historian

;

B.C. at

David

Daniel

(d. 1624)

Henry
(England)

Samuel

I

A

Simon
C.1050

David

(?)

Bernard de Caceres

sister

Spinoza (England)

I

1

Francisco Samuel

=

(d. 1660) of

16.50

is

mentioned

in the " Cal-

endars of Slate Papers" (see Jacobs, in the bibliography below) 1661-68, as residing in the West Indies.
One of the chief members of the Jewish congregation in Surinam, whose name is affixed to a spfcial
charter of juivileges, dated Oct. 1, 1669, was Henrique de Caceres ("Publications Am. Jew. Hist.
Soc." iv. 3), and a Samuel de Caceres is spoken
of in Curasao, W. 1., in tlie year 1692 (Corcos,
"Jews of Curasao," p. 15). In 1891, a Mr Benjamin de Caceres officiated at Cura(;ao .'n the absence
of a rabbi

{ib.

p. 47).

Persons bearing the name are living to-day (1902)
Miss Ida Caseres
in New York and Philadelphia.
of Philadelphia claims descent from the Caceres
who settled in Jamaica in the seventeenth century.
Bibliography

Wolf, Bihl. Hehr. quoted by Steinschneider,
In Cat. Bodl. Nos. 525, 7972, 910.'> ; Fiirst. Bihl. Jud. i. 1.5U
:

.

the study of rhetoric, Apollodorus probably being
his first master, and Diony.sius of Halicarnassus,
Avho lived at Rome from 30 to 7 B.C., his close friend.
Suidas states that Ciecilius Avas a Jew, an assertion
Avhich is noAv generally accepted, though some Avri
ters think that he may have been only a convert to

Judaism.
The fragments of Co'cilius' writings Avhich are
Together
still extant attest above all his versatility.
Avith his friend Dionysius, he was the
The Attic representative in his time of the Attic
School.
style of oratory in contradistinction

While
to the A'erbose Asiatic style.
the earlier devotees of the Attic school contented
themselves Avith the study and the classification of

Caceres
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and Dionysius extended
and esthetic
criticism and the hatred felt by the former for the
Asiatic school resulted in his two works directed
litorarv

forms,

Cttcilius

their labors to the fields of philolog.y
;

against it: live Aiacpipec 6 'ArrcKog ZTJ?.og Tov'Aainvov
("On the Differences between the Attic and the Asiatic Styles "), and Kara (i'pvyibv (" Against the Plirygians " that is, the Asiatic Barbarians).
In his earliest
works on rhetoric (Te;j;w/'P;77n^K«?/ and Urpl Sj^/zarwi'),
Ca'cilius showed himself a disciple of tlie older Attic
tcacliers, who confined their attention to matters of
;

form but soon afterward he seems to have come
under the influence of Dionysius, to whom may be
attributed his interest in philologic and esthetic
;

criticism.
field, tiio most significant work of
n^pl XapnKrypog tuv AtKa"Pr/rnpuv ("The
Characteristics of tlie Ten Orators '").
Though Dionysius also wrote on several of the chief orators of
Greece, it is either in Cfccilius or his contemporary
Didymus that the first account of the canon of tiic
ten Attic orators is found.
In the above-mentioned
work Coecilius endeavors, by means of information

In the latter

Ctecilius

is

gathered from traditional documents and all other
available sources, to present truthful portraits of
the orators, in order to determine the time and to
illumine tlie circumstances in which each oration
was delivered. These researches possessed unusual
critical value in tliat they not only offered classic
examples of the adaptation of stA'le to substance, but
helped to unmask a large number of orations circulating under false names.
They remained the permanent source of information on the diverse qualities of the classic orators, even the erroneous hypotheses of the autlior being accepted by later
writers as authentic facts.
To promote the study
of the classics, Ca^cilius compiled a lexicon that
was much used by later scholars. The fine rhetorical feeling and critical acumen which enabled him
to expose literary pretenders were again exhibited
in a work devoted to an examination of the genuine
and the spurious orations of Demosthenes. However, he used his discriminative gifts also in comparative studies, this being a unique literary phe-

nomenon in that time. He produced three essays
of this character: a comparison of Demosthenes and
^Eschines, of Demosthenes and Cicero,
Other
and- of Lysias and Plato.
As an eviWorks.
dence of his intellectual curiosity, the
study of Cicero is particularly noteworthy, in view of the fact that Cfecilius and Dionysius were the only students of Latin literature at a
time when it was the literary fashion to dismiss it
with contempt. In ail his writings on esthetic subjects C;ecilius appears as an uncompromising antagonist of the artificial style, always insisting that
thought and the projM'r choice of words, with the
least possible use of rhetorical ornamentation, indicate excellent oratory.
These ideas are reiterated in

work on "The Sublime" (Tlppl "YV'orc), known
from a polemical work against it composed in the first
century under the same title and falsely ascribed to
his

Longinus. C.Tcilius did not attempt to formulate a
theory of the sublime, but simply gave illustrations
of what was and what was not sublime.
It is interesting to note that among the examples of the sub-

Csesar

lime there isa quotation, somewhat inaccurate, from
the first chapter of Genesis.
As the literary method of Caecilius was critical
and historical, he was naturally interested in history
and several hi.storical works are ascribed to
him: one dealing with the historical incidents mentioned in the "Orators," and with the extent to
which the orators had clung to strictly authenticated
facts; another on the Servile wars: and a third on
" History " (Uspl 'laTopiaq).
The briefest summary of
his works may well lead one to concur with tho.se
scholars who regard Ca;cilius as the most scholarly
and versatile representative of the Attic school, and
one v.'ho, by his labors in hitherto unexplored regions, rendered considerable service to the cause of
;

science.

Bibliography: Frnemrnts of the ivorks nf Cfecilins, collected
by Miiller, Frcmm. Hist. (invc. ill. SiO-SS;!, ami Th. Biirckhardt, Ca'cili Rhetoris Fraomenta, Bale. 1863; Suidaa,
Lexicon,

s.v. Kaiici'Aios

;

Martens,

De

lAbello

Uepi

'Vi//ous,

Bonn. 1877: Blass, Die Gricch. Beredxatuheit, 1^*>''>, pp. 169
etseq.; Rothstein,in Heritie>', 188S, xxiii. 1-2U; Weise, Owccstiones CcBcilianrc, Berlin, 1888; Boysen. De Ccecilii Calnctini Lexici Rhetorici Attctore; Ueinach, Qrtid Judfco
cum Verre, in Rev. Et. Jnires, \>i99, xxvi. 36-16; Roberts.

Amer. Jmirn.
and

of Philolofifi, 1897, xviii. :!();J-:j12; Vogelstein
Rief^er, Gesch. dir Juden in Ront. i. 92 et seq.; Schurer.
3d ed., ill. 483 et seq.; Pauly-Wissowa, Real-Encyc.
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CiESAR, CAIUS JULIUS: Roman
and conqueror; boiu July

dictator,

100 B.C. (according to Mommsen, 102 B.C.); assassinated JMarch
Cicsar's attitude toward the Jews is
15, 44 B.C.
manifest from the many enactments issued in their
favor by him and by the senate.
The first decree, datetl probably July, 47 B.C., registered in both Greek and Latin on a table of brass
and preserved in the public records, concerns Hyrcanus, the son of Alexander, high priest and ethnarch of the Jews. Julius Caesar, with the approbation of the senate, recognizes the services rendered
by Hyrcanus to the empire, both in peace and in
war. He mentions the aid given by H3-rcanus with
his 1,500 soldiers in the Alexandrian war, and speaks
of the personal valor of Hyrcanus.
In recognition
of these services he grants HjTcanus and the Jews
certain privileges (Josephus, "Ant." xiv. 10, g 2).
In another decree of probably the same date,
Caisar determines "That the Jews shall possess Jerusalem, and may encompass that city with walls; and
that Hyrcanus, the son of Alexander, the high priest
and ethnarch of the Jews, retain it in the manner
he himself pleases; and that the Jews be allowed to
deduct out of their tribute, every second year the
land is let [in the Sabbatical period], a corus of that
tribute!; and that the tribute they pay be not let to
farm, nor that they pay always the same tribute"
consul,

{lb.

xiv. 10, §

The next

12,

5).

Dec, 47 B.C., ordains that all the country of the Jews pay a tribute
to the city of Jerusalem except during the Sabbatical year, with permanent exem])tion for Joppa,
which, as formerly, is to belong to
His
them. It also prohibits the raising of
Decrees,
auxiliaries and the exacting of money
for winter (juarters within the bounds
of Judea. This decree provides for an annual tribute to Hyrcanus and his sons, the Sabbatical year
decree, dated before

"

Caesar
Caesarea
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It ordains that tlie original ordinances in
excepted.
regard to the high priests of the Jews shall remain

force, and that Hyrcanus and the Jews retain
those places and countries which belonged to the
kings of Syria and Phenicia. The following two
decrees confirm the privileges granted to Hyrcanus
and his children. As the ally of Rome he is to send
and receive ambassadors (ib. § 6).
The following two decrees are of the same date:
" That Hyrcanus and his children bear over the nation of the Jews, and have the profits of the places to
tliein bequeathed; and that he, as the high priest
and ethnarch of the Jews, defend those that are injured; and that ambassadors be sent to Hyrcanus,
the son of Alexander, the high priest of the Jews,
that may discourse with him about a league of
friendship and mutual assistance; and that a table
of brass containing the promises be openly proposed
in the capitol, and at Sidon, and Tyre, and Ascalon,
and in the temple, engraven in Roman and Greek
letters: that this decree may also be communicated
to the questors and pretors of tlie several cities, and
to the friends of the Jews; and that the ambassadors
may have presents made them, and that these decrees
be sent everywhere " (ib. % 3).
"Caius Ca?sar, imperator, dictator, consul, hath
granted. That out of regard to the honor, and virtue,
and kindness of the man, and for the advantage of
the senate, and of the people of Rome, Hyrcanus,
the son of Alexander, both he and his children, be
high priests and priests of Jerusalem, and of the
Jewish nation, by the same right, and according to
the same laws, by which their progenitors have held
the priesthood " {ib. % 4).
The last decree of Ciesar, dated Feb., 44 B.C.,
again mentions the services rendered by Hyrcanus
and the Jews, and calls for suitable recognition
on the part of the Senate and the people of Rome
in

(ib.

§

7).

Following is a summary of the decrees of the consuls during the rule of Julius Citsar, as recorded in
Josephus:
Sept. 19. 49 B.C.: Report on tbe public proceedings at Ephesus
concerning the exemption of tbe Jews of Asia Minor from military service on account of tbeir religion, and the decree in this
sense of the consul Lucius Lentulus ("Ant." xiv. 10, § 19).
Sept. 19, 49 B.C.: Short report on the preliminary proceedings
on the same question on the part of the military authorities (ib.
§ 18).

Sept. 19, 49 B.C.: Short declaration of the consul Lucius Lentulus concerning the exemption of the Jews from military service {ib. § 16).

Sept. 20, 49 B.C.: Communication of Titus Applus Balbus to
the magistrate of Fpbesus, to the effect that on his intercession
for them, the consul Lucius Lentulus agreed to the exemption,
and that the high Roman officials Lucius Antonius and Phanius
sanctioned the decree iih. § 13).
Probably 49 B.C.: Message of Lucius Antonius to the magistrates of Sardes, to the effect that the Jews of that city having
an assembly of their own, according to the laws of their forefathers, he gives order that their privileges be preserved (ib.
§ 17).

May, 48 B.C.: Proclamation of the magistrates of the Island of
Delos, that, according to the decree of the consul Lentulus, the
shall be exempted from entering the army (ib. § 14).
Probably at the beginning of 4G B.C.: lieprimand of a ftroconsul to the people of Parium on account of their hostile attitude
toward their JewLsh fellow-citizens concerning their public assemblies and their contributions to the Temple (ib. § 8).
46-4.5 B.C.: Admonitory letter of the proconsul Publius Ser^'11ius
to the magistrate of Miletus that the Jews should not be disturbed in the execution of their religious customs (ib. § 21).
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46-45 B.C.: Reply of the Laodiceans to the proconsul of Asia,
obedience to injunctions received from him, they will
not disturb the religious customs and assemblies of the Jews
that, in

(ib. § 20).

46^45 B.C.; Decree of the Sardians, upon the representation of
the pretors, granting the Jews religious liberty, setting apart
for them a place for public worship, and even directing those
that have charge of the provisions of the city to "take care that
such sorts of food as they esteem fit for their eating may be imported into the city " (ib. § 24).
46-45 B.C.: Decree of the people of Halicarnassus to the effect
that, in accordance with privileges granted by the Romans, they
shall not disturb the religious customs and assemblies of Jews
((b. §23).
Feb., 44 B.C.: Testimony of the twelve questors, that the
Senate had passed a decree in favor of the Jews, but that this
decree had not hitherto been brought into the treasury, and
that now the Senate and the consuls Dolabella and Marcus order
that these decrees shall be "put into the public tables" and be
" put upon the double tables " (ib. § 10).
(For a critical survey of these edicts see Gratz, "Gesch. der
Juden," 3d ed., ill., note 9, pp. 660-668 ; Schiirer, " Gesch." 3d
ed., lil. 56 et seq., 67, note 30).

These decrees show clearly that Julius Csesar in
broad and statesmanlike manner fully recognized
the rights and claims of the Jews as an important
element of the Roman empire.
"This Judaism," says Mommsen ("Romische
Gesch." iii. 549-555), "although not the most pleasing feature in the nowhere pleasing picture of the
mixture of nations which then prevailed, was nevertheless a historical element developing itself in the
his

natural course of things, which the statesman could
neither ignore nor combat, and which Caesar on the
contrary, just like his predecessor, Alexander, with
correct discernment of the circumstances, fostered as
far as possible.
While Alexander, by
Usefulness laying the foundation of Alexandrian
in Roman Judaism, did notmuch less to found the
Empire.
Jewish nation than its own King David
by planning the Temple of Jerusalem,
Caesar also advanced the interests of the Jews in Alexandria and in Rome by special favors and privileges, and protected in particular their peculiar worship against the Roman as well as against the Greek
local priests." "Caesar's extraordinary keenness as a
statesman, " says F. Rosenthal (in " Monatsschrif t,
1879, p. 321), "recognized in the Jews most useful
collaborators in his extensive plans for the creation of
a great Roman body politic.
Distributed as they
were over the greatest part of the Roman empire, yet
acting in harmony with one another, they were as
much on this account as by reason of their commercial instincts the intermediators between Orient and
Occident."
" The Jews were destined to pla}* no insignificant
part in the new state of Caesar, " says Mommsen
(ib.).
Even later, when by a decree of C;iesar all
religious or political associations (collegia) were forbidden, except those which had existed from very
remote times, the same decree permitted the Jews,
"our friends and confederates
to gather themselves together according to the customs and laws
of their forefathers, to bring in their contributions,
and to make their common suppers " (Josephus,
"Ant." xiv. 10, § 8; Suetonius, "Ca?sar," 42). By
these and other edicts of Ca?sar the Jewish religion was recognized in the Roman empire as " religio licita " (Tertullian, "Apologia," xxi. Schiirer,
"Gesch." 3d ed., iii. 69).
"When Caesar attained the power," says Huide.

.

.

;

;

Csesar
Caesarea
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koper("Ju(liiism in Home,"

p. 6), "

we

tiud a proces

lloman dignitaries, on the first day
of the Passover, for tlie purpose of throwing away
idol-images; and at his funeral Jews were conspic
nous." Mommsen quotes a contemporary orator
sion aunuall}' of

(Cicero) as sa^'ing that

Judaism

Roman

officials

extremely
Respected careful not to offend a Jew, otherwise
in Rome,
they were lial)le to be hissed on their
in the provinces liad to be

return to

Rome by

the plebeians.

that the Oligarchic party stood in fear of Caesar's
connection with the Jewish colonies. They suspected that the money collected for the Temple was,
in part at least, used for the carrying out of Caesar's
political plans.
In fact, the whole defense ("Pro
Flacco") was an indirect accusation of Cae.sar. By
the prohibition of all but Jewish associations, lie
apparently expressed his belief in the favorable influence of the political principle of Judaism and in
superiority over the other Eastern religions that

its

During the Pompeian wars Ca'sar, without asso(Mommsen, I.e. iii. 8, 374), surrounded only
by military aids and political agents, made use of

had been brought to Rome.
But while the mass of the

the brilliant abilities of Aristobulus II., and, out of
hatred to Ponipey, gave the former liis freedom and
sent iiim with two legions into Syria to create a
diversion in CiBsar's favor (Joseplius, "Ant." xiv. 7,
jMacrobius hints (" Saturnaliorum Couvivio§4).
rum,"i.) that during the Pompeian wars the Jewish
contingent in Caesar's army was by no means an unimportant one; that at his court and in his councils
the Jews were influential in political and financial
matters.
The great historical significance of Caesar's
relations with the Jews is brought out strikingly by
their militarj'^ services under him during the Egyp-

tion.
Large sums of money were reAntipathy quired for this purpose, and Caesar
to Jews
had hardlj' any means of his own.
Roused.
When he was leaving for Spain his

ciates

campaign.
For all his daring and energy, and notwithstanding the importance of liis entering Egypt, Ca?sar
would not have landed had he not been certain of
support from the Jews of the country. His resources were scanty scarcely two legions of infantry and a small detachment of cavalry in all
about 5,000 men. With such a handful of soldiers
even Caesar could not expect a successful conflict
with the powerful Egyptian army. There is historical evidence that organized local bands of Jews came
to his assistance.
The Jews of Egypt, numbering at
that time, according to Manfrin, about a million, were
evidently on his side before he came to Egypt; and,
tian

—

in order to render

pended

their

him

party

—

efficient service,

quarrels.

they sus-

With Mithridates

there entered Egypt under the leadership of Antipater a detachment of troops numbering 1,500, or,
according to Jo.sephus {I.e. xiv. 8, § 1), 8,000, composed exclusively of Jews.

According to the testimony of Josephus, the taking
of Pelusium, which, from the Syrian side, was the

Valor of
Antipater.

key to Egypt, was largely due to the
personal bravery and skill of Antipater,

who

city wall.

he was the

first

destroyed a portion of the

With

his

Jewish followers

to enter the city, thus clearing tlie

Roman population
favored Ctesar, that was not sufficient for his elec-

debts amounted to §3,400,000 (according to some historical documents, §4,800,000); and
it appears that a few of his creditors importuned him.
Possibly the Jewish colonies supplied funds. Those
colonies extended all over Egypt, in Asia from the
shores of thePoutus Euxinus to the Euphrates, and
as far as Prague and into Gallia.
the other hand, the Cesarean period produced
an ill-will toward the Jews that gradually grew to
hatred and has survived to the present day.
Reference can be here made to the work of Manfrin
concerning the important role Caesar assigned to
monotheistic Judaism in his new empire, but his
views are open to question.
Renan ascribes to Caesar very broad and libeial
views.
"He truly conceived," he says, "liberty of
conscience in a sense of absolute neutrality in the
He desired
state, as enlightened nations now do.
the freedom of all provincial worship, and, if he
had lived, he doubtless would have prevented the
reaction toward strictness which, from the days of
Tiberius, led the central government to insist on too
much preponderance for the Roman worship. The
Jews in Alexandria had their privileges confirmed.
The free exercise of Jewish worship was stipulated
The Jews
in the principal towns of Asia Minor.
throughout the world regretted the death of the dictator.
Among the numerous provincials Avho
mourned the Ides of ]\Iarch, it was remarked that
Jews for several months came to make final lamentation over his burial-place " (" Histoire du Peuple
d'Israel," v 190, 197).
in

Europe

On

Bibliography: Mommsen. RCunifche
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lin.
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liner,

;

way

for Mithridates' ai-my.
As a reward for liis
services C;esar gave to Antipater the privilege of a

Rome, and made him procurator of Judea
(Josephus, ib. 8, § 3).
After the Alexandrian campaign Ciesar granted
many favors and privileges to Judea and to the Jews
in general. He gave the former the right of "status
clientis"
the broadest autonomy that countries
subject to Rome could enjoy. Besides this right
Caesar allowed Judea to utilize the city of Joppa
and its harbor, since the latter was indispensable
to Jerusalem for intercourse with its colonies.
Cicero's defense of Flaccus, who confiscated the
gold collected for the Temple in Jerusalem, shows
citizen of

—
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CiESAREA. — 1.

Caesarea

by the Sea: An-

cient city of Palestine; called in early times " Strato's
Tower" (Irpdruroc nipyog, Josephus, "Ant." xili.
11, § 2; xiv. 4. i< 4; xv. 8, § 5; xix. 8. § 2; idem,

"B. J."

i.

3,

M;

i-

21,

§ 5; Strabo, xvi. 758; Pliny,

—
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Caesarea

"Historia Naturalis," v. 14). In rabbinic sources
Meg. 6a; Sifre, Deut. 51 Yer.
(Meg. Ta'an. iii.
Sheb. 36c) the name is frequently corrupted (it is
only once written correctly, Tosef., Sheb. iv. 11) as
in a later source (piyyut for the second
JtjnEy;
Sabbath of Hanukkah) the name has even been corrupted into x^K^j HjO (B- Beer, in "Monatsschrift."
Herod the Great transformed the
1860, ix. 113).
insignificant place into an important city, naming it
Ca^sarea (KaiaapEio) in honor of Emperor Augustus.
Still the old name .survived; Strabo and Pliny continue to call the city "Strato's Tower," while Ptolemy and Epiphanius use the singidar expression
"C;esarea of Strato." To distinguish it from other
cities of the same name, it was also called "Ca-sarea
by the Sea" (TrapdXiog Kmadpeia, "Ant." xiii. 11, § 2;
idem, "B. J." iii. 9, § 1 cTrt ^iaMrry = "ad mare," ib.
vii. 1, §3; vii. 2, i^l); on coins it is called KAISAPIA
;

;

;
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Ctesarea, a city that they hated, should be uprooted

(pipy), with no intent of identifying it with Ekron
(Sciiwarz, "Tebu'ot ha-Arez," p. 66b).
It is possible, however, that there is here also an allusion to
the old name Sharshon (|1t»>1tJ*)
while the assump;

tion that there were

two Ekrons, one of which was

with CfEsarea (Friedmann, in Luncz, " Jerusalem," V. 109), is wholly unfounded. The Rabbis
speak of it disguisedly as "Magdiel" (Gen. R.

identical

Ixxxiii.).

Mannert determines the location of Caesarea as 66'
and 32° 30' N. lat. Josephus speaks of
it as lying in Phenicia, between Joppa and Dora
(" Ant. " XV. 9, § 6).
It was 600 stadia
Iiocation. (75 miles) distant from Jerusalem
15' E. long,

("Ant." xiii. 11, § 2; "B. J." i. 3,
§ 5); 36 miles (a day's journey. Acts xxi. 8) from
Ptolemais (Abulfeda); and 30 miles from Joppa

llUlNS OF C'JiSAREA.
(From a photograph by

nPOS 2EBA2Ti2 AIMENI. Later writers call the
city "Caesarea of Palestine" (Cajsarca PaloestiniE
Kntcdpeta ettI XlaZafcrr/vj/, Eusebius, "Hist. Eccl." v.
•H

=

22, or Katadpcia

rf/q

UaAmaTivng,

ib. vii.

12).

In the

Talmud, theMidrash, and the Targum it is very frequently called "Kesri" (nD''p)
the expression
"Kesri, the daughter of Edr)ni " (Meg. 6a), meaning
;

that Caesarea is the outpost of the Roman cni])ire.
In the same Talmudic passage is a senten(!e of R.
Abbahu, who lived in the third century at Ca'sarea,
according to which "Ekron," that "shall be rooted
up " (Zeph. ii. 4), means "Caesarea"; but this prol)ably expresses merely the wish of the Jews that

Bonfils.)

(Edrisi).

The

soil

was sandy

("it is situated in the

midst of sand," says the Talmud, Meg. 6a; compare
" Ant." XV. 9,
§ 5), but so fertile that the region was
The following
called " the land of life " (Meg. 6a).
" etrogim "
are mentioned as products of the soil
:

pomegranates of Caesarea (Tosef., Maksh. iii.
10); Ctesarean grain (Tos., Dem. iv. 23); a woolly
moss growing on stones (Yer. Kil. 32a; Yer. Shab.
4(').
As merchandise are mentioned the beds of
Civsarea (Yer. Ber. 6a; Yer. Ned 40c; Yer. M. K.
The city lay close by the sea, and had a good
83a).
harbor, which was constructed b}' Herod, and is
often mentioned ("Ant." xv. 9, i^ 6, liiii]v; Yer. Git.
that

is,
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This harbor was as large as the Piraeus, and
had a deep channel and " a double station for the
The rocky shore, which is freships " (" Ant." I.e.).
quently mentioned (Gen. R. x. 7; Lev. R. xxii. 4),
was laid out as a promenade (Eccl. R. v. 8). Large
subterranean passages and canals led from the city
to the harbor ("Ant." ^.c); and perhaps these are
the vaults mentioned in the Talmud (Yer. Naz. 56a).
The city had imposing streets {ib.) and theaters
("Ant." I.e.), and, on its eastern side, a magnificent
gateway {TETpdnvTiov, Tosef., Oh. xviii. 13), through
which the road led to the vineyards {ib.). The
Rabbis considered Csesarea as the frontier of Palestine
toward the west, and in questions dealing with
Jewish law its harbor was held not to belong to the
land of Israel. Tombs of heathens were supposed
to lie east and west of the city, and hence these
regions were declared unclean, although opinions on
the question were divided (Yer. Git. 48b Yer. Dem.
43b).

;

Caesarea

fact that from the time of Vespasian there was, in
addition to the Greeks, a large colony of Romans at
Csesarea.
The restoration of a temple of Hadrian
{' ASpiavsluv) is
mentioned even in Christian times.
English explorers have recently discovered the
ruins of a temple at Caesarea.
The Jews of Ca;sarea were completely Hellenized,
and in the third century the Shema' prayer was
said in Greek (Yer. Sotah 21b).
In Talmudic times
there was here a large Jewish population with many
synagogues. Besides the "brothers" (Yoma 53b;
Ta'an. 24b; Pesik. 171b), the "rabbis" of Csesarea
are very often mentioned (Yer. Dem.
Character 22c). The teachers of the Law, Nasa
of Jewish (Lam. R., Introduction, No. 26), Mana,
Csesarea.
Ulla,
Adda, Idi, Tahlifa, Abba,
Hezekiah, Jacob, Hanina, and Abbahu,
either came from Coesareaor lived there (see Baeher,
"Die Gelehrten von Casarea," in "Monatsschrift,"
xiv. 298 et seq.).
Abbahu appeared as the antagonist of Christianity, which at an early date had found
adherents in Ctcsarea. He directed a college and
officiated as judge (Baeher, "Ag. Pal. Amor." ii.
R. Jose (Isi) of Ca?sarea speaks of the Chris92).
The
tianized Jews of that city (Eccl. R. vii. 26).
Christian library of Ctesarea is of great importance
But the Christians themselves
for Biblical science.
at an early date speak of Caesarea as being a Jewish
city (Clement, "Recognitiones,"ii. 37, iii. 65, v. 4).
number of Samaritans also lived at Caesarea.
The Samaritan prophet Simon Magus worked misThe Cuthsans of Caesarea disputed
chief there.
with R. Abbahu (Yer. 'Ab. Zarah 44d). When, on
the death of the latter, the columns of Caesarea
trickled water, as if they were mournSaiuariing for him (Eusebius, "Hist. Eccl."
viii. 9), the Cutha?ans declared, to spite
tans.
the Jews, that it was because the
columns were out of repair (Yer. 'Ab. Zarah 42c;
'

A

Copper Coin of Agrippa II., Struck at Ca'sarea.
Obverse: NEPwNIAA .... kaicapi ArPinA with turreted
female head. Reverse: BA[c AFP ETJOYC aitoy KAI fd,
two comucopia.s, in the middle a raduceiis.
(After Madden, " History of Jewish Coinage")

21a; compare Bluhler, in "Jew. Quart. Rev." xiii.
654 et seq. and Kraus«, ih. xiv. 745).
The original population of Cfesarea was probably

pagan

— at

first

From

Phenician, and then Greek.

the time of the Maccabees, Jews aie mentioned as
residing (here; and as their number steadily increased they tiied to gain possession of
Popthe city, frequent quarrels resulting

M. K. 25b). A Samaritan clironicle (Neubauer,
"Chronique Samaritaine," p. 18, Paris, 1873) erroneously identifies Caesarea with Dora. In 484 and

between pagans and Jews. Herod's
temples and theaters testify to his endeavors to i^reserve the pagan character of the city.
He built hero a temple of Augustus, the statue by
which it was surmounted representing Zeus Olympus, while another, Hera, repiesented Rome ("Ant."
XV. 9, %G; "B. J."i. 21, §§5, 8).
The fii'st dramatic festivals in honor of Augustus
were held 13 I5.c. ("Ant." xvi. 5, § 1 "B. J." i. 21,
§ 8). The emperor's temple {Kmadpeiov), or "Sebastos temple" {leiSacrrelnr), as it is called by Philo
("Lcgatio ad Cajum," xxxviii.), lay on a hill opposite the harbor, which was also dedicated to
Augustus (o 2.t/2/}v 2f/^«(Trof, "Ant." xvii. 5, § 1 "B.

the Christians.
Only the old name, "Strato's Tower," gives any
Renan
clue to the earliest history of Ctesarea.
("Mission de la Phenicie," p. 790) and, after him,
Hildesheimer connect Strato with the Phenician

ulation.

;

;

J." i. 31, § 3); the full name of the city was therefore " C;iesarea Sebaste" ("Ant." xvi. 5, § 1
Ammianus ]\Iarcellinus, xiv. 8). On the coins of Ciesarca, which are mentioned also in the Talmud ('Ab.
;

Zarah

dating mostly from the second and third
found the names of many gods: Zeus,
Poseidon, Apollo, Hercules, Dionysus, Athena,
Nike, and especially the Phenician iroddcss Astakte.
6b),

centuries, are

The worship

of the Egyptian Seuapis

is

due

to the

548 the Samaritans instigated bitter riots against

name

Astarte.

But D. Oppenheim and Neubauer

have demonstrated the probability that "Strato"
the name of a person, indeed, that
of the founder of the city; and it is
a fact that Strato is named as such

was

History,

in Justinian's " Novelise " (103 prcf.).

Stark (" Gaza,"
p 451) thinks that the Ptolemies founded Strato's
Tower but Schiirer is of opinion that it was founded
by the Sidonians in Persian times. In the fourth
century B.C. there were two kings of Sidon by the
name of Strato, one of whom probably founded the
The first geographical writer
fort Strato's Tower.
who mentions the "Tower" is Artemidorus (about
About
100 B.C. Stephen of Byzantium, s.7). Aupog).
the same time, Aristobidus I. caused his brother
Antigonus to be murdered there ("Ant." xiii. 11,
The "tyrant" Zoilus, who had usurped the
§2).
government of Strato's Tower and of Dora, and had
;

;

—
Csesarea
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Cage

made common cause with tlie Cyprian king Ptolemy
Lathyrus, drove Alexander JannsEus from the coun"
try, which he apportioned among the Jews ("Ant
xiii.

12,

§§

2-i).

Tower now belonged

to the Jewish king
§ 4); and it is probably this conis mentioned in rabbinic sources (Meg.
Ta'an. iii.). Pompey liberated the city ("Ant." xiv.
4, § 4: "B. J." i. 7, ^ 7), and Augustus presented it
to Herod ("Ant." xv. 7, § 3; "B. J." i. 20, § 3), who
transformed it into a metropolis, changed its name
to "Csesarea," and called the harbor "Sebaste."
Caesarea remained a fortress ("Ant." xv. 8, § 5);
but Herod cared more for beautifying the city, and
built many magnilicent edifices of white stone for
Within twelve j' ears the city was rethe citizens.
built, the work having neither wearied the king nor
exhausted his resources ("Ant." xv. 9, § 5; "B. J."
i. 21, § 5; i. 31, § 3).
Ca;sarea now became a flour-

Strato's

("Ant." xiii.
quest which

15,

ishing city, and Joscphus calls it the largest in Judea
Ammianus Marcellinus, I.e.).
("B. J." iii. 9, § 1
The Jews also recognized it as a rival to Jerusalem
(Meg. 6a), and the Rabbis called it the "metropolis"
of the kings {ib.}, the term "kings" here signifying
the Roman governors, who, after the death of Archelaus, administered Judea from this place.
The
governors Felix and Festus resided in Csesarea (Acts
xxiv. 27, XXV. 1). Agrippal., who possessed the city
for a short time, also had an administrator there
(<TT parr/yog, "Ant." xix. 7, § 4), and died there.
He
also had coins struck in Ctesarea (Madden, "Jewish
Coinage," pp. 107, 109). After his death the Csesa
reans and Sebasteans vilitied the memory of their
benefactor, whom they hated for his Judaizing, and
insulted his daughters, Mariamne and Drusilia.
By
the order of Emperor Claudius they were severely
punished by the governor, Cuspius Fadus ("Ant."
;

.\ix.

§

9,

Caput"

The

1).

city

was

(Tacitus, "Historia,"

Roman

also called "Judseae

ii.

78), as

("Ant."

I.e.),

governors.

which

is

also

;

the " riotous city " (Cant. R. i. 5; Targ. Yer. Num.
xxiv. 10).
Byzantine writer (Malalas, "Chronographia," ed. Bonn, x. 261) says that Vespasian
turned this synagogue into an odeon; but the trans-

A
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formation (if it did take place) must have been by
a later emperor, since the rabbinic sources of the
third century still speak of this synagogue.
After the war, Vespasian constituted Cajsarea a
Roman province, but without the full "jusltalicum " (Pliny, " Historia Naturalis," v. 13, § 69 compare Justinian, " Digesta," 1. 15, §§ 1, 8). It is also
called "colonia" on coins.
At the time of Alexan;

der Severus the title " metropolis " came into use, as
also in the rabbinic sources, and on coins.
The
subterranean prisons of Csesarea (" Diaeta," Esther
R., Introduction) were much dreaded by the Jews,
being fraught with peril for them (ib.). The city
was destroyed by an earthquake in 128 (Eusebius,
"Chronicon").
In the reign of Justinian the Jews made common
cause with the Samaritans of Csesarea, and harassed
their Christian fellow-citizens.
They even killed
the governor, Stephan, July, 556 (Malalas, " Chronographia," p. 488; Theophanes, "Chronicon," i. 356).
LTnder Heraclius it was estimated tliat tliere were
20,000 Jews in Caesarea; and it was said that a Jew
gave the city into the hands of the victoriously advancing Arabs (Weil, "Gesch. der Chalifen," i.. Appendix, p. 2), b}'' whom, according to the " Chronique
Samaritaine" (p. 23), the city was looted. Benjamin of Tudela found only twenty Jewish families
in Csesarea, as against 200 Samaritans.
In 1265
Csesarea was completely destroyed by the sultan,
Baibars.
The destruction of Caesarea is picttired in
"Pal. Explor. Fund, Quarterly Statement," 1884,
Nothing now remains of it but a pile of
p. 147.
ruins, that still bears the name " Kaisariyya.
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;

being the seat

It had a Roman garrison
mentioned in the Talmud
(Yer. 'Ab. Zarah 39c, rnf/f).
The large pagan population ("B. J." iii. 9, i^ 1) would not permit the Jews
to share in the administration of the city.
This
resulted in sanguinary conflicts under the adminis
tration of Felix
and in the year 61 Nero declared
the pagans to be the sole rulers ("Ant." xx. 8, § 9;
"B. J." ii. 13, § 7; ii. 14, § 4), and at the same time
he removed Felix from oflBce. In 66 the Jews, because of an insult to their synagogue, began a battle with the Greeks in which much blood was shed,
but they finally succumbed, and had to flee to the
neighboring city of Narbota ("B. J." ii. 14, §§ 4, 5).
These disturbances were the preliminary episodes of
the Jewish war, upon the outbreak of which the
pagans of Csesarea fell upon the Jews and massacred
them all, to the number of 20,000, in one hour ("B.
J." ii. 18, § 1; vii. 8, ^ 7).
The synagogue, where
the rioting began, is probably the same which is
called in Talmudic sources the " riotous synagogue of
Ca?sarea" (Yer. Sanh. 18a; Yer. Naz. 56'a; Num. R.
xii. 3; Lam. R. i. 3).
The city itself is also called

of the

"

Csesarea Philippi: Ancient city of PalesAccording to the investigations of Gesenius,
Raumer, and Robinson, this was the original site of
the place Baal-gad,
i.e. where Gad was worshiped
-2.

tine.

—

god of fortune (Isa. Ixv. 11) or of Baalhermon (I Chron. vi. 23). In Israelitic times the
place was called "Dan," and the image made by
Micah was worshiped here. Here, too, Jeroboam I.
set up the golden calf.
Not far distant was the
place Tarnegola, which the Rabbis
as the

Its

Names and

mention as being on the northern
boundary (Tosef., Sheb. iv. 10; Yer.

Sheb. 36c; Yer. Dem. 22d; Sifre,
Deut. 51; Targ. Yer ii. on Num.
xxxiv. 15). Its name is probably connected with
the idol Tarnegol ("fowl "). though other places of
Palestine (Sepphoris and Phrugitha, for instance)
were also called after birds
The place is also said
to be identical with the Biblical Leshem (Josh. xix.
47) or Laish (Judges xviii. 29; Meg. 6a; Tan Re'eh,
This, however, is very improbable.
But
16).
Csesarea Philippi is certainly identical with Paiieas
(Uaveac, Tlnvia^, Jlavaic;), frequently mentioned by
Greek as well as rabbinical authors (Josephus,
"Ant." XV. 10, § 3; Eusebius, "Hist. Eccl." vii. 17;
Sozomen, v. 21; Pliny, "Historia Naturalis," v. 15;
Cedrenus, p. 805); the rabbinical writers indeed

Situation.

,

—a
;

Caesarea
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chiefly use the
see the

name

Talmudic

"

Paneas

" fD^<"'JS,

dictionaries).

But

also

DX^OD

;

Uai'tia^ is the

name of the grotto sacred to Pan, on the neighboring
mountain Panion (Philostorgius, vii 3; compare
Targ. Yer. Num. xxxiv. 11), hence, the significance
of the place as the seat of a cult is preserved in the
name, from which it follows that Paneas was originally inhabited by Syrian or Greek pagans. Ptolemy
(v. 15, § 21) includes it in Phenicia.
At the time of Herod the region of Raviag be-

longed to a certain Zenodorus (Zenon), after whose
death (20 B.C.) Augustus presented it to Herod
("Ant." XV. 10, § 1; "B. J." i. 20, §4). The domain
of Zenon, together with some other districts, was
taxed 100 talents ("B. J." ii. 6, § 3). Herod erected
a magnificent temple in honor of Augustus in the
vicinity of the grotto of Pan ("Ant." xv. 10, § 3;
"B. J." i. 21, § 3); and Herod's son, the tetrarch
Philip, transformed the place into an important

honor of the emBut
peJor ("Ant." xviii. 2, § 1 "B. J." ii. 9, § 1).
coins of the city are extant, dating from an independent and earlier era (about 3 B.C.). The Galilean
Ctesarea was called Kaiadpeia ^ i>iAi7nTov (Matt. xvi.
13; Mark viii. 27), to distinguish it from the Judean
Caesarea, while the rabbinic sources call it piD^p =
Kesrion, in contradistinction to ^-)Dp = Kesri; but
as these sources are uncritical, the distinction is not
always observed. The rabbinic sources state also
that the designation " Paneas " continued in use.
It is indeed a question whether Paneas and Ctesarea were not two separate cities built near together.
An ancient source (Mek. to Ex. xvii. 14 [ed. Friedmann, p. 55b]) mentions Kesrion as being situated
below Panea.s, from which it follows that they were
two distinct cities. The name "Paneas" continued
to be used to such an extent that through its form
"Pania" the variants "Pamiya," " Apamiya," and
"Aspamiya" (X'DDDX) became current among the
Rabbis; but these must be strictly separated from
citv, calling it Kniadpeia, also in
;

similar names.
After the death of Philip the city

under

Roman

was for a time
then in the hands of
Agrippa I. again under Roman governors; and, finally, it passed into the
jurisdiction;
;

Its

hands of Agrippa

History,

II.

(53 c.e.),

who

'Nepwvidg, in honor of Nero
This name, which is found on
some coins, soon fell into disuse. At the time of the
Jewish war the population was mostly pagan (Joseplius, "Vita," xiii.).
Vespasian and Titus spent
their holidavs there, and arranged games and festivals ("B. J." iii. 9. § 7; vii. 2, § 1).
From the second century the city is called Kaiadpeta Tiaviag (Ptolemy, v. 15, § 21; viii. 20, § 12), both
by writers and on coins. But among the native
population " Paneas " was probably the name chiefly
used, and this form prevails in rabbinic writings as
well as in those of the church fathers, and has been
preserved under the form "Banias" to the present
According to a legend the patriarch, and the
day.
most eminent among the Jews of Paneas appeared
before Diocletian, who hated the Jews (Gen. R.

called

("Ant." XX.

9,

§

it

4).

Ixiii. 8).

The city is important to Christianity as being one
of the places visited by Jesus.
It was the site of

Cage

an old Christian monument (Eusebius, "Hist. Eccl."
vii. 18), and was made a bishopric.
It is also mentioned during the Crusades.
At present the village
of Banias cont<ains about fifty miserable houses or
huts, built within the ancient castle wall.

Bibliography: Boettger, Lexicon zu Flavixis Josephuit,
Neubauer. G. T. p. 237 ; Schurer, Gesch. 3d ed.,
:
Krauss, LehnwOriei; ii. 537.

71

p.

Ii. 1.58

-3. Caesarea in Cappadocia: Capital of Cappadocia; originally named "Mazaga." It is mentioned in rabbinic writings either as " Cassarea of
Cappadocia" or as " Mazaga-Cassarea. " R. Akiba
here met a shipwrecked Jewish scholar (Yer. Yeb.
lod), probably R. Meir (Yeb. 121a).
R. Nathan also
sojourned at Caesarea (Yer. Yeb. 7d), where, it is
further stated (ib. 4b), a Palestinian robber was executed.
It is said that the Persian king Sapor
massacred 12,000 Jews there (M. K. 26a). As Kaisari, the place is to-day a populous and flourishing
city.
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CAGE: A

rendering for 31^3 in Jer v. 27; but
doubtful whether this translation is accurate.
The Hebrew word occurs only once more viz., in
Amos viii. 1 where it seems to be a basket, probably of wickerwork, or some other net-like receptacle for fruit.
In Jer. v. 27 the word is employed to
characterize the houses of the rich, filled to overflowing with ill-gotten wealth, as shown by the
abundance of costly articles of luxury. It has been
supposed that 31^3 was a crate filled with birds,
which craned their necks through the openings
very common sight in the markets. This furnishes
the key to the simile of the prophet the costly ornaments and furniture peeping, as it were, for purposes of display, through the very walls of the
houses.
The Targum, however, in rendering the
word by NOtS^S fl'S ("' house [place] for fattening "y,
assumes that the prophet had in mind not so much
the display (the craning of the necks) as the artificial

it is

—

—

—

;

i.e.,

ill-gotten

— character of the wealth.

"Cage"

or

"crate" would thus be the meaning which the Targum gave the word, but the cage would be one of the
kind employed for fattening geese, so restricted in
size as to make motion impossible for the occupant.
The root of the Hebrew word being uncertain, the
exact equivalent can not be definitely ascertained.
In the El-Amarna tablets the word is found in the
form "kulibi," meaning "bird-net," an instrument
This seems to fit in with Jeremiah's
to trap birds.

"The houses are filled with dishonesty and
In
violently acquired goods" (A. V., "deceit").
Ecclus (Sirach) xi. 30 the heart of a vain man is
likened to a decoy partridge in a "cage" (Kd/jraZAof).

simile,

This word is the Arabic " kirtal " (hamper) but
the context shows that "cage" here stands for not
merely a crate, but for a cage contrived to capture
birds, in which the decoy partridge is " vain " in so
far as it displays a mere semblance to the absent
reality.
Ezek. xix. 9, R. V., in accordance with this
idea of a contrivance to trap, renders the Hebrew
E. G. H.
nnvCi3 by "cage."
;

;
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Cag'liari

Cahen

CAGLIARI (Hebr., T^JSP)

:

Capital of the island

It had a Jewish community in early
of Sardinia.
When a Christianized Jew named Peter
times.
placed images of saints in the synagogue of that
city on Easter Monday, the day following his baptism, to the annoyance of the Jews, Gregory I.
ordered Bishop Januarius of Cagliari to have the

objects at once removed (Griitz, "Gesch. der Juden," V. 52). Little is known of the history of the
Jews of Cagliari. Under Aragonian rule their condition Avas favorable, for they were not molested
and were received at court. When King Martin I.
of Aragon was at Cagliari in Dec. 1408 (he died in
that city in 1409), and the Jews were looking on at
the tJ>"l"INT or Daus games instituted in his honor, he
invited one of them to take part in the game, and
the Jew finally consented, although the community
had issued a decree four years previously, interdicting this game to every Jew and Jewess on pain of
excommunication. On this occasion Judali ben
David, calk'il also Bonjusas Bondavin, the rabbi of
the community, addressed a question to Isaac b.
physician
Shesliet, whom he knew personally.
and fine Talmudist, he formerly lived at Marseilles,
and then went to Sardinia in 1390, -where he was
appointed rabbi of Cagliari, the king confirming him
There was
as rabbi of the whole island of Sardinia.
a large synagogue at Cagliari. The Jews of Cagliari were expelled in 1492, like their coreligionists
in Spain.
,

A
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CAGLIARI,

ABRAHAM DA

:

Rabbi

at

Ca

the eighth centurj-.
He is mentioned by Antonio di Tharos, the historian of that
epoch, and by Delotone, in his "Ritmo di Gialeto."
The latter relates that Abraham interpreted many
gliari, Sardinia, in

Phenician inscriptions collected by the Sardinian
king Gialeto; and the former that, together with another Jewish scholar named Canaim, he deciphered
Greek and Phenician inscriptions found in the palace
of Masu.
Spano, in Educatore IsraeJitico, xxvii. 165
Moriara, Indicc, p. 9.
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CAHAN,

ABRAHAM

:

Br.

After

vicissitudes he, in June, 1882, arrived

New

York, where he still resides. Having become an ardent socialist while in Russia, he devoted
all the time he could spare from work and study to
spread his favorite ideas among the Jewish working
men of New York. He thus became the pioneer
socialistic labor leader among them, and was the
first in the United States to deliver socialistic
speeches in Yiddish. Cahan was either originator,
collaborator, or editor of almost all the earlier socialistic periodicals published in that dialect; and
he is still connected with the daily organ of that
section of the socialists with which he is in sympathy. He has occupied various positions in labor
organizations, from walking delegate to representative at the International Socialist Congress at
in

Brussels.

Cahan quickly mastered the English language;
and four years after his arrival in New York taught
immigrants in one of the evening schools. Later
he began to contribute articles to the " Sun " and
other newspapers printed in English, and was for
several j'ears employed in a literary capacity by the
"Commercial Advertiser," to which paper he is still
While his Yiddish writings
a regular contributor.
are mostly confined to propagandism, his literary
work in English is mainly descriptive; and he has

few, if any, equals in the United States in depicting
the life of the so-called "ghetto," where he has lived
and worked for the last twenty years. " A Providential Match" was the first of Cahan's tales to

be publislied

(in

"Short Stories,"

1895).

His

first

novel, " Yekl " (New York, 1896), being the graphic
story of an Americanized Russo-Jewish immigrant,
attracted much attention and was favorably commented on by the press both in America and in Eng-

W.

D. Howells compared Cahan's work to
and prophesied for him a successful literary future ("The World," New York,
July 26, 1896). Cahan's next work of fiction, " The
Imported Bridegroom, and Other Stories " (ib. 1898),
was also well received and favorably noticed by the
general press.
Of his shorter publications the article on the Rus.sian Jews in the United States, which
appeared in the "Atlantic Monthly," July, 1898,
deserves to be specially mentioned.
land.

that of Stephen Crane,

Bibliography: a syndicate

article describing Cahan's career
(with illustrations), published .simultaneously in many newspapers Sept. 27, 1896, among others the Boiiton Post and
Pitt.-<}n(7-il Dix)>atch : Tlie Bookman, iv. 157-1.58, vii. 513, x.
101-102, 428-4;^0; Wiener, HMorxj of Yiddish Literature in
the Nineteenth Centum, pp.221-22C. New York, 1809.
A.
P. Wl.

Russian-American

labor leader; born in Podberezhye,
government of Wilna, July 7, 1860. His grandfather was a rabbi and preacher in Vidz, government
of Vitebsk and his father was a teacher of Hebrew
and Talmud. The family, whitjii was devoutedly
Orthodox, removed in 1866 to Wilna; and there
young Cahan received the usual Jewish prejiaratory
education for the rabbinate. He, however, was attracted by secular knowledge and clandestinely
studied the Russian language, ultimately prevailing
on his parents to allow him to enter the Teachers'
Institute of Wilna, from which he was graduated in
1881.
He was appointed teacher in a Jewish government school in Velizh, government of Vitebsk,
in the same year; but a domicihary visit by tlie
police, resulting from his connection with the revolutionary movement, caused him to llee the countiy.

many
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novelist and

CAHANA, DAVID. See Kahana, David.
CAHANA, ELIEZER. See Kaiiana, Elie-

;

ZER

15.

liKtl5KN.

CAHANA, JACOB ABRAHAM.
HAN.\,

Jacob

Abraham.
(RAB). See Kaiiana

CAHANA
CAHANA (BEN
B.

See Ka-

b.

TAHLIFA).

(Rab).

See Kaitana

Tahi.ika.

CAHEN, ALBERT:

French composer: born

Paris Jan. 8, 1846; a pupil of Cesar Franck
(composition) and Mme. Szarvady (pianoforte). He
nuule himself known to the musical world by the

at

O

following compositions:
Biblical

poem

(1880);

(3)

(1883);

(4)

(1874);

(6)

(1)
(2) "

"Eud}-mion,"

"La

operetta (1886);
(1890);

Cagliari
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Belle
(5)

"

Jean

le

Precurseur," a

Le Bois," a comic opera
mythological

a

au Bois Dormant," a

"Le

poem
fairy

Venitien," four-act opera

"Fleur des Neiges," ballet (1891);

"La Fenmie de Claude,"

a tiireeact lyric

(7)

drama

(1896).

Bibliography: Nouveau Larnmse
Bioiiraijhical Diet, of Musicians,
s.

CAHEN, CORALIE:

inui>tr(\

New

ii.

382; Baker,

York, 1900.
I-

Bk.

French philanthropist;

born at Nancy, 1833; died at Paris March 12, 1899;
wife of Mayer balien, chief physician of the Northern
Losing her husband and her
Railroad Company.
only daughter before 1870, she devoted herself
thenceforward to the relief of the unfortunate, and
was largely instrumental in establishing the Maison
Israelite de Refuge pour I'Enfance, an institution
opened at Romainville in 1866 for homeless Jewish
girls.
When the war of 1870 broke out, she left this
work to go to the field. At Metz she was appointed
vice-president of the Society for Aid to the Wounded
(Societe de Secours aux Blesses) and acted as a Red
When the Ger
Cross head nurse in the hospitals.
man army entered Metz, Mme. Cahen offered her
At the request
services to the army of the Loire.
of Gambetta she went to Vendome, and established
herself at the liospital organized in the lycee of that
city, and succeeded in having her authority recognized by the Marianist sisters of Sainte-Croix at

Le Mans.
Filled with compassion for the French soldiers
imprisoned in the forts of Silesia and Pomerania, she
made three journeys into Germany, two of them
during the severe winter of 1871-72. Aided by
Empress Augusta, she even gained the ear of Emperor William. Visiting sixty-six forts, she sue
ceeded in releasing 300 prisoners before the expiraShe also accomplished the no
tion of their term.
less difficult task of procuring information for tlie
She did what even the minfamilies of the missing.
ister of foreign alTairs had been powerless to accomplish; viz., she discovered at Berlin the office in
which all the information regarding these widely

scattered soldiers was kept, and she carried back to
Paris 59,000 individual reports concerning their situation; indicating those that were dead, and those
that were being treated in the German hospitals.
This marvelous perseverance and devotion were for
a long time unknown to the public, owing to the

modesty of this heroic woman. When in 1889 M. de
Freycinet found the official record of this brilliant
service mentioned in an article in the "Temps,"
he conferred a military decoration upon Mme.
Cahen.
After the war Mme. Cahen devoted herself to
works of charity; giving also .some time to sculpNoteture, in which she showed considerable skill.
worthy among lier works is a bust of Zadoc Kahn,
The "Refuge" founded by
chief rabbi of France.
her became under her care a model of its kind. It

was later transferred to its new (juarters constructed
by the architect Aldrophe at Neuilly, and was dediShe was its president until her
cated June 4, 1883.
death.
She was also a member of the Association

des

Cahen

Dames Fran^aises.

The academician Maxime du

book entitled "Paris Bienfaisant"
seg., Hachette, 1888), in which he gives
(pp. 365
high credit to the Jewish charities of Paris, devotes
an entire chapter to the " Refuge " and to its director.
He pays the latter a brilliant tribute, tracing the
principal episodes of her life, and closing with these
remarkal)le words: "It has been said, and I, too,
have said it myself, that Israelites never have a
Canij),

in

his

<:-<

strongly developed love for their country
Jewess, forgive me!"

but

;

—

Bibliography: Maxime du Camp, Paris Bienfaisant,
L'nivers Israelite, March 17, 1899.
J.
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CAHEN, ISIDORE

:

In

W.

French scholar and four-

born at Paris in 1826; died there March 6,
After having brilliantly completed his educa1902.
tion at the College Charlemagne, he entered the
Ecole Normale in the section of philosophy, having
for comrades Edmond About, Hippolyte Taine,
Francisque Sarcey, and others, who afterward became distinguished in their respective walks of life.
Cahen soon attracted the attention of his professors;
and, while still a student, was entrusted with the
teaching of philosophy in the College of Versailles.
In 1849 Cahen graduated third at the Ecole Normale and in the same year succeeded in obtaining
the degree of "agrege de philosophic." A year
later he was appointed professor of philosophy at
the Lycee Napoleon Vendee, after having been nominated secretary to the French embassy at Madrid.
A cabal among the clerical papers, however, soon

nalist;

;

caused him to lose his professorship. The incident
gave rise to many press polemics, and brought about
the resignation of the members of the Jewish consistory.

The government then offered Cahen other posibut he declined them all, and devoted himself

tions,

to journalism.

He collaborated on the " Journal
many years was attached to

Debats," and for

the

Le Temps. " At the death of his
Samuel Cahen, he assumed the directorship

editorial
father,

des

of "

staff'

of the "Archives Israelites," Avhich position he held
Cahen lectured from 1859 till 1878
until his death.
on history and literature in the Jewish Theological
Seminary of Paris.
Besides contributing many valuable articles to

the press on various subjects, Cahen was the-author
of the following writings: (1) "Deux Libertes en
Une," in which he pleaded the cause of liberty of
conscience and freedom in tuition (Paris, 1848); (2)
" La Philosophic du Pot^me de Job," inserted as an
appendix to the Bible translation of his father; (3)
"L'Immortalite de I'Ame chez les Juifs," translated
'

from the German of G. Brecher
BiBLiOGRAPny

:

Archives

(Paris, 1857).

Israelites, 1902, Nos. 13, 14.
I

s.

CAHEN, SAMUEL

:

French

journalist;

born at Metz Aug.

Paris Jan.

8,

1862.

4,

1.5.

Br.

Hebraist and
1796, died at

He was brought up

at

Ma-

yence; pursuing a course of rabbinical studies and
devoting, at the same time, much attention to mod
After completing his
ern languages and literatures.
education Cahen was engaged as a private tutor
In 1823 he went to Paris, where he
in Germany.

;

Cahn
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Cain

assumed the directorship of
School, a position which
In 1840 Cahen
of years.
Israelites
Cahen's main work was

the Jewish Consistorial
he held for a number
founded the Archives

the translation of the
Bible into French, with the Hebrew on opposite
pages, and critical notes and dissertations by himThe entire edition, consisting of
self and others.
eighteen volumes, appeared at Paris in 1851. Despite adverse criticism, denying Cahen critical per
ception in the choice of his material, it must be
admitted that the undertaking exerted a great influence upon a whole generation of French Jewry. In
addition to tliis great work of his, Cahen was the
author of the following writings: (1) "Cours de
Lecture Hebrai'que, Suivi de Plusieurs Pri^res, avec
Traduction Interlineaire, et d'un Petit Vocabulaire
Hebreu-Franc-ais," Metz, 1824; (2) "Precis d'lnstruction Religieuse," ib. 1829: (3) a new French
translation of the Haggadah of Passover, Paiis,
1831-32; (4) " Almanach Hebreu," ib. 1831.
Cahen was appointed a chevalier of the Legion of

Honor

in 1849.

entered the army as a volunteer, and was appointed
sublieutenant of the 46th loot in the following November. W^hen peace was established he resumed
his Oriental studies, devoting himself chiefly to researches concerning the Turks and the Tatars.
In 1875 he was appointed to the Bibliothfique
Mazarine, where he was specially engaged in the
compilation of an analytical catalogue from the year

Meanwhile Cahun had begun

to publisli a
with ancient liistory, in the style of the journeys of Anacharsis in
Greece. They are said by one critic to be written
in temperate and pure French, combining interIt was
est with genuine archeological knowledge.
Cahun's intention to present facts of ancient history
that were not generally known, and thus make conThese
tributions to general history and geographj'.
novels include:
"Les Aventures du Capilaine
Magon," on Phenician explorations one thousand
1874.

series of historical novels dealing

years before the common eiva (Paris, Hachette, 1875)
'LaBanni^re Bleue," adventures of a Mussulman,
a Christian, and a pagan at the time of the Crusades
and the Mongolian conquest (I'b. 1876) " Les Pilotes
d'Ango," dealing with French history of the sixteenth century (ib. 1878); "Les Mercenaires," of the
time of the Punic wars (ib. 1881); "Les Rois de
Mer," on the Norman invasions (Ciiasavay, 1887);
"Hassan le Janissaire," on Turkish military life of
the sixteenth century (crowned by the French Academy); " La Tueuse," scenes from the Mongol invasion of Hungary in tiie thirteenth century (1893).
Cahun contributed many literary articles to the
"Revue Bleue," "Le Journal des Debats," etc., and
several critical, geographical, and ethnographical
papers to the "Bulletin de la Societe d'Ethnographie," "Bulletin de la Societe Academique
Indo-Ciiinoise," "Bulletin de la Societe Japonaise,"
"Bulletin de la Societe Americaine," " Bulletin de
I'Athenee Oriental," etc.
In 1878 Cahun set out on a fresh series of journeys
;

La

7sr. Jan., 1862;
Grande Encuvlopedie, s.v. ; H. S. .Morals, Eminent Israelite.'i of the JVine27.
tecnth Century, p.
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CAHN, ARNOLD:

Br.

German physician; born

Worms April 11, 1858. After completing his
course at the gymnasium, he studied medicine at
the University of Strasburg, graduating thence in
1881.
He was assistant physician at the hospital of
the university from 1882 to 1885, becoming privatdocent in the latter year, and assistant professor in
at

1895.

Caiin has written many articles in the medical
journals, his specialty being the physiology of digestion.
Among his works and essays are: "Ueber
Antiperistaltische

Magen-Bewegungen

Magen-Verdauuug

bei

" Ueber
"
Chlorhunger " " Ueber Magensaure bei Acuter Phosphorvergiftung "; "Ueber
die Verdauung des Fleisches im Normalen Magen "
"Ueber die Peptone als Nahrungsmittel."
;

;

;

Bibliography: Pagel,
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Lex.

Bioj/.

s.v.,

Vienna, 1901.

F.

s.

CAHUN, DAVID L:60N

T. H.

Frencii Orientalist
23, 1841, at Haguenau, Al:

accompanied by his wife.

The two

elers visited central Syria, tlie

intrepid trav-

mountains of Ansairi

(1878), the Faroe islands and Iceland (1879), central
Syria and Mesopotamia (1880). In 1879 the " Tour
du Monde " published an account of his travels

through

and the mountains of Ansairi. Ho
volume treating the same subject, en-

S3'ria

and writer; born June
Cahun's famsace; died at Paris March 30, 1900.
ily, which came originally from Lorraine, destined
him for a military career but owing to family affairs
he was compelled to relinquish this, and he devoted
In
himself to geographical and historical studies.
"
1863 he began to publish in the " Revue FranQaisc
a series of geographical articles and accounts of his
travels in Egypt and the neighboring countries.
About the same time he published in the daily press
letters of travel, and a geographical review which

also issued a

was the first of its kind. In 1864 Cahun set out to
explore Egypt, Nubia, the western coast of tiie Red
Sea, and Asia Minor.
Returning to France in 1866, he became a political
writer on the staff of "La Libcrte"; but when that
paper supported the empire, Cahun left it, and
joined the staff of "La Reforme" (1869) and "La
Loi."
During the Franco-Prussian war lie was correspondent for several papers. On Sept. 4, 1870, he

In 1H90 Cahun establislied a course of lectures at
the Sorbonne, where he taught the history and the
geography of Asia.
resume of one section of
lliis course has been incorporated in the "Histoire

;

"Excursions sur les Bords de I'Euphrate"
His scholarly study of local customs,
"Scenes de la Vie Juive en Alsace," with preface by
Zadoc Kahn, ciiief rabbi of Paris, appeared about
In 1884 he published " Le
the same time (ib. 1885).
Congo, la Veridique Description du Royaume Afiicain, Traduitepour la Premiere Foisen Franipais sur
I'Edition Latine Faite par les Freres de Bry en 1598,
d'Apres les Voyages Portugais et Notamment Celui
d'Edouard Lopez en 1578" (Brussels, 1884).
titled

(Paris, 1884).

A

Cahun's "InGenerale" of Lavisse and Rambaud
troduction Generale a I'Histoiredc I'Asie" (1896),
based on material gathered during his travels, is a
He
complete and exact history of that continent
also undertook the restoration of some ancient casts

,;

,

Some j-ears
that are of great geographical interest.
before his death Cahun ceased writing for the
Parisian periodicals, but to the end he contributed
to "Le Phare de la Loire." He left unfinished a
history of the Arabs, and a historical novel dealing
with the story of the Arabs. He was a member of
several learned societies.
Z.

s

CAIAPHAS

or

K.

CAIPHAS, JOSEPH (Knidpa^

a Greek word; in the

Hebrew

original, probably not

ND^D, but C|>p compare Mishnah Parah iii. 5; Derenbourg, "Essai sur I'Histoire de la Palestine," p. 215,
note 2; Schurer, "Gesch." 3d ed., ii. 218; Josephus,
"Antiquities of the Jews," xviii. 2, § 2) Son-in-law
of the high priest Ananas or Annas, mentioned in
John xviii. 13; held that office himself through
appointment of Valerius Gratus, about 18-36, hence
for a longer period than several of his predecessors
and successors. Luke iii. 2 speaks of two high
The mention of the
priests, Annas and Caiaphas.
two at one and the same time has been a great
stumbling-block to the commentators. John made
a curious error (xi. 49, xviii. 13) in speaking of
Caiaphas as the high priest "in that year," as if he
;

:

interchanged every year with Annas. It appears
that even while Caiaphas performed the duties of the
office, the pow'er of high priest lay in the hands of
Annas.
Caiaphas' historic importance lies in the fact that
he is expressly mentioned by Matt. xxvi. 3, 57, and
John xi. 49, xviii 13, 24, 28, in connection with the
crucifixion of Jesus, though not by Mark and Luke.
After his arrest, however, Jesus was taken not to
Caiaphas but to Annas (John xviii. 13 et seq.), who
questioned him only privately. The actual trial
took place on the next day, the eve of the Passover,
before the twenty three members of the Sanhedrin
over whom Caiaphas presided (Matt. xxvi. 57).
Caiaphas is reported to have said on that occasion
that it was expedient that one man should die for
the people (John xviii. 14), a saying found also

among

The fact that
the Rabbis (Gen. R. xciv. 9).
Jesus was taken not to Caiaphas but to Annas is
explained on the ground that the latter's palace was
nearer the place of arrest than that of the former.
Through the travels of Theodosius Archidiaconus,
530, it is known that there were 100 paces between
the house of Caiaphas and the hall of judgment
("Nuovo Bull, di Arch. Crist." vi. 184, Rome, 1900).
Peter and other disciples, however, being ignorant
of the state of affairs, went to Caiaphas' house in
the night.
After Pontius' recall Caiaphas was removed by
the new governor, Vitellius (Josephus, "Ant. "xviii.
4, § 3), and was succeeded by Jonathan, who was
the son of Auan (36) and perhaps a brother-in-law
of Caiaphas
It was probably at this time that the
meeting with tiie apostles took place, at which Caiaphas is mentioned as belonging to the high-priestl}'
family (Acts iv. 6). It was said later in the Syrian
Church that he had been converted to Cliristianitj',
and was identical with the historian Josephus Flavins (Assemani, "Bibl. Orient." ii. 156, iii. 522; Solomon of Bassora, "The Book of the Bee," ed. Budge,
tr. p. 94).
His house outside Jerusalem is still (1902)
shown.

Cahn
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G.

S Kr.
Biblical Data: First-born of Adam
and Eve, named "Cain" ("Kayin") because "gotten" (root, "kanah") "with the help of Yuwh."
He became a tiller of the ground, and made an ottering of its fruits which Yhwii did not accept, though
Ht had accepted that of Abel. Cain was angered,

CAIN. — 1.

whereupon Yhwh assured him that divine acceptance depended upon conduct. Cain slew Abel, and
was cursed by Yhwh so that the soil should yield no
return to his labor, and he should be driven out to
wander over the earth. At Cain's appeal Yhwh
" made to him a sign, lest any one finding him should
smite him." Cain went forth to the laud of Nod
(Wandering), east of Eden; his wife bore him a son
Enoch, after whom he named a city which he had
built.
From him were descended Lamech, who is
recorded as having married two wives; Jabal, who
instituted nomad life; Jubal, who invented music;
and Tubal-Cain, the inventor of metal weapons^t.e.
the authors of material and social progress.
W. H. B.
K.

In Rabbinical Literature Cain, the murderer of his brother Abel, presented to the views of
One was that of a
the Rabbis two different types.
sinner who yielded to his passions, who was greedy,
" offering to God only worthless portions the remnants of his meal or flaxseed " whom either God's
favorable acceptance of Abel's sacrifice or Abel's
handsomer wife and twin sister filled with jealousy
who, because he claimed the pasture -land or the
wife of Abel as his birthright, quarreled with liis
brother.
He was nevertheless sincere in his repentance when he said, "Too great is my sin [A. V.,
"punishment"] to bear" (Gen. iv. 13). and so the
mark the Lord set upon him was a token of forgive:

;

;

Like a man who had slain another without
premeditation, he was sent into exile to atone for
his sin (Sanh. 37b) and his crime was finally atoned
for when he met death through the falling upon him
of his house (Book of Jubilees, iv 31), or at the
hands of his great-grandson Lamech, who took him
for a wild beast in the distance and shot him (Tan.,
Bereshit, ed. Vienna, p. 6b, and Yalk. i. 38).
Cain was also viewed as a type of utter perverseness, an offspring of Satan (Pirke R. El xxi.), "a
son of wrath" (Apoc. Mosis, 3), a lawless rebel who
said, "There is neither a divine judgment nor a
judge" (Midr. Lekah Toh and Targ Yer to Gen.
iv. 8), whose words of repentance were insincere
(Sanh. 101b; Tan.), whose fleeing from God was a
denial of His omnipresence (Gen. R. xxii.), and
whose punishment was of an extraordinary character: for every hundred years of the seven hundred
j-ears he was to live was to inflict another punishment upon him; and all his generations must be
ness.

;

exterminated (Test. Patr., Benjamin, 7, according
For him and his
to Gen. iv. 24; Enoch, xxii. 7).
race shall ever be "the desire of the spirit of sin"
He is the first of
(Gen. R. xx., after Gen. iv 7).
those who have no share in the world to come (Ab.
R. N. xh., ed. Schcchter. p. 133).
The seven generations of Cain, as the brood of
8£ttan, are accordingly represented as types of rebels

—

;

Cain
Calahorra
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While tlie pious men all descended
(Gen. R. xxiii.).
from Seth, there sprang from Cain all the wicked
ones who rebelled against God and whose perverseness and corruption brought on the flood they committed all abominations and incestuous crimes in
public without shame. The daughGeneraters of Cain were those "fair daughters of men " who by their lascivioustions
ness caused the fall of the "sons of
of Cain.
God" (Gen. vi. 1-4; PirkcR. El. x.\ii.
compare Sibyllines, i. 75). The Ethiopian Book of
Adam and Eve and the Syriac Cave of Treasures
both Christianized Melchisedician works based upon
a genuine Jewish original relate the story of the
;

;

—

"

of the descendants of Seth as "the sons of God
who had lived in purity as saints on the mountain
near Eden, following the precept and example of
Seth and Enoch, their leaders, but were attracted by
the gay and sensuous mode of life in which the
fall

children of Cain indulged; the latter spending their
days at the foot of the mountain, in wild orgies, accompanied by the music of instruments invented
by Jubal, and by women, in gorgeous attire, seducing the men to commit the most abominable pracIn the days of Jared (" descent ") the Sethitcs
tises.
the sons of God ") went down the hill to join the
Cainites, heedless of the warnings of Jared; and
none of those who walked in the path of sin could
come back. This was repeated in the days of Enoch,
Methuselah, and Noah: all the admonitions of these
saintly leaders did not prevent the fail of the sons
of Seth, for whom the daughters of Cain lusted (see
("

of Adam and Eve, transl. by S. C.
Malan, 1883, pp. 115-147; Dillmaun, "Das Christliche Adambuch," 1853, pp. 82-101; Bezold, "Die
Schatzhohle," i. 10-23). Josephus (" Ant." i. 2, § 2
1.
3, ^ 1) also speaks of the excessive wickedness

The Book

of the posterity of Cain, which grew in vehemence
with every generation; while the posterity of Seth
remained virtuous during seven generations, after

which the fall of the angels ensued and they weie
To Philo, likeenticed by their gigantic offspring.
wise, Cain is the type of avarice, of "folly and impiety " (" De Cherubim," xx.), and of self-love (" De
Sacrificiis Abelis et Caini "

Insidiari Soleat," 10).
17)

means that "he

lessness,

;

"He

"Quod

Deterius Poliori
built a city " (Gen. iv.

system of lawand immoderate indulgence in
De Posteritate," 15) and the Epicurean
bnilt a doctrinal

insolence,

pleasure " ("
philosophers are of the school of Cain, "claiming to
have Cain as teacher and guide, who recommended
the worship of the sensual powers in preference to
the powers above, and who practised his doctrine by
destroying Abel, the expounder of the opposite doc;

trine "

(ib.

11).

A

doctrine of the Cainites appears, then, to have
been in existence as early as Philo's time; but nothing is known of the same. In the second century of
the common era a Gnostic sect by the name of
"Cainites" is frequently mentioned as forming a
branch of the antinomistic heresies which, adopting
some of the views of Paidinian Christianity, advocated and practised indulgence in carnal pleasure.
AVhile some of the Jewish Gnostics divided men into
three classes represented (1) by Cain, the physical
or earthly man; (2) by Abel, the psychical man (the

—

middle

class)

;

and
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(3)

by Seth, the spiritual or saintly

man (see Irenaeus, "Ad versus Htereses," 7, 5; compare Philo, "De Gigantibus," 13) — the antinomistic
i.

pagan Gnostics declared Cain and other rebels or
sinners to be their prototypes of evil and licentiousness.
Cain, Esau, Korah, the Sodomites, and even
Judas Iscariot, were made by these Gnostics expounders of the " wisdom " of tlie serpent in rebellion
against God (Gen. iii. 5), the primeval serpent, " Nahash ha-Kadmoni" (Gen R. xxii. 12). How many
of these pernicious tloctrines were already formed
in pre-Christian times and how many were developed
during the firstand second Christian centuries is difficult to ascertain (see Jude 11, " the way of Cain ";
Irenaeus, Ix.

i.

31, 1

26, 31

;

versus.Omnes Haueses,"

;

27, 3;

Hippolytus,

"

Ad-

Clemens of

v. 11, 15, 21;

Alexandria, "The Cainists," Stromata vii. 17; Eusebius, "Hist. Eccl." iii. 29; Epiphanius, "Haeres."
XXV., xxvi., xxxviii. 2). Blau with good reason
refers to such C'ainite doctrines the Haggadah of
blasphemy, referred to in Sanh. 99b, as taught by
jNIanasseh ben Hezekiah, the typical perverter of the
Law in the direction of licentiousness.
BiBr.iOGRAPiiv
t'riedlilndi'r,
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A. Honig,

Die Ophiten, Berlin, 1889; M.
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K.

L. G.

Critical View: The narratives in Gen. iv. arc
assigned to two different strata of the Jahvistic document; e.g., Ball, "S.B.O.T.," the story of the murder
of Abel (l-16a, 25, 26- to J), the later stratum; and
the story of Cain, the city-builder, and
Sources
of his descendants (16b-24' to J), the
earlier stratum.
and
The independence of
Original the two sections is shown, among other
Form.
things, by the fact that the man who,
in verse 12, is to be "a fugitive and a
wanderer," in verse 17 builds a city. Verses 16b24, to which probably la should be added, are from
the same document as the story of the creation in
Eden; and lb-16, 25, 26, from that containing J''s
account of the flood. The apparent cross-reference,
" wanderer, " " nad " (12), with " wandering, " " Nod "
(16b), is due to a redactor; and verse 24 refers to a
version of the story of Cain which is different from
that given in lb-16 (compare below).
The later section, lb-16, is commonly explained
Cain is the
thus (compare Holzinger's " Genesis ")
eponym of the Kenites (see 2), and the verses are a
form of an independent tradition which explained
the nomadic life of the Kenites as due to a curse laid
upon them for some ancient minxler. To the settled
Israelites the nomadic life seemed mean and wretched.
Verses 25, 26 connect this story with the complete J.
The earlier section, 17-24, is J''s genealogy of the
descent of the human race from Adam, and his account of he development of civilization. The Song
of Lamech (23, 24) is an ancient fragment inserted
by J', referring to a form of the story of Cain which
placed his conduct in a favorable light.
Text of Gen. iv. 1 A. V.," [a man] from the Lord,"
so Targ. O., implies a reading "flND; the actual text
might possibly be rendered as R. V., "with the help
of the Lord"; so Septuagint, Vulgate, or even
:

I

;

,

"from Yhwh." Marti, apud Holzinger, proposes
'ot for 'et, "a man bearing the Yirwir-sign " (compare verse 15, aud below).
The etymology of iv. 1 is a linguistic impossibility.
The name was originally that of the Kenite tribe
The word j'p ("kayiu") is
(see 2).
Origin
read in the Masoretic text of II Sam.
of Name. xxi. 16, and translated "lance"; the
corresponding words in Arabic and
Syriac mean "smith." The tribe may have derived
The " Cainan "
its name from the fame of its smiths.
of Gen. V. 14 ("Kenan") is another form of this
name (compare "Kexax"; 11. V. "Kenan"). No
explanation of Yhwh's disapproval is given in the
Masoretic text. The LXX. of verse 7 implies some
ceremonial irregularity. Suggestions that the sin
consisted in the bloodlessness of the offering, or in
its worthlessness, or that it was given in a wrong
The story is probably
spirit, are alike conjectures.

imperfect at this point.
The "sign" of Cain is sometimes understood as
a sign given to Cain to reassure him, but piobably
some mark on his person is intended.
which should indicate that he was uuThe
"Sign "of der divine protection. It perhaps refers to a tribal mark of the Kenites
Cain,
connected with their worship of Yhwh
(Stade, "Z. A. T. W." Guthe, " Herzog," 1901, s.r.).
The Apocrypha (Wisdom x. 3, 4) refers to Cain
In the New Testament
as the cause of the Flood.
Cain is mentioned as an evil example (Heb. xi. 4;
I Johniii. 12; Jude 11).
2. Tribe; mentioned in Num. xxiv. 23, and
Judges iv. 11, for the tribe of the Kenites (see
;

Kemtes).

("HaKayiu

");

mentioned

in

Josh. xv.

southern Judah, often identified with Yagin,
southeast of Hebron.
57, in
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CAINAN.
CAIRO.

B.

See Kenan.
See Egypt, Genizah.

CALABRESE, HAYYIM BEN JOSEPH.
See Vital, Hayyi.m.

CALABRIA.
CAIiAH The

See Italy.

name of a city mentioned in Gen.
and forming with Nineveh, Kehoboth
'Ir, and Kesen the chief places in the Assyrian extension of Nimrod's domain. The verse in question
embodies a correct tradition that the Assj'^rian empire
:

X. 11 ct ncq.,

was

,

Cain
Calahorra
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3. City

:

originally an offshoot of Babylonia.
As.syrian
culture similarly represents a natural extension
toward the work of the civilization that arose in
the South. The mound of Nimrod, lying in the fork
of land between the rivers Tigris and the Upper Zab,
marks the site of the city. Excavations were begun
here by Layard in 1845, and subsequently continued
by Rassain and George Smith. Tlieir work has

resulted in the discovery of a great platform built of
sun-dried bricks aud faced with stone, extending 600
yards north and south by 400 yards east and west,
on which have been found remains of new palaces and
of restoration works carried on by Shalmaneser I.,
Assurnazirpal, Shalmaneser II., Tiglathpileser III.
Very little is known of
Sargon, and Esarhaddon.
the history of the city, but Assurnazirpal ascribes
its origin to Shalmaneser I. (about 1300 B.C.); it is,
however, scarcely probable that the city came into
It is safe to assume
existence at so late a period.
that he

means

that Shalmaneser rebuilt

it

and made

Though the city was at
a city of importance.
times the residence of the king, it never became so
populous as either Asshur or Nineveh.
it
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CALAHOR(R)A A

family of Spanish descent,
:
resident in Cracow from the sixteentli century up to
the present time, of which the following members
attained prominence

Israel

1.

Samuel Calahorra

(in

the place of

Writer; lived at Cracow;
son of Solomon Calahorra (No. 3). He was not a
physician, as Furst aud others have it, nor did he
come from "Califoora."
In 1624 he completed " Yismah Yisrael" (Israel
Shall Rejoice), a lexicon to the four ritual codes in
alphabetic order. It was published at Cracow in 162&
and again at Amsterdam in 1693, together with the
commentary " Hukke Da'at " by Moses Jekuthiel
Kaufman. Single parts of it appeared at Berlin in
1700 and at Dyhernfurth in 1701. The code Yoreh
De'ah was published at Vienna in 1865, together
with the commentary "Hukke Da'at" and a commentary, "'Olelot Zebi," by M. H. Fricdlander.
According to Calahorra's own statement in the
preface to his lexicon, he wrote, besides the commentary on the ritual codes " Or Yisrael " (Light of

miD^Kp

''-''K-l

min^Xp)

:

:

a commentary on the Pentateuch; " Kerem
Shelomoh " (Vineyard of Solomon), a commentary
on Pirke Abot, and "Sullam ha-Shamayim" (HeavBesides the last work there is at the
enly Ladder).
end of the first code in "Yismah Yisrael" a "tehinnah " (supplication), mystical in character, together
with several prayers. None of these other works
has been jirinted.
2. Mattithiah Calahorra: Apothecary in Cracow grandson of Solomon Calahorra (No. 3). He
held a religious dispute with a Dominican, and
sulfered martyrdom at the stake in 1664 at Pieterkov. An account of his trial and the story of his
martyrdom are in manuscript in the archives of the
Dominican monastery at Cracow. A cop}' of the
same is in the possession of S. J. Halberstamm.
3. Solomon Calahorra: Physician; lived in
Cracow between 1559 and 1586. His son designates
him as "sepharad " (= Spaniard); and he probablj^
came from Calahorra. Moses Isserles (ReMAj and
Solomon Luria, whose contemporary he was, held
him in high regard for his medical skill; and privileges were conferred on him in 1570 aud 1578 by
King Sigismund Augustus, to whom he was physician-in-ordinary, and by Stephen Bathori.
Israel),

;

Calamani
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Caleb

Calahorra, it appears, occupied himself also with
business; and he has been confounded by Graetz
and others with the physician Solomon Ashkenazi.
For Israel Samuel Leopold Zunz. LiternFor Mattlthiah J. M. Zunz,'/r /la-Ztdefc,
p. 435.
For Solomon Moses Isserles. Kcspo/isa, No. 30 SoloLiber lieiationum Cantri
Responsa,
No. 21
Luria,
mon
Cracoviw v. (1578), xi. (1585); J. M. Zunz, pp. 68 et scq.;
71.
dcr
Juden,
ix.
Gesch.
Gratz,
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CALAMANI, JOSHUA ABRAHAM BEN
SIMHAH: Italian Talmudist; born at Venice in
The surname "Calamani" is, according to
"
Steinschneider, derived from the German " Kalmun
or "Kalonymus," borne by an ancestor of Joshua.
Calamani was a precocious child, the only work extant by him having been written when he was thir1704.

It is entitled "Mille de-Bediteen years of age.
huta " (Words of Delectation), and contains parodies
on the language and style of the Talmud, with
Rashi and Tosafot. It was written for the festival
of Hanukkah (Venice, 1717).
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synagogues and held prayers in private houses, the
" aljama" (community) ordained that services were to
be held only in the regularly constituted synagogues
and schools; and that an infringement of this mandate was to be punished by a fine, one-half of which
was to be donated to the crown. There were, however, two persons exempt from this law
one, the
:

physician Don Bahiel al-Constantiui, who lived
some distance from the synagogue; the other, Moses
b. Shaprut, whose gout prevented his attendance at
the service.
In 1326 the Jews of Calatayud had indiscreetly
admitted two Christians to Judaism; inconsequence
the

former were

ment by the

condemned

to

severe

punish-

pardoned by King
Jaime. In the war between Castile and Aragon in
1367, the Jews of Calatayud and Daroca, of whom
the former had bravely defended their city, were
subjected to great suffering at the hands of the
Castilian soldiery, having their shops plundered and
inquisitor, but later

As a result of
the walls of the city of Calatayud, which
had been heavily damaged and partly destro3'ed, had
to be restored
and since the Jews were willing to
repair only the walls of their immediate quarter, a
joint conference was held on Jan. 11, 1390, between
their children ruthlessly massacred.
this

war

,

CALAMUS
23) of the oil

One of the ingredients (Ex. xxx.
made specially for anointing the taber:

and the
reed was fragrant,
and is therefore mentioned in the long list of spices
and fragrant woods in Cant. iv. 14. It was one of
the articles in which Tyre traded (Ezek. xxvii. 19).
See Reed.
.1. JR.
G. B. L.
nacle (Ex. xxx. 26),
priests

{ib.

30).

its vessels {ib. 27-29),

The calamus

and the representatives of the alwere the physicians Samuel
Sadoch, Jacob Azarias, and Don Samuel b. Shaprut),
at which it was agreed that the Jews were to rebuild
all the walls of the city, but that they were to receive reimbursement from the Christian inhabitants
the city council

jama (among

whom

for all the additional

money expended.

prosperous

In consequence of the persecutions and the sermons of the proselytizing Vicente Ferrer, a large
number of the wealthiest Jews of Calatayud in
1391, and more particularly in 1413, accepted baptism.
Among the converts were the following distinguished families: the Clementes, whose progenitor was Moses Hamorro; the Santangels, descended
from Azariah Genillo; the Villanuevas, from Moses
Patagon and the children of the wealthy Samuel
Vibon. Several of these persons rose to high eminence in Church and state, but many fell victims
to the Inquisition.
The community, once wealthy and powerful,
gradually declined, until (about fifty years before
the expulsion of the Jews from Spain) it was able to
pay only a modicum in taxes. Calatayud was always celebrated as a great seat of Jewish learning,
and among its eminent scholars were: the grammarian Solomon ibn Parhon, who was born at
Calatayud and was a friend of Judah ha-Levi the
rabbi Solomon Reuben, who was related to Hasdai

times, annually paid 6,000 maravcdis in taxes, possessed two large synagogues, one of which, situated

Crescas, and had many enemies (he was finally compelled to give place to the preacher En Bima); R.

end of the Jewish street, was very beautiful.
This synagogue was built by Aaron b. Yahya, and
renovated by his relative, Joseph b. Yahya. There
were also several large schools, two of w'hich were
founded respectively by Joseph Parhi and Jacob b.

David ibn Shoeib, who enjoyed the esteem of both
Jewish and Christian circles, and who, like Moses
Alkabiz and Don Solomon b. David, carried on a
correspondence with Isaac b. Sheshet. The Nasi
D. Samuel ha-Levi and R. Moses b. Susa (the latter
probably identical with the correspondent of Isaac
b. Sheshet at Ucles) were the representatives of the
Calatayud community at the disputation at Tor-

CALATAYT7D, CALATAL-YEHUD,
CASTILLO
Ayub,
or i^V?p)'-

DOS

or

JUDIOS (Arabic, Kal'at
Ayub Hebrew, 3Vt< nyi^p

Castillo de
;
^''3' of Aragon, which had a large Jew-

community

as early as the reign of 'Abd alIn 1882, while workmen were digging the foundation of a house, they discovered a
marble tombstone bearing a Hebrew inscription in
memory of a certain Samuel b. Solomon, who died
Marheshwan 11, 4680=Oct. 9, 919 ("Boletin de la
" Rev.
Real Academia de la Historia," xii. 17 et seq.
Et. Juives," xvi. 273).
By the kings of Aragon the
Jews of Calatayud were granted certain privileges,
among which was one with regard to the oath; and
these privileges were from time to time renewed.
The Jewish quarter of Calatayud was situated in
the vicinity of the river Las Pozas, and extended
from S. Maria de la Pena to the Torre Mocha. On
the opposite side of the river lay the Jewish ceme-

ish

Rahman

III.

;

tery.

The community, which, during

its

at the

Calna.
In addition to these there was a school for the association of weavers, and another attached to the
Hebrah Kaddishah. As the members of the congregation occasionally absented themselves from the

;

;

TOS.\.

The

last

preacher of the congregation of

Calatayud was the celebrated Isaac Arama.

Ac-

cording to Steinschneider ("Jew Quart. Rev." xi.
Kalai " is derived
605), the Jewish family name
'•

from

this city.

Bibliography: Jacobs, Sowjces, Nos.

174, 1170, etc.; J.

Ama-

dor de los Rios, Hiitturia de log Judios en Et>pana, i. 196, ii.
301 et seq.; Viuceute de la Fuente, Hixtoria de la Ciudad de
Calatayud, i. 30(1 el seq.; Rev. Et. Juive.% xvi. 275 Isaac b.
Sbeshet, Responsa, Nos. 211, 227, 275, 331, 508 ; Shebet Ye;

huddli, p. Bb.

M. K,

G.

CALATRAVA:

Fortified city in the former
province of La Mancha, in Castile. In 1146, when
it was captured from the Moors by Alfonso VII.,
the latter made his favorite, Judah b. Joseph ibn

Ezra ha-Nasi, governor of the

just as Celorigo,

city,

when captured twenty-eight years later, was entrusted to the Jews (Joseph ha-Kohen, " 'Emek haBaka" [after Ibn Daud], p. 28; German transl. by
M. Wiener,
J.

p.

Amador de

Espafia,"

i.

161;

"Boletin Acad. Hist." xiv. 267;
Judios de

los Rios, " Historia de los

331)

The Knights of the Order of Calatrava, called after
this city
who received large estates and gifts from
the kings of Castile and Aragon and their grand

—

—

masters had various relations with the Jewish communities and individual Jews. The city Maqueda
was a fief of the order, and was the home of the
scholarly Moses

Arragel, with

whom

the grand

master Luis de Guzman corresponded. In 1316
the grand master Garcia Lopez interceded for the
Jewish community, by asking the king, Alfonso
XL, to reduce the ro^'al taxes. In 1304 the Order
of Jaime II. of Aragon was granted the privilege
of admitting thirty Jewish families into the city of
Alcafiiz, which belonged to the order.
In recognition of the services rendered by the grand master
and his knights to King Henry II. in his war against
Don Pedro, the king presented the grand master
and the order 500 and 1,000 maravedis, respectively,
from the annual taxes of the Jews residing between
Guadalferra (Guadalfeisa) and Puerto de Muladar

and from those of the Jewish community of Villa
In 1310 the order sold a water-mill, called
Batanejo, which became the property of Don Zulema (Salomon ibn Albagal) and his wife, Jamila,
more correctly Joanila. The grand master Garcia

Lopez

Xuxen

had negotiations with Abraham aben
(ben Susan) of Villa Real in regard to a

also

water-mill.
Boletin dc la Real Academiade la Historiay
36, 45, 51, 126 et »eq.
Rev. Et. Juives, xxxix. 313 et
Luis Delgado Merchan, Historia Documentada de Villa
Real, i. 269 et seq.
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CALAZ, JUDAH. See Kalaz, Judah.
CALCOL A man famous for his wisdom,
:

the Biblical writer attests the

:

is^b-'l)
G.

(Gen. xlvii.

II.

III.— 32

many

traders did business there

lome David Cohen

years ago.

Sha-

permanent settler of
whom there is authentic record toward the end
of the eighteenth century.
He became a favorite of
the raja of Lucknow, and even had the honor of
riding with him on his elephant.
Cohen built the
first synagogue in Calcutta, known as the Old Syna
is

the

first

gogue. The second sj'nagogue, Naveh
Shalome, situated in Canning street,
agogues.
was built nearly a century ago by
Ezekiel Judah Jacob, another Jewish
pioneer.
It had until lately the income (229 rupees
monthly) from a large compound, which was formerly distributed among the poor.
This compound
is now occupied by the Magen David synagogue,

Syn-

whose founder, Elias David Joseph Ezra, compensated the Naveh Shalome by a permanent income
from a trust fund. Religious questions are sent for
solution to Bagdad.
The third synagogue was the Beth-El, on Pollock
street, erected in 1855-56 by Joseph Ezra and
Ezekiel Judah.
It was rebuilt and enlarged in
1885-86 by Elias Shalome Gubbay.
The finest
synagogue in Calcutta is the Magen David. It is
lighted bj' gas and cooled by punkas (fans).
The Ezra Hospital, the only Jewish institution of
its kind in Calcutta, was erected bj' Mrs. Mozelle
E. D. J. Ezra in memory of her husband.
It cost
125,000 rupees; and all expenses, save those of doctors, are defrayed by the founder.
The school Kehillath Yeshooroon, though meant
for girls, also receives boys up to ten years of age.
It is in charge of three European and

Education, two Hebrew
are taught

teachers,

and the pupils

up

to the seventh standard.
maintained partly by tuition fees and

The

school is
partly by a government subsidy.
There is also a
Talmud-Torah school, where the poor are taught
and fed free every afternoon. It is supported by
the wealthy Jews.
In trade the Jews are in the front rank. The
great houses David Sassoon & Co. and E. A. D.
Sassoon
Co. have branch offices in Calcutta.
Other representative men in commercial life are M.
A. Sassoon, Maurice Gubbay, H. S. Howard, and J.
E. D. J. Ezra.
The middle-class Jews speculate in

&

opium and
since

wisdom of Solomon

bj'

saying that he surpassed Calcol. In the account of
I kings iv. 31, R. V., Calcol (Chalcol, I Kings iv.
31, A. V.)is given as the son of Mahol, while in
I Chron. ii. 6 he is called the son of Zerah of the
tribe of Judah, and a brother of Heman and Ethan.
Rashi, following the Midrash (Pesik., ed. Buber, iv.
34b) says that Calcol [which probably means " the
nourisher," or "nourishment "] is a name given to
Joseph because of the verse "and Joseph nourished"
E.

Caleb

CALCUTTA Capital of Bengal, and seat of government of British India. The Jews of Calcutta
now number about 2,150, of whom 150 are European and the remainder natives of Asiatic Turkey,
Persia, and southern Arabia.
Just when the first
Jew settled in Calcutta is uncertain; but Jewish

Real.

{fpV

Calamani
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12).

G. B. L.

stocks, and act as brokers.
The poor
keep shops and earn a livelihood as hawkers.
The rich Jews live in the best part of the town,
the Chowrunghee, their habits and costumes being
European in every respect, though their vernacular
is Arabic.
There are several cricket,
Social
polo, and social organizations. Thougli
Position,
many still adhere to their Arabian style
of costume, the younger generation
has adopted English dress.
J.

J.

CALEB.— Biblical Data

E.

According to the Biblical text, Caleb was of the tribe of Judah. He represented that tribe among the twelve spies whom Moses
:

Caleb
Calendar
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sent from the wilderness to spy out Canaan. He and
Joshua alone brouglit back an encouraging report,
and in consequence were the only ones of all that
came out of Egypt wlio were permitted to survive
and enter Canaan (Num. xiii. 6, 30; xiv. passim;

x.wi. 65; xxxii. 12; xxxiv. 10;

the conquest he

Ueut.

i.

was given Hebron and

36).
tlie

After
region

In the conquest of this territory he
it.
the liand of Aciisaii, liis daughter, to the
man who would capture Hebron for him; the feat
was accomplished and tlie maiden won by Caleb's
younger brother, Othniel. To him was assigned tlie
south land, to wliich later, at Aciisah's request, " the
upper springs "were added (Josh, xiv., xv. ;and
Judges i. passim). His name is connected with several towns in southern Judah (I Chron. ii. passim).
J. JR.
G. A. B.

around
offered

In Rabbinical Literature:

In the rabbinical
Chron. ii. 18identified witli Caleb, the son of Jephunneh
xiii. 6), the epithet "Jephunneh" having

sources, Caleb, the son of
20), is

(Num.

Hezron

(I

been given to him because he "turned away
= njD) from the sinful intention of the other spies
who advised the people against going into the Holy
Land. Caleb is also called (I Chron. iv. 5) "Ashhur," because his face became black CiiriK') from
mucli fasting, and " father of Tekoa " (J?ipn ^3N), because he fastened (ypn) his heart on God, and in
this faith he married tlie prophetess Miriam, whom,
although she was neither fair nor healthy, lie treated
with fatherly love (^3X). appreciating her own piety
and her relationship to such brothers as Moses and
Aaron.
Although the son of Jephunneh, Caleb is also
called "the Keuizzite " (A. V., "Kenezite," Josh.
xiv. 6, 14; compare Judges i. 13), because Kenaz,
" (njIS""

the father of Othniel, w^as his stepfather; Othniel
thus being in fact his half-brother (Sotah 11a, 12a,
where the names of Azubah's children [I Chron. ii.
18] are applied to Caleb in haggadic fashion see
also Ex. R. i. 17).
When Caleb came to Palestine as one of the spies,
he visited the graves of the Patriarchs in Hebron
(compare Num. xiii. 22) and prayed for their help
against the sinful intention of his colleagues (Sotah
It was also he alone who insisted that the
341)).
spies should take some of the fruits of the country
with them in order to convince the people of the extraordinary fertility of Palestine.
As they did not
wish to do this Caleb drew his sword and said:
" If you will not take any fruit with you, then either
my life or yours!" (Tan., Shelah 15, ed. Buber;
;

Num. R. xvi. 14). Thoroughly realizing the evil
intentions of the spies, and knowing that it was useless to attempt to dissuade them, he did not betray
his plans to them,

them (Tan.,
spies began

but acted as

if

he agreed with

19; Num. R. I.e. 19). But when the
to incite the people against Moses, and

I.e.

hissed Joshua, who attempted to act as peacemaker,
Caleb, whom they had thought to be on their
side, rose and said, " This is not the only thing the
son of Amram has done for us." here all the ringleaders were silent
"He has taken us out of Egypt;

—

—

he has divided the sea for us

manna.

Now,

therefore,

;

if

and he has fed us with
he were to command

498

us to make ladders and scale the heavens, we should
obey him. Let us go up at once and take possession "
(Sotah 3oa; Num. R. I.e.; Tan., ^c). When the
country was divided, Caleb and Joshua received
the portions that had been intended for the other
spies (H. B. 117b, USb).
Caleb was the father of IIuR from his second
wife Ephrath (I Chron. ii. 19), and, therefore, the
progenitor of the Davidic house, the "Ephrathite"
(I Sam. xvii. 12; Sotah lib; Sanli. GUb).
J.

su.

L. G.

Critical View
The eponymous ancestor of
the clan of Calebites.
Since " Caleb " signifies
dog, it has been thought that the dog was the totem
:

Modern

of the clan.

ent strata to this
points of view.

criticism finds several differmaterial, representing different

The

oldest

writer (J) calls

him

simply Caleb in Josh. xv. 14-19; and Judges i. connects him with the expulsion of the sons of Auuk
from Hebron, and with the gift of Achsah and of

D and P call

certain lands to Othniel.
the son of Jephunneh, and

him
make him one

Caleb,
of the
twelve spies. In the original form of the story he
alone brought back the favorable report, and so of
all that came out of Egypt he alone entered Canaan.
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CALEBITES A

branch of the Edomite clan of
i. 12 with
Gen. xxxvi. 11,
15, 42) that, before the Israelitish conquest, had
migrated to southern Judah and settled in the vicinity of Hebron.
They appear to have entered the
country from the south and to have been friendly
to the Hebrews, from which fact, perhaps, arose the
story of Caleb's favorable report as one of the
twelve spies. They were afterward absorbed in the
tribe of Judah. This union had not fully taken place
at the time of David's career as an outlaw (I Sam.
XX v. 3, xxx. 14). The narratives in Josh. xv. lActseq.
and Judgesi. 12€t seq. were composed to establish the
:

Kenaz (compare Judges

claim of certain Calebite clans to particular localities
(see AcHSA and Othniel). It appears from I Chron.
ii.
18 et seq. that the pre-exilian territor}' of the
Calebites included Ziph and Mareshah and other
towns in the extreme south of Judah while another
list in the same chapter (verses 46 et seq.), hy representing certain personified towns as sons of Caleb's
concubines, among which is Bethlehem, indicates
that after the Exile the clan was pushed farther
This was doubtless due to the occupation of
north.
the south by Edomites.
J. JR.
G. A. B.
;

CALENDAR, HISTORY OF

The history of
the Jewish calendar may be divided into three
periods the Biblical, the Talmudic, and the postTalmudic. The first rested purely on the observation of the sun and the moon, the second on observation and reckoning, the third entirely on reckoning.
The study of astronomy was largely due to the
:

—

need of fixing the dates of the

mand

festivals.

The com-

(Deut. xvi. 1), "Keep the month of Abib,"
made it necessary to be acquainted with the position
of the sun and the command, " Also observe the
;

Caleb
Calendar
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sanctify it," made it necessary to study
the phases of the moon.
The oldest term in Hebrew for the science of the
calendar is
Nniy^p (" fixing of the month");
later ti'inn t^'ITp ("sauetiticationof thenew moon");
n^X") ^D ^y Cnnn cnpC'sanctiticatiou of the new

post-Talmudic times Nisan, Si wan, Ab,
and Shebat had 30 daj's, and lyyar,
Tammuz, Elul, Heshwan, Tebet, and Adar, 29. In
leap-year, Adar had 30 days and We-Adar 29. Ac
cording to Pirke Rabbi Eliezer, there was a lunar
This cycle was followed by
solar cycle of 483'ears.

moon by means

the Hellenists, Essenes, and early Christians.
In the times of the Second Temple it appears from
the 3Iishnah (R. II. i.7) that the priests had a court to

moon and

xmn

of observation")

P3i;'n 'D (" sanctification of the

of reckoning")
fixiug the

;

;

^y c^nnn ^'Hp

new moon by means

Xmn Nnimpn ny"'T'(" science

of

month"); K^nnnClTpmiD^n ("rules for the

of the new moon").
names besides these we tind "ilDymiD
sanctitication

intercalation").

Among
("

other
thesecretof

The medieval and modern name

is

The Babylonian year, which influenced the
French time reckoning, seems to liave consisted of
12 months of 30 days each, intercalary months being
added by the priests when necessary.
Babylonian Two Babylonian calendars are preCalendar. served in the inscriptions, and in
both each month has 30 days as
In later times, however,
far as can be learnt.
months of 20 days alternated with those of 30. The
method

of intercalation

is

uncertain, a-nd the practise

In

Tishri, Kislew,

which witnesses came and reported. This function
was afterward taken over by the civil court (see B.
Zuckermann, " Materialien zur Entwi(;klung der Altjiidischen Zeitrechnung im Talmud," Brcslau, 1882).
The tixing of the lengths of the montlis and the
intercalation of moutiis was the prerogative of the
Sanhedrin, at Avhose head there was a patriarch or
The entire Sanhedrin was not called upon
ii^^2to act in this matter, the decision being left to a
special court of three.
The Sanhedrin met on
the 29tli of each month to await the report of the
witnesses.
From before the destruction of the Temple certain
The new moon can not
rules were in existence.
occur before a lapse of 29A days and | of an hour.

moon could not be exactly determined, one
month was to have 30 days and the next 29. The full
months were not to be less than 4 nor more than 8, so

seems to have varied.
The Babylonian years were soli-lunar; that is to
say, the year of 12 months containing 354 days was
bound to the solar year of 365 days by intercalating,
Out of
as occasion required, a thirteenth mouth.
every 11 years there Avere 7 with 12 months and
4 with 13 nK)nths.
Strassmeier and Epping, in " Astronomisches aus
Babylon," have shown that the ancient Babylonians
were sufficiently advanced in astronomy to enable
them to draw up almanacs in which tlie eclipses of
the sun and moon and the times of new and full
moon were predicted ("Proc. Soc. Bib. Arch., 1891-

If the

1892," p. 112).

the Bible, and it is not known whether the correction was applied in ancient times by the addition of
1 month in 3 years or by the adding of 10 or 11
days at the end of each year.
Astronomers know this kind of j'ear as a bound
lunar year. The Greeks had a similar
Bound
year.
Even the Christian year, although a purely solar year, is forced
Lunar
to take account of the moon for the
Year.
fixing of the date of Easter.
The Mohammedans, on the other hand, have a free lunar

lengths of the solar and lunar years, which were
handed down by tradition in the paEmpirical tiiarchal family. Moreover, it was
Determina- possible to judge by the grain harvest.
If the month of Nisan arrived and
tion of
Leap-Year. the sun was at such a distance from
the vernal equinox that it could not
reach it by the 16th of the month, then this month
was not called Nisan, but Adar Sheni (second).
On the evening before the announcement of the
intercalation the patriarch assembled certain scholIt was then anars who assisted in the decision.
nounced to the various Jewish conununities by
To this epistle was added the reason for
letters.
copy of such a letter of Rabthe intercalation.
ban Gamaliel is preserved in the Talmud (Sanh.

year.

xi. 2).

The Talmud (Yerushalmi, Rosh ha-Shauah 1) correctly states that the Jews got the names of the
months at the time of the Babylonian exile.
There is no mention of an intercalary month in
i.

thus seems plain that the Jewish year was not
a simple lunar year; for while the Jewish festivals
no doubt were fixed on given days of lunar months,
they also had a dependence on the position of the
sun.
Thus the Passover Feast was to be celebrated
in the month of the wheat harvest (2^3X). and the
Feast of Tabernacles, also called S]'DNn Jn. took place
It

Sometimes the feasts are mentioned as taking place in certain lunar months (Lev. xxiii. Num.
xxviii., xxix.), and at other times they are fixed
in accordance with certain crops; that is, with the

in the fall.

;

solar year.

that the year could not be less than 352 days nor more
than 356. After the destruction of the Temple (70
c.E.) Johanan ben Zakkai removed the Sanhedrin
To this body he transferred decisions
to Jabueh.
concerning the calendar, which had previously belonged to the patriarch. After this the witnesses
of the new moon came direct to the Sanhedrin.
Every two or three years, as the case might be, an
extra month was intercalated. The intercalation seems
to have depended on actual calculation of the relative

A

The country people and

the inhabitants of Baby-

lonia were informed of the beginning of the mouth
by fire-signals, which were readily carried from sta-

These
tion to station in the mountain country.
signals could not be carried to the exiles in Egypt,
Asia Minor, and Greece, who, being accordingly left
in doubt, celebrated two days as the new moon.
Owing to the weather it was fre(iuently impossiIn order to remove
ble to observe the new moon.
any uncertainty with regard to the length of the
yeai- on this account, it was ordained that the year
shoidd not have less than 4 nor more than 8 full
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After the fixing of the calendar it was setyear should not have less than 5 nor
more than 7 full months.
R. Gamaliel II. (80-116 c.f;.) used to receive the
reports of the witnesses in person, and showed them
representations of the moon to test their accuracy.
On one occasion he fixed the first of Tishri after the
testimony of two suspected witnesses. The accuracy of the decision was disputed by Rabbi Joshua,
who was thereupon commanded by the patriarch to
appear before him prepared for travel on the day
which was, according to his (Joshua's) calculation,
the Day of Atonement, an order with which he most
reluctantly complied.
During the persecutions under Hadrian and in the
time of his successor, Antoninus Pius, the martyr
Rabbi Akiba and his pupils attempted to lay down
rules for the intercalation of a month.
Under the patriarchate of Simon III. (140-163) a
great quarrel arose concerning the feast-days and
the leap-year, which threatened to cause a permanent
schism between the Babylonian and the Palestinian
communities a result which was only averted by
the exercise of much diplomacy.

mouths.

tled that the

—

Under the patriarchate of Rabbi Judah I.,surnamed " the Holy " (163-193), the Samaritans, in order
to confuse the Jews, set up tire-signals at improper
times, and thus caused the Jews to fall into error
with regard to the day of the new moon. Rabbi
Judah accordingly abolished the fireTalmudic signals and employed messengers.
The inhabitants of countries who
Period.

Easter dependent on the moon, prevented it from
coinciding with Passover.
Under the patriarchate of Rabbi Judah III. (300330) the testimony of the witnesses with regard to
the appearance of the new moon was received as a
mere formality, the settlement of the day depending
entirely on calculation.
This innovation seems to
have been viewed with disfavor by some members
of the Sanhedrin, particularly Rabbi Jose, who wrote
to botii the Babylonian and the Alexandrian communities, advising them to follow the customs of
their fathers and continue to celebrate two days,
an advice which was followed, and is still followed,
by the majority of Jews living outside of Palestine.
Under the reign of Constantius (337-361) the persecutions of the Jews reached such a height that all
religious exercises, including the computation of the
calendar, were forbidden under pain of severe punishment. The Sanhedrin was apparently prevented
from inserting the intercalary month in the spring;
it accordingly placed it after the month of Ab
(July-August).
The persecutions under Constantius finally decided
the patriarch, Hillel II. (330-365), to publish rules
for the computation of the calendar, Avhich had
The
hitherto been regarded as a secret science.
political difficulties attendant upon the meetings of
the Sanhedrin became so numerous in this period,
and the consequent imcertainty of the
Postfeast-days was so great, that R. Huna
Talmudic b. Abin made known the following
Period.
secret of the calendar to Raba in Baby-

could not be reached by messengers
before the feast were accordingly in doubt, and used
By this time
to celebrate two days of the holidays.
the fixing of the new moon according to the testimony of witnesses seems to have lost its importance, and astronomical calculations were in the

main

upon.
One of the important figures in the history of the
calendar was Samuel (born about 165, died about
250), surnamed " Yarhinai " because of his familiarity
with the moon. He was an astronomer, and it was
said tliat he knew the courses of the heavens as well
relied

as the streets of his city (Ber. 58b). He was director
of a school in Nehardea (Babylonia), and while there
arranged a calendar of the feasts in order that his

fellow-countrymen might be independent of Judea.
He also calculated the (calendar for sixty years. His
calculations greatly influenced the subsequent calendar of Hillel. According to Bartolocci his tables
are preserved in the Vatican. A contemporary of his,
R Adda (born 183), also left a work on the calendar.
Mar Samuel reckoned the solar year at 365 days
and 6 hours, and Rab Adda at 365 days, 5 hours, 55
minutes, and 25|-^ seconds.
In 325 the Council of Nice was held, and b}' that
time the equinox had retrograded to March 21.
This council made no practical change in the existing civil calendar, but addressed itself to the reform of the Church calendar, which was soli-hmar
Great disputes had arisen
on the Jewish system
Moreover, the
as to the time of celebrating Easter.
Church w^as not fully established, many Christians

being

was

simply Jewish sectarians.
therefore made, which, while
still

A new
still

rule

keeping

500

lonia:

Whenever

it

becomes apparent

that the winter will last till the 16th of Nisan, make
the year a leap-year without hesitation.
This unselfish promulgation of the calendar, though
it destroyed the hold of the patriarchs on the scattered

Judeans, fixed the celebration of the Jewish feasts
upon the same day everywhere. Later Jewish writers agree that the calendar was fixed by Hillel 11. in
the year 670 of the Seleucidanera; that is, 4119 a.m.
or 359 c.E. Some, however, as Isaac Israeli, have
Saadia afterward
fixed the date as late as 500.
formulated calendar rules, after having disputed
the correctness of the calendar established by
That there is a slight error in the
the Karaites.
Jewish calendar due to inaccuracies in the length
of both the lunar and the solar years upon which it is
based has been asserted by a number of writers.
According to Isidore Loeb the Jewish cycle in
19 years exceeds the Gregorian by
Error in 2 hours, 8 minutes, and 15.3 seconds.
This makes a difference in a hundred
the

—

—

Calendar,

cycles (1900 years) of 8 days, 21 hours,

45 minutes, and 5 seconds (" Tables du
Calendrier Juif," p. 6, Paris, 1886).
The assumed duration of the solar year is 6 minutes, 39f-| seconds in excess of the true astronomical
value, which will cause the dates of the commencement of future JcwMsh years, -which are so calculated, to advance from the equinox a day in error in
216 years ("Encyc. Brit." s.r. "Calendar," 9th ed.,
iv. 678).

The following

calculation of the differences be-

tween the Jewi.sh and Gregorian lengths of the j'ear
and month was privately made for the writer by

:
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05
or 365 d. 05
48

(29 d. 12 h. 793

halakim
m. 25.439 s.

h. 9971§
h. 55

m.

46.069

s.

halakim) 2*5

true value
= 6939 d. 16 h. 595 halakim

=

;

is,

29 d. 12 h. 44 m. 3]4

s.

True value

=

29 d. 12 h. 44

m. 02.841

s.

According to these calculations the Jewish year
exceeds the Gregorian by 6 m. 39.37 s. and the JewInsignificant as these differish month by .493 s.
ences may appear, they will cause a considerable
divergence in the relations between Nisan and spring
as time goes on, and may require a Pan-Judaic Synod
to adjust.

Writers on the Calendar: Mashallah, 754-813
Sahl ben Rabban al-Tabari, 800; Sind ben Ali,
829-832 Shabbethai b. Abraham Donolo, 949 Hasan, judge of Cordova, 972; Abraham b. Hiy^-a, d.
1136; Abraham ibnEzra, 1093-1168; Isaac b. Joseph
Israeli, 1310; Immanucl b. Jacob of Tarrascon, 1330;

;

1346; Elia Misrahi, d. 1490; Abraham b. Samuel
Zacuto, professor of astronomy at Saragossa, 1492;
Moses Isserles, d. 1573; David Gans(d. 1613), a friend
of Keppler and Tycho Brahe Raphael Levi Hannover, 1734; Israel Lyons, 1773, member of an EngBesides the following works
lish polar expedition.
of the Talmudic period: "l"l3yn IIDT Nn'n2, Baraita of the secret of intercalation (R. H. xx. 2);
^NlOt^'n Xn^ia; xnx a-n Xn^ia (Pirke de Rabbi
Eliezer ha-Gadol b. Hyrcanus).
Bibliography: L. M. Lewisohn, Gesc/uc/itcMnd System des
;

JUdischen Kalenderivesenfi, Leipsic, 18.53 (Schiiften herausKepehen vom Institute zur Forderuner der Israelitischen Literatur) also the works of Steinschneider, Scaliger, and Ideler.
;

from day

to

day and from place

CALENDAR

(Hebrew, " Luah " = table)
A
systematic arrangement of the days of the year.
The Jewish calendar reckons the days from evening
to evening, in accordance with the order observed
in the Biblical account of the Creation, " And there
was evening and there was morning, one day " (Gen.
This principle is repeated in the Pentateuch
i. 5).

The day, in this
ends, and a new one commences.
sense of the word, consists of two periods, that of
light and that of darkness: the former is called
" day "
the latter, " night. "
So that the term
;

"day " is used in a double sense: (1) as the period of
twenty-four hours, and (2) as daytime. Which of

two meanings

the

word

carries in

any particular

passage of the Bible can easily be gathered from the
context or from parallel passages (compare Bab.
Suk. 43a).

The

transition

tions: (1) cos 6

:

several times (Ex. xii. 18; Lev. xxiii. 32).
With
nightfall the day, the period of twenty-four hours,

from day

to night,

from light to

darkness, and vice versa, is gradual in the one case
it begins before sunset, and continues
Day and till after sunset; in the other, it begins
Night.
before sunrise and continues till after
sunrise.
The two periods of transition
are of undefined length, and are called, in Hebrew,
"
ereb " and " boker " (" evening " and " morning "
compare Ruth iii. 14; Deut. xxiii. 11; Num. ix.
The period of transition is also called " neshef "
15).
("dawn" and "twilight"; Prov. vii. 9; I Sam. xxx.
17; compare Berakot 3b) and "dimdume hammah"
:

;

to place.

It is de-

termined by frequent observation, or by calculation.
In the latter case, as well as in the former, the results found must be considered as the average time
of zet ha-kokabim, which does not in each individual case agree with the result of direct observation.
It may be assumed that, under averBeginning age conditions of the atmosphere,
of Night, three stars of the second magnitude
become visible in the evening when
The
the sun is seven degrees below the horizon.
calculation is based on the following three equa-

A.

J.

'

")
and the length of a day as opposed to night
according to Neh. iv. 21, "from the rising of the
"
morning" (" 'alotha-shahar" or 'alot 'ammud hashahar ") " till the stars appear " (" zetha-kokabim "
Berakot 2b). The short time before the actual appearance of the stars is regarded as a doubtful
period, neither day nor night, and is called in rabbinic literature "ben ha-shemashot" (between the
two suns), a eupliemisni for " bene ramshaya " (between the evenings; compare Mi.shnah Pesahim i.
The duration of the " ben ha shemashot " is .fixed
1).
by the Rabbis (TurOrah Hayyim, 261) to be thirteen
minutes, thirty seconds before night.
An important element in the modern Jewish calendar is the announcement of zet ha-kokabim on
Sabbaths, festivals, and fasts. The time that elapses
between sunset and the appearance of stars varies

bim

19

years

the

Calendar

(redness of the sun, Yer. Berakot iv. 1; Bab. ib. 9;
and Rashi, ad loc).
Nightfall, as the border-line between two consecutive days, is the moment when three stars of the
second magnitude become visible ("zet ha-koka-

Prof. William Harkness, formerly astronomical director of the United States Naval Observatory at

Washington
1 year = 365 d.

;

.

;

tan L.

(3)

cos

=

=

cos

(H -

L
x)

cos

=

p,.
D

(2)

cos

——

H=

ci-i-H
^
2 cos
cos

tan

D

———H
</>

-^

time in degrees from noon to sunset; D =
auxiliary angle;
<p = an
x = time between sunset and the moment when
In
the sun reaches 7 degrees below the horizon.]
higher latitudes, where during the summer the sun
does not sink below the horizon, and during the
winter does not rise above it, the days are counted in
summer from midday, i.e., from one upper crossing
of the meridian by the sun to the next crossing in the
winter, from midnight to midnight, i.e., from one
lower crossing of the meridian by the sun to the next.
In places of the same latitude the time of zet hakokabim varies according to their longitude. Like
any other point of time, it travels at tlie rate of one
degree in four minutes from meridian to meridian,
along any of the parallel circles, and arrives again at
The questhe starting-point in twenty -four hours.
tion now arises, which is to be considered the first
meridian. At which point of the circle do the
twenty-four hours begin? The problem has been
discussed by R. Judah ha-Levi in his " Cuzari " (ii.
11), and although he seems inclined to take the meridian of Sinai or of Jerusalem as the first, the meridian
90 degrees east of Jerusalem was accepted as the

[H

=

declination of the sun;

;

starting-point.

The day is divided into twenty-four equal hours,
beginning at 6 p.m. (In Pirke R. El. the "large
hour," equal to two ordinary hours, is mentioned.)

"

—
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This division affects only the calcuhition of the
" niolud " and " tekut'ah " (beginning of a month and
In other respects
of the four seasons of the year).
daytime is divided into twelve liours, which var}according to the length of daytime. "Whether the
night in Talmudic times was likewise divided into
twelve hours, is not certain. AVhile in daytime the
parts could easily be determined b}'
Duration of the sun-dial, it became difficult after

Day.

nightfall.
Both in Biblical and Talmudical literature mention is made of
a division of the night into three or four (Berakot
3a) watches ("ashmorah" or " mishmarah" compare
"the morning watch" [Ex. xiv. 24], "the middle
watch" [Judges vii. 19], "the beginning of the
watches " [Lam. ii. 19]).
The hour is divided into 1,080 parts ("halakim").
In the Yer. (Berakot i. 1) the following division is
given: A day has twenty-four hours; one hour has
twenty-four " 'onot " the " 'onah " has twenty-four
"'ittot"; one "'et" has twenty-four "rega'im."
In the calculation of the molad only halakim are
employed. Both the hour and the parts (halakim)
are treated as constant a day on the equator, which
is e(iually divided between day and night
the night
lasting from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m., and the day from 6
A..V. to 6 P.M.
being taken as the basis of the cal;

;

;

—

—

culation.

The week

consists of seven days, distinguished

from one another by their place

in the

week.

They

are called the first da}% the second day, the third

day, and so on to the seventh day, which is besides
called " Shabbat " (Rest) or " Yom ha-Shabbat " (Day
of Rest).
As the Sabbath is the most important day
of the week, the term "Shabbat" denotes also
" week "
that is, the period from one
The Week. Sabbath to the next and a year of

—

;

rest is also called "

Shabbat "

(or " sha-

Friday, as the forerunner of Shabbat, is
called " 'Ereb Shabbat " (The Eve of Sabbath).
The
term "'ereb" admits of two meanings: "evening"
and "admixture" (Ex. xii. 38); and "'Ereb Shabbat " accordingly denotes the da}' on the evening of
which Sabbath begins, or the day on which food is
prepared for both the current and the following
days, which latter is Sabbath.
The idea of preparation is expressed by the Greek
bu'a").

name
§

2)

given by Joscphus ("Ant." xvi. 6,
to that day (compare Mark xv. 42; Luke xxiii.
irapacKevf],

54; Matt, xxvii. 62; John xix. 42).
In Yer. Pesahim iv. 1 the day is called "Yoma da-'Arubta"
(Day of Preparation).
Another term frequently

employed

in describing the day is the Aramaic
"me'ale" (bringing in, that is, the Sabbath). Saturday evening i.e., the evening after the termination of Sabbath is correspondingly called "Moza'e
Shabbat" in Hebrew and "Appuke Yoma" in Aramaic (" leading the daj' out "). The name, originally
given to Saturday evening, is also applied to denote
the whole of "Sunday." Similarly, the sixth year,
or the year preceding the Sabbatical year, and the

—

eighth year, or the year following the Sabbatical year,
are respectively called " 'Ereb Shcbi'it " and " Moza'e
Shebi'it.

The same terms are also applied to the days preceding and following any of the festivals; as "'Ereb

502

"'Ereb Sukkot," etc. The weekly Sabbaths ai'e distinguished from one another by the lesson
from the Pentateuch or by tliat from the Prophets,
read on Sabbath.
"Shabl)at Bcreshit," for instance,
Pe.sah,"

is the name of the tirsl Sabbath after the autunm
holy days, or the first Sabbath after Simhat Torah,
because on that Sabbath the section, or parashah,
that begins "Bereshit" (Gen. i. 1) is read; and,
similarly, tlie second Sabbath is called "Shabbat
Noah," because the parashah beginning "Eleh
Toledot Noah " is read on that day. Again, "Shabbat Nahamu " is the Sabbath after the fast of Ab,
when Isa. xl., beginning " Nahamu " (Comfort ye), is
read
and " Shabbat Shubah " is the
Name of Sabbath between New-Year's Day and
;

Day

of Atonement, when IIos.
beginning " Shubah " (Return), is
The names are based on the custom followed

Sabbaths,

the

xiv.,

read.

Orthodox congregations, prescribing
the reading of the whole of the Pentateuch in the
synagogue once every year. In the synagogues
where the cycle of three years is adopted, these

at present in all

names do not apply.

See Sidka.
with regard to the Sabbath is experienced by those who are traveling round the world.
Journeying westward, they find the day longer than
24 hours; traveling eastward, they find the day
shorter than 24 hours.
When the starting-point
is again reached, the former find that the a days of
their counting are a — 1 ordinary days of 24 hours;
while those who travel in an eastward direction find
their a days equal to a-\-l ordinary days of 24
liours.
Suppose the traveler in a westerly direction
completes his journey on Friday evening according
to his reckoning, he finds that at his starting-place
it is not Friday but Saturday evening; and the traveler in the opposite direction, if he completes his
journey on Saturday evening, according to his account finds that the day was counted in that place
as Friday and not as Saturday. In the first case,
therefore, the traveler has kept one Sabbath less
than his brethren at home in the second case, one
Sabbath more.
The moon passes through her different phases in
29 days, 12 hours, 793 parts (halakim) of an hour.
These phases serve as a measure of time (compai'e
Ps. civ. 19)
and the period covered by them is
known as one lunar month. For practical purposes,
however, the months are reckoned by full days and
set in with the beginning of night.
They contain
either 29 or 30 days
in the first case the month is
"baser" (deficient) by half a da}'; in the second,

A difficulty

;

;

;

"

male,") over-full) by half a day.

moon determines
the month.
At first

ance of the new

The Month,

arc, like a sickle,

The

first

appear-

the beginning of

a small and faint
can be seen by those

endowed with good sight, from spots
favorable for such an observation. It may, therefore, happen that in different places the reappearance of the moon is noticed on different days. In
order to prevent possible confusion to the central
religious authority, the chief of the Sanhedrin, in
conjunction with at least two colleagues, was entrusted with the determination of New-Moon Day
for the whole nation.
See Calexdak, History of.
Although the Jewish calendar was thus regulated

—

;;
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by direct observation, the members of the court seem
to iiave been in possession of a recognized system,
called

"Sod

lation of a

lui-'Ibbur

day

in a

and of a mouth

"— ("'Ibbur "

the intercadays,
principal object

month, making

iu a year.

The

is

it tliirty

Calendar

The following

are the principles regulating the
(1) The length of the astronomical lunar month is 29 days, 12 hours, 793 parts.
synodical month has 29 or 30 days, and is ac(2)

Jewish calendar:

A

cordingly

"

baser

"

(defective),

or " male

"

(full).

of the calendar

was to regulate these two points)
which enabled them to test the accuracy of the
evidence of the eye-witnesses, and which was

The first of Tishri is the day on which the
"molad " (conjunction) of Tishri has taken place,
except: {a) When the molad is at noon or later

probably resorted to on exceptional occasions
H. 20). There were times of persecution when
the president and the Sanhedrin could not ex-

("Molad Zaken"). {h) When the molad is on a Sunday, Wednesday, or Friday ("Adu"r=nK).
(c)
When the molad in a common year is on Tuesday,
204 parts after 3 a.m (" Gatrad " = TiDJ). {d) When
the molad is on Monday, 589 parts after 9 a.m., in
a j'ear succeeding a leap-year ("Betutakpat " =
The exceptions ("dehiyyot" = posttODpnit^a).
ponements) were introduced to provide that the
Day of Atonement should not be on Sunday or Friday ('Ar. I.e. p. 20), and that the seventh day of
Tabernacles should not be on Saturday. Maimouides
("Yad," Kiddush ha-Hodesh, v. 7) attempts to ex-

(R.

their authority times of trouble and war
neither witnesses nor messengers could travel
iu safety.
On such occasions calculation had to
The substitution of calculation
be relied upon.

ercise

;

when

for observation became gradually permanent, help
ing to maintain the religious unity of the nation, and
insuring the uniform celebration of " the seasons of
the Lord," independently of the vicissitudes of the
times, as well as of the distance of Jewish settle-

ments from Palestine.
force,

A permanent calendar, still in

was introduced by

Hillel II., nasi of the San-

what the calendar
of Hillel originally contained, and when it was generhedrin about 360.

It is uncertain

Talmud there is no trace of it.
Originally, the Hebrews employed numerals to
distinguish one month from the other.
The month
iu which the spring season ("Abib") commenced
was the first month (Ex. xii. 2; Deut. xvi. 1), the

ally adopted.

In the

other months being accordingly called the second,
third, etc.
few traces of names of months are
met with in the earlier books of the Bible: Abib,
the first month (Ex. I.e.); Ziw, the second mouth (I
Kings vi. 1); Etanim, the seventh month {ib. viii.
In
2); and Bui, the eighth month (I Kings vi. 38).
post-exilic books Babylonian names are employed
viz., Nisan, lyyar, Siwan, Tammuz, Ab. Elul, Tishri, Heshwan, Kislew, Tebet, Shebat, Adar, and WeAdar.
Although the Hebrews reckoned by lunar months,
it was provided that the first month should be in
the spring (Ex. xii. 2, xiii. 4; Deut. xvi. 1).
As the
lunar year consists of twelve months, or 354 days, 8
hours, 876 parts, it is shorter, by 10 days, 21 hours,
204 parts, than the solar year, and
The Year, every two or three years the difference
is
equalized by the addition of a
month, following the twelfth month. The j^ear is
then called a leap-year, and consists of 383 days, 21
hours, 589 parts.
Various methods were suggested
for the equalization of the solar and lunar years (see
'Ar. 8b et aeq.
Pirke R. El. vii. and Baraita of
Samuel), but the cycle of Meton, or the Mahzor of the
calendar of Hillel, prevailed. At first it was in the
hands of the Sanhedrin to decide annually whether
iliej'earwas to be a common year or a leap-year;
and the decision was based on direct observation as
to the signs of spring. In course of time, calculation
was in tliis case also substituted for observation
and the sequence of common years and leap-years

A

;

;

was permanently fixed.
The fact that the civil year included only complete days, as well as some other consideration, set
forth below in the principles of the Jewish calendar,
caused variations in the number of days, both in
the common year and in the leap-year.

(3)

plain these exceptions astronomically.
tion of Molad Zaken provided that the

The excepfirst

of Tishri

should at least include six hours of the new astronomical month, in accordance with R. H. 20 " if the
molad takes place before noon, the moon can be seen
the same da}^ near sunset "
and that same day was
declared to be the first of Tishri. There was at least
the possibility of experts discovering the small sickle
of the moon six hours after the conjunction; and
this possibility justified the authors of the calendar
:

;

day of the molad as the first of the
the molad took place before noon.
An unsuccessful attempt was made by a certain

in fixing the

new month,

if

Ben MeIr

(923) to substitute 12 hours, 642 parts

"noon" (compare A. Harkavy, "Zikron La'aharonim," and M. Friedlander, in "Jew. Quart. Rev."
for
V.

nQetseq.).

The molad of Tishri of the first year was on
Sunday, 204 parts after 11 p.m. (5) A common
year, consisting of twelve months, has 353, 354, or
(4)

355 days; a leap-year, consisting of
thirteen months, has 383, 384, or 385
days. The effect of these variations
is the variation in the length of the
months of Heshwan and Kislew, which
have 29 and 30 days, 30 and 30 days, or 29 and 29
days; the years are accordingly called "kesidrah"

Principles
of the
Calendar,

"shelemah" (perfect), or "haserah" (deand marked by the Hebrew letters 3, ^. and
These variations for the common year and for the
n.
leap-3'ear, together with the changes as regards the
day of the week on which the first of Tishri falls,
are; tJO. HI 3J 3n. t^TI ti'T and plT for the conunon
year, and t;o ni DJ HH CH JTI and HT for the leapyear; the letters 3, J, n. T. denoting Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday.
(6) In the cycle ("mahzor") of nineteen years the
(regular),
fective),

third,

sixth,

eighth,

eleventh,

fourteenth, seven-

and nineteenth are leap-years; the rest are
conmion years. Nineteen lunar years with seven
extra months equal nineteen solar j'ears minus one
hcvir, four hundred and eighty-five parts.
Some
teenth,

count the seven leap-years of the cycle differently,
because they begin the first year of the first cycle
The solar year in the Jewish calendar,
differently.
according to Samuel of Nehardea, is the same as the

—

,
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Juliuu year. According to It. Ada.llie sou of Aliubah
(date uokuown), it is l2/g lunar luoutlis = 365 days,
51iours, 997{ parts (see Maiinonides, "Hil. Kiddusli
ha-Hodesh," i.\., x.). Tlie year is divided into four
equal seasons; and tlie beginuing of a season is
j;

One

Hebrew "tekufah."

called in

tekufali

is dis-

tant from tiie next 91 days. 7i hours, according to
Samuel, wiiose tiieory has been adoj^ted lor ritual

purposes.

As

the Christian calendar is based on the solar
and the Jewish calendar has only years of
twelve or thirteen lunar months, the problem arises
how to find for a given Jewish date the corresponding Christian date. The solution is as follows:
year,

Sept. 24, 3 a.m., the tlr.st Ickufuli of Tisliri, being 12
Wbat
~() liouis, 201 parts before Uie Ursl uiolad of Tisbri.
the Christian date of the niolad of Tisliri otitil (IDUl )V
Solution: otiGO = 297 c.veles (of 19 years) and 17 years. The
solar year over 1 lunar year = 10 days, 21 hours, 204
excess of
parts of 19 solar years over 1 cycle = 1 hour, 485 parts.
In 297 cycles the excess = 17 days, 22 hoins, 4U5 parts; in IT
years the excess = 17 days, 19 hours, 870 parts.
Deduct 12 days, 20 hours, 204 parts from the sum, and 12 days,
21 hours, 1071 parts remain as the excess of iiaH) solar years over
56tJU lunar years; i.e., the molad Tishri of 5(501 is 12 days, 21
hours, 1071 parts before Sept. 24, 3 a.m. = Sept. 11, ]4 niin. after
5 A.M. (old style), or Sept. 24, 5 hours, J^o rain, (new style).

Given

;

:

days,
is

The first of Marcii of the year 1 was on
Saturdaj"
the excess of days over complete weeks
from the first of March of the year 1 to the Mth of
March of the year is = (5 -f
|(A - b)
(b - 1)
(A— b) -)- -j- b (because addition or subtraction of a multiple of 7 does not alter the result)
o.
M -f 3
2b -I- 5
:\I 4- 3 A -f o b
In order to facilitate the comparison of the two
systems of dates, tables are appended which show
tile date for each day in 1,000 years from the year
1001 to 2000.
In Table I. the first column gives the
years of the common era; the second column, those
of the era of the cieatiou (according to Jewish tradition, the asterisks indicating the leap-years); in the
third columns the letters "r," "p," and "d" indicate
whether the Hebrew year is regular, perfect, or de4 years.

;

The date of the first of Tishri is not necessarily
According to rule 3, it
that of the molad Tishri.
depends on the day of the week on which the molad
takes place, whether the first of Tishri is the day of
In order to
the molad, or one or two days later.
day of the week

find the

for the

molad

Tishri, pro-

ceed in the above example as follows:
The fli'st molad Tishri was 2 days, 5 hours, 204 parts. The excess over complete weeks is in a common year 4 days, 8 hours,
876 parts; in a leap-year, 5 days, 21 hours, 589 parts: in a cycle
of 19 years, 2 days, 16 hours, 595 parts ; in 297 cycles, 11 common
years, and 6 leap-years, it amounts to
days, 5 hours, 885 parts ;
added to the initial 2 days, 5 hoius, 204 parts, the total is 2 days,
11 hours, 9 parts ; i.e. the molad Tishii 5561 is on Monday,
min. after 5 a.m., and the first of Tishri is on the same day,
Monday, Sept. 24.

^

Gauss ("Monatliclie Correspondenz von Freih. v.
Zach," V. 43."")) gives the following formula for finding th(! Christian date for the fifteenth of Nisan of
the year A a. m.
:

12

A

+ 17 =

a fraction

Is

19

D

-f a

;

A =

M + m =

;

4

E

+ b M an integral and m
+ 1.5542418 a + 0.25 b is

;

:32.0440932

Explanation of the equation

0.1X13177794 A.

Let M, m,

:

a, b, c,

have the same slgniQcatlon a-s above, T = initial date of Nisan 1
(the day of the molad) of the year 1 a.m. with the hours and
halaklm of the molad Tishri of the year 2 (i.e. March 33, 583);
lunar month

K

jq

7K-

- etc.
- etc.

-

^
L=

1 h.

485 h
r^T

-

_,.•,,

ThenM+m =T,„

,

,

^

(A-1)
.

L-f (6- 1) 0.25 = T - (A - 1) (19- 12) K
= T -f K (12 A - 12) - etc. = T + K (12 A - 2) - 10 K
= T + K (12 A + 17) - 10 K - etc. = T - 10 K + K (12 A
(A

-

1)

+

+

T-]0K +

-

AL
L
0.^5 b
0.25.
L-fl4 =
32.0440932; and — 0.25 Is disregarded In order to Increase the
value of
by 6 hours and thus to exclude Molad Zaken ; and
addition or subtraction of a multiple of 19 does not alter the re-+-17)

M

sult.

Further,

M -f 3 A -f 5 b + 5 =

fifteenth of_Nisan Is

7

March

;

If c

on the (M-fDth day

a>6, m"> 0.63287037, -on the
c = 0. a > 11, and m >^ 0.89772376
of

F -|- c.

in all other cases,

of

= 2,

4,

or

March;

if

6,

c

the

=

(M-t-2)th of March, and

Nisan 15

Is

on the (M

nar\- years, 2

days

in leap-years, or 5

days

in

Relation
of Jewish

The last column gives the
between the standard dates
of Table II. and the actual dates of the
dilfereuce

Christian
Dates.

year in question: e.[/., 1110 c.e. or
4870* A.M. p. 7—7 (i.e., the year 1110
C.E.) corresponds to 4870 a.m., which is a leap-year
having 13 mouths, and perfect, having 385 daj's, ll)e
first of Tishri, Saturday, and 7 days before Sept. 4.
This difference has to be added to the Christian
date if that is sought from the given Jewish date,
and deducted from the Jewish date if the latter is
sought from the given Christian date. As regards
the Jewish date between Nisan and Elul of the year
X, or the Christian date between March and Decemotherwise
ber, use the difference given for x -j- 1
that for the year x.
Table II. contains the Jewish and Christian dates
of one year, beginning first of Nisan, and March 11
and having Tishri 1 on Sept. 4. As the Christian
year is longer than the Jewish common year, the
table has been extended to the end of Nisan of the
succeeding year. From Kislew onward there are
three lines for each month, marked " r," " p,"and " d,"
and according as the year is regular, perfect, or deIn
fective, the one or the other line is to be used.
VVe-Adar "r," "p," and "d" have each two lines,
marked respectively "c "and"l," theonefor thecotiimon Christian year, the second for the Christian leap;

The

year.

first

column of dates contains the dates

days of Rosh-hodesh of those months
which have two days Rosh-hodesh. The difference
between the dates of any particular year and this
standard table (Table I, 5th column) applies to the
months from Tishri onward in that year, and also to
the months from Nisan toElid of the previous year
(and from January to March of that year, and from
for the

March
which

first

December of the previous year). The dates
on the same day of the week as the first of
are printed in heavier figures. The following
to

fall

Tishri

every

+

Saturday.

and

two examples

This formula is intended to determine on which
day of the week the Mth of March falls: the excess; of days over complete weeks is 1 day in ordi-

=

coluum has the figtu-es 2, 3, 5, 7 to
indicate whether the first of Tishri is
on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, or

if

on the Mth of March.

+

fective; the next

1,

+ l)th

M+

A

=M+ y
=
A-

1

;

504

illustrate the use of the tables:

Malmonides was born Nisan

14, 4895; find the corresponding
Christian date. In Table I. is found 4895 A.M. corresponds to
1135 C.E.; and that the number of difference for 4896 (which al.so
applies to the Ifist six months of 4895) is 6. In Table II. the
fourteenth of Nisan corresponds to March 24 add 6, and the result is March 30, 11*5.
The first of Tishri, according to Table
I., was on Tuesday, and
the fourteenth of Nisan. occupying
the fifth place from the date in heavy figures, was on Saturday.
;

:

:
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What Hebrew date corresponds
1521

:

=

5281 ^T

:

in Table
figures.

Elul 1
Elul 1, 5280,

II.

to

Aug.

15,

1520?

Table

The following

I.

II.: Aug. 15 = Elul 10; Deduct 9.
Elul 1, 5280.
I., the flrst of Tishri is on Thursday, and
closely precedes the date printed in heavier

Table

9.

Aug. 15, 1.520
According to Table

Hence

=

tivals

In twenty-eight solar
cycle of nineteen lunar years.
years the tekufot (according to Samuel) complete
their course of variations as regards the hour of the
day, and the day of the week; and JNew-Year's
Day (Jan. 1) follows exactly the same
Cycle
order every twenty-eight years as reor Mahzor. gards the day of the week. The cycle
of nineteen lunar years (the cycle of
Meton) determines the sequence of common years

Ab

9.

Tishri

1.

"

" Ab.
Year, first day.
"
" second day.
Fast of Gedaliah.

New

3.

10.

Day

15.

Tabernacles,

of

Atonement.
flrst

17- 21.

second day.
Hoi ha-ino'ed, or middle days.

21.

Hoshana rabUa.

22.

10.

Eighth-day Festival.
Rejoicing of the Law.
Hanukkah, first day.
Fast of Tebet.

23!

Klslew
Tebet
Shebat

25.

15.

New Year

Adar

13.

Fast of Esther

for trees.
1

In
Purim
Shushan Purim
U- 15. Purim Katan ^

14.

>-

15.

Adar

day.

"

16.

years.

common

years.

)

We-Adari:!.

Sm'^^'"

14.

[in leap-yea..

Shushan Purim J
Bibliography Isaac Israeli. Yesod ''Olam Slonlmski, Yeisnct
ha^'Ibhur; A. Schwartz, Dei- JUcUsche Kalender, Breslau,
1872; Al-Biruni, The Chronology of the Ancient Nat ious,
London, 1879; S. B. Bamaby, The Jewish and Mohammedai^
1. Loeb, Tables du Calendiier
Calendar, London, 19(J1
Juif, Paris, 1886. Maimonides, Mishneh Torah, Hit. KidCohen Fimentel, Minhat Kohen^
Abraham
ha-Hode^h;
diish
Amsterdam, 1668.
M. F.
A.

TABLE
in a

of the dates of Jewish fes-

list

U. Eve

2.

and leap-years in the Jewish calendar, because nineteen lunar years with seven extra months of seven
leap-years approximately equal nineteen solar

Showing Dates for Each Day

a

15.

There are two cycles: the large cycle ("luahzor
gadol")of twenty-eight solar years, and the small

;

is

fasts

of Passover.
Passover, tlrsi day.
"
second day.
16.
17- 20. Hoi ha-ino'ed, or middle days.
21. Passover, seventh day.
eighth day.
22.
18. Lag ba-'omer, or thirty-third of the 'Omer.
lyyar
Siwan
6. Shabu'ot or Pentecost, flrst day.
second day.
Tammuz 17. Fast of Taininuz.

Nisan

was on a Wednesday.

Thirteen small cycles, = 247 years, form the cycle
('"iggul") of Rabbi ISfahshon. This cycle has almost an exact number of weeks, only 905 parts
being wanted to complete the last week. The first
of Tishri after 247 years falls on the same day of the
week for a long period, but by no means forever,
on account of the deficiency of 905 parts nor does
the same order of the years as regards their characteristics repeat itself after 247 years.
The cycles of " shemittah " (seven years), of year of
release, and of "yobel" (fifty years = jubilee),
do not affect the Jewish calendar.

and

Caleudai

15.

;

:

:

I.

Thousand Years from the Year

4761 (1001 C.E.)

TO 5760 (2000 C.E.).
Note.— The
figures 2,

1

letters

3, 5, 7,

" r," "p," "d," in the third column indicate whether the Jewish year is regular, perfect, or defective. Thecolumn 4, indicate the day of the week (Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, or Saturday) on which Tishri 1 falls.

in

Calendar
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CALF,
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GOLDEN.
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Biblical
image overlaid
with gold, made by Aaron at Mount
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poitaljle

Sinai (Ex. xxxii.). As the text stands,
narrates how Moses had gone up
into the mountain to receive the Ten
Words, and remained forty days.
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When the people found his return
delayed they asked Aaron to make
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explanation of his conduct, and received one truly Oriental in character
xxxii. 22 to 24). Then,
(see Ex.
seeing that the people were "' broken
loose," Moses called for all on the side
of Yhwii to come and stand by him,
whereupon all the sons of Levi
gathered themselves together, and at
the command of Moses went throughout the camp and slew 3,000 men
apparently all those that had been
At
leaders in the image-worship.
Moses' command these avengers then
gathered to receive the blessing of

Yhwh.
On the morrow Moses

assembled

the people, and told them that thej^
had grievously sinned, but that posHe
sibly he could atone for them.
then prayed that he might himself be
punished and the sin of the people
to
forgiven, and was told by

JR.

G. A. B.

In Rabbinical Literature
Next to the fall of man, the worship
a

<

—

the wood was charred, and then pulverized the gold and strewed it on the
water of the brook they drank from.
Moses then demanded of Aaron an

J.

ieiSgi-iaS?SSit^S£iiiS£;JSi=,gi^gSsS2gagwto*.^os=s

9

B

—

broke them. He took the calf which
seems to have really been of wood
overlaid with gold and burned it till

go on and lead the people forward
that those who had sinned should bear
their own sin. and that one day He
would punish them.

ai2aS2S^l^Igi^KS?SgS^g5Sggi3£3St3^§£2-Mwcnc;,

gi^gSiSgi3^ggSgSg^,i*,SSS=:gg-g-.KSi:*>oso=<»oo

tually going on, he cast the tables
Ten Words to the ground and

Yhwh
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calf."
An altar was built before it
and a feast to Yhwh celebrated.
Meantime Moses in the mountain
had been warned by Ynwii of the defection of the people, and he now
came down. Much surprised and
angered when he found what was ac-

of the

01 05 -1
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women and chiklren in the camp.
These he took and "fashioned it with
a graving tool and made it a molten

of the golden calf is, in rabbinical
theology, regarded as the sin fraught
with the direst consequences to the
people of Israel. " There is not a misfortune that Israel has suffered which
is not partly a retribution for the sin

'
:

of the calf " (Sauh. 102a). The very seriousness of the
offense leads the Rabbis to find circumstances extenuating the guilt of tlie people, and to apologize for
Aaron's part in the disgraceful affair. The initia-

but by tlie
Egyptians who had joined them at the time of the
Exodus (Ex. xii. 38), and who were the source of a
tive

was taken not by

the

Israelites,

great deal of trouble to Moses and the Israelites
(Num. xi. 4); for the Egyptians, when the time
fixed for Moses' descent from tlie mountain had exforty thousand of them, acpired, came in a body
companied by two Egyptian magicians, Yanos and
Yambros, the same who imitated Moses in producing
the signs and the plagues in Egypt to Aaron, and
told him that it was the sixth hour of the fortieth

—

—

day since Moses
turn (a play

left,

upon

the hour he

the

word

named

K'K^Z.

for his re-

Ex. xxxii.

1

=

^N2, "the six [hours] have come"), and
Moses had not yet returned he would never come.
Satan took advantage of the opportunity, and
brought gloom and confusion into the world to
alarm the people. Then he told them Moses was
dead, as the sixth hour had come and he had not arSeeing he was not believed, he showed them
rived.
a bed in the mountain with Moses in it. This convinced them that Moses was really dead and they demanded that Aaron make them a god (Shab. 89a;
Tan.. Ki Tissa, 19). Hereupon Hur stepped in and
rebuked them for their ingratitude to the God who
luid performed so many miracles for them. He was at
once put to death, and Aaron was threatened with the
same fate. The latter saw that he must accede to
their request, but he sought a device whereby the exe-

was one of them, the ox (Ezek. i. 10), that they
This was one of
of and worshiped.
the pleas Moses made to palliate the offense of the

made an image
people (Ex. R.

The

cution of their demand would either be made impossible or at least be delayed until Moses came for he
was not ensnared by the wiles of Satan. So he ordered
them to bring the golden ornaments of their wives;
knowing that the women would be more grateful to
God, and would refuse to part with their jewels for
His expectation was realized.
idolatrous purposes.
Their jewels could not be obtained; and the men
had to give their own. Aaron had no choice but to
calf came out alive
put the gold into the fire.
;

A

and skipping!

One explanation

is

that this

was due

mag-

to the

manipulation of the Egyptian sorcerers. Another
is more ingenious: On the night of the Exodus,
i\Ioses searched all Egypt for Joseph's remains, but
could not find them. At last Serah, the daughter of
Asher, pointed out to him the place in the Nile
where the Egyptians had sunk an iron chest containing Joseph's bones (Tan., I.e.; Ex. R. xli. 7).

ical

splinter, wrote on it the words -|1K> n?y
up, ox " Joseph being compared to an ox
see Deut. xxxiii. 17), and threw it into tlie water,
whereupon the chest rose to the surface (Tan., BeThis
shallah, ii.
Tosef., Sotah. iv. 7; Sotah 13a).
splinter was secured by Micah, and when Aaron
cast the gold into the firw, lie threw the splinter after
the gold, and as a result a calf came out (compare

Moses took a

Come

;

;

;

Micah).
Another reason given for

this aberration of the
people is that when God came down on Mount Sinai
to give the Law. he appeared in the chariot with the
four beasts of Ezekiel. These the jieople saw and
;

xliii. 8).

Levi did not join in the worship of
If all the people had abstained
from worshiping it, the tables of stone would not have
been broken, and as a result the Law would never
liave been forgotten in Israel, and no nation could
have had any power over the Hebrews ('Er. 54a).
The mysterious waj' in which Aaron described the
origin of tlie golden calf gave rise to superstitious
beliefs
and it was ordained by the Rabbis that this
part of the account of the golden calf (Ex. xxxii.
21-25, 35) should be read at public worship in the
original, but should not be translated by the "meturgeman " (Meg. iv. 10; To.sef. Meg. iv. [iii.] 36; Yer.
ib. iv. 75c; Bab. ib. 25b).
tribe of

(Yoma 66b).

the calf

;

J.

SR.

I.

Mohammedan

In

:

;

Calf,

it

that

6J>K'

("
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the golden calf

is

Hu.

Literature The story of
mentioned in the Koran (suras xx.
:

149 et seq.) as follows: "Thereupon
[after he had received the Law on the mountain]
Moses returned to his people, angry and afflicted,
Did the time [of my absence] seem
and said
too long to you, or did you desire that wrath from
your Lord should fall upon you because you have
They answered
broken the promise given to me?
We have not broken our promise given to you of
our own authority, but we were made to bring loads
of the ornaments of the people, and we cast them
And
[into the fire], and Al-Samiri did likewise.'
he brought forth unto them a living, bellowing calf.
And they said This is your God and
In the
the God of Moses, but he hath forgotMoses said: 'O Aaron,
ten him.'
Koran.
what hindered you, when you saw
them do wrong, from following me [to the mounhave you been disobedient to mj'^ order?
tain]
Aaron answered: 'Oh, son of my mother, do not
lay hold of my beard or my head— behold the people
made me weak and almost murdered me.' And
Moses said: 'How about you. O Saniiri'/' He anI saw what they did not see, and I took a
swered
handful [of dust] from the footsteps of the messenger and cast it. Thus did my rnind guide me.'
Moses said: Go away, and this shall be your punishment in life that you say [to every one you
" Touch me not "
and a threat is awaiting
meet]
you which you shall not escape. And see, your idol
which you have worshiped, we shall burn and throw
the ashes into the sea " (compare also suras ii. 48-51,

88

et seq., vii.

'

:

.

.

.

'

'

'

:

.

.

.

;

'

:

'

:

;

'

86, 87; iv. 152).

Wlien Moses departed for Sinai he made Aaron
During the absence of Moses, Aaron
dejiuty.
reminded the people tiiat the ornaments which they
had were stolen booty, and told them that they must
liuiy them in a common hole until Moses should
decide what was to be done with them. This they
Samiri threw a clod of the earth, which the
did.
horse of the messenger Gabriel had thrown up, on
the spot where they had hidden their ornaments;
and thereupon God brought forth the calf (Tabari).
liis

This Arabic legend, in describing the fate of Samiri as that of a man compelled to wander, barred
from all intercourse with his fe!low-men, whom he

"
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Calf
California

bound to warn by liis pitiful cry, "Touch
come not near him, seems to be one of
earliest forms into which was cast the later story

himself

me
the

;

Critical

is

not," to

it

is
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View As the Exodus narrative stands,
:

For example, in verse 7
he people have sinned and

clearly composite.

Moses

is

warned

that

I

;

of the Wandering- Jew current among Christians.
Yet on the whole this assumption is inadmissible.
Samiri according to Geiger, is identical with Sam-

what
and yet in verses 16 to 19 he is greatly
Again, verses 7 to
surprised at what has occurred.

Arabic commentators, howaccording to Friinkel ("Z. D. M.

12 represent ^Moses as praying for the sinners before
he came down from the mount, while verses 30 to 34
represent him as praying practically the same praj'er

ael.

According

ever, and,

to the

lately,

G." Ivi. 73, with especial reference toHosea viii. 5),
Samiri is indebted for his name to the fact tliat he
belonged to the Samaritan sect. Mohammed knew,
perhaps, how much this sect was hated, and (according to tlie report of an old but evidently lost Midrash)
made the seducer a Samaritan in spite of all chronology. So Baidawi (also Palmer's translation of this
sura) holds him to liave been "tho
Samaritan." This accounts at once
Samiri's
Identity both for the role here ascribed to hiir.
and the fate meted out to him.
with

Mohammed

cari'ied in his mind many
rabbinical conceits, but in a much
He had an indistinct impression
confused form.
of the rabbinical prejudices against the Samaritans, among which the fact that they worshiped

Samael.

and poured out libations to it on
mountain was not the least (Yer. 'Ab.
Zarah v. 44d, at foot; Hul. 6a).
But the fact
that the idol imputed to the Samaritans was a dove
and not a calf became confused in liis recollection of
hearsay rabbinical stories. It was enough for him
to know that the Samaritans wei'e looked upon by
the Jews as idolaters or even worse (Yer. Ta'auit
iv. 66b; Yer. M. K. iii. 83b, middle), to make the
Samaritan the arch -sed ucer, and artificer, by " magic,
of the idol.
That the Jews would hold no intercourse with the Samaritans may also have been
an animal

idol

their holy

among
Biblical

the disjointed fragments of Mohammed's
and rabbinical lore. Hence under the de-

cree his " Samaritan

"

was condemned

never to permit another to

to

wander and
by close

defile himself

contact.

That not Aaron, but another, was the real culprit
making of the calf is also reported in a rabbinical account (Sanh. 102, 2), according to which
Micah (Judges xvii. et seq.) was its maker. The
threatening of Aaron and the bleating of tiie calf
are likewise founded on rabbinical sources (Sanh.
in the

Pirke R. El. 45).
Before the expulsion of Samiri, Moses (in accordance with Ex. xxxii. 20 ct seq.) ordered the calf to be
reduced to dust and the powder mixed with their
drinking-water (sura ii. 87). When they drank the
water it caused them great pain, and they called
5;

upon Moses for help.
one another (sura ii.

Then ]\Ioses told
Thus 70,000

51).

tiiem to slay
w^ere killed.

The Lord sent an intense darkness to prevent their
seeing one another, so that recognition of tiie corpses
should not induce them to forbear (''jalal aldin ").
Finally, the crying of the women and children
moved the lieart of Moses, who prayed to God to
stop the nmrdering and his prayer was answered
immediately.
Bibliography Geigrer, WasBat Mnhnmmerlanndem JudenUiumc Aufaenommen? pp. lt!.5-1t>8: Weil, mUIischs LrHendcn dcr Muf<elmani)C)\ pp. ]H9, 172 M. Griinbaum, Neuc
Bedrdac zur Scmitischcn SugcnkmuJc, p. ItiO.
E. G. H.
M.
E. G. H.
;

:

;

Sc—

in verses 9 to 12 he

their sin

seems to understand

clearl}-

is,

day after the destruction of the image was over.
Palpably the two are of different authorship.
Again, verses 25 to 29 describe the vengeance that
was executed on the sinners, while verse 34 regards
Critics therefore regard the narrait as still future.
tive as made up of strata from two documents
(Jahvist and Elohist), though they do not altogether
agree as to the points of division. The main stratum of the story is, however, thought to come from
the Ephraimitish Avriter (Elohist), though there are
a sufficient number of points in tiie story taken from
the Jahvist to show that liis work also contained the
the

narrative.

Tiie purpose of the original story seems to have
been, as Budde thinks, to account for the selection
great
of the tribe of Levi for the priesthood.
crisis in tiie worship had arisen in which the Levites
had stood for Yhwh, and punished all that opposed
themselves, so that they Avere consecrated to the serv-

A

Levi and the literature
below).
Many critics see in it a polemic
against the calf-wonship of Bethel and Dan. and no
doubt an Ephraimitish writer of the prophetic circles
of the time of Hosea would shape the tale with a
view to the religious reforms in which he was interested.
It is probable that at this time there was
introduced into the story the view that the offense
punished by the Levites was the making of a calf;
but it also seems likely that there underlies the present narrative a much earlier form of the tale, a form
that pictured some other crisis in which the Levites
distinguished themselves and thus were elected as
ice of the priesthood (see

cited

the priestly tribe.
BntLiOGR.\PUY: Kuenen, Hcrateiich, p. 251, London, 1886;
Klttel, Histani of the Hebre^vs, i. 199 et seq., London, 1895
Bacon, Triple Tradiiian of tlte Exodus, pp. 127-138, Hart>ford, 1894
seq..

;

Biidde,

New

Hexateiich,

UeligUm of Israel

on Exodus, especially those
J. .JR.

to the Exile, pp. &5 et

York, 1899; Carpenter and Harford-Battersliy,
il. 130-132, London, liXK); and the commentaries
of

DlUmann and

Holzinger.

G. A. B.

CALF-WORSHIP— Critical View: Among the
Hebrews, as among the other agricultural Semites, the
was associated with deity in a sacred character
(see Ox).
The form in which this thought found
bull

expression in Israel was in their representation of
Yhwh by an image of an ox or bull made of gold
(compare I Kings xii. 28). In consequence of the
costliness of the metal, the images were small, and
from tlieir size, rather than from the age of the animal regarded sacred, were called " calves. " In the
earlier time the images were carved out of wood
(compare Moore, "Judges," pp. 375 et seq.); but
with the increase of wealth it became the custom to
make thein of gold. These golden images were cast
in molds, and consequently were called " molten
images." They seem to have been in use in the old
nomadic times, since thev are mentioned in the two

Calf
California
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xx. 23),
Covenant Documents (Ex. xxxiv. 17
whereas the older practise of making images of avoocI
persisted more as a private custom. In the Decalogue
Ex. xx. 4) the prohibition does not
(Deut. V. 8.
specify molten gods and those of silver and gold,
but extends to all images representing Yinvii.
It has been often Iield (for example, by Renau and
Maspero) that this calf-worship was derived from
Egypt; but that view is now generally abandoned.
The Egyptians worshiped the living animal, and not
an image: and the prevalence of bull-worship
among agricultural Semites sufficiently accounts for
the origin. Among the Hebrews, the bull was a symbol of strength (compare Num. xxiii. 23, xxiv. 7).
Ex. xxxii. attributes the making of a golden calf
to Aaron at Mount Sinai (see Calf, Golden).
The critics assert that this is hardly possible;
since the bull is the symbol of divinity only among
settled agriculturists, and not among nomads such
;

;

The narrative in quesas the Israelites then were.
tion is declared by them to be in reality a prophetic
polemic against the calves of Jeroboam.
Jeroboam, in making the sanctuaries of Beth-el
and Dan the recipients of his royal patronage, placed

"The Hebrews

in America," pp. 336, 337; but the
needs revision. ) The constituent elements of the
nascent Jewish communities came from every jiart
of the world, including Australia, and some of them
from the east and south of the United States. Divine services were held for the first time in San
Francisco on Kippur Day, 1849, in a tent owned by
Louis Franklin, and were attended by about ten
persons (Leeser's "Occident," vii. 480; "Chronicles
of Emanu-El," p. 16). The organization of the Jew-

list

community was completed between July and
October of the following year (see San Fn.\NCisco).
While the San Francisco community is the oldest
as regards the date or dates of its organization, it
received, after the collapse of many of the mining
ventures, large accessions from the Jewish settlers
Many Jews had found their
in the gold regions.
way to the mines, notably along the
ish

Early Com- American

river; and in Placer, Amathen the
and Yuba counties
centers of the gold excitement and
at every prominent point of settlement a Jewish
"mining" congregation or benevolent society began
to flourish.
As most of these institutions have now

munities.

dor,

—

—

them images of Yhwii made of gold in this calf
form, the fame of which went far and wide (compare I Kings xii. 23; II Kings x. 29; II Chron. xi.
The Deuteronomic author of Kings attrib14, 15).
utes the origination of these representations of
Yhwh to Jeroboam, but this some critics question.
Jeroboam, it has been assumed, simply revived an
old custom; and it is probable that the silver image
of Yhwh in the Temple of Micah (Judges xvii.,
Similar images were perxviii.) was in this form.
haps in the Temple at Gilgal (Amos v. 4 et seq.
compare G. A.
Hos. iv. 15, ix. 15, xii. 11 [12]
Smith, "Book of Twelve Prophets," i. 37), and
at Samaria (Hos. viii. 5), though Wellhausen and
Nowack are of the opinion that " Samaria " is in this
latter passage used for the whole kingdom and not
for the city.
The prophets of the northern kingdom inveighed
continually against the rites connected with these
calf-shrines; and with the overthrow of that kingdom they disappear. There are no traces of this
form of calf-worship in the southern kingdom;
though the twelve oxen on which rested the great
II
laver in the Temple of Solomon (I Kings vii. 25
Kings xvi. 17; Jcr. lii. 20) are regarded as evidence
that there was some sacred character attached to the

passed out of existence, it may be well to preserve
a partial record of them in this permanent form.
For a complete list see "Emanu-El," Dec. 21, 1900,

bull.

erected in the mining districts. This synagogue still
exists, but, owing to the migration of the members
of the congregation, is subverted to secular purposes.
Fiddletown Organization in 1857 of a Jewish
society "for the furtherance of religious and human-

in

;

;

;
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Sonora

Hebrew Benevolent Society organized
is still cared for by the

:

A burial-ground

in 1852.

few families resident in the village.
Stockton: Congregation Re'im Ahubim organized
1853 from a previously existing society (1851) for
In 1852 there were
the care of the Jewish insane.
three Jewish inmates in the State Asylum for the
Care of the Insane at this place.
Los Angeles In 1854 an Israelite named Carvalho, of Sephardic extraction, a member of General
Fremont's expedition, settled in Los Angeles and
suggested the founding of a benevolent society.
Religious services were held as early as 1852 (see
:

Los Anoelf.s).
Nevada City

:

The Nevada Hebrew Society was

organized in 1855. Objects: "To hold religious services, maintain a burying-ground for members and
In
others, and assist the needy with pecuniary aid. "

numbered twent}^ members.

1857 the society

Jackson Congregation organized for the autumn holidays of 1856. At a meeting held April 18,
1857, it was decided to build a synagogue, the first
:

:

;

J.

G. A. B.

JR.

CALIFORNIA:

One

America on the Pacitic

of the United

There

States of

no authenticated record of the activities of Jews in California prior to 1849.
During that year, attracted by
coast.

exists

the discoveries of gold, large numbers of them ventured into the new El Dorado, scattering over the
entire area of the gold-fields.
(A partial list of the
Jewish pioneers of California is given in Markens,

itarian interests."

Jesu Maria: A mining camp in Amador county,
where services were held by Jewish miners in 1853.
In 1857 a society for " the maintenaure of religious
services and the care of the sick and poor " was organized but the records were not kept, and details
;

are not ol)tainalile.

Congregation B'nai B'rith (defunct)
1857, a Hebrew benevolent sociIn Aug., 1860, the
ety having existed since 1852.
Jewish population numbered 23 families, exclusive

Marysville

:

organized Nov.

8,

;

California
Califs
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At the present date the
of 105 bachelors.
contains four Jewish families.

Sacramento

:

town

Congregation organized 1857 out

of previously existing societies, which

had flourished
Sacramento).
Grass Valley A Jewish society organized Sept.
1856, and a congregation for tlie autumn holidays

since 1851 (see

:

8,

of 1857.

Shasta The Hebrew Indigent Sick and Burial
Society organized March 1, 1857.
Folsom Organization of the Hebrew Benevolent
Society in 1859.
There existed Jewish burial-places which were
owned by these extinct societies in Sonora, OroCity, Folsom, and Grass Valley;
ville, Nevada
and these are piously cared for by the descendants
of the settlers or families subsequently arrived.
After 1870 most of the organizations mentioned became defunct, the population having either shifted
to the new metropolitan centers or returned to the
East.
Out of a few of them small B'nai B'rith
lodges were organized and incorporated with DisCongregations remain at
trict No. 4 of that order.
the following points, besides the smaller ones given
below: San Francisco (6), Los Angeles (2), Sacra:

:

mento (1), Stockton (2), Oakland (2), San Jose (1),
San Diego (1); total, 15.
The Jews were prominent in the organization of
the

new

So far as the record
has been completed mention can be

state of California.

State
Activity,

made of Solomon Heydenfeldt,

chief

supreme court of California (1852-57) Henry A. Lyons, one
of the first three justices of the same court; Washington Bartlett, alcalde of San Francisco in 1849,
and governor of California in 1887; Elkan Heydenfeldt, brother of Solomon, and Isaac Cardoza, both
members of the California legislature of 1852; Samuel Marx, United States appraiser of the port of San
justice of the

;

Francisco; Joseph Shannon, county treasurer of
San Francisco in 1851 A. C. Labatt, an alderman of
San Francisco in the same year; besides a large number of business men. Of the latter there may be
mentioned the brothers Seligman, William, Henry,
Jesse, and James, of San Francisco, afterward eminent in finance Louis Sloss and Lewis Gerstle, of
Sacramento, afterward founders of the Alaska
Commercial Company; and of Los Angeles the
Hell man and Newmark families, the former now
leading financiers, and the latter still one of the
representative Jewish pioneer families of southern
;

;

California.

During the mining period the commercial
tlie

Hebrew

traders developed

skill of

relations with

the

East and with Europe (Soule, "Annals of San Francisco ").
The financial transactions of the early gold
period are represented in part by the names of Hebrews like Benjamin Davidson, agent of the Rothschilds, Albert Priest of Rhode Island, Albert Dyer
of Baltimore, and the three brothers Lazard, now
composing the international banking hou.se of Lazard
Frfires (Paris, London, and San Francisco); besides
the Seligmans (see above), the Glaziers, and the
Wormsers, all now in New York, but industrial and
financial pioneers of California.

Out of the .slenderest beginnings

— for most of these
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—

youths were not overburdened with means came
forth a number of the proudest business enterprises
of the coast and of the United States.
Moritz
Friedlander, about 1870, was one of the grain
kings of the country; Michael Reese, one of the
extensive realty brokers; and Adolph SuTRO, an
engineer, whose famous exploitation of the Comstock lodes by means of the Sutro tunnel has become
an interesting chapter in the mining history of the
United States. While many of the early commercial firms have passed away, others remain as monuments of pioneer industry and foresight, strong
financial concerns worthily maintained by the second and third generations. The London, Paris, and
American Bank (Sigmund Greenebaum, Riciiard Altschul) is still the agency of its founders, Lazard
Fr^res; the Anglo-Californian Bank (Philip N.
Lilieuthal, Ignatz Steinhart) is the successor of the

Seligman interests; and the Nevada Bank, the
Union Trust Company, and the Farmers and Merchants' Bank of Los Angeles (Isaiah W. Hellman,
Herman W. Hellman, I. W. Hellman, Jr.) are three
institutions representing a

number

of financial inter-

magnitude and importance. The
great coal-fields of the Northwest and of Canada
owe much to the exploitation of John
Pioneer
Rosenfeld; and the seal-fisheries of
Work in Alaska, as well as the mineral and
other resources of that territory, were
Alaska.
developed by Jewish successors of the
Hudson Bay Company, the Alaska Commercial Company, and its more modern competitors, the North
American Commercial Company (Herman Liebes,
Isaac Liebes) and Blum & Roth (Leon Blum and
ests of national

Daniel Roth).

The Jews of California are similarly prominent in
In medicine and surgery the leadthe professions.
ing names are: Hirschfelder (internal medicine), one
of the physicians to the late President McKinley
Rosenstirn (surgery and gynecology) Regensburger
(skin diseases) Newmark (nervous diseases) Abrams
(lung diseases) Barkan and Arnold (eye and ear).
Among the younger physicians of California of
Jewish extraction Joseph Erlanger, now a professor
of physiological chemistry at Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, may be prominently mentioned.
In law the names of Charles L. Ackerman, Jacob
B. Reinstein, Jesse W. Lilienthal, and Marcus Rosenthal represent a class of attorneys remarkable for
In the arts Ernest
legal acumen and capacity.
Peixotto, scion of an illustrious family, has become
an eminent representative of his people, and in economics his sister. Dr. Jessica Blanche Peixotto, holds
an established position.
The universities and colleges have their quota of
Jewish scholars. Among them are the following:
In the University of California, College of Agriculture, Jaffa; Department of Mathematics, Wilzcyn.ski; German faculty, Putzker, Senger; Semitic
Department, Voorsanger, Margolis medical faculty,
D'Ancona, Levison; board of regents, Hellman,
In the faculty of Cooper Medical College
Reinstein.
are Hirschfelder, Barkan, and Harris. In music, Ja;

;

;

;

;

cob H.Roswald, Cantor Edward J. Stark, Henry Hey
man, Landsberger, Sigmund Beel, and Louis Lisser
(professor of music at Mills's Seminary) represent
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recognized throughout the West. Louis
Sloss until his recent demise was treasurer of the
University of California, being succeeded by Lewis
Gerstle; Julius Jacobs is the subtreasurer of the
United States at San Francisco, and Herman Silver
was director of the United States Mint at Denver, Col.
abilities

The bench of California now has Max C. Sloss,
one of the youngest, but acknowledged to be one
of the most learned, of the judges of the superior
court of San Francisco. Julius Kahn is now member of Congress from the Fourth California District
(San Francisco).
In journalism, M. H. De Young, proprietor of the
San Francisco "Chronicle," is well known; and in
literature the native authoress, Emma Wolf, needs
but to be mentioned. In San Francisco alone more
than one hundred Jewish women are enrolled as
public-school teachers ("Directory of the Department of Public Schools of the City and County of
San Francisco," June 1, 1902), and there are several
The name of Leon
the high school faculties.
Sloss may be added as one of the regents of Stanford
in

University.
This rapid review of the present commercial and
professional status of the Jews of California is also
fairly indicative of their social standing and of the
excellent character of their communal institutions.
In 1901 the Jewish population of California did not
exceed 28,000, of which San Francisco alone numbered 17,500. This comparatively small body of
people is competently organized; every aspect of
communal work, including the religious, having
strong representation. The following table, though
by no means complete, furnishes an indication of the
organized strength of the Jews of California:

Jewish Organizations op California,
Including Congregations.

California
Califs

Califs
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Calixtus H.
idea that the

Jews

of Palestine considered the

Mos

lem victory a relief from the persecutions to which
they had been exposed under the Byzantine regime.
The Jews of Homs also looked forward to the conquest of their city by the Moslems (Beladhori, ed. De
During the siege of Csesarea a JewGoeje, p. 137).
named Josef is said to have led the Arab warriors
through a subterranean passage into the town which
contained 100,000 of his coreligionists. According
to another legend, the convert Ka'ab al-Ahbar predicted Omar's death three days before the latter was
assassinated (Ibn al-Athir, iii. 38; concerning Abdallah ibn Saba see i. 43).
The government of the califs of
2. Oramiads
the house of Oniayya was guided by principles unlike
those of their predecessors. Religious interests gave
way to dynastic considerations. Civil war and party
:

The unity of the Moslem religion
was broken by deep schisms. The Jews profited by

strife increased.

these conditions in that the heads of the various
political and religious factions had no
Ominiads leisure in which to disturb them. They

and
not only became reconciled to the new
Fatimites. order of things, but took part in the
spiritual life of the Moslems and in the
rise of literary activity among them.
The physician Maserjaweih of Bassora translated (683) a
medical work from Syriac into Arabic (Stein9chneider, "Z. D. M. G." Iii. 428 et seq.).
In Irak
the Jew Somair struck coins for the calif 'Abd alMalik, but was put into prison and threatened with
death by the tyrannical governor Hajjaj.
See Jewish Encyclopedia, i.
3. Abbassids
:

39.

4. Fatimite Califs in Egypt
With the con
quest of Egypt many Jewish communities came
under the Mohammedan rule. Amr b. al-Asi, the
conqueror of the country, is said to have reported
to Omar that he found in Alexandria alone 40,000
Jewish taxpayers (Calcashandi, tr. by Wilsten:

Otherwise the Jews of Egypt, and of
Africa in general, were not much in evidence for

feld, p. 44).

about two centuries. They seem to have enjoyed
comparative peace under the various dynasties
which strove to detach the North -African provinces
from the commander of the Faithful. Ziadat Allah,
the last Aghlabide prince, appointed the well-known
Isaac Israeli (the Elder) his physician-in-ordinarj-.
When the Aghlabide rule was overthrown, Isaac
passed over into the service of the conqueror, Obaid
Allah, founder of the Fatimite dynasty.
This was
about the time that Saadia was born in Fayum.
Obaid Allah himself was said to have been the son
of a Jewish widow in Salamiyya.
His name was
Said, and when his mother married the Shiitic
chief Al-Husain, his stepfather converted him to
Islam.
He was then declared to be the longexpected Imam, and, on coming to power, he assumed the name "Obaid Allah." This story is,
however, supposed to have been concocted in order
to discredit the descent of Obaid Allah from Fatima,
the daughter of Mohammed.
Obaid Allah and his successors extended the Fatimite power at the expense of the califs of Bagdad.
Al Aziz, who had made himself master of Syria, appointed the Jew Manasse and the Christian Isa his
'
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lieutenants (996).
Through the treachery of several
citizens they were, however, subsequently

Moslem

deposed and thrown into prison. This change of
policy toward tlie Jews assumed a much graver
character under the next calif, the famous Al-Hakim.
This monarch, suddenly seized by a fanatic zeal for
his cause, developed what is called the "religion of
the Druses " (see De Sacy, "La Religion des Druses,"
One of the consequences of his doctrine
p. 303).

was excessive severity in the treatment of nonMoslems. In 1004 he ordered Jews and Christians
to wear black turbans, and black marks on their yellow costumes, and when bathing they were obliged
to wear around the neck a bell, or a block of wood
weighing five pounds and resembling a calf's head.
Jewish bathers were distinguished by
Perwooden blocks. Jews were forbidden
secution by to ride on horseback, or to hire mules
Al-Hakim. and asses from Moslem owners. They
could use only wooden saddles, and
were compelled to wear the bags on the right side.
Moslems were forbidden to serve them or to allow
them the use of their ships. Spies were employed
to discover all transgressors of these

Many Jews adopted
and many emigrated

restrictions.

Islam, or pretended to do so,
to foreign countries.
Shortly

before his death Al-Hakim relented, and permitted
the Jews to return to their old faith.
About this time the brothers Abu Sa'd Ibrahim
and Abu Nasr Harun, sons of Abu Sahl of Tustar,
were prominent merchants in Cairo. The calif AlZahir (1021-36) bought from Abu Sa'd a female slave,
who became the mother of the next calif, Al-Mustansir.
In consequence of this, Abu Sa'd's influence

became

At

verj^ great.

his

recommendation Al-Mus-

Abu

tansir appointed

ul-Fath Sadakah, a converted
Jew, as vizier. Some time afterward the latter caused
Abu Sa'd to be assassinated. Under the rule of AlAmir (1101-30) a Jew named Abu al-Manja was appointed governor of the district of Damietta. At the
request of the citizens he built a canal, which was
long known under the name of " the canal of Abu
al-Manja " (Makrizi, 1. 487; Calcashandi, p. 27). The
next calif, Al-Hatiz, appointed the Jew Abu Mansur
his physician-in-ordinary; the latter, when commanded to poison the calif's son, refused to do so.
In 1171 the Fatimite califate was declared extinct by
Saladin.
At about the same time Benjamin of
Tudela visited Cairo and gave much interesting in
formation about the religious and communal life of
the Jews of the place, information which is corroborated and supplemented by later authors (see Eng-

lish translation

by Asher).
H. Hru.

G.

CALIGULA (CAITJS CiESAR AUGUSTUS
GERMANICUS) Third emperor of Rome; born
:

assassinated at Rome Jan. 24, 41.
He soon displayed the characteristics which made his
reign a blot on Roman history.
He formed a strong
friendship for the Jewish king Agrippa, who, as the
Romans thought, influenced Caligula for the worse.
Later on, Caligula professed belief in his own divinity, and ordered altars to be erected to himself
and worship to be paid to him. In Alexandria the
Roman governor, A. Avillius Flaccus, tried to force
this worship on the Jews, and made their disobedi-

Aug.

31, 12 c.E.

;

;
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ence a pretext for persecuting tlieni. He even suppressed an address of homage wliich they purposed
sending to Caligula. The governor was suddenly
removed in the autumn of 38, and the condition of
the

Jews under

his successor, C. Vitrasius Pollio,

until the death of Caligula,

The discord between

the

is unknown.
Jews and the heathens of

Alexandria continued. In the year 40 both sent
delegations to Caligula, in order to present the matter to

him and

to

win

his

good -will.

Jewish

Philo headed the Jewish embassy, and
Delegates Apion that of the heathen.
report
to Caligula, of the mission by Philo has been preserved, though not in the original
and an alleged report of the heathen delegation is
found in the collection of papyri at Berlin, which
Wilcken intends to edit ("Hermes," xxvii. 474).
The mission ended unfavorably for the Jews. Heli-

A

con, abase favorite of Caligula, assisted the Alexandrians to thwart the Jews. Caligula ultimately
consented to receive the embassy, but treated them
with the utmost contumely and insult. They were

obliged to follow at his heels while he interspersed
orders to his gardeners with ribald remarks on the

Jewish religion. Naturally no redress ensued from
such an interview.
Meanwhile, Caligula's madness almost caused calamity to the Jews of Palestine also. The heathens
of Jamnia, a seaport largely peopled with Jews, provoked the latter and exhibited their own loyalty by
erecting an altar in honor of Caligula.
Forthwith
the Jews demolished it. Herennius Capito, the procurator, reported this to Caligula, who, infuriated,
sent an order that his image be placed in the Temple
at Jerusalem.
Petronius, the governor of Syria, was
ordered to mobilize half of his army in Palestine in
order to enforce this command (39-40).
Trouble in Petronius, anticipating a serious conPalestine, flict, endeavored either to gain the assent of the Jews to the imperial command or to secure the revocation of the latter.
When the news of Caligula's intention spread
through Palestine, it occasioned general mourning.
large delegation appeared before Petronius at
Ptolemais, his headquarters, and their mournful
petition produced a deep impression on him.
Later,
a similar deputation came before Petronius at Tiberias and was joined by Aristobulus, Agrippa's eloquent brother. In the mean time, however, Agrippa
had arrived at Rome, and at a banquet given by
him to the emperor, he succeeded in inveigling the
latter into a virtual revocation of his order.
Afterward the letter of Petronius, asking the emperor for
an annulment of his order, arrived; Caligula was
incensed at the audacitj'' of the governor, and regretting his former action, laid plans for introducing
his statue into the Temple surreptitiously, and sent
an order of immediate suicide to Petronius. This
message did not reach its destination until after the
receipt of the news of Caligula's assassination at the
hand of Cassius Chaereas. It is possible that the day
of his death (22 Shebat) was instituted as a memorial daj' at Jerusalem.

drie, 2d cA., Paris, 1870; Mominsen, ROrtii'^che Gesch.\. 515519; Grfitz, Gesch. dcr Judcn, 4th ed., iii. 319 et seq 573 et
seq.; Schiirer, Gc^efi. 3d ed., i. 495 ct .srt/.; Vogelstein and
Rieger, Gesch. dcr Juden in Rom, i. 16-18.
G.
H. G. E.
.

CALIMANI, BARUCH:

Italian publisher;
lived in the second lialf of the sixteenth and at the
beginning of the seventeenth century at Venice.
He issued the work of his teacher, Eliezer Ashkenazi, "Ma'ase Adonai " (Venice, 1.583), and Moses

Alshech's "Torat Mosheh " (ib. 1601), adding rhetorboth works.

ical prefaces to

Bibliography Nepi-Ghirondi, Zeker Zaddikim.
:

:

:

;

p. 54

;

Eliezer

Ashkenazi, 3/a'asc Ad(>)ini. ed. Cracow.
I-.G.

Ber.

I.

SIMHAH

CALIMANI,

ABRAHAM:

(SIMON)

BEN

Venetian rabbi and author; died at
Venice Aug. 2, 1784. He was a versatile writer,
and equally prominent as linguist, poet, orator, and
Talmudist. During his rabbinate Calimani was en-

gaged as corrector at the Hebrew printing-office in
Venice. Among the great number of books revised
by him was the responsum of David ben Zimra
(RaDBaZ), to which he added an index, and the
" Yad Haruzim " (on Hebrew versification) of Gerson
Hefez, enriched with interesting notes of his own.
Calimani was the author of the following works:

Rabbino Morale-Toscano," an Italian transMishnah treatise Abot (in collaboration with Jacob Saraval, Venice, 1729, often reprinted); (2) "Kelale Dilj:duke Leshon 'Eber," a
Hebrew grammar inserted at the end of the Bible,
edited at Venice, 1739; (3) "Grammatica Ebrea," an
(1)

"11

lation of the

Italian translation of the preceding work, Venice,
1751; Pisa, 181.5; (4)"Kol Simhah " (Voice of Joy),

an allegorical drama, with Jealousy, Folly, and

Wisdom

as the heroes, Venice, 1758;

(5)

Hebrew

a

Italian dictionary, left unfinished.

Calimani was liberal in his religious views, and
took part in the campaign directed by Wessely
against the delivery of casuistic lectures (pilpul) in
the synagogues (see Zunz, "G. V." p. 459, note c).
Bibliography

Nepi-Ghirondi, Toledot Gedole Yisrael. p. 3i5;
Dei Rossi, Dizionarin Storico, p. 70 Steiuschneider, Cat.
Bodl. col. 2595; idem, Bihi. Handhuch, No. 34S idem, in
MoJiatsschrift, xliii. 565, 567 Mortara, Indice. p. 9.
G.
I. Br.

A

Bibliography: Philo, Dr Legatinne nd Cajnm; idem. In
Flaccum Suetonius, Caliuula Dlo Cassius, lix. et seq.; Josephus, Ant. xviii. 6, xlx. 1 Delaunay, Philon d'Alexan-

Califs

Calixtus n.

:

;

;

;

CALITAS A
:

Levite

who had

married a foreign

wife, but, at the solicitation of Ezra, repudiated her
ix. 23).
Ezra x. 23 gives "Kelaiah," a gloshowever, giving the collateral form "Kelita."
He is perhaps identical with the " Calitas " who
helped Ezra to explain the Law (I Esd. ix. 48; in
Neh. viii. 7 given as " Kelita ").

(I

Esd.

sator,

G. B. L.

E. G. H.

CALIXTUS

II.

One hundred and

(GUIDO OF BURGUNDY)
sixty -seventh

:

pope (1119-24);

born at Quigney, near Besan^on, France; died at
Rome Dec. 12, 1124. His attitude toward the Jews
was a very favorable one. On entering Rome, after
having defeated the antipopc Gregorj- VIII., Calixtus issued a bull which prohibited the forced conversions of Jews.
Calixtus said, " From constrained
adoption of Christianity, a faithful adherence to that
religion can not be exj^ected."
He also forbade, under pain of excommunication, the infliction of bodily
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or pecuniary injuries on Jews who had not been
condemned by a tribunal they were not to
be hindered in the exercise of their religion, nor were
their cemeteries to be detiled.
This bull served as a
model t(Tthe subsequent popes who were favorably
legally

;

inclined toward the Jews.

It

was mentioned in the
and in that of

bull "Sicut Judaeis" of Innocent IV.,

Eugen

IV.
Bibliography: Stem, Urktmdliche Beitrttgc zur Stelluiig
dcr Pilpste zu den Juden, i. 4S; Watterich, Poiitificum
Romanorum, etc., ii. 138; Vogelstein and Rieger, Oesch. der
Judeii in

Rom,

i.

I.

Bk.

CALLENBERG, JOHANN HEINRICH

CALLISTHENES A Syrian who was believed
:

have been concerned in the burning of the gates
of the Temple during the persecution to which the
Jews were subjected in the reign of Antiochus
Epiphanes (I Mace. iv. 38). When the Jews were
celebrating their subsequent victory over Nicanor
(135 B.C.), they captured CaUisthenes, Avhohad taken
refuge in a little house, and burned him to death.
" And so he received .a reward meet for his wickedness" (II Mace. viii. 33).
E. G. H.
to

CALM, MARIE

219.

G.
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(pseudonym,

German authoress and advocate

M. Rutland)
of

women's

:

suf-

:

Professor of theology and philology, and promoter
of conversionist enterprise among the Jews; born
of peasant parents at Molschleben Jan. 12, 1694;
died July 11, 1760. In 1735 he was appointed professor of philology in the University of Halle, and
in 1739 professor of theology.
From his youth he
cherished the idea of working for the conversion of
the Mohammedans but later he devoted himself to
missionary work among the Jews, and established, in
1728, the Institutum Judaicum, to which he attached
a printing-office. In this office he printed the Gospel
and other Christian books in the Judaeo-Qerman dialect, and distributed them among the Jews.
He also
sent missionaries to other European countries, and
was a patron of converted Jews. His plans for the
conversion of Mohammedans were resumed some
what later, but in these he utterly failed. The Institutum Judaicum existed until 1791.
Bibliography: Allaemeine Deutsche Biographic; HerzogPlltt, ReaUEncyklopiidie fUr Protest ant ische Theologie
U7id Kirche, see Missionen Unter den Juden Fiirst, Bib-

frage; born at Arolsen,

Germany, April 3, 1832; died
Germany, Feb. 22, 1887. She managed a
seminary for indigent girls at Cassel, and was one
of the original members of the Allgemeine Deutsche
Frauenverein. Aside from her books on household
economics and etiquette, she was the author of:
"Bilder und Klange," poems, Cassel, 1871; "Weibliches Wirken in Kiiche, Wohnzimmer, und Salon,"
at Cassel,

;

;

liotheca Judaica.

A. R.

T.

"CALLING UP." See 'Amyah.
C ALLIRBHOE Hot springs on the western side
:

of the Dead Sea, near the Zerka Maim (Buhl, "Geographic des Alten Palastina," p. 123 Smith, " Historical Geography of Palestine," p. 571). Josephus describes the springs ("Ant." xvii. 6, § 2) as running
into the lake of Asphaltites and as being fit to drink.
They were, however, strongly sulfurous, and for
this reason were used for medicinal purposes to
cure skin diseases. It was to Callirrhoe that Herod
went for relief from his ailment, without, however,
securing it. Modern travelers have noticed at Callirrhoe four large and many small springs. Sulfurous
vapors are given off by the waters, the temperature
of which is the same as that of the waters of Tiberias, 49° C.
The ground around the sources is
covered with reeds, thorns, and wild palm-trees
(Robinson, "Physical Geography," pp. 163-164).
Neubauer supposes that by the appellation D1^3
("Biram"), mentioned in the Talmud (Sanhedrin
108a) among the thermal places, is meant Callirrhoe,
which is situated in the vicinity of Baris; and that
DT3 is a corrupt reading of D"l"'a. In fact, Josephus speaks of a locality called Baaras situated in a
valley in the vicinity of Machaerus, where flames
rising from the earth can be noticed in the night.
This locality is called by Eusebius and Jerome Baris
or Baru. " Callirrhoe " is the post-Biblical name of
Lasha.
Bibliography Neubauer, La Oeographie du Talmud, pp.
;

:

37, 254.

J-

JK.

G. B. L.

Berlin, 1874; third edition, 1882; "Leo, "novel, 1876;
"Ein Blick ins Leben," Stuttgart, 1877; "Wilde

Blumen," novel, Bremen, 1880; "Echter Adel,"
Stuttgart, 1883; and "Bella's Blaubuch," Leipsic,
1883.

Bibliography: Lerikon Deutscher Frauen der Feder,
130,

11.

ment,

214;

1.

Brockhaus, Konversations-Lexikon, Supple-

p. 215.

E. Ms.

8.

CALMANSON, JACOB

(JACaiTES).

See

Poland.

CALMER, LIEFMANN: Baron of Picquigny,
an important personage in French Jewry of the
eighteenth century; born in Aurich, Hanover, in
1711; died in Paris Dec. 17, 1784. His full synagogal name was Moses EliezerLipmannben Kalonymus in German, "Kallmann," whence the family
name " Calmer " is said to have been derived. From
"Lipmann" undoubtedly came "Liefmann." Calmer first settled in The Hague, and later left Holland
for France, in which country he obtained letters of

—

naturalization.

On

April 27, 1774, Pierre Briet, lord of Benapre,
man for Calmer, bought from the creditors
of the duke of Chaulnes the barony of Picquigny
and viscountcy of Amiens for 1,500,000 francs.
little later it was declared that the purchase was
made in the name of Liefmann Calmer, full citizen
of The Hague and naturalized Frenchman. He thus
became baron of Picquigny and viscount of Amiens.
as straw

A

Calmer had three sons, two of whom were guillotined during the Reign of Terror; the third dying
without issue in 1824.
Bibliography:

Isidore Loeb,

XVIIIe

Un Baron

Juif Franqais

au

Steele, in Aiimiaire des Archives Israelites, 18851886, p. 136; Leon Kahn, Histoire de la
Israelite de Paris, 1886, Appendix, p. 189.

Communaute

H. Gut.

J.

C ALMET,

AUGUSTIN

logian, historian,

French Catholic theoand Biblical scholar; born 1672 at
:

Mesnil-la-Horgne in Lorraine; died 1757 in Paris.
In 1688 he entered the Order of St. Benedict, and

began his studies. Coming across the smaller Hebrew grammar by Buxtorf and some other Hebrew
books in the abbey of Milnster, he undertook the
study of the language, assisted by the Protestant
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pastor Faber.

From

1696 to 1704

lie

was

instructor

abbey of Moyen-Moutier, and there wrote his
commentary on tlie Bible. After various ecclesiastical appointments, he became abbot of Senones (in
Lorraine), in which position he remained until his
in the

death.
is

Of Calmet's numerous works (a full list of which
given by Fange, and in the "Nouvelle Biographic

Generale ") only four need be mentioned here: (1)
His first exegetical work, on which rests his reputation as a Biblical scholar, is the commentary " La Ste.
Bible en Latin et en Frangais avec un Commentaire
Litteral et Critique " (1707 4th ed., 1729).
He was
the first prominent Catholic theologian who abandoned the allegorical and mystical method of interpretation, and undertook to give the literal sense of the
Bible words. The value of this book lies, however,
not so much in its exegesis as in the dissertations
attached to it, which treat such topics as Hebrewpoetry, music, weights and measures, medicine,
marriage customs, burial customs, military organization, circumcision, the Sanhedriu, and Hebrew
schools and sects, and are, for his time, remarkably
full and judicious, though now superseded.
They
were published separately under the title "Dissertations qui PeuventServir de Prolegom^nes a I'Ecriture Sainte " (1720).
An extract of his Bible editions is known under the title "Bible de I'Abbe
Vence.'" The "Tresor d'Antiquites Sacrees et Profanes" (Paris, 1722, three volumes) is substantially
the same work.
An English translation of a selection from the dissertations appeared in 1727, and they
were also translated into other European languages.
(2) Closelj' connected with the commentary is his
" Dictionnaire Historique et Critique Chronologique,
Geographique et Litteral de la Bible" (1722; Supplement, 1728), which is chiefly a collection of the
explanatory remarks in the commentary. Many
editions and many translations of it have appeared,
;

among them a good

translation into English by
and one by Taylor (1795, 1800) with
a worthless appendix (American reprint of Taylor,
The best-known American edition is that of
1812).
Edward Robinson (1832), in which Calmet's material is condensed and revised.
This dictionary was
the first work of the kind, and was the point of de-

D'Oyly

(1732),

parture for all others. (3) "Histoire Sainte de
I'Ancien et Nouveau Testament et des Juifs," etc.
(1718; English translation, 1740), extending to the
destruction of Jerusalem. (4) "Histoire Sacree et
Profane Depuis le Commencement du Monde Jusqu'a
Nos Jours" (1735), coming down to 1720. In these
works, which are mere compilations, Jewish historjis treated sympathetically
but Calmet's ignorance
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Babylonian kingdom of Nimrod (Gen. x. 10). The
site of Calneh is unknown.
It has been identified with Nippur (modern Niffer) by Rawlinson on
the ground of theTalraudic statement, " Calneh means
Nippar " (Yoma 10a) but the basis is insufficient.
Nor is the concurrent testimonj' of Targum, Eusebius, and Jerome sufficient for the equation Calneh = Ctesiphon.
In recent times it has been proposed to identify Calneh with Kulunu (Zarilab,
Zirlaba); but this, too, is doubtful.
2. A city mentioned in Amos vi. 3, which may with some probability be identified with Kullani, conquered by
Tiglath-pileser III., and represented by the modern
KuUanhu, about six miles from Arpad.
exact

;

J.

JH.

R.

SAMUEL BEN MOSES:

CALNI,

W.

R.

Turkish

rabbi of the fifteenth centurj'
born at Arta in the
]\Iorea.
Caliii is the author of responsa entitled
"Mishpete Shemuel," and printed by his nephew at
Venice, 1599-1600.
He was the son-in-law of Ben;

jamin b. Mattathias, author of "Benjamin Ze'eb,"
as the latter says in a responsum.
Bibliography: Kore ha-Dorot,
Hauyim, p. 283.

34b, 39a;

Michael,

L. G.

Or

ha-

V. C.

CALNO

:

A

city

mentioned with Hamath and

Samaria, and compared to Carchemish (Isa. x. 9).
Its identity is doubtful.
It is named " Calneh " in
Amos vi. 2; but must not be confused with the
Calneh of Gen. x. 10. The latter was a Babylonian
city, held by some to be the modern Niffer, by others
to be Ctesiphon.
The Septuagint seems to have
disregarded this distinction; for, according to it,
the tower was built in our Calno.
The towns mentioned in Isaiah being Syrian, and not Babylonian,
precludes the identification of Calno (Calneh) with
Kullani, captured by Tiglath-pileser III. in 738.
IN either can it be regarded as the Kullani mentioned
among the cities and territories north of Assyria,
given in the geographical list in "Western Asiatic
Inscriptions," ii. 53, No. 1, line 6b.
More acceptable is the equation Calno = Kulnia, which occurs in
Assyrian tribute-lists (ib. ii. 53, No. 3). Delitzsch
suggests that the Biblical city stands for Kullanhu,
situated about six miles from Arpad. Pinches accepts this identification as "the best," and this opinion is indorsed by Cheyne, Winckler, Field, Hommel,

and

others.

Bibliography: Hastings, Diet. Bible, s.v.; Cheyne and Black,
Encyc. Bihl.; Delitzsch, Oenesis; Schrader, K.A. T.; Buhl,
Geographic des Alten Paldstinas.
E. G. H.

;

of

Talmudic and rabbinical

literature

makes

his

CALUMNY

:

Evil-speaking a sin regarded with
;

account of the times after the destruction of Jerusalem meager and misleading, and he has no sympathy whatever with the post-Biblical thought of the
Jews.

intense aversion both in the Bible and in rabbinical
literature.
The technical term for it in the latter is

Bibliography: Ca\meVs Autnbingraphie,

"talk" in a sinister sense; ^^D"), the "merchandise"
of gossip with which the talebearer goes about; and
7Jn, a verb, denoting the " peddling " of slander.
As these words indicate, that which is condemned
as " leshon hara' " denotes all the deliberate, malicious, untruthful accusations which have the pur-

in

hU Bihliotheque

Lorraine, 1728; Fang^, Vie de Dom Calmei, 1763; Ersch
and Gruber, Encyc; Nouvelle Biog. Generale; Migne, Dictionnaires Chretiens Herzog-Hauck, RealrEncjic.
;

CALNEH:

1. City, mentioned together with
Babylon, Erech, and Accad as forming part of the

yin

pC'^ (leshon hara',
the Bible the equivalent

"the evil tongue").
In
are: n31, meaning

words

pose of injuring one's neighbor, that

is,

calumny

'
'
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proper, and also the idle but mischievous chatter
which is equally forbidden, though it is not slander.
In the Pentateuch evil-speaking of both kinds is
expressly forbidden (Lev. xix. 16): "'Thou shalt not
go about as a talebearer among thy people," and
(Ex. xxiii. 1), "Thou shalt not raise a false report;
put not thine hand with the wicked to be an un-

righteous witness." Upon this the Rabbis comment
(Mek. Ex. 20), "It is a warning not to receive or
Of course, the most comprelisten to evil reports."
hensive commandment in connection with this is the
" Thou shalt not bear false
ninth of the Decalogue
witness against thy neighbor." In descriptions of
corrupt societ}', calumnj' is alwaj'^s emphasized as a
prominent feature. Jer. ix. 2, 3 speaks of those
"that bend their tongues like bows for lies, every
neighbor walketh with slanders " and Ezek. xxii.
9, "In thee are men that carry tales to shed blood."
The Psalms and books of the Wisdom
Biblical
literature aboimd in descriptions of
Prothe terrible workings of this sin.
Ps.
1.
"Thou sittest and speakest
hibition.
20:
against thy brother, thou slanderest
thine own mother's son." Prov. x. 18: "He that
hideth hatred with lying lips, and he that uttereth a
slander, is a fool "; and Ps. ci. 5: "Him that slanderProv.
eth his neighbor in secret I will cut off."
XXX. 10: " Calumniate not a servant unto his master
lest he curse thee and thou be found guilty."
Eccl.
X. 11: "Surely the serpent will bite without enchantment, and the man of the [evil] tongue is no
better."
And Eccl us. xxviii. 12-26 contains an eloquent denunciation of the evil tongue, the gist of
which (v. 18) is: "Many have fallen by the edge of
the sword, but not so many as have fallen by the
tongue." Specially characteristic is the repeated
complaint of the pious because of slanderous persecutors.
Ps. xxxi. 13: "For I have heard the slander of many, fear was on every side while they
took counsel together against me, they devised to
:

;

;

tfike

XX.

awav my

(compare Ps. xxxv. 11;

life"

Jer.

10).

The man that abstains from evil speech is given
the highest praise.
Among the qualities which befit
a

The

dwells in Jehovah's tent

is " that

he uttereth no calumny with
tongue " (Ps. xv. 3). It is recomVirtue.
mended as an indispensable condition
for life rich in years and happiness.
Keep thy tongue from evil and thy lips from speak-

Opposite

"

man who

his

ing guile" (Ps. xxxiv.

12, 13).

The Talmud and Midrash teem with

references to
the evils of calumny.
In Gen. R. xxvi. 2 slander is
compared to the venom of the serpent. "As this
affects ever}' part of the body, so does the slanderer
wound the soul of mankind. As the serpent's
venom injures from a distance, so calumny may be
hissed forth by one living in Rome to slay one living
in Syria.
The slanderous tongue is called 'telitai
[threefold], as being a threefold murderer.
It ruins
the slanderer, the listener, and the maligned."
Its disastrous effects on a whole generation are
suggested in the following (Gen. R. xxvi. 2): "The
contemporaries of David despite their virtues go to
battle and are defeated, because among them are
Doeg and Ahitophel, who were eager for calumnies.
'
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The men of Ahab's time, though
battle and are victorious because

go to
no slanderer among them."
And again
EflFects.
(Shab. 56b), "If David had not listened to the evil tongue (in reference to
Mephibosheth, II Sam. xvi. 3, 4), the kingdom would
not have been divided Israel would not have served
idols, and we should not have been driven from our
land." The decree of condemnation of the generations of the desert that had tried God ten times
(Num. xiv. 22) was finally sealed, and they were
not to enter the Promised Land because the spies
had brought slanderous reports (Num. xiv. 37) concerning the country ('Ar. 15a).
The heinousness of this sin is striking!}^ taught in
idolatrous,

there

is

;

Midr. Yalk., Ps. ci. 5: "Of
sententious sayings.
the slanderer, the Holy One says, he and I can not
dwell together in the world." 'Ar. 15 b: "The
slanderer denies God." Sotah 42a: "Four classes
will be excluded from the Divine Presence: scoffers,
liars, hypocrites, and slanderers."
And strongest of
all ('Ar. 15b and Gen. R. Ixx. 4), slander is equal
in a moral sense to idolatry, adultery, and murder; and rather than commit any of them, an Israelite in time of persecution must forfeit his life.
So sensitive were the Rabbis to the possibilities of
this sin in all men that they spoke of the "abak
leshon hara' " (the fine dust of calumnjO that is, of
words which, while innocent, may lead
The "Fine to calumny, and against which one
Dust of must be on his guard (B. B. 165a;
Calumny." 'Ar. 16a). They therefore warned
against extravagant praise of our fellow-man lest "by too much praise you provoke
abuse." As a safeguard against the gossip habit
they said ('Ar. lob): "If a scholar, let him occupy
himself with the study of the Torah if a man of the
people, let him cultivate self -depreciation."
Calumny appeared to the Rabbis to deserve special and severe punishment.
They saw in leprosy
its merited retribution ('Ar. 15b, and Ab. R. N.
This conception was based on the account of
ix. 2).
the punishment of Miriam for speaking evil of Moses
;

;

(Num.

xii.

1,

19).

Ingenious

is

their

('Ar. 16b) that, as the slanderer does the

comment
work of

moral leprosy, separating husbands from wives, he
is naturally punished by a disease that casts him
out from society. They also (Shab. 36a and 36b) attribute quinsy to the sin of evil speech.
According
to one rabbi (Yalk., Ps. ci. 5), the slanPiinishderer deserves stoning: another (Pes.
ment.
118a) vents his anger thus: "He who
speaks evil of his neighbor, and he
who listens, and he who bears false witness against
his neighbor, deserve to be cast to the dogs."
It is characteristic

of

Judaism that

it

knows of

no hero without a blemish; and as sins of speech are
all-prevalent, because of human fallibilitj^ (B. B.
165a), there is a tendency in the Midrash to discover
the best man's failure in the form of a sin of the
tongue.
So Joseph is punished for slandering his
brethren (Gen. xxxvii. 2; Gen. R. Ixxxiv. 7, and
Yer. Peah, i. 1).
In Yalk. on Isa. vi. 5 we are told
that those who are leaders of the people are in danger of sinning through too severe censure. Thus

Moses

for saying "

Hear ye,

rebels

"(Num. xx. 10-18);

"
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Cambridgre

Elijah for asserting (I Kings xix. 10), "The cliildrcn
of Israel have forsaken thy covenant" and Isaiah
for exclaiming, "And in the midst of a people of
unclean lips 1 dwell," were all in some manner

wrote a eulogj' of him in a Hebrew poem after his
graduation, and subsequently corresponded with
him. When Calvo died Joseph ben David wrote an
elegy, which is published in his " Yekara de-Shakbe,

punished by God.
The frequent and passionate reiteration of the

Salonica, 1774.

;

and religious sanctions in Bible and Talmud
against calumny are explained because its work in
ethical

robbing men of tlieir reputation is usually too subThere are,
tle to be reached by the arm of the law.
however, two cases which could be reached by the
civil authorities: The man who, because of some
dislike, "brings up an evil name" (Deut. xxii. 13-19)
upon the woman whom he has marLegal
ried.
If his accusation is found unRemedies. true, he must pay a fine of one "hundred (shekels) of silver," and "he may
not put her away all his days." Comparing this
fine with the amount that he who forces an unbetrothed virgin into sexual sin had to pay (Deut.
xxii. 28), the sages in 'Ar. iii. 5 say, "From this
we gather that sometimes evil speech is more
severely punished than evil deed."
People whose malice leads them to plot the injury
or death of another by deliberately bearing false
witness against him (Deut. xix. 16-21), wiien their
testimony was proved to be false by the process according to the traditional interpretation of showing
that they were not present at the time and in the
place with respect to which they bear witness, were
condemned to receive the punishment which their
testimony, if acted upon by the court, would have
brought upon the falsely accused (see Alibi).
The religious horror, the moral indignation, and
penal severity with which "leshon hara'" (the calumniating tongue) was attacked during every stage
in the development of Jewish thought, may be said
to be the expression of the ethical principle (Ab.
ii. 10), "Let the honor of thy fellow-man be as dear
to thee as thine own."
Bibliography: Hastings, Diet. Bihle, s.v. Slander or EvilSpeaking; Hamburger, R. B. 3'., s.v. VerJeumdung Kalian
Israel Moses, Shemirat
ha-Lashon, Wilna, 1876 (several
;

times reprinted).

K.

S.

THOMAS:

CALVERT,

English

Sc.

Hebrew

died at York March, 1679. He
wrote "The Blessed Jew of Morocco" (York, 1648),
an adaptation of the well-known letter of Samuel
scholar; born 1606;

Maroccanus,

itself

probably derived from the po-

lemical treatise of Samuel

Abu Nasr

ibn Abbas.

CALVO, EMANUEL:

Italian

phy.sician

and

born at Salonica toward the end
In
of the seventeenth century; died before 1772.
early youth he went to Leghorn with his learned
father, Raphael Calvo, and on Oct. 23, 1724, was
Calvo practised
graduated as doctor in Padua.
medicine with considerable success at Leghorn, but
inclined to the Cabala toward the end of his life.
Several of Calvo's poems are included in A. B.
Piperno's collection "Kol 'Ugab," Leghorn, 1846.
He was an intimate friend of the poet Abraham
Isaac Castello and of Moses Hayyim Luzzatto. who

Neo-Hebraic poet

;

Nepi-Ghlrondi, Toledot Gedole Yisrael, p.
284; Carmoly, Histoire des Medecin.t Juifn, Anciens et
Modernes, p. 241 ; Rev. Etudes Juives, xxxix. 134.

M. K.

J.

CALVOR, CASPER:

Lutheran

theologian;
born Nov. 8, 1650, at Hildesheim, Prussia; died at
Clausthal May 11, 1725.
He became master of
arts in 1674, deacon at Zelierfeld in 1677, superintendent in 1684, councilor of the consistory in 1708,
and general superintendent of Clausthal in 1710.
Calvor cariied on missionary work among the Jews,
and distributed among them Christian books, which
he printed in Hebrew and German.

Bibliography:

Fiirst.

Bihliotheea Judaiea;

Deutsche Bingiapliie;
Jahrhunderis preface
;

AUgcmeine

Sclilegel, Kirchengesch. des 18.
to Callenberg, Jildisch-Deutsches

WOrterbilchleiti.

A. R.

T.

CALW, MEIR.

CAMBRIDGE

See

MeIr Calw.

University town of England, and
one of the earliest English towns inhabited by Jews.
Fuller ("History of Cambridge," p. 8) fixes the date
of the

first

:

Jewish settlement as 1073. The old S3'nprison, but was given to the

agogue was near the

Franciscans (Brewer,

"Monumenta

Franciscaua,"

There is a tradition that the Round
Church near St. John's College was a synagogue;
and the parishes of All Saints and St. Sepulcher are
still known as "in the Jewry."
One of the earliest
episodes mentioned with regard to the Cambridge
Jewry is a fine infiicted upon Comitissa, a Jewess of
Cambridge, for allowing her son to marrj' a Lincoln
Jewess without the king's permission. It is probable that this Comitissa was the mother of Moses ben
Isaac Hanassiah, the author of the "Sefer haShoham." There is a grammarian known as Benjamin of Canterbury; but he is more likely to have
been of Cambridge, since the Latin records make
mention of a "Magister Bin jamin " at Cambridge.
No other prominent Jewish personage is known to
have lived at Cambridge in early days; but it remained one of the more important of the Jewries up
to the Expulsion, being the scat of an Akcha.
In 1224 Henry III. granted the house of Benjamin the Jew to the town as a jail. This was on the
pp. 17,

18).

The Jews of Camof the present Guildhall.
bridge do not seem to have suffered during tlie riots
of 1189-90; but they were victims during the revolt
of the barons in 1266.
Since the return of the Jews to England, the chief
connection of Jews with Cambridge has been a few
teachers at the university, like Israel Lyons (1739-75),

site

Diet. National

Biography, vlil. 274, 275;
Palmer, Nonconformist Memorial, ill. 458, 459.
E. Ms.
T.

BiBLior.RAPHY:

BiBMOGRAPHY:

Schiller-Szinnessy, and Solomon Schechter.
The last-named raised the University Library collection of Hebrew manuscripts to the first rank by preS.

senting to it the collection of fragments from the
Genizah of Cairo, which he had collected during a
Professor J. J.
scientific mission to that city.
Sylvester took high honors in mathematics in
1839, but was debarred from taking his degree
by the university statutes. In 1869 Numa Hartog

Camel
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Cazaondo

gained the position of senior wrangler, the liighcst
mathematical triumph a student can obtain, and by
this means helped to pass the University Tests Act
which allowed Jews to take their degrees. Many
Jewish students have obtained considerable distincIsrael Abration in the colleges and universities.
hams is now (1902) reader in Rabbinic in the univerThere is a small congregation in the town,
sity.
which has a meeting-hall.
BlBLiOORAPHY Jacobs, Jews of Annevin England, pp. 4,
Cooper. Annals of Cambridnc, under the yeans
223. 374-375
:

;

1215. 1234, 12<;6; Baker.
26-27.

Histo'm of St. Jufm's College, pp.
J.

CAMEL

The well-known ruminant, native in
Asia and Africa. The word " camel " (Hebrew, ^QJ,
gamal) is the same in the Assyrian, Samaritan. Aia:

maic, Syriac, Arabic, Egyptian, and Ethiopic languages. Together with the knowledge of the animal,
its

name was introduced

Latin (camelus), w'heuce

into

Greek

(Ka/iriAog)

and

many modern languages

war;
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in Isa. xxi. 7, camel-riders

force of the Elamites.

The

were part of the
were forbidden

Israelites

to eat the camel (Lev. xi. 4; Deut. xiv. 7; see Bochart, "Hierozoicon," i. 11); it was the opinion of

the Arabs that Jacob forbade

it

as

food because

produced sciatica.
As in Arabic, so also in
Hebrew, the expressions " beker " (133, Isa. Ix. 6)
and " bikrah " (m33. Jer. ii. 23) denote the young,

it

vigorous animals. In the tirst passage Targ. Yer.
has "hognin" (pjJin), a word that also in the Talmud and in Arabic means a young camel; in the
second passage xpj^ must, according to Bochart, be

changed to npNJ, which in tlie Talmud and in Arabic
means the female camel (see "'Aruk,"ed. Kohut,
V. 378).
The swift camel, or the dromedary, is called
in the

Talmud

(Mace. 5a; Yeb. 116a) the "flying"

camel.

The camel

is also subject to rabies (see the TalHul. 59a speaks of the distinctive
Ber. 56a).
teeth of the full-grown and of the young camel.

mud

Camels Lkd as Tribute to Shalmaneser.
(From the Black Obelisk

derived it(Hommel, "DieNamen der Saugetiere bei
den Stidsemitischen V5lkern,"pp. 144-146, Leipsic,
Many passages of the Bible show that the
1879).
camel was found especially among the peoples of
the deserts bordering on the land of the Israelites
(Judges vi. 5, vii. 12; I Sam. xv. 3, xxvii. 9, xxx.
The camels of the
17; Jer. xlix. 29, 32; Isa. Ix. 6).
Midianites were decorated with little golden crescents (Judges viii. 21, 26).
Camels constituted also
part of the wealth of the Patriarchs (Gen. xii. 16,
xxiv. 10; specially Job i. 3. xlii. 12), who used them
as beasts of burden in riding, a sort of cushion was
used (Gen. xxxi. 34). For swift riding dromedaries
were employed (Isa. Ixvi. 20, nilSia); in traveling
;

across wide stretches of desert tlie treasures were
packed upon the humps of camels (Isa. xxx. 6).

King David had a special officer over his camels,
named Obil (I Chron. xxvii. 30; compare Arabic
abil).

Otherwise the camel is mentioned as a possession
only in post-exilic times among the Israelites (Ezra
ii. 67).
In olden times the camel was also used in

in the British

Museum.)

fat hump of a camel that has never carried burdens tastes like the meat itself (Mishnah and Gem.
Hul. 122a). Camel's hair was made into clothing
(Sliab. 27a); but it must not be mixed with sheep's
wool (Mishnah Kil. ix. 1). John the Baptist was
clothed in a coarse garment of camel's hair (Matt. iii.

The

4

;

Mark 6).
On the Sabbath
i.

it was forbidden to tie cambecause of the workaday appearance
(Mishnah and Gem. Shab. 54a). Camel-drivers,
who often formed entire caravans (Mishnah Sauh.
X. 5
B. B. 8a), are frequently mentioned together
with mule-drivers; Abba Judan gave much of his
time to his camels (Yer. Hor. iii. 48a). The Talmud
shows great familiarity with the characteristics of
the camel: it has a short tail because it eats thorns
(Shab. 77b); it mates in a modest manner (Midr. on
Gen. xxxii. 16); in rutting-time it becomes dangerous (Sanh. 37b compare Jer. ii. 24, where the same
is said of the wild ass).
The name " gamal " is also
supposed to signify etymologically that the animal
becomes easily enraged and is then vindictive.

els together,

;

;

Camel
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A

number of Aramaic proverbs about tlie camel
For instance, " In Media
are found in the Talmud.
the camel can dance on a bushel-basket " (Yeb. 45a),
meaning that in Media everything is possible; "as
" the camel
the camel, so the burden " (Sotah 13b)
;

Camondo

large gifts to several Italian philanthropic institutions, in recognition of which King Victor Emmanuel conferred upon him the title of count, with the

privilege of transmitting

it

in perpetuity to the eld-

est son of the family.

Count Camondo's career in Turkey was an extraordinary one.
He exercised so great an influence
over the sultans 'Abd al-Majid and 'Abd al-'Aziz,
and over the Ottoman grand viziers and ministers,
that his name became proverbial.
He was banker
to the Ottoman government before the founding of
the Ottoman Bank.
It was he who obtained from
the Porte a firman by virtue of which the privilege
of possessing real estate in Turkey, which until
then had been restricted to subjects of the Ottoman
empire, was extended to those of foreign nations.
Profiting by this decree, Camondo erected such a
large number of houses at Pera (Constantinople) that
even to-day (1902) the family is one of the richest
landholders in the Ottoman capital.
Camondo was especially active in behalf of his
Eastern coreligionists. He established at Constantinople a central consistory for the Jews of Turkey,
of which he was almost continuously the president;
he introduced reforms into the communal administration; and he founded in 1858 an educational institution, the Institution Camondo, at Peri Pasha,
the poorest and most densely populated suburb of

tmmin
Camel on an Assyrian Cylinder.
(From Homme),

'*

Aufsfttze

und Abhandlungen.**)

asked to have horns, so his ears were cut short"
(Sanh. 106a) " there are many old camels who must
bear the burdens of the young ones " (?'6. 52a). It has
been suggested that the word " camel " (/cd/zT^Aof) in
Matt. xix. 24; Mark x. 25; Luke xviii. 25 does not
mean a camel, but ?i.rope; but in view of the Talmudic expression " elephant through a needle's eye "
(Ber. 5ob B. M. 38b), this is not admissible.
;

;

J.

JR.

CAMONDO:

S. Kr.
Well-known family of Jewish

and philanthropists

of Spanish-PortuSeveral centuries ago it established
itself at Venice, where some of its members became famous by their scholarship and by the services which they rendered to their adopted country.
financiers

guese origin.

After having lived for a long time at Venice, the
Camondo family in the nineteenth century established itself in Constantinople.

Count Abraham Camondo

Figure of a Caruel on a
(From Homme], "

Monument

AuEs.'ilze

(South Arabia).

und .^bhandllIngetl."

)

Shops for tailoring and shoemaking
were soon added. On account of this school its
benevolent founder was excommunicated by certain
fanatical rabbis, and he endured otherwise much
the capital.

:

Italian

and Turk-

ish financier

and philanthropist; born at Constanti-

nople 1785;

died at Paris, his place of residence,

March 30, 1873. In 1832 he inherited from his brother
Isaac (who died without children) a fortune, and
managed it so wisely that at his death he was estimated to be worth 125, 000, 000 francs. While Venice
was under Austrian rule, he received as an Austrian
subject the title of Chevalier of the Order of Francis
Joseph. When Venice again became an Italian possession, Camondo, as a Venetian citizen, presented

vexation

;

yet

it

has flourished for thirty-two years,

and trained the majority of the Jewish officials now
in the service of the Ottoman goveinment.
Dying at Paris at the age of eighty-eight, Camondo, according to his last wishes, was buried in
his family vault in the Jewish cemetery at Haskeui
(Constantinople).
The Ottoman government lield
memorial services in his honor.

Camp
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Raphael Solomon de Camondo
died

1866

at,

Born 1810;
two sons,
de Camondo and Nis-

Coiistautiiiople.

ih-

:

left

Count Behor Abraham
sim de Camondo, who died

at Paris within a year
Each
of each other, in 1886 and 1887, respectively.
of these two brothers left an only son: the first.
Count Isaac de Camondo ; the second. Count

Moses de Camondo, both
in.i;-

of

whom

are (1902) liv-

in Paris.

Solomon Camondo

Turkish rabbi and man of
letters; lived at Salonica in the second half of the
eighteenth century related to the Camondo family
of Constantinople.
He is the author of responsa,
published under the title "Neharot Dammeshek,"
:

ment b}' the Hebrews of the migratory life with
movable camps. Hence the proverb "from the
watch-tower to the fortified city " (II Kings xvii. 9,
its

E. G. H.

xviii. 8).

CAMPANATOR. See Schulklopper.
CAMPANTON, ISAAC B. JACOB: Spanish
rabbi; born 1360; died at Penal'eel in 1463.
He lived
darkened by the outrages of Ferran
Martinez and Vicente Ferrer, when intellectual life
and Talmudic erudition were on the decline among
in the period

;

the
uel

Jews of Spain. The historiographers ImmanAboab ("Nomologia," ii. 2), Zacuto (" Yuhasin,"
compare "Seder ha-Dorot,"
and Josepii b. Zaddik (Neubauer,

ed. Filipowski, p. 226b;

Salonica, 1772.

M. Fr.

CAMP
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(njno)

:

A collection of

tents (Judges

vii.

13), or booths and huts (Neh. viii. 14), pitched or
erected to give shelter to shepherds, travelers, or
soldiers, sometimes overnight merely, or for many
days or even months. Safety and a sufficient supply of water were the prime considerations determining the clioice of location (" Pitched at the waters
of Merom," Josh. xi. 5; compare also Judges vii.
I Mace. ix. 33).
Security against sudden attacks
1
by roving robbers (Bedouins) or other enemies was
elfected by establi.shing the camp on the side of a
ravine or valley.
Watches, moreover, w^ere placed
in three shifts for the night (Judges vii. 19; I Mace,
xii. 27)
and a garrison was left on guard when the
main body of the campers went out to the combat (I
Sam. XXX. 24). Tiiat the camp was usually laid out
in a circle, a form of construction much affected
by the modern Bedouin, may be inferred from the
word "ma'gal" (I Sam. xvii. 20, xxvi. 5); though
by manj^ commentators and ancient versions this
rare designation is explained as etymologically connected with the Hebrew word for "wagon," and on
this basis the theory has been advanced that wagons
surrounded the camp to increase the security and to
insure ease of defense.
It is impossible definitely
to decide which of these interpretations deserves
greater credence.
From Num. ii. a chapter which the critical school
would not accept as containing historical data it
would ap[)ear that in the construction of the camp
a certain plan was followed in the grouping of the
different tribes, which was indicated by flags with
a fixed relation to the tabernacle at the haltingplaces.
The descriptions by Doughty and others of
the hadj to Mecca agree in reporting the observance
of a siniilar arrangement marked byflagsand lamps,
or torches, for the pilgrims when on the march.
Artificial defenses to add to the natural advantages
of the chosen location, or to supply their absence,

27b,

pp.
"

28a),

Anecdota Oxoniensia,"

i. 99) imite in designating
as a gaon, Aboab stating that he was
styled "the gaon of Castile." Among his pupils

Campanton

may be mentioned Samuel (ibn Sadillo) al-Valensi
and Isaac Aboab. He left but one work, " Darke
ha-Gemara," or "Darke ha-Talmud " (A Methodology of tlie Talmud), which is an important contribution to the subject, as

guide for those

Talmud.

It

who

it

attempts to be a practical

are called

was published

upon

to teach the

at Constantinople, six-

;

teenth century; Venice, 1565; Mantua, 1593; and
Amsterdam, 1706, 1711, 1754; and newly edited by
Isaac H. Weiss, Vienna, 1891.
Bibliography: Gratz, Gesch. der Jiiden,
seq.; Jellinek, 2"'^S:n ai^Jjip, p. 6,

M

ed., viii. 217 et

Vienna, 1878.

;

—

are also mentioned

—

(I

Sam.

xvi.

1 et seq.).

In their anxiety to protect their flocks the early
nomads were driven to erect permanent enclosures
(stockades) in which to keep their herds overnight
(Num. xxxii. 36), generally in the neighborhood of
caves, near which a massive platform of loose large
stones was built, whereon the huts of the shepherds
were placed ("Migdal," "Migdal 'Eder").
The
erection of these permanent shepherd camps must
be considered as the first step toward the abandon

H. G. E.

G.

CAMPEN, JOHN VAN
Hebrew

Christian professor

:

Louvain and Cracow; died at Freiburg in Breisgau Sept. 6, 1538. He compiled a
Hebrew grammar from Elias Levita's work, which
ran through three editions (Cracow, 1534; Paris,
1539, 1543). He also commented on Psalms in a manner to earn the praises of Hupfeld ("Psalmen," iv.
474), and attached the commentary to a paraphrase
which appeared at Paris, 1533; Leyden, 1534; Basle,
Campen was summoned to Cracow by
1548, etc.
the prince bishop, Peter Tomiki, on very favorable
of

at

conditions.

Bibliography:
il.

739;

C. Siegfried, in Allg. Deutsche Biographic,
Steinschneider. Cat. Bodl. col. 813; idem, in Zeit.

filrHehr. Bibl.

ii. 9.5;

idem, Bibliographisches

No. a50 (also Zim'ltze, p. 361);
schneider, Hebr. Bibl. vii. 42.

F. L.

Handhuch,

Hoffmann, in SteinJ.

T.

CAMPHIRE (Hebrew,

"

"

kopher
Arabic hinwhence English " henna ") A shrub growing to
a height of between eight and ten feet, and bearing
The
cream-colored and very fragrant flowers.
In
botanical name of the plant is Lawsonia alba.
ancient times it grew very plentifully near En-gedi
(Song of Solomon i. 14). Tristram ("Natural History of the Bible, " p. 339) repoits having found it
growing there. Various uses were made of caraAlong with other fragrant woods (Song of
phire.
Solomon iv. 13, 14) it was valued for its perfume.
But it was utilized chiefly as a dye for the hair and
na,"

"

;

:

In dyeing the skin, cloths were placed on
the skin.
the parts adjacent to and encircling those to be
dyed. To these parts tiie powdered leaves, made
into a paste by the addition of a little water, were

—
Camp
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applied,

and allowed

to

remain overnight.

stain lasted for three or four weeks.

(Hughes, "Diet, of Islam," p. 175) dyed his beard
and recommended the practise to his followers: it
has therefore become an established religious custom

with ]\Iohammedans.
G. B. L.

E. G. H.

In Rabbinical Literature

The

Mohammed

Canaan
The

:

first

of the

seven sinners who made idols for the heathens, the
other six being Phut, Shelah, Nimrod, Elah, Diul,
and Shuah. Canaan, with his six companions,
brought precious stones from Havilah (Gen. ii. 1112), and made of them idols, which at night shone

and which were endowed
magical that, when the blind
Ammorites kissed them, they regained their eyesight ("Chronicles of Jerahmeel," p. 167; compare
Kenaz).
Canaan, in a certain sense, was predestined to this
and similar offenses; for he was begotten by his
father while in Noah's Ark, whereas God had commanded that the sexes should live separately therein
(Gen. R. xxxvi.).
Canaan was of so low and base a
character that Ham, in the record of his wickedness,
is designated " the father of Canaan, " whereby father and son were ironically characterized as a "par
nobile" (noble pair) (Gen. R. I.e.; Origen on Gen.
as brightly as the sun,

with a power so

CANAAN— Biblical
of

Data Name of the son
a brother of Cush (Ethiopia), Miz(Egypt), and Put (Phut), occurring in the
:

Ham, and

riam

geographical-ethnographical table, Gen. ix. and x.
Originally the name " Canaan " was not an ethnic
term.
It belongs primarily to the vocabulary of
geography the curse pronounced upon its bearer
for the misconduct of Ham demonstrating only
the knowledge of the author that the dominant
Semitic population of the land so designated was
the deposit of a wave of immigration and conquest
coming from the south. Originallj" an appellative
(compare Moore, on the use of the article in Egyptian inscriptions, in "Proceedings of Am. Oriental
Soc." 1890, Ixvii. et seq.), it described some peculiar
aspect of the country, and was only later transferred
from the territory to the inhabitants.
Like most geographical terms in the Bible,
;

Canaan " is employed in a very loose and confusing
manner; and it is almost impossible to establish
"

In earlier
times its range was probably very narrow designating the strip of coastline along the Mediterranean, more particularly the northern i.e., the Phe"
nician part thereof. With this restriction " Kan'na
appears in the Egyptian inscriptions (^fuller,
"Asien und Europa," pp. 206 et seq.). But it was
also applied to the whole coast district down to the
Like the Greek
Egyptian frontier (Philistnea).
"Palestine," which originally designated only the
southern coast-line, " Canaan " was then extended
In Josh. xi. 3 it covers
to the adjacent highlands.
the land from the foot of Mt. Hermon to the southern end of the Dead Sea, and also the territory west
It is doubtful
of the Jordan to the Mediterranean.
whether the name was ever given to districts east of
These, as "the land of Gilcad," are
the Jordan.
generally put in antithesis to " the land of Canaan "
(Num. xxxii. 29 et seq.; Josh. xxii. 9, 32). "Canaan " is the favorite appellation of the Jahvist,
sometimes with the prefix "land" and sometimes
without (Ex. XV. 15; Gen. xii. 5, xvi. 3; and elsewhere).
The etymology of the name is in doubt. After
Augustine ("Ennarationesin Psalmos,"civ. 7), it has
been explained as designating lowland either in condefinitely the limits of its application.

;

—

Aram, or to the mountainous highland looming beyond the coast-line and removed from the sea
only by a narrow strip of "lower laud " (Num. xiii.
The former implication is now
29; Josh. xi. 3).
generally abandoned; but the latter, tliough open
to objections (see Moore, I.e.), may be provisionally
retained.
Canaan is geographically identical with
the land of the Amorites.
As such it is mentioned
in ihe El-Amarna tablets, though it also occurs in
them as "Kinahhu" or "Kinahna."
See Catrast to

NAANITES.
E. G. H.

ix. 18).

Concerning the curse of Noah upon Canaan, the
Midrashim endeavored in different ways to give a
solution to the question why Canaan
Curse
had to suffer for the sins of his father,

Noah.

The

old explanation was that Canaan,
not Ham, though he had in no sense
transgressed against his grandfather, had to be cursed
by him because God had blessed Noah and his sons;
and wherever the blessing of God rests there can be
Justin Martyr,
no curse (R. Judah, Gen. R. I.e.
This explanation,
"Dial, cum Tryph." cxxxix.).
however, Avas found to be defective for it was contrary to Jewish sentiment to curse an innocent man
hence the new assertion that Canaan, like his father,
transgressed against Noah.
There are different views as to the nature of Canaan's transgression. According to one, Canaan
circulated the report that he saw Noah naked; another view is that he emasculated him that he
should have no more sons (Gen. R. I.e. Origen and
Ephraem Syrus on Gen. x. 24, 25; more elaborated, in Pirke R. El. xxiil.).
Through the curse which Canaan brought upon
himself, the low condition of slaves (Canaan's descendants) is to be explained; for parCanaan ents exercise a strong infiuence, for
the Father good or for evil, upon the fate of their
"Wo unto the sinners,"
of Slaves, offspring.
comments a Midrash, " who bring evil
upon themselves, their children, their children's
children; in fact, upon all the generations that follow." Many of the sons of Canaan were worthy of
being ordained as rabbis; but the guilt of their
father barred them from such a career (Yoma 87a).
God, however, is different from man. Man seeks to
deprive his enemies of the means of subsistence; but
God, though He cursed Canaan, made him a slave,
that he might eat and drink of that which his master possessed {ih. 75a).
Canaan upon his death-bed left to his children the
following rules of life: (1) "Let there be mutual
love between yourselves." (2) "Love robbery and
unchastity." (3) "Hate your masters, and do not
speak the truth " (Pes. 113b). Not only by words,
but also by deeds, Canaan exemplified to his sons

of

;

;

;

;

Canaan
Canada
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When Noah divided the
the life worthy of slaves.
earth among his three sons, Palestine fell to the lot
Canaan, however, took possession of it,
of Shem.
notwithstanding the fact that his father and his
ehildrcn called his attention to the wrong he had
committed. They therefore said to him: "Thou
art cursed, and cursed wilt thou remain before all
the sons of Noah, in accordance with the oath which
we took before the Holy Judge [God] and our father
Noah " (Book of Jubilees, x., end). Later, when the
Jews, the descendants of Shem, drove out the Canaanites from Palestine, the land fell into the hands of
its lawful owners.
Among the various tribes of the Canaanites were
the Girgashites, who, on Joshua's demand, subsequently left Palestine and emigrated
The Ca- to Africa (Yer. Sheb. vi. 36c; Lev. R.
naanites. xvii.). Many of the Canaanites concealed their treasure in the walls of
their houses, that they might not fall into the hands
But God commanded that, under cerof the Jews.
tain circumstances, the houses should fall into ruins;
thus the hidden treasure came to light (Lev. R.
The Canaanites furthermore, on hearing
xvii.).
that the Jews had left Egypt, destroyed all crops,
cut down the trees, demolished the houses, and filled
up the wells, in order that the Israelites should come
into possession of a wasted country. But God promised the children of Israel a rich and fertile land (see
Deut. vi. 10-12). He therefore led the Jews for
forty years in the wilderness and the Canaanites,
in the mean time, rebuilt what they had destroyed
(Mek., Beshallah, i. [ed. Weiss, p. 28b]).
In the time of Alexander the Great the descendants
of those Canaanites who had left Palestine at the request of Joshua, and had settled in Africa, sought
to regain the Promised Land.
Gebiha ben Pesisa,
however, who appeared before the king in the interest of the Jews, showed that according to Scripture, by which the Africans traced their ancestry to
Canaan, that ancestor had been declared the slave
of Shem and Japheth.
The Jews, therefore, not
only had the right to hold the land of their slaves,
but the Africans had to indemnify the Jews for the
long time during which they had performed no servIn consternation, the Africans then
ice for them.
;

fled to their

homes

(San. Ola).

In the literature of the German-French Jews of
the Middle Ages the Canaanites and the Slavs were
considered identical, owing to the simMedieval ilarity of the latter name with the
German word for "slave" (A. HarViews.
kavy, '' Die Judeu und die Slavischen
Sprachen,"pp. 19-29; Kohut, "Aruch Completum,"
In Sifre, Deut. 306 (ed. Friedmann, p.
s-v. jyj3).
131b) the word jyjD is used peculiarly; 'jyja p{>>^
(literally, "Canaauitish language ") means probably

"a mercantile expression."
Bibliography: Bacher,
Glnzberg, Die

Haggada

In

Jew. Quart. Rev. HI. 354, a56;
den KiTChenvdtern, pp. 84-87.
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CANAANITES, THE: The expressions "Canaan " and "Canaanite" (jyj3, 'jyja) are applied in
the Old Testament sometimes to the collective nonIsraelitish population west of the Jordan, or to the

land itself (Gen.

and sometimes

624
xii. 5;

Josh. xxii. 9; Ps. cvi. 38),

to a part of the population.

Thus,

the Canaanites are mentioned among other Palestinian tribes (Gen. xiii. 7, xv. 21; Ex. iii. 8); and
the term is applied specifically to the inhabitants of
the Mediterranean coast (Josh. v. 1) or to the tribes
dwelling between that coast and the Jordan (Josh.
xi. 3; Num. xiii. 29).
As a designation for the coast

inhabitants it is identical with "Pheuicians," and is
thus used in a political sense in Isa. xxiii. 2. In
Zeph. ii. 5 the name is applied to the Philistine population of the southern coast; but the accuracy
Since the term
of the text is not quite certain.
"Canaanites" was also applied to the
Various
Phenicians, it gradually obtained the
Applica- meaning of "traders," as used in Isa.

tions of the

Term.

xxiii. 8;
i.

11;

Ezek. xvi. 29, xvii. 4; Zeph.
xl. 30 (A. V. xli. 6); Prov.

Job

xxxi. 24; (possibly also in Zech. xiv.
consistent iise of the word is one of the
distinguishing features of the Jahvist sources, while
the Elohist uses " Amorite " in the same .sense (com21).

The

pare Amorites; Hittites). In Isa. xix. 18, where
the language of the Canaanites is referred to, the
word " Canaan " is applied to the Jewish population
of Palestine, but in Hosea xii. 8 it is an opprobrious
epithet for idolatrous Israel, if indeed the text here
be reliable.
The same double use of the word is found elsewhere. Thus, on Phenician coins the word |j;33 is
used to designate the Phenician people. Similarly,
Greek writers employ the word x^c (a short form
yjD) in reference to Phenicia or to the ancestors of
the Phenicians (compare Schroder, "Die Phoeuizische Sprache," p. 6).
In the El-Amarna tablets
" Kinahhu "
" Kinahna " refer to the north(yjj3) and
ern portion of the Mediterranean coast. In the old
Egyptian inscriptions the word "Kan'na" is applied
especially to the Phenician coast; sometimes, also,
The word
to the whole shore of the Mediterranean.
designating Canaanites in these inscriptions is, however, applied in a wider sense to the people of western Syria in general. This is similar to the Old Testament usage, but is more comprehensive.
In all probability the limited application of the
word to the Mediterranean coast is the original, narrower use of the word found in so many inscriptions
pointing in that direction. The designation was
afterward applied to the inhabitants of the interior,
either because the coast population was originally
best known, or because they actually occupied a
great portion of the mountainous district also.

=

Bibliography: Moore, in Proceedings of Am. Oriental Soc.
1890, ixvii. et seq.; Zimmern, in Zeit. Deutsch. PalUst.-Ver.
xiii. 138; TV. Max Miiller, A&ien und Europa, pp. 305 et seq.
F. BU.
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CANADA A federation of provinces in British
:

North America. The earliest authentic records of
the Jews in Canada go back to the period when
England and France were engaged in their final contest for the mastery of the northern part of the New
World. While the batteries of Wolfe were thundering at the gates of Quebec, Amherst was closing in
on Montreal with an army from the south. Among
the members of his staff was Commissary Aaron
Hart, an English Jew, born in London in 1724; and
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other Jewish officers of the invading hosts
were Emanuel de Cordova, Hananiel Garcia, and
Hart was afterward attached to
Isaac Miranda.
General Haldimand's command at Three Rivers, and
at the close of the war settled in that city, and be-

members of the junta of the Spanish and Portuguese congregation of Montreal, and who were
prominent in public affairs. Abraham Franks, who
was born in 1721 and died in 1797, had a daughter
Rebekah, who in 1775 married Levy Solomons. The

came seignior of Becancour. About this time
number of Jewish settlers took up their residence

figures among the earliest Jewish
Canada, was parnas of the Montreal synagogue in 1788; and it was during his presidency
that a regular set of by-laws was drawn up.
The
executive was styled the "junta," and consisted of
a "parnas" (president), "gabay" (treasurer), and
three others. Executive privileges were also accorded to past officers who were " Gentlemen of the

among

a
in

Montreal, including Lazarus David, Uriel Moresco,
Samuel Jacobs, Simon Levy, Fernandez da Fonseca,
Abraham Franks, Andrew Hays, Jacob de Maurera,
Joseph Bindona, Levj^ Solomons, and Uriah Judah.
Lazarus David was a large landowner, and was
noted as a public spirited citizen. Several of the
others held offices in the army. There were also
opulent and extensive traders among them and altogether these early colonists were men of substance
and strenuous character.
Soon joined by other bands of settlers, the Jewish
community of Montreal found itself strong enough
;

to organize a congregation in 1768, called "Shearith
Israel."
Asa large majority of the early members

were descended from exiles from Spain, they adhered
to the rites of the Spanish and Portuguese Jews;
and the congregation has continued to
flourish under its original name, tenaSyna-

gogue
ciously adhering to its historic ritual.
Founded at Around this synagogue the main inMontreal. cidents of the history of the Jews of
Canada centered for the major part of
a century for during many decades Shearith Israel
remained the sole Jewish congregation in Canada.
The first two scrolls of the Law were presented to it
in 1768 by the Spanish and Portuguese Jews of
London, and were at that date already accounted
very old. These scrolls are still in use in the synagogue. At first the congregation met for worship
in a hall in St. James street; but in 1777 the members built their first synagogue on a lot belonging to
David David, at the junction of Notre Dame and
St. James streets, close to the present court-house.
;

See the David family.
In 1775 the congregation acquired land for a cemetery on St. Janvier street; and the first person
interred was Lazarus David (referred to above),
born in 1734, and died a year after the purchase of
the ground. His remains were subsequently removed to the present cemetery on Mount Royal,
when the old one was closed, together with the original tombstone, dated 1776, which still stands and
marks the oldest Jewish grave in Canada.
The Rev. Jacob Raphael Cohen was the first regular minister of the Montreal Spanish and Portuguese Jews of whom there remains any record. He
was their spiritual guide from 1778 to 1782.
The president (parnas) of the Montreal synagogue
in 1775 was Jacob Salesby (or Salisbury) Franks,

The
Franks
Family,

a relative of the Abraham Franks mentioned among the earliest settlers, who
belonged to a family that played a
most important part in those days in
Jewish communal matters in Philadel-

phia, as well as in Montreal (see the

Franks

family).

Other members of the Franks family remained in
Canada, and supported the British in repelling
Montgomery's invasion, notably Abraham Pranks,
Jacob Franks, Sr. and Jacob Franks, Jr. who were
,

,

latter,

whose name

settlers in

Mahamad."
When Montgomery invaded Canada in 1775 he
commanded Levy Solomons to act as purveyor to
the hospitals for the American troops. At that time
Solomons was engaged in very extensive trade operations between Michilimackinac, Montreal, Albany,
New York, and London. He carried out his conbut
tract with General Montgomerj' faithfully;
when the defeat and death of the latter at Quebec led

American forces from Montreal,
General Arnold, as he retired, took possession of
quantities of supplies stored at Lachine, belonging
to Solomons, for the maintenance of his troops.
The services which Solomons rendered the Revolutionary forces were never indemnified by them. At
the same time he was exposed to the resentment of
the British, as one suspected of sympathy for the
revolted colonists.
After having been expelled with
his family from his home in Montreal by General
Burgoyne, and after enduring much hardship, he
eventually gained the indulgence of the Canadian
governor, and was permitted to return in peace to
Montreal.
to the retreat of the

Solomons had numerous offspring.

His eldest

daughter, Mary (Polly), who was born in 1776 and
died in 1826, married Jacob Franks, Jr., a renowned
Hudson's Bay trader, who was one of the first to penetrate to the remotest parts of the Canadian Northwest. Another daughter, Rachel, married Henry
Joseph of Berthier, the nrogenitor of a family distinguished in Canadian Jewish annals. Joseph's
partner in Montreal was his brother-in-law, Benjamin Solomons, closely related to the Seixas and
Nathan families of New York. His four sons, Jacob
Henrjs Abraham, Jesse, and Gershom, were prominent men of affairs and communal leaders. See the

Joseph family.
In 1807 Ezekiel Hart, one of the sons of Commissary Aaron Hart, was elected to represent Three
Rivers in the legislature. This at once raised the
question of the civil status of the Jews in Canada,
which till then had not been clearly defined. When
the legislative chamber reassembled Jan. 29, 1808,
Ezekiel Hart declined to be sworn in according to
the usual form "on the true faith of a Christian,"
but took the oath according to Jewish
The
custom on the Pentateuch, and with
Struggle the head covered. At once a storm
for Civil
of opposition arose, due, it is said, not
Rights.
to religious prejudice or intolerance,
but to the fact that his political opponents saw in this an opportunity of making a party
gain by depriving an antagonist of his seat. After
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it was decided to receive Hart's
which he urged his right to take his
seat, and claimed that his oath was in accord with
The chamber disthe statute of 31st of George III.
cussed the question in committee on Feb. 16 and 17,
1808 and on the nineteenth of the same month Hart
was heard at the bar of the House. The next day

a heated debate
petition, in

;

the majority decided that he was not entitled to take
The Enghis seat, and declared for his expulsion.
lish minority vehemently protested against this;
notably Richardson, who cited the statute of 13th

show

that Hart's expulsion
was also
quoted in support of this view of the question.
Notwithstanding the adverse vote of the majority.

George

was

II.,

chap,

illegal.

The

vii.,

to

British attorney-general

Hart vigorously protested, and attempted to vote
during several of the divisions; but he was again

Having been again sustained by his conHouse proposed passing a bill to put
This
his disqualification as a Jew beyond doubt.
roused the indignation of the governor, Sir James
Craig, who was already in conflict with the Assemexpelled.

stituents, tlie

bly and, to put an end to their distasteful course,
he dissolved the chamber before the bill could pass.
Years of agitation followed, and on Dec. 4, 1823,
several Jews petitioned Parliament to authorize
them to keep a register of births, marriages, and
deaths.
A bill in conformity with this petition was
passed in 1829, and sanctioned by royal proclamation Jan. 13, 1831.
Encouraged by this success, the
Jews of Canada determined once more to try to
secure recognition of their civil rights; and on Jan.
31 and Feb. 7, 1831, thej' sent an address, signed by
Samuel Becancour Hart, to the legislature, petitioning to this effect. On March 16, 1831, a bill was introduced in the Legislative Assembly extending the
;

same

political rights to Jews as to Christians. Party
passions no longer entered into the question; and
the acrimony that had distinguished the debates of
1808 and 1809 had died out. The bill rapidly passed
both the Assembly and the Council, and received
the royal assent June 5, 1832.
Since then Jews
have sat in the Canadian Parliament, fultilliug their
duties with credit and abilit}% the first to attain that
distinction having been Mr. Nathan of British

Columbia.

The land on which the first synagogue had been
erected in Montreal having reverted to the heirs of
David David on his death in 1824, it became necessary to demolish the old building; and the congregation then met for worsliip in a hall adjoining the
residence of Benjamin Hart, at the corner of RecolFor a while
lect and St. Helen streets, Montreal.
the affairs of the congregation remained in this unsettled condition; but in 1826 an appeal was issued
urging the members to build a new synagogue to
replace the former one, and also pointThe
ing to the necessity for reorganization.
Chenne- This appeal was signed by the presiville Street dent of the congregation, Benjamin
SynHart, one of the sons of Commissary
agogue.
Aaron Hart. His appeal had the desired effect: in 1835 a piece of land on
Chenneville street was purchased; and there the
Spanish and Portuguese Jews built their second synagogue, which they dedicated in 1838. The build-
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planned by Moses J. Hays, a nephew
of David David, one of the trustees of the congregation, and in his day one of the most prominent
citizens of the Canadian metropolis.
After the retirement of the Rev. Jacob Raphael
Cohen, the position of minister of the Shearith Israel

ing was

congregation w-as occupied temporaby Myer Levy, and afterward by
Dr. de La Motta
Isaac Valentine.
also occasionally officiated.
In 1840
the Rev. David Piza was appointed minister; and
he held the office for six years.
In 1837-38 Canada was convulsed by the rebellion
led by Papineau, Nelson, Brown, and Mackenzie;
and among those who fought on the Loyalist side
were several of the members of the Spanish and
Portuguese synagogue.
Two members of the
David family held important cavalry commands
under Wetherell at the action at St. Charles, and
took a distinguished part in the battle of St. EuAaron Phillip Hart, grandson of Commisstache.
sary Hart, temporarily abandoned his large law
practise to raise a company of militia, w^hich rendered valuable service. Jacob Henry Joseph and
his brother Jesse were with the troops on the Richelieu and at Chambly; the former being entrusted
by Sir John Colborne, the Royalist commander,
with the bearing of despatches to Colonel Wetherell.
When the struggle had terminated and peace had
been restored, it was recognized that the members
of Shearith Israel had done well toward upholding
the unity and the prestige of the empire of which

Early
Rabbis.

the}'

were

rily

citizens.

In 1846 the Rev. Abraham de Sola, LL.D., was
elected rabbi of the Montreal Spanish and Portuguese synagogue. He held high rank
Dr.
among the Jewish leaders of his day.
Abraham In addition to his ministerial duties he
occupied the chair of Semitic lande Sola.
guages and literature at McGill University, and was the author of many valuable works

on theology, philology, and Jewish history.
During Dr. De Sola's pastorate a number of Montreal Israelites

won

distinction in public

life,

nota-

David, grandson of
Lazarus David, who was dean of the
Some
Communal faculty of medicine of Bishop's ColWorkers, lege; Samuel Benjamin, the first Jew
elected to the Montreal city council;
and Jesse Joseph, son of Henry Joseph of Berthier,
one of Canada's merchant princes, who gained prombly Dr. A. H.

inence as the organizer and director of many of the
most important Canadian public companies and inHis brother Jacob was connected with
stitutions.
the promotion of early Canadian railways and telegraph lines, and another brother, Gershom, was the
first Hebrew lawyer appointed a queen's counsel in
Canada. All these men were officers of the Spanish

and Portuguese synagogue, which also numbered
among its active workers Goodman and William
Benjamin, G. I. Ascher, and Jacob L. Samuel.
Up to the middle of the nineteenth century the
Spanish and Portuguese Jewsof Montreal maintained
the only synagogue in Canada; but about the year
1845 a sufficient number of Jews had settled in
Toronto to lead to the organization of a synagogue in
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was accomplished until
" (cemeterj^ was purchased; and the Holy Blossom congregation was
established. Mark Samuel, Lewis Samuel, and Alex-

erected in Hamilton and a couple of years later the
Jews of Winnipeg organized two congregations.
Halifax, St. John (New Brunswick), Ottawa, and
London (Ontario) followed in the next decade. In

ander Miller did much to sustain the first Toronto
congregation in its early struggles. Under the energetic presidency of Alfred D. Benjamin, during
the closing years of the nineteenth century, it grew

Quebec, Israelites had settled soon after the British
hayyim and a temporary synagogue were opened there as far back as 1853. But
the Hebrew population of the ancient fortress city
remained small for a long while, although attempts
were made from time to time to organize. Abraham Joseph (born 1815; died 1886), a son of Henry
Joseph of Berthier, was the most prominent of Quebec's Jewish citizens.
He was identified with many
of its most important commercial enterprises, and
was at one time selected as candidate for the mayor-

that city.
1852,

Little, liowever,

when a "bet hayyim

so greatly in strength and numbers that it became
necessary to remove from its first building in Richmond street to its present (1902) commodious edifice
The arrival of many Hebrew setin Bond street.
tlers has lately increased the number of Toronto's
Jewish communal organizations; and, in addition to
founding new congregations, the community has established excellent benevolent and literary societies.
In 18-46 several Polish- Jewish families arrived in
Montreal, and in the same year organized a synagogue, following the German and Polish, or AshThis led the Spanish and Portukenazic, customs.
guese Jews to seek and obtain (1846) a new act of
incorporation from the legislature, the
Polish.German and Polish congregation being
incorporated by the same bill.
The
Jewish
Settlers,
new congregation, however, was shortlived; for although the Sephardim
aided their brethren with subscriptions and the loan
of a scroll of the Law, the Montreal community was
as yet too small to support two synagogues, and the
first Ashkenazic congregation was in consequence
dissolved soon after its formation. In 1858 a second
effort was made to organize a German and Polish
synagogue in Montreal, this time with success.
Abraham Hoffnung, M. A. Ollendorf, and Solomon
Silverman \ 'ere among the most active of its charter
members; and the Rev. Samuel Hoffnung was its
earliest minister.
He was soon succeeded by the Rev.
Mr. Fass, who in turn was followed by other prominent ministers. The first building of this congregation was in St. Constant street, and was dedicated in
1860.
Its corner-stone was laid by David Moss, who
belonged to a family that was active in advancing
the welfare of this congregation during three decThe act of 1846 was first availed of; but in
ades.
1902 the congregation secured a separate act of incorporation.
In 1886 they removed to their newedifice in McGill College avenue.
Meanwhile the Spanish and Portuguese congregation had been deprived by death of the services of Dr. Abraham de Sola (1882).
He was suc-

ceeded by his eldest son, Rev. Meldola de Sola.
As the Spanish and Portuguese congregation continued to grow during the latter's incumbency, a
new synagogue was erected in Stanley street, where
the congregation moved thence from Chenneville
street in 1890. The new edifice was of Judaeo-Egyptian architecture, and owed its design to Clarence
I. de Sola, one of the sons of Dr. Abraham de Sola,
who was honorary secretary of the building committee.
In 1890 Siiearith Israel secured a new act

from the legislature.
Jewish congregations were meanwhile springing

of incorporation

up

in other parts of

Canada. The discovery of gold
in 1857 led to the settlement

in British

Columbia

there of a

Hebrew

in Victoria in

colony, which built a synagogue
In 1882 a synagogue was

1862.

;

conquest, and a bet

alty.

The

serious outrages against the Jews in Russia
in 1881, and the persecutions and anti-

which began

Semitic outbreaks which followed in eastern Europe,
caused the influx of a large number of Russian, Rumanian, Galician, and other Jewish immigrants into
Canada during the two closing decades
The
of the nineteenth century and the openRussian ing years of the twentieth. These,
Outbreaks besides greatly swelling the population
of 1881.
of the already established Jewish communities, formed new settlements in
villages throughout the Dominion. Many of those who came in 1882 were assisted by the Mansion House committee of London
and by a committee of Montreal Jews that had been
formed through the initiative of the Montreal branch
of the Anglo-Jewish Association.
citizens' committee, organized by Christian sympathizers in Montreal, of which the Anglican bishop was chairman,
raised a substantial fund in aid of these victims of
persecution.
Some of the settlers founded agricultural colonies in the Canadian Northwest.
The earliest of these was established near Moosomin in 1884
by the Mansion House committee. The experiment
of making agriculturists of men who had received
little and in manj'^ cases no previous training in husbandry was beset with difliculties; and the results
were at first discouraging. But obstacles were gradually overcome, and the present (1902) agricultural
colonies in Assiniboia, at Hirsch, Oxbow, and WaThe establishment
pella, seem assured of success.
of these colonies was mainly due to the munificence
of Baron de Hirsch, who in 1892 and succeeding
years largely subsidized them and after his death
the Jewish Colonization Association continued to

numerous towns and

A

;

grant them financial aid. Baron de Hirsch 's benefactions were also extended to Jewish immigrants in
Canada in many other ways. He gave large sums to
the Young Men's Hebrew Benevolent Society of
Montreal, for the purpose of aiding and educating

Agricultural
Colonies,

Jewish immigrants; and for a Avliile
that society was delegated by him and
his executors to supervise the North-

west agricultural colonies. This duty
however, now performed by a resident agent acting under the direction of the Paris
committee of the Jewish Colonization Association.
The Young Men's Hebrew Benevolent Society of
Montreal, which thus became so closely connected
with Baron deHirscli's work in Canada, was founded
is,

;

Canada
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Lawrence L. Levey
Tucker David,
Charles Levey, M. Gutman, Lawrence Cohen, Samuel Moss, Moise Schwob, and others and among its
presidents have been Jacob L. Samuel, Jacob G.
Ascher, Lyon Silverman, Lewis A. Hart, Harris
Vincberg, and D. A. Ansell. The large sums received by the society from Baron and Baroness de
Hirsch induced its members to secure an amended
act of incorporation in 1900; and its name was at
the same time changed to " The Baron de Hirsch In"
stitute and Hebrew Benevolent Society of Montreal.
In addition to succoring the poor and aiding immiin 1863

through the

(its first

president), Isidore G. Ascher,

efforts of

;

maintains a day-school.
of Montreal have greatly increased in
population in recent years; and in 1902 they possessed nine synagogues (eight Orthodox and one Reform) and numerous communal societies and institutions, as well as a journal, "The Jewish Times."
New congregations in other towns of Canada are
also being founded from time to time.
The rise of Zionism in 1897 created much enthusiasm among the Jews of Canada and in a remarkably short time societies in support of
Zionism, the movement were established in
many centers. The first of these associations was organized at Montreal in Jan., 1898;
and in rapid succession similar societies were established at Toronto, Winnipeg, Hamilton, London,
Ottawa, Kingston, St. John, Glace Bay, Brandon,
and Vancouver. Clarence I. de Sola, Joseph S.
Leo, Leon Goldman, Rev. A. Ashinsky, Dr. D. A.
Hart, J. Cohen, I. Rubenstein, H. Bernstein, Rev.
M. de Sola, L. Cohen, and M. Shapira were among
the earliest Canadian promoters of the movement.
In 1899 all the Zionist societies in British North
America were united under the control of the Federation of Zionist Societies of Canada.
Clarence I. de
Sola was elected first president of the Federation
and he represented Canada at the International Zionist Congress held in London in 1900, where he was
elected member of the Actions committee, the central governing body.
The Jewish Colonial Trust
and the National Fund count numerous shareholders
in Canada and Zionist organizations now exist in
nearly every important town in the Dominion.
During the South African war, 1899-1902, several
Canadian Jews enlisted in the British array and
took part in many of the battles against the
grants,

it

The Jews

;

;

The census of 1901 gave the total Jewish population of Canada as 16,060, divided among the provinces
British Columbia, 543;
Manitoba, 1,514; New Brunswick,
376 Nova Scotia, 437 Ontario, 5,329
Prince Edward Island, 17; Quebec,

as follows:

lation.

;

;

7,575; Northwest Territories, 215; Yukon, 54.
The
three largest cities, according to the same census,
show the following Jewish population: Montreal,

6,790; Toronto, 3,090; Winnipeg, 1,156; adding the
large number of immigrants who arrived from Rumania, Galicia, and Russia in 1901 and 1902, after
the taking of the census, and adding also the many

were unenumerated in the religious census, it
would seem that the Jewish population of Canada
w'^.o

may now

25,000, of whom at least 10,000 reside in Montreal
and its environs.
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CANAIM OF CAGLIARI
gist of

Italian archeolothe eighth century, of whom nothing is
except that, like his contemporary towns:

known
man Abraham

di Cagliari, he was engaged in copying and deciphering Phenician and Greek inscriptions.
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CANCELATION OF DOCUMENTS

:

Wl.

An

in-

may

be canceled by cross-lines
or by other marks obliterating it, or by burning or
tearing the material on which the writing occurs.
In the Jewish law there are certain peculiar
methods of cancelation by the court as well as by
the parties, when the purpose for which the instruments have been drawn has been accomplished.
When an obligation has ceased, the instrument creating it is canceled by the court by being torn or cut
crosswise through the date, through the names of
the witnesses, or through other important parts of
the document.
Hence any document which bears
such cuts or scissions is invalid, the presumption
being that its validity has ceased by a judicial act
(Shulhan 'Aruk, Hoshen Mishpat, 52,
Torn
If the instrument pro1
B. B. 168b).
Document duced before the judge has rents unInvalid.
like those made by the court, and appears to have been still further torn
after the judicial cancelation, in order to destroy
the peculiar rents made by the court, it is invalid

strument

in writing

A

{ib.

;

gloss).

An

Boers.

Popu-
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(1902)

be estimated at from 20,000 to

instrument may be canceled by the parties
without the intervention of the court, by being cut
with a knife, or torn in half (ib.). If the instrument
produced does not bear these obvious marks of a
deliberate intent to cancel it, but is partly obliterated or torn or spotted, it remains in full force as
long as the writing can be recognized (ib. 52, 2) and
the law provides a method for substituting a new
instrument for the one thus nearly destroyed (see
AUTIIENTrCATION OF DOCUMENTS).
A special instance of cancelation of an instrument
by the court is the case of the " ketubah " (marriage
;

When a woman was divorced she was
payment of the sum provided by her
ketubah. This was usually paid to her in court
upon her production of her Gbt and her Ketubah.
After the payment had been made to her, the court
settlement).
entitled to

;;

:

took her get from her, tore it crosswise, and wrote
on it these words " We have torn this get not for
the purpose of canceling it, but in order that the
wife may not again use it to claim the amount of
her ketubah " (Ket. 89b). This act was a cancelation of the ketubah, although it was the get which
was torn and indorsed by the court. Unless the get
was produced the woman could not claim her keAfter the Hadrianic revolt the law was
tubah.
changed. Among the edicts of the
Cancela- Roman authorities intended to suption of the press the last remnants of Jewish naKetubah. tional life remaining after the unsucce.ssful rebellion was one making it a
crime for Jews to write a get. This resulted in the
practise of destroying the latter immediately after it
had been delivered to the wife, so that its production might not incriminate the parties.
Thereupon
R. Simon ben Gamaliel decreed that the non-production of the get could not deprive the woman of her
right to claim the ketubah, if the divorce were
otherwise proved to have taken place (Git. 64a;
:

Mishnah Ket.

was supported by the later authorities {ib.
In cases of bills of manumission of slaves, the
master had a similar right under the ancient law
but the sages decided that after he had directed his
slave to become free, he could never revoke the
order, since an advantage may be conferred on a
person in his absence, but nothing could be done to
cause him loss, except in his presence {ib. i. 6).
There may be an implied cancelation of an instrument, as when two instruments concerning'the same
matter are prepared, one subsequent to the other.
The second impliedly cancels or revokes the first
(Ket. 44a).
For cancelation of contracts .see Contracts; for cancelation of sales, see Sales.
decision
33a).

Bibliography

was about

1773;
J.

be forced into an agreement against his
will, and that he intended to contest its validity thereafter on that ground.
This declaration was reduced
to writing and signed by the witnesses, and could be
used afterward for the purpose of canceling the

"

to

made under

duress.

The following form of such a shetar
Nahalat Shib'ah, " form 43

is

given in

" Before us, the subscribing witnesses, came A, son of B, and
said to us, ' Be ye witnesses that I protest before you that C, son
, and
of D, owes me the sum of
now he seeks every
means to evade payment, and If I sue him in court, he threatens
to claim poverty or to run away, and I am therefore obliged to
compromise with him on his own terms, for fear lest he may
seek means to injure me. I therefore declare before you that I
am compelled under pressure of necessity to compromise with
him ; but hereafter I wish, by producing this instrument, containing my protest, before you, to cancel the compromise made,
and to demand payment of the entire debt. For the compromise I am about to make with him is the result of duress and
against my will. Even though I may declare in the instrument
containing the said compromise that this protest and all its
proofs are Invalid, I shall be doing it not of my free will, but
under duress, as is known to you, and thereafter I intend to
cancel it all through this instrument.' This protest A, son of B,
declared before us, and we the subscribers having observed his
condition, and knowing it to be true and recognizing the great
duress under which he is going to do this act, have received
this protest from him and have written it and signed it before
the compromise is made. This day and year," etc. (Signed by
two witnesses.)

According to ancient law, when a husband had
by a messenger, he had the
manner even before she received it, although neither the messenger nor the
sent the get to his wife
right to cancel it in this

wife was present at the cancelation.
The consequences of this were disastrous. The woman receiving the get believed herself divorced, and might

III.— 34

For other forms of the shetar moda'a see

:

C. Adler, rnoit'

ix. 9).

peculiar case of cancelation of a contract by the
act of one of the parties without the knowledge or
consent of the other was the preparation of a " shetar
moda'a" (declaration of protest). This could be
done in cases where one had been forced against his
will to enter into an obligation.
In such cases the
person under duress, before actually entering into
the obligation into which he was being forced, made
a declaration before witnesses to the effect that he

Cancer

remarry, only to discover afterward that her husband had canceled the get, this making her an adulteress and bastardizing her children by her second
husband. Rabban Gamaliel abolished the right of
the husband in such a case unless the wife or messenger were present (Mishnah Git. iv. 2), and his

A

contract

Canada
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Judah ben

J.

G.

mo, §§ 27, 28, Hariiburg and Biitzow,
Barzillai, nnt3B>n idD, No. 39, Berlin, 1898.

>jip.-i

D.

su.

CANCER A malignant
:

W.

growth of new

A.

tissue

usually in the form of a tumor. Whether removed
or not, it tends to give rise to secondary growths
in near or distant parts of the body, and to prove
fatal.
The term "cancer" is usually applied to

malignant tumors formed of epithelial tissue, as carcinoma and epithelioma; but in this article sarcoma
is

also included.

Cancer

is considered a disease of civilization, or
of civilized races, and the relative mortality of large
cities from this cause is greater than that of small

ones.

Lombroso, investigating the demography of the
Jews in Italy, found that the mortality
Occurrence from cancer among the general popuin
lation was 2 per cent; while the Jews
Italy and showed a mortality from this disease
England, of 3.30 per cent. He also shows that,
as is the case with the general population, the disease of cancer more frequently attacks
women than men.
In England Dr. James Braithwaite noticed that
cancer of the uterus was seldom or never met with
among the numerous Jewesses attending the gynecological out-patient department of the Leeds General Infirmary
only one case in ten years. The experience of the London Hospital, where there is a
special Hebrew department, is the same only one

—

—

case in five years, against 178 among Gentile women.
Dr. Braithwaite considers that the only explanations
possible are difference of race or difference in diet,
especially the absence of pork from the Jewish diet.
On the other hand, a writer in the "British Medical
Journal" (March 15, 1902, p. 681) states that, in his
experience, cancer of the breast has often been met

with among the Jewesses in London; and wliile examples of nearly every form of cancer have been
seen, there has seemed to be a special tendency to
development of intestinal malignant growths. Of
the patients dying between 40 and 65 years of age,
a large percentage have been sufferers from cancer.
The writer then brings figures from the records of

Cancer
Candlestick
the United
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Synagogue Burial Society

for three years

—1898, 1899, 1900—showing that 525 deaths due to
cancer occur annually among 1,000,000 Jews; while
the cancer rate for England and Walesior 189(5 was
764 per 1,000,000 of population. From the registrargeneral's returns for London the rate for 1900 showed

more than

800.

Cancer Among the Jews

in London.
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frequently met with than in other races.
Carcinoma and epithelioma, or true cancer, are
more frequent among the general population 4.07 per cent of the total
Results
of Inquiry, number of patients sick from all
causes were atfected by these forms of

it is less

Candlestick

CANDLE TAX.

See Taxation

CANDLESTICK

(Hebrew,

(2)

—

cancer; while among Jews the percentage was only
2.10 or about one-half.
(3) Sarcoma is somewhat
more frequent in Jews than in others; 0.061 per
cent of sick Jews were affected with this form of
malignant disease as against 0.059 per cent of the
general population 22.47 per cent of all cases of
malignant disease among Jews suffered from sarcoma; while of the patients from the general population suffering with malignan t disease, only 12.70 per
cent were afflicted with sarcoma.
(4) Cancer of the
uterus and breast is less frequent in Jewish women
than in other races. (5) Jews are more liable than
non-Jews to be affected with cancer of the gastroNearly 45 per cent of all cases
intestinal organs.
of malignant disease in Jews occurred in the stomwhile
ach, intestines, liver, pancreas, rectum, etc.
in non-Jewish patients only 23 per cent of patients
suffering from malignant disease were affected with
cancer of these organs. (6) The only part of the
gastro-intestinal tract which is less often attacked
by cancer in Jews than in non-Jews is the rectum,
and this notwithstanding the fact tliat Jews are
markedly sufferers from other rectal diseases, such
;

;

as

Hemorrhoids,

According to all available statistics, cancer is more
than twice as frequent in women as in men, owing
to the occurrence of the disease in the breast and
womb. Among Jewesses, on the other hand, cancer
of the breast and womb is less common than among
the general population. As has been shown, these
organs appear to be affected less tlian one-half as
often as in the patients in the non-Jewish hospital.
This explains why the total percentage of cancer
is lower among Jews than in other races.
Bibliography: C. Lombroso, L'Anlisemitismo e le Scienze
Moderne, Turin. 1894 German translation, Leipsic, 1894 J.
S. Billings, Vital Statisti£s of the Jews in the United States,
Census Bulletin, No. 19, 1890, Washington, 1890; James
Braitliwaite, in The Lancet, clxi. 1578; Cancer Among
Jews, In British Medical Journal, March; 15, 1902, p. 681
;

Anmuil Reports

of

Mount

;

Sitiai Hospital, 1898, 1899, 1900.

M.

J.

CANDIA.
CANDIA,

NIKEB

Fi.

See Crete.

ISAAC

B.

SAUL CHMEL-

Hebrew

poet; lived at War.saw, Poland,
in the fir.st half of the nineteenth century.
He is
the author of an elegy on the death of Alexander I.,
emperor of Russia (Warsaw, 1826), the poem being
accompanied by a German version of Elkan M.
Engel. Candia also wrote "Toledo! Mosheh " (The
Generation of Moses), a dramatic poem in two acts
based on the life of Moses, and Rupplement( d by
other poems, original, or translated from Schiller's
"Die Bilrgschaft," and from Gellert (Warsaw, 1829).
His dedication ode was written on the occasion of
the dedication of a house of prayer and a house of
the study of the Law (Sept. 25, 1840).
:

Bibliography: Benjacob, Ozar ha-Scfarim, p. 620, No. ].")0;
Fiirst, liihl. Jud. i., s.v. Eis. Kandia; Steinschneidcr, Cat.
Bodl. col.
H. R.

1097,

A. K.

menorah

"

;

Ara-

although there is no reliable definite information
from earlier times concerning its use or its shape.
(1) In the temple of Shiloh a "ner" (lamp) is mentioned, but not a "menorah" (candlestick); according to I. Sam. iii. 3. the lamp seems
Candleto have burned only at night.
In
stick in
I Kings vii. 49 ten golden candlesticks
Pre-Exilic are referred to, five of which stood to

Time.

the right

and

five to the left of the

and in Jer. Iii. 19
menorot are also found, though not in the parallel
passage, II Kings xxv. 14.
By modern critics, however, both I Kings vii. 48-50 and Jer. Iii. 19 have
been held to be interpolations. It may be merely
accidental that we have no stronger references to
the use of candlesticks in Solomon's Temple, for
the number ten is undoubtedly based on ancient
tradition
and if Solomon had no golden candlesticks, he probably had them of bronze, cast for him
by Huram (compare Stade's "Zeitschrift," iii. 173
"debir"

(oracle);

;

et seq.).

(2)

The seven-branched candlestick

in the taber-

and xxxvii.
the critics to post-exilic
times, for the description is that of the
Two Can- candlestick of the Second Temple. It
dlesticks of was chased of pure gold, and called,
the Second therefore, "menorah tehorah " (Ex.
Temple,
xxxi. 8, xxxix. 37 Lev. xxiv. 4). From
and of the a pedestal (" yarek "), which is not described, rose the trunk, and from this
Tabernacle.
spread the branches ("kaneh"), curving upward from the stem at three
points in a vertical line; on the trunk there are said
to have been four, and on each of the branches three,
calices shaped like almond blossoms; that is, bulbs
with opening buds. On the branches were seven lamps
("nerot"), which were removed every day for trimnacle, described in Ex. xxv. 31 et seq.

n etseq.,

fistula, etc.

"

maic, " uebneshta, " Dan. v. 5): Mentioned as a secular object only in II Kings iv. 10.
The candlestick
in the Temple, however, is frequently referred lo,

is

attributed

by

;

ming and

refilling, and hence were called "nerot
hama'arakah " (Ex. xxxix. 37). As the lamps evidently had spouts from which the wicks protruded, thus throwing the light principally to one
side, the lamps had to be turned in such a way
as to make the spouts point northward, for the

candlestick was set over against the southern wall,
in order to be to the left of any one entering the
sanctuary.
This candlestick corresijonds on the whole to the
one described in Zech. iv. 1 ct seq., except that the
latter has seven branches, while the

Symbolism

one referred to in Ex. xxv. 31 ct seq.
of the Can- has only six branches, the seventh
dlestick.
light being fastened in the center.
Both, iiowever, represent a tree with
six or seven branches respectively, as is evident
from the fact that the candlestick in Ex. xxv. 31 et
Tiie asseq. is ornamented with almond blossoms.
sumption that this seven-branched candlestick has a
symbolic meaning is confirmed by Zech. iv. 1 et seq.
The seven lights may be said to represent the seven

From a

Lintel in the Uuius of the

An-

cient Synagogue of Nebratein.

Lamp Found at

Lamp Found Among

Khirbat Sammaka, near Carmel.

the Ruins

of Carthage by P. Delattre.

Li I

From a Gilt

;^i

Glass Vase

li

Found In
Rome.

the Jewish Catacombs at

From a Rock-Cut Tomb Near
Jaffa.

The Golden Candlestick on
Appeared

Titus, as It
(After Reland, "

De

in

the Arch of
in 1710.

Spoliis Templi HierosolymitanI
Titiano.'')

Arco

From a

Graffito

Found

in the

Jewish Catacombs at Venosa.

From
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at

From
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at

Tomb

Wadi al-NahaU
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From
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covered by Clermont-Ganneau.

Rome.
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Known represkntations
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planets, which, regarded as the eyes of God, behold
everything. The light in the center, which is especially distinguished, would signify the sun, as
It is possible that with
the chief of the planets.
this was also combined the mystic conception of a
celestial tree, with leaves reaching to the sky, and
fruit typifying the planets. How the connection with
an almond-tree arose is not known, but it may have
been through the idea of stars as representing almonds.
This symbolism was probably due to foreign influence, for in the Babylonian religion the
seven planets are the seven chief gods (compare
Gunkel, "Schopfung und Chaos," pp. 124 et seq.).
Zerubbabel's temple contained only one candlestick,
as Ecclus. (Sirach) xxvi. 22 expressly states; Antiochus Epiphanes had it removed and broken
(I Mace. i. 22), while Judas Maccaba^us restored it
(iv. 49 et seq.).
Pompey saw the candlestick in the
sanctuary (Josephus, "Ant." xiv. 4, § 4), and it was
also in the sanctuary of Herod's temple ("B. J." v. 5,
§ 5). Illustrations of the seven-branched candlestick
are foimd on the triumphal arch of Titus and on
Jewish coins (see Madden, "Jewish Coinage," p.
For later history see Titus, Arch of.
231).
It was forbidden to make copies of the golden
candlestick for ritual purposes and for other uses,
only five-, six-, or eight-branched, instead of sevenbranched, candlesticks could be made. It is doubt;

ful

whether

this restriction

had anything

to

do with

the fact that Onias hung up a golden chandelier in
the temple of Leontopolis (compare Josephus, " B.
J."

vii. 10,

§

3).

[The symbolism of the almond-tree

is probably
explained by Jer. i. 11. The traditions of the Rabbis
may be found in Men. 28b and Maimonides, " Yad,"
According to this auBet ha-Behirah, iii. 1-5.
thority the pedestal rested on three feet other metal
could be used than gold, and only when gold was
used was the required weight (" kikkar ") insisted on.
Otherwise the candlestick could even be hollow, but
under no circumstance was it permissible to use for
its manufacture broken scraps of metal.
Josephus
says that three of the lamps were kept burning during the day, while at night the entire seven were
lighted but his statement conflicts with the explanation of the later rabbinical commentators, who hold
that the lamp was lighted only during the night
(Ibn Ezra and Rashi to Ex. I.e.). The prohibition
of imitations applies to all Temple or tabernacle
utensils (Men. 28b).
Of interest as bearing on the
distinction between " ner " and " menorah " may be
the Midrashic story of the woman married to a man
of lower social standing, likened to a " golden candlestick with an earthen lamp on top" (Gen. R.
;

;

XX.).

Compare Menorah, Hanukkah.
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Spoliis Templi Hiei-osolumitani
Titiaiio, 1775, pp. 83 et seq.
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Reland,

W. N.

E. G. H.

CANISO,

ABRAHAM

Daniel Levi (Miguel)

CANIZAL, JACOB

LEVI.

See Barrios,

de.

Flourished probably in the
the author of notes on
Rashi 's commentary to tlie Pentateuch, which were
published in"Perushim le-Rashi," Constantinople,
1525 (?).
fifteenth centurj'.

:

He was

Candlestick
Causino, Abraham

Bibliography Steinschnelder, Cat. Bodl. No. 5575 Michael,
Or ha-Hayyim, No. 281; Zedner, Cat. Hebr. Books Brit.
Mris. s.v. Jacob Canizal.
:

;

L. G.

I.

BeR.

CANKERWORM. See Locust.
CANXEH A city mentioned in the long list of
:

the contributors to Tyrian greatness and commercial
power (Ezek. xxvii. 23). The name occurs in no
other passage.
Cornill takes it to be the " Calneh "
of Amos vi. 2 and one manuscript has that reading,
which would, however, rather give the " Calneh " of
Gen. X. 10. According to Kiepert, it was Kaivai, a
city on the Tigris.
Mez ("Gesch. der Stadt Harran," 1892, p. 33), indorsed by Cheyne ("Encyc.
Bibl." i. 648), proposes to emend the name to "B'nai
Eden " but, as Bertholet (" Kurzer Hand-Commentar," on Ezekiel) remarks, it would be extraordinary
indeed for such a familiar word as "B'nai" to be
;

;

corrupted into a form like "Canneh."
G. B. L.

E. G. H.

CANON

A

rule for the inclusion of certain
books within a certain degree of sanctity hence also
the word "canonical." See Bible Canon.
J.
:

;

CANOPY, BRIDAL. See Huppah.
CANSINO Spanish-Jewish family,
:

famous in
and

history for its wealth and influence, its scholars
poets.

Jacob Cansino I. served as an interpreter at Oran,
a Spanish colony in northwestern Africa, under
Charles V., until 1556, when he was sent as an
ambassador to the king of Morocco. The office was
then held in regular succession by his son Isaac
Cansino from 1568 to 1599, by his grandson Hayyim
(Hayen) from 1601 to 1621, and by his great-grandson Aaron from 1621 to 1633. After an interval of
three years Aaron's brother, Jacob Cansino II.,
received the appointment (1636), and served until
his death in 1666.
He is known by his translation
into Castilian of "Extremasy Grandenzas de Constantinopla," from the Hebrew of Moses Almosnino.
Other prominent members of the family were Solomon Cansino, poet; Moses Cansino, scholar; Samuel
Causino, cantor in the synagogue, and wealthy
philanthropist, who ultimately lost the whole of
his fortune to gamblers; and Rabbi Abraham Cansino II. secretary of the Jewish community of Oran.
,

Bibliography

:
Gratz, Oesch. der Juden, x. 413, note 3; Luzzaito, In
Hemed, Iv. 34-35 ; Wolf, Bibl. Hebr. Hi.
524-536, No. 1101; Jost, Gench. der Israeliten, vlii. 43.

Kerem

A. R.

D.

CANSINO,

ABRAHAM BEN

JACOB:

1.

Poet; lived in the seventeenth century. lie is the
author of " Aguddat Ezob " (A Bunch of Hyssop), a
collection of poems and rhetorical compositions,
in three parts, praised very highly b\' Isaac Cansino

and David Abu al-Khair (-|''2^N nx). Abraham
Cansino was once arrested by the Spanish authorities
for having in his possession copies of the Babylonian
and Palestinian Talmuds. His son was also taken,
and both were sent to Murcia, Spain, where they were
treated like prisoners for a time, and fined $400; the
His friends
copies of the Talmud were confiscated.
and relatives wrote poems of consolation to him; to
these he replied from Murcia.
2. An authority mentioned in the Mahzor Oran as
writing, in the name of the Jewish community of

Cansino
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Cantarini

Oran, to the communities of Algiers in 1661, of Jerusalem in 1663, and of Hebron in 1668. In 1679
he lived in Leghorn, Italy, where he received a letter
from Tunis. This Abraham Cansino may be identified with Abraham Cansino, rabbi and preacher,
brother of Isaac Cansino of whom Wolf speaks
("Bibl. Hebr." iii., Nos. 143b, 1101, and 1265c).
Kaj'serling mentions an Abraham Cansino who was
rabbi at Leghorn in 1685, and evidently refers to the
same person. Luzzatto thinks that this Abraham

Cansino

is

not to be identified with the poet of the

same name.
3. An authority mentioned in the Mahzor Oran
As he is not addressed
as living at Leghorn in 1709.
by the titles usually given to rabbis, Luzzatto thinks
that he was not a rabbi, and therefore not to be iden-

The epitaph of an
written by Jacob Sasportas is
given in the Mahzor Oran, but furnishes no indication of the place or date of its writing.
Mention is also made of an Abraham Cansino,
author of the epitaph on David Francis, who died
tified

with either of the above.

Abraham Cansino

about 1696.
D.

Luzzatto,

Kerem Hemed,

Iv. 34-35.

p.

33;

S.

See Isaac Cansino

family.

A. R.

D.

CANSINO, ISAAC (BEN HAYYIM) Poet
and prominent member of the Jewish community of
Oran; died in 1672; probably a brother of Jacob
Cansino II. He was a liturgical poet of high attainments, and cantor in the synagogue on the Day
of Atonement, an office regarded as a post of honor.
:

Cansino's greatest work is the first part of the socalled Mahzor Oran, which contains many poems
Among his occasional poems are
written by him.
one in praise of the collection of poems, " Aguddat
Ezob," by Abraham Cansino (1); a dirge on the
death of Aaron Cansino in 1633; and one of sympathy to Samuel Cansino on the occasion of the loss
of his fortune by the cheating of gamblers.
Wolf C'Bibl. Hebr." iii., Nos. 1265c and 1101)
speaks of Isaac Cansino, a brother of Abraham Cansino, who embraced Christianity after the expulsion

Jews from Oran in 1668. This Isaac Canhowever, can hardly be identical with the one
Kayserling also mentions an
above mentioned.
of the
sino,

Isaac Cansino, publisher at Amsterdam in 1685,
whose relationship with the Cansinos of Oran is un-

known.
Bibliography: Kayserling, Bihl. Esp.-Port.-Jvd.p.dS; Luzzatto,

Kerem Hemed,

vill. 4:J.

government, and obtained the appointment
with a salary of 25 scudi (dollars) per

1636,

month.

As a man

is known for
Hebrew book by

of letters J^cob Cansino

his translation into Castilian of a

Moses Almosniuo, under the title "Extreraas y
Grandenzas de Constantinopla, " published at Madrid
by Francisco Martinez, 1638. The preface includes
an extract from the book of the royal secretary,
Augustus Maldonatus, enumerating the various
offices held by members of the Cansino family, and
a letter from King Philip IV. in appreciation of
their services.
Jacob Cansino excited the enmity of
Marquis de Los Veles, governor of Oran, who wished
to give the office held by the former to the husband
of one of his favorites.
Jacob was too firmly established in his position, however, and remained in office
until his death.
In 1668 the Jews were expelled
from Onra at the instigation of the governor.
Gratz, Oesch. der Juden, x. 235, 413, note 3;
Kayserling, Bihl. Esp.-Port.-Jiid. p. 33; Luzzatto, Kerem
Hemed, iv. 34-35; Wolf, BJW. He.hr. 111. 534-536, No. 1101;
Jost, Oesch. der Israeliten, vlii. 43.
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Iv. 34-3.5; Jost, Gench. der Tsraeliten,
See Abraham Cansino and Cansino family.

A. R.

D.

CANSINO, JACOB

:

"

Vassal of his Catholic

majesty and interpreter of languages in the places
of Oran " (so styled by himself) died Sept. 19, 1666.
He was the fifth in succession of the Cansino family
;

CANSTATT, KARL FRIEDRICH:

Gerphysician and medical author; born at Regensburg July 11, 1807; died at Erlangen March 10,
1850.
^e was one of the pioneers of the modern
school of medicine in Germany, and numbered ProCanstatt studied
fessor Virchow among his pupils.
under
at the University of Vienna and, later,
Schonlein at Wilrzburg, where in 1831 he obtained
year later he went to Paris
his doctor's degree.
to study Asiatic cholera, then epidemic in the French
His monograph on this disease, published
capital.
the same year, attracted the attention of the Belgian
government, which commissioned him to plan a
cholera hospital.
He remained in Brussels until 1838, when he returned to Regensburg to practise ophthalmology, in
which he had won signal success in Belgium. The
same year he was appointed official physician to the
provincial law court at Ansbach, where he remained
On the death of Hencke (1843) he was
until 1843.
called to the University of Erlangen to fill the chair
Three years later he was attacked by
of pathology.
tuberculosis, and thinking that a change of air would
benefit him, he went to Pisa, Italy; but he remained
there for a short time only, and on his return to
Erlangen he died.
Canstatt's greatest service to medicine was the
conception and publication of the " Jahresbericht
iiber die Fortschritte der Gesammten Medicin Aller
Lander," begun in 1841 and continued after CanThe work next
statt's death by Professor Virchow.
in importance was his " Handbuch der Medicinischen
Klinik" (1841). Other publications were: a monograph on diseases of the eyes (1841); "Die Cholera
" Ueber die Krankheiten der Choin Paris " (1832)
reida " (1837) " Die Krankheiten des Hoheren Alters
und Ihre Heilung " (1839); "Die Specielle Pathologic und Therapie," etc. (1841-42); a monograph
on Bright's disease (1844) and " Klinische Rilckblicke

man

A

;

to hold the office of royal interpreter.

Upon

the

;

death of his brother Aaron in 1633, the office was
given by King Pliilip IV. of Spain to Yahob Caportas (whom Graetz identifies with Jacob Sasportas),
a member of an influential Jewish family which
rivaled the Cansinos.
Tliereupon Jacob Cansino
came to Madrid, petitioned the king for the office in
considecation of the services rendered by his family

;

und Abhandlungen"
Bibliography
764
8.

;

:

(1848).

Allqemeine Deutsche Biographic,

Meyers, Konversations-Lexikon,

Iii.

ill.

762-

841.

E. Ms.

:;
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CANTARINI A
:

Jews tracing

ian

distinguished family of Italdescent from Gherescion

their

(Grassin) Cantarini, who, when one jear old,
was driven from his native place, Asolo, and was
taken to Padua (1547), where his descendants were
leaders of the community for the next 300 years.

A

;

sketch pedigree, including the best-known memmay be made up as follows:

bers of the family,

Gherescion (Grassin) Cantarini
(1546-1B20)

had

Oansino
Cautarini

to find seats in the

women's

gallery.

He

also

taught in the yeshibah, and officiated as cantor, especiall}^ on the Day of Atonement.
As he had a
thorough knowledge of the Talmud, his decisions
were often sought in lialakic cases.
Cantarini had an extensive practise, especially
among the patricians outside of Padua, but at the
end of his life, having lost his property through
others, he was in straitened circumstances.
Many
elegies were written at the time of his death, among
others by his pupil Moses Hayyim Luzzatto, Venice,
1728.

Samuel

[Isaac]

In his poetical writings Cantarini based his lan-

guage almost exclusively on that of the Bible;

r

1

\

Azriel Dr. Kalo- Dr. Judah
(1577-1653) nymus
Leon
(Cleraente) (1595-1651)
Hayylm (1593-1631)

I

Samuel (Simon)

Jacob

Isaac
(1600-1677)

(1596-1631)

His

Isaac Hayyim
(1644-1733)

(fl.'l662)

innumerable

Style.

I

I

his

sentences containing, in addition to

I

conceits,

Biblical expressions.
his

allusions

The contents

to

of

works must be judged apart from

their unpleasing form, being

Rafael

Bibliography

:

Mortara, Indice,

p. 10.

CANTARINI, AZRIEL (ANGELO) BEN

SAMUEL (SIMON) HA-KOHEN

:

Italian rabbi

born 1577 at Padua; died there 1653. He was rabbi
and preacher in his native city, and directed the
yeshibah Lekah Tob there.
Bibliography: Nepi-Ghirondi, Toledot Gedole
383;

No.

YisraeJ, p.

Mortara, Indice, p. 10; Jacob Lebet-Levi, Responsa,
68.

L. G.

I.

BeR.

CANTARINI, HAYYIM MOSES (ANGELO) BEN ISAIAH AZRIEL Italian physi:

and writer; lived in the second half
of the seventeenth and the first half of the eighteenth century at Padua, where he was also instructor
cian, rabbi, poet,

He published in Italian: "Chirurgia Pratica," Padua, 1677. At his death he left
the following manuscript works in Hebrew (GhirondiMSS.): " Haggahot, " glosses on some halakic
works of post-Talmudic authors " Mar'eh ha-Seneh"
(Vision of the Thorn-Bush), a description of a persecution of the Jews at Padua, probably of the same
one of which the work of his uncle Isaac Hayyim
Cantarini, "Pahad Yizhak," treats. Responsa of
his are also extant in manuscript.
Wolf ("Bibl. Hebr." iii. 565) mentions Cantarini's
correspondence with the Christian scholar Unger
of Silesia on the history of the Jews in Italy.

in the yeshibah.

;

Bibliography: Nepi-Ghirondi, Toledot Gednle YisrneU
102,
I-.

330

;

Steinschneider, Hebr. Bibl. 1876, p. 37

G.

;

PP.

ib. 1877, p. 89.
I.

BeR.

CANTARINI, ISAAC HAYYIM (VITA),
(also called

Raphael ben J&cdb Isaac ha-Kohen)

and rabbi; born Feb.
Padua; died there June 8, 1723.
He
studied Hebrew and the Talmud with Solomon
Maiini, author of the "Tikkun '01am," and with
the poet Moses Catalano.
His instructor in the secular branches was Bernardo de Laurcntius.
Cantarini received his diploma as physician at
Padua Feb. 11, 1664; and in addition to following
Italian poet, writer, physician,

2,

1644, at

the profession of medicine, he very often preached
in the Ashkenazic synagogue.
His sermons were
frequently attended by Christians, tlie number of
these on one occasion being so great that the Jews

remarkable for pithy
sense and elegant definition.
The most important of his Hebrew works is
"Pahad Yizhak" (The Fear of Isaac), a description
of the attack on the ghetto at Padua by the Christian populace

dam,
of all

Aug.

published at Amster-

20, 1684,

The work

contains a detailed account
the incidents, in most of which he had taken

1685.

part ("Ozar Nehmad," iii. 131); and many documents of the governments of Padua and Venice are
therein translated and quoted in Hebrew.
An account of the internal condition of the community,
together with statistics, serves as an introduction

The author develops entirely modern theoon the causes of these occurrences in the political as well as the physical world (5a et seq.).
Noteworthy also is his decided tolerance toward
(p. 10).

ries

Christians (see, for instance, pp. 9a, 23g).

The following poems Avere published by Cantarini
they are nearly all occasional " Pi Sefarim" (Mouth
of Books), festal songs written when
His Poems, tlie teachers of the yeshibah decided
to include the study of the treatise
of Hullin (Venice, 1669).
A poem in the form of
a psalm, on the delivery of the commimity from
the hands of the populace Aug. 20, 1684, is printed
in the "Pahad Yizhak " (p. 51b), which was formerly
read every year on the anniversary of the attack (10
Elul) in the synagogue.
Other poems are printed in
:

'Ekeb Rab

" 'Et Kez " (see below),
Kebunnat Abraham " of
Abraham Cohen, and the " Ma'aseh Tobiah " of To-

his

works

and

"

"

and

in the prefaces to the "

Cantarini also wrote a paraphrase of
bias Cohen.
the majority of the Psalms, which has not yet been
Many of his poems in manuscript were in
printed.
Ghirondi's possession. Some of his poems have also
been inscribed on the walls of the large Ashkenazic
synagogue of Padua, which was built during his
life.
His " 'Et Kez " (Time of the End) deals with
the time of the advent of the Messiah (Amsterdam,
1710), while the " 'Ekeb Rab "(Great Consequence), is
a collection of responsa in Hebrew and Italian, concerning the oath which the tax-collectors of the
community of Padua took before the wardens
The manuscript of his " Leb Ha(Venice, 1711).

kam

(Heart of the Wise) was in Ghirondi's possesHis "Havve Bcsarim" (Physical Life), "Leb
Marpeh" (Healing Heart), and "Shibat Tishbi"

sion.

"

";

Cantarini
Oantillation
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(Reply to the Tisbbite), a polemic against Elijah
" Tishbi," have not yet been printed.
Cantarini's Hebrew letters, addressed to the Christian
Levita's

scholar Unger of Silesia, are interesting as containing notices on the Jewish writers of Italy (Hamburg
MS. No. 335, reprinted in "Ozar Nehmad," iii. 128
Halakic responsaof his are printed in Isaac
et seq.).

Lampronti's "Pahad Yizhak " and in Simson Morpurgo's "Shemesh Zedakah " (Orah Hayyim, No. 4,
and Hoshen Mishpat, No. 33).
In Latin Cantarini wrote the "Vindex Sanguinis,"
a reply to the work on blood accusation of Jacob
Geuze(Amslerdam, 1681). Three Latin
lettersby liim have also been published
Latin
one of them dealing with natural hisWorks.
tory, is addressed to his teacher Bernardo de Laurentius (Padua, 1856, ed. Osimo).
An Italian responsum of his is mentioned (trans-

Hebrew

lated into

;;

;

536

addressed to Jacob Lebet-Levi, and dealing with a legal quarrel in which Cantarini was
involved.
This letter, which testifies to his thorough knowledge of the Talmud, is written in a very
pure and classical Hebrew. At Cantarini's death
his nephew, Isaac Hayyim Cantarini, wrote his obituary.
extant,

Bibliography: I. H. Cantarini, Pahad Yizhak, pp. 10a, 42a
idem. In Ozar Nehmad, ill. 145'; Nepl-Ghlrondi, Tolcdoi
Gedole Yi»racl, p. '198 Steinschneider, In Monatsschrift,
;

1899, p. 472.

L. G.

I.

CANTARINI, KALONYMUS AARON
(CLEMENT) BEN SAMUEL (SIMON) HA-

KOHEN

Italian physician born in 1593 at Padua
died there July 30, 1631, of the plague.
He was
famous as a Talmudist, as well as for his extensive
knowledge of the profane sciences.
Bibliography
Nepi:

;

:

Ghlrondl, Toledot Gedole Yisrael, p. 303
Mortara, Indice, p. 10.

Isaac Lam-

in

"Pahad
under

pronti's

Yizhak,"

L. 6.

Many of his

''\\>'\V)-

SAMUEL

MON

posses-

also been preserved

several

" consulti

in

("Ozar

Nehmad,"

iii.

;

Catalog dcr
Hehrdischen Handidem.

idem. In Hebr. Blhl.
1876, p. 38; idem, in
Mnnntss^ehrift, 189<),
pp. 475-476 Luzzatto,

,

Nepl:
Ghlrondl, Toledot Gedole Yisrael, p. 342 ;
Mortara, Indice, p.
10.

L. G.

I.

BeR.

CANTER-

;

Map

of Canterbury, Showing Position of Jewry.
(From Speed, " The Theatre of the Empire of Great Britalne," 1676.)

Caspary, Gesch. dcr
Jtalienischen Litteratur, ii. IBl; Etienne,
Histoirc de la Litteraturc Italienne, pp. 465 et seq.
L. G.
I. BeR.

CANTARINI, JXJDAH (LEON) BEN SAM-

HA-KOHEN

:

Italian pliysician

and rabbi; born about 1650 at Padua; died there
April 28, 1694.
He had a large practise among the
Christian as well as the Jewish population of that
poorer of his patients four times a

day without charge. Cantarini founded a yeshibah
in the synagogue of the Ashkcnazim, where he
taught the Talmud, in which he was very learned,
lie also officiated as preacher.

m

Bibliography

Z. O.p.282; Alraanzi,

city, visiting the

;

grandson.

;

In Ozar Nehmad, iii.
148;' Delitzsoh, Zur
Gesch. derJildi.-^chen
Poesie,
pp. 72, 74,
174; Zedner,/lu.si«n,/ii
HintorUicher Stiiche,
pp. 146 et xeq.; Zunz,

TJEL (SIMON)

Padua; born

1

zu

In Kercm Hemed, iii.
115; Fuenn, Kerte^ct
BenYisrael, p. 611
Jacob, Ozar ha-Se farim, pp.'448, 457, .528;

the

were Azriel, Kau s and
ony
Judah Cantarini.
i^iayyim
Isaac
Cantarini was his

der
163

p.

of

died
1561
during the
1631
plague, to which
also two of his sons
and other members
of his family succumbed. His sons

NeplGhirondi, Toledot Gedole Yisrael, pp. 143,
154 ; Mortara, Indite,
Steinschneider,
p. 10
Cat. Bodl. No. 5327;

Hamburg,

Official

procurator

of

Bibliography:

in
StadthihUothck

(SI-

BEN

KOHEN:

about

148).

schriften

)

Jewish community

Latin)
on medical subjects

(partly

BeR.

GERSON HA-

There have

sion.

I.

CANTARINI,

sermons in
manuscript were in

Italian

Ghirondi's

BeR.

A

letter of his is

BURY:
town

Large

Kent, England, containing the
metropolitan cathedral, Jews were settled here
They seem to have been
in the twelfth century,
on very good terms with the monks, taking
their side in a controversy with the archbishop.
Gervase of Canterbury ("Chronicles," i. 405) was
struck by the contrast between the archbisliop
excommunicating the monks and the Jews praying for them. Reference is made to the inn of
a Jew at Canterbury (Robertson, " Materials for Life
In Speed's map of Canterbury
of Becket." ii. 7).
there is a "Jewry Lane" opposite All Saints'; while,
according to Somner ("Antiquities of Canterbury,"
in

.

Cantarini
Cautillation
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pp. 124, 125), the site of the ancient synagogue was
that of the Saracen's Inn.
Only two rabbis of any importance are said to have
been connected with the town of Canterbury. These

Aaron op Cakterbury and Benjamin of Canterbury, the latter of whom Joseph Jacobs has attempted to identify with a Benjamin of Cambridge
The community preserved its
(see Cambridge).
are

importance up to the Expulsion, as it was the seat
of an archa or chest for the preservation of deeds.
Soon after the return of the Jews to England a

synagogue was founded in King street, Canterbury
(about 1730), and a small congregation has remained
A synagogue
in the town up to the present day.

was built in St. Dunstan's, but was replaced (1847)
by a new building, which was erected on the site of
There are now only
the old Templars' Church.
thirteen resident Jewish families in the city, though
a large number of casual poor pass through it annually.
Jacohs, Jcws of Angevin England, pp. 93,
375; Hasted, Canterbury, 1. 61, 126; 11. 364; Margoliouth,

BiBLiOGRAPHv:

Jews in Great Britain,

iii.

135, 136.
t)

CANTHERAS

:

Surname

of Simon, the son of
priest, according to Josephus

the high
"Ant." xix. 6, §§2, 4; compare ib. 8, § 1, where
Elioneus, son of Cantheras, is mentioned as having

Boethus,

by King Agrippa
Abba Saul ben Batnit and Abba Jose ben
(41-44).
Johanan of Jerusalem, contemporary leaders of the

also been appointed high priest

Hasidic part}^ however, regarded the house of Cantheras as a different one from the house of Boethus,
when they both exclaimed: "Wo unto me from the
Wo
house of Boethus wo unto me from their club
unto me from the house of Kadros [Cathros = Cantheras] wo unto me from their pen! " (see Tosef.,
Men. xiii. 21; Pes. 57a), while Elioneus is mentioned
Gratz
in Parah iii. 5 as son of Joseph Caiaphas.
("Gesch. der Juden," 4th ed., iii. 739-746, and "Monatsschrift," 1881, pp. 97-112) blames Josephus for
having confused the names; Schilrer ("Gesch." 3d
ed., ii. 218, notes 11, 14) accepts Josephus' information as correct (compare Derenbourg, " Histoire de
K.
la Palestine," pp. 215, 238).
;

!

;

CANTICLES, BOOK OF.

CANTILLATION

See

Song of Songs.

Mode of intonation used in
public recital of prayers and Holy Scripture. The
infinite gradations of tone in ordinary speech serve
to bring home to the listener the interrelation and
coordination of the words used by the speaker.
Even when the li.steners do not exceed the small
circle that can be reached by the ordinary speaking
voice, the delicate shade of meaning to be conveyed
by the structure adopted for the sentence will not
be appreciated by them unless certain conventionalThese conities of pitch are introduced in utterance.
ventionalities of pitch result in an elementary form
of song, and thus became early known as " singing
But when a larger
to speech " {irpoaufi'ia, accentns).
audience is addressed the assistance of a sing-song
utterance in marking this accent or prosody, and rendering the precise interdependence of the successive
words unmistakable, has been recognized by all who
have ever had to speak in the open air or in a large
:

building, and has been from the earliest
adopted for the public recitation of sacred

ages
texts.

Among Jews

the desire to read the Scriptures in
in Neh. viii. 8 has from time
in the use of some sort of
musical declamation. This mode of recitation, depending not upon the rhythm and sequence of the
sounds chanted, but upon the rhythm and sequence
of the syllables to which they are chanted, is known
as eantillation.
In describing synagogal chanting, it is necessary to
distinguish the intonation traditionally employed for
the text of the prayers the component sounds of
which are dependent upon the momentary impulse of
the reader, checked only by the fixed melody of the
coda with which tlie benediction concludes from
the intonation traditionally employed for the text
of the Scriptural lessons (the elements of which
are rigidly fixed).
The first is discussed in the
general article on Music, Synagogal, under the

manner described
immemorial resulted
the

—

—

heading "Prayer-Motives." The eantillation which
here described forms the musical interpretation of
the Accents which accompan}^ the text of the He-

is

brew Scriptures.
These signs, nU'^JJ

("strings," "musical notes"),

in the older expression, D'Dyt3 ("adornments,"
" tropes"), have been discussed, from the grammati-

or,

Accents. The musical system to which they now serve as a notation, apart
from their syntactical force, must have existed
long before the need was felt for such a notation,
even as Vocalization was in use
The
long before the vowel-signs were inChant Pre- vented. The notation which fixed
ceded Its the traditional pronunciation of each
Notation, word may well, as Wickes points out,
have been introduced at the same period
and for the same reasons as the notation which fixed
the \jVS,Ci\i\on&\ modulation. And, similarly, the causes
which have led to a geographical variation of the
original sounds in the one case have brought it
cal point of view, in

about in the other.

The earliest reference to the definite modulation
of the Scripture occurs in the Babylonian Talmud
(Meg. 82a), where R. Johanan deprecates the indifference of such as "read [the text] without tunefulness
The use
[the Mishnah] without song."
of the ternj ntD^yj ("tunefulness") shows that a
melody definite enough to cause a pleasant impression was already attached to the Scriptural reading,
and that it had long passed the stage of a syllabic
plain song which could only bring out the rhythm
of the cursus as one group of syllables succeeded another.
The eantillation must already have become
"melismatic." with groups of notes, tliat is, attaclied
to the more important syllables, so that the meaning
of the text as well as its rhythm received emphasis

and repeat

and

illustration

from the chant.

was already tuneful to contemporary ears, the way had been cleared for its hermoncutic application to the text. The vocal phrases
which constituted its melodious element would, by
their distinctness from the monotone recitation
If the eantillation

which joined them

into tuneful succession, serve to
bring out the logical and syntactical importance of
the syllables sung to them from among the other
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syllables comparative!}' slurred over on one note.
" In this way the music was made to mark not only

though traces of

the broad lines, but the finest shades of distinction
and when its signs were introduced
into the text, they were also the signs of interpuncFor a long
tion no others were needed " (Wickes).
time no such signs, however, were necessary the
cantillation was transmitted orally, and teachers
were recognized whose profession it was to give instruction in " the pausal system of the
accentuation " (Ned. 37a). But preEarly
References. cisely as in the case of the plain-song
of the churches, memorim technicm were
gradually introduced in the private scrolls of individual masters, probably at a very early date later
crystallizing into the Babylonian and Palestinian
Before this necessity for a
systems of Accents.
notation was generally felt, a system of manual
signs had been developed (Ber. 62a), just as in the
Greek Church, where it was called the xeipovouia
("Manuum variis motibus altitudinem, depressionem, flexus vocis significabant "); and the system
survived into the Middle Ages, being referred to by
Ben Asher (D"'rDyDn \'5npT. ed. Baerand Strack, 18),
and later bj' Rashi (on Ber. 62a), while Pethahiah of
Regensburg found them still practised in the Bagdad synagogues in the twelfth century. In modern
times it has been noticed by Joseph Saphirin Yemen
(Eben "Safir," i. 56b) and by Burkhardt in Tiberias.
This chironomy, like that of the churches, must
have been based upon the rise and fall of the finger

Zemah Duran,

One
Species
Lost.

;

:

as the notes
succession.

employed seemed

to rise

and

to fall in

However much

the point and straight
line, as in the fifth-century Syriac system, may have
been utilized for the bases of notation.
The
yet the manual movements and the
Chironwritten signs must often have mutu-

omy and
Notation,

(compare " Manuel
Derenbourg, p. 16).
present state, however, calli-

ally counteracted

du Lecteur,"
In

its

ed. J.

rise and fall of the voice,
for the accents are intended onlj' to remind readers
of certain intonations they have already learned by

graphy rarely depicts the

So the signs do not designate any tonal value
or any sort of succession of notes, but only that a
conventional series of .sounds are to be grouped on
a syllable in a certain manner.
Attempts have been made to reconstitute the
oldest form of the cantillation by J. C. Speidel
("Spuren von der Alten Davidischen Sing-Kunst,"
Waibliugen, 1740), C. G. Anton (in Paulus' " Neues
Repertorium fur Biblische Litteratur." Jena, 1790),
\j. Haupt (''Sechs Alttestamentliche Psalmen," Gorlitz, 1854), and L. Arends (" Ueber den Sprachgesang
ear.

der Vorzeit," Berlin, 1867). But as these investigators did not combine that acquaintance at once
with Hebrew grammar and history and with synagogal music on which Delitzsch rightly insists for
the study of the subject (" Pliysioiogie und Musik in
Hirer Bedeutung fiir die Grammatik, Besonders die
llebraische," Leipsic, 1868), the fanciful in their
fonclusions outweighs the probable.
The Hebrew Bible is now pointed with two systems of accents. Of the system employed in the
three poetical books, n O'X. Job, Proverbs, Psalms,
the vocal interpretation has been forgotten, al-

nHN
due

in the sense;

—

appear to have been

it

po. 52b).

This

still

re-

Simon ben

tained in the fourteenth century (compare

loss is

probably

the early discovery that for
congregational u.se the chief employment of the Psalms, at least tlie utilization would be at once more simple
to

—

—

and more effective of a chant identical
and with enough melodic
definiteness and individuality to be easily remembered, in comparison with a pointed cantillation
varied from verse to verse, and demanding continuous attention from tlie readers. The similar measurement and dichotomy of verses in these poetical
books would sometimes, indeed, suggest such a fixed
melody by the similar accentuation of successive
verses.
But the prose Scriptures are recited by an
individual, and for them the commoner species of
pointing is employed. For this accentuation of the
twenty -one books " the cantillation vigorously surin each successive verse,

•'

vives in a certain

number of antique forms, divergent

in detail of tune

and especially

in tonality (or scale

structure), but parallel in character

and

in outline.

This parallelism of divergent forms results in several divergent musical interpretations being given to
the accents in each Miniiag or rite traditional among
Jews since the INIiddle Ages (remarked before 1444
This feature is probain S. Duran 's nnx po, 52b).
bly of great antiquity, and may have already existed
in the Talmudical age.
A similar parallelism is
noticeable among the various prayer-motives (or
outlines of melody for intoning the devotional portions of the various services; see Music, Synagogal)
in each rite, and exhibits the same uniformity of

employment

of different tonalities.

The

principle

seems to be general in Jewish worship-music, and
maj' be formulated as the specific allotment in tradition of a particular mode or scale-form to each
sacred occasion, on account of some esthetic appropriateness felt to lie in the association.
While the
only two modes utilized in modern European music,
the major and the minor, are to be met with, they
are of insignificance in face of the rich variety of
modes of an antique or Oriental character more frequently favored in all the musical rituals which
have not recently broken with tradition. The can-

only to modes similar to those of
the Catholic plain-song, probably from

tillation adiieres

Principle a contemporary development at the
of Parallel close of the Dark Ages. The resemTonalities blunce of some tropes to intonations
Ancient, employed in reading the Koran is at
once striking and the tonalities preserved among the Jews closely resemble those of
the B3'zantine and Armenian traditions, of the folksong of eastern Europe, and of Perso-Arab melody.
This modal feeling of Jewish worship-music is still
reminiscent of the musical theory and practise of
eastern Asia, which radiated from Babylon to the
Mediterranean and to the Indian ocean. All this
suggests that a similar principle may have underlain the cantillation of the Psalms in the Temple at
Jerusalem, and attracts attention to the suggestions
thrown out on literary grounds by Haremberg
("Lips. Misc. Nova," 1753, ix. 2, p. 218 et seq.) and
by Griitz ("Psalmen," 1882, p. 71) that other liead;
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Psalms besides Gittith (viii., Ixxxi.)
music known by the name of a particular
district, according to the old Greek custom and that
of Eastern races.
It may be surmised that the Masoretes were no longer acquainted with that practise of the older musical school which superscribed
a Psalm with the geogiaphical name of the scale
in which it was to be sung, because the liturgical Psalms nearer the close of the Canon, the
chant of which ma}^ have been still known, or may
have been more definite in melody form, bore no
such superscription. But if the practise of later
ings of the

refer to

Temple

Jews (found equally among the various traditions which then had not yet

Candiverged) of using a different tonaUty
tillation of for each class of religious occasion
Psalms,
had already prevailed in Temple times,
it could be understood why Psalms
would be headed with geographical expressions such
as Gathite (viii., Ixxxi.); Eolian of the East (xxii.);
Susian (xlv., Ix., Ixix., Ixxx.); Elamite (ix., xlvi.);
Ionian {Jawanit) (Ivi.;; perhaps the headings of
Ps. vi. and Ivii., with others similarly superscribed,
might be referred to the same class of technical
musical rubric. In any case, scale-forms similar to
these ancient ones were, and are, used by all Jews,
according to the sacred day, for the cantillation now
designated by the Accents.
The modes employed in the prayer* motives will
be discussed with them, but the modes for the cantillation may be summarized as follows, if the Gregorian nomenclature

is

used.

Cantillation

)

::

—

r

:

^

THE JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA

Oantillati ^n

Name

r

.

of Accent:
T

Meaning

-

:

Bunch

Scatterer

Zar

Transliteration

-^g

Se

ka

-

Jiecitativo,

1.—PENTATEUCH.

540

ad

-

gol,

Resting (horn)

Resting

Mu-nah

Mu-nah

Square

Re

-

bi

a',

lib.

^

— Ashkesazim,

A.

1902.

—Ashkenazim,

B.

1518.

—Sephardim,

C.

(Europe.)

0.

— Morocco.

E.

—Egypt & Syria.
$s=z

F.—Bagdad.

2.—PENTATEUCH. -f9
j_
=;p4
(Penitential.)

(Haftarah.

A.

1

PROPHETS.

— Sephardim.
(Europe.

~y ^'3L ^
ru 4~*~
^j

5.—ESTHER.

-^gj:

A.

— Ashkenazim.

C.

— Sephardim.

/f

.

—Ashkenazim.

— Sephardim.

Syria.

7".— RUTH.

— Sephardim.

8.—HAQIOGRAPKA.

-^

-A

r
:*=:^

"I

:=l

i^^
=«t:^

i±*:

1=

1

-

-^=^ n»
I

g^S^

=:S=(E:

n

"J

I

^1^

j*^=

m
Ei=r^:!?^^EEE^ ?=

;=t:

^-^=--±

I

^^^=g=g=fe*3

—p^-^ —

1

I

g^JJ^J^—=?E
'

n[=»i

:a^

:

.

Bzi^

^^£
d

I

:15^=^

"-

3-t

;e^

^^-4~

src

3

'<^:-»-

5^3i

3^

I

1-

L

2t:f=f:
"SE^E^

g

2!^

^^!^

4 *l

illi-t

-

lat

:st^=^

1—"^

_^_^

f^

:^=^

—

e.-LAMENTATIONS.=^i=^

F.— Bagdad.

hi——
iil^
^i^-

^^ii

—

3^

is==S^
*-

>^-

3z:

3=ti

izn

-jtz^zzMz

r~d=

F.—Bagdad.

C.

r-l-

i

(Other readings.)

E.-Egypt &

:j==t
^
^

-*

F.—Bagdad.

A.

::*^-

^

mm, —

r

(Europe.)

C.

z^z

3ES5:

m-

-^

f^

m

jn-.

—Ashkenazinic

—Sephardim.

C.

3=F

r:

—f^

3,—PEOPHETS.

4:

3

— Ashkenazim.

A.

C.

~*-^i==^-

-3tt

1-

=^^

^

F^2

zci^Siz^

12^2

z:^a

:^^&^^^* ^^Zj=:j^

=^=l;

^^^3^

1t«=^-zi= :=iz:J!>BZ=^
la^z

2:S==.»;

•

-^

__'r<

"i-

:Ezi:3t:

—

r
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Cantillation
/Preceded by^

T]Sn»

\

lowed by

T

/Eeversed (horn)
C

^"i

Mah

Pash-ta.

:

Za

pak Pash-ta

-

Minor Raising

Stretcher

^^

—

=t=^

-v-t-

s
f

-

Ka

kef

-

Minor Raising \

Staying

ton...

Ye-tib.

Za

-

I

^t

N
r*
^—^Hr
,

1^-

:

—^

/

Ka - ton,

kef

^

-J***,-

=^
gj
^=3^=

'5=qs:

-

pJ^O

=«=P=

-3t^Z3ti

-Bi
tfry— W-

N

I

E^$*d

=Jtt

qsmt

fi ^
—

—3c <^

—

L

»,_,»

—

jtiat

N

f3=l^
?5

-g!!;=q5^

=S=*:

^.^-^

ESsE -a< —

EESEE

W^-

«:=i=]:

=fc=e5!=

=^«rR«HE

H*-^-

*-

Iftd

3— *— *-

=?2I

^^=^

iHg

:^PK

-»

3=3

-tit

:f?^^

^4

—

St

V:ti

ilE^
Ife

»-

^^

:=l:

*

rM
»r-

»^

*

:?s==t

3=?!

:n=

•

T*-

*==*.-5t^:^=ia:*

3snj*>st
9=^— *-M

3

-1*

E^

iig^

t^?-''^-

^te

5rr3i -<*

—

^

i^!>-S-=^

T^-^-Ti-

-1

=W=ti

--*

m

*

=?E=JZI

fi^^=5&=S

i

»*a*a==is:

a=

'=5=s= 1

^^3^

fe=i
a

^-

in=!*n]=z=j«d

^^

t;

:3»;

:3^^^E5EE§E^;

pi

-^

it^ic:

EStzat 3=

=:d-jL-j^.

:3=^=zi:

i*z*:

3=i=Sl
-t>'—

13=:;^

;^zi»

;4:
r4:

-

5=fc
*-»-

KT-f*
:a!=nit

utzr^n:: -0=i-

pi=s=i<i-;

*rf*--^-

-•j

i*ia^.
ii^^-=^

=}=:'

~a>-*-

^^^S^^

"S~y:
^.i'- *-''-^-

J

^^

J

-

1

-

:

—

"
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Cantillation

Name

Stretclier

Pash

TransliUration

1— PENTATEUCH.
A. — Ashkenazim,
1902.

^^

-

cum Minor

Ka

ta

^

-

Major Raising

Za

ton,

:^=^

yR-g-H^-I^-^^-^i^^—

m

— Morocco.

Ga

kef

-

*t^

-•^

(Europe.)

-

Lengthener

Me-re

dol,

t3=

>r

-

-m

-

r

-ly

—

f^

-m-

f
f

l*

-»

^

(Haftarah.)

C.

— Sephardim.
(Europe.)

F.— Bagdad.

1^-

——
*

i?-ft-^ :2iz

(Other readings.)
(Europe.)

2S=f:^:3S
'i^S£^^^^:B
:zSx
^-

*^«ie^
-t-

-

s^

lo

.

ps^^aa^
^^^^^m
^ ro^

:*

^

—

~y$p

—T"

|

*

—

I

7~
-j-

^

M^

^S

:4:^

6—ESTHER.
C.

3^=^

— Ashkenazim.

C.

— Sephardim.

E.

1-

s

%

1=^

^:^-

1

•

'

'^

La.^
'

^Jj^^—

,'

"""^^
-.1

Sf^^^
B^'?^Z3t

N

N

3si

:JCz=*=3t

:*z^^"
ife?z=«a=

^m^A *l5t

-gq-^

-j^^-=^-

5^3^

-«*-

^S

*

1

1^

*

*-

*• *

SS^^^^
^£^ja

*

— ^-

N

^
^i

p

Pk-

J!S=t:

-XH

::t=S:

*• •>-

-^

ig

_g_

'

g-g.

^=^

:i=^

— ^'^

r«=^

HS=r
-

:ib=s*^5>

Jj^-VJ
--f j* fcjt^i

^-;==p

^33S

iftzp:

-^fjzrl^c

LV 4
tJ

8.- HAGIOGRAPHA.
F.— Bagdad.

f«r

3ti=^-ir:

tzt

C— Sephardim.

—

1^

^^^fi^^d-tz^es

•

:s=:3;=si

^»3S=

—Egypt & Syria.

7— RUTH.

Mu

.

V-

"*-*-

6.-LAMENTATI0NS.i;&Sfl

— Ashkenazim.

^-

-J

-A

— Sephardim.

A.

=I*=1«=1*:

*

i^LjfcJz

le

~X

'

t\\ M
^p3=CS

--

1^^

F.— Bagdad.

A.

^^^5^^iEiE

^fe

4:.— PROPHETS.

C— Sephardim.

ha,.

r~
*-

-nsa-

(Penitential.)

—Ashkenazim.

-

=f5—5:fi

3.—PENTATEUCH.

A

I'if

*^£B3t

F.— Bagdad.

3.—PROPHETS

ka

-

^Ife^E^^P

n

-r

-J
S

E.—Egypt & Syria.

A.— Ashkenazim.

Handbreadth

Il5s=t;n!!.q=

'-=^
3-N-

EQiBr^; 4i

—Aslikenaziin
1518

D.

542

of Accent:

Meaning:

B.

—^

^^

.

•--^-

£^

^r^-»^

=^^

*

.
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m^o

KnnjDX
V
-T

JT

Resting (horn)

-

.

nji»
-T

:

/ Before \
o,,„junctlVeS
\
/

Resting (horn)

Rester

Mu-nah,

nah Et-nah-ta;

.

/

n:^D
-T

\

-ira

/

T

T

Resting (horn)

Mu-nah

.

"

Before \
disjunc-)
tives

Cantillation

Pa

-

T

Major Drawing Out

Dispersed
zer,

T'li

-

sha,.
n

i^S^^g
^^^

j^=^=^r?

im

>

-

&
w

— — i i=-v3=t
r*J

SS

I

m

i

:dE

P

3^

P

E^

ti^-»-

=?:3t

P — si^
Sfi=t
-»i

i^»p—

S

at 12^

m ^—

^-

!fi=i=-^E3E^

:*-^*=;5=z

^^^^11

I

3==:*:

^t^
:^!5i

±^

-^s^

Jtzi^i

r»-^-

^^^E^

'-•*.•-*

i\z=\z

11

^555 —^S-

ist

si:

*=.'?

^^^^11

i^'Btr^^

1-

i^i

:::i:

vrs*.
•'^-i^

a^^^

:^!^:&:

;

«,

^ 53

:i:3f4

:^==ti:

-H

-•

Pi

*z^te=

m

i*^^

as

^5

4::

:^=?e;

i&±3t

2Et:

i]=ri

E^St

^

^:ts^

I-

^^

^^^^^^^
= ^^E^^iF^^^
i^g^i^

^^=»i

^^

:J?!!;=3z

r^z

=1=P=:^

^-«

»^i<«-

f^-a?*

=IZ3±:

-^

Ei^iEi:

^^^gi^

:=lz

tziz

a»-

:=ci^-*-1

*z^-SsSz

)

—

Name of Accent

h2D[>-iil^''br\
T

Meaning:

Minor Drawing Out

Transliteration:

—PENTATEUCH.
A.

— Ashkenaziin,

^
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Cantillation

1

—

r

r

:

T'li

-

:

-

T

:

-

:

Preceding and Going on

Kad

sha

ma

-

we

544

az

-

Expulsion

-

la,

Ge

Double Expulsion

-

resh,

G'ra

-

sha

-

yim

-

S3— —
^=*Tt-^-r
N

?£A

I

1902.

i

~s>-

—Ashkenazim,

B.

1518.

—Sephardim,

C.

(Europe.)

^

— Morocco.

D.

P

*i:s»

S

*-^-*-*f=z-S=mz 5e=lS=l

-^f^

aJ

;.

j_tii

.^

^^

3:^

J

£p^ *

-^1

1

III

».

I

:«^^*
j:rq!tMi

^^S^t:

W-"=a-

I.— Egypt & Syria. ~j/*4

—^ ^

ti^

P.— Bagdad.

^

rttefc:i=j=M:

-f
->

x_

>

a.— PENTATEUCH. -^^
(Penitential.)

A.— Ashkenazim.

3.— PEOPHETS
(Haftarah.)

A.—Ashkenazim.
C.

—Sephardim.

~

"7 ff"J~

VV 4 *

—

l"J-^
***J

^j

I

i

I

—^g-

(Europe.)

s—

F.— Bagdad.

*

^^

3==3
Fi=s=

3

4.— PROPHETS.
(Other readings.)

C —Sephardim.

—^?ifr^^-^-

=ir

1

2=t

-^ -^^S)-

(Europe.

2% A

F.—Bagdad.

I

A.

— Ashkenazim.

C.

— Sephardim.

P
faH-

ii

6.- LAMENTATIONS.
NS.-£!
::£ J

C.

l

— Ashkenazim

i»

'

^

^^

-g—Kj0>^^

^^

'-y*

jra_^-^.

tM:^W-f=^
>*->*

—

---^

\

^^ ^

gi-

J-

^^

J*—
»5:^^5;=it

—

•

*-=*=

—

^-

w^rf^—»z
t=tiri
^ ^

i

— Sephardim.

E.—Egypt &

Syria.

gr r
"-?*

r.— RUTH.
C.

•n-r
^:S3t; * *
*

-^*— ••*;

-JUfc-J— IX

|

S

i

5.— ESTHER.

A.

•T<

;«==it

"-^--W:

^— —

— Sephardim.

S.— HAOIOGRAPHA.
F.— Bagdad.

f
rj

'

1-

il=*t*
ti'-'-^

^

i

-L

•

•-

:e=*=

:d=^?=5=
*'*
* J * j*

N

m

=2:^::*

'i

rtt-

3=-

=e=Jt,*I32=

-r—r

Sm?

5J

[-1-1— :

q

:z2

3^;^

*^. r-y^vd
• •! #
*

:

I

—

»
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Tan

N3-ip

xnsta

N3-1D

p^bo

Steps

Broken

Lengthener

Handbreadth

Lengthener

Cessation

Me-re-ka

Sil - Ink.

g^

P

^

*

r

Te

ga.

-

e^

P

=a=c

—

J

1—

:

=^

— — ^—

—^

r

•

•—

4—V—^
^-1^—^

-1

-^^-^
'

^^
-1
::^
r^^

—ft

1

—

:
-

:i

.

^

W^^ °

J

^

^ —*T-y-

^^

*

^E3

ft

ifti

—

•—

=

*

•

>i

i<

a^ip

^^^^

::3t?_-,*z

r^-^-g-

f

-^-1=e:

-•

*:*-^

:=t
-#

~

111

'

'

>-~

—

r^

^

?^3t

-^^-szjr*-

:f^B^

III.—35

^

!

:5^!^=l:

^~^:ri:*jg*

f

#

-*

=:s^
:!izis=i3=s:
s^t
•-j.'^-"*^:!^:^:^

f3=

,=*=^

zrJ?s=t=

!

•-•^•^

^?^^=i=

^^'t

^

nr^~tf

^3- n

32l

"-•-*-• -jj-

&

L

Ptzt

J

53^

i=C

i~i|i

-•

.S

.

't*^

n=!=l;

«

^

^3S
g^^Jj:^:3=J
•-

-

S 11-^*!
ai-

-tL

=t

-^-v-*-

I-*—*

1-

»-r-»-

|-

!3E5^E3
-^
^
=^^4*gj-

ZJCZHS

V»

:7«i

3=1

-hd-!-!-

'^
*t*

.

1^—

"^

I

,3l^^^^^^

Tip -ha,

ka

—

—=s•j^

—

^

S

^j**

-s

'

I

^*=^^
i

-

r

l=x=t ::^==

-•

-•-

Me -re

bit

-

5_

.==^

«

Cantillation

Km
Da - re

S-3

a

:^=;

»

-

•

»-

5*=^

^^

^:fi
=:g=
:g=e

iMflZ*:

g-^g^g
I

^=35
«-»
atii;J*:

Se4

Lg

3

I

»
•

^

#

r*

3

*

^

I

E«E3E3^5^^3E^^^3?H3
^^^=^

f*-"

» ••^->-

J5=dfcFfi=::m=
in_^^

^

I

H

zW^

I

r

i

—

— g-—

1>

*

^ _r*-

:

)
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Canlillation

Name

of Accent:

NflDtS

Meaning

Handbreadth

Tip

Transliteration:

1

PENTATEUCH.

snk

-

Shal

-

she

zzjrrfi

vp H

(Europe.)

B.

Sof pa

ha

Chain

of Verse

_ng-

—Sephardim.

C.

-

End

— Morocco.

^

-*

^

3.— PENTATEUCH.
(Penitential

>-Tp§>^:^,;:-^:j=z^=^
SLt»--^z=»: •at

)

— Ashkenazim*

2S=

3.— PROPHETS.
:=i-

(Haftarah.)

A.

— Ashkenazim.

C

—Sephardim.

^^<

(Europe.)

^5-1

zcr— -3i

F.— Bagdad.

1*=^^^^

i2i:

r^^"

;•-=*-

4.— PROPHETS.
(Other readings.)

— Sephardim.
(Europe.

^^-6-

F.—Bagdad.

6.— ESTHER.
A.

C

•

^,;^»^i^^^3^

— Ashkenazim.

—Sephardim

W^ V" j

.

6.- LAMENTATIONS
A.

;^=

— Ashkenazim.

pi^^i^^^ *=^
:?z=

^z^-^^^^jS^r^z-

C -Sephardim.

zti;3=m

t-'

E.— Egypt &

Syria.

-9-^^

y.— EUTH.

C— Sephardim.

.

TO—ft— i^—— ta—.i::i_j

8.— HAOIOGRAPHA.

-^iS^i

F.— Bagdad.

TO- 4^

*-,

Concluded on page

548.

r-

=t
-j-*-

^•r

F.— Bagdad.

C

—•-i —
'

-»-»-*

B—Egypt & Syria.

A.

546

^

^e-

:

—

.
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Ou the Penitential Days, lunvever, it would be
chanted with jubilations of similar outline to each
accent, but the intervals of the scale drawn from
quite another mode, as follows
Kdther slower : with out

strict

3

^-

^=^

Wa

ye

-

and only inadequate impressions of the contemporary jubilations in use can be derived from the
few statements preserved in the writings of Ben
Asher, Shem-Tob, and Moses Provengale. Delitzsch

racy

V

,

^r^-

-<s^

3^1:

:4
ha

bar

hi.

^-a=^=ff«:

«

;

tempo.

3

4=^

Cantillation

de

^^^

:««--

-

ba

:s:

-h-

ha

rim

-

el

we

leh,

ha

-

e

-

him.

lo

nis

sah

-

Ab

et

-+-

:t^~

way

yo

-

-

5^1:^:

\-

-=i

ra

mer

CODA.

ne
(Psalms i., p. 44, English ed.) sums these up as follows " Pazer and Shalshelet have a like intonathough Shalshelet is
tion, which rises quaveringly
drawn out longer about a tliird Ivonger than that of

But, again, had this passage from Gen. xxix. formed
a portion of a lesson from the Prophets (Haktakah),
its accents would have been musically interpreted in
similar style, but in yet another tonality thus:

:

;

—

;

Rathe}' briskly

:

without

strict

tempo.
^^^-

^»i=^

bar

ba

de

-

h
we

leh,

-

-

4*4
yo

e

-

lo

him

nis

u
mer

e

-

-

^

r*

sah

et

Ab

-

ra

-

way

bam,

:^=*^:*:
law,

Ab

ra

-

ham

way

-

yo

-

mer,

bin

CODA.

±

i

-

ha

ba

rim.

jtziat

-<S'-

el

ba

-^s>-

ne

1^

-^-4
-^—s-

ni.

to each of the above transcripshows the form of the "jubilation " which ends
each section of the reading, a sort of musical " Here

the prose books.
Legarmeh (in form Mahpak or
Azla, followed by Pesik) has a clear
Old Dehigh tone; before Zinnor, however,

endeth the lesson," varying in figuration as well
as in tonality according to the importance of the

Rebia
deeper and more broken
has a soft tone, tending to
In Silluk the
repose [qiierij: sinking to a rest-note].
The
tone is raised at first, and then sinks to repose.
tone of Merka is, according to its name, andante
[qiiev}/, protracted] and sinking into the depths; the
tone of Tarha corresponds with adiujio.'''' All that
can be gathered from this is that the accents of the
three poetical books were meant to be interpreted

The coda added

tions

service.
It is not always certain whether the names of the
accents were given to them from their shape, position, and function, or from the outline and tone of
tlie musical sounds for which they are the notation.
Words in any case rarely succeed in desci'ibing the
effect of musical sounds with any approach to accu-

scriptions.

it

is

magnum

;

:
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Cautonists

Name

of

Accent
T

Meaning

(Numbers

xzxii

•

:

)J2V |3

-

Yerah ben
(Numberp xixv.

4'2)

HT

Young Moon

Cow's Horns
Karne Farah

Double Lengthener
Mer'ka Kefulah

Transliteration

T
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yim Ba -am

-

Yomo

5)

mah.

AsUenazim,
1902.

f^

Ashkenazim,
1518.

Sephardim.
(Europe.)

Bagdad.

Esther.
(Tii. 9.)

Bagdad.

Note For
:

" nedarim," or melodies special to certain texta, see Baer, " Ba'al Tefillah," pp. 39-42.

by much the same figuration of notes as those of the
twenty -one prose books. Of these hist similar descriptions are to be found in old writers (compare

Kalonymus ben David in A. de Balmes' njpC
D13X, Venice, 1528). During the recent centuries
the continued elaboration of the cantillation by tiie
professional readers, especially

among

the Polish

and German congregations, has overlaid the earlier
elements of the chant with ornament and developed

many

variants, so as to render these descriptions dif-

But they are scarcely needed,
musical transcriptions liave been
made; such transcriptions being known, from the
jubilation with which they commence, as " Zarka
Tables.''
The most valuable of them all, for the
Ashkenazic traditions, is to be found in Cantor
ficult to elucidate.

since so

many

Abraham Baer's" Ba'al
The value of the earlier

Tefillah," 1877, pp. 30-42.
tables {e.r/., those of Barto-

A. Kircher, P. Guarin, etc.) is detracted from
by unnecessary elaboration, and especially by experiments in transcribing the notes backward, so as to
go with the Hebrew from right to left, which have
locci,

misled later students. Such, too, is the case with
the transcription made by the monk Boschenstein
for IIp:uciilin', and printed in his"I)e Accentibus"
(Hugenau, 1518), at end of Book III., where the cantillation, reversed and given in the tenor as a canto
fernio. is ludicrously accompanied by three other harmony pans. ButReuchlin's tenor cantillation, when
retranscribed, is particularly valuable as showing
that the tradition has not appreciably varied in four
centuries, save possibl}' in the rarer jubilations, such
as "Karne Farah," where license is always taken.
Similarly valuable as illustrating the persistent accuracy of tradition is the transcription of the Sephardic cantillation made by David de Pinna, a Jewish
surgeon in Amsterdam, for Jablonski's "Biblia Ilebraica" (Berlin. 1699). The Oriental traditions have
only received treatment since Villoteau followed in
the train of Napoleon to Egypt, while the Bagdad

forms are now first presented (from notes by Mr.
Morris Cohen). The cantillation being still handed
on in oral tradition, many minor variants will be
found to exist, which it was not deemed necessary
to include in the preceding "Zarka Table," where
ad libitum grace notes have also been omitted from
the transcription.
The "repetition with

song" (see above), or study
of religious literature in a vocal intonation, similarly
survives from the Talmudical age to the present
But it was never so developed for the small
day.
audience in the house of study as was the Scriptural
cantillation for the larger congregation in the house
Private notes in the copy of the individual here likewise originated a system of accentuaExamples are referred to by the Tosafists and
tion.

of prayer.

by Profiat Duran and an accentuated
copy of the Mishnah was possessed by
Joseph Solomon Medigo in the seven;

The
Students'

Cantillation.

teenth century.
of the

Indeed, one treatise

Mishnah was printed with

ac-

cents as late as 1553. The oldest extant
manuscript of the Talmud, a fragment of Keritot, is
marked with accents for the students' cantillation,
and can be examined in the facsimile published in
Singer and Schechter's "Rabbinical Fragments."
Nothing, however, is known of any musical interThe students' cantillapretation of these accents.
tion in present use varies according to the country
of origin, but is more or less a mere drone, although
the monotone is always abandoned at the end of
the clause, according as it expresses a question or a
repl}', a doubt or a conclusion. Generally the question
ends on the dominant, the reply on the tonic.
The earliest transcription of a students' cantillation
is to be found in the Helek of the apostate Gerson
of Halberstadt (Helmstadt. 1610), where he says
that "almost the Avhole of the Talmud is set out in
question and answer as follows." Put into modern
notation, his transcription is as given on page 549.
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Cantonists

Ad lib.

m

3i=^:

^:
Fraw,

#

wie

gebt

ir

die

He

-

rinf.

Uuib

drey

Pfen

-

nig!

.
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MAH NISHTANNAH
Ad

lib.

^^

:

4z=t2

Mah
Why

{£-->

^^

^*=

nish - tan

-

din

-

thus

nah
tin -

—^-^-r-

ha

-

guish

lai

this

-

ha

lah
ver

-

y

-

zeh

"^=^
.

night

mik
from

-

kol

La

-

le

all

oih

-

er

-

lot

?

nights?

Sheb - be
For

on

•

admitted as privat-doccnt at the University of Halle,
where he became assistant professor in 1872, and
professor seven years later.
Without being a prolific writer, Cantor has rendered invaluable services to the progress of mathemat-

more especially to that of the modern
theory of functions, by his epoch-making contributions to the theory of multiplicities ("Maunigfaltigkeitslehre " in German, " theorie des ensembles " in
French)— a doctrine which he wholly and independently created and developed.
The startling but
ical analysis,

ideas embodied in his "Grundlagen einer
Allgemeinen Manuigfalligkeitslehre," Leipsic, 1883,
l)ave become the property of the best modern textbooks on mathematical analysis, despite the difficult
fruitful

;

and abstruse character of

the

new

conceptions

involved.

No

mathematician could today dispense with the

perusal of the

J
-'

Cantor
Cantor
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little

volume

that, at a single stroke,

brought universal fame to the author, and opened a
new and rich Held for mathematical investigation.
Georg Cantor's definition of the mathematical continuum, as a particular form of a more general class
of multiplicities, has been of immense benefit to the
progress of mathematics, and in itself constitutes an
undying monument to the name of this profound
philosopher and mathematician. Mucliof the clearness and precision of modern mathematical methods
is due to his example and instigation.
He endeavored to unravel the mysteries of the infinite, and succeeded in establishing, if an indirect, nevertheless a
perfectly determinate conception of the mathematHis
theory of transfinite numbers.
ical infinity
rigorous matliematical theory of irrational numbers,
together with the independent investigations of
Weierstrass and Dedekind, filled an important lacuna in the development of modern mathematical

—

thought.

On

this subject

see

more especially

his

paper " Ueber die Ausdehnung eines Satzes aus der
Theorie der Trigonometrischen Reihen," in vol. v. of
the " Mathematischc Annalen, " 1872 and the memoir
"Die Elemente der Functionenlehre," by E. Heine
in Crelle's "Journal fiir die Reine und Angewandte
;

Mathematik," 1871,

vol. Ixxii.

The articles by Georg Cantor which appeared
under different titles in Crelle's "Journal," in the
"Acta Mathematica," and in the "Zeitschrift fi'ir
Philosophic und' Phil. Kritik," are, for the greater

papers
published in the "Mathematischc Annalen," and
later collected, under the title "Grundlagen einer
Allgemeinen Mannigfaltigkeits lehre." His "Gesammelte Abhandlungcn " were published in 1890.
A. y. C.
s.
part, either reproductions or translations of

CANTOR, JACOB

A.

:

American lawyer and

non-partizan ticket, president of the borough of
Manhattan, an office second in importance onl}' to
that of mayor of New York.
Cantor has been
actively interested in good government for municipalities.
In the legislature he championed legislation in behalf of the public schools and colleges of
New York, having charge at the same time of gen-

measures affecting the canals.
Cantor has been prominently identified with Jewish communal work, belonging to many societies,

eral

and serving as director of the Society for the Aid of
Jewish Prisoners and of the Jewish Protectorj'.
During his fourteen years' service in the legislature
he introduced and aided the passage of many measures affecting the Jewish institutions of New York.
He advocated the Freedom of Worship Bill, according equal religious rights to all inmates of prisons and reformatories, and was instrumental in securing an appropriation for the compensation of
Jewish rabbis ministering in those establishments.

CANTOR, MORITZ:

German

was not strong enough

to

go

New

New York

in

1887

from 1888 to 1898, during which
time he was chairman of the finance committee of
the senate and leader of the Democratic party in that
body. For two years (1893-94) Cantor was presi
dent of the senate.
In 1901 he was elected, on a

and as

state senator

and

his

Later,

versity

of

Heidel-

berg in 1848, and
soon after to the
University of Gottingen, where he

studied under
Gauss and Weber,
and where Stern
awakened in him a
strong

interest

in

historical research.

After taking his
Muritz laiiior
degree of Ph.D. at
the University of
Heidelberg in 1851, he went to Berlin, where he
eagerly followed the lectures of Lejeune-Dirichlet;
and upon his return to Heidelberg in 1853, he
was appointed privat-docent at the imi versify. In
1863 he was promoted to the position of assistant
professor, and in 1877 he became honorary pro-

Zeitschrift fiir Chemie, Physik,

University of

school,

m

m

Synagogue, London.

of the assembly of the state of

of

Mannheim. Thence
he went to the Uni-

fessor.

Cantor is an LL.B. of tiie
York. He served as a member

to

parents decided to educate him at home.
however, he was
admitted to an advanced class of tlie
nasi u
i n
gy

born in >iew York cit}' Dec. 6, 18r)4;
grandson of Agil Hanau, cantor of Dukes Place
politician;

historian

mathematics; born at Mannheim, German3% on Aug.
He comes of a family that emigrated to
23, 1829.
Holland from Portugal, anotlier branch of the same
house having established itself in Russia, the land
In his early youth Cantor
of Georg Cantor's birth.

Cantor was one of the founders of the " Kritische
und Mathematik."
In 1859 he becatne associated with Schlomilch as

editor of the "Zeitschrift flir Mathematik und Physik," taking charge of the historical and literary secSince 1877,
tion of this excellent j)ublication.
his efforts, a supplement to the "Zeitschrift" has been published under the separate title
of " Abhandlungcn zur Geschichte der Mathematik."

through

Cantori
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Caphtor

—

Leber cin \VeCantor's iuaugural dissertation
niger Gebrilucliliclies Coordiuateii-System," Fraukgave no indication that the
fort-on-the-3Iain, 1851
history of exact sciences would soon be enriclied
by a masterwork from the same author. Even
"'

—

his first

work, entitled "Grundzlige einer Element-

ararithmetik als Leitfaden zu Akademischen Vortrilgen," Heidelberg, 1855, only faintly disclosed
These
the direction of his real taste and talents.
became apparent for the first time in his paper
"Leber die Einfiihrung Unserer Gegenwilrtigen
Ziifern fn Europa," which lie wrote for the"Zeitsciirift fur Mathematik und Pliysik," 1856, vol. i.
Tile masterwork of (^antor was only recently
His " Vorlesungeu iibcr Geschichte der
concluded.
Mathematik," in three volumes, of which the first appeared in 1880 and the last in 1898, at Leipsic, covers
the developnrent of this science from the remotest
times until the year 1758 that is, until the era of
Lagrange and is the most exhaustive and authoritative work on the subject to-day.
As a pioneer in the revived study of the history
of exact sciences, Cantor stands at the head of his
contemporaries.
To him belongs the chief credit for
founding a new discipline in afield that had liitherto
lacked the sound, conscientious, and critical methods
of this master.
His work, both as a successful lecturer at the Lniversity of Heidelberg and as the
author of numerous papers and reviews, has been an
incentive to his pupils and followers and a stimulus
for further investigation.
Among his other works may be mentioned:
" Mathematische
Beitrage zum Culturlebcn der
VOlker," Halle, 1863; "Die Romischen Agrimensoron und Hire Stellung in der Geschichte der Feldmesskunst," Leipsic, 1867; "Das Gesetz im Zufall,"

—

—

Berlin, 1877.

Bibliography: Supplement to vol. xliv. of the Zcitschr if t flir
Mathematik ^iini Plij/gik entitled Ahhandlungen ziir Geschichte der Mathematik edited by M. Curtze and S. Giin;

and dedicated to Moritz Cantor on the seventieth anniversary of his birthday, Aup. 23, 18!)9. The earefully compiled
catalogue contains, besides references to original works by
Cantor, a complete list of his historical and critical revievirs to
ther,

date.

A.

8.

S.

C.

CANTORI, JOSHUA DEI:

Assailant of the
at Cremona in 1559.
According to Steinschneider, he belonged to the family Cantariiii
In consequence of a dispute with Joseph
(D^JTnnO).

Talmud

Ottolenglii, who was head of the Talmudical school
of Cremona, Cantori, in order to avenge himself
on his adversary, appeared with the converted
Jew Baptista Vittorio Eliano, and denounced the
Talmud as containing blasphemies against the
Christian faith.
The result of this accusation was
the public burning of Hebrew books in 1559 at Cre-

mona. Jo.seph ha-Kohen records this incident, and
adds that later Cantori was found assassinated in a
street of Cremona, and was buried "behind the
board" in the Jewish cemetery of that city as a
mark of contumely. According to another source
quoted by J. Wolf ("Bibl. Hebr." i. 131), Cantori

was a convert

to Christianity.

Bibliography: Joseph Y\a-Koben,'Emek ha-Baka,
teris. p. 138; (iratz, Gexch. der Juden, Ix. 360.
L- «•

I.

ed. Let-

CAPADOCE, ABRAHAM:

to Chris-

;

Fortuyais, Neuchatel, 1837 Dc Hope Israels, 1870; J. F. A.
de Le Roi, Geschichte der Evangelischen Juden-Missioti,
;

i.

298 ct scq.

8.

I.

9APATEIRO, JOSEPH

Br.

(designated also, even

by the more modern Portuguese historians, such as
Jose 9a.pateiro de Lamego, or " Joseph, Shoemaker of Lamego ") PortuiVIendes dos Remedios, as

:

guese traveler of the fifteenth century. After a sojourn in Bagdad, he returned to Lisbon to present a
report to King Joao II. on Ormuz, the emporium of
the East-Indian spice trade.
He thereupon, b}' the
king's orders, set out in company with the experienced linguist, Abraham of Beja, in search of
the roving explorer, Pedro de Covilhao, in order to
interview the latter in the king's behalf as to the
results of his travels.
After obtaining valuable information regarding the discovery of the sea route
to India from Covilhao, who had previously gathered it from Arabian and Indian pilots, Joseph was
sent home by caravan to Aleppo.
Both Joseph and
Abraham, his fellow-traveler, thus rendered eminent pioneer .service in the cause of Portuguese discovery.
Garcia de Resende, Chrori. del Reij D. Joan
II., 29 et sea.; R. J. Mendes dos Remedios, Os Judeus em
Portugal, i. 248; Kayserling, Christopher Columbus, pp. 17
et seq.; idem, Oesch. der Juden in Portugal, pp. 88 et scq.

Bibliography

:

M. K.

G.

CAPE TOWN.

See South Africa.

CAPEFIGUE, JEAN BAPTISTE HONORE-RAYMOND Frencii Christian publicist
-

:

and

historian;

born at Marseilles 1802;

Paris Dec. 23, 1872.

died at

Among many historical works,

Capefigue wrote a history of the Jews, entitled
" Histoire Philosophique dcs Juifs Depuis la Decadence des Macchabees Jusqu'k Nos Jours, " Paris,
1833.
The author divided Jewish history into tliree
periods, of which only the lirst, extending from the
decadence of the Maccabees to the sixth century, is
dealt with in the volume tliat has been published.
Bibliography Meyers, Konversatious-T,exlkoii Ln Grande
;

:

Encyclopedie,

Bu.

Coh vert

born at Amsteidam 1795; died there Dec.
His parents, who were Portuguese Jews,
16, 1874.
gave him an entirely secular education, wishing him
to study medicine.
After having completed his
medical studies at the University of Leyden, he was
adopted by his uncle, the well-known physician
Immanuel Capadoce. In his uncle's house Abraham came in contact with Christians, and being
animated with strong religious feelings without
having been practically instructed in any religion,
he yielded to the influence of his surroundings, esl)ecially to that of Isaac da Costa, who persuaded
him to become a Christian.
Among Capadoce's writings the most noteworthy
are: (1) "Aan Mijne Geloofsgenooten in de Ned.
Hebr. Gem." The Hague, 1843; (2) "Overdenkiugen
over Israel's Keeping en Toekomst," Amsterdam,
1843; (3) "Home en Jerusalem," Utrecht, 1851.
As a physician Capadoce made himself known by
his opposition to vaccination.
A work of his on
this subject, published at Amsterdam in 1823, provoked many polemics in the medical world.
BIBLIOGRAPHY: Conversion de Mr. le Docteur C. Israelite
tianity

S.

s.v.
I.

Bu.

"

:

CAPER-BERRY

(translation of njV3X, abiyyonah, Eccl. xii. 5; incorrectly, A. V. "desire," from
naX) Tlie femipine "abiyyonali" does not express
"desire," but "the desiring thing," cc. "soul" [so
Kimhi]. The Septuagint, Vulgate, Pesliitta, and
Aquila translate by KCLTTTiapic, "caper-berry," which
traditional translation is confirmed in the .Mishnali
:

Ma'as. iv. 6 and in other places in the Talmud, where
carefully distinguished from the shoots, " tema" kapperisin," and derot," and the floral envelopes,
clared to be the fruit of the " zalef " or caper-plant)
it is

This

Cantorl
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is

a woody, trailing shrub

known

in

botany

common in the
It is quite
as caparris spiJiosa.
Mediterranean countries, where it grows ou old walls
and in the fissures of the rocks. Its large white
flowt-rs, with many long lilac anthers, are highly
The caper of commerce, which is now
decorative.
eaten pickled, is the flower-bud, not mentioned in
The "abiyyonoth," or berries proper,
the Talmud.
liowever, were eaten, as appears from their liability to tithes and to the restrictions of the 'Orlah.
They were supposed to have aphrodisiac properties
(see^Delitzsch's "Kohelet," ad loc).

For the
yonah " in

allegorical meaning of the word "abiyEcclesiastes, see commentators.

Bibliography: Moore, The Caper-Plant and
Prndiicts, in Journal of Biblical Literature
Natural History of the Bible.

Edible

Itx
;

Tristram,

CAPERNAUM

;

ond part ("hum") of this name is also found in
" Kefar Nahum," many scholars identify these ruins
with Caiiernaum. If the name "Tell Hum" was

"Tenhum,"

originally

or,

:

Nazareth townsmen

Mark

(]\Iatt.
i.

21

;

Jewish wriLake of Gen-

in

iv. 13, viii.

Luke

vii.

identification is

(juently given as variants for " Kefar

Kohut, "Aruch Completum,"

5-17, ix.

1 et seq.

made

s.r.

Nahum."

"iDD

;

[See

Neubauer

Griltz, " Gesch. der Juden," iii. 307 et
This location would harmonize with the
statement of Josephus ("Vita." ^ 72) that, after his
accident on the Jordan, he was carried to a village,
Cepharnome (Kephar Nome). But the reading here
is not certain (compare Niese), and, moreover, Capernaum was a town, not a village.
"

G. T." p. 221

f,eq_

;

— K.]

BiBLiOGR.\Piiv: Chevne and Black, Enci/C- Bibl.; Hastings,
Diet. Bitilf, and the literature given there.

F. Bu.

CAPESTANG

(Kaipapvanrfi,

this

more probable on linguLstic grounds, especially simie
'•'Kefar Taiihum" and "Kefar Tehumin " are fre-

IT.

Small town by tlie
tings, Dinj "ID3)
nesaret, mentioned in the Gospels as the liome of
Jesus, where he resided after his rejection by his
xi. 23, xvii. 24;

Schumacher. However, Theodosius of the .'•ixth
century says that (Japernaum was two Roman miles
from the Hei)tapegon (or Tabighah) spring. Jerome
also says that Capernaum was two miles distant
from Chora/.in (probably the Kerazah of today).
These figures apply to the well-known ruins of
Tell Hum, found near the lake and rapidly disappearAnions: the blocks of black ba.salt are found
intr.
the remains of a marble synagogue, wliich show
that a city once stood on this spot and as the sec-

K.
IT.

K.

Caphtor

;

1,

John

vi. 17; Eccl. R. to i. 6 and to vii. 26, as the dwelling-place of the Minim or Christian exorcists of
See also Derenbourg, "Essai
the second century.
sur rilistoire et la Geographic de la Palestine,"
According to these pa.ssages it lay close
p. 362).
by the lake, and contained a synagogue built by
The " receipt of custom "
a centurion living there.
probably
had made it neces
(Matt.
ix.
nearby
9)
sary to station Roman soldiers in the town. The
exact site of the town can not be definitely

Village in the department of
Several official
France.
documents testify to the presence of many Jews
Simon ben jMei'r, in
there in the thirteenth century.
his work, "^Milhemet Mizwah," relates that about
1245 he took part in a religious controversy before
the archbishop of Narbonne, in the presence of the
leaders of the Jewish community of Capestang.
Numerous scholars of the thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries have borne the surname of " Capestang,

near

Herault,

which, in

:

Beziers,

i)assiiig

|^{'''l:k^'3p,

r'NOC'Xap-

The Jewish community of Capestang took part in
the campaign led by Abba Mari of Limel against
Maimouides. A letter of adhesion condemning the
study of philosophy was sent to Abba Mari by
Isaac ben ^NIoscs ha-Kohcn in the name of fifteen

Josephus speaks of a spring " Kafarnauin."
which watered the fertile plain of Gennesaret (now
plain of Ghuwair) on tlu; northwestern side of the
Hence the spring must be looked for in 'Ain
lake.
al-Tabighah, on the northern slopes of the plain, since
water was in olden times carried down to the plain
through a conduit now in ruins. Accordingly the
ruins of El-]Minyah, in tlie extreme northern part of
the Gennesaret plain, have been taken by some as
This as.sumi)tion is further
the site of Capernaum.
sujiported by the statement of the iiilgiim Arculfus
(middle of the seventh century ;T()bler and ]\Iolini(r,

scholars of Capestang.

"Itinerarium Ilierosolymitauum," p. 183) that Capernaum lay at the base of the southern slope of a
mountain. This is not decisive, however, since Arculfus did not visit the town it.self, but saw it from
a distance, and his further remarks can not be ap-

cient

plied to the site of the ruins of ^linyali.
But Capernaum might also be identified with the
ruins close by the Tabighah spring, discovered by

the Philistines,"

fixed.

Hebrew, underwent many

into

alterations, as jS^t^K'Nap.

Bibmography:

Saige.

Juifs du Lanaucdoc,
Minhat Kena'ot, pp.

Le.-i

Gallia Jiidaiea.

(iross,

p. 546;

I.

(;.

CAPHAR-SALAMA.

CAPHTOR

:

p. 214:
172, 173.

'

Br.

See Kek.\kS.vi..vm.\.

Oiiginal country of the Philistines

before their emigration into Palestine, whence their
name, "Caphtorim" (Deut. ii. 28; Amos ix. 7; Jer.
xlvii. 4, where they are called "the remnant of the
country [Hebrew, " island "] of Caphtor "). The an" by " Cappadocia "
changing the final conso-

versions render " Caphtor

(Persian, "

Katpadhuka

"),

which is evidently only a very bold conAccording to Gen. x. 14 and I Chron. i. 12
(where the gloss-like remark, "out of whom came

nant to

/.-,

jecture.

lias,

as

is

now

generally believed,

been misplaced by copyists, being properly after
"Caphtorim." not after "Casluhim"), Caphtor was

;
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Capistrano

Capital Punishment

supposed to have been a region of Egypt. The city
Koptos (Egyptian, "Kebto[yu]") has, however,
nothing to do with it, and tlie hypothesis of fibers,
" Keft-in\ Great(er) Phenicia," is entirely uu-EgypThe country " Kft " of the hieroglyphics (eartian.
lier "Kftyw," to be vocali/.ed probably as" Kefto "),
which is not Phenicia but probably the southern
coast of Asia Minor, may have'liad some indirect
connection with Caphtor. An Egyptian inscription
of the most recent period has been found, howevei',
which, copying an earlier geographical list, enumerates " K(a)ptar "

among

the correctness of the

Asiatic nations, insuring thus
tradition as against

Hebrew

the versions. The popular identification with Crete
(Diilmann, etc., following Calmet) rests on Jer. xlvii.
4 (see LXX. the word " Caphtor " is a later addition,
so that the passage is at least doubtful) and on the
identification of tlie Cherethites with the Cretans
;

{LXX., etc.), which would, if correct, probably determine the original home of only a part of the Philistines,

without necessarily identifying Caphtor

itself.

BiBLiOGR.iPHY Ehers, ^T^oupten und die BUcher Mosis, p.
W. Max Mtiller. in MittheihiiHien dcr Vo7-derasi<i13();
tit<chen Gcsellschaft, 1900, v. 1 et seq. (locating Caphtor on the
Carian or Lycian coast); Smith, Hist. Geogi-aph}/, p. 171.
:

W. M. M.

E. G. H.
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of the victims false confessions of the crimes ascribed
to them.
As a result, more than forty Jews were
burned at the stake in Breslau June 2, 1453. Others,
fearing torture, committed suicide, a rabbi. Pinheas,
hanged himself. The remainder of the Jews were
driven out of the city, while tlicir children of tender
age were taken from them and baptized by force.
In Poland Capistrano found an ally in the archbishop Zbigniev Olesniczki, who urged Casimir IV.
Jagellon to abolish the privileges which had been
granted to the Jews in 1447. Capistrano, in supporting Olesniczki's demand, threatened the king,
in case of resistance, with horrible sufferings in hell,
and predicted great misfortime to the countrj-. The
king at first refused tocomplv; but when the Polish
army was defeated Sept., 1454, in the war with the
Teutonic Order (which was secretly assisted by the
pope and the Polish Church), and the clergy announced that God had punished the country on account of the king's negligence of the Church and
for his protection of the Jews, Casimir yielded (1454)
and revoked the privileges wiiicli the latter had enThis led to persecutions of the Jews in many
joyed.
Capistrano was canonized in 1690.
Polish towns.
BiBi!,iOGR.\PHY
Lucas, Sclileinsche Curiose DenkivUfdlgkeitfti, Frankfort, 1689
Sylvius, Historia Boh e mica, col.
Graetz. Hi.M. of the Jews, Hebr. trans., pp. 2101.j22, p. 174
221, 226-232, 239, 25.5-256, 283. 423-427; Kraushar, Historna
Zi/dow IV Polsce, ii.eSef seg.; Allgen. inZeif./UrHi'.sf. Theol.
ii., part 2, 2.59 et scq.; Sybers HiM. Zeit., 1863, No. 3, pp. 19et
seq.; Klose, Gesch. roji Breslau. ii., part 2, 39 et seq.; Gemeiner, Regenshurgische Chrnjiik. vol. iii. pnssim ; Aretin, Gesch. der Juden in Baiern. p. 36; Meir Minz, Respojisa. No. 63.
:

;

CAPISTRANO, JOHN OF

Franciscan monk
born at Capistrano, Italy, 1386 died 1456. Owing
to his remarkable power as a popular preacher, he
was sent by Pope JS'icholas V. (1447-55) as a legate
to Germany, Bohemia, Moravia, and Silesia, with
the special mission to preach against the Hussites and
other heretical teachings and to subdue " the disbelieving Jews," in accordance with the resolutions
:

;

adopted at the council of Basel (1431-43).
His stirring sermons, in which he urged the people to repent of their sins and to fight against the
Freethinkers, made a thrilling impression.
Know-

ing

how

easy

it is

to e.xcite the

masses by appealing

Capistrano, in his discourses,
accused the Jews of killing Christian children and
The Jews trembled at his
of desecrating the host.
ai)proach, for his sermons seemed like invitations to
riot.
His admirers called him "the scourge of the
Judeans." The Bavarian dukes, Louis and Albert,
influenced by Capistrano's agitations, drove out the
Jews from their duchies; in some places in Bavaria
Jews were forced to wear the degrading Badge on
their coats (1452).
Bishop Godfrey of Wiirzburg,
reigning duke of Fi'anconia, who had granted the
fullest privileges to the Jews of his duchy, imder
the influence of Capistrano issued an ordinance
The towns and
(1453) decreeing their ])ani.shmeut.
landowners were enjoined to e.xpel the Jews, and
Jewish creditors were deprived of a i)ortion of the
debts owing to them.
In Silesia the Franciscan was most zealous in his
"work.
When Capistrano arrived at Breslau, a report was circulated that one ^Meyer, a wealthy Jew.
had bought a host fi-om a peasant and desecrated it.
Thereupon the local authorities arrested the representatives of the Breslau Jewisii communitv and
confiscated their houses and property for the benefit
of the city.
The investigation of the so-called blasphemy was conducted by Capistrano himself. By
means of tortures he managed to wring from a few
to their prejudices,

;

H. R.

G.

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT.— In

the Penta-

Warrants for the infliction of capital punishment, as opposed to private retribution or vengeance,
are found in the Pentateuchal codes for the commission of any one of the following crimes: adultery
(Lev. x.x. 10; Deut. xxii. 22); bestiality (Ex. xxii.
18 [A. V. 19]; Lev. xx. 15); blasphemy (Lev. xxiv.
16); false evidence in capital cases (Deut. xix. 16-

teuch

:

19); false

prophecy (Deut.

xiii. 6, xviii.

20);

idola-

Deut. xiii. 7-19,
xvii. 2-7); incestuous or unnatural connections
(Lev. xviii. 22, xx. 11-14); insubordination to supreme authoritj- (Deut. xvii. 12); kidnaping (Ex.
xxi. 16; Deut. xxiv. 7); licentiousness of a priest's
daughter (Lev. xxi. 9); murder (Ex. xxi. 12; Lev.
xxiv. 17; Num. xxxv. IG et seq.); rape committed
on a betrothed woman (Deut. xxii. 25); striking or
cursing a parent, or otherwi.se rebelling against
parental authority (Ex. xxi. 15, 17; Lev. xx. 9;
Deut. xxi. 18-21); Sal)bath breaking (Ex. xxxi. 14,
xxxv. 2; Num. xv. 32-36); witchcraft and augury
(Ex. xxii. 17; Lev. xx. 27).
Only in comparatively few instances is the particular mode of death incurred by the commis.sion of a
crime prescribed. Blasphemy, idolatry. Sabbathbreaking, witchcraft, prostitution by
Modes of a betrothed virgin, or deceiving her
Punhusband at marriage as to her chastity
tr3% actual or virtual (Lev. xx. 2;

ishment.

(Deut. xxii. 21), and the rebellious
son are, according to the Pentateuchal

to be punished with death by stoning;
bigamous marriage with a wife's mother and the
prostitution of a j)riest's daughter are punished by

laws,

—

burning communal apostasy is punished by the
sword. With reference to all other capital offenses,
the law ordains that the perpetrator shall die a violent death, occasionally adding the expression. "His
This ex(their) blood shall be upou him (them)."
;

we

shall see presently, post-Biblical legapplies to death by stoning. Tiie Bible

pression, as
islation

speaks also of hanging- (Deut. .xxi. 22), but, according to the rabbinical interpretation, not as a mode
of execution, but rather of exposure after death
(Sunh.

vi. 4, iryh).

Law

An old-established rule
of rabbinic jurisprudence forbids the infliction of
punishment where there is no Biblical authority for
such punishment (Sanh. 82b; compare Sifre, Deut.
That authority, however, may be established
154).
In Rabbinic

Rabbinic
Developments.

:

by Gezer.\h Sii--\w.\h (mc mTJ): i-c.
by comparing similar or analogous expressions in two or more passages, in
one of which the meaning and import

of the expression are unmistakable
Siniilarl}' in cases where the Pentateuch
(Ker. 5a).
imposes the death penalty, without specifying the
mode of death, Talmudic jurisprudence discovers the
particular mode intended by means of the principle of
Gezerah shawah. Thus: In reference to the man or

woman who makes

use of "a familiar spirit"
"a wizard "—the law says (Lev. xx. 27), "They
sliall stone them with stones their blood shall be upon
them" (D3 DH^DT). Here tiie expression "Demetlie

i.e.,

;

liem bam " is plainly used in connection with death
by stoning hence it is argued that, wherever tlie
same expression occurs in the Pentateuch in connection with the death penalty, it means death by stoning, and consequently the punishment of the crimes
mentioned in Lev. xx. 9, 11, 12, 13, 16, is the same:
;

death by stoning (Mek., Mishpatim, IT; Sifra, KeSanh. 53b, 66a). Again, with reference
to the perpetrator of bestiality the law reads (Lev.
and ye
XX. 15), " He shall surely be put to death
Here the particular mode of
shall slay the beast."
death is not stated, but rabbinic law again infers it
by means of a Gezerah shawah. Since, with reference to the enticer to idolatry, the Bible (Deut. xiii
10 [A. V. 9]) employs the term Harag = "to slay"

dosliim, ix.

;

;

Shalt surely slay liini "), and thjs is immediately explained by the addition (ib. 11 [A. V. 10]),
"Thou Shalt stone him with stones, that he die," it
follows that the term " harag " used in refei'ence to
the beast likewise means to slay by stoning. And
as for the criminal himself, his sentence is the same

("Thou

as that of the beast in connection with which he is
mentioned (Sifra, I.e. x. Sanli. 54b). In the case of
the instigator to communal apostasy (" maddiah ") the
law reads (Deut. xiii. 6 [A. V. 5]), " He hath spoken
to thrust thee out of the way of the Lord," and
in that of \\\v. enticer of individuals (" mesit ") the identical expression is used: " He hath sought to thrust
thee away from the Lord " (ib. 11 [A. V. 10]); hence
as in the latter case stoning is the penalty, so it is
;

.

.
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;;
:;

.

former (Sifre, Deut. 86; Sanh. 89b). Ficoncerning the witch, it is said (Ex. xii. 17
(A. v. 18]). "Thou slialt not suffer her to live," and
elsewhere {ib. xix. 13) the expression, "Shall not
live," is used in connection with " He shall surely be
stoned"; therefore in the first case the particular
in the
iiallv,

Capital Punishment

penalty is to be the same as in the second (Mek.,
Sanh. 67a).

I.e.

Accordin<j to these conclusions, rabbinic law based on Penauthority, e.xpressed or inferred, affixes death by
stoning: to each of the following eighteen crimes
1. Bestiality committed by man (Lev. xx. 15; Sanh. vii. 4, .54b
Sifra,
2. Bestiality com
Kedoshim. x. 1; Mek., Mishpatim, 17).
mitted by woman (Lev. xx. 16: Sanh. vii. 4, 54b; Sifra, Kedoshim, X.3; Mek., Mishpatim, 17). 3. Blasphemy (Lev. xxiv. 16;
Sanh. vii. 4, 43a; Sifra. Emor, xix.). 4. t'riminal conversation
with a betroth»>d virgin (Deut. xxii. 23, 24; Sanh. vii. 4, 66b:
5. Criminal conversation with one's
own
Sifre. Deut. 242).
daughter-in-law (Lev. xx.l2; Sanh. vii. 4, 53a; Sifra, Kedoshim,
ix. 13). 6. Criminal conversation with one's own mother (Lev.
xviii. 7, xx. 11: Sanh. vii. 4,53a; Sifra, Kedoshim, ix. 12).
7.
Criminal conversation with one's own stepmother (Lev. xviii.
Sifra, Kedoshim, ix. 12)
8. Cursfng
8, XX. 11 ; Sanh. vii. 4, .^la
a parent (Lev. XX. 9; Sanh. vii. 4,66a; Met., Mishpatim, 17;
9. Enticing individuals to idolatry
Sifra, Kedoshim, ix. 7).
" Mesit" (Deut. xiii. 7-12 [A. V. 6-11] Sanh. vii. 4, 67a; Sifre,
tateuclial

:

;

;

.

;

Deut. 90). 10. Idolatry (Deut. xviL 2-7; Sanh. vii. 4, 6(ib;
Instigating communities to idolatry:
Sifre, Deut. 149).
11.
"Maddiah" (Deut. xiii. 2-6 [A. V. 1-5] Sanh. vii. 4, 67a; Sifre.
12. Necromancy
(Lev. xx. 27; Sanh. vii. 4,
Deut. 86).
6.5a; Sifra, Kedoshim, xi.. end). 13. Offering one's own children
to Molech (Lev. xx. 2; Sanh. vii. 4, 64a; Sifra, Kedoshim, viii.,
14. Pederasty (Lev. xx. 13; Sanh.
parashah 10. beginning).
15. Pythonism (Lev. xx.
vii. 4,54a; Sifra, Kedoshim, ix. 14).
27; Sanh. vii. 4, 6.5a; Sifra, Kedoshim, xi., end). 16. Rebelling
against parents (Deut. xxi. 18-21; Sanh. vii. 4, 68b; Sifre, Deut.
220).
17. Sabbath-breaking (Num. xv. 32-36; Sanh. vii. 4;
18. Witchcraft (Ex. xxii. 17 [A. V. 18];
Sifre, Num. 114).
Sanh. vii. 4, 67a; Mek., Mishpatim, 17).
;

As

the above

in the several classes included in

jurisprudence establishes the particular punishment of the criminal
on the basis of Gezerah shawah, so in most cases of
the following category the particular punishment is
category

(1, 2, 5, 7, 8,

14) rabbinic

deduced from Gezerah shawah. Thus, with reference to bigamy with mother and daughter the lawreads (Lev. XX. 14): "It is wickedness" ("Zimmah
hi"), and because elsewhere (/i. xviii. 17) the idenexpression is used with reference to criminal conversation of man with female relatives of other degrees, rabbinic law affixes the penalty which the
Pentateuch attaches to the former also to the latter
On the
(Sanh. ix. 1, 75a; Sifra, Kedoshim, ix. 17).
same principle the Rabl)is establish the penalty for
such conversation with lelatives within certain ascending degrees, comparing them with the descending degrees of like removes, explicitly mentioned in
the Bible (Yeb. 21a et seq.\ Yer. Sanh. ix. 26d
tical

Yer.Yeb.

ii.

3d).

in rabbinic law with death by burnare accordingly the following ten 1. Criminal conversation by a priest's daughter (Lev. xxi. 9; Sanh. ix. 1, 76a; Sifra,
Emor, i. 14 et.teq.). 2. Criminal conversiition with one's own
daughter (Yeb. 3a; Sanh. ix. 1, 75a). 3. Criminal conversation
with one's own daughter's daughter (Lev. xviii. 10; Sanh. Ix.
4. Criminal conversation with one's own son's daugh1, 7.5a).
ter (Lev. xviii. 10; Sanh. ix. 1, 75a). 5. Criminal conversaSanh. ix. 1,
tion with one's own stepdaughter (Lev. xviii. 17
6. Criminal conversation with
7.5a; Sifra. Kedoshim, ix. 16i.
one's own stepdaughter's daughter (Lev. xviii. 17; Sanh. ix.
7. Criminal conversation with
1,7.5a; Sifra, Kedo.shim, ix. 16).
one's own stepson's daughter (Lev. xviii. 17; Sanh. ix. 1. 75a;
conversation with one's
8.
Criminal
Sifra, Kedoshim, ix. 16).
own mother-in-law (Lev. xx. 14; Sanh. ix. J, 75a; Sifra, Kedoshim, ix. 15). 9. Criminal conversation with one's own mother-in-law's mother "(Sanh. ix. 1, 75a; Sifra. Kedoshim. ix. 17;
Yeb. 2Ia et xeii.\. 10. Criminal conversation with one's own
father-in-law's mother (Sanh. ix. 1, 75a Sifra, Kedoshim, ix. 17

The crimes punished

ing

:

;

;

Yeb.

21a).

The nine cases of incest liere enumerated (2-10)
subject the perpetrator to the penalty of burning

—
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only wbeu the crime is committed during tlie life
of his legal wife (Ycb. 95a; Sanh. 76b; see Maimonides, "Yad," Issure Bi'ali, i. 5).

Two

crimes only are punished by

slaying

:

Communal

1.

Sanh. ix. 1, 5:ib:
apostasy (Deut. xiii. 13-lt) [A. V. 1»'-15J
xxiv. 17;
2. Murder (Ex. xxi. 12; Lev.
Sifre, Deut. 94.).
Sanh. ix. 1, 52b; Mek., Mishpatlm, 4; Sifre, Num. 160; see
;

Homicidk).

The penalty

for the first is explicitly declared
16 [A. V. 15]): " Thou slialt surely smite
the inhabitants of that city with the edge of the
sword " but that of the latter is again based on the
As with reference
principle of the Gezerali shawah.

(Deut

xiii.

,

murderer the law is (Ex. xxi. 20), "He shall
literally,
surely be punished" ("nakom yinnakem"
"It shall surely be avenged "), and elsewhere (Lev.
xxvi. 25) an "avenging sword" ("hereb uokemet")
is spoken of, the Rabbis argue that the term " nakom"
applied to homicide has the significance given to it
by its connection with sword (Sanh. vii. 3, 52b;
Mek., Mishpatim, 4).
To the three modes of capital punishment explicitly mentioned in the P(;ntateuchal laws, rabbinic
law adds a fourth; viz., strangulation. In postto a

;

Bil)lical

jurisprudence this

is

the penalty incurred

by the perpetrator of any one of the crimes

to

which

Pentateuch affixes death, without specifying
mode of death and where no conclusions from
Gezerah shawah can be deduced. I'he Rabbis ai-gue
thus: No death -sentence pronounced in the Bible
indefinitely may be construed with severity on the

the
the

;

be interpreted leniently. And
since the Rabbis viewed strangulation as the easiest
of deaths, they decided that the undefined death-sentence of tlie Pentateuclial code means strangulation.
Moreover, the Bible frequently speaks of death sent
"by Heaven" for certain sins (for example: Gen.
xxxviii. 7, 10; Lev. x. 7, 9); and as the deatli visited
contrary,

it

mu.st

by Heaven leaves no outward mark, so must the
death inflicted by a human tribunal leave no outw ard
marks, and that is possible only in an execution by
strangulation (Mek., Mishpatim, 5; Sifra, Kedo-
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Capital punishment in rabbinic law, or indeed
any other punishment, must not be inflicted, exb}' the verdict of a regularly constituted court
(Lesser Sanh.) of three-and-twenty qualified members (Sanh. i. 1; Sifre, Num. 160), and except on
the most trustworthy and convincing testimony of
at least two qualified eye-witnesses to the crime
(Deut. xvii. 6, xix. 15; Sotah vi. 3;
Mode of Sifre, Num. 161; i6. Deut. 150, 188;
Judgment. Sanh. 30a) who must also depo.se
that the culprit had been forewarned
as to the criminality and the consequences of his

cept

40b et seq. see Hatuaah). The
must be a person of legal age and of sound
mind, and the crime must be proved to have been
committed of the culprit's free will and without the
aid of others (see Abetment); and if any one wilfully kills him before conviction, a charge of murder
l)roject (Sanh. v. 1,

;

culprit

against such perpetrator (Tosef., B. K. ix. 15;
Nor may
161 compare 'Ar. i. 3, 6b).
an execution be deferred, except in the case of the
"Zaken mamre " (Sanh. xi. 4), or of a woman about
to be delivered of a child ('Ar. i. 4), nor may it be
carried out on a day sacred to religion (Mek., jVIishpatim, 4; e6. Wayyakhel; Yeb. 6b; Sanh. 35b). On
the day that the verdict is pronounced, the convict
Looking upon
is led forth to execution (Sanh. 34a).
the sinner as upon the victim of folly (Sotah 3a), and
considering death an expiation for misdeeds (Ber.
60a; Sanh. vi. 2; see Atone.ment), the Rabbis would
not permit the protraction of the interval between
sentence and execution, which they considered asthe most terrible period in the convict's existence.
These considerations prompted them to afford the
convict every possible alleviation of the pains and
sufferings concomitant with the execution, and todirect the execution itself so as to prevent the mutilation of the body, or to reduce such mutilation,
where it is unavoidable as in stoning or slaying
to a minimum. The Pentateuclial law (Lev. xix. 18)
prescribes, "Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyand the Rabbis maintain that this love must
self "
be extended beyond the limits of social intercourse
in life, and applied even to the convicted criminal
will

lie

Sifre,

Num.

;

—

;

shim,

ix. 11;

Sanh. 52b).

By strang-ulation

the following six crimes are punished:
(Lev. xx. 10; Deut. xxii. 22; Sanh. xi. 1, 52b;
Kedoshiui, ix. 11; Sifre, Deut. 241; see Adultery).
(Ex. xxi. 15; Sanh. xi. 1, 84b; Mek.,
2. Braising a parent
Mishpatim, 5). 3. False prophecy (Deut. xvlil. 20; Sanh. xi. 1,
89a; Sifre, Deut. 178). 4. Insubordination to supreme
5,
authority; "Zaken mamre," (Deut. xvii. 12; Sanh. xi. 1, 87a;
Sifre, Deut. 155). 5. Kidnaping (Ex. xxi. 16; Deut. xxiv. 7;
Sanh. xi. 1, 85b; Mek., Mishpatim, 5; Sifre, Deut. 273; see Ab6. Prophesying in the
name of heathen deities
duction).
(Deut. xviii. 20; Sanh. xi. 1, 5, 89a; Sifre, Deut. 178).
1.

Adultery

who, "though a

Sifra,

—

Of tlie four modes of capital punishment stoning,
burning, slaying, and strangulation the first is considered by the majority of Rabbis the severest; the
last, the mildest (Sanh. vii. 1, 49b ^^ .ve<7. ).
Hence
"when convicts condemned to dilTerent modes of capital punishment become intermixed bej'ond the pos-

—

sibility of identification

and

classification, all of

them

with it the death named
lowest in the order cited above (Sanh. ix. 3, 80b).
On the otiier hand, when one is found guilty of several crimes of different grades of punishment, he
will suffer the severest death to which he is liable
(Sanh. ix. 4, 81a; compare Tos. Yom-Tob to Mishsuffer the sentence carrying

tiah).

iii.

sinner, is

still

thy brother" (^lak.

"The spirit of love must be manby according him a decent death " (Sanh. 45a,

15; Sanh. 44a):

ifested
52a).

As

the convict is led forth to the place of execuwhich is located outside of the city limits and
at some distance from the court-house (Sanh. vi. 1,
42b), a flag-bearer is stationed at the entrance to the
court, and farther on a rider is placed, while a
hcTald marches in front of tlie procession, proclaiming the name of the convict, his crime, when and
wliere committed, and the names of the witnesses on
whose evidence he Avas convicted, at
Execution the same time inviting any and every
one in possession of evidence favoraof
Sentence. ble to the convict to come forward
and declare it the judges remaining
in session throughout the process of the execution
and fasting all that day (M. K. 14b; Sanh. 63a). If
favorable evidence comes to light, the flag-bearer
gives the signal, and the rider turns the procession
back to the court where the new evidence is duly
tion,

—
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Indeed, the couvict's own declaration
that he can prove Lis ianocence, or mitigating ciiAnd
<;umstances, cause a stay until he is heard.
t'ven where he fails to effect a reversal of sentence
by his first attempt, there is still hope left for him.

cording to another opinion, a mixture of lead and
tin, is poured down his throat and burns his vitals.
(Sanh. vii. 2, 52b; Tosef., Sanh. ix. 11; Yer. Sanh.

the attempt several times, two
scholars accompanying him for the purpose of hearing him and judging whether further delaj' should
he permitted. On arriving in the neighborhood of
the scaflfold, he is exhorted to make confes.sion of his
sins, though not specifically of the crime for which

to a post, his head is severed

c'ousidered.

He may

he

is

repeat

to suffer death

(see

Confession of

Sin).

vu. J4b).

Slaying

Mishpatim, 4;

dies (Sanh.

(np''PD):

With reference to two

offenders

fastened

Deut.

94).

See Bf.he.\di.\g.

effected

is

b}-

slinging

aroimd the convict's neck a stout cord, wrapped in

not realize the painful close of his earthly career
<Sem. ii. 9; Sanh. 43a; compare Mark xv. 23; conWhen he is brought still
trast Matt, xxvii. 34).
nearer to the fatal place, he is divested of his clothes
and covered in front, and, if a woman, in front and
behind (according to the adopted opinion, a woman
was not divested at all). In this state the convict
was led on to the spot (Sanh. vi. 1-3, 42b-45b;
Tosef., Sanh. ix. 6; Sifra, Emor, xix. 3; Sifre, Deut.
Then the prosecuting witnesses, who are the
221).
only legal executioners known to Biblical and rabbinic laws (Deut. xvii. 7; Sifra, Emor, xix. 3;
Sanh. 45b), proceed to carry
Sifre, Deut. 89, 151
out the sentence which their evidence has brought
That is done in the following manner:
about.

Stoning

Sifre,

Strangulation (pjn)
soft cloth,

subject to this penalty, the Pentateuch says, "Thine
liand shall be first upon him to put him to death,
and afterward the hand of all the people" (Deut.
xiii. 10 [A. V. 9]), and again {ih. xvii.
The "Four 7), "The hands of the witnesses shall
Deaths." be first upon him to put him to death,
and afterward the hands of all the
people." Rjibbinic law follows this injunction lit
erall3% but confines its consummation within narrow
limits.
The convict having been placed on a platform twice his height, one of the witnesses throws
If the concussion does not proliim to the ground.
duce instant death, the second Avitness hurls a heavy
stone at his chest; and only when this also proves
insufficient to end his misery, the bystanders throw
stones at the prostrate body until death ensues
(Sanh. vi. 4; 45a etseq.; Sifra, Emor, xix.; Sifre,
Num. 114; ih. Deut. 89, 90, 149, 151).
Burning (nD"'~IEJ'): The Pentateuch simply ordains
that the criminal "shall be burnt with fire" (Lev.
XX. 14, xxi. 9), and a case is reported from the last
days of the Second Temple, where a guilty daughter
of a priest was actually burnwl on a pyre.
However the reporter of the case stated that he had witnessed it during his minority; and as the testimony
of a minor is not valid, no rule of procedure could
be based thereon. Indeed, the Rabbis declared that
a court ordering such an execution was ignorant of
traditional law, and a later teacher was of opinion
that tlie court referred to consisted of dissenting
Saddiicees.
According to rabbinic law, an execiition by burning means this: The witnesses secure
the convict, then force his mouth o]ien by means of
a stout cord (wrapped in soft cloth, to prevent the
discoloration of the convict's neck) being tightly
drawn aroimd his neck, when molten lead or ac-

The convict having been

from the bodj^ by a
blow with a sword. Splitting the body or piercing
it is not permitted; neither is it allowed to perform
decapitation on a block (Sanh. vii. 3, 52b; Mek.,

Thereupon he is given to drink a m.i.xture of wine
and olibanum, that he may become stupefied and

;

(2"in):

which the executioners draw in opposite
body and he

directions, until all breath leaves his

Kedoshim,

vii.

8,

52b; Mek.. Mishpatim, 5; Sifra,

ix. 11).

No

execution is attended with posthumous indigexcept that the usual mourning ceremonies
are not observed (Sifra, Shemini, Introduction, 28;
Sem. ii. 7; Sanh. vi. 6), and in the case of the idolater and of the blasphemer hanging is superadded,
provided the criminal is not a woman. The exposure of the body, however, must not be protracted.
The dead convict's hands are joined above his head,
and by them he is suspended but while one of the
executioners is still engaged in fastening the cords,
the other must begin to untie them. As to the gibbet, it must not be a natural or permanent one, like
a tree, but an artificial arrangement, easilj' removable; and when once used, must be buried out of
sight (Sanh. vi. 4, 46b; Sifre, Deut. 221).
For the burial of convicts two special cemeteries
are provided: one in which those are buried who
have been executed either b}' stoning or by burning,
and another for those slain or strangled. The dry
bones are e.ventuallj' disinterred, and placed in the
general burial-grounds (Sanii. vi. 5, 6, 47b: Tosef.,
Sanh. ix. 8, 9; Yer. Sanh. vi. 23d).
No sentence carries with it any chang(> in the civil
The Pentateuchal
status of the convict's family.
law provides (Deut. xxiv. 16), "The parents shall not
be put to death for the children, neither shall the
children be put to death for the parents; every man
shall be put to death for his own sins," and rabbinic
jurisprudence follows this principle both to the letNor is a sentence attended by
ter and in spirit.
All his possesconfiscation of the convict's goods.
sions descend to his legal heirs (Tosef., Sanh. iv. 6;
Sanh. 27b, 48b; see Conkisc.\tion).
Rabbinic jurisprudence is developed on the basis
nities,

;

of the letter and the spirit of the Bible, particularly
of the Pentateuchal codes (Josh. i. 8, viii. 31 Jose;

phus, "Contra Ap." i. 8; Hag. 10b,
Critical
14a; Ned. 22b; Mak. 23b. compare
Darmestetcr, "The Talmud," transNote.
lation b)' H. Szold, pp. 62 et seq.); but
that development naturally partook of the spirit of
the ages during which it took place from Ezra's
times to the final redaction of the Gemara (559 b.c.
This was esi)ecially the case with the
to 550 O.K.).

—

development of the civil and ritualistic laws, which
governed Jewish life long after the Roman conquest
of Palestine.
But also in criminal law, involving
capital punishment, the right to administer which
had been taken from the Sanhedrin decades b( fore
the fall of Jerusalem (Sanh. 41a: Yer. Sanh. i. 18a,

Capital Punishment
Capsali
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Rabbis delved deeplj-, elaborating the
with a view to tiieir application in
the hoped-for Messianic days (xn^tW^ Nn3i5^^, Sanh.
51b; Yeb. 4oa) or for the satisfaction accruing from
study (IDJJ' ^2p) Kill- if>-)- In this department
there are therefore some laws which are mere legal
opinions or theoretic ratiocinations which were
never applied in practise. Such, for example, are
the laws relating to the " rebellious son " and to
"communal apostasy" (Tosef., Sanh. xi. 6, xiv. 1;
Sanh. 71a)
However, the bulk of rabhinic rules,
even those concerning capital punishment, bear the
stamp of great antiquit3^ inasmuch as they are
based on actual precedent or on old traditional interJosephus, whose main authority for the
pretation.
tirst half of his "Antiquities" doubtless was the
Bible itself, supplements his outlines of "the polity
settled by Moses" ("Ant." iv. 8, §§ 1-45) with tradivii.

24b), the

details thereof
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and his famous colleagues, Tryphon and Aktba,
openly avowed their opposition to capital punislimeut, saying, "Had we belonged to the Sanhedriu
[during Judea's independence], no man would ever
have been executed," as they would always have
found some legal informalities by which to make a
sentence of death impossible (Mak. i. 7a).
Bibliography
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CAPITO (KOPFEL),
CIUS

German Hebrew

:

WOLFGANG FABRIscholar; born at

Hagenau,

Alsace, in 1478; died Nov., 1541.
In 1515 he was
appointed professor of theology at Basel and eight
years later provost of St. Thomas, Strasburg.
He
;

Some of these traditions
agree with the corresponding Halakot embodied in
the Talmudim and halakic Midrashim at a much
later date.
A few examples must suffice. In the
true spirit of traditional law, Josephus ("Ant." xii.
9, § l)says, "The purposing of a thing, but not actually doing it, is not deserving of punishment " (compare Tosef., Mak. v. [iv.] 10; Sanh. 68b; Mak. 16a):
nevertheless he construes the Peutateuchal law regarding the confuted witness (Deut. xix. 16-19) as decreeing punishment where the sentence brought
about by the confuted testimony has not been executed.
He says ("Ant." iv. 8, § 15), "If any one be
believed to have borne false witness, let him, when he
is convicted, suiTer all the very same punishments
which he against whom he bore witness teas to have
This coincides with the rabbinic Halakah
siiffei'ed.'"
(Mak. i. 6 Sifre, Deut. 190 see Alibi), as opposed to
the Sadducean ruling that the confuted witness is
punishable only after the execution of the sentence
wliich his falsehood has brought about (/&. compare
S. Mendelsohn, "Criminal Jurisprudence of the Ancient Hebrews," p. 136).
Also the Pentateuchal
law (Ex. xxi. 21, 22) regarding an assault on a woman
with child, Josephus {I.e. § 23) interprets in the spirit
of the Halakah (Mek., Mishpatim, 8; B. K. 42a;
Sanh. 74a; compare Geiger," Urschrift," pp. 436 et
seq.; Pineles, "Darkah shel Torah," ^5 160).
Likewise his esteeming guiltless the slayer of the thief,
"although he were only breaking in at the wall"
(I.e. % 27), is in consonance with the traditional interpretation of the Halakah (Mek., Mishpatim, 13; Sanh.
72a; Yer. Sanh. viii. 26c); and so is his reduction of
the number of stripes (Deut. xxv. 1-3) from forty to
"forty save one" {I.e. %% 21, 23) in accord with'the
Halakah (Mak. iii. 10, 22b; Sifre, Deut. 186; compare II Cor. xi. 24).
As to the spirit of later rabbinic legislation, it
clearly appears that there was a tendency to reduce
capital punishment to a minimum, if not to abolish
it altogether.
That capital punishment was a rare
occurrence in the latter days of the Jewish commonwealth is patent from the statement in the Mishnah
that a court was stigmatized as "murderous" if it
condemned to death mor^' than "one human being in
the course of seven j^ears.
Indeed, Ef.eazar b. AzaRiAn applied the same epitliet to a court that executed more than one man in every seventy years;
tions current in his day.

;

;

;

wrote a Hebrew grammar and various theological
w^orks.
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CAPPADOCIA(

Greek, KaTTraJo/cm, derived from
the Persian, " Hoaspadakhym"= "country of the
good horses " in the Assyrian cuneiform inscriptions,
"Katpadhuka"): Ancient province of Asia Minor.
It was known to the Jews in its Greek form also,
and is often mentioned in the Talmud and the Mid;

rash.

The Roman province Cappadocia extended

from the Taurus

Euxine, and from the Hah's
According to Joseplius(" Ant." i.
6, § 1) the Cappadocians were formerly called "Mosocheni," the Biblical tribe Meshech, mentioned together with Tubal and Philo (in treating of Gen.
XX vi. 28) is said to have called them "Canaanites."
Herodotus speaks of them as " Syrians" (i. 72, v. 49,
vii. 72), and even at the time of Strabo (xii. 544)
they were known among the Greeks as "white SyrTiiey must not, however, be
ians" {?.EVK6avpoi).
classed with the Semites, since the little that remains of their language shows no relationsliip with
Semitic (Gesenius, "Monunienta Phceniciae," p. 11).
The Septuagint, the Syriac Hexapla, the Targum
Onkelos, and tlie Jerusalem Targum identify (Deut.
ii. 23) the Biblical Capiitor with Cappadocia. Tlie targums on Gen. x. 14,
In
the Bible. Amos ix. 7 (here also the LXX. and
Symmachus), and Jer. xlvii. 4 (also
A(iuila and Theodotion), identify it also with Caph
tor, and the targum on Ezek. xxvii. 11, with Gammadim, where the reading DHO DJ ("]Medcs") serves as
According to this interpretation, the Bible
basis.
would testify to an emigration of the Cappadocians
from Assyrian and Median regions to Syria and Palestine. For later times, compare Yuhasin, ed. London,
to the

to the Euphrates.

;

p.

232b.

Josephus is the first to give genuine historical
data; he often mentions Cappadocia, since the royal
house of Herod was related to that
Joseplius. of Cappadocia by the marriage of
Herod's son Alexander (subsequently
executed) to Glaphyra. daughter of King Archelmis
Glaphyra later
of Cappadocia ("Ant." xvi. 1, § 2).
greatly shocked the Jews by marrying her brother-

Tluough these
in-law Archelaus {ib. xvii. 13,
4).
connections witli Cappadocia, and perhaps even before that time, Jews came to that country, and Christianity spread among them (Acts ii. 9, xviii, 33;
on the Hypsistarian sect in CappaI Peter i. 1
docia, see M. Friedlauder, in "Jew. Quart. Rev."
xiv. 800). Jews of Cappadocia also went to tlie festj;

;

Jerusalem (" Ant." xvi. 6, § 7) some settled
Sepphoris (Yer. Sheb. 39a); and R. Judali, R.
Yannai, and R. Samuel are mentioned as Cappadocian
teachers of the Law.
The Halakah mentions the
Jews of Cappadocia, saying that they had no vegetal oil, using only mineral oil (naphtha) for lighting
on the Sabbath (Tosef., Shab. ii. 8; Yer. 4d; Bab.
The Talmud also speaks of robbers in Cappa26a).
docia (Tosef. Yeb. iv. 5 Bab. 25b), the Cappadocians
being in evil repute because of their astuteness.
Mazaca, or Ctesarea, the capital of Cappadocia, is
also frequently mentioned
R. Akiba visited it on
his travels (Tosef., Yeb. xiv. 5; Yer. lod; Bab. 25b);
and R. Mei'r, a teacher of the Law, is also mentioned
here (Bab. Yeb. 121a).
The importance of Mazaca,
and hence that of Cappadocia, is shown most clearly,
however, by tlie fact that when the Persian king,
Sapor I., during his war with the Romans, besieged
the city, lie had 12,000 Jews massacred (M. K. 26a);
it is said that the walls of Laodicea were rent b}^ the
noise of the arrows at Mazaca {ib.).
Further mentivals at

;

in

,

;

;

made

of Cappadocian coins (Ket. xiii. 11)
which, according to the correct interpretation (Parhi,

tion is

in"Kaftor wa-Ferah,"

ed.

Edelmann,

p. 29b),

were

superior to those of Palestine.
An ingenious use of
the name is seen in the interpretation of a dream
{nd-na
20; donol r= beams), by means of which a

=

hidden treasure was found (Lam. R.

i. 1
Gen. R.
56b; Ma'as. Sh. 55b); this passage likewise indicates that journeys were often undertaken to
Cappadocia. The word " Cappadocia, " furthermore,
was used as a veiled expression for Rome (Tan.,
Wayera, 13; ib. Bo, 4), and in this sense may be connected with the dream above mentioned. Cappadocia had no independent existence in later times,
and I'.ence no further importance for Judaism.
;

68, 12; Ber.
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lished anonymously by Thomas Erjienius, at Leyden, in 1624, and "Critica Sacra," printed at Paris,

In the "Arcanum" he proved conclusively
that the Hebrew text was first pointed after the
Christian era, until wiiich time it had been composed

in 1650.

merely of consonants; in tlie " Critica " he proved
that not even the consonantal text had been transmitted without errors, but needed emendation with
the help of the versions and of conjecture.
It is to the lasting credit of Cappel that he was
the tirst who dared to undertake, with exemplary
clearness, penetration, and method, a purely philologic and scientific treatment of the text of tlie Bible.
Bibliography: Ludovici Cappelli, Cnmmentarius de Cappellontm Gente, reprinted in Ludovici Cappelli, Commetitarii
et Notce Criticcv in Vettis Te»tamentiim, Amsterdam, 1689.
T.
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CAPSALiI
Family of scholars in Eun^pean
Turkey during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries,
which came originally from Greece, wliere a cer:

tain Elijah Capsali lived at the

CAPPEL, LOUIS (LUDOVICUS CAPPEL:

Christian tlieologian

and Hebrew scholar;

descended from an old aristocratic French Huguenot family; born Oct. 15, 1585; died June 18, 1658.
In consequence of the so-called Tractate of Nemours
of July 7, 1585, Cappel's parents were obliged to
leave the country, and during their flight Louis was
born at Saint Elier, near Sedan. The soldiers of the
League, who were pursuing tlie parents, v(;ry nearly
spitted the new-born infant on tlieir swords.
After
studying theology and Oriental languages at Sedan,
and traveling for four years through England, Holland, and Germany, he was appointed, in 1613,
preacher and professor of Hebrew, and in 1633 professor of theology, at the Reformed Academy of
Saumur. He died there, higlily honored.

Cappel gained
books,

"Arcanum

imperishable fame by his two
Punctationis Revelatum," pub-

beginning of the

The name was taken from Cape
south of the Morea. Elijah had two

fifteenth century.

Capsali, in the
sons,

Moses and David, and the latter one son,
The last Capsali mentioned in Jewish

Elkanah.
history

is

members

Elijah, son of Elkanah.

The following

of the family are especially noteworthy.

Eliezer Capsali

Talmudist at Constantinople
second half of the fifteenth century. In answer
to the appeal of the Karaites, whose literary degeneracy was then notorious, he consented to instruct
them in the rabbinic disciplines; imposing only the
conditions that his pupils should refrain from vilifying the Talmudic authorities, and from desecratingthe holy days of the rabbinical calendar.
This attempt to reconcile the Karaites with Talmudic Juda:

in the

ism, or at least to soften tlieir hostile attitude toward
did not meet with the approval of the rigorists

it,

among
tainly

the rabbis. Even Moses Capsali, who cerwas independent enough otherwise, stoutly

opposed his relative, Eliezer (perhaps chiefly because
was not customary to treat the Karaites in a
friendly manner; see Elijah Mizrahi, Responsa,
No. 57).
it

BIBLIOGRAPHY:
Likkntini

(iriitz,

Gesch. der Jttden,

viii.

208; Lattes»

S}u>)iiiiu p. 17.

Elkanah. Capsali

Turkish Talmudborn at Candia about 1490'; died
In 1509 Capsali left his native
(there?) about 1555.
city to study at Padua under Judah Minz; but
Judah dying eight days after Capsali's arrival, the
latter went to Me'ir Katzenelleubogen, Miuz's sonIn 1522 Capsali was again at
in-law and successor.
Candia, having been appointed leader of the community there, with three assistants. During the
terrible plague which appeared in Candia soon after,
Elijah, b.

ist

I.XJS)
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and

hi-storian

:

;

entailing iipon the

Jews great

suffering,

which was

aggravated by the policy of isolating the Jewish
quarter, Capsali
stricken.

worked

unselfishly to relieve the
del Medigo, rabbi of

When Menahem

became too old to officiate, Capsali and
Medigo were appointed rabbis of the community; and Ca]isali continued there until his death.
Among his jnipils, Samuel Alg.^zi deserves especial
mention (compare Nepi-Gliirondi, "Toledot Gedole
Candia,

Judah

del

Yisrael," p.

6,

below).

Capsali carried on a learned

-

Capsali
Captain
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correspondence with the greatest Tahnudists of his
time; he showed a remarkable independence of
spirit, not only in his relations with high authorities, but also in regard to ancient, time-honored
customs. For instance, he abolished the custom,
widely spread in Candia, of selling by auction the
honor of bridegroom of the Torali ordering instead
that this should be conferred gratuitously upon a
scholar or other prominent person of the conununity
(Hayyim Benveniste, "Keneset liaGedolah, Orah
Hayy im, " to 669 i. 88c). The independence and self
confidence manifested by Capsali in his decisions
aroused the opposition of many of his colleagues.
The responsa literature of that time contains numerous references by prominent rabbis to the controversies between Capsali and his associate rabbi of Candia, Judah del Medigo; the former always inclining
to a less rigorous interpretation than the latter (compare Moses Ala.shkar, Responsa, No. 114, p. 177;
Nos. 99, pp. 111-114; Meir Katzenellenbogen, Responsa, No. 29). Abraham ibn Nahmias was another
;

;

opponent of Capsali (Benveniste,

I.e.

pp. 261, 263,

342).

Capsali is the author of the following works: (1)
"Sefer Dibre ha-Yamim le-Malkut Winiziah"; (2)
" Seder Eliyahu Zutta," or " Debe Eliyahu"; (3)
"No'am Hoblim," decisions and responsa; and (4) a
collection of responsa.
The larst work is a history
of Venice, the manuscript of which is

Museum. It contains,
addition, matter relating to other
Italian cities, and a section on the per-

Elijah

in the British

Capsali's

in

Works.

secutions of the Jews in Germany.
history of the Turkish empire
from the earliest times down to the j^ear 1522, is an
important contribution to general history, as well as
to the history of the Jews.
This book (in manuscript in the Bodleian Library and in the British
Museum), the publication of which would certainly
throw much light on the history of the Jews in
Turkey, contains a section on Spain and Portugal
down to the expulsion of the Jews from those countries.
Judging from the extracts made by Lattes,
Capsali was not only an excellent stylist— possessing
neither the baldness of the chroniclers nor the exuberance and affectation of the elegists but was
also a reliable historian.
Cajjsali added to the Avork,
which is divided into 4 books and 166 sections, a
treatise on theodicy.
His interest in history is also
seen in his collection of responsa, "No'am Hoblim,"
in which he narrates numerous interesting occurrences relating to the Rabbis (compare, for example,
the extract in Gratz, " Gesch dcr Juden," viii. 448445, which refers to the controversy between Joseph

The second work, a

—

Colon and Moses Capsali). Caiisali's responsa seem
to have entirely disappeared: Ilayyim Benveniste is
the only one known to have possessetl and used a
copy of them.
BIBLIOGR.A.PHY
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David Capsali

Iiide.x.

Turkish Talmudand philanthropist of the second half of the

fifteenth

b.

century.

Moses Capsali,

He was

:

a pupil of his uncle,
but left that city

at Constantinople
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and settled at Candia, where he became one of the
most prominent members of the Jewish community.
In 1493 he was " condestable " (high constable), one
of its highest officers, and in that capacity was specially active in relieving the sufferings of the Span-

who

arrived that year in Candia.
In one
he collected for their assistance
250 Venetian gulden, a very large sum for that time.
Many notes on the history of the Ottoman empire in
Elijah Capsali's work were communicated to him
ish exiles

day (July

22, 1493)

by Elkanah,

his father.
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Moses b. Elijah Capsali Chief rabbi of the
Ottoman empire; born in Greece 1420; died about
:

When a j'oung man he
country in order to study at the German yeshibot. He is next mentioned as rabbi of
Constantinople about 1450; but he became prominent only during the reign of Sultan Mohammed II.,
who appointed him chief rabbi of Turkey. The
sultan thought so much of the rabbi that he assigned
to him a seat in the divan beside the mufti, the religious head of the Mohammedans, and above the
1495

at Constantinople.

left his native

patriarch of the Christians.

Capsali held various offices, which included the
supervision of the taxes of the Jews, and the appointment of rabbis, and he even acted as a civil
judge. It is said that the sultan's respect for the
rabbi was due to the fact that, disguised as a civilian, Mohammed was present one day while Capsali
was rendering his decisions; and he assured himself that the rabbi was incorruptible and impartial
in his judgments.
When the sultan undertook to
improve the moral conditions of some parts of Constantinople, it was said that this endeavor was
prompted by the rabbi. It is certain that Capsali
dealt very severely with Jewish youths who, intimate with the janizaries, imitated them in leading
un-Jewi.sh and immoral lives.
Some of these youths,
enraged by the corporal punishment he had inflicted
on them, attempted to kill him during a street riot
in 1481, and he escaped only by flight.
Capsali's
associations with Bayazid, the son and successor of
Mohammed II. were equally pleasant and Bayazid's
friendliness toward the Jews, that became especially
evident in the ready reception of the Spanish exiles,
must be ascribed in no small measure to Capsali's
,

;

influence.

Capsali directed
ble skill,

communal

affairs

and commanded general

with considera-

respect.

Ascetic

— fasting frequently, and always
sleeping on a bare floor — he was an advocate of rig-

in his

mode

of

life

orous rabbinism, severely criticizing the attempt of
some rabbis to instruct the Karaites in the Talnmd
(compare Eliezek Capsali above). Nevertheless
he seems to have taken certain liberties in various
A
ritual questions, that made him many enemies.
party was formed at Constantinople for the purpose
of injuring Cap.sali's i-eputation, and
Capsali
of branding him as an ignorant and
and Colon, unscrupulous rabbi. At the head of
this clique was Moses "Twent3'-four,"
said to have been so called because he knew only
the twenty-four books of the Bible and nothing of
the later literature, and who had been sent to Con-

—

;

Capsali
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Captain

stantiuople by the comnuinity of Jerusalem in order
to obtain permission from tlie chief rabbi to collect
money for the poor of that city. But Capsali, for
political reasons, could r.ot comply -with the request
for Bayazid II. was then at war with the calif of

career (I Sam. xxiv. 2) induced him to keep together
as a permanent establishment a body of armed men
under his i)ersonal command. It is during his reign
that mention is first found of a commander- or cap-

money from

Under David much pi'ogress was made in the development and organization of a standing military
force.
While a fugitive and an exile, David had

Egypt, and

it

was forbidden

to carry

Turkey into the Egyptian provinces, hence into
Moses "Twenty-four" was so exasPalestine also.
perated against the chief i-abbi because of his disappointment, that he offered his services to the men
who were attempting to bring Capsali into disgrace.
At the head of these were Elijah Parnes, Aaron b.
Abbaya, Isaac Alterno, and Asher of Cologne, who
addressed to Joseph Colon, one of the greatest rabbinical authorities of the time, a letter containing

the gravest accusations against Capsali, especially
that of being careless in deciding cases dealing with
marital troubles. Moses " T\vent5'^-four " carried this
mendacious letter to Colon in Italy, who at once began to denounce Capsali violently, declaring him to
be unfit to fill the office of rabbi. In the ensuing con-

troversy between Capsali and Colon men like Judah
Minz and the three learned Del Medigo brothers (Elkanah, Moses, and Elijah), as well as many other
It is a
rabbis, took Capsali's part against Colon.
proof of Capsali's noble character that he received
Colon's son Perez in a most friendly waj' when the
latter came to Constantinople to ask Capsali's pardon, as Ills father, on his death-bed, had requested
him. Capsali, moreover, spoke of Colon in the
highest terms, convinced that his opponent had acted
against liim because he was ignorant of the true
state of affairs and zealous in upholding the Law.
Bibliography Gratz, Gesch. der Juden, viii.. Index Lattes,
:

;

Likkittim Sh(inim,pp. 6-lT Nepi-Ghirondi, Tolcdot Gedale
YisraeU PP- 265-267 Rabbinowicz, Moza'c Golah (see In;

tain-iu-chief

L. G.

CAPTAIN

One at the head of, and in comover, others; a chief or officer; the head man
The title
of a clan; the commander of an army.
occurs both in A. V. and R. V. as the equivalent
:

mand

for

a larg3 variety of

Hebrew and Greek words

fre-

quently translated differently in other passages.
Even where the rendering " captain " is adopted, the
exact military or official implication of the title is
Tliis indefiniteness is due to
often not indicated.
the fact that Jewish military forces, especially during the earlier periods of their history, were not
Standing or
rigidly or systematically organized.
regular armies Avere unknown before the days of

the kingdom.

The levies raised for purposes of offensive or defensive warfare fell naturally into units corresponding to the tribes or clans to which they
The
belonged, the captain of eacJi coutinTribe the gent being usually the chief of the
Military tribe or clan though occasional!}' the
;

captain did not belong to the tribe,
Bands of men
or was not its chief.
unconnected tribally, the " vain men " or fellows of
Judges xi. 3, under the command of a captain distinguished by his prowess, are sometimes mentioned; and it is very likely that Saul, in "choosing " three thousand men (I Sam. xiii. 2), called into
service such a compau}', and that the necessity for
resorting to the same expedient a little later in his

Unit.

III.— 36

Abker

namely,

(I

Sam.

xiv. 50).

been himself the leader of a band of freebooters (see
His followers formed the
I Sam. xxii. 2 ct seq.).
nucleus of a standing army. Under him are found, in
addition to tiie commander-in-chief, "captains of
The captain
the host " (^'n "'IK', II Sam. xxiv. 4).
of the royal body-guard is also mentioned as one of
the high dignitaries of the court (II Sam. viii. 18, xx.
Captains of "runners," i.e., foot-soldiers, a
23).
bod}' of men probably entrusted with the custodianship of the palace gates (II Kings x. 25) are named

—

These " nmners " seem to have
consisted of companies of hundreds (II Kings xi. 4,

in I

Kings

xiv. 27.

nixon "IK').
The meaning

of i5J>^pt*'n IJ'X") (A. V., "chief among
the captains " II. V., " chief of the captains ") is not
certain. " Shalish " has been explained as the third occupant of the Chariot (LXX., rpiardTz/c); still, it is
doubtful whether military chariots liad come into
use among the Israelites so early as David's reign.
In Ex. xiv. 7 and xv. 4 the reference is to Egyp
tian chariots, and these are known to have been
manned by two men only. "Shalish" in the.se two
verses seems to designate "picked troops," the elite
;

of soldiers.

(See Baentsch on Ex. xiv.

kommentar zum Alien Testament.")
sages the "shalish" probably was a
in

7,

in "

Hand-

In other pasmilitary officer

charge of a third of a larger division (compare

;

dex).

;

battalion

=^

regiment), or the third officer in rank.

Compare Assyrian "shalshaa," Rawlinson "Asiatic
Inscriptions, " v.

3,

48

;

Assurbanipal

Solomon, however, had
and chariots (I Kings ix. 22).
130, 1.

"

"

Inscriptions,"

captains

"

of horse

It is not unlikely that during the period of the
kings the army was divided into tactical units of
1,000, subdivided again into bodies of
Military lOO, 50, and 10, each under its proper
"
Divisions, officer or "head " (K'KI). or "captain
The fixed titles of the various
(-)K>).
ranks in the military hierarchy are not exactly
known, but it is probable that each officer was designated as the "head" or "captain" ("sar") of the
number under liim (I Sam. viii. 12, xvii. 18, xviii.
13; II Sam. xviii. 1; Ex. xviii. 21: I Mace. iii. 55),
though the title "shalish" would indicate also another nomenclature. The sources furnish too scanty
a supply of facts to substantiate a more definite

assertion.

The priests and Levites of the Second Temple
were organized into groups, with proper officers or
Under the high priest the
captains.
Captains pD ("segan"), more generally designated njionn ("the memunneh "),
ofthe
Jost
("Gesch. des Judenthuras und Seiner
Sekten," i. 150) suggests that this is the officer described in Acts iv. 1, v. 24, 26 as arparriybg rov lepov
("captain of the temple"), and in II Mace. iii. 4 as
This identification, hown-poarari/i ("governor").

Temple.

often officiated as his lieutenant.

Captain
Captivity
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uot very conviucing. It is more reasonable to
be the rendering of "IDK'O L*'N"I,
the Mishnaic titJe of the "captain [of one] of tlie

ever,

is

hold

OTparrj-ydc to

priestly

groups" (nia'aniad or

" niisliinar ").

The

passages tjuoted above corresponds to the one given the same title {arparT/yoi) by
JosephusC'Ant." XX.6, §2; "B. J." ii. 5. i^ 3). He
is the captain of the Levitical temple-guard (compare
Maimonides, "Kele. Ham." iii.), a body of police,
officer

named

in the

The officers
referred to also in Luke xxii. 4, 53.
that assisted in the arrest of Jesus (John xviii. 8)

may have

belonged to this company.

The "cap-

tain" of Acts xxii. 28, and possibly John xviii. 12,
rendering the Greek word x'^^i-^IKloc, represents a
Roman officer, the "prtefectus" or "tribunus militum " it is uot clear which grade of the Roman
military hierarchy is meant by the "captain of the
guards," in Acts xxviii. 16, wliere it is a translation
The R. V. omits the
of the Greek arparoTvedafJxri?.
sentence altogether.
Three Hebrew words are mistranslated "captain "
by the A. V. (1) n3, iu II Kings xi. 4, 19 (probably
;

:

a misreading forTl")3; see Cueretiiites) (2) D'"1D.
inEzek. xxi. 22 ("battering rams," R. V.); (3) Pjl^j^,
in Jer. xiii. 21. where " friend " is the proper meaning.
Following are other Hebrew equivalents: "Tif;
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"Pehah," an Assyrian title;
"pahati," from "bsl pahati," lord of a district
governor; military "captain " iu II Kings xviii. 24;
Ezek. xxiii. 6, 12, 23. "Kaziu,"
Isa. xxxvi. 9;
originally
"elder," "judge."
"Rosh," "head,"
"chief" (R. v.). "Ba'al." "lord" (Jer. xxxvii. 13),
as in R. V. generally).

=

"captain" of prison. "Rab" (II Kings xxxv. 8),
"captain "of executioners; interchanges with "sar"
"Sar "is equivalent to "piince,"
(Gen. xxxix. 1).
and hence "commander," "captain." "Shallit" is
rendered "ruler" in Dan. ii. 15. For renderings of
"shalish" see above, and Dillmann on Ex. xiv. 7,
in " Kurzgefasster Kommentar zu den Heiligen
Schriften"; also Paul Haupt, in "Beitriige fiir
Assyriologie und Semitischen Spraehwissen.schaf t,"
iv. 4,

pp. 582-587, Leipsic, 1902.
E. G. H.

CAPTIVES.— Biblical Data:

The Bible makes

no provision for the treatment of captives taken in
war. Captives were considered as slaves, and as
such were subject to all the laws that govern the
relations between the master and his non-Jewish
In the early wars
slave (>jyj3 n3y); (see Slaves).
of Joshua with the seven tribes that inhabited Palestine, there could be no captives of war, as the
Israelites were conmianded to destroy all the people,

in attitude ik sippmcaticx.
(From Layard's " .MonuuiruUi of iNineveh.")

Jewish (aptivks

sar," (the Assyrian
in Jer.

li.

27 and

"dupsharu"

probably the Hebrew

=

writer of tablets),
a military officer,
"Sofer" (Jer. Iii. 25; reading

Nahum

iii.

17,

emended II Kings xxv. 19, see Nowack, "Lehrbuch der Hebraischen Archaologie," i. 860). "Nagid," a title of royal personages; secondarily,
"chief," and hence "captain " (I Chron. xii. 27, xiii.
1); the "steward "of the palace (II Chron. xxviii.
7).

"Nasi," truer rendering, "prince" (Num.

ii.

3,

even the women and the children (Deut. xx. 16-18).
In later days the descendants of such Canaanites as
escaped destruction Solomon considered not only
tributary to himself, but also bond servants who had
to serve the Israelites at any time in whatever capacjSIaiity they might be needed (I Kings ix. 20, 21
monides, " Yad," Melakim, vi. 1).
According to the Deuteronomic law (Deut. xx.
10-18), the Israelites weie commanded to destroy
;

all

male adults of a coiKiucivd people.

In

some

in-

stauces, however, Isiaelilish kings showed unusual
Aliab released Ben
mildness to their captives.

Hachul of Syria on very generous terms, after the
latter liadsulfered a humiliating defeat on the battle-

Kings XX.

(I

84).

army which had been taken by stratagem
Female captives were
'

same

also subject to tlie

laws as the female non-Jewish slaves. A peculiar
exception to that general law is the case of the
"yefat to'ar" CiXD nD\ Deut. xxi. 10-14). An
Israelitish warrior who had intercourse with a captive might take her for a wife, after having permitted
If he
lier to mourn for her parents a full month.
then refused to marry her, he could not sell her into
slavery, but must let her go free.

The Rabbis saw
law regarding female captives a reluctant concession to the passions of man, and therefore looked
upon such an act unfavorably. They treated it as
an exception and limited it in the following manner:
One who takes possession of a female captive
during war may not cast her otf; but, if she be
willing to accept the Jewish religion, her captor
must keep her in his house for three months, this
In Rabbinical Literature

:

in the

being the accepted interpretation of "yerali yamim "
(Deut. xxi. 13), and then marry her.
If at the end
of the three months he did not wish to marry her,
he must not sell her into slavery, but must send her
away free. Should she be unwilling to accept the
Jewish faith, he may continue to keep her for twelve
months and use peaceful persuasion; but if at the
end of that period she is still steadfast in her determination, he must send her away free. At no time
may the captor employ compulsory measures to
If he belongs to
force her into the Jewish faith.
the family of Aaron, he can not marry her, as the
Jewish law prohibits a Kohen from marrying a
proselyte (Yeb. 48b; Kid. 21b et seq.; Maimonides,

"Yad,'"Melakim,

viii.

2-7).

BiBLior.RAPnY: Hastings, Dictionarii of the Bi7»Zc, s.v. War;
Spitzer, Heer tmd WeJugesetz der AUeii laracUtoi, Grk-

chen und R6mer,

ch. xix., Vinkovcze, 1879.

J. SR.

By
in

"exile"

is

which the

or

II.

G.

EXILE, BABYLONIAN:

meant any form
selection of his

of forced emigration

new

habitation

is left

to the choice of the person banished.

In a particular sense the word is used to designate the enforced
emigration of larger communities, such as tribes and
nations; in which case, however, any choice of domThe specific term for
icile seems to he, Avithheld.
this species of exile is " deportation. "
In antiquitJ^
deportation was employed on an extensive scale for
political purposes, either to annihilate the

power

of

a conquered people, or to cultivate new and unsettled districts by populating them, or to fuse together
various nationalities more widely separated in
ancient times than they are to-day and occasionally
to subserve several of these various ends at once.
The earliest deportation of Israelites mentioned in
the Old Testament was that of Tiglath-pileser III.
This king, cither in 734 B.C., upon the march against
Philistia, mentioned in a fragment of the eponym

—

Gaza

Judah)

The

—

in 733, took the field against
Israel and TJezin of Damas-

Pekah of

Deporta-

eus,

tion

.sal,

of Israel,

who were warring

against his vas-

King Ahaz of Judah, and punished
them by annexing the noithern and
eastern borderlands (II Kings x vi. 7-9).

While he annexed these borderlands of the tribes of
Zebulon, Asher, and Naphtali, together with such
of the eastern territory of the Jordan as belonged to
Israel, he led the inhabitants of tlie.se provinces into
Assyria, and established them there (II Kings xv.
The second deportation took place after the
29).

conquestof Samaria in 722 ]5.c., which conquest was
followed by the demolition of the northern kingdom.
The last king of that countr}-, lloshea, had renounced
allegiance to Shalmaneser IV'. (II Kings xvii. 4),
whereupon the latter besieged the city of Samaria
for three years (724-722).
It was reserved for his
successor, Sargou, however, to capture the hostile

from the cuneiform inscriptions
contradiction to II Kings xvii. 3 et seq., according to which the conquest was made by Shalmane.ser himself). On that occasion 27,280 people
were taken captive and deported, partly to the Assyrian province of Gozan in Mesopotamia and partly
to Media, where they were established as royal
charges; while, at the same time, colonists of other
nationalities were settled in Samaria and the surrounding territory to take the place of those deported.
In this way not only was a conquered and
hostile people thoroughly disrupted, but it was at
once replaced by subjects loyal to the crown, among
whom the vacated territory was distributed, and
who obtained special prerogatives, in order to
strengthen their allegiance. The first people to be
sent thither (721 B.C.) from Babylon as settlers were
Arameans. Upon the close of the Babylonian insurrection, however (647 B.C.), Assurbanipal sent further contingents from Babylon, Cuthah, Sippara
(Sepharvaim), Susa, and Elam (II Kings xvii. 24,
capital, as is evident
(in

xviii. 11;

Ezra

iv. 4-10).

The inhabitants
were

J.

CAPTIVITY,

of

Kings

(II

20-23).

vi.

or (in the event that the march against llano
[734] did not concern the affairs of Israel and

list,

At

the instance of the
prophet Elisha, the king of Israel dismissed a Syrian

field

Captain
Captivity
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of the southern kingdom, Judea,
two deportations.

in their turn subjected to

The first of these took place in the jear
Deportation 597 in connection with the first con([uest of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezof Judah.
zar.
On that occasion Nebuchadnezzar appeared before the walls of Jerusalem with
his arm}'' for the purpo.se of punishing Josiah's son
Jehoiakim, because the latter, relying upon the assistance of Egypt, had renounced his allegiance to
]5abylonia.
.As soon as Jehoiachinor Jaconiah, who
had meanwhile succeeded his father, Jehoiakim, as
king, had, after a short defense, surrendered to the
leaders of the Babylonian army, Nebuchadnezzar
ordered him, together with the mo.st distinguisiied

men

of the land, and the most valuable treasures of
the Temjile and the palace, to be sent to Babylonia
Thus began the Babylonian
(II Kings xxiv. 1-lG).
Exile (597), from which year the prophet Ezekiel,
who was among the captives, dates his calculations.
Another deportation took place upon the downfall
The new king,
of the kingdom of Judah (586 B.C.).
Zedekiali, a son of Josiah,

whose

original

name was

THE JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA

Captivity

had taken the oath of fealty to the BabyBut as early as
lonian sovereign (Ezek. xvii. 13).
593 he had planned an insurrection against Nebuchadnezzar, to which end he had sununoned the
Mattauiali,

ambassadors of the disaffected Syrian states tributary to Babylon: namely, Edoni, Moab, Ammon.
Psanmietichus II. (094-588), the
Tyre, and Sidon.
new king of Egypt, was probably the .soul of the
Although peace still reigned in Syria,
undertaking.
and Zedekiah himself appeared before Nebuchadnezzar to vindicate his good faith (Jer. li. 59ef,seq.),
it soon thereafter became po.ssible for the Egyptian
king Iloplira to tempt Zedekiah into a breach of
Nebuchadnezzar was now compelled to step
faith.
in, and repaired to liiblah on the Orontes, in order
to conduct a campaign against Jerusalem directly
from liis headquarters. The siege began Jan. 10,
As the city,
587, and lasted for a year and a half.
parti}' because of its inaccessible position, and partly
because of its strong fortifications, was almost impregnable to assault, Nebuchadnezzar endeavored to
starve out the inhabitants by encircling Jerusalem
with a wall. The approaching army of Hophra now
compelled the Babylonians temporarily to abandon

and stand battle. The Eg3'ptians, howwere beaten and the siege began anew, and
was continued until July 9, 586, when the beleaguerers penetrated into the city through a breach
made in the protective wall built in the days of
Hezekiah (II Chron. xxxii. 5; II Kings xxii. 14).
An attempt at flight by Zedekiah and his retinue
was frustrated; he and his armed followers being
the siege

ever,

;

intercepted before they could cross the Jordan.
The retinue were dispersed, while Zedekiah was captured and brought before Nebuchadnezzar at RibHere he witnessed the death of his sons, who
lah.
were murdered in his presence. His ej'es were tlien
put out, and he was taken in chains to Babylon.
On Aug. 7 of the same year Nebuzaradan, captain
of Nebuchadnezzar's body-guard, ordeied that the
Temple, the royal palace, and all dwellings in the
city of Jerusalem be set on fire, and that the surviving inhabitants be taken captive to Babylon.
This was also the fate of all those wlio, after the
capitulation of the city, had sought refuge in tlie
camp of the Babylonians. Seventy or eighty distinguished Jews, however, among them the high
priest Seraiah, were sent to Riblah, where, by the
order of Nebuchadnezzar, they were put to death
(II Kings XXV. 1 et seq.
Jer. xxxix. 1 etneq., lii. 1
et seq.).
Yet a third deportation of the Jews was
ordered by Nebuchadnezzar.
During the futile
siege of Tyre, which lasted thirteen years (585-573
\

and compelled Nebuchadnezzar to keep a
standing army in Syria, probably a rebellion broke
out among the population, wliich, since the murder
of Judah's Jewish governor, Gedaliah, liad been
heavily oppressed (Jer. lii. 30). In consequence of
this, there was ordered, either in 582 or 581 B.C., anB.C.)

other partial deportation to Babylon.
As regards the niunber of Jews deported bj'
Nebuchadnezzar, there are two divergent reports.
According to the statements in Jer. lii. 28-30, wliich
must he accepted as the more reliable, as tliey certainly are the more complete. 8.023 Jews were deported in 597 B.C. 833 inhabitants of Jerusalem in 580,
,
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and 745 Jews in 582, making 4,600 persons in all.
But in Biblical times, as to-day iu Oriental countries,
only the men were counted. Hence
Number it follows that from 14,000 to 18,000
of Babsouls must have been deported to Bal)y Ionian ylon.
The other statements, given
Exiles.
in II Kings xxiv. 14, 10, refer only to
the deportation of the year 597 b.c.
Verse 14 states that 10,000 men were sent into exile;
while according to verse 16 the number was 8,000.
As the former verse is part of an addition to the
original text, it will be necessary to adhere to the
second, the figures iu which, however, are more tlian
twice as high as those given in Jeremiah. Now, if
the figures as given in Jeremiah for the years 597,
586, and 582 be accepted as correct, the total number of exiles, taking into consideration II Kings
xxiv. 16, will be 12,000 men, or in all 36,000 to
48,000 souls. Furthermore, if it be assumed that the
total population of the kingdom of Judah was about
120,000 (the figures should probably be somewhat
higher, as the country was at that time more densely
populated than it is to-day), about one-fourtli of the
population (according to II Kings xxiv. 16) or, perhaps more correctl}', one-eighth (according to Jer.
lii. 28-30) was led captive into Babylonia.
Tlie Israelites who were deported in 597 at first
hoped for a speedy return to their homes. As they
belonged without exception to the
Condition leading families, they had given creof
deuce to the sayings of the false prophthe Exiles, ets who liad flattered tliem (Jer. xxvii.xxix.; Ezek. xii. 21, xiii. 23); and in
contradistinction to those who had remained at liome,
they came to regard themselves as the true Israel,
althougli they themselves by no means conformed
to the standard which the true propliets liad pictured of an ideal Israel (Jer. xxiv. Ezek. xi. 1-21),
nor did they betray any evidence of a "new heart."
When, therefore, contrary to their expectations,
Jerusalem was destroyed in 586, they were, after all,
compelled to follow the advice of Jeremiah (xxix.
;

4-9)

and accommodate tliemselves to the conditions

of a protracted exile.

As exiles, under royal protection, and consequently enjoying special prerogatives in their new
home, their personal lot was undoubtedly a happier
one than that of their brethren who had remained
behind.
Their habitation was in the province of
It is not known, however, whether thc}'^
Babj'lon.
lived together

in

considerable

scattered throughout the country.

numbers or were
The places where

they dwelt were known by various names; tlius,
"Tel Abib," according to the Hebrew etymology,
signified "hill of corn-ears," whereas its Babylonian
signification was "the deluge," or "hill of the
stream " the valley of the rivers Chebar (one of the
numerous canals of the Euiilirates), Casiphia, and
Ahava (Ezek. i. 3; Ezra viii. 15, 17). A number of
western Semitic proper names, discovered upon inscriptions found in Nippur, have led Hilprecht to

—

believe that many of the exiles were settled in that
place (see, for example, "Palestine Exploration
Fund, Quarterly Statement," Jan., 1898, p. 54;
They not only preserved their
April, 1898, p. 137).
old tribal distinction, but kept special genealogical

;
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records (Ezra viii. 17; Ezek. xiii. 9); ami the heads
of tlie tribes or elders were the leaders of the separate communities (Ezra viii. letscq., l^et seq. Ezek.
viii. 1, xiv. 1, XX. 1).
Their outward condition was also by no means
Jeremiah, in his exhortations (xxix.
unsatisfactory.
5-7; compare Ezek. xiii. 2etseq., xiv. 9-11), states
that the Israelites were permitted to till the soil,
to cultivate the family life, and, by tiirift and
Perhaps, being
diligence, to accumulate wealth.
permitted to administer their internal allairs through
their elders, they were allowed the undisturbed exercise of their religion; and nowhere are bloody persecutions heard of, designed to alienate forcibly the
people from their ancestral religion, and to coerce
them into accepting that of theconciuerors. All the
;

misery, want, imprisonment, and ill-treatment, frequently described as suffered in Babylonia, must be
explained by the fact that the Prophets, whenever
they gazed back upon the national catastrophe, felt
anew all the pangs of homelessuess and servitude.
Consequently, the description of the people us a
helpless worm (Isa. xli. 14), and of the violence and
spoliation which had reduced Israel to the condition

who

sutler in chains and bondage {ib. xiii.
20-24), is not ascribable to actual sulYerings inflicted
The chains and bonds are not
in the land of exile.

of tiiose

such as have been forged for them in the laud of
their exile: they are figurative of the condition of
homelessness and servitude into which the exiled
Israelites have fallen; and they have lost tlieir
home, they have been despoiled, and the fetters of
The
the foreign rule weigh heavily upon them.
Prophets also dejilore the deep humiliation to which
God has subjected His people by consigning them
to ruin, and they bewail the circumstance that even
the religious leaders, the priests and the Prophets
themselves, have been delivered up to the profanation of a pagan people, instead of being permitted
to serve the Lord in His holy Temple ac(;ording to
the divine mission appointed to them (Isa. xliii. 28,
xlvii. G).
The source of the most poignant grief on
the part of the pious devotees of Ynwii was the
ridicule cast

by the

idolaters

upon

their

religion,

God, and His power; for, as the pagans could
not trace the downfall of the people to its true cause
the sins of the peo[)le themselves they beheld in
the fall of Jerusalem and its Temple a proof of the
weakness of Israel's God (Isa. lii. ).
In consequence of the favorable external circumstances of the exiles, and particularly of such of
them as were engaged in the diversiReligious fied commerce in the Babylonian meConditions. tropolis, the longing for home gradually disappeared, and the}' learned to
content themselves with material prosperit}'. Most
of these indifferent persons were lost to their people;
for, in their anxiety to retain the wealth they had
acquired, they learned to conform to the manners
and customs of the country, thus sacrificing not
only their national but also their religious independence and individuality. Hence the denunciation by
the Prophets of the various forms of idolatry practheir

—

—

Even if the description of
tised among the people.
the idolatry mentioned in Isa Ivi. 9-lvii. 13a belongs to pre-exilic times, many other passages so

Captivity

graphically describe the idolatrous practises of the
between these and the Babylonian cult cannot be mistaken (Isa. Ixv. Set seq.;
compare ib. Ixvi. 17). Despite all this indilference
and impiety on the part of the masses, there was
nevertheless an element that remained true to the
service of Yiiwn.
These ".servants of Yhwh,"
exiles that the relation

who humbly submitted

(D'Uy, "the meek") to His
gathered about the few Prophets who remained
faithful to the Lord, but whose voice and influence
were lost amid the general depravity, and who, in
addition to the pain caused by base ingratitude and
faithlessness toward the God of their fathers, were
also compelled to endure all the shafts of scorn and
ridicule.
While some, though without obeying the
prophet's exhortations (Ezek. xxxiii. 31), listened to
his words
either because they appreciated his eloquence, or because they were entertained and pleased
by the holy enthusiasm of the man of God others
ridiculed this faith in the Lord and the fond liope of
the devotees of YnwH of a future salvation and a
redemption from pagan captivity (Isa. Ixiv. 5). Indeed, in their delusion they proceeded even to open
hostility and oppression and a reference to a species
will,

—

—

;

of excomnnmication or, at least, an open declaration
of ostracism, is contained in the above-mentioned

These sad experiences of all true Israelites
tended to separate them more and more from their
recreant brethren.
The more the pious exiles felt
themselves repelled by their pagan environment and
passage.

their disloyal fellow-Israelites (Ps. cxxxvii. 3 et seq.,)

the clo.ser became the union among themselves, and
the stronger their allegiance to their Prophets and
the Law. W^hat they had re-established almost immediately of the religion of their fathers was the
sacred observances.
True, a festive celebration of
the high festivals was out of the question, in view
of the unfavorable conditions and of
Religious the mood of the people. Such a celeObbration was, therefore, supplanted by
servances. solemn days of penance and juayer to
commemorate the catastrophe which
had befallen the people (Zech. vii. 3, viii. 19). The
fasts of the fathers were also observed, altliough in
so superficial and thoughtless a manner tliat the
propliet was compelled to condemn the mode of observance, and to censure fasting when accompanied
by the ordinary business pursuits of every -day (Isa.
Ivi ;. 3).
As the faitliful could not honor Ynwii by
sacrifices in a foreign land, nothing remained to
them of all their ceremonial but tiie observance of
the Sabbath (Ilosea ix. 3-5) and such other customs
as Avere connected with a certain independence of

Such, for example, were the act of circumwhich, together with the observance of the
Sabbath, constituted a distinguishing mark of Israel
regular prayer, performed Avith the face turned

action.
cision,

(I Kings viii. 48); and fasting, alWhen the Prophets of the Exile
ready mentioned.
spoke of the conditions under which the divine
prophecies would be fulfilled, they alThe
ways emphasized the observance of tlie
Sabbath. Sabbath as the foremost obligation, as
the force which should unite and
preserve the Jewish community (Isa. Ivi. 2, 6 et
hiii. 13; Jer. xvii. 19 et seq.
Ezek. xx. 12 et
seq.

tow^^rd JeriLsalem

;

;

,

;
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seq.

;

xxii. 8, 26).

On

tlio otlicr liand. it

is

evident

demands and exhortations of the Propliets
tliat they were now willing to dispense with the
ceremonial, as the more external form of religions
from

tlie

observance, in order to emphasize the exemplification of the essential religious spirit in works of
morality and charity.
At the same time the idea found acceptance that
the submission of the personal will to that of the
Lord would prove the most acceptable sacrifice in
His sight (Ezek. xi. 19, xviii. 31, xxxvi. 26; Isa. Ixi.
Ezekiel also establishes the new principle
1-3).
that the essence of religion must be sought in individual morality: "The righteousness of the righteous shall be upon him, and the wickedness of the
wicked shall be upon him" (Ezek. xviii. 20-32;
compare Deut. xxiv. 16; Num. xxvi. 11); wherefore he, also, in contrast with the present disposition
of the exiles, predicts a new heart and a new spirit
(Ezek. xxxvi. 26). The new religious conviction
was confirmed by the contemplation of the pagan
idols with the attendant immoral cult, which reacted
to strengthen and to purify the conception of the
monotheistic idea, so that in the Deutero-Isaiah the
certain conviction is alread}" expressed of the ultimate recognition of Yhwh by all pagan peoples.
Particular attention was now paid to the ancestral
literature
and thus there arose during the Babylonian Exile the profession of the "scribes," those
learned in the Law who set the standard of piety
and devotion, and who transmitted their precepts
both to their successors and to the people at large,
while at the same time extending the body of the
laws by means of revision and amplification (see
Pent.\teuch). Historical writings also were now
revised in accordance with the standard of the Law,
establishing as a basis the historical
Cultivation conception of Deuteronomy. All the
of
calamities which had befallen Israel
Literature, were accepted by these exiles as a
puni-shment for transgressions, and
particularly for idol- worship.
The sin of Jeroboam
had ruined Israel, and the transgressions of Manasseh, despite his subsequent thorough reformation,
were only atoned for by the downfall of Judali.
Therefore the history of the past was to serve both
as a warning and as a guide for the future.
This
explains tlie purpose of tiie comjulation of the various older historical Avorks into a historical entity
the new Israel, risen from the grave Ox exile, must
avoid the sins and errors which caused the ruin of
its fathers.
And indeed the Psalms which were
composed after the Exile reveal a keener introspection, a deeper sense of contrition, and a more frank
avowal of sin tlian the earlier ones.
The first indication of a change for the better was
the liberation of King Jehoiachin from his captivity,
with regal honors which distinguished him above
all other kings at the court of BabyTermina- Ion. According to II Kings xxv. 27tion of the 30, he was liberated by Evil-3Ierodach
Exile.
(562-560 B.C.) and though this passage
mentions the liberation as occurring
in the thirty -seventh year of the captivity of Jehoiac-hin, the event must be ascribed to Neriglissar
;

;

(568-556).

The

first

permanent change was brought

566

about by the Persian king Cyrus. As the DeuteroIsaiah already desired and predicted after the first
iiu-oad of Cyrus into the Babylonian kingdom (545),
a conquest of the city of Babylon took place (539

army at Sippara. This conquest, however, was not accompanied
by spoliation or destruction, and was followed by
an order to rebuild the Temple of Yiiwu in Jerusa
B.C.) after the decisive defeat of the

This duty was assigned to Sheshbazzar, hima Jew (according to I Chron. iii. 18, Shenazar,
perhaps a Davidite), who had been sent by Cyrus as
governor to Jerusalem, the king himself having previously laid the corner-stone of the Temple.
Tiie
work of building, however, was soon arrested (Ezra
V. 13-16).
Sheshbazzar probably did not go to Jerusalem alone, being in all likelihood accompanied by
distinguished Jews, such as the Davidite Zerubbabel, the priest Joshua, less prominent ones, and a
troop of soldiers. But a general permission for the
Jews to return was probably not given by Cjtus, as
no mention of it occurs in any of the older records.
lem.
self

The actual return of the exiles was consummated
by Ezra, who assembled at the river Ahava all those
desirous of returning.
These consisted of about
1,800 luen, or 5,500 to 6,000 souls (Ezra viii.), besides 38 Levites and 220 slaves of the Temple from
With this body, which was invested with
Casiphia.
royal powers, Ezra and Nehemiah succeeded, after
great difficulties, in establishing the post-exilic .JewFrom the list given in Neh. vii.
ish community.
6-73 (
Ezra ii.), which the chronicler erroneously
supposed to be an enumeration of those who had
returned under Cyrus, it appears that the whole
Jewish community at this time comprised 42,360
men, or 125,000 to 130,000 souls.

=
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Various causes are assigned in the Ilaggadali for the Babylonian Exile.
Some authorities mention general unworthiness
(Lam. R. proem 19); others give specific sins, as
idolatry, licentiousness, and bloodshed (Tosef., Men.
xiii. 22), incontinency in the drinking of wine (Gen.
R. xxxvi. 4), too great indulgence to one another
and failure to reprove those who sinned (Shab.
119b), and non-observance of the year of release
and of the Sabbath, and neglecting the study of the

Torah (Yer. Ta'an.

:

iv. 69b).

was

exiled to Babylonia becau.se the lanof the Babylonians is akin to that of the
Torali.
According to another opin-

Israel

guage

God had tlierefore exiled Israel
Babylonia because the latter is a
low-lying coimtry, like the nether
world as it is said (Hosea xiii. 14) " From the power
of the nether world I will ransom them." Another
Causes

of Exile,
;

ion,

to

:

"
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autliority says that

God

exiled Israel to Babylonia,

was tbe land from which they had come,
as a husbaud that is augry with his wife sends her
home to her mother (Pes. 87b). Babylonia was
Israel and Judah were exiled to difIsrael's home.
ferent places iu order that each might find consolabecause

it

tion in the other's misery (Pesik. R. xxxiii.).
Forty years before Israel went into exile date-

palms were planted iu Babylonia, because Israel was
eager for the sweetness of the date, by which the
tongue gets accustomed to the sweetIncidents ness of the Torah (Yer. Ta'an. I.e.).
Connected According to one opinion the Ark was
With the decarried to Babylonia.
with
the Exile, struction of the First Temple ceased
the Davidic dynasty, the Urim and

Tummim, and theLevitical cities (Toscf.,

Sotah. xiii.
For fifty-two years after the destruction of
1, 2).
the Temple no bird was seen to fly in Palestine.
This is inferred from Jer. ix. 9, n»na having the
numerical value of 52. Seven hundred kinds of
clean fishes, 800 kinds of clean locusts, and innumcriible fowl followed the exiles to Babylonia (Yer.

Lam. R. proem 34). As Nebuzaradan
Ta'an. I.e.
entered the Temple court he found the blood of
To his question,
the prophet Zechariah boiling.
" Whose blood is that ? " the people answered that
it was the blood of sacrificial animals. He slaughtered
a multitude of animals, but the prophet's blood
Threatened with execuboiling.
(lid not cease
tion, the people admitted that it was the blood
of the murdered prophet. Nebuzaradan thereupon
slaughtered 80,000 priestly youths, but the blood
Turning in anger to
still w^ould not cease boiling.
it, he said, " Dost thou want me to kill thy whole
people?" Then God felt mercy with His children
and caused the blood to cease boiling (Yer. Ta'an.
;

Eighty thousand priestly youths
hid themselves in the cells of the Temple, where they
were all burned, with the exception of Joshua b.
Jehozadak, the high priest, the " brand plucked out
Eighty thousand
of the fire" (Yer. Ta'an. I.e.).
When they
priestly youths fled to the Ishmaelites.
asked the latter for a drink, they gave them various
salted foods, and leather bottles filled with air, and
When one attempted
invited them to eat and drink.
to drink, the air from the bottle entered his lungs
and choked him to death (ib.).
Nebuzaradan is identical with Arioch (Dan. ii. 14).
Tills name suggests that Nebuzaradan, wlien leading the Jewish exiles, raged against them like a lion
On
(rflK) until they had reached the Euphrates.
arriving there he said to his troops: "Let them rest
here, for from this time forward their God will not
f.c.

;

Git. 57b).

care for them."
of

Babylon

Therefore

it is said,

"By the

rivers

only then, not
the rivers of Babylon

Ave sat" (Ps. cxxxvii.

1),

oefore (Lam. R. v. 5).
By
they sat and wept over the dead who had fallen by
the sword of Nebuchadnezzar and by the waters of
the Euphrates, which had proved fatal to those used
to the rain-water and the spring water of Palestine.
But the tyrant sat in a ship, surrounded by all his
nobles in the midst of all kinds of music (Isa. xliii.
14), while on the bank passed the princes of Judah
naked and in iron chains. "Why do these people
go without burdens on their shoulders? " he asked

Captivity

caught sight of them.
were put upon them.

as he

Then heavy burdens

The longing after the soil of the
the heart of Israel to repentance.

Holy Land turned

As long as they
land Jeremiah exhorted them in
vain to repentance; but when led into exile the\'
regarded even the sacred vessels as hoi}*, and hung
lip their harps on the willows (Pesik. R. xxviii.).
were

in their

God

own

regretted having exiled Israel (Suk. 52b).

He

hastened the Exile two years, otherwise the people
would have been utterly destroyed
(Sanh. 38a).
God's anger sul)sided
God's
Attitude to after they had gone into exile (Lam.
The divine glory did not
Exiles.
R. ii. 16).
leave the Sanctuary even after its de-

Kings
and so we read (Ps. iii. 5) "from His holy
mount," holy even when a bare mount. Cyrus
struction, according to the assurance given in I
ix. 3;

—

speaks (Ezra i. 3) while the Temple Avas destroyed
of "the God who is in Jerusalem" (Tan., ed.
Buber, Shemot, 10). God's attitude is illustrated bj'
the following two parables: A king had two sons.
He grew angry with the first, punished him, and
sent him into exile, exclaiming, "Wo unto him;
from what happy state must he be banished
But having also grown angry with the second, and
sent him likewise into exile, he exclaimed, " It is I
Avhose method of education was wrong." Likewise,
Avhen God sent the Ten Tribes into exile. He exclaimed, "Wo unto them! for they have wandered
from me " (Hosea vii. 13) but when Benjamin and
Judah also went into exile. He said, " Wo unto me for
my hurt" (Jer. x. 19). Again, a king had two sons.
Angered by the first, he smote him so that he died
then he mourned for him. When also the second
one died of his punishment, the king said, "1 have

—

!

;

;

no more strength to mourn; call the mourning
women that they bewail him." Similarly, God,
when the Ten Tribes w^ent into exile, bewailed them
(Amos V. 1); but when also Judah and Benjamin
were exiled. He said (Jer. ix. 16), "Call tlie mourning women " (Pesik. xv. 120a, b).
In three passages of Scripture

God complains

of

Nebuchadnezzar the Wicked: in Jeremiah, Kings,
and Chronicles. Just as one complains to his neighbor, saying, " Behold what that cursed N. N. has
done me! " so speaks God, "Behold what that Babylonian dwarf has done: he has exiled My children,
destroyed My house, and burned My Temple " {ib.
xiii.

li2a, b).

The expression "because, even because" (Lev.
xxvi. 43) has the same sense as the saying "measure
for measure,"

and points

to the fact

that the duration of the Exile Avascomniensurate Avitli the duration of Israel's
Exile.
sinfulness (Lam. R. proem 21). Hananiah b. Azzur Avas a true prophet, but a plagiarist.
AVhatever he heard Jeremiah proclaim in the upper

Duration of

market-place he proclaimed in the loAver marketAlso his announcement that Avithin tAvo
place.
years the sacred vessels Avould be brought back (Jer.
xxviii. 3) rests upon Jeremiah's prophecy of the seventy years (/i. XXXV. 12), Avhich, however, Hananiah
had miscalculated, assuming a wrong period for its
beginning, and tiierofore an incorrect period for
its end (Yer. Sanh. xi. 30b).

Captivity
Caracalla
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"The lion wout up"' (.Tor. iv. 7) this is Nebucliadnezzar in the constellation of tiie lion (*' the tiftii
month," Jer. i. 3) and destroyed the lion of God
("Jerusalem," Isa. xxix. 1). Accordingly will also

—

come

tijc

lion

("God,"

Amos

iii.

8) in

Return
the constellation of the lion, in the
from Exile, same month in which Jerusalem was

568

Enriquez, Diego Euriquez, and Manuel de LuOf her other children, Doiia ^lariana, who lost
her reason for a time, was tried and put to death at
an auto da fe held in the city of Mexico March 25,
1601 Anica, tlie youngest child, being "reconciled"
triz

cena.

;

at the

same time.

destroyed (compare Jer. xxxi. 12: "I
change her mourning into joy "), and He will

shall

rebuild the lion of

God

(Ps.

cxlvii. 2; Pesik. xiii.

That Israel had found no rest (Lam. i. 8)
as he went into exile assured his return home; for
Xoah's dove returned also because she had found
no rest for her feet (Gen. viii. 9); and with the same
words is also predicted Israel's restlessness in exile
(Deut. XX viii. 65; Lam. li. i. 3).
When in consequence of the sins of Israel the enemy had entered
Jeru.salem, captured his heroes and tied their hands
behind them, God said " With liim am I in distress "
llCa).

:

(Ps. xci. 15);

"My children

are in distress, shall I be

freedom?" Then lie drew His right hand back
from before the enemy (Lam. ii. 3). This was re

in

vealed to Daniel by the expression |^D^^ )*p? (Dan.
xii. 13, the real meaning "at the end of days"), "till
the end of the right hand," that right hand which
was in subjection. "With the redemption of My
sons have I also redeemed My right hand " (Pesikxvii. 181b).
J.

sR.

C.

CAPTIVITY, THE

PRINCES

L.

OF.

See

EXII.AHCII.

CAPUA, JOHN

OF.

See John op Capia.

CARABAJAL (variously spelled Carabal,
Caraballo, Caravajal, Carbajal, and Cavajal,

Execution of Mariana de Carabajal at Mexico,

the name Carvalho being possibly identical)
The
name of a family of Maranos in Mexico at the end

(From

:

of the sixteenth century and the beginning of the
seventeenth, all connected with Don Luis de Carabajal,

governor of

New

of the family suffered

Leon.

Several members
at the stake for

martyrdom

Judaizing.

Francisca Nunez de Carabajal:

Sister of

Don

Luis de Carabajal; born in Portugal about 1540;
died as a martyr in the city of Mexico Dec. 8, 1596.
She was among the members of the family seized in
1590 by the Inquisition.
She also was tortured till
she implicated her husband and her children, one
of whom was named Luis de Carabajal.
The
whole famil}^ were forced to confess and abjure
at a public auto da le, celebrated on Saturday, Feb.
Luis de Carabajal, with liis mother and
24, 1590.
four sisters, was condemned to perpetual imprisonment, and his brother, Baltasar, who had fled upon
the first warning of danger, was, along with his
father, FrancLsco Rodriguez de Matos, deceased,
burnt in effig\^ In January, 1595, Doiia Francisca
and her children were accused of a relapse into Judaism, and convicted.
During their imprisonment
they were tempted to communicate with one another
on Spanish pear seeds, on which they wrote toucliiag
messages of encouragement to remain true to their
faith
At the resulting auto da fe, Doina Francisca

and her children,

and Luis,
Manuel Diaz, Bea-

Isabel, Catalina, Leonor,

died at the stake, together with

Don Luis

P.ilacio,

" EI

de Carabajal

1601.

Rojo.")

Liltro

y Cueva

:

Born

at

Magodorio, Portugal, in 1589; appointed governor
of a district in Mexico in 1579
said to have died
about 1595. In consideration of the appointment
of governor, he undertook to colonize a certain territory at his own expense, being allowed the privilege of repaying himself out of the revenues.
His
original jurisdiction, under the name of "Nuevo
Reino de Leon" (New Kingdom of Leon), was to comprise a somewhat ill-defined territory, beginning at
the port of Tampico, extendingalongthe River Panuco, and thence turning northward but it was not to
exceed 200 leagues either way. It would seem to
have included Tamaulipas, as well as the states of
Nuevo Leon and Coahuila, and parts of San Luis
Potosi, Zacatecas, Durango, Chihuahua, and Texas.
Carabajal received his royal patent as governor of
Nuevo Reino de Leon on May 31, 1579. He arrived
in Mexico in 1580, and began to prepare for his occupancy of the territory. He planted his colony on a
site formerly called " Santa Lucia, " and named the
place "City of Leon."
;

;

To

pacify and colonize the

was allowed 100

new

territory, Cara-

and 60 married laIt
borers, accompanied by their wivesand children.
is safe to assume that a number of these early colonists were Spanish Jews, who, under the guise of
Maranos, had hoped to escape persecution and find
bajal

soldiers,

In this expectation
prosperity in the New World.
they were doomed to disappointment, for within a
decade after their settlement a score of them were

openly denounced and more or less severely punIn 1590 there seems to have
ished for .Tudaizing.
been an extensive colony of them in Mexico.

Don Luis deCarabajal brought with him to Mexico
Don Francisco Rodriguez de Mates, and his sister, Dona Francisca Nunez de Cara-

his brother-in-law,

with their

Doiia Isabel, the oldest,
25 years of age, widow of Gabriel de Herrera; Doiia
Catalina, Dona Mariana, Doiia Leonor, Don Baltasar,
Don Luis, Jr., Miguel, and Anica (the last two being
Another son, Caspar, a pious young
very young).
man (monk?) in the convent of Santo Domingo,
Mexico, had arrived a short time before. Dona
Catalina and Dona Leonor married respectively Antonio Diaz de Caceres (see Caceres) and Jorge de
Almeida two Spanish merchants residing in the
city of Mexico and interested in the Tasco mines.
The entire family then removed to the capital, where,
in tlie year 15!)(), while in the midst of prosperity,
and seemingly leading Cliristian lives, they were
Dona Isabel was torseized by the Inquisition.
tured till she implicated the whole of the Carabajal

bajal,

Captivity
Caracalla
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cliildren,

—

an auto da fe Sept. 8, 1596. He had been
"reconciled" at that city Feb. 24, 1590, being sentenced to perpetual imprisonment in the lunatic
On Feb. 9, 1595, he was
hospital of San Hipolito.
again arraigned as a " relapso," subsequently testifying against liis mother and sisters (if the records are
Atone of the hearings (Feb. 25) he
to be believed).
was shown a manuscrijit book beginning with the
words " In the name of the Lord of Hosts " (a translation of the Hebrew invocation, "be shem Adonay
Zebaot"), which he acknowledged as his own book,
and which contained his autobiography. On Feb.
8, 1596, he was put on the rack from 9:30 a.m. till
2 P.M., and then denounced no less than 121 persons,
though he afterward repudiated his confession. He
threw himself out of a window to escape further
torture.
He and his brother Baltasar composed
hymns and dirges for the Jewish fasts: one of them,
a kind of "widdui" (confession of sin) in sonnet
form, is given in "El Libro Itojo."
ico at

:
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Jcn\a Leuend

CARACALLA:

Roman emperor

(211-217); son

a boy of
seven he had a Jewish playfellow, and having heard
that the latter had been cruelly whipped on account
of his religion, he could not for a long time endure the sight either of his own father or of the
boy's father, both of whom were responsible for the
of Septimius Severus.

It is said that as

punishment (Spartianus, "Antoninus Caracalla,"

i.).

The anecdote may be credited, since his mother,
While still a prince,
Julia Domna, was a Syrian.
though already invested with the title "Augustus,"
him to have a triumphal procession on the occasion when the Senate decreed Septimius Severus a J(!wish triumph in honor of his successful wars in Syria (Spartianus, "Severus," xvi.);
for the words "Cui senatus Judaicxmi triumphum
decreverat " do not refer to Caracalla, as has been
erroneously assumed (Griitz, " Gesch. der Juden,"
4th ed., iv. 208), but to Septimius Severus, who as a
mere amusement allowed even his youthful son to
his father permitted

take part in the triiunph.
Caracalla, whose real name was
assumed the name Antoninus (beginning
an official designation under which he is men-

As Augustus,
Ba.ssianus,
198),

A

'I'ortiire

of Francisca de Carabajal at Mexico,
(From alacio, *' El Libro Rojo.")

1590.

\

family, who, with the exception of

Don

Baltasar,

were imprisoned. The latter succeeded in escaping
to Tasco, and was condemned to death in his
absence.

Luis de Carabajal, Jr.: Son of Doiia Francisca
Nunez de Carabajal, the first Jewish autlior in
America, and nephew of Luis de Carabajal, governor
of New Leon; was Castilian by birth, and a resident of the city of Mexico; died in the city of Mex-

tioned several times together with his father.
synagogal inscription found in the otherwise littleknown place Kaisun contains a prayer of the
Jews for the welfare of the whole imperial family,
naming Sejjtimius Severus, the empress Julia

Domna, and their two sons, Antoninus and Geta
("Journal Asiatique," Dec, 1864; "Monatsschrift,"
Hence Jerome's words in his com1865, p. 154).
mentary on Dan. xi. 34: "Hebraeorum quidam haec
de Sevcro et Antonino principibus intelliguut qui
Judreos plurimuni dilexerunt" (Many of the Jews
take this to refer to the emperors Severus and Antoninus, who greatly loved the Jews), are to be

—
Caracas
Carcassonne
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interpreted literally, and do not, as Griitz assumes (ib.
iv. 452), refer only to one name, Alexander Severus.
This coutemporaueous rule of father and son becomes evident also in the laws of the Digesta (" De

Deeurialibus," Leges 50, II. iii. ^ 3). Those who
followed the Jewish superstition were permitted by
the emperors Severus (in some editions erroneously
" Verus") and Antoninus to obtain olhces ("' honores").
This decree must be dated between 198 and 208,
since Geta, who became Augustus in 208, is not
In any case there are several
witnesses to Caracalla's friendliness toward the Jews,
while nothing is known of any inimical measures
during his short reign. Hence those scholars may
be right who identity with Caracalla the Antoninus
who is often mentioned in both the Talmuds as a
friend and patron of the patriarch Judali I.
It is known that Caracalla undertook an expedition against the Parthians, during which he passed
through Antioch and Syria (217); he maj^ at that
time have met R. Judah. On this expedition he
was murdered by the subsequent emperor, Macrinus, who is also mentioned in Jewish writings.
After his death the nickname " Caracalla " was given
to him from a long Gallic garment which he had
preferred.
Some scholars think that this garment
is mentioned also by the Rabbis (Krauss, "Lehnworter," ii. 592).

mentioned therein.

G.

S.

CARACAS. See Venezuela.
CARASSO, DAVID SAMUEL

Kr.

Jewish travthe occasion of
a business trip to Yemen, Arabia, in 1874, he studied
the situation of the Jews of that region, and published an account of his travels in a volume written
in Juda'o-Spanish, entitled "Zikron Teman 6 el
eler;

born at Salon ica, Turkey.

:

On

el Yemen " (Constantinople, 1875).
He
traversed the whole of the interior of Arabia including Sada, Aseer, Sanaa, etc., and was especially interested in the last-named community.
In
order to ameliorate the condition of the Jews of
Yemen, he wrote to the Anglo-Jewish Association
and to the chief rabbi of Constantinople, Moses
Ilalevy, whereupon the latter sent Isaac Saul, a
rabbi of Constantinople, to Sanaa as chief rabbi.

Viage en

—

Bibliography
Ottoman D.
;

:

Franco, Histoire dcs Inrat'-Utes de
Carasso, Zikron 'Teman, as above,

VEmpire

S.

M. Fr.

s.

CARAVAN A convoy of ti'avelers or merchan:

As the commerce of the Israelites was chiefly
inland trade, products from regions that were not
contiguous were exchanged b\- means of caravans
("orhah").
The most important highways connecting Asia with Africa, and the far East with Europe,
traversed or touched Palestine; and along these liighways the great caravans passed through the country.
They were not, liowever, roads in the modern
sense of the word, but beaten paths, as they still are
today, little better than trails and impassable for
vehicles.
Hence the camel was the chief medium
for transportation, as it still is the invaluable beast
of burden of those regions, marching day after day
from twelve to fourteen hours with a burden of
three or four hundred pounds, and thus far surpassing the best horse in its Ciipacity for work. The
dise.
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Israelites took little part in this trading

for the

commerce

by caravan,

of the country itself lay chiefly in

the hands of the Phenicians and Canaanites; while
the extensive trade between the East and the Medi-

terranean and Egypt was carried on by the tribes of
the desert, who made this their business, as they in
part still do.
Thus it was a Midianite caravan according to another source, an Ishmaeiite that, coming from the land east of the Jordan, carried Joseph
to^Egypt (Gen. xxxvii. 25, 28). The Dedanim— the
inhabitants of the land of Teman and of Sheba are
also mentioned as leaders of caravans (Isa. xxi. 13,
Ix. 6; Job vi. 19).
It seems that the kings of Israel
levied, at least at times, a toll upon these caravans
passing through their country (I Kings x. 15). See

—

—

—

Commerce.
J.

JR.

Be.

I.

CARBEN, VICTOR OF:

Jewish convert lived
;

Like most converts, Victor
at Cologne (1442-1515).
endeavored to show his zeal for his new religion by
writing against his former coreligionists. When the
diocese of Cologne
early in the sixteenth century, lie wrote to the archbishop, congratulating him on having "i)lucked
awaj" the weeds from his bishopric and ridden it of

Jews were banished from the

.Jews."

Victor was the author of the following works:
"Opus Aureum ac Novum in quo Omnes Judseorum Errores Manifestantur," divided into four
parts, the flrst of which treats of the life and customs
of the Jews (Cologne, 1509). Raimann holds that the
real author of the latter work was Ortuin Gratius. It
(1)

translated into German.
(2) "Propugnaculum
Fidei Christiana?, Instar Dialogi inter Christianum
et Judanim, in quo quod Jesus Verus Messias, Verus
Deus et Homo, Totiusque Humani Generis Salvator
Sit Demonstratur " (Cologne, 1504-8).
In his writings Victor repeatedly asserts that it is
not wise for Christians to enter into religious controversy with Jews, the latter being taught from

was

childhood how to uphold their faith. He was chiefly
concerned in exonerating himself from the accusation of having apostatized for the sake of worldly
advantages; and in view of this, he paid the Jews a
gratuitous compliment when he asserted that the}%
of all the people of the earth, are the most difficult
to convert, their attachment to their Law being so
strong that neither riches nor fear of persecution can
cause them to abandon their faith.
In his old age Victor became an ecclesiastic; and
after his death the following epitaph was engraved
on the door of the church of Sainte-Ursule at Cologne: "Victor, formerly a Jew, wrote in the year
1509 four works against the errors of the Jews."
Bibliography: Wolf, Bihl. Hehr.

iii.

239,

iv.

.568

et .seg.:

Basnage, HiMoij-e dm Jiiifx, ix. 916 etseq.: Stein Schneider,
Cat. Bodl. col. 815; Griitz, Gesch. der Juden, ix. 77.
G.

CARCAS

I.

Br.

One of the seven chamberlains serving Ahasuerus and ordered by him to bring Queen
The
Vashti into the royal presence (Esth. i. 10).
The
Septuagint gives a different name Onpa(3a.
Targum allegorizes five of the names, but leaves
"Zethar" and "Carcas" unexplained.
G. B. L.
E. G. H.
:

Caracas
Carcassonne
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CARCASS.— Biblical Data: Tlie carcass of a
clean animal that liadnot been properly slailijlitered,
or that of an nnclean animal of the land, tlie water,
or the air, polluted until the evening the peisoh who
touched it (Lev. xi. 24). One who carried or ate it
must wash his clothes {ib. 25, 39, 40). A special prohibition was enacted against eating clean animals
that had died (Lev. xxii. 8; Ezek. iv. 14, xliv. 31),
and although this was intended primarily for priests,
Pollution

from
Carcass,

J.

:

Die Jildt^chen Speiscgesetze, pp.

SR.

S.

CARCASSONNE Town

Kr.

and

Although the settlement of Jews at Carcassonne
goes as far back as the earlj' centuries of the common era, official documents relating to them are not
met with till the twelfth century. A cartularj^ of
the Templars of Douzens in 1162 mentions a territory called "Honor Judaicus" in the environs of
Carcassonne; and two charters of the same century
In 1142 a Jew
describe Jews as lords of the manor.
named Bonisach, son of Ganiol (Hebrew name, Isaac
ben Eliezer), gives his approval, as lord of the
manor, to a donation of a vinej'ard made by its prosimilar case occurs
prietors to the Templars.
forty-one years later when four Jew's, joint lords of
the manor, sign a deed of conveyance of vineyards
bought by the Templars. One of the signers was
Moses Caranita, who held the office of bailiff. The
bestowal of this distinction upon a Jew was not
unusual in the dominions of the counts and viscounts of Carcassonne, who protected their Jewish
subjects and granted them many privileges.
Raymond de Trencavel interceded with the bishops of
his dominions to abolish the abuses to which the
Jewsw'cre subjected during Holy Week. Roger II.
gave the Jews special evidences of his
favor, and took the most prominent
Under
Roger II. among them under his personal proThus, he secured the freetection.
dom of the eminent Talmudist Abraham ben David
of Posqui^res (RABaD), who had been thrown into
prison by the lord of Posquieres, and gave him
The example of Roger was
shelter at Carcassonne.
followed by his successor, avI r- assigned to his Jewish bailiffs the rank of barons in his court.
The crusade against the Albigenses brought a
reaction in the state of the prosperous community
Ascribing the Albigensian heresy
of Carcassonne.
to the influence of the rabbis, the counts and viscounts were compelled at the council of Saint-Gilles
to swear that no public office should be entrusted
Moreover, Carcassonne in 1209 passed into
to Jews.
the hands of the counts of Montfort, avIio were not
so favorably inclined toward the Jews as were the
Trencavels. Old edicts, destined to isolate the Jews
from their Christian surroundings, were exhumed.
The Lateran council of 1215 prescribed a special
badge to be worn by Jews; and this order, although
little observed in other places, was rigorously enforced in Carcassonne, which was the seat of the

utensils, clothes, leather,

But food and beverages could not thus be
xi. 34), nor could a stove, nor any
earthenware upon which the carrion had dropped
Seeds were unclean
(Lev. xi. 35; compare vi. 21).
xi. 32).

clean (Lev.

only when damp (Lev. xi. 38). See also Buuial,
COKPSE, I.MPUIUTY.
Corpses, as well as inanimate things in the stage
of dissolution and decay, must be removed from before the living God and from the people who dedicate themselves to Him (compare Lev. iii. 13, which

commands the salting of meat offerings).

The fear of

due not merely to a pliysical revulsion
against decay, but also to a sense of the mysterious
is

curse attaching to mortality, especially of human
bodies (Gen. ii. 17; iii. 19); it is, therefore, of ethical import (Dillmann's commentary on Lev. xi,).
Tlie fact that not only Jiuman carcasses, but also
tliose of animals, were supposed to defile, juilitates
against the supposition that tliese laws were intended
to antagonize the pagan ancestor-worship.
E. G.

A. Wiener,
220-297, Breslaii, 1895.

department of
Aude, France; the Carcaso or Carcassio of the Romans.
It is variou.sly transcribed in Hebrew as

These were to be dipped into Avater,
sackcloth.
after which they became clean in the evening (Lev.

dead bodies

;

Binr.ioGRAPHV

only the stranger in Israel could eat
them (Dent. xiv. 21). Certain "creeping things " (" sherazim "), when dead.
polluted not only persons, but also

wooden

made

In other directions, however, the ordinances regarding animal carcasses received an extremelj' wide application; according to rabbinical law (Hul. ii. 4),
for instance, an animal that had not been slaughtered in the prescribed way became carrion (" nebelah " see Die:t.\ry Laws).

S.

If.

In the Talmud

Kr.

Dead animals often

lay about
in the cities (Tosef., Toh. vi. 1), for the carrion of
animals did not pollute the habitations in which it
:

lay.
So long as the animals were not altogether
dead they did not pollute; but if the head had been
cut off, as, for instance, that of a lizard, though its
trunk might still be moving, it was considered as a

carcass {ib. i. 4; Oh. i. 6).
Not only did the entire
body of the animal pollute, but even a single member, which in quadrupeds might be smaller than an
olive, or, in reptiles, smaller than a lentil {;ib. i. 7).
If the carcass were that of a clean bird, concerning
which thirteen rules had to be observed (Toh. i. 1),
it was more defiling in certain respects than that of
an unclean bird {ib. i. 3). According to Lev. xi. 29,
the carcasses of only eight amphibious animals polluted, which were specifically called "creeping
things" (sherazim); opposed to these as the type of
a clean animal was the frog {ib. v. 1, 4).
In post-Talmudic times the ordinances regarding
tlie carcasses of "creeping things" were no longer
observed, since none of the ordinances of purification were in force.
The Karaites, however, censured
the Rabbinites for this neglect of Biblical laws (Appiryon, in Neubauer, " Aus der Petersburger Bibliothek," p. 21, Leipsic, 1866; "Lebush Malkut," ib. p.
An Israelite who was not a Cohen was, accord44).
ing to rabbinical teaching, not bound to guard
against pollution by carrion (Sifra, Shemini, iv.).

:

in the

njijj'Npip. N:)iC'p"iP' etc.

A

Inquisition.

In 1226, when Amaury de Montfort transferred
Carcassonne to Louis VIII. the condition of the Jews
,

grew worse.
officers

Under the administration of royal
they became the prey of the avarice of the

;:

Carcassonne
Cardinal Virtues
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goveninicnt.
St. Louis (Louis IX.), wlio did not
favor the Jcwsiu genc'rai, was especially eml)ittered
against those of Carcassonne for their participation
in the uprising of 1240 in favor of Trencavel. wlien
Thus, in 124GSI.
tlic hitter was besieging the city.
Louis ordered the seneschal of CarcasITnder
snnne to keep all the Jews in ])risou
Louis IX. until they had jniid a certain sum; at
the same time freeing Christian debtors
from their d<'bts to Jews. In 1208 he banished all
Jews from Carcassonne, but soon recalled them,
probably at the re([uestof the remaining inhabitants.
St. Louis, however, issued an edict (1254) prohibiting them from performing Talmudical rites, from
lending money on interest, from |)ractising sorcery,

and from engaging

monetary transactions.
change
by his
father and the clergy to isolate the Jews from their
in

Tlie reign of Philip the Bold brought no
The policy inaugurated
in their status.

Christian surroundings continued.
The synodal
constitutions of Bernard of Capendu, bishop of Car-

cassonne in 1272, forbade the Jews to leav(; their
houses during Holy Week, obliged them to rest on

Sundays and Christian festivals, prohibited tliem
from eating with Christians, and forbade Ciiristiaus
to employ Jewish physicians.
The beginning of the reign of Philip the Fair
promised relief to the Jews of Carcassonne. In 1288
he issued an ordinance forbidding the clergy to arrest Jews on any accusation without inquiry first
being made by the senesclials. He also permitted
tlie Jews to lend money at a moderate

Under

interest,

Philip the debtors

and obliged
pay their

to

their Christian

debts.

It

was

soon evident that in this Philip was
acting in his own interest: he wanted
to enrich the Jews in order that he might derive
more profit in plundering them. A system of impositions was inaugurated l)y him which drove
awaj' many Jews from Carcassonne: these souglit a
refuge in the dominions of various counts, in order
to avoid being sent as captives to Paris on account of
not having paid their taxes (1290-92). During this
time Pliilip himself ajiportioned the contributions to
be paid by the principal Jews of Carcassonne, instead
of leaving the matter to the syndics or procurators
of the communit}', who were responsible for the
payment of the ta.xes. This regime brought misery
to the once prosperous comnumity through the total

Fair.

banishment of the Jews from France and the conproperty (1806).
During the reign of Louis X. (1815) an impf)rtant

fiscation of their

community was reestablished at.Carcassonne. Joseph
ha Koheu ("Emek ha Baka," ed. LetLouis X. tcris, p. 73) includes it among the com-

century,

and
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Abraham ben David of Posquieres (HABaD)

-Meii-

ben

Isjiac

teenth,

Men

of Trintiuetaille; in the thirElijah ben Isaac of Carcas-

Samuel ben Solomon Xassi of
Abraham ben Isaac Hayvim of (Carcassonne, Solomon ben
Jacob, JMordecai ben Isaac E/.obi, and
sf)nne,

of Promi-

Carcas.sonne,

nence.

David ben Nathanel. Among tlie noted physicians
of Carcassonne were Isaac, Jacob of Lunei, Dollan
Bellan, and Lef)ii Joseph, all of the fourteenth
century.
Brm.iociRAi'nv

Bourpe.s lli.'<t<>irc dc ('(ircasxoinir, p. ")(>.);
Lis Jiiil's dn Lnnuucilnc. pp. 78 ct. .vc'/.: DepLcxJiiifsdaiisli- Mdjicii Aiic; Betlarrirle, Lc:^ Jnifs ciiFiaticf. en Kspaniif, cl cii Italic, p. :.'37; (iross. GnUia .JufliiUa, pp. (ii;i ct ."(•</.
o.
].
Bi:.
:

(iiistave Siiigf.
pitis-,

CARCASSONNE,

ADOLPHE

JOSEPH:

French poet; born at ^larseilles, 182(5; died Sept.
22, 1891.
His princi})al works arc; (1) "Premieres
Lueurs," a selection of poems (1852); (2) "Le Jugement de Deea," opera in four acts (1860) (3) "La
Filie du Franc-Juge," drama in four acts in verse
(1861); (4) "LeSir-gede Marseilles," drama in five
acts (1862) (5) "La Fetede Moliere," aone-act play
(1868); (6) "Gouttes d'Eau," a selection of poems
(1869); (7) "LaLegon de Geographic," an Alsatian
;

;

legend in verse, in memory of 1871 (1878): (8)
" Theatre d'Enfants," short comedies in verse 1878)
(9) " Moliere et la Medecine " (1878); (10) "Theatre
dAdolescents" (1880): (11) "Pieces a Dire" (18S1);
(12) "Scenes a. Deux, "a selection of plays for young
amateurs; (18) "Nouvelles Pieces a Dire" (1884);
(14) "Republi(iue Eufantine," short plavs in verse
"Mariage de Flours" (1886); (16)
(1885);
(15)
"Theatre de Jeunes Filles," a .selection of plays for
(

young

girls (1887).

Bibliography: Larousse, Grand

Diet. Unircrscl.2il Siipple-

ineiit, p. 73;j.

L

s.

CARCASSONNE, DAVID

Btj.

Fiencli physician
born Dec. 20, 1789, at Remoulins, a small town ia
the Gard department, France; died i>ov. 15, 1861,
He was the son of a purveyor to the
at Nimes.
army of Napoleon I., and having joined the Grande
Armee as military surgeon when twenty-three years
:

lie followed the emperor to Russia in 1812,
and was made a prisoner there. On liis return to
Nimes. where his parents liad settled, Carcassonne
gave up his practise and became a carpet-manufac-

of age,

He was

a member of tlie IMunicipal Council
under King Louis Philippe (1887-48).
Carcassonne was the author of a work entitled "Essai Historique sur la ]\Iedecine des llebreux Anciens
turer.

of Nimes,

et ]\Iodernes," Montpellier-Nimes, 1815.
Bini-TorTRAPHV Regif^ti-e des Heliherations du Conscil Municipal de Nimes, 18;j7-48; S. Kahn, Notice nur les Israelites de Nimes, pp. 35. 47.
s.
S. K.
:

munities wliich had suffered from the
persecutions of the Pastoureaux about 1820.
Under
Charles IV. the community or district of Carcassonne
had to contribute the sum of 25,000 livres to the
total tax of 180,000 livres imposed upon the Jewsof
France. In 1894 tlie Jews were again banished from
France, and since then no Jewish community has
•existed at Carcassonne.
Among the prominent men connected with Carcassonne the following maybe mentioned: in the eleventh century, Joseph ben Solomon; in the twelfth

CARCASSONNE, LEON:

French

phy.sician,

municipal councilor, and member of the Academy
Son of David Carcassonne; died at Marof Nimes.
seilles May 7. 1894.
He was the author of the following works: (1) "Questions sur Di verses Branches
des Sciences Medicales," Paris. 1842; (2) "CompteHendu des Travaux des Conseils d'llygiene et de
Salubrite Publique de Nimes," a treatise on the

II

work

(lone

186G;
nau,"

(3)
ib.

by the

15"),

healtli offict-rs of Niiiics, Nhiies,

"Notice sur

Pliilipix-

Boilcau

cle

CasU'l-

1882.

Bibliography:
pp.

Kahn, Notice sur Us Isiaelites de Ntmefi,

s.

47.

S.

%^.

CARCHEMISH:

K.

City of noitliein

"Kargamish") as the principal

Syria,

city of nortiicrn

mentioned as situated
" on the right bank of the Euphrates, north of the
modern river Sajur." Its territory was ravaged by
King Sangara
Tiglath-pileser I. about 1100 ij.c.
paid tribute to Asurnazirpal (877) and to Shalmane.ser
The last king Pisiri(s) paid tribute to Tiglath(854).
pileser II. (740), but revolted against Sargon in 717,
which led to the loss of the independence of Carchemish (Isa. X. 9). The inhabitants were deported
and the city was populated with Assyrian colonists,
becoming the seat of an Assyrian governor.
The commercial importance of Carchemish is
shown in the weight "maneh of Carchemish " in use
In Greek times it seems to have had
at Nineveh.
the name '"Europus"; the modern form of this name
probably being "Jerabis" or "Jirbas'' ("Jerablus,"
"Jerabolus," given by some English travelei's, may
be due to a confusion with the neighboring HierapSyria, "the Hatte-land."

It is

south of Carchemish). The considerable ruins
were first identitied with Carchemish by G. Smith
on his last journej' (1876); formerly Circesium was
often mistaken for that city. In I Esd. i. 23 the name
is rendered "Carchamis"; in II Chron. xxxv. 20,
A. v., "Charchemish."
olis,

Wo Lag

das Paradics? pp. 265 et
Delitzsch,
Af^sj/rieiis, pp. 189
SHI.; Wiuckler, Gesvlt. Bahylovicns
Ellrl)}M,p.2^>i•, HotTmann,
cf ,sf(/.; \V. M. MiMev,
Au-tzVuic axis Alden PersU<cher Miirturer, pp. 101 ct scii.

Bini.iOGRAPHY

:

nnd

AsUnund

r..

W. M. M.

V.

no longer in existence, was used by Naben Nehemiah Kasi)i in his commentar}' on
"
the " Cuzari " entitled
'Edut le-Yisrael," and also
by Judah ben Joseph Moscato in his commentary
ments,

is

tlianael

"Kol Yehudah."
Bibliography; Wolf,

on
Its iniportan(;o seems to iiave been
tiK' EupiiratL'S.
based on its situation at tlie end of the most direct
route from tlie inoutli of tlie Orontes to tlie Euplnates and to Ilurrau. Tliis position explain.s wliy
it was tlie scene of the battle about 605 b.c. (" by the
river Euphrates in Carchemish ") between the
Egyptian army of Necho II. and the Babylonians
under Nebuchadnezzar (Jer. xlvi. 2), in which, according to II Chron. xxxv. 20 (= I E.sd. i. 25), the
In Isa. x. 9
Egyptians were the attacking party.
Carchemish is included among various powerful
kingdoms overthrown by Assyria.
The city is mentioned as early as (about) 1480 b.c.^
when it was stormed by Piiaraoh Thutmosis III.,
and later, in the time of Kameses II.,
Its
as an independent kingdom allied to
The Egyptians write
History, the Hittites.
"Karakamisha," or frequently "Karakamisha. " The Assyrians speak of " Gargamish " (earlier

Carcassonne
Cardinal Virtues
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CARD-PLAYING. Ske Games.
CARDINAL, or CARDINEAL, JUDAH
BEN ISAAC Translator; lived at the end of the
:

twelfth century and the beginning of the thirteenth,
probably in southern France. At the recpiest of
Joseph ben Baruch, who, according to Zunz, traveled from France to Jerusalem l)y way of Egypt in
1211, Cardinal translated from Arabic into Hebrew Judah ha-Levi's "Cuzari." This translation,
whicli, with the exception of several small frag-

Bihl. Hehr. i. 772; Rossi, Dizinnario,
Dukes, in Orient. Lit. 1840, p. 588 1849, p. 45;j Cassel,
Cuzari, p. 20 Steinschix'idcr, Hcbr. Uehers. p. 404 Zunz,
Notes on Benjamin of TudeUi. ed. Asher, ii. 250.
p. I<i2:

;

;

;

;

fj.

I.

CARDINAL VIRTUES

Bk.

Virtues regarded as
fundamental, and under which, as heads, all others
may be arranged. The term cardinal virtues " is first
used b}' Ambrose to denote that group of four virtues which became familiar through the writings of
Greek philosophers, and which were first formulated
by Plato. In accordance Avith his threefold division of the soul into its rational, combative, and apjietitive elements, Plato recognized four fundamen"'
^povnoiq " or " copia, " wisdom " avdpeia,''^
tal virtues
courage or fortitude, and this, as Zeller remarks,
considered as a valor against the foes witliin the
:

"'

:

soul;

^'

;

au<t>poai'v/i,''

temperance;

and

"

(iiKatoai'vr/,^'

from
powers when wi.sely
governed. These four virtues became the classical
expression of Greek ethical thought, irrespective
of any particular system.
They are specially prominent in the Stoics; and it is through the influence
of the latter that they are found in Jewish writers
of the Hellenistic period (see Hellexism).
justice or uprightness, conceived as resulting

the liarmony of all the soul's

there never was, as a native
in Judaism, any attem]it
made to detluce systematically the conunandments
of the Torah from one or more general principles.
It is only when the Jewish mind meets the Greek
that Jewisli thought attempts to present in Greek
form, and also partl}^ to recast into Greek ideas, the
religious and moral conceptions of Israel.
Thus a
writer in the second century before the present era,
the author of the Wisdom of Solomon, recognizes
.sophia, or wi.sdom, as the root of all virtues, and
identifies it in his mind with the Spirit of God.
In
describing its workings he goes so far
The
in his personifications as almost to
Wisdom hypostatize it, and speaks of the fruits
of
of wisdom later as four (Wisdom viii.
Solomon. 7): "temperance and prudence, justice and fortitude."
The unknown author of IV Maccabees shows the
influence of Stoicism in his enumeration of the four
virtues in the following order: in the beginning of
his work (i. 18) <pp6v>/eng, as the most important,
through which llie mind rules over the alTections;
Strictly speaking,

and independent growth

then justice, fortitude, and temperance. He illustriumph of reason over the passions, from
Quite
the martyrdoms described in II Mace. vi.
dilTerent again is the order of the four virtues in IV
Mace. v. 22: temperance, fortitude, justice, and
piety (see Freudenthal, "Die Flavius Josephus Beigelegte Schrift viber die Herrschaft der Vernunft,"
Schlirer says this "influence of
1869, pp. 51-55).
Stoicism upon the author is in no other point so
The reason to which he ascribes
penetrating.
dominion over desire," and which is to produce
the virtues, is "not human reason as such, but
trates the

.

.

.

:

Cardinal "Virtues
Cardozo
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reason guiding itself according to the rule of the
Divine hiw."
^
Lastly, Philo, using his allegorical method, finds
in the four streams of Eden an indication of the
four cardinal virtues (" De Allegoriis Legum," i.
§ 19; compare "Quod Onmis Prohus Liber," t^ 10):
while in the order of them he follows the Stoics, lie
departs from them in recognizing the insufficiency
of man to liberate; himself fiom his sensual nature.
For this is needed the lielp of God, who i)lants and
promotes the virtues in the soul of man. True
morality is, as Plato teaches, "the imitation of
Deity," or, better, as the Rabbis say (Sifre, Deut.
49) " As He is called gracious, be thou gracious as
He is merciful, be thou merciful; as He is holy, be
thou holy."
While there seems to be no other work of a Jewish Avriter in which the four virtues are directly
mentioned, it may not be improper in this connection to note the tendency growing up in Jewish
literature to enumerate certain virtues as striking
manifestations of characler.
Thus the statement is
given in Ned. 38a and other portions of the Talmud: "R. Johanan said, The Holy One, blessed be
He! lets his Presence dwell only with the strong,
the rich, the wise, and the lumible. '" In this connection ma}' be mentioned the acceptJewish
ed definitions of Ben Zoma (Ab. iv. 1)
FundaWise is he who learns from every
mental
man strong is he who masters his own
spirit or 'yezer, (his evil inclination);
Virtues,
rich is he who is contented with or
rejoices in his lot." It may be said tliat here is a
group which is again and again found in the wiitings of Jewish philosophers of the Middle Ages.
As the reverence for God was regarded as the beginning of wisdom (Ps. cxi. 10; Prov. i. 7), and as
yezer, the evil inclination, was chiefly identified
with the tendency to unchastity, a special cluster of
Jewish virtues is here presented study, combined
with fear of God; chastit}'; cheerfulness or contentment; and humility or meekness. As these would
express the inward disposition of the "disciple of
the wise," there are also enumerations, especially in
"Ethics of the Fathers," which seem to emphasize
the fundamental virtues as they appear objectively
in the deed or social institution.
Such statements
as that of Simon the Just (Ab. i. 2): "Upon three
things the world rests the study of the Law, divine
service, and deeds of love," or tiiat of another sage
(Ab. i. 18) " Upon three things is the world established; viz., truth, justice, and peace," can well be
tak(ai to mirror the virtues which apjieared to the
Jewish mind as fundamental. [Compare Paul's triad
of Christian virtues: faith, hope, and charity (I Cor.
:

;

'

'*

;

'

:

—

:

13).— K.]
Reference ma}' also be made to the classical passage of the Talmud (Mak. 23b, 24a): "R. Simlai
xiii.

said,

'

Six hundred and thirteen

commandments were

given to ]Moses. King David came and reduced
them to eleven (Ps. xv.). The prophet Isaiah further reduced them to six (Isa. xxxiii.).
Micah (vi.
8) reduced them to three
"He hath shewed thee, O
man, what is good ... to do justly, and to love
mercy, and to walk humbly with thy God." Isaiah
again reduced them to two (Isa. Ivi.). The prophet
:
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Amos

placed them all upon one jjiinciple (Amos v.
"Seek me and live"; or, as the prophet Habukkuk said, "The just shall live by his faith." "

4):

'
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CARDOSO, ELIJAH ABOAB

Philantlnoiluniburg .synagogue; lived
in that city in the first half of the seventeenth century,
lie was descended from the Spanish family
of that name, and was one of the first Jewish settlers in Hamburg.
In 1630 Cardoso founded the
first Portiiguese synagogue in the city.
In so doing
he risked the displeasure of the senate, which did
not care to grant the Jews permission to build a
pist

ami

:

I'ouiulcr of tlie

synagogue,

lest the attention of the fanatical

popu-

Hamburg

should be attracted to them.
Bibliography: Schudt, JMischc MerkivllreUghcitcn. i. 373;

lation of

Gratz, GescJi. eUr Juden, x. 18; Keilchenfeld, Aus der Adtercn Gcsch. der Port.-Isr. Gemcinde in Hamburg, p. 8.
J.
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CARDOSO, ISAAC (FERNANDO):

Bu.
Pliysi

philosopher, and polemic writer; born of
Marano parents at Celorico in the province Beira,
Portugal, before 1615; died at Verona after 1080.
He was a brother of Abraham Michael (Miguel)
Cardoso. After studying medicine, philosophy, and
natural sciences at Salamanca, he settled as physician at Valladolid in 1632, but was soon called as
chief physician (" physico mor ") to Madrid.
While
there he published (1632) a lecture on Vesuvius and
on the causes of the earthquake, and (1635) a treatise on the color green, which he dedicated to Isabel
Henriques, who was celebrated in the academies of
Madrid for her intellect, and who lived later in Amsterdam. In the latter year he also composed a
funeral discourse for Lope de Vega, which was dedicated to tlie Duke de Sessa, and a treatise on the
uses of cold water, printed in 1637, and dedicated to
King Philippe IV. Fernando (his Marano name)
left Spain, probably to escape from the Inquisition,
and went with liis brother Miguel, who had also
studied medicine, to Venice, where both openly emcian,

braced Judaism, Fernando changing his name to
"Isaac." After a short stay in Venice he settled in
Verona, where he remained until his death, highly
honored by Jews and Christians.
Aside from the works already mentioned, Cardoso
published a comprehensive treatise on cosmogony,
physics, medicine, philosophy, theology, and natural sciences, printed at Venice in 1673 under the title
"Philosophia Libera in Septem labros Distributa,"
and dedicated to the doge and senate of that city.
In this work, which critically discusses the various
lihilosophical systems, he appears as a decided opponent of the Cabala and of the pseudo-Messiah
Sliubliethai Zebi, although his brother Miguel was
an adherent. Isaac also ridiculed the cabalistic,
Pythagorean doctrine of the transmigration of souls.
This "learned. God-fearing physician," as he is
designated by the pious Moses Hagis ("Mishnat
Hakamim," p. 120a) defended his coreligionists ia
his great work, "Las Excelencias y Calunias de los
llebreos," printed in 1679 at Amsterdam, and dedi-

;

In ten
cated ]\Iarcli 17. 1678, to Jacob de Pinto.
chapters he enipliasizes the "exceleucias " (distinguishing features) of the Jews, their selection by
God, their separation from all other peoples by special laws, their compassion for the sufferings of
others, their philanthropy, chastity, faitli, etc. and
in ten other chapters he refutes the "calunias"
(calumnies) brought against tliem: viz., that they
worship false gods, smell badly, are hard and unfeeling toward other peoples, liave corrupted Scrip;

ture,

I

blaspheme holy images and

tlie

host,

kill

Christian children and use the blood for ritual purThis work, which was celebrated by the
poses.

rabbi J.

Brieli

of

("Ozar Nehmad,"

Mantua in a Hebrew sonnet
167), was sent by Cardoso soon

iii.

after its appearance, July 23, 1679, to the rabbi
Samuel Aboab in Venice, asking for an opinion.
31, thanking him for the
splendid gift. In another letter to Aboab, Dec. 24,
1679, he gave his views on the derivation of some
Spanish words from persons mentioned in the Bible.
According to De Barrios, Cardoso also published

Aboab answered July

"

Cardinal "Virtues
Cardozo
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Varias Poesias
:

to lead people astray

Life.

Eli";

De

M- K-

G.

CABDOSO, MIGUEL

(later

ABRAHAM):

Shabbethaiau prophet and physician born in Spain
about 1630; died at Cairo 1706. He was a descendant of the Maranos in the Portuguese city of Celorico.
He studied medicine together with his brother
Fernando Isaac, and while the latter was given to
his studies, Michael spent his time in singing serenades under ladies' balconies. After having completed his education, he left Spain for Venice.
There, probably at the instigation of his brother, he
;

embraced Judaism and received the name "Abraham." Later he established himself as a pliysician
at Leghorn, but did not meet with much success
until Ids recommendation by the duke of Tuscany
to Othmau, the bey of Tripoli.
Becoming thereafter fairly prosperous, Cardoso
married two wives, and began to devote himself to
cabalistic speculations, in which he appears to have
been previously initiated at Leghorn by Moses Pinlieiro.
With the appearance of the Shabbethaiau
movement, he assumed the character of a prophet,
pretending to have had dreams and visions; and
sent circulars in all directions to support the Messianic claim of Shabbethai.

Cardoso's pretended or

actual belief in the Messiah was not renounced even
when Zcbi embraced Islam; he justitied the latter
ou the plea that it was necessary for him to be
counted among the sinners, in order tliat he might

atone for Israel's sins, according to Isa. liii. (in every
point applicable to Shabbethai Zebi).
Later Cardoso, no longer satistied with being only
a prophet, gave himself out as "Messiah ben
Ephraim," asserting that the Messiah is he who
This concepteaches the true conception of God.
tion Cardoso expounded in nearly all his writings:
that the true God is not the "En-Sof," but the
" Keter 'Elyon "
the first being a passive power
which has no connection with the world.
;

by

his prophe-

and vi.sions, but meeting no success, as the rabbis had issued warnings against liis
vagaries.
In 1703 he settled at Cairo and became
Three years
the physician of the pasha of Egypt.
later he was assassinated by his nephew during a
discussion on money matters.
Cardoso was the author of many cabalistic and
polemical works, of which only two are still extant:
" Boker Abraham " (Dawn of Abraham), a cabalistic
work in two volumes (Neubauer, " Cat. Bodl. Ilebr.
MSS." No. 1441), an extract of which was published
by Isaac Lopez in "Kur Mazref ha-Emunot," and
" Ha-Ketab " (The Writing), published
His
in Weiss's "Bet ha-:\Iidrash," 1865.
Cardoso's other works were: (1) "Zeh
"Works.
cies

" (1680).

Barries, Rel. dc los Poetas y Escritoi-es
Espanole><, p. 55 ; Kayserling, Sephardim, pp. 189 et seq.,
Esp.-Port.-Jud.
BibL
pp. 33 et seq.; De Rossi,
idem,
334;
WOrterhuch, p. 66; Gratz, Gescli. der Juden, x. 298 et seq.
Rev. Et. Juives, xii. 301 et seq.
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Being endowed with great eloquence, Cardoso
had many followers, but many enemies as well.
An influential personage, Isaac Lumbroso, bj' spending much money, obtained his bauHis
ishmeut from Tripoli. Cardoso then
"Wandering wandered from place to place, trying

"Hokmato

(2)

Shel

Abraham

Abinu " (3) " Sefer ha-Ma'or " (4) " Or Zah weMezukkak"; (5) " Wikkuah Kcllali": (6) "Sullam
Ya'akob " (7) " Hereb Pipiyyot " (8) " Elohe Abi "
(9) " Shema' Kaddishah" (10) " Tob Adonai la-Kol "
;

;

;

;

;

;

(11)

"Derusii

Amen";

(12) "

Erez Yisrael"

(13)

;

"Sod Hai 'Alamin"; (14) " Derush ha-Ketab";
" Solet Nekiyyah "
and (16) " Raza de-Razin."

(15)

;
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Beuis MarliH, pp. 109 ct neq.
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CARDOZA, DON AARON
and Algiers

:

Consul for Tunis

at Gibraltar about 1805.

He was

a de-

Cardoza
of the British government;

scendant of a Portuguese-Jewish family.

promoted the interests
and as delegate of General Fox, the governor of
Gibraltar, concluded a treaty on Nov. 5, 1805, with
Sidi Mahomet, bey of Oran, for provisioning the garrison of Gil)raltar and the British squadron in the
Mediterranean. He proceeded to Oran on board the
frigate "Termagant," which was placed at his disCardoza Avas successful in
posal by Lord Nelson.
saving the lives of three English sailors who were
imprisoned at Oran and under sentence of death. A
treaty was negotiated by him between the Portuguese government and the bey of Tunis. He was
one of the principal landowners of Gibraltar. In
1824 Cardoza was created a knight of the Legion of
Honor by Louis XVIII. of France, and was rewarded
with other orders of merit for his distinguished servFor many years lie was president both of the
ices.
Hebrew community and of the chamber of commerce.
BIBLIOGRAPMY Pamphlet bv H. Baylis. W», with
the Duke of Kent and other naval and military
:

letters

from

authorities;

AiiQlo-Jcwish Association Report, 1877-78.

G. L.

J.

CARDOZO:

American Sephardic family, doubtconnected with the Cardozosof Amsterdam and
London, thougli the connection has not been made
They trace back to Aaron Cardozo, a London
out.
merchant who went to New York about 1752.

less

"

:

Cardozo
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Cariutbia

Among

CARINTHIA

descendants have been several eminent
C, and a judge of New
York state of some eminence. The sketch pedigree
below (omitting branches that have died or married out of the faith) gives the chief branches of the
family
E. N. S.
J.
liis

then)

citizens of Cliarleston, S.

:

(German, Kamten or KarnA crownland of Austria. It has but a small

number

of Jews, whose ancestors, with the Jews of
neighboring crownlands, Carniola (Krain) and
Styria (Steiermark), shared the vicissitudes of their
brethren in the Austrian empire. Tlie first settlement of Jews in these countries took place at the
tiie

Pedigkee of the Cahdozo Family.
Aaron Cardozo
(d.

July

Sarah
July

20, 1800)

(b.

d.

Isaac
(b.

d.

Michael Han-C.
(b.

d.

Easton, Pa., 1800;

New York

=

C.

25, 1722;
23, 1761)

May

Sarah Hart
(b. 1763. d.l823)

;

city, 1832)

-^

1

Rachel Nunez C. (b. 1799)
= 1st, Simon Cauffman;
2d, Joseph Phillips

Nunez

London, 1751

New York

city, 1865)
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1

=

Ellen Hart
(b. Black River,
d.

New York

W.

I.,

city, 1861)

Cardozo
Cariuthia
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based upon special privileges. Thus, Duke Heinrich of Carinthia granted his protection to the Jew
Hoschlein and his heirs, and secured to
Privileges, them all the rights enjoyed by the
other Jews in Austria and Styria (Jan.

He also promised them his aid in collecting their outstanding debts and claims in Carinthia
and elsewhere. In return they were required to
jjay liim annually 30 marks in silver.
The laws regulating the condition of the Austrian
Jews were also in force in those districts that were
included in the territory of Carinthia and that belonged to the archbishop of Salzburg, the bishop of
Bamberg, the counts of Gorz and Ortenburg, and
The Church in Inner Austria was never
others.
Althougli the statutes of the
hostile to the Jews.
Salzburg provincial councils of 1267 and 1418 directed against the Jews applied also to Carinthia
and Styria, they were never enforced there and the
clergy liad frequent commercial dealings with the
20, 1328).

;

Jews.

As creditors of the burghers and the peasants, of
the nobility and the clergy, the Jews through their
wealth gained great influence in times when money
was scarce. Money-lending being the only business
in which they were allowed to engage, and having
no guaranty of repayment of their loans, they were
compelled to exact a high rate of interest, and thus

they incurred

tlie

In those

hatred of the people.

days of ignorance and superstition the Jews were
also accused of maliciously desecrating the host and
of ritual murder. Violent persecutions in 1310, 1338,
and 1397 were the consequence.
Jewish taxes in Inner Austria are recorded in the
" Rationalia " (Rent-Books) of the Austrian dukes in

Under Friedrich
the years 1326-38.
III. the Jews of these^untries annuIn 1470 a perally paid 6,000 florins.
sonal tax of 4,000 florins and in 1478 one of 3,000
A special tax paid
florins were imposed upon them.
in 1446 was a contribution toward the dowry of
Princess Katharina, sister of Friedrich III.
The agitations in the cities against the privileges
of the Jews resulted in several edicts limiting their
commercial and judicial rights. An ordinance of
Duke Wilhelm (March 17, 1396) prescribed that all
bills of credit given by Christians to Jews must be
sealed by both the city or market judge and the
Taxes.

Jewish judge.
About the middle of the fifteenth century a hostile movement also began to manifest itself among
the provincial legislatures (" Landstilnde ") and the
Jewish question, heretofore considered but a local
affair, now became the concern of the country at
large.
Complaints against the Jews were the con;

stant subject of proceedings in the

Opposition provincial diets, and they ended in the
of the
expulsion of the Jews. From St. Veit,
Estates.
Carinthia, Emperor Friedrich III. issued a decree (Jan. 5, 1444), article 17
of which is to the effect that any Jew possessing a
bill of credit given by one Christian to another and
transferred to him (the Jew), must sue for recovery
in the court to which the Christian creditor resorts,
and not in a court of his own choice. Article 16
ordains that without the consent of his feudal

III.— 37

master a peasant
bill

may

neither sell his estate nor give a

of credit to a Jew.

On July 8, 1491, Friedrich III. ordained that,
"for better control and security," all debt-claims of
the Jews should be entered in a special book known
as the " Judenbuch," and that bills of credit not so
entered should have no validity. To restrain usury,
the same ordinance greatly reduced the rate of interest, and prohibited the charging of compound
interest.

In consequence of these lengthy transactions with
Friedrich III. the provincial diets came to the conclu.sion thatonly expulsion could definitely solve the
Jewish question, but that this emperor would never
His son and successor,
sanction such a measure.
Maximilian I., however, yielded to their demand.
After preliminary transactions at the diets held at
Marburg in April and Nov., 1494, and at Gratz in
Aug., 1495, the emperor accepted the offer of 38,000
florins from Styria and one of 4,000 florins from
Carinthia, to indemnify him for the loss of Jewish
contributions to his treasury, and ordered the expulsion of the Jews "on account of their misdeeds."
In March, 1496, he issued from Schwabisch-Werda
a decree according to which the Jews, " for having
repeatedly insulted and desecrated the holy sacrament, tortured and killed Christian children and
used their blood for hidden, damnable purposes, and

with falsified letters, seals, and otherwise having
cheated people, and impoverished and ruined many
noble and other families," were required within six
months to leave Carinthia and to withdraw from
Styria by the following Epiphany (Jan. 6). What
the Christians " honestly owe " to the Jews, they
are to pay, up to Aug. 24, 1496; failing to do so,
their property is to be given into the hands of the

messenger of the court, Virgil Haffner, who shall
the same, pay the debt to the Jews, and return
The real estate of the
the remainder to the debtor.

sell

Jews became the property of the king.
A considerable number of Jews lived at Villach,
the center of commerce in Carinthia, situated within
They had
the territory of the bishop of Bamberg.
there a synagogue and a cemetery near the village
Persecutions took place
Judendorf.
in 1338 at Wolfsberg; and in the fatal
year 1349 they extended to the CarinCommunities. thian possessions of the archbishop of
Salzburg, as is indicated in the treaty
of peace made at Friesach Nov. 14, 1349, in which

Various

Archbishop Ortolf declares that "he will not meddle
with the affairs of the Jews." Probably also Salzburg Jews were injured or slain in these tumults in
the Ban\bcrg territory.
But during the period following, the bishops of
Bamberg vigorously protected their Jewish subjects.
On Feb. 12, 1368, Bishop Ludwig made an agreement with the dukes Albrecht III. and Leopold III.,
according to which the ducal governor of Carinthia

was to aid the subjects of the bishop, be they
Christians or Jews, in obtaining satisfaction from
The same stipulation was made in
their debtors.
the agreement of Feb. 3, 1436, between Duke Fnedrich and Bishop Anton of Bamberg.
These favorable conditions continued during the
fifteenth century, until the Jews, accused of

having

:

:

Carinthia
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Simon op Trent, were also expelled from
Bamberg under Bishop Philipp von
Henneberg in 1478. It seems that this decree of
banishment was not strictly carried out; since it
was frequently republished, in 1535, 1565, 1566, 1585,
1593, 1687, 1699, 1700, 1711, 1712, 1713. and 1748.
Jews settled in the district of Salzburg in the
killed

the districts of

From a brevet of Archbishop
thirteenth century.
Ortolf von Weisseneck dated June 25, 1346, it is
known that upon payment of a considerable annual
tax they enjoyed the privilege of owning houses,
and the right of free movement and commerce. In
Friesach they had a synagogue. In 1498 these Jews
were expelled, being forced to sign a declaration
that they would never return.
After having paid
their debts, they were allowed to take their goods
with them; but they had to surrender the pledges
in their hands.

Jews passing through the countries from which
they had been driven were strictly watched only a
temporary sojourn in certain market-towns being
allowed, and then the payment of a personal tax
;

was

required.

For almost three centuries the decree of banishment remained in force. When Emperor Joseph II.
proclaimed the Act of Toleration May 16, 1781, the
Styrian

deputies remonstrated against it, whereupon the emperor gave this decision
Re"Since, according to the provincial
admission, privileges, Jews neither exist nor are
tolerated in this country at the present time, there is no question of the admission or
toleration of the Jewry in this country."
Nevertheless a patent of Sept. 9, 1783, set forth that "natives
and foreigners. Christians as well as those of another
religion, may visit the annual markets at Gratz,
Klagenfurth, Laibach, and Linz." On the other
hand, by circulars of Oct. 20, 1784, and of June 4,
1787, Jews were prohibited from "entering the country, trading from house to house, buying old silver
and other things." These prohibitions were republished with the gubernatorial ordinances of 1823 and
1828.

The imperial patent

of

March

1849,

4,

about the

granted by the constitution, gave to
the Carinthian Jews social and legal equality but
they were not allowed to own real estate until the
political rights

;

constitution of
of intolerance.
of

Dec,

1867,

removed

this last vestige

According to the census of 1890 the total number
Jews in Carinthian towns was 179, divided as

follows
Klagenfurth and environs. 122
.

Spltal

6

Pfarrdorf
Blelberg

5

VUlach

20

Tarvis

4

Wolfsberg
Vdlkermarkt

Praevall

5

St.

5
2
5
5

Veit

They, together with the Jews of Styria and Carinola, belong officially to the Israelitish congregation
of Gratz.
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People mentioned in II Kings xi.
The Kari (R. V., "Carites"; margin, "exe4, 19.
cutioners"; A. v., "captains") are mentioned be:
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tween the captains over hundreds and the "runners"
satellites) as body-guards of the king.
In II
Sam. XX. 23, where the well-known troop of the Cherethites (A. V. " Keri ") and Pelethites is mentioned,
the text reads "Kari" (R. V. margin, "Carites")
for "Cherethites." The most plausible explanation
is that, in all three passages, there is only an abridged
orthography for the usual "Kerethi(m)" Cherethite(s) (compare Vulgate, the Hexapla, etc.
Targ.
[except II Kings xi. 4, "heroes"]).
Others (e.g..
Driver, on II Sam. xx.) consider that the reading
"Carite(s)" (II Sam. xi. 4) is intended, and they as{i.e.,

,

—
;

sume that, instead of the Philistine mercenaries here,
a similar troop of Carians, the famous pirates and
mercenaries of earlier Greek antiquity, is mentioned,
by Herodotus ii. 152, 171; Thucydides, iv. 8;
Hesychius, under " Karitai" and " Archilochus. " This
might also point to affinity with the Philistines who
came from the same quarter of the ^gean Sea. The
Septuagint understands " Chori " not as collective
as

singular, but as the

name

of

an

officer.

W. M. M.

E. c.

CARLBURG, JTJDAH LOEB.

See Karls-

BURG.

DAVID COHEN:

CARLOS,
Spanish writer;
lived at Hamburg in the first half of the seventeenth
century. He translated into Spanish the Song of
Songs under the title "Cantares de Selomo, Traduzido de Lengua Caldayca en Espagnol," Ham-

The bibliographer Wolf says
work appeared as a manuscript in the
logue published at The Hague in 1728.
burg,

1631.

Carlos'

Bibliography: Wolf, Bibl. Hehr.
Sephardim.,

p.

212

;

Fiirst,

iv.

Bibl. Jud.

that
cata-

No. 503b; Kayserllng,
i.

143.

G.

I.

CARLSRUHE, GERMANY.

See

Br.

Karls

RUHE.

CARLSTADT, CROATIA.

See Karlstadt,

under Croatia.

CARMANIANS

(R. V.,

CARMONIANS) A
:

people mentioned in II Esd. xv. 30. The Carmanians are represented as joining battle with the
"nations of the dragons of Arabia." The dragons
gain the upper hand, but are themselves defeated
later (xv. 33).
This has been taken to refer to the
time of the Sassanids. Sapor I. (240-273) invaded
Syria and took Antioch, but was repulsed by Odenathus and Zenobia.
Zenobia was afterward defeated by Aurelian and taken captive.
The name is still preserved in"Kirman,"a district in the southeastern part of Persia, on the shores
of the Persian Gulf.
E. G. n.
G. B. L.

CARMEL. See Periodicals.
CARMEL, MOUNT A well-known
:

mountain

ridge in Palestine; ^Ol^n ("the garden" or "garden
land," with the definite article) is usually given in the
Bible.
It is known in later Hebrew as ^D"13, and
in modern Arabic as "Kurmul,"but more usually
"Jabal Mar Elyas." Extending from the plain of
Esdraelon to the Mediterranean, it terminates in a
steep promontory in that sea, about nine miles southwest of Acre. The formation is of limestone with

"
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an admixture of flint. Tlie liighest point is 1,742
feet above the sea, and the slope is covered with
Oaks, pines, olives, and
a luxuriant vegetation.
laurels abound.
Carmel is renowned in Jewish history, and occurs
frequently in the imagery of the Prophets (Isa.
xxxiii. 9, XXXV. 2; Jer. xlvi. 18, 1. 19; Amos i. 2,
ix. 3; Micah vii. 14; Nahum i. 4; Song of Solomon
It fell to the lot of the tribe of Asher (Josh.
vii. 5).
xix. 26), "the king of Jokneara of Carmel" being
one of the Canaanitish chiefs who was defeated by
Joshua (Josh. xii. 22). It is also famous as the place
where the prophet Elijah brought Israel back to its
allegiance to Yinvn, and where he slew the priests
Here within the numerof Baal (I Kings xviii. 40).
ous grottoes he lived concealed during the reign of
Ahab; and here, too, at his word were consumed
the two "captains" with their "fifties" (II Kings i.
9-12).
Here also Elisha received the visit of the
Shunammite woman, whose son he restored to life
(II Kings iv. 25).
It is reasonable to suppose that from very early
times Carmel was considered a sacred spot. This is

Carinthi&

Carmoly

Bibliography: Cheyneand Black,
and Strong, Ci/c; Hastings, Diet.
for Syria

Ejicj/c. Dihl.;
liihl.;

Porter,

McClintock

Handbook

ML

Robinson. Biblical Researches in Palestine,
Sinai, and Arabia Petrcea, ilt. 160, 189; Smith, Dictionary
of the Bible Thomson, The Land and the Book, i. 493:
Tristram, The Land of Israel, p. 496.
E. G. H.
A. R.
;

\

CABMI: 1. A son of Reuben who came to
Egypt with Jacob (Gen. xlvi. 9; Ex. vi. 14; IChron.
V. 3).
Also the name of a family of which Carmi
was the head (Num. xxvi. 6). 2. A Judahite
(I

Chron.

ii.

6),

son of Zabdi, according to Josh,

"
is called " Achar
in I Chron. ii. 7.
The latter name being, perhaps,
related etymologically toiDIJ; ('oker), " the troubler.
vii. 1,

and father of Achan, who

3. In I Chron. iv. 1 Carmi is a misreading for Chelubai (see Benzinger, "Die Biicher der Chronik Erklart," Tubingen, 1901).
E. G. K.

CARMI

G. B. L.
Title of a small

Hebrew

review, published for some months in 1882 at Adrianople, under
the editorship of Baruch Mitrani.
:

Bibliography
Ottoman.

:

Mount Carmel from the

VEmpire

Franco, Histoire des Israelites de

M. Fr.

G.

sea.

(From a photograph.)

evidenced by the facts that an altar to

Ynwn ex-

isted there before the introduction of the

worship of

Baal into the kingdom (I Kings xviii. 30); that
Elijah chose it for the place of the assembly of the
people and that Elisha visited it from Jericho before
going to Samaria (II Kings ii. 25) and even made it his
abiding-place (II Kings iv. 23). In later times Pythagoras, according to his biographer lamblicus,
;

attracted to it by its sacred reputation; and
Vespasian went thither to consult the oracle of God,
"without image or temple" (Tacitus, "Hist." ii. 7).

was

The exact site of the contest between Yhw^h and
Baal, where fire, descending from heaven, proved
the God of Israel to be the true God (I Kings xviii.
17-40), has not been identified. Traditions, preserved
monastery founded on Mt. Carmel in 1156 by
Berthold, count of Limoges, and among the Druses
of the neighboring villages, indicate, as the scene,
the eastern end of the ridge, at a spot called ElMaharrakah (" the burning ").

in the

CARMI.

See Karmi.

CARMI (CR^MIEUX), MORDECAI B. ABRAHAM. See Cremieux, ;Mordecai b. Abraiia.m.
CARMOLY, ELIAKIM French scholar born
:

;

atSulz(then in the French department of the Upper
Rhine) August 5, 1802 died at Frankfort-on-the-Main
His real name was Goschel David
Feb. 15, 1875.
Behr (or Baer); the name "Carmoly," borne bj-^ his
family in the fourteeenth and fifteenth centuries,
was adopted by him when quite young. He studied Hebrew and Talmud at Colmar; and, owing to
the fact that both French and German were spoken
in his native town, he became proficient in those
;

languages. Carmoly went to Paris, and there assiduously studied the old Hebrew manuscripts in the
Biblioth^que Nationale, where he was employed.
Several articles published by him on various suband on
jects in scientific papers made him known
the establishment of a Jewish consistory in Belgium,
;

Carmoly
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he was appointed rabbi at Brussels (May 18, 1832).
In tliis position Carmoly rendered many services to
the newly founded congregation, chietly in providing schools for tlie poor. Seven years later, having
provoked great opposition by liis new
Leaves
scheme of reforms, Carmoly resigned
Ministry the rabbinate and retired to Frankfort,
for
where he devoted himself wholly to
Literature. Jewisli literature and to the collection
of Hebrew books and manuscripts, in
which he was passionate!}' interested.
Carmoly 's works have beea severely attacked by
the critics; and it must be admitted that his statements can not always be relied upon. Still, he rendered many services to Jewish literature and history and the mistrust of his works is often unfounded. Carmoly was the author of the following
works: (1) "Toledot Gedole Yisrael," a biographical
dictionary of eminent Jews, ancient and modern,
Metz, 1828 (only one volume, extending to "Aaron
ben Hayyim," was published); (2) " Wessely et Ses
Merits," Nancy, 1829; (3) "Sibbub Rab Petahyah,"
the travels of Pethahiah of Regensburg, translated
into French and accompanied by the Hebrew text,
:'
" Relation d'Eldad
Paris, 1831 (4) " Eldad ha-Dani
du IX" Siecle, Traduit en
le Danite, Voyageur
Fran<;ais, Suivie du Texte et de Notes," Brussels,
1834; (5) "Memoire sur un Medallion
His
en I'Honneur de Louis-le-Debonnaire,"
ib. 1839; (6) "Maimonides uud Seine
"Works.
Zeitgenosseu," translated from tlie
Hebrew into German, Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1840;
(7) "Les Mille et Un Contes, Recits Chaldeens,"
Brussels, 1842; (8) "'Aktau de-Mar Ya'akob," a
kind of Midrash in six chapters on the Chazars,
published for the Srst time from two manuscripts,
ib. 1842;
(9) "Eidad et Medad, ou !e Joueur Converti," translated from Leo di Modena's work,
with a biographical notice on the author, ib. 1844;
<10) "Le Jardin Enchante," Contes, ib. 1845; (11)
"Sefer ha Kuzarim: Des Khozars au X* Siecle,
Suivi d'une Lettre du Ministre d"Abd el-Rahman
III. au Roi de Khozarie et la Reponse du Prince,"
ib. 1845; (12) " Histoire des Medecins Juifs, Ancieus
et Modernes," ib. 1844; (13) "HaHkot Erez Yisrael:
Itineraires de la T(!rre Sainte des XIII^-XVIP
Slides," translated from the Hebrew, ib. 1847; (14)
"Dibre ha-Yamim le-Bene Yahya," genealogy and
biography of the Yahya family, Frankfort-on-theMain, 1850; (15) "lia-'Orebim u-Bene Yonah"
(The Crows and the Doves), genealogy of the Rapoport family, Rftdelheim, 1861; (16) -'Imre Shefer"
(Words of Beauty), on Hebrew versification, by Abshalom Mizrahi (fourteenth century), with an introduction and an appendix containing literary essays
and poems by the editor, Frankfort-on-the-Main,
1868; (17) "La France Israelite; Memoire pour Servir §. I'Histoire de Notre Litterature," Paris, 1858;
(18)"Mebasseret Zion " (O Zion, That Bringest Good
Tidings), a collection of letters from Jerusalem on
the Lost Ten Tribes, Brussels, 1841.
Besides tliese works, Carmoly contributed to many
periodicals, and edited the " Revue Orientale " (Brussels, 1841-46, 3 vols.), in which most of the articles
were furnished by himself. The most important
of these contributions, which constitute works by

580

were (1) " Vocabulaire de la Geographic
Rabbinique de France"; (2) "Essai sur I'Histoire
des Juifs en Belgique"; (3) "Mille Ans des Annales
Israelites d'ltalie"; (4) "Do I'Etat des Israelites en
Pologne"; (5) "Des Juifs du Maroc, d'Alger, de
Tunis, etde Tripoli, Depuis Leur Etablissemeut dans
Cos Contrees Jusqu'a Nos Jours "
thejuselves,

Bnii.iOGRAPHY: The Ttincrnryof Bcnjamhi of Tudela, ed.
Asher, ii. 2'Ji); Kuenn, Keneset Fi.srae/. p. 134; a monograph in Jahrbuch dcr Vorgesenchclubs, Oct. 1, 1903.
s.

I.

Br.

CARMOLY, ISSACHAR BAR BEN JTJDAH: Alsatian rabbi; born at Ribeauville, Alsace,
died at Sulz May, 1781.

Sept. 15, 1735;

At the

age of ten he was advanced in his training for the

;

;

rabbinate sufficiently to follow the elaborate lectures
of Jonathan Eybeschutz.
Later, Carmoly studied
successively at Frankfort, under the direction of
Jacob Joshua, author of "P(;ne Yehoshu'a," and at
Metz, under Samuel Helman, who conferred upon him
the title of rabbi.
On returning home, in compliance with the wish of his father, Carmoly began the
study of medicine under the direction of Jacob
Assur, a physician of Nancy, but had to give it up,

being engrossed with his Talmudical studies. The
only benefit he derived from his tutor was a fair
knowledge of mathematics, of which he made use
later.

Carmoly married the daughter of a rich banker
named Joseph Raineau. The latter persuaded the
bishop of Sulz to create a rabbinate in his see and
Carmolj^ was appointed rabbi of Sulz.
Carmoly was the author of a commentary on the
;

Tosefta to the treatise Bezah, published, together
with the text, under the title "Yam Yissakar"
The grandson of the
(Sea of Issachar Metz, 1769).
author, Eliakim Carmoly, claimed to have had in
his possession the following manuscripts of his
grandfather: (1) "Yam Yissakar," a commentary on
the Tosefta on the treatise Makkot; (2) "Keter
Torah " (The Crown of the Law), a poem containing
the names of all the books of the Holy Scripture,
the Mishnah. and tlie Talmud ("This poem," says
Eliakin\ Carmoly, "is still recited in the district of
Sulz on the eve of the Feast of the Law " [Simhat Torah]) (3) " Ha-Talmudi ha-Melummad " (The
Learned Talmudist). a collection of Halakah, Haggadah, and commentaries; (4) "Matteh Yissakar"
(The Staff of Issachar), halakic decisions (5) "Sefer
Yad ha-'Ittim " (Book of the Hand of the Times), a
treatise on the Jewish calendar; (6) "Bene Yisrael"
(The Children of Israel), novellas on many Talmudical treatises; (7) "Ohel Yissakar" (The Tent of
Issachar), a treatise on mathematics; (8) "Karmi
Shell" (Mine Own Vineyard), novelhe on the Penta;

;

;

teuch, literary essays, poems, etc.

niBLiOGRAPHY:

U9
in

;

Nepi-GliiFondi, Toledot Gedole Yisrael, p.
Steinschneider. Cat. Bodl. col. 1061 ; Eliakim Carmoly,
ii. 345-349 ; idem, iii. 240-344.

Revue Orientale,

L. O.

CARMONA

I.

Br.

City in the archbishopric of SeSpain, where Jews resided in very early times.
In an old " Fuero de Carmona " it was ordained
that no Jew should command a Christian in Carmona
or in any of the territory under its jurisdiction.
ville,

:

;

The Jews of Carmoua, v.iio wcic very wealthy
and lived in a separate quarter, were in June, 13'JI,
either murdered or forced to accept baptism, aud
their synagogue Avas destroyed in the following December. With the same celerity Avhicli had characterized the persecution of Jews in 1391, the persecution of the Maianos spread to Carmona from
Cordova in 1474, the local Marauos being plundered
and killed in a most horrible manner. '" Would that
you, illustrious king, had .seen the sack and devastation of the city of Carmona " cries the poet Anton
I

de Montoro in a poem dedicated to the king; "not
cue thought to cry halt to these excesses."
BiBr.iof!R.\pny : Amador de los Rios, J/Mn?"i«., i. 3VG. ii. 360
Jacobs, Snurces, No. 1318 (read 1390 for 1395) ; Fidel Fita,

La

Carmoly
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W.spaua Helnea, pp. 211

de Montoro, p.
J.

90,

et se(/.

;

Cuntiuner-o de

Anton

Madrid, 1900.

M. K.
^

CARMONA: A

family of Jewish financiers
prominent in Turkey at the beginning of the nineteenth century. It is of Spanish origin, and proba-

came from the city of the same name in Andalusia.
The earliest known member was Behor
Carmona, or, more exactly, " Tchelebi " (Lord)
Behcn- Carmona, who had the Turkish title "ShapCarmona
tchi Bashi " (chief purveyor of alum).
was at the same time banker to the court and general tax-gatherer, sharing these offices with two
other Jews, Ezekiel Gabbai and Isaiah Ajiman.
In time of war Carmona and Gabbai followed the
bly

armies, establishing themselves near headquarters.
After the destruction of the corps of the janizaries,
in 183(5, by order of the sultan Mahmud two negroes
of the palace strangled Carmona one night in hisown
house. His property was confiscated.
Thirty years later (1856), during the reign of Sultan 'Abd al-Majid, a member of the Carmona family
•who had become an English subject went to London and attracted the attention of the Board of
Deputies of the British Jews. The board obtained
from the Ottoman government a firman granting an
annual pension of 25,600 francs from that year to
the descendants of the Tchelebi Behor.
At the beginning of the reign of Sultan 'Abd al-

Hamid (1876), Behor Carmona's son, David (Turkish, Davidtchon) Effendi, was a member of the
Ottoman Parliament convened under the new constiAlthough this parliament held only a few
David's title of senator secured for his family after his death a pension from the government.
Another member of the family was Joseph Carmona, born at Constantinople in 1860. He was an

tution.

sessions,

Under the title "El
translator.
Assedio de Rhodes" he translated in 1873 from the
French into Judfeo-S]ianish a novel entitled "Le
Sifige de Rhodes," treating of the customs of the

amateur writer and

Jews of Rhodes under the dominion of the knights,
by Pierre Baudin, a l)ook.seller of Constantinople.
There are several families of the name of Carmoua
at Salonica and Constantinople.
BiBLiOGRAPnY
man.

:

Franco,

Jfi-st.

dcs Israelitesdc VEinpirc Otto-

M. Fn.

s.

CARNABAT,
BAT:
garia.

CAK,NOB.AT,

or

KARNA-

Town of eastern Rumelia or southern BulAccording to tradition, Jews first established

Carnival

themselves at Carnabat about 1580; but the oldest
tombstones deci])herable bear date of 1680. Eliezer
of Calo was chief rabbi of Carnabat about 1800;
Jacob Finzi, about 1820; and Joseph Hayyim ben
The lastliasson of Salonica, from 1840 to 1876.

named was an exceptionally learned rabbi, whose
He left several Hebrew
is still cherished.
works in manu.script, wliich are in the possession of
During the
his son Isaac ben Hassan at Boorghas.

memory

Turco-Russian war, 1876-78, the Circassians ravaged
the city, infiicting all manner of outrages upon the
Jews.
The community has now no chief rabbi, as was
customary imder the Ottoman rule, but is governed
by an elective synagogal council subject to the approval of the government. It has a synagogue,
built in 1882, a communal school of 70 boys (in
1901); LeProgrds, a reading club; "Bikkur-Holim,"
a society for sick relief; and "Kabarim," a burial
society.

The Jews number 400 in a total population of
Most of them are engaged in tiie calico and
grocery trades. The only large merchant is Heze-

6,500.

kiah Presente, dealer in cereals, wool, and hides.
M. Fr.
D.

CARNIOLA.

CARNIVAL

See Laikach.

Among the Romans, a period of
gaiety during the weeks before Lent, in which the
Jews were made to play a contemptuous part.
While the carnival had existed from the earliest
medieval period, its scope was considerably extended
by Pope Paul II. at Rome, who established foot:

The papal
races in addition to the usual games.
officials desired to amuse the pojuilace by holding
On
races for various classes on different days.
Tuesdays Jews ra('ed for a prize of valuable robes
The races were not supposed to degrade
the participants, but were merely a part of the
l)rogram. The Jews ran in red cloaks, which all,
No contesLint was
.save physicians, had to wear.
(" pallia ").

to be older than twenty years, and the entire
munity had to contribute toward the expenses.

com-

The Jews' first race took place in the Via Lata
Feb. 9, 1466. The next year the course exceeded a
By statute the
mile and Avas on another street.
Jews were taxed 1,100 florins in support of the
I'aces.

At first the Jews enjoyed these contests. Later,
however, they were subjecteil to all sorts of cruelties by the populace; and in 1547 a Jew died during the progress of a race. This was the last year
which Jews raced in the carnival. The carnival
was an institution of most of the cities of Italy; and

in

Jews, wherever

.settled,

participated in the races. In

Rome, contests were held later in the Via Navona
and on the Monte Testaccio.
The races were not the only amusements in the
Besides paycarnival in which Jews participated.
ing tribute from the earliest times, the Fattori, rabbis, etc., of the congregation were compelled to
march on foot before the car of the senators along
Finally, on Jan. 28, 1668, Pope
the entire Corso.
Clement IX. ordered that the Jews be no longer
made the sport of the populace, but that a yearly
tax of 300 scudi be collected instead.

The

<

Iders

"

:

Caro, Abraham
Caro, Joseph
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and pedagogical subjects. Among
works are a Hebrew translation of Zunz's

to pay this tax on the first day of the carnival
in each year to the papal authorities, with due decla-

bibliographical,

The statement
rations of loyalty and submission.
that these expressions were followed by kicking
the rabbi must be accepted as fiction; the latest
sources do not disclose this practise as customary.
In 1742 the Jewish deputies were ordered to appear

" Gottesdienstliche Vortrage der Juden." with notes
and additions; a Hebrew translation of the same
author's biography of Rashi, with notes; and biog-

had

in citizens' clothes,

and not

in their robes of office.

This annual procession soon drew upon itself the
scorn of the populace, and on several occasions the
Jewish deputies were badly treated. It was continued, however, up to the accession of Pius IX.
(1846).

BiBLiOGR.\PHY
1,

pp.

:

Berliner, Gt>c/i. derjiulen i/i Uom, il., part
part 'Z, pp. 47-51, 143; Vogelstein and Rieger,
in Rom, 11. 137 et neq.

6(>-0:i; ii.,

Gesch. der
A.

CARO,
ish rabbi;

Judcn

A. M. F.

ABRAHAM

B.

RAPHAEL:

Turk-

first

half

of the eighteenth century. He was a descendant of
R. Josepli C.\KO, and was the stepson and pupil of
R. Eliez.er b. Jacob Nahum, author of "Hazon
Nahum" (Constanliuople, 1743-45), whom he probably succeeded as rabbi of Adrianople. Several
treatises written by R. Abraham Caro and quotations from others of his works, none of which was
published separately, are to be found in Ms stepAbraham Caro died young.
father's work.
p. 15
I..

;

Azulal,

Shem ha-Gedolim

Fuenn, Keneset YUsraeU

p. 60,

(ed. Benjacob),
1886.

Warsaw,

Wl.

P.

G.

CARO,

raphies of celebrated rabbis.
Bibliography: HOrMeos^ef, viii. 3(5; Ix. (4), 14, 63; x.
2.5, 44; (2) 26, 56, 88: Bikkure ha-' Ittim, xl. 58, 61, 6ti, 168,
182, 183, 184

;

Alia. Zeit. dcs Jud.

Lippmann, Leben

%iiid

1840; Ziinz, in Asher's

iv.

615 et seq., v. 48. 49

N.

Wii-ken des David Caro, Glogau,
Benjamin of Tudela, 11. 300; Gratz,

Gesch der Juden, xi. 425, 426 Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl.,
idem, Hebr. Bibl. xxl. 45.
.

816

(I),

180,
;

;

col.

;

S.

L. G.

CARO, EZEKIEL

Man.

German

rabbi and historian born Nov. 26, 1844, at Pinne, near Posen son
of the exegete and homiletic writer Joseph Hayyim
Caro, rabbi at Wloclawek. He attended the gymnasium at Bromberg, the Jewish theological seminary and the university at Breslau subsequentlj
he was graduated as doctor of philosophy at the
University of Heidelberg. He was at first preacher
of the German-Jewish community of Lodz (Poland),
going thence to Mewe (western Prussia) then was
successively rabbi at Dirschau, 1870-79 Erfurt, 187982; Pilsen (Bohemia), 1881-91 and since 1891 chief
rabbi of the community of Lemberg. Caro's works
include: "Ausgewahlte Gelegenlieitsreden " (Danzig, 1874); "Ein Viertel Jahrhundert Stadtischer
Verwaltung" (Dirschau, 1880); "Geschichte der
:

;

;

;

fiourished at Adriauople in the

Bibliography:

Ins inedited

;

;

;

Juden
in

ARYEH LOB BEN HAYYIM

in

Lemberg

cow, 1894)

;

Rahmer 's

also

bis zur

Theilung Polens

many sermons and

" (Cra-

scientific essays

" Litteraturblatt.

CARO, GEORG-

MARTIN

S.
:

Lecturer on

his-

Preacher at Posen in the second half of the eighteenth century. He was the author of a work, "El
ha-Millu'im" (Ram of Consecration), a homiletic commentary on the Pentateuch and the Song of Songs,
published, with additions entitled "Abne Zedek,"
by his grandson Abraham ben Isaac Zelig Caro,

tory at the University of Zurich, Switzerland; bom
Nov. 28, 1867, at Glogau, Prussia. Caro received his
education at the gymnasium of his native place and
at different German universities, being finally graduated as Ph.D. from the University of Strasburg,
Germany, in 1891. After a prolonged stay in Italy,

Krotoschin, 1845.

where he sojourned

Bibliography Perles, In Monatsschrtft,
Cat. Hebr. Books Bnt. Mus. p. 167.
:

I,.

xiv. 261

Zedner,

;

Br.

I.

G.

CARO, DAVID Prussian pedagogue born
about 1782 at Fordon, grand ducliy of Posen; died
He belonged to the school
Dec. 25, 1839, at Posen.
of the Meassekim, and devoted his great literary
talents to the enlightenment of his brethren, to the
reform of Judaism, and to the cultivation of the
Hebrew language. Under the pseudonym " Amittai
ben Abida Ahizedek " he defended the Hamburg Reform Temple in " Berit Emit " (Covenant of Truth,
Dessau ["Constantinople" on title-page], 1820),
the first part of which, "Berit Elohim " (Covenant
of God), was published by the author himself, and
the second part, "Berit lia-Kehunnah " (Covenant
:

;

"

of the Priesthood), or " Tekunnat ha-Rabbanim
(Character of the Rabbis), by Judah Lob IVIieses of
new edition of the second part, with
Lemberg.
additions by Mieses, was published at Lemberg in

A

1879.

Many of Caro's articles, essays, and poems appeared in "Ha-Meassef " and in the "Bikkure ha'Ittim."
He was a prolific writer, and left a number of manuscripts on literary, lexicographical.

chiefly in Genoa,

he became

privat-docent at the University of Zurich in 1896.
As a result of his Italian experiences his writings
deal principally with the history of northern Italy
during the Middle Ages, with special reference to
Caro is a contributor to the
the republic of Genoa.
" Byzantinische Zeitschrift," to the "Mitteilungen
des Instituts fur Oesterreichische Geschichtsforschung, " " Historische Viertel jahrschrift, " etc. His
chief

works

are:

"Die Verfassung Genua's zur Zeit

des Podestat's" (his Strasburg dissertation), 1891;
"Genua und die Machte am Mittelmeer," Halle,
1895-99; and " Studien zu den Alteren St. Gallen
Urkundcn," 2 parts, 1901-02.
F. T. H.
s.

CARO, ISAAC B. JOSEPH: Spanish Talmudist and Bible commentator; flourished in the
second half of the fifteenth century and the first half
The son of a scholar, and scion
of the sixteenth.
of a noble family, he devoted himself to study in
his native city of Toledo, being one of the foremost
rabbinical authorities of the country when he had to
leave it on tlie expulsion of the Jews from Spain in
1492.
Then he went to Portugal, where he remained
and when the Jews were driven from
During
that country too, fled to Constantinople.
for six years,

:

the persecution in Portugal he lost all but one of his
who were beautiful like princes." Finally he

sons, "

found refuge in Turkey, where he probably died at
an advanced age after 1518. In this year he published his commentary to the Pentateuch, " Toledot
(Constantinople
printed six times in
In tliis work Caro endeavors to
Italy and Poland).
do justice to the "peshat," the literal interpretation,
as well as to the allegorical interpretation, evincing
little originality but good taste.
He left a collection
of responsa that has never been published.
His
nephew, Joseph b. Ephraim Caro, quotes from it
several times (compare Conforte, s.v., and "Abkat
Rokel," No. 144), and the latter 's son, Judah, intended to publish it, but never carried out his intention.
The Bodleian Library contains Caro's
novellfE to Ketubot (No. 535, 2, 3, in Neubauer,
" Cat. Bodl. Hebr. MSS."), as well as a work entitled
"Hasde Dawid," containing philosophic and haggadic homilies (Neubauer, I.e. No. 987).
Yizliak

Caro, Abraham
Caro, Joseph
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;

Conforte. Kore ha-Borot. ed. Cassel, p. 31
Gratz, Gesch. der Juden, 3d ed., viii. 386 Steinschneider,
Cat. Bodl. col. 1129.
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;
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CARO, JACOB

:

German

historian

;

born

at

Gnesen, province of Posen, Prussia, Feb. 3, 1836;
son of Joseph Hayyim Caro. After several years of
diligent study at the universities of Berlin and Leipsic, he attracted considerable attention by his work,
"Das Interregnum Polens im Jahr 1586, oder die
Hiiuser Zborowski und Zamojski," Gotlia, 1861 and
was immediately entrusted with the continuation of
RSppel's history of Poland in the series of "Geschichten der Europaischen Staaten," edited by
Heereu and Ukert, and published at Gotha. Jacob
Caro contributed vols, ii.-v. (1863-88) of this monumental work.
Before publishing the results of his research he
undertook several extensive journeys through Galicia and the south of Russia, and upon his return to
Germany in 1863 was appointed privat-docent at the
University of Jena. Shortly afterward, at the invitation of the grand duchess Helena of Russia, he
accompanied her on her travels, and was for some
time attached to her suite at St. Petersburg. Later
he was promoted to the position of assistant professor at the University of Jena; and in 1869 was
called by the University of Breslau to fill a special
chair of history.
Since 1882 he has occupied the
;

po.sition of professor at that institution.

based chiefly on his researches
Among his works, besides
those already mentioned, are: "Liber Cancellaria;
Stanislai Ciolek
Ein Formelbuch der Polnischen
Konigskanzlei aus der Zeit der Hussitischen Bewegung, " 2 vols. Vienna, 1871-74 " Aus der Kanzki
Kaiser Siegmunds," Vienna, 1879; "Beata und Halszka: Eine Polnisch-Russische Geschichte aus dem
16. Jahrh.," Breslau, 1880; "Lessing und Swift: Studien ilber Nathan den Weisen," Jena, 1869; "Das
Blindnis zu Canterbury Eine Episode aus der Geschichte des Konstanzer Konzils," Gotha, 1880;

His reputation

is

in the history of Poland.

:

;

,

:

"Ueber

eine Reforniationsschrift des 15. Jahrh.,"
Danzig, 1882; "Johannes Longinus: Ein Beitrag
zur Litteraturgeschichte, " Jena, 1863 " Catherina II.
von Russland," Breslau, 1876.
;

La Grande Encyclopedie Brockhaus, Konversations-Lexiko7i, 14th ed.; Mevers, Konvemations-LexU
kon, 5th ed.; Gubernatis, DictUmnaire International des
Ecrivains du Jour ; Vapereau, Dlctionnaire Univemel des
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CARO, JOSEPH

B.

EPHRAIM:

S.

The

C.
last

great codifier of rabbinical Judaism
born in Spain
or Portugal in 1488; died at Safed, Palestine, March
24, 1575. After the expulsion of the Jews from Spain,
;

Caro went with his parents to Nicopolis in
European Turkey, where he received his first instruction from his father, who was himself an emi-

in 1492,

nent Talmudist. He married, first, Isaac Saba's
daughter, and, after her death, the daughter of
Hayyim Albalag, both of these men being wellknown Talmudists. After the death of his second
wife he married the daughter of Zechariah Sechsel
(Sachsel?), a learned and wealthy Talmudist.
Between 1520 and 1522 Caro settled at Adrianople,
where he probably met the enthusiast Solomon
Molcho, who stimulated his mystical tendencies.
When the latter died at the stake in 1532, Caro also
was filled with a longing to be " consumed on the
altar as a holy burnt offering," to sanctify the name
of God by a martyr's death. Like Molcho, Caro had
fantastic dreams and visions, which he believed to
be revelations from a higher being. His genius,
TJD, he thought, was nothing less than the Mi-shuah
personified, which instructed him because he had
devoted himself to its service. These mystical tendencies probably induced Caro to emigrate to Palestine, where he arrived about 1535, having en roiit€
spent several years at Salonica (1533) and Constantinople.

At Safed he met Jacob Berab, who exerted a
upon him, Caro becoming an enthu-

great influence

supporter of Berab's plans for the restitution
of ordination. After Berab's death Caro tried to
carry out these plans, ordaining his pupil Moses
siastic

Alshech; but he finally gave up his endeavors, convinced that he could not overcome the opposition to
ordination (compare his " Kcsef ]\Iishnch," on Sanh.
iv., where his silence regarding this point is significant).
However, his aspiration to be regarded as the
liighest authority in Judaism was practically realized for his reputation during the last
Authority thirty years of his life was greater than
Recognized, that of almost any other rabbi since
jMaimonides.
The Italian Azariah
(lei Rossi, though his views differed widely from
;

Caro's, collected

money among the rich Italian Jews
having a work of Caro's printed

for the purpose of

("Me'or 'Enayim," xxiii., ed. Benjacob, i. 241); and
the Pole Moses Isserles compelled the recognition
of one of Caro's decisions at Cracow, although he
thought Caro was wrong (Lsserles, Responsa, No.

When some members of the community of
Carpentras, in France, believed themselves to liave
been unjustly treated by the majority in a matter
relating to taxes, they appealed to Caro, whose
letter was sufficient to restore to them their rights
In the
("Rev. Etudes Juives," xviii. 133-136).
East, Caro's authority was, if possible, even greater.
His name heads the decree of excommunication directed against Daud, Joseph Nasi's agent (Responsa
of Elijah b. Hayyim, "Mayim 'Amukjiim," No. 56);

48).
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Caro, Joseph

and it was Caro who condemned Dei Rossi's
"Me'or 'Enayim " to be burned (Azulai, "Mahazik
Caro's death, therefore, caused
p. 133).
general mourning and several funeral orations delivered on that occasion liave been preserved (Moses
Samuel ELatzenellenAlbelda, " Darash Moslieh "
bogen, " Derashot "), as well as some elegies (anonymous, see " Rev. EtudesJuives,"ix.304, 30."5; x. 317;
Moscato, in "Ozar Nehmad," iii. 167; and biography of Moscato by Apfelbaum, p. 56).

Berakah,"

;

;

Caro publislied during his lifetime: "Bet Yosef "
(House of Joseph), infour parts— (i.,ii.) Venice, 1550iv.)
(iii.,
Sabbionetta, 1553-59;
Shulhan
1551;
'Aruk, in four parts, Venice, 1565 (according to
Stcinschneider's Catalogue, col. 1480, the composition of the Shulhan 'Aruk was completed at Biri,
Palestine. 1555)

"

;

Venice, 1574-75.

"Bedek ha-Bayit

"

Kesef Mishneh " (Double Money),
After liis death there appeared:
(Repairing of the House), supple-

that in content, though not in form, remind one of
the theories of Caro's pupil, Moses Cordovero.
The
present form of the " Maggid Mesharim " shows
plainly that it was never intended for publication,

being merely a collection of stray notes nor does
Caro's son Judah mention the book among his
father's works (Introduction to the Responsa).
It is
known, on the other hand, tliat during Caro's lifetime tlie cabalists believed his maggid to be actually exi.stent (compare Vital -Calabrese, "Sefer haGilgulim," pp. 119, 142, Wilna, 1885). The "Maggid Mesharim,"
furthermore, shows a knowledge of Caro's public and private life that no one
could have possessed after his death and the fact
that the maggid promises things to its favorite that
were never fulfilled e.g., a martj-r's death proves
that it is not the work of a forger, composed for
Caro's glorification.
Rapoport's assumption (in
Kobak's " Jcschurun," vi. 90; "Iggerot Shir," pp.
;

;

—

"Maggid Mesharim" was writby Solomon Alkabiz and ascribed to Caro is

ments and corrections

207, 208) that the

1605;

ten

to "Bet Yosef," Salonica,
"Kelale ha-Talmud" (Methodology of the
Talmud), ih., 1598; "Abkat Rokel" (Powder of the
Merchant), Responsa, ib. 1791; Responsa, ib. 1597;
"Maggid Mesharim" (Who Preaches Rightly), Lublin, 1646; supplements to the same, Venice, 1654;
"Derashot," Salonica, 1799, in the collection " 'Oz
Zaddikim " (Tlie Power of the Righteous). Caro
also left a commentary upon the Mishnah, as well
as supercommentaries to Rashi's and Nahmanides'
commentaries on the Pentateuch, which have, ap
parently, not been preserved. The Bodleian Library
contains some smaller literary fragments by Caro not
yet published.
Caro's literary works and the importance of his
share in the development of rabbinism are beyond
dispute: his works are among the masterpieces of
rabbinical literature; and his influence is potent
even to this daj'. But Caro's character has been
variously criticized, the difference of opinion being
connected with the literary question whether the

Maggid Mesharim " is really a
work by Caro, or is merely ascribed to
book

" Maggid

Me-

"

This book is a kind of diary in
which Caro during a period of fifty

him.

sharim."

years noted his discussions with his
heavenly mentor, the personified Mishnah. He had
these visions even at Nicopolis (p. 21b; p. 42b, ed.
Polno, is dated 1570 in opposition to Gratz, " Gesch.
der Juden," ix. 545, who asserts the text to be corrupt
;

father-in-law "
Tlie discussions treat of va-

but "|jnin meaning there, of course,

and not

"

son-in-law

rious subjects.

").

"

The maggid enjoins Caro to be mod-

with the utmost
devotion, to be gentle and patient alwaj^s.
Especial
stress is laid on asceticism
and Caro is often severely rebuked for taking more than one glass of
wine, or for eating meat. Whenever Caro did not
follow the severe instructions of his maggid, he
est in the extreme, to say his prayers

;

suddenly heard its warning voice. His mentor also
advised him in family affairs (p. 21b), told him what
reputation he enjoyed in heaven, and praised or
criticized his decisions in religious questions.

Caro

received new ideas from his maggid in regard to the
Cabala only, for the study of which he had hardly
any time such information was in the nature of
sundry cabalistic interpretations of the Pentateuch,
;
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unfounded, as well as Ca-ssel's positive assertion
that the book was fabricated after Caro's death
("Josef Karo und das Maggid Mescharim," appended to the sixth annual report of the Lehranstalt
fur die WissenschaftdesJudenthums in Berlin, 1888).
The authenticity of the " Maggid Mesharim " does
not, however, justify the assertion that Caro was
a cabalist, in the sense of regarding the Cabala as
equall}'^ authoritative with Talmudism, or so important a factor in religious life.
Although Maimonides and Caro, the two greatest
codifiers of rabbinical Judaism, differed so widely

from each other, they had this in common, tliat in
assumed exclusively the standpoint
of Talmudism an attitude eminently characteristic
of the spirit of rabbinism.
Just as Maimonides'
" Yad "
aside from its book " Ha-Madda' " gives
no indication that its author ranked Aristotle imtheir codes they

—

—

—

mediately after the Prophets, so Caro, in his works,
does not betray his leaning toward
Caro's
mysticism. Of course, he considered
Character- the Zoiiar to be a work of the tanna
istics.

Simon

b.

Yohai (compare Solomon

Alkabiz's answer to Caro about a difficult passage of the Zohar in his "Berit ha-Lewi,"ed.
1863, p. 39, to which BruU draws attention in " Jahrb. " ix. 152), and a holy book, that, how-

Lemberg,

no importance for religious pracwhich must be ruled exclusively by the Talmud.

ever, has little or
tise,

Caro's mysticism

was not speculative

in nature;

and he devoted very little time to the Cabala, although his maggid often exhorted him not to neglect
the study of it ("^laggid Mesharim," p. 57b).
The
catastrophe that came upon the Pyrenean Jews
made such an impression upon the minds of the best
among them that many saw therein the signs of
Messianic tiuvail, n^JJ'D ""PDn (compare Jacob
Berab); and Caro, according to a contemporary
(Azkari, "Sefer Haredim," Introduction), took this
dark view throughout his life. While men like
MoLKO and David Reubeni were led to commit
extravagant and foolish deeds under the influence of
this idea. Berab's and Caro's nobility of nature came
to the fore.
If Caro indulged in mj^stical visions,
and, half dreaming, thought he heard heavenly
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voices in liis soul, they served always as reminders
to him that liis life, his actions, and his accomplishments must surpass those of other people {ib.

"Toledot," p. 9; "Azharot," p. 3b, and passim).
Caro's mysticism stimulated rather than hindered
his activity, urging him on to great Avorks.
While
Caro's teacher, Berab, had attempted to create a
spiritual center for the Jews scattered tiiroughout the world, by reestablishing ordination, Caro
tried to carry out the same idea in a different way.
Although Caro is known to later times chiefly as
the author of the Shulhan 'Aruk, yet his earlier
"Bet Yosef " marked him as one of the greatest
Talmudists of all times. He began the book in 1522
at Adrianople, finished it in 1542 at Safed, and pubIn form it is a commentary
lished it in 1550-59.
upon Jacob b. Asher's " Arba'ah Turim " but it is
really much more comprehensive, go*' Bet
ing back totlie Talmudimand halakic
Midrasliim, discussing the pros and
Yosef."
cons of the authorities cited by the
"Tur," and examining the opinions of the authoriThirty-two auties not mentioned by the latter.
thorities, beginning with the Talmud and ending
with the works of Isserlein, are briefly summed up
and critically di.scussed in "Bet Yosef." No other
rabbinical work can compare in wealtli of material
with it. Though Maimonides, in his " Yad," almost
completely covered Talmudic literature (including
its archeological portions), which was not done by
Jacob b. Asher and his successor, Caro, the latter
included in "Bet Yosef" the immense material of
;

post-Talmudic literature; while Maimonides hardly
drew even upon the works of the Geonim, confining
himself chiefly to the Talmud. Caro evidences not
only an astonishing range of reading, covering almost the whole Talmudic-rabbinical literature on its
halakic side, but also very remarkable powers of
critical investigation.
He shows no disposition to
accept blindly the opinions of the ancient authorities, notwithstanding his great respect for them.
In the introduction to his monumental compilation,
Caro clearly states the necessity of and his reasons
for undertaking such a work.
The expulsion of
the Jews from the Pyrcnean peninsula and the invention of printing endangered the stability of religious observances on their legal and ritual sides.
In Spain and Portugal questions were generally decided by the "customs of the country"; the different districts had their standard authorities to
which they appealed in doubtful cases. The most
prominent of these were Maimonides, Nahmanides,
and Asher b. Jehiel. When the Spanish-Portuguese
exiles came to the various communities in the East
and West, where usages entirely different from those
to which they had been accustomed prevailed, the
question naturally arose whether the newcomers,
the majority of whom were men of greater learning
than the members of the invaded communities,
should be ruled by the latter, or vice versa. The
increase of printed books, moreover, spread broatlcast the products of halakic literature; so that many
half-educated persons, finding themselves in possession of legal treatises, felt justified in following any
ancient authority at will. Caro undertook his "Bet
Yosef" to remedy this evil, quoting and critically

Caro, Joseph

examining in his book the opinions of all the authorities then known.
Caro at first intended to fftllow his own judgment
in cases of differences of opinion between the various authorities, especially wiiere he could support
his own view by the Talmud.
But he gave up this
idea ber^ause, as he says, " Who has the courage to
rear his head aloft among mountains, the heights
of God ? " and also because he correctly thought,
though he does not mention his conThe
elusion, that he could gain no follow-

Standard

ing if he set up his authority against
that of the ancient scholars.
Hence
thorities. Caro took Alfasi, ^laimonides, and
Asher b. Jehiel as his standards accepting as authoritative the opinion of two of the
three, except in cases where most of the ancient
authorities were against them.
The standard that
Caro set up in the introduction to his work was,
as a younger contemporary remarks (Hayyim b.
Bezalel, Introduction to "Wikkuah Mayim Hayyim "), in a certain sense, merely a blind for Caro
proceeded with more independence and more selfconfidence. He very often decides disputed cases
without regard to the age and importance of the
authority in question, expressing simply his own
views.
He follows Maimonides' example, as seen
in "Yad," rather than that of Jacob b. Asher, who
seldom decides between ancient authorities.
But, as regards the form of his work, Caro unfortunately follows Jacob b. Asher entirely, the "Bet
Yosef " in consequence sharing all the methodolog
ical faults of its predecessor, the "Tur."
Several
reasons induced Caro to connect his work with the
"Tur," instead of with Maimonides' code. In the
first place, the " Tur, " although not considered so
great an authority as Maimonides' code, was much
more widely known; the latter being recognized
only among the Spanish Jews, while the former enjoyed a high reputation among the Ashkenazim
and Sephardim, as well as the Italians. Secondly,
it was not Caro's intention to write a code similar
in form to Maimonides' work; he intended to give
not merely the results of his investigations, but also
the investigations themselves.
He wished not only
to aid the officiating rabbi in the performance of his
duties, but also to trace for the student the development of particular laws from the Talmud through
later rabbinical literature.
The study of Talmudic
literature was not for Caro, as for Maimonides,
merely a means toward an end namely, for religious
observances but an end in itself; he, therefore, did
not favor codes that contained only decisions, without giving any reasons for them.
Caro wrote the Shulhan 'Aruk in his old age, for
the benefit of those who did not possess the education necessary to understand the " Bet Yosef. "
The
arrangement of this work is the same as that adopted

Au-

;

;

—

by Jacob

b.

The
Shulhan
'Aruk.

—

Asher in his "Arba'ah Turim," but
more concise; nor are any authorities
given. This book, which for centuries
was, and in part still is, " the code " of
rabbinical Judaism for all ritual and

legal questions that obtained after
the destruction of the Temple, has a remarkable
history, hardly paralleled by that of any other prod-
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Oaro, Joseph

uct of rabbinical literature.

The author himself

had no very high opinion of the work, remarking
that he had written it chiefly for D^JDp Dn^C^D
("young students," Shulhan 'Aruk, Introduction).
He never refers to it in his respousa, but always to
the "Bet Yosef."
The Shulhan 'Aruk achieved
its reputation and popularity not only against the
wishes of the author, but, curiously enough, through
the very scholars who attacked it.
The history of
the Shulhan 'Aruk is, in a way, identical with the
history of rabbinical literature in Poland for a period
of two centuries.
Recognition or denial of Caro's
authority lay entirely with the Polish Talmudists.
Germany had been forced to give way to Poland as
early as the beginning of the sixteenth century and
in the last third of that century the East had become so entirely absorbed in the new cabalistic
school of Luria that the study of the Talmud was
greatly neglected.
Caro was opposed in the East
;

only by his contemporanes, Yom-Tob Zahalon, who
designated the Shulhan 'Aruk as a book for D"'Jt3p
Y^an 'Dyi ("children and ignoramuses"; see his Responsa, No. 67, beginning), and Jacob Castro, whose

work

'Erekha-Shulhau " consists of critical glosses
Shulhan 'Aruk. Isserles and Solomon Luria
were Caro's first important adversaries. Although
"

to the

the opposition of these

two men was

different in

kind and due to different motives, it may be regarded
}n a measure as the protest of the Ashkenazim
against the supremacy of the Sephardim.
The
Ashkenazim first the German, and then the Polish
were much more scrupulous in matters of ritual
than their Spanish-Portuguese brethren hence they
considered that Caro's "Bet Yosef" contained dangerous innovations, as the authorities he followed
were chiefly Sephardim, whose opinions did not pre-

—

—

;

among the Ashkenazim.
Immediately upon the appearance of Caro's "Bet
Yosef," Isserles wrote his "Darke Mosheh," a moderately expressed but very severe critici-sra of Caro's
vail

In place of Caro's three standard aubrings forward the D'JIinX (" the
later authorities"), together with the Franco-German
Tosafists as criteria of opinion (" Darke Mosheh " to
Yoreh De'ah, 35). The importance of the MinHAG (" prevailing local custom ") is also a point of
dispute between Caro and Isserles: while the former
held fast to original authorities and
Isserles'
material reasons, the latter considered
Opposition the minhag as an object of great imto Caro.
portance, and not to be omitted in a
codex.
This point, especially, induced Isserles to write his glosses to the Shulhan
'Aruk, that the customs (minhagim) of the Ashkenazim might be recognized, and not be set aside
through Caro's reputation. If Abraham b. David's
criticism of Maimonides' code be compared with
Isserles' criticism of Caro's Shidhan 'Aruk, the
question suggests itself why the Shulhan 'Aruk
became an authoritative code, in spite of opposition
and against the will of its author, while Maimonides'
" Yad " found no acceptance among the Franco-German Jews, owing to Abraham b. David's criticism
great Avork.

thorities, Isserles

and influence.
keen and, in
stroyed

The answer

lies in the fact that the
just criticism by RABaD deconfidence in Maimonides' "Yad," while

part,
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was not content only to criticize, but supplemented Caro's work extensively, with the result
that the Ashkenazim then accepted the Shulhan
'Aruk, assuming that in its corrected form it was an
Isserles

unquestionable authority.
Solomon Luria's opposition to Caro's code was
due to entirel}^ different motives. Luria shared
great

Isserles'

respect

for

the French scholars,

whom

he placed above the Sephardic; but he held
that "since the completion of the Talmud no opinion
that can not be deduced from the Talmudim or the
halakic Midrashim can claim to be authoritative "
a view so novel and daring that Luria found few
supporters even among his own countrymen, and

"Yam Shel Shelomoh " was not enough to deprive Caro's works of their authority. The Shulhan 'Aruk with Isserles' supplements was so popular, and enjoyed such great authority even so early
as the last third of the sixteenth century, that HayYiM B. Bezalel's attacks on it were also without
effect.
Hayyim, a Pole by birth and education, athis

tempted in his"Wikkuah Mayim Hayyim," to defend Germany's honor against both Caro and Isserles

—against

the

former's

German

aversion to the

and the latter's endeavor to set up the
Polish minhag as the "minhag Ashkenaz " par excellence.
But toward the end of the sixteenth century the Shulhan 'Aruk found a dangerous competitor in Mordecai Jafe's "Lebushim." Jafe, who
was a pupil of Luria and Isserles,
Mordecai adopted in his code a method midway
Jafe.
between the prolix discursiveness of
the "Bet Yosef" and the terse oracular form of the Shulhan 'Aruk, both of which the
"Lebushim" far surpasses in style, arrangement,
and method. This book seemed, on its appearance,
likely to displace the Shulhan 'Aruk; but the severe criticism to which it was subjected by Jafe's
younger contemporary, Alexander Falk ha-Kohen,
in his"Sefer Me'irat 'Enayim," a commentary on
the fourth part of the Shulhan 'Aruk, shattered
the reputation of the "Lebushim," and again confirmed that of the Shulhan 'Aruk.
Falk heads the list of the commentators of the
Shulhan 'Aruk who helped" to increase its authority, and made it impossible for rabbinical literature to stagnate. These commentators examined
the differences of opinion between Caro, Isserles, and Luria, as well as the validity of the reasons given by these and other authauthorities,

Commentators of the

Shulhan

orities for their

part,

due

Gedaliah

opinions.

It

is,

in

Meir b.
of Lublin, Sam-

to the endeavors of

MaHaRaM

Edcls, and Yom-Tob Lipmann
Heller that the Shulhan 'Aruk did
not displace the study of the Talmud and the ancient
sources: they had a very poor opinion of the Shulhan 'Aruk, considering the Talmud as by far the
chief study (compare, for example, Responsa of

'Aruk.

MaHaRaM,

uel

Nos.

11, 102).

The last important attack on the Shulhan 'Aruk
was made by Joel Sarkes in his "Bayit Hadash"
(New House), in which he endeavored to restore
Jacob

b.

ing, in

it had enthe Ashkenazim; attemptpassages of his book, to abolish

Asher's code to the reputation

joyed, especially

numerous

among
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the customs iutroduced in many places under tlic
combined influence of Caro and Isserles (Bali to
Yoreli De'ali, 279; Responsa, No. 80 [new series
But Joel succeeded as little as his master,
42]).
Luria, in his opposition to Caro and Isserles.
The battle raging around the Shulhan 'Aruk lasted
for nuarly a hundred years, its authorit}' not being
firmly established until the middle of the seventeenth
century, which date also marks the beginning of the
commentaries to it, the period of the so-called AiiaRONiM. Moses Lima b. Isaac, Davio u. Samuel
HA-LeVI, SlIAHIJKTirAI 15. ^Mf.iii ha-Koukn, AnuAHAM AbeleGo.mbixeu, and Samuei, b. Uki Phoebus
of Waydj'slav, all of the seventeenth century, are
the classical commentators of the Shulhan 'Aruk.
They differ in their relation to Caro and Isserles,
though all the Aliaronim fully and unreservedly rec-

ognized the authority of both. Moses Lima held
that no one was entitled to decide any cases according to the Shulhan 'Aruk " who was not at the same
time competent to expunge entire paragraphs from
it" (Eniden, "She'elat Ya'abez," ii.. No. 20, end),
while David b. Samuel, although a pupil and sonin-law of Joel Siirkes, held that no decision of the
Shulhan 'Aruk was under any circumstances a criterion to be literally followed (Yoreh De'ah, 48,
Shabbethai b. Mei'r's relation to the Shulhan
5).
'Aruk is a peculiar one. One of the keenest minds
among the Rabbis, he was the warmest defender of
Caro and Isserles against the attacks of the Aharonim while he himself unsparingly attacked not only
the Shulhan 'Aruk, but also all the post-Talmudie
authorities.
Although all these men thus preserved
a certain independence toward the work, they yet
confirmed its authority by making it the basis of
their own works and by undertaking to explain it.
The above-mentioned Polish Talmudists especially,
David b. Samuel and Shabbethai b. MeVr, placed
;

the authority of the Shulhan 'Aruk beyond dispute, answering in their commentaries attacks upon
it, and supplementing the missing portions from the
works of others. Menahem Krochmal (second half
of the seventeenth century) says " Since Caro's Bet
Yosef and Shulhan 'Aruk, and Isserles' notes on
the latter, have appeared and been distributed
throughout Israel, we must follow them alone" (Responsa, "Zeinah Zedek," No. 9, end).
Gersh(m
Ashkenazi, Kroclimal's son-in-law, expressed him(•'
self similarly
'Abodat ha-Gershoni," No. 48, beginning), and also his contemporary Ephraim b.
:

'

'

Aaron ha-Kohen ("Sha'ar Efrayim," No.

113,

p.

81a, bottom), who relates that the congregational
archives of Buda, where he was rabbi, contained a
resolution not to accept any rabbi that did not agree
to render his decisions according to the Shulhan
'Aruk {ib. see also Isaiah Ilorwitz, "Shene Luhot
;

ha-Berit," ed. Amsterdam, p. 74b).
In the eighteenth century the authority of the
Shulhan 'Aruk was so firmly established that even

men like Hayyim
his "Hawot Yair,"

Jair Bacharach (Supplements to

and Jonathan Eybeschiitz
("Kizzur Tekofo Kohen"), who possessed great independence and self-confidence, considered it indisputable.
Elijah b. Solomon of Wilna, however,
did not share this opinion, having no regard for
preceding authorities, but decided cases on their
p. 262)
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Among

the Sephardim, Hezekiah de Silva,
perhaps the only one among the Oriental Jews who dared to attack the Shulhan 'Aruk.
The Egyptian rabbis, in return, forbade the reading
of his "Pen Hadash."
Instrumental as was the Shulhan 'Aruk in shaping
rabbinical Judaism, it was necessarily singled out for
attack by those who sought to assail the latter.
Passages from theT)0()k, detached from tluiir context, and
often intentionally mutilated and misinterpreted,
Avere used by the adversaries of the
merits.

born

10.")0, is

AntiSemitic

Jews

Shulhan

are directed really against the entire
post-Biblical literature of the Jews

means of representing the
and religion of the Jews as
Attacks on dangerous and despicable. As rethe
gards the work itself the attacks
as a

etliies

—

'Aruk.

—two works

may be mentioned here
and distinctly refute the unfounded
criticisms brought against the book namely, " Der
Schulchan Aruch," by D. Hoffmann (Beriin, 1885),
and " Die Gesetzsammlung des Judenspiegels
von Aron Briman
Beleuchtet und Berichtigt,"
by K. Lippe (Jassy, 1885). Compare, also. Gentiles,
Ethics, Rabbinical Judaism.
The attacks made by modern Jewish historians
which

clearly

;

.

.

upon

.

.

.

.

Sliulhan 'Aruk, especially the accusation
Judaism into a strait-jacket,
can hardly be supported. The code is not the creator of that rigorous, scrupulous attitude inimical
to all liberty, but a product of it.
The Shulhan
'Aruk, furthermore, has caused anything but stagnation of intellectual activity among the Jews, as is
most clearly shown by the rabbinical literature of
the period (1550-1700), the products of which, all
more or less influenced by Caro, are among the most
eminent works of their kind. Compare Laws, Codthat

it

tlie

forces rabbinical

ification of;

Reform Juoaism.

Bibliography: For editions of Caro's works, commentaries
and essays on same, compare the catalogues of Benjacob,
Steinschneider, Van Straalen, and Zedner, s.t'., and under
Jacob h. Ashcr and Mnimimides. Translations: Lederer,
Schulchan Aruch, Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1897-1900, extracts
from the Urst and second parts of the Sliulhan 'Aruk H.
LOwe, Der Schulchan Aruch, Vienna, 1896, 2 vols.; Pavlyand
Nevlasky, RitueJ du Judaisme, Orleans, 1898-1901, French
transl. of the second part of the ShuUian ^Aruk: Shulhan
ha-Fniiim, Salonica, 1.568, extracts from the Shulhan 'Aruk
InLadino; F^. YrieAberg, Rahheiiu Yasef Karo, brohobycz,
189,5; Gast«r, The Or'niin and Sources of the Sliulchan
^7-i((;/(, in the report of the Lady Judith Monteflore College,
WXi; A. Geiger, Nachfjelasxene Schriften, li. 186-lfe;
Griitz, Uesch. dcr Jvden,ix., Index; Rab Zair (pseudonym
for Hayyim Czemowitz V''i^J"'>'!3), Le-Toledot ha-Shulhnv
;

'Aruk, in Ha-Sliiloah. iv., v., vi.; idem, MiUulm. ib. ix.;
idem, in Graetz-Kabblnowicz, Hixtom, viii. 640-642: S. P.
Rabbinowicz, 3/o2a'6 Crofa/i, Index; D. Kohn (nj^3), Eben
Negef, pp. 13-15.
L. (j.

CARO, JOSEPH ]^AYYIM B. ISAAC
SELIG German-Russian rabbi born 1800 died
:

;

;

Wloclawek, government of Warsaw, April 21,
1895.
He was educated as an Orthodox Talmudist,
and married the daughter of R. Zebi Hirsch Amsterdam of Konin, government of Kalisz in Russian
Poland whose pupil he became. He afterward established liimself as a merchant in Gnesen, near Po.sen,
whence, at about the age of forty, he was called to
in

,

the rabbinate of Pinne, in the province of Posen.
Later he became rabbi of Fordon, in the same province, and twenty years after his first call he became
rabbi of the progressive and Germanized community

"
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of Wloclawek, where he remaiued until his death.
He was one of the first truly Orthodox rabbis in
Russia to acquire a correct knowledge of German
and to deliver sermons in that language.
Caro was famous not only for his extensive rabbinical knowledge, but also as a preacher and even at
the present day his works are popular among oldHis first
style "maggidim" and "darshanim. "
work, "Miuhat Shabbat," is a German translation
(in Hebrew characters) of Pirke Abot, with a short
commentary in German and a longer one in Hebrew
In the third edition of that
(Krotoschin, 1847).
work (Wilna, 1894) the German commentary is
omitted and that of Maimonides substituted for it.
His"Teba we-Haken," containing rules of "shehitah" and "bedikali" in the form of a dialogue,
was published by his sous Isaac and Jacob (Leipsic,
His chief work, "Kol
1859; 2d ed., Wihia, 1894).
Omer Kera," is a collection of sermons in four volumes (Warsaw, 1860-80; 2d ed., Wilna, 1895),
arranged after the order of the Pentateuch in the
weekly sections, which furnished the texts. The
last of his published works, " Yoreh u-Malkosh
(Wilna, 1894), is also a collection of sermons, mostly
;

some of which were originally deGerman. Here and there in his works are
to be found poetical compositions and other traces
of the influence of modern ideas not common among
His inclination
the rabbis of Russian Poland.
toward the " Haskalah " and its Neo-Hebrew literature is shown by the article which he contributed,
"
at a very advanced age, to the year-book " Ha-Asif
(iv. 132-137. Warsaw, 1887), entitled "Birkat haZedukim." Caro was also a pioneer Zicmist and defuneral orations,
livered in

fended the colonization of Palestine against the opponents of that plan. Two of his letters on the
subject are printed in "Shibat Zion." He attended
to his rabbinical duties until past the age of ninety,
and retired from active work only a few years before
his death.

One of Caro's sons is a professor at the University
of Breslau, and two others are the rabbis, respectively, of Lemberg and Thorn.
Bibliography

:

Ahiasaf,

5655.

P. Wl.

L. G.

CARPENTRAS

Chief town of the arrondissement of that name in the department' of Vaucluse,
France. Jews settled at Carpentras at a very early
period.

:

The collection of

rabbinical decisions called

"

Kol Bo " quotes a document (No. 117) attributed to
Jacob Tarn, grandson of Rashi (twelfth century), in
which the rabbis of Carpentras are mentioned together with " the elders and scholars of Troyes and
environs, the great men of Auxerre, the scholars
of the regions of the Rhine, the doctors of Paris and
their neighbors, the scholars of L3'ons, of Lombardy,
of the seacoast, of Anjou, of Poilou, and tiie great
men of Lorraine." Expelled in the beginning of the
thirteenth century, the Jews returned to Carpentras
in 1263.
On Feb. 28, 1276, Bishop Pierre III. Rostaing made an agreement with them, signed by sixtyfour heads of families, representing two-thirds of
the community, by which they acknowledged themselves to be, as their forefathers at Carpentras had
been, vassals of the bishop, and they consented to
its

Caro, Joseph
Carpentras

to him and to his successors the following taxes:
an annual quit-rent of 18 Tours pounds; (2) a

pay
(1)

tallage of 25 pounds for six specified
(3) sheets for the bishop's guest-

Thirteenth, cases;

Century,

beds; (4) all the tongues of the cattle
they might kill, or should liave killed;
(5) an annual tax on their rural and urban possessions, and the thirteenth part of the total seat-rent
of the .synagogue; (6) ten Tours sous for every foreign or strange Jew coming to live at Carpentras,
and desiring to be received as a citizen on the same
terms as other Jews; (7) fifteen Tours sous for every
Jew wishing to live outside of the chain fixed at the
entrance of the " visataria " (post of inspection). In
addition, (8) Jews are thenceforward forbidden to
assist or support any person, corporation, or association against the bishop, or to have any relations or
connection with them; (9) Jews are obliged to render
the above-mentioned homage to every new bishop,
to swear fidelity to him, and to observe the same
agreement with him; (10) the bishop binds himself
and his successors to impose no other taxes upon the
Jews, to guard their property, and to protect them
against injustice and violence; (11) the Jews are
permitted to leave the city and to establish themselves elsewlieie, but in that case they will cease to
be citizens of Carpentras ("Revue Etudes Juives,"
xii. 43, 44).

The convention of April 12, 1320, between Pope
John XXII. and the bishop, consecrated by the bull
of "dismemberment," changed the situation created
They ceased to be
for the Jews by the act of 1276.
the bishop's property, his "subscribed" serfs, but
they remained to a certain extent his tributary vasProsals (Bardinet, "Revue Historique," xii. 40).
tected against the Pastoureaux by Pope John XXII.
they were nevertheless expelled by him

in 1320,

from Carpenti-as in 1322. Their synagogue was demolished, a church dedicated to the Virgin Mary
being erected on its site (" Revue Etudes Juives,"
xii. 48; compare Bardinet, I.e. xii. 17).
Pope Clement VI., well disposed toward the Jews,
on his accession in 1342, revoked the edict of expulBishop Hugues permitted
sion of John XXII.
twelve heads of Jewish families, who in 1343 had
returned to Carpentras, to build a new synagogue,
and also to have a cemetery near the city, on payment of a yearly contribution of six pounds of
spices, three of ginger, and three of pepper (" Revue
Etudes Juives," xii. 51; compare Bardinet, I.e. xii.
This agreement of 1343 was renewed by Bishop
41).
John Flandriui in 13G7; but Bishop Peter IV. de
Rabatli revoked it in 1385 and reestablished the
annual tax of eighteen pounds tiiat dated back lo

Pope Benedict XIII. claimed in 1403 all the
1276.
taxes which the Jews had formerly paid to the episcopal household, especially the furnishing of the
By an agreesheets for the bishop's guest-beds.
ment of May 2, 1405, the Jews could free themselves
of this prestation bj^ paying to the bishop annually
the sum of twenty florins in gold ("Revue Etudes
Juives," xii. 55; compare Bardinet, I.e. xii. 43).
Other agreements were made, now and later on,
between the Jews and the bishopric in regard to the
tax on seat-rents of the synagogue, the selling of
kosher wine, the presence of the rector's sergeant at

,;

Carpen.
Carpi
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circumcisions, marriages, and interments, and the
policing of tlie ghetto, etc. (" Revue Etudes Juives,"
xii.

56

et seq.).

who had

confirmed the privileges
revoked them in 1539. In a bull
of June 13, 1525, he ordered the men
Sixteenth to wear the yellow hat, and the women
Century, some other distinctive mark. Paul IV.
in 1555, Pius V. in 1566, and Clement
VIII. in 1592 renewed the decrees of their predeces-

Clement VII.,

of the

Jews

("

sors

in 1524,

590

but each time they were compelled to render homage to the bishop, and to pay all that they owed him
{ib. xii. 68).
The Revolution and the annexation of
the county of Venaissin by France freed them from
this yoke of the Middle Ages.

The sj'^nagogue, built in 1741 upon the same spot
as the one of 1367, was repaired in 1784, and again in
1899.
It has several distinctive features not found
outside of the county, unless in Italy (see detailed
description by

I.

Loeb,

"Revue Etudes

Revue

Juives,"

227,

xii.

235).

The

Etudes Juives,"
Notvi.
90).

cemetery,
probably
the
same as the one
granted to the
Jews in 1348 by

withstanding
these bulls, the

Jews

obtained
to
permission
wear no other
signs than those
they were ac-

Bishop Hugues,
situated in
the noi'th eastern

is

part of the city,
the quarter

customed to

{ih.

in

xxxii. 70).

On

called "

trouse."

the accession of
Paul III. the
Jews of Carsent
pentras
two procurators

La FonNeu-

bauer has described in the
" Arcliives
des
Missions Scientifiques"
(3d

to Rome, Joseph de Lattes

series,

vol.

i.)

andVidesAvig-

some tomb-

Cavail-

stones from the
old
cemetery,

dor of

lon, in order to

now

obtain from the
pope a new ex-

in the

mu-

seum

of Carpentras.
For
the construction

amination into
rights.
their

(ib.

and support of
their synagogue
and cemetery,

By his bull

the expenses of

of Feb. 26, 1569,
Pius VII. ex-

their ritual,
and the heavy

pelled the Jews
from the Italian

taxes arbitrarily

request

This
was

entirely

successful
74).

and French
ritory.

der

or-

to time, the

the

community

dated

contracted
a
debt which, at
the
beginning

An
of

legate,

imposed upon
them from time

ter-

Avignon (Aug.
com1570),
3,
manded them

of this cenNorth Gate of the Jewry at Carpentras.
(From the " Revue des Etudes Juives.")
tury, amounted
the
to
286,881.23
country by Oct.
This was fully paid between June 26, 1822,
francs.
15 following. The rector, however, permitted a small
and Sept. 6, 1825.
number of them to remain at Carpentras and these,
Carpentras constituted formerly, together with
a few years later, had again grown into an imporAvignon, Lisle, and Cavaillon, the four communiThe bull of Clement
tant community {ib. xii. 165).
ties, "Arba' Kehillot," that were the only ones tolVIII. (Feb. 28, 1593), by which the Jews were driven
erated in the French pontifical territory. They had
from the pontifical states, except Rome, Ancona,
"
a special liturgy (1) the seder of " Yamim Nora'ira
and Avignon, was not enforced at Carpentras. Those
(Ritual for the New Year and Day of
provinces which in the course of the seventeenth

to

leave

;

:

century had repeatedly demanded the expulsion of
the Jews succeeded no better.
The Jews willingly paid the episcopal taxes, etc.

imposed upon them by tlie agreement of 1276.
Twice, however, they resisted, in 1518 and in 1781

Liturgy.

Atonement;

Amsterdam,

1739);

(2)

seder of the three "Regalim"
(Festivals Amsterdam, 1759)
(3) the seder of the
four fasts (Amsterdam, 1762); (4) the "Seder haTamid" (Daily Ritual; Avignon, 1767); (5) the
the

;

;

"
;
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"Seder ha-Konteris" (Ritual Opusculuni; AvigThe Hebrew Provence poems inserted
non, 1767).
in the "Seder ha-Tamid " and in the "Seder haij^^onteris " have been translated and published by
E. Sabatier (Nimes, 1876) under the title of " Chansons Hebraico-Proven^ales des Juifs Comtadins,"
and also by Dom Pedro d'Alcantara, emperor of
Brazil (Avignon, 1891), under that of "Poesies
Hebraico-Provenc^ales du Rituel Israelite Comtadin."

The community of Carpentras, which, in 1789, had
1,000 Jews, counts to-day only thirty to thirty-five
families in a total population of 10,628.
It belongs
to the " Circonscription Consistoriale " of Marseilles;
and possesses, in addition to the synagogue, a mazzot factory.
The following noted scholars dwelt in Carpentras:
Hanan ben Nathan Ezobi (thirteenth century) and
his two sons, the poets Eleazar and Joseph, the first
of whom settled later on at Beziers, the second in

Abkaham Malaki; Mordecai ben YoAbraham the Elder, Abraham ben Isaac, and
Hayyim de Carcassonne (thirteenth century); Mordecai ben Isaac, a correspondent of Abba Mari of
Lunel (in 1303-06); Moses ben Judah Rouget,
Perpignan;

sifya,

Ishmael ben Todros of Noves, and Asher ben Moses
of Valabregue (members of the rabbinical college
in 1582); Hayyim Crescas, Moses ben Joseph Kolon,
Zemah ben Moses Caslari, Isaac Leon, Jacob Vidal
(1580-89); Rabbi Jesse, R. Saul, and R. Solomon
Lion (1629); Solomon Ezobi (1620-23), a learned
Talmudist and distinguished astronomer, who was
in correspondence with the celebrated Peiresc of
Aix, and the Hebraist John Plantavit de la Pause,
bishop of Lodeve ("Revue Etudes Juives," xi. 101,
292 compare Gross, " Gallia Judaica,
Scholars p. 611); David ben Joseph Carmi
;

and Physicians.

:

(1621-22);

Elijah

Carmi,

editor

of

"Seder ha-Tamid," and a liturgical
poet bearing the same

name

(1682)

Mordecai Astruc, author of a thanksgiving prayer,
inserted in the "Seder ha-Tamid" and recited at
CarpeQtras on the Ninth of Nisan Saul ben Joseph
de Monteux, son of the liturgical poet Joseph ben
Abraham Monteux, who composed a "piyyut"
upon the deliverance of the Jews at the time of the
riot at Carpentras in 1682; Mordecai ben Jacob,
author of an elegy upon the martyrdom of the Hasmonean priest Eleazar (Zunz, "Z. G."p. 473); Judah
Aryeh Loeb ben Zebi Hirsch of Krotoschin (eighteenth century), author of a concordance, a dictionary of Hebrew proper names, and two works on the
Pentateuch; Moses Sinai (1742), Joseph de Lattes
(1746-58), Jacob Hayyim Vidas, Isaiah Samuel
Cremieux, Judah David Cremieux, Joseph Milhaud, Israel Cremieux, Jacob Lunel, Menahem
Lion, and Abraham Roguemartine (1731-62).
Also the following physicians: Bondavit Boninas

Carpentras
Carpi

Bibliography: Loeb. Les Juifs de Carpentras,
Etudes Jiiives, xil. 34 et sea.; Perugini, ib. lii.
Bitus, Index,
G.

s.v.;

S.

CARPENTRASI, JUDAH
Judah

b.

in Revue
104; Zunz,

Gross, Gallia Judaica, pp. eOSetseq.

B.

K.

ZEBI.

See

Zebi Hirsch of Carpentras.

CARPI, LEONE:

Italian political economist;

born 1820 at Bologna, Italy.
He was the first
deputy elected to the Italian Parliament by the city
of Ferrara.
Carpi, on the expiration of his term,
divided his time between Bologna and Rome, where
he was a contributor to " Popolo Romano." He has
thrown much light on the social and moral condi-

new united Italy by the authentic information that he has collected in all departments of the
tions of

government. Among his works may be mentioned
"Deir Emigrazione Italiano all' Estero, nei Suoi
Rapporti coU'Agricoltura, coll' Industria, e col Commercio," Florence, 1871 " Delle Colonic e dell' Emigrazione degl' Italian! all' Estero nei Loro Rapporti coU'Agricoltura, Industria, e Commercio," 4
Milan, 1874; "Statisticalllustrata dell'Emigrazione,"
Rome, 1878; "L'ltalia Vivente, StudiSociali," Milan,
1878; "II Risorgimento Italiano: Biografie Storico;

Politiche d'lllustri Italiani Contemporanei," Milan,
1884; "L'ltalia all' Estero," Rome, 1887. The only
work written by him relating directly to Jewish
interests was his "Alcune Parole Sugli Israeliti
in Occasione di un Decreto Pontifico d'lnterdizione," Florence, 1847.
BiBLiOGRAPHir: De Gubematis, Dizionario Biograflco degli
Scrittori Contemporanei, Florence, 1879.
s.

I.

CARPI, SOLOMON JOSEPH

B.

E.

NATHAN

:

Italian writer; born Dec. 27, 1715; lived at Leghorn.
He engaged in the controversy with regard to Hay-

yon 's book on Shabbethai Zebi, writing an attack
on it, extracts from which were published by N.
BriiU under the title "Toledot Shabbethai Zebi,"
Wilna, 1879.
He also wrote a Hebrew elegy on
the death of Emmanuel Ricchi, and corresponded
with Joseph Ergas.

;

of Marseilles (1343). Maitre MayeorMagisterMagius
Macipi, Boniac, and Thoros (1357), Isaac Tauroci or

Thoros (1367), Cresques Bondavid, Hayyim, and
Solomon (1400-01), Samuel Bonajudo (1532), Isaac
Thoros, Vides Avigdor of Cavaillon, and Isaac de
Lattes (1540-64), Sauves or Saulves (1570), Joseph
ben Isaac ha-Levi (1571), Moses ben Judah (1588),
and Moses of Cavaillon.

Bibliography: Mortara, Indice;
Shahbethai Zebi.

Brull's Preface to Toledot

E. C.

CARPI,

J.

ZACHARIAH

:

Italian revolutionist;

born at Revere in the second half of the eighteenth
After the French Revolution he appears
to have engaged in plots against the Austrian government of Lombard}'; and on March 25, 1799, he
and his son, Mordecai Moses Carpi, were imprisoned
When Napoleon reached that city in
at Mantua.
1800, Carpi was sent to Venice, thence to Sabonico
in Dalmatia, and through Carinthia and Croatia to
Peterwardein in Hungary, where he was at last reHe
leased by Napoleon's orders (April 3, 1801).
wrote a narrative of his imprisonment under the
title "Toledot Yizhak," which was edited by G.
Besides
Jare, and published at Cracow in 1892.
this, he wrote an account of his early life, under the
title "Megillat Yizhak," and a book for children enThe last two works are no
titled "Dibre Yizhak."
longer extant.
century.

Bibliography: G.
E. C.

Jar^, in Preface to Toledot

Yizhak.
J.

"

;
;

;
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Carpzov
Cartagena

CARPZOV, JOHANN BENEDICT

II.: Ger-

born 1639
Christian theologian and Ik'braist
He was a member of a family which,
died 1699.
like the Buxtorfs, produced a long line of distin-

man

;

guished scholars. He studied Hebrew under Johannes Buxtorf n. in Basel, was appointed professor of
Oriental languages at Leipsic in 1668, and was pastor
of St. Thomas' 1679-99, and professor of theology
1684-99.
He edited in 1G74 Schikhard's "Jus Regium Hebraeorum," and, later, Tarnov's "Kleine
Propheten," Lightfoot's " Horoe Heb. etTalmudica;,"
Concordantiaj Bibl. German. -Hebr.Lanckisch's
Gra-ca;," and in 1687 the "Pugio Fidei " of Raymundus Martini. To the last-named work he prefixed his own" Introductio in Theologiam Judaicam."
Some dissertations by Carpzov were published (1699)
by his brother Samuel Benedict; and in 1703 appeared his "Collegium Rabbiriico-Biblicumin Libellum Ruth." Carpzov's writings, useful when first
published, have now no great value.
'•

Bibltography

Ersch

:

Hauck, Real-Encijc.

and Gruber,

Encyc.

Herzog-

s.v.;

in 1633, and was later incorporated in the
"Colc'ccion de Reformadores Espaiioles," published
by WitTen, who believed Carrasco to have been a
Protestant.

Hague)

Bibliography: Kayserling, Bihliotcca Esp.-Port.-Jud. p. 35;
Datiielillo, DmiieliUo 6 Re>tpueM-xs d las Orustianos, pp. 68
Steinschneider, in Hebr. Bibl. x. 84
et seq.. Brussels, 1868
De Rossi, Bibl. Jud. Antichrist, p. 33.
:

T.

CARPZOV, JOHANN GOTTLOB: German
Old Testament scholar; born Sept. 26,
1679, in Dresden; died April 27, 1767, at Liibeck;
nephew of Johann Benedict II., and son of Samuel
Benedict most famous and most important Biblical
scholar of the Carpzov family. He was titular
professor of Oriental languages at Leipsic 1719-30,
and preacher and theologian till his death; like his
His crituncle, he was an opponent of the pietists.
Chri.stiau

;

M. K.

G.

CARREGAL, HAYYIM

MOSES

BEN

ABRAHAM:

Rabbi and editor; flourished in Palestine at the beginning of the eighteenth century,
but lived in Holland for a time, engaged in gathering funds for Jerusalem. His autobiography is to
be found in the introduction to his edition of Moses
ben Joseph Ventura's HK^D pOV Amsterdam, 1718.
He was probably a son of Abraham Carregal of
Cairo (c. 1650), and was perhaps the father of Raphael
Hayyim Isaac Cahuegal of Hebron, Palestine
(1733-77), who visited Newport, R. I., in 1773.
Bibliography: Fiirst, Bibl. Jud. ii. 171; Zedner, Cat. Hebr.
BooliK Brit. Mus. pp. 167, 338: Roest, Cat. Ronenthal. Bibl.
pp.

s.v.
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2.T.5,

.577

Soc. No.

New

;

G. A. Kobut, in P%Micatiniis of Am. Jew.
123 ; idem, in Ezra Stiles and the Jews,

3, p.

HM.
p. 91,

York, 1903.

G. A. K.

.T.

CARREGAL(Caregal, Carigal, Carrigal, Karigal, Karigel, Karigol,

Kargol, Kragol),

PHAEL HAYYIM ISAAC

:

RA-

Itinerant rabbi

and

preacher; born in Hebron, Palestine, Oct. 15, 1733;
died at Barbados, West Indies, May 5, 1777. He was

works are " Introductio in Libros Vet. Test.
1721, 4th ed. 1757; "Critica Sacra" (I. Original text,
II. Versions, III. Reply to Whiston), 1728; "Ap-

ical

:

paratus Historico-Criticiis Antiquitatum et Codicis
The " Apparatus "
Sacri et Gentis Hebraja," 1748.
Goodwin's
"Moses
is in the form of annotations to
and Aaron," and appended to it are dissertations on
" The Synagogue Treated with Honor " (a statement
of what the Christian Church has retained of ancient
Jewish customs), on "The Charity System of the
Ancient Jews" (discussion of the question whether
npnv in O. T. ever means "alms "), and others.
Carpzov represents both an advance and a retro-

—

gression in Biblical science an advance in fulness
of material and clearness of arrangement (his " Introductio " is the first work that deserves the name),
and a retrogression in critical analysis, for he held
fast to the literal inspiration of the Hebrew text of
the Old Testament and bitterly opposed the freer
Plis anti
positions of Simon, Spinoza, and Clericus.
quarian writings are still interesting and useful.

BiBLiooRAPHY

:

Efsch and Gruber, EncyMopUdie.

T.

CARRASCO

CARASCON, JUAN

Apolabout 1070, of Marano parentAt first an Augustin friar at Burgos and an
age.
excellent preacher, he later, on a journey to Rome,
became a convert to Judaism at Leghorn. He was
familiar with the writings of Moses b. Nahman,
Isaac Abravanel, and otliers, and while in Holland
(f •obably at Amsterdam, where he was circumcised) he wrote in Spanish his " Apology of Judaism." This work was published at Nodriza (The
or

:

ogist; born at]\Iadrid

Rapbael Hayyim Isaac Carregal.
(From a

portrait lu the possession of Rev. J. L. Jenkins.)

ordained rabbi at the age of seventeen, and in 1754
set out on a series of voyages, usually remaining a
brief time in the places he visited; e rj., two years in
Constantinople (1754-56); two years in Curagoa,
West Indies (1761-63); four years in Hebron (1764two and one-half years in London (1768-71)
1768)
;

;

one year in Jamaica, West Indies (1771-72); and one
year in the British colonies of Nortli America (1772In 1773 (July 21) he sailed for Surinam, and
1773).
In London, according
in 1775 he was at Barbados.
to his own statement, he was teacher at the Bet liaMidrash, earning a salary of £100 sterling (§500) per
annum. At Curasao he appears to have held the

though no record of his incumbency
found in local annals. He spent some time
in New York and Philadelphia, and sojourned in
Newport, R. I. (March-July, 1773), as the guest of
Though nowise connected with
the community.
the congregation, he often officiated at divine
office of rabbi,
is

to be

service.

WJiile in Newport Carregal became an intimate
friend of Ezra Stiles, afterward president of Yale
They studied together,
College, New Haven, Conn.
discussing the exegesis and interpretation of Mes-

passages in the Bible, and corresponded,
mostly in Hebrew. The letters still exist among the
unpublisiied Stiles papers in the library of Yale

sianic

University.
Stiles, in his diary, recently published,
speaks lovingly and admiringly of his Jewish friend
gives a long account of his dress, manner, and personality a)ul, in a series of entries occupying many
pages of his day-book, draws up a complete memoir
of his career in Newport.
Carregal appears to have written only two brochures (both sermons), published in Newport in 1773.
;

;

Bibliography: Abiel Holmes, Life of Ezra Stiles, pp. 168 et
Hannah Adams, HiMoru of the Jews, l-onseq., Boston. 1798
don ed., 1818. pp. 461-463: Puidications of the Am. Jew.
;

Hiist. Soc.

No.

3,

pp. 122-135

;

No.

6, p.

79

No.

;

The Literary Diary of Ezra
i.

8,

pp. 119-126

Stiles, edited by F. B. JDexter.
York,
354, .357-3.58, 362-363, 376-377, 394-396 et passim.

New

1901; G. A. Koliut, Ezra Stiles and the Jews, Index, s.v.,
pp. 145-146 (where all the passages are quoted). New York,
1902.

G. A. K.

E. C.

CABRETUS, LUDOVICUS

:

;

who

besieged Florence in 1530.

Later, at the

be embraced Christianity at Genoa.
Carretus is the author of "Mar'ot Elohim; Liber
Visorum Divinorum," in which he relates the history of his conversion and quotes passages from the
Bible and cabalistic writings in favor of Christianity.
The work, published at Paris in 1553, was trans-

age of

fifty,

lated into Latin

by Angelo Canini

(Florence, 1554)

under the title 'Epistola Ludovici Carrel i ad
Judtcos, Qute Inscribitur Liber Visorum Divinorum," etc. Another Latin translation of it was
made by Hermann Germberg, and is inserted in
Johannes Buxtorf's "Synagoga Judaica."
Bibliography: Wolf. Bibl. Hehr.
Schilderungen, p.
Furst, Bibl. Jud. i.

21K)

;

No. 1341 :,Fr. Delitzsch.
Steinschneider, Cat. Uodi. col. 817;
1.,

146.

L

G.

CARRIAGE.
CARRIERA.

Br.

See Chariot.

w'ere baptized.

Carrion

the birthplace of the

is

first

Spanish-

Jewish poet, Don Santob, commonly called Don
Santob de Carrion.
Bibliography
de EsparM, i.

:

J. Amador de los Rios, Histtrria de los Jiidios
191, 342; idem, Shehet Yehudah, pp. 88, 119.

M. K.

G.

CARRION, SANTOB DE.

See

Santob db

Carrion.

CARSONO, CORSONO, or CARSI, JACOB
Jacob ben Abraham Isaac): Spanish astron-

(or

He was commisof the fourteenth century.
sioned by King Pedro IV. of Aragon to translate
from Catalonian into Hebrew the astronomical
tables known as "The Tables of Don Pedro," which,
at Don Pedro's command, had been begun by ]\Iaesomer

and finished by Gilebert's pupil,
Dalmacio de Planis. About 1376 Carsono wrote at
This
Seville a treatise in Arabic on the astrolabe.
he himself translated into Hebrew at Barcelona in
1378.

Hayyim

ibn

Musa ascribes cabalistic

miracles

to Carsono.

Bibliography: Steinschneider, Hehr. Uehers. pp. 596, 6.19;
idem. Notice sur les Tables Astronomiques Attribiiees d
Pierre III. d' Aragon, Home, 1881.
M- K.
G.

CART: A

The
translation of n^JJ? ('agalah).
was generally drawn by iwo oxen, or someIt
times by cows, harnessed with cords (Isa. v. 18).
was used to convey tlie sacred utensils of the taberThe Philistines returned the
nacle (Num. vii. 3-8).
Ark of the Covenant to the Israelites on a cart drawn
by two kine (I Sam. vi. 7-11). Carts were also, but
not usually, used to convey persons from place to

cart

Owing to the bad state in
xlvi. 5).
which many of the roads were kept, together with
the fact that no springs were used in the construction of carts, they traveled very unsteadily and
place (Gen.

at times threatened to upset;

hence

Amos

ii.

13.

G. B. L.

E. G. H.

See Ghetto.

CARRION DE LOS CONDES

-38

investigaticm of the matter, hanged ten of tiie ringleaders, and imprisoned all others who had taken
part in the disturbance.
At the time of the great
persecution in 1391, most of the Jews of Carrion

Compare Chariot.
:

Ancient city

Alof Castile inhabited by Jews at an early date.
though superior to the Christians both in numbers
and in property, they submitted in 1126 to the victorious king Ali)honso VL, who showed himself
III.

favorably disposed toward them. In 1160 many of
them settled in the neighboring city of Palencia.
The Jewish community of Carrion was so large in
1290 tiiat it paid 92,000 maravedis in taxes, not
much less than the amount paid by the community
of Burgos.
In Carrion, as elsewhere, the Jews were
persecuted.
Delegates from the city appeared before King Alphonso of Castile (probably Alphon.so
the Wise), informing him that the Christians of the
city, because of a groundless suspicion, had risen
against the Jews and killed two of them; that thereupon the Jews had sought refuge in the palace of
the prince, who was absent at the time, and, when
the Christians followed in pursuit, had escaped
through a secret door leading into the court, and
locked their pursuers in. The king ordered a strict

tre Piero Gilebert,

Convert to Chrislived at Florence in the middle of the sixtianity
teenth century. He was a native of France and was
originally called "Todros Cohen." As the physician of a Spanish duke, he was with the imperial
troops

Carpzov
Cartagena
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CARTAGENA

Ancient city on the
("rrtilp)
eastern coast of the Spaui-sh province of Murcia, reTlie Cartagena mentioned
ferred to in the Talmud.
=

in Yer. Sheb. vi., beginning, identified in tliis passage with Spain, is certainly identical with the

Carthagre

THE JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA

Carvallo

Jews settled here at an earlythe fourth Council of Cartagena (436) it
was decreed: "Ut episcopus nullum prohibeat ingredi ecclesiam et audire verbuni Dei, sive gentilem
Judaeum usque ad niissam catechumenosive
rum." Many of the Jews expelled from Spain took
ship at Cartagena, as well as at Cadiz and many
Maranos also settled in the former city, where they
fell into the hands of the Inquisition.
Spanish Cartagena.

At

date.

.

.

.

;

M. K.

J.

CARTHAGE:

Ancient city and republic in
northern Africa of special interest to Jews on account of the Pheuico-Semitic origin of its inhabitants, its government under tlie suSetes, recalling the
"shofetim" (judges) among the Hebrews, and on
account of the religion of the inhabitants. The city,
(" New City ") in native inscriptions
called ntjnn
(Lidzbarski, " Nordsemitische Epigraphik," i. 365),
is mentioned in Jewish writings since Talmudic times
only as iJ^JnipCKarthigiui"), a name equivalent to
the Byzantine form Kap^ayevj/and in agreement with
the Syriac (Payne Smith, "Thes. Syr." cols. 3744,
3765), the Greek form Kapxn<^ojv being found with the
latter.
Notwithstanding the peculiar form, perhaps
chosen with reference to the founder Dido (Kmp
ywr;, " Woman-City "), the Hebrew word certainly
designates Carthage in Africa, not Cartagena in
Spain, liater Jewish chronicles, which make the
founding of Carthage contemporaneous with David,
use the variants " Kartagena " (Yuhasin, ed. London,
236b), " Kartigini " (witli t3 instead of n, as sometimes
even in the Talmud; David Cans to the year 3882).
"Kartini," and "Kartigni" ("Seder ha-Dorot," s.v.
" David "), sometimes adding the curious remark that
the Talmud refers to two cities of Carthage, which
is, however, an erroneous conclusion.
Josephus Flavius writes Kapxi^uv like the Greeks.
He says it is recorded in the public documents of
Tyre that King Solomon built the Temple at Jerusalem 143 years and eight months beJosephus. fore the Tyrians founded Carthage
;

mp

+

("Contra Ap." i. § 17). Josephus intends to prove by this statement the antiquitj' of the
Jewish people, drawing the same conclusions from
Menander's account of the reign of Hiram, according to which Hiram came to the throne 155 years and
eight months before the founding of Carthage, and
the Temple was built in the twelfth year of his reign
{ib. i. § 18).
Through this computation Josephus
refutes the grammarian Apion, who placed the exodus from Egypt at the time that the Phenicians
founded Cartliage (ib. ii. § 2). The Maccabean
Judah formed a treaty with the Romans for tlie reason, among others, that he had heard that the
Romans had vanquished the Carthaginians ("Ant."
xii. 10, § 6; compare "B. J." ii. 16, § 4; vi. 6, § 2).
Josephus does not say that any Jews lived at

Carthage.

Although Carthage is not mentioned in the Bible,
modern scholars are inclined to identify the Biblical
Tarshish with Carthage, since it is thus translated
in the Septuagint. the Targum, and the Vulgate,
Ezek. xxvii.

12.

A

unique statement in the Tal-

mud, based probably on the legend of the emigration of

tlie

Girgashites, identifies Kenizzi (Gen. xv.

594

19) with Carthage (Yer. Sheb. 36b; Yer. Kid. 61d;
Gen. R. xliv. 23). But a wide-spread rabbinical legend identifies the land of the Amazons
In
with Carthage (Lev. R. xxvii. 1), or
the Bible with Africa (Tamid 32b), in both inand the stances agreeing with classical tradiTalmud. tion. Carthage was considered one of
the four largest cities of the Roman em-

pire (Sifre, Num. 131 p. 47b, ed. PMedmann).
An
amora of the third century has the following curious sentence: "From Tyrus to Carthage Israel and
his Father in heaven are known from Tyrus to
the west and from Carthage to the east Israel and
his God are not known" (Men. UOa); which is probably meant to indicate the extent of the Semitic race.
;

'

'

;

The fact that the Talmud mentions the Carthaginian teachers of the Law, R. Abba, R. Isaac, and
R. Hana, proves that Jews were living
Jews in in that city, although Frankel, withCarthage. out reason, takes it to mean an Armenian city ("Mebo," pp. 6b, 66a), and
Kohut a Spanish

city

("Aruch Completum,"

vii.

evident from the introduction to the
work " Adversum Judaeos," ascribed to Tertullian,
that Jews were living in Carthage; and they are
found still further west (Schiirer, "Gesch." 3d ed.,
iii. 26, note 64).
Munter ("Primordia Eccl. Afric."
220).

p.

It is

165,

Copenhagen, 1829) mentions a certain R.

Jisschak (the one in the Talmud?). The Jews of
Africa (see Africa) are often referred to in the correspondence between Jerome and Augustine; and in
recent times there has been found in Gamart, near
the city of Carthage, a great Jewish necropolis with
many inscriptions in Latin (see Catacombs). From
the conquest of Carthage by the Vandals (439) to
the subjection of the latter by the Byzantines (533),
the holy vessels from the Temple of Jerusalem, that
had been taken from Rome, were kept in Carthage
(Evagrius, "Scholasticus," Fragment iv. p., 17; Procopius, "Bellum Vand." ii. § 9).
The Jews then
passed under the rule of Justinian, who instructed
Solomon, the governor of Africa, to transform the
synagogues as well as the churches of the Arians
and the Donatists into orthodox churches (Novellae,
No. 37). Solomon, however, was soon compelled to
flee from the rebellious Africans.
In 692 the city was wrested from the Christians by
Hasan, a general of the calif 'Abd al-Malik, and
in 698 the Greeks were permanently
Under
driven from Carthage and Africa by
the Arabs. Musa (Weil, "Gesch. der Chalifen," i.
Previous to this the Arabs had
478).
founded the city Kairwan, which became as important to the Jews as Carthage had been.
Following
Arabic writers, Parhi defined the situation of Carthage as 36° latitude by 35° longitude (" Kaftor waFerah," ed. Edelmann, 26b).
Bibliography Movers, Ph6nicier, ii. part i. 143, 144, 350 Bottr
ger, Lexikon zu den Schriften des Flaviiis Josephus., p.
79; Neubauer, G. T. p. 411; Krauss, LehnwOrter^ ii. 573;
Delattre, Oamart aula Necropnle Juive de Carthage, Lyons
:

;

1895; Rev. Et. Juives, xliv. 3-28.

G.

S.

Kk.

CARTHAGENA. See South America.
CARTHAGENA, DON ALFONSO DE:
Convert

to Christianity

;

son of Paul of Burgos

;

died

;
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at

Burgos

young by

iu 1456.

He was

his father,

baptized

when

quite

and became arclideacon of

Being equally distinguished as statesman and as priest, he succeeded his father in the
In 1431 he was the representbishopric of Burgos.
Pope Pius
ative of Castile at the Council of Basel.
II., in his memoirs, called him "an ornament to
the prelac}^" Pope Eugenins IV., learning that the
bishop of Burgos was about to visit Rome, declared
in full conclave that " in the presence of such a man
he felt ashamed to be seated in St. Peter's chair."
Compostella.

Gratz ascribes to the influence exercised by
Carthagena over Eugenius IV. the latter's sudden
change of attitude toward the Jews. Carthagena
alone, says Gratz, could have been the author of
the complaints against the pride and arrogance of the
Castilian Jews, which induced the pope to issue the
bull of 1442, withdrawing the privileges granted to
them by former popes. Among Carthagena's writings on history, morals, and other subjects, there is
a commentary on the twenty-sixth Psalm.
BiBLiofiRAPHY

:

Da

seq.; Jocher, Allg.

der Juden,

viii.

and the Gentiles, pp. 323 ct
Gelehrten-Lexilion, s.v.; Gratz, Gesch.

Costa. Israel

144 et seq.

G.

I.

CARTOGRAPHY.

Br.

See Chartography.

was

Carthag^e

Carvallo

secured, associated himself with the petition

and he was one of the three persons
names the first Jewish burial-ground
quired after the Robles case had forced
in England to acknowledge their creed.
besides advancing money to Parliament
ineal, had been of service to Cromwell in

whose
was acthe Jews

in

Carvajal,
on cochobtaining

information as to the Royalists' doings iu Holland
One of his servants, Somers, alias Butler,
(1656).
and also a relative, Alonzo di Fonseca Meza, acted as
intelligencers for Cromwell in Holland, and reported
about Royalist levies, finances, and spies, and the
relations between Charles II. and Spain.
It was to
Carvajal that Cromwell gave the assurance of the
right of Jews to remain in England.
Under date of
Feb. 4, 1657, Burton, in his diary, states: "The
Jews, those able and general intelligencers whose
intercourse with the Continent Cromwell had before
turned to profitable account, he now conciliated by
a seasonable benefaction to their principal agent
[Carvajal] resident in England." In 1648 a cargo
of logwood belonging to Carvajal was seized by
the customs officers.
He assembled his servants and
friends, broke open the government warehouses,
and carried off his merchandise. The litigation to
which this gave rise was only interrupted by Carvajal's death.

CARVAJAL, ANTONIO FERNANDEZ

:

Bibliography L. Wolf. The First Englvih Jew, In Transactwns of Die Histoj-ical Society of England, il. 14-16;
epitaph given by B. Kaufmann, in Jew. QuaH. Rev. i. 92-93.
:

Portuguese merchant, and first endenizened English
Jew; born about 1590, probably at FundSo, Portugal died in London Nov. 10, 1659. He appears
to have left Fundao on account of the persecution
of the Inquisition, and, proceeding to the Canary
Islands, acquired much property there, and made
many commercial connections which led him (about
1635) to London, where he settled in Leadenhall
In 1649 the council of state appointed him
street.
one among the five persons who received the
army contract for corn. In 1653 Carvajal was reported as owning a number of ships trading to the
East and West Indies, to Brazil, and to the Levant.
He dealt in all kinds of merchandise, including gunpowder, wine, hides, pictures, cochineal, and especially corn and silver, and is reported to have
brought to England, on the average, £100,000 worth
of silver per annum.
In the early days of his residence in England, Carvajal used to attend mass at the Spanish ambassador's chapel, and in 1645 was informed against for
not attending church but the House of Lords, on

J.

;

;

the petition of several leading London merchants,
quashed the proceedings. In 1650, when war broke
out with Portugal, Carvajal's ships were especially
seizure, though he was nominally
a Portuguese subject. In 1655 he and his two sons
were granted deuizenship as English subjects (the
patent being dated Aug. 17 of that year); and when
the war with Spain broke out in the following
year, his property in the Canaries was liable to seizure, as he was a British subject.
Cromwell made arrangements by which Carvajal's goods were transported from the Canaries in an English ship which
passed under Dutch colors.
When Manasseh ben Israel came to England in
1655 to petition Parliament for the return of the
Jews to England, Carvajal, though his own position

exempted from

CARVALHO (CARVALLO), MORDECAI
BARUCH A wealthy Tunisian merchant; died
:

Jan., 1785, at an advanced age.
of his time to rabbinical studies,

He devoted

part

and in 1752 succeeded his teacher, Isaac Lumbroso, whose best
pupil he was, as rabbi of the Leghorn congregation
Throughout the country he enjoyed
of Tunis.
a high reputation as a rabbinical authorit}\ His
publications are "To'afot Re'em" (The Strength of
a Unicorn), commentary on the work of Elijah Mizrahi (Leghorn, 1761); and "Mira Dakya" (Pure
Myrrh), commentary and miscellanies on various
tracts of the Babylonian Talmud, and on MaimonHe also
ides' Yad ha-Hazakah (Leghorn, 1792).
published the uncompleted work of liis son, Isaac
Carvalho, who died January, 1759, at the age of
This work, entitled "Sefer hatwenty-eight.
Zikronot we-Hayye Yizhak " (Book of Records, and
the Life of Isaac), and published together with the
elder Carvalho's "To'afot Re'em," contains a commentary on the works of Mizrahi, miscellanies on
various tracts of the Talmud, and four funeral
:

orations.

Bibliography: I>. Caz^s, Notes Bihlioaraphitnie,t sur la
LittaatureJuive-TunUienne, etc., pp. 77 et seq., 83 et seq.
M. K.
D.

CARVALLO, JULES:

French engineer; born
After having

at Taleiicc, (iironde, France, in 1820.

graduated with the highest honors at the Ecole
Polytechnique and Ecole des Fonts et Chaussees, he
was attached as engineer to the Southern Railroad;
and under his direction the lines from Tech to Rivesaltes and from Tet to Perpignan were built,
including the remarkable viaduct of Bouzanne.

)

Casablanca
Cashraore
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Afterward Carvallo became director of the work of
canalizing the Ebro (Spain) and be established in
the delta of that river a system of irrigation which
permitted the cultivation of enormous tracts of land
From Spain Carvallo went
hitherto unproductive.
to Italy, where he directed tlic works of the Roman
On his return to Spain he was entrusted
railroads.
with the building of the line from Pampeluna to
Saragossa, and later became the chief engineer of a
;

Spanish water company.
Carvallo was the author of

many

dissertations

printed in the "Comptes-Reudus de I'Academie des
Sciences " and in many other scientific publications.
Among his numerous contributions the most noteworthy were those on the piling up and solidification of embankments; on the formula of the ma.xiof stability and minimum of expense in public
works; on the laws of oscillation of chain bridges,

mum
etc.

Amid

his

numerous works, Carvallo found time
Jewish interests. He was one

to devote himself to

of the founders of the Alliance Israelite Uuiversellc,
and for many years served on the executive committee of that institution.
Bibliography:
xvi..

:

Larousse,

Supplement,

Grand Dlctionnaire UnivcrscU

p. 470.

s.

Bk.

I.

CASABLANCA

ABYAD (Arabic):

(Spanish),

or

BET

AL

Port of Morocco, Africa, on the

Atlantic ocean. The Jewish community, numbering
6,000, in a total population of 20,000 inhabitants, is
The majority of its members are
of recent date.
engaged in commerce in grain, spices, etc. there
The community is govare also a few tinsmiths.
erned b3'a council of administration, which aids the
poor and subsidizes the schools with the revenues
from the meat-tax, and with the voluntary contributions of its members. Besides the two schools
supported by the Alliance Israelite Universelle, with
295 boys and 161 girls respectively, Casablanca has
eight Talmud-Torahs with 500 pupils.
Casablanca possesses eleven synagogues, one of
which, a synagogue for the poor, was erected
about 1750, and another, the Synagogue Eliaou,
about 1800. The chief rabbis of Casablanca since
1837 have been: Hayyim Elmalch (d. 1857); Joseph
Mehalem (d. 1867); David (iuakaine (d. 1873);

596

neighboring town of Casal Maggiore, where they
completed the second part of the book, which contains 320 folio leaves.
The Mahzor, of which a
number of copies were printed on parchment, was
the only work printed at Casal Maggiore.
Bibliography: De

Rossi, Aniiales

HehrcEo-Tupoqraphici,

p.

Steinschneider and Cassel, in Ersch and Gruber, Encuc.
il., part 28, p. 35; Steinschneider. Cat. Bodl. No. 2576;
Frelmanu, Ueber Uelirdische Incunaheln, Leipsic, 1902.

47

;

section

A. F.

J.

CASA,

CASE,

ABRAHAM

or

KAZA, JOSEPH

B.

One

of the foremost Polish rabbis
and Talniudists of the end of the sixteenth century
and the beginning of the seventeenth; died at Posen
:

about 1610. His name, "Case" CTNp) or "Kaza"
(XTXp) is most probably only a variant of the wellknown surname "Cases." This would argue for
Italian descent
but it does not agree with the fact
that Case called himself "Shapiro," as Bloch has
;

conclusively proved.
After serving as chief rabbi of Lemberg, Case
became city rabbi of Posen, while Mordecai b.
Abraham Jafe w-as the district rabbi of Greater
Poland.
Although Case apparently left no writings, he was one of the first Talmudic authorities
of his time, as may be seen from Benjamin Aaron
Solnik's responsum No. 22, and Meir b. Gedaliah
of Lublin's responsum No. 88.
Case's son Solomon
(d. Jan. 2, 1612, at Lemberg) was also an eminent
Talmudist.

Bibliography Bloch, in Ha-Eshkol, i. 151-154 Buber, Anshe Shem, Nos. 21.5, .508; Kohen Zedek, Liwyat Hen (Supplement to vol. V. of Ozar ha-Sifru't p'. 36.
L. G.
;

:

,

;

Messaoud Nahmias
1882);

and,

finally,

(d.

Judah Ohama (d.
Marasch (still living,

1876);

Isaac

1902).

or

CAZES

:

Jewish Italian family that

among its members rabbis, physicians, and
The more numerous branch of the family

scholars.

Mantua; some lived in Ferrara; some emigrated to Turkey and Palestine (see Zunz, in Beujacob's edition of Dei Rossi's "Meor 'Enayim," iv.
Benjamin Cazes, a contemporary of Azulai,
30).
was rabbi of Safed and author of a commentary on
Moses of Coucy's "Codex SeMaG," with the title
"Megillat Sefer" (Constantinople, 1750). Of the
Mantuan branch the following are the most distinguished

lived in

:

Aaron

b. Joseph Baruch Cazes
physician; took his degree on Aug.
"

:

3,

176Y

Scholar and
1751; died
A. R.

Israel Gedaliah. (Claudio) Cazes
Rabbi at
Mantua; born there June 19, 1794; died there Jan.
Like his father and grandfather, he attained
1, 1841.
proficiency both in rabbinical literature and in medicine.
In 1834 he succeeded his father in the rabbinate, which was transmitted from father to son
in the Cazes family.
In addition to the duties of
the rabbinate, Cazes practised medicine with great
:

There are three Jewish charitable and philanthropic societies, the Hebrat Lomede ha-Zohar, the
Hebrat Eliyahu ha-Nabi, and the Hebrat Tehilliin.
In the neighborhood of Casablanca are three groups
of Jews; viz., Ouled-Hriss (numbering 50); Stal
(1,000); and Mzab (1,000).
Bibliography: Bulletin dc V Alliance

CASES
included

Israelite Universelle,

1901.

D.

CASAI. MAGGIORE: Town

success.

M. Fr.

about
twenty-two miles east-southeast of Cremona. In
Sept., 1485, Joshua Solomon and Moses, sons of Israel
Nathan of Soncino, began to print a large IVIahzor
in Italy,

according to the Roman ritual. In tiie following
year they erected a printing-establishment in the

Bibliography:

Jost,

Tsraelitische

Mortara, Indice Alfabetico, p.

Annalen,

1841,
I.

Israel Gedaliah

p.

144;

11.

Br.

ben Joseph Baruch Cazes

and chief rabbi at IMantua; died
Jan. 21, 1793.
He enjoyed a threefold reputation as
physician, as an acute Talmudist of wide reading, and
Italian phy.'jician

;:
:
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He wrote "Tefillot Libene Yisrael K.
K. Mantova " (Prayers of the Israelites of the HoljCongregation of Mantua), being prayers for the victory of King Joseph II. 's army, written in Hebrew
and translated into Italian (Mantua, 1788). He is
said to have been a disciple of the abbe Canini, whose
methods of medical treatment he successfully applied after having taken his degree in 1754.
as preacher.

Nepi-Gbirondi, Toledot Oedole Yisrael, p. 160
Mortara, Indice Alfabetico, p. 10; Steinschneider, in Mo-

Bibliography

:

natsschrift, 1900, p. 84.

Ber.

I.

Jacob

Cases Gedaliah.

Physician,
eighteenth to nineteenth century (Mortara, " Indice
A. R.
Alfabetico," p. 10).
b. Israel

I.

:

Joseph Barucb ben Moses Gazes

Italian

:

Talmudist, rabbi, and physician died between 1716
and 1726 at Mantua, his native place. He was
famous both as physician and as Talmudist. His
responsa, which Nepi declares brilliant, are quoted
in the works of his contemporaries, among others in
;

Isaac Lampronti's"
102a; 3, fol. 60b;

Pahad Yizhak"

(letter x, fol. 79g,

GSgetseq.; p, fol. 127a).
His Talmudic method of teaching is entirely logical.
He was averse to useless discussions (letter 3, fol.
Although he believed in the strict observance
60b).
of all the Talmudic precepts, he advocated departures from the Law in certain cases, in order that
religion might not become a burden to the people
(letter K, fol. 79g; letter J, fol. 63g and 66b); or
when the welfare of individuals was endangered
fol.

J.

(letter «, fol. 103g).

Bibliography: Nepi-Gbirondi, Toledot Gcdole Yisrael, pp.
129-2.54.
Tbe date of bis death ma y be gatbered from Pahad
Yizhak. letter n. fol. 79g, and :, fol. 42a.

L Ber.
Joseph Samuel

b. Israel

Gedaliah

Cases

I.

:

Scholar and i)hysician; died 1775 (Mortara, "Indice
Alfabetico," p."lO).

Luliane (Lelio) Shalom b. Samuel Cases
Seventeenth century physician and scholar; took
his degree Jan. 12, 1622.
He is the author of " Derek
Yesharah " (The Straight Path) a treatise on communal conduct in order to avoid dissensions. Zunz
called this work "the swan-song of the Mantuan
press."
It was published in 1626 by Judah Samuel
Perugia & Son.
Bibliography Mortara, Indice Alfabetico, p. 11 Zunz, Z.
;

;

;

:

O.

:

p. 260.

A. R.

Moses ben Samuel Cazes

Italian

:

Talmudist

and physician;

t(»ok his degree on Jan. 11, 1586;
lived in the second half of the sixteenth century
and the first quarter of the seventeenth at Mantua,
where he was rabbi and director of a 3'eshibah. He

was a pupil

of the celebrated cabalist

Menahem

Azariah di Fano. Cazes enjoyed a more than ordinary reputation among his contemporaries; a gifted
writer uttering the following opinion of him: "In
the synagogues and sclioolhouses of our time there
is no one to equal him in wisdom and understanding,
in counsel and courage, in knowledge and piety "
(Abraham de Portaleone, "Shilte ha-Gibborim," p.
24d).
Cazes was the author of the following works
" Notes on Alfasi "
(1)
(2) Commentary on the Fifth
and Sixth Orders of the Mishnah (3) " Contributions
to the Hermeneutics of the Talmud." They were
never published.
;

;

Casablanca

Cashmore

Azulai, Shem ha-Gedolim, i. 14;i; Nepi-Ghirondi, Toledot Gedole Yisrael, pp. 254, 255; Mortara, Indice
Alfabetico, p. 11 Benja<'ob, Ozar ha-Sefarim, pp. W), 180
(Nos. 387 and 406); Mrst, Bibl. Jud.i. 147 (mentions otber
works of Cazes, but without giving the place where they are
to be found in MS.); Zunz, in Benjacob's edition of Dei Ilossi's

Bibliography:

;

Meor ^Enayim,

iii.

30.
I.

Samuel b. Moses Cases:

Ber.

Scholar of the sixteenth

Samuel Zarza's's "Mekor Hayyim " (D'''n~ilpD), Mantua, 1559; and is mentioned by
Azariah dei Rossi ("Meor 'Enayim," i. 80; ii. 221)

century,

lie edited

as a possessor of a manuscript of the Targum
of Jonathan ben Uzziel (Zunz, in Benjacob's edi-

De Rossi's "Meor 'Enayim," iii. 29-30).
The following two belonged to the Ferrara branch

tion of

of the Cases family

Hananiah b. Menahem Cases : Physician and
rabbi of Florence; lived at the end of the seventeenth and beginning of the eighteenth centuries.
Author of (1) "Kin 'at Soferim " (Zeal of Writers),
written in defense of the " Sefer ha-Mizwot " of Maimonides against the attacks of Nahmanides (Leghorn, 1740, reprinted in the Warsaw edition of the
"Sefer ha-Mizwot"); (2) an epistle (Iggeret) to R.
Nehemiah

b. Baruch concerning musical harmony
chanting of the priestly benediction ("Birkat
Kohanim") which is included in R. Nehemiah's
" Meziz u-Meliz " (p^DI pva), Venice, 1715; and
(3)
"Hok le Yisrael" (Statute unto Israel), glosses and
notes on Hezekiah di Silva's " Peri Hadash " on tbe
" Yoreh De'ah " (Leghorn, 1740).
Responsa of Cases;
may be found in the works of his contemporaries,
among others in I. Lampronti's "Pahad Yizhak,'"'
letters, fol. I02b, and n, fol. 109b).
A. R.

in the

Menahem ben Elhanan

Cazes

:

Italian

Tal-

mudist; born about llie beginning of the seventeenth century; died after 1664. He was rabbi
at Modena (1642) and Ferrara (1655).
Azulai saw
two of his manuscript works: (1) "Shelom ha-Bayit " (The Peace of the House), a commentary on
Solomon ibn Aderet's " Torat ha-Bayit " and Aaron
ha-Levi's "Bedek ha-Bayit"; (2) and "Hiddushim"
(novellae) on the treatise "Shabbat."
Ghirondi had
in his possession a manuscript of Cazes containing

A responsum by Cazes, which
wide range of Talmudic learning, has been
published in Samuel xVboab's "Debar Shemuel"
(Venice, 1702, No. 79).
halakic decisions.

shows

his

Bibliography:

Azulai, S/icm ha-Gedolim, 11. 140; Nepl-Ghirondl, Toledot Gedole Yisrael, p. 233; Mortara, Indices J/abettco. p. 11 ; Benjacob, Ozar ha-Sefarim, p. 180; Samuel

Aboab, Debar Sliemuel, No!

79.

L. G.

I.

BeU.

CASHMORE, MICHAEL:

Australian com1814 died at South Melbourne
He was one of the oldest colonists
Oct. 17, 1880.
in Victoria, having arrived in Melbourne in 1838,
Cashmore was
after a stay of two years at Sydney.
president of the Melbourne Hebrew Congregation
and one of the trustees of the Bourke street S3'nagogue. He was the first Jewish member of the city
council, and the first Jewish magistrate appointed
For seventeen years he held the posiin the colony.
tion of inspector of meat markets.

munal worker born
;

in

Bibliography: Jewish World,
J.

;

Dec., 1886.

G. L.

'
;

Casimir
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Caslari

THE

JUST: King of Poland;
CASIMIR II.,
born 1138; ascended the throne on the deposition of
He
his brother Mieczyslaw III., 1177; died 1194.
was one of the most amiable monarchs tliat ever
ruled in Poland, a lover of peace, and a friend of the
people.
He protected the Jews from the oppression
and extortions of the nobles, and by favorable legislation in the Diet of Leczyc, 1180, paved the way

famous privileges granted to the Jews of
by Duke Boleslaw of Kaliscz.

for the

Poland

in 1264

Biblio(;raphy: Kraushar, Historm ZycUrw w Polsce,
Warsaw. 1865; &ternberg,'Oesch. der Juden in Polen,

i.

66,

p. 20,

Leipsic, 1878.

H. R.

THE GREAT

Kazi~
CASIMIR III.,
mierz) King of Poland born 13U9 succeeded 1333
died in Cracow Nov. 5, 1370. He was a peaceful
ruler, and, by his salutary reforms, strengthened his
On Oct.
reign and developed trade and industry.
:

9,

;

;

(Polish,

;

1334, he confirmed the privileges granted to the

by Boleslaw the Pious. He was favorably disposed toward the Jews, who during his reign
made themselves conspicuous in commerce, handiUnder penalty of death he
crafts, and agriculture.

Jews

in 1264

prohibited the kidnaping of Jewish children for the
purpose of baptizing them, and inflicted heavy punishment for the desecration of Jewish cemeteries.
At the Diet of Wislica, March 11, 1347, he introduced salutary legal reforms in the jurisprudence of
he sanctioned a code of laws for Great
hia country
and Little Poland, which gained for him the title of
" the Polish Justinian " and he also limited the rate
of interest charged by Jewish mone}'-lenders to
This measure
Christians to 8i per cent per annum.
must not be ascribed to his animosity against the
Jews, but should rather be considered as a wise act
tending to the welfare of the country as well as of
the Jews.
The Inquisition, introduced in Poland under Vladislav Lokietek, remained impotent, in spite of all
On
the intrigues of the lower clergy.
liegislative one occasion the Jews were accused of
Enhaving murdered a Christian child,
actments. found on the road to the Lobsow
wood, a few miles distant from Cracow
(1347); but a public investigation, conducted under
an order of the king by the state chancellor Jacob
of Melchtin in conjunction with tiie humane priest
Prandola (who shared the tolerant views of Casimir),
proved their innocence. The consequence wae that
Casimir ordered the publication, in the form of an
edict, of paragraph 31 of Boi.esi.aw's statute, refuting the blood accusation and defining the punishment for such a charge when not sustained by
proofs.
In commemoration of this event Casimir
founded a chapel at Cracow.
Casimir appears to have protected the Jews
against outbreaks of the mob in 1348, for the groundless accusation of the poisoning of wells by the
Jews had traveled from Germany into Poland
and had roused the popukuse against the latter.
Massacres occurred in Kaliscz, Cracow, Glogau, and
other cities, especially those on the German frontier.
According to Matteo Villani ("Istorie," p. 622, Milan,
1729), 10,000 .Jews were killed in 1348 in Poland.
In 1356 Casimir became infatuated with a beautiful
;

;

598

named Esther (Esterka), a tailor's daughter of
Opoczuo. She bore him two sons (Niemerz and
Pelka) and one daughter (not two, as stated by Gratz).
The sons were brought up in the Christian religion;
Jewess,

Many Polish noble
Lubienski, Niemir,
Esterka Niemiryez, Niemirowski, claim to be
the
their descendants.
Polish historians
ascribe the special favors and priviJewess.
leges bestowed on the Jews by Casimir to his love for Esther; but they are not correct
in this ascription, since the privileges in question
were confirmed by Casimir in 1334, twenty-two
years before his relations with Esther.
Czacki
sees the origin of these favors in the king's sense of
righteousness and justice. Czacki writes: "It is
not known that the king granted to the Jews other
privileges and rights owing, as Jan Dlugosz thinks,
to his aiTection for Esterka.
Envy and hatred surnamed this benefactor of the people Ahasuerus.
Poland, being a fertile but sparsely populated coimtry, was in want of trade and industries.
The Jews,
who during the pestilence of 1360 fled from Germany, migrated to Poland with their wealth. It
may also with certainty be admitted that foreign
Jews provided Casimir with large sums of money,
thus enabling him to found new cities and to develop many old ones."
Cracow was in Casimir's time one of the Hanse
towns in alliance with forty other cities in Europe.
So full of gratitude to Casimir were the Jews, that at
the marriage of Casimir's granddaughter Elizabeth,
Wierzynek, a Jewish merchant of Cracow, requested
from the king the honor of being allowed to give
the young bride a wedding present of 100,000 florins
in gold, an immense sum at that time and one equal
to her dowry from her grandfather.
the daughter, in the Jewish.
families, as the

'

Biblioorapht: Gratz, Oesch. der Juden, vli. 379; Kraushar, Historya Zydnw w Polsce, i. 139 et seq., Warsaw, 1865
Lelevel, Histhire de Poloqne, 1. 78 et seq., Paris, 1844;
Malte-Brun, Tableau de la Pologne, ed. Leonard Chodzko, 1.
108, Paris, 1830; Sternberg, Ge^ch. der Juden in PoUn,

J.

pp. 57 et seq., Leipsic, 1878
Isidore Loeb, in
;

don, 1855

V. Krasinski, Poland, p. 8, LonRev. Etudes juives, iii. 332.
;

H. R.

CASIMIR IV., JAGELLON: Grand duke of
Lithuania and king of Poland; born 1427; died at
Grodno 1492. He succeeded to the grand duchy in
1440, and followed his brother Ladislaus III. on the
throne of Poland in 1447. For the greater part of
his reign, when the influence of the clergy was lessened by the greater aggressiveness of the executive
power, the Jews of Poland and Lithuania enjoyed
happy days, as in the times of Casimir the Great.
Casimir continued the liberal policy of his predecessor
Withold toward the Jews of Lithuania; but he did
not confirm the privileges Withold had granted to
them. Benshadski thinks that this was not because
of antipathy to the Jews, but because he had probably left it to the elders to rule them, or that he followed the example of his father, in allowing the
Jews of Lithuania to enjoy the more extensive privileges of the Jews of Poland.
Certain it is that soon
after his accession to the throne of Lithuania, Casimir granted the Jews of Troki the Magdeburg law,
which long before had been granted to the Christian
inhabitants of that city as well as to the Jews of

"

Casimir H.
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Wilna and Kovno. According to this law, the Jews
of Troki were subject to the jurisdiction of a Jewish
elected by his coreligionists and confirmed for
by the king, to whom alone he was responsible.
Soon after Casimir's accession to the throne of
Poland, while he was visiting Posen, a fire broke
out there, in which tlie original document, enumerbailiff,

life

ating the privileges granted to the Jews by Casimir
Casimir IV. not
the Great (1334), was burned.
only renewed and confirmed the old privileges, but
granted new ones, such as the Jew^s of Poland had
never before enjo3'ed.
Owing to the intrigues of Cardinal Olesnicky
ZuiEGNEW, archbishop of Cracow, and of the monk
John Capistrano, these privileges were abolished in 1454 on the pretense that they " conflicted
with the laws of God and of the country." This
repeal aggravated the condition of the Jews of
Poland and led to the riots of Cracow (April 12,
In
1464), in which about thirty Jews were killed.
1467 the Diet again confirmed the rights and privileges of the Jews granted to them by Casimir in

Hebrew Galen's

Caslari
treatise,

(Renan-Neubauer,

I.e.,

"De

Insequali Intemperie"

p. G46).

David ben Vadi Caslari Lived at Perpignan
He was probably not related to Maes:

about 1337.
tro

David

Caslari.

obliged to
the

rich

En Astruc Caravida

"Gallia Judaica,"

En

bill

He and

of

Girone

(Gross,

p. 469).

Bongodah.

Poet.

His signature appears to the

which the scholar David Bongoron was
give (1337) to his wife, the daughter of

of divorce

or

Bonjuda Yehacel Caslari:
Yehacel (Ezekiel), about

his sou

1400, exchanged poems with Solomon ben Reuben
Bonfed, which are still extant in the manuscripts
of Bonfed's diwan (Neubauer, "Cat. Bodl. Ilebr.
MSS."No. 1984; Renan-Neubauer, "Ecrivains Juifs
Fran^ais," p. 647; Steinschneider, "Hebr. Bibl."
xiv. 98).

Mosse du Caylar or Caslari Warden of the
community at Avignon in 1480, together with Vital
Dieu, Lo Sal of Carcassonne, Mosse of Softal, Isaac
:

Paul), Isaac Boterel, and Mosse
Ferrusol ("Rev. Et. Juives," x. 172).

of Sant Pal (St.

Zemah. ben Jedidiah

1447.

The favor shown by Casimir to the Jews is supposed by some to have been due to the monetary
help they afforded him. When he died he left unpaid many debts to the Jews.
Bibliography Bershadski, Litovskis Yevrei, pp. 241 et seq.;
Archiv Yugo-Zapadnoi Rossii, part v. i. 1 Czacki, pas:

;

sim; Rtissko-Yevreiski ArcJiiv,

i.,

Nos.

3,

4,

8-10,

11-26;

Regesty, Nos. 196, 200, 203, 208, 233, 908, 1086; J. Perles, In
Monatsschrift, xlii. 290-292 Dlugosz, Historia Polonica, li.
157 Maciejewski. Zydzi w Polsce, 7ia Rusi i Litwie, Warsaw, 1878 Graetz, History of the Jews, Hebrew transl., vi.
221 Kraushar, Historya Zydow w Polsce. ii. 85-96.
;

;

(called Crescas of Cascopied in 1525 the Paris manuscript (No.
179) containing the commentary of Abraham ibn
Ezra on the Pentateuch (Gross, I.e., p. 621).

lari)

:

He

Zemah. ben Moises Caslari

Rabbi at Carpenabout 1583. His signature appears on a document confirmed at Carpentras Adar 7, 5343, in addition to the names of Moses, son of Judah Rouget,
and Moses, son of Joseph Kolon {ib. x. 82).
S. K.
G.
:

tras

;

;

H. R.

CASIPHIA: The

residence of the Nethinim,
who were under the leadership of Iddo (Ezra viii.l7).
Ezra sent them a message from Ahava, which reThe
sulted in their joining his forces at that place.
exact site of Casiphia is uncertain.
G. B. L.
J. JR.

CASLARI,
Pliysician

CASLABI

:

Name

of a family originally from
"), a village in the de-

(Latin, "Castalarium

A

rather important
J(!wish community existed at Caylar in the Middle
Ages. After the royal edict of Sept. 17, 1394, these
Jews went to Provence and to the Comtat-Venaissin; in 1459 and 1487 some of them were at Tarascon, and in 1480 at Avignon (S. Kahn, " Les Juifs
de Tarascon," pp. 30, 32; "Rev. Et. Juives," x.
The Caslari family enjoyed a considerable
172).
reputation as late as the second half of the sixteenth
century.
It produced the following scholars:
David Caslari (called also Bongodas, and entitled " Maestro" ) (Zunz, "Z. G." p. 4(55): Physician at Narbonne, and one of the Jews to whom the
archbishop, in 1284, granted a number of privileges

partment of Herault, France.

"Les Juifs du Languedoc," p. 48). Tlie
poet Abraham Bedersi, who was an intimate friend
of Caslari, addressed to him a liturgic poem at the
feast of Purim, and proposed him, togetlier with
Abraham Saquil, Asher ha-Kohen, and Moses ben
Judah Mansuri, as a judge of the literary contest to
which he had invited the Jewish poets (Renan-Neubauer, "Les Rabbins Frant^ais," p. 715; compare
Saige, I.e. p. 119). David translated from Latin into

(Saige,

ABRAHAM BEN DAVID:

lived at Besalu,

Catalonia, in the first

Caslari was considhalf of the fourteenth century.
ered one of the most skilful physicians of his
time.
He was the teacher of Moses Narboni of Perpignan, and one of the ten notables to wJiom, in
1323,
his

Cay lar

;

Kalonymus ben Kalonymusof Aries addressed
on morals, entitled, "Eben Bohan

treatise

(Touchstone).

Abraham was the author of the following medical
works, still exlant in manuscript: (1) "'AlehRa'anan" (Verdant Leaf), or, as it is quoted by Judah
ben Natan, "'Aleh ha-Refu'ah" (The Leaf of Healing), a treatise on fevers, divided into five books,
completed Nov., 1326 (Parma MS. No. 946). The
autlior says that he wrote the book at the request of
his friends, who wished to possess a vade mecum on
(2) "Ma'mar be-Kaddahotha-Debriyot u-Mine ha-Kaddahat," a treatise on pestilential
and other fevers, composed in 1349. when the Black
Death decimated tiie populations of Provence, Catalonia, and Aragon (Bil)l. Nat., Paris, MS. No. 1191, 7).
" (Rules for Bleeding), Turin
(3) "Dine ha-Hakkazah
MS. No. 121. (4) "Mekalkel Mahalah " (Who Sustains in Sickness), only an extract from which has
been preserved (Neubauer, "Cat. Bodl. Hebr. MS."
No. 2142, 39). He is also said to have translated into
Latin the " Antidotarium " of Razi. The "Book of

these matters.

Floods,"

written

by

Isaac

Israeli

the

Elder,

is

Profiat Duran Efodi of
falsely ascribed to Caslari.
Perpignan, called in Hebrew "Isaac b. Moses ha-

Levi," borrowed from Caslari the astronomic note
which he cites in his commentary on the "Moreh

"

Caslari, Israel
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Cassel

Nebukim " of Maimonides (i. 72). He is also mentioned by Nissim Gerondi (Responsa, No. 33).
Bibliography: Steinschneider, in Virchow's ^Irc/iiii, xl. 122;
idem, Hebr. Uebers. p. 779 Uenan-Neubauer, Les Ecrivains
;

Juifs Fran^ai.s, pp. 644 et seq.; Gross, Gallia Judaica,
619; Carmoly, Hititoire dcs MedecinsJuifa, p. 102.
S.

G.

CASLABI, CRESCAS.
DE

K.— I.

p.

Br.

See Crescas Vidal

CasI-AUI.

CASLARI, ISRAEL BEN JOSEPH HA-

LE VI

(known as Crescas Caslari)
Physician
and poet; lived at Avignon in 1327. He was the
author of a liturgic poem for Purim, beginning with
the words "IIOD 'O.
In a manuscript of this poem
:

("Rev. Et. Juives,"

ix. 116)

the signature contains

the words inv ''H?. from which Neubauer concludes that Crescas Caslari belonged to the family
This opinion, shared by Zunz, is
of the Yizhari.
criticized by Gross, who holds that the appellation is

merely honorary, as

it is

in the Bible (Zech. iv. 14).

According to Zunz ("Z. G." p. 406), Caslari was
the author of a poem on the story of Esther and
Mordecai, which he translated into the vernacular.
A fragment of a Provengal poem by Maestro Crescas

Romania " (April, 1892).
Caslari also translated Arnaud de Villencuve's medical work entitled "Liber de Regimine Sanitatis,"
has been published in

:

Liter aturgesch.

G.

p. 504

;

Gross, Gal-

S.

K.

CASLARI, JOSHUA:

Liturgical poet; lived
at Avignon about 1540.
He wrote four elegies which
are inserted in the manuscript Mahzor of Avignon
his signature is found at the end of the last.
Joshua
Caslari is in all probability identical with the Jozue
du Cayslar, named with Ferussol Pampelona, in a
document dated June 15, 1558, as member-elect of
the council of the Jewish community of Avignon.
RiBLiOGRAPHY: Zunz, Lit fraturgcsch p. 577; De Maulde, in
Rev. Et. Juives, x. 163; Gross, Gallia Judaica, p. 021.
;

.

G.

S.

K.

CASLUHIM:

According to Gen. x. 14 (=
I Chron. i. 12), the Casluhimaresonsof Mizraim; i.e.,
a part or dependency of the Egyptians.
Bochart
("Geographia Sacra," iv. 31) knew no better identification than the Colchians in the eastern corner of
the Black Sea, because, according to a strange and
utterly improbable statement of Herodotus (ii. 104),
repeated by Diodorus Siculus (i. 28, 55), Strabo, and
others, these were Egyptians who had emigrated.
Knobel (" Volkertafel "), after Forster, suggested
their identity with the Casiotis between Pelusium and
Rinocolura, a tract of desert coast before the Sirbonis
lake, which is almost uninhabitable.
Ebers, " Agypten und die Blicher Moses" (p. 120). tried to suppcnt
this view by an alleged Coptic etymology, "kaslokh " (arid mountain), wliich is impossible in every
respect (the correct Egyptian form would be"tasrokh ").
It is not possible to sa}^ anything on the
name "Casluhim," the more so because the LXX.
reads differently. Whetlicr the latter's Xaauuviein ( !)
has anything to do with the "Nitriotes nomcs," or
Natron vallej', west of Egypt ("hesmen"; Egyptian, "Natron"; compare Ebers, I.e.), is very questionable.
G.

W. M. M.

CHARLES

PAUL:

German

born at Dessau 1814;
died 1892.
His parents were Jews, and he was
reared in the Jewish faith, but in 1838 became a
In 1847 he was called to the University
Christian.
of Christiania, where he remained until his deatli.
The most enduring work of Caspari is his Arabic
grammar, "Grammatica Arabica" (1844-48), verysoon translated into German, since revised and enliiblical scholar;

larged by Wright in England (English translation,
Sd^'ed., 1896)

and A. MuUer

in

Germany

(1887),

and

now

the standard Arabic grammar.
Of his numerous exegetical works the following may be mentioned: commentary on Obadiah (1842); "Beitrilge
zur Einleitung in das Buch Jesaia und zur Gesch.
der Jesaianischen Zeit " (1848); "Ueber den Syrisch-

Ephraimitischeu Krieg unter Jotham und Ahas
(1849); .commentary on Micah (1851-52); and commentary on Isaiah (1867). He also translated the
Psalter into Norwegian (1851), and had charge of the

new Norwegian

translation of the Bible (1891).

Bibliography: Herzog-Hauck, Real-Encyc.
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CASPI, JOSEPH

"

dedicating it to Jaime 11. of Aragon.
Bibliography Renan-Neiibauer, ics Ecrivams Juifs Francais, pp. 647-650; Zunz,
lia Judaica, pp. 7, 257.

CASPARI,
Semite and
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BEN ABBA MARI BEN

JOSEPH BEN JACOB: Provencal exegete,
grammarian, and philosopher; born in 1297 at Largentiere, whence his surname "Caspi" (= made of
silver); died at Tarascon in 1340.
His Provencal
name w^as Don Bonafous de Largentera. He traveled much, visiting Aries, Tarascon, Aragon, Catalonia, Majorca (where lie must have foregathered
with Leon Mo.scoui " [Rev. Et. Juives," xxxix. 249]),
and Egypt, where, as he says inhis"?awwa'ah,"he
lioped to be iu.^tructed by the members of Maimonides' family.
This hope was not realized, as the

descendants of Maimonides were more pious than
learned.
At one time Caspi intended to go to Fez,
where many renowned schools existed but he seems
;

have abandoned this project and to have settled
at Tarascon.
He underwent much suffering at the
time of the Pastoureaux persecution, and was threatened with punishment if he did not renounce his
to

faith.

Caspi was one of the most prolific writers of liis
time, being the author of twenty-nine works, the
greater part of which are still extant in manuscript
titles of the remainder being known from the
wliich he had the precaution to make.
He began
his literary career at the age of seventeen.
At thirty
he devoted himself to the study of logic and philosophy, which he eagerly cultivated until liis death.
The following is a list of his writings in their chron-

and the
list

some of them being no longer in excommentary on Ibn Ganah's
grammatical work; (2) supercommentaries on Ibn
Ezra's commentary on the Pentateuch

ological order,

istence: (1) "Perush,"

His Works,

(one of these commentaries

purely
"Porasliat Kesef " [Sum of Money], and is still extant in
manuscript [Bibliothrique Nationale, Paris, MS. No.
184, and elsewhere]) (3) " Terumat Kesef " (Oblation
of Silver), summary of Averroes' commentaries on
Aristotle's "Ethics "and Plato's "Republic, "accord-

grammatical, bearing the

is

title

;

Hebrew transli.tlon of Samuel of Marseilles
(Parma MS. No. 442; Neubauer," Cat. Bodl. Hebr.
MSS."No. 1427); (4) "Zawwa'at Kaspi " (Testament
ing to the

;
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"Yoreh De'ah," moral sentences dedicated to the author's son, and published by Eliezer
Ashkenazi, Leipsic, 1844; (5) " Mattot Kesef " (Staves
of Silver), commentaries on the Bible, with the exception of the Pentateuch (6) " Mazref le- Kesef " (Crucible for Silver), commentary on the Bible (7) " Kefore
Kesef" (Cups of Silver), giving the author's reasons
for the rejection of various explanations of Ibn
of Caspi), or

;

;

Ezra and Maimonides; (8) " Kesef Siggim " (Silver
Dross), questions and answers on tlie seeming contradictions in the Bible (9) "^erorha-Kesef" (Bundle of Silver), or " Kizzur Higgayon," a compendium
of logic (Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, MS. No.
986); (10) "Retukot Kesef" (Cliains of Silver), or
"Pirke Yosef" (Chapters of Joseph), treatise on
grammar ("Cat. Angel." No. 21); (11) " Shulhau
Kesef" (Table of Silver), divided into four chapters
called "regel " (foot), treating of propliets and miracles ("Cat. Peyron," p. 209); (12) "Tirat Kesef"
(Palace of Silver), or " Sefer ha-Sod " (Book of Mystery), mystic commentary on the Pentateucli (Vatican MSS. Nos. 36, 46) (13) " Adne Kesef " (Thresholds of Silver), forming the second part of the
preceding work and containing mystical explanations
of the Biblical books otlier tliau the Pentateuch;
(14) "Mizreke Kesef " (Basins of Silver), explana;

;

tions of Biblical passages respecting the Creation;
(15) " Mazmerot Kesef " (Sickles of Silver), commen-

tary on Job (Munich MS. No. 265); (16) "Menorat
Kesef " (Candelabra of Silver), commentary on the
Mercabah (Heavenly Chariot) (Neubauer, " Cat.
Bodl. Hebr. MSS." No. 1631); (17) "Hagorat
Kesef " (Girdle of Silver), commentary on Ezra and
Chronicles (ib. No. 362); (18) "Kappot Kesef"
(Spoons of Silver), commentary on Ruth and Lamen;

(Munich MS. No. 265 Cambridge MS. No.
"Gelile Kesef" (Scrolls of Silver), commentary on Esther (Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris,
MS. No. 1092; Munich MS. No. 2653) (20) "Hazozerot Kesef " (Trumpets of Silver), commentaries on
Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and Song of Songs (Neubauer,
"Cat. Bodl. Hebr. MSS." Nos. 362, 1349; Parma MS.
No. 461); (21) "Ka'arot Kesef" (Bowls of Silver).
in which Caspi endeavored to prove that the Law
contains the idea of spiritual happiness and immortations
64);

;

(19)

;

tality,

to explain

the Biblical doctrine that

God

visits the iniquities of the fatliersupon the children,

and

to explain the relation of wickedness to pros-

(22 and 23) "'Ammude Kesef" (Pillars of
and "Maskiyyot Kesef" (Images of Silver),
commentaries on Maimonides' "Guide of tlie Perplexed," published by Werbluner, witli notes and
corrections by R. Kirchheim, Frankfort-on-thcMain. 1848; ^24) "Gebi'a Kesef" (Mug of Silver),
or "Yoreh De'ah" (Teacher of Science), supplement
to the mystic commentaries on the Bible ("Cat. Peyron." p. 208; Munich MS. No. 267); (25) "Shasherot
Kesef" (Chains of Silver), or "Sefer ha-Shorashim "
(Book of Roots), on Biblical lexicography (Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, MS. No. 1244) (26)"" Kappot
Kesef" (Spoons of Silver), in which Caspi explains
some Biblical problems concerning the history of
the Jews; (27) "Mezamrot Kesef" (Songs of" Silver; in other lists, Shulhan Kesef), a commentary
on the P.salms; (28) "Tam ha-Kesef" (The Silver

perity;

Caslari, Israel

Cassel

Jeremiah's prophecies, and the arrival of the Messiah
(29) " Kebuzat Kesef " (Collection of Silver),
containing a list of Caspi's works, published by
Benjacob in the "Debarim 'Attikim," Leipsic, 1844.
Joseph Caspi's name is also to be found attached
to many liturgic poems of merit.
These, however,
may belong to his namesake, Joseph Caspi ben Shalom of the sixteenth century, a liturgic poet of some
importance.
Caspi's works were diversely estimated.
Ibn
Zarzah, Moses of Narbonne, and Efodi speak in
praise of them.
The cabalist Johanan Aleman recommends Caspi's commentaries on account of their
mystic character. On the other hand, Isaac Abravanel and Simon Duran emphatically declare him to
be antireligious because, among other things, in his
commentary on the Moreh he admitted the eternity of the universe (i. 9, 70; ii. 26).
;

Bibliography De Rossi, Dizionarw Storico, p. 77 Delitzsch,
Kat. der Handschriften der Leipziyer Hathsbiblwthek, p.
304 Zunz, Additamenta zii Delitzsch's Katalog, p. ;e3
Geiger, Melo Hofnauim, p. 69 Dukes, in OrienU Lit. 1817,
:

;

;

;

Steinschneider, in Ersch and Gruber, Encyc. series
;
xxxi. .58-73 idem. Hehr. Uebers. pp. 93, 225, 227, a52. 424,
462; Munli, Melanges, p. 496; Kirchheim, Introduction to
Werbluner's ed. of Caspi's commentary on the M(/reh ; Griitz,
Gesch. der Juden, 3d ed., vli. 311 et sec/.; Renan-Neubauer,
Les Ecrivaiuf^ Juifs Fran^ais, pp. 131-206 Gro.ss, Gallia
Judaica, pp. 67-69 ; Berlin, in Jew. i^uarl. Rev. viii. 711.
G.
I. Bu.
p. 328
li.,

;

;

NATHANAEL

CASPI,

MIAH

(siirnamed

BEN NEHEBONSENIOR MACIF OF

LARGENTIi^RE) Provencal scholar; lived at
the end of the fourteenth century and at the beginning of the fifteenth. He was a disciple of Frat
:

Maimon, under whose

direction he

composed

in

work, a commentary on the "Cuzari."
This commentary, still extant in manuscript (Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris,. MS. No. 677,
and elsewhere), is based upon the Hebrew transla1424 his

tion

of

first

the "Cuzari"

made by Judah

Cardinal.

Caspi was also the author of the following works:
(1) a commentary on the "Ruah Hen," which treats
of the terminology of Maimonides (ib. No. 678, 3;
Parma, No. 395) (2) a commentary on Maimonides'
"Shemoneli Perakim " (Paris, No. 678; Parma, No.
395); (3) "Likkutot," a collection of glosses on the
Pentateuc:h (Munich MS. No. 252). These glosses
are based upon those of Joseph Official.
Many
rabbis of eastern France are cited in these glosses,
and many French words and sentences may be
found in them.
;

Silver)

;

Is Finished),

on the destruction of both temples,

Bibliography:
liner,

Hchr.

Zeit.

fUr Hchr. Bibl.

Peletat Si)ferin:. pp.

MSS.

col.

31

ct seq.;

xvi. 128 et seq.; Ber-

Neubauer, Cat. Bodl.

^U: Renan-Neubauer, Les Ecrivaiits Juifs

Fran^aiif, pp. 755 et seq.
O.

CASSEL:

I.

Br.

Prussian province of
Hesse -Na.ssau. There was a persecution of the Jews
at Wolfsliagen, near Cassel, during the Black Death
in 1348; and Hesse-Cas.sel is mentioned in the same
year as a scene of persecution. In 1610 Landgrave
Moritz accorded protection to the Jews of Cassel, ou
In 1635 only
the payment of 1,000 reichsgulden.
one Jew, Benedict Goldschmidt, was living at Cassel; in 1647 the brotlieis Abraham and Simon GoldIn 1649 the Cas.sel Jews were forced to
schmidt.
listen to weekly sermons for their conversion, each
Jew even women and children being obliged to

—

City in

the

—

Cassel, Germany
Cassel, Hartwig-
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appear at the towu hall. Once, when sixteen Jews
and their rabbi were celebrating the Day of Atonement and neglected to attend the sermon, the landgravine caused them to be imprisoned and seIn 1651
verely punished, and expelled the rabbi.
the weekly sermons to the Jews were reduced to six a
year, at the instance of the Jewish community.
Every Jew without a "privilege" had to pay one
ducat for every night that he stayed in Cassel an
ordinance that was renewed in 1673. In 1749 exceptions were made only in favor of the traveler
who had papers from the government certifying
that he was tliere on ofhcial husiuess, in which case

—

r..\iKKioii

;

The new synagogue was dedicated
seat of the district rabbinate

Witzenhausen

in 1839.

The

was transferred from

to Cassel in 1772.

Among

the rabbis

were: Hirsch Kirchhain (died 1779); Joseph Hess
(1780); Joseph Michael Kugelmann (about 1790);
Loeb Meier Berlin (died 1814); Dr. Ph. Romann
Cas(1836-42); L. Adlcr (1852-83); and I. Prager.
sel possesses a Jewish teachers' seminary and school.

At present

(1902) there are 2,200

Jews

in Cassel.

Salfeld, Martyroloqium ; Piederltz, Oesch.
der Stadt Casxcl, Ciissel, 1882; Munk, Die CimMituten der
Sammtlichen Hessiiichcii Judenschaft im Jahre 1690, in

Bibliography

:

Hildesheimer's JubeUchrift.

A. F.

D.

OF Synagogue at

Oassei.,
(From a drawing by Loow«*r.)

he was allowed to remain four days without payment. In 1751 the poll-tax on native Jews was
fixed at four groschen, and that on foreign Jews at
eight groschen. In 1766 the Jews were nevertheless
ordered to dwell in the city during the fairs, even
the district rabbi and the presidents being included.
They were not allowed to buy houses except in the
Unterneustadt, nor were they permitted to rent
tliem.
The next year twelve streets were named in
which they might reside. In 1773 a Jews' street
was laid out and as late as 1820 it was ordered tiiat
no Jews shoidd live in any of the principal streets
of the Altstadt, and that they be entirely excluded
from the Oberneustadt. In 1775 Jews were allowed
to have open shops in the city.
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Germany.

CASSEL, DAVID
logian;
Silesia,

German historian and theoMarch 7, 1818, at Gross-Glogau,
Prussia, where he graduated from the gym:

born

nasium;

Cassel's
died Jan. 22, 1893, in Berlin.
intimately connected with the founders
of Jewish science in Germany Zunz, Geiger, SteinIn appreciating his
schneider, Frankel, and others.
great scholarship in Jewish literature it must not be
forgotten that he was born in a city in which Jewish learning had been maintained at a very high
standard, and which has given to the world many
noted scholars: Solomon Munk, Joseph Zedner,

name

is

—

Michael Sachs, H. Arnheim, and others.
Cassel became a student at the Berlin University,
where he attended the lectures of the Orientalist

a
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F. H. Petermann, the philosopher Fr. A. Trendelenburg, the philologist Philip Boeckh, and others.
He, besides, maintained very friendly relations with

Moritz Steinschneider, H. Jolowicz, L. Landshut,
and Paul de La-

During the
whole time of his
garde.

university

studies

he supported himself by giving lessons; and having
thus
experienced
the
bitterness
of poverty, he became later one of
the founders of the
Hulfs - Verein fur

all

David

Cassel.

which

is still in

sel,

Berlin,

1848;

D-iJIonp

D"'J"INJ

n"*

"^VITO

pip,

published by Rosenberg with notes and references
by Cassel, Berlin, 1856; Index to De Rossi's "Dizionario Storico," Leipsic, 1846; the"Cuzari " of Judah
ha-Levi, with a German introduction and translation

and very numerous explanatory and critical notes,
which fully testify to Cassel's erudition in JewishArabic philosophy, Leipsic, 1840-53, Berlin, 1869

(in

work Cassel was assisted to some extent by H.
Jolowicz) " Meor 'Enayim " of Azariah dei Rossi—
this

;

Wilna, 1866; the Apocrypha, transthe Greek, Berlin, 1864-71;
Die Pesach-Haggadah," with German introduction,

classical edition,

German from

and critical notes (latest edition, Berlin,
Granmiatik der Ilebraischen Spraclie " of H.
Arnheim (died 1870), with introduction, notes, and

in

existence.

Sabbath-Stunden zur Belehrung und Erbau(Berlin, 1868), a collection of 52 homilies on
the Pentateuch, originally delivered as Sabbath lectures in a school for boys. In 1846 Cassel became
principal of an educational institute called the " DinaNauen-Stift," in which position he remained until
1879.
He was, besides, in 1850 and 1851 teacher of

ung"

Berlin at the congregational school for
and from 1852 to 1867 at the Jewish
school for boys. From 1862 to 1873 he was also a
teacher at the Jewish Normal School. In 1872, when
the Lehranstalt flir die Wi!?senschaft des Judenreligion in

girls,

thums ("Hochschule") was established in Berlin,
Cassel was elected one of the docents.
Cassel wrote a great number of valuable books, besides many essays for the Jewish magazines.
Some
of his works were written mainly for educational purposes e.g. the above-mentioned " Sabbath-Stunden "
and the following " Leitfaden flir den Unterricht in
der Judischen Gesch. und Litteratur," Berlin, 1868
(translated into various languages); "Gesch. der
Judi.schen Litteratur," 2 vols., Berlin, 1872-73, dealing only with Biblical literature;
"Hebrai.sch,

:

Deutsches Worterbuch,"

manu-

assisting poor

his "

;

edited from a Berlin

with an introduction by J. L. Kapoport, in
"He-Haluz," Berlin, 1848, viii. 138; the "Yesod
'01am" of Isaac Israeli, an astronomical work
edited by B. Goldberg and L. Rosenkranz, with
an introduction and a German translation by Cas-

lated into

Cassel began his career as an author with his doctor's thesis on "Die Psalraenuberschriften " (published in the " Literaturblatt des Orients," Leipsic,
He received his rabbinical diploma in 1843
1840).
from J. J. Oettinger and Z. Frankel, but never accepted a rabbinical position, although he possessed a
decided talent for the pulpit, as may be seen from

Jewish

the earlier Geonim,
script,

Jiidische Studierende, a society for

Jewish students
Berlin,

Cassel, Grermany
Cassel, Hartwi^

etc., Berlin, 1871, last ed.,

"Lehrbuch der JiidLschen Gesch. und Littera1891
tur,"Leipsic, 1879; 2d cd., Berlin, 1896.
In addition
to these he edited, or contributed introductions and
notes to, several scientific works of great value, of
which the following may be mentioned: "Cat. Hebraischer Schriften," Latin part by himself, and

"

translation,

1895)

;

"

additions by Cassel, Berlin, 1872.
Cassel further wrote pamphlets on questions of
the day, such as " Woher und Wohin ? Zur Verstiindigung ilber Jiidische Reformbestrebungen,"
Berlin, 1845; "Die Cultusfrage in der JiUlischen Gemeinde von Berlin," Berlin, 1856, a defense of his
friend Michael Sachs against the attacks by the
Orthodox "Offener Brief eines Juden an Prof. Dr.
Virchow," Berlin, 1869; and "Joseph Caro und das
Buch Maggid Mesharim," published in the " Jahresbericht" of the Berlin Hochschule, Berlin, 1888, in
which he proves, against Gratz, that this book was
not written by Caro. Cassel is also the author of
all the articles dealing with Judaism and Jewish literature in Brockhaus' "Konversations-Lexikon." He
also wrote articles for the publications of the Society of Hebrew Literature of London.
Finally, it must be mentioned that Cassel, while still
a young man, conceived the plan of publishing a
Jewish enc3'clopedia containing everything of interest to Judaism.
With the assistance of M. Steinschneider he composed the " Plan der Real-Encyclopadie des Judenthums," Krotoschin, 1844; but, inasmuch as Jewish studies were still in their infancy,
the plan, though pursued for some time, could not
be carried out.
;

Bibliography: For thp great number of articles written by
Cassel for Jewish and Christian magazines and encyclopedias
(e.g.y the AUuemeine Enci/hhrpiidic der Wisaenschaft en
und Kiln.ste of Erseh and Gruber) see Moise Schwab, RepertoirCy Paris, 1000, s.v. Cassel S. Hochfeld, David Cassel,
Gideiik-Rede auf Seinen Hcimgano, Berlin, 1894: and
especially H. Brody's pamphlet, Toledot David Cassch Cra;

cow,

1893.

;

Hebrew by Rcbenstein (Bernstein), Berlin, 1845; D.
Conforte's "Koreha-Dorot," a biographical and bibliographical lexicon of Jewish scholars with intro
duction and notes, Berlin, 1846; "Zikron Yehudah,"
responsa of Judah b. Asher, published by Rosenberg, with introduction and notes by Cassel, Berlin,
1846; "Teshubot Geonim Kadmonim," responsa of

H. M.

s.

CASSEL, HARTWIG:

Journalist and

chess

West Prussia,
where his father, Dr. Aaron Cassel, was rabbi. He
was educated at tlie Real-Gymnasium in Landsberg
on-the-Warta, and in 1879 went to England, where
editor; born

Nov.

2,

1850, at Konitz,

he began his journalistic career as the chess editor
of the "Observer-Budget," Bradford, Yorkshire.
He wrote chess articles for the metropolitan and
provincial English papers, organized the Yorkshire
County Chess Club, arranged the Blackburne-Glinsberg match at Bradford (1887) and the International

"

Cassel, Jacob
Cassius liOngrinus

Chess Masters' Tournament
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1888 at the same

Cassel left England in 1889, and went to
Havana for an English and New York newspaper
syndicate to report the Tchigorin-Gunsberg match.
In 1890 he became chess editor of the New York
papers, " The Sun " and the " Staats-Zeitung " (which
appointments he still holds), and since then has contributed chess articles to most of the metropolitan
journals.
He was instrumental in establishing the
"Staats-Zeitung" and Rice trophies, and arranged,
among other important contests, the first cable chess
match between the Manhattan and British chess
clubs.
He is the inventor of a chess cable code,
A. P.
s.
city.

CASSEL, JACOB: German physician; born at
Schwerin-on-the-Wurta, province of Posen, Prussia,
May 25, 1859. He was educated at the universities
of Berlin and Leipsic, from which latter place he was
graduated as doctor of medicine in 1883. The same
year he settled as a pliysician in Berlin, being assistant to Baginsky until 1890, when he opened a
Cassel has contributed manj^
hospital for children.
essa3-s to the " Archiv f iir Kinderkrankheiten " " Berliner Klinische Wochenschrift," "Deutsche Medizinische Wochenschrift," " Tlierapeutische Monatshefte," " AUgemeine Medizinische Centralzeitung,"
Especially noteworthy is his " Ueber die Unetc.
tersuchung Geistig Minderwerthiger Sclmlkinder,"
Beriin, 1901.

Bibliography

:

Pagel, Biographisches LexUton,

s.v.,

Vienna,

1901.

F. T. H.

s.

CASSEL, PAULUS
(SELIG)
to the

STEPHANXJS

Convert to Christianity and missionary
Jews; born Feb. 27, 1821, in Gross-Glogau,
:

died Dec. 23, 1892, in Friedeuau, near Berlin.
His father was a sculptor, and liis brother
David was decent at the Berlin " Hochschule fiir die
Wissenschaft des Judenthums." Cassel studied at
the gymnasium at Schweidnitz and at the University
of Berlin, where he followed with special attention
the lectures of Leopold Ranke.
In 1849 he edited
in Erfurt "Die Constitutionelle Zeitung," and in
1850-56 "Die Erfurter Zeitung," in a roj-alist spirit.
He was baptized May 28, 1855, in Buessleben. near
Erfurt, and became librarian of the Royal Library and
secretary of tlie Academy in Erfurt in the following year.
He remained in Erfurt till 1859. Frederick William IV. bestowed the title of professor on
Cassel in recognition of his loyal labors.
In 1860 he
removed to Berlin, where he was a teacher at a
gymnasium for a short time, and occupied himself
with literary work. In 1866-67 he was a Conservative member of the Prussian Chamber of Deputies.
In 1867 Cassel was appointed missionary by the
London Society for Promoting Christianity Among
the Jews, a position which he retained
Becomes a till March, 1891. At the same time
Missionary, (1867) Cassel was assigned to the pastorate of the Cliristuskirclie in Berlin,
remaining in service for twenty-four years. In a
pamphlet published a short time before his death,
he complains of the inconsiderate treatment he had
received at the hands of his Christian friends (see
" Sendschreiben an Freuude in Deutschland und
Silesia;
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T:ngland ilber die Christuskirche in Berlin und Ihr
Mart} rium Durch die London Society-," Berhn, 1891).
H. L. Strack confesses that it is not clear what induced Cassel to join the Christian Church, though
he contends that Cassel's reasons were obviously not

mercenary

(see

Herzog-Hauck, "Real-Encyc."

iii.

Cassel combated anti-Semitism wilh considerable warmth (in " Wider Heinrich von Treitschke
" Die Antisemiten und
fiir die Judeu," Berlin, 1880
Evangelische Kirche," 2d ed., Berlin, 1881;
(lie
744).

;

Ahasverus, die Sage

vom Ewigen Judenmit einem

Kritischen Protest Wider Ed. von Hartmann und
Adolf Stocker," Berlin, 1885; also"Der Judengott

und Richard Wagner, eine Antwort an

die

Bay-

reuther Blatter").
In his " Emancipation und Mission " Cassel endeavored to show that the Jews would obtain permanent relief from persecution not by civil enfranchisement, but through evangelization. In later
years, however, he frankly receded from this view.
De le Roi, the liistorian of Christian propaganda
among the Jews, says that Cassel was animated by
"a very decided Jewish spirit." In 1860 Cassel
published a " History of the Jewish People Since the
Destruction of Jerusalem," issued in Berlin by the
" Gesellschaft zur Beforderung des Christenthums
Unter den Juden." He exerted himself in the interest of proselytism among Jews. He stated his views
on missionary work among them in a pamphlet:
" Wie Ich ilber Judenmission Denke," Berlin, 1886;
(see also " Nathanael," edited by H. L. Strack, 1897).
From 1875 to 1889 he edited " Sunem, ein Berliner

Wochenblatt

fiir

Leben und Wissen

Christliches

"Hallelujah, Einhundert und Acht und
(16 vols.).
Achtzig Geistliche Lieder," is a collection of hymns
reprinted from this journal. In 1847 Cassel wrote
an earnest though somewhat fantastic study of
Hungarian archeology, " Magyarische Alterthilmer,"
which is still of value. Of especial interest is his
translation (with notes) of the reply to Chisdai b.
Isaac of Joseph, king of the Chazars(pp. 183 et seg.).
His only methodic work is his history of the
Jews from the destruction of Jerusalem to 1847
("Juden [Geschichte] " in Ersch and Gruber, "EnTliis scientific treatcyc." ii., part 27, pp. 1-23S)
ment of Jewish history lie wrote before his conversion and it is signed " Selig Cassel. " Jost, however, says of it " It is one-sided and
His History merely gives episodes out of the life
It is
of JeAvs in various countries.
of the
.

;

:

Jews.

collated

though

in

a fragmentary

manner,

rich in erudite notes " (see

I.

"Gesch. des Judenthums und Seiner Sekteu," Section 8, p. 365, Leipsic, 1859). " Sabbathliche
Erinuerungen" was also published before Cassel's
conversion the first part anonymously; the second
(signed "S. C." in the preface) being put forth for
Other
the benefit of indigent veterans of 1813-15.
publications of Cassel's are: " Wissenschaftliche Bericlite, Unter Mitwirkung von Mitgliedern der Erfurter Akademie"; "Denkschrift der Kbniglichen
Akademie Gemeinniltziger Wissenschaften in Erfurt,
Herausgegeben am Sekulartage Ihrer Griindung,
den 19. Juli, 1854"; "Irene, eine Sprachlich-Ex-

M.

Jost,

—

egetische Skizze," Erfurt, 1855;
Exegetischer Versuch zu Galater

"
iii.

Der
19,

Mittler, ein

20

"

;

"

Aus

-:
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der Hagia Sophia, ein Akademisches NeujahrsProgramm " " Ueber Thiiringische Ortsnamen, Abdruck von Wissenscbaf tlichen Berichten der Erfurter
Akademie " " Dialoge ilber Wissenschaft uud Cbristentbum." Essays with respect to Judaism, dating
from this time, are the following: " Das Glaubensbekenntniss der Zenobia, Fiirstin von Palmyra," in
"Der Apostat,"
"Orient, Lit." 1841, Nos. 31 et seq.
" Historiscbe Versuche
ib. 1843, Nos. 18 et seq.
Anmerkungen zu Benjamin von Tudela, Franzosisclie Stiidtenamen, Apologie," Berlin, 1847; "Die
Rabbinerversammlung des Jahres 1650, cine HistoOther writings
riscbe Abliaudlung," Berlin, 1845.
by Cassel with reference to Judaism and the Jews
are the following:
"Die Symbolik des Blutes
und der Arme Heinrich von Hartmann von der
Aue," Berlin, 1882; "Shylock, der Kaufmann von
Venedig," in "Aus Literatur und Symbolik," pp.
368-386 " Caricaturnamen " in " Literatur und Geschichte, pp. 323-347; "DerEwige Jude," in"G. S."
367-410 " Das Zicklein aus der Jiidischen Pas1.
sabliturgie," in "Aus dem Lande des Sonnenaufgangs,"pp. 1-16, Berlin, 1886; "ZurNaturgeschichte
der Chuzpe," a reply to Fritz Mauthner's review of
"Ahasverus," z6. pp. 89-100; an important treatise
on medieval folk lore, and the contributions made
thereto by Jews, is "ilischle SindV)ad, Secundus
Syntipas, Edlrt, Emendirt undErklilrt; Einleitung
und Deutung des Buches der Sieben Weisen Meister," 3ded., Berlin, 1891.
Cassel's Biblical studies are conservative; antl it
is surprising that he neglected to use the fund of
rabbinical lore he undoubtedly possessed.
In 1865
he wrote "Das Buch der Richter und Ruth " for J.
P. Lange's " Theologisch-Homiletisches Bibelwerk."
second edition appeared in 1887, which was translated into English in 1872.
In 1878 appeared "Das
Buch Esther, ein Beitrag zur Gesch. des Morgenlandes, aus dem Hebraischen UeberBiblical
setzt, Historisch imd Tlieologisch ErStudies.
lautert," section 1, witli an appendix,
a translation of tiie Second Targum.
The original text of the Second Targum Cassel
published in "Aus Litteratur und Gesch." Berlin
;

;

;

;

;

;

A

"Zweitcs Targum zum Buche
Urtext mit Sachlichen
und Sprachlichen Erliiuterungen Herausgegeben."
An English translation by Aaron Bernstein was
published in Edinburgh in 1888. This English edi-

and

Leipsic, 1885:

Esther,

im Vocalisierten

tion also gives translations of several of Cassel's
essays; viz., "Mithra" (pp. 345-361), "The Winged
Bulls of Persepolis" (pp. 362-377), and "Zoroaster"
Most of Cassel's other literary woik
(pp. 378-400).
partakes of the character of controversy.
His

work on " Weihnachten, Ursprilnge, Brauche
und Aberglauben, ein Beitrag zur Gesch. der Christ
lichen Kirche und des Deutschon Volkes," Berlin,
1861, is a medley of ingenious but imsystematizcd
erudition, and is pervaded by a tone of pious emolarger

tionalism.

Altogether, Cassel's versatility has secured him
merely the admiration of his contemporaries. He
was incapable of acquiring a position of influence in
the church of his adoption.
His more general works
are: "Vom Wege nach Damascus, Apologetisclie
Abhandlungen," Gotha, 1872; "Aus Outer Stunde,

Cassel, Jacob
Cassius Loug'iiius

Betrachtungen und Erinnerungen," Gotha, 1874;
" Filr Ernste Stunden, Betrachtungen und Erinnerungen," 2d ed., Berlin, 1881; " Aus Literatur und
Symbolik," Leipsic, 1884; "Aus Literatur und Geschichte," Berlin and Leipsic, 1885; "Vom Nil zum
Ganges, Wanderungen in die Orientalische Welt,"
Berlin, 1880; and "Das Leben des Menschen in
Gesch. und Symbol," in "G. S." (only one volume
published), Berlin, 1893.
Besides, Cassel wrote a
large number of pamphlets on theological, ethnological,

and philological subjects.
L.

s.

CASSIA

Gr.

term given as the translation for
"kiddah" (Ex. xxx. 24; Ezek. xxvii. 19) and "kezi'ot" (Ps. xlv. 9).
Ancient commentators agree in
identifying the two.
Onkelos to Ex. xxx. 24 renders "kiddah" by "kezi'ah"; Ra.shi does the same.
Cassia belongs to the cinnamon group and resembles
the ordinary species, though its fragrance is fainter.
It is indigenous to Eastern countries, and in Biblical
times was used along with myrrh and aloes both
as a perfume (Ps. xlv. 9) and as an ingredient of
the anointing-oil (Ex. xxx. 24).
It formed one of
the many commodities in which Tyre traded (Ezek.
:

Tlie

xxvii. 19).
J. JR.

G. B. L.

CASSIUS LONGINXJS:

Questor of Crassus in
Syria in 53 B.C. After the unfortunate battle of
Carrliie, Syria, he became independent governor
of the province, clearing it of the Parthians, and
traversing all parts of the country in order to reesThus
tablish the fallen prestige of the Romans.
he came to Judea, where Pitholaus, a partizan of
Aristobulus, had taken up arms against the Romans.
Cassius conquered thestrcmghold Tarichaia, killed
the valiant Pitholaus at the instigation of Antipater,
and carried awav captive 30,000 Jews (Josephus,
" Ant." xiv.7, § 3"; idem, "B. J." i. 8, § 9).
He then
went to Rome and was one of the conspirators
against Julius Cajsar, who had appointed him pretor
After Ca'sar's murder he was sent
of Syria in 44.
Thus he came
as proconsul by the Senate in 43.
again to Judea, where, upheld by four Egyptian
legions, he used his power to exact money from the

Jews.
tioned

The frightened Antipater quickly apporamong the provinces the 700 talents of silver

demanded by Cassius and
;

his son

Herod was the first

pay his sliare. Malichus, however, the friend of
Hyrcanus, seems to have hesitated, whereupon Casto

sius led

away captive

the inhabitants of the four

cit-

Gophna, Emmaus, Lydda, and Thamma, and
would iiave also killed ]\Ialichus, had not Hyrcanus
appeased him with 100 talents ("Ant." xiv. 11, § 2;
according to "B. J." i. 11, § 2, it was Antipater).
The Jews captured by Caius Cassius, as he is
called, were liberated by a decree of Mark Antony
("Ant." xiv. 12, § 3), and it wasordercd that Cassius' other depredations be repaired (jV*. 12, §5). During the war of Cassius and Brutus against Octavius
Civsar and Antony, Cassius, who was at that time
in Syria, sought to gain the support of Herod by
promising him the kingdom of Judea; Malichus
was urged to poison Antipater ("Ant." xiv. 11, § 4;
"B. J." i. 11, § 4). While Herod took the part of
Cassius and the republicans, Malichus was looking
ies

::

Oassuto
Castelnuovo
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forward to the victory of the Ca'sareau party so
that it was in the interest of Cassias that Herod had
the murderer of his father assassinated at Tyre, the
old and weak Hyrcauus being induced to believe
that the deed was instigated by Cassius ("Ant."
The anti-IIerodian
xiv. 11, § 6; "B. J." 1. 11, § 8).
;

party joined issue with a certain Marion whom Cashad left behind as master of Tyre; Herod, however, vanquished his enemies ("Ant." xiv. 11, § 7;
12, § 1; "B. J." i. 12. § 2) and thus put an end to
Cassius soon after slew
Cassius' rule in Judea.
himself in the battle of Philippi, 42 b.c. ("B. J." i.
sius

14, § 3).
G.

Kr.

S.

CASSUTO, JUDAH: Hazan of

the Portuguese-

Jewish community of Hamburg; born in AmsterIn
1808; died at Hamburg March 10, 1893.
1827 he was elected hazan of the Portuguese-Jewish
community, a post which he held until his death.
Cassuto was not only cantor, but also spiritual chief
of the congregation, and was entitled to act as rabbi
at the solemnization of marriages among its memHe was a very learned man, and possessed a
bers.
thorough knowledge of many modern languages.
His lay occupation was that of teacher and transla-

dam

In 1843 Cassuto was appointed sworn interpreter and translator to the city of Hamburg.
As a
teacher he was active up to the hour of his death,
Until 1894, when a
which occurred suddenly.
successor to Cassuto was chosen, the Portuguese
congregation had no spiritual chief, marriages
being solemnized by the rabbi of the German contor.

gregation.
Bibliography

JewisJi Chronicle, London,

March

CASTANHO, ABRAHAM:

Spanish

poet;

Amsterdam in the middle of the seventeenth
century. He was the author of an elegy on the
martyr Abraham Nunez of Bernal, who was burned
It was inserted in " Eloat Cordova May 3, 1655.
lived at

gios que Zelosos Dedicaron a la Felice Memoria,"

published probably at Amsterdam

in 1656.

Bibliography: Wolf, Bibl. Hehr. iii., Nos. cxlix. etseq.; Kayserhng, Sephardim, p. 262; idem, Bihl. Esp.-Port.-Jud. p.
35 Furst, Bibl. Jud. i. 14«.
;

G.

I.

CASTEL D'AJANO, SAMUEL DI

Br.

Italian

:

physician and pliilosopher; lived at Mantua in the
sixteenth century.
A philosophical work of his on
the articles of belief, entitled "Meor ha-Golah" (The
Light of the Exile), is still extant in manuscript

Or ha-Hayyim, " No.

383). Castel d' Ajano

supposed to be the author of the liturgical poem
DyiJ^ (" For the Comfort of a Poor Captive "), which bears the signature XSIIH ^NIOK' (I?oman Mahzor, ii. 162b). He shows considerable
knowledge of the Talmud in a casuistical note on a
passage in R. Nissim's commentary on Megillah,
which is still extant in manuscript (Neubauer, "Cat.
Bodl. Hebr. MSS." No. 911, 8b).
It is likely that Samuel di Castel d' Ajano is identical with Samuel Castiglione, who, at the sani"
epoch, practised as a physician at Mantua, and wa
also a liturgist (compare Zunz, " Literaturgesch. " p.

is

TX'yS T\''2'^

;

417).

Bibliography: Luzzatto, Mebo,
G.

See

CASTEL-SARASSIN

(Hebrew,

^•'tiCJ'Kp

ptNINCJ' or jnit^ h''l2^p) : Chief town of the department of Taru-et-Garoune, France.
somewhat important Jewish community existed here in tlie MidWhen attacked by the Pastoureaux in
dle Ages.

A

1320, all the Jews except two killed one another, in
order not to fall into the hands of their enemies,
and these two subsequently threw themselves from
The author of " Shebet Yehudah " esthe tower.
timates the number of the martyrs to have been 200;
but Gratz, following the Latin works that place the
tragedy at Verdun, a city on the Garonne, considers
500 to be a more exact estimate.

Bibliography
p.

:
Ibn Verga, Shebet Tchudah, ed. Wiener,
5; Joseph ha-Kohen, 'Emeh ha-Baka, p. 73, Cracow, 1895
Wiener, p. 48); Gratz, Oesch. derJuden, vii. 296.

(trans.

G.

S.

CASTELLACCIO DA ASOLA

K.

Locality near
Mantua, Italy, where there was a great slaughter
Gershon Cantarini, the ancestor
of Jews in 1.547.
of the celebrated family of that name, was born
there in 1546.
:

Osimo Marco, Narrazione della Strage Com~
piuta nel 15U7 contro qU Ebrei di Asok).

Bibliography

:

I.

J.

CASTELLAZZO

E.

Italian-Jewish family which
settled at the beginning of the sixteenth century in
Cairo, where several members occupied the rab:

The most important were

binate with distinction.
the following:

Jehiel Castellazzo (called Ashkenazi to
that he was not by birth an Oriental)
Rabbi at Cairo in the sixteenth century. He was a
contemporary of Joseph Caro, whom he severely
criticized on account of a Halakah.
Lived during the seven2. Moses Castellazzo
He is eulogistically mentioned in
teenth century.
the responsa of Meir Boton.
3. Moses dal Castellazzo (whose name lias
been misread by copyists as " Moses Kastilin ")
Portrait-painter; lived at Venice in the fifteenth
signify

17, 1893.

A. Fe.

(Michael, "

CASTEL-BRANCO, JOEL RODRIGO.
Jr.VN KODKIGO.

1.

:

8.

etc.,
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p. 34;

Mortara, Indice.
I.

s.v.

Br.

:

:

and sixteenth centuries. He is highly praised by
David Reubeni in his memoirs for having befriended
the latter on his arrival in Venice from Arabia in
Moses' reputation as an artist extended fai
1524.
beyond the limits of the ghetto of Venice; indeed,
he was known throughout Italy. In 1521, in recogof his great talent, the Council of Venice
granted him the privilege of selling his artistic illustrations of the Pentateuch.
nition

4. Moses ha-Kohen Abigdor Castellazzo
Son of Simeon (No. 5) was rabbi at Salonica,
Rhodes, Damascus, and Cairo in the seventeenth
In Cairo he was the colleague of Aaron b.
century.
Hayyim. He was almost ninety years old at his
;

death.
5. Simeon ben Jehiel Castellazzo: Rabbi at
He was well versed in the
Cairo; died May, 1588.
Cabala, and was renowned for his great piety.
Conforte reports that he had seen a decision emanating from Joshua Soncin, rabbi of Constantinople at

the time of Joseph Nasi, in which Soncin invokes
Both Conforte
tlie autiiority of Simeon ben Jehiel.
and Joseph Sambari assert that Simeon wrote two

;
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works:

(2) " Mecommentary, probably cabalistic,
on the Book of Esther. Azulai mentions as many
as eighty responsa by Simeon.
(1)

a collection of responsa, and

gillot Setarim," a

Bibliography:
43

;

Conforte,

Azulai,

Shem ha-OedoUm,

Kore ha-Dorot,

ed. Benjacob,

1.

ed. Cassel, p. 40 ; Sambari, in
1. 159 ; Kaufmann, iu Rev.

Neubauer, Anecdota Oxoniensia,
Etudes Juives, xxiii. 139 et seq.
G.

I.

Br.

CASTELLI, DAVID Italian scholar born at
Leghorn, Tuscany, Dec. 30, 1836; died 1901. He
was educated at the rabbinical college of Leghorn,
and from 1857 to 1863 was teacher of Hebrew and
Italian in the Jewish schools of that city tlien he
became secretary of the Jewish congregation in Pisa,
where at the same time he was a private teacher.
From Jan., 1876, until his death he occupied the
chair of Hebrew at the Istituto di Studi Superiori
Pratici e di Perfezionamento in Florence.
:

;

;

Of

numerous works and essays the folbe mentioned: "L'Ecclesiaste, Traduzione e Studio Critico," Pisa, 1866; "Leggende
Talmudiche, Traduzione con Prefazione Critica, " ib.
1869; "IlMessia Secondo gliEbrei," Florence, 1874;
"IIDiritto di Testare nella Legislazione Ebraica,"
ib. 1878; "Delia Poesia Biblica," ib. 1878; "II Commento di Sabbatai Donnolo al Libro della Creazione,
Testo Ebraico con Note Critiche e Introduzione in
Ebraico e in Italiano," ib. 1880, in " Pubblicazioni
del Regio Istituto di Studi Superiori"; "La Pro" La Legge del Popolo
fezia nella Biblia, " ib. 1882
Ebreo nel suo Storico Svolgimento," ib. 1884;
"Storia degli Israeliti Secondo le Fonti Bibliche
Ciiticamente Esposte," 2 vols., Milan, 1887-88; "II
Cantico dei Cantici, Studio Esegetico, Traduzione
e Note," Florence, 1892; " Ammaestramenti del
Vecchio e del Nuovo Testamento, Raccolti e Tradotti," ib. 1896; "II Poema Semitico del Pessimismo (II Libro di Job), Tradotto e Commentato,"
ib. 1897; " Gli Ebrei, Sunto di Storia Politica e LetteCastelli's

lowing

may

:

raria,"

ib.

S.

ISAAC

(CASTILHO),

;

"Kol 'Ugab"

collection

(1846).

Bibliography Berliner, in Israelitische MonatHschrifU Beilagc zur JUdinchen Pressc. 1898. pp. 21,22; Piperno, g'oi
'Una}), at end; Nepi-Gliirondi, ToUdot Gedole Yisrael, No.
:

51

D. Luzzatto, Epiistolario Italmno-Francese,
Uoest, Cat. Rosenthal. Bihl. p. 256.

S.

;

734

;

;

—

189(), p.

M. K.

L. G.

CASTELLO (CASTELO), JACOB (ANTONIO)

Poet at Amsterdam; died after 1684. He
of several academies of poetry in his
native city, and was noted for his riddles. He is the
author of verses on the "Coro de las Musas" of
Miguel de Bauuios, and the " Rumbos Peligrosos "
of Joseph Penso.
:

was a member

Bibliography: Kayserling, BiM. Esp.-Port.-Jud.
Jacob Castello, in Jeschurun,

iv.

pp. 35, 86;
323 et seq., Frankfort-on-

the-Main, 1859.
G.

M. K.

CASTELLO (CASTILHO), JOSEPH:

Phy-

born at Leghorn about 1746; son of Abraham Isaac. After studying medicine at Pisa, lie returned to his native city, where he soon acquired a
reputation as a physician. A medical work written
by Castello and dedicated to the archduke (afterward Emperor Leopold II.), did not appear until
after his death, which occurred while he was still iu
Castello's brother Samuel
the prime of manhood.
was an eminent physician at Leghorn, and his son
Abraham Isaac a lawyer and poet in the same city.
sician;

Bibliography: Pipemo, Kol 'Ugab, Leghorn,

1846.

M. K.

CASTELLON DE LA PLANA,

ABRAHAM RIANA

Rabbi, preacher, and poet born at Ancona 1726; died at Leghorn Aug. 1, 1789. At the
age of thirteen he ayived, poor and destitute, in
Leghorn, where, although he had previously intended to become a mechanic, his agreeable voice
induced him to prepare himself to become a cantor.
After the death of Adam Bondi, cantor of the Jewish congregation in Leghorn, whose daughter he had
married, he became his successor.
He then, with
indefatigable diligence, devoted himself to the study
of the Hebrew and Spanish languages, and to rabbinical science, and was soon advanced to the position
of rabbi and preacher, in which capacity he so
greatly distinguished himself that even Christian
scholars delighted to discuss with him religious and
philosophical topics.
Castello is probably the Jewish scholar with whom Lessing conversed during
his scientific tour in the company of Duke Leopold
of Brunswick, and, on hearing whom, the duke is
said to have exclaimed in astonishment, "Here we
have one even greater than Mendelssohn of far
purer metaphysics."
:

was the author of the following writings,
published at Leghorn: "Kol Milliu," an allegorical drama in celebration of the wedding of Aaron
Ergas and Deborah da Costa (1765) " Oracion Doctrinal'^ (1753); " A Memorial Sermon on the Death
of Francis I. of Germany "(1765), written in Spanish,
and translated by Castello's son Joseph into Italian.
Besides these there were several occasional poems in
Hebrew published by Sal. Michell in " Composizioni Poetichi " (1788), and by A. B. Piperno in th'j
Castello

all

G.

1899.

CASTELLO

Cassuto
Castelnuovo

or

DE BUR-

City of Valencia. In 1320 the Jews of
Castellon obtained permission to layout a cemetery;
and in 1432 to build a new synagogue. In 1391,
in contradistinction to most of the other cities
of Spain, at Castellon the magistrates protected
the Jews from violence. In 1459 thirty-one Jewish
When in 1492 the Jews
families were living here.
were compelled to leave Castellon, the city council
demanded an indemnity for the taxes which the city
would lose by their departure.
:

Bibliography: Amador de los Rios, Historia. li. 153; Juan
A. Balbos, Ln Juderia de Cai^teUon, in Anuario for 1887, pp.
113et,<c(/., Valencia; Rev. Etudes Juives, xiv. 261; Jacobs,
Sources, No.

791.

M. K.

G.

CASTELNUOVO, SAMUEL DI

Secretary
of the Jewish community of Rome; lived at the end
of the sixteenth century and at the beginning of the
seventeenth. He edited and probably translated
into Italian: (1) Juduh ha-Levi's piyyut, "Mi kamoka," Venice, 1609, recited on the Sabbath prece:

ding the Feast of Purim; (2) Moses Rieti's liturgic
The
work, "Ma'on ha-Shoalim," Venice, 1609.

;;

Castles
Castro,

name
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De

of Castelnuovo occurs also in a lialakic deciReggio oti the ritual bath, inserted in

sion of

"Mashbit Milhamot,"
Bibliography

fol. 92.

:

CASTLES. See Defense.
CASTRO, ADOLF DE

Spanish historian;
Historia of Madrid
He wrote the
lived in Cadiz; died there Oct., 1898.
first short history of the Jews in Spain, based on care
ful studies; and this was so impartial and dispassionate that he found it necessary to assure his readers
(p. 8): "Escribo esta historia sin pasion, ni artiticio,
como de cosas que nada me tocan. Ni soi judio, ni
vengo de judaizantes" (I write this history dispassionately and without craft, as concerning things
I am not a Jew, nor am I of
that do not touch me.
Jewish descent. De Castro's book was published
under the title, " Historia de los Judios en Espafia,'
de^^e los Tiempos de su Establecimiento hasta Principvos del Presente Siglo," Cadiz, 1847; and was
translated into English by Eev. Edward D. G. M.
:

of

tiie

Aeademia de

ham Nahamias de

Castro, London, 1769; Dr. Baruch
de Castro, Amsterdam, 1597-1684; Daniel de Castro,
brother of Baruch Daniel Gomez de Castro, parnas,
Amsterdam, 1772; Dr. Ezekiel de Castro, Verona,
1639; Imanuel de Imanuel Nahmias de Crasto, parnas, Amsterdam, 1778; Dr. Isaac de Castro, surgeon,
;

Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. cols. 1988, 2410
idem, in Monatsschi-ifl. xliii. 93, 311 ; Mortara, Indice, p. 11
Berliner, Gesch. der Juden in Rom, 11. 54, 215.
I. Bli.
G.

member

la

Kirwan, Cambridge, John Deighton, 1851.
Unlike J. Amador de los Kios, who, after him,
treated the history of the Jews in Spain, De Castro
condemned the Inquisition: "Pues los monarcas
bien podran regir con las leyes de la fuerza los cuerpos de sus vasallos; pero no podran sujetar los ani-

mos " (For monarchs can indeed command by

Amsterdam, 1683; Joseph Mendesde Castro, London, 1694; Mordecai de Castro, Amsterdam, 1650;
Moses Gomez de Castro, parnas, ib., 1784; Nissim
de Castro, Constantinople, nineteenth century;
Pedro Fernandes de Castro, alias Julio Fernandez
de Castro of Valladolid, sonin-iaw of Simon Vaez
"Piibl. Am. Jew. Hist. Soc." iii. p. 57), Los Valles,
Mexico; as a Judaizing heretic, Pedro Fernandez
became reconciled in 1647 (ib., vii. 4); Dr. Rodrigo de Castro, 1550-1629; Dr. Jacob de CastroSarmento, F.R.S., 1691-1761; David de Abraham
de Castro-Tartas (often spelled "de Crasto)," noted
The
printer in Amsterdam, seventeenth century.
only branch of the family of which it is possible to
make a detinite pedigree is the Dutch, as follows:
David Henriquez de Oastro(d.

=

Sarah Fereira

Moses H.

=

1779)

(d. 1779)

David Henriquez (1776-1845)
Uaehel de la Penha (1778-1838)

Moses Henriquez (1740-97)
= Esther de Pinto (d. 1787)

=

David

(1803-48)

Jacob

Esther de Mattos (1803-63)

forci-

ble laws the bodies of their subjects, but can not

subdue
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David Henriquez (b. 1836)
= Sarah Lopez-Suasso

their souls).

M. K.

s.

CASTRO,

DE,

FAMILY:

The

various
branches of this famil}- are all of Spanish and
Portuguese origin. Soon after the establishment

of the

Inquisition,

members of

the fam-

emigrated

to
Bordeau.x, Bayonne,
ily

Hamburg, and other
cities in

lands,

the Nether-

and

in

later,

the
United States;
to-day their descendants are found scattered througliout

Turkey, Egypt,
Holland,

Anns

De Castro Family.

of

Germany,

England, and Italy.
Some branches of the

family have c o n
tinned to bear the simple name of " De Castro "
others are known bj^ the following names: De Castro-Osorio De Castro Sarmento De Castro-CastelloO-sorio; Pereira de Castro; De Castro Vieira de
Pinto; Rodriguez de Castro; Orobio de Castro De
Castro de Paz; Henricjuez de Castro, etc.
Among the members of this family, of some of
whom a more detailed account will be found below,
aiu the following: Aaron de Castro, or Crasto, parnas. Amsterdam, 1834: Abraham de Castro, who was
among the Jews who returned to Amsterdam from
Brazil when that country was lost to the Hollanders
in 1654<"Publ. Am. Jew. Hist Soc." iii. 17); Abra-

;

;

;

Moses Henriquez

Abraham

(b. 1853)

(b. 1858)

BIBLIOGRAPHY: Kayseriing, Dibl. E8p.-Poii.-,Tad. pp. 35 et
seq.; De Castro, Keur van Grafsteeiicn, pp. 34, 25, 27, 38 et
seq.; Stam en Wapenboek van Aanzicidijke Nederlandsche Familien, pp.

139, 140,

Grouingen,

Abraham

1885.

H.

J.

Gut.— M.

K.

Master of the mint and
farmer of the coinage for Sultan Sulaiman, in Cairo,
Through his
Egypt, in the sixteenth century.
wealth and benevolence he gave away 3,000 gold
florins a year in alms
he acquired great influence
among the Turkish ofiicials, and was highly esteemed b}^ his coreligionists, in whose affairs he took
an active interest. When in 1534 Ahmad, who had
been appointed pasha of Egyi)t as a reward for his
e.\i)loits at the capture of Rhodes in 1523, plotted to
establish himself as an independent sovereign, and
asked De Castro to mint the coins with his name in

de Castro

—

:

—

lieu of the sultan's, De Castro secretly left Egypt and
hastened to Constantinople to inform the sultan of
Ahmad's plot. The sultan received him with high
honors and gave him costl}' presents.

Ahmad avenged De Castro's flight on the Jews;
he imprisoned several of them, probably relations of
De Castro, and imposed exorbitant taxes upon the
community, with heavy penalties in case of nonDe Castro returned to Egypt after
payment.
Ahmad's execution; but the anxiety of the Jews
was allayed only by the granting of a firman at the
In commemoration of this
instance of De Castro.
deliverance in 1524, the Egyptian Jews for a long
time celebrated the 27th or 28th of Adar, as a memo-

;

rial

day, with special festivities (Egyptian or Cairo

Purim)

;

see

Ahmad-Pasiia.

Bibliography: Conforte, Kore, ha-Borot, p. 33a; Gratz,
Gexdi.der Juden, ix. 32. 3.i Jost, Gesc/i. dcii Judenthutns
;

und

Seinc7- SeJden,

iii.

204.

M. K.

D.

Balthazar (Isaac) Orobio de Castro
oplu'i-,

pliysiciau,

and apologist

:

Pliilos-

born at Braganza,

;

Portugal, about 1620; died at Amsterdam Nov. 7,
Wliile still a child, he was taken to Seville
1687.
by liis parents, who were ]\laranos. He studied
philosophy at Alcala de Henaresand became teacher
of metaphysics at the University of Salamanca.
Later lie devoted himself to the study of medicine, and became a popular practitioner in Seville,
and physician in ordinary to the duke of Medina-Celi
and to a family nearly related to the king.
When married and father of a family, De Castro
was, at the instigation of a servant whom he liad
punished for theft, denounced to the Inquisition as
an adherent of Judaism, and thrown into a dark and
narrow dungeon, where he remained for three years,

subjected to the most frightful tortures. As he
persistently denied tlie charge, he was finally released, but compelled to leave Spain and to wear the
sanbenito, or penitential garment, for two years.
He thereupon went to Toulouse, where he became
professor of medicine at the university, at the same
time receiving from Louis XIV. the title of councilor; but, weary at last of hypocrisy and dissimu-

he went to Amsterdam about 1666, and there
made a public confession of Judaism, adopting the
name " Isaac. " In that city De Castro continued the
practise of medicine, and soon became a celebrity,
being elected to membership in the directory of the

lation,

Spanish-Portuguese congregation and of several
academies of poetry. Esther, his wife, died July
5,

Castles
Castro,
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'1713.

Orobio de Castro was a very prolific writer. His
Avork entitled "Certamen Philosophicum Propuguatic Veiitatis Divina? ac Naturalis Adversus J.
Bredenburgi Principia " was published at Amster-

dam, 1684, 1703, 1731.

phico, Defiende la
los Principios de

Philosopho Medico, que Dubitava, o no CrejT la
Verdad dela Divina Escritura, y Pretendio Encubrir
su Malicia con la Affecta Confacion de Dios, y Lej*
de Natureza," a work directed against Juan de
Prado, a physician and author of Picardy who resided
Long after De Castro's death a
in Amsterdam.
Jew by the name of Henriqucz published an alleged work of his in French under the title "Israel
Venge,-' claiming it to have been originally writIt has been transten in Spanish (London, 1770).
lated into English by Grace Aguilar (London,
De Castro's discussions on Christianity with
1839).
the Dutch preacher Philipp von Limborch were
published by the latter in the work entitled "De
Veritate Religionis Christianie Arnica Collatio c um
Erudito Juda^o," Amsterdam, 1687.

Bibliography:

Verdad Divina y Natural Contra
Juan Bredenburg," by G. de la

Griitz, in

M<matssch7-ifU

xvi. 321-330;

Idem,

Gesch. dcr Jiiden, x. 202; De Rossi, Hist. WDrterhuch der
JUd. Schriftsteller, pp. 253 et seq.; Kayserling, Bibl. Esp.Port.-Jud. pp. 81 et scq.

M. K.

G.

(Baruch) Nebamias

Benedict,

de

Castro

:

Physician inordinary to Queen Christina of Sweden,
and writer on medicine; born at Hamburg in 1547;
He attended the gymdied there Jan. 31, 1684.
nasium of that city in 1615, received preparatory
instruction in medicine from his father, Rodrigo de
Castro, and later prosecuted this study at several
After his graduation at Padua (or at
universities.
Franeker), he began to practise in Hamburg (1622),
acquiring such fame that in 1645 he was appointed
physician in ordinary to tlie queen of Sweden. De
Castro was for some time president of the Portuguese-Jewish congregation at Hamburg, and was a
He was twice
zealous adherent of Shabbethai Zebi.
In his old age he was reduced to such
married.
poverty that he was compelled to sell his library and
furniture, to obtain the means of subsistence. This
"vir humanissimus," as Hugo Grotius calls him,
was interred in the cemetery of the Portuguese conThe tombstone erected by
gregation at Altona.
his relatives bears the following inscription:
"

This work, in which De

Castro attacks the ethics of Spinoza, with whom lie
maintained a friendly correspondence, was translated
into Spanish under the title "Certamen Philoso-

De

Do Bonaventurado muy

insiprne

Varao

o Doutor Baruch Naliainyas de Castro
faleczo em 15. Sebat afio 5444.

Sua aliun gloria."

Castro, under the pseudonym "Philotheo Castello," was the author of the following works: (1)
"Flagellum Calumniantiuni, sen Apologia in qua

De

Anonymi Cujusdem Calumnitr Kefutantur, Ejusdem

All the other writings of
Torre, The Hague, 1741.
De Castro, like the foregoing tran.slation, are still
extant in manusciipt. They are " Prevenciones Di" (Libro
viiias Contra la Vana Ydolatria de las Gentes

Mentiendi Libido Detegitur," Amsterdam, 1631, a
polemical work, in which the author defends phy.sicians of Portuguese origin against the malicious at-

"Contra los Falsos Misterios de las Gentes Advertidas a Ysrael en los Escritos Projiheticos");
"E.xplieavrto Paraphrastica sobre o Capitulo r)3 do
Propheta Isahias. Feito por hum Curiozo da Na(;ao

It is said to
tacks of a certain Joachim Curtius.
liave been published at Antwerp in 1629, under the
se
title "TratadodaCaluinniaem o qual Brevemente
iMostram a Natureza, Causas e Elfeitos deste Perni-

:

ii.,

cm Amsterdam, em o mez de Tisry anno
(compare Neubauer, "The Fifty-thivd Chapter
of Isaiah," pp. 21-1 18, London, 1876); "Tratadoem
(pie se E.xplica la Prophesia de las 70 Semanas de
Em Amsterdam a 6 Febrero anno 1675," a
Daniel.
Hetirea

5433

"

paraphrastic explanation of the 70 weeks of Daniel
"Epistola Invectiva Contra uu Judio Philosopho
Medico, que Negava la Ley de Mosse, y Siendo
Atheista Aflfectava la Ley de Naturaleza." Tliis is
identical with "Epistola Invectiva Contra Prado, uii
III.

-31)

(2) " Monomachia sive Certamen Mediquo Verus in Febre Synocho Putrida cum Cruris
Infiammatione Medcndi Usus per Vena' Sectionem
." Hamburg, 1647, a work dedicated
iiiBiachio
to Queen Christina.

zioso Vicio. "
cuni,

.

.

.

Kavscrlinff. in Mouati^Kchrift. ix. 92 cj seq.;
(initz. GcKch. der Jiideri,
Ideni. BihI. K^i>.-i'i>rt.-jH<l. p. :i5

Biiu.iOGitAPHV

:

;

,x

228

244;

Sasporias,

Ohcl

ivilclienfeld, in Zeit. fllr

Ya'akob, responsum

Hamhumische

^^•^

Gexch. x. 214;
p. u».

(irunwald, PortimicsenyrUber auf Deutscher Erde,
^.

M. K.

Castro,
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Daniel (Andreas) de Castro Physician born
Hamburg 1599; younger brother of Baruch Nahamias, with whom he attended the gymnasium and
studied medicine.
He was physician in ordinary to
King Christian IV. of Denmark, and lived at Glltck:

;

in

Sunt Nomina ab Animalibus Raro Spectaculo Dibellantur," Verona, 1646.

Bibliography: Kayserling,

in Monatsschrift, x. 38 et sea.;

idem, Blbl. Esp.-Part.-Jud.
G.

stadt.

p. 36.

M. K.

Felix de Castro: Spanish physician; lived at

Bibliography

BM.
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:

Kavserling. in Monat^chrift, ix. 97

Esp.-Port.-Jud.

;

idem,

p. 36.

M. K.

G.

David Henriques de Castro

:

Numismatist and

author; born at Amsterdam, 1832; died there Oct.
10, 1898; son of Moses Henriques de Castro.
He
was a man of much learning, member of the board of
directors of the Portuguese sj'nagogue at Amsterdam, and president of the committee of the Portuguese Jews of the Netherlands. He possessed a rare

and art treasures, and a library
and Portuguese manuscripts and

collection of old coins

rich in Spanish

printed works dealing with the history of the Jews,
an elaborate catalogue of which appeared shortly
after his death, under the title "Catalogue
de
la Succession de Feu M. D. Henriques de Castro,"
Amsterdam, 1899 (with illustrations). The whole
.

.

.

was sold at auction in April, 1899. De
was appointed knight of the Order of the
Immaculate Conception by the king of Portugal.
He was a member of the Royal Archeological Society at Amsterdam, the Netherlands Literary Society
at Ley den, and the Zeeland Society of Arts and
collection

Castro

Science at Middelburg.
De Castro took a keen interest in the history of
the Spanish-Portuguese congregation of Amsterdam,
in the renowned men identitied with it, notably
Spinoza, and in the inscriptions on the tombstones
of the old cemetery at Oudekerk.
He laid bare an
entire section of this old burial-ground and unearthed
costly tombstones.
He was also interested in the
Jewish cemetery at Middelburg near Flushing, where
he resided for some time. Tlie results of his investigations are embodied in the following works: " De
Synagoge der Portugeesch-Israelitische Gemeente
te Amsterdam," 1675-1875. published on the occasion of its bicentenary " Keur van Grafsteenen op
de Nederl.-Portug. -Israel. Begraafplaats te Oudekerk aan den Amstel," Leyden, 1883 (text in both
Dutch and German). De Castro was a contributor
to several periodicals, such as the " Israelitische
;

Weekblad."
Bibliography: Jew. WnrUl, London,
Chron. London, Oct.

April 21, 1899;

Jew.

21, 1898.

M. K.

Physician born in Portugal in the early part of the seventeenth century.
After completing liis studies at Coimbra, he began
the practise of medicine at Verona in 1639. Barbosa
("Bibl. Lusit. i. 767") calls him "insigne medico e
subtil filosofo."
De Castro possessed some knowledge of Jewish literature. He was the author of the
following works on medicine: "De Colostro," about
1639; "Ignis Lambens, Historia Medica, Prolusio
Physica, Rarum Pulchrescentis Naturae Specimen,"
Verona, 1642, in which he refers at times to Biblical
and Talmudic matters (a work entitled " De Igni
Lambente in Deserto " was published by Pedro de
Castro in the same year at Verona); "Amphiteatrum Medicum in quo Morbi Omnes Quibus Imposita
:

quarter of the eighteenth cenhe was condemned by the
Inquisition to imprisonment for life for Judaizing.
similar sentence had previousl}' been imposed
upon the following members (all physicians) of the
De Castro familj^: Alvarez de Castro of Pontevcdra,
aged twenty-five, sentenced Sept. 21, 1722, at Santiago; Joseph de Castro of Madrid, aged forty-nine,
and Simon de Castro of Badajoz, aged twenty -five,
sentenced Nov. 30, 1722, at Llerena. To these may
be added the following, who were condemned by
the Toledo Inquisition: Manuel de Castro of Madrid
(1561), Teresa de Castro (1485), Francisco de Castro
(1625). Jorge de Castro (1664), Ana de Castro, wife
of Rodriguez Mercado (1676) Ines de Castro, wife of
Luis Cardoso (Toledo, 1679); Catalina de Castro,
wife of Balthazar de Castro of Guadalajara (1691).

;

the

in

On Nov.

lirst

30, 1725,

A

;

Bibliography

Kayserling, in Monatsschrift, x. 38.

:

M. K.

G.

Hananeel

de Castro
English communal
worker son of Mosseh and Judith de Castro born
at London Oct. 16, 1794; died March 23, 1849.
During 1817-18 he served with the English volunteers in Barbados, and soon after returned to London, where, in Dec, 1828, he married his cousin,
Deborah de Jacob Mcndes da Costa.
In London De Castro at once took an important
part in the communal life of the Bevis Marks syna:

;

;

At the time of the blood accusation at
Damascus (1840) he was president of the board of
deputies of the British Jews, and was among the
gogue.

to urge Sir Moses Montefiore's journe}' to the
East.
About the same period (Jan. 20, 1845) he laid
the foundation of Sussex Hall, consisting of a library
first

and lecture

hall,

which was the

first

Jewish

literary

London.

institution in

During the

controversies

bitter

following

the

promulgation of the herein against the Reform sj'nagogue in 1841, Hananeel de Castro strove unceasingly to bring about a reconciliation. Finally,
March 9, 1849, a few weeks before his death, he
secured the repeal of the herem in so far as
plied to

G.

Ezekiel de Castro

Agiamunt

tury.

Ascama No.

Bibliography

:

it

ap-

1.

M. Gaster, Bevis Marks Sj/nagoffwc,

pp. ITir-

176.

M. W. L.

J.

Isaac de Castro:

Author; lived probably in
Amsterdam about 1612; wrote the extremely rare
work "Sobre o Principioe Restaura^ao do Mundo,"
A. de 14 de Adar, 5372.
Bibliography

:

Kayserling, Bibl. Esp.-Port.-Jud. p.

vlii.

M. K.

G.

Talmudist born in Egypt
Isaac de Castro
about 1630; son of Jacob de Castro. He was dis:

;

tinguished for his Talmudic learning,
lated considerable wealth.
Bibliography
G.

:

Conforte,

Kore ha-Dorot,

and accumu-

p. 50a.

M. K.

"

;
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Isaac de Castro: Turkish

printer; progenitor
Castro family of Coustantinople horn at
Venice in 1764; died at Constantinople in 1845. He
founded an important printing-estabhshmeut in the
latter city. In 1815 he was commissioned by the government of the sultan Mahmud II. to organize the
national Ottoman printing-office.
Of keen mind
and exemplary probity, and being a great benefactor
of his coreligionists, he was universally esteemed,
and was decorated by the sultan Mahmud with the
Order Nishan-Iftikhar. He was an English subject.
At his death he left one daughter, Dolceta, and six
sons, Abram, Jacques, Moses, Nissim, Joseph, and
Leon.

De

of the

;

First Jew born in Hamburg
died there at the age of ninety-nine. He was
a brother of Benedict and Daniel de Castro.

Jacob de Castro

(1600)

:

;

:

;

was appointed by Sultan Abd al-Hamid his consulting physician, receiving the Order of the Medjidie.
M. Fk.

s.

Leon Hayim de Castro:

Editor of the Spanish (Ladino) periodical, published at Constantinople
in 1853, under the title "Or Yisrael," "La Luz de
Israel."

M. K.

<:.

Moses de Castro:

Rabbinical authoritj' (presumably a pupil of Berab); lived in the .sixteenth
century.
He was distinguished by great learning

and

Bibliography

Kavserling, in Monatsschrift.

:

ix. 98.

M. K.

G.

Jacob de Castro

Rabbinical authorHe was a
nephew not a son of the master of the mint, Abraham de Castro. On a pilgrimage to Safed he was
the guest of Joseph Caro, by whom he was highly
esteemed. De Castro corresponded among other of
his contemporaries with Samuel de Medina, and was
the author of the following works, which were published after his death " 'Erek Lehem " (An Order of
Bread), novellte and notes to the four legal codes,
Con.stantinople, 1718; " Oliole Ya'akob " (Tents of
Jacob), ritual decisions, Leghorn, 1783; "Kol Ya'akob " (Voice of Jacob), derashot on the Pentateuch
(cited by Azulai as manuscripts), Constantinople;
"Nazir," and a number of similar writings on Talmudic subjects, published by Jacob Hagis in his
"Halakot Ketanot," Venice, 1704.
ity;

De

Jacques de Castro Turkish physician son of
Isaac de Castro; born in 1802; died in 1876.
After
finishing his medical studies at Paris, he was appointed by the sultan 'Abd al-Majid head physician
of the military hospital at Constantinople.
Castro
was made a senator by Sultan 'Abd al-Aziz, and

M. Fk.

s.

Castro,

(EJ'p''''-ino)

Egypt; died there

lived in

—

:

in 1610.

—

ascetic piety.
At first the head of a Talmudic
school in Cairo, he settled later (about 1530) in Jerusalem.
When Jacob Berab, rabbi of Safed, sought
to invest the ordination of rabbinical judges with a
higher authority, and to reestablish in Palestine a
kind of Sanhedrin with himself as president, it was
Moses de Castro and Levi b. Ilabib who successfully
opposed the movement.

Bibliography Frumkin, Eben Shemu''el,
dcr Juden, ix. 310 et seu.'
:

p. 40; Gnitz,

Gesch^

M. K.

G.

:

Bibliography Azulai, Shcm ha-Gcdolim,
Conforte, Kore ha-Dorot, 33a, 41a, b, 42a.
:

i.

97,

ii.

113, 127

M. K.

G.

Jacob de Castro:

London
son of a Hebrew
youth for the Jew-

Comedian; born

appeared at the Theater Royal, Covent Garden, in
1779, in a farce; then at the Royal Circus, at the
Haymarket, in 1785.
In 1786 he engaged with
Philip Astley in the latter's "Amphitheater and
Ambigu-Comique," remaining with him for a number of years, and performing in a long list of burHe was
lesques, musical farces, and pantomimes.
the chief of a small body of performers who wore
colloquially spoken of as " Astley 's Jews." In 1803
De Castro became manag r of the Royalty Theater,
but later returned to Astley, with whom he remained
vmtil his death, appearing frequently in his amphitheater in Dublin.
cic

(editor), Mcmoii-f! of

Castro, London, 1824; Jiiw. Oiron.

portrait by Stanfleld

was

May

Jacob

His
engraved and published by Sher2«i,

189;j.

wood.
J.

Son of Balthazar
Orobio de Castro, and a popular physician in
:

Amsterdam.
G.

:m.

Nissim de Castro: Author

G. L.

k.

of a Ladino text-

book on astronomy, published at Constantinople
1850, entitled, " Una Mirada ii los Cielos, 6 la Pucrta.
de

la

Astronomia.

Bibliography:

Kayserling, Bihl. Esp.-Pnrt.-Jud. p. 36;
Franco, Efssai sur rHist. des /waetites de VKmpire Otto-

man,

p. 242.

M. K.

G.

in

Jan. 14, 1758; died after 1815;
teacher.
He was intended in his
ish ministry, and, with this in view, attended the
various scholastic institutions of the Portuguese
synagogue. But he showed an early predilection
for the stage, at the age of fifteen arranging plays
and farces in commemoration of Purim. He first

Bibliography: R. Humptirevs

Moses Orobio de Castro
(Isaac)

Rodrigo de Castro
Physician born 1550 at
Lisbon; died at Hamburg, date disputed, but probably 1627. Several members of his family were
physicians of some reputation, his uncle Emmanuel
VaGz having attended four kings of Portugal.
:

;

Castro studied medicine at Evora and Salanianca,
and, after receiving there the degrees of doctor of
philosophy and of medicine, he practised at Lisbon.
Philip II. requested him on the completion of liis
studies to make a journey to East India, for tlie
purpose of collecting medicinal herbs and studying
them scientifically; but the request was refused.
In order to escape the persecutions of the Inquisition, Castro settled in Antwerp with his wife,
Here,
Katliarina Rodriguez, and their two children.
b}' effecting some fortunate cures, he soon won high
esteem; but when the Spanish reestablished themselves in the Netherlands, considering himself insecure, he left Antwerp, probably living in northern
Holland for several years, until his countryman and

colleague, possibly also relative, Henrico Rodriguez,

induced him

to

When

make Hamburg

his

permanent home

the plague broke out iii that city in
1596, Castro distinguished himself by self-sacrificing.

(1594).

Castro,

De
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devotion.
He wrote a treatise on the plague and
dedicated it to the Senate. Thougli he did not hold
the office of "Medico del Senado " or city physician,
as Daniel Levi de Barrios states in his " Relacion de
los Poetas y Escritores Espanoles," p. 55, he was a
very popular and active physician, and was frequently summoned by the magnates of neighboring
countries, among whom were the king of Denmark,
the landgrave of Ilesse, the count of Holstein, and
the archbishop of Bremen.
During Castro's first years in Hamburg he did not
avow himself a Jew but the first list of Portuguese
Jews published in the city council makes mention of
Dr. Rodrigo de Castro " together with his wife, two
full-grown sons, and other small children." After
;

the death of his wife (1603), who, since there was no
Jewish cemetery in Hamburg-Altona, was buried
either in the Christian cemetery or in the place obtained by Castro "within the pale of the Church,"
he married again. For almost fifty years, thirtytive of which were spent at Hamburg, he acted as
the friend and helper of suffering humanity, being
styled "master of his art," "famous physician," and
" prince of medicine of his time."
He was buried in
the cemetery of the Jewish-Portuguese congregation
at Altona.

The following works of Rodrigo de Castro appeared in print: "Tractatus Brevis de Natura et
Causis Pestis Qufc Hoc Anno 1596 Hamburgensem
Civilatem Afflixit," Hamburg, 1596; "De Universa
Mulierum Morborum Medicina," ib. 1603 (1604), 1628,
1664: Venice, 1644; Hanover, 1654; Cologne, 1689;
Frankfort, 1668; "Medicus Politicus, sive de Officiis Medico-Politicis Tractatus," a kind of medical
encyclopedia and methodology, Hamburg, 1614,
1662.
The above were written in Latin, and the
following in Portuguese: "Tratado de Herein, Em
o Qual a Serca Desta Materia," etc., cited also under
title "Trattado da Halissa, En o Qual Sen a
Desta Materia Dialogi xxv." 1614.

the

Bibliography: Kayserling,

in

Mi»i<it^xrhrift,

viii.

3;W-339;

idem, Gesch- der Juden in Portugal, pp. 279 et seq.; idem,
liihh Esj).-Pnrt.-Jnd. pp. 36 et se<i.: M. Isler, Znr Aeltesten
GeKch. der Juden in Hamhiuy, pp. 8 et seq., Hamburg,
1874.

M. K.
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Castro, Jose Rodrigues de Christian rabbinic
scholar; librarian born in Spain in 1739; died about
1795. Appointed roj'al librarian to Charles III. and
Charles IV., he devoted himself to a revision of the
bibliographicallabors of Nicolas Antonio; producing
This
at Madrid, in 1781, the " Biblioteca Espaiiola. "
contains in the first volume accounts of Spanish
Jewish authors, taken mainly from Bartolocci,
though there is evidence that the writer knew some
Rabbinic Hebrew, as his work includes Spanish translations of two Hebrew poems on chess. He addressed
to Charles III. on his accession a number of Hebrew, Latin and Greek verses entitled "Congratulatio Regi," Madrid, 1759.
:

;

Bmi.iOGRAPHY
Zii'. fllr
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v.:

:

Steinsphneider, Cat. Bodl.

Hrbr.

Hilil.

ii.

9(5

;

Biographie

Ersch and Gruber, Enn/c,

813; idem, in
fJnivoseZte, 1844,

q.o\.

CASTRO

SARMENTO,
Physician,

JACOB
naturalist,

born about 1691 in Braganga,

in 1761.
At the age of seventeen he entered the University of Evora, to study philosophy,
and later studied medicine at Coimbra, receiving
his baccalaureate in 1717.
In order to escape the
persecutions of the Inquisition, Henriquez
socalled as a Marano
went to London in 1720 there
he continued his studies in medicine, physics, and
chemistry, and passed his examinations in the theory
and practise of medicine. He was elected a fellow
of the Royal Society of London about 1725, in recognition of his having introduced a new medicine
for curing fevers.
Castro Sarmento corresponded
with many scholars, among others with Prof. Mendes
Sanchetto Barbosa of Lisbon, who reported to him
the terrible earthquake that destroyed the capital of
Portugal in 1755, and with the Jesuit B. Suarez,
who communicated to him his astronomical observations made in Brazil.
The literary activity of Castro Sarmento began
with a treatise on vaccination, " Dissert atio in Novani,
Tutam, ac Utilem Methodum Inoculationisseu Trans-

London

—

—

;

German
" (London, 1721;
Hamburg, 1722; Supplement, London,
anonymoush% Le3'den). Other works are:

plantationis Variolorum
translation,

1731;

" Ilistoria Medica Physico-Hist.-Mechanica," part i.,
London, 1731; partii., «i. 1735; " Syderohydrologia
6 Discurso das Aguas Mineraes Espadaiias ou Chalibeadas," 26. 1736, identical with "Da Uso e Abuso
das Minhas (Mineralcs) Aguas da Inglaterra," London, 1756; "Tratado da Verdadeira Theoria dos
Mares," London, 1737; and a Portuguese translation
of the treatise of the surgeon Samuel Sharp: "Surgical Operations, with Plates and Descriptions of the
Instruments Used " (London, 1744).
In recognition of his services to medicine the
University of Aberdeen awarded to liim, in July,
Castro Sarmento was also
1739, a medical degree.
a poet and a preacher. In Spanish, he published
"Exemplar de Penitencia, Dividido en Tres Discursos Para 6 dia Santo de Kipur" (London, 1724);
"Extraordinaria Providencia Que el Gran Dios de
Ysrael Uso con su E.scogido Pueblo en Tiempo de
su iVIayor Afflicion por Medio de Mordeliay j Ester
Contra los Protcrvos Intentos del Tyrano Aman,
Deducida de la Sagrada Escritura en el Sequinte
Romance " (London, 1728) " Sermao Funebre as
Memorias do
Ilaham Morenu a R. e Doutor
David Neto " (London, 1728).
;

.

.

.

.

.

.
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CASTRO TARTAS, DAVID

B. ABRATriiiter in Amsterdam from 1663 to 1695,
and publisher of d number of rabbinical writings,
including prayer-books and ritualistic works, in
Hebrew, Spanish, and Portuguese. His brotlier,
Jacob de Castro Tartas, jiarticipated in tlu; manage-

HAM:

ment of the

printing-office.

Bibliography: Ersch and Gruber,

Eiici/c. part .\xviii. 28,

p, 67.

s.v.

J.

RIQUEZ) DE:

612

(HENand poet;

Portugal;

died at

M. K.

1).

CASTRO TARTAS, ISAAC DE

:

Marano and

martyr; born at Tartas, Guscoiiy, about 1623; died
He was a brother of
at Lisbon Dec. 15 (22), 1647.
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David Castro Tartas, and a relative of the physician
MoNTALTo, and was himself trained in philosophy and in the classical languages. Earl}- iu life
Isaac went to Parahiba, Brazil, where he lived for
Against the wishes of his relatives
several j-ears.
there, ho went later to Bahia dos Santos, where he
Avas recognized as a Jew, arrested by the IncniisiSummoned before the
tion, and sent to Lisbon.
tribunal of the Inquisition, he at once avowed his
belief in Judaism and his determination to remain
Elijah

true to the faith.
tors to convert

AH
him

the endeavors of the inquisi
to Christianity

were

iu vain.

On

Dec. 15 (22), 1647 (not Sept. 23, as was erroneously supposed), this young man was led, together
with tive fellow sufferers, to the stake. In the
midst of the flames he called out in startling tones,
"Shema' Yisrael! [Hear, O Israel!] The Lord our
God is One!" With tlie word "Ehad" (One), he
breathed his last. For several years the public of
Lisbon repeated his last words, so that the Inquisi-

was

compelled to interdict this confesJewish faith, under the threat of severe
punishment. It is said that the martyrdom of De
Castro Tartas so affected the hardened inquisitors
that they determined to cease burning heretics at
the stake.
In Amsterdam the tragic end of this
promising young man occasioned deep mourning.
A memorial sermon was delivered by Saul Levi
^lorteira, and elegies in Hebrew and in Spanish were
Avritten in his honor by Solomon de Oliveyra and
Jonas Abravanel.
tion

finally

sion of the
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CASTROJERIZ

Town in southern Castile, 18
miles west of Burgos.
Jews lived there as early as
the period of the Moorish rule.
In the charter
(" fuero ") granted to the town in 974 by Garci Fernandez, count of Castile, it is ordered that the murder of a Jew be punished iu the same way as tliat
of a Christian.
When, after the death of King
Sanclio, forty Jews were killed at Mercatello, Ferdinand I., his son and successor, settled the remaining
Jews of that place at Castrojeriz (1085). After the
death of Alfonso VI. of Castile, in 1106, the inhabitants of the neighboring Castro fell upon the Jews
of Castrojeriz, killing many, making prisoners of
others, and plundering their houses.
Tlie new king.
Alfonso VII., and his wife, Urraca, forbade any further injury to the Jews of Castrojeriz on pain of
heavy penalties. In 1234 Fernando III. confirmed
the privileges which had been granted to the Jews.
In 1474 the Jewish community paid 1,100 maravedis
:

in taxes.
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CASUISTRY.

See Legalism.

CAT Tiiere is no reference to the cat in the
Old Testament, the domestication of that animal
being later than the Bible, exce])t in Egj'pt, where
it was reverenced as a divine being, and probably
:

tlius

lu'came tame.

Victor

Helm ("Culturptlanzen

Castro,

De

Cat

und Hausthiere," etc., Berlin, 1894) even declares
the tame cat was not introduced into Europe

tiiat

imtil after the invasion of the Iluns.
There is.
however, evidence on Greek vases and Pompeian
wall-paintings that the cat was domesticated iu
Greece and Rome before the common era(R. Engelluann, "Die Katzcn iin Alterthum," in "Jahrl)uch

des Kaiserlichen Deut.schen Archiiologischen In.stituts," xiv. 13()-I43, Berlin, 1900).
In the Talmud,
on the other hand, there are many references to
the cat, which is called pinn, a general n;une for
the "pouncer," though at times it is called XIJIJ^
(^<^J'C^), wjiich is a specific term derived from the
Persian (Sachau, in "Z. D. M. G."), and suggests tiie
possibility that the domesticated cats of S3-ria and
Europe were derived from that coiuitrj\
The destructive qualities of the cat are generally
recognized.
With its five claws (Hul. 52b) it destroys not alone mice (B. K. 80a), weasels (Sauh.
105a), hens, young bii-ds, lambs, and kids (Hul. 53a),
but even large birds (Ket. 41b), as well as snakes
(Pes. 112b), snake-poison being innocuous to it (Shab.
It is dangerous to babies (B. K. 80b). who
128b).
on that account wear a leather bandage (Kelim xxvi.
White cats bite wor.se
5; the reading is doubtful).
than black ones (B. K. 80b). The cat is regarded
as a model of modesty, because of its cleanly liabits
('Er. 100b); though tlie reason is also given tliat
these are due to the desire to avoid being detected
by mice.
That the cat was tamed iuTalmudic times is shown
by the statement that it never leaves a home it has
once chosen, and therefore need not be watched
(Shab. 51b).
It bears young in 52 days (Bek. 8a),
which nearly agrees witii the right period of 55 days.
The reason why the cat forgets its master, whereas
the dog will always remember him, is stated to be
because cats eat mice, which arc eminently the cause
This idea has lasted
of forgetfulness (Hor. iSa).
into modern times; for in Russia Jewish boys are
not even now allowed to stroke a cat lest they lose
The prohibition docs not,
their powers of memory.

however, extend

to girls.

In order to see demons, one should burn the fetus
of a black cat, which must be the eldest female offs))ring of a black cat that is al.so the eldest female
offspring of a black cat, and sprinkle the ashes on
woman's blood, offered to a
one's eyes (Ber. 6a).
cat, with magic formulas, will deprive a man of his
If rats kill a cat, the owner
virility (Shab. 75b).

A

has no remedy, on the principle that "the
is

killed

by women

is

no

man"

man who
Any

(B. ^l. 97a).

a wild (perhaps mad) cat and take its
Hoshen Mishpat, 200, 4); the
Of
pelt, being soft, is used for furs (B. K. 80b).
enemies who become reconciled it is said proverbially
" the cat and the weasel have made a match " (Sanh.
105a). In Russo-Jewish folk-lore, blood from the tail
of a cat is regarded as a cure for erysipelas: while a

one

may

kill

skin (Shulhan 'Aruk,

cat put into a
from the baby.

new

cradle drives

When

away

evil spirits

a tlnmder-storm, the
A black cat iu the
cat is put outside in tlie rain.
house is propitious; a white one, unlucky. When
a house is built a black cat, among other domestic
In the
animals, is introduced into it for luck.
cabalistic system of transmigration a person who
tliere is

—
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uses the name of God is turned into a cat (Vital
Calabrese, "Sefcrha-Gilgulim,"od. Warsaw, p. 125).
Lewysohn, Die Zoolooie des TaZmuds, pp. 74Hamburger, R. B. T. s.v.; Brecher, Das Traiiscendentale, p. 52 Levy, Ncuhehr. WOrlcrhucli, s.v. "7inn.
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CATACOMBS

Underground galleries with excavations in their sides for tombs or in which human
bones are stacked. The term is derived from " catacomba," a compound of the Greek nara and the
Latin " coinba " (" cuniba "), and means " near the sep:

Originally it designated a definite place
on the Via Appia near Rome, but since the ninth
century it has been applied to all subterranean
ulchers."

FRAGMENT OF A SARCOPHAGUS

FUO.M

*'

modern

times, however,

;

Cimitero Degli ADtichi Ebrei.")

burial-places in Italy as well as in other countries.
In the Middle Ages only Christian catacombs were
in

gives a detailed description of this kind of tomb,
the chief characteristic of which is that the bodies
were placed in niches (Talmud, |''D"I3 Latin, "locThe Christian
uli") in the subterranean vaults.
catacombs doubtless originated iu imitation of this
Jewish custom, although it would appear from the
catacombs so far discovered at Rome that the Christian ones are older than the Jewish.
Among Christians, moreover, Jesus' tomb in tlie rock must have
been the model from the beginning.
Jewish catacombs have l)een discovered at Rome
as follows: (1) Before the Porta Portuensis; found
in 1603 by Bosio under the CoUe Rosato.
This catacomb has stnce become inaccessible through the

THE ViGNA RaNDANINI AT ROME, SHOWING JEWISH SYMBOLS.

(From Garrucci,

known;

Jewish burial-

places have been discovered resembling the Christian ones, and hence are also called catacombs.
In point of fact, the mode of burial followed in
catacombs is undoubtedly of Jewish origin. Subterranean tombs were used in Palestine even in
early times.
While in the East corpses were usually put into the earth, in the West they were cremated. The earliest example of a subterranean tomb
is the double cave of Machpelah, still preserved under
the mosque built over it.
Around Jerusalem there
are so-called tombs of the Prophets— tombs of priests
according to Sepp that, in their labyrinthine arrangement, resemble the catacombs. Tombs of the
judges i.e., tombs of the sanhedrists are also to
be found throughout Palestine.
The architect
Schick found at Jerusalem a catacomb begun by
Jews and continued by Chri.stians. These tombs,
which are hewn out of the rock, differ from the
Roman catacombs only in that they are difficult of
access, while the latter are arranged with a view to
the frequent visits of the living (Swoboda, " Die
Altpalastinischen
Folsengrilber
und die Catacomben," in "Romische Quartalschrift fur Christl.
Altertumskunde," p. 321, Rome. 1890; compare also
the word /-arofiiov
"quarry," used in the sense of
"cemetery," which recalls tliese rock-tombs).
Wherever the Jews went in tlie course of their
wanderings, they endeavored to preserve tliis custom of their fathers as far as the nature of tlie
ground permitted; and they did so at Rome, in
lower Italy, Carthage, Cyrene. etc.
Tiie Talmud

filling in of the neighborhood.
Its arrangement was
extremely simple and primitive, as it contained only
two cubicula or burial-niches. It is evident, from

y///.

''^!'^////y//////

HceAe
CYN
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^y

—
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Inscription on Gravestone In the Vlgna Cimarra at Rome.
CYNA(rwr,HC EAE
The Synagogue of Elea.

AC EZHCEN ETH
II

KAAwC KOIMOT
META TciS AIKE

He Lived

70 Years.

Pleasant is the sleep
of the righteous.

wN

situation on the road leading to Porto, tliat it
.served as a cemetery for the Jews living in Trastevere.
(2) In Porto itself, from which several Greek
its

inscri]itions of the first and second
These
centuries liave been preserved.
inscriptions throw m\ich light on the
liistory of the Jews at Rome.
(3) In the Vigna
Raiidanini on the Via Appia. discovered by Garrucci
He also found there two figured sarcophagi
in 1862.

Rome.
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and gilded glasses of Jewish

origin,

which

fuiuisii

proof of the interesting fact that the Jews also followed the higher arts. (4) In the Vigna Cimarra
near the Via Appia, discovered by De liossi in 1867.
Among its inscriptions, which are also important,
one mentions the synagogue of Elea. (5) In the
Vigna Apolloni on the Via Labicaua, discovered in
1882 by Marucchi it is less important, and contains
only a very few inscriptions, but is marked by easily
recognizable Jewish symbols.
(6) On the Via Appia
Pignatelli, discovered in 1885 by Nicolaus MuH'er
(see "Mitteilungen des Archaologischen Instituts,"
;

Roman

section, 1886,

i.

49-56).

crossing a

same

number of times in the
The galleries are from

story.

one-half to one meter wide, hence genin height they vary with the
nature of the rock out of which they are hewn.
The walls on both sides are perforated by horizontal
caves or niches like oblong ovens, each of which
The rows are
affords space for one or more bodies.
broken at intervals by passageways leading into
smaller chambers, the walls of which are also perforated by niches.
There is little difference between
erally very

narrow

The

chief value of the Jewish catacombs at Rome
the numerous and multiform inscriptions that
they furnish, which throw a strong light on the life
of the Jews at Rome.
great number of names
lies in

A

and sometimes the titles
and the status of those buried are given.
Since about 110 of the inscriptions are in Greek and
only about 40 in Latin, the former was probably the
language of the Jews at Rome. The Greek inscriptions date from between the first and
Inscripthird centuries, from which time to the
has been preserved thereby

;

of the offices

tions.

fourth century there are Latin inscrip-

A genuine Hebrew inscription
has not yet been found, though the formulas D17K'
("Peace") and isj^itJ'' ^]} Dli'NK' [sic!] ("Peace to
Israel") have been noted in some instances. Where the
inscription does not begin with the name of the deceased, the usual introductory formula is EN0AAE
KEITE(for/<£iiJaO: the Latin "Hie Jacet" (Here Lies)
Eulogies recalling Biblical verses
is seldom found.
and idioms are used as final formulas; e.g., Isji. Ivii. 2
The frequent (ha. (ilov, taken to mean
or Ps. iv. 9.
(' for life eternal "), must also be considered
D^IJ? ^^ni?
a pious wish. The Jewish inscriptions of the catacombs of Rome have been collected in the works of
Beiliner and of Vogelstein and Rieger.
The commonest symbol found in the Jewish catacombs is the seven-branched candlestick, doubtless
tions.

According to F. X. Kraus's description, the Roman
catacombs consist of an immense labyrinth of galleries excavated in the bowels of the earth and under
The galleries are arthe hills surrounding the city.
ranged in different stories ("piani"), often three or
four of them one above the other, and

Arrangement.

Catacom'bs

;

the Christian and the Jewish catacombs; certain
variations in construction being no greater than the
differences among the several Christian catacombs
themselves. There is the same arrangement of

ZlJ

in reference to the verse, "

The

spirit of

man

is

the

candle of the Lord " (Prov. xx. 27). It is an infallible sign that the tomb in question is Jewish, as it is
Another symbol
not found on Christian tombs.
is a fruit from which an ear of grain sprouts, and
which is interpreted as "lulab" (palm-branch) and

NAe A

AfXU) N

eNQA^e
x^ eee
I

6M€ITHNH
I

KOIMHCHN

Inscription on a Sarcophagus in thk vigna Cimarra at Ro.me.

ZWNA0A
APXwN
ENOAAE

the archon

XEI0EE

lies

&wN

XVIII

EN EIPHNH
KOIMH CHN
and cubicula, the same method in the disand the same decoration in
colors and tints.
It has been remarked, however,
that the flags closing the niches on the outside are
fitted better in the Jewish than in the Christian
tombs; so that no one would suspect that tombs
were behind these stones. The only real difference
consists in the presence of Jcwisli formulas and
symbols and in the absence of Christian ones.

galleries

position of the graves,

Zonathn

(

=

Jonathan)

bere

aged eighteen years.

He

rests In peace.

" etrog " (citron).
Tliis interpretation is, however,
An oil-vessel is also found on some
not certain.
stones, a symbol probably identical
Symbols, with the candlestick. Garrucci inter-

])reted

it

as referring to Hanukkali,

It may be considered an
inadmissible.
artistic expression of the thought, "A good name is
better tlian precious ointment and the day of death
than tlie day of one's birth" (Eccl. vii. 1). Tiiere

but this

is

;

—
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no reason to doubt that a curved horn signifies
the shofar.
It is intended to symbolize tlie resurrection of the dead, whicii shall precede the ]VIessiauic
times to be announced by the shofar.
heartshaped leaf is often found, as also on Cliristian
stones: this signifies sorrow for the dead.
The symbols of the Christian tombs also, in so far
is

as they are taken from the Old Testament, are interesting from a Jewish point of view.
The chief types

Noah in the Ark, the sacrifice of Isaac, the miraculous water produced by Moses in tlie desert,
Israel's passage tlirough the Red Sea, the ascension
of Elijali, Jonah's deliverance, the three youths in
the fiery furnace, and Daniel in tlie den of lions.
All these pictures express the thought that there are
comfort and deliverance from sorrow and trouble.
Kaufmann explains the fact that these and not
other scenes from the Old Testament were used, by
the circumstance that this cycle was based on an old
passage of the Jewish liturgy.
In some Jewish tombs gilded glasses were found,
having drawings in gold-leaf executed on the flat
bottoms of the vessels in such a way that the letters
and figures were visible from the inside. An illustration given by Berliner shows, in addition to the
candlestick, the palm-branch, the heart-shaped leaf,
and a lion beside the open book of the Law. On
one of the glasses there is even a representation of
the Temple at Jerusalem.
The gilded glasses are
supposed to be the "l>.iddush" cups used on the
are:

Sabbath and at

Berliner supposes them
of consolation " that was offered

festivals.

"cup

to the mourners.

In addition to the six Jewish catacombs mentioned
above, Rome has a few others that may be either
Jewish or Christian. In the first decades of Christianity, baptized Jews probablj^ used tlje existing
Jewish catacombs as burial-places; thus, for example, the Hebrew inscription of one
Doubtful Shefacl was found in the Catacomba
Catacombs Callisti. In the case of the large and
well-known Catacomb of Domitilla (so
at Rome,
called because the noble Domitilla, of
the imperial Flavian house, is supposed to be buried
there), its Jewish origin depends on the question
whether Domitilla was a Jewish or a Christian proselyte.
The architectural character of tiiis catacomb
points to Jewish origin, because one of its chambers contains only a single-trough tomb ("arcosolium "), with a bench in front. Since both of these,
the single tomb as well as the flat bench, are specially characteristic of the Jewish rock-tombs in
is possible that the Catacomba Domioriginally laid out by Jews, although it
was certainly finished by Christians. The architectural characteristics of this catacomb are so striking
that even MilUer admits Jewish influence, although

Palestine,
tillae
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from those near the little town of Matera, the cataof Venosa are a modern discover}', and none

combs

has

A

to refer to the

—

Venosa,
Sicily,

Carthage,

been

definitely

recognized

most of tliem are

Christian, while

as
cer-

tainly Jewish.
Discovered in 1853,
these catacombs have been investi-

gated and described by G. I. Ascoli,
Francois Lenormant, and Nicolaus MilUer.
Notwithstanding the tufa, whicli tends to crumble easily,
there are galleiies here more than two meters wide;
hence wider than those at Rome. In the subterra-

nean main street the trough-tombs i.e., those hollowed out in the form of a trough ("arcosolia")
are much more numerous than the niche-tombs
("loculi"); moreover, not only the walls, but also
the floors, contain many tombs.
The chief interest
of the catacombs of Venosa lies in their inscriptions.
These are written partly in Latin and partly in
Greek, the language in both cases being incorrect
and barbaric. It is most important to note that Hebrew occurs more frequently; for there are epitaphs
written entirely in that language and the characters
used are remarkable for paieographic reasons. One
of these epitaphs reads:
;

inoc'j

"IK'S:

m

p

[DjircDiis

nto'n )>^ ud-j'd

Resting-place of Beta, son of Faustinus. Peace to
May his spirit share in the life eternal! ")
An epitaph of whicli the second portion is Greek
written in Hebrew characters is also noteworthy,
and for that reason is given here, from a reproduction in Ascoli's "Iscrizioni Greche, Latine, Ebraiche di Antichi sepolcri Giudaici del Napolitano,"
("

his soul!

No.

17.

1

7^

>^7l7"7l>

\^

7
(••

Peace to his resting-place.")
pus*

xrT'XCO

7[^/v

(sic

^5 "nD-aiD-is

!) nn:::^'iD hv DI^K^
ijn:ipnD Dist:

it

was

he thinks tliat the Christian catacombs were constructed on pagan and not on Jewish patterns (Herzog-IIauck, "Roal-Encyc." 3d ed., x. 863).
It is also impossible to determine whether certain
catacombs in places other than Rome are Jewish
or Christian, particularlj- as investigations have not
yet been carried to the same extent as in Rome.
This is especially the case at Naples and its vicinity,
and, in general, throughout southern Italy.
Aside

(Tn^of

1,EKovdiv()V nfjia,h'rif)ov /cat MaT/if}iva[c] £~0)V

bySofjVTa.

("Tomb

)

of Secundinus [son of] Prcsbyterus

and

Materina, eight)' years old.") MilUer found a number of other catacombs at Venosa, in addition to
It has not yet been deterthose discovered in 1853.
mined, however, whether they are of Jewish or Christian origin.

Tlie

same symbols are found

in the places still to be

Rome.
The island

here,

and

mentioned, as are found at

These
of Sicily abounds in catacombs.
have not yet been thoroughly investigated, nor has

;
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their Jewish or Christian character been determined
but there certainly are Jewish catacombs at Syracuse (see Paolo Orsi, in "Romische Quartalschrift,"
The geolog1897, pp. 475-495 ih. 1900, p. 190).
ical formation of the island was most favorable to
the construction of rock-tombs, which were built by
pagans, Jews, and Christians. There are more single than couDnon tombs and the bodies are placed
;

;

Archeologique," 3d

Catacombs
series,

xiii.

178,

Paris,

1889).

The

necropolis lies to the north of the city, on moderately high hills near the hill Gamart. it contains
about 200 tombs, that resemble the Palestinian hypogea, although the loculi give it the character of
catacombs. It has been found that the Talmudic
regulations regarding the rock tombs have been implicitly observed in this necropolis; and the fact

Ground-Plan of the Jewish Catacombs at Venosa.
A, B, entrance grottoes

;

C,

entrance to catacombs

;

D, principal corridor

;

E-K, side corridors

;

L-P, corridors in ruins.

(After Ascoli.)

not in niches, but in arcosolia. The Sicilian tombs
must therefore be designated as hypogea— i.e., subterranean vaults rather than as catacombs, and resemble more closely their Palestinian models. Jewish hypogea have also been found in recent times
at Heliopolis in Phrygia (Humann, "Altertumer

—

von Heliopolis,"

p. 46, Berlin, 1898).

In Africa the first Jewish graveyards to be noted are those of Carthage, in which Jewish catacombs are recognized (see Delattre, in " Revue

it is Jewish is fully determined by the fragments of Hebrew inscriptions that have been found
and the frequent representation of the sevenbranched candlestick, although most of the inscripThe tombs contained no vessels
tions are in Latin.
except the lamps; but tlie walls were richl}'^ decorated in relief and fresco, indicating a certain degree
of wealth among the Jews of Carthage (" Rev. Etudes

that

Juives," xliv. 14).
On closer investigation Jewish catacombs will be

Abraham

Catalan,
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Catalogues of Hebrew Books

found anioug the many Christian ones

in Cyrenaica
In Lower Egypt,
also, especially near Alexandria, there are pagan,
Jewish, and Christian catacombs ("Am. Jour,
of Archeology," pp. 145 ei seq., Baltimore, 1887).
In the Egyptian catacombs there are

and

in

its

Cykeme.

capital,

many

cell-tombs; i.e., tombs in which
the bodies are pushed forward into
According to Schultze, this indicates

E&ypt-

the niches.
This assumpthat the tomb in question is Jewish.
tion, however, is rightly criticized by other scholars,
and a decision of the question must await further
investigation.

See Bukial and Cemetery.
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CATALAN, ABRAHAM:

Well-known Tal-

mudist of the seventeenth centurj'. He and his son,
Abraham Catalan, and his brother, Elijah Catalan, were contemporaneous with R. Hayyim Shab-

questions,

:

"Marsilius ab Inghen"

Bibliography
stcller, p. 69

;

De Rossi. Hist. WOrterbuch der JUd. SchriftSteinschneider, Hebr. Uebers. pp. 465, 469.

:

M. K.

G.

CATALAN, GERSON

B. SOLOMON: Author; lived at Aries in the middle of the thirteenth
century; died (possibly) at Perpignau toward the
end of the thirteenth century. According to Abraham Zacuto and others, he was the father of Levi
He compiled, about 1280,
b. Gerson (Gersonides).
an encyclopedia entitled "Sha'ar ha-Shamayim"
(Door of Heaven), which contains many quotations
and even whole treatises from previous translations
Following Ibn Palof works written in Arabic.
quera, he divided his work into three parts, dealing
respectively with
(1) physics, including a chapter
on dreams; (2) astronomy, taken chiefly from AlFergani; and (3) theology or metaphysics, which
part, as Catalan expressly says, contains nothing
new, but is a copy of Maimonides' "Book of the
Soul." The Greek authors cited are: Alexander of
Aphrodisias, Aristotle, Empedocles, Galen, Hippocrates, Homer, Plato, Ptolemy, Pythagoras, Themistius, and Theophrastus
the Arabic: All ibn alAbbas, Ali ibn Ridhwan, Averroes, Avicenna, Costa
ibn Lucca, Al-Farabi, Al-Fergani, Honain, Isaac
Israeli, Ibn Tufail, and Ibn Zuhr.
The work was
published in Venice, 1547, Rodelheim, 1801.
:

;

Bibliography: Steinschneider, Cat. Bodl. col. 1014; idem,
Hebr. Ueber.^. pp. 9 et seq.; Gross, in Monatsschrift, xxx.
20 et seq.; idem, Gallia Judaica, p. 83; Sen. Sachs,

Hcmed,

viii.

153 et seq.;

Confortc, Koj-e ha-Dorot, p. 45a.

M. K.

:

Padua; died 1642. He is the author of
"'01am Hafuk," an unpublished manuscript treatise on the plague of 1680-31, during which time he
active.
.

.

.

CenniBiografici

50, 107 et scq., Casale,

CATALAN, ABRAHAM SOLOMON BEN
ISAAC BEN SAMUEL (not Solomon Abraham): born

in Catalonia died 1492 author of a work
treating of the eternity of the world. Providence,
prophecy, immortality, and the resurrection, and
also dealing with mathematical, physical, and cabalistic subjects.
It appeared under the title "Neweh
Shalom" (Dwelling of Peace), Constantinople, 1538;
;

;

Venice, 1574, with a preface Iw Moses Almosnino,
who cites it several times in his work. "Me'ammcz
Koah." Abraham Solomon translated into Hebrew
Albertus Magnus'
Philosophia Piiuperum," under
the title " Kizzur ha-Philosophia lia-Tib'it " (Syn
opsis of Natural Philosophy), and Marsiliiis ah
Inghen's "Questions," under the title "Sha'alot
u-Teshubot " (Questions and Answers). Both are still
extant in manuscript; Catalan's preface to the latter
work was published by A. Jellinck. without mention of the translator, together with the index of the
•'

there at an advanced age in 1661.
It was to him
that the first letters of Isaac Vita Cantarini, whose
teacher he was, were addressed.
His " Mezaref haSekel," a rhetorical pamphlet on man, has never
been published. He wrote a poem in honor of the
marriage of his sister Perla to Raphael Gans Levi,
which can be read either as Hebrew or as Italian.

;i(j.

M. K.

o.

Italian poet;

alan.

in

Montferrat, 1875; Steinschneider, Heltr. Bibl. xvi.

:

born in Padua; son of the physician Abraham CatHe was rabbi in his native town, and died

M. K.

BiBLiofjRAPHY: a. Osimo, Narrazinne
delta Famiglia- Koen Cantarini, vyi.

Kerem

De Rossi-Hamberger, WOrterbuch,

69 ; Rev. Et. Jtiives, v. 278, xvi. 186. A number of citations
are to be found in Kaufmann, Die Sinne (see Index).
p.

CATALAN, MOSES HAYYIM

CATALAN (CATALANO), ABRAHAM

was very

title

G.

G.

Physician

under the

(Leipsic, 1859).

bethai in Salouica.
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has been rej^rinted by Wolf, " Bibl. Hebr. " iii.
In 1645 he wrote a similar poem in honor of
Shabbethai Astruc. An elegy on Lamentations iu
ottava riiiui was also published by him at Padua.
It

726.

Cantarini. Pahad Yizhak, 10a ; O.simo, Narrazinne, p. 68; Delitzsch, Zur Gesch. der'Jlidischcn Poesie, p.
Cat. Ghirondi (Sam.
71; steinschneider. Cat. Bodl. col. 1785
Schonblum, Berlin. 1872i, p. 2, cod. 4B (where the pamphlet is
erroneously ascribed to Abraham Catalan, " rabbi in Padua ");
Steiaschnelder, in Monatsschrift, xliii. 420.

Bibliography

:

;

M. K.

G.

CATALAN, SOLOMON:
of Gerson

Probably a grandson

b. kSolonion Catalan.
the city of Coinibra in 1360.

He was

rabbi in

Bibliography: Kavserling, Gesch. der Juden in Portugal,
p. 24.

M. K.

G.

CATALOGUES

OF

HEBREW

BOOKS:

These were of frequent use among the Jews in
Judah ibn Tibbon (about 1200)
the Middle Ages.
speaks in loving terms of his collection of books and
of its catalosrue, both of which he recommends to

:

Catalan,
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Specimens of old catalogues from
various geuizot have been brought to light within
recent years, the oldest and most important, in respect to the number and interest of its volumes,
being that published by E. N. Adler and I. Broyde
This fragin "Jew. Quart. Rev." xiii. 52 et seq.
ment of a catalogue, compiled in the twelfth century, gives an Arabic description of 100 works ofThe books are indeed summarily
fered for sale.
still, the catadescribed without much method
loguer states that they are divided into the followhis son Samuel.

;

ing classes: Bible, Mishnah, Talmud, Theology,
Halakah, and Liturgy a fact which siiows the existence of a system in the classification of books even

—

at that early period.

Unfortunately, such catalogues, so important to
very scarce and this scarcity has
caused a distinct gap in the history of Hebrew literature in the Middle Ages. It is only within the last
two and a half centuries that public as well as private libraries have adopted the practise of publishing catalogues. In the folhnving list of printed ones
of both public and private collections of Hebrew
books, the lormer are arranged in the alphabetical
order of the towns in which the libraries e.xist, and
'oibliograph}', are

;

the latter in that of the

names of the owners of the

collections

Public Collections.

Amsterdam

" Catalog der Hebraica und Jiidaica aus der

:

L. Rosenthal'schen Bibliothek," by M. Hoest, 3 vols., Amsterdam,
1875.
A special division is devoted to a description of 33 MSS.

in that library.

Berlin: "Die Handschriftlichen Verzeichnisse der Konigl.
2 vols, in two diviBibliothek," ... by M. Steinschneider
sions, describing 359 MSS., Berlin, 1878, 1897.
;

Bern:

"Catalogus Codicum Bernensiuni." Bern,
the beginning is a description of 20 Hebrew MSS.

1875.

At

Bologrna "Catalogo dei Codici Ebraici della Universita di
Bologna," by Leonello Modona. in " Cataloghi dei Codici OrienAlcune Bibliot«che d'ltalia," Florence, 1878-97 (38 MSS.).
Breslau (1) "Catalog der Bibliothek der Synagogen-Gemeinde," Breslau. 1861 Ci) "Catalogus Bibl. Seminarii Jud.Theol. Vratislaviensis," ... by B. Zuckermann, Breslau, 1876
:

tali di

:

;

(190 MSS.).

England

" Catalogue of the Hebrew Man:
Cambridg-e,
uscripts Preserved in the University Library," by S. M. Schillervol.
i. (73
IMSS., Bible and commenSzinessy, Cambridge, 1876,

Abraham

Catalogues of Hebrew Sooks

Mantua

"Catalogo dei Manuscritti Ebraici della Comnui:
nlta Israelita di Mantova," by M. Mortara, Leghorn, 1878 (78
MSS.).

Milan

(Ambrosiana): "Die Hebr. Handschriften," by A.

"Magazin,"

Berliner, in

Modena

vii. 111.

" Katalog der

:

Hebraischen Handschriften der

Konigl. Bibliothek in Modena," by Griinwald, 18;38 (37 MSS.).
Monte Cassino " I Codici e le Carti a Monte Cassino,"
vol. i. Monte t assino, 1869 (2 MSS.).
Munich : "Die Hebrilischen Handschriften der K. Hof-und
Staatsbibliothek," ... by M. Steinschneider, Munich, 1875 (418
MSS.j.
Nimes : "MSS. Hebreux de la Bibliotheque de la Ville de
Nimes," by Joseph Simon, in " Rev. des Etudes Juives," iii. 335
ct xcq. (30 MSS.).
Oxford: "Catalogus Librorum HebrEeorum in Bibliotheca
Bodleiana," .
by M. Steinschneider, Berlin, ia52-60. " Catalogue of the Hebrew Manuscripts in the Bodleian Library and
in the College Libraries of Oxford," by Ad. Neubauer, Oxford,
1886 (3,.54I MSS.).
Paris : " Catalogue des Manuscrits H6breux et Samaritains
de la Bibliotheque Imp^riale," by S. Munk and H. Zotenberg,
Paris, 1861) (13 MSS.).
" MSS. codices Hebraici Hi!)liot. I. B. De Rossi," 3
:
"Catalogo dei Codici Ebraici
vols. Paniia, ISO! (1,377 MSS.).
della Bibl. di Parma non Descritti dal De Rossi," Florence,
1880 (111 MSS.).
(Vatican): "Bibliothecae-Apostolico-Vaticanae CodiTomus Primus Compleccum Manuscriptoruiu Catalogus .
tens Ebraicos et Samaritanos," by Stefani Evodeo and Guiseppo
1756
(513
MSS.). (Casanata:) "CataSimone Assemani, Rome,
logo dei Codici Ebraici della Bibliotheca Casanatense," by Gustavo Sacerdote, in "Cataloghi dei Codici," etc. (330 MSS.).
(Angelica :) " Catalogo dei Codici Ebraici della Bibliotheca Angelica," by Angelo di Capua, in " Cataloghi dei Codici Ebraici,"
etc. (.53 MSS.).
St. Petersburg; " Catalog der Heb. und Samaritanischen
Handschriften der Kaiserlichen Oeffentlichen Bibliothek," by A.
Harkavy and H. L. Strack, 2 vols., St. Petersburg, 1875 (3.59 Bib"n::'n P>^7\p, Catalogus Librorum Impres-sorutn
lical MSS.).
Hebraeorum in Mu.seo Asiatico Imperialis," ... by Samuel
Wiener (in course of publication).
Strasburg : " Catalog," etc., by Landauer.
Turin : "Codices Hebraici Manu Exarati Regiir Bibliothecae
qu£e in Taurinensi Athenaso Asservantur," bv Ber. Peyron,
Turin, 1880 (349 MSS.).
:

.

.

Parma

Rome

.

.

XJpsala " Verzeichni.ss der Hebraischen und Aramaischen
Handschriften der Konitrl. Universitiits-Bibl.," by R. V. Zettersteen, Lund, 1900 CW MSS.).
Venice: "Catalogo dei Codici Ebraici della Bibliotheca
Marciana," by Mose Lattes, in "Cataloghi dei Codici Orientali,"
etc. (19 MSS.).
"Vienna : " Die Handschriftlichen Hebraischen Werke der
Hof-Btbl." by Albr. Krafft and Simeon Deutsch, Vienna, 1847.
Supplement by J. Goldenthal, Vienna, 1&51 (257 MSS.).
:

taries).

Copenhagen " Codices Orientales liibliotheca^ Regice HafPars Altera Codices Hebraicos Continens," Copenniensis
hagen, 1851 (46 MSS.).
Florence " Bibliothecas Mediceo-Laurentainiv Catalogus
Tomus Primus, Codices Orientales Complectens," by Maria
Bisconi, Florence, 17.53-.57 (331 MSS.).
Hamburg: "Catalog der Hebrilischen Handschriften in
der Stadtbibliothek zu Hamburg," by M. Steinschneider, Hamburg, 1878 (355 MSS.).
Leipsic " Catalogus Librorum Manuscriptorum qui in Bibliotheca Civitatis Lipsiensis Asservantur," by Naumann. "Codices Orientalium Linguarum," by Fleischer and Delitzsch,
With additamenta by Ztmz.
Leipsic, 1838 (43 MSS.).
Lieyden
"Catalogus Codicum Hebra'oruin," ... by M.
Steinschneider. Leyden, 1858 (114 MSS.).

Private Collections.

:

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

:

:

London (British Museum): "Catalogue of the Hebrew
Books in the Library of the British Museum," by ,1. Zedner,
London, 1807. "Catalogue of Hebrew Books in the British
Museum Acquired During the Years 186S-93," by S. van Straalen, London, 1894. " Descriptive List of the Hebrew ami Samaritan MSS. in the British Museum," by (i. Margolioulh-, London,
1893.
"Catalogue of the Hebrew and Satiiaritan MSS. in the
British Museum," by G. Margoliouth, vol. i. (339 Bible MSS.),
London, 1899. (Bet ha-Midrash :) "Catalogue of the Hebrew
MSS. in the Jews' College," by Ad. Neubauer, Oxford, 1S,h6 (148
MSS.). " Catalogue of Hebraica and Judaica in the Library of
the Corporation of the City of London," by A. Lowy, Loudon,
1891.

Aboab, Isaac, Amsterdam
Abraham, Judah Lob of Meseritz, The Hague, 1807. Adler
E. N. (only Karaitica), in "Jew. Quart. Rev." xiii. Aguilar
Moses Raphael de Amst., 1680. Alinanzi, n^v -f, by S. D. Luz
zatto, Padua, 186)4. Azulai, Hayyim Joseph, by Schonblum, Lem
Abbas. Samuel, Amsterdam. 1693.

1693.

berg,

1872.

Beer,

-yyi'-y^

'^ns,

Berlin,

1863.

Berlin,

Berlin

Berliner. "Aus Meiner Bibliothek," Frankfort-on-the
Main, 1H98. Bondi, Simon, Dessau, 1818. Carmoly. Frankfort
Chvvolson, Daniel, Wilna, 1897.
Cohen
on-the-Main, 1874.
Joshua, by Cyrus Adler, Baltimore, 1887. Costa, Da, AmsterEger, Sam
Di'.bno, Solomon, Amsterdam, 1814.
dam, 1816.
Emhden. Hartog, Amsterdam, ia56. Em
uel, Hanover, 1843.
den, Jacob, -idd P^np, by M. Roest, j7). 1867. Es,seus, Man van
Ghirondi, by M
Feibel, Solomon. Erlangen (?), 1804.
i]>. ]88(».
Steinschneider, Berlin. 1872. Halberstamm, nr^r 7^r^p. Vienna,
Heidenheim, ROdelheim, 1833. Heinemann, Jerenu'ah
1890.
Leipsic [18.54?]. Holdheim, Beriin, 1866. Jacob ben Saul, Am
sterdam. 1816. Jacobsohn. Meir, ->'n::, ih. 1864. Jeshurun
Jonghe, Wolf de, ih. 1839. Lehmans,
Solomon, ih. 1811.
Leeser, by Cyrus Adler
Lehren, ih. 1899.
Moses, ih. 1832.
18(56.

Leuwarden, Jacob,
Lion, A., Beriin, 1863.
Lotze, Leipsic. 1876.

Philadelphia, 1883.

Amsterdam,

1789.

)/).

1797.

Levi, Rofe.

Lipmans, Meir,

Am

Lowenstam, ib. 1846
sterdam, 1825.
Luna, Anshel Norden de, ih. 1797. Luzzatt<^>, by Joseph Luz
^hn,
by R. N. Rabbino
sn-iax
18()8.
Merzbacher.
zatto, Padua.
wicz, Munich, 1888. Mesa, Solomon de. The Hague, 1743-

Catechisms
a^n nnxiN, Hamburg,

Michael,

IS4S.

Nathan Aaron

of

Schwe-

Hayyiin. Amslfrdani,
r'?np, by
1834. Oppenheimer, by Berenit, Haitibiirg, 178:i.
Piusker,
18(il(?).
I'inner,
Bt'iiin.
Haaiburg,.l8:.'t«.
Metz,
Israel
1780.

rln,

Nepi, l.einberg. 1873.

Oina,

m

tl^n >J0^ i"3i", by .ludah IJardach, Vienna, 1808. Rahmanuth.
Abraham, .\mster(iani, 18;)7. Ruben Suloiium, nc"'^' pz'n, by
SaraGabriel Polak, ib. 18.")7.
Rubens, ct> -^ .s-:, iJ). 18W.
Selis ben Pharez, Amvel, by M. Steinschneider, Triest, 185;>.
sterdam, 18;j5. Siraschun, c^j^'ir 'taip'^, lierliu, 1889. Sulzberger, Mayer, tn:; tin. by E. Deinard, New York, ISiMJ.
Ton-es-Nunes, The Hague, 1728. Zedner, Joseph, Berlin, 1872.

The most

interesting catalogues published by
Benbooksellers have beou: Asher, Berlin, 1868.
Biszian, by Steinschneider, ib. 1869, 1870, 1872.

C^SH. by

L. Zunz, with notes by
Bodenheimer, Leipsic, 1869.
Harassowitz, Otto, No. 30. ib. 1877. Kaufniann,
Kohler,
Frankfort-on-the-]\Iain, 1870, 1873 et seq.
No. 108, Leipsic, 1868. Levison, Amsterdam, 1858.
Mailer, min"" nn^ T\''2, ib. 1868 et seq. Proops,
nD?:r ;riSN, il>. 1T58, 1780, 1784, 1840, 1843. Rablicher Brothers,

S.

Sachs,

ib.

binowicz, N.

1850.

It.,

.Munich, 1888

(?).
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CATALONIA:

Duchy

of

Aragon

in the nortli-

west of Spain. Jews settled in Catalonia (which included originally the county of Barcelona; the following cities of Tarragona, viz., Ciudad de los
Judios, Yich. Manresa, Geroua, Besalu, Peraleda,
Contleut; and many other places) as early as the
eighth ceutuiy. Kaula ha-Jehudi ("the Jew ") and
his army fought the emir Al-TIorron Catalonian territory; and after the former liad fallen in combat
the Jews under his command, who were harassed by
Al-Horr, were hospitably received in those Catalonian cities inhabited by their coreligionists. Contemporary Christian chroniclers deny the allegation that
the numerous Jews resident in Barcelona, the capital of Catalonia, surrendered (890) the strongly fortified city to the commander 'Abd al-Karim.
Often the Jews had to suffer cruelties inflicted b\Crusaders in Catalonia, whocanie to assist the ClirisThe pope, in a letter to
lians against the Moors.
the bl.shops, forbids these excesses.
He sa\'s that
a difference exists between Jews and Moors:
"Against those who persecute the Christians and
drive them from their cities and possessions, war is

waged

rightly; but the former [the Jews] areeveryready to serve."
In early times the Jews of Catahmia .secured prop-

wliei'e

Under Count Ramon Berenguer I. it
was decreed in 1068, and again at the third Council
of Gerona in 1078, that tliose Jews who bought
lands were to pay a tithe to that parish in which
the lands were situated, "quemadmodum si a Chris-

erty rights.

coleretur" (Florez, "Espafia
tianis
Sagrada," xliii. 477). 3Ioreover, here
Position,
the Christian spirit soon got the up]H'r
hand.
According to the old " Codigo
de los Usatges," in a litigation between Jew and
Gentile the Jew had to take an oath to the Christian, but never the latter to the former.
Neither
Jews nor Saracens were admitted as witnesses against
a Christian.
In 1024 the lanils of a Jew accused of
adultery with a ('hristian woman wen; confiscated
and sold. The convension of Jews to Christianit}'
was favored hen; as early as the eleventh century.
He who insulted a converted Jew, by calling him

Legal
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Catalonia

trinuner, deserter, or renegade,
line of

was punished by a

twenty ounces of gold.

In Catalonia, connf!Cted as it was for a long time,
with southern France, the French spirit was altogcliier dominant and this continued in all phases of
development up to the union with Aragon. The
condition of the Jews was on the Avhole, quiet and
peaceful; they engaged in trade and industries, and
studied the sciences, particularly medicine they attained to honors and respect; medical knowledge
opened the doors of princes and counts to them. The
Jews of Barcelona, Gerona, Tarrega, Tarrasa, and
Manresa were noted for their thrift not less than for
their prosperity and they contributed materially to
the dissemination of Catalonian commerce. Many of
the Jews whom the Almohades persecuted found
;

;

;

safety and protection in the cities of Catalonia.
The Jews living in Catalonia were, like the Saracens, the property of the ruler; they bore a direct
relation to the king, and, with all of their goods,
stood under his sjiecial protection.

Relation
to King,
king gav(;

At the same time they could not be
called slaves ("servi "); for they had
The
free right of residence by law.
them a special interest, or usury, law,

and regulated

their congregational relations.
Gradually, however, the clergy gained supremacy.
Even before the reign of King Jaime I. the Jews on
Catalonian territory were deprived of their right to
act as judges or to exercise corporal punishment.
Under Jaime I. Catalonia was united to Aragon and
Valencia in one great kingdom. Henceforth the
history of the Jews in Catalonia is that of their
brethren in Aragon (see Aragon, Barcelona,
Gerona, Manresa, Spain).
The connection between Catalonia and southern
France is also shown from a religious standpoint,
as later the question was discussed whether Gersliom's arrangonent forbidding polygamy for Germany and Fiance was binding also on Catalonia.
Catalonia had its ow-n rite; and this generally coincided with that of Provence (Mahzor Catalonia) in its
"Kol Nidre " was not recited in
principal points.
Catalonian congregations.
Biiu.iOGRAPiiv: Vict. Balaguer, TTistorin de Cntnlnna, i.i
Anuidor de los Rios, /fi.sfon'n. i. 24;?, 2.")4 Ersch and Gruber,
Kiunic. Section ii., part 28, pp. 210, 393; Zunz, Ritus, p. 41.
;

M. K.

.r.

CATARIVAS,

SHEMABIAH:

Tainuidic

He was origiw)iter of the eighteenth century.
nally from Tiberias, and went to Tunis in 1750 as
ahnscollector, settling there after a sojourn in
Algiers.
He gained a reputation for scholarship
and piety. Catarivas was an intimate friend of
Abraham Cohen Baberrebi, one of the oldest rabbis
of T\inis, whose grand.son published Catarivas'
"Zeker Zaddik (Memory of the Just), a commentary on tile first two orders of the .Mishnah, together
with the " Abraham Yagcl " of Abraham Cohen
(Leghorn, 1843). Several of the responsa of Catarivas are contained in the "Yerek Ya'akob of
'"

"'

Jacol)

1).

Abraham

BiHi.iocRAPnv

:

I).

Faitosi,

Leghorn, 1842.

Cazes, Xufcf

IiihU<ninii)1iiqne!<

Litteniturc Jtiivc Tunisicnne.eU:.. pp. 90 cl

mir Ut

seq., 193. Paris,

18S<).

L.

(i.

M. K.

—

;
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CATECHISMS:

Manuals for religious instrucas well as the loi in of Jewish eatechisnis has been adopted from the Chiistiau Church
tion.

The name

in modern times in connection with a more systemaCatechesis as a term for
tized religious instruction.
iuslructing persons, particularly proselytes, in the
principal parts of the faith before admitting them

was probably in use among the Greekspeaking Jews in pre-Christian times (see, for instance. Acts xviii. 25); the manual iise<l for this
purpose being simply called " Didache " Torali =
teaching (see Didache). In the Christian Cluu-ch,
however, the catechization that is, the instruction
and other preparation of the applicant for admission
was made a well-defined branch of
into membership
practical theology, and the existence of catechisms
In accordance with
as an aid became a necessity.
system of instruction of
also Jewish
the old
proselytes, the catechism originally consisted of a
into the fold,

—

—

—

—

of the capital sins to be shunned and of the
duties or leading virtues to be practised, besides
With the introduction of more
parts of the creed.
rational methods of education, due especially to tlie
lieformation movement, and above all since Luther,
who with tine pedagogical insight made the Decalogue the basis of instruction (1529), the catechism
became a useful and almost indispensable means of
religious instruction of the young, as it presented in
clear concise language, in the form of questions and
answers adapted to common use, the chief teachings,
religious and moral, of the Church.
The need of such a catechism was not felt in Judaism of old, .since with the cessation of a religious
jn-opaganda cases of the admission of

list

Jewish
proselytes became rare and isolated.
Catechism while the regular curricidum of Jewish instruction comprised throughout
Not Rethe ^Middle Ages the entire Torah that
Only for the
is, Bible and Talmud.
observance and knowdedge of the laws compendia

quired.

were now and

;

tlieu

composed

to facilitate tlie

study

systematic comprehension of the creed
no provision Avas made in the education of the
young, the intercourse between Jew and non-Jew
liaving been so rare as to render a specific religious
instruction or a discussion of the distinctive characters of the Jewish belief unnecessary for tJJc average
b>it for the

student.

The first symptom of an awakened Jewish selfconsciousness was Abraham Jagel's " Lekah Tob,"
a cateciiism published in Venice in l.jST, and composed entirely after the model of the smaller catechism by the Catholic Peter Canisius (see Maybaum,
"Abraham Jagel's Katechismus Lekah Tob," Berlin, 1892). After Luther's catechi.sm had given a new
impetus to systematic religious instruction even in
Catholic Italy so as to give rise to Canisius' larger
and smaller catechisms exactly after the Protestant
model, the idea naturally suggested itself to the
Jews of Italy, who stood in closer relation to their
Christian neighbors than their coreligionists did el.sewhere, of having also the tenets of the Jewish faith
))resented to the young in similar catechetic; form.
This was the declared purpose of Yagel's work.
The need of a catechism, however, v.-as not as yet
felt by the Jews.
The '-Lekah Tob." written in

Catalonia
Catechisms

Hebrew and in defense of the Jewish religion, with
constant and clever use of rabbinical literature in
support of views and conceptions largely adopted
from the Catholic original, was against the exjx'Ctation of the author
never used as a school
manual; but its popularit}' is shown by the fact
that it was frequently republished in Hebrew and
translated into Latin and into Juda,'o-German.
The

—

—

books

used for elementary religious instruction
mainly the 613 commandments and
Maimonides' thirteen articles of faith with excerpts
from the prayer-book and the Shulhan 'Aruk.
Such books were the "Emet we-Emunah " bj' Isaac
Aruvas, Venice, 1654; the"EIeh lia-Mizwot"by Gedaliah Taikus, Amsterdam, 1765, who also wrote in
1764 "Emunat Yisrael," a religious catechism not
noticed by Giidemann.
contained

The

first

systematic religious manual after Jagel's

attempt seems to have been Judah ben Perez's
" Fundamento Solido de la Divina Ley," a compendium of Jewish theology written in dialogue form
in Spanish (Amsterdam. 1729).
A similar one under
the title of "Torat Emunat Yisrael " appeared 1764
in Legliorn, in Hebrew and Spanish, for the use of
Turkish Jews, by Isaac d(^ ]VIosi's Paz, and in 1782,
in Verona, "Esamo Osia Catcchismo ad im Giovane
Israelito"
by Simoue Calimani (Strassburger's
"Gesch. der Erziehung," p. 277).
The Mendelssohniau era, which, owing to the
closer contact of the Jews with the Christian world,

made a more systematic
sity,

The
Mendelssohnian

religious instruction a necestidal wave of

brought a perfect

from 1782 to
1884 no less tiian 161 religious manuals appeared, according to David
catechistic literature,

Kaufmannand

Isidore Loeb (.see MayMethodik des Jlidischen Ri'ligionsunterrichts," jv 5), and the place of lienor

Era.

baum,

"

belongs not, as Maybaum has it, to W. Dessau,
whose "Grund.salze der Jiidi.schen Religion" ap
jieared 1782, but to Hartwig Wessely. who. at the
suggestion of Moses Mendelssohn, published in 1782
the first sketch of a catechism in his "Miktabim,"
republished in the " Meassef. " He had already recommended in his " Yen Lebanon " (1775) the composition
of a religious manual, and in his"Gan Na"ui " presented the system in Hebrew. As to the method after
which the matter should be arranged, the question

was wiiether for the doctrinal part the thirteen artiMaimonides or Albo's three fundamentjd
articles shoidd be made the basis, and whether for
cles of

the duties the whole Pentateuchal system of laws
that is to say. all the ceremonial laws— or only the
chief ceremonies,' besides the festivals and the moral
laws, should be treated.
A number of authors followed Luther's example;
but, in accordance with Num. R. xiii. and Saadia's
Azharot, they used the Decalogue as the basis for the
treatment of the duties. J. A. Francoltn, 1826: B. H.

Auerbach, in "Torat Emet." 1839; S. Holdheim, in
"Ha Rnuuiah we ha-De'ah," 1857; Leopold Stein, in
"Ha-Torah we ha \Iizwah." 1858; and G. Lasch.
in "Pikkude Adonai." Leipsic, 1857, all derived the
613 conmiandments from the Decalogue.
Among the leading catechisms of tlie conservative
school mav be mentioned those of Alexander Behr,

—

;
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1826; Solomon Plessncr, 1838; Aueibach, 1839; 2d
1853; G. Lasch, 1857; Fdldienfeld, 1867; 2d
ed. 1878; and M. Fricdlandcr, London. 1891.
In the year 1832 Zunz wiotu in his " Gottcsdienstiiche Vortiiigc " (p. 457) that for the iastthirtytliree years more Uian fifty Jewisli
ed.

Catechism catechisms appeared in German, DaLiterature, nish, French, Italian, and Hebrew.
In addition to these the folhnving
Hebrew catechisms may be mentioned: Abr. Jagel,
"Lekah Tob," 1595; Isaac Aruvas, "Emet AveEmnnaii," 1654; and Gedaliali Taikus, "Emnnat
Yisracl," referred to above; Ben Ze'eb, "YesodeliaDat," Vienna, 1806, in Hebrew and German; David

Zakkut de Modena,
Italian,

"

Limmude Adonai," Hebrew and

Reggio, 1815; A. Buchner,

"

Doresh Tob,"

Warsaw, 1825 and 1826; Jacob Tugendhold," Ben
Yakkir," in Hebrew, German, and l^olish, Warsaw,
1839."

Herz Homberg published three catechisms " Imre
Shefer" (Vienna, 1808), in Hebrew, and German
"Bene Ziyyon " (Vienna, 1810), which
Early
had to be studied in Austria by brides
Catechisms, before they could receive the marriage
:

"Ben

Yakkir"
(Vienna, 1820), declares that Jewish soldiers might
be exempt from the observance of Biblical laws.
" 'Edut Adonai " (Berlin, 1814; third edition, Leipsic,
1839, and under a new title, 1850) was published by
E. Kley; "Gersha de Jankutha" (Breslau, 1814), by
B. Meseritz " Dat Yisrael," in two volumes (Prague,
1810-11), by Peter Beer. He also published a "Handbook of the Mosaic Religion " (Prague, 1818 and
1821) and " Emet Ave'Emunah " (Prague, 1832. 2d edilicense;

the

third,

;

This catechism omits the ceremonial laws,
humanity every religious commandment may be set aside," and that
"wars of conquest" are proliibited by the sixth
tion).

and

states that in the " interest of

commandment.

Among

the duties of the

Jews

are

mentioned "bathing in fresh water and frequent
change of linen," and that "employers must take
care of their employees when they are sick or old."
"Doctrine and Faith," in Hebrew and German,
b.y Heinemann, was published, 1812, in Cassel; also
"Torat Dat Yisrael" and "Mizw^ot Dat Yisrael"
(Berlin, 1829 and 1830).
A. Arnheim published
"Leitfaden beim Unterrichte in der Mosaischen Religion" (Glogau, 1829): II. Miro, "Leitfaden beim
Unterrichte der Israelitischen Religion " (Breslau,
1834); Joseph Maier, "Selection of Fruits from the
Bible" (Frankforton-the-Main, 1820); and R. Benedict, "Elementary Instruction in the Mosaic Religion, with Appendi.x " (Prague, 1832).
"Judaism in
Its Relation to the State " was ti-anslated by Rabbi
A. L. Landau (Breslau, 1832). The Hebrew title is
" Ahabat Melek."
" Teru'at IMelek " was published
by B. Frankel (Breslau, 1833). H. :M. Copenhagen
published "Zefirat Tif'arah" (Breslau, 1833). The
catechism of J. Wolf, Gotthold Salomon, and M.
Frankel was publislied under the title, " Yesode haLimmud"(Dessau, 1810) J. Johlson's.as" Alume Yosef " (Frankfort, 1814 and 1819; Vienna, 1824) and
A. H. Bock's, as"Emunat Yisrael" (Berlin, 1814).
Beer Fraenk w^as the author of "Mahene Lewi"
(Prague, 1816) Julius Schoenborn published a catechism (Cracow, 1819). "Emunat Yisrael" is the name
;
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of a catechism by Naphtali Benedict (Vienna, 1824),
and "Gedankensammlung" of one published b}' J. M.
Lilieufeld (Berlin, 1825). P. Hurwitz wrote "Torat
Adonai Temimah" (Berlin, 1832), and Salomon
Pappenheim "Maamar Ge'ullat Mizrayim u-Mizwat Tefiilin" (Breslau, 1815; published, after his
death, by the Breslau Jewisli ()ri)han Asylum).
A.

Blidinger was the author. of

"Moreh Limmudim

"

and Judah ben Ze'eb Loeb of "E.xplanation of (he Ten Commandments" and "Religionsbuch fiir die Jlidische Jugend" (Darmstadt,
1834).
H. Stern published the "Tree of Life"
(Wurzburg, 1834), and Abraham Gruenthal the

(Cassel, 1830),

" Mosaische Religionslehre " (Breslau, 1836).
" Comjdete Ceremonies of Confirmation " was published

by S. Lippmannsohn (Xeukirchen, 1836). Naphtali
Benedict published a "Torah Min haShamayim"
(Vienna, 1814). J. Johlson's " Shoreshe ha-Dat Doctrines of the Mosaic R(;ligion" (Frankfort, 1819) is a
catechism which was accepted in the curriculum
for rabbis and teachers in Bavaria.
It has been
translated into English, with certain omissions, by
Isaac Leeser (Philadelphia, 1830), and has passed
:

through several editions.
Aron Chorin published a catechism in dialogues
under the title " Hillel " (Ofen, 1837), in Hebrew and
German. Its leading thought is that
German the law of humanitj'^ is divine. JoCatechisms, seph Saalschlitz's " Basis to Catechizations"

(Vienna,

1833) contains fifty

pages on "God's Attributes" and four on "Duties
to Fellow-Men."
The post-Mendelssolmian school
imitated Christian catechisms, and dwelt on arguments for the existence of God at the expense of
ethics and Jewish teaching.
Salomon Ilerxheimer displayed pedagogical skill
in laying greater stress on ethics, and his "Israelitische Glaubeus- und Ptlichtenlehre " (Bernburg,
1831
its

;

27th edition, 1889)

terseness.

It

won

great popularity by
the Prus-

was recommended by

minister of education "for its Kantian and
Lessingian spirit" in 1886.
Samuel Hirsch's " Systematischer Katechismus
der Israelitischen Religion" (Luxemburg, 1856; second edition, Philadelphia) bases ethics upon Biblical
history, and declares the ceremonies, dietary laws,
etc., to be needless to those who have the "religion
of the heart," Judaism being not "law" (Gesetz),
but "doctrine" {LeJire). Hirsch favors Sunday as a
day of rest for Jews in the Occident, inasmuch as
sian

Jew who would also rest on Saturday would
break the commandment "six \andnotfiTe\ days
shalt thou labor."
Joseph Aub's " Grundlagen zu
einem Wissenschaftlichen Unterricht in der ]\Iosaischen Religion " (]\Iayence, 1865 2d edition, Leipsic,
the

—

;

1875) lays stress upon the fact that faith, in the language of the Bible, is "trust based on knowledge."
Superstition and atheism spring from ignorance and
Falsehood can
materialism, which are twin sisters.
not be made truth by miracles, and truth needs no
David Einhorn's "Ner Tamid, the Docmiracles.
trine of Judaism " (Philadelphia, 1866) declares that
man through his conscience hears God's voice,

which is revelation. The mission of Israel implies
God's love for all nations. Sin is unnatural: original sin therefore is impossible.

Israel's

dispersion

"
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a blessing and not a curse lience the Ninth of
should be celebrated as a "day of joy," being
the beginning of the realization of our mission,
which is spiritual and not national. Tom Kippur
emphasizes the idea tiiat Judaism rejects the belief
in a Mediator.
Leopold Stein's "Torah u-Mizvvah: Israelitisohes
Religionsbuch " (Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1858, 2d
edition) is based upon the Decalogue; it takes the
Salomon Formdietary laws to be " sanitary " laws.
stecher's " Torat Moshe " (Giessen, 1860) is a condensed extract of his treatise, the " Religion of the
Religion is the law in
Spirit" (Frankfort, 1841).
is

;

Ab

The Temple in
history and the spirit of mankind.
Jerusalem was destro5'ed in order to teach that God
can be worshiped everywhere by prayer and by
moral conduct. " Ha-Emuuah weha-De'ah " (Berlin,
1857), by Sanmel Holdheim, discriminates between
moral and national laws, such as are Levitical,
purity, and dietary laws.
The Sabbath should be
celebrated in the Occident on a day which can be
conveniently observed.
Ceremonies have only an
educational character, and sacrifices have no atoning
power without moral conduct.
" Israelitische Religionslehre " (Dessau, 1873, 2d
edition), by Julius Popper, defines "revelation " as
the work of the religious genius of Israel. Among
ceremonies which he holds to. have outlived their usefulness are: circumcision, dietary laws, and mazzot
on Pcsah. Sunday is the real day of rest.
M. Levin's "Israelitische Religionslehre" (Berlin,
1892) defines religion as the " belief in God based on
knowledge." Prayer should not be supplication,
but adoration. Death atones for every guilt. Man
must remove everything that might cause his defeat

The author apparin the struggle for existence.
ently means that the Jew should not rest two days
of the week, as by doing so be could not succeed
against his competitors, who labor six days of the

of the Bible, but not that of the Talmud. "True religion is that the doctrines of which are taught in
God's works and Avords." Among his four "cardinal doctrines the mission of Judaism is not in-

".Mizwali" means a Biblical commandis either expressed or implied in the
Decalogue. " The Decalogue was written by divine
authority for the sake of certainty, that it be known
for sure that this is the moral law, as ordained by
the Creator of man." "The fourth commandment
opens tlie duties of man to man " (p. 42) and " teaches
cluded."

ment which

" Hukkim are ordiduties to our.selvcs" (p. 45).
nances concerning the mode of worship, and are
obligatory on everyone in Israel," a definition which
would make innovations in the mode of worship
absolute!}^ impossible.
George Jacobs' catechism (Philadelphia, 1882)
teaches that "those who do not keep tlie Sabbath
must surely die, and that the souls of those who eat
leaven on Pesah shall be cut off from Israel." Short
cateciiisms in English Avere published by David
Aslier (London, 1845), Benjamin Szold, H. A. Henry,
J. Mendes de Solla, N. S. Joseph, Julius Katzenberg, H. Loeb, I. Mayer, E. Pike, Gustave Gottheil,
J. S. Goldanuner, Joseph Strauss (London, 1895),
M. Friedlander (London, 1896, 4th edition), Arou
Messing, and Barnctt Elzas; Koplowitz tran.^lated
Feilciienfcid's "Manual."
In Kaufmann Kohier's
"Guide for Instruction in Judaism" (New York,
1898) rabbinical as well as Biblical ethics are duly
considered, and tlie growth of Jewish religious ideas
and ceremonies is traced through the Biblical and
It also takes the
rabbinical stages of development.
Decalogue as a basis.
Following arc the catechisms written in French:
"Catechisme du Culte Judai'que" (Metz, 1818),
written in Hebrew, German, and French; "Cate-

chisme Judaique, en Hebreu, en Alle-

In French., mand, en

week.

(Paris,

Dat Mosheli we-Yisrael
extreme orthodoxy. Mysticism plays an important part in this catechismThe Sabbath is a blessing, because the six days of
That the dietary laws, in Plesslabor are a curse.
ner's opinion, are conducive to health is no sufficient
reason for their observance, but the fact that they
were ordained by God.
The first English catechism was a translation of
Salomon Cohen's Hebrew " Shorcshe Emunah" (Roots
Leeser's
of Faith; London, 1814).
English.
translation of Johlson's " Shoreshe haCateDat" has already been mentioned.
chisms.
A. P. Mendes published " The Law of
Moses" (revised, London, 1870). He
speaks of five "revelations": (1) to Adam and Noah
(2) to the Patriarchs
(4) to Israel on
(3) to Moses
Salomon Plessner's

"

(Berlin, 1838) represents

;

;

Sinai

;

The

(5)

;

to the Prophets.

duty of a Jew is circumcision. Blood,
certain fat, etc., are forbidden, in order to "keep
our health from injury." The thirteen articles of
first

creed are given precedence over the Ten Commandments.
Isaac M. AVise published " The Essence of Judaism " (Cincinnati, 1861) and "Judaism, Its Doctrines
and Duties" (1880). He recognizes the authority

Catechisms

Fran(;;ais,"by L.

1837);

"Precis

M. Lambert
Elementaire

d'Instructiou Religieuse et ]\Iorale," in Hebrew and
French, by Elie llalevy (Paris, 1837); "La Foi
d'Israel, Ses Dogmes, Son Culte, Ses Ceremonies,"
by S. Bloch (Paris, 1859); "Histoire Abrege des
Juifs ct de leurs Croyances," by Elie Astruc (Pari.H,
1869); "Quelques Paroles sur I'lustructiou Religieuse," by L. Kahn (Brussels 1862): "Precis Elementaire d'Instructiou Religieuse et Morale," by
the central consistory of the Israelites of France
(Stra.sburg, 1838); "Morale en Action d I'Usages de»
Ecoles Israelites" (Mulhouse, 1858; 2d edition,
Vienna, 1869) " Les Doctrines Religieuses des Juifs,"
Among catechisms
by j\I. Nicolas (Paris, 1860).
written in Italian are: "Catechisma de I'lstruzione
Religiosa ad U so della Gioventa IsraelIn Italian, itica," by Salomon Jona (Ivrea, 1858);
"Or Zaroa', Corso d'Istruzione Re1857-62)ligiosa," by :Marco Mortara (Mantua,
;

" Conipcndio della Religione Israelitica," by the same
author (Mantua, 1855); and "La Prima Parte
" A Catechism
della Fede d'Israel," by R. M. Bachi.
of the Jewish Religion," by S. J. Cohn

In Danish. (Hamburg,

1811),

was

in 1812 trans-

lated into Danish. Abraham Alexander
Wolf's " Lehre der Israelitischen Religibn" (Mayence,
1825) was translated into Danish (1862), Dutch

Catechisms
Catherine
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Swedish (1844 and 1852), and republished in
Of Hungarian catechisms, the fol(1863).
lowing deserve mention: the one written by Israel
Bak (Budapest, 1878, 2d edition), by Sok)mon Kohn
(Budapest, 1883 and 1885), and by Leopold Locw

Vatican founded this house for converts March 21,
1548 (Rieger, ii. 64), by setting apart various sums
from its revenues. By a papal decree of Jan. 1,
1565, certain revenues were to be used for the support of the catechumens, and the tines levied on

(Budapest, 1895). " A Plan of Instruction in Religion
for the Jewish Congregation of Budapest" has been
translated into German by Beruliardt Mandl (Vienna,
David Kaufmanu published a Hungarian es1894).
say: "On the Jewish Catechism" (Budapest, 1884;
republished in German). Catechisms in Polish were
published by S. Dankowitz (Cracow,

Jews

(1844),

German

Other

and by Joachim

1878)

Languages.

Blumenthal

(Diohobicz, 1882), and in Russian by J.

L. Klatzko( Warsaw, 1884). Four Hebrew catechisms were published in the second half of
the nineteenth century: "Ma'ase Abot " (Vienna,

Mizwoth Yisrael " (Cracow, 1891) The 613
"Mizwot " (Presburg, 1859), bj' J. Landau; and
1896)

;

"

;

"'Ammude ha-'Olam"

for

Orthodox schools

(Pres-

Neuman. The last two were
translated into German.
Of modern authors of German catechisms may be further mentioned Lazarus
burg, 1875), by Wilhelm

:

Adier (Cassel,

1872), Iguatz

Back

(Leipsic, 1857), S.

Bieck

(Lissa, 188G), M.'l. Belinsohu (Odessa, 1878),
Hirsch B. Fassel (Vienna, 1864), Wolf Feilchenfeld
(Posen, 1874), Joseph Horowitz (Grodno, 1878), Jacob
H. Jacobsohn (Leipsic, 1876), L. Kahn (Vienna, 1860),
Solomon Kohn (Budapest, 1860, 1873, 1878), E. Bondi
(Brunn, 1880, 1885), Jacob Auerbach (Frankfort,
1809), L. Lewysohu (Worms, 1856), M. Levingcr
(Bremen. 1876)," L. Levi (Hechingen, 1877), D. Leimdorfer(Nordhausen, 1876; Frankfort, 1881 Vienna,
1898), Gerson Lasch (Leipsic, 1857 and 1861), Julius
Landsberger (Berlin, 1861 2d edition, 1876), Georg
;

;

Wolf (Vienna, 1878), Marcus Winter (Vienna, 1861),
Abraham Singer (Ujliely, 1875), J. Sclnvarz (Great
Kani-sza, 1877), D. Rothschild (Breslau, 1879), LudAvig Pliilippson (Leipsic, 1844, 1858; Vienna, 1878),
Emanuel Mandus (Breslau, 1860 and 1870, Ortho-

Kapka (Prague, 1882; 8tli edition, Berlin,
D. Kohn (Odessa, 1880), Michael Silberstein
(Wiesbaden, 1888), Israel Singer (Ujhcly, 1881), II.
Sondhcimer (Lahn, 1881), Jacob Maulner (Vienna,
dox), A.
1884),

1884,

1894,

Orthodox),
1886),

M.

1896),

Ludwig

Stern (Frankfort, 1895,

Oscar Waldeck (pseudonym; Vienna,
Spanier (Berlin, 1898), Adolf Weiss

(Prague, 1894), M. Zuckermandl (Frankfort, 1889),
T. M. Caro (Posen, 1883), J. Goldschmidt (Frankfort, 1896), Eisik Bentauvim (.lalTa, 1899), F. Feilchenfeld (Breslau, 1881 3d edition, Frankfort, 1900),
H. J. Schuetz (Cleve, 1854), Eliezer Nathan (pseudonym: Rodelheim, 1804), M. Gottlieb (Frankfort,
1896; Hanover, 1898, part ii.), U. Grimwald (Tilsit,
1893), J. Guttman (Teschen, 1896), Leopold Katz
(Ratibor, 1890), II. Lesser (Colberg, 1853), W. Wessely (Prague, 1846). Israel Steinhardt (Arad), S.
Stern (Prague, 1893).
;
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CATECHUMENS, HOUSE OF

(called

also

Casa del Neofiti)
A Roman institution for converting Jews to Catholicism, which the Jews, by
means of taxes, were compelled to support. The
:

for possessing scrip certiticates of indebted-

ness, lending

money on

tain occupations

interest, or engaging in cerwere to go to their support also.

Under Pius V. forcible conversions occurred in large
numbers. His successor. Pope Gregory XIII., continued the institution. Hitherto many Jews became
converts through the fear of powers that might be
exerted against them now many took this step in
;

the hope of proliting thereby.
For Gregory XIII.
ordained that all church dignitaries
Burden of should assist the converts by material

Support

Put on the

encouragements

and

recommenda-

W^hcreas the Vatican had proJews,
tected these converts up to this time,
it was decided that the Jews themselves had now to bear this burden.
Sirleto, protector of the catechumens or neophytes, was active
in his opposition to the Jews.
Before the establishment of the House of Catechumens all conversions
that took place were voluntary.
The House marked
the second stage, since it was designed as a retreat
and prison for recalcitrant neophytes during the
process of transition. Later, when the revenues for
the catechumens had fallen to a very low point, contions.

version by means of the compulsory r.ttendance of
Jews three times a year at Christmas sermons against
Judaism was begun.
Sixtus v., by a bull of Oct. 22, 1586, permitted
the Jews to rebuild synagogues on the earlier sites,

provided the contributions for the support of cate-

chumens be not reduced

in

amount.

And Clement

VIII. reduced the tax of the Jews of Rome for the
support of the House of Catechumens from 2,500
scudi to 800 scudi, whereof 300 scudi fell to the
Cloister of Converts.
After the Jews had been expelled from the Romagna, with the exception of Rome and Ancona,
those remaining Avere, in later times, taxed oppressively.
In Nov.. 1604, the chief rabbi of Rome,
Joshua Assouth, with his four children, was forced to
enter the Casa dei Neofiti, and the latter were baptized (Rieger, I.e. 193).
Besides, where the neophyte
refused to become a convert voluntarily, force often
was applied, and finally the victims were killed by
hanging. If they accepted baptism, a grant of
money from the government was usually made in
addition to the sum derived from Jewish taxes.
The
catechumens, as a Roman institution, survived until
late into the eighteenth century.
As late as 1784
sixty Jewish children were thrown into prison because two other children were being hidden from
the officers of the Casa dei Neofiti
they had to be
given up to release the remainder (Rieger, I.e. 253;
"Monatsschrift," pp. 399 et acq.). The Jewish contributions to the Casa were abolished in 1810
(Rieger. I.e. 359).
;

BinLio(;n.\PiiY: Rcime Et. Jnivc,% ii.281, ix. 77; VoRolstein
unci Rieger, Gc.sc/i. dcr Jiid. in Rnm, ii. passinu Berlin,
1895: Berliner, Gench. der Jiid. in Rom. ii. 2, pa.s.siHi. Fninkfort-on-ihe-Main, 189:3; Abrahams, Jeu'ixlt Life in Uie Middle Ages, p. 40, London, 1896.
J.

A. M. F.

"
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CATEGORY

(Greek,

Karriyopia

=

-)0K»):

A

term introduced by Aristotle into the philosophvocabulary,

ical

signifying

According

cate."

to

"attribute,"

"predi-

him every word contained-

belongs to one of the following ten
categories: substance, quantity, quality, relation,
in a proposition

time, situation, possession, action, passion.
Words being images of objects, it is obvious that
every object can be predicated by one or more of

(place). |i:pn

"IDXO (possession),

^yD'tJ>

lOXO

(ac-

tion), ^ysn'Ii' -ir)XD( passion).

Bibliography: Trendelenburg, Gesch. der Rategorieenlehre,
1846
Bonitz, in Sitztmijsherichte der KaUerlichen Ahademie der Wiasenschaften, pp. 591-641, Vienna, 1853; Schuppe,
Die Kategoricn des ArUtoteles, 1866.
;

K.

I.

Br.

place,

For this reason, after having
expounded the categories in the book Karr^yoplaced at the head of the "Organon," Aristotle
categories.

these

briefly
piai,

treated this doctrine at length in his " Metaphysics.
In the latter book, however, the categories change
their characters somewhat, and instead of substance
and attributes they represent being and its accidents.

Of all the categories, only the first, that of substance
which represents the being, has a real existence;
the others are only appended to it, describing its
For Aristotle there is no being but the
qualities.
individual being, as perceived by the senses; it follows that the ten categories must be found in every
kind of being.

There was no fundamental change in the doctrine
of the categories from the time of Aristotle to that
Plotinus, after a lengthy critique on Arisof Kant.
totle's categories, in the first books of the sixth

"Ennead," distinguishes two classes of categories:
and five of the sensiThe former are substance, rest, motion,
ble world.
the latter, substance, relaidentity, and difference
Though
tion, quantity, quality, and movement.
allusions to this classification are to be found in the
five of the intelligible sphere,

;

writings of the Jevrish Neoplatonists, the classiof Aristotle was adopted even by the

fication
latter.

The first Jew to give an account of the categories
was Saadia. In demonstrating the unity of God he
analyzes the ten categories and shows that none of
them can be applied to God ("Emunot we-De'ot,"
Gabirol, in dealing with the nature
ii., viii. et seq.).
of matter and form, frequently refers to the categories ("MekorHayyim,"§ 2, pp. ll«!^se(7.,inMunk's
"Melanges"). Bahya, like Saadia, mentions them
in his demonstration of the unity of God ("Hobot
ha-Lebabot," i., vii.) and in the definition of substance and accidents (" Torot ha-Nefesh," p. 6). Joseph ibn Zaddik also points out that none of the
categories can be applied to God ("Ha-'Olam haKatan," ed. Jellinek, p. 58). Abraham ibn Daud
devotes the first chapter of his "Emunah Kammah "
to an explanation of the categories.
Maimonides
frequently refers to them in his " Guide of the Perplexed " and, like Al-Farabi, he designates them under the appellation of " genus. " Jacob Anatoli translated the KaTr/yoptai into Hebrew, and gave a full
explanation of them in his work on the philosophical
terms, entitled "Ruah Hen."
The general term adopted in Hebrew for " category " is "IDND, which is the translation of the
Arabic term "makalah," used by the Arabian philosophers.
Hebrew designations of the several categories, also translated from the Arabic, areilOXD
;

nvyn

(substance),

ni3'"Nn

(quality),

niDinVnn

niMn

(relation),

III.—40

-lOXfD

nVDH 10X0
"TID

((luantity),

(situation),

"inXJD (time),

HJS*

-|?DSO

IDXD
"lOXO

CATHERINE

II.
Empress of Russia; born in
1729; died in St. Petersburg Nov.
She was the wife and successor of Peter
17, 1796.
III., and usurped the throne July 9, 1762.

Stettin

May

:

2,

Within a week of her accession, Catherine was

upon to ratify a decree of the Senate giving
Jews free admission to the interior of Russia.
She was liberally inclined; but, having been raised

called

the

through the extreme Orthodox party,
found herself unable to carry out the suggestion of
to the throne

the Senate, and, in her perplexity, was relieved by
having her attention drawn, by Prince Odojevski,
to a side-note of Elizabeth Petrovna concerning a
similar request: "I will not derive any profit from
the enemies of Christ," whereupon Catherine postponed her decision ("Russki Archiv," 1865, p. 492).
During the whole reign of Elizabeth Petrovna (17411762) the persecution of the Jews had been carried on.
Catherine, in her zeal to maintain the traditions of
Old Russia, and to flatter its prejudices, could not,
with all her liberalism, openly favor the Jews; therefore they were not included in the edict issued Dec.
15, 1762, permitting foreigners to enter

Edict Exeluding
Jews.

and

Russia ("Complete
No. 11,720). Her
liberal attitude toward the Jews was,
however, manifested in her letter,
dated May 11, 1764, to Governor-General Browne of
Riga, concerning certain foreign merchants of the
New Russian provinces, who came under the tutelage of a bureau, instituted in 1763, for the protecThese foreign merchants were to
tion of foreigners.
be permitted to live in Riga and to carry on buSness on the same legal conditions as merchants
Furthermore, if any
of other Russian provinces.
clerks, agents, and workmen should be ordered by
these merchants to settle in New Russia, they were
to be provided with passports and with an adequate
to

settle

Russian Code,"

in

xvi..

Finally, if
irrespective of their religion.
three or four persons should arrive from Mitau, on
their way to St. Petersburg, with claims upon the

escort,

government, thej^ were to be provided with passports, simply stating their names, without mentioning their nationality or religion. To prove their
identity' such i)ersons were to present a letter from
To
the merchant Lewin Wulfl of St. Petersburg.
this letter the following postscript is added in German, in the hand of the empress: "Wenn Sic jju'r
nicht verstehen, so wird es meine Schuld nicht seyn;
diefier Brief hat der President von der ProtectionCan/.lcy selber geschrieben.

geheim."

the letter were:
assistant,

Ilalten Sic dieses alles

The "foreign merchants" mentioned
Nathan

in

the rabbi Israel Hayyiin, and his
Abraham of Binsen (Birzhi), and

the merchants David Levi (Bamberg), Moses Aaron,
Behr Benjamin, and Israel Lazer, the "mohel " Lasar
Israel, and the laborer Jacob Marcus of Mitau.
They were escorted to St. Petersburg. Some of
them soon returned to Riga and settled there with

;

Catherine
Cattle
tlieir

families

Juden
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and servants (Bucliholtz, "Gesch. der

in Riga," p. 57).

In this diplomatic manner avoiding the name
"Jew," the empress deemed it advisable to usher in

Jews into Russia. In another
Governor-General Browne she speaks of
her great intentions concerning tlie
Liberal
Jews, and of his knowledge of these
Attitude intentions (ih. p. 61). In answer to a
Toward complaint of Benjamin Baehr, "factor
the Jews, of the Polish. Lithuanian, and Courland Jews," against the municipal
authorities of Riga, CJatiierine wrote to Browne, Oct.
15, 1765, directing him to inquire whether the council (Rath) in spite of its privileges had the right to
oppress such people, wlio had begun to develop trade
in Riga to the benefit of tiie country, and enjoining
that the complainants be protected and their petiThe " foreign merchants "
tions granted (ib. p. 65).
did not go to South Russia most of them settled in
tie settlement of the

letter to

;

In 1769
Riga, and some of them in St. Petersburg.
Catherine permitted Jews to settle in the New Russian provinces on an equal footing with all foreigners,
tiiese being invited to people the deserted South
Russian steppes.
With the first division of Poland in 1772, a great
number of the Jews of White Russia became Russian subjects.
In a manifesto issued by Count Chernishov, the new governor-general of White Russia,
in the name of the empress, promised equal rights,
without distinction of religion or nationality, to the
The
inhabitants of the newly acquired territories.
phrase, " without distinction of religion or nationality " is used in most of the ukases of the empress.
The Russian historian Gradovski emphasizes the
fact that Catherine II., having declared, on ascending the throne, her profession de foi to rule in the

Russian Orthodox

spirit,

never saw any danger to

the Orthodox CJiurch from the Jews and Judaism,
as had her predecessors. While she often warned the
governors against the Roman Catholic orders, and
especially against the " plotting " Jesuits, she did not
hesitate (in 1772) to grant religious rights to the Jews

("Otnosheniya k Yevreyam," etc., p. 478, note).
But notwithstanding the magnanimous intentions
of Catherine, the Jews were restricted to a Pale of
Settlement, almost immediately after the rights
of equality had been officially granted them.
This
was certainly not the wish of the empress, but was
due to the local authorities and the Senate, which at

power in the administraWhile the law recognized the
Jews as Russian subjects, granting them equal
that time possessed great

tion of the empire.

rights with the other inhabitants throughout the

empire ("Complete Russian Code,"xix., No. 13,850),
administrative decrees were issued, keeping them
out of the great Russian provinces. By a ukase of
1776 the rule of the "kahal" was reestablished, and
the old poll-tax reintroduced.
In 1786 the Senate,
in answer to an application of the Jews of White
Ru.ssia to the empress, issued a decree curtailing the
jiidicial, commercial, and industrial rights of the
Jews. That the empress was opposed to the narrow-minded policy of the Senate may be seen from
this remarkable decree " Since the above-mentioned
[White Russian] inhabitants, holding the Jewish
:
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faith, have, in virtue of the ukases issued, already
entered into a position equal to that of otliei inhabitants, it is necessary in all cases to observe the rule
that every one according to his rank and standing
shall be enabled to enjoy his rights and benefits
without distinction of faith or nationality " (" Voskhod," Jan., Feb., 1889, p. 45; Gradov.ski, "OtnoFor the inhuman cruelsheniya," etc., i. 12).
ties practised upon the Jews of Uman and other
places in South Russia in 1782, Catherine was not

responsible.

At the end of Catherine's reign two ukases were
issued which bear the signature of the empress, but
The
are utterly opposed to her previous tendencies.
first, dated Jan. 3, 1792, under the
Restriopretext of giving the Jews of Yekatetions upon rinoslav and Taurida the same privithe Jews, leges as those given to the Jews of
AVhite Russia, prescribes that Jews
can not be admitted into the gild of merchants of
Smolensk and Moscow ("Complete Russian Code,"
The second, issued July 4, 1794
xxiii.. No. 1706).
(No. 17,224), determines the localities where Jews are
permitted to carry on business and trade, thus in an
indirect way depriving them of the right to carry
on business in the great Russian provinces; it also
compels the Jewish merchants to pay a tax for
their business and trade licenses in the provinces
open to them the double of that paid by Christian
merchants. Only the Karaite Jews were, in 1795,
exempt from the double tax, and from that time the
Karaites enjoyed special privileges.
Thus the reforms introduced by the "Semiramis
of the North " affecting the Jews did not, like many
other of her well-meant reforms, accomplish the expected results; but through the faiilt of the narrowminded officials they rather resulted in establishing
the Pale of Settlement in which the Russian Jews
are still shut up at the beginning of the twentieth
century.

Bibliography Russki Archiv, 1865, p. 492; Buchholtz, Gesch.
der Juden in BUia, Riga, 1899 Levanda, Polny Chronnloatcheski Sbnrnik Zahonov i Polozheni, St. Petersi)iirg, 1874
Voskhod, 1889, Jan., Feb., p. 4.5; Gradovski, Otnosheniya k
Yevreyam, etc., i. 478, note, St. Petersburg, 1891.
H. R.
:

;

CATHTJA: Name of a family of Nethinim returning from Babylon with Zerubbabel (I Esd. v.
In the order of enumeration they correspond
30).
to Giddel in Ezra ii. 47 and Neh. vii. 49.
G. B. L.
E. G. II.

CATTANEO, CARLO

Italian Christian jurisborn in Milan June 15, 1801; died at CasAlthough
near Lugano, Feb. 5, 1869.
Cattaneo was not favorably inclined toward the
Jews, he vehemently protested against the oppressive laws to which the Jews in Italy were then subIn a work entitled " Ricerche Economiche
jected.
:

consult;
tagnole,

sulle Interdizioni

Imposte dalla Legge Civile agli
Cattaneo demonstrates that

Israeliti" (Milan, 1899),

the outlawry of the

Jews

is

detrimental to society.

Bibliography: Boccardo, Enciclopedia Italiana,
Jost, Neuere Gesch. der Israeliten, i. 360.
s.

v.

300;

Bu.

I.

CATTLE (Hebrew, njpO = " possession ") Term
used to denote all domestic animals, the principal
:

possession of nomadic and pastoral peoples.

Cattle were very important in the early life
Tlie story of Abel, who was a
of the Hebrews.
"keeper of sheep," and offered unto the Lord "of
the firstlings of his flock " (Gen. iv. 2, 4), is without doubt an indication of the conditions of early
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob liis sons were
times.

"shepherds" in all the significance of the word
(Gen. xlvi. 34; xlvii. 1, 3, 4, 6); and their respective
stories show the importance of cattle in their lives.
Their cattle furnished them their dwelling, the tent,
their clothing, and their food, the last consisting of
milk, cheese, and butter, and, on great occasions,
meat. They also supplied them almost exclusively
with the material of the sacrifices.
After having settled in the Land of Promise, the
Israelites did not entirely

of

In Agriculture.

life.

abandon

Some tribes,

mode

their early

particularly those

of Reuben, G^d, and Simeon, continued in the pastoral life, in which they
were encouraged by the nature of

Others seem to have
their respective territories.
continued the rearing of cattle, along with their
new agricultural occupations. Therefore the herds
and flocks were a part of all blessings (Deut. viii.
13, xxviii. 4) and prophecies (Jer. xxxi. 27, xxxiii. 12,
In the ordinary usage of the lan13; Zech. ii. 4).
guage, kings were called "shepherds" (II Sam. v. 2,
vii. 7; Isa. xli. 28),

is

Catherine H.
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and the same figurative language

used to describe Providence (Ps.

xxiii. 2).

The

live stock of the Israelites consisted chiefly of
The camel
small cattle, horned cattle, and asses.
and the horse were not common in Biblical times.

Small cattle— i.e., sheep and goats— were the most
numerous, since Palestine, like the other Mediterranean countries, was in ancient times, as in modern,
well suited to the habits of these animals. They
were known by the collective name |KV; (zon compare the Homeric |"^?;a see Goat, Sheep). Horned
cattle were raised successfully only in well-watered
places, as the valley of the Jordan, the plain of
Sharon, and, particularly, the western part of Bashan.
;

;

called -|p3 (bakar, "plowers"; compare
"armentum," from "arare"; see Ox). Asses were
as common as they were good, and she-asses were

They were

xii. 16, xxx. 43; Josh,
24; "l Sam. viii. 16), even after the introduction
of the horse (Ezra ii. 66 et seq. Neh. vii. 68 et seq.).

especially appreciated (Gen.
vii.

;

Many passages in the Scriptures enjoin on man
kindness and humanity toward domestic animals.
God, as Creator and Providence of all
Kindness animals, gave man sway over them,
to Animals, delegating to him His providence, as
well as His dominion. Punishing man.
He strikes also the animals; making His peace with
mankind. He extends the reconciliation to animals.
The firstlings of the domestic animals are His, as are
Domestic animals were enthe first-born of Israel.
titled to their rest on the Sabbath (Ex. xx. 10, xxiii.
12; Deut. v. 14), and during the Sabbatical year
were allowed to wander through the fields feeding
on the spontaneous products (Lev. xxv. 7; Ex.
xxiii. 11).
Castration was forbidden, according to
Josephus ("Ant." iv. 8, § 40; probably based on
Lev. xxii. 24), and, likewise, hybridization (Lev.
xix. 19).
To plow with an ass and an ox was not
allowed, probably because of the superior strength

Cattle

of the ox, which was the plower par excellence
(Deut. xxii. 10).
The overladen ass must be relieved
of part of his burden, and if he should fall under it,

must help him up (Deut. xxii. 4). The
ox treading out the corn was not to be muzzled
(Deut. xxv. 4). A cow or a ewe and her young
could not be killed in one day (Lev. xxii. 28). The
his master

command

not to seethe a kid in its
xxxiv. 26; Deut. xiv.
Its purpose seemL, to have been
21) is uncertain.
to deter the Israelites from
a heathen custom
(see Bochart, "Hierozoicon," pp. 634 et seq.; Dillmann, on Ex. xxiii. 19; Nowack, "Lehrbuch der

origin of the

mother's milk (Ex.

Hebriiischen

xxiii. 19,

Archilologie,"

p.

117.

Maimonides,

"Moreh Nebukim").
During the summer cattle were left in the open air.
At night they were diiven into pens or folds, for
which the Bible has a great variety of names: rnV3,
Bozrah (Micah
et seq.);

ii.

12);

sbo, Mikla

miJ. Gederah (Num.

(Hab.

iii.

xxxii. 16, 24,

17

36);

DTlDti'O, ^li-shpetayim (Gen. xlix. 14).

These pens were sometimes fenced
about with stakes; more often, however, they consisted of an enclosure
with a dry-stone wall, to protect the cattle from wild
beasts; and occasionally they were provided with
watch-towers (II Chron. xxvi. 10). The cattle were
counted in the morning and the evening when going
out and coming in; and the shepherd was obliged to
replace every missing head, unless he could prove
that it had not perished through his own fault (Gen.
xxxi. 39; Ex. xxii. 12-13; compare Amos iii. 12).
In the neighborhood of the pens were wateringplaces, consisting generally of a well or cistern,
with a trough. To dip out tlie water and fill the
troughs must have been one of the hardest duties of
During
the shepherds (Gen. xxiv. 20, xxix. 8-10).
the winter the cattle were sheltered in regular stables
(p2"lO, marbek), which were furnished with cribs
It is incidentally mentioned that tiie
(D13X. ebus).
oxandtiie cow wen; generally fed on chopped straw
(pn, teben, Isa. xi., l.w. 25), or .sometimes on a
sour mixture (p»n h^bl. belil hamiz ), a provender
consisting of various grains, mixed with alkaline
herbs (Isa. xxx. 24), sometimes like the "farrago"

Shelter at

Night.

of the Latin (see Bochart, I.e. pp. 113, 303: Blau, in
Horses also were
"Z. D. M. G." XX vii. 522 et seq.).
Oats and hay
fed on chopped straw and on barley.
were then, as now, unknown in Orientjil countries.

Fatlings were probably kept always in the stables,
"
'egel" or "'egle marbek"
hence the expression.
(P3"I0 ''biV'biV' I ^'i'"- xx^'iii- 24; Jer. xlvi. 21: see
Ge-senius, "Thesaurus," p. 1260; Bochart, I.e. pp. 302
Elsewhere fat beeves are called D'X'll
et seq.).
fattened"), in contradistinction to "yi,
(Reri'im

="

re'i(" beeves of pasture," I
meriMm (II Sam. vi. 13; I

Kings v. 3), or D'Sno,
Kings i. 9). There is

no evidence that the Hebrews understood the art
of breeding with a view to the bettering of the
Under this lieading one would hardly conrace.
sider the trick of Jacob, u.sed to increase his flocks
at the expense of his father-in-law.

BiBLior.RAPHV Boohart, Hierozoicon
der Hcl>ritischen Archiiologie.
E G. H.
:

;

Nowack, Lchrhuch

H. H.
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Caucasus

CAUCASUS or CAUCASIA (Russian, "Kuv" = the counlry of the Caucasus): A di-

kazski Krai

vision of Russia,

bounded on the north by European
Caspian sea; on the soutli
and on tiie west by
consists of six governments, four

Russia; on the oast by

tlie

by Persia and Asiatic Turkey
the Black sea.
provinces, and

It

two

;

The

districts.

Jewisli inhabit-

ants, according to tiie census of 1897,

58,471,

numbered

population
These figures are prob-

or 6.3 per cent of the

total

(" Voskhod." 1902, No. 3).
ably too low.
The exact number of the Caucasian Jews is not
easy to determine. Some of them (in the southern

provinces) have adopted the ilohammedan religion
(in Georgia) have embraced Christianity.
They are also often confounded with Jewish
immigrants from European Russia. Vonder Hoven
estimates the number of the native Jews of the Cau;

while others

casus to be about 100,000 ("Budushchnost," 1900,

No.

52).
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Semitic type to a more maiked degree than the
European Jews. The presence of a distinctive Jewish type among many of the Caucasian
Jewish
jieoples has long been noticed by travType
elers and ethnographers.
It is espeAmong cially interesting, as some of these
Caucasian people, the Armenians, Georgians, and
Peoples.
Ossetes, for instance, are not of one
and the same race. Baron Peter Uslar
suggests that during the past two thousand years
Jewish tribes often emigrated to the Caucasus
("Russische Revue," xx. 42, xxi. 300). Miller is of
the opinion that in very remote times they emigrated thither from Media. All the Armenian and
Georgian historians speak of the existence of a large
Jewish population in Transcaucasia until the beginning of the present era.
When St. Nina came to the cit}' of Urbnis in
Georgia from Jerusalem in 314, she is said to have
spoken to the Jews in the Hebrew language (" His-

The following table illustrates the distribution of
tlie Jews of the Caucasus among tlie various governments, provinces, and districts according to the
censuses of 1886 and 1891-92
:

DrSTRTBUTION OF Jews OF TIIE CAUCASUS.

Jews.

Per cent of
Total Population.

NORTHERN Caucasus
Government

(1891-92):

of Stavropol

1,215
4,965
5,100

Provinre of Tersk
Province of Kuban
District

Chemomorski (Black

Tra.nscaucasia

(1886):

Government
Government
Government
Government
Government

Kutais

of
of
of
of
of

Tiflis

Erivan

Baku
Yelisavetpol

Province of Daghestan
Province of Karsk

sea)

0.4
0.6
0.3

52

7,082
7,632
44
8,603
1,755
9.210

0.76
0.94
0.01
1.20
0.24
1.46

District of Zakatal.sk

Some of the Caucasian Jews claim to be descendants of the Lost Ten Tribes of Israel, which were
taken captive by Nebuchadnezzar;
Supposed while others (particularly the GeorDescent
gians) are equally certain of their defrom Lost scent from the Isiaelites who were
Ten Tribes, taken from Palestine by Shalmaneser.
It is hard to determinf! whether this
belief is based upon valid tradition or whether it is
of later origin, and an attempt, by means of bad
philology, to connect the "Ilabor, " near Avhicli river
the exiles were settled, with "Iberia," the name by
whicli the Caucasus is known to classical writers.
In the Georgian language the Jews are called
"Huria," a term which is related to "Iberia" (Koch,
"Reise Durch Russland," Preface, p. ix.).
The Russian archeologist and linguist Vsevolod
Miller believes that a large Jewish population formerly existed in that part of Media which was later
called " Atturpatakan," and which is at present
known under the name of " Azerbeijan." and tliat
this countrj' was probably the cradle of the Caucasian
Jews. He thinks that the}' have preserved the old

Caucasus Jewess and Her Children.
(Aiier a ph'-tograph.)

toire

de

la Georgic," translated

by

Brosset,

I. 1.

31,

When

the Persians
took possession of Transcaucasia in 366, the Jews
adopted the old Persian language, which they called
"Par.see" or "Tat," from which they formed a jargon with an admixture of words taken from the
37,

54,

64,

93, 100, 104-120).

Bible and from languages of local tribes. They
write this jargon in Hebrew square characters.
From the Arabic writers Mas'udi, Ibn Haukal, and
from the " Derbend Nameh " (a Persian history of
Derbend) it is evident that the Arabs, when they

THE
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conquered Dagliestan in tlie eighlli century, found
a large number of Jews tliere. According to Pantyukhov (probably following Quatrefagos, "Observations Antlirojiologiciues an Caucase," Titiis, 189;',

"Archiv fiir Antliropologie," xxvii. 448,)
the Caucasian Jews may be considered descendants

cited in

of the Clialdeans (early Babylonians),

who originally

dwelt on the upper Euphrates and in the vicinity of
Lake Van, but who
in later, though even

ENCYCLOPEDIA
the language of the people
they live (Pantyukhov, I.e.).

a(l()i)ted

]\Iountain

lect of the Tat.

are those of the

Tlie Tats themselves are of Iranian
origin, but have in-

termarried with
They

sjieak

the same dialect (Tat

mingled witJi
Hebrew) as the mountain
Jews.
They
probably arrived in
the Caucasus with
the Jews in the times
of the AclhTmenidiP,

the
a por-

having been sent to
guard the northern
boundary of Persia
on the Caspian sea.
According to Anisimov, the Tats of toda}' were Jews when

Chewsures and
tion of the Swanetes
and of the Lesghians
are of Jewish descent.
century

fifth

")

live in villages

Jews.

renounced Judaism
and eml)raced Mohammedanism. It is

In the

who

among whom

("auls'jand
some towns of the provinces of Daghestan, Tersk,
Kuban, and in the governments of Baku and Yelisavetpol, and who speak an Iranian language, a dia-

remote, times intermixed with the
Caucasians.
native
In the course of time
many of tliese Jews

that

Jews ("Bergjuden

Caucasian Jews

still

probable

Caucasus

the rulers of Georgia
claimed that their
ancestors came from

The

they arrived in the
Caucasus, and they

has little
with the
Arabo-Semitic type.

embraced
Mohammedanism only when
the Arabs conquered

Erckert, as the result of a comparison
of the head measurements of the Caucasian
Jews with
those of the other inhabitants of the dis-

the country.
They
themselves
cherish

Jerusalem.
Chaldean
in

common

this belief,

Mountain Jews of the Caucasus.
(From a

which they dwell, gives the following data:

tricts in

Cephalic Index

:

Azerbeijan Tatars
Georgians

79.4
83.5
85.6
86.7

Armenians
Mountain Jews

Height of Head

62.0
67.9
67.9
71.1

Georgians

Mountain Jew?
Armenians

Nasal Index

raesocephalic
brachycephalic

hyperbracbycephalic
hyperbracliycephalic

Facial I.ndex

:

Kalmucks

:

Georgians

86.5
87.0
87.7
89.0

Kalmucks
Armenians
Mountain Jews

:

Mountain Jews
Armenians

62.4
62.5
62.9
75.3

Georgians

Kalmucks

shape of the head be taken as a standard of
mountain Jew may be considered
to rank first among the Caucasian races, which are
classified by Erckert in the following order: mountain Jews, Armenians, Kumyks, Georgians, Azerbeijan Tatars, Ossetes, Circassians, Tshechentzy,
Lesghians, Nogaians, Kalmucks ("Der Kaukasus
und Seine Volker," pp. 370-377).
If the

a

fine type, the

The

and

fully preserve

stature of the

Jews

in the district of

Kuba

(government of Baku) is 1.618-1.021 mm. that of
the Jews in the government of Kutais, 1,G30; of
These three groups exthose of Daghestan, 1,644.
they have completely
hibit slightly varying types
;

;

photoffraph.)

Hebrew
(Ilahu,

care-

their

books

"Aus

dem

Kaukasus," p. 181).
in his letters to the king of the

Hasdai ben Isaac,
Chazars (about 960), says that, according to a tradition, the Chazars formerly lived in the mountains of
Miller is of the
Seir (Serir in the eastern Caucasus).
opinion that the Jews of the Caucasus introduced
Judaism into the kingdom of the Chazars, and that
the Jews of Daghestan originated in Azerbeijan.
He refers to Esther iii. 8 and to II Kings xvii. 6.
He thinks that old Jewish colonies in the Caucasus
existed in Tabasseran and in Kaitak, in which region
there is a place still called "Shuit-Katta " (Jewish
About three hundred years ago many Jews
pass).
emigrated thence to Majlis, the capital of the Tatars,
and a little later to Jangi-kent (="Xew Settlement").
Large Jewish communities existed in the ninth
century in Tifiis, Bardaa, Derbend, and other places
According to Benjamin of Tudela
in the Caucasus.
(1160-73), the power of the exilarch extended over
all the communities of Armenia, Kota, and Georgia.
Guillaume de Rubruquis in 1254 found a large Jewish population in the eastern Caucasus.
The traveler Judah Chorny also concludes that
the Jews arrived in the Caucasus before the destruction of the First Temple, and that up to the fourth
century of the common era they lived under Persian
protection.
At the end of the Sassanian dynasty,
when Tatar hordes overran Persia, and the Can-

"

Caucasus
Gaul
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tlieir homes, the latter
with their coreligionists in Babylonia, and adopted the rabbinical teachings as religSoon they began to study the Talmud,
ious law.
of which they had an intimate knowledge when
Eldad ha-Dani (ninth century) visited them. This
is also corroborated by Benjamin of Tudela and
Pethahiah of Regensburg. In the centuries when
the great Talmudic schools flourished in Babylon,
many eminent Talmudists lived in Derbent and the
In
ancient Shemacha, in the government of Baku.
many regions in the government of Baku, where at
present there are no mountain Jews, ruins of their
auls and graves, and traces of irrigation trenches,

The Caucasian Jews differ greatly from the European Jews. Their language, dress, education, employments, and their whole character render them
almost a separate people; and tliey even differ

be found. The local ^lohammedans still
call these ruins by their old Jewisii names; e.f/.,
"Chifut Tebe" (Jewish Hill), "Chifut Kabur"
In some parts of Daghestan
(Jewisli Grave), etc.
the Mohammedan religion has supplanted Judaism;
but in many Mohammedan families are to be found

Christian neighbors in their adoption of the Tat language. They all dress in the Circassian style, and

Jews were driven from

caslan

came

in contact

etc., are to

Jewisli books inherited from

Jewish ancestors.

classed among the
Karaites, as they still adhere closely to the Talmud.
There is no question, however, that at the present

The Caucasian Jews can not be

time their Talmudic knowledge is not extensive and
that they have added demonology to
Supersti- Judaism. Owing to this comparative
tious Be- ignorance they are nicknamed by the
liefs.

European

Russian

Jews

"Byky"

The Jews

of Daghestan and
Baku believe in good and in evil spirits; e.g., SeerOvy (the spirit of the water), Ider, Iludur-bai, Kessen-bai, and others.
The most venerated is the
(oxen).

mighty Num-Negyr (the spirit of ti'avelers and of
which name signifies " unutterable
A belief in per(literally, "do not take a name").
l)etual warfare between the good and the evil spirits
is (lee])-rooted among the Jews as well as among

the family),

According to
the Mohammedans of the Caucasus.
Erckert. the Caucasian Jews in the times of the
Seleucids were in communi(;ati()n with Palestine.
They helped to spread Christianity in Armenia,
Georgia, and the highlands of Albania. The mountain Jews are probably later emigrants, who in the
eighth century and at the beginning of the ninth
It was not
settled in the region north of Derbent.
until the end of the sixteenth century that they
removed to the neighboring Majlis. Another stream
of emigrants may liave followed about 1180 from
Jerusalem and Bagdad via Persia. Erckert and
man}' others are of the opinion that the Caucasian
Jews amalgamated at an early date with the native
It is certain that among the peoples of the
tribes.
Caucasus the Jewish type is everywhere represented, and that even among Christian and Mohamtribes many Jewish customs and liabits have
been preserved to the present day. Among the
0.5setes the old Mosaic law of levirate marriage still
exists, which, according to Chorny, the mountain

medan

Even the outward apalso strictly observe.
pearance and the manner of speech of the Ossetes
resemble those of the Jews. Many of their villages
bear Hebrew naines, and the marriage and funeral
ceremonies correspond in many respects with those

Jews

of the ancient Hebrews.
about the Tshechentzy.

Tlie

same may be said

greatly

among

themselves.

The Georgian, Lesghian, and Ossete Jews
as

much from

which they
nothing

in

Manners
and
Customs,

differ

one another as do the countries in

The Jews

of Daghestan liave
the foregoing, either in
language, dress, mode of life, or
moral views. They differ little from
the other warlike mountain tribes
among whom they dwell. They only

live.

common with

differ

from

their

Mohammedan and

go about armed with daggers, pistols, and swords;
even being armed when they go to bed or when
praying in the synagogue. Thej' are skilled horsemen. Their occupations are mostly dyeing, cattle-

They own
breeding, gardening, and viticulture.
small farms, and rent land from their 3Io]iammedau
neighbors, by whom they are much oppressed. They
raise tobacco, and manufacture excellent weapons.
Even their hakams know how to handle the spade,
the hoe, and the hammer.
Owing to their persecutions under Mohammedan
rule, the mountain Jews in the Russo-Caucasian
wars always sided with tlie Russians; and the Russian government, after the conquest of the Caucasus,
their valuable services,
in acknowledgment of
granted them equal rights with the other Caucasian
tribes.
Lately, however, these rights have been
curtailed.

In contradistinction to the moimtain Jews, the
Georgian Jews have always exliibited great patriotTheir
ism, and have fought against the Russians.
love for the fatherland is as proverbial as tlieir bravery in war. Notwithstanding his warMountain like character, however, the Georgian
and Geor- Jew becomes penitent and humble in
gian Jews, the synagogue. Here he may be seen
to weep for the unfortunate destiny
Georof his coreligionists scattered over the world.
gian Jews are found in TiHis, Kutais, Suran, KarasuBesides the
bazar, and the surrounding villages.
Georgian and mountain Jews, mention should here
be made of the Caucasian Subhotniki (Sabbatarians), who are probably descendants of the Chazars.
Their type is more Slavonic than Semitic, but their
mode of life is Jewish: they not only keep the Sabbath strictly, but also observe all the Mosaic laws
and many rabbinical precepts. In Titiis in 1894
their community numbered thirtj' families, besides
many who lived outside the village and occupied
themselves with cattle-breeding, agriculture, and
They have the same
the cultivation of the vine.
prayers as the Russian Jews, but use the Russian
language instead of the Hebrew. Some of them
send their sons to Wilna for a higher rabbinical eduThey consider it a great honor to intermarry
cation.
with rabbinical Jews; but such marriages are rare.
The Georgian and especially the mountain Jews
deem it beneath their dignity to intermarry with the

Subbotniki.
In recent years, witii the improvements in com-

;
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mimication, outside interest in tlie Caucasian Jews
has become more extensive. Their coreligionists
liave endeavored to spread culture among them,
while the Zionist organizations l>ave established some
For furschools for the rational study of Hebrew.
ther details reference may be made to the articles
on the respective cities, provinces, and peoples. See
also

Armenia and

Cii.\zars.
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Radde, Vier Vortriige Uber den Kaxikasus,
1760, pp. o0.5-307
in Ergiinzungslieft zu Fetermann's GengraphU^che Mit:

.

.

:
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;
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Der Kau-
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;
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CAUL. — Biblical Data

:

Nowadays

applied

membrane surrounding

the Iiunian fetus;
renderused also in other senses. In the Bible: 1.
ing of the Hebrew D"'D''3B', the second on the list of

to the

A

worn by the women of Jerusalem (Isa.
Schroder emends this to "shemisim," which
he compares to the Arabic "shumaisah" (little sun).
It would then mean an article of jewelry, perhaps
a pendant. It is quite possible to take it to designate nets used as adornments for the hair. The
Septuagint gives it this sense; and tlie Targum reproduces the word, which by Mishnaic usage is confirmed as a net for the hair (see Levy, "Neuhebr.
Worterb." iv. s.i\).
2. Used in an anatomical sense of the enclosure
of the heart, perhaps of the pericardium (Hosea
toilet articles
iii.

18).

xiii. 8).

3. ]Most frequently, however,

it is used to transa word occurring frequently in the
l)riestl}- regulations and in connection with the liver.
It is best taken to mean the fatty mass surrounding
This was always included (Ex. xxix. 13,
the liver.
'.^2:
Lev. iii. 4, 10, 15; iv. 9; vii. 4; viii. 16, 25; ix.
10, 19) in the burnt offering.
G. B. L.
E. G. II.

late "yoteret,"

According to
In Rabbinical Literature
it was the caul, with some other parts
the sacrifice, that was burned on tiie altar.
:

the A. v.,

of

For we read: "And thou shall take all the fat that
covereth the inwards, and the caul that is above the
liver, and the two kidneys, and the fat that is upon
them, and burn them upon the altar" (Ex. xxix. 13;
compare references beiow). The Hebrew term here

Caucasus
Caul

rendered "caul" is "yoteret" (mnM. always occurring in connection with " kabed " (133 = "liver");
this "yoteret " is variously translated by earlier and
later scholars.
Thus, the Septuagint renders it "the
lobe of the liver "
and so do Jo.sephus (" Ant." iii.
Kohut ("Arucli
9, § 2), Gesenius ("Diet." s.v.),
Completum," iii. 470. *.r. 133 iVH), Jastrow ("Diet."
p. 572), and the Karaites (see Aaron b. Elijah,
"Gan 'Eden," Shehitah, xxi.). This rendition docs
not seem to correspond with the phraseology of tlie
original.
Of the eleven Biblical passages containing
the term "yoteret," seven are mandatory (Ex. xxix.
13, 22; Lev. iii. 4, 10, 15; iv. 9; vii. 4), and the remaining four (Lev. viii. 16, 25; ix. 10 [where the
;

preposition p, "fi-om," is used], 19) are narrative.
In six of the former (the only exception being P>x.
xxix. 22), yoteret is described as being situated ^y
"133n ("over the liver"), which can not be said of a
lobe or of any part of the liver itself.
Were the
preposition py ("above," "over," "upon ") absent in
the mandatory clauses as it is in the narratives, it
might be assumed that " yoteret " is in the construct
state, and the phrase 1331 JTin^ would really meau
'rcduiulaut,' 'hanging over';
"the pendant ("in^
i.e., 'lobe ')of theliver." But the presence of the preposition in the six mandatory clauses precludes this
construction, and consequently also this rendition.
That the narrative clauses do not embody the
The narpreposition does not prove the contrary.
rator simply relied on the exact designation conThe j'oteret
veyed in the mandatory passages.
must, therefore, be looked for among the viscera
adjacent to and over the liver. Leeser finds it in
the midriff; and this partly agrees with Rashi's

=

definition, as explained

by Kohut

(I.e.

iv.

94, s.v.

Si'DID; compare Jastiow, I.e. 557b. .s.v. ^{t^'D")t3),
" Hothfleisch,"' the fieshy fibers connecting the mid-

with the costal cartilages. But, as even the
is not directly over the liver, a double layer
of tissue intervening between them, the A. V. ren
ders the phrase by "the caul over the liver."
This definition is supported by the Vulgate, and
agrees with that of Hashi (to Ex. xxix. 13, according
to Musaphia, in "'Aruk," s.r. B'DIO), and with the
riff

midriff

translations of Zunz (Arnlieim), Luzzatto. Filrst (in
inl^x. I.e. he translates "lappen"); and by
I.e.
it is meant that part of the caul which forms the

Lev.

;

duplicature extending from the transverse fissure of
the liver to the lesser curvature of the stomach, technically called the "gastrohepatic " or "small omentum " (compare Strack to Ex. xxix. 13; Kautzsch,
Ex. and Lev. I.e. contrast Kohut, I.e., s.v. 133 IVPI)Some object to this definition, because the small
omentum is devoid of fat; but as the Bible never
includes the yoteret luider the fats, this objection is
;

not tenalile (compare Sifra, Wayikra. Hobah. ix. [ed.
Weiss, p. 21b]; Pesik. Zuttato Lev. iii. 10: Hastings. "Diet. Bible," «.?'. "Caul"; Cheyne, "Encyc.
Bibl."^.». "Caul"; see Saciufice).
The Karaites include the yoteret among the animal jiarts forbidden to tlie Jews as food (see Aaron
" Aderet Eliyahu,"
b. Elijah, I.e.; Elijah Bashya/.i.
Shehitah, xviii.); rabbinic law, however, knows of
no such prohibition (see Hul. 117a; Rashi, ord loc,
•I.e.

r\-inV:

Pesik. Zntta,

Ma'akalot Asurot,

vii.

5;

/.c.

:

Maimonides, "Yad,"

Nahmanides

to Lev.

iii.

Get

"

Caution
Caves
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iiK'iUioned by Jo.scphus (" Ant."
connection with such a hiw does not
mean the yoteret is evident from hisnaniins^ tlie caul
and the lobe of the liver as distinct parts devoted to
What he means is doubtthe altar (ib. iii. 9, i^ 2).
lessly the epiploon, or the fatty membrane constituting the gastrocolic or great omentum. The same
seq.).

11,

iii.

is

That the caul

.shim, viii.

^

ment, Warning.

~)

ici

meant by Herodotus

(ii.

47),

who mentions

the

caul in connection with an ancient Egyptian sacrifice
to the moon.
J.

S.

sn.

CAUTION

M.

(DVX) Warning given to witnesses
Neither Biblical nor rabbinical
before testimony.
law requires a witness to confirm his testimony by
an oath. Jewish casuists are of opinion that the
witness who would not tell the truth without an
oath would not scruple to depose a falsehood with
an oatii (Toscf., Kid. 4151), >v.?'. " Hashta " compare
Josephus, "B. J." ii. 8, ^ C).
Instead of an oath, rabbinical law prescribes in
criminal cases a preliminary caution or admonition,
in the course of Avhicli the witnesses are exhorted to
testify to such matters only as have come under
their personal observation, and are warned not to
state anything based on imagination or hearsay.
Tiiey are told that the court will subject them to a
careful examination and a searching cross-examinaFinally, the formal caution laid down in the
tion.
Mishnah (Sanh. iv. o; Maimonides, "Yad," Sanh.
xii. 3) proceeds as follows:
:

;

Sifre,

632
Deut.

See Cai'ital Punish-

81)).

BiBLiOGRAPUv: Maimonides, Yad ha-H(%zakah, Sanh.
K.

S.

C.

xii. 3.

M.

CAVAILLON:

Small town in IIk; department
In his book, "Reponses de
of Vaucluse, France.
Kal)l)ins Franc^ais et Lorrains " (Vienna, 1881), Jo(!l

.MliUer mentions (No. 17) a rabbi of Cavaillon,
Eliezer ben Judah, pupil of Isaac ben Menahem,
who lived at Orleans in the .second half of the eleventh centuiy. It also appears from the same book
(Nos. 21, 22) that the celebrated Rashi of Troyes
was in correspondence with the scholars of CavailGross ("'Gallia Judaica," p. oOl), however,
lon.
maintains that the passage refers not to Cavaillon,
but to Chalons-sur-Saone. However that may be,

;

" Know ye that tlie n^ponsibililies devolving upon tlie witness
in criminal cases are vastly more serious tlian those of the witness in civil suits. In civil suits a man makes good the losses
sustained through his falsehood, and is forResponsi- given: but in criminal cases the blood of the
bilities of victim of falsehood and the blood of his possiWitness. ble offspring to the end of time, which is cut
off by his undeserved death, fall on the head
of the false witness. That such is the case is evident from God's
administered
to Cain, who slew his brother (Gen. Iv. 10),
rebuke
where it is said, 'The voice of thy brother's bloods cry unto me.'
Now, since the Bible says 'Thy brother's hloodtt (I'nN iDi),
and not 'Thy brother's hlood,'' It teaches that Cain was considered guilty of shedding the blood of Abel's possible progeny,
as well as that of Abel himself. Also the fact that, at the beginning, God created one man only, should teach thee that whosoever destroys a single innocent life is as guilty as if he had destroyed a whole generation and that, on the contrary, whosoever
saves a single innocent life is as meiltorlousas If he had saved a
;

Say not, however, Why should we mix
whole generation.
ourselves up in these troubles?' Scripture declares (Lev. v. 1),
The witness who hath seen or known, and doth not tell it, shall
bear his Iniquity.' Nor must ye scruple about becoming the Instruments of this man's death. Remember the Scriptural maxim
(Prov. xi. 10), When tne wicked perish there Is shouting.'
'

.

.

.

'

~"'

(^i^KjA

'

The Old Synagogue

The object of the clo.sing admonition is to remind
the honest man of his duty to bear witness even
against a person tried for his life, to impress upon
him the veritj^ that the escape of the guilt}^ is an
injury to the innocent, while the punishment of the
wicked is a benefit to the public. Therefore, although the criminal's deed can not be undone, no

mawkish compassion should prevent
Object of

the giving of testimony leading to
conviction (Dent. xix. 13; Sifre, I.e.
therefore, too, the honest wit187)
ness must not scruple to testify against the accused,
in the event of whose conviction he, the witness,
must act as executioner (Dent. xvii. 7; Sifra, Kedo-

Warning,

;

at Cavaillon.

(After a photograph.)

that Jews were living at an early
is certain
Jew named Jaquiellus was
period at Cavaillon.
a tenant of crown lands in 1303 (Bardinet, "Revue
document of the year
Historique," 1880, xiv. 36).
1372 mentions five Jews who, in the name of the
comnumity, rendered homage to the bishop, to
it

A

A

whom the Jews of Cavaillon paid an annual qintrent for the houses and lands owned by them in his
territory

(ib.

xii. 44, 46).

In 1453 the Jews were relegated to a special quarter ("Inventaire des Archives de la Communaute de
The year 1485 was an unforCavaillon," No. 127).

Jews of Cavaillon. Iiiiituting the
and Tarascou, the Christians of
upou the Jews and pillaged their

tuuate one for the

inliabitauts of Aries

Cavaillon fell
property ("Rev. Et. Juives," vi. 35).
Toros of Cavaillon, one of the three wardens of
the Jewish community of Avignon in 1400, is identified by Steinschneider with the physician Todros
of Cavaillon, the author of a pharmacopu'ia written
partly in Hebrew and partly in Latin (Renau-NeuSomething
bauer, " Les Ecrivains Juifs," p. 725).
is known of another scholar of Cavaillon, Jacob
Leon, for whom Moses Farissol Botarel in 1465
wrote a treatise on the calendar. Gross {I.e. p. 539)
identifies this Jacob Leon Avith Jacob of Cavaillon, at whose suggestion Mordecai Durant Farissol
copied, in the same year, a part of Levi ben Gerson's book, "Milhamot ha-Shem."
Cavaillon was one of the four communities ("arba'
kehillot") having a special ritual of prayers (see
Carpenteas), this being edited in 17G7 at Avignon,
new
by Elijah Carmi, a teacher at Carpentras.
editif)n of this liturgy was published in 1855 at Aix,

A

by Michel ^Milhaud.

The lists of the Jews of Carpentras ("Rev. Et.
Juives," xii. 193-212) contain the names of a number
In 1413of Jews called after the town of Cavaillon.
1414 there were also at Ferpignau Jews wlio came
At Aries
originally from Cavaillon {lb. xiv. 75).
R. Jo.seph of Cavaillon was in 1385 a member of
the rabbinical college of judges in the scandalous
trial mentioned in the article on Cadenet, Provence.
R. Isaac ben Nathan of Cavaillon was in 1582 u
member of the rabbinical court of Fossano, Italy. A
document of the same year, relating to the excommunication of the woman Bonastorga of Carpentras,
bears the signatures of Bongoias de la Rocca and
David Cohen of Cavaillon (" Rev. Et. Juives," x. 82).
At Cavaillon, in 1713, lived the poet Gad ben Judah
of Bedarridc, author of a thanksgiving prayer preserved in the ritual of Avignon (Zunz, " Z. G. " p. 466).
The old communitj' has almost disappeared, only
three Jewish families residing in Cavaillon in 1901.
The synagogue, which was repaired in 1774, has been
preserved.
It rests partly upon an archway under
which a street passes and this arch was probably
once the gate to the ghetto. The synagogue closely
resembles that of Carpentras.
;
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CAVALLERO, CAVAGLIERO
Name

of a

family, with

l"1"^2Np)
Provence, Africa, Turkey, and Italy.
:

1.

Abraham ben

Fez between 1688 and
Bibliography

:

K.

(m^^ap

branches in

Judah. Cavallero

:

Lived at

1700.

Steinscbneider, Hehrdische BibJ. xvi. 62.

Isaac de

3.

Don Shem-Tob

Cavallero:

Ital-

scholar; son of Sheni-Tob Cavallero; flourished at Venice at the end of the sixteenth and begiiming of the seventeenth century. He was the
author of " Orden de Uraciones" (Venice, prior to
ian

1583), an edition of the prayer-book according to
the ritual of the Spanish and Portuguese Jews, and
containing the Hebrew text with a translation into
the Spanish vernacular; a second edition, to which
the " Declaracion de los Pantos" was appended,

was publisiied at Venice in 1622. The "Ordende
Oraciones" was placed upon the "Index Librorum
Prohibitorum," edited by Caspar a Quiroga (p. 69b,
Madrid, 1583).
Bibliography

:
Kavserling,
Wolf, Bihl. Hfhr.

t!();

.59,

Bihl. Esp.-Pnrt.-Jud. pp. 37,
1279b; Steinschneider, Cat,

iii.

Bodl. Nos. 2123, 2404. 532S.

M.

.1.

^V. L.

4. Jacob Cavallero: Lived in Turkey about the
middle of the sixteenth century, and was correspondent of Jacob Berab and of Moses Trani (Conforte, I.e. p. B7a\
5. Jonas Cavallero: Of Besalu; was an intimtite friend of Kalouymus b. Kalonymus, the author
of

"Eben Bohan" (Touchstone).

Bibliography: MonatuHchrift,

x.xviii.

.")49.

6. Moses b. Jehiel Cavagliero
died at Ancona, 1583.

Bibliography: Revue Etudes

:

Physician;

Juiv€><, Hi. 236.

Hebrew
7. Shealtiel b. Solomon Cavallero
poet; lived at Salonica about the second half of the
sixteenth century, and was probably the son of Sol:

omon Cavallero (No. 8). He is classed among
Hebrew poets by Gedaliah ibn Yahya.
Bibliography
8.

:

Carmoly. Jachia,

the

p. 40.

Solomon Cavallero: Lived at Salonica about

1515; corresponded with Elijah Mizrahi and with
Tarn (Jacob) ibn Yahya (Conforte, I.e. pp. 33a et
It was for him, or for a contemporary matheneq).

matician of the same name living at Salonica, that
Ephraim Mizrahi translated into Hebrew Georg
Peurbach's "Theorica Planctarum " under the title

"Tiorika ha-Nikra' Mahalak ha-Kokabim."
ItiBLiOGRAPHY

:

Stcinschnelder, Hehr. Uehers.

CAVES IN PALESTINE: By
(myo)

p. 640.

M. K.

L. G.

the

Hebrew

"me'aruh"

designates natural caves.

The

mountains of Palestine, which for the greater part
are formations of soft limestone, abound in natural
caves and grottoes. Most of these have developed
from an initial fissure or crack in the rock, whicli,
widening, in time became the channel of a subter-

identical with the Isaac Cavellero

He is probably not
who was a preacher

ranean stream. But as the latter changed its bed in
the course of years, a large, dry, hollow passageway
was finally left. In many places the skill of man
has completed the work of nature. This has been
the case more particularly east of the Jordan, and

at Venice in the second half of the seventeenth century, and whose sermons were published by his relative Judah ben Joseph Perez under the title " Nahal

In the latter district, arespecially in the Hauran.
tificial caves are very numerous (see Wetzstein,
" Reisebericht iiber Hauran und Trachonitis," pp.

2. Isaac Cavallero Talmudic scholar. He began the study of the Talmud at Salonica about 1630,
and was a fellow-student of David Conforte ("Kore
:

ha-Dorot," ed. Cassel,

Etan

" in

"

the

52b).

Perah Lebanon

"

:

L. 6.

22,

(Beriin 1712).

Bibliography Azulai, Shcm ha-GedoUm,
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U. 121.

,,

^

M. K.

Uet

seq.,

Berlin, 1860).

These caves are historically of the highest interest.
Undoubtedly they served for the original habitations

Caves
Cedar
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of ])rohistoric man. la the cave where the Nahr-alKabir takes its rise, in the grottoes at the bridge
across the river near its nioutli, ami
Caves in again in the Forraja grotto in the disPrehistoric trict of Kesrawan, etc., flint knives, arrow-lieads, and fragments of pottery
Times.
liave been found, of essentially the same
kind as those unearthed in Europe: while the remains of animals are largely of species that are now
extinct or liave disappeared from the region. Tiiis
circumstance points to a time when the climatic
conditions were evident !}• dill'crent from those now
prevailing; it presupposes a temperate, if not a
semi-arctic, climate.

Formerly

it

was

tlie

common

opinion that the entire people of the Horites, who,
anterior to

and contemporaneously with the Edom-

inhabited tlie mountain of Seir (Deut. ii. 12,
22; Gen. xxxvi. 20), were troglodytes, their name
being connected with nin, "l.uir" (hole, cave).
It
is not probable, however, that this may be applied to
a whole people, and it is certainly more correct to
identify nin, "Hori," with the Egyptian "Ilaru,"
the designation of southern Syria.
Caves were used: (n) as dwellings, and (b) as
burial-places,
(a) Even in historic periods, long
after houses had become the common
Caves in abodes, caves served, especially in time
Historic
of war, as places of refuge or as natural
Times.
fortresses (compare Josh. x. 16 et seq.
ites,

;

Judges

Sam. xiii. 6; Ezek.
xxxiii. 27 I Mace. i. 56).
Robbers made them their
hiding-places; shepherds used tliem for folds, and as
dwellings when the flock was at large; and travelers
vi.

2;

I

;

them at night.
The custom of using

rested in

the caves for burial-places
dates from the earliest times. The entrance was
closed with large stones in order to protect the
bodies against men and animals. Perhaps the best
known of these l)urial-places is the Machpelah cave
at Hebron, which Abraham bought from the inhabitants for a buiial-plot for himself and his familj(Gen. xxiii.).
The descendants of David had their
plot in the caves on Zion.
Even to-day a large
number of vaults in the rocks around Jerusalem
show how wide-spread was this custom among the
ancient inhabitants of Jerusalem (see Burial).
Tradition locates the so-called Machpelah cave
in the eastern part of the present Hebron, on the
edge of the valley, and the mosque
Important which now stands there is supposed
Caves in to enclose it. It is certain that tliis
the Bible, referstoaholy spot of great antiquity,
whose associations antedate Josephus
(compare Buhl, " Geographic d(;s Altcn Palaslina,"
There is some difliculty in reconciling the
p, 161).
Machpelah tradition with that of the Mamre oaks
at Hebron, and it is not improbable that these two
traditions date from different epochs {ib. pp. 160 et
(5)

seq.).

The cave

of

Makkedah

(Josh. x. 16 et seq.),

where

kings are said to have hidden in the days of
Joshua, is probably identical with one of the caves
near the village Al-mughar, southwest of Ekron.
That of En-gedi, where the encounter between Saul
and David occurred (I Sam. xxiv.), can not be delinitely located.
On the old road northwest of Enfive
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Sam. xxiv. 2) several caves may be seen toMagharat al-Nasraniyyah and Magharat
al-Sakf.
It is probable that the cave of Adullam
(qHj? myo) owes its name to a scribal error, the
true reading of the passage, I Sam. xxii. 1, 4 being
miVO or rn^TD (compare I Sam. xxii. 1, 4 and II
Sam. xxiii. 13, 14).
E. G. H.
W. N.
gedi
day;

(I

e.g.,

CAYENNE

or

FRENCH GUIANA: An

South America, and a town of the same
name situated on this island that lies at the mouth
island of

of the Ca3'enne or Oyaque river, in the Atlantic.
band of Jews settled in Dutch Guiana as early
They were chiefly immigrants from Holas 1644.
land, who had arrived two years before from Amsterdam, imder the lead of Isaac Aboab and Moses
Ilaphael de Aguilar. After the capitulation of
liecife Jan. 23, 1654, when all Dutch possessions

A

South America, excepting Dutch Guiana, were
ceded to Portugal, the Jews having supported
Holland in the struggle for supremacy (1623-54),
were compelled to leave Brazil. Many of them
returned to their native country, whither their
conquerors accorded them a safe-conduct; others
migrated to New York or the West Indies, and
the majority of them, under the captainship of
David Nassy, a native Brazilian and a cultured and
influential man, settled at Cayenne, in French
Guiana. The directors of the West India Company,
alive to the possibilities of sucli a colony, and eager
to encourage Jewish settlements everywhere, granted
them, under date of Sept. 12, 1659, a most liberal
Charter of Privileges ("Vrijheden onder Exemptien "), wherein freedom of thought, liberty of conscience, and political autonomy were vouchsafed to
the new colonists headed by David Nassy, who was
This
the accredited representative of the company.
document, one of the most remarkable in American
Jewish history, numbers 18 paragraphs and has been
published at various times (see bibliography). Attracted by these generous inducements, the colonists
thrived, and encouraged their coreligionists in Holland and elsewhere to join them. In 1660 one hundred
and tifiy-two Jews of both sexes arrived from Leghorn, Italy (on the 9th of Ab = August), and among
in

them was the famous

poet, historian,

and

littera-

Don Miguel Levi de Barrios, who afterward
visited the West Indies, where his wife Deborah
died.
The colony prospered for nearly five years,
teur

but owing to the constant wars between Holland and
Portugal and to the frequent depredations of the
French, the settlement was, on May 15, 1664, transferred to SrRix.A.M, Dutch Guiana, where it flourished for two centuries, with occasional interruptions.
Among the "Articles and Conditions" of
surrender, agreed upon and signed by the French
and the Dutch, INIarch 15, 1664, when the island was
ceded to France, w'c read that the Jews stipulated,
among other things, "that the expenses incurred by
the patron (patroon) and individuals of the Hebrew
colony shall be repaid them," and that they be
given "the free and public exercise of their religion."
It was on the He du Diable, off the coast of Cayenne, that Capt. Alfred Dreyfus was imprisoned.
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Bibliography: Miguel Levi de Barrios, Govierno Popular
Judauco.p. 28; Essai Hintnriqvc !<U7- la CuliDiie Siiri)ia)n,
113-122, Paramaribo, ITISH; Genrhieden HandflknuiUu
ii.
Tnfereel

van de Bataafxclie

CoJouini,

IJ'esf-Zndi.sc/ic

41-43,93-100, Auisterdaiii, 1802: Thomas Southev, Cftr(mi).
History of tlic West Indies, ii. 4'J-51), Loikloti, 1827:
H. J. Koenen, Gesclrirdeiii.s der Jodcn in Ncdcrlaiid,
pp. 28.3-a-<4, 460-4<«), Utrecht, 1843; M. Kiiyserliiifr, Sci'linrdim,
pp. 2t)5-~'f'>(), Berlin, 1859; Puhlicatious of the American
Jewish Historical Society, No. 2, ))p. 94, 95. <>9 No. :i, pj).
18, 104, 130-137; No. 4, p. 2 ; G. A. Kohut, in Simon Wolf's
American Jeu: a~s Patriot, Soldier, and Citizen, pp.449,
454-455, Philadelphia, 189.5. Full text of the Charter is given
in the second, third, and fourth books in the above list.
ii.

IfHjical

;

A.

G. A. K.
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1878 Cazis was appointed an officer of the
Ni.s]ian Iftikhar of Tunis; and the French
government in 188G awarded liiin academic laurels,
and in 1889 the rosette of Chevalier of the Legion
of Honor.
Cazes is the author of the following works:
"Essai sur rHistoiie des Israelites de Tiniisie."
Paris, 1S80: " Notes Bil)liograi)hi(iucs sur la Litterature Juive-Tunisienne," Tunis, 1893, giving an
Iii

Order of

e.xact

picture of the literary life of the Jews of
He lias also contributed a large number of
articles to the "Revue des Etudes Juives"aiid other

Tunis.

CAZES, DAVID

:
Moroccan educator and wriborn at Totuan in 1851. Sent to Paris in his
early youth, lie was educated by the Alliance Is-

ter;

Ckdars ok

Jewish periodicals.
6.

and at the age of eighteen was
commissioned to establish and direct several i)rimary
schools in the East; namelv, at VoU) in Tliessalv
In
(1869), at Smyrna (1873), and "at Tunis (1878-93).
each of these places he took part also in the organization of the communities.
At Tunis especially the
official organization of Judaism by the government
of the French protectorate was his work.
Since
1893 he has been in Buenos Ayres, Argentine Republic, serving as a member of the administrative committee of the colonization fund founded by the
Baron ]\faurice de Hirscli under the name of the
Jewish Colonization Association.

Fi<.

Lkba.no.n.

(From a photoi^raph hy

raelite Universelle,

M

Itoutils.)

CEDAR

(pwS): A tree of the pine family frequently mentioned in the Old Testament, where the
" cedar of Lebanon " is generally meant.
The cedartree grows best in a high, dry, and sandy region,
and it found these requirements in the northern part
of Palestine in the Lebanon district.
In this district there are to be seen trees that reach a girth
measurement of no less than forty-two feet. The
tree spreads its roots among the rocks, and thus
From this hold the tree
secures a strong hold.
sometimes grows to a height of ninety feet, btit this
scarcely gives an idea of its size, for the cedar usually grows horizontally, tlie limbs out from the

Cedar
Cemetery
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stem as well as tlie branches out from the limbs.
The leaves are dark green, about an inch in Icngtii,
and are evergreen: tlie shade they make is liroad
and dense. The wood of tiu; cedar-tree is valuable
for building purposes, since the oil in it jirevents
C'cdar-oil was
destruction by dry-rot and worms.
used by the Romans for the protection of tiieii'
manuscripts.
Various were the uses to which cedar was put in
Biblical times.
It was used by Solomon in building
the Temple (I Kings vi. 18), the inside of which was
On the outside,
all of cedar, no stone being visible.
The altar
also, cedar was used (I Kings vii. 12).
was made of the same wood (I Kings vi. 20). Latei' on
it was employed in building the Second Temple (Ezra
From Ezek. xvxii. .lit is clear tiiat cedar was
iii. 7).
used in tlie making of masts. In religious service
it was used in cleansing the leper (Lev. xiv. 4, 49, 51,
52) and in the ceremon}' of the Red Heifer (Num.
xix.

(j).

A

onym

of "powerful." The strength of the cedar as
as of the leviathan is brought out in Job xl.
17.
Anotlier favorite figure is based on the luxuriance of the growth of the cedar. Aflourishing land
is evidenced by the presence of the cedar (Lsa. xli.
19); and the prosperity of the righteous is compared
to it (Ps. xcii. 13 [A. V. 12]).
In Num. xxiv. G cedar is mentioned as growing
beside water.
This seems to be impossible; but it
is to be noticed that the term " cedar " was applied
very often to trees that were really not cedars. In
Rosh ha-Shanah 23a the statement is made that
the inhabitants of Palestine called ten different trees
Avell

cedar.
:

H. B. Tristram,

Natural

HMory of

the

BibU,

pp. 341-344.
J.

JR.

G. B. L.

CEDRON:

Name

of the brook Kidron as
given in John xviii. 1. Near the stream was the
garden in which Jesus was taken by the officials
after he had been betrayed by Judas (see Kidron).
2. A place mentioned in connection with Jamnia
(the " Jabneh " of II Chron. xxvi. 6) and fortified by
Cendebeus at the command of Antiochus (I Mace.
XV. 39).
From Cedron as a base, Cendebeus began
to ravage Judea.
According to the account of Jo1.

sephus ("Ant." xiii. 7, i^ 3), Simon ]\Iaccabeus, although at this time quite old, him,self led the attack
and drove back Cendebeus; but, according to
I Mace. XV. 39-41, xvi. 9, Simon delegated the command to his sons Judas and John. Judas was
wounded, but John continued the pursuit to Cedron
and thence to Azotus (Ashdod). Cedron is perhaps
the same as Gederoth (Josh. xv. 41; II Chron.
xxviii. 18), and to be identified with the modern
Katra, three and one-half miles southwest of Ekron,
"the modern'Akir.
BiBt.iooRAPHT
IKS; Guerln,
F.

0.

CELIBACY:

Deliberate renunciation of marOld Testament there is no direct refI'lcuce to the subject.
The prophet Jeremiah was a
ccliliate (Jcr. xvi. 2).
He .seems to have regarded
it as futile to beget olfspring doomed to death in
In

riage.

tiic

the impi'iiding national catastiophe {ih. iii. 4).
The
pessimistic iuitlior of Ecclesiastes, although no admirer of woman (p]ccl. vii. 26, 28), counsels "enjoy-

ing

life

with a

woman whom

thou

lovest

"

{ih.

ix. 9).

In post-Biblical literature Jewish opinion stands
out clear and simple: marriage is a duty, and celibacy a sin. "The world was created to })roduce life;
He created it not a waste. He formed it to be inhabited" (lsa. xlv. 18; Git. iv. 5
'Eduy. i. 13). "Be
fruitful, and multiply" (Gen. i. 28) is taken as a
command marriage with a view to that end is a
duty incumbent upon every male adult (according
to some the duty devolves also upon woman
Yeb.
vi.
Maimonides, "Yad," Ishut, xv.
8;
Shulhan
'Aruk, Eben ha-'Ezer, 1, 13).
Abstention from marital intercourse on the pnvt
of the husband exceeding a legitimate limit, wliicli
varies with the different occupations, may be taken
by the wife as ground for a divorce (Ket. v. 6, 7).
A single man who is past twenty may be compelleil
by the court to marry (Shulhan 'Aruk, I.e. i. 3).
Isserles adds that this custom is obsolete.
Excej)tion is made in favor of a student, who may postpone marriage until a time when his education is
complete and beyond the possibility of being endangered by the cares incident to procuring a livelihood
" He who is witliout a
(ib.
the source is Kid. 29b).
wife is without joy, without blessing, without hap-

=

;

;

;

It is natural to find so striking a tiee introduced
as a favorite figure of the Biblical writers.
maiden describes her lover as a choice cedar (Cant.
V. 15).
Oftentimes a strong nation is compared to
tlie cedar; for example, the Amorite (Amos ii. 9) and
As.syrian (Ezek. xxxi. 3).
In Zech. xi. 2 it is a syn-

BiBi-iOGKAPiiv
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:

Buhl, Geoqraphie des Alten Paiastina, p.
ii. 35 et sect.

Judee,

G. B. L.

;

piness, without learning, without protection, witliout peace; indeed, he is no man; for it is written
(Gen. V. 2), Male and female created He them, and
called their name Man [A. V., " Adam "J '"(Yeb. G2b,
63a; Shulhan 'Aruk, I.e. 1. 1, note).
"He who is
not married is, as it were, guilty of bloodshed anil
he causes the image of God to be
deserves death
diminished and the divine presence to withdraw
from Israel " (Yeb. 63b, 64a).
The only known celibate among the rabbis of
Talmudic times is Ben 'Azzai, who preached marriage to others, but did not practise it himself.
"My soul is fond of the Law," he is reported as
having said; "the world will be perpetuated by
others" (Yeb. 63b). Regarding the passages which
appear to indicate that Ben 'Azzai was married
(Ket. 63a; Sotah 4b), see Tosef., Ket. s.r. n^mn, and
Yeb. 63b, s.v. D^pn^K'- The excuse is recognized
by the Shulhan 'Aruk (I.e. i. 4); it is by no means
recommended to follow an example which, at best,
According to Josephus
is considered exceptional.
("B. J."ii 8, § 2) marriage was repudiated by some
of the Essenes.
Inasmuch as intercourse with
woman was regarded as polluting, the aspiration to
the highest degree of Levitical purity and sanctity
'

:

may have

led

them

to the rejection of marriage.

nothing in Jewish literature to parallel
Matt. xix. 12 in phraseology or motive (Dalman,
" AVorte Jesu," p. 100).
Paul's views on celibacy
may be found in I Cor. vii. See Asceticism, Es-

There

is

senes.
K.

M. L. M.

"
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CEIiSUS

(Kt'/(TOf):

Greek polemical writer against

He
Christianity; tlourislied iu tlie second century.
was tlie first pagan wlio denounced Ciuislianity,
and in liis work, "The True Word " {X6yng 'A?it/d^g),
he attempted not only to refute but to ridicule the
Although the work has
doctrines of Chiistianit}-.
been lost, large fragments of it are preserved in the
apology of Christianity ("Contra Celsum." in eight
books) written by Origen in answer to Celsus. An

attempt was recently made by Keim and Muth to
reconstruct the original from these fragments.
Origen was not clear as to the person of Celsus; he
mentions two Epicureans by that name, one of
wliom was said to liave lived under Nero and the
other under Hadrian; and it was against the latter
In designating his opthat he directed his polemic.
ponent by the opprobrious epithet of "Epicurean,"
Origen was misled by his prejudice; for Celsus, according to his own teachings, was an eclectic, following Plato and perliaps also Philo. Moreover,
he must have lived after Hadrian's time, probably
flourishing about 180 under Marcus Aurelius (161180), since he mentions the Marcionitesand the Marcellians.
Lucian, who also denounced Christianity, dedicated to him his "Alexander, the Lying
Prophet" ("Alex." xxi.).
In the first book of Celsus from which Origen took
his extracts, a Jew, introduced by Celsus, addresses
Jesus; in the second book, the Jew
Celsus and addresses his Jewish coreligionists who
the Jews, liave embraced Christianity; and in
the remaining six books Celsus speaks
in

his

own

All this shows, as Mosheim
mingled with the Jews, getting

person.

says, that Celsus

from them the story of the life and passion of Jesus.
Yet the Jew introduced knew so little about his own
religion as to describe

it

often incorrectly

;

hence his

introduction in the work is merely a rhetorical device, and Celsus himself is the speaker, promtdgating opinions which he had heard or learned from
Jews. Whether he reproduced mere verbal assertions of the Jews (compare Origen, "Contra Celsum," vi. §27, and Justin, "Dial, cum Tryph."
pp. 10, 17, 108), or information from written Jewish
Keim believes
sources, can hardly be determined.
that TertuUian ("De Spect." xxx.) had a written
Jewish polemical work before him but it is certainly
wrong to assume that Celsus used the "Toledot
;

Yeshu.
Celsus was by no means friendly to the Jews,
garding them as slaves escaped from Egypt.

re-

He

their history, especially that contained in
Genesis, as foolish fables (iv. 5, § 2), aflirming that
sensible Jews and Christians look upon these things
as allegories.
He knew the divine names " Adonai "
and " Sabaoth," the rite of circumcision, and the command against eating pork and he ridiculed these and
similar laws.
Although understanding why the

denounced

;

cling to their own laws, he thought
Christians foolish for renouncing Hellenism in order
He comto become converts to a false doctrine.
pared the disputes of the Jews and Christians about
the Messiah with the dispute about the shadow of

Jews should

the ass

was

and asked whether Moses or Jesus
since the latter countermanded what the

(iii. 1,

right,

§

2),

former had ordained.

Cedar

Cemetery

It has been assumed that Celsus' work contained
material not to be foimd elsewhere; but he knows
no more than is found in the Gospels, as has been
proved. All beyond this is merely an addition to
what has been called the Jesus myths.
Yet there are connections between Celsus and
Judaism that must be emphasized e.g., he asserts that
Jesus was the illegitimate son of a certain Panthera,
and, again, that he had been a servant in Egypt,
not when a child, as according to the New Testament, but when he was grown, and that he learned
there the secret arts (i. 9, § 7).
These statements are
fre(iuently identical with those of the Talmud.
Celsus might have heard this from the Jews; he
makes his Jew .say that he could tell more about
Jesus if he chose. Origen, however, rightly explains
this phrase as a rhetorical device (ii. 3, § 1).
Celsus
agreed with the Jews in the chief points of their
controversy with Christians, denying the divinity
of Jesus, declaring all the marvelous stories about
him to be fables similar to those of Greek mythology, and saj'ing that the Jews were right in refusing
to accept Jesus, especially as he was betrayed even
by his own disciples, and left helpless into the hands
of his enemies.
Origen had no single historic fact to oppose to
Celsus' assertions; he too knew only what the Gospels recount, but he interpreted them
Origen.
as a faithful Christian, and explained
allegoricallj' even the difficult passages
Celsus gave all the ideas on
in the Old Testament.
miracles, angelology, and demonology current at his
time even among the Jews; so that his treatise is
important also for the study of Judaism.
;

J. L. Mosbeim, Oi'igenen von der Wahrheit der
Chi'htlichen Relioioii ^Vkier dett irddeei'.sen Cehu.f, Hamburg, 1745 (bibliography of earlier literature in the Preface) ;
Richard; von der Aim, Die Uiiheile Hcidnischer uiid Jlldischer SchriftxteUer ilber Jejn/.s und dU Ersten Christen,
Leipsic, 1864; Th. Keim, Celsits' Wahres Wort, Zurich, 1873;
J. Ft. S. Muth, Der Kampf des Heidnischen Philosnphen
Cehnis Oegen das Christenthum, Mayence, 1899; Ch. Th.
Crutwell,
Literam Histnni r>f Earlu Christianity, London, 1893; Krauss. Lehen Jesu nach JIM. QueUen, Index,
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CEMETERY A

place for the burial of the
is derived from the
"
Greek Koi/i7jTT//)iov, " the place where the dead sleep
(from Koinau (" to sleep "), used of the dead in I Kings
II Mace. xii. 45; Ecclus. (Sirach)
xi. 43, LXX.
xlvi. 19, xlviii. 13; Matt, xxvii. 52; I Cor. xv. 20.
:

dead.

The woid "cemetery"

;

is applied almost exclusively to Jewish and
Christian graveyards (see Eusebius, "Hist. Eccl."
vii. 11, 13; "Apost. Const." vi. 30; and HerzogHauck, " Keal-Encyc. ".«.?'. " Koimeterien "). In Hebrew it is variously termed nil^pn n'3 (" the place

and

:

of sepulchers," Neh. ii. 3; Sanh. vi. 5), D^iy D'^
("house of eternity"; "long home," Eccl. xii. 5, A.

po^y n'Q (Eccl. R. X. 9; Targ. Isa. xlii. 11;
Yer. M. K. i. 80b), and D"n JT'a ("house of the livThe
ing," after Job xxx. 23 and Isa. xxvi. 19).
modern euphemistic name is "the good place,"
v.), or

and among Polish-Russian Jews "the pure place."
Non- Jewish names are " hortus Judseorum " (garden of the Jews), probably from the trees surrounding the graves (Abrahams, "Jewish Life in the
:
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Cemetery

p. 77); "luons Judaicus" (Jewish
Berliner, "Gesch. der Judeii iu Kom," ii. 14);

Middle Ages,"
hill;

and "Juden-Sand" or "Sandhof" (sand-yard.)
The ancient law (see Btriaj,) re(juired the burialplace to be at least fifty ells distant from the nearest

house

(B. B.

ii.

9)

;

tlie

place for the cemetery

lilt; lll.i)

(.
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At times, however, the cemetery was at a great
distance from the town (Berliner, I.e.
Abrahams,
I.e.).
In fact, it was frequently the case that many
townships (D'Diy
"settlements '") had one cemetery in common. The London cemetery was the only
one in England up to 1177; the Hamburg Jews had
;

=

KMETKUY OF THE CoMMUMTV OF FRANKF0RT-0X-THE-MA1-\.
(Frnm a photograph.)

was

therefore selected as remote as convenient
from the city (Luke vii. 12). In Talmudical times
the tombs were either in caves hence
Site.
NmyJD, frequently the name for a cemetery (M. K. 17a; B. M. SHa; B. B.
58a) or hewn out of rocks and the site was marked
by a whitewashed stone (|VV, Shck. i. 1) to warn

—

—

passers-by

;

against

Levitical

impurity.

M.\i'SO-

LEUMS, Monuments, and inscribed Tombstones,
though not unknown, were exceptional. In the
Middle Ages the Jewish cemetery was as a rule situated at the extreme end of the ghetto, the hospital
and other communal buildings being frequently
erected in the neighborhood.
The limited area often
made it necessary to inter bodies above those previously buried and thus the rule became general to
leave a space of six handbreadths between them
;

(Tur Yoreh De'ah, 368, after Hai Gaon, and Sifte

Cohen to Yoreh De'ah, 362, 4).
The Jewish cemetery in London in 1285 was
within the city walls and was surrounded by a
protective wall (Abrahams, I.e. p. 78), as was one
in Rome (Berliner, I.e. i. 14; compare idem, ii. 62).

bury their dead in Altona; the Amsterdam Jews,
Ouderkerk (Schudt, " Merckwurdigkeiten," vi. 38,
5^2; Jacobs, "Jews of Angevin England," p. 62);
the Jews of both upper and lower Bavaria, in Regensburg (Berliner, " Aus dcm Leben
Medieval der Deutschen Juden im Mittelalter,"
Cemeteries, p. 118); and the municipality often
imposed a tax for the right of burial

to
in

(Stobbe, "Rechtsverhaltnis.se der Juden," p. 21).
In ancient times the cemetery was a necropolis
consisting of famil}"^ sepulchers, and common burialgrounds, in which criminals had special sections assigned to them (Sanh. vi. 5; compare "the potter's
In the Middle Ages the
field," j\Iatt. xxvii. 7).
area was often limited, but the dead were as a rule

buried in a row (Yair Bacharach, Responsa, No. 239).
Rabbis and men of distinction were placed in a special row (see Feuchtw^ang, in Kaufmann Gedenkbuch, p. 370; and Hoi-dheim). On the other hand,
baptized Jews and persons of evil repute, as well
as suicides, w-ere buried in a corner outside of the
line (Shulhan 'Aruk, Yoreh De'ah, 345 and 362).
In regard to the direction in which the head was
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placed custom differed some preferred it toward the
€ast others toward the west or south others, again,
toward the exit of the cemetery (see Horowitz, "Inschriften des Alten Friedhofs," Introduction, iii.).
Each cemetery had, as a rule, a place for the ablu-

ing of graves with flowers (see the report of a bitter
controversy in Low's "Ben Chananjah," 1858, pp.
483-442).
A singular custom in the Middle Ages
permitted first-born animals, which were held too
sacred for private use (Yoreh De'ah, 309, 1), to pas-

of the dead, called the Tahakah, in which
the prayers were also recited and the Hakkafot
made. Adjacent to this hall or house lived the keeper, whose duty it was to watch the cemetery to pre-

ture in the cemeter}- (Schudt, I.e. vi. 8, 39).
On the
other hand, the cemetery was an object of feur and
superstition, inasmuch as it was regarded as the
dwelling-place of spirits and demons (Isa. Ixv. 4;
Matt. viii. 28), and dangerous to remain in overnight
(Hag. 3b; Nid. 17a); wherefore cabalists deprecated
the idea of women who since Eden's days have had
a special predilection for the archfiend visiting the
cemetery.
On entering a cemetery the following benediction

:

;

;

tion

vent profanation.
In Talmudic times the cemetery was visited on
fast-days for the sake of offering prayer at the graves
of the departed, "in order that they may intercede
in behalf of the hving" (Ta'an. 16; Yer. Ta'an. ii.
65a compare Sotah 34b) and this remained the cus;

;

—

—

The Jewish Cemetery, Brody, Austria.
(From Joseph Pennell, "The Jew

at

Home," by permission

Ages (see Isserles, Shulhan 'Aruk, Orah Hayyim, 459, 10, and 481, 4;

is

Schudt, I.e. vi. 38, 78; Berliner, I.e. pp.
Sacredness \\S et seq.). Any occupation showing
of the
disregard of the dead, such as eating.
Cemetery, drinking, profane Avork, even the
wearing of tallit and tetiUin, or the use
of a scroll of the Law, is forbidden in the cemetery;
nor may the vegetation growing there, or the ground
itself, be used for private purposes (Meg. 29a; Shulhan 'Aruk, Yoreh De'ah, 367, 3-4, and 368). The
non-use of the grass, however, often led to total neglect of the cemetcrj-, which gave it a very dreary
aspect not at all in keeping with its original design.
In Talmudic times great care was bestowed upon
the cemetery
so that the saying became current.
" The Jewish tombs are fairer than royal palaces "
(Sanh. 96b; compare Matt, xxiii. 29, and Schilrer,
" Gesch." 3d ed., iii. 14).
Orthodox rabbis in modern
times, however, have strongly objected to the deck-

who

torn throughout the Middle

;

to

King

of D. Applelon

be recited:

4

Co.)

"Blessed be the Lord our God,

of the Univer.se,

who

created

you

in justice,

maintained and supported j'ou in justice, who
caused you to die in justice, and who recorded the

you all in justice, and who is sure to reyou in justice. Blessed art Thou, O Lord,
who revivcst the dead " (Ber. 58b). Compare an

number

of

suscitate

older and milder version in Yer. Ber. ix. 13,
Tosef., Ber.

the

number

vi.

of

5:

you

"Blessed be
all.

He

He

shall

and

Avho recordeth

judge you

all.

Blessed be He who is
faithful in His word, the Reviver of the Dead."
Compare also Pesik. R., ed. Buber, 46b, and Baer's
" 'Abodat Yisrael," p. 586.
For other prayers com-

and He

shall raise

you

all.

later, see "Ma'abar Yabbok," compiled by
Aaron Berechiah of Modena: L. Landshuth, IID
D"n IDDI \>y layO D"'^in -npn. Berlin, 1867 and
B. H. Ascher, "The Book of Life." 4th ed., London,
1874.
A manual of prayers and devotional readings
upon visiting the cemetery was prepared by the

posed

;

;
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New York Board of Jewish Ministers,

and published

of "The Door of Hope."
The fate of their cemeteries forms one of the most
tragic chapters in the tragic history of the Jewish
Every massacre of the living was, as a rule,
people.
followed by furious attacks on the dead in their
graves and by a wanton spoliation of the tombstones.
(1898)

under the

title

regarded as asylums by the
and Teuton alike, were not sacred

Graveyards, though

pagan Roman

Cemetery

and of graveyards long concealed
from sight, have brought considerable material to
light, with which the historian is enabled to recontered tombstones

struct in part the history of " those that sleep in the

dust" and to revive their memory.
See Catacombs.
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Cemeteries, sad story of the Jewish cemeteries.
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about the cities and used for building and other
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There
of an inscription recorded by the historian.
is consequently little hope that the history of the old
Jewish communities will ever, like that of buried
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cities of old, be unearthed.
the ancient cemeteries and settlements has been wantonly effaced. Still, a few scanty records saved
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The mahtah was,

as a rule, not used to burn inthe documents, as now incorporated
in the Pentateuch, it appears that only on the
golden altar, or, as it is also called, " the inner altar,"
could incense be offered (Ex. xxx. 1-7 xl. 26, 27).
The critical school has indeed contended that the
inner or golden altar was not recognized in earlier
But this does not weaken the evidence of the
times.
documents to the effect that in post-exilic periods
censers were not proper utensils for the burning of
The story of Korah's adherents (Num. xvi.
incense.
17, 18), as well as Ezek. viii. 11, proves that in the
opinion of the later days the use of the mahtah for
this purpose was regarded in the light of an illegal
profanation.
But the mahtah was used in conveying incense to
An exception to this was in the ritual for
the altar.
The high priest filled the
the Day of Atonement.
censer with coals from the altar and, placing upon
them a handful of incense, caused the smoke to
cover the mercy-seat of the Ark in the Holy of Holies
These "pans" were of bronze,
(Lev. xvi. 12, 13).
Mishnah Tamid v. 5 indicates that
silver, and gold.
those in the Temple were complicated in construc-

From

cense.

;

tion

and of costly material

(see also

Yoma

43b).

:
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K.

E. C.

CENSER

An implement shaped like a bowl or
In the
a pan, intended for the burning of incense.
English Bible the term is employed indiscriminately
to render two Hebrew words which seem to have
denoted different objects. One of these words, " mik:

only three times (once in the variant
mekatterot, " II Chron. xxx. 14). This, according to
its etymology, indicated a censer which was among
the appointments of the Temple required for the performance of holy offices. The other word, "mahtah," is mentioned in the Bible twenty-one times.
In the English version it is rendered thirteen times
as "censer," four times as "fire-pan," three times as
" snuff-dishes, " and once as " snuffer. "
Derived from
the root "hatah" (to gather together coal or ashes),
it was probably the name of various contrivances
intended to remove the ashes or to carry live coals.
Dillmann and Knobel contend that it was the
saucer in which the snuffers were deposited. In
Ex. XXV. 38 it stands for ladles used to remove the
burnt portion of the wick (see Rashi on the passage).
These may have been of small size. The
larger ones in connection with the altar for burnt
offerings (Ex. xxvii. 3; Num. xvii. 3 et seq.) may
more properly be rendered by "fire-pans." From
Mishnah Kelim ii. 3, 7 it is evident that various forms
teret," occurs
"

of these

were known;

some being open without
were

rims, while others, designated as "complete,"
provided with raised rims.
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CENSORSHIP OF HEBREW BOOKS

:

Cen

the regulation, first decreed by the Church
and then carried out either by that institution or
by the state, whereby books (both manuscript and
printed) were examined for the purpose of ascertaining whether they contained heretical or other objecsorship

is

tionable passages.

Upon this examination depended

the conditions under which a book might be used or
If a book was unconprinted, or its condemnation.
ditionally rejected, it was laid under the ban, and
If a
all copies that could be found were destroyed.
book was authorized conditionally, all the words
and passages that the authorities found objectionable had to be expunged, being either omitted entirely in works that were about to be printed, or
rendered illegible in those that had already been set
Censorship, however, as regards the books of
up.
the Jews, is generally taken to mean only the revision, expurgation, or purification (pIpT) of the text
undertaken in Italy by persons appointed by the
Inquisition.

The word "censura," in the sense of objection to
questionable passages, is found from the middle of
" Censor " was
the fifteenth century.
The Words the title of the official appointed by
"Censura" the Church to decide, after examinaand Cen- tion, whether a book was beyond all
revision, and hence would have to be
sor."
prohibited, or whether it could be revised and allowed to circulate after expurgation.
But for the examination of Hebrew books before
printing there were no censors, in the exact meaning of the word, in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries.
Such censors, employed by the state,
are not found before the second half of the eight'
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A CENSORED PAGE FROM JACOB BEN
(In the

ASHER'S " ARBA' TDRIM," PRINTED BT SONCINO IN

Columbia University Ul)rarT,

New

York.)

1516.
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eenth century, and then not in Italy, the chief seat
Since
of censorship, but in the territory of Austria.
the beginning of the nineteenth century they are
"
met with in Russia also. The description "censor
is not once found added to the signature in the
numerous certificates of censorship of Hebrew books
that have come down from Italy; but "reviser"
("revedetor," 1557; "reveditor," 1597; "riveditore"
and "revisore" in the seventeenth century) is the
usual title, and, as an exception, "expurgator"
It would be more correct, therefore, to
(1637).
speak of the "revisers" than of the "censors" of
Ilebrew books in Italy. The three converts appointed by the bishop of Mantua to revise the Hebrew books are only occasionally (and then incorrectly) designated as " censores, " in a document
dated Aug. 27, 1595 (printed by Stern, "UrkundEvidently none of them
liclie Beitriige," No. 158).
ever bore the title "censor" or added it to his

") when applied to the Jewish race,
Jewish community, or to individual Jews, especially to Jewish martyrs (in the Latin edition of
Benjamin of Tudela's "Itinerary," expressions like
"bonaj, felicis," or "probandae memoriaj," etc., following the names of rabbis; "honesti viri," follow-

signature.

the names of non-Christian rulers.

There was no censorship for Hebrew books appointed and authorized by the Church as such. For
even after a most careful expurgation
No Cen- the books of the Jews were not to be
given such ecclesiastical authority as
sorship
was conferred upon non-Jewish works
Proper.

The words to be expurgated were scored through
more or less heavily with pen and ink, and sometimes were rendered quite illegible by means of crossIn consequence of this heavy crossing with
lines.

when

revised and certified

by

censors.

persons employed to examine the
Hebrew books were not considered by the Church as
censors in the full meaning of the word.
The censors (using the term in its common acceptance) proceeded as follows The Hebrew books were
demanded from their Jewish possessors in the name
of the Inquisition, and were handed over to the local
Concealment of books was rigorously punoffice.
ished, not only by seizure of the books and by large
fines, but, under certain circumstances, also by
imprisonment and by confiscation of property. The
books collected were examined by the appointed revisers, who destroyed the interdicted ones, and punished their possessors. The objectionable books
were then expurgated and restored to their owners
with a certificate of censorship. The Jews had to
provide the costs of the censorship; that is, the payment of the revisers. It was forbidden, on pain of
heavy punishment, to restore the expurgated words,
or to supply the missing passages between the lines
or in the margins.
All passages which, in the opinion of the revisers,
contradicted the doctrines, regulations, or customs
of the Christian Church, or contained
blasphemies, heresies, or errors, were
Objeccondemned. Thus they rendered illegtionable
ible in Hebrew books any account of
Phrases
and Pas- Christians and baptized Jews, clericals
or heretics, the uncircumciscd, Judaesages.
ophobes, or observers of strange rites
(HIT illMV ''131J?). unless the context showed unmistakably that only the idolatry of antiquity, and not
They also expurChristianity, could be intended.
gated all references to Judaism as the one true religion in contrast to all the others all mention of the
Messiah to come; any passages of Scripture interpreted apologetically in favor of Judaism, or
polemically in an anti-Christian sense all compli-

Therefore the

:

;

;

mentary epithets

(as,

for instance,

pnV. B'np

=

"pious," "holy

to a

ing

" Judffii
"

;

" sacra " before "

synagoga, "

etc.,

are

condemned by the papal index of 1612). The
revisers also deleted any reflection on non-Jews and
non-Jewish matters, or even a commendation of
Jews or Judaism, that could be construed into a re-

also

flection
"IJ,

on the opposite parties; all expressions like
king""rDTI, PO, nV^-\r\ niS^O ("wicked

DHN,

dom "

" sectarian, " "

Roman, "

"

Edom, " " stranger "),

that really or apparently referred to Christians
and Christianity all mention of the word niD?n
("Talmud") or of the euphemistic phrase niH D1"l*
("may his dignity be exalted"; usually applied to
rulers), and similar expressions, when appended to
;

acid ink, the paper in the course of time frequently
crumbled, as was especially the case with prayerbooks, Bible commentaries, and liturgic works,
wherein many so-called anti-Christian passages were
At the same time,
treated with unusual severity.
in many otlier cases, the ink of the expurgator has
in the course of centuries gradually faded and revealed the original text. The application of print-

comand permanently illegible,
seems to have been an invention of

ing-ink, to render the passage

Proceedings in

pletely

nineteenth-century censorship. Occasionally the objectionable passage
was emended, not by being stricken out, but by
the addition of one or more words, such as 75^ after

Detail.

shipers of the stars

and

nmy =

D'ljy, "worconstellations"), in order to

D'lDy D^obv (mfjioi D'3313

exclude any possibility of applying the word D^D?V
Sometimes a
to the holy images of the Christians.
totally unobjectionable word was substituted for that
erased by the reviser: thus, instead of ^13, that might
be referred to the Christians, was inserted the word
^ni3 ("Cuthean") or >^2n ("Babylonian"); and for
mt muy, abbreviated into T"y ("strange rite"),

which might also mean
D^^"'^N

Christianity,

miny, abbreviated x"y

was

substituted

("idolatry

").

Still,

such emendations can hardly have been made by the
Christian revisers, on account of the trouble connected therewith they were probably undertaken
by the Jewish owners themselves, either under compulsion or as a precaution. From the end of the
sixteenth century, whenever a large part of the text
of a folio, of a page, or even of a column was considered objectionable, the reviser, not taking the
trouble to strike out the several expressions and
passages, preferred to deal summarily by cutting or
This extearing out the whole folio or a part of it.
plains for example the absence of several folios from
"
the middle (ch. iii. § 25) of Joseph Albo's " 'Ikkarim
in most of the Italian copies of the first three editions.
In several cases it has been definitely stated that
;

,

the revisers lightened their

work either by

correcting
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Expurgated Page from "Sefer Sha'ar ha-Smamayim." of Gersiion ben Solomon, Printed at Venice,

1547.

A
Holograph Approbation of the Censor Vincentius Matelica on Front Cover op "Sefer Sha'ar ha-8hamatim.*

;
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only one copy of each book, and using that as a pattern for all the other copies of the same edition, or
by employing the so-called " Index Expurgatorius"
(pippin IDD), a list of passages to be expunged,
prepared either by themselves or other experts.

When

the

work

of expurgation

was

finished, a

short certificate by the censor, in Latin or in Italian,
occasionally in Hebrew, or in Italian
and Hebrew, was affixed to the last
Censor's
Certificate, page of the book, or sometimes to the

The

title-page.

oldest censor's note

"1555 Die

dec[em]bris
Reutsus per D[ominum] Jac[obu]m Geraldini comiss[arium] ap[ostoli]cum. CiEsar Belliossus Curiae
Bonon[iensis] et dicti D[omini]
Ep[iscopa]l[iJs

extant

is

as follows:

10.

Comis9[arii] not[a]r[ius] uicar[ius]," which may
be translated "Dec. 10, 1555, Jac. Geraldini, apostolic commissioner, revised this book and Caesar
Belliossus, notary (and vicar ?) testified to this by
his signature to the bishop of Bologna and to the
above mentioned commissioner. " There is a similar
:

endorsement of the episcopal notary at Reggio made
in 1556 by order of the above-mentioned apostolic
and ducal commissioner Geraldini.
The earliest censor's certificates (and even those
as late as 1604) were formulated, at the request or
with the consent of the ecclesiastical authority, by
the notaries or the vicars of the Inquisition, who
sometimes added the information that the inquisitor
notary
"N". N. authorized the book, and that he (the
or vicar) signed by order or in the place of the former.
Toward the end of the sixteenth century, and less
often during the seventeenth, the local inquisitor
signed alone, sometimes adding a statement to the
effect that he had commissioned the reviser N. N.
In 1594 a reviser (Hipto look through the book.
politus Ferrarensis of Cremona) testified to the effect that the book revised by him had been passed
by the Inquisition with the permission of the vicar
double signature to the same revision is
M". N.
also often found; as, for example, that of the reviser
commissioned by the Inquisition, and below it that
of the inquisitor by whom the order was given (end
or that of the
of the sixteenth century, at Turin)
reviser, and below it that of the notary (1600).
Beginning with 1557, censors' certificates of the
reviser who sometimes adds that he has revised
the book by order of the inquisitor (1590, 1622;
Ancona, 1629) or of the Inquisition (1687)— are

a

;

—

found side by side with these censors' certificates
signed on the authority of the Inquisition by its
officials, which, however, were declared inadmissible by the Roman Curia from the end of the sixSometimes, instead of the signateenth century.
ture of the reviser himself, that of another person
occurs (1622), with the remark that the revision has
been undertaken by order of the appointed corrector, N. N., or that the book has been revised by
another in the presence of the signer, by order of the

A

entry of the year 1566 is
found, to the effect that Rabbi Judah ha-Dani revised
the book with the permission of the Inquisitor of
Alexandria, Vincentio Perera. The books revised
at Mantua in 1597 often have the signatures of two
revisers, Domenico Hierosolymitano and Alessandro
In most cases, however, the expurgation
Scipione.
Inquisitor.

curious
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by one signature only, often containing
merely the name of the expurgator, but occasionally
other matter, as date, place, the nature of work done
(correction, expurgation, revision, seldom approbation), and details of the commission (middle of sixteenth century): Vittorio Eliano, baptized grandson
of the famous grammarian Elijah Levita of Venice
"
wrote " De ordine del Essecutori contra la Biastema
(by order of the Executive Commission against Blasphemy) others wrote " 1622, by order and in the
name of the bishop " " 1623, by the order of Rome "
" 1683, by order of the archbishop of Urbino" " 1754,
by order of the magister Sacri Palatii. " The followis testified to

:

:

;

;

;

;

ing protest, written in 1640-41 by the corrector Girolamo da Durallano, in the name of the possessor of the
is an exception: H'N^D'iay^ySJJ^ni^^a m^D,
IDDIJ D^IVUn, probably meaning that expressions
of disdain (ni^!'D, probably misspelled for m^hp)
have been applied not to Christians, but to idol
Once, in 1754, in addition to the cerworshipers.
tificate of the reviser, Peruzzotti, there occurs a
warning to the owner of the book (who has affixed

book

his signature thereto), that the restoration of the

erased words

is

forbidden on pain of a

fine of

100

scudi.

As the censorship of Hebrew works was never
given an authoritative character, the Church refuany responsibility for conscienexpurgation, books that had
once been revised and attested could
be again demanded for censorship,
sing

Renewed
Revision,

tious

by the Inquisition of another place, or even
by the same local Inquisition. Frequently books
either

are found containing five different censors' certificates within half a century hence it is evident that
the certificate of expurgation was by no means
equivalent to an ecclesiastical sanction of the expur
gated book. The repeated domiciliary visits and re;

visions of books in the sixteenth century may have
been due to the suspicion that some Jews owned
prohibited books, such as Talmud treatises. But
even after experience had shown how groundless
these suspicions were, the authorities did not cease
to

demand Hebrew

books.

Even works published

with the permission of the authorities

("

con Hcenza

and, hence, examined and sanctioned
before printing, had to be produced again and again
Furthermore, the confor purposes of censorship.
scientiousness of the earlier revisers was sometimes
doubted; and they were openly accused of superficiality and negligence in correcting, of unreliabilIt became evident at each
ity, and even of bribery.
new revision that, in spite of the censor's certificate,
many books had, either accidentally or intentionally,
been left wholly or almost intact: for, on the one
hand, much offensive matter had not been expunged
and, on the other, many erased passages had been
restored by means of chemicals or had been written
dei superiori

"),

in the margin, the severe interdiction notwithstanding.

One

local inquisition distrusted the other;

one

mistrusted the bapThis distized revisers and the Jewish owners.
trust, increased by repeated denunciations and by
the prevailing inclination to harass the Jews, led in

inquisitor, his predecessor

;

all

and to the conrenewed expurgation of Hebrew books

Italy to repeated domiciliary visits
fiscation or

"-
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in the old territory of the Pontifical States in

1753

This last extensive book-inquisition
and 1754.
marked the end of ex purgatorial censorship in Italy.
The rules followed in the expurgation became
more and more stringent as time went on. The revisers up to the end of the sixteenth century were
much more lenient than those who came after; and
the latter, again, were not so rigorous as the revisers
of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
A list
of the general rules to be observed in expurgating
Hebrew books is found in the preface to the ")QD
pIpTn. of which (as now known) only five copies are
extant in manuscript. This book, written in Hebrew, is an "Index Expurgatorius
Principles for several hundred Hebrew books.
of Cenand was begun in 1594 by an anonysorship.
mous Capuchin. It \vas finished in
1596 by Domenico Hierosolymitano,

who made

additions, bringing

it

down

to 1612.

Fi-

was further enlarged in 1626 by the reviser
lienato da Modena.
It was not used, however, until
the seventeenth century.
Although theoretically
there was a definite agreement as to the methods to be
nilly

it

followed in expurgating a book, practically the revisers acted most arbitrarily so that frequently different copies of the same book were severely scored
by one censor and hardly touched by another. No
similarity of treatment was observed even by the
same censor. At one time he would be severe, at
another lenient; at one time thorough, and at another lax.
Chance and bribery also came into play.
As the revisers were paid by the Jews, and were
mostly poor converts to whom money was a consideration, the Jews bought their good-will in order to
save the books from being mutilated hence the revisers were often bribed to certify to the expurgation, though the books had hardly been touched.
Numerous blunders were made by the generally
ignorant censors of the sixteenth and seventeentli
The following striking ex
centuries.
Ignorant amples, unlike the fictitious illustrations which, given first in the "LiteCensorraturblatt des Orients " (v. 548, vii.
ship,
251), have been widely copied, are
genuine and attested. Laurentius Franguellus (1575)
strikes out the word niOPD (" knowledge," not " Talmud ") in the prayer " Let us heed all the knowledge
;

;

of Thy law," -jmin
of the Psalm ^V^ND.

Drhn nan

h^ nX; the

verse
n3K and similar Biblical
passages, in which Q^ij, DITK. ItJ'y occurs, as though
Luigi of
these passages referred to Christianity.

WM

;

Bologna (1602) deletes the words "in^J^ nK* in the
book \^nn ncnn (ed. Venice, 1545, § 86), where
Hence
the cutting of the hair is referred to.

^Hw

and took it to mean a cleric (n^J)In the book D^3n31 D'pDS(cd. Venice, 1546) the same
censor strikes out the first words in n'3 ptJ^ bl^D,
("He who bathes while he holds an insect in his
hand,") which he here connected with Christian baphe read

tism.

Giovanni Domenico Vistorini (1609) deletes
'"ijn nipna "lafri nh^ i" the book

the Biblical passage
bTti

niVO "IDD (Venice,

1547,

fol.

10).

In

Abraham

commentary
the words y^^ ^331 nj?"lK''"| fT'C'D are stricken out by
several expurgators, who evidently took them to
ibn Ezra's preface to his Pentateuch

Censorship

refer to the Messiah, to Jesus, and to all Christians,
while, in reality, two Karaite commentators, Mashiah

and Jeshua, and similar

The extent

sectaries, are

meant.

work

of a busy censor may be
estimated from a manuscript notice of Domenico
Hierosolymitano, probably of the year 1612 (in Porges
copy of "Sefer ha-Zikkuk"), whioh states that he
had expurgated 21,167 (read "22.167") printed
books, 4,311 manuscripts, and 2,533 books, partly
printed and partly in manuscript; a total of 29,011
of the

works.

The first notice of Jews having been forced to
expurgate alleged blasphemies against Christianity
dates from the middle of the thirteenth century.
On Aug. 19, 1263, King Jacob of Aragon ordered
the Jews within his domain to delete within three
months all the so-called objectionable passages found
in their books either by themselves or
History of by Paul of Burgos. Failure to obey the
Expurcommand would entail the destruction
gation.
of the books and a heavy fine.
Books

all

of the fifteenth century also show many
omissions in the text, gaps not filled in, and textual
emendations, which are due either to previously expurgated manuscript copies or to Jewish expurgation made before printing.
In 1426 the Jews of
Savoy expunged from their Talmud copies and
prayer-books passages pointed out as objectionable
by the Inquisition. In the second half of the fifteenth century the Jews in the duchy of ^liJan expurgated their prayer-books in order to anticipate
When
the denunciations of the apostate Vicenzo.
compared with earlier editions, printed books of the
first half of the sixteenth century also show many
omissions, indicating a Jewish anticipatory expurgation; but whether this was undertaken from fear
or by order of the authorities is not certain.
Eight months after the Talmud was publicly
burned at Rome (Sept. 9, 1553), a papal bull (May 29,
1554) commanded the Jew-s, on pain of heavy punishment, to give up within four months all books containing alleged blasphemies or vituperations against
Jesus; but they were allowed to retain other Hebrew books that contained no objectionable pasHereby expurgation of all Hebrew books
sages.
was naturally assumed without being expressly

demanded.
An ecclesiastical decision from Rome,
"
given through the " Essecutori contra la Blastema
in Venice toward the end of 1553, declared, in answer to the question which Talmudic books apart
from the Talmud proper sliould be burned, that the
non-Talmudic books should be revised by Christians
who knew Hebrew.
The first one officially appointed for tliis work was
the baptized Jew Jacob Gcraldino (Geraldini). proposed by the Jews themselves and made apostolic
commissioner by the pope in 1555. In 1556 he was
appointed ducal conunissioner by the duke of Modena. Another convert, Andrea de Monte, appointed
not by the pope, but at the request of the Jews,
was soon associated with him. Their work was
merely superficial and it gave subsequent censorial
;

much

cause for comjilaint. Probably,
work of the expurgators. the
rabbi Abraham Provenzale of Mantua began (1555)
a list of passages to be expurgated, but did not
authorities

in order to lighten the
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get beyond thirty books, mostly Bible commentaries.

In order to anticipate the censorship by correcting
the texts before printing, the printing establishment
founded at Cremona in 1556 engaged as reviser
Vittorio Eliano, a baptized grandson of the grammarian Elijah Levita. The Jews were so glad to
save their non-Talmudic books from expurgation,
that they willingly made great pecuniary sacrifices
in order to soften the severity of the expnrgators.
There was a tendency in the Roman Inquisition,
however, to restrict as much as possible the number
When, in
of books permitted to be expurgated.
1559, the first papal index of prohibited books appeared which included the Talnmd with all its

—

compendiums,

glosses,

notes,

interpretations,

and

—

expositions the vicars of the Inquisition at Cremona (Sixtus of Siena and Hieronymus of Vercelli)
endeavored to give to it the widest possible interpretation.
On complaint of the Jews of the duchy of
Milan, however to which Cremona at that time
belonged most of the non-Talmudic books were

—

—

The two aboverestored, although grudgingly.
mentioned vicars demanded a high price for the revision of the returned books, made either by themselves or by others, and in addressing the duke the
Jews could unhesitatingly say that tlie two revisers had cared more for the money than for the expurgation.

The index of Pius IV. of Trent, which appeared
March 24, 1564, permitted the Jews to use Hebrew
and even Talmudic books, provided they were
printed without the word "Talmud," and were
purged from vituperations against the Christian reThe expurgation of HebrcAv books, thus

ligion.

expressly declared admissible, was henceforth regularly undertaken before printing, either by the Jews
themselves or by Christian correctors; and this accounts for the more or less mutilated state of reprints since the middle of the sixteenth century.
Although the expurgation of Hebrew books and
manuscripts was undertaken about 1560-74 in accordance with instructicms of the Inquisition, it was
certified to neither by the signatures of the InquisiThere is a
tion nor by those of the expurgators.
single certificate (1566) that the rabbi "Jhehodah"
of the tribe of "Dan " expurgated a book by perAs late as 1589-90 it
mission of the Inquisition.
must have been customary in Mantua not to sign
for not a single signature by
censors' certificates
Alessandro Scipione is extant from this period, although in 1589-90 he corrected and revised all the
Hebrew books in that city. The statement in Neubauer's "Catalogue of Hebrew Manuscripts in the
Bodleian Library " (Index, " Censors "), that Laurentius " Franquella " signed censors' certificates as
early as 1571, seems to be due to an error in reading
the date; the signature of Laurentius Franguellus,
who was one of the busiest revisers of whom there
is record, is not found before Nov. 1574.
In 1571 the first papal Index Expurgatorius for
non-Jewish books appeared.
For Hebrew books
busy expurgators doubtless used a similar index, as
it would have been a waste of time to correct every
book afresh page by page. None of these Hebrew
indices, however, not even the "Sefer ha-Zikkuk,"
;
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already mentioned, received the authorization or ecclesiastical sanction granted to the Index Expurgatorius for non-Hebrew books.
For, although the
Church declared the expurgation of Hebrew books
indispensable, neither the Roman Congregation of
the Index, existing since 1571, nor the Congregatio Sancti Officii of Rome, founded 1588, nor any
pope woidd vouch for the correctness of the expurgation undertaken by the Christian revisers, wlxo
w-ere generally of Jewish origin; nor would they
confer upon the purified texts the approbation of the
("liurch.
Furthermore, the opinions of the Church
in regard to the admissibility and value of the ex]3urgation of Hebrew books were continually changing, not only with successive incumbents of the
papal chair, but at times even Avith one and the same
pope.
By permission of Pope Gregory XIII. the censored (mutilated) edition of the Babylonian Talmud
appeared at Basel in 1578-81 with many of its passages changed beyond recognition, a scandalous instance of Roman cen.sorship. Buteventhis " purified"
Talmud did not receive ecclesiastical approbation,
but was merely tolerated. In the third quarter of
the sixteenth and in the first half of the seventeenth
century extraordinarily large numbers
Vacillation of Hebrew books were expurgated.
in CanNotwithstanding the many annoysorship.
ances and the heavy expenses connected therewith, the Jews were glad
to be able to save their books from destruction, and
to be protected against the punishment attendant
upon the u.se of non-expurgated books.
The customary inconsistency of the papal court
was now again shown in the continual wavering between leniency and rigor. At the instance of the
Jews, who shrank from no trouble and no sacrifices,
Pope Sixtus v., in 1540, ordered a renewed expurgation of the Talmud by the Index conunission, and
the rules to be followed were formulated
but the
year after Sixtus' death the Roman Inquisition
wrote that the expurgation of the Talmud was a
ridiculous and useless work.
In 1592 the Inquisition repeatedly declared, in accordance with the
wishes of Pope Clement VIII., that the Jews had
no right to keep any Hebrew books except the Bible
year later, however, a bull of the
and grammars.
same pope limited the prohibition toa few Talmudic
and cabalistic books, together with some other Hebrew books and manuscripts already condemned
by his predecessor which could not be permitted,
even under the pretext that they had been expurpapal writ of April 17, 1593, allowed the
gated.
Jews six weeks in wdiich to expurgate other books
that had not been expressly forbidden. The bishops
;

A

—

—

A

and

local inquisitors, confused

by

these contradic-

waverings, and changes of the chief authority,
treated the booksof the Jews according to their own
personal likes or dislikes, rather than
Papal
in accordance with the severe or letions,

Inconsist- nient injimctions from Rome. As
early as 1591, and more frequently
ency.
since then, inquisitors were censured
and threatened because they had participated in the
expurgation of Hebrew books, and had affixed their
signatures to them.
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In 1588 various Jewish communities vainly urged
the Roman Inquisition to depute an expurgator to
purify their books from heresies and errors. The
Inquisition continued to insist that it was tlie duty
of the Churcli not to engage in any wa.y in expurgating Hebrew books, but merely to punish those Jews
found in possession of uncensored or insufficiently
expurgated ones. Thus, the Jews of Mantua, who
at their own expense had their books revised by the
convert Alessandro Scipione (1589-90), could not
obtain a signed official certificate of the revision.

Censorship

garded this decree of their superiors, and were repeatedly reprimanded therefor by the Holy Office.
The series of contradictious from Rome is repeated
in the seventeenth century.
Notwithstanding the
strict prohibitions renewed from time to time, Hebrew books were expurgated not only by Cliristiaa
revisers, but also by those appointed and au*honzcd

by the Church

;

as, for instance, in 1608,

when Piclro

Ferdinando signs himself "Revisore deputato." In
1618 Giovanni Domenico Carretto was appointed
corrector for one year by the inquisitor-general of
-~\

-?Aill(
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JL.
Russian censor's Marks

o.\

the Title-Page of the Manuscript of

a. B.

dobsevage's "Lo Dcbbim welo Ya'ar."

Pope Gregory XV. (1621-23), unlike his
predecessors, doubtless approved the censorship of
Hebrew books by Chiistians; for durSevening his incumbencj' of the papal chair

was not until 1595 that the Jews of that city preupon the bishop to appoint as censors of Hebrew books the three converts, Laurentius Franguellus, Domenico Hicrosolj-mitano, and Alessandro
Scipione. All the Hebrew books of Mantua were

Mantua.

again expurgated en masse; and the completed revision was certified to at the end of each book by
the signature of one or two revisers. In the same
way the Roman inquisitional tribiuial, contrary to
former ordinances, decreed in 1598 that Hebrew
books, in so far as they were not among the prohibited ones, should be left to the local inquisition for
correction; but in 1602 the Roman Inquisition
ordered the local inquisitions to have nothing to do
with the expurgation of Hebrew books. Nevertheless many censors' certificates of the end of the
sixteenth century and the beginning of the seventeenth show that the local inquisitions often disre-

Eighteenth books were appointed by

It

vailed

teenth and at
Centuries.

least three

expurgators of Hebrew

the Roman
Matelica,
Vincentius
Inquisition:
1622. "auctoritate apostolica"; Isaia

Roma, 1623, "perordine di Roma"; and Petrus
de Trevio, 1623, "deputatus" (officially appointed
After the death of Gregory XV.
to revise books).
more stringent rules in regard to books seem to
have been adopted by Rome, probably at the instigation of the fanatic cardinal Carlo Borromeo. In
1625 it was again decreed that the Jews themselves
should expurgate their books; but in the following
year Renato da Modena was appointed expurgator
di

by the Inquisition

of that city.

>
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In 1641 the work of expurgation was relaxed in
The old Hebrew books and manuscripts had
been repeatedly expurgated; the newly printed
books were by a rigorous censorship purified of all
objectionable matter before publication, and after
that were generally again examined by expurgators.
Yet the monk Antonio Francisco Enriquez, appointed
by the archbishop of Urbino, was still busily employed as expurgator (1683-88).
In the eighteenth century, after an interval of
more than sixty years, the work of revision was resumed with renewed zeal throughout the papal dominions, by Giovanni Antonio Costanzi, actively assisted by Philipo Peruzzotti (1753-54). Costanzi was
scriptor in the library of the Vatican, and the author
of the large catalogue of its Hebrew manuscripts
Durthat appeared in 1756 under Assemani's name.
ing the interval of rest, the Jews had undone the
work of the censors by restoring the expunged or
omitted passages. Though this was a dangerous
thing to do, punishable not only by confiscation and
large fines, but also by long imprisonment, as in the
case of Rabbi Solomon Abi'ad Basila in Mantua, 1733,
yet the Jews could not resist the temptation. They
were suddenly dumbfounded when, at the instigation of Costanzi, searching domiciliary visits in
quest of Hebrew books were made in all the ghettos
of the pontifical states. The Hebrew books, without exception, w-ere collected and divided into three
classes: (1) those permitted without reserve, which
were immediately returned (2) those permitted conditionally, returned after having been revised and
paid for; and (3) those absolutely unrevisable, which
were confiscated. Whenever several copies of the
same book had to be revised, the reviser corrected
merely one copy, which he signed the Jews were
then obliged to correct all other copies by this one,
and to bring them to the reviser for his signature.
After the arduous work of revision had been completed an edict was issued, in 1755, for the Pontifical
States, either prohibiting Hebrew books entirely or
permitting them under certain restrictions. Costanzi planned to formulate exact rules for the cenItaly.

;

;

sorship of such works; endeavoring also to work
out an Index Expurgatorius for Jewish books, similar to that first made by the Spanish Inquisition for
non-Jewish books. His trouble was in vain; and
his book, which, according to the opinion of the
celebrated Assemani, was arranged with signal clearness and knowledge of the subject, is now buried
in the library of the Vatican.
Outside of Italy the
expurgation of Hebrew books and manuscripts was
imdertaken only in the French territory belonging
to the Pontifical States. For the censorship of Hebrew books in Russia and for a list of censors see

below.
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mitting the establishment of printing-presses; and
same year Hebrew books were published at
Shklov and Polonnoe. These, as well as books imported from Poland (on account of there being no
Hebrew censors among the censors of foreign books
at the custom-houses, oramong the censors of domestic printed matter in the chief towns), escaped the
notice of the government.
The attention of the authorities was first drawn by Governor-General Passek to the condition of affairs with regard to Hebrew
books. This official reported in 1790 that he had
ordered some Jewish books, imported from Poland,
to be detained at the custom-house of Tolochin;
holding the silence of the fiscal laws
Beginning- with regard to Hebrew books to be
of Cana prohibition against their admission
sorship.
into Russia contrary to the dictum
of the "kahal" (communal council)
of Mohilev, which claimed that such silence implied
only the non-taxation of Hebrew books. Catherine
thereupon prohibited the importation of Hebrew
books, stating that the Jews could obtain their supplies of religious literature from the Russian printin the

—

ing-oflSces.

For six years (1790-96) this prohibition was the
subject of frequent complaints on the part of the
Jews, who were compelled to have recourse to smuggling, the small and inadequate Russian printingoffices being unable to produce the large numbers of
books needed. In 1796 the government legalized
the importation of Hebrew books, having been compelled to do so in consequence of the ukase of Sept.
28 of that year, by which the liberty to establish
printing-offices in Russia was withdrawn.
Special
censors, well versed in the Hebrew language, now
became a necessity. On Oct. 17, 1796, Paul I. issued
a ukase ordering the installation of two learned Jews
in the censor's office at Riga, for the purpose of examining Hebrew books, both those published in
Russia and those imported. The " two
At Riga, learned Jews " were found by Governor Richter of Livonia in the persons of Moses Hezekiel (or Hekiel) and Ezekiel
David Lewy, both of Riga, who, after having been
sworn (Jan. 1, 1798), entered upon their duties as
subordinates of the Gentile censor at Riga, at a salary of 300 rubles a year. The first Jewish censor
Avith full powers was Leon Elkan, a Prussian Jew,
who, being well recommended to the authorities,
was appointed Jewish censor at Riga at a salary of
600 rubles a year.
The Jewish communities soon felt the scarcity
of sacred books, due first to the interference of the
government with private enterprise in the printing
industry, and secondly to the forced import of Hebrew books through one channel namely, through
Riga. Jewish merchants complained to the local
officials, and petitioned the higher authorities at St.
Petersburg. The censors at Radzivil also petitioned
the attorney-general to increase the number of Jewish censors, on the ground that in the governments
of Volhynia, Podolsk, and Minsk there were many
Jews who needed Hebrew books " both for prayer
and for the education of their children in the Law
and Faith. " The request was refused, the government considering one Jewish censor sufficient for the
;
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In Brussia

Jews

at once took advantage of
the ukase of Catherine II., dated Jan. 27, 1783, per:

"
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needs of all the Russian Jews. It was not until 1798
that a censor's office was established at Wilna,
Karl Tile of Leipsic being appointed
At Wilna. censor for Hebrew books in that j'ear.
The new office did not, however, com-

mence operations until March 14, 1800; and in the
mean while the censorship of Hebrew books, of
either foreign or native production, continued to
be exercised in Riga, whither the Jewish printinghouses of Grodno, Shklov, Slavuta, Koretz, and
Novodvor had to send their works for approbation.
It is interesting

first

book

to

puzzle the official
censor as to its
being in accord
with the designs

of the government was an ordinary prayer-book,
"

entitled

Rosh

Hodcsh SidduThe most

rim."

doubtful passages
were found in the
"Eighteen Benedictions, "in"

and other youths took an active part io the reToUitiooary movement of the seveolies. Alexander koew
and always appreciated the loyalty of the great majority of tiis Jewish subjects, and ou many occasioos
rewarded them for their services to the country.
When the assassination of Alexander by nihilist
conspirators becanie known, the Jews of Ruasia
deeply mourned the loss of the bcoevolent czar

and

liberator

BiBLioCRAPRy

DeitildoT San-bonato. Vtvreitkl Vrrprnt r
ftos.-ni. St. Petersbiipg, 18K1: Julius Eckart. I'-m Nicoiaua
/. zu Al(Tan<Ur III. 2a «1 . Lolpsic, 18K1
OrsbBtukl. Humnk'x ZakoTV>dateLMvo •> Vtvreuahh. pp JC©-3a5. Bl. Pelerv
buro. 1877; St-femoficfrcJit Ukazalei LUeraturu n YexrrevaiihtiaRtisahum i'dzvffljcf t70SiJ'tl'i:fj,5l. Pelereburg. 1893.
:

:

ALEXANTDER

H R
ALEXANDROVICH.

III.,

Emperor of KuBsia: liornatM. I'l icrshnrg, Murth
10, 1345. died at Livadia. Nov 1, 1SU4.
Hcasccndi-d
tin- llironc March 14. 1881. llicduy ufu-r tlic ussiissina
tiuu otlus fulher Alexander II
TIk- tc-rriblc fate of
the latter produced an &v, ful impression upon AleinmUi. but instead of conlinuing the reforms of the
"

Tab-

nun," and in the

Sabbatic poem
" Iklu Mashmannim" the passages
in the first two
:

containing
hints
about tyrants and
the land of exile;
while the last was

considered

immoral on account

exhortations
feasting and
drinking. Censor

of

its

to

Elkan did
recommend
burning

of

not
the
the

prayer-book; but
be advised that
the page containing "Iklu Mashmannim " be torn
out, and in the
other cases that

the obnoxious
words be obliterated.
Of other

and the Christian religion. The same fate
"Tehinnot Inimahot," because the praj'ers

befell the

for the

New Moon

contained allusions to cruel poten-

tates calculated to breed hatred.

The

history of the

Cossack persecutions under Chmielnicki, entitled
" Yawen Mozulah." was prohibited, because of the
name D'JV applied to Russians, and on the further

ground that the reading of the book might prejudice the Jews against tiie natural -born subjects of
the czar.
The "Or ha Hayyim," by Ya'abez, was

prohibited because of one passage stating that God
in heaven, unlike
Alexander I., Pavlovlcb
Alezaader in., AlezAndrorlob
the czars on earth,
is not influenced
was not so much resentment against the Jcwe as a
general tendency lo create disturbances ("London
by the high social
Times." May 19. 1881). On May 23. » deputation of
the Jews of St, Petersburg waited upon the czar at
standing of the
Oachina.
It consisted of Baron Oanzburg, Sack,
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.

had ascended the tbroDC,

anti-Jewish riots (PocnOMV) broke out in Elizabethgrad (April 27. 28). Kiev (May 8-11), Shpola (May

AnanieT (May 9). Wasilkov (May 10). Konotop
(.May 10), and. during the following six months, in
one hundred and sixty other places of
tl).

Popular
southern Russia. In these riots thouOutbreaks sands of Jewish homes were destroyed.
Aeainst many fatDllies reduced to extremes of
Jews.

poverl.v;

women

outraged, and large

numbers of men. women, and children
It was clear that the riots were
premeditated ("Voskhod," May 24. 1881, p. 75).
To give but one example a week before the/wprvm
killed or Injured.

—

of Kiev broke out. Von Hubbenet. chief of police of
Kiev, warned some of his Jewish friends of the
coming riots. Appeals to the authorities for protection were of no avail.
All the police did was to
prevent the Jews from defending their homes, families, and property.
"The local authorities." says
Mysh in "Voskhod." 1883, 1. 210. "surrounded the
pillagers with an honorary escort, while some of
the rabble shouted approval," To a delegation of
the Jews of Kiev. Govemor-OcDeral Drentelen said
that lie could do nothing for them " for the sake
of a few Jews he would not endanger the lives of
his soldiers" '."Zeilung des Judenthums." May 31,
,

1881).

On May

18.

Baron Horace de OQnxburg was

received in audience by Grand Duke Vladimir, who
declared that the motive of the antUTewish agitation

Pasover. Bank, and Berlin.
its

members

The emperor assured

that the Jewish question would receive

his attention, that the disturbances were the work
of anarchists, and headvifed them to address a memorandum on the subject lo the minister ol the interior
Both the emperor and the grand duke Vladimir expressed their tjclief that racehatred was not

the real cause, but only the pretext, of the recent
disorders.
In accordance with the promise of the
czar, an e<lict was issued Sept. 3, 1881, ordering the
appoinlment of local commissions from all the governments to be under the direction of the governors,
for the solution of the Jewish question.
But on the
same da^. General Ignntiev by order of the czar issued ft circulsr to llic governors, in which he pointed
outthat the Jews had been exploiting the Slav in
habitants of the empire, and that this was the real
cause of the riots. This contradiction may exptaio
the conduct of Attorney-General Stryelnikov. who
during the trial of the rioters before the court-man ial
at Kiev, ihstead of incriminating the guilty parties,
turned upou the Jews and endeavored u> cast the
whole blame upon them. These persecutions, added
To the distressing economic conditions then prevallihB gave rise to the cmigiation movement, which
soon assumed extensive proportions. The intelligent
classes of Russia condemned the medieval barbarities
against the Jews, but the anti-Semitic propaganda ol*
the "Novoe Vpemya." "Kievlyanio." ana other organs hostile to the Jews, did not cea»c even after
the riots. The constant Jew-bailing of Aksakov,
Suvorin. and Pichno had its effect on that cla-sa of the
Russian people which was entirely unfamiliar >»lth
Jewish life, and therefore believed all the charges
brought against the Jews by the agitators. That
the South Russians especially had no cause for com-'
f>laint3 against the Jews may be seen from the fplowing statement made by the Russian economisi
Chiclicrin: "Those who have lived In Little Ruasia, which is densely inhabited by Jews, and havQ^
compared the conditions of the peasant there with
those existing in thoprovinces of (5 real Russia, know
how exaggerated are the accusations against the
Jews, If thereisadiffcrence in the condition of thcsa
peasants, it is in favor of the Little Russians."
The second series of persecutions began with th«
riots of Warsaw on Christmas. 1881, and lasted for
Twelve Jews were killed, many women
three days.
outraged, and two million rubles' worth of property
destroyed.
In the ueiglrboring Lithuanian prvv
inces the disturbances were slight, owing to the pre*
cautions taken by Count Todleben. governor-general
of Wflna. who was not one of Ignatiev's disciples.

Order was also maintained by General
Gurko, governor-general or Odessa,
Persecu- and thus the riots in Odessa and vicinity were prevented from assuming
tiona.
great proportiona In Nyezhin the
soldiers, who were called out to quell the riota,
killed and pillaged a wealthy Jewish family.
Other
riots occurred in Kuzmiotzy, Plitovich. Klimor,
Okhrimotzy, and, on March 23. io Lubny, where
Batta
three Boldiers killed a Jewish family of six

was the scene

of another series of riots (Easter. 1882)
resulting in the death of eight and the wounding of
Over a thousand
more thair two hundred persons
bouses were demolislied and property to the valua
These
of over one million dollars was destroyed.
disgraceful acts aroused the public indignatloo of

Encyclopedia.

notably

"Babe Ma'aseh
and "Imre Yosef," were prohibited on accouDt of
alleged coarse or

profane expressions in the text.

By the ukase of
April
30,
1800,
the
importation
of books in any
language was prohibited

till

further
the
censors

and

notice,

Hebrew

Riga were

at

dis-

missed.
During
the 28 months of
their activity in
office 126
books
were confiscated
out of a total of
6,225 which were

imported.

With

the acces-

sion of

Alexander

I,

the importation

of books

more

was once

legalized,

the censorship beentrusted to

ing

the civil govern-

ors.

This ar-

rangement

did
not last; and in
1804 a committee

of
censors was
reestablished in every Russian university.
During the reign of Nicholas I. the censorship of
Hebrew books was entrusted to the official rabbis,

who, partly through ignorance and

Nicholas I. partly from fear of the government,
to Alexan- siiowcd themselves particularly severe.
Under Alexander II. Jewish publicader III.
tions shared with Russian literature a

refutation of the Christian religion.

In 1800 the historical work of Joseph ha-Kohen,
"Dibre ha-Yamim le-Malke Zarfat," was prohibited
because it contained passages disrespectful to Chris-

Other

)ooks.

1

rurthep

Reduced Facsimile ok a censored Page of The Jewish

books that were condemned by the censor the
first to fall under the ban was the "Hizzuk Emunah," written at the end of the sixteenth century
by Isaac ben Abraham Troki. In March, 1799, the
entire edition of "Nizzahon," by LipConfisca- man Millhausen, was confiscated, on
tions.
the ground that it was written as a

Sinner

law with regard to censorSince the reign of Alexander III. Russian, and

liberal interpretation of the

ship.

especially

Hebrew,

literature has suffered

much from

—
Censorship
Cento
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Tlius, by order of the
the severity of the censors.
censor-in-chief at St. Petersburg, the press was forbidden to publish any news concerning the anti-

Jewish riots. Otlier orders (May 2, 1882; Nov. 19,
1890; June 19 and July 12, 1891) forbade the Jewish periodicals (either in Russian or in Hebrew) to
comment editorially upon, or to print any matter concerning, the "new, widely circulating rumors that
some persons have the senseless and insolent intention to protest against a so-styled oppression of the
Jews." Several Jewish papers were tempoi-arily
stopped; and those published abroad were not admitted into Russia. By a circular issued from the
chief office of the censor Aug. 13, 1891, the publication of appeals for aid for Jewish emigrants, as well
as the collection of subscriptions in their behalf, was

forbidden.
The activity of the censor still continues in Russia,
being exercised as late as 1901 on the first volume of
the Jewish Encyclopedia, in which a passage relating to Ale.xander III. was blotted out in copies admitted into the czar's dominions.

Bibliography: Skabichevskl. Ocherki

Tzen-

Istorii Riu^skoi

K

U. D. Hessen,
Istiyrii Tzenziiru
Yeweiskiklx Knig v Rossii, in Buduzhchnnst. ii. 1901 N. A.
Engelgart, Ocherki Nikolayevskoi Tzcnzurxi, in Istoricheski
VyestnikA^l: anonymous author, Materialijdlya Kharakteristiki Polmhenia Rwsskoi Pechati, Geneva, 1898 anonymous author, Samoderzhavie i Pechat, Berlin, 1898.
H. K.
M. Z.
zurji, St. PetersburR. 1893

;

;

;

List of Censors
The following list of censors
maj' be found useful in dating books and manuFor Italy, the main source is Popper, with
scripts.
additions from Steinsclmeider and Neubauer.
For
Austria it is difficult to give more than a few select:
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Jacobus Gentiline, 1555.
Jacobus Pola, 1554.
Joseph Ciantes (Berliner,

=

p. 10)

Nicolas de Sorzone, 1602.
Parcicoiani, 1753, Urbino.
I.e.

J. Cionti, 163&-6141,

Rome.
Jos. Parius (?),1604(?), Carpi (?)•

Joshua dei Cantori,

1559, Cre-

Paul Turin.
Paulus Barengarias.
Petrus de Trevio, 1623, Rome.
Phllipo Peruzzotti, 17515, Lugo.
Pietro de Fiones, 1619.
Pietro Ferdinando, 1608, Mantua

uiona.

Laurentius Franguellus, 1570Leo, 1567.
Luigi da Bologna, 1.596-1606,

Mantua, Modena, Ancona,

Rossi,

Reggio.

Tomasso

Marcellino(Berliner, ?.c.p.l0).
Marcus Antonius Lucius, 1557,
Milan.
Mesnil, 1763.

Michel

1581 (Vogelstein

Vittorio

and

Fischer. K., Prague,1791-1831.
Gall, Joannes. 1710, Prague.

Thomas,

Georgieco,

ITIO,

Prague.

Kohlmen,

J.

C,

1837,

Buda-

pest.

Vittorio Eliano, 1557-67, Cre-

mona, Venice.

Abraham Aba

Karasik(d.l897),
assistant, Kiev.
Baratz, Kiev.
Brafmann, St. Petersburg.
Elkan, J. L., Riga.
Vladimir
(GreenFeodoro
berg), Kiev, Warsaw.
Fried berg, A. S., 1889, Warsaw.
Greidinger, J. C. (general),
Riga.
Hezekiel, Moses, Riga.
Landau, L, St. Petersburg.
Lewy, E. D., 1799, Riga.
Margolin, P., St. Petersburg.
Sachs, N. G., Warsaw.

reale.
Cari, 1559.

Morionello,

1590

or

Pesaro

(?).

Angelo Gabulozzl, 1753, Lugo.
Anselmo Pinapellarius (Notarius).

Antonio Francisco Enriquez,
Urbino.

Antonio di Medicis, 1628-29,
Florence.

Bartolomeo Ghislieri (Vicar),
1600.

Bartolomeo Rocca di Praterino, Turin (?).
Benaja, 1590.

Boneampagno
Boniforte

Barromeo,

after

1593,

Rome.
Clemente Carretto.
Clemente Renato.
Dlonysius
Sturlatus,
Monreale.

1589,

Domenico Irosolymitano,1578-

(?).

Andrea Albertl.
Andrea de Monte, 1557, Rome.
Andrea Tassini, 1753, Pesaro.
Andreas Scribarlus (Notarius),

1687,

(?) 1589,

Turin.

For an additional

list

Seiberling, Joseph (for 15
years), 1850.
Slonimski, H. S.
Steinberg, J., Wilna.
Stern, A. J., 183."), Warsaw.

Sussmann,

St.

Petersburg.

Tile, Karl, 1798, Wilna.

Tugendhold,

J.,

1791-1871,

Warsaw.
Tugenhold, Wolf, Wilna.
Warschavsky,
Isaac,
1894,
Odessa.

Wohl, A., Wilna.
Ziramermann, 1863-85, Warsaw.

of Russian censors see Russia.
J.

numbering of the people. Several
The first mentioned
cases are given in the Bible.
is that in Num. i. (from which the book receives its
name), when the males i.e., men capable of bearing arms numbered 603,550 at the E.xodus. Mod-

—

critics,

foremost

among them Bishop Colenso

("The Pentateuch and Joshua,"
Carl

Marcellino.
del Asina, 1582,

Asti (?).
Ca3sar BeHiosus, 1553-55, Papal.

Camillo Jagel, 1611-21, Ancoua, Urbino, Lugo.

1618, Mantua, Venice.
Dominico Martinez (Berliner,
"Censur," p. 10).
Ferdinando Bonetti, 1567, Mi-

lan.

Giovanni

p.

Russia.

ern

Italy.

Alessandro Sciplone, 1593-99,
Mantua.
Alexander Longus, 1590, Mon-

I.e.

:

Harzfeld, Lob, Vienna.
Haselbauer, Franciscus, 1710,

Prague.
Caesare, Leopold, Prague, 1786.

1600,

Caro (Berliner,

CENSUS A

Austria-Hungary.

Alonls
1620

Ruflni, 1753, Ferrara.

Zoraegnius

173.

(?

Sinigaglia.

32).

"Gesch. der Judenin Rom,"
ii.

175;},

Vincentius Matelica, 1622.
Vincento Suppa.
Vincento Renato.

de Montaigne,

after
Rieger,

16(i9.

Renato da Modena, 1620-26
=R. de Bologna).

E. C.

ed names.

Alexnndro

(?).

Pietro Martire. 1687.

Prospero Ruggieri,

Mantua.

1579,

Antonio

Costanzi,

Rome, Ancona.
Giovanni Dominico Carretto,
1753,

1607-28, Mantua, Venice (?).
Giovanni Dominico Vistorini,

1609-20.

Giovanni Monni di Modena.
Girolamo da Durallano, 1641,
Modena, Reggio.
Guido Venturinl.l753,Ferrara.

Hieronymus Carolus,
Hippollto, 1601-21.
Hippolitus Ferr(is)
(eno), 1601,

1582.

or

Ferr-

Cremona, 1593-

1621.

Huesas (?), Parma.
Isaia de Roma, 1623, Mantua.
Jacob Geraldino, 1555-56, Papal State, Ferrara.

pt. I. ch. v.),

have

pointed out the difficulties attached to such a number arising in four generations from the twelve sons
of Israel, not to mention the commissariat required
The numberfor at least four times that number.
ing was again gone through six months later, according to the account of Num. xxvi.-x.xvii., with exOn these occasions, the numactly the same result.
bering was done indirectly, half a shekel being given
to the sanctuary by each person of the proper age,
and then the half-shekels, and not the persons, were
counted. This expedient, according to the critics,
was resorted to bv the writer of Numbers owing
to the superstition wliich had arisen against a census
through the experience in David's reign. After David had organized his kingdom he found it necessary,
for military purposes, to know exactly how many
men, of an age suitable for bearing arms, he could
depend upon; and he determined to take a census
xxiv.).
(II Sam.
Notwithstanding the remonstrances of Joab, David persisted in carrying out
the numbering of the people.
It appears to have
been a laborious operation, as it took no less than
nine months and twenty days to complete it.
Unfortunately the numbers given in the Biblical text are
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Censorship
Cento

discrepant; the Book of Samuel giving 800,000 for
Israel and 500,000 for Judah, whereas I Chron. xxi.
raises the former to 1,100,000 and reduces the latter
As these numbers included only the
to 470,000.
fighting men, they would implj' a population of
probably 5,000,000 for Israel and 2,000,000 for Judah.
Tlie Assyrian practise of counting captives shows
that such a census was not uncommon at the time.
The figures recorded are, however, regarded by Biblical critics as doubtful for various reasons, apart
from the uncertainty of the text, which Budde
would emend to 100,000 for Israel and 70,000 for
pestilence appears
Judah (" S. B. O. T." ad loc).
to have occurred shortly after the census, and con-

Under the Estes, the Jews enjoyed great liberty
and many privileges; but when that family became
extinct and the Jews passed under the papal dominion (1598), they were subjected to all the restrictions
that, since the time of Paul IV., had been imposed
upon their coreligionists in the PontifRestricical States.
They were not allowed to
tions.
acquire real estate; they had to sell

firmed the people in the superstition, common among
primitive nations, against being numbered. In tlie
Biblical text David's action in ordering a census is
regarded as sinful.
It is possible that this objection to being numbered had something to do with the uprising, led by
Judas the Galilean, against the census undertaken
by Quirinius (Cyrenius)in the years 6-7 (Luke ii. 2;
Acts v. 37). This census, or rather the taxation
which was the outcome of it, is menCensus of tioned by Joseph us ("Ant." xviii. 1,
Quirinius. § 1); and Luke connects with it the
date of the birth of Jesus. But it has
been conclusively proved by Schiirer ("Gesch."i.
508-543) that such a census could not have been undertaken by a Roman official while Herod was still
reigning.
No details are known witJi regard to this
census of Quirinius.
In modern civilized states, since the periodical taking of a census has been regarded as a necessary
part of public policy, the number of Jews has been
determined either by estimate or by actual count in
Hungary, for instance, since 1720 in Prussia, since
Custom varies in
1816; and in Poland, since 1825.
different countries with regard to the inclusion of
the numbers of adherents to the several creeds in
the census returns.
At one time France included
them, but no longer does so. Almost all the British
colonies do so, as does Ireland; but England, ScotIn consequence,
land, and the United States do not.
an exact enumeration of the Jewish population of
the world is impossible.

leges

A

—

;

Bibliography
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Commentaries on

II

Sam. xxlv.

;

Schurer, as

above.
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CENTO

City of 8,000 inhabitants in the
(iLDrv)
province of Ferrara, central Italy. If the statement
is correct that the Ha-Me'ati (^nXttH), a family of
translators, derived their name from their native
cento), there must
place. Cento (nxo, "a hundred "
:

=

have been a Jewish settlement in that city as early
as the middle of the thirteenth century and the beginnings of the community w^ould then have been
contemporary with those of the neighboring capital
Ferrara.
Authentic accounts record the existence
of a Jewish population from the end of the fifteenth
;

century.

The Padoa

family,

still

living at Cento,

Spanish exiles who
came thither in 1492. In 1505 Duke Ercole d'Este
decreed that the Jewish inhabitants of Cento should
share, as far as they were able, the contributions of
traces its genealogy

back

their coreligionists in the

to

duchy

of Ferrara.

the lands they then possessed;

they

were forbidden to engage in any business except
money-lending and rag-picking; they had to live in
a ghetto and to wear the Jews' badge. These severe
laws remained in force for fully two centuries but,
;

nevertheless, certain

Jews obtained

and became active

special

in public affairs.

privi-

Thus

the
the Carpi family still possess a diploma
showing that in 1774 their ancestor Moses Carpi was
appointed "familiaris" to Cardinal Albani, being
granted all privileges; and it is known that the Jews
of Cento from their advent into the community

members of

always owned

real estate, for they

were aided by

the authorities themselves in evading the unjust
law.

The great changes brought about by the French
Revolution caused the abolition of the ghetto at
Cento in 1797. During tlie French occupation the
Jews had full civic rights, and many
Progress of them were called upon to fill posts
of Comof honor but when the papal suprcmmunity.
acy was restored, in 1815, they were
again subjected to exceptional laws
that were enforced rigorously and cruelly, especially
;

by Leo XII.

Nevertheless, the severity of their
the humanity of the
authorities, who informed the Jews in advance of
impending domiciliary visits in search of forbidden
books and of children to be baptized, and who, in
spite of the law, connived at the performance of
work for the Jews on the Sabbath.
happier era dawned only with the overthrow
of the papal rule, in 1859, when Romagna became
a part of the new kingdom of Italy, and when tlie
Jews received all the rights of citizenship.
Though it is doubtful whether a community was
organized when Jews first settled at Cento, there
must have been a religious association before 1500;
for, unlike others, this community has always preserved its Italian liturgy and did not introduce the
Spanish liturgy or admit it on the same footing.
This fact is probably attributable in part to the small
number of the immigrants from Spain. The com-

operation

was mitigated by

A

munity seems to have been organized about 1600,
when some families from the neighboring Pieve settled at

Cento

;

it

buried

its

dead for a long time in

the cemetery at Pieve, and even to-day (1902) it
holds services at that city on the Ninth of Ab and
on the eve of the Day of Atonement. The new community at once founded a Talmud-Torah society for

the advancement of Hebrew studies, and appointed
a salaried teacher, who instructed the children and
In 1690
also officiated as hazan, or leader in prayer.
the twelve members of this society formed a second
philanthropic society— Gemilut Hasadim— the statutes of which, in twenty-one articles, are .still extant;
the society proposed to nurse the sick and to render
general philanthropic services, and determined to

Cento
Ceremonies
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lay out at once a new cemetery at Cento, for wiiich
they obtained the permission of the papal legate.
In 1727 the community received a new
constitution, and both the societies
Instituwere merged into the single Confrations.
ternita di Studi Sacri e di Misericordia.
The community was reorganized during the
period of liberty under the French consistorial conIn 1814 a new section was added to the
stitution.
Confraternita for reciting special prayers. These
societies and philanthropic foundations for preserving the ritual, providing dowries for poor girls, and
Under the
for the relief of the poor still exist.
kingdom of Italy tliis community, like many others,
has been constituted a free association, the expenses
of public worship and other congregational institutions being defrayed chiefly by the generosity of the
Modena, Carpi, and Padoa families. The community that numbered 150 persons in 1865 has been
reduced to 34 (in 1902); it possesses a new synagogue and a cemetery.
Of the scholars and rabbis of Cento the following
are

known: Ishmael Hazak

(1613,

Oxford MS. No.

Eliah Daniel del Bene, nitOHO (1667-75);
Gamaliel; Monselice; Nathaniel b. Meshullam Levi;
Isaiah Bassaui; Israel Berechiah Fontanella (1724);
Reuben b. Zerachiah Yahya (1727); Solomon David
b. Moses del Vecchio; Giuseppe Alexandro Modena
and his son Isaac Mordecai (1761) Hananeel Neppi
(1820-36) Abraham Carpanetti (-1853) David Jacob
Maroni (-1860); Moses Sorani (-1880); Donato Cam1379);

;

;

;

Moses Levi

erini;

:
Flaminlo Servi, in EducaUyre Israelita, 18&5,
264,303,33.5; Ciirriere Israelitico. iv. 232; Mortara, Indice ; Pesaro, in VessiUo Israelitico, 1882.

K.

I.

CENTO,

NATHAN

DA,

See Me'ati, NaSee Me'ati,

Sam-

UA-.

CENTO, SOLOMON DA.
mon

E.

HA-.

CENTO, SAMUEL DA.
uel

See Me'ati, Solo-

HA-.

CENTRAL AMERICA.

See

South and Cen-

tral America.

CENTRAL CONFERENCE OF AMERICAN RABBIS. See Conferences of American
CENTRALANZEIGER FUR JUDISCHE
LITERATUR. See Periodicals.
CEPHAS. See Peter.

CEREMONIES AND THE CEREMONIAL
LAW: Symbolic rites and observances, expressive
of certain thoughts or sentiments.
As social life demands forms of etiquette (see Greetings), so every
religous system has its peculiar ceremonies indicative of its own particular truths.
Tlie Biblical name
for ceremonies appears to be " 'edut " (" testimonies,"

Nahmanides on the
"mishpatim " ("judgments," "ordinances," Ex. xxi. 1, and elsewhere);
while the term "hukkim " (".statutes ") is applied to
both moral and ceremonial laws (Ex. xii. 14, 43;
Lev. xviii. 4, and elsewhere). The Rabbis distinguish between mishpatim, moral laws which are
iv.

garments woven of wool and linen (Sifra, Ahare
Mot, xiii. on Lev. xviii. 5; Yoraa 67b).
The Prophets laid the greatest stress upon the
moral laws, while condemning mere ceremonialism (see Hosea vi. 6; Amos v. 21-24; Micah vi.
6-8; Isa. i. 13-17).
The Psalmist (see Ps. xv.), and
especially the Book of Wisdom, do not even refer to
the ceremonial law. Whenever Judaism entered into
relations with other nations and religions, the moral
laws were accentuated, and the ceremonial laws were
ptitiuto the background. Hellenistic Judaism, therefore (for Pseudo-Phocylides see Bernays, "Gesammelte Schriften," i. 227), Philo, and the entire propaganda literature to which the Didache belongs, take
the same attitude toward the ceremonial laws. And,
again, when the Jew came into contact with Arabic
culture, this view of the ceremonial laws prevailed as
being dictated by reason and common sense.
The discrimination between "laws based upon
reason" and "laws demanding obedience to God's
will" %vas adopted by Saadia ("Emunot we-De'ot,"
iii. 12;
compare Ibn Ezra to Ex. xxi.
First
and "Yesod Moreh," v.), and, with
Mention of direct reference to the rabbinical pasCeremonial sages quoted, by Maimonides (" Moreh

Laws.

Nebukim,"

iii.

25), if

iii.

"Shemonah Pera-

2b;

Joseph Albo("Iltkarim,"
not Simon ben Zemah Duran (see Zunz,
vi.).

"G. S." ii. 194), is the first' who divides the Biblical
laws into ceremonial, juridical, and moral laws. He
admits, however, that he adopted this classification
from a Christian controversialist and, as a matter of
fact, he forced himself in consequence to declare,
with Maimonides (I.e. iii. 46), the sacrifices of the
Mosaic law to be a concession to the pagan propensities of the people, and (in accordance with Sifre to
;

prayer to be the true " service of the
standpoint hardly to be reconciled with
the belief in supernatural revelation and the permanence of the Mosaic law.
The Mosaic law expressly states that certain ceremonies are to serve as " signs " and " memorials " (a)
Circumcision is enjoined as "ot berit"
Biblical
("a token of the covenant betwixt me
and
and you," Gen. xvii. 11). (h) The SabRabbinical bath is to be"ot"("a sign between
Cereme and you throughout your generamonies,
tions," Ex. xxxi. 13, 17; Ezek. xx. 17,
(c) The Passover feast "shall be
20).
for a sign [ot] unto thee upon thine hand and for a
Deut.

Lord

xi. 13)

"

—a

:

Rabtus.

Deut.

—

kim,"

xiii.

than

common sense, such as laws
concerning justice, incestuous marriages, and the
like
and hukkim, those divine statutes to which the
" Yezer ha-lia' " (the evil inclination) and the heathen
object, such as the prohibition of pork or of wearing
dictated by reason and

(1902).

Bibliography
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45; vi. 17, 20;

see

last passage), in distinction to

—

memorial between thine eyes" (Ex. xiii. 9). (d)
Connected therewith is the redemption of the firstborn to be a " token upon thine hands and for frontlets between thine ej-es " (Ex. xiii. 16).
According to
rabbinical traditions, there are: (e) The putting on of
the phylacteries or Tefillin prescribed in Deut. vi.
8, xi. 18, "Thou shalt bind them for a sign [ot] upon
thine hand, and they shall be as frontlets between
thineeyes." (/) The placing of Mezuzah upon the
doors (Deut. vi. 9, xi. 20): "Thou shalt write them
upon the doorposts of thine house." (g) The Zizit,
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the fringe upon the borders of the garment, is also
enjoined for the purpose "that ye may look upon it
and remember all the commandments of the Lord "
(Num. XV. 39).
In fact, all the festivals are to be " remembrances "
of God's deliverance and protection of the people of
Israel (Deut. xvi. 3, 12; vi. 24; Lev. xxiii. 43); the
paschal lamb, the mazzah, and the bitter herb on
Passover, and the sukkah and the four plants of the
Feast of Tabernacles (Ex. xii. 8 Lev. xxiii. 40 ei seq.),
being the significant symbols. Similarly, the erection of the sanctuary and the sacrificial worship
therein must be counted among the ceremonial laws,
and no less so the dietary laws (Ex. xxii. 30; Lev.
xi.
Deut. xvi. 3-21), as symbolically emphasizing
the idea of Israel being God's "holy" or priest
;

;

people.

To these, Pharisaic Judaism added a number of
new ceremonies, among which may be mentioned the
kindling of the lights, the blessing over the wine (see

KiDDusH and Habdalah)

for Sabbaths

and

festival

days, and the blessing of the Moon.
Ceremonies are the impressive part, the poetry of
religion.
They invest life at its various stages and
periods with "the beauty of holiness." The need of
such has been all the more felt by Judaism since
images or signs representing the Deity have been
scrupulously shunned; and the home and every-day
life of the Jew was to be sanctified no less than the
Temple, the ancient domain of the priest. But exactly as the pomp of ritual called forth the protest
of the prophet against " the work of men learned
by rote" (Isa. xxix. 13, Hebr.), so there was a danger lest the multitude of forms might crush the

Cento
Ceremunies

value and importance as bonds of union, and, even

when no longer understood as signs, remain bind
ing upon the Jews until God in His own way and
through

some

universally

abrogates or changes them.

recognized authority
" Doctrines and be-

liefs," Mendelssohn writes to Herz Homberg, who
objected to these postulates of blind obedience, "become shackles of the intellect. As long as polytheism, anthropomorphism, and religious despotism
rule on earth, so long must a people of tbeists, such
as the Jews are, remain banded together solely by
symbolic actions; that is, by ceremonies" ("Schriften," iii. 311-319, 348-356; v. 669. Leipsic, 1843).
This was a powerful plea for the ceremonial laws;
but it rendered Judaism a national concern void of
a world-wide mission— a system of forms without
the spirit of faith.
Mendelssohn's own disciples
were the first to surrender both the form and the
faith.
As soon as the modern Jew recognized the
fact (which Mendelssohn, as follower of Wolfian
deism, had failed to see) that in the historic development of humanity Judaism had a mission of its own,
centered upon the monotheistic truth and the uni-

versal

hope of man, the issue was raised between
ceremony advocated by Orthodoxy and

insistence on

accentuating the prophetic ideas as the universal
ideal, as was done by the leaders of Reform Judaism.
The need of adequate and impressive ceremonies in place of the old and obsolete ones was

urged by the Reform pioneers, and the
Mutability introduction of forms, though adopted
from Christian surroundings, roused a
of the
Ceremonial new religious life and zeal in many,
but likewise awakened opposition
Law.

wherefore many haggadists and writers, like
Aristobulus and Philo, attribute symbolical meanings to Biblical ceremonies.
Medieval mysticism

uies," says Geiger, in

from Bahya and Nahmanides down to Isaac
Luria, endeavored to imbue the old ceremonies
with new spirituality while the liberal spirit awakened in Italy in the seventeenth century found its
echo in Leon de Modena's attack on ceremonialism

imbue the people with a religious
spirit and hallow their life, must have an elevating
cliaracter and be in perfect harmony with their own

from

spirit,

also,

;

inhis"Kol Sakal."
The question of the relative value of the ceremonies in Judaism was brought to a focus through
Moses Mendelssohn, who, in his "Jerusalem," presented a new view of the Jewish ceremonial laws.

He proudly

repelled the attempts of Christian wri-

win him overto Christianity, and declared Judaism to be not a system of belief based upon creeds,
but a revealed system of law ba.sed upon ceremonies.
While granting liberty of conscience to all, because
truth is the property of all and dictated solely by
reason, the Jewish law demands strict obedience
from its adherents, for whom the cereMenmonial law is a system of sign-Ian
delssohn's guage suggestive of thought and senView of timent for mind and heart alike. It
ters to

Jevirish

Ceremonial

Law.

is a living force impelling peoi)le to
act well and at the same time to think
of
rightly the only proper bond
union of a people to be educated for

—

truth and for freedom of thought and to bo kept together until God's design shall be fulfilled. Though
some of these ceremonies have in the course of time
lost their meaning, they nevertheless retain their

the

conservatives.

" C'eremo-

an article on formalism (" Der
Seinem Unwerthe und Seinen Fol-

Formenglaube in
gen ") in his " Wiss.

Zeit. fur Jiid.

Theol." 1839, pp.

1-12, "in order to

mode of life, or else they lead to superstition bordering on idolatry. Blind obedience against one's
conviction, 'the obedience of a dog,' is incompatible with the dignity of man and with faith in a
holy God dwelling within him."
This view, advocating a gradual change of the
ceremonial law, was pushed to its extreme, much to
the detriment of the Reform movement, by the
hazardous attempt of the Frankfurter ReformVerein to abrogate circumcision and by the transfer
of the Sabbath to Sundiiy made by the Berlin Reform congregation. Holdheim, the radical Reform
leader,

went so

far as to

deny the validity of the en-

ceremonial law in his work, " Das Ceremonialgesetz im Messiasreich " (1845), taking the stand that
it is closely interwoven with the national idea and
with the temple as center of the Jewish commonwealth, whereas the Messianic era of which modern
Israel is to be the herald and harbinger is to be the
Less
realization of the imivcrsiil prophetic ideal.
outspoken, but in sympathy with the principle enunciated by Holdheim, were Einhorn, Geiger, Samuel Ilirsch (who, however, claimed permanency for
the Abrahamic rite), Herzfeld, Hess, and others; the
Sabbath, as far as the choice of day was concerned,
tire

;
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Cerfberr,

Samson

being included among the ceremonial laws, all of
which were subject to change. A Talmudical passage, stating that " in the world to come [the Messianic time] the ceremonial commandments will cease
to have validity" (Nid. 61b; compare Midr. Teh.
to Ps. cxlvi. and Yalk. to Isa. xxvi. 2), is referred
to by some as corroborating this statement (see Herzfeld, "Zwei Predigteu i\ber den Messias," 1844).
Einhorn, in his "Sinai," 1856, p. 574, with deeper
insight, refers to the frequent alterations and modifi-

cations of the

Law in

Biblical

iii.,

K.

CERF,
rical

these radical Reform views Leopold
advanced the doctrine that the Sabbath and

Against

CiucuMCisioN have ever been regarded institutions
of a fundamental if not sacramental character, and
can not be abrogated or radically altered without
undermining Judaism itself (Zunz, "Gutachten uber
Joseph
die Beschneidung," in " G. S." ii. 191-203).
Aub also, in an article on "The Symbols of Faith of
the Mosaic Religion," in Frankel's "Zeitschrift,"
1845, pp. 409, 449, claims an exceptional position
among the ceremonial laws for what he calls "the
two fundamental symbols of Judaism " (see also
compare
Jost, "Neuere Gesch." iii. 218 etseq., 261
Geiger, " Nachgelassene Schriftcn," v. 181, and
;

"Sinai," 1857, pp. 696, Q98 et seg.).
The issue between Reform and Orthodoxy hinges
chiefly upon the view taken of the ceremonial law
the Talmudical conception of the Law knows of no

such distinction as is claimed to exist between ceremonial and moral laws. The less important and the
more important laws ("mizwot kallot" and "ha-

murot") are rated alike (Yer. Kid. i. 61b; Tan.,
"Ceremonial laws must be obeyed as
'Ekeb, 1).
divine ordinances with unhesitating and unreflective
obedience " (Yoma 67b), and " the wilful transgressor
of any of the ceremonial laws is considered as a
breaker of the law" (Hul. 5a). "Be as careful in
the observance of the smallest com-

Issue Be- mandment as of the greatest "

is the
ancient Mishnaic rule(Abotii. 1).
On
the other hand, the fact is being more
Reform, and more recognized that while cerJudaisra. tain ceremonies fall into disuse and
others take their place, as has been
the case with the sacrificial and Levitical laws, there
are some ceremonies which form distinctive features
of Judaism and must be upheld in order to keep it

tween Talmudic and

from disintegration.
Often imperceptibly old ceremonies are dropped
and replaced by new ones. While practical life
necessitates a compromise, the law of evolution
(which rules religion as well as other domains of
exerts

Deeper

its

power

also in regard to ceremonies.

historical research discloses the fact that all

forms of religion adapt themselves to the conditions
The regulations concerning the zizit,
of the time.
the mazzah, the sukkah, and the lulab are not observed even by conservative Israelites in exactly the
same manner as prescribed in the Law. All religious
rites have undergone great and radical transforma-

and receive in their modified and sanctioned
form only a new meaning or interpretation at the
hand of the religion which enjoins it as sacred or

'.ons,

Bibliography: Aub, Einhorn, Holdhelm, and Zunz, as above.

xiii.-

xvi.).

life)

sacramental; and the Jewish religion forms no exception to the rule (see Tylor, "Primitive Culture,"
Consequently, the question of ceremonial
ii. 362).
observance becomes for the theologian part of the
larger problem, how far the principle of evolution is
admissible and reconcilable with the belief in revelation and the divine character of the Law, and how
far every age has power and authority to change
and modify the Law^ and the forms of religion.

and Talmudical times,

mentioned already by Albo ("Ikkarim,"

Zunz
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KARL FRIEDRICH:

German

theat-

manager; born at Unterreissheim-onthe-Main

He em1782; died at Berlin Nov. 6, 1845.
braced Christianity when very young, and had to
support his father's family when only seventeen
in

years old. After having been engaged foi many
years in the horse trade at Dessau, he rose to the
post of chief military agent, and in this capacity
took part in the campaign of 1813-15, under Count
Wittgenstein, general of the Russian army. The
courage and fidelity displayed by Cerf won for iiim
the favor of Emperor Alexander, who conferred on
him a gold medal.
Cerf tben settled at Berlin, and obtained from
Friedrich Wilhelm III. a perpetual grant for thi?
erection of the Konigsstadtisches Theater, which

was devoted to French comedy and Italian opera,
and which he managed until his death.
Bibliography: AUgemeine Deutsche Bwgraphie, Iv. 89; J.
F. A. de Le Rot, Oesch. der Evangelischen Juden-Mission,
p. 249.

L Br.

s.

CERFBEER, HERZ, OF MEDELSHEIM:
French philanthropist; born at Bischheim, Alsace,
Strasburg in 1793. He was a contractor to the army and employed his wealth and his
influence with the French government in promoting
the material and spiritual welfare of his coreligionThe government permitted him to settle at
ists.
Strasburg, in opposition to the wishes of the au-

in 1730; died at

,

thorities of that city,

who

zealously enforced the

law excluding Jews.
Cerfbeer protected all Jews who were willing to
earn a livelihood by manual labor. As soon as he
had received (in 1775) from Louis XVI. the patent
granting him the rights of citizenship, "for services
rendered by him to the government and to the land
during the famine of 1770 and 1771," Cerfbeer established factories, where he emplo5^ed Jews, in order
to withdraw them from petty trading, and also to
deprive their accusers of all excuse for prejudice.
The narrow-minded Strasburg Germans, who
made every effort to prevent the Jews from settling in that city, compelled Cerfbeer to endeavor
to obtain from the government the repeal of exceptional laws.
A petition to the king was drawn up
by Cerfbeer and sent to Moses Mendelssohn for reThe latter consulted Dokm, who offered
vision.
This apology,
to write an apology for the Jews.
"Ueber die Bilrgerliche Verbesserung der Juden,"
which Cerfbeer energetically spread in France, combined with his personal efforts, brought about the
convocation by Malesherbes of a commission to make
suggestions for the amelioration of the condition of
Cerfbeer was the leading
the Jews in France.

;;
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member of this commission; andthefirst

result of its

was the abrogation of tlie degrading poll-tax.
At the outbreak of the Reign of Terror in France,
Cerfbeer was thrown into prison on suspicion of
favoring the royal cause but was set free after a
efforts

;

year of confinement.
Being acquainted with the Talmud, Cerfbeer took
a great interest in Jewish literature. He supported
a 3'eshibah at Bischheim and published at his own
expense rare Hebrew books, among which was the
" Lehem Setarim " of Solomon Algazi.
Wessely
wrote a poem in honor of Cerfbeer ("in Ha-Meassef,"
1786, p. 49), and Abraham Auerbach dedicated to
him his poem "Dibre ha-Mekes we-Bittulo."
Bibliography

Lowensteln, In Blatter fttr JUdische Oesch.
U7id Literatur, 1848, Nos. 1 and 3 Annuaire de to Societe
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in Strasburg, pp. 38 et seq.; Gratz, Gesch. der Juden, xi.
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CERFBEER, MAX-THEODORE

Bu.

French

:

and deputy; born at Nancy, Meurthe, Dec. 9,
1792; died Jan. 15, 1876.
He entered the army at
an early age, and was made an officer by Napoleon I.
officer

without having passed through the military school.
In 1827 he was made captain on the general staff, and
in 1834 commander of a squadron, and was attached
to the War Department as staff secretary. When General Schneider became minister of war in 1839, he
placed Cerfbeer at the head of his bureau. Cerfbeer, promoted to the rank of lieutenant-colonel, took
his seat in the Chamber of Deputies July 9, 1842, as
representative from Wissembourg, having received
86 out of a total of ] 61 votes against 71 cast for
Renouard de Bussi&res, the retiring deputy. He supported the government, devoting himself chiefly to
military questions; thus he succeeded in having the
fund for the relief of old soldiers increased by 150,000
Cerfbeer, now a colonel, was reelected to
the Chamber of Deputies Aug. 1, 1846, having received 119 out of a total of 218 votes against 95 cast
for Renouard de Bussifires.
He cast his vote for the
ministry of Guizot. He retired from office after the
revolution of February, 1848.
In addition to his
francs.

political duties, Cerfbeer had also acted as manager
of the Theatre du Gymnase at Paris. He was a
commander of the Legion of Honor.
S.

Ceremonies

Samsou

Oerfberr,

high positions. His last office was that of prefect
and general inspector of the prisons at Grenoble.
Cerfberr was the author of two works: (1) "Du
Gouvernement d'Alger" (Paris, 1834); (2) "Des Societes de Bienfaisance Mutuelle, ou des Moyens
d'Anieliorer

Sort des Classes Ouvrifires" (Greno-

le

ble, 1836).

Bibliography

:

La Grande

Encvdopedie,

s.v.

8.

I.

OERFBERR, FREDERIC:

Br.

French consul;

born at Strasburg Oct. 27, 1786; died at sea Sept.'
18, 1842, on a voyage from New York to France.
Being fond of travel and foreign languages, he obtained (in 1809) the appointment as secretary of the
imperial commissariat in the Ionian Isles. Later he
successively represented France at New York (1822),
New Orleans, Haiti (1827-32), and again in the lastnamed place as consul-general, distinguishing himself in all three offices.
In 1826, when the French
government could find no representative for Santo
Domingo, on account of an outbreak there of yellow
fever, Cerfberr freely offered his services.
On learning the miserable state to which the inhabitants of
Cayes were reduced in consequence of an eartliquake,
Cerfberr despatched at his own expense a ship loaded
with food and other needful articles.
Cerfberr fell a victim to his devotion to duty.
The destructive earthquake at Haiti, May 7, 1842,
killed his only daughter, and wounded him so
severely that he expired on his voyage home.

Bibliography: Servl, GH Israeliti di Europa, p. 259; Jost,
Neuere Gesch. der Israeliten, 11. 165 La Grande Eucydo;

pedie, X. 50.
s.

I.

Bk.

OERFBERR, MAXIMILIEN CHARLES
ALPHONSE, OF MEDELSHEIM French
:

born at Epinal July 20, 1817; died at
Paris Dec. 16, 1883.
After traveling extensively in

journalist;

Algeria and the East, Cerfberr was attached in 1839
penitentiary administration in the Ministry
of the Interior.
In 1848 he held for a short time the
position of commissaiy of the republic in the department of Saone-et-Loire.
Among Cerfberr's numerous writings the most
noteworthy are "Projetd'un Etablissement Penitender a Paris," 1841 "La Verite sur les Prisons,"
1844; "Le Silence en Prison, Reflexions d'un Condamne," 1847; "Ce Que Sont les Juifs en France,"
1843 " Les Juifs, Leurs Histoire, Leurs Manirs, " 1846
to the

:

;

OERFBERR, ANATOLE:

French journalist

and author; born at Paris 1835; died at Neuilly
1896.
Under various pseudonyms, among whicli
were "Arthur Clary," " Antoine Cerlier," and "Fulgence Ridal," he contributed to numerous papers.
He was an admirer of Balzac and Victor Hugo, an
ardent socialist, and well versed in matters concernCerfberr published many poems,
biographies, studies, etc., besides a work entitled
" Repertoire de la Comedie Humaine de H. de Balzac, " which was crowned by the Academic Fran^aise

ing the stage.

(Paris, 1887).

Bibliography: Nouveai<, Larousse Illmtre,
Grande Encydopedie, x. 50.
6.

627;

li.

I.

OERFBERR, AUGUSTE EDOUARD:

La

Bk.

French

author; born at Epinal in 1811; died in 1858. Having completed his studies in law, Cerfberr entered
the service of the government, in which he held many

III.— 42

;

"La Guyane,

Civilisation

et

Barbaric,

Coutumes

Usages," 1854; "Paraboles," 1854; "La Police
d'Assurance," 1867; "L'Epargne par la Depense,"
1867; "Biographie Alsacienne," 1878; "Histoire
d'un Village," 1881; L'Architecture en France,"
et

1883.

Cerfberr wrote on several other subjects of leas
importance; and he translated several works from
German into French.

Bibliography Larousse, Did. xvll.
La Giande EiicydopMie, x. 50.
:

(2d Supplement), p. 761
I.

s.

OF

CERFBERR, SAMSON,
HEIM: French soldier and author;

Bh.

MEDELSborn at Stras-

burg about 1780; committed suicide at Paris, 1826.
He led an erratic and adventurous life, wandering
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Oervera
Chains

over the world, changing his name and even his religAt one time he is disguised as a
ion several times.
Mussulman with the name of "Ibrahim Mansur
Eflfendi," serving in the Turkish army; at another
ke is found holding office in Westphalia under the
name of "Medelsheim." In 1813 Cerfberr fought
against the Servians in Bosnia. At the end of the
war he wandered throughout the East, sojourned
for a time in Austria and at Naples, and in 1814-17
served in the army of Ali Pasha of Janina.
On his return home Cerfberr published a work entitled "Memoires sur la Gr^ce et I'Albanie Pendant
le Gouvernement d'Ali-Pacha" (Paris, 1826), containing much valuable information.
Bibliography: La Grande Encyclopedie,
Larousse Illustre, ii. 627.

x. 50;

Nouveau

Br.

I.

8.

CERVERA

Hill-town in Catalonia,
(HT'lT'D)
Spain, which in the fourteenth and fifteenth cenIn 1328 a quarter
turies had a Jewish community.
near the San Miguel place was assigned by King Alfonso IV. to the Jews, who enjoyed full commercial
freedom; but four years later, because of their increased trade, they received permission to live in the
"Calle de Vent" (the Traders' street). At the time
of the Black Death, in 1349, the Jews were attacked
and plundered during a riot, and eighteen of them
were killed. The rest fled, but returned to Cervera
after order had been restored.
The liberality and benevolence of Don Juan II.
won for him the hearts of his Hebrew subjects; and
:

Jewish communities of Agramont, Belpuig, Tarrega, and certain
other places assembled at Cervera for memorial servThe most distinAll were dressed in black.
ices.
guished Jews of Cervera carried a coffin decorated
with the royal escutcheon and covered v/ith a silken
pall.
Four men bearing huge torches preceded it.
Singing psalms and extracts from the Jewish liturgy,
the procession marched from the "Calle de Mayor,"
There the
the main street, to the market-place.

upon

coffin

pose,

his death, in Jan., 1479, the

upon a platform erected for the purwith torches at the two ends and men and

was

set

;

women

joined in antiphonal dirges. Crescas haKohen, physician to the king, delivered the memorial address, dwelling on the virtues of the deceased
monarch and the impressive services were closed
;

with more dirges.
Bibliography

Jacobs, Sources, Nos. 179, 1021, 1042 Joseph
ha-Kohen, ^Emek ha-Baka, p. 66; Balaguer, Hhstoria de
CatalufM, xviii. ch. 37.
M. K.
G.

CESENA

:

;

(nrT"'KO ' City of the Pontifical States.
In early limes a Jewish community existed here, of
which the tosafist Eliezer is mentioned in the thirteenth century. The " payyetan " Moses de Rossi
and the exegete Obadiah Sforno were born in the
city toward the end of the fifteenth century; and
the rabbi Isaac Joshua b. Immanuel de Lattes ofUnder the
ficiated there in the sixteenth century.
papal dominion the community was subjected to all
the exceptional laws, and even to the Inquisition
with all its horrors. The Jews amassed so much
wealth by their commercial enterprises that in 1514
the people feared that the money so accumulated
would enable the Jews to become masters of the
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city.
The community was dissolved when
Jews were expelled from the papal dominions.
In 1459 Angiolo de Rossi da Cesena was granted
by Pope Pius II. permission to practise medicine,
and in 1474 Manuele de Solomone received similar
permission from Sixtus IV., and in 1460 was appointed physician and confidant to the duke of

whole

the

Milan.
K.

I.

CESTIUS FLORUS.

E.

See Florus Oestius.

CHABAD. See Hasidim.
CHABAR. See Habar.
CHABAZELETH, See Periodicals.
CHABER. See Haber.
CHABIS.

See Habib.

CHABRIS

Son of Gothoniel, and one of the
three governors of Bethulia, a city besieged by HoloToward the end of the siege, which had
fernes.
:

entailed much suffering upon the Israelites, Chabris
and liis colleagues had agreed to hold out for five
days longer in the hope of deliverance; promising
the people that if no prospect of relief appeared by
For this
the end of that time, they would yield.
they were reproached by Judith, who pledged her
help, and redeemed her pledge by killing Holo-

fernes (Judith vi. 15;

2 et

vii. 1,

30;

viii.

10; x. 6;

xiii.

eeq.).

6. B. L.

B. G. H.

CHACHAM (THE WISE). See Hakam.
CHACHAM BASHI. See Hakam Bashi.
CHACHAM ZEBI. See Asiikenazi, Zebi
Hihscii

b.

Jacob.

CHAD-GADYA. See Had-Gadya.
CHADAD. See Hadad.
CHiEREMON (Xuif}?m(jv): Stoic philosopher and
anti-Jewish writer (Origen, "Contra Celsura," i.
59; Eusebius, "Hist. Eccl." vi. 19), Egyptian priest
(Porphyry, "De Abstincntia,"iv. 6-8; Jerome, "Adversus Jovinianum Libri II.,"ii. 13), teacher of Nero
(Suidas,

s.v.

'A?ie^av6pog Alyalo^),

and of Dionysius of

Alexandria, and predecessor of the latter as librarian
of Alexandria (Suidas, s.v. Aiovvaiog AXe^avt^pehc).
Hence he flourished about the year 50. He was a
younger contemporary of Josephus, who refutes in
Josephus quotes an
detail his anti-Jewish writings.
extensive fragment from Chseremon's Egyptian history (AlyvTTTiaK^ IffTopia), in which he scornfully recounts and ridicules, in a manner similar to that of
Manetho, the departure of the Jews from Egypt.
Josephus points out his errors and untruths (" Contra
Ap." i. 32, 33), and boasts of having refuted him as
Chseremon's
well as Manetho and others {ib. ii. 1).
history is mentioned by Porphyry (Eusebius, " Praeparatio Evangelica," iii. 4, v. 10; Porphyry, "De
Abstinentia," iv. 6-8), who regards the author as a
In this ca.se hatred of
truthful and reliable writer.
the Jews must have induced an otherwise honest

man

to

tion of

make false statements. Chaeremon 's descripEgypt recalls the ideas which Philo, Clement,

Origen, and others introduced into the Old and the
Testament. The asceticism especially, which

New

;

CervesA
Chains
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he ascribes to the ancieut Egyptian priests, is analogous to the description in Philo's work, "De Vita
Conteniplativa"; still there is no literary connection
between the two authors.
Fragments of the "History of Egypt" may still

links

in a treatise of Psellus pubhshed in 1877
(Sathas, in " Bulletin de Correspondunce Hellenique,"
According to Suidas {,s.v. Xntpr/fiuv), another
vol. i.).

"bracelet"; and this is evidently its more exact
meaning (see Driver and Klostermann on II Sara. i.
10, and compare myv below No. 11).

work of Chaeremon was entitled "Hieroglyphica,"
and probably contained interpretations of the hieroglyphics (collected from the works of the Byzan-

n3"'J0n), and indicating a necklace worn as a mark of
distinction.
One was conferred upon Daniel for in-

exist

tian Tzetzes, in Milller's

Graecorum,"
the book "

iii.

On

"Fragmenta Historicorum

499); while a third work may be
the Comets " mentioned by Origcn

("Contra Celsum,"

i.

59).

Origen also made use of

other writings of Chaeremon that are

now lost (Suidas,

8.V. 'Q,pLytvrjq).

Birch, On the Lo^t Book of Chmremon on
Hieroylnijhics (Tr. Royal Soc. Lit. 2d series, iii. 38.>-:i96)

Bibliography

:

Chwremon und

Horapolhi, in
Zeller,
Ifermes, xl. 430-433 idem, i)i6 Philosophie der Griecheny
326 Schiirer,
Gescli.
der
Juden,
iii.
1.
Gratz,
688:
3d ed.. III.
Geach. 3d ed.. iii. 404; Wendland, in Jahrh. fllr PhikiUjgie,
Supplement, xxii. 755; Schwartz, in Pauly-Wissowa, ReaJ-

Die Hieroglypldkcr
;

:

Encyc.

iv. 2027.

S.

CHAFF

Kr.

(pjo or |*D) Separated husks of grain.
The Bible frequently compares things evanescent
to chaff blown away by the wind (Zeph. ii. 2; Ps.
4,

XXXV. 5; Job xxi. 18; Hosea xxxiii.

3; Isa. xvii.

In the process of winnowing,

tossing the cut straw, grain, and chaff into the
air, or letting it fall from an inverted fork, the grain
falls almost vertically back upon the heap; the straw
is blown a short distance away, while the chaff, con-

by

husks and finer particles of the straw,
by the wind ten or fifteen feet away.
Other uses of the word " chaff " in the Old Testament are not accurate, referring rather to cut straw
sisting of the

carried

(Isa. v.

E.

G.

24

;

Jer. xxiii. 28)

than to chaff.

M. W.

H.

CHAGES. See Hagges
CHAGIS. See Hagis.
CHAIBAR, ARABIA. See Khaibar.
CHAIKIN, MOSES AVIGDOB, Rabbi
:

L.

and

author; born'at Sklow, government of Mohilev, in
1853, and removed at an earl}- age with his father
to St. Petersburg, where the latter became chief shoChaikin was educated for the rabbinate, and
het.
obtained several rabbinical diplomas, among others
one from Rabbi Spektor of Kovno. After the riots
of 1881-82 he emigrated to Paris, wheru he served as
rabbi of the Polish Jews from 1883 to 1887; but then
returned to Russia and was rabbi at Rostov-on-theDon from 1888 to 1889. Being expelled from Russia in 1890, he went to England, and in 1892 was
appointed rabbi of Sheffield, England, and in 1901
of the Federation of Synagogues, London.
Chaikin is the author of "Apologie des Juifs,"
Paris, 1887, and "Celebrities of the Jews," Sheffield,
1889.
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:

in

occurring in Dan.

v. 7, 16,

29 (read

employed

for T3~i

(Gen. xli. 42). Compare No. 12 below.
3. D^pT
Occurs
:

Nahum

in

iii.

10,

and Ps. cxlix. 8,
where it indicates
fetters,

probably of
binding

for

captives.

nn

4.

Trans-

:

"chain"

lated

in

Ezek. xix. 4, 9, A.
v., but more cor-

rendered

rectly

"hook"

in

R.

V.

Inserted in the
nose,

it

served as a

means of leading
captives

Kings

II

(compare
xix.

28).

It is also indicated

as an ornament
(Ex. XXXV. 22, A.
"

V.

Assyrian Captive In Chains.
(Aft*r BotU, "

Mouumenta

de Ninive.")

bracelets ";R.

From its insertion in the nose
v., "brooches").
of the captive, it seems probable that as an ornament the nn was a nose-ring (compare DtJ)5. D^mn : Occurs in Song of Solomon i. 10 (R.
Ornamental chains for the neck,
v., "strings").
probably strings of coral, metal, or pearls, are
meant.
This word occurs only in Ps. Ixviii. 7
6. niK'IS
and is translated as "chains " in A. V., but more
correctly in R. V. as " prosperity " (compare dictionaries of Gesenius [-Buhl], Siegfried-Stade, and
:

(6),

Baethgen. on Ps. Ixviii. 7).
Occurring
7. ncriJ and CnCiTIJ
:

in Liim.

iii.

7.

and often translated "fetters," as in Judges xvi. 21;
Chains for prisoners, made, as
II Kings xxv. 7.

name
two rings

the

implies, of bronze.
or

—one for each foot

They

consisted of

arm— connected by

a link.
Rendered "chains "in Isa. iii. 19, A.
8. niQDJ
v., but better taken, in R. V., as "pendants"—
obviously with reference to the drop-like form of
In Judges viii. 26, A. V., it is renthe ornament.
dered "collars" [margin, "sweet jewels"] in R. V..
:

;

G. L.

J.

CHAINS A word employed

:

terpreting Belshazzar's dream.
In
the Targum it is

:

13, xxix. 5, xli. 15).

is

2. N31J?Dn

iron,

G.

i.

and used (1) as means of restraint, or (2) for
ornamental purposes on persons or on buildings.
These Hebrew terms are as follows:
1. myVK:
Occurring in Num. xxxi. 50; R. V.,
"ankle chains." In II Sam. i. 10 it is translated

English versions

of the Bible as an equivalent for the various

Hebrew

terms applied to devices consisting of a series of

"pendants."
9.

nay: Employed

in

Ex. xxviii. 14, xxxix. 15
on theephodand breast-

to designate the gold chains

plate of the high priest.

;

Chajes
Ohaldea
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An ornament for the neck mentioned
Solomon iv. 9, etc. (compare l^npjy. Ps.
The word is used in Judges viii. 26 to
Ixxiii. 6).
designate the chains worn by camels.
11. myV: Rendered by K. V. in Isa. iii. 20 as
"ankle chains"; A. V. has " ornaments of the legs."
10.

in

pjy

Song

:

of

Compare

my^X

(No.

1)

above.

Occurs in Gen. xli. 42 and Ezek. xvi.
11, where it indicates a necklace evidently employed
Pharaoh adorned Joseph
as a sign of distinction.
with a chain of this kind when investing him with
12.

1^2")

:

office.

Applied (1) to chains of captivity
13. pirn
(Ezek. vii. 23); (2) to the gold chains hung before
the "oracle" (l^m) in the Temple (I Kings vi. 21);
and (3) to silver chains hung upon a graven image
:

(Isa. xl. 19).

14. miK': Translated "bracelets" in Isa. iii. 19,
both A. V. and R. V., but "chains" is the marginal rendering in the latter. The woid seems to indicate arm-ornaments; compare the Arabic "siwar"
(bracelet).

15. nilK'ltJ' Chainwork used in ornamentation.
was emploj'ed in the Temple (II Chron. iii. 5,
16) and for the ephod and breastplate of the high
priest (Ex. xxviii. 14, xxxix. 15).
Compare niJ'lE^
(Ex. xxviii. 22), which is an abbreviated form of
this word.
See Fetters.
:

It
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CHAJES

or CHAJAS, ZEBI
B.
Talmudist, literary historian, and rabbi
born at Brody Nov. 20, 1805; died at Lemberg
His father, a scion of the famous
Oct. 12, 1855.
H.\YOT family of scholars, was a highly educated
banker who lived for
fifteen years at Florence before settling
1
at Brody.
He provided a good Jewish
as well as secular
education for his son,
who even at the age
of five years showed

MEIB.

:

m

extraordinary

tal-

At Brody,

ents.

where it was considered a sin for a Jew
to speak German, the

boy w as taught
French, German, and
Italian

by

who was

his father,

himself fa-

miliar with six EurojK'an languages.

He

also received instruction in Latin, natural science,
history, etc.

But rabbinical

lore

was

his chief study,

Zanwil Margaliot of Przemysl,
Ephraim Margaliot, and Elazar Landau of Brody.
The last-named two Talmudists, although void
of all modern scientific methods, Avere j'et men of
critical insight, and doubtless had a great influence
on Chajes. At the age of twenty-two he received his
diploma as rabbi, and a year later took charge of the

his teachers being
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contain the portion of Chajes' "Mebo' ha-Talmud"
dealing with the Haggadah, as well as his notes to
the haggadic passages of the Talmud.
Krochmal, Rapoport, and Chajes form the triumvirate of the critical school of Galicia in the second
Although Chajes
third of the nineteenth century.
lacked the penetrating insight of the first-named
and the critical sense of Rapoport, he excelled both

acumen and range

of knowledge.
His Im- His contributions to the history of the
portance. Targumim, the Halakah, and the Haggadah have to some extent been superseded by later investigations, yet he rendered great
in

paved the way for
Geiger's hypothesis regarding
those investigations.
the Jerusalem Targumim is, as he himself admits
("Z. D. M. G." xiv. 314), but the carrying out of the
service in that field, because he

idea which Chajes had developed in his "Imre
Binah." There are few modern works dealing in
detail with the Halakah or the Haggadah which
have not profited by the labors of Chajes, although
His Introhis name is often passed over in silence.
duction to the Talmud is especially noteworthy.
For the conservative Chajes the Talmud is everywhere the source of law, even where it does not embody the oldest tradition; hence a Talmud introduction means for him chiefly a systematizatiou of the

forms that the traditional law and all connected with it
schools. In this respect Chajes' Introduction is the only attempt made on the partof Orthodoxy to formulate the nature, extent, and authority
of tradition. Although the proofs of the trutli and
necessity of tradition are not valid from a strictly
scientific point of view, yet it may be assumed
that Chajes' conception of tradition was the one that
must have prevailed in Talmudic times. Whatever one's practical attitude toward this question
may be, Chajes' representation of tradition is highly

assumed in the

important for the comprehension of Talmudic

lit-

erature.
in his works are not an entrustworthy criterion of Chajes' attitude on
A rabbi in a Galician town,
religious questions.
most of the members of his community took him
probably for an Apikoros, who only doubted
the genuineness of the Zohar; therefore Chajes
had to be guarded in the expression of his liberal views, and frequently his views on important doctrines are to be read only between the lines.
On reading Chajes' treatise on the Haggadah in his
"Introduction," one must admire the
Attitude courage with which lie uttered such
Toward heretical opinions without regard to
Reform, his surroundings. Jost's criticism of
Chajes that he changed "from a
liberal thinker favoring Reform to a bitter perse-

The views expressed

tirely

cutor and attacker of

all

that

is

calculated to ar-

rest superstition " (Jo.st's

"Annalen,"1841, p. 72) is
unfounded. Chajes' tolerance toward scientific questions is best proved by his veneration for Jost, whose
works he almost knew by heart. It was the radical Reform theories of Holdheim and Geiger that
he opposed, at the same time avoiding all personal
attacks on the reformers.
Bibliography: Buber, Ansthe !>hem. p. 199 (contiiins also
KoChajes' epitaph); I. Bodek, in Ha-Mcwgid, 1. Nos. 8-11
;
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Meged Terahim, 1. 106-116; Z. Sa^oradskl, in
155-160; Zeitlin, Bihl. Post-Mendels. pp. 53-55;
vl. 204-259 (a very severe criticism of Chajes' Iggeret Bikkoret).
hen-Zedek, in

Ha-Asif,

iv.

Rapoport, in

Kerem Hemed,

L. Q.

CHAJUN. See H.wytn.
CHALAFTA. See Halafta.
CHALCIS Capital of the island
:

of

Euboea in

the yEgcan sea; under Greek dominion since 1832.
Benjamin of Tudela found 200 Jews on the island.
There is also testimony to the early residence of
Jews in Chalcis in a Hebrew inscription on a gravestone set in the city walls at the entrance-gate. This
stone, dated 5086 (1326 c.e.), shows that Jews came
to Bfjeotia and Negropont before the expulsion from
Spain, and therefore were not necessarily of Castilian
origin.

According to information gathered at Chalcis,
there were several Jewish communities in this region
The
before the War of Independence (1821-27).
most important was at Thebes, where it is said there
are

still

some Hebrew

inscriptions.

These commu-

ravages of the war, and some
were completely broken up. The little synagogue
of the congregation at Chalcis does not testify to
nities suffered the

any great prosperity in the past. The documents of
the community were lost in a fire more than a century ago, and the synagogue itself, built about 1400,
was also destroyed by fire in 1844, but was rebuilt
five years later.

In a total population of 7,000 inhabitants there
are in Chalcis about fifty Jewish families, all of the
Sephardic ritual. All live in the same quarter, and
are extremely poor, so that no rabbi is maintained
and very little religious instruction is given. Few
know the Torah or understand their prayers. Nevertheless they are attached to Judaism, and generally

go to end their days in the Holy Land.
Their family names are for the most part Greek
—such as Marzonkos, Kosty, Moschonas, Sakkys,
Politi, Daskalaki— and their features are of th6
Their language is Greek. The
inirest Greek type.
old men dress "d la Palikare." wearing the "shalvar,"or fustanellc, with a high fez on the head, and
a heavy tassel hanging down tlie neck. The old
women cover their hair with an unbecoming headdress consisting of a dark silk kerchief twisted
The young people, howtightly around the head.
ever, like their Christian fellow-citizens, have recently adopted European dress.
The Jewish cemetery of Chalcis, which has no enThe dead
closure, covers a large extent of ground.
are buried in a most primitive way, without any sign
to

mark the grave.

BiBLiOQRAPHY

:

Chrotiiqne Israelite, Corfu, 1863.
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CHALDEA

:

The Hebrew

"

Kasdim

"

C.

(generally

without the article) usually designates the Chaldeans
as a people, sometimes also their country (Jer. 1. 10:
Ezek. xi. 24, xvi. 29, xxiii. 15 et seq.) or
li. 24, 35;
the people together with the country (Gen. xi. 28, 31;
XV. 7; Nell. ix.

7).

The word

is

Assyrian, or rather

Babylonian, yet the Hebrew is the earlier form;
while the cuneiform inscriptions give the later or
classical Babylonian sound of the word, namely.

Ohaldea
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"Kiilde." Probably the Hebrew prouuuciation ^vas
learned indirectly from the Chaldean tribes themselves before the latter had changed the earlier pronunciation.
The "land of the Chaldeans" (Jer. xxiv. 5 et al.)
The Chaldean
is also a frequently occurring phrase.
country, in the strict sense, lay in southern BabyBut the
Ionia, on the lower Euphrates and Tigris.
name was extended by the Biblical writers to include
the whole of Babylonia, after the Chaldean Nebuchadnezzar had established the new Babylonian empire
and brought his people to world-wide fame. In"
deed, it is doubtful whether the Biblical " Chaldea
and " Chaldeans " ever connoted the ancient country
and people; these terms, until the eighth century
B.C., were restricted to the region along the head of
the Persian gulf (see Babylonia). The only doubt"
ful passages are those in which " Ur of the Chaldees
On the whole,
is spoken of (Gen. xi. 28 et seq.).
therefore, the Bible agrees with the inscriptions in
making the Chaldeans of history a comparatively

modern race, and in excluding them from all association with the ancient dynasties of Babylonia.
The term "Chaidaic," for the language spoken by
the Chaldeans, does not occur in the Bible.
What
has been popularly signified under that name is
properly called "Aramean" in Dan. ii. 4.
The
Chaldeans of course spoke Babylonian in the days
of the prophet Daniel; but when the Book of
Daniel was composed (second century B.C.), Ara-

mean had come

to be used

by

all classes

throughout

Babylonia.
E. o. H.

J.

F.

Though belonging to the same Semitic race,
they are to be differentiated from the Aramean
stock; and Sennacherib, for example, is careful in
his inscriptions to distinguish them.
When they
came to possess the whole land their name became
synonymous with Babylonian, and, though conquerors, they were speedily assimilated to Babylonia.

lonian culture.

The language used by the Chaldeans was Semitic
Babylonian, the same, save for slight peculiarities in
sound and in characters, as Assyrian. In late periods
the Babylonian language ceased to be spoken, and
.iramaic took its place. One form of this widespread language is used in Daniel and Ezra, but the
use of the name Chaldee for it, first introduced by
Jerome, is a misnomer.
History : The Chaldeans, settled in the relatively
poor country about the head of the Persian gulf,,
early coveted the rich cities and richly cultivated
lands of the more favored Babylonians to the north
of them.
They began a running fire of efforts to
possess themselves of the country.
These efforts
\aried much.
On the one hand, Chaldean commuwere foi-med in several parts of Babylonia by
and peaceful process of immigration. On
the other hand, Chaldean agitators were ever ready

nities

the simple

to ]iarticipate in rebellions

again.

McC.

Chaldea as the name of a country

:

is

used in two different senses. In the early period it
the name of a small territory in southern Babylonia extending along the northern and probably
also the western shores of the Persian gulf.
It is
called in Assyrian " mat Kaldi "
that is, " land of
Chaldea" but there is also used, apparently synonymously, the expression "niatBit Yakin." It would
appear that Bit Yakin was the chief or capital city
of the land; and the king of Chaldea is also called
the king of Bit Yakin, just as the kings of Babylonia are regularly stjied simply king of Babylon,
the capital city. In the same way, the Persian gulf
was sometimes called " the Sea of Bit Yakin, instead of "the Sea of the Land of Chaldea."
It is impossible to define narrowly the boundaries
of this early land of Chaldea, and one may only
locate it generally in the low, marshy, alluvial land
about the estuaries of the Tigris and Euphrates,
which then discharged their waters through separate
mouths into the sea. In a later time, wiien the
Chaldean people bad burst their narrow bonds and
obtained the ascendency over all Babylonia, they
gave their name to the whole laud of Babylonia,
which then was called Chaldea.
The People The Chaldeans were a Semitic people and apparently of very pure blood.
Their original seat may have been Arabia, whence they migrated at an unknown period into the country of the
sea-lands about the head of the Persian gulf.
They
seem to have appeared there at about the same time
tliat the- Arameans and the Sutu appeared in Baby-

was

—

—

:

against Assyrian author-

hoping that the issue might make them the
rulers of the independent kingdom.
Such a man
was Merodach-baladan, who was king of Babylonia several times, being deposed by the Assyrians,
but always succeeding in seizing the reins of power
ity,

Methods similar

The Land
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which he pursued triand the new empire, which began with the reign of Nabopolassar in 625 b.c. (sec
Babylonia), was Chaldean, though there is no posi
tive proof that its founder was himself of pure
Chaldean blood.
When the Chaldeau empire was absorbed into the
Persian, the name Chaldean lost its meaning as the
name of a race of men, and came to be applied to a
The Persians found the ('haldeans masters
class.
of reading and writing, and especially versed in all
forms of incantation, in sorcery, witchcraft, and
the magical arts.
They quite naturally spoke of
astrologists and astronomers as Chaldeans.
It therefore resulted that Chaldean came to mean astrolo-

umphed

to those

in the end,

In this sense it is used in the Book of Daniel
(Dan. i. 4, ii. 2 et seq.), and with the same meaning
it is used by the classical writers (for example, by
gist.

Strabo).
J.

R.

JR.

CHAIiFAN, PHOEBUS.

W.

R.

See Hai.fon.

CHALIZAH. See Hamzah.
CHALONS-STJR-MARNE
num Old French, Chaalons)

(Latin,

Catalau-

Capital of the department of Marne, France. Little is known of the
Jews of this city. In 1292 Davy and his son Salemon, Jews of Chaalons, were living at Paris. The
"Document sur les Juifs du Barrois" (1321-23)
:

;

mentions for Chalons only Lyonnet, his mother
Doucine, Morel, and two other Jews, whose names
are not given.

In

1306 the king, Philip the Fair,

;

confiscated property of the Jews of
Chalons in behalf of the royal treasury; but the
bishop of the city maintained that as the Jews were
subject to him their property also belonged to him.
The Parliament was asked to settle the difficulty,
hut in the course of the proceedings the king yielded
and presented tlie bishop with the cemetery of the
Jews (1314). This cemetery seems to have been the
burial-place of all the Jews of Barrois.
The Jewish
community of Chalons to-day consists of fort}' or
fifty families; it has a synagogue and a rabbi.

demanded the

Bibliography Rev. Et. Juives,
:

I.

68,

70

;

ii.

72

G.

;

xix 247, 254.
8.

K.

ChAlONS-STJR-SAONE

(Hebrew, p^sp or
Capital of the department of Saone-ettJ'31?Np)
Loire, France.
Jews were established in the city at
an early period the council that convened there in
630 forbade them to sell slaves abroad. A mintmaster named Priscus, wlio held office at Chalons in
555, seems to be identical with t'.ic Jew of that name
who, in the presence of Gregory of Tours, had a
theological controversy with the king Chilperic.
Among the other Jewish mint-masters of this period
mention is made of Jacote of Chalons, Juse of Macon,
Jacotus of Orleans, etc. In the second half of the
eleventh century R. Eliezer ben Judah, the pupil of
R. Isaac ben Menahem of Orleans, lived at Chalons.
The celebrated Rashi of Troyes corresponded with
the scholars of p^ap (Chalons; Latin, "Cabillonum"),
who took part in the synod convened at Troyes about
1160 under the direction of R. Jacob Tam of Rameru.
:

;

In the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries the
Jewish community of Chalons was one of the most
important of Burgundy, although its members were
still

Chaldea
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periodically subjected to harsh treatment.

The

together with the Dalmatians, against the Greeks in
the reign of Manuel Comnenus in 1154.
"Chalyzians," as A. Harkavy suggests, is probably the
name given by Cinnamus to the Chazars, whom
Duke Taksony of Hungary invited, among other
tribes, to settle in his domains, in order to make
good the losses in the population of the country,
due to the many raids which the Hungarians undertook into surrounding countries, but which, after
causing alarm to the whole of Europe, resulted in
the final defeat of Duke Taksony in tlie year 970.
The Polish historian August Bielkowski, however, suggests that the Chalyziansof Cinnamus were
the Chvalissy of Nestor.
When the Hungarians removed to Dacia and Pannonia, the reigning family
among them was the Kabary, one of the Chazar
tribes.

Bibliography

Cinnamus, Epitome, etc., ed. Niebuhr, 111. 107,
Bonn, ISJIO; A. Harkavy, Ha-Jehudim n-Sefatha-Slavim,p. 132, Wllna, 1867; Nestor's Aelte^te JalirbUcher der
Riissiachen Geschichte, translated by Scberer, p. 42, Lelpslc
:

247,

1774.
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CHAM A

H. R.

(RAB).

CHAMAI

See

(GAON).

Ham a.
See Hamai.

CHAMATI, NATHAN.

See

Nathan

b.

Gad

OF H.V.MATU.

CHAMBERLAIN:

The English rendering

of
"

This Hebrew word is also translated " oflScer
D^IDIf "chamber(Gen. x.xxvii. 36; II Kings viii. 6).
lain " is to be used at all, it must be taken in a very
broad sense. The chamberlain is sometimes a mere
servant (Acts xii. 20), or messenger (II Kings viii.
6); at other times he holds a position of trust, and
even has charge of the finances (Rom. xvi. 23). See

Eunuch and

Offices.

most eminent Jews of the period (1306) were Helion
and Benion, who numbered important personages
among their debtors, and (1384-95) Alisa of Treves,
NamietLevi, Solomon of Montreal, Saulcin Beau gey,
Aaron Levy, Croissjint of Bourges, Isaac of Troyes,
Maitre Perez, and R. Joseph, author of a commentary on the Pentateuch, in which he frequently
cites the Bible commentator R. Eliakim pplpO or
Chfilons-suryb\)12 as his master and compatriot.
Saone has to-day (1902) a small Jewish community,
placed under the administrative and religious au-

In Jer. li. 59 the word stands for nniJD IK', which
is incorrectly given by the A. V. as "a quiet prince."
The chamberlain here referred to was a brother of
Baruch, the secretary of Jeremiah.

thority of the consistory of Lyons.

University of Vienna.
Besides several works on Richard Wagner, from
whom he probably imbibed mucli of his anti-Semitism, he has attracted attention by his chief work,
"Die Grundlagen des 19. Jalirhunderts," Munich,
1899; 4th ed., 1902. In this he regards all history as
a conflict between the Aryans and the Semites; the
latter being regarded as a special genus, "homo
Syriacus," of which the Jew, "homo Judaicus," is

Bibliography DepplnR, LcsJuifa danx U Moyen Age, p. 45
Vicomte Ponton d'Am^court, Description Raiaminee dea
Monnaies Merovingietines de CfuVmM-K^ir-Saone, pp. 92,
95; idem, Essai sitr les Mnnnaies Merovinyiennen, pp. 68,
:

189; Si mon net. Jui/s et I/fOTi bards, pp.159 et seq.\ Gerson,
Es»ai
les Juifs de la Bmirongne, pp. 29, 30, 35, etc.; Joel
Miiller, Reponses des Rabbins Frangais, p. 10 ; Gross, Gallia

mr

Judaicn.

p. 590.

S.

K.

CHALPHI: Father of Judas. The latter was
one of the two captains who remained when all the
others under Jonathan had fled at the battle of the
plain of Nasor (I Mace. xi. 70).
Josephus refers to
Chalphi. but calls him "Chapsios."
J.

G. B. L.

JR.

CHALXJKEAH.

See H-VLUkkah.

CHALYZIANS A
:

people who, according to

the Byzantine historian, John Cinnamus (twelfth
century), accepted the Mosaic law.
They fought.

G. B. L.

E. G. H.

CHAMBERLAIN, HOUSTON STEWART:
Anglo-German musical criticand anti-Semitic writer;
9, 1855, at Portsmouth, England; son of
Admiral W. C. Chamberlain. He went to school at
Versailles, studied science at Geneva University, and
finally became privat-docent in philosophy at the
born Sept.

Race rules history; and the influatypical species.
ence of the Semites in the early forms of Christianity
broke down the ancient world, which had to be revived by the new blood of Germanism against which
the Roman Catholic Church is perpetually struggling in order to introduce once more the abstract
Chamberlain dreads a
universalism of the Semite.
world-supremacy on the part of the Jews, and attacks in every

way

ligious qualities.

their intellectual, moral, and reWhile evincing great admiration

Chambery
Chao Yngr-Cheng
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for tbe character and views of Jesus, so great is liis
anti-Semitic bias tliat be denies Jesus' Jewish origin.
Chamberlain's journalistic style and wide generalizations have attracted considerable attention, especially in German-Jewish journalism, as can be seen
from the accompanying bibliography.

Bibliography Meyers, Konversations-Lexikon, Supplement,
1900; schreiner. Die Jlinfjsten Urtheile Ubei- lias Judenthum, 1901, pp. 119-160; Allg. Zeit. des Jud. l.xvi. 5,90-92,
:

330-332; Oest.
818, 851-859;

W'ochenschrift, xviii. 6,57-659, 673-^74, 8.7;
Die Welt, v., Nos. 47, 48.

xix. 17-18

E. C.

J.

CHAMB:^RY:

Capital of the department of
Savoy, France. When the Jews were driven from
France by Philippe Auguste in 1182, many of them
sought refuge in Chambery and the surrounding
country, especially at Yenne, Seissel, Aiguebelle,
and Saint-Genis (Gerson, "Notes sur les Juifs des
fitats de la Savoie," in "Rev. Et. Juives," viii. 235;
compare Loeb, "Un Episode de I'Hlstoire des Juifs
de Savoie," in "Rev. Et. Juives," x. 32). They
were subject to a tax, which in 1300 amounted to
75,374 francs; in 1328, to 2,400 florins (gold) and,
in 1331, to 1,200 florins (Costa de Beauregard,
" Notes et Documents sur la Condition des Juifs en
Savoie," in "Memoires de i'Academie Royale de
Savoie," 2d series, 11; compare Victor de St.-Genis,
"Histoire de Savoie," i. 456). Amadeus V. granted
them privileges which were confirmed Nov. 17, 1323,
these being chiefly in favor of the Jews Vivant de
Vesos, Master Agin, his son-in-law, and Harasson de
Biauna ("Rev. Et. Juives," x. 32).
In 1348, at the time of the Black Death, the Jews
of Chambery were accused of having poisoned the
wells at the incitation of Rabbi Peyret and Aboget,
Many were massacred at Chambery,
a rich Jew.
Montmelian, Chillon, Chatel, Y''enne, etc. (Costa de
Beauregard, I.e. compare Gratz, " Gesch. der Juden,"
vii. 362).
Another persecution occurred in 1394, at
the instigation of Vincent Ferrer (Joseph ha-Kohen,
"'Emek ha-Baka," translation by I. See, p. 85). In
1417 two converted Jewish physicians, Guillaume
Safifon and Master Pierre of Macon, were commissioned to examine the books of the Jews at Chambery in order to find therein the alleged blasphemies
against the Christian religion Avith which they had
been charged (" Memoires de la Societe Savois. d'Histoire et d'Archeologie," xv. 21, cited by Gerson in
"Rev. Et. Juives," viii. 239).
At the request of tiie archbishop of Lyons, Marie
de Berry, duchess of Bourbon, who governed the
city of Trevoux in the absence of her husband, Jean
de Bourbon, had the Jewish books examined in 1430.
The physician Ayme (Amadeus), a converted Jew
;

;

of

Chambery, was commissioned

to

examine works

written in Hebrew, and to translate the passages
that were to be condemned (" Rev. Et. Juives," x. 34).
He also conducted an inquiry against the Jews of
Savoy, whose books he ordered to be burned {ih. viii.
239).

Solomon ibn Verga ("Shebet Yehudah," No. 11)
of a general persecution of the Jews in Savoy
and Piedmont in 1490. Gerson {I.e. p. 236) thinks,
not without reason, that this was the persecution instigated in 1466 by Louis of Nice or Provence, a converted Jewish physician, commissioned by his godtells

father,

Duke

Louis, to

make an inventory

of the
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books of the Jews of Chambery, who had been accused of witchcraft and sacrilege. This accusation
was later acknowledged to be false (Costa de BeauI.e. p. 106; compare "Rev. Et. Juives," viii.
In 1430 the Jews were confined to a special
quarter assigned to them by Amadeus VII. The
count of Savoy compelled them to wear, like the
Jews of France, a wheel, half red and half white,
upon the left shoulder ("Rev. Et. Juives," x. 33).
They were finally forced to leave Chambery in consequence of the general banishment of the Jews from
Spain in 1492. According to Victor of St.-Genis,
however (i. 455), this city had a Jewish community

regard,

239).

in 1714.

Among

the scholars mentioned as having lived
are: R. Aaron, commentator on the
Pentateuch R. Jacob Levi R. Solomon, the father
of Joseph Kolon, who states that when he lived at
Chambery, about 1440, there were distinguished rabbis in that city and the celebrated publisher, Gerson
Soncino, who, in his preface to the Hebrew grammar
of David Kimhi (1532-34), says that he collected the
Tosafot of Fouques in Chambery. There were also
several eminent Jewish physicians, among whom
may be mentioned: Master Samson, physician to
Amadeus V. Master Palmieri, attached to the person of Amadeus VI., and physician of the city of
Chambery Helias of Evian, called in 1418 to attend
the daughters of the count of Savoy Masters Isaac
of Annecy and Jacob of Chambery, physicians to
Bonne de Berri, mother of Amadeus VIII. Master
Solomon, physician to Amadeus VIII.
Master
Jacob of Cramonaz, physician to the regent Yolande ("Rev. Et. Juives," viii. 241, 242).
at

Chambery
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

S.

G.

CHAMELEON

K.

An animal of the genus Chnmcethe only genus of the tribe Dendrosaura (also
ChamcBleonida, Rhiptoglossa, Vermilinguia), of tbe
Chamcdeontidmox ChamceleonidcB family, of which it
Some sixty species of the genus are
is the type.
known to exist, the most common of which, Chammleo7i vulgaris, is frequently found in Egypt and the
:

leon,

Holy Land. The word " chameleon is taken from
tbe Greek ja//aiAf<jv (literally " ground-lion "), presumably a Greek adaptation of a foreign word.
Bochart ("Hierozoicon," iv. ch. vi.) derives it from
'"

a supposed Punic word, |V?DJ (" little camel "). This
conjecture he bases on the name " jamal al-Yahud"
("camel of the Jews"), which the Arabs give to the
chameleon on account of the hump on its back.
In the A. V. " chameleon " is tbe rendering of
the Hebrew riD (koab), which occurs only once (in
Lev. xi. 30), in a list of five unclean animals, where
This rendering, apit occupies the second place.
parently, has the support of the Scptuagint and
tbe Vulgate, which may, however, be due to the
fact that the animals are not arranged in the same
order in the LXX. as in the Hebrew. The same can
be .said of the rendering "hulda" of the Peshitta.
The koah is presumably a species of monitor, as tbe
hulda is of the Mole. It is now commonly tbouglit
that the chameleon is to be identified with the fifth
animal on the list, DDK'Jn (tinshemet), in tbe R. V.
This identification is based principally on the etymology of the word not^jn ("the breather," "inhaler"),

"

"

Chambery
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from the root QK'J ("to blow," "to breathe "). The
chameleon is remarkable for its habit of inflating
itself, which, combined with its power of fasting,
led the ancients to believe that it lived on air (see
Bochart, I.e., quoting Kimhi). In reality it lives on
insects, which it captures by darting at them its long
and viscid tongue. The little animal, six or seven
inches long, or, with the tail, eleven to twelve inches,
lives almost exclusively upon trees, where it finds
itself quite at home, thanks to its prehensile tail
and feet.
Another peculiarity of the chameleon is its ability
to change its color, supposedly in accordance with
that of the objects with which it comes in contact.
Whatever be the occasion of the phenomenon, its
possibility is due to the presence in the skin of contractile cells, both clear and pigment-bearing, placed
at various depths, and so arranged that, under the
control of the nervous system, the one or the other
only, or both kinds in various proportions, will come
to the surface.

The tinshemet

of Lev.

30 must not be con-

xi.

founded with a bird of the same name mentioned

in

Lev. xi. 18.
Bibliography:
Bible

cnn

;

;

:

J.

A. B. Tristram, The Natural Hisloru of the
G. Wood, Bible Animals S. Bochart, Hierozoial-Din al-Damlrl, Hayyal al-Haiwan, see under
;

Kamal

l^irba.

H. H.

E. G. H.

CHAMOIS

of the Hebrew nDT
(zemer), both in the A. V. and in the R. V. probably on the authority of Bochart ("Hierozoicon,"
It must, however, be discarded, for
iii. ch. xxi.).
the reason that the chamois is exclusively a European animal. The zemer can not be identified with
precision.
The word occurs only once (Deut. xiv.
and it has no parallel in the cognate languages.
5)
The versions of the Bible are at variance as to its
The Septuagint and the Vulgate, foltranslation.
lowed by the Coptic, have "camelopard " or "giapparently a mere guess, and not a happy
raffe "
one considering the remoteness of the home of that
The Peshitta translates
animal from Palestine.
" zemer " by arna, a word which does not occur elsewhere in Syriac literature; Bar-Bahlul renders it
"mountain -sheep," on the authority of Gregory of
Nyssa and Bar-Serushway while BarAli (ed. Hoffmann, gloss ISlSy has althaital, "wild goat," or
Both the thaital and
al-wa'il, "mountain-sheep."
the wa'il belong to the wild goats (steinboke, bouquetius see Hommel, " Die Namen der Saugethiere,
:

The rendering

,

Haute-Marne, Aube, and Ardennes, with part of
Seine-et-Marne, Yonne, Aisne, and Meuse. Jews
settled in Champagne as early as the Gallo-Roraan
epoch. They depended on the protection of the
counts governing the country, this protection, however, being dearly bought.
Often the Jews of
Champagne moved into adjacent countries, being
unable to pay the heavy taxes imposed upon them.
To avoid tliis loss to the treasury and to get " their
Jews" back, the counts of Champagne concluded
treaties of extradition with the neighboring countries.
Such a treaty was concluded in 1198 between
Count Thibaud IV. and Philippe Auguste, and was
renewed in 1201 by Countess Blanche, the widow of
Thibaud. The latter claimed the extradition of a
wealthy Jew named Cresselin, who sought refuge at
Paris from the extortions of the countess.
In 1284 Champagne was incorporated into the
of France, and the fate of the Jews of this
province became that of all the French Jews. In
tiiking possession of Champagne Philip the Fair imposed upon the Jews of the province the payment
of 25,000 livres as a gift for the "happy event."
Champagne was renowned in the twelfth century
for its Talmudical schools at Troyes, Ramerupt,
Dampierre, and other places. It was the native
country of Rashi, Jacob Tam, and many other Talmudical celebrities. Its religious customs are often
cited in the ritual laws.
At the present day (1902) the greater part of the
ancient Champagne belongs to the consistorial district of Liile.

kingdom

Brussel, Usage Generaldes Fiefs en France,
book 2, ch. xxxlx Deppinp, Lcs Juifs dans le MnycnAge, p. 176; (iriitz, Gcsch. der Judcn, vl. 210; Gro.ss, Gallia
Judaica, p. 599.
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CHAMPAGNE

II-

(sr^SJip, ^{''''JIQP. K"S^p, pOV.
NJ^DJp. N^JEUp, nX'':XDJXp) A former province of
France, now known as the departments of Marne,
:

Hana

CHANAN, CHANANEL, CHANANYA.
See

Haxan.

IIananki.,

CHANELES, LOB.
CHANILAI.
CHANINAI.

Hananva.
See Haneles, Lob.

See Anilai.
See Haninai.

CHANOCH. See Enoch.
CHANTING. See Cantii-lation.
CHANTJKKAH. See Hanukkah.
CHAO YNG-CHENG Chinese
:

The rendering "elk" (Lutlier) is to
pp. 380, 286).
be rejected for the same reason as " camelopard " or
" chamois.
Modern naturalists generally agree tiiat the zemer
must have been a kind of wild slieep, of the same
type as the ammotragus. the aroui of the Arabs

See

Hanilai.

flourished about 1G53.

Foo, which followed the
1642, the

mandarin

AIIlt the sack of K'ai Fcngfall

of the

Ming dynasty

in

synagogue there was destroyed, and the

•Jews took refuge on

the north side of the river

Hoang-Ho, having saved the scrolls, which had been
thrown into the water. Ten years later Chao. wlio
was a Jewish mandarin from the province of ChenSi, was detailed to restore the city, and with the aid
of Ills brother. Yng-teou, induced the Jews to cross
the river and take up their old quarters, and rebuild
One complete scroll of the
the temple in 1653.
Law was made up out of the fragments which had
been saved from the waters, and other copies were
made from this. C'hao wrote an account of the saving of the scrolls and the rebuilding of the temple.
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which was expanded by his brother into a book of
stone stele dated 1663 was afterten chapters.
ward erected, giving the details of his action.

A

Bibliography J. Tobar, Inscriptions Juives de K'av-fongfou„ Shanghai, 1900; M. Adler. in Jew. Quart. Rev. xiii.
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and
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Vehicles are designated in

Hebrew

by two expressions, " 'agalah " and "rakab,"
with " merkab " and " merkabah " derived from the
latter.
The former denotes the wagon used for
heavy loads and general work, the name being connected with the root " to roll " while the latter is
Wagons for carrying
the chariot of war or of state.
burdens or |)ers()iis are found among the different

chietly

;

MiTKK.

CHAPMAN, JOHN
communal worker; born

and
Educated at Jews'

Englisli educationist

:

1845.

College, London, he became an assistant master in
that institution, and was subsequently appointed
head master of the Jews' Hospital and Orphan Asylum. He has been for many years principal of the
Great Ealing proprietary school, at which large
of Jewish lads of the middle class have
been trained. For a time Chapman was minister of
the Western Synagogue, Haymarket.
He is the honorary secretary of the council of Jews' College.
Chapman was one of the founders of Ealing
Public Library.

numbers

BiBLiocRAPHY: Je^vish Year Book,

Loudon.

1901-02.

A. P.

J.

CHARAATHALAN or CHARAATHALAB Name occurring in I Esd. 36. It a corv.

:

CHAB.ACA
"Tubieni."

A

:

about 750 stadia distant

city

(i.

was the seat of the Jews called
Judas Maccabeus went to this place
xii. 17).

G. B. L.

H.

CHABAN. See Haran.
CHARASHIM. See Ge-Harashim.
CHARCHEMISH. See Carchemish.
CHARES (XapTiQ): Leader of the Zealots

in the

JudiEo-Roman war, and one of the most eminent men

Gamala Josephus, " B. J. " i v. 1 § 9). When the
men of Bathyra, " called the Babylonians," who sided
with Agrippa and the peace party, were at Gamala

of

(

(From ChampoUioD,

(Ezra

It

after his conquest of Caspis (II Mace.
K.

"

C. L.

K. G. H.

from Caspis.

Egyptian (Jtmriot.
'* MonumenU
de

is

ruption of " Cherub, " " Addan, " and " Immer
ii. 59 = Neh. vii. 61).
Compare Cherub.

TEgj-pte.")

peoples of antiquity, having displaced at an early
time the sledge and the drag on rollers, drawn by
men or oxen (compare the pictures in Wilkinson,
"Manners and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians,"
Early Egyptian monuments show also a
iii.
324).
frame like a litter, which was fastened between
asses and used to carry persons.
Originally the wheels of the wagons were solid
disks (ib. i. 369), but a more artistic type, consisting
of hub, spokes, and fellies, was gradually evolved.
The spokes, "hishshukim " (I Kings vii. 33), sprang
from the hollow cylinder in the center of the wheel
("ofau" or "galgal"), that is, from the hub, "hish-

shurim"

(I

Kings

vii. 33),

around the stationary axle-

,

without their leader, Philip, they were attacked by
the Gamalians, and Chares. Philip's relative, and
hi.s brother Jesus were killed {idem, " Vita," xxxv.,

XXX vii.).

Chares'

BiBLlOliK.VI'll Y

name

W-,ii1ilintrt<ni.

is

found in inscriptions.

/iisi/i/)/(())i.s

dc la Surie, No.

ill-',

S.

(i.

CHARGER

Kk.

rendering of two Hel)rew words
and a Greek one: (1) myp (ka'arah), occurring in
the list of the donations of the chiefs of the tribes
on the day of the dedication of the Tabernacle
(Num. vii. 13 et seq.). Ei.sewhere the word is ren:

.V

dered "dish." (2) ^tD^J^ lagartel), the etymology
of which is uncertain,
it is, perhaps, the Greek
Kupralog taken into the Aramaic.
The word is found
in the list of vessels restored

by King Cyrus

returning Jewish exiles (Ezra
dish

upon which the head

of

i.

9).

to the

ll/vaf,

(3)

the

John the Baptist was

presented to Herodias (Matt. \iv.

8,

11;

Mark

vi.

25, 28).
E. Q. H.

G. B, L.

(Kr-'ifi

Hittite Chariot.
Monuments de VKgypte.'*}

Chainpollion, "

"yad," and connected it with the rim or the
"gebim" (I Kings vii. 33; Ezek. i. 18, x. 12).
In extant Assyrian illustrations the wheels generally
have eight spokes, while in the Egyptian wagons
four, or more frequently six, spokes are found.
The body of the wagon and the pole were connected
The pole had a yoke ardirectly with the axletree.
ranged for two animals only, so that each additional
animal had to be harnessed separately, and not in
tree,

fellies,

;
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front, but on the side of the first two animals.
As
horses did not come into general use among the
Israelites until the time of Solomon, oxen were originally the chief draft animals (I Sam. vi. 7), while
asses were generally used for the saddle.
That the
Israelites in very early times had wagons for carrying burdens, is evident from I Sam. vi. 7 and II Sam.
vi. 3.
Mention is also made of threshing-wagons
(Isa. xxviii. 27).
There is no definite information

regarding harvesting-wagons (see Amos ii. 13). It
is to be noticed that the latter are not used to-day
in Palestine ("Zeit. Deutsch. Palast. Ver." ix. 40,

Chaplet
Charity

but two men. According to I Kings x. 29 the price
of a chariot imported from Egypt in the time of
Solomon was 600 shekels, and that of a horse 150
shekels.

During the
mention

is

last

made

SunChariots.

decades of the southern kingdom

and sun-chariots stationed in the outer court of the Tempie, these being removed later by
Josiah.
They had been introduced
at the time that syncretism was flourthe cult of the sun-god had become
of sun-horses

and
dominant under Assvrian
ishing,

commenon Amos, I.e.).

and

the

taries

(in

Persons traveled
chiefly

on

asses,

made it
dif f icul t to use
wagons to any ex-

long

the court of the
Temple. Such syncretism was not altogether foreign to

for

journeys.

Hebrew
YiiwH

Nevertheless, the fact
that the Egyptians
evidently
received
the word n?jy ( Egyp" 'agolt
tian.
as
"),
well as na3"IO (Egyp-

I

from the Canaanites,
shows that wagonbuilding was known

lie

ideas,
is

God

l)Ut

also

rides

(Hab.

in

for

not only
of heaven,

who

He
a

chariot

Ps.
and on
the Cheuubim, and

"merkobt"),

tian,

Assyrosun-god

the

Babylonian
had been identified
with Yinvn, and his
symbols placed in

be-

in Palestine

especially

sun-

the

reality

god),

cause the poor condition oi the roads

tent,

As in the case
of the Canaanite Baal

influence.

iii. 8

;

Ixviii. 18[17])

who descends in a
chariot of
fire
to
take His saints into

Assyrian Chariot.

(From Lftyard's Nineveh.")
at an early date in
Canaan.
heaven (II Kings ii.
War-chariots proper were also known in Canaan at
11, vi. 17, xiii. 14).
For God's chariot-throne see
an early time, for as a result of having them the CaMERK.\BAn.
W. N.
E. G. H.
naanites were so superior to the IsraelWarCHARITY
CHARITABLE INSTIites that the latter could not meet them
Chariots, in open battle on the plain (Josh. xi. 4
TUTIONS.— Ancient and Medieval Times.
Judges i. 19, iv. 3; I Sam. xiii. 5).
Charity is kindness shown to the needy; Hebrew,
These vehicles were indeed strange to the Israelites.
"zeda]^ah" = " righteousness" (Deut. xxiv. 13; Isa.
Although David captured chariots and horses in his
xxxii. 17; Prov. xiv. 34; Ps. cvi. 3; Dan. iv.
war with the Syrians, he did not use them, and even
24); "gemilut hesed " or "gemilut hasadim" =
hamstrung the horses (II Sam. viii. 4). It remained
"the bestowing of kindness," is the rabbinical terra
for Solomon to introduce war-chariots, which were
for personal charity.
Charity may be regarded
merely as a free tribute of love, as in the New
stationed partly in Jerusalem and partly in ot her cities
Testament, where ayoTTTj is often translated in A. V.
(I Kings ix. 19).
Beginning with his time, chariots
and horsemen are often mentioned in the army of the
by "charity"; or it may be equivalent to "liberality," a term borrowed from the Roman world,
southern as well as of the northern kingdom (I
where, as in Greece, only on a larger scale, the freeKings xvi. 9; II Kings viii. 21, xiii. 7; Isa. ii. 7;
born ("libri") or wealthy showed generosity by
Micah V. 9). Horses were indispensable to these
But in Judagreat donations to the lower classes.
chariots, and the great difficulty in procuring them
ism charity is an act of duty incumbent upon men
(II Kings vii. 13, xviii. 23) probably often induced
Charity
of means to provide for those in want.
political leanings toward Egypt (Isa. xxx. 16, xxxi.
is righteousness in so far as God, the Giver of all
1, xxxvi. 9).
blessings, claims from Ilis gifts a share for the poor,
The war-chariots doubtless resembled the Assyrian
and Egyptian two-wheeled chariots, open in the
and, as the actual owner of the land, claims certain
portions of the produce for the fatherless and the
back they were not furnished with scythes, as is
widow, the Levite and the stranger: "'Thou shalt
often stated, for the latter were introduced by the
surely give him [the poor], and thine
Persians.
They were made of fig-tree wood, and
The Lord's heart shall not be grieved when thou
trimmed with bronze or iron. Like those of the
givest unto him: because that for this
Share.
Assyrians, the Hittites, and others, the chariots of
thin'; the Lord thy God shall bless thee
tlip Israelites probably carried three men, D'CvK'.
the driver, the warrior proper, and the shield-bearer;
in all thy works >ind in all that thou puttest
For the poor shall never cease out
thine hand unto.
•while on those of the Egyptians there were generally
**

AND

;
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land: therefore, I command thee, saying.
shalt open thine hand wide unto thy brother,
to thy poor and thy needy in thy land " (Deut. xv.
In the Mosaic legislation the right of pro10, 11).

of

tlie

Thou

prietorship does not extend to the corners of the
the gleanings of the harvest, the forgotten
sheaf, and the growth of the seventh year; they
"shall be for the stranger, the fatherless, and the
widow" (Lev. xix. 9, 10; xxiii. 22; Deut. xxiv. 19field,

21; Ex. xxiii. 11; compare Lev. xxv. 23). The
tithes of the yearly produce also were claimed every
third year for the Levite, the stranger, the fatherless, and the widow (Deut. xiv. 22-29, xxvi. 12 et
compare Mai. iii. 10). So should every enjoyseq.
ment of God's gifts be shared by the needy (Deut.
xvi. n, 14).
Charity from this point of view may
be called an assessment of the rich in favor of the
poor. This also is the view of the Rab;

A Claim of
Righteous-

When

asked by Tinnius Rufus:
does your God, being the lover
ness
of the needy, not Himself provide for
and. Love, their support?", R. Akiba replied:
"By charity wealth is to be made a
means of salvation; God, the Father of both the
rich and the poor, wants the one to help the other,
and thus to make the world a household of love "
bis.
"

Why

(B. B. 10a).

In another aspect charity is righteousness.
The
helpless has a right to claim the help of his more
fortunate brother. The cry of the distressed is an
appeal to human compassion Avhich must be re-

the "gracious" God, who "doth execute the judgment of the fatherless and widow"
(Deut. X. 18)- hear it and punish those who remain
deaf to the call of duty (Ex. xxii. 20Charity Is 25). The poor are "my people," says
Righteous- God " If thy brother be waxen poor
ness.
thou shalt relieve him that he
may live with thee" (Lev. xxv. 35).
He is "of thine own flesh," and when thou seest him
naked thou shouldst cover him, and give him bread
when he is hungry, and shelter when he is cast out
(Isa. Iviii. 7).
The idea that the poor and forsaken
stand under the special protection of God, who
" loves the stranger " and is " father of the fatherless
and judge of the widows" (Deut. x. 18; Ps. Ixviii.
6, 15), is the underlying motive of such charity as is
expressed in Proverbs: "He that hath pity upon
the poor lendeth unto the Lord " (xix. 17); "He that
honoreth him hath mercy on the poor" (xiv. 31).
Compare Ps. xli. 1 " Blessed is he that considereth the poor; the Lord will deliver him in time of
trouble," and the whole of Ps. cxii.
Accordingly,
the ideal type of the righteous man is he who is " eyes
to the blind," "feet to the lame," and "father to the
poor" (Job xxix. 15); and that of the virtuous
woman, she who "stretcheth out her hand to the
poor " and " reacheth forth her hands to the needy "
(Prov. xxxi. 20).
Charity is a human obligation. Man owes it to
his fellow-man as a brother.
It is expected of all
men and toward all men (Deut. xxiii. 5; I Kings
XX. 31 Amos i. 1 1-ii. 1 Philo, " De Caritate," ^§ 17,

sponded

to, lest

:

.

.

.

:

;

Abraham

;

a type of ciiarity and benevolence
(Gen. xviii. 3). In the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs it is simple-hearted Issachar (Issach. 3, 5, 7)
18).

is
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who, by example and precept, teaches charity in.
"helping the poor and the feeble and sharing every
gift of God with the needy."
Philo
Charity
(ed. Mangey, ii. 629), in the fragment
a Human preserved by Eusebius (" Praeparatio
Obligation. Evangelica," viii. 7) gives, as especial
ordinances of Moses the lawgiver, the
Buzygian laws; that is, the old Athenian laws of humanity (see Bernays, "Gesammelte Schriften," i. 278
et seq.): "not to refuse fire to any one asking for it,
nor to cut off a stream of water to offer food to
beggars and cripples, and to give decent burial to
the unclaimed dead not to add additional suffering
to one who is in trouble, nor to treat animals with
cruelty." Josephus (" Contra Ap." ii. 29) also gives
as ordinances of Moses regarding all men: "to afford fire, water, and food to such as need them, to
show them the road [see Bernays, I.e. p. 78], and not
to let any one lie unburied."
With unmistakable reference to a similar rabbinical tradition are the words spoken by Jethro, the
God-fearing Gentile, to Moses (Ex. xviii. 20) " Thou
shalt teach them ordinances and laws and shalt show
them the way which they should walk therein and
;

;

:

the work that they should do, " as interpreted by Eleazar of Modin in Mek., Yitro (compare B. K. 99b;
B. M. 30b; and Targ. Yer. Ex. xviii. 20), to mean:
"Show them the house of life," i.e., the synagogue

where the poor are
is,

to visit the sick;

"the way," that
"where they should walk," that

to be sheltered;

to bury the dead; "therein," that is, "to bestow
kindness " to other persons in need and " the work
they should do," that is, to do "more than is strictly
is,

;

him who shows mercy to all his
Heaven will also show mercy; to
him who fails to show mercy to his fellow-creatures.
Heaven will not show mercy" (Shab. 151b, based
upon Deut. xiii. 18 [A. V. 17]). The Israelites are
required." "To
fellow -creatures.

distinguished for charity, modesty, and benevolence
(Yeb. 79a). When Moses asked the Lord to show
him "His way," He showed him the treasures of
heaven in store for those who do works of charity,
especially for those who rear orphan children
(Tanh. to Ex. xxxiii. 13).
Charity, however, should not be so altruistic as
to overlook one's duties toward self and those nearer
home. " He commits a crime who imPrinciples perils his life by refusing to take char-

of Charity, ity

when he

Peah

is

in dire need " (Yer.

Against the tendency prevailing in Essene and Christian circles to
sell all one had and " give to the poor " in order to
have " treasure in heaven " (Matt. xix. 21), the rabbis
at the synod in Usha ordained that " no one should
give away more than the fifth of his fortune lest
from independence he may lapse into a state of dependence " (Ket. 50a). " He that doeth righteousness at all times" (Ps. cvi. 3) is he who supports his
wife and small children (Ket. I.e.). The poor among
one's own relatives, and then thosein the same town,
have the leading claims upon charity (B. M. 71a).
On the other hand, charity is to provide each poor
person with " what is sufficient for his need in accordance with what he lacks " that is to say, his
personal claims and wants with a view to his former
social position should be considered " and if he needs
viii.

21b).

;

;

;
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a horse

to ride on,

it

should not be withheld from

him now

that he is in reduced circumstances " (Sifre
to Deut. XV. 8; Ket. 67b; Yer. Peah viii. 21b); the
fundamental principle being expressed in Ps. xli. 1
" Blessed is he that
see Midr. Teh. to the passage
considereth the poor." Furthermore, all possible
secrecy should be maintained in order not to offend the recipient of charity (Ket. I.e.; B. B. 9b;
Of greater merit, therefore, than
see Alms).
giving is the helping of the poor by lending him
money, or in some other way facilitating hif, mode
of living (Shab. 63a).
But greater than all charity
is that bestowing of personal kindness ("gemilut
basadim ") which is enjoined by the words, " to love
mercy " (Micah vi. 8). In fact, all charity is valued
only by the element of personal kindness it contains
(according to Hosea x. 13). " Charity is offered with
one's money; kindness, with both one's person and
one's money.
Charity is bestowed upon the poor;
kindness, upon both poor and rich.
Charitj^ is offered to the living kindness, to both the living and
the dead " (Suk. 49b).
"The bestowal of kindness
is one of the three things on which the world is
stayed," teaches Simon the Just in the third preChristian century (Ab. i. 2).
That is to say, the
recognition of the needs of suffering humanity calls
into existence a body of men who take charge of the
various charitable works required for the maintenance of society. Such a body of elders of each city
is held responsible for every case of neglect of human life which may lead to disastrous consequences
for why should the elders of that city "next unto
the slain man " whose body has been found, " put
away the guilt of innocent blood " from among them
(Deut. xxi. 1-9), unless they have failed to provide
properly for either the victim or the desperate murderer (Sifre, Deut. 210; Sotah ix. 6).
Here the principle is laid down for all times and
places that charity, in its manifold ramifications, is
a matter of public safety and public
Charity administration; and it is more than
a Matter probable that the " Anshe Keneseth haof Public Gedolah,"of v?hom Simon the Just is
Adminis- said to have been one of the last remtration.
nants( Ab. i. 2), were also the organizers
of the system of charity. It is one of
the radical errors of Uhlhorn ("Die Christliche Licbesthatigkeit, " 1882, p. 55) and all Christian writers to
ascribe to the Cristian Church the merit of having
originated systematic charitable work based on Matt.
XXV. 35-39} the burying of the dead, as Uhlhorn says,
having been added later to the six branches of charity
:

;

mentioned

there.

The fact is that the whole descripjudgment in Matthew, I.e., rests

tion of the Messianic

on the Midrashic interpretation of Ps. cxviii. 19 et
»eq. (see Midr. Teh. to tlie passage, where the deeds
of charity are enumerated in words almost identical
with those of Matthew).
Indeed, these familiar
Hasidic works of charity were regarded as having
been practised from the beginning of the world, the
Lord Himself having taught them to the Patriarchs
(Sotah 14a). Daniel, Job, and Abraham practised
them (Ab. R. N. iv., vii. ed. Schechter, pp. 21,
33), Abraham having learned them from Melchizedek (Midr. Teh. Ps. xxxvii.); and tiiere are many
indications that the ancient Hasidim divided them;

Charity

selves into groups attending to these (seven?) different branches of charitable work (see M. K. 27b; Sem.
xii.

;

Ab. K. N.

36

viii.

ei seq.

;

Geiger, " Jiid. Zeit."

"Jahrb." i. 25; and art.
EssENES). These seven branches, mutatis mutandis,
mentioned in rabbinical literature, are: (1) feeding
the hungry and giving the thirsty to drink; (2)
clothing the naked; (3) visiting the sick; (4) burying the dead and comforting the mourners; (5) redeeming the captive; (6) educating the fatherless
and sheltering the homeless; (7) providing poor
maidens with dowries. The "Apostolic Constitutions " (iv. 2) enumerates ten branches.
The Mosaic law, based upon the simple agriculvi.

279,

ix.

7-9;

Brull,

of the Hebrews, offered provisions for
widows, orphans, and strangers who
Systematic had entered into a state of dependence while the shiftless and otherwise
Relief.
unfortunate often sold themselves as
slaves with the view of recovering their freedom in
tural

life

;

the seventh year
year.
to (I

and

their

patrimony

In times of famine, emigration

Kings

xvii. 9;

Kuth

i.

1).

in the jubilee

was

resorted

It is interesting to

notice the changed conditions in Palestine during
the first century, when Queen Helena of Adiabene
during a great famine bought shiploads of wheat
and figs to aid the starving, and her son Izates sent
great sums of money " to the foremost men of Jerusalem for distribution among the people " (Josephus,

"Ant." XX. 2, § 5). Here is the first historical evidence of the existence of a body of men at the head
of the community having relief work in charge. And
that the foremost men were selected for the ofiice of
charity collectors or overseers ("gabba'e zedakah "),
may be learned from the ancient Mishnah (Kid. vi.
" He whose fathers belonged to the gabba'e zeda5)
:

is qualified to marry into priestly families without inquirj- as to his pure descent." It is also known
that at the beginning of the second century K. Akil)a
held the office of charity overseer (Kid. 28a).
The following system of relief was establi.shed in

kah

]\Iishnaic times.

Every community had a charity-

box, called "kuppah," or Korean (see Alms), or
"area" (Tcrtullian, "Apologia," xxxix.), containing the funds for the support of the indigent townsmen, who received every Friday money for the
fourteen meals of the whole week, and for clothing,
as well as the charity for the transient poor, who
received only as mucli as was needed for the day,
and on Sabbath eve for three meals; also a charity-

bowl (" tamhoi ") for the keeping of victuals needed
The charity-box was given in
for immediate relief.
charge of three trustees, who formed a regular bet
din to decide on the worthiness and claims of the
personal merit
applicants before giving money
as well as parentage and former social station being considered. Beggars who went from door to
door received nothing, or at best a pittance. For
the collection of the money two men of the utmost
respectability and trustworthiness were sent, endowed with full power to tax tlie people and to
seize property until the sum required was given
them. In order to avoid all suspicion, these collectors
were not allowed to separate while collecting or
;

holding the money (see Apostle). The victuals for
the tamhuy were both collected and distributed for

;
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immediate use by three officers. The collections
A residence in
for the kuppah were made weekly.
the city for thirty days obliged persons to contribute
to the kuppah, one of tliree months to the tamhuy, one
of six months to11ieclothin2:> and one of nine months
to the burial fund (B. B. 8-9; Tosef. Peah iv. 8-15;
Mishnah Peah viii. 7; Yer. Peah 21a, b). The task
of the charity administrators also called "parnasim " (D^DJID), from trpdvooq = " provider " compare

—

;

"Apostolic Constitutions,"
(Tosef.,

Meg.

iii.

—

iii.

npnvolav noiovfievog

3,

4; Yer. Peah. viii. 21a, b; Shek.

48a) was regarded as extremely delicate, and
often entailed great sacrifice; while the reputation
of the officers was so high that they were never
called to account for their administration (Shab.
V. 4,

118b; B. B. 9a-lla; 'Ab. Zarah 17b).
The leading maxim was that the poor should never
be put to shame by receiving charity (Hag. 5a). Maimonides ("Yad," Mattenot 'Aniyyim, x. 7-13) enumerates eight different ranks of givers of charity: (1)
he who aids the poor in supporting himself by advancing money or by helping him to some lucrative
occupation; (2) he who gives charity without knowing who is the recipient and without having the recipient know who is the giver, i.e. in the manner charity was practised in the chamber of the
Modes
Hasshhaim (Essenes) in the Temple at
of Alms- Jerusalem (Shek. v. 7); (3) he who
g-iving.
gives in secret, casting the money
into the houses of the poor, who remain ignorant as to the name of their benefactor:
this was done by great masters in Israel (Ket. 67b),
and should be done whenever the public charity is
not administered in a proper way (4) he who gives
without knowing the recipient, by casting it among
the poor, while the recipient knows who is the giver
(Ket. ^.c); (5) he who gives before he is asked; (6)
he who gives after he is asked (7) he who gives
inadequately, but with a good grace; (8) he who
gives with a bad grace.
Impostors who pretended to have bodily defects,
whereby to appeal to the sympathy of the charity
officers, are mentioned (Peah viii. 9
Tosef. Peah iv.
Non-Jewish poor were also sup14; Ket. 68a).
ported from the charity fund (Git. 61a), but such
Jews as wilfully transgressed the Law had no claim
to support as " brothers " (Shulhan 'Aruk, Yoreh
De'ah, 251).
woman's claim had precedence of a
man's; a student of tlie Law, over an ignorant man,
even though of the highest rank (Hor. iii. 7-8 Ket.
6, 7a; Maimouides, I.e. viii. 15; Shulhan 'Aruk, I.e.).
Charity was also regarded as a form of sacrifice
offered to God on behalf of the poor (see Altar),
and was invested with the sacred character of vows
and free-will offerings (Dent, xxiii. 24; R. H. 6a).
Hence it came that, while only worthy persons should
receive charity (B. B. 9b; Ecclus. [Sirach] xii. 1-6
Didache, i. 5-6; "Apost. Const." iv. 3), it was also
of great importance that the givers should be of
unblemished character (Tosef., B. K. xi. 9 et seq.
"Apost. Const." iv. 6-10 a very important Jewish
chapter on charity, stating that chanty has the character of a sacrifice, for wiiich nothing that is abominable to God [Deut. xxiii. 19] may be used, and to
which none who is an abomination [Deut. xviii. 10
et sec/.] maybe a contributor; see Did vscalia).
Es;

;

;

A

;

—

;
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pecially idolaters, unless in cases of royal donors,
were excluded from contributing to the charity fund

A

(Sanh. 26b; B. B. 10b; Maimonides, I.e. viii. 9).
frequent form of charity practised in the pre-Christian and early Christian centuries was the hospice or
public inn (" pandok," TvavSoadov), built
Public
on the high road to offer shelter and
food to the poor traveler and the homeInn for
Travelers, less. Ascribed alike to Abraham and
to Job (Ab. R. N. vii., ed. Schechter,
p. 34; Sotah 10a; Gen. R. xlix., liv.; Test. Job iii.
see Kohler, in Kohut Memorial Volume, pp. 270,
318; compare Targ. Yer. to Deut. xxiii. 17); this
practise was known in Philo's time (Philo, "De Caritate," § 12, and elsewhere), and later on in Babylonia,
where Hana bar Hanilai kept an inn which had its
four doors open on four sides, exactly like those of
Job and Abraham, to all passers-by; sixty bakers
being kept busy baking bread in the daytime, and
sixty at night for the bashful poor who would not be
seen asking bread by day (Ber. 58b; compare Test.

Job iii.

11).

This navchxelov of the Essenes appears as a Christian institution in the fourth century under the name
of "xenodochium "(inn for strangers), and connected
with, or serving as, a " ptocheum " or " ptochotropheum" (sick-house) and was, as Hieronymus expressly states, transplanted from the East to the
West "as a twig from Abraham's terebinth," a direct allusion to the rabbinical identification of Gen.
xxi. 33 with such a hospice (see Uhlhorn, I.e. pp.
319-321, where Hieronymus' words are quoted, but
seemingly without a comprehension of their significance).
As a matter of fact, the emperor Julian, in
instituting inns for strangers in every city, refers to
both Jews and Christians, " the enemies of the gods,"
as models of philanthropy, inasmuch as with the
former no beggar was to be found, and the latter
also supported the heathen poor as well as their own
(Julianus, "Epist." xxx. 49; Sozomen, "Hist, of the
Church," V. 16). Abrahams (in his "Jewish Life in
the Middle Ages," p. 314, note) is therefore not far
from the truth when he suggests a possible connection
of the ancient " pandok " with the communal inn of
the Middle Ages for the lodging and feeding of poor or

which became a special necessity after
the Crusades.
The halakic rule, fixed for all time,
was that no city is worth living in for a devotee of
the Law (" Talmid hakam ") which has not a charitybox, "kuppah shel zedukah " that is, a systematic
relief of the poor (Sanh. 17b).
Also the name "hekdesh " for the Jewish hospital, found as early as the
eleventh century in Cologne (see Brisch, "Gesch. der
sick travelers,

;

in Coeln," 1879, p. 19; Berliner, "Aus dem
Innern Leben der Deutschen Juden im Mittelal-

Juden

ter," p. 120),

hekdesh

[le

and in the casuistic literature as "bet"aniyyim] " ("the house of the things

consecrated [to the poor]," see Lampronti, s.v. tjnpH).
points to a long-established custom of th^ pious to
consecrate property to God for the benefit of the
poor (see Ta'an. 24a; B. B. 133b). This hekdesh
served all through the Middle Ages, like the ancient
Christian xenodochium (Haeser, "Gesch. derChristl.
Krankenpflege," 1857, 13), both as a poorhouse and
as a hospital for the sick and the aged as well as for
the stranger.

'
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As has been shown by Abrahams (I.e. pp. 311-312),
the tamhoi or food distribution of old was gradually superseded either by private hospitality or by
communal hostelries and by the benevolent activity
of charitable societies formed for this purpose while
the institution of regular relief through the charity
fund (kuppah) became universal (see Maimonides,
Charity being the universal duty, all
I.e. Ix. 3).
were forced to contribute (Ket. 49b), even women
and children, and, as far as they could afford it, the
poor themselves (B. K. 119a; Git. 7b). In tliC synagogue the charity fund was remembered by vows
made publicly (Tosef., Ter. i. 10; Tosef., Shab.
xvii. 22), especially on occasions of joy or in commemoration of the dead ("Or Zarua'," 1. 26; Rokeah, § 217); and occasionally collections were made
at festal banquets (Abrahams, I.e. pp. 31 et seq.).
The average Jew was always expected to give onetenth of his income to charity (Ket. 50a Yer. Peah
i. 15b; Maimonides, I.e. vii. 5); and the rabbis of the
Middle Ages endeavored to make this a legal tax
rather than a mere voluntary contribution (Abrahams, I.e. pp. Z\^ et seq.) See also Judah Iladassi,
;

;

in"Eshkolha-Kofer."
In the thirteenth century (Abrahams, I.e. pp. 324
Giidemann, "Gesch. des Erziehungswesens
und der Cultur der Juden in Deutschland," i. 50,
note; Berliner, "Gesch. der Juden in Rom," ii. 56;
Vogelstein and Rieger, "Gesch. der Juden in Rom,"
ii.
315; "Ben Chananjah," 1861, p. 23) charitable
societies were organized all over Europe for supporting and clothing the poor, for the education of
the children of the poor, for endowing poor maidens,
for nursing and educating orphans, for visiting the

("Jew. Quart. Rev." v. 505-515) seven cliarity-boxes
are mentioned as existing in Mantua or San Martino
in 1630:
a box tor the land of Israel; another for

Talmud-Torah; a third for burying the dead ("kuppatgemilut hasadim"); a fourth for charity ("kuppat rahaniini," the sick and aged); a fifth for
maidens' dowries; a sixth for the

and lying-in women among the
poor, for sheltering the aged, for free burials, and
for the ransom of prisoners, which, of all charitable
is declared in the Talmud to be the highest
of merit (B. B. 8b; Maimonides, I.e. viii. 9-15; see
Captives).
The activity displayed
Charitable by these societies in Rome in the sevSocieties. enteenth century is typical of all;
though, according to Berliner {I.e. ii.
183), the Spanish and Italian Jews displayed a speThere existed, and still
cial talent for organization.
exist, four central organizations in Rome one by the
name of "'Ozer Dallim" for the help of the poor
a second by the name of " Gemilut Hasadim " for the
benefit of the dead a third by the name of " Moshab
Zekenim," a home for the aged and a fourth by the
name of " Shomer Emuuim " for the maintenance of
the faith and worship.
These comprise Avellnigh
thirty different societies, seven of which provide for
the needs of the poor, children, widows, and prisoners; two for visiting the sick and for offering aid in
cases of sudden death; two for dowries for poor
brides; and one for the ransoming of captives.
The nursing of sick women as well as the award of
dowries to brides was in charge of a woman appointed as directress by the Jewish community.
Non-Jewish poor were also supported by these Jewish societies, whose officers brought the required aid
The
to the houses of the more respected poor.
women had their own society (see Berliner, I.e.
Vogelstein and Rieger, I.e.).
In a remarkable document by Samuel Portaleone

objects,

:

;

;

;

;

relief of the

poor;

and a seventh for the redemption of captives. (For
Amsterdam compare Zedner, "Cat. Hebr. Books
Brit. Mus." p. 49.) The records of every Jewish community, ancient and modern, evidence the fact beautifully expressed in Cant. R. iv. 1, v. 2: "'Behold
thou art fair, my love
in ail works of charity
I
sleep, but my heart waketh
I sleep
in regard to
all other commandments, but
my heart waketh
whenever works of charity are to be performed."
See Alms and Puil.\nthkopy.
'

—

'

'

—

;

'

'

'
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Modern Times

In more recent times the
charities of some of the chief cities, as London,
:

Paris, and New York, were organized and modeled
on modern lines.
In London a number of charitjible institutions
connected with the Spanish and Portuguese synagogue had existed since the middle of the eighteenth
century. Food charities were foimded at the beginning of the nineteenth century, and the Jews' Hospital in 1808.
In 1876 this was amalgaEarly
mated with the Jews' Orphan Asylum,
Organized founded 1831. Many minor Jewish
charities had their rise between 18-10
Charity,
and 1860; the Spanisli and Portuguese Board of Guardians was founded in 1837 (reconstituted in 1878), and the German Board of Guard-

ians in 1859.

The

earliest

Portuguese charity arose

and the earliest German in 1745. Then, too, a
certain part of the synagogue funds was used in
Almhouses had been erected,
relieving the poor.
early in the century, by the Portuguese synagogue
from the bequest of Joseph Banows. In 1823 Sir
Moses Montefiore supplied monej' for the same purThe Ashkenazim established some benevolent
pose.
In 1862 the Solosocieties between 1815 and 1835.
mons and Moses almshouses were opened; in 1865
Since tliat time,
the Jews' Deaf and Dumb Home.
some new shelters, soup-kitchens, and wards in general hospitals have been established.
In 1829 Jacob S. Solis of New York planned a
Jewish orphan asylum, but not until 1859 was the
in 1703,

German Hebrew Benevolent Society established
The
its asylum was opened in 1860.
Mount Sinai Hospital was established in 1852, and

first

in

New York:

the Montefiore Home for Chronic Invalids in the
The Hebrew Sheltering Guardian
early eighties.
Society was founded in 1879 by Philip J. Joachimsen
of New York, and the Independent Order of B'nai
In
B'ritii Home for the Aged and Infirm in 1848.

1855 the

New

Orleans Jewish Orphans'

Home was
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founded, and the Philadelphia Hebrew Education
number of hospitals, orphan
Society in 1849.
asylums, and homes were founded by the Independent Order of B'nai B'rith throughout the United
States, as at Cleveland in 1863 and at San Fran-

A

cisco in 1871.

In Paris, the several societies were amalgamated
Comitede Bienfaisance de la Ville de Paris on
May 12, 1809. The heads of the Parisian charities
were the commissioners who had charge of all matSeveral times
ters atfecting relief.

as the

the Comite was reorganized both in
the number of commissioners and in
April 15, 1839, new regulations
the relief afforded.
went into effect, and 15 commissioners were appointed.
The number finally reached 36 in 1877.
Subcommittees have charge of the receipts and expenditures, of poor-relief, coal supplies, soup-kitch-

Paris.

Along with this innovation came the introduction of the paid agent instead of the volunteer,
it being the business of the former to study the
complex conditions that encompassed the poor and
to administer relief, not only from the
Costandpoint of the poor, but from the
operation standpoint of their relation to the comDue to
muuity. The modern Jewish relief
Russian institution is based on the assumption
Exodus,
that the administration of charity is a
task for the sociologist who has studied the causes subjective and objective that produce
poverty, and for the trained expert who has a
knowledge of the particular agency that may be required to alleviate any form of distress.
The organizations, societies, and agencies for the
giving of charity in its various phases may be
grouped under the following general headings:
evils.

1.

ens, etc.

In 1843 a lottery for the benefit of the charities of
the Comite was instituted, and between 1843 and
1853 a lying-in hospital and one for consumptives
were organized and assistance offered to Jewish
pedlers.
The Comite, moreover, endeavored to reduce the number of Jewish mendicants. In 1809,
when the Comite was first organized, a complete

was established. But a hospital
building was not acquired until January, 1841 this
contained 15 beds. It was formally opened Jan. 16,
1842, and did much to relieve the poor, besides providing medical treatment for sick Israelites. The
Rothschilds endowed the institution liberally, and
founded an orphanage in 1855. After the Revolution of 1848 the affairs of the Comite were entirely
reorganized, and since 1849 it has had charge of all
Parisian Jewish charities.
Notable was the founding of the Alliance Israelite Universelle in 1863.
hospital service

;

Bibliography: L. Cahen, Hist, du Communaute de Paris,
8.V. Comite de Bienf.; 3. Picciotto, Sketches of Anglo-JevjishHist.,s.v. Charities, in Index; Markens, T/ie Hebrews
in America, pp.309 et seq.. New Tork, 11888 ; Jacobs- Wolf,
Bibliotheca
tiglo-Judaica, s.v. Communal Organizations ;

A

Maxime du Camp, Paris Bienfaisant.

In 1882 the persecution of the Jews in Russia,
resulting in a sudden emigration, thrust upon the
Jews of various countries the problem of finding
adequate relief for thousands of homeless and starving refugees.
Soon it became necessary for the

and institutions that existed in the communities to combine their efforts and enter into cooperation.
In this manner Russian emigration gave
impetus to the affiliation and consolidation of charitable effort, and especially affected such movements
as had been started some time before.
Within the
societies

past twenty-five 3'ears these organizaoriginally formed to meet an
of Russian imminent need, have developed into
Percompact, systematic bodies. In the
secution.
larger communities
in
particular,
where thousands of Jews lived, many
of whom were unknown to one another, the charity
given indiscriminately by the individual gradually
gave way to charity given by the organization after
careful investigation of the applicant's needs, with
the view of preventing pauperism and its attending
EflPect

tions,

The Care of Needy Families in Their

Homes

almost axiomatic that the care of
in their homes to-day is not a
matter for public relief by the state, even in communities where public outdoor relief is given. Such
relief as may be needed is given by Jewish organizations which, as a rule are ba.sed on the same plan
and carry on similar lines of work. The Boards of
Guardians in England, the Unterstiltzungs-Vereine
in Germany, the Societes de Bienfaisance in France,
the United Hebrew Charities and other benevolent
societies in the United States give material relief to
the deserving poor in the shape of money, clothing,
:

It

is

needy Jewish families

and practically combine
under one administration the duties of smaller individual charities which they have replaced. Many
of these larger societies conduct employment bucoal, medicine, food, etc.,

workrooms for unskilled womand dispensaries as adjuncts to

reaus, loan bureaus,
en, day, nurseries,

An important feature is the
granting of transportation to other communities
where the applicant may be better able to prosecute

their regular work.

his particular vocation.

The

A. M. F.

A.
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larger societies have a registration bureau,
which the record of the applicant is carefully
preserved, and which is intended for the use of the
contributors and the public. The purpose of such
a bureau is to overcome the possibility of overlapping and duplication in the giving of
Principles relief, and to weed out the beggar and
in

of
Relief.

the vagrant.

The fundamental

ciple of these societies

is

prin-

that relief

shall be given in cases of emergency
and only after a thorough investigation of the applicant's condition; that the relief which is given shall
come from one source; that it shall be adequate for
the applicant's needs, and shall consider his future

welfare as well as his present distress. To carry out
the last idea, many organizations have instituted
cooperating societies known as sisterhoods of personal service, whose duty it is to enter the homes of
the poor and to supplement the material relief of
the society with the helping hand and kind word
of the individual.
Such personal service is a phase
of the old Jewish idea of "gemilut hesed," and the
modern development of the thought that the best
aid that can be given to the poor is to help them to
help themselves. The motto of one of the charity
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organization societies in the United States, "Not
alms, but a friend," is the fundamental motive of
personal service and of the friendly visitor.
Many of these sisterhoods are adjuncts to the synagogue, and are a part of the contribution of the
It
latter to the charitable work of the community.
is becoming more apparent daily that the friendly
visitor, the man or woman who gives personal service to the poor, if intelligent and tactful, can be of
inestimable benefit to the Avork of a relief society.
The London Board of Guardians for the relief of
the Jewish poor stands as a type of the relief society that is to be found in England and its provinces.
Its expenditures in 1899 were nearly £58,000 (§290,It represents practically the entire Jewish
000).
community of London, although there are a number
of independent small societies which give similar
Its work is conducted by thirteen committees,
grant loans, conduct workrooms, assist emigrants, apprentice boys, supply tools, conduct almshouses, and give every form of material relief.
Similar organizations are found in most of the cities
and towns in the provinces and colonies and tliroughout the British possessions.
In Paris the Comite de Bienfaisance Israelite, assisted by the commissioners of charity, grants necessary assistance to worthy poor families, gives them
tools and machines or the means to purchase the
same, also grants money to purchase
goods, makes loans, and provides medliocal
Centralized ical relief. The Comite conducts an
employment bureau and maintains
Institutions. two large Jewish soup-kitchens where,
relief.

who

for ten and fifteen centimes, portions
of soup, meat, and vegetables are given to all presenting orders from the Comite. Outside of Paris
there exist in France but few important institutions
as there are but comparatively few Jewish poor.
In the United States the United Hebrew Charities
of New York is the largest organization of its kind,
disbursing annually upward of §i;JO,000, and is representative of similar institutions throughout the
country. It endeavors to give every for.m of material relief that may be required by its beneficiaries,
and to supplement this relief by educational and
preventive agencies so that the grinding poverty
common to congested conmiunities, which rapidly
tends to degeneracy, may not only be palliated, but
Not only in the larger cities of the
suppressed.

of the

many

community
differs

Charity

is

placed.

In this respect Ger-

from the other countries mentioned

above, where the large communal organizations are
as a rule separate from congregational effort. The
Armen-Commission in Berlin has several subcommittees, one of which gives monetary relief, another
work and mazzot, and a third food. There are
among them also a number of smaller institutions,
such as a society for the support of needy travelers,
a society for the granting of pensions to students, and
another for giving clothing. Characteristic of Germany are organizations known as Vereine Gegen
Wander- und Ilausbettelei, of which there are seventy-seven in the various German cities and towns.
In the smaller communities, as in the larger, the (are
of the needy families is a portion of the work of the
Jewish congregations.
2. Destitute,

Children

:

Neglected,

The orphaned

and

Delinquent

child has always been the

particular care of tiie Jewish community.
Furnishing marriage portions to orphans was the work of
Wherever it was possible, the
special societies.
orphan child was taken in charge by relatives or
When
friends, or foster-parents were found for it.
this became impossible, orphanages and asylums
were organized to look after tiie child bereft of either
its parents.
The object of these societies
was not only to give shelter, but to educate the inmates to become good Jewish men and women.
Such orphan asylums sprang into existence as early

or both of

as the latter part of the eighteenth century, and today are the accepted method of caring for the depender.tand destitute child. Societies for the board-

ing out of children in homes under the supervision
Of more
of proper guardians are less common.
recent growth is the development of what is known
as the placing-out sj'stem under which the child is
This system is based
legally adopted.
Boarding' on the belief that the housing of large
numbers of children in institutions is
Out.
detrimental to their proper development and destroys individual characteristics which
would be brought out in the more natural environment of a home. Attempts that have been made in
the United States to place children in homes have

given but meager results.
In London there are two institutions for depend
ent children, the Jews' Hospital and Orphan Asylum
and the Spanish and Portuguese Orphan Society,

United States, but in the smallest community where
there is a Jewish population, similar organizations
exist.
In the " American Jewish Year-Book " for
1900-01, 593 philanthropic organizations are mentioned, of which the large majority assist in the care
There are, howof needy families in their homes.

In the
the latter for children of Sephardim only.
provinces there are no orphan asylums, but in a
number of communities there are organizations
which are in the nature of aid societies to the Jews'
Hospital and Orphan Asylum. In Australia there
is a Jewish Orphan and Neglected Children's Aid

numbers of small relief and benefit societies
which have been organized by the Russian, Rumanian, and Galician immigrants of tlie past twenty-five
years and their descendants, which are little known
outside of their inmiediate environment and which

Society in Melbourne.
In Paris the Jewish Orphan Asylum founded and
maintained by the Rothschild family receives and
educates about 100 children of both sexes; ihe Ref-

ever,

are not included in this

list.

In Germany the Armen-Commission der Jiidischen
Gemeinde in Berlin is typical of the general societies
which look after the needy poor. This organization
is composed of a committee from the United Congregations, in whose charge the philanthropic work
'

III.— 43

uge de Plessis-Piquet receives abandoned boys from
six to fourteen years old, gives them an elementary
It has aceducation, and teaches them a trade.
commodations for 70 pupils. The Refuge de Neuilly conducts a similar institution for girls.
In the United States there are at present 16 Jewish asylums for dependent children, situated in the
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cities of Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston, Brooklj^n, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Newark, N. J., New
Orleans, New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburg, RochOf these the largest are
ester, and San Francisco.
the Hebrew Sheltering Guardian Society of New
York, which at present cares for over 900 children,

and the Hebrew Benevolent and Orphan Asylum
Society, which has nearly that number of children
The Hebrew Sheltering Guardian Soin its charge.
ciety of New York and the Hebrew Infant Asylum
of the same citj' are distinctive in that they receive
not only orphan and half-orphan children, but any
child for whom there is no proper guardianship.
The latter institution confines its work to children
under five years of age. The asylums in Atlanta,
Ga., and Cleveland, Ohio, are under the auspices of
the I. O. B. B. and receive their inmates from the
The other
respective districts which they represent.
societies are local in character, and are conducted by
private agencies.

The modern tendency

in the care of dependent
as has been stated, against the institution, and in favor of the home as the natural place
On this supposition many of the
for child-training.

children

Jewish

is,

relief societies

grant pensions to deserving

widows to enable them to keep their families intact.
The United Hebrew Charities of New York disburses over $30,000 annually to this end. In the
case of full orphans and half orphans, societies like
the Orphans' Guardian Societj'' of Philadelphia and
the Frank Fund of Chicago board out such children
under proper guardianship in families. The Federation of Charities of Boston, in connection with the
state authorities, has succeeded in boarding out
some of its dependent children in Massachusetts

homes.
In Germany, the institutional care of dependent
children has developed further than in any other
country, there being no less than 41 asylums of various kinds that look after the interests of children.
Most of these institutions are local in character and
have but few inmates; othere, like the one founded
by Baruch Auerbach in Berlin in 1833, are organizations of considerable importance.
European Besides this institution there are ten
others in Berlin; in Frankfort there
Institutions. are three; in Hamburg, two; in Hanover, two and the others are scattered
throughout the smaller towns and cities.
There are no special institutions for delinquent
Jewish children. In Paris such children are sent to
the Refuge de Plcssis-Piquet; in Frankfort there is
a society known as the Stift fiir Gebrechliche oder
Verwahrloste Israelitische Kinder.
In neither of
these institutions is there any attempt at classification.
Whenever delinquent children have been
found, they have been turned over to public officials
and placed in state or private agencies, not Jewish,
of a correctional or reformatory character. In large
cities, such as New York, the growth in the number
of juvenile Jewish delinquents will in all likelihood
necessitate the introduction of Jewish reformatories in the future.
In Chicago, the Ninth Ward
Bureau of Charities, which is affiliated with the Federation of Jewish Charities, has cooperated with the
secular authorities toward the establishment of a
;
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juvenile court and the paroling of delinquent Jewish children to probationary officers, in

these children are placed and
In this manner
to the court.

whose charge

who are responsible
many children who

formerly were committed to correctional institutions
for petty offenses are returned to their families
under the supervision of the probation officer. The
result has been salutary to a large degree.
3. Hospitals, Dispensaries, Nursing: The
inns of the Middle Ages, for the accommodation of
travelers and which also served as infirmaries, have
given place to-day to magnificently equipped hospitals in all parts of the world, many of which differ
radically from their originals, as they are founded
on the highest principles of non-sectarian charity.
Many of the institutions known as Jewish hospitals,
while founded and endowed exclusively by Jews,
are intended for the treatment of all, irrespective of
The majority of these hospicreed, color, or race.
tals have a dispensary service attached to them,
where outdoor medical relief is given. A number
have district service, sending their physicians to the
homes of the poor who are bedridden. Similar
work is done by the relief-giving societies, the one
in Chicago, for example, having its own dispensary.
In connection with their other work, the hospitals
frequently have training-schools for nurses, and of
more recent growth are organizations similar to the
nurses' settlement in New York, which combine
training with district and neighborhood work. Institutions for the treatment of special diseases and
for special classes of diseases are becoming more
common, in line with the differentiation in charitable work.

In London, the Board of Guardians conducts a
nursing-home and sends nurses to invalid children.
Another organization, known as the Sick-Room
Helps Association, provides attendants for the homes
Conof the poor during illness and confinement.
valescents are cared for by the Baroness de Hirsch
Convalescent Home and the Jewish Convalescent
Home. There are also a home and a hospital for Jewish incurables, and the Bet Hofim Hospital for the

aged.
hospital founded by the Rothschild familj'
This
is the only Jewish hospital in France.
is insufficient for the Jewish population, but the
Jews do not hesitate to go to the general hospitals,

The

in Paris

where they obtain admission without difficulty.
Connected with the Rothschild institution is a home

which accepts, besides those incuraAt Berck-sur-Mer
and paralytics.
member of the Rothschild family founded an
institution for the special purpose of receiving and
for incurables,

bly
one

ill,

idiots

curing children up to fifteen years of age,

who

are

Jewish hospiof feeble constitution or scrofulous.
tals are also to be found in Tunis, Smyrna, Constan-

and Jerusalem.
In the United States, medical relief is given by a
There is a Jewish
large number of relief societies.
hospital in each of the following cities Baltimore,
Chicago, Cincinnati, Denver, New Orleans, and San
In New York there are four, in PhilaFrancisco.
delphia two. The hospital in Denver is a national
similar instiJewish institution for consumptives.
tution, local in character, is the Bedford Sanitarium
tinople, Salonica, Jaffa,

:
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of the Montefiore Home, recently established at Bedford Station, N. Y. In St. Louis and Omaha, hospital societies have recently been organized. In New York the sanitarium
Medical
for Hebrew children gives medical
Relief
Societies, relief and a summers outing to Jewish
children and to their mothers under
In Germany, there are over 30
certain restrictions.
hospitals, three being in Berlin and three in FrankThere is one in Nauheim, but it is for the
fort.
treatment of children exclusively. Many of these,
like the relief bureaus, are conducted under the auspicfjs of the local congregations, and are partly supported l)y contributions from the latter.
Until re4. The Treatment of Criminals
cently there was no special institution in any part of
In
the world for the treatment of Jewish criminals.
:

London a

special reformatory has been established,

committee of the United Synagogues
The percentage of Jewish crimvisits the prisons.
inals in state institutions has alwaj's been a very
small one. Imprisonment for major crimes has until
Petty offenses, such as larrecently been very rare.
ceny, are the most common. In large cities, such as
New York, Jewish criminality is steadily on the increase, and is no longer confined to the minor crimes.
In the year 1900, 433 Jewish men and women were

and a

visitation

sent to the various prisons, jails, and reformatories
throughout the state of New York, 419 Jews were
sent to the New York city workhouse, and 383
Jewish boys and girls were sent to correctional in-

While the proportion is below that exCatholics and Protestants in the same
community, it is higher than the figures of a few
years ago. The Society for the Aid of Jewish Prisstitutions.

isting

among

oners of

New York

has been organized to look

after the condition of affairs and to ameliorate it if
possible.
It cares for the families of jirisoners,
j)risoners a helping hand after being
discharged.
5. Defectives: Special Jewish institutions for
the care of this class of dependents are exceedingly
uncommon, and separate Jewish institutions for the
The same is true
care of the insane are unknown.
of institutions for the care of the epileptic and the
feeble-minded. In London there are a Jews' Deaf
and Dumb Home (1863) and an institution for the
indigent blind founded as early as 1819 under
In Berlin, in Tauberbischofsheim
Jewisli auspices.
(Germany), and in Budapest, there are Jewish institutions for the deaf and dumb, and there is a
Jewish Blind Institute in Vieima. In Berlin there
is also a society known as the Verein zur FOrderung
der Interessen der Israelitischen Taubstummen in
Deutschlaud. There are no corresponding institutions or societies either in France or the United

and gives the

States.

Consistent with
6. Care of Destitute Adults
the general policy of Jewish charity, it has never
been customary to allow the destitute adult to become a charge upon the state or to be supported by
public funds. In the almshouses of America or
the poorhouses of England or in tlie public institutions of other countries for the care of indigent
adults a Jew is seldom found. Private benevolence
has constructed homes for the aged in which the
:

Charity

dietary laws are observed, or has arranged a system
of life-pensions which permits those who have become incapacitated, through age or illness, to spend
tiie remainder of their lives removed from the fear
of becoming public charges.
In England there are l)ut seven homes for the
aged, of which six are in London and one in Manchester.
One of these is under the auspices of the
Jewish Board of Guardians; one conducted in connection with the United S3'nagogue, and one in connection with the Spanish and Portuguese Congregation.
The others are conducted by
Almsprivate agencies.
Most of these inhouses.
stitutions are known as almshouses.
In Birmingham the Hebrew Philanthropic Society grants jjcnsions to aged persons. In
Liverpool the Hebrew Provident Society provides
old people with a weekly pension a similar organization exists in Manchester. In the other cities
throughout England the care of the aged poor is
left to the various Boards of Guardians and relief
societies.
In the British colonies there are homes
for aged men and women in Gibraltar and in Sydney,
Australia.
In France a home for the aged is connected witli the Jewish Hospital in Paris. Similar
institutions are to be found at Nancy, Bordeaux,
and Luneville, maintained by the local Jewish charities.
In the United States, homes for the aged are
located in Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati,
Cleveland, New Orleans, New York, Philadelphia,
Richmond, St. Louis, San Francisco, and Yonkers,
N. Y., tiie last-mentioned being conducted imder
tiie auspices of the I. O. B. B.
The home at Cleveland is supported by tlie order IJ^esher Shel Barzel,
the other institutions bj' private effort in the various
communities. As with orphan asylums and hospitals, Germany has a larger number of institutions
There are at
for the aged than any otiier country.
present 23 " Pfrlindnerhauser " or homes for the
aged, Bresiau having three, Berlin two.
Tiie chief tendency of
7. Preventive
modein charity being in the direction of the prevention of poverty and pauperism rather than
their jialliation, it has been found necessary to
create many new agencies that tend to this underlying idea.
In the belief that the prosperity
of the people is in direct proportion to their health,
free baths have been estabiisiied to inculcate, cleanOf sudi a kind are the free
liness and order.
baths connected with the Hebrew Education Societies in Philadelphia, Cleveland, and San Francisco.
To insure proper nourishment for ciiildren,
the Milk and Ice Society of Philadelphia and Baltimore and the Nathan Straus milk depots in New
York furnisii sterilized milk at a nominal cost.
In London the soup-kitchen provides soup and
bread for the Jewish poor during the winter months.
Similar kitchens are conducted by the
Soup
Societe de Bienfaisance in Paris, where
Kitchens, soup, meat, and vegetables are sold at
In
a nominal price, and in Budapest.
Germany, people's kitchens exist in Berlin and Bresiau.
Special societies likewise look after the proper
housing of the Jewish poor with the hope of cither
removing them from the congested cetfters in which
they live in the large cities, or of providing them
;

Work
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with homes built according to tlie best principles of
light, ventilation, and sanitation, which can be
rented at a nominal price.
In London, The Four Per Cent Industrial Dwellings Company, Limited (1885), is conducted under
Jewish auspices with the intention of furnishing
healthy dwellings at a rental suflicient to yield a
dividend of 4 per cent per annum on the investment. The City and Suburban Homes Company of
New York, while non-sectarian in character, has a
number of Jewish incorporators, and has a similar
object to that of the London society. In the hope
of bringing the worker into closer contact with the
poorer classes, neighborhood houses and settlements
have been organized in a number of communities.
Of such a kind is the Maxwell Street Settlement in

Chicago, 111., and the Neighborhood House in St.
In the latter there is a resident worker.
Paul, Minn.
Similar Jewish settlements are to be found in CinOf a special
cinnati, Milwaukee, and Cleveland.
nature is the Nurses' Settlement in New York. In
all of these settlements the purpose is to raise the
intellectual and moral level of the immediate neighborhood in which the settlement exists, by the organization of classes, by giving instruction to both
the younger and the older element,
Eduand by developing the social characteristics of the vicinity along educacational

Set-

tional lines.

tlements.

Societies like the

this their aim.

Edu-

New York make

cational Alliance in

They give

instruction

conduct boys' and girls' clubs, and
by carefully arranged entertainments develop the
Similar in characsocial side of the neighborhood.
ter to the latter are the Hebrew Educational Society
in Brooklyn and the Hebrew Education Society of
In London the Brady Street Club for
Philadelphia.
working boys, the East London Jewish Communal
League, the Jewish Lads' Brigade, Jewish "Working
Men's Club, and the Lads' Institute accomplish
in France the Union Scolaire in
similar results,
Paris corresponds to the societies mentioned above.
This organization is a club where young men meet

in various trades,

for

conferences,

Jews

to find

men and

readings, etc.

It assists

small tradespeople.

In

young

to

work-

Germany

there

employment, and grants loans

are societies, clubs, etc., in fifty cities for the cultivation of trades and handicrafts among Jews. Somewhat more technical in the instruction which they
give are the Jewish Training School of Chicago,
the Hebrew Free and Industrial School Society of
St. Louis, the Hebrew Industrial School of Boston,
the Clara de Hirsch Home for Working Girls, the
Hebrew Technical Schools for Girls, the Hebrew
Technical Institute, and the Baron de Ilirsch Trade
School of New York. In connection with their relief-work, the sisterhoods mentioned above conduct
religious schools, industrial schools, day-nurseries,
employment bureaus, cooking-classes, sewing-circles, classes for women, home circles, kindergartens,
boys' and girls' clubs, mothers' meetings, and
workrooms for unskilled women. Similar organizations are conducted by individual societies in most
of the large cities.
Educational Move8. Supervisory and
ments Among the most marked features of the
:
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development of charitable work within the past
twenty-five years is the tendency of various institutions to effect an organization that will add to their
value, and that will give the members of any one
society the opportunity of coming in contact with
the workings of similar societies in other communities.
In England, while there is no special supervisory or educational movement appertaining directly
to charitable work among the Jews, organizations
like the Anglo-Jewish Association and the Committee of Deputies of the British Jews interest themselves in all communal work, and indirectly in the
charitable work of the various communities. These
two societies have affiliated organizations throughout the cities and towns of England, as well as the
In France there is likewise no special
provinces.
organization which devotes itself purely to federaIn Gertion of the philanthropic organizations.
many the Deutsche Israelitische Gemeindebund has

been in existence for thirty years, and is practically
the source and inspiration of the charitable work
This organization publishes every
carried on there.
two weeks statistics of its work, and from time to
time special communications to its members. Up
to the present time fifty -five reports have been is"They are mainly educational in character and,
sued.
in connection with the statistics which are published,
give a useful resume of the philanthropic work that
is carried on by the Jews in the GerCombined man empire. In this Gemeindebund
Activity in practically every town, and even the
smallest village, in Germany is represented, so that there are complete
federation and community of interest.
In the United States an attempt to bring the several relief societies into a union Avas attempted as
early as 1885, when a conference was held in the city
In 1899 a similar
of St. Louis, but came to naught.
movement was organized, and the first conference of
this society, known as the National Conference of

Germany,

Jewish Charities, was held in Chicago in June, 1900.
It now comprises all the important relief societies in
the United States. It issues a volume of proceedings and rules for the guidance of its members on
questions of transportation, desertion, etc.

Interna-

which interest themselves in
philanthropic work and which can only be mentioned here incidentally, are the Jewish Colonization
Society, the Alliance Israelite Universelle, and the
numerous foundations and trusts that were established by the Baron de Hirsch.

tional organizations

9. Immigration: In connection with the work
of relief societies in the United States, the United
Hebrew Charities of New York has a special representative at the immigration bureau, who looks after
the welfare of Jewish immigrants. In Philadelphia
the Jewish Immigrant Aid Association supports a
In England the London Board of
similar office.

Guardians has a special committee to which is entrusted the entire question of immigration and emiIn Germany, and in France, the immigragration.
tion question is almost altogether in the hands of the
Jewish Colonization Association or the Alliance
Israelite Universelle, which has agencies at various
points.
A.

L. K. F.
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CHABKOW, RUSSIA.

CHARLEMAGNE

See Kharkov.

King

of tlie Franks and
emperor of the West; born April, 742; died Jan. 28,
814.
His attitude toward the Jews was rather tliat
of a clever politician than of a liberal-minded man.
He realized tlie advantages to be derived by the
:

country from tlie business abilities of the Jews, and
gave them complete freedom with regard to their
commercial transactions. Some Jews seem to have
occupied prominent places at his court. Thus,
Charlemagne had for his physician one named Fer-

A Hebrew

named

Isaac was a member of
by (Hiarlemagne to Harun alRashid, probably in the capacity of dragoman.
The account which connects Charlemagne with the
coming of Makir to Narbonne is apocryi)iial.
But if the Jews were free in their commercial
ragut.

an

embassy

sent

dealings, their political status generally remained
almost the same under Charlemagne as under iiis

predecessors.
This is seen in liis capitularies, some
of which deal directly with the Jews.
In bringing
a charge against a Christian, the Jew was to have
four, nine, or seven witnesses, while the Christian
was held only to three. No Jew was to engage a
Christian workman on a Sunday, nor was he to take
in pledge, at the risk of the loss of his property and
liis right hand, anything that was the property of
the Church.
No Jew was allowed to force a Chris-

go

Jew. When a
Jew took an oath he was to hold a copy of the Pentateuch in his hand, and to swear " So help me God
the same God that gave the Law on Mt. Sinai may
tian to

to prison as pledge for a

:

;

the leprosy of the Syrian Naaman not come upon
me, as it did on him, nor the earth swallow me uj)
as it did Dathan and Abiram in this matter I have
;

done thee nothing that is evil." Some of the capitularies were dictated by a spirit of proselytism.
In
regulating the laws of marriage, Charlemagne forbade the Jews to marry relatives within the seventh
degree of consanguinity. "We desire," says he in
this capitulary, "that any Christian man or woman,
any Jew or Jewess, who would contract a marriage,
should not be permitted to do so until after having
provided a dowry and obtained in the Church of
God the benediction of a priest." But the genuineness of some of the capitularies is not beyond doubt.
Bibliography: Bougnet, /?«ruei?, v. 679; Pertz, Monumenia
GermanicB Hist/yrica, 1. 194; Aronius, Refjesteu, pp.2,') 2!t;
B^darrlde, Les Juif» en France, en Ktqxigne et en Itnlie,
pp. 73etse(/.; Gratz, Gesch. der Juden, v. IS^efser;.; Gross,
Gallia Jndaica, p. 404 ; Salge, Les Juih dxi Languedoc, pp.
8,42,43,79.
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CHARLEMONT, ELIZABETH JANE
CAXJLFIELD, Countess
born June

21,

1834;

of: Convert to Judaism
died at Ro.\ borough Castle,

;

Moy. County Tyrone,

Ireland, May 31, 1882. She was
the only daughter of William Meredyth, first Lord

Athlumney, and married Dec, 1856, James Molyneux, third earl of Charlemont. Although a Christian by training, she became a regular attendant at
synagogue worship, often seeking advice in spiritual
matters from Jewish rabbis. Lady Charlemont resided in the country near Belfast, the synagogue of
which town she frequently attended while in London she worshiped at the services of the Bayswater
and Central synagogues. She was a woman of
;

Charity
Charleston

varied accomplishments, an excellent linguist, and
a
good musician: and possessed a remarkable gift for
recitation, which she utilized on behalf of charitable
institutions.

Bibliography: Tlie Athenfriim, p. 733. London. 1882- The
Guardian, xxxvii. 801, London
The Jewish Chronicle
June 2, 1882 The Times, June 1. 1882, London.
:

;
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CHARLESTON,

S. C.

Capital of the county
of the .suiik; name, and chief city of the state of South
Carolina in the United States; founded in 1670.
The colony of South Carolina was originally governed under an elaborate charter drawn up in 1669
by the English pliilosopher John Locke.
"'his
charter granted liberty of conscience to all setth rs,
expressly mentioning "Jews, heathens, and ois:

senters."

The

earliest record of a

in 1695,

when one

Jew

in Charleston occurs

mentioned as acting as inter

is

preter for Governor Archdale.
It is not improbable,
however, that individual Jews had settled there at
an earlier date. In 1702 Jews appeared in numbers
and voted at a general election. The Jewish com-

munity at Charleston received a substantial addition
during the years 1740-41, when the illiberal policy
of the trustees of Georgia induced both Jews and
Christians to leave that colony and to flock to South
Carolina.

The first synagogue established at Charleston waa
that of the congregation Beth Elohim, founded in
1750.
Several of its founders had come from
Georgia.
Its first minister was Isaac da Costa; and

among its earliest members were the following:
Joseph and Meshod Tobias, Moses Cohen. Abraham
da Costa, Moses Pimenta, David deOlivera. Michael
Lazarus, and Abraham Nunez CarFirst Syn- dozo. The Beth Elohim congregation
agogue.

is

still

in

existence.

Its

first

syna-

gogue was a small building on Union
street;

its

present edifice

is

situated

on

Hasell

The Jews of Charleston at an early date
also established a Hebrew Benevolent Society, which
street.

still

survives.

While the

earliest congregation was composed
mainly of Portuguese Jews, the German element

soon became prominent. Even before 1786 the city
possessed not only a Portuguese congregation, but
a distinct German-Jewish one as well. The Jewish
conunuiiity soon became very prosperous; and before the Revolution several Jews had acquired wealth
and gained distinction. Among tliese was Moses
Lindo, inspector-general and surveyor of indico
(indigo), drugs, and dyes for South Carolina.
During the .struggle for independence the Jews
of Charleston distinguished tlieinscives by their
patriotism, and ma^y instances of devotion to tlie
cause of independence arc recorded. The majority
did good service in the field, several as officers.
The
most prominent Jew at the outbreak of the war was
Francis SAi.VAnou, who resided in Ninety-Six District, but was in constant communication with the
leaders of the Revolutionary movement at Charleston.

member

Salvador was a

sembly and of the
gresses, which met

in

of the General As-

and second Provincial Conthat city. He was one of the

first

leading patriots of the South.

;
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number of the members of Congregation Beth Elo
him petitioned its trustees to shorten the service and
to introduce the English language.
The petition
was rejected; and, as a result, the petitioners resigned, and organized the Reform Society of Israelites.
David Nimez Carvallio was the first reader of

In 1779 a special corps of volunteer infantry was
Israelites who resided on King

composed largely of

street in the city of Charleston.

Among

its

Jewish

members were David N. Cardozo, Jaer o I. Cohen,
This body subsequently
and Joseph Solomon.
fought under General Moultrie at

Among

tiie

battle of

Beau-

who

but the most influential man in the
Isaac H.\rby, a distinguished journalist and playwright, editor of the "Qtnver,"
"The Charleston Mercury," and several other publications.
About 1843 there was another split in
Congregation Beth Elohim, owing to the introduction of an organ into the synagogue. This resulted in the formation of a nev/ congregation
known as "Shearith Israel," which, however, reunited with the old congregation in 1866.
Other prominent
Charleston
Jews
during the early
the society;

served in the field niaj'
be mentioned Jacob dc la Motta, Jacob de Leon,
Marks Lazarus, the Cardozos, and Mordecai Sheftall,
who was deputy commissary-geueral of issues for
South Carolina and Georgia, but who
In War of must be considered as a resident of
Independ- Savannah rather than of Charleston.
ence.
Major Benjamin Nones, a French Jew
in Pulaski's regiment, distinguished
him.self during the siege of Charleston an<l won the
fort.

others
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movement was

praise of his commander for gallantry and daring.

Mordecai Myers

part

was

teenth century

also

prominent

the

of

nine-

at this period.

were

In 1790 the Jews
of Charleston sent
an address of cong r a t u a t i o n to

Moise, born in 1797,

who became widely
known as a writer
of verse

1

Washington

to

terms.
In 1791 the con-

benevolence.

gregation, then
numbering fifty-

At

the outbreak
the Civil war
the Jews of Charleston joined their
Gentile brethren in

of

three families, w^as
incorporated by the
legislature; and in
its

the

synagogue

Confederate

Among

cause.

in

presence of
General Moultrie
and many of the

the

prominent soldiers
of the Confederacy
maj'' be mentioned
Gen. E. W. Moise

the

chief dignitaries of
the state.

and

Dr.

Marx

E.

Cohen.

Shortly after this
period many Jews
went to Charleston

from

to

city of
erected a tablet in
the Orphan House
in recognition of his

which he replied in
the
most cordial

1794

,

the
Charleston

his accession to the

was consecrated

and Mor-

;

decai Cohen
whose memory

upon

presidency,

Penina

:

war
Interior of the Old Syiiiigosjfue at (haiiisi

New York and

April 27,

(rroni u tiravving by
elsewhere,
owing
to the great field
offered by the Soutli for commercial enterprise.
In
1816 the city numbered over 600 Jews, then the largest
Jewish population of any city in the United States.
During the early portion of the uineteentii
century several Charleston Jew^s held high offices
in the state.
Among these may be
State
mentioned Myer Moses, member of
Officials,
the legislature in 1810, and one of
the first commissioners of education
Abraham M. Seixas, a magistrate; and Lyon Levy,
:

state treasurer.

Charleston Jews also rendered valuable service
during the War of 1813 and in the Mexican war.
The first Jewi.sh Reform movement in the United
States originated in Charleston.
In 1824 a large

.s.

I., lii-bUo>ed

Uy Fire

Charleston
been

is;i8.

nent,

Solouiou N. Carviilho).

Since the
the Jews of

to

less

have
promi-

owing partly

losses

resulting

from the struggle and partly to the fact that the
city is no longer the commercial cenformerly was. Among those
held high office, however,
have been Gen. E. W. Moise, adjutantgeneral of the state of South Carolina from 1876
to 1880, and Franklin J. Moses, chief justice of
South Carolina. Charleston to-day (1902) contains
fewer than 2,000 Jews, a proportion smaller than

Recent

ter

History,

who have

it

in 1816.

Besides the Beth Elohim congregation the only
other is that of Berith Shalom, with its synagogue
at St. Philip street, south of Calhoun street.
Bibliography: Nathaniel I.evin, The Jeicish Cnnoregation
in Charleston, in Uaidoit, 1., 11.: J Oldinixon, History of
.
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Carolina, 1,08, pp. 106,429; John Drayton, Memoirs of the
American Bevnhition, Charleston, 1821 Robert W Gibbes
Documentary History of the American Revolution, 3 vols'
?• W- ^becut, Ti/po(//((p/Mcai, Hi>itorical, and
}^.'
Other •'oL.^;

Charleston
Chashniki

?'•''• ^«
^\m'ofif.^v"''"- 5°??°'

;

'

^

rule dc Chartres,

^-

Sketches of Charleston, harleston, 1819; Charleston
1 ear Booh, 1883, 1885; Isaac Harby, in North American
Review, xxiil.; idem. Selections from MifcelUuieous Writings, Charleston, 1829; Isaac Markens, The
Hebrews in
America, New York, 1888 Charles P. Daly, The Settlement
ofthe Jews in ]\orth America, New York, 1893; Leon
Huhner, Tlie Jcirs of South Carolina Prior to ISW idem

S.

(

CHASDAI. SeeHASDAT, Hisdai.
CHASEISCH, MOSES: German

;

in

A merican Hebrew. Jan., 1900

:

Reform Movement in

Rev.

L.

CHARMS.

Talmudist;

on

Oct., 1897;

A-

K.

died at Halberstadt in 1793.
Chaseisch enjoyed an
establi.shed reputation among his contemporaries
as
a Talmudist, and was loved and honored bv them

D. Philipson. The Pronress
the United States in
Simon Wolf, Tiie American
Jew as Patriot, Soldier, and Citizen, 189.); American Jewish I ear Booh, 1901-02.

of the Jewish.

Jeiv. Quart.

34,

i.

account of his modesty. Although his Talmudic
attainments entitled him to the position of rabbinical assessor (or " klausner "), he preferred
to devote

Hu.

In the development of tliis art, during the Middle
Ages, an epoch is made by the Catalan " portulani"—
seamen's charts showing the directions and distances

Ins life to instructing the young in Talmudic
.science.
Notwithstanding his straitened circumstances, he
often refused to accept the fees for his lessons.
Chaseisch taught not for the sake of profit, but for
love of the Torah.
As the fruit of his labors, tlie
majority of the Jewish .scholars who lived at Ha'lberstadt between 1780 and 1840 owe to him their Tal-

of sailing between different ports, chiefly of the Mediterranean.
These differ from the medieval mappa>.

Bibliography

See

Amulets; Magic.

CHAROSETH (HAROSETH). See Seder.
CHARTOGRAPHY Tlic art of making maps.
:

mudic knowledge and

mundi by having

tolerably accurate outlines of the
Mediteri-anean littoial, and arc thus, in some measure, the predecessors of modern maps.
Baron Nor-

denskjold

I- «•

drawn up

in the island of ]\Iajoiea,

;

Bibliography
60-02

;

Jacobs. Stor]i of Geographical Discovery, pp.
Nordenskjold, PcriiAus, 1897 ; Kayserling, Christopher

A. Pe.

Danzig)

JACOB

B.

Neo Ik-brew poet and Russian
translator; born in Wilua Sept. 27, 1848; removed
later to Odessa.
His first collection of Hebrew songs,
entitled "Nite'e Na'amanim," appeared in Warsaw
in 1869.
In the same year appeared " Ha-Perahim "
(Odessa), followed by " Nebel we-Kinnor" (Odessa,
(alias

proved that these are derived from
what lie calls the normal portulano, compiled in
Barcelona about 1280. The ])est known of the portulani are those

religious instruction.

Auerbach, Gesch. der GemeindcHaiberstadt.'

CHASHKES, MOSES (LOB)

lias

where a school of Jewish chartographers seems to
have drawn up sea-charts for the use of seamen. In
1339 Angelico Dulcert drew up a poitulauo which
still exists; and in 1375 this was greatly improved
by Cresques lo Juheu, wlio added to Dulcert 's outline the discoveries of Marco Polo in the east of Asia.
He thus made the voyage to the Indies westward
appear less than it really was, and so helped toward
the voyage of Columbus.
This map, known as the
"Catalan Portulano," was sent by the king of Aragon to the king of France, and is still retained in the
Louvre. It formed a model for many globes and
later maps, including those wliich most influenced
Columbus, and is perhaps tiie best known of the
portulani. See Cuesques GEOGUAriiKus, Jews as.

:

p. 106.

1871),

:

"Zippor Deror

"

(Odessa, 1872), " Kol ha-Tor,"
" (St. Petersburg, 1877),
productions.
His "Sefer lia-

"Mahat ba-Basar ha-Hai
all

poetico-satirical

Yomi," or

diary, in

in verse the life of a

burg, 1881),

which he attemiUs to describe
Jewish litterateur (St. Peters-

partly autobiographical.
His latest
work is " Kol Shire Moshe Lob
Chashkes" (Warsaw, 1896), of which only the first
part has appeared.
Chashkes also contributed Yiddish songs to the " Volksblat t " of St. Petersburg, and
published a collection of poems in that dialect entitled "Lieder fura Ilerzen " (Cracow, 1888). Among
other works he translated the following: " Kar-

Hebrew

is

poetical

jMuchenichestva Yevreyj'ev"

tiiia

(St.

Petersburg,

:

Columbus, pp.

(5-8.

Schleiden's "Die

1879);

Romantik des

Milrtyrer-

thums bei den Juden im Mittelalter " "Stradanya,
Byedstvo i Zaschitniki Yevreyyev " (St. Petersburg,
;

J.

CHARTRES:

Chief town of the department
of Eure-et-Loire, France.
From time inunemorial
Jews were established at Chartres, occupying a special quarter called "line aux Juifs."
In 1394 their

synagogue, which was in the Rue Saint-Pue, was
transformed into a hospital, becoming the property of
the parish of St. Ililaire.
In tlu; " Peponses de Rabbins Fianyais et Lorrains." p. 15, mention is made of
r'T'Olp' nn, interpreted l)y the editor as "current coin"; but by Neubauer, in "Rev. Etudes
Juives," iii. 15"), with more reason as "coins of
Chartres." There was, in fact, a mint at Chartres,
which was called "Chartrain," and in Old French
"Chartain."
Among the prominent rabbis of Chartres liave
been Mattithiahof L*nO"lp or t'NntOnp, a well-known
scholar Avho flourisiicd at the time of Rashi R. Joseph, Bible commentator; and Samuel ben Reuben,
;

a liturgic poet.

1882): and the 3d edition of Ellenberg's "Lfidcn der
Juden." He was also the j\ublisher and \y.\ft translator of volume 5 of Graetz's " History of the Jews,"
which appeared in Russian (Moscow, 1880), and
later published a volume of Russian poetry, "Stikhi
Mysli" (St. Petersburg, 1888).
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CHASHNIKI: Town

Wi.

government of
1897) a population of

in

the

Yitebsk, Russia, having (in
whom about 4,000 are Jews. Besides those
engaged in dairying, which is entirely in the hands
of the Jewish population, there are 310 Jewish artisans and 99 Jewish journeymen. In consequence
of the general poverty, the number of emigrants
and of those depending on charity ;is constantly
growing. About 115 persons apply yearly for aid
4,590, of

Ohasid
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OhSLteau-Thierry
before the Passover holidays.

With the exception

of

no charA government school for Jews with
itable societies.
a female department (95 pupils), and a private
school (48 Jewish pupils), are the only educational
a Bi^kur Holim association, Chashniki

lias

institutions.
n. K.

CHASID.

S. J.

See Hasid.

CHASTISEMENT.
CHASTITY Purity
:

See Punish.ment.
in regard to the relations

of sex, implied in the conmiandment, "Ye shall be
for I the Lord your God am holy " (Lev. xix. 2).
The ancient Semitic religions gave a prominent

holy

:

place to the adoration of those powers in nature
which either fertilize or produce; the worship of

the sexual was prominent in their culls; and ritual
prostitution was a recognized and wide-spread institution (Kalisch, commentary to Lev. i. 312, 358The gods wore male and female sex361 ii. 430).
ual intercourse was part of the rites at the shrines of
Baal and Astarte in Phenicia and at similar sanctuThis unchastity in the religious
aries elsewhere.
institutions naturally affected the relations of social
life; and sexual puritj' was regarded as of little
moment. Possibly in no waj^ were the religious and
domestic institutions of Israel more markedly differentiated from those of the surrounding peoples than
by the stress laid upon the virtue of chastity. The
conception of the God of Israel as the Holy One
meant, first of all, purity purity in worship, and
;

;

—

hence also in life.
Before mentioning the special laws of the Pentateuch on this subject, attention must be called to
the general statement addressed to the people in
Lev. xviii. 3-5, which may be considered the basis
of the legislation: "After the doings of the land
of Egypt, wherein ye dwelt, shall ye not do; and
after the doings of the land of Canaan, whither
I bring you, shall ye not do: neither shall ye walk
M}'^ judgments shall ye do, and
in their statutes.
my statutes shall ye keep, to walk therein: I am the
Lord your God. Ye shall therefore keep my statutes and my judgments: which if a man do he shall
Hereupon follow
live in them: I am the Lord."
the laws of chastity which were to be observed if
the people were to avoid the doings of the lands of
Egypt and Canaan. These laws of chastity, enumerated in this chapter and in other sections of the Pentateuch, concern (1) the religious and (2) the socialdomestic life.
The Religicus Life : The " kadesh " and the
"kedeshah," the male and female prostitutes "consecrated" to the worship of the godEadesh.
dess of fertility, were recognized
and
adjuncts of the Canaanitish cults

Kedeshah.

(I
ii.

Kings xiv.
7; Hosea

Amos

24, xv. 12, xxii. 47;

Ezek.

iv. 14;

xxiii.

see also the Baal-peor incident referred to in

36;

Num.

This might not be in
of the Lord thy
God" (Dent, xxiii. 18, 19; see also Lev. xix. 29).
The Social-Domestic Life (a) The purity of
the maid was safeguarded (Lev. xix. 29); and, in
case of wrong-doing on the part of the man, rectifiXXV. 1-4 and Hosea

Israel

;

for

it

ix. 10).

was "an abomination
:

cation and indemnification were

commanded

(Ex.

xxii. 15, 16;
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Dcut. xxii. 28,

29).

(b)

Adultery was

most stringently forbidden and punished (Ex. xx.
14

;

Lev.

xviii. 20, xx. 10).

man

"

They shall both of them

and the woman

so shalt thou
put away evil " (Deut. xxii. 22). A betrothed woman was regarded in the same light as a married
woman, and was punished for adultery, as was also
the man found with her (Deut. xxii. 23, 24; see,
however, verses 25-28 for the modification of the
punishment). Here must be mentioned the peculiar institution of the investigation of the Sotah, the
woman suspected by her husband of adultery, as

die

.

.

.

tlie

.

.

.

;

detailed in Num. v.
(c) Tlie Forbidden Degrees
of consanguinitj' are set forth in circumstantial det:ul (Lev. xviii. 8-18; xx. 11, 12, 14, 17, 21; Deut.
(d) No woman was to be approached during the period of her uncleanness (Lev.
xviii. 19).
See Niddaii. (e) The unnatural crimes
against chastity, sodomy and pederast}', prevalent
in heathendom, were strictly prohibited (Lev. xviii.

xxvii. 20, 22, 23).

22, 23; xx. 13, 15, 16;

The

Deut. xxvii.

21).

chastity were the particular
abominations, the commission of which by the
former inhabitants had caused the land to become
sins against

unclean (Lev. xviii. 27). No wrong-doing, excepting idolatry, is more constantlj' and vehemently forbidden. Four out of the twelve curses which are
pronounced in the chapter of curses in the Book of

Deuteronomy

(xxvii. 20-23) are directed against this

vice in one or other of

its

forms.

The

Biblical atti-

tude in this matter is perhaps best expressed in the
story of Joseph, who, when tempted by Potiphar's
wife, refused with the noble words: " How can I do
this great wickedness and sin against God? " (Gen.
xxxix. 9.) Unchastity was primarily a sin against
God, the pure and holy.
In the historical books of the Bible occasional passages indicate how clearly it was understood that chastitj' was an indispensable virtue. When
In the
Shechem, the son of Hamor, defiled
Historical Dinah, the sons of Jacob declared it a
Books.
villainy (A. V. " folly ") in Israel which
ought not to be committed and Simeon
and Levi slew all the males of Shechem, saying to
Jacob, when he rebuked them for their revengeful
act: " Should he deal with our sister as with an harThe one misdemeanor of
lot? " (Gen. xxxiv. 7, 31.)
Eli's two wicked sons that is mentioned by name is
unchastity (I Sam. ii. 22). In Amnon's act of violence against Tamar she begs him to desist, " for no
such thing ought to be done in Isiael " (II Sam. xiii.
Among the sins of Judah in the reign of Reho12).
boam was that of ritual unchastity (I Kings xiv. 24),
on account of which calamity came upon the king,

;

dom

(see also II

1, 3,

xxii. 4

The

Kings

xiii. 6, xvii. 16, xviii. 4,

xx.

II Chrou. xxviii. 3, xxxiii. 3, xxxvi. 14).
Prophets laid the greatest stress upon chas;

tity. Their condenmation of unchastity ranks among
the most pronounced of their denunciations of the
evils prevalent in their days (Amos ii. 7; Hosea iv.
1; xxiii. 10, 14; xxix.
2, 13, 14; Isa. Ivii. 3; Jer. ix
.

23; Ezek. xvi. 38; xviii. 6; xxii. 10, 11; xxiii. 48;
Tliere is a further indication of the
xxxiii. 26).
high esteem in which chastity was held in the fact
that these prophets, in speaking of the punishment
that would befall the people for their sins, mention

"
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the deflowering of the women by their captors,
evil would not have been considered as so
dreadful had not chastity been regarded in the highest light (Isa. xiii. 16; Zech. xiv. 2; Lam. v. 11;

which

see also

Amos

vii.

17).

The many admonitions

in the Book of Proverbs
against unchastity need but be adverted to for proof
of the lofty place that the pure life held in the estimation of the wise men of Israel (Prov. v. 3-23, vi.
24-33. vii. 5-27, ix. 13-18, xxxi. 3).
"I made a
covenant with mine eyes; why then should I look
upon a maid?" says Job (xxxi. 1). Similar are the
injunctions of the later sage Ben Sira (Ecclus.
ix. 3-9; xix. 2; xxiii. 22-26; xlli. 11), who counseled, " Go not after 'thy lusts' and restrain thyThe spirit
self from thine appetites" {ib. xviii. 30).
of the Rabbis appears in the advice of Jose ben Johanan, "Prolong not converse with woman" (Abot
" Follow not after your own eyes, after which
i. 5).
ye use to go," etc. (Num. xv. 39): this means, "Ye
One
shall not cast a lustful glance upon woman."
of the reasons given for the destruction of Jerusalem
is the prevalence of "sliamelessness,"
which undoubtedly means unchastity
In the
Talmud. (Shab. 119b). In the days of the terrible persecutions under Hadrian the
rabbis advised the people to suffer death rather than
be guilty of "idolatry, incest, or bloodshed"; while
they considered the transgression of any other commandment permissible if necessary to preserve life
(Sanh. 74a; see also Maimonides, " Yad," Yesode haTorah, v. 9). Asa further example of the attitude of
the rabbis of Talmudic times, may be quoted the
passage which was given as advice what to do when
;

unchaste thoughts and desires assail: "My son, if
that monster [the Yezer H.\ra'] meets j'ou, drag it
to the house of study it will melt if it is of iron it
will break in pieces if it is of stone, as is said in
Is not my word like as
Scripture (Jer. xxiii. 29):
a fire? saith the Lord; and like a hammer that
breaketh the rock in pieces? " (Kid. 30b.) The Talmudic term for chastity is my^JV- There can be no
doubt of the fact that early marriage among the
Jews was a strong factor in making them so chaste
a people. Even such an unsympathetic and hostile
exponent of rabbinic theology as Weber indicates
The age of eighteen was
this(" Jud. Theol." p. 234).
posited as the proper time for a youth to contract
matrimony (Abot v. 21; Kid. 29b; Yeb. 62b, 63b;
Sanh. 76b; Shulhan 'Aruk, Eben ha-'Ezer, 1, 2).
Early marriages continued in vogue among the Jews
through medieval times (Abrahams, "Jewish Life
Many enactments
in the Middle Ages," pp. 90, 167).
were made to safeguard the purity of the people and
to insure chastity (Maimonides, " Yad," Issure Biah,
Shulhan 'Aruk, Eben ha-'Ezer, 21-25).
xxi.
In one of the sections of the " reasons for the commandments" ("ta'ame mizwot") in his "Moreh
Nebukim," Maimonides gives as the reason for such
;

;

'

'

;

legislation the following: "The object of these precepts is to diminish sexual intercourse, to restrain
as much as possible indulgence in lust, and [to
teach] that this enjoyment does not, as foolish people think, include in itself its final cause" ("Moreh

Nebukim,"
lie

In ch. xlix.
treats at length the law concerning forbidden
iii.

35;

see also ibid. 33).

Chasid
Chateau-Thierry

sexual intercourse and that for the promotion of
whose object is "to inculcate the lesson
that we ought to limit sexual intercourse hold it in
contempt, and only desire it rarely."
In speaking of the reason for the prohibition of
intermarriage with a near relative, he expresses it
as his opinion that one object of this is "to inculcate
chastity in our hearts.
Of ethical philosophers who have expressed Jewish thought on this subject, Saadia and Bahya may
be mentioned. The former, in the tenth
Views of chapter of his "Emunot we-De'ot,"
the Phi- which is the ethical portion of the book,
losophers. devotes two paragraphs to chastity the
third is "on sexual intercourse, "and he
fourth "on desire." His teaching concerning intercourse is" that it is not good for man, except for the
purpose of producing offspring " concerning desire,
" man shall have no desire except for his wife, tliat
he may love her and she may love him "(" Emunot weDe'ot, "ed. Slucki, pp. 150, 151). In his ethical treatise, "The Duties of the Heart," Bahya has frequent
admonitions on the necessity of chastity and the overcoming of evil desires; as, for example, in the fifth
division of the work, notablj- pp. 254, 258 et seq. (ed.
Stern, Vienna, 1856). At the close of ch. ix. he quotes
with approval and at length the last will and testament of a certain pious man in Israel, addressed to his
son, and containing advice for the guidance of life.
From this document one sentence may be set down
here: "Be not one of those who, sunk in the folly
of drunkenness and lust, submit like slaves to the
dominance of evil passions; so that they think only
of the satisfaction of sensual desires and the indulgence of bestial pleasures " {ib. p. 433). A similar
word of advice may be quoted from a letter written
by Nahmanides to his son: "Be especially careful
chastity,

;

;

from women. Know that our God
hates immorality and Balaam could in no other way
injure Israel than by inciting them to imchastity"
(Schechter, "Studies in Judaism," p. 141).
few further like injunctions from the moral
treatises of medieval rabbis may here be given:
"Let not the strange god, thy sensual desire, rule
over thee act so that thou hast not cause to blush
before thyself pay no heed to the biddings of desire sin not and say, I will repent later " (from " Sefer
Rokeah " by R. Eleazer b. Judah of Worms, in Zunz,
"Z. G." pp. 132, 134); "Keep thy soul always pure:
thou knowest not when thou wilt have to give it
up "("Sefer ha-Middot." fifteenth century, in ib. p.
to keep aloof

;

A

;

;

;

153).

D. P.

K.

CHASTITY, PROOF OF.

See

Cuime

and

Divorce.

ChItEATJ-THIERBY Chief town of the arrondissement of the same name in the department of
At Chateau -Thierry, as in general
Aisne, France.
throughout Champagne, the seigniors of the country were favorably disposed toward the Jews.
The
counts of Champagne, however, acted thus in their
own interest for they considered the Jews as their
own property a property which was very productive.
Thibaut, count of Champagne, and Philip
Augustus, king of France, signed in 1198 an agree:

;

—

;

:

ChS,teau-Thierry

Chaves
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ment by the terms of which they bound themselves to
surrender to each other all Jews who might migrate
from the domain of the one to that of the other.
This agreement was renewed in 1201, after the death
of Thibaut, between llie liing of France and the
Countess Blanche (Brussel, " Usage General des
Cresselin, the richest
Fiefs en France," i. xi. 39).
Jew of Champagne, who, in order to escape from
the arbitrary rule of the countess, had gone to Paris,
was compelled to return to Champagne and to remain there on penalty of having all his outstanding
debts canceled by Blanche (Brussel, I.e. ch. xxxix.
compare Depping, "Los Juifs dans le Moyen Age,"
When in 1284 Philip the Fair took possesp. 116).
sion of Champagne, he demanded from the Jews of
that province 25,000 livi-es as a congratulatory gift
on his accession {ib.). In a document of the year
1298 mention is made of a fine of 50 livres imposed
upon the Jew Souinus of Chateau-Thierry. Another document shows payments for right of residence between 1321 and 1323 by Jews of ChateauThieriy: thus, 20 livres by Chierefame Denix of
" Chatel Thierri
60 and 68 livres by Deulesault of
"
" Chasteltierri "
100 livres by Vivant of " Chastel
Thieri " {I.e. xix. 250, 252, 255).
As early asthethirteentli century Chateau-Thierry
had become an important center of Talmudical learnMention may be made of the following scholing.
ars, who either came thence or lived there
David the Pious, one of the celebrated French
rabbis to whom R. Me'ir ben Todros Abulafia of
Toledo addressed, about 1204, his letter against the
theory of the resurrection as propoimded by Maimonides.
Samuel of Evreux, director of the school of Chateau-Thierry in 1225, was a remarkable Talmudist.
His name is mentioned in the Tosafot Kid. 27b, 39a;
Ned. 90b; 'Ab. Zarah68a; Bezah 14b; Tem. 19b;
the Tosafot upon Sotah are also ascribed to him
(Zunz, "Z. G." p. 38)." Zunz (;.c.)says that Samuel
was the son of R. Yom-Tob of Evreux and the disciple of R. Isaac b. Abraham of Dampierre.
Gro.ss
(*' Gallia Judaica," p. 39), on the contrary, identifies
him with R. Samuel ben Shneor, the correspondent
of R. Jehiel of Paris, and Nathaniel, the elder, of
Chinon.
R. Isaac and his son Bonne Vie are two scholars
of this place only known through the reference to
them in the Tosafot upon Bezah. See Champagne.
;

;

Etudes Juives,
Gross, Gallia Judaica,

Bibliography:
250,

2.52,

255

G.

;

7?*r.

iii.

212; xv. 246; xix.

p. 39.

S.

CHATTANOOGA, See Tennessee.
CHATTELS: In English and American

K.

law

divided into two kinds: real or landed,
and personal or chattels; in Continental law, into
immovable and movable. Jewish law speaks of
"karka'ot" (ground) and "mittaltelin " (movables).
Slaves are included in the former; demands on other
persons, in the latter, though in many respects the

property

is

law governing the ownership and incidents of bonds
(" shetarot ") or other demands differs from the law
of tangible, bodily chattels, as has been shown in
the article Alienation.
Lands and slaves are sometimes joined together under the name of " property
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which has responsibility" ("sharayot"), chattels,
bond, and, other demands as property having none;
because, under the Talmudic law (see Deeds), a
properly written and attested bond became as soon
as delivered a lien on all of the debtor's lands, but
not on his chattels and effects, and because, moreover, after the death of the debtor, only lands and
slaves, not chattels or demands, were liable to his
During the Middle Ages, however, as
creditors.
a matter of necessity, goods, moneys, and effects
were made liable for the decedent's debts (see Debts;
compare Hoshen Mishpat, 107, 1).
Since the non-observance of the Jubilee there has
been no difference in the laws of descent (see
Agnates) between landed estate and chattels. They
form together one mass, as they do in countries having a system of civil law. The modes of Alienation AND Acquisition are different, as has been

showm

in the article under that caption.
Moreover, a sale of chattels can be set aside or corrected
for Overreaching on the sole ground of inadequacy
or excessive price, while the law of overreaching

("ona'ah") does not apply to either lands or bonds.
These broad distinctions are readily found in the
Mishnah Kid. i. 1-6, and B. M. iv. 1-9; for details
see the articles under the captions indicated above.
L. N. D.
J. SR.

CHATZKIN,

ISAAC

ANDREYEVICH

:

Russian physician; born 1832; died at Odessa June,
1902.
He settled in that city in 1869, and practised
there for more than thirty years.
In 1870 he became a member of the Medical Society of Odessa
and a corresponding member of the Medical Society
Chatzkin distinguished himself by
of Kherson.
several literary productions.
In 1858 his letters on
physiology appeared in the " Russki Vyestnik. " He
published, besides, Russian translations of the " Introduction to ]\Iedical Science," by Professor Lebert,
and Virchow's "Cellular Pathology."
Bibliography

AUg.

:

Zcit. des

Jud.

1902, p. 293.

M. Sel.

H. R.

CHAUSSY

:

town in the government
The Jewish community of

District

of Mohilev, Russia.
Chaussy dates from the seventeenth century, as appears from a charter granted to the Jews Jan. 11,
1667, by Michael Casimir Pacz, castellan of Wilna,
and confirmed by King August III. March 9, 1739.

In 1780, at the time of a visit of Catherine II., there
was a Jewish population of 355, in a total of 1,057;
and the town possessed one synagogue. In 1803
the Jewish population was 453, in a total of 1,185;
in 1870 it was 2,433, in a total of 4,167; and in
Some of the
1897, 2,775, in a total of about 6,000.
Jewish artisans are employed in the tanneries and in
silk and woolen factories.
The Jewish population
in the district of Chaussy (including the town) in
1897 was 7,444, or 8.42 per cent of the total popution.

Bibliography

:

Istoriho-Juridicheskie Materiahi Sazonova,

xiv. 268; Regestu, No. 1054.

H. R.

CHAUTAUaUA
ISH

A

SOCIETY,

THE JEW-

society formed in the United States for
the dissemination of knowledge of the Jewish religion by fostering the study of its history and liter"

:

"

"
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ature, giving popular courses of instruction, issuing
publications, establisiiing reading-circles, holding

general assemblies, and by such other means as may
from time to time be found necessary and proper.
Its organization was the result of a suggestion offered by Rev. Dr. Henry Berkowitz in an address
before his congregation, the Rodeph Shalom, Philadelphia,

March

10, 1893.

The Jewish

literary soci-

appointed a "committee on organization," which formulated plans.
An agreement
was entered into with the Chautauqua Literary
and Scientific Circle convened at Lake Chautauqua,
N. Y., for the use of the general methods of popular education known as the "Chautauqua System."
A Jewish society, national in its scope, was then
organized, with Dr. Berkowitz as chancellor.
In the winter of 1893 the society began the publication of a series of " course books " or syllabi for
eties of that city

general readers and

members of

reading-circles or

ChSteau-Thierry

Chaves

of Dr. Lee K. Frankel as director of the assembly.
course of popular lectures on Jewish and other
themes was delivered. Chautauqua circles in Bible
study and in post-Biblical history and literature were
conducted.
teachers' institute supplied instruction and practical help to the teachers of the Jewish
schools of the country. Conferences were arranged
for the consideration of some of the practical problems of Jewish life. Social and literary gatherings

A

A

were held from time

mer assembly,

to time.

in July,

At

the second

1898, books, charts,

sum-

maps,

models, and various appliances for
use in the classes of the religious
Asschools were exhibited.
In 1899 the
semblies. society was incorporated under the
laws of the state of Pennsylvania.
The third assembly, which met in July of that year,
was productive of such enthusia.sm that on the recommendation of Dr. K. Kohler it was resolved to
formulate plans for the addition of a regular summer school. In July, 1900, the fourtli assembly was
held, and the summer school was opened, with cla.sse3
in the study of the principles of pedagogy applied

Summer

to instruction in religion.

"The Assembly Record,"

a pamphlet giving a

detailed report of these gatherings and edited by
the secretary and director of the assembly, Isaac
Hassler, has been issued each year

The

"

Menorah

"

magazine

is

the

by the

official

society.

organ of

the society.

'7

S^

I

"

Papers presented at the fifth annual session of
summer assembly of the socict}' held at Atlantic City, N. J., July 7 to 28, 1901,''' is the title of
special series Xo. 7 of the books issued by The
Jewish Publication Society of America, Philadelphia, June, 1902.
A course in applied philanthropy
was added to the features described above during
the

i^.

Seal of the Jewish Chautauqua Society.

the sixth assembly,
held in Jul}', 1902.
'

These guide-books give syllabi of
courses in Biblical and post-Biblical liislory and literature, in the Hebrew language (correspondence
method), and on Jewish characters in fiction.
study

classes.

The society has succeeded in interesting several
thousand persons in the United States and some in
Great Britain, Canada, and British India, in pursuing
the readings outlined. By correspondence and through the agency of a
of Work, traveling field - secretary, numerous
Chautauqua circles have been organLiterary circles conized in many communities.
nected with congregations, lodges, sections of the
Council of Jewish Women, Young Men's Hebrew
associations, and Zionist societies use the Chautauqua plans of study.
The Chautauqua circles of West Virginia have
formed a state organization and hold annual con-

Extent

ventions.
of inspiration for the home readderived from the summer assembl3\
Atlantic City, N. J., has been the scat of tliose
summer gatherings of the Jewish Chautautjuans
during the past six years. In July, 1897, the first

The main source

ing courses

is

experiment was made in this direction. The program for a series of daily sessions continuing two
weeks was arranged by the chancellor and carried
out by the persons enlisted, under the management

H. Be.

A.

CHAVES

City in Portugal, which in the fourteenth century had a fairly large Jewish community,
and an "aula," or school, "in which the Law was expounded by the rabbis." This school was subject
to a special tax.
Before the expulsion of the Jews
from Portugal the Jewish quarter here annually
paid 81,000 rcis in taxes.
:

Bim.iofiRAPnY: Kayserling, Gwc^i. dcr Juden in Portugal,
p. 49.

M. K.

G.

CHAVES

Jewish-Portuguese family that derived its name from its native place of Chaves in
Portugal; members of it arc found in Amsterdam
and London.
A. de Chaves: Painter at Amsterdam in 1700.
Aaron de Chaves Edited in Amsterdam, in
"Dialogo dos Montes,"
1767, Rehiiel Jesurun's
prefixing a Portuguese poem of his own.
David Chaves Lived in London in 1720; celebrated in Latin ver.se Daniel Israel Lopez Laguna's
Spanish translation of the P.salms, "Espejo Fiel de
:

:

:

Vidas.

Isaac de Chaves Ilazan in London in 1702.
Jacob de Chaves Son of the wealthy Moses de
Chaves of Amsterdam pupil of the Neo-Hebraic
poet Moses Hayyim Luzzatto, who published his
drama, "La-Yesharim Tehillah" (Praise to the Vir:

:

;

Chavillo

THE JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA

Cbazanuth

tuous), in honor of Jacob's marriage

Vega Enriques

with Rachel de

in 1743.

Bibliography: Kayserling, DUiL Esp.-Port.-Jud.
Gratz, Gesch. der Juden. x. 381.

pp. 38, 90;

M. K.

J.
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Chazanowicz founded at Byelostok the Hobebe
Ziyyon, a society for the education of Jewish youth
in the spirit of Zionism, and was for many years its
president.
He founded also the Linat ha-?edek,
and takes an active part in the
a hospital society
Zionist movement.
In 1890 he visited Palestine and
conceived the idea of founding a library at Jerusalem, together with the order B'nai B'rith; but his
plan was necessarily postponed, as he unfortunately
aroused the displeasure of tiie government soon after
his return to Byelostok.
An anti-Semitic Polish
physician of Byelostok had been guilty of malpractise on a Jewish boy and Chazanowicz so vehemently
took up the defense of the victim that he was forced
by the government to leave the town for a period of
two years, during which time he established himself
In 1893 he returned to Byelostok and
at Lodz.
began to execute his plan. In 1896 he sent to Jerusalem his large collection of books, amounting to
nearly 10,000 volumes, to become the nucleus of the
Abarbanel Library. The enlargement of this library
and the collection of funds to erect a special building for it have become the life-work of Chazanowicz.
See Abakbanel Library in Jerusalem.
;

CHAVILIiO.

See Habillo.

PHAYYIM; CHAYYT7G.

SeeHAYYiM; Hay-

"lUG.

CTTAZAK.

See Fokti, John.

CHAZAN. See Hazzan.
CHAZANOWICZ, JOSEPH

Russian physiand founder of the Jewish National Library at
Jerusalem born at Goniondz, government of Grodno,
Russia, Oct. 22, 1844; son of Aaron Chazanowicz.
After finishing his studies at the Jewish school and
at the gymnasium of Grodno, Chazanowicz went to
Germany to study medicine. While still a student
he became volunteer assistant surgeon at one of the
:

cian,

;

military hospitals of Berlin during the Franco-Prussian war, 1870-71.
He received his degree of doctor
of medicine from the University of Konigsberg
in 1872.
Returning to Russia, he passed his state
board examination at Dorpat, and began to practise
at Byelostok, where he now (1902) resides, having
been physician of the Jewish hospital for several

;

CHAZANUTH.

years.
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